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piotoctRaphic and fine art journal
NEW SERIES. JANUARY, 1854. VOL. VII. NO. I.

THE PRACTICE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

BY FHILIF H. DELAMOTTE, F. S. A.

PREFACE.

HAVE been so frequently solicited by ray friends and
pupils to supply them with brief instructions iu the

various Photographic Processes, that I have prepared

this little manual on a simpler plan than any other

treatise I have met with, by endeavoring to carry the

student directly through the various stages of each

process, without distracting his attention by untimely

digressions on the manufacture of chemicals or of apparatus

—

knowledge very useful in its place, but a stumbling-block when
ill-timed. I have first described the Process on Paper, both

for Negatives and Positives; then proceeding to Glass, I have

given in detail every information connected with Collodion and
Albumen, and I think everything essential to the attainment of

a good photograph will be found mentioned. Amid the immense
variety of formulsB and methods recommended by difi'erent exper-

imenters, I have selected those which experience has assured me
are the best under all circumstances; but in an art of such won-
derfully rapid progress we must expect great improvements daily

:

these shall find place in future editions, should they be called for.

One feature in this work, which I hope will be found useful, is

the description of the various chemical substances used in pho-

tography : instead of being introduced in the space devoted to the

details of manipulation, they are grouped together at the end:

for these, and for the general revision of the work, I am indebted

to the kindness of Mr. Thomas Delf, who undertook a task

which the numerous demands upon my time forbade me fulfilling

so carefully as the subject required. P. H. D.

INTRODUCTION.

( 1
.

) Photography—a word derived from the Greek—signifies

" to draw by the agency of light;" but as recent researches have
proved that light is not the active agent through which the de-

sired effects are produced, the word Heliography, or " sun-

drawing," has been suggested as the more correct; yet, notwith-

standing the inaccuracy involved, it will be more convenient, for

the purpose of description, to retain the term "Photography,"
and to assume that light is the agent by which its results are

obtained.

(2.) The art of Photography enables us to obtain upon paper,

and other media, permanent unpressions of the images of objects

which are received in the focus of the camera-obscura.

(3.) This wonderful result, which but a few years since was
regarded as a hopeless dream, has been realised through the

labors of Daguerre, Talbot, Herschel, Hunt, and others engaged
in scientific hivestigations, and already attained to a degree of

perfection far outstripping the most sanguine expectations. But
rapid and wonderful as have been its achievements, we think our-

selves justified in still regarding the art in its infancy, for its

processes and manipulation require a nicety and delicacy unknown
in any other art whatever; while at the same time, the nature of

the action of the chemical and other agencies employed is very
imperfectly understood. We may, however, congratulate our-

selves that the art of photogi-aphy has now attained a satisfactory

degree of simplicity and certainty; and that scarcely a week
passes without some discovery being made which facilitates its

operations.

(4.) Although it is desirable, for many reasons, to describe
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the practice of the art of photography without entering upon the

discussion of the scientific principles involved, or the employment

of technicalities, yet it must not be expected that while so many
refined considerations are involved in its operations, success can

always attend the efforts of the photographer unless he pays to

those principles the obedience they demand ; he must, sooner or

later, become acquainted with them. It is true that any one en-

tirely ignorant of the theory or practice of chemistry, may, by a

happy hit, succeed at once in producing a good picture ; but as he

knows not the causes of his success, or upon what it depends, he

may meet with an overwhelming amount of discouraging failures

without having the power to remedy them, or to trace their origin.

It is true also, that patience and long-continued perseverance

may supply the want of this knowledge ; but it involves much loss

of time and waste of materials. Nevertheless it must be admit-

ted that recent improvements have so simplified the processes of

the art, as to render chemical knowledge of much less consequence

than heretofore. Therefore it will be our object iu the following

pages to present the details of each operation in such a shape as

will be clear to the mind of any one entering upon the pursuit;

while, at the same time, the rationale of each operation will be

given in such form and language as will enable the beginner to

test his position at every stage, and to trace and remove any im-

pediments he may meet with. We do not propose to give a

history of the art, having now nothing to do with past failui-es, but

only with the successful results of a multitude of experiments all

tending to one aim—the greatest excellence and expedition in

obtaining good photographs.

ON THE PRODUCTION OF A PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTURE.

(5.) The production of a photographic picture depends upon

the chemical action on various substances of a certain power
(Actinism), which exists in the rays of light in connection with

two other powers, viz. the luminous and the heating, neither of

which produces the same chemical change upon the materials

suljmitted to their influence in the art of photography, as the

adenic or chemical power does. It is not the object of our trea-

tise to enter upon this abstruse portion of the subject, we must

confine ourselves to the detailing of the best manipulatory pro-

cesses, with such explanation of the scientific principles involved,

as may enable the amateur to practice the art with intelligence

and certainty.

(6.) The principal agent employed, after numerous experi-

ments upon other substances, still continues to be iodide of silver,

a compound of iodine with silver; a substance highly susceptible

of the influence of light, which so acts upon, and alters the nor-

mal condition of its particles, as to set up a new action ; and, by

further accelerating this action, we obtain the desired photo-

graphic pictures. Our preliminary processes consist in :

—

(1.) I. In the Paper Process,—Spreading upon paper a coat-

ing of one of the salts of iodine ; the iodide of potassium being

that usually preferred. Or, in the glass process,—Coating a sheet

of glass with iodised collodion, albumen, &c.

(8.) II. Bringing the surface of the prepared paper, or col-

lodion, into contact with a solution of the nitrate of silver, by

which decomposition ensues, and the iodide of silver is produced.

The paper, or other medium, is now ready for the camera.

(9.) III. Exposing the Paper or other mediium in the Camera.

—Upon being placed in the focus of the camera, the varied light

of the image acts unequally upon the prepared sensitive surface;

and according to the degree of illumination of the various parts

of the image, so the surface becomes, in the subsequent processes,

more or less darkened: those parts which are most illuminated
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in the object, producing the greatest amount of blackening effect

upon the sensitive surface.

( 10. ) IV. Developing the T/nage.—The paper, or other medium,
after having been submitted to the action of light in the camera
does not exhibit any of the change which has taken place upon
its surface: tlie picture is invisiljle, until the developing agent is

applied, which may be either gallic acid, pyro-gallic acid, proto-

sulphate, or proto-nitrate of iron. This developing is a contin-

uation of the action excited by light. When the light strikes

upon the sensitive medium, it reduces tlie iodide of silver to a

metallic state; and the chemical salts, gallic acid, &c., do but

more rapidly perform the same change.

(11.) V. Fixing the Image.—Tiiis process consists in care-

fully removing from the surface of the medium all tlie iodide of

silver, &c., which has remained unacted upon by the light; this

is accomplished by immersing it in a solution of hyposulphite of

soda, which dissolves the undecomposed iodide of silver that has

not been acted upon, and renders the picture no longer suscep-

tible of the action of light.

(12.) Such, briefly, are the successive operations for obtain-

ing a negative picture, which serves as a type from which any
given number of positives may be obtained. But negatives on

glass may also be converted into positives, as will be described

in the proper place.

(13.) The successful practice of the art of photography re-

quires on the part of tiie operator the most scrupulous cleanliness

and accuracy in the employment of eveiy material requisite to

the process, and the most im])licit obedience to the rules laid

down in these pages for his guidance, for they are the results of

much patient investigation on the part of a host of intelligent

inquirers, who have successfully overcome difficulties which, could

they have been foreseen, would have appalled the most patient

and determined mind. Happily for the photographer who now
commences his career, he can profit by this experience, and be

spared the labor and expense of original investigation. The
path for him is tolerably smooth, and should he be induced to

examine carefully the abstruse philosophical principles upon which

this fascinating art depends, he may in his turn become a con-

tributor to its improvement and advancement. The humblest

experience may sometimes furnish a suggestion which the most

refined and cultivated investigator may have failed to arrive at.

APPARATUS AND MATERIALS.

(14.) The apparatus and chemical materials employed must

be selected with care and judgment. The former need not be of

the most expensive kind ; all that is required is, that it should be

capable of fulfilling the conditions imposed upon it by the require-

ments of the art. The chemicals must be pure, such as are pre-

pared especially for the pvuijose; and to secure himself from

disappointment and failure, the operator should purchase them

only of respectable dealers ui photographic materials.

(15.) Acetic acid, ether, and other preparations, vary in

quality, and an inferior article cannot be substituted for one of

the proper strength and purity.

(16.) Much of the time of early practitioners was wasted in

the preparation of various materials, but now everything required

may be bought, and in a few hours a perfect equipment obtained.

The choice of these must of course depend upon which method

of operating is adopted—whether on plain paper, waxed paper,

or albumenized paper, or on glass covered with albumen or col-

lodion. For operations out of doors, the waxed-paper process

possesses advantages over every other mode of working, as little

or nothing is required to be carried besides the camera and the

prepared wax-paper.

THE CAMERA.

(It.) The choice of a camera will depend upon the purpose to

which it is applied, whether for portraits or landscapes; the sizes

varying from those about five or six inches square to others which

will give a picture of twelve inches square and upwards. The

prices of cameras vary considerably, according to the quality of

the lenses; as one with a single lens (meniscus) may be obtained

for a few shillings, while others, with two achromatic lenses.

manufactured by Voigtlander, Chevallier, Lerebours, or Ross,*

are worth as many dollars. As good pictures may probably be

obtained with one kind as another; the advantage of the two-

fold achromatic arrangement is, that it concentrates the light in

the image, and thereby accelerates the process, while it also

gives tiiat image tolerably free from spherical and chromatic

aberration.

(18.) For landscapes and views generally, one lens, about

three inches in diameter, of long focus, say from twelve to eigh-

teen inches, is the most suitable.

(19.) For portraits, two achromatic lenses are necessary,

each placed in a separate tube, one moving within the other, for

the purpose of adjustment.

(20.) In a simple lens, that is, one composed of a single piece

of glass, there are two foci: the one, where the image appears

clearest and well defined—this is termed its apparent focus; the

other, which is a little nearer to the lens, is the chemical focus,

or where the greatest amount of chemical action takes place.

(21.) An achromatic lens is always composed of two pieces

of glass of different dispersive powers; that is, the one has its

chemical focus at a certain distance from the apparent focus; the

other, also at a certain distance, but a little nearer to, or further

from, the apparent focus, according to its form.

(22.) One piece of the achromatic lens consists of a double

convex lens of crown glass; this disperses the rays too much, to

correct which defect we add a concave lens of flint glass, which
of itself would cause the dispersion of the rays to be too little;

but these two lenses being put together, they correct each other,

and unite the rays at very nearly the same point, making the

chemical and apparent foci identical. By giving the proper form

to the surface of these lenses a compound lens may be produced,

which shall correct not only this chromatic aberration, but also

the spherical aberration, or that which produces distortion in the

image of an object. A lens which corrects both chromatic and
spherical aberration is said to be aplanatic.

(23.) It must always be borne in mind, that the nearer the

lens is placed to the object to be copied, the larger the image

produced in the focus, and the greater the distortion (68.) In

portraits, where great concentration of light, and consequent

rapidity of action is desirable, a combination of lenses producing

a focus of five or six inches is the best; if the face is formed as

near as possible in the centre of the lenses, the amount of distor-

tion is so small as to be undiscernible ; if any occurs in the acces-

sories, it is of less importance (61).

(24.) It is usual to place m front of the lens a disc of brass,

])erforated in the centre with a hole of given diameter, capable

of being removed to give place to others of different diameters;

these discs are termed diaphragms, and their purjiose is, to ex-

clude the excess of light falling upon the lens, which would weaken
the impression of the image; to diminish the spherical aberration;

and to give a greater amount of distinctness to the image: but

at the same time they exclude much light, and thereby lengthen

the time of the operation; yet with lenses of large diameter they

are indispensable: the greater the amount of light falling upon
the object to be copied, the smaller may be the aperture in the

diaphragm.

(25.) Another disc, called a cap, is used for shutting out en-

tirely the light from the camera in taking a picture, and stopping

the operation at once.

(26.) The interior of the camera must be carefully blackened

by being Uned with paper, velvet, or painted; whatever the ma-
terial used, it must be deadened so as to reflect no fight, but
absorb all the rays not falluig upon the prepared surface placed

in the focus.

(21.) Great care must be taken to test the accuracy of the

adjustment of the frames fitting into the place of the ground
glass, so that the prepared surface falls exactly in the same place

as that occupied by it, when the focus is ascertained; any devia-

tion from which would cause distortion or vagueness in the

impression (67).

* A decided preference is given by photographers in this conntry. as
well as by foreign artists who come here, to the cameras made by C. C.
Harrison, of New York. Mr. Ross's are said to be the best now made
in Europe.

—

£ii. P. A. Journal.
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' (28.) The Tripod-stand.—In takmg views the camera should

be elevated iipou a tripod-stand, to a heiglit nearly equal to that

of the eye of the operator.

(29.) In portraits, the lenses being of short focus, very small

projections from the objectproduce great distortion in the hnage;

it is, therefore, desirable to keep the various parts of the object

as much as possible, in the same plaue: for this reason, if the

body is turned direct to the front of the lens, the head should be

turned ou one side, so as to give the face hi three-quarter view,

or nearly in profile.

(30.) Head-rests.—In taking portraits it is advisable to place

the head of the sitter against a head-rest. This little instrument

greatly assists the keeping it in one position. Care must be

taken that no part of it is visible in the picture.

THE OPERATING-ROOM.

(31.) Photography requires that its operations should be

conducted in a room from which the daylight is either totally

excluded, or admitted through a transparent yellow medium,

such as stained glass, dyed hnen, calico, colored paper, or similar

material ; or the room may be illuminated by a candle or screened

gas-light; for it must always be kept in mind that it is through

the agency of light, and its peculiar action upon the chemicals

we use, that pictures are obtained; and whenever a sensitive

preparation is exposed, if but for an instant, to its influence out

of the camera, that change is in operation to the deterioration of

the picture. Therefore, during every stage of progress in the

preparation of the sensitive surface until it is iinally fixed and

rendered no longer susceptible of change by the action of light,

we must carefully guard against any kind of exposure to its in-

fluence. A disregard of this condition is undoubtedly the cause

of many failures which are attributed to other causes. The
operations of light are very subtile and mysterious: recent re-

searches show us that it is constantly changing the equilibrium

of all bodies exposed to its influence and agency; part of them

give hmt, part light, and others a chemical action, or, as it is

now called, actinism. It must suffice for our purpose to merely

mention these, and remark that it is not by the agency of the

light rays alone that the photographic pictures are produced; at

present it is thought that the chemical or actenic rays are those

which set up the change in materials operated upon ; still it is

most convenient for the purposes of description that we should

continue to use the term light as the agent by which our opera-

tions are effected.

(32.) It is a great advantage to the photographer if his

operating room contains a closet in which the materials can be

put away out of the dust and obnoxious vapors always present

in the atmosphere, and where he can suspend his sensitive papers

while they are drying. A sink, or similar convenience, for wash-

ings and other operations, and an abundant supply of filtered

water, is indispensable.

PHOTOGRAPHY.

(33.) The discovery of the art of photography is due to Mr.
Fox Talbot, who, early in 1839, communicated to the world the

result of his experiments, and an account of the processes by
which they were conducted.* This discovery was so startling,

and its capabilities so wonderful, that the whole scientific world

was interested in them, and directed its attention to their devel-

opment; with what result we need not enquire, for the evidence

abounds on every side. It is due, however, to the memory of

our distinguished countryman, Wedgwood, to state, that so long

back as 1802, he was engaged with Sir Humphry Davy in at-

tempting to fix the images of the camera-obscura. If he was
unsuccessful, it was probably due to the imperfect state of chemi-

cal science at that period.

(34.) As Mr. Talbot patented his processes on paper, much
ingenuity was exerted to discover other substances and other

methods by which his results could be attained; and the re-

searches of Herschel, Hunt, Archer, and others, have given us

the cyanotype, chromatype, amphitype, and the collodion process,

while, at the same time, they have greatly improved the pro-

cesses of Mr. Talbot himself.

* See Appendix.

(35.) These various improvements enable us now to obtain

good views, portraits, &c., on paper, in a space of time varying
from a few seconds to an liour and a half; while ou collodion and
on albumen instantaneous exposure to the image in the focus of

the lens is sufificient to obtain a good picture.

(36.) The negative pictures obtained ou glass appear to pos-

sess a slight advantage in clearness and sharpness over tiiose

obtained on paper; but there are so many advantages in using
the latter material, that all our skill should be directed in per-

fecting it. Probably our efibrts would be best directed to the
developing agents; the sensitiveness of the iodide of silver per-

haps cannot be increased; and if, as is now supposed, the in-

stantaneous action of light suffices to effect the change in this

substance necessary to the impressing the image, it must result

that it is only due to the imperfection in the developing agent
that instantaneous pictures cannot be obtained also upon paper.

PROCESSES ON PAPER.

(37.) Tlie processes on paper are two—the dry and the wet;

the former is the most convenient, and that generally practised

;

by some practitioners the latter is preferred: we shall here de-

scribe both processes, beginning with

—

(38. ) The Dry Method.—This process is deserving of the most
assiduous cultivation; for its simplicity and ready manipulation

give to it an advantage over all other methods; by it we can
carry a stock of prepared papers to any distance, and after ex-

posing them in the camera to the desired object, reserve the

further stages of the process until we return to the conveniences

of the operating-room. Whatever imperfections now exist in

this method, and they are but few, will doubtless soon be over-

come: the results ol)tained at the hands of several eminent
photographers leave but little to desire ; in fact, in many positive

proofs it is difficult, if not impossible, to discover whether they
have been obtained from negatives on glass or on paper.

(39.) The paper used for the negatives can be employed either

waxed or unwaxed. As good results are obtainable from the

one as from the other; the employment of the latter saves much
trouble ; and the proofs can be rendered transparent by waxing
after they are developed.

(40.) The quality of the paper used is of vital importance in

this process; it must be as thin as possible, but of perfectly

homogeneous texture throughout.

(41.) The proportions of iodide of potassium and nitrate of

silver in the solution employed differ much in the practice of

various photographers; the best result is most probably obtained
when the quantity of silver in the iodide of that metal is in excess,

for true iodide of silver (that is, when these two bodies are com-
bined in definite atomic proportions) is not acted on by light.

We now proceed to detail the processes with waxed-paper by
the dry method.

WAXED-PAPER PROCESS.

(42.) I. Selection of Paper.—The early photographers en-

countered great and discouraging difficulties in procuring paper
suitable for the purpose of their art, which now no longer exist.

Good papers are easily obtained of various degrees of thickness,

uniform texture, well-sized and glazed, both of English and
French manufacture; some prefer the former, others the latter.

The difference in their quality appears to consist in this—the
English papers are hard and dense, owing to their being sized

with gelatin, consequently the sensitive preparation does not
penetrate its substance, but remains on the surface. They are,

therefore, best fitted for positive proofs. The French papers, on
the contrary, are generally sized with starch, with which iodine

enters eagerly into comljination: they are usually thinner and
lighter, and consequently better adapted for negatives ; but both
English and French papers are prepared for positives and nega-

tives; and the photographer can select either without any
reserve ; only with this precaution, let him avoid using different

papers as much as possible, for the difference in their manufac-
ture causes them to be affected differently under the same treat-

ment. If bought of an honorable dealer in apparatus, &c., there

is little fear of an unsuitable material being offered for sale. All

the success of manipulation may rest upon the quality of the paper.
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(43.) Previous to using the paper, each sheet must be ex-

amined for spots and holes ; if any such exist that sheet must be

rejected. Tiie demand for a fine material for the purposes of

photography has become so extensive, that several manufacturers

have devoted their attention to the preparation of a pure paper,

and the result is all a photographer can desire. Among English

manufacturers, Whatman, Nash, and Turner, are eminent; La-

croix, and Canson, freres, are the most eminent of those of France.

Lacroix's paper appears to give the greatest rapidity, doubtless

owing to its containing the largest quantity of starch. For

waxing, thin paper will answer as well as thick, if of homoge-

neous texture.

PREPARATION OF THE WAXED PAPER.

(44.) Suitable waxed paper for photography has only just be-

come an article of commerce; the preparation of it is trouble-

some, l)ut worth submitting to from the great facilities it affords

in promptly obtaining pictures (negatives). The mode of pre-

paring it is as follows:—Take a daguerreotype plate, or polished

steel or copper-plate, such as are prepared for the use of engrav-

ers, but larger than the paper to be waxed, and place it on a

stand so that a gas-burner can be passed under and maintain it

at a steady temperature; when the plate is sufficiently warm, rub

it all over with a piece of clean white wax ; then lay upon it

carefully a sheet of the thin negative paper, so that no air-bub-

bles are formed, and as soon as it is penetrated by the wax,

cover it with another sheet; have ready a second heated plate,

upon which put a sheet of the unwaxed paper, and place upon

it the two waxed sheets, cover them with a sheet or two of un-

waxed paper, and allow the excess of wax to be alisorbed by

them, by which means any waste of wax maybe avoided; repeat

this operation so long as any excess of wax is absorbed by the

clean paper, and finally place it between several more fresh sheets,

upon the clean hot plate, and pass over them a hot smoothing-

iron until the whole excess of wax is removed. This operation

is best performed by two persons, one to each plate ; as the wax
cools so rapidly when removed from the hot plate, much time is

wasted in tiie manipulation when performed by a single person.

The first plate being rewaxed, the paper used for absorbing the

excess of wax is placed upon it, in order to Ijecome thoroughly

saturated, and then removed and treated as before directed.

The preparation of a hundred sheets in this manner is a good

day's work.

(45.) The kind of paper best suited for waxing is a very thin

quality manufactured by Lacroix, and Canson, freres: it contains

a large quantity of starch, which increases its sensitiveness.

(46.) This wa.xed paper possesses some excellent qualities,

which render it exceedingly valuable to the photographer. It

is transparent, which enables him to perceive the smallest bubble

of air that exists between it and the exciting solution upon which

it is floated: it lias become exceedingly tenacious, somewhat re-

sembling vellum; and it will admit of a proof being left in the

developing solution for a considerable time, without spotting or

staining the solution; but, al)ove all, it permits us to prepare

sensitive paper with the nitrate of silver, and keep it ready for

use during many days, weeks, or even months. This quality is

of iunnense value for operations out-of-doors, since it is no longer

necessary to carry a cuml)rons and fragile array of bottles and

dishes; a portfolio and a camera suffice for a long journey. The
waxing also enables us to obtain much deeper blacks upon thin

pajier than we could were it not employed.

For the benefit of those who have not much time to spare, wo

may remark that waxed paper is now extensively prepared for

sale, and may be obtained of most of the respectable dealers in

photographic materials.

PREPARATION OF THE SENSITIVE PAPER.

(41.) To increase the sensitiveness of paper for photographic

purposes, it is found useful to prepare it with a coating of some

organic substances, which act upon the nitrate of silver with

energy, and render it almost black. For this purpose, the French

chemists have suggested sugar of milk and starch (175); this

latter has the additional recommendation of entering into com-

bination with iodine.

(48.) Starch exists in many vegetable grains, roots, &c.: the

best for the purposes of photography is obtained from rice, To
prepare it, take

—

Distilled water 3 pints
Waslicd rice 4 ounces
Isinglass* J ounce.

Boil them in a glass or porcelain vessel, and filter through a
clean cloth. The boiling must only be continued so long as the
grains of rice begin to break, and stopped before the water is

thickened by the excess of starch. This liquid, to which the
following ingredients are added, gives a good body to paper, and
yields very excellent tones of black in the proofs.

Dissolve in one quart of this rice-water,

Sugar of milk 693 grains
Iodide of jjotassium 230 "
Cyanide of potassium 12 "
Fluoride of potassium 6 "

(49.) When these are dissolved, filter through a fine cloth,

and preserve the liquid for use in a well-closed bottle: it will

keep for a long time without deterioration. In cold weather, it

should be made tepid before using.

(50.) To render the paper sensitive, put a quantity of the
solution into a clean porcelain dish, and immerse in it the sheets
of paper, one by one, removing the bubbles of air between each.
As many as twenty sheets of paper may be prepared at one time,
provided the liquid completely covers them: they should be left

in the liquid from half an hour to an hour, accordmg to the
thickness of the paper.

(51.) When the waxed paper is placed in the bath of iodide

of potassium, that salt appears to completely penetrate the wax
and enter into combination with it; the greasiness of surface dis-

appears, and the paper takes freely the solution of nitrate of
silver. This action, however, does not take place immediately,
but during the space of half an hour, or an hour, before the wax
becomes decomposed.

(52.) At the expiration of that time, take up the mass of
paper, and turn it so that the sheets which were lowest become
uppermost; then hang them up separately by one corner to drain,

and to the bottom of each sheet attach a piece of blotting-paper
to facilitate the dropping of the fluid.

(53.) Two different kinds of paper should not be placed at
one time in the bath. Paper sized with this fluid has a light

violet tint, which is not objectionable, but, on the contrary^ is

useful in the subsequent operation, as it serves to show when the
action of the nitrate of silver upon the iodide is completed.

(54.) Paper thus prepared is said to be iodized and insensible

to the action of light but too much exposure decomposes the
iodide of potassium, and precipitates the iodine upon the starch.

(55.) The liquid will serve for fresh paper as long as it lasts,

taking the precaution to filter it after use.

(56.) Starch, insoluble in cold water, dissolves completely in

l)oiling water; after it becomes dry, it is again insoluble in cold
water. Advantage is taken of this property to ajjply it to paper,
as above directed.

(51.) This preliminary preparation is applicable to paper for
negatives, whether it is used waxed or otlierwise.

( To be Continued.

From La Lumiere.

COLLODION.
Sir—The last number of your excellent journal contains a re-

markable article, by M. Gaudin, entitled. General Cmixiflerafions

upon Collodion; which I doubt not will be highly appreciated by
your readers, and render very great service to photogra]ihers.
One of the most valuable attributes of your journal is its per-

sistance in the solution of the numberless difficulties that beset
the use of the most delicate substances; and certainly the des-
tined progress of our art would be much more rajjid if all con-
nected with it, whether as amateurs or otherwise, would in turn
communicate what they daily discover; instead of making a

Genuine isinglass is required—not the spurious substitute, gelatine.

rPsr!siTsss=i
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mystery of any process, as many skilful operators do—especially

of those little things in processes by which the difficulties are

avoided that hinder every step of the more unpractised photo-

grapher.

Thanks are due to M. Gaudin, who is one among the few

liberal contributors to the cause of science. It is very important

in a new subject, not to keep to a single series of observations,

but pursue investigation in all ways, and as long as any fact re-

mains unexplained, and this is why I thought to share with you

the reflections suggested to me by the article to which reference

has been made.

I have often desired to ask you what are the precautions ne-

cessary for the successful use of the collodion of Bertsch, which

you have so often praised, and, I doubt not, deservedly. My
own experiments, by all the formulas for the baths of silver and

of iron, have only resulted in failure. The entire deficiency of

cohesion in the product is easy to correct by the addition of a

little pharraacetic collodion, as indicated by M. Gaudin; but the

sensibility obtained is moderate, and the intensity of the image

formed, yet more feeble.

The thought that the formula of M. Bertsch is worse than any

other never occurred to me : I preferred to attribute my want of

success to inexperience; but I have been obliged to seek other

reasons, since other collodions have given me satisfactory results.

I am now certain that collodion is subject to quick deterioration,

especially in our climates, and that this explains why M. Heil-

man, who uses so much of it, succeeds so perfectly, whilst those

who obtain their collodion at the provincial depots fail, because

this collodion is not fresh.

The theory of M. Delahaye, true in the limits which M.
Gaudin has set, justifies in no way the product which he pre-

pares, because even in putting it under the protection of powerful

reductive agents, the success is no better. As to the action of

the diffused light, it is never an obstacle to the formation of the

image when it is acted upon by a negative, no more than a dull

tint, even tolerably deep, would prevent its being used for de-

signing, and this is proved by the fact that two different images,

one upon the other, of equal value, can be obtained on the same

glass, in the same length of time. It is only the effective reduc-

tion of the susceptible bed which is exposed to the action of the

light. This hindrance is nearly complete ; for a proof taken out

of the bath of iron may be exposed to the light before being

washed without much injury; the action of the direct solar rays

is even slower. I have made a singular experiment, which proves

conclusive : by means of a feebly susceptil^le collodion, and by a

uniform light, I took an unage, which on coming out of the bath

of iron was pale and positive by reflection. I washed it in much
water, and again plunged the plate in a bath of silver ; tiign ex-

posed it during a few seconds to a full light, and subjected it

afterwards to a bath of iron ; and thus obtained a proof positive

by transparency. With some precautions, and a suitable col-

lodion, the image is pure enough to give some negatives upon

paper, at least as clear as those obtained directly. I do not

pretend to recommend recourse to this process for obtaining

proofs upon paper; nevertheless it appears to me that, in cei'taiu

cases, a proof by negative is not a thing to be despised.

/ The collodion ought then to be such that it opposes a certain

resistance to the action of the agents immediately reductive, and

this quality does not exclude a sensibility, even exaggerated

under the action of the light. The addition of an acid in the

bath of silver permits the attainment of this end; but when ne-

gative proofs are to be obtained, it is necessary that the quality

added be extremely small, without which it loses in sensitiveness

and especially in intensity; a drop of acid to fifteen hundred

grains of the bath of silver, very often change's a collodion from

an excess of susceptibility, to one of excess of slowness. The
action of the tincture of iodine is less energetic ; it influences

only the rapidity ; the intensity is increased by it at the expense

of the rest of the composition of the collodion employed, for often

the presence of this body in a free state causes it to vary every

moment the results obtained.; the presence of an alkali is the cause

of this, and it is known that many of the formulas suggest the

use of some drops of ammonia; the iodides themselves nearly

always contain an excess of alkali.

It is to the reaction which is established then between the

iodine and the ammonia, or the potash in presence of the al-

cohol to which it is necessary to attribute the instability of which

I .speak, the formula of those bodies indicating the possibility of

formation of the aldehyde.

2X2H3AzXC^H ^ O^ =^2(JHH3Az) XC^H ^ 0^
ammonia. alcohol. iod. ammon. aldehydo.

Ether would lend itself also to this reaction, but I have made
experiments only upon alcohol. It can be easily understood that

with a compound so unstable as the aldehyde, one is never sure

of what one has. I believe it is to this circumstance that many
of the collodions owe the quick changes which they undergo,

especially during the summer.

I cannot admit that the streaks produced upon the bed of the

collodion come from the volatilization of the dissolvent; for by
employing ether chemically pure,* and some anhydrous alcohol

in suitable proportions, I have obtained beds as even as could be
desired and completely exempt from streaks beforcg and after

drying; the temperature of the laboratory was, however, 30°,

and the volatilization as prompt as possible.

Many very different causes can produce the defect referred to

;

they are, too large a proportion of ether, the presence of an acid

in the dissolvents, and the presence of ammonia, or of the salts

of ammonia in excess in the cotton used.

The excess of ether gives a particular fluidity to the collodion,

which occasions streaks in the flow of the collodion, and the

balancing of the glass from right to left is ineffectual to making
them disappear. These are the defects, no doubt, of which M.
Gaudin intended to speak, but they are not the most formidable;

the proof upon paper is only a little affected, for, on examination,
they are, properly speaking, only some little channels fine and
serrated. We cannot say as much for those produced by the

presence of an acid in the ether and alcohol employed ; we know
that these liquids as they are commonly sold, are not always
pure; the ether containing almost always a sulpho-vinic acid,

and even a sulphurous acid, the alcohol holding almost invariably

some trace of the acetic acid and the oil of zinc. The streaks

in this case are deep, and appear even before the collodion is dry

;

there are more or less fine, but they always penetrate the entire

depth of the bed; they are permanent solutions; which are re-

produced very visibly upon the positive proofs. I cannot besides

maintain the least doubt as to the cause which produces them,
for it has so happened that I have prepared collodion with alcohol

at 95° C, and the ether of commerce, and have obtained beds
which have shown this defect in the highest degree ; it is more-
over impossible to confound these streaks with the preceding
ones.

The gun-cotton is often passed through ammonia water, in

order that the least trace of the acid which it may contain may
be neutralized; it is attacked by this alkali to such a degree
that the wash waters that follow are milky, whilst those that

have preceded the alkaHne bath are limpid. If the gun-cotton

employed is not well washed, it may then contain, with the am-
monia, some salts of ammonia, and that white powder which
troubles the wash water; if to the collodion prepared with a
similar product are added some drops of ammonia, as indicated

by the many formulas, streaks appear, but their character is very
different; they have a reticulated aspect which I cannot better

compare than to the cellular tissue of cork cut parallel to the

fibre ; they are besides very fine and would show very little upon
the positives.

The water thickens the collodion, a feeble alcohol does the

same, though it may not be enough in quantity to destroy the

cohesion of the collodion, it occasions cracks, more or less

numerous, in the bed when it is dried, after fixation by thehy]30-

sulphite, and this phenomenon is entirely similar to the breaks

which occur in a bed of river clay before even all the water may
be evaporated. I must limit myself to these generalities.

I have the honor, &c.,

Leureut,

Amateur Photographer.

* Some one has pretended that the gun-cotton is soluble in this liquid:

it is not true.



THE ANTHONY PRIZE PITCHER.

This most suberb article, two eiigravings of which we publish

in this number, was manufactured by Messrs. Ball, Black & Co.

of 241 Broadway. We have already given a full description of

it, and the terms upon which it was offered for competion to

the daguerrean artists of the world.

In presenting the decision of the judges to our readers, we

desire to preface it by a few remarks, and although there ap-

pears to exist much discontent as to that decision, we do not

intend to advocate the cause af either party, no matter what

may be our own feelings upon the subject.

The committee met upon the 15th of November, at Professor

Draper's rooms, in the New York University, opened the pack-

ages containing the daguerreotypes, and marked each pictuie to

correspond with the number placed by ourselves on each package,

and the envelope containing the artists name. The pictures

were then examined separately and collectively, and their various

merits canvassed. After due deliberation the opinion of each

judge was obtained, and found to be unanimous, and the

decision declared in WTiting as set forth in the communication

to Mr. Anthony, given below. The envelopes were then

opened—and not till then did

the judges themselves know the

name of the successful candi-

date—and the second part of

the report, declarmg the Pitcher

awarded to Mr. Grurney, and

gobblets to Mr. S. Root, was

written. So far as the Judges

and Mr. Anthony are concerned,

every point connected with a-

warding the pitcher was most

justly and honorably conducted,

and whatever dissatisfaction has

or may arise, can be set down

only to a difference of tastes and

opinions. '"''fii^TTK

For ourselves, we have only

words for censure to those who from fear or laziness neglected to easy to perfect, on account of the continued practice, and con-

compete for one of the most liberal and elegant prizes ever offered

to the daguerrean community for competition—a prize seldom

ever excelled by any time or circumstance, and we are very much

mistaken indeed if those who have thrown away this golden op-

portunity do not regret it with the most poignant sorrow.

lu answer to some queries addressed to us we will say that

Mr. Anthony has no option in the matter whatever. The pitcher

was to be awarded to that daguerreotypist whose four daguer-

reotypes, collectively, should be considered by the judges to be

the best average pictures. He has neither the right nor the

power to go behind their decision, or in any way subvert it, and

therefore he is morally bound to deliver the prize according to

their award. They have adjudged to the best of their know-

ledge, taste and belief, honestly and fairly, as every one must

admit; and only upon proof positive of partiality or illegality

can their decision be set aside.

While on the subject we trust that it will not be deemed out

of place to say a few words in regard to the pictures contributed.

Of the whole forty daguerreotypes, but two were compositions

—

all the rest were portraits—a class of pictures rendered more

sequently apt experience of the manipulator. We therefore look

upon the man who can step aside from the beaten track, and

produce an artistic composition, worthy of honorable mention,

superior to him who can simply produce a perfect portrait, just

in propoi'tion as that composition is more difficult and artistic.

The two daguerreotypes just alluded to, the " Infant Saviour,"

by Gabriel Harrison, of Brooklyn, L. I., and the " Wooclsawyer's

Xooning," by Geo. jST. Barnard, of Oswego, IS". Y., the latter

of which is almost perfect. Being the only one suitable for the

purpose, we present our subscribers in this nmnber with a crystalo-

type copy of it as an illustration. We should also give the

Infant Saviour, but it is not calculated for the crystalotype

process. We regret that the other competitors have, by the

ordinary styles of their daguerreoty[3es, put it out of our power

to copy any others. In our illustrations we wish to give the

most pleasing and artistic compositions, or views and studies

only, and we invite contributions fi'om all.

We must also express our astonishment that men whose talents

are so fully equal to the attempt, should neglect this opportunity

for giving to the world specimens of their skill in composition

;
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there is no merit in these men taking a good portrait ; their re-

putations were fully established in this branch. Wearegreviously

disappointed in the result of Mr. Anthony's generous movement

for the elevation of the art.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

New York, November 25th, 1853.

Sir.—In compliance with the duty we accepted at your hands

of deciding upon the comparative merits of daguerreotype pic-

tures submitted to us in accordance with your published pro-

posals, and of awarding " to the daguorreotypist who shall

exhibit the four best average pictures the Pitcher;'' and " to the

party whose pictures are considered to rank next in excellence

the Two Goblets;" and also that " honorable mention" should

be made of any excellences that may be displayed in the pictures

of the unsuccessful competitors, we report

:

That there were ten competitors, each exhibiting to us four

pictures of the several sizes you had required, to wit: one of the

full size, one of the two-thirds size, one of the half size, and one

of the qiMrter size. Each set was numbered respectively from

one to ten, occompanied by a sealed packet with the correspond-

ing numbers upon it.

We carefully examined all these pictures, and having com-

pared our separate opinions on each set, we announce to you our

united opinion.

We adjudge to the daguerreotypist whose package is num-
bered sir, the " Pitcher," the whole set being in our opinion

eminently the best.

We adjudge to tbe daguerreotvj)ist whose package is num-
bered nine, the " Two Goblets," as ranking next in excellence.

We make " honorable mention," of number one, as exhibiting

in the full size a well composed and beautiful picture.

We make "honorable mention," of number three, as exhibiting

in the quarter size a pleasing portrait.

We make " honorable mention," of number four, as exhibiting

in the full size a well composed and perfect picture.

We make "honorable imntion," of number ^re, as exhibiting

in the/i(// size an admirable picture.

We make "honorable mention," of number /eft, as exhibiting

in the full size a pleasing picture.

We gave our united judgment previous to the opening of the

sealed packets which reveal the names of the respective competit-

ors, it being deemed best on all accounts, that we should place

ourselves beyond the possibility of influence from any personal

considerations of a favorable or unfavorable character.

After coming to our result, upon opening the sealed packets:

We find that Xo. 6 contains the name of J. Gur.vey, and to

him, therefore, is awarded " the Pitcher."

We find that No. 9 contains the name of S. Root, and to him,

therefore, is awarded the " Two Goblets."
We find that Xo. 1 contains the name of Gabriel H.vrrisox,

and "honorable mention" is therefore made of his full size picture.

We find that Xo. 3 contains the name of A. Hesler, and
" honorable mention" is therefore made of his quarter size picture.

We find that Xo. 4 contains the name of G. X'. B.vrxard, and
"honorable mention" is therefore made of his full size picture.

We find that Xo. 5 contains the name of G. K. Warrex, and
"honorable mention" is therefore made of \m full size ])icture.

We find that Xo. 10 contains the name of J. Browx, and
"honorable menhim" is therefore made of his/«// size picture.

We are, respectfullv, your obt. ser'vts.,

Saml. F. B. Morse.
JoHX W. Draper,

Jas. Rexwick.
To Edward Axthoxy, Esq.

'

MR. GURXEY's process.

347 Broodirny. X. Y., Nov. 1853.
E. Axthoxy, Esq.—Dear Sir,—I herewith send, according,

to the requirements of your liberal ofl'er, four pictures for com-
petition for the pitcher and goblets, and permit me to say that

the spirit you have manifested in ofi'ering this truly liberal prize,

reflects great credit upon you,, is worthy of emulation, and I have

no doubt its good results will be abundantly manifest in the

pictures submitted for competition. Hoping that your judges

may deliberate unbiassed and decide with wisdom, I patiently

await the result, and proceed to give you my mode of opera-

ting.

After many years of constant practice and innumerable exper-

iments, I have found the following method the best :—For
cleaning the plate, I use Davies' refined rotten stone, mixed with

equal parts of alcohol and water, I apply this with prepared cotton,

that is, raw cotton, free from dirt and specks—when the plate is

perfectly clean it is buffed upon a wheel covered with cotton

flanneJ, rouged with ball rouge. Tliis cotton flannel I believe to

be a feature peculiar to my establishment, never having heard of

its being used by any one else, except those to whom I have

recommended it, and I am sure those who have tried it will bear

me out in saying, that it has no equal, as a polisliinir agent; my
plates are then galvanized, and Iniffed ready for use uj)on a wheel

covered with silk plush, upon which I use calcined lamp black.

The plates u.^ed in miiking these pictures, and which I generally

use are the H B brand and star brand, sold by E. Anthony, I also

get my silk plush and rouge from Mr. Athony.

Chemical Maxipil.^^tioxs.—In my iofline box I have a stand

made of copper wire ; this stands inside the pot and reaches

half way to the top, on this stand I .spread a piece of cotton
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flannel, I spread as evenly as I can, from one to two ounces of
dry iodine, over which I spread another piece of flannel. This
insures a very even coating.

On a dish in the bottom of the pot I place about half a pound
of dry chloride of calcium, which collects and holds all the damp-
ness arising from, (or more properly speaking in this case,)
descending from the iodine. I take the calcium out every week
or two and free it from its dampness by laying it on a plate of
sheet iron on a gilding stand, and applying heat until the moisture
is all driven oft', I then replace it. For my sensative coating I

use bromide of lime which I prepare myself, from German bro-
mine. I find it difticult to give any precise rule for coating.
This, as every operator knows, must oftentimes be changed, to
suit the complexion, the dress, and the light ; my usual mode of
coating, however, is to a deep red on the iodine, then on the bro-
mide of lime until it assumes a greenish color, with a slight tinge
of red in the centre

;
then back over the iodine from one third to

one half of the first coating, this coating produces a clear soft

and even-toned picture which seldom fails to please, to produce a
more intense picture, that is, one with strong lights and deeper
shadows, I use lighter coatings.

Merciry.—I use a mercury bath with a wooden top; over the
top of the iron bath I lay a piece of filtering paper and put the
wooden top over it; of course before the mercury reaches the
plate it has to be filtered through the paper, I keep my mercury
at a uniform heat, sufficient to develope a picture in from two to

three minutes. I make my own chloride of gold, and apply more
heat in gilding jjictures than any one else I beheve in the
busmess.

Respectfully yours,

J. GURNEY.

MR, PROCESS,
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

In the production of an exquisite or faultless work of art, there
is something more demanded than mere mechanical execution. In
the productions of many of our so called, " daguerrian artists,"

there is a decided lack of artistic skill as well as a complete
and lamentable ignorance of those distinguishing features that

stamp the work of a well skilled operator with indisputable

marks of genius. Those who are not able to explain why or in

what manner one picture far excels another, will, nevertheless,

patroTiise the best artists, to the serious injury of those who have
less experience in the art, or who may not have unproved the
knowledge placed within their reach.

In daguerreotyping, as well as in painting, the artist should
endeavor to secure three distinct and marked peculiarities that
can hardly fail of making his production a superior work of art.

These three points are the high lights, the middle tints, and the

shadow.

By securing these important features, the operator is enabled
to secure a charming picture, whose deep and Rembrandt like

shadow contrasts finely with the clear distinct tone of the high
light, while the middle tints exhibit an elasticity of appearance
so pure and lifelike, that the flesh seems imbued with motion, and
the dull, frosty, death-like representation, that is so detestable

in a work of art is studiously avoided.

Process of M.vnii'U[,.vti()n.—The plates invariably used by
myself in taking the best daguerrean pictures, are those exquisite

French plates, marked "star 40," which arc .sold by Mr.
Anthony. Too much can scarely be said in their favor, as they
possess in an eminent degree, that elaborate delicacy of finish so

admirably adapted for the purposes of daguerreotying which has,

never as yet been attained by any other manufacturer. They
are beyond all question well calculated to meet the want that
has long been felt by those who have been unable to procure an
article of superior excellence, and as such, it is with great plea-

sure that I cordially recommend them, to the notice of all

interested.

These plates are first carefully cleaned by means of small pieces

of canton flannel, (previou.sly moistened with spirits of ammonia)
and the finest rotten stone. The kind used by myself is obtained
from the laboratory of D. D. T. Davie of Utica, New York, an
article which is doubly refined and purified of all extraneous

qualities, and most admirably adapted for the purposes to which

it is applied. The plates being thus carefully cleaned are in a

fit state for the bufi" wheel.

The wheel in use by myself, is peculiar in its construction, and

a brief description of it may not be thought inappropriate. Upon
a solid oak frame work, four feet and half long, three feet wide,

and three feet high, are placed four pairs of cog-rollers, upon

which rests an iron cylinder that supports and passes through the

centre of three massive iron drums, which are twelve inches wide

upon the surface, and six and a half feet in circumference. These

drums were turned at the machine shop with mathematical ex-

actness, and are made to revolve (if need be) at the rate of two

hundred revolutions per minute, with the most perfect accuracy,

by means of a treadle worked by the foot of the operator. They

are placed at equal distances apart from each other, and, when

not in actual use, are carefully covered from dust, etc., by a

wooden box, which when turned up, serves as a shelf upon which

to rest the plates wholly or partially cleaned by the operator.

The first of these drums, (previously covered with several layers

of cloth) bears a surface of the finest canton flannel, which is

delicately powdered by the very best imported French rouge,

merely enough to give a flesh colored tint to the surface of the

flannel. In the whole list of chemicals employed by the daguer-

reotypist there is none more dangerous to the skill of the mani-

pulator than this—rouge being in fact an oxide of iron, is a

great absorbent of dampness in itself, any trace of which, upon

the surface of the plate, must, in every instance, destroy the

beautiful effect that would otherwise be produced. After the

plate has been carefully polished until every flannel mark is

completely removed, it is then placed in a galvanic battery where

it is permitted to remain some twenty-five seconds, when, upon

being removed, its surface will exhibit a deUcate miUc white tint

of silver

The plate is then placed upon the second drum, which is

covered similar to the first, with the exception of the surface,

which is of the best chamois leather, also slightly covered with

rouge, it is here well polished and afterwards ])laced upon the

third drum, which has a surface of the richest French plush, the

kind used by myself, costing five dollars per yard—by means of

this last drum, a delicacy of polish is obtained, not readily

secured by any other plan in existence, so far as my knowledge

extends.

In order to secure that peculiar beauty of finish in tint and

color, which most artists fail of attaining, it will be necessary

for the operator to observe, that the plate when removed from

the buff" wheel, is above the temperature of the room, otherwise,

it cannot fail to receive upon its surface some of these watery

particles with which the air is invariably impregnated, which,

though not apparent to the naked eye, and scarcely perceptive

in a microscopic investigation, cannot fail to produce upon the

surface of the plate a corrosive formation of the iodide of silver,

which is beyond all question a metallic substance. This feature

should be always avoided, for all distinguished operators consider

it to be absolutely necessary in the production of first class pic-

tures, that every part of the process should be as purely chemi-

cal as possible.

The plate is then placed over iodide of lime, a simple compo-

sition, original with myself, composed of one ounce of dry iodine

placed in a quart of hot-slacked oyster shell lime, carefully sifted

to an impalpable powder. This substance coats the ])late evenly

and gradually, and gives a beautiful cherry-red color to the sur-

face of the plate after it has remained a sufficient time. By this

process the plate is rendered less susceptible to the effects of heat

and cold, but more jiarticular to the latter, as lune always con-

tains the principles of heat in itself.

As soon as this cherry-red tint is obtained, the plate is im-

mediately removed and placed over bromide of lime, which is

'

prepared by placing a quarter of an ounce of German or French

bromide to one quart of lime, as in the former in-ocess. This

gives the plate a rich royal purple tint—the operator will^ then

place the plate once more over the iodine of lime and let it re-

main at least half the time originally requu-ed to produce the

color of cherry-red.

The plate is then placed in the camera, and after remaining a
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siiffieieut time, it is taken out and placed over the mercury batli,

w'hicli contains, not to exceed a tlumble-full, of quicksilver. It

is kept over tlie bath about seventy seconds, and then washed in

a solution of hypo-suljjhite of soda, containing half an ounce

of the chemical to a pint of water.

The final process is the gilding. I always use the cele-

brated French " salt of gold," a bottle of which in a quart of dis-

tilled water forms the most elegant preparation of which an

operator can boast. It not only excels but entirely supercedes

every other preparation with which I am as yet acquainted, and
is a most invaluable discovery in art—as such it is wai'mly and
earnestly recommended to the notice of all interested in the

beautiful discovery of the art of daguerreotyping. They will

find it superior to any thing used in this country or in Europe.

The plate may then be cased in such style as may be desired

—

the picture is completed, and will be found on examination (the

preceding directions havmg been carefully observed) a superb

picture, worthy of being ranked among the finest and most ela-

iDorate specimens of art which the nineteenth century has as yet

produced.

The camera by which the following pictures were taken was
manufacture/! by C. C. Harrison, and purchased of Edward
Anthony. Size of the lens, what is generally termed " whole
plate." Diameter of the glass, three inches. From an expe-

rience of nine years as an operator, I deem it but a simple act

of justice to say that the cameras made by Mr. Harrison are the

only ones that can always be depended upon.

Trusting that the following brief description of the pictures

sent in for examination may meet the approbation and approval

of those who may be selected to decide upon thek merits, I re-

main,

With the highest respect,

Gabriel Harrison.

young america.

The first specimen submitted for inspection bears the above
title, and will, it is believed, bear a critical examination. The
life-like appearance of flesh in this picture is a striking feature

that arrests the connoiseur's attention at a glance. In ordinary

pictures this marked trait is by no means perceptible, but here it

is too clear and too distinct to pass unnoticed—the exquisite

shading of the neck stands out in bold relief and challenges

superiority of execution. In the dark broadcloth drapery which
encircles the bust there is very much to admire—its contrast

with the rich folds of velvet is indeed novel and peculiar, and as

such worthy of remark. In the delineation of the features, the

soft and gentle expression seen alone in youth is carefully and
scrupulously preserved, while the bright, intelligent, and spark-

ling eye, seems natures' own counterpart.

HELIA, OR THE GENIUS OF DAGUERREOTYPING.

This superb portraiture of a young lady is intended to repre-

sent the ideal character of helia as drawn by myself some time

since, in a story bearing that name, and published in the columns
of the Photographic Art-Journal. The tout ensemble of this

picture is as near perfection ac art can at this time boast of at-

taining. The rich, massive folds of the drapery, relieved by the

brilliant star upon the bosom (emblematical of that pure hope
we all seek in the bright vista of an unknown future) is worth a
rigid eqamination. At her approach, radiant with lovelines, the

sitting sun upon her right veils its face, as though prompt to

acknowledge her superhuman loveliness, while she, the gentle

Helia, innocent, spotless and pure, seems an embodiment of all

that is graceful and lovely—a tyi^e of that beauty that is the

day-star of our hope, the realization of our brightest visions of

the future.

the INFANT SAVIOUR BEARING THE CROSS.

This superb ideal picture of the " Saviour of the World," is

taken after the style of the old masters, and is equal to the

richest engraving ever issued in mezzotint. It represents with
great fidelity the sweetness of features supposed to be the dis-

tinguishing trait of the infant Jesus, as in anticipation of the
lingering agonies of death afterwards endured, in obedience to

the commands of an infuriated Jewish tribunal. The cross is
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borne upraised, while the future suff"erer, by a look of unequalled

sweetness, seems to utter tlie words, " Father, forgive tlicm

;

they know not what they do!" It has always been thouglit a
beautiful conception by artists, and has long been a favorite

theme among the most able and talented. The anatomical cor-

rectness of form is beautifully preserved in the daguerreotype,
and as a picture, is well calculated to excite the admiration and
awe of those who love the ideal, and can appreciate a work of

excellence.

MARY MAGDAI^ENE.

There is perhaps no female character among those whom
Jesus loved, that we become so deeply interested in on perusing

the sacred volume, as that of Mary Magdalene. The deep and
pious veneration she entertamed for the Prhice of Peace during

life, was only excelled by the heart stricken agony she experienced

at his death. And when, in that dark and gloomy hour, the

chosen twelve, were without exception, absent-—when all who
had listened to his thrilling tones of mercy and salvation, had
deserted him in his hour of agony, we learn from the sacred

historian, that "Mary and the mother of Jesus were there;"

woman's love triumphant in itself, knew no abatement, and 'ere

the first light of day had dawned upon the Saviours tomb,

Mary Magdalene, whose veneration knew no bounds, was seen

at the mouth of the sepulcher, deeply lamenting the irretreavable

loss she had sustained.

It is no wonder then, that she from whom devils had been

cast out—whose sins had been forgiven by the son of God should

ever regard with reverential piety the eraplem of his cruel death.

The ideal picture represents her as clasping the crucifix to her

breast, while with looks of mingled faith and tenderness, her eye

follows the Lamb of God to those heavenly mansions above—to

"that house not made with hands, that spiritual building, eter-

nal in the heavens," in the fond expectation of inheriting as a

joint heir of Christ, that peaceful happiness above reserved for

those alone who love the Saviour and obey his heavenly precepts.

MR. warrens' PROCESS.

Full sized daguerreotyi^e, Hon. Edward Everett. French

scale or galvanized plate. Davies' rottenstone and 95°C. alcohol

used for cleaning the plate. Buckskin manufactured by Rogers

of New York; rouge by J. C. King, Providence. After buff-

ing, the plate was galvanized and then buffed again, and iodized

with Chilton's iodine, and bromined over with dry sensitive made
by myself. Camera used, four-fourth Yoigtlander tube. Chil-

ton's mercury. Gilding made from my own chloride of gold.

The above will apply to the other sizes, except the brand of

plate—the others being French 40.

MR. Barnard's process.

Oswego, Oct., 1853.

Mr. E. Anthony:—^The whole size picture is made to repre-

sent a " Wood-sawyer, Nooning." It was made in my room by

sky-light, on a scale plate. The chemicals used were common
dry iodine in one box, bromide of lime in the other box ; these

were the only chemicals used in the coating of the plate. In

developing over the mercury I gave about two moments with

the thermometer at 80°.

The above description will answer for the other three, as they

are all made with the same process, only different arrangement

of light. The two-third picture is made on a scale plate. The

half and one-fourth on Scovill's. If you wish any more explana-

tion, I will give it to you at any time after the decision of the

judges; this I know is imperfect, but I have but a few moments

to write it.

Yours, respectfully.

Geo. N. Barnbrd.

I enclose you a little notice or description of the large picture

by a friend by my side:

—

This picture is on a large sized plate, and will attract more

than a causory glance ; combining more of life and spirit, and a

stricter attention to artistic rules than usually falls to the lot of

a daguerreotype. It represents an aged Canadian Wood-saw-

yer and his son, surrounded by the instruments and objects of
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their labor, enjoying tlieir noon-tide meal. The rude ta1)le upon
which tlieir frugal repast is spread, is eoini)osed of a piece of

plank, one end su])ported by the saw-buck, and the other resting

ou the top of a wheel-barrow.

Tiie old wood-sawyer is sitting on the ])uck, and on one end
of the table, and the boy, in an attitude of over-worked fatigue,

is coiled up on the wheel-barrow, the instrument of his iudustry.

The old man, by his upright, sturdy air, plainly shows that he is

habituated to it, and retains rigor enough for the calls of the

remaining half day. But the chief beauty of the picture is the

boy; his languid, over-worked air, his indifference to the allure-

ments of the table plainly indicate that he is in that state of

physical suffering which all of us as boys have reahzed, that of

being too tired to eat.

His intelligent, reflective face, while looking directly in your
eye, betokens by its abstracted air that his thoughts are absent.

Perhaps his imagination is soaring in terial flight, and enjoys a

glance of improved destiny in the future. In this happy land

—

as he has learned, that rank and title are of no avail in running

the race of life—that the lowliest can aspire to the highest at-

tainments. His frank and manly countenance indicate his nature,

and who knows but the boy of the wood-sawyer before us, may
yet be a brilliant star in the constellation of his country's glory.

MR. Whitney's process.

Plates used, double star 40, French; cleaned with rottenstone,

alcohol, mineral naptha, and sulphuric ether, (10 drops naptha,

and 20 drops ether, to 4 ounces alcohol). Plates buffed and
galvanized three times before taking the impressions. Coated
over chloro-iodide of lime (prepared by A. Hesler, of Galena,

111.), to a deep orange; over sensitive (also prepared by Hesler)
to a good purple ; back over first box y^th as long as first coat-

ing. Exposure over mercury, two minutes. Cyanide of potas-

sium and oxide of silver used for galvanising, prepared by Louis
Becker's ; also, hypo-soda, rottenstone, and rouge. Lewis' patent
lathe buff. Janes' galvanic battery; Harrison's |^th camera for

fth |d and \ pictures. Harrison's |d quick worker for \ pic-

ture. All of which is respectfully submitted.

J. E. Whitney.
St. Paul, M. T., Oct. 21, 1853.

MR. brown's process.

New York, Nov. 21, 1853.

Dear Sir:—In presenting the specimens for the consideration

of the gentlemen you have selected for judges, it appears almost
unnecessary to make any explanation of the many advantages
they embrace over the ordhiary styles; for it must be a]iparent

to any, more particularly with those conversant with the art,

of the unlimited variety of effects that can be produced liy this

process. In order that they may better understand, I will pro-

ceed to state my method of producing them, which is simply the

employment of a diaphragm, with any desirable fonn of opening,

surrounded by such ornament or devise as may suit the taste of

the operator, or sitter in front of whom it is placed, in conjunc-

tion with the ordinary, or a continuous panoramic back-ground.
It will be observed also, that the name of the artist or of the
sitter, kc, &c. can accompany each picture, thus giving an ex-

act imitation of fine lithographic or mezzotint engravings.

I claim for my pictures, origiiuility, great relief, particularly

of the head, also an absence of any harsh or unbroken lines, so

offensive to a cultivated taste. I am liappy to add that letters

patent have just been granted nie for the invention. Respecting
the chemical quality, nothing can be added that is new. In
preparing the plates, which are the Christople scale brand, I

used sim])ly Becker's rottenstone mixed with water only, finish-

ing off by the usual method of drying, and then to the bntf-wheel,

the rouge for which was purchased some time since of Germain
Lachct; the coating boxes contained, in the first, Becker's dry
iodine, in flakes; the second the ordinary lime or dry sensitive,

made by yourself. The coatings I brought up on the first box
to a color just verging on to violet, on the second a deep violet

or steel color just verging on to yellow; then over the first box,
about one third of the operation ; over the mercury from two to

two and a half minutes, kept to a steady temperature of 115° of

the scale. Lewis' bath, with wooden top piece. Hyposnlphite

of gold, Becker's. In gilding, I heat quickly, until the small

bubbles appear, after that gently, throwing off the superfluous

quantity, and evaporate the balance. This is a true statement

of the mode used on these as well as all others that I produce.

Respectfully yours,

James Brown.
To E. Anthony, Esq.

P. S. I forgot to mention that the instruments used were the

whole and half size American; maker I do not know.

MR. root's process.

The plates upon which the daguerreotypes hereby offered for

com]ietition, were prepared as follows:

Whole Plate.—The whole plate picture is made on what is

known as the scale plate, purchased from E. Anthony, 308
Broadway. In the preparation I first mixed equal quantities

of alcohol and water; then taking a tuft of cotton of convenient

size for holding, rolled it into a wad of proper size; then took

Becker's fine rottenstone, pouring it on the plate, it having been

previously mixed with the alcohol and water, as u.sual; then

rubbed the plate with a circular motion until the hammer marks
were thoroughly obliterated. I then cleaned the plate with

cotton and alcohol. The plate was then put in a vice, and buff-

ed with a silk plush buft", until it was brought to a perfect

polish, rouge and plumbago being used for tlie polishing mate-

rial. The plate was then galvanized up to a sky-blue color,

then washed, and dried with a spirit lamp ; then polished again

with the silk buff, and again silvered as before. It was then

polished on a wheel covered with buckskin, the polishing mate-

rial being rouge and plumbago. After this wheel polishing, I

galvanized it, as before; then polished it again on the wlieel,

holding it by placing the fingers upon the back, instead of using

the blocks or plate-holders. I polished it thus imtil it was as

perfect as desired. I then placed it over the iodine box and
coated it until it reached a little beyond a cherry-red ; then coated

it over bromide of Ume up to a dark mahogany color ; then back
over the iodine to give it one-third of the first coating. It was
then ready for the camera. After the plate was timed in the

camera, I put it over the mercury bath the proper time, (from
2i to four minutes, the time depending upon the heat of the

mercury). Tlie picture was then washed with hyposulphite of

soda, and gilded with salts of gold. The chemicals used were
purchased from E. Anthony.
The half and quarter pictures were made on Scoville's plates

;

the two-thirds size ou a French plate. All these plates were
prepared in the manner described above.

MR. Gary's process.

These pictures were made without the use of bromine. The
plates were first coated lightly with dry iodine, then with chlo-

ride iodine to a purple. The plates were cleaned with rotten-

stone and alcohol, then pohshed with rouge and lampblack,

mixed. Time of sitting from 40 to 60 seconds.

P. M. Cart.

MR. HESLER's process.

Brand of Plates.—The fth picture is on a plate made by

Mr. Anthony; the |d crescent plate, also made by Anthony;

the \ and \ are on star 40 plates.

Chemicals used, and by whom m.vde.—Rottenstone, hyjio-

soda, rouge, chlo. iodine, fluoride bromine and mercury, by Louis

Beckers, of Philadelphia. Hydrofluoric acid, by Dr. Chilton, of

New York. Bromine, German. Chlo. gold, sensitive, cliloro-

iodide of lime and scouring solutions, by A. Hesler, of Galena,

111. My method of preparing chemicals and using is this:

—

1st. Chlo. gold. Take any given quantity of fine gold rolled

down very thin
;
put it in a glass dish over a water bath, and add

equal parts of nitric and muriatic acid, and apply heat to the

bath. When ebulition ceases, add muriatic acid to promote the

action; continue to add a little at a time until the gold is all

dissolved. I prefer this method, because the fresh chlorine at-

tacks the gold and will dissolve it with less acid than the usual

method given. Now continue the heat until the acid is nearly
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gone, and add its first bulk of water; evaporate again until

dry, and again add water, and (pure salt,) chlo. sodium, in tlie

proportionof 30 grains of salt to 20 of gold by weight before it

is dissolved. Now evaporate to dryness, and bottle in IG grs.

bottles. One of these will make a quart of gilding. Mixed in

the usual way with 50 grs. of hypo-soda, only have a third bath

same as for dissolving the gold; pour in this 2 ox. pure water,

and dissolve in it 50 grs. rock salt and 00 grs. sal ammonia.

When the gold and soda is mixed, and after standing about five

minutes, pour in this third solution of ammonia and salt ; shake

well, and in about one hour the gilding will be ready for use.

The sensitive used is made as follows: make a saturated solu-

tion of chloride of lime water. To 2 quarts of this water add 4

ounces of German bromine, and chloride of iodine, until it is iu

excess; give two or three days time for them to mix, shaking

often; now add 3 ounces fluoride bromine, and 1 ounce hydro-

fluoric acid; shake well and seal for use. To charge the bath,

use 10 drops to the ounce of water for warm, and 15 drops for

cold weather. I have tried nearly all the preparations in use,

and find none that please me as well as this, as it gives uniform

results, (with same coatings,) gives fine tones, and a bath of it

will last good for several months without recharging. I coat ac-

cording to the tone I wish to have the picture, from a light

lemon to good red, over iodine, and in proportion over quick.

form a red to a greenish blue. Back over first ^th to |th the

first coating.

For iodizing I use the following preparation : Take a quantity

of fresh dry slacked lime, and add chloride of iodine until it is a

good deep purple color. Coat over this as above ; when it coats

too sloow, add more chlo. iodine. I have used the above prepa-

ration for the past year, with the same uniform results as are

before you. I usually keep the mercury to a heat sufficient to

develop the picture probably in two minutes.

For Scouring &c.—To 6 ounces alcohol, (85°) add 10 or 15

drops mineral naptha, (the oil distilled from coal tar, or Seneca
oil, "petroleum,") and 40 or 50 drops sulphuric ether). I mix
this with the rottenstone on the plate to a paste, and scour with

patches of Canton flannel, the finest and longest nap I can get.

I use the patches on blocks of India rubber, of sufficient size and
thickness to be convenient. When the plate is sufficiently scoured

I clean off with clean patches and polish until the plate is clear

and the silver as pure as may be. I have used the above solu-

tion for a year and a half, and find that it scours quicker and
cleans better than any other preparation I have tried, and I

believe I have tried about all the usual methods iu use.

For polishing I use Lewis' buff lathe, kept well cleaned, (I

have used both sides of the buckskins, and would as soon have

one side as the other, provided the skin is perfect on both sides

;

but if not, I take the best side. For polishing I use Becker's

rouge, dusted on with a small bag made of Canton flannel, and
rub it in well with a cake of plumbago. This keeps the rouge

from flying off, and sticking to the plate.

I usually galvanize all plates two or three times, buffing fine

each time; after the plates are sufficiently fine and clean, set

them away for use, in clean boxes. When required for use, buff

fine on the buckskin buff, and finish on a silk plush buff. This

last must 1)6 kept near the stove, where it can be quite warm,
or it will do more harm than good, (if cold). Keep it brushed

clean with a clean fine brush.

In galvanizing I use Jones' battery. This I believe comprises

my method of operating, in as few words as I can well give

it. Should a description of ray light and operating rooms be

deemed of use or service, I would be glad to give it, or any other

information I can give to promote and improve the art. Hoping
the above will be sufficiently intelligible to be understood, I am.

Respectfully,

Galena, HI., Oct. 22d, 1853. Alex. Hesler.

The |th |d and } pictures were taken with C. C. Harrison's

f-th camera. The ^th picture was taken with C. C. Harrison's

|d quick working camera. I have found no chemicals equal to

Becker's, and have used nearly all other makers. A. H.

MESSRS. MASSURY & SILSBEe's PROCESS.

Dear Sir: The quarter and half are taken on H. B. plates;

the two-thirds and whole were taken on the Christophle plate.

The plates are all galvanized Ijy ourselves before using. The
chemical we use is a comljination of clilorine and bromine. We
charge a bottle of rain or distilled water with chlorim gn.<<, then
add as much bromine as it will take up; reduce with water for

use. The quarter and half were taken by an instrument from
Chapman. The two-third and whole were taken by a Yoigt-
lander. Massury & Silsbee,

Boston, Nov. \Wi, 1853. 299^ Washington-st.

Note.—We should be pleased to receive more detailed de-

scriptions from those gentlemen who have been so very brief in

giving their processes. They hardly come up to the require-

ments of Mr. Anthony's proposals.

—

Ed. P. A. J.

POSITR'E PROOFS UPON COLLODION TRANSFERRED UPON A WHITE GROUND.

TRAXSIATED FROM THE FRENCH OF LA LUMIEKE, BT ELIZABETH P. PEABODT.

I have been considering for a long time the means of producing
upon j^aper positive proofs which should have the fineness of

proofs upon glass.

No application upon paper, -whether of albumen, or of collodi-

on even, had caused the grain of the paper to disappear, and I

was led to believe that the little skins of gutta percha, fabricated

by M. Perrot, would succeed better, and was going to try this,

when the transfer of collodion itself upon oiled cloth unexpectedly
took place.

M. Le Gray had already said that he could transfer negatives

upon paper, but I hardly believed it, having always operated
with free collodions.

From the moment I made use of the collodion of this skilful

photographer, I changed my opinion ; for I remarked that this

collodion always slipped upon the glass so that it could not be
employed with vertical basins, and its cohesion permitted it, in

effect, to be transferred without break if care was taken to let

it stay upon the glass some time before pouring off the overplus.

With collodions of this nature, that is to say very rich in gun-

cotton, it will be often advantageous to transfer the negatives

upon paper, to diminish their weight, and which may be placed

between two glasses in drawing the proofs. The paper thus in-

vested with a negative, will draw very well without being var-

nished, but it will require a longer time under the light refracted

through white paper; but we can varnish the pages when the

collodion becomes dry, in order to make the collodion adhere to

it; without this precaution, the collodion will be apt to detach
itself from it partially or entirely.

When I speak of producing positive proofs upon collodion,

transferable upon a white ground, I do not pretend to substi-

tute these proofs for ordinary proofs upon paper ; when there are

views to be taken of large dimensions, but rather in the case of

portraits and views for the use of the stereoscope. The collo-

dion not being capable as at present of being employed except

in a free state, it is evident that the negative could not be appli-

ed to it immediately ; consequently the formation of proofs would
require the employment of parallel rays of light, either artificial

or given by the sun ; besides, if the negative could be applied

upon the collodion, the transfer would give a reversed proof.

On both accounts we will place the negative glass and the

glass covered with collodion, each in grooves, parallel to each

other, at the least possible distance, placing the collodion behind

the negative glass. I recommend placing the glasses at the

least possible distance, because I have seen by experience that

parallel rays give deformed images at any distance which exceeds

a centimetre, for the very simple reason that the beds of collo-

dion and of albumen are neither homogenous nor in the same
place. Where the distance is but a few millimetres, this cause

of imperfection is insensible.

If we operate with solar rays, it is necessary, as I have already

summarily indicated, to reflect the solar rays with a minor, that

they may fall upon the negative in a dark place ; and for this

reason, on acount of the existing interval between the surface of

the negative and the bed of the collodion, which is, in the pre-

sent case, greater than the thickness of the negative glass, it is
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certain that a proof obtained with diffused light will be extremely

confused; if, then, the solar rays should be received directly, the

solar huag'e would be accompanied by an image much more
feeble, produced by the surrounding or diffused light, which
would essentially injure its clearness.

We should not iix the two glasses in an ordinary frame, and
black the little shelf slide which is on the side of the collodion.

I have learned, by experience, that this disposition was vi-

cious; the solar light liaviag traversed the collodion, arising on
the blackened slide, is reflected in all directions, and also renders

the images confused. I have been forced, when I operated at

night with the parallel electric light, to have the frame open
behind the collodion. It is best to use as nmch as possible tliis

arrangement, that is, to place the frame at the entrance end of

a black box, or at least to adapt it to the opening of a rectan-

gular liottle four or five decimetres in length, carefully blackened

in the interior.

These dispositions will not suffice to obtain good proofs, the

direct solar rays act with so much energy upon the collodion

that it is often diflQcult to limit sufficiently tlie duration of the

exposure, which varies from a second to a twentieth of a second.

By employing a cm'tain of opaque tissue which can be raised and
lowered as rapidly as possible, the luminous radiation is often

found too long. To act more certainly, it would be better to

put in front of the negative a little slide fitted in grooves cut out

of the inner sides of the box near the upper part, so that in

making the little shelf or slide move from below up, the time of

the exposure shall be proportional to the size of the slide divided

by the dm'ation of the passage : for example, if the duration of

the passage shall be one second, and at the same time the size

of the slide will be the tenth of the hight of the negative, the

radiation should last a tenth of a second, and will be distributed

equally everywhere if the movement of the slide has been uni-

form. The employment of this little slide will also dispense with

the reflection of the solar rays by a mirror, if we take care to

fix it at a certain distance in front of the negative; for this ar-

rangement, without diminishing at all the intensity of the solar

rays, will diminish the action of the diffused light. If, for ex-

ample, the opening sustains an angle of five degrees, (in placing

the centre of the surface of the negative,) its diminution will be
reduced to nineteen-twentieths, admitting only the most direct

rays, which would only soften the image without rendering it

confused.

In taking all these precautions, we can produce proofs of an
extreme fineness, if we may judge of them by the products that

I have obtained upon a normal plate with the electric light ren-

dered parallel by means of its reflection from a parallel mirror.

We can develop the images with pyro-gallic acid, or, for

greater facility, with sulphate of iron. With this last agent the

proofs transferred upon paper will be less intense and of a red

shade, but by passing them through bi-chloride of mercury, then

through hyposulphite we shall immediately obtain a very black

tone.

In employing a collodion very rich in gun-cotton, and exempt
from water, it will be easy to transfer them upon paper. To
avoid the collodion's detaching itself, it will be necessary to gum
the pages slightly and put it into a press as soon as the collodion

shall begin to dry.

The proofs so transferred cannot be cut by the nail, and resist

even the point of a pin, but the rumpling of the paper injures

them.

With a very intense positive thus obtained, we can, by making
use of it as of a negative, produce with the same apparatus posi-

tive proofs transferrable upon black oil-cloth. In every case, it

will ho more simple to transfer positive, produced by ordinary

negatives, upon white oil-cloth when commerce shall furnish this.

M. A. Gaudin,
Calculateur du Buremt de LongiUuh.

PROCESS FOR PRIiVniVG ON ALBUMEXIZED PAPER.

The power of obtaining agreeable and well-printed positives

from their negatives being the great object witli all ])hotograpli-

ers, induces me to connnunicate the following mode of pre])aring

albumeuized paper; a mode which, although it does not possess

any remarkable novelty, seems to me deserving of being made
generally known, from its giving a uniformity of results which
may at all times be depended upon.

Independently of the very rich and agreeable tones which
may be produced by th« jorocess which I am about to describe,

it has the property of affording permanent pictures, not lialjle to

that change by time to which pictures procluced by the use of

ammonio-nitrate solution are certainly liable. I have upon all

occasions advocated the economical jiractice of photography, and
the present process will be found of that character; but at the

same time I can assure your readers that a rapidity of action and
intensity are hereby obtained with a 40-grain solution of nitrate

of silver, fully equal to those gained from solutions of 120, or

even 200 grains to the ounce, as is frequently practised.

In eight ounces of water (distilled or not) dissolve forty grains

of common salt, and the same quantity of muriate of ammonia.*
Mix this solution with eight ounces of albumen; beatf the whole
well together, allow it to stand in a tall vessel from twenty-four

to forty hours, when the clear liquor may be poured off into a
porcelain dish rather larger than the paper intended to be al-

bumeuized.

Undoubtedly the best paper for this process, and relative

quantity of chemicals, is the thin Canson Freres' ; but a much
cheaper, and perhaps equally suitable paper, is that made by
Towgood of St. Neots. Neither with Whatman's nor Turner's

papers, excellent as they are for some processes, have I obtained
such satisfactory results. If the photographer should unfortu-

nately possess some of the thick paper of any inferior makers,

he had far better throw it away than waste his chemicals, time,

and temper upon the vain mideavor to turn it to any good
account.

The paper, having first been marked on the right-hand upper
corner of the smooth side, is then to be floated with that marked
side on the albumen. This ojjeration, which is very easy to per-

form, is somewhat difficult to describe. I will however try.

Take the marked corner of the sheet in the right hand, the op-

posite corner of the lower side of the paper in the left ; and bel-

lying out the sheet, let the lowa-r end fall gently on to the

albumen. Then gradually let the whole sheet fall, so as to press

out before it any adherent particles of air. If this has been
carefully done, no air-bubbles will have been formed. The pre-

sence of an air-bubble may however soon be detected by the

puckered appearance, which the back of the paper assumes in

consequence. When this is the case, the paper must be care-

fully raised, the bubble dispersed, and the paper replaced. A
thin paper requires to float for three minutes on the albumen,
but a thicker one proportionably longer. At the end of that

time raise the marked corner with the point of a blanket pin;

then take hold of it with the finger and thumb, and so raise the

sheet steadily and very sloichj, that the albumen may drain off at

the lower left corner. I urge this raising it very slowly, because
air-bubbles are very apt to form on the albumen by the sudden
snatching up of the paper.

Each sheet, as it is removed from the albumen, is to be pinned
up by the marked corner on a long slip of wood, which must be
provided for the pui-pose. In pinning it up, be careful that the

albumeuized side takes an inward curl, otherwise, from there

being two angles of incidence, streaks will form from the middle

of the paper. During the drying, remove from time to time,

with a piece of blotting-paper, the drop of fluid which collects at

the lower corner of the paper.

In order to fix the albumen, it is necessary that the paper
should be ironed with an iron as hot as can be used without

singing the paper. It should be first ironed between blotting-

paper, and when the iron begins to cool, it may be applied di-

rectly to the surface of each sheet.

To excite this paper it is only needful to float it carefully fi-om

three to five minutes, in the same way as it was floated on the

* The addition of one draclim of acotic acid much facilitates the easy-

application of the albumen to tlie paper; but it is apt to produce the un-
])leasant redness so often noticeable in photographs. The addition of
i'orty grains of chloride of barium to the muriates, yields a bistre tint,

which is admired by some photograjihcrs.

t Nothing answers so well for this purpose as a small box-wood salad

spoon.



albumen, upon a solution of nitrate of silver of forty o-rains to

the ounce. Each sheet is then to he pinned up and dried as be-

fore. It is scarcely necessary to add that this exciting process

must be carried on by the light of a lamp or candle.

. This paper has the property of keeping good for several days,

if kept in a portfolio. It has also the advantage of being very

little aifected by the ordinary light of a room, so that it may be

used and handled in any apartment where the direct light is not

shining upon it; yet, hi a tolerably intense light it prints much
more rapidly than that prepared with the ammonio-nitrate.

The jiicture should be fixed in a bath of saturated solution of

hyi^o. The hypo, never gets discolored, and should always be

carefidly preserved. When a new bath is formed, it is well to

add forty grains of chloride of silver to every eight ounces of the

solution.

A beautiful violet or puce tint, with great whiteness of the

high lights, may be obtained by using the following bath as a

fixing solution:

Hyposulphite of soda - - - ^ - 8 ounces.

Sel d'or 1 grains.

Iodide of silver 10 grains.

"Water 8 ounces.

It may be as well to add, that although the nitrate of silver

solution used for exciting, becomes discolored, it acts equally

well, even when of a dark brown color; but it may always be

deprived of its color, and rendered sufficiently pure again, by fil-

termg it through a little animal charcoal.

Hugh W. Dluioxd.

[iVbto and Queries.

rOWElL S DISCOVERY OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

Mr. Powell's large picture appears before the public ^ith pre-

tensions and under circumstances which challenge for it an unu-

sually careful examination. Not only is it executed for the

Government, and to be placed in the rotunda of the National

Capitol, but it claims to belong to a very high range of art, and
to have gained the approval of the most distinguished masters

of the French school, in whose vicinity it was painted. Indeed,

long before the work reached America we were forewarned by
numerous communications, which were cheerfully received into

the columns of the Tribune, from correspondents friendly to the

artist, that the picture was of the best order of excellence, and
required to be judged by a veiy severe standard. We have ac-

cordingly studied it as something admitting of no apology and
asking no allowance for any deficiencies, and now proceed to

speak of it with the frankness it demands.

We have observed with some surprise an attempt made to

bully the critics who object to this picture, and to impose on the

public, with the statement that the subject was approved by an
illustrious Committee of Congress, and that those who presume
to differ from the illustrious Senators or Representatives must
be mistaken. Now, it is unfortunately true that the judgment
of a Congressional Committee is exceedingly fallible on all ques-

tions, according to the quantity of oysters and champagne ad-

ministered, and that on questions of art it is generally composed
in about equal degree of ignorance and bad taste. To say that

such a Committee has approved of a design for a picture does

not silence criticism, but strongly fortifies the presumption that

the design is bad. But how is it with the subject chosen by
Mr. Powell, and Congressionally approbated ? Is it a significant,

interesting, and picturesque subject ? Does it embody an im-

portant, significant and controlling incident in the history of the

country ? These are the pomts which must determine whether
it is really a conception of genius or not. And tliis is something
for common-sense to decide for itself, irrespective of Congressional

Committees and the reported admiration of no matter who.
Now, there are historical incidents which contain a story and

have a dramatic interest of their own. Of such we may take as

familiar instances, Washington Crossing the Delaware, the Em-
barkation of the Pilgrims, or Penn's Treaty -ftith the Indians.

These are not only important events which history has planted

deep in the affections of the people, but what is of more conse-

quence to the artist, they have significance in themselves. They

are replete with a purpose ; their personages not merely move
and act, but act from elevated feeling and for a great historical

end. This renders them peculiarly suitable for pictorial repre-

sentation. At the same time, to depict them successfully re-

quires genius and high executive ability, for the artist has not

merely to paint groups of figures in action, but also to reproduce

the uiward feeling and dramatic power of the scene. To this

class of works Mr. Powell's clearly does not belong. It repre-

sents the discovery of a river, and that is all. The highest feel-

ing that can possibly animate the discoverers is one of wonder
at the bigness of the stream; and the most exciting action is

that of coming up to its shore. There is no moral interest in

the scene, no grand heroic pui'pose in its characters, no momen-
tous consequences flowing from it to render it memorable. Thus
it is utterly wanting in the best elements of pictorial effect, and

in those intellectual features which would render it attractive to

a genial and powerful artistic mind. It is an inferior subject,

and can only be raised from mediocrity by supreme excellence in

the conception, arrangement, and execution of its parts.

In this respect, also, the artist seems to have been pursued by
the same evil genius which governed the choice of the subject.

He has overlooked the really picturesque and intellectually im-

pressive features of the event, to seek for a lower and poorer

sort of effect, and has adopted an artificial and meretricious

method of treatment instead of the ti'ue and natural one. The
historical fact is, that De Soto and his companions set out from

Florida in quest of an interior kingdom which they had heard of

as abounding in gold and precious stones. After many months

of weary travel in the wilderness, fighting their way against

hostile tribes, and undergoing all the sufferings incident to such

an expedition, they finally reached the Mississippi. We can im-

agine such a body of men, selected for their capacity to bear

fatigue, and their indifference to danger, all bronzed and stained

with weather, with toil, and with battle, dressed in rags and the

skins of beasts with which they had supplied the place of their

worn-out civilized costumes, suddenly approaching this vast river,

spread out like an obstacle in their path. Here is certainly a

theme for an effective picture of its class, marked with all the

fierce expressions of human character proper to a band of braw-

ny and reckless adventurers. But the simple, natural and manly
suggestions of the story Mr. Povrell has neglected, in order to

convert it into a fantastic sort of holiday procession, with em-

broidered doublets, snowy plumes, and velvet surcoat, all as fresh

and fine as though the piratical gold-seekers were dandies flour-

ishing in the streets of some Spanish city. Thus an mferior sub-

ject is still further degraded by a weak and frivolous treatment.

In saying this, however, we are far from holding the artist to a

literal and exact fidelity to the historical event he paints. He
may depart from the precise verity in any minor point, if by so

doing he can highten the general effect and brmg out with

greater power the sinrit and meaning of the scene. But when
this departure has the opposite result it is culpable, if not

absurd.

We have now to inquire whether there be such excellence

in the composition and such perfection in the execution of this

picture as will allow it to take rank as a work of art, in spite of

the defects we have pointed out. As for the composition, there

is De Soto on horseback in the centre ; in the right ujjper corner

flows the broad Mississippi, with a group of Indians on the

bank gazing at the intruding strangers ; in the right lower cor-

ner a group of priests and laborers are setting up a cross; follow-

ing De Soto is a young blood in blue velvet, flourishing his cap

as if to give three cheers, while his horse rears in such a way
that any live steed would be in danger of tumbling over back-

ward, and a monk on a mule whose hands are clasped and his

eyes turned up in pious gratitude for the great discovery; and

behind these two figures ride a troop of knights in nice new ar-

mor, who fill the left background; the left foreground is occupied

by a group of men who are engaged in wheeling a cannon about

for some purpose which does not clearly appear. In all the

grouping of these figures there is nothing which rises above the

level of the commonplace.

Nor can we find much to praise in the conception and treat-

ment of individual characters in the pictm-e. They are generally
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barren, unmeaning and feebly executed. De Soto is a most in-

significant personage, looking blankly into the distance, without
a single suggestion of heroism, or power, or great qualities of

any sort in all his features. The Indians who frown at him have
uotiiing aboriginal but their complexion, while the Indian Momen
on the ground, who cower away as he passes near them, are sim-

ply Parisian models, unmistakably French in face and person,
M'ith a reddish, painty skin, and very poor specimens at that.

Besides, it is a blunder to put them in such a conspicuous posi-

tion
; on occasion of negotiations, or otlierwise meeting the

whites, the Indians always took care to keep their womeu out of

the way.

The best part of the picture is the foreground, portions of

which are painted with a free and vigorous hand. Some objects

of still life, such as the cannon, the chest with its bands and
hasps, and the small arms lying with it, are really well done

;

and if a corresponding excellence had Ijeen carried into tlie more
important portions of the picture, it would have been an admira-
ble piece of work. Best of all is the head of the old soldier on
the ground, tying up his wounded leg; this is so finely painted

in the true historic style, as to form a striking contrast with the

rest of the picture, though the drawing of the figure is grossly

faulty. On the other hand the legs of the boy at the left are

quite nicely drawn, while the group at the cannon is badly com-
posed and full of faults in drawing. The half-nude fellow, who
is so hard at work about the gun, is sadly deficient in anatomi-

cal proportions. The cannon itself is well and carefully painted,

though it has no business in the picture. No such artillery could

be carried through the woods the expedition had traversed ; and
the largest gun taken by De Soto was not too big to be slung on
the back of a horse. De Soto himself is anything but a well-

formed man, while his horse would not pass muster in a horse-

market; it is badly drawn to a degree, the neck being about as

long as the body. Indeed, in point of drawing there is scarcely

anything considerable in the picture which will bear criticism.

On the painting of the armor and other objects of di'ess, the art-

ist has expended a great deal of labor, and with tolerable success.

The coloring, too, though weak, is harmonious, and its gradation

and tone are not unpleasing. But even in this respect, we can
find nothing to call great, and are accordingly constrained to

say, that, measured by its own claims and by the requirements

which any artist undertakes to fulfil who executes a work of

such magnitude, and especially when it is intended for a national

public edifice, the pictm'e is a failure.

—

New York Trihune.

DAGUERREOTYPES AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

"We have had at last the pleasure of visiting the Crystal Palace

and viewing the rich collection of daguerreotyjies there collected,

and it is with pride we can say that, takmg it collectively and

individually, it is the finest we have ever seen.

The collection of Mr. J. Gurney, the first we examined, is quite

large, and contains well executed pictures, showing excellent

mechanical skill and chemical effects. The grey tone possessed

by the larger number, and so universal in his manipulation, we

never did nor never can admire. It is too cold and chalky to

suit our taste. One effect, however, he retains in a remarkable

degree, that is, notwithstanding this whitish grey tone, and the

usually white cast given to his pictures, we see none—or very

few—solarized. We think, also, he might improve the glassiness

still predominent in his pictures—undoubtedly caused by his ad-

herence to the old mode of polishing the jilate. The f group

picture is the best of this size in all these respects; although the

positions of the figures are too formal and ungraceful, yet the

tone and drapery is very fine. We also noticed two i size por.

traits of ladies, in which the outlines are very clear, expression

well preserved, and the tone admirable. Wc should pronounce

the portrait of Forrest a good picture were it not so dependent

upon mercury for the eifect displayed. Mr. Gm*ney's colored

daguerreotyj^es are among the best made, which is not saying

much for this branch of the art. The whole collection exhibits

a fair sample of his average work, but we cannot say we see

any improvement during the last two years; but, as Mr. Gurney

himself says, he works to please the taste of his customers, more

than his own, and in respect to the pecuniary point of his busi-

ness, he is wise in this; he certamly and deservedly stands high

as a daguerreotyjDist.

The next we come to are Mr. Whipple's ci7staloty]>es. The

views are good—some of them fine—but they are the same we

have already si^oken of in former numbers. We have seen, and

have in our possession better portraits. The |th size is decidedly

the best. The crystalotyiies ^of the moon are exceedingly fine.

Mr. North, of Cleaveland, Ohio, has a large collection of

half size portraits, the best of which are those of Gen'l. Scott,

Allan North, and the Departure—a group of three young ladies.

We like the effect produced by his new invention of convex

glasses. His fth pictures are ordinary; too chalky in appear-

ance, the shadows too abrupt, and almost wholly destitute of

middle-tints.

A. BisBEE, of Dayton, Ohio, exhibits in his picture of Cincin-

nati one of—on a series of |th plates—the most superb views

ever executed by the daguerreotyjje. It is admirable in design

;

the perspective is well adhered to; the tone perfect, and both

the general and principal outlines clear and sharji, leaving no.

thing to be wished for, and evincing the skill not only of a con-

sumate manipulator, but the taste of an artist. His portraits

are all spoiled l)y coloring.

C. H. Williamson, of Brooklyn, has a poor collection.

James Brown, of this city, has a number of \ size portraits,

showing no improvement during the last ,five years. They are

fair ordinary pictures, nothmg more.

Mr. Clark, of New Brunswick, N. J., exhibits a few very good

pictures, the best of which is the portrait of a lady. He evident-

ly operates to suit the taste of the people ; our objection bemg

the whiteish burnt appearance of his plates. He has undoubt-

edly, however, a proper appreciation of his art, for his pictures

show good taste, and careful manipulation. His plates are

beautifully cleaned.

Von Schneidaw, of Chicago, 111., has a small but very fine

collection. His plates are well " got up," the tones and outlmes

clear and fine, and the positions admirable. The portrait of

Hellen Davis, and the group of " The Affectionate Friends,'>

are decidedly the best, the latter most exquisite. Every pictm-e

declares the hand of a true artist.

Mr. IIass, of N. Y., also mars his pictures by coloring, but

apart from the profusion of color, are most artistically executed.

The portrait of a young lady at prayer, (not colored) is a well

conceived and beautiful daguerreotype, one of the best for posi-

tion, tone and expression in the Fair. His crayon daguerreo"

tyi")es are very fine.

In looking at the daguerreotypes of Harrison & Hill, of

Brooklyn, L. I., we cannot avoid feeling disappointed, although

we think they have been treated mQre harshly than they deserve.

As works of true artistic conception, they are not excelled, but

we must concur in the opinion that the plates were badly cleaned

and finished—in fact carelessly—for we noticed that no less than

three of the largest size were spotted as if du-ty water had been

spattered over them. The polishing, also, was not sufficient;
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aud the consequence is that then- pictures are, as it were, veiled,

aud we have to look through aiuist to see the image; but let us

look at the other side. There are uo less than eleven of the

very largest plates used in the daguerreotype art, and nearly all

are groups, which for artistic and elaborate arrangement and

execution, must command the approbration of all who appreciate

true art, and, notwithstanding the defects alluded to, and some

that are out of focus, and others solarized, they are well toned.

If the same attention had been paid to the mechanical part of the

process as to the artistic, the result would have been very different.

A. Hesler, of Galena, exhibits a large and most admu-able

collection. For artistic merit and mechanical skill they are not

surpassed by any in the fair. His views are not so good as we

expected to find them, for we have seen much better from his

hands, but his portraits and compositions are the very acme of

daguerreotype manipulation. They possess a charm in general

effect, warmth of tone, clearness and strength of outline that

creates a pictm*e truly animated, and which causes at once a de-

sire to possess them. Every hne aud feature is strongly brought

out, yet the lights and shades are perfectly preserved, gradually

mingling into harmonious bearing, without loosing the most

minute effect of the latter. Each hair of the head, the eyebrow

and the eyelash is round and perfect, the eye itself beautifully

clear and animated, or calm, according to the nature of the pic-

tm"e; the positions are graceful, and the drapery arranged with

consmnmate taste. These qualities are so common to them all

that it is difficult to particularize. We may mention, however, as

gems, " Driving a bargain," " The Toilet," " The three Pets,"

" Asking a Favor," " Granted," " Expectation," " Almost Ac-

cepted," and a portrait of the Rev. T. T. Waterman. We per-

fectly agree with the editor of the Daily Advertiser, who says

:

" The portraits were mostly of our own citizens, and all ap-

peared so real and so spirited, that it seems difficult to believe

they were not real life in miniature forms. In the execution of

these pictures the artist has endeavored to poi'tray character as

well as form, and we are sure that no pencil could at all equal

the happy and striking results at which he has arrived. He must
study the effect of light and shade most intently to produce such

beautiful offect."

Webster & Bro., of Louisville, Ky., have a good collection

of crayon and \ plate portraits, which shows decided improve-

ment over former efforts, and a determination to rise to the

highest point of excellence. They should pay a little more at-

tention to position. The tone of their pictures is good; the

plates well got up, but a little more attention to the middle

shades, would be an improvement. The portraits of Dr. Knight

and Hon. A. Dixon, please us most.

M. A. Root, of Philadelphia, has a large number of fth and

\ size daguerreotypes, so equal m tone, excellent in position,

strongly marked, and pleasingly designed, that it would be diffi-

cult to particularize. Most of them are a little too cold, how-

ever, to give us complete satisfaction, but their clearness, and the

quaUties already mentioned, speak of a refined taste in all that

concerns art.

S. Root, of New York, follows in the footsteps of his brother

of Philadelphia so closely, that what may be said of one is ap-

plicable to the other, with this exception, that S. Root confining

himself more intimately to daguerreotyping, excells in those

points most pleasing to our taste—there is generally in his pic-

tures more warmth of tone. The high reputation they both de-

servedly enjoy has been earned by the most assiduous toil and

close attention to the art personally, and the faults we find may

be considered more as a matter of taste than defects.

The frame of daguerreotypes contributed by Mr. Kimbat.l, of

Louisville, Ky., is so badly placed, that we could not see his

efforts sufficiently well to judge of their merits.

E. Long, of St. Louis, Mo., exhibits a very large collection of

the smaller size pictures, and we are fearful he paid more atten-

tion to quantity than to quality. As a general run, his pictures

are a fair sample of ordinary daguerreotypes. The plates gener-

ally are well cleaned, but the unages cold and rather harsh. We
have seen far better pictures by the same artist, and this collec-

tion does not do him justice. He has three \ size pictures that

are exceptions to these strictures.

Massury & SiLSBEE, of Boston, have a very elegant, artistic,

graceful and skilfully executed collection, and it would be diffi-

cult to designate any one as superior to the others. The plates

are beautifully cleaned and coated, but, although they are well

done, they would be far preferable without the coloring. These

pictures, with those of Mr. Hesler, are pronounced by portrait

painters the two best collections in the Fair. They are certainly

not excelled. We understand that Messrs. Massury & Silsbee,

have an entire new process, invented by themselves, for coating

and bringing out their images. The tone, color and softness of

their portraits indicate this, for they are in these respects

entu-ely different from any we have seen. If such is the case,

they may render invaluable service to their art by publishing it,

and we trust they will follow the good example of Mr. Hesler—

•

who has expressed to us his determination to give his process in

full in our pages—and honor our Journal with its publication.

M. M. Lawrence contributes a large collection, most of them

the same that he exhibited at the World's Fair in London, and

what was said of them at that tune need not be repeated now.

They are all single portraits, or groups, well arranged and beau-

tifully executed, such as can only be produced by a careful ma-

nipulator, aud a man of taste.

Mr. Fitz Gibbon, of St. Louis, presents such a magnificent

display of frame-work, and such an innumerable quantity of

daguerreotypes, that to particularize any would have required

more time than we could possibly spare. There are many good

pictures among them—some well executed ; but fewer with more

care bestowed upon them would have exhibited his skill to bet-

ter advantage. As in the case of Mr. Long, we have seen many

better daguerreotypes from the same hands than the majority

here presented, and we have no doubt that at another opportu-

nity of the same kind, both these artists will exhibit their talents

in their true light. It must be remembered that they have not

had the same experience as our eastern and older operators in

getting up daguerreotypes for exhibition.

The Messrs. Meade Bro's, give us a very fine collection.

The series styled "The Seven Ages of Man," illustrative of

Shakspeare, we have ah-eady noticed. Their f portraits, in the

style of Rembrant, please us better than any others of the same

size in the fair. A little more clearness, as exhibited in the

portrait of Col. Webb, and the group " Past, Present and Fu-

ture," by Lawrence, would have made them almost perfect. The

positions are graceful, the tones warm and soft, the expressions

life-like and pleasing, and the general effect artistic. Their i

pictures are also well executed, with the exception of being too

much mercurialized in two or three instances. The \ plate por-
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traits are deficient in tlie half tints. With these exceptions,

they exhibit a high degree of taste and manipulation, which

evinces the most rapid improvement since their removal to New
York.

Howe, of Portland, Me., has a small hut very good collection.

They are all { or | plate pictures, but they exhibit the skill of a

true artist, and one who, with time, opportunity and attention,

must attain to the highest point of excellence in the art.

Whitehurst, of Baltimore, exhibit the best collection we have

seen of his work, giving decided indications of improvement.

These pictures generally are clear, well defined, and of good

tone, but mostly wanting in grace. A half size of a young lady

reading, is pleasing, artist-like, and well posed. His crayon

pictures are also fine; the | are among the best M'e have seen,

but they are, with the exception of the one in the centre of the

collection, somewhat veiled. His stereoscopic arrangements are

exceedingly fine and appropriate.

M. B. Brady is most admirably represented here; besides the

pictures which took the gold medal at the London Fair in 1851,

and which have already been described, there are many of the

highest order. The ^ group, the head of the old carman preach-

er, two f portraits of young ladies, and a portraits of Mr. Parks,

are particularly fine, and rank Mr. Brady among the first artists

in the world.

"We are sorry that the sameness of style, general method of

manipulation, and the almost entire adherence to portraiture,

prevents us from being more explicit in our remarks. There is

not an exhibitor at this exhibition, except Mr. Hesler, Mr. Har-

rison, Mr. Bisbee, and Mr. Root, who has made any attempt in

the higher walks of art, even in portraiture. All seem content

to confine themselves to the simpler and more easy branch of

their art, and the majority do not give indications of any im-

provement during the last five years. Many of our first daguer-

rean artists have grown wealthy by their art, and we think it is

about time they should do something more for its elevation than

the exhibition of mere portraits. They should endeavor to exhi-

bit its scientific and artistic applications; in other words, its ap-

pliances to the arts of design and manufacture, and scientific re-

search. The time has gone by wlien premiums should be

awarded to the manipulators in portraits only; artistic merit

and scientific skill should be solely consulted.

European photographers are very poorly represented at this

Exhibition. We found but three daguerreot)'peg in this depart-

ment, being views of the interior of the London Crystal Palace,

by Kilburn of London, which, considering the difiaculties that

must have presented themselves to good results, are very fair.

Either our trans-Atlantic friends must have been frightened by

the daguerreotypes exhibited in the American department of the

World's Fair of 1851, and came to the conclusion that it M'as

folly to attempt to compete with us at the present Exhibition,

or they are less spirited and generous in their feelings and refused

to accord to America that consideration she is as justly entitled

to as any European nation. In either case, it places them in

an unenviable position.

It is our intention to solicit several of the daguerreotypes on

exhibition for the purpose of crystalotjqjing them as illustrations

to future numbers of om* Journal.

We ought not to close our visit to the Crystal Palace without

noticing a new coatmg box on exhibition by Messrs. Palmer &

Longking. It strikes us as being well adapted to the purpose in-

tended, and the workmanship displayed in its construction is

highly creditable. We shall speak of it hereafter.

Mr. Harrison, also, has here some exquisite samples of his

skill in the manufacture of cameras, and they establish his repu-

tation as the best photograpliic camera maker beyond perad-

venture.

QUERIES AND NOTES.
St. Louis, Nov. 23, 1853.

H. II. SxELLiNG, Esq.:—Could you inform me, through the

medium of your valuable Journal, of a M'ay to avoid staining the

collodion film, in immersing the glass in the silver bath ? I do
not think the fault is to be attributed to a slow immersion, as

my albumeuized glasses are almost invariably stainless, though I

follow the same plan as with the collodion. I have otherwise

been very successful in my experiments. The collodion process,

thanks to the information contained in your Journal is attracting

the attention of a great many of our first-class artists, and any
additional explanation, however trifling in itself, will be welcomed
by numbers who have in vain been trying to master such difficul-

ties which naturally present themselves to ex]^)erimenters in any
new process. Sometimes I experience a difficulty in the prepa-

ration of the iodide of iron, which is indeed a source of many
failures with most beginners. The article kept by druggists is

originally a proto-iodide, but it is always partly decomposed, con-

taining sesqui-iodide of iron, sesqui-oxide of iron and free iodine.

The latter I know from experience to be injm-ious to the process.

In making the iodine of iron myself, if I put iodine, iron filings

and alcohol together, the alcohol will dissolve a quantity of

iodine before the iron has had time to act upon it, consequently

the solution will contain free iodine as in the former case, and
lastly an aqueous solution of iodine. Now if any of your more
experienced readers will give the information required, they will

confer a lasting favor on a great many beginners who labor un-

der the same difficulties as H. E. H.

If our correspondent had given us the manner of his manipu-

lation, we probably could have answered his queries more to his

satisfaction. There are so many causes for this difficulty that the

only answer left us by the manner of asking the question is, to

advise extreme caution in cleaning the plate—coating it with

the collodion and plunging it into the nitrate bath. A little

dirt upon the edges of the collodion bottle, or slight particles of

the collodion which have dried on and becoming loose while

pouring the liquid from the bottle fall upon the plate, will, in

consequence of their greater density and the impurities they have

imbibed, cause the plate to become stained wherever they may

rest. When collodion is freshly made it is not entirely pure

even after filtering, and it will be found advantageous to let

it stand a day or two before using, and filtering a second

time, or carefully decanting it into another bottle, leav-

ing the bottom portion in the first bottle. Perfectly

fresh solutions of nitrate of silver are also apt, not only to

stain the collodion, but cause it to peel off in minute flakes

—

an old bath, well filtered, is therefore preferable. The glass

containing the collodion film should, undoubtedly, be plunged in

the nitrate bath quickly, and repeated three or four times, in

prefei'cnce to a single slow immersion, allowing the plate to re-

main one minute after the immersion and withdrawing it as rap-

idly—the slightest hesitation often causes the film to stain. An-

other precaution is to be sure that your nitrate of silver is una-

dulterated—the purest nitrate of silver is in the form of thin

colorless crystaUne plates. We also think the verticle baths are

best for all solutions, particularly if sufficiently wide to permit a

slight incUnation of the plate, by which means the air bubbles,
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caused by plunging the plate into the solution, will not follow

the collodion surface, and cause streaks, but pass perpendicularly

upwards.

Iodide of Irox.—The simplest method of preparing this salt

is to add a soluble protosalt of iron to a solution of the hydrio-

date of potassa. It is also formed by heating iron in the vapor

of iodine. Its solution should be kept in a tight ground stop-

pered bottle with a piece of iron wire immersed in it; without

this precaution the sesquioxide of iron is precipitated.

Our correspondent will find in several of the articles prmted

in this number various speculations on this very subject.

—

Ed.

From La Luraiere.

STEREOSCOPIC PORTRAITS.

We have already had occasion to speak in our number of 2d

July last, of the stereoscopic portraits of M. Gouin. We refer

to them again to day, in order to state the progress of this skil-

ful artist.

To make a relief of a line, a statue, of a design, a solid body,

a plane smface, is the work of the stereoscopist ; but to make
an animated being of a statue, to transform the marble complex-

ion, give a glance to the eye, a smile to the mouth, to give the

illusion of life as the stereoscope gives the illusion of relief, is the

work of the artist ; it is this which M. Gouin, with wonderful

genius, has accomplished. With what intelligence, also, he
knows how to give a natural position to his model; with what
care he studies his picture ; how true are the tones of the com-

plexion! how he harmonizes the light, manages the reflections,

and softens the shadows! in a word, how he models his figures!

I will take the first proof that offers. There is the portrait of a

woman dressed for a ball. Her elbow leans upon a stand, the

head rests upon her ungloved hand; she dreams of the quadrille.

Her other hand holds a bouquet; the light draws the graceful

contour of her white shoulders and makes her satin robe glisten.

Look at this portrait near, it is a beautiful proof admirably

colored ; see it in the stereoscope ; it is a charming woman who
is dreamily looking at you. Extend your hand and the silk

robe appears real
;
you might try to rob her bouquet of that,

violet, or of that daisy, or of that camelia, or of one leaf from
that already withering rose. And this lace which allows the

rounded arm to be seen through its transparent folds, does it not

seem as if you might rumple it with your fingers? Do you not

see the light which passes the pearls of this necklace and the de-

licate skin of the neck? and the shadow of the eyelashes upon
the clear blue eyes, and the light smile which plays upon those

lips? Do you see the blood which circulates under those delicate

cheeks, the life which animates this transparent and flexible skin?

The illusion is complete.

What remembrance, living as it may be ; what dream, how-
ever complete ; what device ; what marble the most true and ex-

act which art has produced, could so render to our affection the

loved being of which death or absence may have deprived us?

We cannot be accused of predilection for the stereoscope.

We have rarely spoken of it, because we have frequently found

it exaggerate the effects, especially in portraits. But when we
saw those of M. Claudet, in London, so admirable in truth and
composition, we were astonished and made to regret that no art-

ist in France had adopted his method. With a lively satisfac-

tion we looked at the excellent proofs of M. Gouin, also; and we
say it sincerely, his portraits are equal to M. Claudet's.

It is not necessary to say, that M. Gouin does not content

hunself with applying some low tints upon his proofs, but that

he colors them as a miniature. We will only say a few words
on the manner in which he prepares his plates ; for it is not suf-

ficient to be a skilful painter to ensure success like his, it is ne-

cessary also to be an experienced daguerreotypist.

M. Gouin has invented a poHshing machine which is already

known to a great number of photographers. In a word, it is

composed of engrenages, a set of wheels, which move the feet and
make the polishers act vertically. The plate pressed lightly up-

on one of them is polished immediately in its length ; afterwards
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it is put in contact with the other, which polishes it in its breadth.

As the movement of the polishers is always regularly in the same
axis, the plate is as perfectly polished in the centre as at the

edge, which could not be when tiie hand-plane is used. The im-

portance of this first operation to the daguerreotype is well

known, and to the system we have just described can be attri-

buted a part of the success that M. Gouin obtains in his labors.

In simplifying this machine he has rendered it less costly and
put it within the reach of all operators.

Like M. Claudet, moreover, M. Gouin is not satisfied when
he has two good proofs, he begins again and makes two better

ones.

Finally we will add, that the stereoscope portraits of M. Gouin

have a great advantage, inasmuch as without altering or injuring

the resemblance, they flatten rather than make it ugly. Is this

on account of the happy disposition of the objectives which do

not put the features at disadvantage; or the advantageous alti-

tude that the artist knows how to give to his model. At all

events we have seen ladies who show with the interest of satis-

fied coquetry the portraits he has made of them. This is cer-

tainly the greatest eulogy we can make, and it bruigs to M.
Gouin their elegant and graceful patronage.

NEW CAMERA OBSCUEA.

IMPROVED BY M. GARRIBO OF FLORENCE.

TRANSIATED FROM THE FRENCH OF LA LUMXERE BY MISS C. CORLIES.

Mr. Simplicini, member of the Photographic Society of Flor-

ence, in addressing to you the note below, affirms that all the

connoisseurs who have examined the photographic attempts,

obtained by means of the new system invented by Mr. Garribo,

agree upon its superior merits ; he adds, that many Italian artists

besides himself, earnestly desire that the new camera be made
public, that they may be able to use it without delay. For our

own part, we beg these ai-tists to send us some of their specimens

as soon as possible, that we may give an account of them to our

readers.

Florence, June 21st, 1853.

The optical machine, simple as ingenious, technically called

the camera obscura, is so genei'ally known, that the most brief des-

cription will serve our present purpose. It is equally well known,

perhaps, that upon this is founded the principle of photography,

that modern invention by which, one might almost say, nature

is forced to take her own portrait. In a word, the light which

is introduced into this machine, falling upon a plate lightly

covered with saline or acid substances, leaves there a very exact

imprint of the same object which projects it, and which afterwards,

by means of chemical processes, is rendered visible, permanent,

and multiplied; a truly admirable discovery, which distinguishes

our age, already so fruitful in inventions as useful as surprising.

The instrument or camera obscura, especially called here proto-

graphic, employed imtil now for the production of photogenic

images or daguerreotypes, and properly called photographs, is

of such construction, that, because of the smaUness of its open-

ing or optic angle, it cannot embrace the building, monument, or

figure, &c., of which the entire representation may be desired;

the common expedient in such case, is, to incline the machine,

although under an angle little open, al)Ove or below the horizon-

tal level, in order to gain a larger field on the side which suits

best, losing, consequently, on the opposite side. They suppose

by this means to obtain an image equally exact, counting for

nothing the convergencies, contractions, the enlargements beyond

the truth, which result, and which deform, in proportion as the

optical axis of the machine is itself more inclined.

Others, on the contrary, better instructed in such things,

understanding in what respect this expedient is opposed to the

theories upon which is founded the mechanism of the rays in all

optical instruments, are forced, in default of proper means for

surmounting this difiiculty, to hold to the only one which pro-

duces an exact effect, to the horizontal point of view, and when

necessary and possible to remove the object further of which the

image is desired, in order to take it under a smaller angle.

It seems incredible that the most renowned opticians and



constrnctors of such instrumont, who from the first have seen the

iiiconvcuieiice in question, have not soug-lit a remedy; but
whether they tliink that the axis of the machine in its actual

state })efore resthig always horizontal, could not permit any
inclinatiou in a vertical direction, or whether the remedies that

present themselves also does not appear wortliy of especial re-

search, the fact is, that we have never seen pubhshed any infor-

mation on the subject. These machines always preserve the

same forms of photogenic productions, although some may have
attained a higher degree of finish and surprising beauty, yet,

oftener are more or less imperfect from tJie defects in question.

Nevertheless, the problem is far too interesting not to merit

all possible investigation necessary to its solution, and accordingly

being myself a little occupied by it, from simple curiosity and
without presumption, I was not long in convincing myself, that,

as the evil came from a single cause, there was also but a single

means to try, which, in trutli, was not without a single incon-

venience, but whose advantages would greatly compensate.

This means consisted in introducing some modifications, or rather,

iu making a new instrument, which, without changing its posi-

tion when a visual field higher or lower than the normal is

wanted, that is to say, than the one determined by the instru-

ment in its horizontal position, tends itself so well to this, and
that the image which results is always exact.

The inconvenience above indicated, and which, in these cii'-

cumstances is inherent to the new machine, consists in this, that

the efi'ects of refraction or spherical aberration, common to all

dioptric instruments, appear sometimes a little more decided in

certain places than those occasioned in the same case by ordinary

cameras, l3ut this never goes so far as to deform the contour, nor

to render disagreeable their aerial aspect, but becomes even the

indirect cause of producuig better effects than these last. It is

sufficient besides to compare the two images in order to see this

insignificance of the fault, and give instant preference to the one

obtained by the new instrument. The greatest extension of its

movements, or the greatest distance of the horizon, as much in

height as iu depth, which we can secure to the field of vision, is

more than sufiicient iu most cases, and in consideration of the

smallness of the optic angle in camera obscuras in general, it is

always in harmony with the rules of perspective. When there

is need of a wider field the station must be removed. There is

no doubt as to the accuracy of the new discovery, based as it is'

upon coiTect principles. In a word, the instniraent I have en-

deavored to construct as an attempt or example resists so far all

the proofs we have made of it iu everj^ position.

Now, that the pro))lem which I proposed appeal's sufficiently

resolved, since if, iu the other machines the linear results of the

vertical movements, that is to say, above and below the normal
position, are all wrong; in the latter they are iu the same con-

dition all correct, and, as to the inaccuracies which sometimes
accompany them in some places, because of the abberration of

the rays, I will add to wliat has been already said tliat the

greater the focal distance of the object and smaller the dimen-

sion of the image or photographic frame is relative to this dis-

tance; so the more the hole of the diaphragm placed near the

object is closed, the more insignificant will the inaccuracies be,

and in some places almost without consequence; dispositions

which would be of no use to other instruments, for tlicy would
still have the same defects, produced not by splierical aberration,

but by their erroneous position for enlarging the visual field.

Such is the result of my investigations touching a problem
which allows of geometric exactness, such as it was in its

origin, before becoming a true optical instrument, if the camei'a

obscura were deprived of its objective lens. But in its present

state, one is forced to Ije satisfied with the only expedient which
exists, althougli sometimes sliglitly incomplete, that is to saj^, of

two inconveniences, it is necessary to clioose the least. Instru-

ments of mechanism rarely a]ipear at first iu all their perfection,

and mine jx'rliaps is furtlicr from this completion than any otlier.

I dare ]n'etend nothing more than to have, so to speak, made a

rough draft, and consequently, not to have employed my time in

vain for the progress of one of the most curious and beautiful

^productions of the Imnian mind.

In the meantime, if among tiie constructors of optical instru-

ments, there is any one who would wish to profit by this improve-

ment, in the way of speculation, and to lie the first to procure

for photogenic amateurs the means of having daguerreotype

and photographic proofs exempt from the defects mentioned, he
must address me that we may have the necessary understanding.

But I promise that I will not show a model of the instrument until

after all the business arrangements are settled. I will however,

show beforehand the result of it in some photographic proofs,

correctly obtained, precisely in the case in which it is impossible

to obtain them by the ordinary camera obscuras. Nevertheless,

if, after a certain reasonable lapse of time, or if I shall not suc-

ceed in making an arrangement with any one, I shall remain free

of every engagement whatever.
LouiGi Garribo.

Note.—This invention of Sig. Garribo seems to be of consi-

derable importance, and if all he says of it is true it is really so,

and his proposition should meet with hearty response from some

one of our opticians. Mr. Harrison, you that are foremost and

best in this respect, in the United States at least, let no one

obtain the advantage over you in investigating the nature of

this discovery and securing its benefits.

—

Ed. P. A. J.

PHOTOGENIC PAPER.

It gives us great pleasure to furnish our readers with continual

improvements in photography, and scarcely a week passes that we
do not announce some improvement or some new process. But we
have remarked with regret that one of the most essential agents,

the photographic paper, remains ununproved, and yet, considered

as the first condition of success, it deserves the serious attention

of manufacturers. Thanks therefore are due to M. Marion, pro-

prietor of one of the largest paper mills, for the very particular

care which he has given to the fabrication and preparation of

the photographic paper. M. Marion is a very skilful amateur

lAotographer. It needs to be especially a practitioner in order

to know by actual experiment the imperfections of the paper in

use, and to study artistically the most useful improvements.

The photogenic positive paper which he prepares with muriate

of ammonia is exempt from spots of iron and every other body

injurious to photographic reproductions, and it is therefore pos-

sible to dispense with troublesome preparations when making

use of it. But the Marion paper is a little thin, and it was with

a certain prejudice we tried it at first, but we soon discovered

that the thinner the paper is, the less grain it has, and the

smoother it is, and consequently the more proper it is to produce

the fineness of the plate, (cleche.) It is not generally known
that the surface which covers the strongest paper is owing to an

excessive glazing, and that the grain reappears in softening,

especially iu the preparatory baths.

With the Marion paper the bath of nitrate of silver is the

only one of which we made use at first; and by a happy combina-

tion of saiinage the side destined to receive the image preserves,

even after this operation, all the fineness of its polish. It sup-

ports other baths without disintegrating, and even becomes by

them stronger and purer. The name of Marion, marked at tlie

corner of the sheet on the side opposite to that which should re-

ceive the image, jn-events any mistake m procuring this paper.

M. Marion has also prepared for cases where there is need of

strong paper, a gummed Bristol board upon which the proof

may be applied after going out of the last bath, which forms a

solid sheet for every proof ujion which we can put aquarelle or

any other kind of painting. Before applying the proof upon the

gummed board, it is necessary to soften the latter upon the side

opposite the gum by putting it on a piece of wet linen. We ]»lace

the proof upon the gummed side afterwards, letting it fall on

gradually, to avoid air-bubbles. This operation should take

place on taking it out of the bath, while the proof is still wet; it

should be dried afterwards between two sheets of paper.

—

(Buvard.)
_

'

INFasters in photography have all insisted in their publications

upon the necessity of choosing ]iapers with the greatest atter-

tiou. M. M. E. Balders, Le Gray, M. A. Gaudin, A. De Brebis-



son, etc., have especially desired manufacturers to produce good

photograpliic paper. But M. Marion is in all respects best situ-

ated to introduce the greatest improvements, and bids fair to

produce in France what must now be imported from England

and Germany. Nothing else is wanting to give our photograph-

ers the greatest superiorit3\ , A. T. L.

Photographers ui this country do not appear to agree with

this \\Titer. The samples that have been fiu-nished them by our

importers have been pronounced decidedly inferior to all other

importations ; and we cannot, from personal observation recom.

mend it.

—

Ed. P. A. J.

Frotn La Lumiere.

CHOICE OF PHOTOGRiVPfflC SUBSTANCES MD MATERIALS.

TELLOW GLASSES, SLXPHATE OF IEO\, VAEXISH, WAX.

The last number of the Journal contained a letter of Mr.
Robert Hunt upon the employment of yellow glasses ; this inde-

fatigable experimenter appeared to think that I expressed ideas

contrary to his, aud disputed his experiments ; I have, however,

never quoted his name, and I cannot comprehend the meaning
of the first paragraph of his letter.

When I spoke of employing yellow glasses, I have always in-

dicated the orange yelloio glass, and I have underlined these two
words in order to avoid the use of glasses of a clear yellow,

which, however, often happens ; the workshops for collodion

that I have visited are almost always furnished with glass of

cannary bu'd yellow (jaune serin) which Mr. Hunt declares to

be colored with uranium. Glasses of this shade allow the active

rays to pass through, not on account of the natm-e of the color-

ing principle, but on account of its small quantity; for I have

shown by a direct experiment, made with contiuuating papers,

that the concentrated solution of yellow chromate of potash,

which gives that shade to the highest degree, is impenetrable to

chemical ra3"s. Such a solution, thickened by gmn or gelatine,

and laid in a bed of a milluuetre thick, upon the panes of glass

of the workshop, will furnish a very economical means of inter-

cepting the chemical rays. Doubtless, the bicromate of potash

will be much 'better; its concentrated solution, thickened by
strong glue, gives exactly the shade of the yellow orange glass,

colored by the oxide of silver.

When Mr. Hunt says, that'the orange yeUow glass gives more
light than other yellow glasses, he intends to speak, doubtless of

smoked glasses, for it is not credible that the glass of canary

bird yellow, which is unskilfully employed by certain photograph-

ers, because it permits the operations to be seen better, should

not be also too clear, says Mr. Hunt. Because the orange

yellow glass colored by silver is opaque to the chemical rays,

according to the experiments of Mr. Hunt, it does not fol-

low that the light which traverses it cannot act upon cer-

tain compositions very sensative to light; the silver plate, after

its passage through accelerative substances, is very strongly

impressed by the light which has traversed this yellow

glass, aud I have observed the same thing of sensative collo-

dions containing bromides. Is this what Mr. Hunt disputes ?

If so, let him say so, in giving his reasons, in order to make his

letter better understood by om' subscribers, and not mislead

them.

The observations which I have made upon the sulpliate of iron

were suggested to me by a passage of the article contained in

the last number, and borrowed from the labors of Mr. Hunt.
This young chemist advises that the sulphate of iron be dried

by holding it exposed for some time to a temperatm'e of 100°

Cent, in order to diminish its weight. I think that M. Kraft

would succeed much better to try this without altering the pri-

mitive sulphate; but for any other than a chemist this precaution

M'ould appear to me very dangerous. Before going on a journey

his sulphate would be calcined, too fine and becomes bad, aud
at the moment of making use of it, it would be seen to be worth
nothing. And this is why: In calcining the proto-sulphate of

iron,jf contact with the air is not avoided, the salt passes to the

state of sulphate by losing its water of crystalization; the calcined

salt is not soluble except in part ; but, what is worse, it has be-

come entirely improper for making images appear; not only docs

it not clearly develop them, Ijut it effaces the iuuiges formed
with great rapidity. If the sulphate of iron is to be dried it

will then be prudent to dry it in a closed vase, only allowing an
orifice for carrying off the vapor. M. Kraft thinks that the salt

properly dried does not change its properties; as he says he has

not tried it, I believe he has reasoned from theory; for my part
I am of the contrary opinion, and 1 see in this drying a means
for obtaining sulphates with very remarkable properties. I cer-

tainly think that this idea of M. Kraft will be a very fruitful

one when it shall have been properly applied.

I will make some analogous observations on the varnishes:

those which are used with the negatives can be lightly colored

without perceptible mconveuience. For the positives, an uncolored

varnish is necessary and should be well fixed ; the gum-water, thick

and drained, succeeds very well if there has been added to it a little

honey to prevent cracking. The varnish^ made with alcohol,

or the essence of lavender are also preferable when uncolored:

the Sachne varnish is of this kind; it forms a perfectly even bed
and without streaks, but it is necessary to expose it to the cold,

always after having perfectly dried the collodion by the lamp.

This varnish contains benzine and essence of lavender, but it is

no doubt formed mainly of rectified alcohol ; for, having wished

to use some upon a plate yet warm, the pellicle of the collodion

loas attacked and the proof destroyed.

For the small plates, I have substituted the soft wax for gutta-

percha; by this means I have avoided the effect of the warmth
which always acts unequally upon the collodion, if it is not al-

lowed to cool, aud the necessity of warmmg the gutta-percha

before sticking it is often a hindrance. The modelling wax com-

monly sold is very good. It might be made more cohesive by
melting some yellow wax with the third of its volume in Yene-

tian turpentine ; but this '^'ax sticks to the fingers a very long

time. To avoid this, the extremities can be furnished with little

handles of cork or wood for sticking them to the glass plate.

There is always an advantage in immersing the plate anew in

the bath of silver, before the application of the sulphate of iron

or the pyro-galic acid; this is why it would be well if the handle

could be left in its place dming the taking of the impression.

In supplying the sulphate and hyposulphite, and in managing

the washings, it is very convenient to place the plate upon a

cylindrical glass plate in a wash basua ; by this disposition, the

plate can be easily inclined without touching it with the fiugers.

M. A. Gaudix.

Calculator of the Bureau of Longitude.

A RUBBIENTAKY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON PERSPECTIVE.

BY GEORGE PYXE, AETIST.

IXTEODUCTIOX.

Ix the course of twenty years' extensive practice as a teacher

of drawing, the author has frequently had consideraljle difii-

culty in making his juvenile pupils comprehend the necessity for,

and the value of a knowledge of perspective. Many works have ap-

peared, proi:)Osing to enable the student aud the amateur to

instruct themselves in this indispensable branch of the Art of

Pamtmg; but the author has never yet met with one that has

appeared to him well calculated to accomplish so desirable an

end. To furnish amateurs, and especially young ladies, with the

means to acquire, by themselves, a knowledge of perspective,

sufficient to enable them to make agreeable sketches from nature,

without sacrificing too nmch of the time that must be required for

other occupations, has been the object of the author. In the

little work he now puts before the public, his principal endeavor

has been to avoid every possible difficulty—every superfluous line.

It is addressed to those who require a simple and comprehensive

knowledge of perspective, to enable them to avoid committing

any of those gross errors, so constantly to be observed in the

works of those entnely ignorant of it. He strongly advises all

desirous of drawing from nature to make themselves masters of

the modes here given for drawmg various forms, so as to be able

to apply them mentally in sketching from nature. It is univer-

sally admitted, that sketches made by those who di'aw by their
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eye, having at the same time a thorough knowledge of perspective,

produce more agreeable paintings than those who draw entirely

by rule. To demonstrate to the juvenile student the value of a

knowledge of perspective, let him examine the cut at the end of

this introduction, as also that at the end of the first part. The
first is a correct representation of a double cross in perspective,

draT\ni, as it would appear, when quite new and perfect; the

latter (which is drawn over the same outline) is intended to re-

present a similar cross in an ancient and delapidated state. The
student will jierceive that the perspective drawing looks formal

and uninteresting, while the other has an agreeable and pictur-

esque appearance, though perfectly correct. The art of painting

is to represent objects iu nature as they appear to the eye; but

if any lines, either from time or accident, have lost their pei-pen-

dicular or horizontal direction, great care should be taken iu the

representation of them, that they are so drawn as not to appear

like faulty perspec%e, but as the result of time or some other

cause. It is the absence of fonnahty that constitutes picturesque

form.

The second part, which is en-

tirely new, and written for this

third edition, carries the student

still further, and opens to view all

the requisite acquirements for a

knowledge of the art of perspec-

tive. This edition will be found

to comprehend all the principles,

M^th simple representations, to

enable the learner by ordinary ap-

plication, to execute perspective

drawings with facility.

CHAPTER I.

Students, from the first commencement of drawing, should

never neglect an opportunity of submitting their productions to

the inspection of those who, from their superior knowledge, may
point out defects, and suggest alterations extremely useful. But
iu criticising their works, those wiio have attained some profi-

ciency may frequently make use of terms which, though perfectly

correct, may by possibility not be understood by very young
pupils, and hence they may lose much valuable assistance.

Before commencing perspective, the pupil will therefore find

it to his advantage to make himself acquainted with the follow-

ing preluninary matters, which more properly belong to practical

geometry. Many young persons, iu copyiiig a drawing, if they

draw a line that is out of the perpendicular, or not horizontal,

are apt to say, " That line is not straight." The first thing to

comprehend is, that all lines lying evenly between their two ex-

tremities (which are called points) are straight lines, whatever
direction they may take (Fig. 4). The
line A B is a straight line, and each of the

lines that run from it, and through it are

also straight Hues, although they vary in

their direction.

Lines that run in the same direction,

and continue always at the same distance

from each other, are called parallel lines (Fig. 5). Lines which

incline towards each other and meet

^znzii:z:i^z:i^izzz^:zz i'^ ^ point, are said to form angles.

Angles have three different names,

according to the space contained be-

tween the two lines at an equal dis-

tance from their point of meeting (Fig. 6). The lines a e and
c E meet together at the point e; tlie b e

and c E also meet together at the point e:

the space Ijctwecn a c and the space be-

tween B c will l)e found to be exactly equal.

Whenever one line stands upon another

line, and upon drawing a semi-circle from
the point of contact ( as the semi-circle a c

B, drawn from the point e), the line divides the semi-circle into

two equal parts, it is said to be perpendicular* to the line on

* It is a common error to confound the terms vortical and perpendi-
cular. One line is always said to be perpendicular to another line when

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fiff. 7.
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which it rests, and the angle on either side is called a right angle.

If the space contained between two lines forming an angle be
less than that contained between the lines foi'ming a right angle,

the two lines are said to form an acute angle. The angle formed
by the lines d e and a e is less than the right angle, because the

space contained between a d is less than the space contained be-

tween c a: for the same reason, the lines c e and d e also form
an acute angle. If the space contained between the two lines

be greater than the space contained between the two lines that

form the right angle, the two lines are said to form an abtuse

angle. The angle formed by the lines b e and n e is greater

than the right angle, because the space contained between b d

is larger than the space contained between b c. If the learner

open a pair of compasses exactly half way, the legs of the com-
passes will form a right angle ; if they are shut-to a little, they
then form an acute angle ; if opened a little wider, they form an
obtuse angle. If the extremities of the two lines forming an

angle are joined by a third line, the figure formed by
the three lines is called a triangle, from its containing

three angles (Fig. 1).

In making perspective drawings, certain instru-

ments are indispensable; and one of the most essen-

tial is a proper drawing-board, in the choice of which great care

should be taken that the edge at the bottom be perfectly straight,

and that at all events one of the sides be perfectly at a right

angle with the line of the bottom—or, in other words, that the

side of the board be perpendicular to the bottom : if not, and the

pupil should make use of the T square,* his drawing can never

be correct ; because all lines drawn with the T square are paral-

lel: consequently, whatever error may exist in the drawing-
board will be multiphed by your ruler. To be certain that you
commence with a peqiendicular hue,

draw, as in the following example
(Fig.8), with a ruler a straight line,

which is to form the bottom or base

line of your picture. From the point

on this line from which your perpen-

dicular line is to be raised, as at a, -^
mark off an equal space on each side,

as the spaces a b and a c ; from the

extremity of each of these spaces, at the points b and c, with a
pair of compasses, at an extension of not less than once-and-a-

half the length of a b or a c, describe two portions or arcs of a

circle immediately over the point a ; from the point d, where
these two arcs intersect each other, draw the line n a, which will

always be per^Deudicular to the line a b, and may be continued

to any length. The learner must be aware that in a Avork of

this kind, illustrated by wood cuts, the space for the insertion of

the examples is extremely limited ; he is therefore recommended,
in drawing them for his own practice and improvement, to en-

large them very considerably—say from four to six times the size.

There are various other rules in practical geometry that the

author has found useful to his pupils; but as this is not a trea-

tise on practical geometry, they are not given. The foregoing

are introduced from a conviction that with the very young, they

are nearly, if not quite, indispensable.

In introducing my young readers to an elementary knowledge

the angle formed by the two lines is a right angle. Vertical lines are

those lines perpendicular to the horizon, or to the surface of the globe.

If a vessel lie on the surface of the water in a dead calm, having her

masts perpendicular to her deck, the masts may be said to be vertical;

but if the water were agitated so as to throw the vessel at an angle with
the horizon, though the masts would still be perpendicular to the deck,

they would no longer be vertical lines.
* The tee. or, as it is commonly written, from its form, T square, is a

ruler to which is attached at one end a cross piece of wood; and this cross

piece, being made thicker than the ruler itself, enables the draftsman to

slide it backwards and forwards on the edge of his board. The ruler at-

tached to this cross piece is exactly at right angles with it; and conse-

quently, in moving it along the bottom edge of the board, and drawing
lines from it, the lines must all be parallel to each other, aud perpendi-

cular to the bottom line of the board. Now, if the drawing-board have
one of its sides at a right angle with the bottom edge, by shifting the T
square from the bottom to the side of the board, aud sliding it on this

edge, all the lines ruled from it will be parallel to each other, and at

right angles with the lines drawn from the bottom. The T square is the

most convenient and quickest ruler for drawing all perpendicular and
horizontal lines.

Fig. 8.
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of perspective, as the most simple definition, I should say that

perspective is the art of representing objects at various distan-

ces, and is of two kinds—Aerial Perspective, and Linear Per-

spective. Aerial Perspective is the art of giving the appear-

ance of distance, indepedeut of lines. Claude de Lorraine is

celebrated for his exquisite manner of representing aerial per-

spective: many English painters are also highly and deservedly

celebrated for this portion of the art of painting, more parti-

cularly the painters in water-colors; among whom, perhaps.

Glover and Copley Fielding have been the most successful. It

is of the latter, Linear Perspective, that we have to treat: of

this it may be, that it is the art of drawing outlines of objects

from nature, of their relative sizes according to their distance,

and of their apparent variety of form according to their position,

as they would appear in looking through a sheet of glass placed

between them and the spectator. The reader is doubtless aware
that all objects of the same magnitude apparently diminish as

they recede from the eye of the spectator. In walking in a long

street at night, the reader must have noticed the appearance of

the gas lamps as they gradually recede from him: if the street

be very long, they will appear to come closer and closer

together, till they apparently meet in a point;* yet the

more distant lamps are as far apart from each other as

those close to the spectator. The same appearance is observa-

ble in a long avenue of trees. In a long series of arches, the

first few will show their curves wide and distinct : as they recede

from the eye they appear gradually narrower and narrower, till

in the extreme distance they assume the appearance of mere
straight lines. To demonstrate clearly to the young reader

that objects at a great distance seem very small, let him look

through a pane of glass, and imagine that this pane of glass

were a sheet of paper, on which he had to represent all the ob-

jects he sees through it: though this pane of glass may only be

a foot square, he may see houses, ships, tracts of country, moun-
tains, rivers, &c. &c., represented on this small space, though
perfectly aware of their actual size.

Most of my readers must have heard the term horizon fre-

quently used in conversation—in such cases as " the sun is above
the horizon," or, " the sun has sunk below the horizon," &c. &c.

Every perspective drawing has a line running across it, parallel

to the bottom of the picture, to designate the line of the horizon,

which line is called the horizontal line. In drawing from nature,

this line is at a height exactly level with the eye of the draftsman,

and its position, or distance from the base of the picture, which
is called the ground hue, depends entirely on the position in

which the artist places himself to take his sketch. In the fol-

lowing example (Fig. 9), we will suppose the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, to

form the boundary lines of

the picture. If the drafts-

man is placed in a sitting

posture, as at a, the hori-

zontal line will be at the

height of the line 5, even
with the painter's eye, and
parallel to the ground line

1. If the draftsman stand

up to take his sketch, as at b,

Fig. 9. the horizontal lines will be
higher, in consequence of

his eyes being in a more elevated situation, and will be at the
line 6. If, to get into this picture some more distant object, the
artist should find it necessary to raise himself still higher, as at
c, upon the bank, the horizontal hue will also be raised, as seen
by the hue 1 ; or, as I have before stated, the height of the hori-
zontal line depends on the raised or lowered position of the eye
of the artist.

In making a picture, the choice of height of the horizontal
Mne is of considerable huportance. To make the horizontal line

exactly half-way between the top and bottom of the picture,

has generally a bad effect ; it appears to cut the picture in

half, and the perspective is not pleasing to the eye. It is gener-
ally considered that the most agreeable perspective is produced
by placmg the horizontal line at about one-third the height of

* This point is termed the vanishing pointTand is most ImportantTas
will be seen in our progress.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

the picture from the groimd-line: to place it lower than this is

generally preferable to placing it higher. There are painters,

however, of great celebrity, who in some of their finest produc-

tions have placed their horizon so high as to be removad only

one-third from the top of the picture. Gaspard Poussii^.'Fr.au-

cesca Mola, Domenichino, &c. have frequently painted pictures

with these high horizons; but the subjects are peculiar, and the

painters so talented, that anything emanating from their pencils

cannot fail to be good. All those views that come under the

denomination of bird's-eye views must necessarily have the hori-

zontal line very high, bemg taken alM'ays from some high win-

window, tower, or eminence of some sort, such as the views of

London from St. Paul's, of Paris from the Pantheon, &c. &c.

;

but such views are hitended more for topographical curiosities

than for pictorial representations.

In order to give the reader an idea of the use of perspective,

we will commence with some object of the most simple form, a

square, or oblong (figures which are technically called rectangu-

lar parallelograms, from their opposite sides bemg parallel to

each other, and the angles all right angles). Let the student

take any rectangular object—a workbox, for instance ; let him
place it in front of him, close to his feet, then bend his head
slightly forward till his eyes come immediately over the centre of

the box (Fig. 10): so placed; he will be able to

see nothing but the simple form of the lid, it being

impossible in this position to see either the front,

back, or sides. Let the student now place the

box on the chimney-piece, the front towards him,

and place himself about two yards from it, and in

such a position that his eyes shall come on a level

with the middle of the front of the box, and exactly midway be-

tween its two sides (Fig. 11): thus placed, the

student will see nothing but the front of the

box, it being impossible in this position to see

either the top or sides. The student must now
place the box on a chair, or other support, so

as to be in height about halfway between his

head and feet, placing hhnself at two or three yards' dis-

tance from the object, but still in such a position as to

stand exactly opposite the key-hole of the box,

(Fig. 12) : he now, from the changed position, sees y ^

the top and front of the box. Let the student

now shift his position about one yai'd to the left,

leaving the box in the same situation ; he will here

find that he sees the front, the

top, and one side of the box
(Fig. 13). The student will here observe,

that according to the variation of the position

from which he regards the object, it changes
its apparent form. In the first two figures he
will see that the lines are all parallel to their

opposites, or, as it is commonly called, are in geometrical draw-
ing; but in the third figure he will perceive that the lines of the

sides of the top converge, and that the line of the top of the

box at the back is shorter than the line of the top in front.

Perspective teaches how to find the proper directions for these

converging lines, and also shows how to regulate the length of

the line at the back of the box, so as to make it agree Mdth its

apparent diminution of size to its visual organs. The same
remarks apply equally to the last figures.

As another example of the use of perspective, let the student

procure a common bowl, and place it at his feet, looking at it in

a similar manner as at the work-box in its first situation. In
looking at it in this position, the student will see

nothing to draw but a plain circle (Fig. 14). If

the bowl be placed in a chair, as the work-box in

its third situation, the spectator being in the same
relative position, the circular opening of the bowl
appears of only half its width, and a portion of its

outer part is seen (Fig. 15). If the bowl be now
jilaced on the chimney-piece, and the eye of the

spectator brought to a level with the upper edge

of the bowl, none of the inside of the bowl is per-

ceptible, the circle from this point of view appear-

«>

Fig. 12.

r^

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.
iug as a straight line (Fig. 16). The student will
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here observe that, according to the position in

which the spectator is placed relatively to a cir-

cular object, it takes the form of a circle, an ellipse

or a straight line. Perspective teaches how to

delineate the form the circle apparently assumes,

according to the point of view from which it is seen.

In the preceediug pages we have inti'oduced four diagrams,

representing the change of appearance a work-box, or any simi-

lar object, assumes, as viewed from four diflfereut positions. In

the first and second figures, the upper and lo«'er lines of the box

are parallel, as are the upright lines representing the sides; they

are in fact of precisely the same form as that they are intended

to represent, the position in which they are viewed presenting

the simple geometrical figure. The third position of the box

presents the front, similar to the second, but being below the

eye, tlie top as well as the front of it is seen. Now, as objects

appear smaller as they are further removed, from the spectator,

the back of the box will appear less

than the front, and must necessarily

be represented by a shorter line;

hence it must be obvious that to draw

the lines representing the sides of the

top, they must incline towards each

other, and if continued, would meet

in a point, as in the annexed figure.

In the fourth diagram, the front

of the box is still drawn geometrical-

ly, but from its position being again Fig. 17.

changed relative to the spectator,

both the top and one side of the box, as well as the front, are

visible; and as the lines representing the back of the top and
the further angle are both drawn
shorter than the front edge and

nearer angle of the box, the lines

drawn to represent the sides of

the top and the side of the bot-

tom must incline towards each

other, and the three lines would,

if continued, meet in the same
point. Now these three lines.

Fig. 18. which in Fig. 18 incline towards

each other so as to meet in the

same point, in the original object (the work-box) are parallel

lines; and herein consists the difference between what is called

Geometrical or Elevation drawing, and Perspective drawing. In
the former, all lines that are parallel in the original object, are

drawn parallel in the representation; whereas in perspective

drawing all representations of parallel lines incline towards each

other, and tend to the same point. This point is always placed

on the horizontal line, and is called the vanishing point. Thus,

D in the foregoing figure is the vanishing point for the lines a b c,

and would be the point to which all lines which in the original

object are parallel to those they represent (the side edges of the

box) would be drawn, however numerous; this is exemplified by
the line e, showing where the lid of the box shuts on.

It is to be presumed, that before commencing the study of

perspective, the student has already dabbled a little in drawing;
in wliich case he must now make an attempt to draw a little

perspective for himself. Let him place himself in a chair, un-

mediately opposite a closed door, and a a distance of six to

eight feet, and in that position let him draw the door, and the

cornice if any; if not let him sketch a little of the pattern of

the papering above the door, as in fig. 19, which is a geometri-

cal drawing of a door, to be put in persjicctive.

Let the student now imagine a straight line passing directly

from his eye to the door, always at the same height from the

floor—or, more correctly speaking, parallel to the floor: this

line would touch the door at the point a; and this point fixes

the height of the horizontal line, and is called the point of sight.*

But we umst here proceed with figure 20.

* The point exactly opposite the eye of the spectator is always termed
the point of siglit, and forms the pt-rspectioe centre of a pictnre : when
used as a vanishing point, it is for those lines only that are jiarallcl to
the imaginary straight line passing from the eye to it.

The student must first draw the four outer lines of the door,

B c D K, as in the geometrical drawing, and then through the

point A (the height of his eye from the ground) draw a line

across his picture parallel to the ground line, or bottom line of

the drawing; this is the horizontal line.

In looking at the geometrical drawing (fig. 19), it will be seen

that the two lines b c, which represent the two sides of the door,

from each of them being at the same distance from the eye of

the spectator, are of an equal length; that the lines n and k, re-

presenting the top and bottom lines of the door, are parallel to

each other; and that the lines representing the top and bottom

of the panels are parallel to each other, and to the lines d and k
also. Let the student now open the door about one foot ; here

he will observe an extraordinary difference ;—the direction of

all the horizontal lines,* as seen in the geometrical drawing, are

now changed. Observe that the upper and lower corners of the

door, 1 and 2, the side where the hinges are fixed, remain the

same as in the geometrical drawing; they have not changed their

situation, but the corner 3 appears raised, and the corner 4 low-

ered, making the side c of the door consequently appear longer

;

the side of the door c, from its being approached nearer the eye,

becomes apparently larger ; but the side b, as it remains in jjre-

cisely the same position, remains of the same size as in the

geometrical drawing. The student must now carefully notice at

what particular spot on the cornice, or at what particular mark
on the pattern of the papering, the point 3, marking the top of

the door, appears to touch, and mark the spot on his drawing,

as at a: from this point, through the point 1, marking the other

corner of the top of the door, the student must draw a line till

it touch the horizontal line ; and the point l, where it touches, is

its vanishing point. Now the student must bear in mind, that

this vanishing point is the point to which every line of the door,

parallel to the line of the top of the door in the geometrical

drawing, must be drawn in his i^erspective drawing, whether

above or below the horizontal line. In order to get the per-

spective line of the bottom of the door, the student must place

his ruler to the vanishing point l, and draw a line through the

point 2 till it passes nearly under the right-hand side of the door

:

to determine the length of this line, the student must draw a

perpendicular line from the point 3 till it meets at the point 4.

The student should now, with a firm hand draw over the lines b,

c,D, K, tomake them stronger than the other lines; and he will then

have the external lines of the door in perspective, as it appears

to him from the position in which he is placed. The next thing

necessary is to find the perspective inclinations of the lines

forming the top and the bottom of the panels of the door, the lines

E, F, G, H, I, J, of the geometrical drawing. To accomplish this,

the student must mark upon the line b the relative distances of

these lines, as at the points 5, 6, t, 8, 9, 10; and from the van-

ishing point L through each of these points he must draw a line

till it touch the line c. Here, then, are all the horizontal lines of

the panels of the door in their perspective directions: and the

student will observe that the panels of the door, as also the

framework of the panels, gradually widen as they approach the

eye of the spectator, or, in other words, they diminish as they

recede from it. Having obtained the lines which will regulate,

the height of the panels, it is now necessary to determine their

width. It must be obvious to the reader, from what has already

been said, that the framework sm-roundhig the panels must be

wider on the side nearest to him than on the side at the greater

distance. To find the width of the panels, the student must

draw a line parallel to the horizontal line from the point 3 of

the geometrical length of the top of the door, and measure off

with his compasses from each exti'cmity, 3 and 11, a space equal

to the width of the framework of the panels, as at 12 and 13,

the space between being obviously the Midtli of the panel.

From the point 11, passing through the point 1, a line must lie

drawn till it touch the horizontal line, as at m; and this point is

called the point of distance, by which the perspective width of

* All lines in a drawing that are parallel to the horizontal line are

called horizontal. The stndent must understand that the line drawn
through the point a is the horizontal line, or line representing the hori-

zon ; and that those lines parallel to it are only called horizontal in re-

ference to their being parallel to it.
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all the spaces be-

tween the perpen-

dicular lines npou
the door may be
ascertained.
Frora the points

12 and 13 two
lines must be
dra^Ti to the

point of distance,

M ;
and where

these lines inter-

sect the line d, at

14 and 15, they

mark the perspec-

tive width of the

framework or pa-

nels on the top of

the door : frora

these points, 14
and 15, two per-

pendicular lines

must be drawn
till they touch

the line k ; and
where these per-

pendicular lines

pass between the lines e and f, g and h, and i and J, they form
the perpendicular boundaries of the panels. The student must
now strengthen all the lines of the panels, as in the example

;

and he has completed his task—he has drawn the door in per-

spective.

In order to make the foregoing example simple enough to be
comprehensible to the most inexperienced, the drawing is con-

fined to the fewest possible quantity of lines. The thickness of

the door and the projection of the framework round the panels
has been purposely omitted,—a multiplicity of lines tending al-

ways to perplex the learner
; but the rules for drawing these

are the same as those already explained. That the student may
satisfy himself that he has clearly understood what he has just

accomplished, let him open the door so wide as to bring the
handle of the door within a foot of the wall, and reseat himself
in the same position. He now loses sight entirely of the side of

the door he has just drawn, and the outer side becomes visible.

The point of sight, and consequently the horizontal Ime, is precisely

the same, but the vanishing point of the door changes sides: in-

stead of being to the left of the artist, it is now to his right
hand

;
the whole drawing of the door is reversed, but the pro-

cess of putting it in perspective is precisely similar to that of the
last example. It is strongly recommended to the student to

proceed carefully and steadily to draw it in this altered position.

CHAPTER II.

The author, when very young, on being strongly recommended
by an artist, now an R. A., to draw from nature, replied that
he had no possibility of getting into the country. " My young
friend," said Mr. C ,

" you have got a notion, like many
other fooUsh people, that to draw from nature it is necessary to

go into the country. Let me advise you, if you cannot find a
tree to draw from, to draw the plants in your mother's flower-

pots
;

if you cannot get to draw the outside of a house, draw
the mside of a room ; if you are unable to find a wheelbarrow,
take a coal-scuttle ; if cows and sheep are not to l^e found, draw
the family cat; you will find it equally improving, and it will

give you the power ultimately of representing every object you
desire on paper." The advice was most excellent, and the author
most strongly recommends it to his juvenile readers. He is

about to lead them step by step to draw various objects in per-

spective; and the forms selected will be the most famUiar and
the best adapted to the purpose: but in the limits of a small
work like this, the principles on which certain objects may be
represented in drawing, is all that is attempted. If an example
of a square object is given, the rules for drawing that square

object will apply to everything of a shnilar form seen from a

similar point of view\ If an example is given for drawmg a

circular, octagonal, or any other form, all similar forms may be

drawn by tlie same rules. Once clearly comprehend how to

draw a circle in perspective, and it is immaterial what circular

object is to be represented: the same rules apply to all, whether

a plate, a tumbler, a column, or a dial, &c.

One of the great difficulties experienced by teachers is that of

making their pupils understand the manner of finding the Yan-

ishing Points and Points of distance. For architectural drafts-

men, and those who go deeply into perspective, there are rules

by which all the various points are to be found; but they are

perplexing and tedious, unfitted for an elementary work like this,

and unnecessary for those whose object is simply to acquire that

knowledge of perspective which will enable them to make correct

and agreeable sketches from nature. In order to find the Van-

ishing Points, some teachers recommend their pupils to make
use of a instrument called a moveable angle, or guidmg-rule. It

is an instrument of this form. (Fig. 2i.) It is

made simply of three straight pieces of wood, the

two outer pieces of which, by means of a movable

screw, open and shut like a pair of compasses.

The use of it is, to hold it at arm's length, be-

tween the spectator and the object to be repre-

sented; as, for instance, the two top lines of a ^'^

church tower, and by means of the screw, move the legs of the

guiding-rule till they follow the direction of the inclination of

these two upper lines; then, laying the guiding-rule on your pa-

per, and placing the point formed by the angle over the point

representing the highest point of the nearest corner of the tower,

rule the lines in the direction of the two sides of the guiding-

rule, and continue them till they touch the horizontal line._ The

points where these lines would touch would form the vanishing

points for the horizontal lines on the respective sides of the

tower.

Presuming that the reader draws a little before attempting

to draw from nature (and if not, he is strongly recommended so

to do,) the author considers it far preferable for the draftsman

to depend rather on his eye and judgment than to make use of a

guiding-rule or other mechanical instrument; that he make his

first sketch by eye, and correct it afterwards by the rules of per-

spective.

Pros. I, Fig. 22—Let the student imagine himself placed before

a cottage, having a gable at one end and four wmdows in front,

and let him further imagine that he is so situated as to see both

sides nearly equal—that he stands, in fact, nearly in a hue run-

J
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Fig. 22.

ning from the angle formed by the lines ,t k to the corresponding

corner, which is hidden. (Fig. 23.) Sup-
pose A to be the plan of the house, and b

the position of the draftsman, c would rep-

resent the line drawn from the spectator's

eye to the point of sight: and the student

will peceive that the lines d and e, the two
sides of the house visible, are neither of

them in the direction of this line c ; conse-

quently, that the point of sight cannot form the vanishing point
for any lines running parallel to either d or e; and that as these
two lines are also at an angle, each of them must have its re-

spective vanishing point: the line d will have its vanishing
point to the riglit, and the line e to the left.

Tlie student, if sketching from nature, must first draw, accord-
ing to the best of his judgment, the first upright liue, a, of the
building, and set a mark upon it at the height of his eye, in or-

der to get the horizontal line. To make this perfectly simple,

we will suppose the real height of this line to be twenty feet,

and that the spectator is so situated as to have his eye at five

feet from the ground ; he must then measure off from the bottom
of tlie liue one-fourth of its length, which will give the height of
his e3'e at five feet from the ground; and through this point he
must draw a line, b, across the picture, which will form the
horizontal line.*

From the top of the line a the student must now sketch the
lines c and n, marking their inclination towards the horizontal
line as carefully as possible, and he must then sketch the lines e
and F, to determine the width of the two sides of the building.

This is all tliat is necessary for the student to draw by eye, and
lie must now correct his sketch by rule. He must first, with
his T square, the use of which has been already described, make
the line a perpendicular, so as to be at right angles with the
horizontal liue on each side, both above and below it; he must
then, placing his rule upon the top of the line a, marked 1, in

the direction he has sketched the line c, rule a liue till it meet
the horizontal line at g, which will be the vanishing point for all

the horizontal lines on the left side of tlie house. From the
same point 1, the top of the line a, following the direction of

tlie sketched line d, another line must lie drawn till it meet the
horizontal line at the point h, which will be the vanishing point
for all horizontal lines on the riglit side of the house. The rule

must now be placed at the point 2, the bottom of the line a, and
from it to the vanishing points, g and h, the lines j and k must
be drawn, which lines represent the perspective inclination of

the bottom lines of the house, as the lines c and d represent the

* The student must here bear in mind that the height of the horizon-
tal line depends entirely on the situation in which he is placed. If the
building from wliicli he is drawing stood on a rising ground, say a rise

only of five feet, the horizontal line would be exactly on a line with the
base of the building, the spectator's eye being supposed five feet from
the ground on which he stands. If on the contrary, the spectator stood
on a rise of five feet, the horizontal line would cut the line a in half,

because, the house being twenty feet, the spectator's eye, being five feet

above the spot on which he stands, would bring it to ten feet high. If

the spectator stood on a rise of fifteen feet, the horizontal line would be
on a level with the top of the house. Practice and attentive examina-
tion of the works of clever artists will gradually teach the amateur a
good choice of position, upon which the agreeableness of his drawing
greatly depends.

Fig. 24.

perspective inclinations of the top lines. The lines e and f, de-

termining the width of the two sides of the house, must now be
corrected by the T square, taking care to draw the line e so as

exactly to meet the lines c and j at the points 3 and 4, and the

line F so as exactly to touch the lines d and k at the points 5

and 6. Here let the student well notice these three lines, a, e,

and F, which, though really of the same height in nature, are

all dissimilar in the perspective drawing. The line a, from
being the nearest to him, appears the longest; the line e, from
the left side of the house Ijeing narrower than the right, is near-

er to the spectator than the line f, and is consequently, though
considerably shorter than the line a, much longer than f, the

farthest removed from the eye.

The upper part of the left side of the house is terminated liy

a pointed roof, or what is called a gable, and the point of this

gable in nature is perpendicularly over a point midway between
the lines a and e. The student must be aware that the per-

spective centre of the side of the building cannot be exactly

half-way between the lines a and e in the drawing, because that

half of the building nearest to him must appear wider than the

half that is father off. If the centre is required of any rectan-

gular parallelogram, it is found by ruling two lines from

its opposite angles, which are called diagonal lines (Fig.

24), the intersection of which denotes the centre of the

figure. So in perspective,—the space contained by the

lines A, c, e, j, is a rectangular parallelogram in per-

spective ; and if from the opposite jioints, where these lines join,

as from 4 to 1 and from 3 to 2, the diagonal lines l and ii are

drawn, the point where they insect at 1 is its perspective cen-

tre,* and the point of the galile must be dra\vn directly over it;

to do which the student must draw a perpendicular line n
through this point 1 above the line c ; and at some point on this

line the lines forming the sides of the gable must meet. In or-

der to determine the height of the pouit of the gable, the stu-

dent must continue the line a above the point 1 This line being

the nearest pependicular liue, is the most convenient for find-

ing the height of all objects on either side of the house. Let
us suppose the height of the point of the gable to be five feet

above the line c ; tliis five feet must be set upon the line a, above

the point 1. The student must therefore put on this line one-

fourth of its length, as at 8, and from it (the point 8) rule a

line to the vanishing point g, where this line intersects the

line N is the perspective position of the point of the gable, to

which, from the points 1 and 3, draw the lines p and q, which

complete the drawing of the left side of the building.

The student is here shown the method of finding the exact

perspective height of the point of the gable; but in sketching

from nature it is quite sufficient to choose the point on the line

N by the eye, and from it rule the lines p and q—as whether it

is a trifle higher or lower is of little importance.

The mode used for finding the ])Osition and width of the

windows, is similar to that for drawing the panels and frame-

work of the door, in Fig. 20. From the point I a horizontal

line R must be drawn, to represent the geometrical length of

* This mode of finding the perspective centre of a parallelogram by
diagonal lines is eminently useful in sketching from nature ; it often

obviates the necessity for a great many points and lines that would
otherwise be needed. The student will do well to bear it in mind.
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the line d in the perspective drawing;* and on this line mnst
be measured off at each end the distance of each window from

the side of the house, as at 10 and 13, and from each of these

points the width of each window, as at 11 and 12. From 9,

the extremity of this line r, a line must be drawn through the

point 5, till it meet the horizontal line at s; which point forms

the point of distance, by which the width of all objects on the

right side of the house is determined. From each of the points

on the line r, viz. 10, 11, 12, 13, a line must be drawn to the

point of distance, s; and where these lines intersect the line d

(which represents r in perspective) they designate the perspec-

tive positions of these j)oints, from each of which a perpendicu-

lar line, as 14, 15, 16, 17, must be drawn, till it touch the bot-

tom line, K, of the building. The space between a and 14 re-

presents the perspective distance between the side of the house

and the first window; that between 14 and 15, the perspective

width of the first window; from 15 to 16 is the perspective

width of the space between the two windows ; from 1 6 to 17 the

perspective width of the second window; and from 17 to the

line F the perspective width of the space between the last win-

dow and the farther side of the house. It now only remains to

determine the height of the windows, and their respective dis-

tances from the top and bottom lines of the building. Let us

suppose that the upper window is one foot below the line n, and
that the window is four feet high ; a twentieth part (one foot)

must be marked off on the line a below 1, as at 18, which will

be the geometrical distance of the top of the window from the

roof, and below this one-fifth of the line a (four feet), as at 19,

which will be the geometrical height of the windows, and from
each of these points a line must be drawn to the vanishing point

H. Where the line drawn from 18 passes between the lines 14
and 15, and 16 and 17, it gives the perspective drawing of the

top of each of the upper windows; and where the line drawn
from 19 passes between the same lines, 14, 15, and 16, 17, it

gives the perspective dra^^ in^ of the bottom lines of the upper
windows. Supposing the lower windows to be of the same
height as the upi)er ones, and that they are three feet from the
ground, these distances must be placed on the line a; that is to

say, from the bottom 2, ofthe line a, must be set up three-twentieths

of its length (three feet), as at 20, and above that one-fifth of the

length of A (four feet), as at 21. From each of these points, 20,
2 1 , a line must be drawn to the vanishing point h ; and where these

lines pass between the lines 14, 15, and 16, 17, they give the per-

spective drawing of the top and bottom lines ofthe lower windows.f
It is hardly necessary to tell the student, that the dark lines

in the plates represent only the object to be drawn, and that the

faint Unes are those used for finding the correct perspective. In
the foregoing example, on the right side of the drawing, the

student is made to comprehend a mode for finding the perspec-

tive distance and size of any object on the face of the building:

the forms chosen^—the windows—are rectangular figures, as be-

ing the most simple; but the position and size of any object,

whatever may be its form, can be ascertained by the same rule.

In our progress we shall endeavor to render intelligible the mode
of putting a variety of forms into perspective; but, like every-

thing else, it is necessary to proceed step by step, and to tho-

roughly understand one problem before proceeding to another.

On the left side of the building the student is made to com-
prehend a mode for putting a pointed roof or gable in perspec-

tive; and, simple as it is, it is surprising the number of errors

constantly committed by the neglect of its use. The author has

seen many paintings where the artist, from mere carelessness, has

brought the point of the gable nearer to the line represented by
A than to the side represented by e, which is most offensive to

the eye. Many of the Dutch.and Flemish paintings show a great

deficiency in perspective drawing; and the gi'eat Teniers, not-

withstanding his beautiful representations of still-life, sadly out-

rages perspective in some of his out-of-door scenes.|

Fig. 25.

Prob. II, fig. 25.—In the foregoing example, the mode for

finding a point of distance is given upon a line above the hori-

zontal line: but many instances occur in drawing perspective

where all the lines are below the horizon; as, for instance, a

chess-board placed on a table, where, even in a sitting position,

every line mnst be below the eye, or the squares on it could not

be seen. The student should place a chess-board before him, so

as to view it in the same position as that represented in the plate.

He must first sketch, to the best of his judgment, the sciuare of

the board a, b, c, d.§ The line a must be drawn over with a

* It is immaterial to what length the line b is drawn, so that it be
longer than the line d. The student must be aware that r, being the

geometrical line represented in perspective by the line d, must necessa-

rily be the longest. If the line e were lengthened so as to bring the

point 9 further to the right, but keeping the distances and width of the

windows in their relative proportions, the point of distance would be
further to the left, but the intersections on the line d would be the same.

t The student should now draw in with a pen the strong lines, leaving
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rule, to make it perfectly straight; and parallel to it, at the dis-

tance the eye is above the board, a long line, e, must be drawn
across the picture to represent the horizontal line. From the

point 1—the nearest left-hand corner—in the direction of the

sketched line b, draw a line till it touch the horizontal line e at

F, which will be the vanishing point. From the point 2—the

nearest right-hand corner of the board—a line must also be

drawn to the vanishing point f. These two lines, b and d, re-

the remaining lines, as well as the letters and figures, in pencil and care-

fully preserve his drawings, as he will find them always useful, and to-

wards the end of the work they may save him much time and trouble.

J There is an enterUining print by Hogarth, the title of which I do

not recollect, that would amuse, and at the same time be useful tothe
young reader; in it he has outraged perspective as much as possible.

The student would do well to examine it and find out its errors.

§ The dotted lines represent a sketch of the square of the chess-board,

as it might be made by a beginner, to show with what facility a very ia-

dififereat sketch may be corrected by rule.
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present the perspective inclinations towards the vanishing point

of the two sides of the chess-ljoard ; and tlie student will perceive

how easily the two sketched lines are corrected. At the distance

of from A to c, and parallel to a, a line must be drawn between
B and D, to touch them at the points 3 and 4. The lines a, b,

c, D, represent the outer lines of the chess-board in perspective.

In order to regulate the perspective widths of the squares, which
gradually diminish from the lines a to c, it is necessary to find a

point of distance. The chess-board being a square, the student

will understand that the line b, between 1 and 3, is the perspec-

tive length of the line a, between 1 and 2. If the student then

rule a line f;om the point 2, making it pass through the point 3,

and continue it up to the horizontal line, the point g, where it

touches, will be the point of distance, and will regulate the per-

spective lengths of the squares on the line b.* The line a must
now be divided into eight parts; and from each of the pohits of

division, viz. ; 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 1, a line must be drawn to the van-

ishing point F. These lines represent the gradually decreasing

width of the squares from a to c. From each of these points

—

5, 6, 1, 8, 9, 10, 11—a line must be drawn to the point of dis-

tance, G ; and where these lines intersect the line b, at the points

a, b, c, d, e, f, g, they represent the gradual decreasuig length

of each square from a to c. From each of these points of in-

tersection, a, b, c, &c. a hne parallel to the line a must be drawn
till it meet the line d; and these lines, by their intersections

with those drawn from the points 1, 2, 3, &c., give the perspcc

tive representation of the whole 64 squares of the chess-board.

The alternate squares are slightly shaded, to make the figure

perfectly intelligible to the juvenile student.

Here let it be understood, that when the four sides of the

square, a, b, c, d, are put in perspective, if, in order to find a

point of distance, a line had been ruled from the point 1 through

the point 4, the point at which that line would touch the hori-

zontal line would give a point of distance that would have pro-

duced the same result; observing, that in this case the points

of intersection, a, b, c, d, &c., would have come on the Une d in-

stead of the line b.

Prob. III. fig. 26.—The student, in drawing this figure, must,
according to the explanations given in Problem I., draw the

nearest house, so far as it is described, up to the lines lettered

to Q and figured to 8 ; observing that, with a view of exercising

his ingenuity, the gable end is on the opposite side—the letters

and figures up to q and 8 referring to similar lines in Problem I.

Inf order to determine the perspective width of the second

and third houses, the same means miglit be used as employed for

determining the position and width of the windows in Problem
I. ; that is, a horizontal line might be drawn to the right of the

point 1, the top of the line a, and from any part of the horizontal

line to the left of the line e a point might be chosen as a point

of distance ; and from it a line drawn through the point 3 till it

meet this horizontal line, would the geometrical width of

the hou.se between its point of contact and the point 1. If two
similar spaces were measured off on this line to the right, to

represent the geometrical width of the second and third houses,

and from each of the points of division a line were drawn to the

point of distance, where these lines intersect the line c would be

the perspective widths of the second and third cottages. If the

reader has thoroughly understood the First Problem, he would
now have no difficulty in putting the gables to these two further

houses, on the same principles as those used for drawiu tha first:

* It is immaterial whether the line B or the lino d, each of which re-

presents the parspective length of .\, be taken for (Indinp; the perspec-
tive distances of the squares. If the student measure off to the right o!

the point 2 a space ecjual to the line a, between 1 and 2. and from its

e.xtremity, u, rule a lino to the point of distance, it will intersect the line

c at 4, the point determining the length of the line d by means of the

horizontal line drawn from the point 3 of the line n.

t It must be understood that tlie des<^ription here commenced, and
continued to the end of this and tlic following paragraph, is not the

description of the mode by which the gables in this representation are

drawn. It is given in order to impress on the mind of the reader what
ho has already done, and to accustom him to comprehend perspective

drawing liy general description. The student would do well, however,
to draw the problem on a separate sheet, according to the description

here given.

but the author, in a long
experience of teaching, has

found so frequently, that in

the slightest variation in the

application of a rule, the

juvenile student is apt to

get bewildered, that, at the

risk of being thought tedi-

ous, he will repeat the mode
necessary for proceeding.

From each of the points

of intersection on the fine

c, that determine the per-

spective widths of the second
and third cottages, a per-

pendicular line should be
"''

drawn down to meet the line j; and these two lines, with the

portions of the lines c and j lying between them, would repre-

sent the rectangular parallelograms of the second and third

cottages, answering to that contained by the lines a, c, e, .t, of

the first. In each of these perspective parallelograms two
diagonal lines should be drawn, corresponding with the lines

L and M in the first; and from their pohits of intersection two
])erpendicular lines should be drawn to touch the line o,

similar to the line n drawn from the point 7 to 9. The line

o ruled from the point 8 to the vanishing point g fixes the
height of the first gable; and as it is supposed that all three of

the gables are of tlie same height, the line o would also deter-

mine the height of the gables of the second and third cottages:

so that where the line o Avould meet the perpendicular lines just

drawn, would be the points where the two sides of the gable mu.«t

meet. From each of these points to the top of the perpendicular

lines right and left (corresponding to the points 1 and 8 of the

first gable) draw the sides of the gables, corresponding to the

lines 1' and q of the first; and in a similar manner any number
of cottages with gables may be continued on.
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Where many fjablcs follow in succession, as in a long row of

houses with gable ends, or with garret or other windows having

pointed tops, there is a rule for putting them in perspective mucli

more simple than the foregoing, the use of which, with a little

extra attention, the student will fully comprehend. Let us sup-

pose that on some part of the front of each of these cottages was

fixed a clock-dial, and let us further suppose the time marked
upon each dial to be a quarter to twelve: the hour-hand of the

dial would then be perpendicular, (or so nearly so, that, for the

sake of our lesson, we must grant it to be perpendicular,) and
the minute-hand in a horizontal position. To represent a series

of dials with the hands in this position would not require any

additional points, because the hour-hands, being perpendicular,

would be parallel to the other perpendicular lines on the face of

the buinding; and the minute-hands, being horizontal, would be

drawn to the same vanishing point as the other horizontal lines

on the face of the building ; but if, instead of the hands of the

dials indicating the time a quarter to twelve, they stood at ten

minutes to five, they would then be at an angle both with the

horizontal and perpendicular lines of the building. It has been

already remarked, that all lines that are geonictrically parallel

are drawn in perspective to the same vanishing point. Now, if

the hands of all these dials stand precisely at ten minutes to five,

all the minute-hands must be parallel to each other, and all the

hour-hands umst also be parallel, and certain points must be
found by which the du'ections of the lines representing these

hands may be drawn. The minute-hands of the dials pointing

to the figure ten, the lines representing them must necessarily

run upwards from the horizontal line, and some point must be

found to represent them above it; but where, on the contrary,

they point to the figure five, they would run downwards, and
some point must be found to represent them below the horizontal

line. These points are to be found on a line perpendicular to

the horizontal line, either above or below it, and passing through
the vanishing point.

As it would be with the hands of a series of dials just described,

so is it with the lines corresponding with p and q in a series of

gables, these lines being at an angle both with the perpendicular

and horizontal lines of the building and with each other. By
finding the respective vanishing points for these two lines, the

student will not only be enabled to find the perspective directions

for an infinite number of gables, but in drawing them they deter-

mine the perspective width of each building.

To proceed with the drawing, which we left with the first

house completed, as in Problem I. to the letter q and figure 8.

Through the vanishing point g a long line r must be drawn per-

pendicular to the horizontal line, above and below it; and the

line p of the first gable must be continued upwards till it meet
the line r at s, which will be the vanishing point for all the lines

forming the left sides of the gables; all of v/hich lines the student

is aware are geometrically parallel. The line q, the second line

of the first gable, must then be continued downwards till it meet
the line r at x, which will be the vanishing point for all the lines

forming the right sides of the gables. From the point 3 a line

must be di'awn to the vanishing point s, which will give the per-

spective direction of the first line of the second gable: and where
this line at ten intersects the line o (which drawn from the point

8 regulates the heigth of each gable), it determines the point

where the two lines of the second gable meet; and from it a line

must be drawn to the vanishing point t, which gives the per-

spective direction of the second line of the second gable. Where
this line intersects the line c, which gives the perspective height

of all the lines from which the lines of the gables are drawn, it

determines the perspective width of the second cottage, and from
it the third gable is drawn precisely as was the second from the

point 3. By the same process a fourth, fifth, or more gable may
be drawn, at the will of the artist; the three given are quite

sufficient to enable the student to comprehend the rule. But
one of the most important features of this mode of representing

the gables, is the facility and accuracy with which the perspec-

tive direction of the sloping line of the roof from the point 5 on
F is drawn. It is a common error to draw this further line v
parallel to the line p ; but the student will readily perceive, from
the example before him, as also by looking at nature, the inac-

curacy of so doing—the further line v sloping much more than

the line p. From the point 9, the point of the first gable, draw
the line u to the vanishing point ii; this gives the perspective
direction of the upper line of the roof : then from tlie point 5
draw the line v to the vanishing point s; and where this line

intersects the line u at 11, is a j)oint corresponding to the i)oint

9 on the line p. From each of the points of the second and third

gables a line must be drawn to the vanishing point h, to give the
direction of the upjier lines of the roofs of the respective cottages,

which completes the drawing. These additional points, s and t,

are found to be valuable in rarious ways, as will be shown in our
progress onward: they greatly facilitate the finding the positions

of chimneys or windows on sloping roofs of houses, of towers or

spires on the sloping roofs of churches, &c.

The student will perceive that diagonal lines are put on the

gable end of each cottage, and that perpendicular lines have been
drawn from their points of intersection (the perspective centres

of each gable end). This is done to demonstrate to the student

that the mode of finding the points of the gables by means of the

two vanishing points s and t produces the same result as that of

finding them by means of the diagonal lines; the perpendicular

lines drawn from the intersections of the diagonals passing

directly through the points of the gables found by the vanishing

points s and x.

(To be Continued.)

From the Jour, of Phot. Sac.

fionbon J)!)otogropl)ic Gocicti}.

SIXTH ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, November, 3rd, 1853.

PETER LE NEVE FOSTER, ESQ., IN TOE CHAni.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The names of the members elected since June 2ud were read

over, and their election confirmed.

A list of the presents received by the^ Society since the last

meeting was read, and the thanks of the Society voted to the

doners thereof.

The secretary made some observations directing the attention

of the meeting to various points of interest relating to the pre-

sents on the table, especially—
1. Photographic copies of engravings, from M. Delessert, of

Paris, consisting of reproductions of engravings from his own
collection and from that of the Bibliotheque Royale, some being

copies of the earliest steel engravings known.

2. Photographs from M. Bayard, of Paris, executed in 1840
and 1841, interesting as materials towards the history of the

progress of photography.

3. Photographic steel engravings from M. Niepce, showing
the latest results of his endeavors towards the perfecting of his

process.

The following papers were read:

—

Dr. Diamoxd, " On the simplicity of the Calotype Process."

R. Fenxox, Esq., " On the Nitrate Bath." W. H. Cooke,
Esq.; " On an Improved Camera." (These two will appear in

our next No.)
These papers led to lengthened discussions, in which many

members took part, after which the thanks of the Society were
given to the authors.

The meeting then adjourned until Thursday the 1st of Dec.

ON XHE SIMPLICrrY OF XHE CALOXYPE PROCESS, BY DR. DIAMOND.

I feel that some few words are required to explain to the So-

ciety the reasons which liave made me venture to call their atten-

tion to a branch of Photography, which of all others has been

dwelt upon most fully, and practised with such success by so

many eminent photographers.

The flourishing state of this Society, with its constant acces-

sion of new members, indicates the great number that have lately

commenced the practice of the art, and to those I hope these

observations will not prove unacceptible, because of all others it

is undoubtedly the simplest, and the most useful, not only from
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that simplicity, but from being available when other modes could

t bemused.

In a communication I formerly addressed to my friend the

editor of Notes and Queries, one of the arguments I used in favor

of the collodion process was, that the operator was enabled at

once to know the results of his attempts, and was not left in sus-

pense concerning the probable success, as with a j)aper picture

requiring an after-development.

I made that observation not only from the partial success

which had then attended my own manipulations, l)ut from the

degree of success which was attained by the majority of my pho-

tographic friends. I am also induced to think that there has

been lately such an eager desire for something new, that we all

have more or less run away from a steady wish to improve if

possible the original details of Mr. Fox Talbot, and have been

tempted to practise new modes, entailing more care and trouble,

without attaining a correspondingly favorable result.

Amongst antiquaries I have long noticed, that many who have

especially studied one particular branch of archaeology, think and

speak slightingly of those departments in which they are not

much interested. One fond of research in the early tumuli is

esteemed to be a mere " pot and pan antiquary" by one who n

his turn is thought to waste his time on " mediisval trash," and

this pervades its many sections.

I hope that I shall not give offence in thinking that amongst

photographers I have noticed somewhat of a similar spirit,

valuing and praising a production, often from the particular

mode of operation adopted, rather than from its intrinsic merits

;

the collodion, the waxed paper, or the simple paper processes

having respectively merits pertaining to themselves alone; the

peculiar comparisons in respect to which, it would at present oc-

cupy too much time to enter into.

I beg again to observe that these remarks may appear too

elementary and too well-known by many assembled here, but

having myself experienced the want of plain simple rules, not-

withstanding the many able treatises upon the subject which

have already been written, I hope I shall receive their pardon

for entering fully into detail, because a want of success may de-

I)end upon what may appear most trivial.

I think more failures than any others depend upon not having

good iodized paper, which may result

—

1. From the quality of the paper. 2. The mode of preparing

it. 3. The want of proper definite proportions for a par-

ticular mark of paper

;

because I find that very different results ensue unless these things

are relatively considered.

I have not met with satisfactory results in iodizing the French
and German papers, and the thick papers of some of our Eng-
lish makers are quite useless.

Turner's paper of the " Chafford Mill's" make, is greatly to be
preferred, and therefore I will presume that to be used, and of a

medium thickness. The great fault of Turner's paper consists in

the frequent occurrence of spots, depending upon minute portions

of brass coming from the machinery, or from the rims of but-

tons left in the rags when being reduced to pulp, and thus a

single button chopped up will contaminate a large portion of

paper; occasionally these particles are so large that they reduce

the silver solutions to the metallic state, which is formed on the

paper ; at other times they are so minute as to simply decompose
the solution, and white spots are left, much hijuriug the effect of

the picture.

Whatman's paper is much more free from blemishes, but it is

not so tine and compact hi its texture, the skies in particular ex-

hibiting a minutely speckled appearance, and the whole picture

admitting of much less definition.

[The effect was well illustrated in two negatives of the same
subject, taken at the same time, exhibited to the meeting.]

It may not be inappropriate to mention here, in referrence to

the minuteness attainable by paper negatives, that a railway no-

tice of six lines is perfectly legible, and even the erasure for a
new secretary's name is discernable in the accompanying speci-

men, which was obtained with one of Ross's landscape lenses,

without any stop whatever^eing used, and after an exposure of

five minutes during a heavy rain. The sky is scarcely so dense

as could be desired, which will be fully accounted for by the dull

state of the atmosphere during the exposure in the camera.

Having selected your paper as free from blemishes as possible,

which is most readily ascertained by holding if up to the light

(the rejected sheets doing perfectly well for positives, it is well

to reject all those upon which any doubt exists), mark the

smoothest surface;—the touch will always indicate this, but it is

well at all times not to handle the surfaces of papers more than

can be avoided. There is much difference in various individuals

in this respect; some will leave a mark upon the slightest touch,

whereas others may rub the paper about with perfect impunity.

I prefer the paper to be iodized by the single process, because,

independently of the ease and economy of time, I think more
rapidity of action is attained by paper so treated, as well as a

greater intensity of the blacks, so requisite for producing a clear

picture in after [jrinting.

Take sixty grains of nitrate of silver and sixty grains of

iodide of potassium, dissolve each separately in an ounce of dis-

tilled water, mix and stir briskly with a glass rod so as to ensure

their perfect mixture; the precipitated iodide of silver will fall to

the bottom of the vessel; pour off the fluid, wash once with a

little di.stilled water, then pour upon it four ounces of distilled

water and add 650 grains of iodide of potassium, which should

perfectly redissolve the silver and form a clear fluid; should it

not (for chemicals differ occasionally in their purity, ) then a little

more should be very cautiously added until the effect is pro-

duced.

The marked side of the paper being laid upon the surface of

this fluid in a proper porcelain or glass dish, immediately re-

move it, lay it upon its dry side upon a piece of blotting-paper

and strike it over once or twice with a glass rod ; this as effec-

tually expels all the particles of air as complete immersion, it is

also more economical, and has the advantage of requiring much
less time in the after immersion in the "hypo" when it is re-

quired to remove the iodide. Either pin the paper up, or lay it

down upon its dry side, and when it becomes tolerably dry (per-

fect dryness is not requisite) immerse it in common cold water

for the space of four hours, changing the water during that time

three or four times, so that all the soluble salts may be removed

;

often move the papers, so that when several sheets are together

one does not press so much upon another that the water does

not equally arrive at all the surface.

If this paper is well made it is of a pale straw color, or rather

primrose, and perfectly free from unevenness of tint. It will

keep good for several years; if, however, the soluble salts have

not been entirely removed, it attracts damp, and becomes brown
and useless or uncertain in its application.

Upon the goodness of your iodized paper of course depend the

future results. Although it is not requisite to prepare it by
candle-light, which in fact is objectionable from your inability to

see if the yellow tint is equally produced, I think it should not

be exposed to too strong a light ; and as the fly-fisher in the dull

winter months prepares his flies ready for the approaching spring,

so may the photographer in the dull weather which now prevails,

with much advantage prepare his stock of iodized paper ready

for the approach of fine weather. Many other ways have been

recommended which have proved successful in difterent hands.

Dr. Mansell of Guernsey pours the iodide solution upon his

paper, which previously has had all its edges turned up so as to

resemble a dish ; he rajiidly pours it off again after it has com-

pletely covered the paper, and then washes it in three waters

for only ten minutes in all : he considers that thereby none of

the size of the paper is removed, and a more favorable action is

obtained. In the experiments I have tried with the use of the

air-pump, as recommended by Mr. Stewart, I have met with

much trouble and little success, and I am inclined to attribute

the very beautifiil specimens which he has produced, to his own
good manipulation under a favorable climate.

To excite the paper take 10 drojis (minims) of solution of

aceto-nitrate of silver and 10 drops of saturated solution of gallic

acid, mixed with 3 drachms of distilled water.

The aceto-nitrate solution consists of

—

Nitrate of .silver 30 grains.

Glaeial acetic acid 1 drachm.
Distilled water 1 ouuce.
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If the weather is warm, 6 drops of gallic acid will suffice,

and enable the prepared excited paper to be kept longer.

This may be api)lied either directly by means of the glass rod,

or by floating, as before, and then the glass rod. If floating is

resorted to, then a larger quantity nuist be prepared. The paper

should be blotted off by means of blotting-paper (which should

never be used more than once, although preserved for other pur-

poses), and pnt into the dark frames for use. It is not requi-

site that the paper should be perfectly dry. This exciting should

be conducted by a very feeble light ; the paper is much more
sensitive than is generally supposed; in fact it is then in a state

to print from, liy the aid of gas or the light of a common lamp,

and very agreeable positives are so produced by this negative

mode of printing.

I would advise the aceto-nitrate of silver and the solution of

gallic acid to be kept in two bottles with wooden cases differing in

their shape, so as not to mistake when operating in comparative

darkness. A i of an ounce of gallic acid put into such a 3-

ounce bottle, and qwite filled up with distilled water as often as

any is used, will serve a very long time.

I would avise that the paper should be excited upon the morn-
ing of the day upon which it is intended to be used ; no doubt
the longer it is kept, the less active and certain it becomes. I

have, however, used it successfully eight days after excitement,

and have a good negative produced at that length of time. The
general medium time of exposure required is five minutes. In
the negatives exhibited, the time has varied from three mmutes
to eight, the latter being when the day was very dull.

The pictures should be developed by equal quantities of the

aceto-nitrate of silver and the saturated solution of gallic acid,

which are mixed, and immediately applied to the exposed sur-

face. This may be done several hours after the pictures have
been removed from the camera. Care should be taken that the

back of the picture does not become wetted, as this is apt to pro-

duce a stain which may print off upon the positive.

If upon the removal of the paper from the slide, the picture is

veiy apparent, by first applying a little gallic acid and immedi-
ately afterwards the mixed solution, less likelihood is incurred of

staining the negative, from its being more evenly and intensely

developed.

If a browning takes place, a few drops of acetic acid will gen-

erally check it. Should the picture be very tardy, either from
an insufficient exjiosure, want of light or other cause, a few drops

of a solution of pyrogallic acid, of 3 grains to the ounce of water,

and a drachm of acetic acid, will act very beneficially. It some-

times gives an unpleasant redness upon the surface, but produces

great intensity upon looking through it. Until the pyrogallic

solution was added, there was scarcely anything visible upon this

paper, the failure having in th^ first instance happened from the

iodized paper.

As soon as the picture is sufficiently developed it should be
placed in water, which should be changed once or twice; after

soaking for a short time, say half an hour, it may be pinned up
and dried, or it may at once be placed in a solution almost satu-

rated, or quite so, of hyposulphite of soda, remaining there no
longer than is needful for the entire removal of the iodide, known
by the disappearance of the yellow color.

When traveling, it is often desirable to avoid using the hypo-
sulphite, for many reasons (besides that of getting rid of extra

chemicals), and it may be relied on that negatives will keep
even under exposure to light for a very long time. I have kept
some myself for several weeks, and I believe Mr. Rosling has for

some months.

The hyposulphite, lastly, should be effectually removed from
the negative by soaking in changed waters.

Some prefer to use the " hypo" quite hot, or even boiling, as

thereby the size of the paper is removed, allowing of its being

readily afterwards waxed. I have always found that pouring a

little boiling water upon the paper effectually accomplishes the

object; some negatives will readily wax even when the size is

not removed. A very hot box iron is best for the purpose; but
the most important thing to attend to is that the paper should be
perfectly dry, and it should therefore be passed between blotting-

paper and well ironed before the wax is applied. Negatives
will even attract moisture from the atmosphere, and therefore

this process should be resorted to immediately before the appli-

cation of the wax.

Before concluding these remarks, I would draw the attention

of the meeting to the great convenience of the use of a yellow

bag, made so large as to entirely cover the head and shoulders,

confined round the waist by means of a stout elastic band. It

was first, I beUeve, used by Dr. Mansell. In a recent excur-

sion, I have with the greatest ease been enabled to change all

my papers without any detriment whatever, and thereby dis-

pensed with the weight of more than a single paper holder.

The bag is no inconvenience, and answers perfectly well, at any

residence you may chance upon, to obstruct the light of the

window, if not protected with shutters.

I would also beg to mention that a certain portion of the bro-

mide of silver introduced into the iodized paper seems much to

accelerate its power of receiving the green color, as it undoubt-

edly does in the collodion. Although it does not accelerate its

general action, it is decidedly a great advantage for foliage. Its

best proportions I have not yet been able to determine.

I would also offer a caution upon too great reliance being

placed upon the use of gutta-percha vessels when traveUng, as

during the past summer I had a bottle containing distilled water

which came into pieces, and I have now a new gutta-percha

tray which has separated from its sides This may appear tri-

vial, but when awav from home the greatest inconvenience results

from these things, which may be easily avoided.

Mr. Fenton said,—In order to start the discussion upon this

subject, I may as well refer to one matter which has struck me
in the paper which has just been read. Dr. Diamond recom-

mends that iodized paper should be prepared during the winter

for the summer exercise. I have not had sufficient experience

in this method of taking simple negatives to give an opinion

;

but where a prepared waxed paper is generally employed, I find

it is not advisable to iodize the paper too long before it is made
use of. I should be glad if any gentleman who has had more
experience than I have in this process would inform the Society

if he has made comparative experiments on this pomt. There is

also another matter of some interest, that is, the necessity of ex-

tracting the iodide of silver before making use of the negative.

I have no doubt, so far as the iodide of silver is concerned, that

it may be left in the negative ad infinitvm without injury to the

picture. The only reason for extracting the iodide of silver is,

that the negative may print more rapidly. Among some of the

French photographers, it is usual, in collodion pictures upon glass,

when there is any want of half-tone, or it is desirable that it

should be made to print slowly, to leave the iodide of silver in

for that purpose.

Mr. Shadbolt.—I tliink I can suggest a remody for the dis-

asters referred to by Dr. Diamond with regard to the gutta-

percha vessels. It is probably not generally known that the

gutta-percha is perfectly soluble to chloroform. If the operator

carries a shall bottle of chloroform with him, he will ce able to

mend the gutta-percha at any moment in a few seconds. It is

not necessary that the bottle should hold above half an ounce of

chloroform.

(To he Continued.

HARMONY OF COLORS.

EXTRACT PROM A MANUSCRIPT VOLUME SOON TO BE PrBLISUED.

A taste for ornament and embellishment, or, to speak most

comprehensively, a love of beauty, is undeniably an innate iner-

adicable property of our nature. And that the Creator designed

this taste or love to be gratified, and has therefore provided

means for this gratification as purposely and abundantly as for

that of any of our appetites, even such as are most essential

to life, our own eyes assure us, whether du-ected to the firmament

above us, or even the globe we inhabit.

Of visual beauty the two material constituents are form and

color That each of these is based on mathematical principles

of its own, which determine the quantity and arrangement neces-

sary to the production of the result named beauty, there can be

no question whatever. For the Deity operates not by cnsual

agencies, nor has chance any part in the evolution of his designs.

The floating of a dust-grain in the air depends upon laws no
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less exact and indefeasible than the journey of Neptune through
his immeasurable circuit. But whether, for various causes, more
attention has been devoted to the study of form, than to that of

color, or whether the latter subject has greater intrinsic difficul-

ties than the former, I believe it is unquestionable, that the
principles and regulating laws of the former are far better un-

derstood than tliose of the latter.

This is the more to be regretted in relation to matters of every
day concerns, because defects of form may be measurably dis-

guised and redeemed by extraordinary beauty of coloriug, while

the most exquisite symetry of form may be marred, if not utterly

spoiled, by a tasteless ugliness of coloring.

Such, however, being the fact, it should not be expected by
the reader, that full justice will be done, in this chapter to the

subject of color. All I hope is, that some suggestions may be
offered, which may prove valuable to such as may have occasion

to employ colors either for professional or personal uses.

In this, as in all other cases. Nature is our great object of

study; our mam source of information; our paramount infallible

guide wherever and so far as we can apprehend her directions.

The Deity is the great proto-artist ; the one perfect hai'monist of

colors ; and the material universe is a sphere for his workings.

Would we, then, learn what is meant by the harmony of colors,

we have only to examine the products of the Divine pencil.

In the mineral, the vegetable, the animal and the aromal

worlds may be witnessed an infinity of specimens, either and
all illustrating the principle in question. You may select

the many-tinted gems that irradiate the mountains dark
caverns; the delicately pencilled shells that beautify the green

depths of the sea; the myriad-hued flowers that decorate

Spring, Autumn, and Summer in succession, or those winged
flowers, the birds and insects, that travel the airy realms;

the gorgeous assemblage of clouds that wait on the depart-

ing sun, or the glad splendors that play over the face of

young morning; or, finally, that most exquisite of all combina-

tions of colors which constitutes the magre of a beautiful human
countenance; and whichever of these specimens you may select,

you will find it a perfect illustration of the harmony named
above.

And if you can but detect the fhilosofhy of the thing,—that

is, the order in which these colors are arranged, the -proportion of

each in the combination, and the grounds of both, you will then

possess the law to guide you in your own use of colors.

Such knowledge is important to the public on various acounts

;

such as the purposes of the toilet, the fitting up of our dwell-

ings, and for many other similar objects. I do not consider it

necessary to argue the point, that dress is a subject deserving

careful consideration. If there are those who charge such con-

sideration to the score of reprehensible vanity and criminal folly,

I shall attempt no argument with them, but shall feel safe in

the example of Him, who garnished the " rose of Sharon and
the lily of the valley," with that exquisite beauty, which mocks
all human skill and dims the " array of Solomon in all his

glory."

One of the leading principles in regard to coloring is, that it

should bear a strict relation to climate. In nature such is inva-

rial)ly the case. In the dazzling light and beneath the intense

fervors of the tropic sun, the flowers, birds and insects wear a

corresponding gorgeousness of tint, and the grass and foliage a
kindred vividness of green. Of couse, then, the dress and
other equipments of the inhabitants shovild have reference to

this fact. And so they actually are, be the cause what it may;
whether a knowledge of principles or mere intuition. Thus the

various reds and yellows, which bear the name of "warm" or
" gay " colors, are profusely employed for ornament by the den-

izens of hot climates; nor do we deem it, in than, an affront to

correct taste. So, also, whether from knowledge or intuition,

we find the chief materials of their costiune to be of a tchitt

color; tliis lieing tlie least absorptive and most reflective of

colors, and therefore most conducive to coolness.

Again, in the temperate climate, where the sun's light and
heat are less vivid and intense, we witness a corresponding dif-

ference in the aspect of both vegetable and animal worlds,

universally there is less prodigality of life itself; the forest and
meadows are robed in a paler green; the flowers exquisite as

they are, exhibit a less gorgeous coloring; and the feathered

tribes charm rather by the sweetness of their minstrelsey, than
the splendor of their plumage. Perfect taste, then requires that

in the hues of our dress and other appointments we should have
a general regard to the aspect of nature, as modified by our -

geographic position.

Bearhig in mind these general considerations, which respect a

people as a whole, let us now touch on certain specialities, which
concern each individual. And since, if we can ascertain the

true principles of harmonic coloring belonging to a single class

of subjects, we can easily transmute these into universal laws, so

for the sake of simplicity and clearness I here select for my sub-

ject the female dress in its relation to colors—this being, to say

the least, as important as any other, and as little under the

guardianship of cultivated taste.

At the outset, then, it is manifest that in choosing the pre-

doviinant color of a lady's dress, as well as the subordinate colors

employed as ornament; strict regard should be had to her size;

her configuration; and especially her complexion and style of

expression. The point to be aimed at in all this is, that, so far

as depends on her costume, she should look as well as nature,

aided by art, will permit ; and that, to this end, defects should
be supplied, redundancies thrown into shade and actual beauties

brought conspicuously into view. Nor, in thus striving by art,

to rectify deformity and imperfections, do we contravene and
impeach nature, but rather justify and co-operate with her. For,
through instrumentalities borrowed from her repository, we do
somewhat towards bringing into view that ideal of beauty which
she aimed at but was barred of attaining by the intractability of

the material she was constrained to use.

The principle here presented is applied by mankind in all

practical spheres, whether relating to utility or ornament, and
its application to a lady's garniture we may regard, as fully au-

thorised by nature herself. Therefore, we say, that dress should

do its utmost towards producing the idol of the species of beauty
it adorns.

For example, a lady inclined to stoutness and of extra height,

should select for the principal robe a color, which disguises these

deviations from the "juste milieu." Black, which absorbs all

luminous rays, has the effect to diminish the apparent bulk, and
is therefore her appropriate color.

White, which reflects all light-rays, operates to magnify the

apparent size, and therefore, garments of this color would give

her too much of the slumdalclich aspect. Contrariwise, a
small-sized woman should eschew black, unless she choses to re-

semble the Lilliputian ladies seen by the immortal Gulliver, and
adopt white, which to the beholder's eye will retrieve the short-

comings of nature.

Again, suppose a lady's complexion is of extra ruddiness. In
selecting a bonnet, she should, if practicable, adopt a tint, which
will mitigate this excess. A head dress of a deeper red than
the complexion will produce, by comparison, this qualifiying effect;

while one of pink or any still lighter red will exagcrate the orig-

inal ruddiness.

On the same principle, a sallow complexion should eschew a
light-blue bonnet, which aggravates its defect, and adopt one of

transparent white, which conceals it.

A pale complexion is improved by a pale-green head-dress into

a delicate pink by the operation of the principle of the harmoni-

ous contrast in colors—(a principle I shall presently touch upon)
—while head-gear of lemon-yellow would heighten this paleness

to gastliness.

Once more, the delicate red and white complexion, nature's

master-piece of coloring, should avoid head-gear of crimson or

any deep red, as giving it by contrast a pale appearance, and
adopt a light-blue, or light-green, or translucent white; either of

which will at least leave it in possession of its own original

beauty, if it does not enhance it.

The grounds of the foregoing suggestions lie in certain pecu-

luarities of the sun's luminous rays. Of the several species of

harmony of colors, the two principal are the harmony of analogy
and the harmony of contrast.

By the harmony of analogy is meant that order, in which the

colors arrange themselves in the prismatic spectrum. That is,

from one of the primitive colors you pass by scarce distiuguisha-
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Orange.

occupies in

double the

other two
aud yellow.

Blue.

(Fig. 27.)

ble gradations through countless intermediate shades of color

to the next primitive, aud so onward through the whole, com-
plete specimens of this sort of harmony may often be witnessed

in the sunrise and sunset clouds and skies. Somewhat of the

same is seen frequently in extensive prospects embracing sky,

land and water. Generally, however, the latter spectacle is

varied by the introduction here and there of the harmony of

contrast.

Some help to the understanding of the phrase last named may
perhaps, be furnished by the following diagram, though some ad-

ditional diagrams would be required to place the subject in a

perfectly clear light. (Fig. 27.)

Sundry points here re-

quire notice.

First, it will be remark-

ed, that the primary blue,

the spectrum

space of the

primaries, red

Thus the pro-

portions being represented

by figures, 2 will stand for

red; 3 for yellow; and 5

for blue.

The intermediate colors "^J'^^jS"?

noted in the diagram are

called secondaries. A pe-

culiarity belonging to them
is, that the secondary standing opposite to a particular primary

is constituted by combining the other two primaries. Thus green,

standing oyer against red is a compound of blue and yellow;

orange, opposed blue, of red and yellow ; and violet, opposite

yellow, of blue and red. These seconda:ies are often called the

complements of the opposing primaries, because, being a compo-
site of two primaries, they constitute, when added to the third

prunary, white light, or the whole luminous ray of the sun. If

you lay a red substance on a white surface, and gaze at it stead-

ily a few moments, you will perceive around it a halo of green.

So a blue object exhibits an orange ring, aud a yellow a violet ring.

Modifications of these secondary or composite colors may be

multiplied indefinitely by combining said secondaries, and thus

forming tertiarits ; by combining these tertiaries into another

shade; and so on for hundreds of times But the same prin-

ciple continues to hold, viz., that each of these shades or tints

has a complement, as we noted in the diagram—which comple-

ment is a union of the tints, that do not form the original com-
bination.

These complemental colors are also named "contrasts;"

and as they harmonise with the colors over against them, we
thus arrive at the phrase, " harmony of contrast."

Let one, then, study carefully the harmony of analogy, as

illustrated by the solar spectrum, the rainbow and the tinted

clouds; let him, moreover, master the harmony of contrast

through the requisite methods, and I am confident, we should no
longer be shocked by the practical barbarisms of taste now pre-

valent in so many spheres. But I must defer the remainder of

this chapter to your next number.

M. A. Root,

140 Ckestmot-st., Phil., Dec, 1853.

— Art is beautiful, in proportion as it is true to the forms

and hues of nature. Pursuing the model closely, human genius

imparts an almost real spirit to its inanimate creations. The
canvas glows with a fancied life—-the marble speaks through its

cold, passionless lips. With truth in the form and hue, imagina-

tion supplies the power of life, and art becomes exalted to com-

munion with nature. The master of Appelles pictured grapes

so faithfully with his brush, that the birds were tempted by

them; and a curtain of Apelles deceived even his master. Art
in these stages becomes little less than nature—it is her fit com-

panion. Nor need the artist fear to exhaust the atitudes and
colors of nature. He may paint and sculpture forever, there

will still be left images of grave, gay and grotesque, real and
ideal, supplying with refreshing abundance the subtle fountain

whereof the artist drinks his waters of life.

Jlcrsonol onb '^rt intelligence.

—We present the first number of our seventh volume to our
subscribers in an entire new dress and form, and we flatter our-
selves very much improved. Our reasons for this change are set
forth in our prospectus and m our December number, and we feel
confident that all will approve of them as well as of the general
appearance and contents. To our old and well tried patrons we
would appeal for extra exertions on their part to circulate the
Journal. They will see at once that it is not only calculated to
benefit the photographic art in all its branches, but also to inte-
rest all men of intelligence and taste, who can appreciate the
bold step we have taken to make this the most elegant and use-
ful pubUcation of the kind in the world. None will deny that it

is the only regular serial illustrated by the agency of light in

the world, or that the character of its illustrations is far in ad-
vance of any other. In order to effect this great improvement
we have been obliged to expend considerable amount of money
in procuring new type and the various appliances of a new print-
ing establishment; in engaging competent writers and transla-
tors, and last, but not least, in securing the services of all our
best photographers and daguerreans on the illustrations. We
look, therefore, to the hearty co-operation of all members of the
art, as well as to the public generally for that liberal support
necessary to the complete success of our undertaking. Our past
career gives us the more confidence in this expectation, and we
cannot entertain a shadow of doubt as to the result. All letters

on business, or enclosing communications for the Journal, must
hereafter be addressed to the editor, as indicated in our prospec-
tus. Permit us also to request an early compliance from all

with the terms of publication.

— Mr. George N. Barnard, of Oswego, N. Y., has associated
with him Mr. Nicholls of Fulton, and opened a daguerrean es-

tablishment in Syracuse, which we have seen higlily spoken of in

the papers. As to Messrs. Barnard & Nicholls' abilities as
daguerrean artists, the illustration in our present number is suf-

ficient evidence of high artistic talent and consummate skill as
manipulators. We are highly pleased to learn that they have met
with the most flattering reception in their new sphere. May it

continue always.

— P. H. Bexedict, of the same city, is also undoubtedly in

high favor, and doing a remarkably good business. We have
seen many pictures by this artist of rare excellence, and his suc-
cess is well deserved.

— We would say to our Syracuse and TJtica friends that we
cannot lend ourselves to such dirty business as indicated by cer-

tain queries. We see no reason why a daguerrean artist should
be censured for taking pictures of natural objects even as nature
made them, any more than the portrait or historical painter,

provided he does not overstep the bounds of modesty aud de-
scend to obscenity and vulgarity. If he does the latter, the deed
will bring about its own punishment ; and we consider it an act of
equal vulgarity and obscenity for an editor to be continually pa-
rading that deed for months before the public, and offending
minds polite, by continually referring to a subject so disgusting.

This must be our answer to all such queries as those to which
we allude for all future time. We shall also take occasion here
to say that we think it very bad taste in an artist to be always
reminding his customers of such a lapse in the moral rectitude of
a fellow artist. He should leave such matters to be corrected
by the good sense of a discriminating and just public.

— There is so much that interests every respectable photo-
graphic artist in the following brief communication that we can-

not refrain from publishing it, although intended for our private

eye only. The writer is one every way entitled to consideration

as an artist, a gentleman and a scholar, and the feeling manner
in which he speaks, abundantly shows how strongly he has the

interests and elevation of his art at heart. We do trust his ap-

peal may not be in vain. The fault heretofore has been caused

by selfish considerations, which must be ignored to secure suc-

cessful results:

" I would to God you could elevate my profession in public

estimation. Your daguerrean associations have hitherto pro-

duced no good results. I fear they never v/ill. Why should not
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I and other gentlemen rank witli the medical or legal profes-

sions ? It will be impossible to keep quacks out of the daguerre-

an business; but the qualified artist and gentleman might be dis-

tinguished from the stable-boy or shoe-black and pretender, by a

properly constituted body.
" The diploma of tlie College of Surgeons of Edinburgh or

London entitles the holder to your consideration. It is difficult

to pass the necessary examination : much study, attendance re-

gular, &c., are requisite. Your doctors and your lawyers get

their certificates, &c., much easier in this country.
" Incorporate a body of such men as Anthony, Gurney, Law-

rence, Root, Harrison, Whipple, &c. and I, and hundreds of other

respectable, educated men, of gentlemanly deportment and mo-

derately good artists, will gladly undergo the necessary exami-

nations, and pay $100 for a handsomely executed Diploma, fit

to put in a frame for exhibition.

— Mr. James Irving has opened his new rooms in Troy, N.Y.,

in the third story of the recently erected Market Bank Building,

on River street. "Mr. Irving obtained a long lease of the entire

story for his business very soon after the erection of the building

was decided upon, and the plans were arranged, and all the

work done, with the view of obtaining every facility that could

be desired in an establishment of its character. This object

seems to have been effected. From the entrance to the upper

stories, near the centre of the building, you go into the Reception

Room, 25 by 30 feet; out of this open two operatmg rooms,

each about 20 feet square, and the chemical and finishing room.

The operating rooms, separated by sliding doors, and each pro-

vided with sky and side lights, constructed differently, in order

that all the various tastes in regard to light and shade may be

gratified, and at the same time the business facilitated. Groups
or single pictures may of coui'se be taken in both of the two
rooms at the same time. One room and light are especially

adapted to taking likenesses of children, singly or in groups,

which can be done without any interference with other sitters.

In connection with each operating room is to be a toilet room,

furnished with evei'ything desirable for such an apartment. The
carpeting and futniture are of the most elegant and costly de-

scriptions. The first is of the most tasteful pattei'us of velvet

and Brussels tapestry, manufactured at the Ida Hill carpet mill,

which are similar to the superb specimens on exhibition at the

Crystal Palace. The furniture consists of three suits ofrosewood
covered with silk brocatelle ; one suit being elaborately carved,

three marble top centre tables and one side table, also of rose-

wood. The five front (reception room) windows are fitted up
with rich cornices, and have damask silk and worsted curtains.

Of the mirrors, two are very fine; a pier-glass worth $125, and
an oval mirror worth $T5. Without our going into a more mi-

nute description of furniture, &c., it will be rightly inferred that

the reception room has the appearance of an elegant saloon, and
fully equal to the most expensive establishments of the kind in

the country. So far as we are able to judge, the arrangements

in every part, the fixtures and apparatus, are as near perfect as

in the present state of the art could be expected, or need be de-

sired. Certainly, as combined, they make up an establishment

that reflects credit on its enterprising proprietor and the city.

We cannot doubt that it will become a leading fashionable resort,

and yield a rich remuneration for the liberal expenditure that

has been made upon it. In regard to Irving himself, it is unne-

cessary to say more than that he intends to open these rooms in

about a week, when and thenceforth he will be ready to receive

and serve his friends and others who may desire to see him in

his new quarters."

— Mr. J. J. Bardwell has removed to St. Paul's, Minn. Ter.,

and connected himself with Mr. J. E. Wiiitney. Both these

gentlemen are fine artists, and deserve well of the people of St.

Paul's.

— Mr. Farrand. of New York, one of our most worthy da-

guerreans offers a very excellent article of rouge, and also of

rotten-stone, for sale, which we can cheerfully recommend. It

may be had of all the principal dealers.

— Mr. C. D. Fredericks has returned from Paris to establish

himself in New York. He quite astonished us with his collodion

photographs, and we cannot hesitate to say that for execution,

tone, clearness, and life-like representations, they are the finest

we have yet seen. There were no harsh lines or abrupt shadow-
ing to mar their beauty, but the light and shades are delightfully

blended. One of his pictures was nearly the size of life.

— The Paris correspondent of the New York Tribune gives

us the following uiformation :

" Photography has been here already brought to a high de-

gree of perfection. This art of reproducing copies from the ori-

ginal picture by means of transfer on stone, furnishes a new
mode of illustrating works of science and art, and it gives the

artist the most accurate studies from nature of every object which
can be brought within the scope of the camera obscura. All
the windows of the first shops are filled with the most exquisite

specimens of portraits, landscapes, architectural and other sub-

jects, produced by the photographic process.
" Monsieur Gillot has invented a new mode ofproducing plates

in relief, like wood-cuts, from any drawing which can be made
on stone by means of ink or crayon, or from transfers. I have
visited his studies, and examined the specimens produced by his

process. The plates resemble stereotype plates taken from en-

graved wood-blocks, and the lines of maps and charts printed
from plates, produced from ink drawings or transfers on stone,

are as sharp and neat as if printed from an engraved stone or

copper-plate. These plates seem to print a little lighter, which
may be the fault of the printer, or be caused by the metal M.
Gillot employs for his plates. Still more astonishing are the
plates produced from the crayon drawings on stone ; the impres-

sion from the plates look like those taken from a stone. This is

not an experiment: M. Gillot furnishes plates for four periodicals

and illustrated works of all kinds and of any dimensions. This
art must produce a revolution in the publication of illustrated

works, because the process admits the most complicated drawing
which can be produced with the pen on stone, or of a transfer

from copperplates to be made into plate en relief in the short

space of twenty-four hours, ready to be set up with the types in

the ordinary manner, and printed from like any stereotype plate.

The patent-right of this invention has been bought for the Uni-
ted States by some gentleman from New York.

— Photographs on Textile Fabrics.—Some time since we
announced an invention of a Manchester artist in England, by
which daguerreotypes were produced on wood. We have now
the pleasure of stating, that a new discovery has been made, by
which various descriptions of fabric can become impressed with
the lights and shades requisite to produce a picture, which will

economise and consequently extend the appHcation of the Pho-
tographic art to manufacturing purposes, llie Builder, pub-
lished in London, England, says:

" Messrs. Wulff, of Paris, have placed l)efore the French In-

stitute some specimens of Photography on linen, oil cloth, chintz,

&c. This discovery will be of great importance for architectu-

ral ornamentation and other useful puq^oses. Such pictures can
be cleaned by M'iping, nay, they can be washed ; and a portrait

on linen or long cloth can be forwarded in a letter. As more-

over, these photographs can be obtained at a cheaper rate than
those on metal or paper, the art will become more popularized.

Messrs. Wulff keep their procedure yet secret, but it is thought

that they operate on a preparation of iodized collodian."

— Mr. E. C. Thompson, of Washington City, has acquired

the paper jirocess with a view to its practice in that city. He
]iromises us some heads of the honorable gentlemen there assem-

l)led. They cannot do better than to apply to him for these

fac-similies.

— Mr. Whipple is now prepared to teach either the collodion

or albumin process, in Boston or New York. Mr. Black, his

agent, will be found at Mr. Root's rooms, and is in every way
capable of teaching these processes.

— Mr. Whitehurst, of Baltimore, has also taken lessons of

Mr. Cutting for the same purpose.

— As we go to press we understood that Mr. Brady, of New
York, has carried oft" the first prize at the New York Crystal

Palace Exposition.

-
-

"^
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TUE PRACTICE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.*

ISY rillUP U. DELAMOTTE, F. S. A.

F.XCITIXG THE IODIZED PAPER.

AVE ready two or three poroelaiu or gutta-percha

dishes, of a size sufficiently lariie to contain the

])aper; fill one with distilled water, into the other

put the following mixture:

—

Distilled water 1 oz.

Xitrate of silver 30 grains

Glacial acetic acid 35 •'

The acetic acid to be added after the nitrate of silver is dis-

solved.

(59.) The iodized paper is to be taken carefully by its oppo-

site corners, and laid dexterously upon the surface of the fluid

in the dish, and all Ijubbles of air removed; let it remain about

five minutes, or until the surface v.hichvras tinted with the iodine

has become white by the action of the nitrate of silver; then re-

move the paper to the dish of distilled water, and immerse until

the water coutahis all the sheets submitted to the action of the

silver. If the paper is not required for immediate use, it should

be washed in another portion of distilled water. The water used

hi these washings contains a quantity of nitrate of silver, and

should not be thrown away, but jn-eserved for a subsequent ope-

ration—the developing, which will be explained hereafter.

(60.) After the washing, each sheet of paper must be drained

for a few moments, and afterwards dried between folds of blot-

ting-paper, and pi'eserved hi a portfolio out of the light. The
whole of this operation above described must be performed by
candle-light.

(61. ) Unless the paper is washed once or twice in distilled

water, it is nearly certain to become stained, even when kept in

a portfolio, out of the reach of daylight. This discoloration is

caused by the uudeconiposed nitrate of silver; there is no danger

of removing the sensitive iodide of silver by the repeated wash-

ings, unless the surface is rubbed, as that salt is insoluble in

water; the nitrate, on the contrary, being soluble, is removed

by the action of the water.

(62.) The operator must l)e careful not to touch any part of

the paper with his finsrers. except the corners bv which it is

held.

(63.) This paper will retain its sensitiveness for three or four

weeks, or even more, if carefully prepared; hence it l)ecomes ex-

ceedingly valuable to the traveler, as it enables him to dispense

with many delicate manipulations which are pcrforuied with diffi-

culty out-of-doors; and the '"developing" may be deferred until

it can be practised in-doors.

EXPOSURE i.V THE CAMERA.

(64.) In selecting a view for a photographic picture, much
care, taste, and skill, should he exercised; and in the hands of

one who possesses an artistic feeling, the results are often truly

wonderful. In varying the attitude in a portrait, or point of

view in an architectural sn1)ject, or a landscape, the artist will

select such as are most coudusive to picturesque treatment,

equally avoiding large masses of strong sunlight or deep shadows.

A skv in which the sun is oi)Scured by large white clouds is the

most favorable. A'iolent contrasts of light and shade are not

suitable for photographic views; they give a heavy, blotty ap-

pearance, the contrast between the lights and shadows being

too powerful. It is only in the hands of a true artist, or man of

taste, that pleasing results may be looked for. He who pro-

ceeds mechanically in his task may, by a fortunate accident,

produce a good picture; and we have abundant evidence to

show us that the mechanical treatment of nature is the most
common and the least successful. It is in the hands of artists

that photography will attain its highest excellence, to whom the

attainment of effect is intuitive, while they themselves will acquire

much valuable instruction from studying its results. Notwith-

standing the microscopic accuracy of detail presented in a good
photograph, its chief value and excellence will be found to consist

* Continued from page 4, Vol. 7. No. 1.
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in its sacrificing certain details, and in its representing masses of

light and shade, the more striking and curious from being devoid
of color. In this country, at present, the value of these pro-

ductions, in an artistic point of view, is scarcely recognized;

while in France, Italy, Germany, and America, they have long

ago occupied the portfolio of the cognoscenti and the atelier of

the student in art.

( 65. ) If the view selected to be taken consists of near objects,

such a position should be chosen as will present all the objects

included in the view as nearly as possible in the same verticle

plane; for if the focus of the lens is adjusted to a distant object,

the near ones will be confused and distorted. With distant ob-

jects, and a lens of long focus, this defect is dmiinished.

(66.) The colors of the objects in the view must be taken into

consideration—remarking, that blue, white, and such light colors,

operate more upon the sensitive surface than green, red, or yel-

low: if violent contrasts of these colors present themselves un-

favorably, the point of vievv- should be changed.

(67.) The focus carefully adjusted, it only remains to place

the sensitive-paper in exactly the same place occu])ied by the

ground-glass upon which the image was received. When this is

once correctly ascertained, no further concern need be taken re-

specting it. We only mention it, because in some cameras,

"made to sell," no care is taken to adjust this plane. The in-

terior of the camera should be kept scrupulously clean, any par-

ticles of dust in it carefully wiped out; the lenses, also, should

be wiped with a piece of wash-leather, and the camera placed in

"position" before a picture is taken, so that its temperature may
become uniform with that of the surroundmg medium. If it

should happen to be colder than the atmosphere, a deposit of

moisture may form upon the lenses and glass of the frames, by
which a complete obscuration of the unage would occur.

(68.) The lenses of the camera are placed at the extremities

of two tubes, traversuig within each other, for the purpose of ad-

justment of the focus. Two lenses, each of long focus, when placed

together, or nearly so, produce an image at a shorter focus than

either would separately, and with a greater concentration of light

at the focus, but of smaller dimensions: this property renders the

employment of two lenses favorable for taking portraits. For
landscapes and views, a single lens, either compound (achroma-

tic) or simple, is generally preferred ; for if there is less intensity

of light, this deficiency is compensated for by dmiinished spheri-

cal aberration (21).

(69.) If the operator requires to take both portraits and

views, it is more convenient to have two cameras, one much
smaller than the other; that for portraits need not be larger

than will admit of its carrying a frame of 7 inches by 5, or there-

abouts. That for landscapes, &c., may be 15 to 18 inches, by

10 to 14, according to the power of the lens. One set of lenses

will do for both cameras, the single lens for views, the two-fold

arrangement for portraits: but with this precaution, whereas in

taking ])ortraits the convex side of the lens is presented to the

object; for views, the concave side must be turned in that direc-

tion.

(70.) If the lens employed is a simple one of the best form

(meniscus), it will be necessary, after adjusting it to the appa-

rent focus, to move the frame that carries the ground-glass a

little nearer to the object, in order to place it in the chemical

focus, where the action on the sensitive paper takes place.

(71.) It is not pos.sible to give any rules for the length of

time the prepared paper should remain exposed to the action of

light in the camera. This exposure is governed by

—

"
1. The amount of light illuminating the object taken.

2. The color and distance of that object.

3. The degree of sensitiveness possessed by the prepared

paper.

4. The size of the aperture in the diapragm.

(72.) With paper prepared according to the preceding fomula,

and a lens of twelve inches focal length, and a diaphragm with

an half-inch aperture in front of it, one to two minutes, on a

bright sunny day, will suffice; but on a dark, gloomy day, seven

to ten minutes may be requisite. We are sanguine in our_be-

lief that photography on paper will not stay its progress until it

produces a sensitive surface, and a developing agent, which will

give an image on an instant's exposure.
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(13.) With a double (twofold) lens, and paper prepared as

directed, a portrait may be obtained on a clear, bright day, in

thu'ty to sixty seconds.

(14.) After the paper has been exposed so long as may seem
necessary in the camera, it nnist be removed to a dark cliamber,

to be submitted to the developing agent; for as yet no impres-

sion is visible upon its surface. To avoid disappointment, it will

be advisable, in commencing, to take two or three proofs of the

same view, with different degrees of exposure in the camera.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE IMAGE.

(15.) Take a clean dish, capable of containing an inch in

depth of fluid, and pour into it sufficient of the following solution

to completely cover the paper:

—

Distilled water 1 pint
Gfillic acid 20 grains
Silver solution* 1 oz.

(16.) Immerse the proof completely in this solution, and

watch its progress at intervals : if the time in the camera has

been well considei'ed, the development will take place in ten or

fifteen minutes ; otherwise it may require many hours. As soon

as the image is fairly out, remove the proof to a porcelain or

glass slab, and wash it freely, rubbing a camel's-hair pencil or

the finger lightly over the back of the proof, to remove any
crystalline de])osit which might leave spots. It must then un-

dergo the "fixing" operation, which is effected by dissolving out

the unchanged iodide of silver by hyposulphite of soda (164).

{^1.) The appearance of a proof after development will serve

to guide the operator as to the length of exposure in the camera.

If the time has been too short, the appearance of objects in the

proof will )je feeble and indistinct. If the exposure has been too

long, or the quantity of light admitted into the camera too

great, the whole proof will become darkened, sometimes un-

equally; in which case the time of exposure for the next picture

must be abridged, or the aperture of the diaphragm diminished.

(18.) If the time of exposure has been too short, the defect

may frequently be completely remedied by leaving the proof in

the developing-bath a longer time. It would appear that an
action is set up in the iodide of silver the iustaut the rays of

light fall upon it; and could we but find a developing agent that

would act with sufficient energy, this instantaneous exposure in

the camera with prepared paper would be as effectual as it is

with iodised collodion. But the longer, within certain limits,

the paper remains in tlie camera, the quicker the developing pro-

cess can ]ri performed. For instance, if one sensitive paper is

exposed to the camera twenty seconds, and another fifteen min-

utes, the first will, perhaps, require a day and night's immersion

in the gallic acid develophig solution, M'hile the latter will be

fully developed in an hour.

(19.) The action of the gallic acid is accelerated if the solu-

tioji be warmed before the proof is immersed in it.

FIXING THE NEGATIVE PROOF.

(80.) The object of this operation is to fi.x the impression on
the paper, by removing the iodide and other salts of silver.

These are insoluble in water; we have, therefore, to seek a con-

venient solvent—one which will dissolve tliese salts of silver, and
at the same time not injure tlie impression already depicted on

the paper. Nothing has been found better adapted for this

purpose than the hyposulphite of soda (164). Take

Filtered vain or river water 1 pint
Hyposulphite of soda i ounce.

Pour a sufficient quantity of this into a dish, and immerse the

proof in it, watching carefully tlie disappearance of tlie iodide

from its surface, which can be ascertained by the disa))i)earance

of the yellow tint. This will take from a half to three-quarters

of an liour, in some instances; but, witli well-waxed paper, ten

to fifteen minutes will be found sufficient. The change tlie proof

undergoes in this operation is quite marvellous; the " darks"

acquire an intensity, and the " liglits" a brilliancy, truly aston-

(81.) The hyposulphite solution should be filtered after each
proof has been fixed: it will serve many times, but only one
proof at a time should be placed in it.

(82.) Tlie proof should next be placed in a dish of clean

water, and washed with a camel's-hair brush; and after being

immersed for half an hour or so, rinsed in several waters, and
hung up to dry. It is now unalterable in the light.

(83.) If the waxed paper loses its transparency, and presents

a mottled appearance, as it generally does at tliis stage of pro-

gress, it must be held before the fire until warmed, then placed

between two sheets of blotting-paper, and a warm smoothing-

iron passed over it. This will completely restore its transpa-

rency.

THE WET METHOD.*

(84.) This can scarcely be carried on out-of-doors away from

the resources of the operating-room ; but where circumstances

will admit of its being employed, very fine results can be ob-

tained. The paper is prepared in the same manner as in the

dry process, and may be either waxed or unwaxed.

(85.) 1. Immerse the papers in the solution of iodide of po-

tassium.

(86.) 2. Float them upon the aceto-nitrate solution for about

ten minutes.

(81.) Have ready a sheet of glass which fits accurately to

the frame of the camera, and lay upon it a piece of smooth white

blotting-paper, previously dipped in clean water: this is to re-

ceive and keep moist the sheet of sensitive paper, which must be

carefully laid upon the l^lotting-paper, sensitive side uppermost,

of course; it is best to pour over the blotting-paper a gentle

stream of water, so as to float the sensitive pa])er, and by care-

fully tilting the glass plate, allow the excess of water to drain

off. When the water ceases to drop, the glass-plate, Avith tlie

sensitive paper, may be removed to the camera and exposed to

the image in the focus of the lens.

(88.) Some practitioners place this wet sensitive paper be-

tween two plates of glass while in the camera; but there is no

necessity for so doing, while, at the same time, there is risk of

disturbing the true focus

(89.) 3. The necessary exposure in the camera being com-

pleted, the views are to be clevehiped by the saturated solution of

gallic acid, as described in the dry method.

(90.) 4. The ^.rzH^- is accomplished in the ordinary manner,

by the solution of hyposulphite of soda, and the negative proof

can then be waxed.

(91.) The action of light is much more rapid upon the wet

paper than upon the dry.

POSITIVES. THE PRINTING PROCESS. PREPARATION OF THE

TIVE PAPER.

POSI-

ishing

(92.) The paper for positives must be selected with the great-

est care; every sheet containing Iioles or spots should be rejected.

We give the preference to a good thick Englisli paper, not too

highly glazed. Cut it the required size, and make a pencil mark
at the corner on the back. Then pour into a dean porcelain

dish the following solution:

—

Distilled water 1 pint

Hj'droclilorate of ammonia 1 ounce.

Place a sheet of paper on the surface of the solution, and float

it carefully so that the back of the paper does not become wet-

ted. After a few seconds lift it off, and, holding it up against

the light, examine if the whole surface is completely wetted: this

result is secured if tlie paper has previously lieen placed between

some sheets of clean damp blotting-paper, which renders it more

susceptible to the absorption of the water when placed in con-

tact with it. Leave it on the solution three or four minutes; take

it out, let it drain until it ceases to drip, then dry by pressing it

between some leaves of blotting-paper on a smooth table.

(93.) It is now impregnated with the hydroclilorate of am-

monia (161); the object of this preparation is to produce a

chloride of silver, by decomposing tlie nitrate of that metal in

the next stage of the process, which must be performed by can-

See Appendix.
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dle-liglit. Have ready another dish, into whicli i>our

of the followius- solution to cover the bottom:

—

sufficient

Distilled water.

.

Nitrate of silver,

. . 1 ounce

. GO craiiis.

Phice upon it a sheet of paper prepared as above directed, first

rubbin.ii' it with a piece of blotting- paper to remove any crystals

of tiie hydi-ochloratc, carefully avoiding- to wet the back. The

time which it should be allowed to remain will depend upon the

tint required in the proof. A short thue will yield red tints; a

longer, dark brown, violet, or black tints. Hang up the paper

by one corner to drain, and when dry preserve it for use in a

portfolio, between leaves of blotting-paper.

(94.) Paper thus prepared will remain white some six or

eight days, after that time it generally begins to turn brown.

Paper submitted to the first solution can be kept any length of

time before Ijeing suliniitted to the silver solution. The second

part of the operation should be performed the evening before

the paper is required for use.

(95.) A quicker mode of pi'epariug this positive paper is by

coating it with the ammonio-nitrate of silver, as suggested by

Dr. Alfred Taylor, as follows:—Make a solution of nitrate of

silver, of the strength of thirty-five grains to the ounce of dis-

tilled water ; add to it gradually, drop by drop, a strong solu-

tion of ammonia, a copious precipitate falls; continue to add

the solution of ammonia until this precipitate is just re-dissolved:

the paper is floated upon this solution as directed for the other

(92).

POSITIVES ON ALBUMENIZED PAPER.

(96.) Albunienized Positive Paper.—Positive proofs taken

upon paper coated with a film of albumin (143) attain a bril-

liancy of effect by a softening of the glaring white of the lights,

with a transparency in the shadows, which cannot be arrived at

by any other means. They are defective only when the albumin

is applied too thickly. Take of

White of eggs 8 ounces
Distilled water 8 ounces

Dry salt 2 ounces.

Beat the whole together into a froth with a wooden spoon or

fork. Take the froth as it runs, and put it into a basin; let it

settle for twenty-four hours. .It is then fit for use. Pour suffi-

cient quantity into a dish, and float a sheet of paper upon it for

three or four minutes; hang it up to dry thoroughly ; then place

it between two sheets of glazed paper, and pass a smoothing-

iron, moderately heated, over it: keep in a portfolio for use.

(91.) Paper thus prepared is excited by placing the albumin-

ized side upon a bath containing the following solution:

Distilled water 1 ounce
Nitrate of Silver 120 grains.

Let it remain in contact about four or five minutes; then hang

it up to dry, and preserve it out of the influence of light.

PRINTIXG PROCESS.

(98.) Positive. Proofs.—To obtain a good positive proof is

the aim and end of all our previous operations. Success in this

result demands that our negative should be as perfect as possi-

ble. The process has been called printing, perhaps as good and

as expressive a name for it as any other. The printing appara-

tus consists of a frame fitted with a thick plate glass, and a

wooden back with screws, capable of exertmg considerable

pressure to bring the plates, or paper negative in close contact.

(99.) Place the back of the negative proof upon the plate of

glass. Then lay upon it the positive paper, the prepared side

upon the face of the negative, and cover it with a piece of black

velvet or cloth: then shut down the wooden back, and turn the

frame up, and place it perpendicular to the sun's rays, or expose

it to the diffused light of day. In order to ascertain when it is

sufficiently darkened, a piece of the positive paper should be al-

lowed to project beyond the negative, and by watching the

changes in this, a tolerably safe conclusion may be arrived at.

(100.) The intensity of the negative will, however, require

to be taken into consideration. A little practice soon enables

the operater to work with some degree of certainty.

(101.) In this climate, where sunlight cannot often be reck-

oned upon, it Ijecomes exceedingly desirable that the positive

l)aper should possess a high degree of sensitiveness. That pre-

pared with the ammonio-nitrate of silver, as suggested by Dr.

Taylor, appears to be more sensitive than any other we have
employed (95).

FIXING THE POSITIVE PROOF.

(102.) The proof thus developed requires to be "fixed."

This is accomplished by washing off the undecomposed nitrate

of silver with the following solution, according to M. Le Gray's

formula:

—

Filtered rain-water 1 pint

Hyposulphite of soda 3 oz.

(103.) In another vessel make a solution of nitrate of silver,

thirty grains to one ounce of water. When it is dissolved, add
a saturated solution of chloride of sodium, -n'hich causes a white

precipitate to fall ; carefully decant the liquid, and spread the

precipitate at the bottom of the vessel, and let it blacken in the

sun ; then add it to the hyposulphite solution, which dissolves it.

The object of this addition is to make a new solution of the hy-

posulphite of soda act as promptly in producing good "blacks"

as it would if old. Every proof washed in the hyposulphite so-

lution contributes a quantity of chloride of silver; therefore in

course of time it becomes strong and thick ; it must not be fil-

tered; but a fresh supply of simple solution of hyposulphite

added, when, if allowed to repose, it will again become clear.

(104.) The positive proof being placed in the above mixture,

will acquire almost any degree of dark tone that may be de-

sired, from red-brown to violet or black. A little practice will

make the result easy and sure of attainment. The time required

varies from one hour to three or four days.

(105.) Heating the hyposulphite solution will accelerate the

operation of fixing; but it is attended with some risk, and where

the proof is of value should not be attempted.

(106.) When the proof has attained the tone desired, remove

it from the solution
;
place it on a slab of porcelain or glass, and

wash it repeatedly until the paper is tasteless ; the hyposulphite

of silver is intensely sweet, and the smallest quantity may be

detected by the tongue. Hang the proofs by one corner to drain,

and then dry them between folds of blotting-paper.

If the positives have not been taken upon albuminized paper,

they can now be washed with a mixture of equal parts of white

of egg and distilled water, applied with a fiat camel's-hair brush.

When dry, place them between two pieces of glazed paper, and

pass a hot smoothing-iron over, w^hich will render the albumin

insoluble.

The rich dark violet tint, so much admired in many French

pictures, is derived from the use of sel d'or, or hyposulphite of

gold (151). Make a bath of

Distilled water 2 ounces
Sel d'or 1 grain;

immerse the proof therein, keeping it moving about, and as soon

as the desired tint is obtained remove it, and let a stream of

water flow ovei- it, until the proof is perfectly freed from the un-

decomposed salt.

The solution of gold is precipitated upon the salt of silver re-

duced by the action of light, while the parts unacted upon re-

main intact.

COLLODION PROCESS.

(101.) Materials.—Plates of Glass, to fit the slide of the

camera. A pure white glass has lately been manufactured for

photographers, which will be found to possess many advantages.

The glass plates must be perfectly flat, without scratches or air-

bubbles. Beginners who buy large cameras are advised to pur-

chase frames fitting into the slides which will carry smaller plates

of glass: as they are more easily operated with, and less collo-

dion is spoiled.

Bath of Gutta Percha or of Glass, to contain the nitrate of

silver solution, in which the glass plates are plunged. The bath

must be a little larger than the plates.
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Glass Dipper, with whicli to hold the glass plate when dipped

into the batii.

A large Dish, or sink, over which the washing operations may
be performed.

Levelling Stand, on which to lay the glass plate dnring some
of the operations.

A Pair of Glass Scales, with grain, scruple, and drachm
weights, with which to weigh the chemicals.

Glass Measures, graduated to 3 oz. or more, to measure the

quantities of water, &c.

Glass Measures, small, with which to pour on the developing

mixture.

Glass Rods, to stir the various mixtures.

Glass Funnels, for filtering.

Blotting Paper, prepared for do.

Plate Boxes of different sizes, in which to deposit the various-

sized plates when the images are fixed.

(108.) Chemicals.— Collodion, Iodized.—A four-ounce bottle

will suffice for many experiments. It is advisable to have also a

wide-mouthed one-ounce phial for constant use—replenishing

this from the larger bottle.

Nitrate of Silver.—Six ounces of crystallised nitrate of silver

will suffice for many experiments.

Glacial Acetic Acid.—A bottle holding three ounces will

suffice.

Pyrogallic Acid.—Six drachms.

Hyposulphite of Soda.—Half a pound.

Ether.—Two ounces.

Nitric Acid.—One drachm.

Distilled Water.—A two-gallon bottle.

And for variations of the Collodion process:

—

Sulphuric Acid.

Proto-sulphate of Iron.

Sulphate of Per-oxide of Iron.

Bromide of Potassium.

Nitrate of Baryta.

NEGATIVES ON GLASS.

(109.) Collodion is gun-cotton dissolved in ether; to which
alcohol is added (155). When poured upon a plate of glass it

runs freely over the surface, and the ether and alcohol evapora-

ting, leave the collodion behind in the state of a tough transpa-

rent film, which being prepared with the salts of silver, photo-
graphic proofs can be taken upon it. In Section 155 we have
given the process for preparing the iodized collodion, but it will

usually be found more convenient to buy it ready prepared. By
the use of this liquid we are uoav enabled to obtain the impres-
sion of an image by one instant's exposure to the light.

(110.) Tlie first important operation in the collodion process

i.< cleaning the glass plate. After all traces of impurity are re-

moved from the surface, by washing it well in water, it is advis-

able to take a small quantity of diluted ammonia and Tripoli

powder

—

Filtered water 3 oz.

Ammonia solution 1 draclim
Tripoli powder

, 1 scruple

and rub it carefully over every part, including the edges. The
])Iate must then he washed and dried with clean linen cloths, and
kept free from dust until the next operation, which is

—

(111.) Coating the Plate with Collodicn.—Having arranged
everytliing ready for use, fill a one-ounce phial with iodised col-

lodion—and holding the glass plate by the thumb and finger of

the left hand, pour out upon the glass at the part nearest the
thumb a gentle stream of collodion ; incline the plate dexterious-

ly, so that by one turn of the hand the fluid may flow evenly over
the i)late gradually down to the lower edge, with the excci)tion

of about half an inch by which the plate is held, in this and sub-

sequent manipnlatious, and then, by depressing the lower corner,

the surplus collodion maybe poured back into the bottle.* This
operation requires some dexterity, and can be best acquired by
observing a skilful person perform it; then it becomes easy.

When well perfonued the fihn of collodion is perfectly smooth,

* This operation may be performed by daylight, but all further mani-
pulations must be in the darkened chamber.

free from bubbles and ripples or streaks; before it becomes dry

it must be made sensitive by being suljmitted to the next opera-

tion.

(112.) Some precautions are necessary to be observed in the

use of collodion, particularly that no pieces of dry collodion,

which are apt to form round the neck and stopper of the bottle

in which it is kept, fall into the fluid, as if any of them pass out

on the glass plate they would produce streaks, and inevitably

spoil the picture. The deposit which sometimes forms at the

bottom of the reserve bottle should not be disturljed while pour-

ing tlie fluid into the smaller one, as it, also, would destroy the

proof.

(113.) The plate mnst not be immersed in the silver solution

until it becomes tenacious, or set. The time at which this takes

place varies with the season and temperature of the place where

the operation is carried on. Usually the film of collodion be-

comes opaque all over the plate: when this change is effected, it

may then be immersed in the nitrate-of-silver bath.

IMMERSION IN A BATII OF NITRATE OF SILVER.

(114.) This bath is composed in the proportions of

—

Nitrate of silver 30 grains
Distilled water 1 oz.

and must be filled so as nearly to cover the glass plate when it

is dipped in. The solution must be filteretl through blotting-

paper, and when not in use kept in a glass-stoppered bottle put

of the light. The action of the solution-of-silver bath is some-

what irregular, owing to various causes: if the temperature of

the liquid is below GO"^ or thereabouts, it frequently fails to form
the iodide of silver. To remedy this defect the bath should be

kept in a room where a fire is burning; or the bath may be im-

mersed in warm water for a few minutes before it is required to

be used.

(115.) When a fresh solution is first usedin the bath, it some-

times attacks the film of collodion, dissolves it, and pieces will

be found floating about in the liquid, which must be immediately

filtered. A bath that has been some time in use is usually found

to act better than one newly made: various remedies have been

suggested, such as tlie addition of a few drops of nitric acid, or

of iodide of potassium, allowing the fluid to re-dissolve the iodide

of silver precipitated, and filter. Take the glass plate coated

with collodion, lay it with its back upon a glass dipper, and at

one motion plunge it into the bath, with the exception of about

half an inch, by which the plate is held, in this and subsequent

manipulations. Should there be any hesitation or delay, a line

will certainly be fonned across the collodion, which will render

the plate useless. The plate should be allowed to remain in the

bath about two minutes, to effect a comT)iuation between the

iodine and the silver; it should then l)e qn.ickly raised out of the

bath, and dipped back again tv,o or three times. This helps to

get rid of a certain greasy aiipearance. The plate is then taken

out, allowed to drain for half a minute, and then shut up in the

camera-slide, and immediately taken to the camera. If, how-

ever, it is necessary to carry the prepared plate to a considerable

distance, it is advantageous to cover the film of collodion with

another clean plate of glass, which will prevent the moisture eva-

porating; it is necessary, however, to have a slide capable of

holding both glasses, prepared expressly for this purpose.

EXPOSURE IN THE CAMERA.

(116.) The collodion-covered plate is now ready for exposure

in the camera, which must be previously set to receive it. Any
one who is unacquainted with the use of the camera should ask

for directions from the jierson of whom he purchases it, as no
written instructions can easily explain how to set the camera on
the tripod, how to obtain the focus for a portrait or a view, or

how to exjiose the sensitive surface.*

(111.) Collodion is now prepared of such high degree of

sensitiveness, that hnprcssions can be made npon it, if the light

is strong and the object well illuminated, in an instant; at other

* Glass baths are sometimes made to fit into the frame of the camera
in which the ground-glass screen moves. The plate being immersed, is

acted upon by the light while in the solution.
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times, on a dull, cloudy, or rainy day, it may require from ten

seconds to a minute and a half. By practising daily upon tlie

same oljject at the conuneucement of operations, we may obtain

a test by which subsequent efforts can be g-uided. Much depends

upon the quality of the collodion, the quahty of the lens, and the

intensity of the actinic power.

DEVELOPING.

(118.) Having allowed the collodion plate to remain exposed

for the time considered sufficient, place the cap on the lens, shut

up the slide, and with all expedition carry it to the operating-

room, and lay the plate upon the levelling-stand, which is placed

in a sink or large basin, where the image can now be developed.

(119.) The agent usually employed is the solution of pyro-

gallic acid, which is made as follows:

—

Distilled water 3 ounces
Pyrogallic acid 9 grains

Glacial acetic acid 2 drachms;

dissolve and filter.

(120.) Sufficient of this mixture to cover the collodion plate

must be taken in a small measure, and poured gently over the

surface, quickly, and not all in one spot, but carried so as to be

diffused as soon as possible. The fluid must be kept in motion

by blowing it over the surface, to prevent the picture being

stained. The plate must be watched carefully so as to stop the

action as soon as the unage is well developed, and a gentle

stream of water poured over it to remove the decomposed liquid

as quickly as possible. In cold weather it is advisable to add a

few drops of nitrate of silver from the bath to the pyrogallic

acid. As this process is performed the image will be seen grad-

ually to appear upon the surface of the collodion, and we are

then able to judge of our success. By holding a piece of white

paper under the image it will be seen how far it is developed.

When the solution becomes discolored, we may know that it has

been on the plate quite long enough—perhaps too long.

(121.) Another method of developing is often used, viz. by

protosulphate of iron. By this process a bath is used which will

serve for a number of operations. It is prepared as follows:

—

Distilled water 1 pint

Pratosulphate of iron 1 ounce

Sulphuric acid 12 minims
Acetic acid 12 "

Filter this solution, and pour sufficient into a bath, either of glass

or gutta percha, to cover the plate entirely when immersed;

plunge the proof in, and the image will appear in three or four

seconds. If the impression is too faint, it can be strengthened

by pouring over it a solution of gallic acid, containing a few drops

of the nitrate of silver, which will greatly improve it.

(122.) If the proof has a grey tone all over it, the exposure

in the camera has been too long; if, on the contrary, the light

parts in t'l? object remain black, it shows that the exposui'e has

been too short.

FIXING THE PBOOF.

(123. ) The fixing of the proof can be effected by hyposulphite

of soda, 01- by sulphate of per-oxide of iron.

For the first, make a saturated solution of hyposulphite of

soda, and pour it carefully over the proof; it gives great trans-

pirencv and vigor, but impairs the solidity of the collodion.

Finish by washhig with abundance of clean water, and set the

plate upto dry. Should any of the hyposulphite of soda be left

on the collodion, it will destroy the image.

For the second, make this solution :

—

Disi'.lkd water 1 pint

Sulphate of pero.xide of iroii 15 grains.

Having first washed the proof, pour this solution over it, and
watch the development of the image; as soon as it is completed,

wash the proof again under a gentle stream of water, without

disturbing the collodion. Rinse with distilled water, and dry

quickly before the fii'e, if necessary. The salt of iron will destroy

the proof if allowed to remain upon it too long; it leaves an

opaque yellow tint upon the shadows of the image which gives

strength to a feeble impression, and positives taken from nega-

tives thus prepared are superior to those fixed by the hyposul-
phite of soda.

(Continued on page G5.J

THE AMHONY DAGUERREAN PRIZE.

PRESENT-WION TO MR. J. GURXEY.

A numerous company of gentlemen connected with the Fine
Arts, assembled in the rooms of Mr. J. Gurney, dagucrreotypist,
Broadway, on Wednesday evening, to witness the presentation
to that gentleman, of a massive silver pitcher, offered by F.
Anthony, Esq., for the best four daguerreotypes. The pitcher
stood upon a centre table, together with the pictures for which
Mr. Gurney obtained the prize. It is very valuable, richly
wraught in figures of appropriate design, representing the
founders of the art, Daguerre and Niepce, with the camera re-

ceiving the sun's rays, and some landscape views. On the front
is the following inscription:

THE A:t^THONY PRIZE
FOR THE

Beet iFour JDagn-erreotiip es,
AWARDED TO

J . GURNEY,
Nov. 1853.

Prof. S. F. B. Morse, )

" James Renwick, >- Judges.
" John W. Draper. )

Prof. James Renwick was called to the chair. He briefly

returned thanks for the honor conferred, and introduced Mr.
Marshall S. Bidwell, who said:

Mr. President and gentlemen: It gives me great pleasure to
make a few remarks on this interesting occasion—though I was
not aware, until a few moments since, that I should be called
upon to do so. About two years ago, Mr. Anthony, who had
himself been connected with the daguerrean art in a practical
way, (as he still is in a commercial point of view, and in his love
for its beauty and usefulness,) being anxious to promote the util-

ity, and feeling proud of any improvement in the art, made an
offer of $500,00 as a premium for the best productions, to be
delivered within a year. At the expiration of that time, as no
one made application for it, and as artists seemed not to care for

money, Mr. Anthony, exercising a delicate regard for their feel-

ings, determined instead of the proposed prize, to jn-esent to tlie

successful competitor a Silver Fitcher of the same value. Pre-
sented in that form, the proposition attracted the attention of
gentlemen connected with the art to which we are so much in-

debted, and several competitors appeared and sent in daguer-
reotypes of their own taking. These were, in conformity to the
terms of the proposal, submitted to the judgment of three gen-
tlemen of high distinction and scientific attainments, in whose
decision the utmost confidence could be placed; and that there
might be no appearance of partiality, it was required that the
names of persons thus offering the results of their skill, should be
suppressed until the result was ascertained. The i.'-sue was, that
Mr. Gurney, in whose room we are now assembled, was pro-

nounced the successful competitor; and no one, I think, M'ho
looks at the .splendid productions before us, can doubt the accu-

racy of the judgment which so awarded the prize, (applause).

We are now met for the purpose of carrying into effect the

proposal of Mr. Anthony, who, I think it right to say, was
formerly connected with this art; was one of the earliest artists

of this city, and one to whose manipulations some of us are in-

debted for very fine productions. He had an opportunity,

therefore, to ascertain by his own practical experience the im-

portance of every uuprovement in the art, and the great proba-

bility that it could be improved. AYhen we look back at the

earliest pictures, compared with those we now see around us,

how vast the difference; and, Mr. President, is it not interesting

to see Science and Art thus connected in a delightful union. It

is to Science we are indebted for the Art; but what great im-

provements have been made by the experience and skill of artists

upon the original thought, is evident. Science taught us how



to paint with the sunbeam, and how to fix on durable and solid

metal that impression. The merit of art is to improve the im-

pression, until we have more perfect pictures, and how far that

improvement will extend, no one can tell (applause). This art

is a very practical one. It brings with it a remembrance of

those near and dear to us, and preserves the image of those who
have gone from our sight. Mr. Anthony, then, is deserving of

much praise in stimulating to further improvement in this beau-

tiful art, and for modifying his proposal so as to meet the feel-

ings of artists, wlio would not come forward for money, being

aniljitious rather to attain excellence in the art than to secure

pecuniary value (applause)—although this splendid gift itself is

very valuable, and will, I doubt not, be preserved and highly

prized by Mr. Gurney. It is unnecessary for me to say any-

thing about the merit of Mr. Gurney, because we have before

us proof of his excellence in this art. They are noble exhibitions

of what he and other artists in this land can do by uutiremg
exercise of talent, energy and industry (applause).

Mr. Anthony has placed before us the prize pitcher, which is

justly Mr. Gurney's, as the reward of his own merit, not as a

gift. It is what he is entitled to and has gained by the pro-

ductions of his own hand and art (renewed applause).

Mr. ^\'M. W. Wallace, Editor of the Mercantile Guide, was
deputed by Mr. Gurney to respond. Mr. Gurney (he said) is

a very modest man, and unobtrusive ; and although he now and
then indulges in " making faces" of different kinds and shapes,

yet on an occasion like this, he feels too serious to make one

(laughter and applause). As Moses of old, who, though a

leader, was slow of speech, employed Aaron to speak to the

people, so Mr. Giu-ney has prevailed upon me to return to you
his thanks (applause). I come befoi'e you, then, not from ai'-

rangenient, but merely to do a kindness, as he considers it, in

speaking on his behalf, upon an occasion calculated to make a

deep impression on the mind of our friend Gurney. He wislies

me to say tliat he considers this as one of the most pleasurable

moments of his life ; because he receives this valuable pitcher,

not, (as was most appropriately observed) as a mere gift, but

as being awarded by the judgment of seientific gentlemen to his

merit as a limner (applause). And, gentlemen, permit me to

say one word. It was fitting that tliis art should have been
selected in this way. Mr. Gurney, and those engaged in the

same lousiness, thougli not seconding the desire of Joshua, that

the sun shonkl stand still for the purpose of human destruction,

yet employed him as a limner to stani]) the " human form divine"

on metal, and transmit mementoes of affection and friendship to

the latest posterity (applause). An art equal to that which
has arrested the fearful element, the dread of the world, binding-

it to the wires, and making it a postboy to do our errands. Mr.
Gurney entertains the most grateful feelings to all parties, and
])resents his thanks for their kindness on this occasion ; and gen-

tlemen, I Ijelieve he is going to give us material aid (laughter

and ap])]ausc).

Mr. Gurney tlien led his guests to another room, where an
excellent supper was providecl. After partaking of the viands,

glasses were filled, and
Mr. Anthoxy being called for with three cheers, proposed

the following sentiment:
" Prometheus!—our modern Prometheus, Gurney and Da-

gaerre, wlio have stolen fire from the sun, and enkindled fond
affections' flame; ^Mneuiosyne." (drank with applause).

]Mr. IIljiphrfa' offered a sentiment:
" Dngucn-eotyping—an Art, which born of the same parent

witli the rainbow, like it spans the universe."

3Ir. X. G. BiRGEss—Gentlemen, allow me to give:
" T/ic Photogra/phic Art-Jnurnal—one of the few publications

which lend us light and knowledge in our wonderful art ; may its

success in future be commensurate with the high aim of its

editor, to please all." (drank witii due honor).

Mr. 11. H. SxELLiXG, Editor of the Phofograp/iir and Fine
Art Journal, said, that he felt much honored by the compliment.
He would not inflict a speach upon them, Imt begged to offer a
sentiment:

" IVie Phoiogra'phic Art in Amerirn: may the necessity of its

furtlier improvement and elevation as a Pine Art, lie impressed
upon the minds of all who jiractice it, and may unity of purpose

be daguerreotyped upon their hearts, and indelibly fixed by those

golden attributes, friendship, charity, and harmony.
Mr. C. Meade gave:
" The memory of Daguerre." (drank in silence).

Mr. Chapmax was called on, and said:

I have great pleasure, gentlemen, in seeing the enthusiasm in

behalf of Art evinced this evening, and in the olyect which has

brought us together. I regret exceedingly that the country

does not enjoy the benefit of this Art to au equal degree with

the interest here evinced in its improvement. I will allude to

an incident which occnred to Prof. Morse, some years ago, in

this city. He chanced to see a painting hanging upon the wall

of the entrance hall of the Astor House. He asked the price,

saying that he wished to buy it, and was told the painting was
worth three or four hundred dollars, having been painted by a

distinguished gentleman, Prof. Morse. The facts were these:

some years before. Prof. Morse went to Europe to perfect him-

self in historical painting. This picture he sent to America, re-

Cfuesting his brother to sell it, which he did, for forty dollars.

What caused the increase in its value? Prof. Morse, the artist,

was not then appreciated. So it M^as with daguerrcotj^jiing.

When it became better appreciated, that for which few would
now give $40, would require $400 to purchase (applause).

Gentlemen, I ask you to fill high to a seutuneut:
" Mr. Anthony and Mr. Gurney: the generosity of the former

and skill of the latter, entitle their names to be encircled mth
the most brilliant gems known to the sciences and arts."

There were calls for Mr. Johx Roach, who came forward and
said: that though not a regular artist, he had practised enough
to learn the terms and order of proceeding; first, he lielieved,

they should select good characters; these they had in the com-
pany before him; next, they should know how to clean the

plates—no one could deny that they had done that (laughter

and applause) ; then they should place the camera right, and
take in a happy grouping of figures, in all which Mr. Gurney
had eminently succeeded, in this, his best picture, to-night

(laughter and applause).

Mr. Hexry Axthoxy responded on behalf of Mr. E. Antho-
ny. I regret, he said, that I am not prepared, as perhaps I

should have been, to reply for my friend, whose well-known mo-
desty deters him from attempting to address you. I may say

on his behalf, that in the proposal made by him, he was actuated

entirely by a desire to improve the Photographic Art, j.rompted

by his sense of its value (ap])lause) ; and I am very glad to per-

ceive that the efforts of my friend in that direction have been
a]ipreciated; on his behalf, I return you thanks for that ap])re-

ciation. I will relate an incident that occurred to myself while

taking daguerrean pictures, at a time when tjie Art was first

introduced in this country. I was engaged on the Croton
Aqueduct, and aumsed myself by taking pictures Avith a very

rude ap])aratus, a camera box made of pine wood. This I liad

frequently carried along the line, and it attracted the notice of

the workmen; one of them, an Irishman, accosted me one day on

mv return, with the salutation of " Good morning, vou honor;

what luck to-day?" " What luck?" I asked. " Yes, your honor;

I hope you have had good sport. What's that under vour

honor's arm?" " This is a camera," I said,

your honor, I thought it was a rabbit-trap."

gentlemen, adopting the mistake, I give you:

"The rabbit-trap, with plenty of game in it.'

applause).

Mr. Meade—Gentlemen, I give you a sentiment:
" Mr. Gurncj/: this evening he has, in this demonstration, al-

lowed us to give him our meed (Meade) of praise." (drank with

ap])lause).

Mr. Burgess ])roposed:
" T/ie Art of Printing and the Art nf Daguerrentyping: two

wondrous sister Arts—the one passing down the events of his-

tory to future ages, M'hile the other hands down the almost

living image of the actors of those events; may they always

pros])er."

IMr. W. W. Lelaxp begged leave to offer a sentiment:
•' Tlie Age in which we live: electric telegraphs, railroads and

daguerreanisni, struggle to outvie each other in perfection and
ti'randenr of advancement."

A Camery! sure,

(laughter). So,

(laughter and
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Mr. Beckers was loudly called for, who said:

Gentlemen, I am not much used to speaking, but I must ex-

press my a]ipreciation and approbation of the liberal spirit of

Mr. Anthony in offering: so elegant a prize to daguerreans for

competition, and also my regards for the worthy recipient, who
has furnished us so many good things this eveumg; I therefore

give you:
" Success to both of them."

Mr. PiARD gave

:

" Our worthy host, his charmmg daughter, friend and pitcher."

Mr. Manchester gave:

"Mr. E. Anthony and Mr. J. Gurney: copardners in their

honest endeavors to lu-ing the Daguerreau Art to perfection

;

may they prosper in their undertakings, and may it be for the

benefit of the whole world." (drank with " three times three.")

Mr. GuRXEY responded by giving a sentiment:
" To absent competitors and present friends." (applause).

Mr. Barker proposed:

"The unsuccessful competitors for the prize pitcher: may
their late defeat be an incentive to higher exertions." (great

applause).

Mr. Jacksox—Gentlemen, allow me to give you:
" Success to him to whom we are indebted for the prevailing-

impressions of the occasion ; may he ever produce as happy re-

flections." (drank with applause).

Here Mr. Roach, who had gone down, returned, holding the

likeness of Miss Gurney (one of the four pictures that obtained

the prize) and offered the following sentiment:
" Miss Gurney: may the impression she makes on her ad-

mirers, always ec^ual that produced upon the judges by her pic-

ture."

The toast was honored with a full bumper and loud applause.

Mr. SxELLixG asked attention, and remarked that he desired

to supply an omission in the evenings entertainment which he

regretted ; but which he conceived due only to inadvertency and
forgetfulness ; he therefore proposed a sentmient, and gave

:

" The prosperity of Humphrey's Journal."

Several other speaches were made and toasts given, but the

lateness of the hour obliged our reporter to leave, therefore we
are unable to give them, and at a late hour the company de-

parted, highly delighted with their entertainment.

From JVotes and Querns.

STEREOSCOPIC ANGLES.

IIR. SHADBOLt's REPLY TO IIR. JIERRITT.

As I pi'esume that Mr. T. L. Merrit is, like myself only de-

sirous of arriving at truth I beg to offer the following reply to

his last communication in which he misinterprets some ob-

servations of mine upon the subject in question. With regard

to the distance quoted by me of 2i inches I look upon it as

the same tiling as intended by Mr Merritt—that is, the average

distance between the centres of the eyes; and it amounts simply

to a difference o^ opinion between us; but, so far as that point is

concerned I am quite ready to adopt 2^ inches as astandard, al-

though I believe that the former is nearer the tuth: however I

require more than a mere assertion that " the only correct space

for the cameras to be apart is 2i inches, and this under every

circumstance, and that any departure from this must produce
error." I quote verl)atim having merely Italicised three words to

point my meaning more clearly. An object being 5 feet dis-

tant, and another at 10 feet fom the observer, aline between
the eyes will sulitend a very miirh larger aw^X^ in the former than
in the latter instance: hence the inclination of the axes of the

eyes is the chief criterion by which people with the usual com-
plement of those useful organs judge of iiroximity: but if ha'f a

dozen houses are made to appear as if 10 or 12 feet distant (by
means of the increase of the angle between the points of forma-

tion of the pictures), while the angle which each picture

subtends is relatively small; it is clear that both eyes will see in

relief at a short distance half a dozen houses in a space not large

enough for a single brick of one of them, and, consequently, the

view will appear as if tal:en from a model. Mr. Merritt will ob-

ject that an erroneous effect is produced; if he will refer to my

statement, he will find that it is precisely what I admitted ; and
he appears to have overlooked the proviso attached to my next
observation (judging by his comment thereon), so I shall make
no farther renuirk upon that point, Ijeyond inquiring why the

defect he is content to put up with is called a trifing e.raggera-

tion, while that which is less offensive to me is designated as al-

solute deformity and error? Persons with one eye are not good
judges of distaxice, and this may be easily tested thus:—Close one
eye, and endeavor to dip a pen in an inkstand at some little dis-

tance not previously ascertained by experiment, with both eyes

open; it will be found far less easy than would be imagined.

One-eyed people, from halnt, contrive to judge of distance main-

ly by relative position, and by moving the head laterally cause a
change therein: to them, all pictures are, to an extent, stereo-

scopic.

I am really amazed that my advocacy of the radial, instead

of the parallel, position of the cameras should have been so mis-

understood. Surely, it cannot be seriously asserted that the

former will produce two vanishing points, and the latter only

one? And as to the supposition connected with the boy, the ass,

and the drum, a camera that would produce the effect of show-

ing both sides of the ass, both legs of the boy, and both heads

of the drum, with a movement of only 2| inches, whether radially

or parallel, would indeed be a curiosity. But if the motion of

the camera extended over a space suifieiently large to exhibit

the phenomena alluded to, then it would confirm what I have

before advanced, viz. present the idea of a small model of the ob-

jects, which could be so placed as to show naturally these very

effects.

That the axes of the eyes are inclined when viewing objects,

is readily proved thus:—Let a person look across the road at

any oljject—say a shop-window; but stand so that a lamp-post

near him shall intervene, and be in a direct line between the ob-

server's nose and the object viewed. If he be requested to ob-

serve the post instead of the distant object, the pupils of his eyes

will be seen to approach one another ; and on again looking to

the distant object, will instantly recede. The range of vision is

another point that appears to be misunderstood, as we are dif-

fering about woi'ds instead of facts. The column is an illustra-

tion that will exactly suit my views; for I call the range of vision

the same if taken from side to side of the column, although it is

perfectly true that the tangents to the two eyes differ by the

angle they subtend: but certainly Mr. Wilkinson's case of seven

houses and five bathirg machines in one picture, and five houses

and eight machines in the other, illustrates an instance where

the range of vision is not the same; but I contend that the ste-

reoscopic effect is then confined to five houses and five machines,

otherwise Mr. Wilkinson's supposititious case, of all machines in

one, and all houses in the other, might be considered as stereo-

scopic.

In concluding this very lengthed and, I fear, tedious reply, I

beg to assert that I am most willing to recant any proposition I

may have put forth, M proved to be erroneous; but I must have

proof, not mere assertion. And farther, my willing thanks are

always tendered to any one kind enough to correct an error.

Geo. Sh.\dbolt.

MR. MERRITt's rejoinder.

I am concerned that my definition and solution of stereoscopic

angles (a misnomer, for it should be space) in "X. & Q.," with

subsequent illustrations, have not satisfied Mr. Shadbolt, as I

am thus obliged to once more request room in your pages, and

this time for a rather long letter. When I asserted that my
method is the only correct one, it behoved me to be prepared to

prove it, which I am, and will now do.

It seems that Mr. Shadbolt has not a knowledge of perspec-

tive, or, with a little reflection and trifling pains in linear de-

monstration on paper, he might have convinced himself of the

accuracy of my method. It were well, then, to inform Mr.

Shadbolt, that in perspective, planes parallel to the planes of de-

lineation (in this case, the glass at back of camera) have no van-

ishing points; that planes at right angles to planes of delineation

have but one ; and that planes obliciue have but one vanishing

point, to the right or left, as it may be, of the observer's eye.
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This premised, let the subject be a wall 300 feet in length, with
two abutments of one foot in front and five feet in projection,

and each placed five feet from the central point of the wall,

which is to have a plinth at its base, and a stone coping at top.

On a pedestal four feet liigh, two feet wide, and six feet long,

exactly midv/ay iK'twixt the abutments, let an ass be placed, a

boy astride him, a hag drawn before the boy, who holds up a

long stick in line with the ass, &c., that is, facing the observer.

The right distance for the observer's place is 450 feet. If the

cameras be placed two inches and a half apart, on one line pa-

rallel to the wall, the stercograplis will be in true perspective for

the two eyes, that is, all t!ie planes at right angles to the plane

of delineation, will have tiro vanishing points, which, being mere-

ly two inches and a half apart, will, in the stereoscope, flow

easily into one opposite the eye; whilst the phnth, coping, and
all lines parallel to them, will be perfectly horizontal; and the

two pictures would create in the mind just such a conception as

the same objects would if seen by the eyes naturally. This would
be stereoscopic, true to nature, true to art, and, I affirm, correct.

Now, let the same subject be treated by Professor Wheat-
stone's metliod, when the cameras would be eighteen feet apart.

Situated thus, if jilaced on one line, and that parallel to the wall,

the extreme end at the right could not be seen by the camera at

the left, and vice versa; so that they must radiate from the cen-

tre when the glass at the back of camera would be oblique to

tlie wall, and tlie plinth, coping, top and bottom of pedestal,

would have tiro vanishing points, at opposite sides of the centre,

or observer's eye; both sides of the ass, both the legs of the

boy, and two heads to the drum would be visil)le ; whilst the

two sides of pedestals would have each a vanishing point, serv-

ing for all lines parallel to them. But these vanishing pohits

would be so far apart that they could not, in the stereoscope,

flow into one: the result would be, that the butresses would be

wider at back than in front, as would also the pedestal; while

the stick held by the boy would appear like two sticks united in

front. This would be untrue to nature, false to art, preposter-

ously absurd, and I pronounce it to be altogether erroneous.

This being the case with a long distance, so must it be with

shorter distances, modified in exact proportion to the dhninu-

tion of space l)etvveen the cameras, &c. For, let the object be
a piece of wood three feet long, four inches wide, and six inches

deep, with a small square piece one inch, and six inches high,

placed upright exactly on a line from end to end of the three

feet (tiiat is, one at each end) and midway between the sides.

Let this arrangement be placed across another piece of wood
three or four feet long, which will thus be at right angles to the

piece at top. By my nietliod all will be correct—true to nature

and to art, and j)erfectly stereoscopic ; whilst by the radial me-
thod (recommended liy Mr. Shadbolt), with two feet space for

cameras, tliere would be the top piece divided at the farther

end, where there would be two small upright pieces instead of

one; and this, because the two vanisliing points could not, in

stereoscope, flow into one: wliilst the lov/er piece of wood would
have two vanishing points at opposite sides. This, then, being

untrue to nature, untrue in art, in short a most absurd misrepre-

sentation, I pronounce to be utterly wrong. I have made the

space two feet between cameras in order to show how ridiculous

those pictures might become where tliere is an absence of taste,

as, by such a person, two or ten feet are as likely to be taken as

any less offensively incorrect.

As regards range of visioii, I apologize to Mr. Shadbolt for

having misconceived his exact meaning, and say that I perfectly

agrce with him.

With respect to the " trifling exaggeration" I spoke of, allow

m? to explain. For the sake of clearness, I denominate the

angle formed from the focal point of lens, and the glass at back
of camera, tlie angle of delineation; the said glass, the plane of

delineation; and the angle formed l)y the stereograpli to the

eye, the stercoscoitic angle. It nnist be ))orne in mind that the

stereoscopic angle is that subtended by one stereograph and the

eye. I find by experiments that the angle of delineation is very

often larger than the stereoscopic angle, so that the apparent

enlargement spoken of by Mr. Shadbolt does not often exist;

but if it did; as my vision (though excellent) is not acute enough
to discover tlie discreiiency, I was content. I doubt not, how-

ever, under such circumstances, Mr. Shadbolt would prefer the

deformities and errors proved to be present, since he has ad-

mitted that he has such preference. I have little doubt that, if

desirable, the stereoscopic angle, and that of delineation, could

be generally made to agree.

As to the means by which persons Mith two eyes, or with

only one eye, judge of distance, I say not one word, lliat being

irrelevant to this subject. But that the axes of the ej-es ap-

proximate when we view objects nearer and nearer, cannot be

doubted, and I expressed no doulit; and it appears to me very

probaljle that on this fact ]Mr. Shadbolt founds his conclusion

that the camera should radiate. This, however, ought not to be

done for the reasons that I have assigned. It will not do to

treat the cameras as two eyes, and make them radiate because

our eyes do; for it must be remembered that light entering the

eyes is received on curved-—whilst when it enters the cameras it

falls on flat surfaces, occasioning very different results. And if

this be maturely considered by Mr. Shadbolt, I believe his opin-

ion will be greatly altered.

As to the model-like appearance, I cannot j'et understand ex-

actly why it should exist; but of this I am certain, the eyes

naturally do not perceive at one view three sides of a cake (that

is, two sides and the front), nor two heads to a drum, nor any

other like absurdity; so that I j^erceive no analogy between this

model-like appearance and natural vision, as stated to be the

case by Mr. Shadbolt.

To confirm, practically, the truth of my illustrative proofs, I

will send you next week some glass stereographs, to be placed

at Mr. Shadbolt's disposal, if he likes, and you will ))e so kind

as to take charge of them.

Maidstone. T. L. Merritt.

]VITR.\TE OF SILVER AND CHLORATE OF SILVER.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PROPERTY OF PR0T0S.\LTS OF COITER.

FROM THE FKEXCU OF LA LIMIEEE. BY MISS E. I'EABODT.

Compositions of silver have been made the Inises of photo-

graphy hitherto, on account of their instability under the action

of light ; and nitrate of silver has been the source of these com-

positions. Treatises on chemistry teach us V)ut little upon the

salts of silver; their instability has been one cause of this, and

their insolubility another: for there is perliaps no body which

has so small a number of soluble salts. It will be very interest-

ing, therefore, to study the soluble salts of silver in their appli-

cation to photograjihy. We will recognize in this way unex-

pected properties, offering great advantages.

To sujiply the insufficiency of treatises on chemistry, I had

recourse one day to M. Balard, to obtain tiie numlier of soluble

salts of silver, and he pointed out to me the clilorate of silver as

very soluble and suitable to my purposes. 1 tliought. at first,

that this salt would be infinitely too expensive and too difficult

to be used; I especially l)elieved it to be very unstable; but the

reverse is the case; it is more stable than nitrate of silver, and

by a happy chance, there is found hi commerce an abundance of

those salts from which we may prepare chlorate of silver at a

price not very difterent from that of nitrate of silver.

There are two ways of iirejiaring chlorate of silver: one by

chloric acid, that combines with the oxide or the carbonate of

silver; the other, double decomposition by,means of sulphate of

silver and chlorate <jf baryta. The first jiroeess is very expen-

sive; it necessitates the ]ireparation of chloric acid, and com-

positions insoluble in silver decomposable by this acid. The
second, on the contrary, is an industrial ])rocess, by reason of

the abundance of suli)hate of silver and chlorate of baryta.

The affmity of the silver is generally great, for the sulphuric

acid, whicli })roduces a sulphate almost insoluble and very pure;

on tlie other side, the preparation of chlorid(> of barium for arti-

zans and chemistry, by the action of chlorine iqion the oxide of

barium, involves the production of a large ((uaiitity of chlorate

of barytes, which takes the jilace of the chloride, so that it is

nearly certain t'lat the production of chlorate of silver on a large

scale, would not be more costly than the preparation of nitrate



of silver with fine silver aud nitric acid; some fiue silver is derived

generally from sulphate of silver.

Chlorate of silver, then, can be prepared by making a warm
soliitio.i oi' chlorate of barytes react upon the sulphate of silver,

subjecting the latter to a severe grinding, which will diseugixge

tiic crystals of sulphate of silver from the little coatings of sul-

ph;(te of baiytes already formed, so as to present new surfaces

for the decomposition.

Chlorate of silver is a white salt, easily crystallizable hut which

camnol he dissolved loithoiU being decomposed. It is almost as

soluble as nitrate of silver, and much less caustic. After the

trials to which I have subjected it, it appeared much more stable,

and will Ijc perhaps a little less sensible, but the less sensibility

is yet only conjectural; for it appeared to give proofs precise-

ly the same as the nitrate of silver.

Its employment will present many important advantages, as I

have already proved, which are: Lst. It does not stain the skin

at all. I have put it on the back and in the palm of my hand,

taking care to let it dry ou the place; 24 hours after there was
not the least appearance of a stain. Upon linen, however, it

produces stains of a light brown, less deep than those produced

by nitrate of silver. 2nd. It does not require the addition of

any acid for the production of positive direct proofs upon glass,

and probably for negatives, with the pyro-gallic acid; the sul-

phate of iron itself must be employed without any acid; it will

sufiice to dissolve the sulphate of the ordinary iron of commerce
ill water exempt from chlorine.

The' solution of chlorate of silver deposited upon paper is co-

lored sensibly as soon as that of nitrate of silver. Iodine paper

blackens also very quick, and after what has preceded, it is very

presumable that paper for positives will be preserved much better.

Chlorate of silver has appeared to me to dissolve less iodide

of silver than the nitrate of silver; consequently it is probable

that sensitive collodion will be less injured by the drying. I

shall very soon investigate chlorate of silver for negatives, aud
for drawing positives npon paper.

With respect to positives upon paper, I have received from

M. Debray, of the Kormal School, a fact which may bring about

the substitution of salts of copper for salts of silver in bringing

out proofs. M. Debray has remarked that proto-chloride of

copper, recently formed and moist, blackens very rapidly under

the action of iigiit. CIdoride of copper being soluble in marine

salt and precipitated by water, the paper is impregnated with

protochloride of copper, moist by soaking the paper in the dou-

ble solution of chloride of copper and sodium, then wash the

paper with a great deal of v/atcr. I have proved, in effect, that

this proiluct is v^ery photogenic, but the color is not intense, and
is difficult to fix; nevertheless, the observation of this property

in a protosalt of copper, seejiis to me to establish an analogy be-

tween the salts of silver and that class of salts of copper, and

sooner or later,, photography will avail itself of it ou account of

the low price of copper compared with silver.

M. A. Gaudin.

BACK-GROUNDS.

St. Paul, Mil Ter., Dec. 4, 1853.

Mr. Snelling.—De-ir Sir: Having occasion to paint a

background, I proceeded as follows, and found that it gave a

good smooth and neutral thit: After stretching the cloth on

its frame, I dampened it, and with a heavy bodied paint brush,

laid on the following compositiou as smooth as possible, always

moving the brush across and not up and down the background.

Mix sufficient starch with one quart of water, which after its

being boiled will make a tiiin paste, then add one pound of

rose pink (care should be taken that it is well mixed) ; then lay

it on the cloth, warm and heavy. It may perhaps need two
coats. The tint may be mtide lighter by adding some Spanish

whiting to the paste to give it body, and bringing up the tint

with sufficient I'ose pink to give it such a color as is needed,

which will depend a good deal on the amount of light falling on

the background.

I am very glad to see you have devoted a column in the Oct.

number to the purpose of answering correspondents. Would it

not be a good idea to devote one also to the asking and answer-

VOL. VII., NO. II. 6

iug of questions relating to the i)ractical portions of our art? I

ask my brother artists to cooperate, and make it as iisefui-A

portion of the Journal as possible; one from which we may afl

gain. I am,

Yours, respectfully,

J. J. Bakdwell.

We have already suggested the idea of questions and answers

on subjects connected with art, by our subscribers, and we should

like to see it carried out; it certainly'- would beget greater in-

timacy and better feeling.

—

Ed.

A NEW PROCESS BY mi. J. J. HEILMAN AND JOHN STEWART.

For the reproduction of photographic impressions of all sizes,

M. J. J. Heilman, of ]Mulhouse, one of our best photographers,

deposited on the 1 Gth of last May, at the Academy of Sciences,

a sealed packet, containing various proofs, and a letter detailing

some new process eini)loyed I-y the author. In the session of

the day, M., the Perpetual Secretary, read a letter received from

M. Delahaye, a chemist well known to our readers, who demand-
ed, in the name of M. Heihnan, the opening of the packet, the

remittance of the proofs, and the reading of the memoir that he

has permitted us to publish.

Fig. 28.

Positive Photographic Impressions, by a Process which permits

obtaining them of all dimensions, and with all the fineness of
which the negative impressions are siosceptihle.

Up to this time, the difficulty of transporting a camera-obscura

of large size, as also its expense, has hindered photographers from

obtaining negative proofs of great size for views. The sraae

trouble of large dimension, for portraits arose from this, so that

the nearness of the object falsified the perspective, and that the

time of the exposure being limited by the mobility of the sulyect,

the lens with a long focus could not be used.

Moreover, these negatives, injured already by their restricted

dimensions, could never render the positives in all their fineness,

because of the mode of reproduction employed.

I believe I have obviated all these difficulties, and have ob-

tained some new advantages to photography in employing a new
process of reproduction for the positive, of which the following is

the description:

In tliis rough
sketch, represent-

ing a section of the

instrument which I

use for reproduc-

tion, a a' is the

frame enclosing the

negative to be produced
b b^ is a lenticular glass

;

c c' is a second frame, which is found in all photographic

camera-obscura a, and in vrhich I expose any surface whatever,

rendered impressable by light

The rest of the apparatus is composed of a double case, which

demands no other peculiarity of construction than a chemical

closure to all the rays except those which can enter by the trans-

parency of the negative, and a disposition which permits of vary-

ing at will the distances a b and b c.

I expose to the rays of light the plane a a of this instrument,

that is to say, the part which contains the negative. The rays

after having traversed the negative, are directed by the lens h V
upon the surface c c, and make there a positive imirression, which

in the dullest weather, is made in twenty minutes, if paper pre-

pared with iodine of silver be used In directing my apparatus

upon the sun, I obtain by the lights of the negative, such a light

as permits the use of the common positive paper prepared with

the chloride of silver.

The following are what I believe to be the advantages of this

mode of operation

:

1st. In varying the distance « i and & c, I vary the proportions

between the negative and positive. I have also obtained posi-

tives four times as large, and others three times as small as the

negative. The dimensions of the negative then, are of more im-
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portance than the dimensions of the positive, and it will be easy

to carry in the pocket of one's waistcoat, a camera-obscura

which would produce landscapes as large as the paper will per-

mit.

2nd. Setting as:de the increase of dimension, the quality will

gain by it in equal proportion, liecause the rays wliich traverse

the negative being regulated by the lens, preserve their normal

direction, and give an impression mathematically symmetrical

with that of the negative; whilst by the ordinary process, the

thickness of the negative e.xj oscd to a light always diffuse, jtre-

vcnts the perfection of the positive. This thickness is of no con-

sequence here, being so very small compared to the distance of

the negative from the lens.

3d. Tiie negatives can be exposed in this instrument on either

side, which permits of making jiositivcs upon or under the glass.

4th. This new mode, here indicated, has the advantage of

preserving perfectly intact the negative always so easily deterio-

rated (especially those made upon collodion), since it is not ne-

cessary to apply a sheet of paper above.

5th. For the same reason, I can take two positive impressions

upon moist paper, upon collodion, and upon inflexible and in-

elastic surfaces, such as porcelain, ivory, glass, <tc. These last,

being transparent positives, can be ajiplicd to the stereoscope by
transparency, and to the magic lantern, &c. My process v^ill

perhaps be useful to those who seek to make a negative impres-

sion upon moist metallic plates, which should be used for repro-

ductiou by the common method of impression.

6th. Mr. John Stewart, an experienced photographer, who
has aided me very much in my attempts, has suggested to me a

very profitable compound process, especially for the production

of positives in great number, and it is saleable; it is that of era-

ploying a positive under glass, obtained by my process; to re-

make, by the same way, many negatives upon paper. It will thus

be possible to produce positives in infinite numbers, leaving al-

ways the original negative intact and in reverse. As the two
operations are made by transparency across a bed of very thin

collodion, the loss of fineness is imperceptible.

This communication was accompanied with various proofs ob-

tained by means of the collodion ofBertsch, by processes which
the author indicates. One positive reproduction, an English

horse, made by the common process, and which is of the same
size as the primitive negative, obtained upon glass, has served

as a term of comparison for four others, reproduced directly

by this negative.

The No. 2 upon glass is twelve times as small. No. 3 upon
p;i]ior is four times as small. No. 4 u}ion paper is once and a

half times as large, and No. 5 two and a half as large. A por-

trait of a man is reproduced upon glass three times as large.

It may be seen that there only remains to M. Hcilmau one

step more before he will obtain portraits of the natural size.

This instrument is simDar to Mr. Stewart's Pantograph, de-

scribed in our November number.

—

Ed. P. k F. A. J.

NATURAL PRINTING PROCESS.

Under this term, Louis Aucr, of the Imperial printing office

of Vienna, has patented a jirocess invented by himself in con-

junction with Mr. Andrew Worring, overseer of the same es-

tal)lishmcut, '" for creating, by means of the original itself, in a

swift and simple manner, plates for printing copies of plants,

materials, lace, embroideries, originals or copies, containing the

most delicate profundities or elevations not to be detected by
the human eye," &c. A pamphlet giving a description of this

discovery and a series of specimens has reached us. The exam-
ples consist of an impression from a fossil fish, from agates, the

leaves of trees, several plants, mosses, alga?, and the wing of a

bat. These are all printed in the natural colors of the objects

they represent, and it is difficult to conceive anything more real

than the productions. The general character of the process is

told in the following pithy manner by Louis Auer, in the in-

troductory paragraphs of his pamphlet:
" Query.—How can, in a few seconds, and almost without

cost, a plate for printing be obtained from an original, bearing

a striking resemblance to it in every particular, without the aid

of an entrraver, desiarner, kc"!

" Solution.—If the original be a plant, a flower, or an insect,

a texture, or, in short, any lifeless object whatever, it is passed

between a cojiper plate and a lead plate, through two rollers

that are closely screwed together. Tlic original, by means of

the pressure, leaves its image impressed with all its peculiar de-

licacies—with its whole surface, as it were—on the lead plate.

If the colors are applied to this stamped lead plate, as in print-

ing a copperjilate, a copy in the most varying colors, bearing a
striking resemblance to the original, is obtained by means of

one single impression of each plate. If a great number of copies

are required, which the lead form, on account of its softness, is

not capable of furnishing, it is stereotyped, in case of boing print-

ed at a typographical press, or galvanized, in case of being
worked at a copperplate press, as many times as necessary, and
the impressions are taken from the stereotyped or galvanized
plate instead of from the lead plate. When a copy of a unique

object, which cannot be subjected to the pressure, is to be made,
the original must be covered with dissolved gutta-percha, which
form of gutta-percha, when removed from the original, is covered
with a solution of silver, to render it available for a matrix for

galvanic manipulation."

The process is also applicable to the purpose of obtaining im-

pressions of fossils, or of the structure of an agate or other stone.

In all the varieties of agate, the various layers have different

dcixrccs of hardness; therefore, if we take a section of an aijatc,

and expose it to the action of fluoric acid, .«ome parts are cor-

roded, and others not. If ink is at once applied, very beautiful

impressions can be at once olttained ; but for printing any num-
ber, electrotype copies are obtained. These will have precisely

the character of an etched plate, and are printed from in the or-

dinary manner. The silicious portions of fossil and the stone in

which they are embedded, may, in like manner, be acted upon
by acid; and from these either stereotyped or electrotyped co-

pies are obtained for printing from. AYe learn that Mr. Brad-
bury, of the firm of Bradbury & Evans, has availed huuself of

this invention, and that he is now preparing a series of Botani-

cal specimens for publication—so that, very shortly, Ibe public

will be in possession of examples of this beautiful process. It is

not a little singular that the workers in German silver and Bri-

tania metal, at Birmhigham, have for some time been in the

habit of ornamenting the surfaces of these n:etals by placing a

piece of lace, no matter how delicate, between the plates, and
passing these between rollers. In this way, every fibre is most
faithfully impressed upon the metal. We are not aware, how-
ever, that any attempts to print from these impressions have yet

been made at Birminsihani.

A NEW AXD COMPLETE PHOTOCR.U'HIC .MAXCAL.

Fon MET.VL rL,\TES AND PAPER. CONTAI.M.VG ALL THE LATEST

PISCOVERIES.

Transhted fmn the French of E. pe Valicolt.t, /or the Pho-
tographic and Fine Art Journal, byW. Grigg, A. B.

Sec. I. OF THE Photographic Apparatus.

From a just and natural feeling of gratitude towards Mr. Da-
guerre, that .system of manipulations which constitute the art of

delineating by means of light, has been termed dogverrean.

The word has since been employed to designate the collection of

various instruments used in photography; restricting afterwards

the sense of the word daguerredype, it has been applied to the

camera itself, and at last has been extended so far as to become

svnonyraous with the photogra]ihic image. The absurd latitude

given in the first moment of patriotic enthusiasm to the sense of

the expression daguerreofi/pe, to exjiress at once the ensejnhle and

the accessories of this marvellous art, must necessarily have spread

a sort of obscurity and uncertainty over the primary operations

in photography. But at the present day, the reputation of Mr.

Daguerre is solidly enough established, that one may, without

any inconvenience, remove from the technical language the em-

ployment of the same words to express things widely dissimilar.

it is time to restore to the words their precise and determinate
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value ; it i.s by this means alone, we shall, for the future avoid a

confusion, ever troublesome in didactic works, and which render

our book.'^, so difficult to be understood by foreigners, accesi«ible

to the intelligence of all.

We shall, therefore, include under the generic name of

photography, all processes having for their object to design by
means of light, reserving for the discovery of Mr. Daguerre the

more special denomination of daguerreotype.

We shall call the different instruments which concur in the

formation of the pictures, photographic apparatus. The camera

will retain its primitive appellation, or take that o^ photograph.

As for the production of photography, we shall style them indis-

criminately proofs or photographic images.

The first part of this treaty will naturally be devoted to the

description of the photographic apparatus, which, by their num-
ber, their importance, and the improvements which they have

received, arc deservedly the objects of deep and serious exami-

nation. We will not, however, as these apparatuses are gener-

ally known, have to enter into every detail of their construction

;

it will be sufficient to point out the really important modifica-

tions they have received, in order to adapt them as much as

possible to the uses for which they are destined.

CHAPTER I.

OF THE MODIFICATION MADE IN THE OPTICAL PORTION OF THE
CAMERA OBSCDRA.

1. Improvements in the camera.—2. Importance of a good object

glass.—3, 4, 5. Difficulties to be encountered.—6. Its principle

qualities.—7, 8. Proportions between thefocius of the object glass

and the dimensions of the plate.—9. Shortened focus.—10,

11. Compound object glasses.—12, 13. Rides for the choice

of an object glass.—14. Advantage of long focus.—15, 16.

JExperiments to estimate an object glass by comparison.—\*l

,

18. Of the diaphragms.—19. Method of righting the images.

—20. Lecchi apparatus.

1.—It has boen seen, in proceeding historical reviews,

that the camera obscara, discovered in the 16th century,

by J. B. Porta, rem-iined for a long while stationary; that

the first alterations of the least importance made in the object

glass of tliis instrument, were the work of the celebrated Wol-
laston; and, lastly, that it was only after the discovery of Mr.
Daguerre, that the camera received attlie hands of our opticians

the final alterations, vv-hich at the present day, render it very

nigh perfect.

It was, in fact, nnderstoo;! from the commencement, that pho-

tographic proofs being the faithful and identical rcjiroductioa of

the image from the camera obseura, it was of the highest impor-

tance that this image slionld join with vigor and great purity of

form, the ef[ual division of the light over the whole picture, and
an harmonious gradation of tints in the details.

To attain this, it was necessary to combat as much as possible

the chromatic and spherical aberatioas which are unluckily met
with in almost every iiistrnraent composed of lenses, and which
we can never hope entirely to remove. The realization of these

require'.nents has been the object of the researches of a great

number of opticians, but all have not attained the object with

equal good fortune.

2.—What we have just said is sufficient to demonstrate the im-

portance to be attained to the possession of a good object glass,

and it is with a fit title that it has been styled the soul of the ap-

paratus. It is then towards the choice of an object glass that

the whole attention of the amateur should direct itself, for con-

fine himself as he will to the other requirements of this process,

he will never produce good proofs without an irreproachable

object glass. It must, howevei', be said, very few persons com-
bine the knowledge and experience necessary to make a judicious

choice. It is therefore our duty to point out to our readers the

impediments they will probably encounter in their path when
they have in view the selection of a camera.

3.—Tiie greater number of persons already initiated into pho-

tographic operations, imagine they are able to judge at one
glance of the good or bad qualities of an object glass. This is

an illusion very pardonable in self-esteem, of which each of us

possesses his fair share, but it is so much the more fatal, as the

amateur, deceived in his choice can only thereafter lay the fault

to himself from his own presumption. We cannot, therefore,

too often repeat; to choose with a knowledge of cause, to select

an object glass which may satisfy every requirement of photo-

graphy, the experienced eye will be necessary; the long fami-

liarity of a person accustomed to look through optical instru-

ments; now, these requirements are rarely met with in any but
a skilful optician. It is sufficient to observe, that the best course

to follow, is to apply at the onset to an optician whose reputa-

tion is such that a rigid obligation is imposed on him to admit
none into the market but perfect productions. Public opinion, I

mean that of the enlightened public, competent and disinterested,

is always a sure guide in such a case, for if a few usurped reputa-

tions may be still met with, opportunity is presented every day
to obtain justice.

4.—We cannot too strongly advise our readers to keep on their

guard against the allurement of an always wrongly understood

economy, and, which after all, is often only such in appearnnce.

Complete success in photography can only be obtained on condition

of employing first class instruments, and it is here in p rricu ar

there is a just application of the proverb : Nothing is more ruin-

ous than cheapness. Let no one then, be seduced by the lying

announcements of charlatans who dub themselves, camera man-
ufacturers, when they have not even the first conception of

optics. We have seen some of these pseudo manufacturers,

whose manufactories have never existed, push their efii'ontery so

far as to collect upon the wharves the worst kind of spy glass or

magic lantern glasses in order to adapt them to cameras. Those
who are little more conscientious procure at a nominal price con-

demned object glasses from third class opticians, and too credulous

and too confiding amateurs find themselves the victims of these

brazen-faced speculators. Very often the pretended optician

has as an accomplice a self-dubbed professor of photography

who is charged with the sale of his productions. This latter, by
dint of perseverance and skill, succeeds in producing passable

proofs with a veiy ordinary instrument, and then it becomes very

eas}' for him to sell advantageously to his pupil, in photography,
an instrument which he can never turn to account.

After a time the pupil, having become more skilful, perceives

that instead of a camera he has purchased a piece of glass,

encased in a box of wood; it is then necessary to procure

a new instrument, and there is a failure in the douljle design pro-

posed: the probability of obtaining photographic images, and at

the same time maintaining economy. Let no one fancy that

these lines are stamped with exaggeration ; we could mention
many of our friends who have passed through all these tribula-

tions, and who have purchased as many as three apparatus be-

fore meeting with one which was irreproachable. Is it then not

enough to have to overcome the difficulties of so delicate an art

as photography, without opposing against one's self the disas-

trous cliances of a bad instrument!

5.—It will be sufficient to have denounced these operations to

protect our readers from them. Let us sum up in two words all

we have just said; carefully mistrust every object glass which does

not bear the name of its maker, if even it be offered by a

skilful practitioner; a good instrument is a thing too rare for

one to wish to get rid of it, if he happens to have one in his

hands. Apply rather with confidence to an optician who is re-

puted to be conscientious and skilful.

6.—We have already said, that the first requirement to be
looked for in an object glass is a perfect achromatism, that is to

say, it should produce a picture free from every kind of ivisibility

upon its outlines. To attain this effect, the glass is ordinarily

composed of flint and crown glass, two sorts of glass, the differ-

ent colors of which are corrected the one by the other. We
will not insist longer on this point, as it is more particularly in-

teresting to the manufacturer, and as we are not writing here a

treatise on the construction of optical instruments. As every

one, however, likes to be acquainted with the apparatus which

he employs, and to be able to reason thereon ; as it is important

besides to be able to choose with a knowledge of causes an in-

strument whose focus may be adapted to the effect expected

therefrom, we shall make known the modifications which have

been made in the object glass of which Mr. Daguerre prmcipally

made use.

fBomm
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1.—When this savant published his ingenious discovery, he
marked out carefully the diincMisions and the focal length of tlie

object glass whicli lie employed, and presented them as the result

of his ten years experiments. These indications were at first

accepted as laws from whicii it was not allowed to wander. But
later, when it was wished to restrict or augment the primitive

diuiensions of the normal plate, it became necessary to have re-

course to theory to determine the focus of the olyect glass

for new apparatus, and it was found that the conditions marked
out by Mr. Daguerre accorded perfectly with this theory, in pro-
portion to the dimension of the ])lates lie employed.

8.—M. Buron, one of our opticians, first occupied in the con-

struction of photographs, has laid down the formula of proportions
between the focus of the ol)jcct glass and the dimensions of the

plate. According to his theory, the largest dimensions of the

plate should be to thisfocal length of the object glass fl5 1 to 2 ; he
adds

—

The diameter of the dicq^hragm, or aperture which admits
the luminous rays, should he at least about the seventh of the

focal length.

These two rules should always be present in the mind of the
experimenter, for if one demands of an apparatus more than it

can produce, he should impute to himself the blame of his failure.

Whatever may be the size and the focus of the object glass em-
ployed, it will be recollected that the image, in its greatest

dimension, that is to say, in the diagonal of the plate, should at

least be the half of this focus.

It is evident that by the aid of these two formulas, object

glasses may be constructed, portioned to such dimeusiou of plate

as may be desired.

9.—The first modifications therefore, which were made in the
primitive camera had in view the establishment of a proportional
relation between the focus of the ol)ject glass and the new di-

mensions of the plates. But the two formulas just mentioned,
apply especially to apparatus designed to reproduce perspectives

of distant objects. Wheu it was desired, later, to apply the ca-

mera to portraits, or reproduce groups of artificial objects, it was
perceived that it was necessary to operate nearer, and by a
necessary consequence, that the focus of the object glass should
be unusually shortenecl.

10.—But there was no delay in introducing a new improve-
ment which doubled, so to speak, the power of the object glass,

concentrating upon the plate a focus of light of very great in-

tensity, enlarging the ground of the image, and aHowiiig of a
variation in tlie focus by the aid of an uiexpensive addition. We
wish to speak of the double glass objective, improproperly styled

German system. This improvement is wholly of a French
origin, nr.d we owe it to one of our most skilful opticians, Mr.
Ciuirles Chevalier. It is to be regretted tliat infatuation, so
common in France, for every thing from abroad, has contested
with Mr. Charles Chevalier the merit, in our opinion incontesta-

ble, of this useful hivention.

I3ut what we ought especially to deplore, is tlie fact, that the
greater part of the Parisian opticians have lent themselves,
knowingly, to an erroneous popular belief; to attribute to the
Germans the priority of the double object glass system. It is

painful to perceive that the feeling of preeminence and of ua-
tion;;l ilignity should be effaced before an interest of paltry com-
mercial rivalry. Let Mr. Charles Chevalier console himself; his

title has been appreciated by every competent man; the day of
justice to him has arrived, and the i!icontestil)le superiority of
his douljle olject glass is a fact admitted at the present day by
every true amateur in photography. This is also the opinion
passed upon by la Hocieli d^'Encouragcment, according (o the in-

ventor of tlie compound object glass the palm from "the compe-
tition opened by it for the improvement of i)hotography.

11.—In the first edition of this work, we thought we would
have to examine, with some developments, the question of priority
between the system of Mr. Charles Che\-alier and the so-called
German system; but now that more enlightened public opinion
has pronounced definitely in favor of the French optician, it

would be as great a want of generosity as to follow beyond the
tomb that child of doubtful parentage, who was born to die, and
who was ever unable to find a sponsor.

Already many of the best opticians of Paris have abandoned
the so-called German mode of construction, to approach nearer

the Chevalier's system; let us hope all will very soon follow their

exumple; the ]mblic cannot but gain thereby.

12.—We would like to be able to give certam rules to detect

with ease the quality of the object glasses; but, to make so deli-

cate a choice with discernment, amateurs would require know-
ledge, which in general is little familiar to them, and which can

only be acquired Ijy long lU'actice.

It is, therefore, proper to repeat here the recommendation

we have already made, to ajiply to an optician in whom blind

confidence can be placed. We can always say, that the best

object glasses are distinguished by a complete absence of veins,

or thread like lines, by a perfect achromatism, and by that trans-

parency which in lapidary language is termed ^«e water. Lastly,

and here is the chief point, they should be as far as possible from
aberration, from sphericity. We say, as far as possible, because

opticians have not yet attained the power of entirely correcting

this defect, the inevitable consequence of the curvature of the

lenses.

Let us, however, do justice to the praise-worthy efforts of our

opticians, who, without completely attaining perfection, have
at least approached it very near. The invention of the com-
pound object glass has caused a great step to be made towards
the solution of the i^roblem; in the German combinotion, the

spherical aberration is much more decided than in the system of

Mr. Charles Chevalier; this is a fact replete with such evidence,

that it may be easily verified by all.

The presence of blisters, v.hen they are neither too strong nor

too numerous, is not noticeably detrimental to the refraction,

and is no cause for rejecting a glass, which in other respects is

irreproachable.

13.—It is our duty to make knovvn the names of the opticians

who have most perfected the construction of the object glasses

designed for ph.otographic purposes. First in the list we will

mention, M. M. Soleil, Lerebours and Charles Chevaher. M.
Bnron has employed himself successfidly on the optical portion

of the daguerreotype; but the compound object glass for whole
size plate, constructed by Mr. Charles Chevalier, appears to us

especially deserving of obtaining the preference over every other.

This opinion, which we have already expressed, is with us the

result of a conviction based upon comparative experiments,

made with the greatest care, which all may repeat.

14.—In every object glass, simple or compound—and suppos-

ing that every regulation for a good construction and irreproach-

able corabinntion has been observed, the spherical aberration

will be the more decided, and the ground of the image more
contracted the shorter the focus of tlie object glass, ttc. On
another hand, it is known that the intensity of thehuuinous rays

refracted through a lens, is in inverse proportion to its focal

length. These different qualities of the ol)ject glasses should be

taken into consideration when an apparatus is to be chosen, ac-

cording to the use for which it is designed. When, therefore,

sites, landscapes, engravings, or any other stationary objects,

are to be reproduced, it will always be preferable to make use of

an object glass of rather long focus. For, if l;y this disposition

light be lost, and consequently rapidity, there will be ample com-
pensation in the correctness and clearness of the images obtained.

For portraits, as it is difficult to obtain long immobility on the

part of sitters, especially vrhen habit has not familiarized them
to the tediousness of the position, speed becomes indispensable,

and it then become^ necessary to have recoui'se to object glasses

of short focus. This nictl'.od, however, should not be adopited

without gi'cat reserve and within certahi bounds, or])roofs want-

ing in vigor and resemblance, disproportioned in the details,

and of no artistic value would be attained.'

In every case, it must lie remembered as an axiom in photo-

graphy, that clearness should never be sacrificed to speed. It is,

therefore, not only of the object glasses, but especially of the

accelerating substances that rapidity must be sought for when
needed. We can not approve the system of those who make
all the merit of photography consist in producing a picture in

one or two seconds. Without the least doubt, promptitude is

1 As a general rule for whole size plate, the focus of compound glasses

.should have at least 13-65 inches, and quarter size from 6-2-1 to 7-02

inches.
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ill) advaiitaii-ooiis and even necessary thing in the case of por-

traits; but it is not siifiicient to work quick, it is necessary, above

ail, to work well, and liere may well bo cited the precept of

Boileau

—

" Prido not yourselves on foolisli speed."'

AYe shall have more than one occasion to resort to this nn-

portant point, for, in our opinion, the exaggerated love of speed

has been, and is still at the present day, the principal obstacle to

the improvement of daguerrcan pictures.

It is necessary, therefore, to study v,'ith thorougli and parti-

cular care the manipulation of the accelerating substances, this

is tlie only method of attaining in a short space of time the

power of working with rapidity, v/itliout being obliged to employ

object glasses with too short a foeus.-

As for ourselves, we have for a long time preferred, for every

size jilate, the iise of an object glass for the whole size. The
results obtained, somewhat more slov/ly, but alv/ays in less than

a minute, are above all comparison with the productions of object

glasses of less dimensions. We advise, therefore, true amateurs

in photography to commence with the purchase of a large appar-

atus, which, dispensing with every ulterior acquisition, will pre-

vent t!ie cinbarrassraeut to them attached to the possession of a

number of cameras. Many anterior reserve object glasses may
be combined with the principle lens, by means of which the focus

may be altered at will, according to the effects to be obtained,

whether to work ciulck or to enlarge or contract the size of

the picture.

15.—The following is an experiment which appears to us deci-

sive, whether to prove the aberration arising from sphericity of

*an object glass, or to compare two glasses of the same dimension,

to find the difference in quality of focal length..

Procure a line engraving, the lines of wliich arc bold and

strongly I'elieved, paste it on very smooth pasteboard, and sub-

mit it to the action of a strong press, in order to obtain a very

even surface. When the pasteboard has becorae sufficiently dry

that there is no fear of deforming or shrinking it, suspend or fix

in some other way the engraving in a perfectly vertical position,

against a wall or door in the open air, and so exposed as to be

illmninated v/ith a bright light.

These arrangement^: performed, the camera with which the

object glass is to be exasniacd is placed on its stand at a distance

of from 4|ft. to 9|ft. from the engraving^ taking care that the

exterior front of the apparatus be perfectly parallel with the

surface of this engraving. Then get the focus with the most
scrupulous care and vary the object glass until tlie engraving

appears upon tlie ground glass at its inaxivnnyi of clearness.

Examine then this picture with the most particular attention.

If the lines of tlic engraving are reproduced on the ground
glass with all their parity, if every portion of the image appears

(jqnaily clear and illuminated, if the right lines which serve as a

frame to the picture, preserve t/icir perfect straitness, there is

surety the cliject glass is perfectly free from aberration. But it

ranst be s.i'd, fevr glasses can sustain this rigorous test without

being provided with a diaphragm of from V80 to ll'tO inches

at most avertwre, according to the focus of the object glass. If,

on the contrary, notwithstanding the addition of this diaphragm,

the lineaments of the engraving a.ppear upon the ground glass

confused and badly defined; if the sides of the picture be more
or less clear, or more or less illuminated than the centre, if, lastly,

the framing lines, instead of being perfectly straight, take the form

o^ a parenthesis, the object glass giving each a picture should with-

out hesitation be rejected, for nought can be expected from it

but defective proofs.

16.-— Certain familiarity is required to judge precisely

of the clearness of the unage foi'nished by an object glass; with

a little attention one may always be enabled to give an exact

account of the eifects produced on the ground glass, especially

2 We are acquainted v.'ith many persons, who, since the discovery of

the hromide of iime, complained of the too great rapidity in the working
of their aparatns. and that they obtained only solarized proofs: thus

they found themselves obliged to use object glasses with long focus, to

remedy this inconvenience.
3 This distance should be proportioned to the focal length of the ob-

ject glass, and so regulated that the whole engraving be represented
on the ground glass.

if a number of object glasses of different dimensions be examined

comparatively together; it then becomes much more easy to as-

certain the defects or qualities of these glasses, by comparing

one with another the images thus produced.

When one is desirous of exam.ining a numljcr of instruments,

they may be laid side by side, or one above another, taking care

to place them as nearly parallel as possible with the engraving

from v.diich they receive the image.

We might, in terminating this series of objections, have en-

tered into vast theoretical details upon the course of the luminous

rays through the lenses; on the convergence and divergence of

these rays, &c.; but the explanations of these theories would

have drawn us into dcvelop'ments which would alone require a

separate treatise, aiid would perchauce be little relished by most

of our readers. Those of them Avho dive deeper into the con-

struction of optical instruments can consult a philosophical trea-

tise, or the excellent Manuel of optics of Mr. Brewster.

It.—The greater number of opticians announce the object

glasses as being able to v.'ork without any kind of diaphragm.

This is an e.xaggerateu pretention, and should be restricted to the

few cases where there is need of working with great celerity,

but which sacrifices a portion of the clearness and purity of the

image. lu ahi^ost every case, and with the best object glasses a

diapliragni is indispensable if a correct and vigorous design is

v.-ished to be .obtamed.

We have 'already stated that it was almost impossible entirely

to correct the spherical aberration of the lenses, even by com-

bhiing them in the most favorable circumstances; the employ-

ment of diaphragms is intended to lessen this aberration as much
as possible.

A diaphragm is a metallic disc, with an aperture in the centre,

vrhich is fastened to the exte3'ior of the object glass. It is un-

derstood that this disposition has the effect of allowing the rays

of light nearest the axis of the lens to pass, Vvdiilst the lateral

rays are intercepted by the covered part of the diaphragm. Now,
as is well known, rays from the centre give a more correct image

thaji the lateral rays, it results that the smaller the aperture

of the diaphragm, the greater will be the clearness and vigor of

the image, but also the less will it be illuminated, since a less

number of rays concur in its formation.

By a necessary consequence the duration of the exposition of

the plate to the photogeiiic action must be so much the more
]irolonged, as the aperture of the diaphragm is contracted.

There never exists, as has been often wrongly said, any rigor-

ously exact proportion between . the duration and the exposi-

tion, and the diameter of aperture of the diaphragm. It is not

therefore, accura.tely sp.eaklng to say, that if a proof be obtained

in ten seconds v/Ith a diiiphragm having an aperture of two

centimetres square, that forty seconds will be necessary to obtain

the same proof with a diaphragm oi five millimetres. We have

constantly proved in our practice, that the exposition should not

be prolonged in proportion to the size of aperture of the dia-

phragm; and, without wishing to assign rigidly exact limits, we
should say that with a narrow diaphragm it is not necessary to

prolong the operation as long as the theory might seem to

require.

With object glas.-es for large size pjlates of from 11 -TO to

13" 65 inches focus, diaphragms of from 39'100 to 1' 1*7 inches

diameter, according as portraits, views or reproductions of en-

gravings are to be made.

Object glasses for quarter size jDlates, which are of shorter

focus, have need of rather narrower diaphragms. These propor-

tions, finally, have notliing exact in them, and the intelligent

operator will knov." hovr to regulate them to the purpose accord-

ing to the different effects he wants to produce.

IS.-—We will mention here, merely by way of memory, the

moveable Ud diaphragms, the idea of which was borrowed from

microscopes. As to the mechanical diaghragm invented by Mr.

Charles Chevalier, which aperture' so perfectly resembles

the play of the human pupil, it is an ingenious invention,

but too costly, and too complicated to form an accession to the

daguerreotype.

19.—Every one knows that the daguerreotype gives inverted

images, that is transposed from right to left, and vice versa. To
obtain righted proofs, divers means have been employed. The
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first consisted in the use of a parallel glass placed in front of the

objective, at an angle of 45 degrees. This process, known for

a long time, presented serious inconveniences; it is known that
silvered glasses produce a double reflection, hence a greater loss

of light, and the necessity of leaving the plate much longer ex-

posed to the luminous rays. But, l)esides, it is very difficult to

construct a glass wiiose parallelism shall be exact, and, without
this requirement, no image of perfect clearness can be produced.
Notwithstanding this, parallel glasses are still at the present
day employed by a large number of experimenters. Mr. Charles
ChevaUer has proposed, however, to replace the mirrors, by a
new application which ajipcars to us infmitely preferable to the

old process. He fits to the point of the object glass a rectan-

gular prism the hypothenuse of which is silvered. Now, it is

well known tliat tlirough a prism the course of the luminous
rays is always more regular than in a glass of doubtful parallel-

ism. This system presents still another very great advantage in

the fact that the weight and bulk of the prism assure perfect

immobility, whilst the parallel glasses are subject to oscillation

and are apt to give confused images, especially when one is

working in a high wind. The prism is therefore preferred at the

present day by true amateurs in pliotography, and its use would
be moro extensive if the excessive price of the raw material and
the difficulty of the construction of this instrument did not

keep it at a higher price than the parallel glasses. Whatever
may be the system finally adopted, it is necessary to remember
well that the positive proofs require a more lengthened exposure
to the luminous rays; this diiference may be calculated, as a

general thing at | the whole time required for ordinary proofs.

We shall revert again to the advantages which positive proofs

present, and shall make known the circumstances—under which
it is indispensable to have recourse to in this method.

20.—There has been announced with some noise, an apparatus
constructed on a new plan, and which its author, Mr. Lecchi, pre-

tended to be able to substitute for the old camera obscura. In
this system, the object glass was suppressed and replaced by a
silvered periscospic mirror, which reflected the image upon the

plate, it became thus consequently positive. This idea was not
new, and Mr. Lecchi would have been wrong to have claimed the

property. For a numlier of years previous, it had lieen published

in the United States and England, by Mr. Beard, who abandoned
it after having made numerous and useless trials to get one good
result.

The apparatus of Mr. Lecchi has not mot with better success.

Tiie extreme difficulty of obtahiing a focus, which cannot be re-

gulated but by guess work, the impossibility of operating on a
plate of rea=;onable size without excessively augmenting the pro-

portions of tlie mirror, the total want of clearness, the incommo-
dious size and embarrassment of this apparatus and its excessive

price, have causerl it to bo rejected by every amateur, and the

construction of the old camera has been adhered to, with the im-

provements made in it by the immortal Wallaston.

CHAPTER II.

OF THK lilPKOVEMENTS IN THE IIECHANICAL PORTION OF THE
APrAR.4TUS.

21. Reduction of the normal apparatus.—22. General Improve-
ments.—-23. Apparatus ofM. M. Buron and Lerebours.—24.

Gaiidin apparatus.—25. Claudet apparatus.—20. Panoram-
ic apparatus of M. Martens.—27. Large apparatus of Mr.
Charles Cheva,Uer.—28. Universal apparatus.

21.—The apparatus constructed according to the indications of

Mr. Daguerrc was designed to work plates of 624 liy 8' 19 inches.

When it was desired tw alter the dimensions of these plates, it

was necessary to reduce, in the same proportion, the camera ob-
scura, and every thing portainhig to the apparatus; the first

alterations, therefore, wliich were made in the camera affected

only the size of the instruKicnt.

But it had been remarked, from the commencement, that the

camera adopted by Mr. Daguerre was very cm))arrassing and
almost impossible to transport. It was therefore necessary to

go to work to render it more convenient, and Mr. Leguier, whose
name is always found associated with all useful discoveries, was

the first who presented a portable camera. M. de Brebisson, a
very skillful amateur in photography, proposed, on his side, in-

genious alterations, and from this epoch the process of Mr.
Daguerre became freed of the greater part of the inconveniences

attached to what was then called the dagucrrean luggage.

22.—Progress was not to halt there. Very soon camera
manufacturers applied themselves with praise-worthy emulation

to simplify this ingenious instrument, and in rendering it more
portable. Gradually the camera became divested of clumsy
and embarrassing forms which was remarked in the ])riniitive

apparatus; jointed cameras with hinges were constructed, which,

folding together occupied very little space.

The tablets designed to receive the plates were so disposed as

to be conveniently fixed during the different operations to which
they were to be submitted. Ingenious contrivances for opening
and closing, worked on the outside of the apparatus and allowed
the covering of the plates in the shields without fear against the ac-

cess of the dust or light. A system of cog wheels mounted on
the object glass or on the camera itself, facilitated the obtention

of focus with a rigid exactness.

These modifications of the apparatus received also notable im-

provements at the hands of Mr. Le Baron Sequier. The iodine

boxes, so embarassing in size in the apparatus of Mr. Daguerre,
were reduced in dimension, without, however, compromising the

delicate operation to which they are destined.

The bromine box, took from the hands of Mr. Foncault a new
form, which has remained as the starting point, and the primitive

idea of every apparatus which has since been constructed for the
application of the sensitive and accelerating substances.

The mercury box was reduced to half its original size ; by the
addition of grooved sides which serve as feet when open.

The flasks containing the chemicals were ranged symetrically,

so as to occupy the least possible space in boxes separated

from the camera, and the construction of which allowed them
to be transported without any risk of overflowing or breakage.

A gilding stand capable of giving to the plate perfect hori-

zontalism, prevented the flowing off of the chloride of gold, so

frequent during the operation of fixing.

The polishing of the plates, which, originally, was performed
on sheets of paper, which it was necessary to renew incessantly

with cotton, became more simple and more easy, thanks to the

adoption of polishing holders of very ingenious construction, and
velvet and skin buffs which last an indefinite period.

Lastly, the larger number of apparatus sent into the market
at the present day, combine, in the highest degree, the require-

ments of solidity, lightness, and an ingenious regard for space.

We have just noted in a general way the different transfor-

mations the camera has undergone, we shall have to jioint out

presently the alterations which should have been made in the

apparatus, when intended to be applied to photrgraphy on
paper.

23.—Among the raamif\icturers who have contributed the

most towards the improvement of the daguerreotype and its ac-

cessories, we will mention M. Buron, and M. Lerebours, Avho, not-

withstanding the vStudy and attention which the construction of

large instruments claims from them, have employed themselves with

particular care with photographic apparatus. ]iut we should

especially call the attention of the reader to the immense
camera constructed by M. Charles Chevalier, optician at the

Palais National. The description of this apparatus will be
found at the end of the present chapter, (21).

Such are the improvements made thus far in the mechanical

portion of the ai)i)aratus. We shall revert to each as the order of

the subjects permit, and we will designate the minute precau-

tions which must be observed in the choice of each of the parts

which make the apparatus. We will say, however, from this

moment, that whatever is of cabinet work should be treated

with particular care, both in the perfection of the work and the

choice of the material. Cameras are destined to undergo fre-

quent changes of temperature, and in their construction nought
but highly seasoned woods should be employed, which, from their

nature and the perfection of their jointing, will not be lia))le to

warp.
24.—Not to omit anything, we should say a word concerning

an apparatus, which, in its construction, differs essentially frOm
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all others. The Gaudin camera, so highly spoken of at the thtie

of its appearance, seemed to present some advantages: the

holders and tablet had been suppressed, and the plate could be

openly exposed; a black cloth screen served as obturator, and

allowed of the object glass being instantly e.\-i)0sed. A dia-

phragm, with three different apertures, was designed to connect

as fur as possible the extreme spherical aberration of a very

short fo(His object glass. This aberration was still eombattcd by

a metallic tube, whicli circumscribed the photograi)hic imiircssioa

to a circular space taken on the centre of the plate.

These dispositions, which appear at the moment seductive,

are unliapj)ily more than compensated by serious inconveniences.

The extreme difficulty of getting a focus with this apparatus, the

unccrtaiuty one is in of again findnig this point, after having

taken the apparatus into a dark place, to insert the plate, the

want of clearness in the picture on the four corners of the plate,

have caused the prompt abandonment of the Gaudin system,

and it has at the present day almost sunk into forgetfulness.

25.—Not so with the ingenious apparatus of Mr. Claudet,

and of which we shall give a description, as it may be very use-

ful to jiersons who may wish to operate alternately with different

sized plates, without being obliged to transport with them the

embarrassing furniture of three or four apparatus. It may, be-

sides, be employed with much advantage, in trying or comparing

a number of object glasses.

Its construction is most simple: the cam_era consists of a long

square box, opened at one end, its dimensions are calculated in

such a manner that its length exceeds the focal length of the

largest object glass that maybe fitted to it, from 11 '70 to 15'60

inches, and as to its width, it should exceed the largest dimen-

sion of a whole size plate ISo to 2-34 inches. On the front of

this box a large square groove is fitted designed to receive blocks

of the same form and dimensions, on which are mounted various

object glasses, and which are fixed in the camera by small metal

screws.

The interior of this cam.cra is closed by a moveable frame, in

the form of a drawer, sliding parallel and running the whole

length of the box. The moveable frame itself is composed of

four other frames of dim.ensions adapted to each size of plate and

fitting one into the other by means of grooves, which puts them

on a level at the too and bottom. It is in the grooves of these

frames that either the plate itself is placed, or a piece of ground

glass of the same size as this plate, for simple getting of focus.

It will be seen that the ground glass being placed in the same

groove, which is afterwards to receive the plate, there is much

greater certainty of attaining a perfectly exact focus. The

ground glass, or the plate is kept in its place by means of a

flat spring which turns on a screw. The plates are iodized and

brominized uncovered, and when they have undergone these pre-

parations, they ore placed, the copper side uppermost, in a l)Ox

of suitable size, they are supported by slips of glass glued around

the sides; this box is put into the camera, it is then covered with

a black cloth, which, falling upon the arms of the operator,

allows him to remove the plate from the box, and to place it

into the. groove of the frame, without exposing it to the light.

Notwithstanding these manifest advantages of the Claudet

apparatus, many persons will hesitate to adopt it on account of

the real difficulty which the manipulation of the uncovered plates

presents, v-dien introducing them into, and withdrawing them

from the camera.

26.—It now remains for us to speak of another apparatus,

concerning the merit of which opinion has been and is still very

much divided; the panoramic apparatus, perhaps too greatly

boasted of at the time of its appearance, but also too much for-

saken since by the public; it is an original and very ingenious idea,

which would suffice in itself alone to insure to M. Martens, its

inventor, a distinguished rank among photographic celebrities, if

he was possessed of incontestable titles besides. The design of

this invention is to reproduce, by means of an ol>ject glass of

medium dimensions, views of great longitudinal extent presenting

a certain analogy to the tableaux of the panorama. M. Mar-

tens has arrived at the re-solution of this problem with great

good fortune, the pictures obtained by him present, in fact, an

extent which one would strive in vain to attain with any other

apparatus; they are at the same time of irreproachable clear-

ness. But by the side of these advantages many inconveniences
have ranged themselves, which our impartiality will not permit
us to conceal.

In the first place, there is great difficulty in polishing, iodizing,

brominizing, and afterwards bending the jjlates; the dimensions
depart considerably from those ordinarily employed. On
another hand, the means has not been discovered of righting the

panoramic pictures, which it will be confessed, much diminishes

their merit, especially when views and landscajjcs are to be taken,

which we love to see reproduced with truthfulness and in their

natural aspect. Lastly, it will easily be seen, that the plates

having been bent at tiic moment they receive the luminous im-

pression, to be afterwards straightened, when they are to be

fixed and framed, a sort of an anamorphosis in the design forcibly

results, which does not escape an experienced eye.

Be it as it may, we will borrow from an accouut of M. Lere-

bours a short description of the panorimic apparatus. We
should be happy to call the attention and interest of our readers

to this truly new idea, which contains perhaps the germ of a

valuable discovery, and which, in its present state is not to be
disdained, even if serving merely for photographic recreation.

In the panoramic api^aratus, the object glass is fixed upon a

pivot set in motion, by means of an endless screw, so as to em-

brace in its whole course an angle of 150 degrees. One of the

essential pohits of this arrangement, is the position of the object

glass, which should be such that there can be no misplacing

of the pictures. It is, therefore, above all, necessary to assure

ones self that the object glass be planned so as to fulfil this re-

quirement. For this purpose, it is sufficient to apply the small

grooved glass upon the upper and lower edges of the flexible

tablet, in front of the aperture of the small box or interior cam-
era, which moves with the object glass, so as to receive the

image, as for getting a focus. It is necessary, previously, to

draw a line with a pencil in the centre of the ground glass and
at the top. This line will then be made to coincide with one of

the angles of the house or other vertical object, then setting in

motion the object glass by means of tlie handle, it will be ob-

served whether the line and the object remain in coincidence; if

they separate, it v.ull be necessary to draw the object glass a

little in or out of the tube until they perfectly coincide. When
this requirement is fvilfilled, the object glass will be found to be

exactly at the point it should occupy; nothing more remains to

be done but to place a mark on the tube in order to know its

position afterwards, and to thus avoid the trouble of recommenc-

ing this operation every time, the object glass may get disar-

ranged.

( To le Continued.)
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ON THE NITRATK BATH, BY K. FEXTON, ESQ.

Every photographer complains of the uncertainty attending

the production of collodion pictures. It occasionally happens
that when complaining of the occurrence of such disappoint-

ments, one hears a neighbor say, " Oh, I find no difficulty in it."

On this arises a series of questions such as: What collodion do
you use? What stregth of bath? What length of exposure?

What diameter of lens do you employ? All which being duly an-

swered, it is generally found that the methods employed have

been apparenl:ly precisely the same in both cases, while the re-

sults have been as exactly opposite. If the photographer thus

enjoying a run of ill-luck is simple-minded enough to ask his

more successful friend, what can be the cause of his failure, he

is sure to receive some remarks that grate unpleasantly against

the deep conviction which he entertains of his own skill,

* Continued from page 29, Vol. 7, No. 1.
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He is told that the ghiss lie cia})loys has not heon properly

cleaned, that ho has exposed his sensitive plate too long in the

camera, and in fact that his kno'.vlcdge upou the subject is alto-

getlicr of an infantine character.

He finds, however, in a few days that his lately triumphant

friend rather avoids the subject wheu it is introduced, and if

pressed, avows with some hesitation, that the last time he worked
he was not quite so successful as usual. So he takes courage and
sets to work to make manifest the evil influence which has

marred his work.

In fact the dangers wliich lie in wait for the destruction of

the collodion picture are so numerous, that it is impossible

always to avoid them.

Eirst of all, tliis medium, collodion, when properly prepared

and made sensitive, is so easily impressed by the ray of light,

and so easily injured" by a sliglit excess of exposure, that the

nicest observation is required to enable the operator so to time

the duration of the action oflig'it as to produce a successful

rn.sult. We can make only an approximative measure of the

quantity and quality of tlie light which we employ.

Another difficulty is llic continual change which is taking jolace

in the chemical constitution of the iodized collodion.

This change, or succession of changes, appears to be yet unex-

plained, and I believe has been little studied. The practical

etfect, however, of these changes is generally a loss of sensitive-

ness as the collodion grows older. If this could be laid down
as a certain rule, it would be a sort of fixed land-mark iu a shift-

ing soa; but there are so many well-autheuticated instances of

good pictures being rapidly produced by collodion apparently

wortliless, that it can o.nly be accepted as a rule subject to many
exceptions.

A third principal source of uncertainty, and consequently of

failure, is the great variation which occurs in the mechanical

condition of the collodion film.

This condition is affected not merely by the more or less dilut-

ed state of the solution of collodion, but also by the degree of

tenacity existing in the prepared cotton or paper previously to

its solution. A film of collodion of sufficient strength to permit

its being easily removed from the glass on which it receives the

action of light, requires a longer immersion in the exiting bath

and a more prolonged exposure in the camera, than a film which
has oiily strength sufficient to withstand the stream of water

wliich is poured upou it during the different stages of its conver-

sion into a picture. This tenacity of the film does not remain
throughout a day's work uniform in its degree. After a quantity

of collodion has been poured upou a glass plate, the super-

fluous portion returned back into the bottle has lost a con-

siderable portion of the a?thcr which it contained. It has

lost also some of its alcohol, but as the latter is less volatile

than ajther the })roportions of cether, alcohol and soluble cotton

remaining in the bottle, must undergo a sensible change

every time that, for the formation of a picture, a quantity of

collodion is poured out and the excess returned.

The change produced by this gradual increase iu the propor
tioii of alcohol is so great that it will be found that a bottle

of collodion from which, in the morning, were obtained films of

such strength, that they could be lifted by one corner from
tlic glass without tearing in any part will, after being used for

several hours produce a film utterly rotten, separating at the

slightc-'t touch.

The conditions of success being thus coastantiy different, vrere

there no other soui'ces of failure than those enumerated, the

most acute and experienced operator must be frequently at

fault in his calculations and disappointed in his results.

There is however yet another cause of failure, and one which
produces results the most striking of all— the differing condition

of the nitrate or silver bath.

The best method which I can find of illustrating this i^ to

describe the ordinary course of a day's v>^ork.

Wc will suppose the collodion employed to be of average
sensitivcnse.ss and tenacity and the exciting bath to be tlie usual

one of 30 grs. of nitrate of silver to the ounce of water in wiiieh

a little iodide of silver lias been dissolved. 'W'e will sui)j)ose, too,

that the temperature of tire- room and of the bath in which the

plate is rendered sensitive remains at about G0°.

The first picture produced, and which has been exposed in the

camera for what is deemed a suitable time, v/ill most prolial)ly

turn out rather feeble in its development. It vrill be very clear

and transparent in the shadows, perhaps vigorous enough in the

high lights, but wanting in half tone. The next picture receives

a longer exposure iu the camera, and produces a satisfactory re-

sult. Tlie third, with the same exposure, is perhaps a little

brilliant and is developed rather more rapidly. In the succeed-

ing pictures 3'ou are surprised to find tliat your collodion is be-

coming apparently more sensitive, and that tlie length of expos-

ure to light must be progressively reduced. At last, if working

with a double lens, it is scarcely possible to have too short a con-

tinuance of the action of light.

The operator must now determine to do something wonderful,

and resolves to arrest and congeal, for the admiration of the outer

world, some of those " nods and becks and wreathed smiles" that

play over the face of the female or infantine beauty, like the

light airs of summer on a quiet lake.

He is much to be pitied if he does not know how to meet with

some such good photographic studies to practice upon.

Having prepared his plate, and seized in the very nick of time

a happy attitude or a delicious expression, he hurries to the de-

veloping room and revels in the fortaste of anticipated enjoy-

ment. Scarcely however has the picture begun to appear,

eclipsing expectation with its surpassing beauty, than it darkens

all over, and is gradually hidden beh.ind a thick shroud of black-

ness.

After having enjoyed this vivid experience of the fact, that

photography, like everything else under the sun, is vanity and
vexation of spirit, the operator v.all next endeavor to ascertain

the causes of the phoenomena which have been thus successively

presented. ' *

Of this inquiry, the first step is to acquire an exact knowledge

of the condition of the nitrate bath at the commencement of its

use, and then to ascertain the change which it gradually under-

goes.

It vv'ill be found that a bath composed of crystallized nitrate

of silver, almost invariably contairiS a little free nitric acid, the

effect of which is to retard not only the development of the

image produced upon the sensitive plate, but also, as I belieVe,

its formation.

On testing the bath with litmus-paper, after a- few plates have

been rendered sensitive in it, the excess of acid previously ob-

served is found sensibly diminished, or it lias entirely disa|>pear-

ed. If tlie bath be constantly used until the plates excited in it

blacken all over under the application of pyrogullic acid, and be

then once more tested, it will be found to have acquired an al-

kaline condition.

I have always found that the grea.test sensitiveness is pro-

duced by a bath as nearly neutral as I could get it. In con-

firmation of my own experience, I am informed by a member of

this Society, that when anxious to produce a very rapid impres-

sion, he makes use of the fused nitrate, from wLicIi all the free

acid has been expelled by heat.

These observations arc in apparent contradiction to some re-

marks, made in a paper communicated some time since to the

Journal of this Society, by one of its most cfBciont members. In

that paper it is recommended to add to the collodion a little

annnonia in order to increase its sensitiveness.

The contradiction, however, is only ajiparent: for if the bath

be in an acid state, as when newly made it generally is, a collo-

dion slightly alkaline would be likely to produce a surface in that

neutral condition wiiich appears to accompany the production

of the most successful results.

The excess of alkali which is sufficient to destroy the negative

picture is exceedingly minute. In endeavoring to destroy the

neutral condition of a bath containing 40 oz. of li((uid, I have

sometimes found that a single drop of nitric acid is too much.

This fact h.as also been observed by other members of this

Society, and especially by Mr. Hocken.

By diluting very greatly a dro]) of acid, it is easy to measure

off such a fraction of it as, by experiment, shall be found suffi-

cient for the recjuired end. Practically, however, the addition

of a little fresh crystallized nitrate of silver will i)roduce the same

result.
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During tlie past spring, when engaged in the reproduction of

hmdscapes by means of collodion, frequently, in order to warm
the bath, I exposed the bottle which contained it, where no fire

was at hand, to the rays of the sun. The bath was an old one,

and as such rather alkaline than acid. After such exposure the

first few pictures pi'oduced were ordinarily very successful, being-

brilliant and clear in the transparent parts. This I attributed,

and no doubt in part correctly, to the whiteness of the morning

light. It must, however, have been also due to the precipita-

tion of a small portion of silver by the action of light and the

consequent liberation of nitric acid.

If at the close of a day's work the bath begin to show signs

of an alkaline condition, it is generally restored to working or-

der, by exposing it for a short time to the sun's rays before

making use of it, the next morning.

From these observations there arise two questions. First,

how is the bath made to undergo this gradual change from an

acid to an alkaline condition ; and next, how can it be kept per-

manently in the state most favorable to the rapid production of

pictures.

I confess that I am unable to answer the first of these ques-

tions.

We cannot tell how far the mutual decomposition which takes

place between the nitrate of silver in the bath and the iodide of

potassium or ammonium in the collodion, may be affected by
the constantly increasing proportion of alcohol and sether ab-

sorbed by the bath. Most probably, however, it arises from
the constitution of the iodized collodion itself, which, when pre-

pared in the usual way with iodide of potassium or of ammonium,
undergoes, as we all know, a very considerable change, as yet

imi)erfectly understood.

Being ignorant of the causes which thus alter the character

of the bath, it seems impossible to indicate with certainty any
plan by which it uvxj be prevented from loosing its perfect effi-

cieacy. It is true that by the methods already indicated ; the

addition of a little fresh nitrate of silver, of a minute quantity of

nitric aeid, or the exposure of the bath to solar light, it may be
restored to a nearly neutral condition. It would be much better,

however, if the collodion could be so prepared as of itself to

maintain the bath in a proijer equilibrium. Approximations to

tliis result may be obtained in various ways. The first and most
obvious is to make use of collodion which has very recently been
iodized. Another plan, and one which is recommended by the

experience of Mr. Mayall, is to add a slight excess of iodine to

the prepared collodion. If this plan be adopted, care must be
taken that the bath of nitrate of silver shall, in the first instance,

be really a neutral one.

A method wh.ich promises better results, is the employment
in the preparation of photographic collodion, of a compound of

io line, of which t!ie base shall be of such a nature, that should
any decomposition take place, and the base be to any extent dis-

engaged, it shall not be able to injure the working qualities of

the b.ith.

Such properties appear to be possessed by the iodide of cad-

mium, the metallic base of which possesses no unusual alBnity for

oxygen, and therefore if in excess in the bath, would not, like

ammonia, cause an iridiscriminate precipitate of silver all over
the sensitive }ilate.

It is already, I believe, employed by several photographers,
whether with referrence to the circumstances here alluded to I

do not know.
I:i the remarks which I have brought before the society, there

is, I believe, nothing but what must have been noticed by every
careful observer of photographic phsenomena; and if I have
ventured thus to o.-cni)y the attention of the Society, it is with

the hope that by simply statisig the difiRculties which occur in my
own practice, and tlie methods by which I endeavor to get over
them, I may call forth those v/hose chemical knowledge exposes
them less to the risk of error.

Mr. Delferier said,—I have used a bath for many months,
but I never observed the result mentioned by Mr. Fenton. I

think if Mr. Fenton will perfectly saturate his bath with iodide

of silver, he will not find the same difficulty himself any more.
Mr. Fenton.—A bath which has been used for six or eight

months must be perfectly saturated with iodide of silver.
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Mr. Delefekier.—If you saturate the bath from the begin-
ning, you will never find anything of the kind.

Mr. Berger.—I have a bath which has been in use for at

least three years. I have never met with the difficulty which
has been alluded to by Mr. Fenton; but, from time to time, as

the bath has become partially exhausted, I have renewed it,

never attempting to incnd it any further. As to the fresh nitrate

of silver, to which Mr. Fenton alluded, I think adding a few
grains may keep the bath in good working condition. I am
speaking from my own practice, without entering minutely into

the matter. I should be very sorry to lose my old bath.

Mr. RippiNGH.\M remarked, that Mr. Berger's observation was
rather a confirmation of Mr. Fenton's. It appeared that his

remedy was precisely that suggested by Mr. Fenton.

Mr. Berger.—Exactly, only on a larger scale. I think an
old bath is a valuable one, and that the nitrate of silver is much
better than adding free acid.

Mr. Fenton said,—With referrence to the difi'erence of result

which has been mentioned by different gentlemen, I must say

that the experience on which I found this observation is derived

from work in the field, and from landscapes in Avhich the expos-

ure was longer—in which there was a longer time to carry the

plate before the action took place—in which longer time elapsed

between the action of the light in the camera and the develop-

ment; it was always subjected to a great variation of tempera-

ture, the direct action of the sun taking place upon the back of

the frame in which the sensitive plate was exposed to the light.

A Member said,—I have had considerable experience in the

collodion process, perhaps as much as any geutleman in this

room, with the exception of Mr. Archer. I have found very

many times that the effect mentioned by Mr. Fenton has been

produced upon adding pyrogallic acid; it has not occurred so

much in my own practice as in that of two or three of my friends.

I conclude this has been owing to my keeping one bath. I have

kept to one, occasionally adding, in the manner described by one

of the gentlemen present, the acid solution to the bath; in that

way I have preserved the bath for many months, and I have

been more free from the dark and universal blackening of the

picture than my friends. I have also seen it mended several

times by the addition of the tincture of iodine to the bath, and

sometimes by the addition of nitric acid. I think there is very

little doubt that the smallest quantity of alkali, ammonia, or

potash in the bath will decompose the pyrogallic acid, and so

l)roduce the dark precipitate. With regard to the sensitiveness

of the film, I have operated with films of various degrees of

thickness. When Mr. Archer first published his paper, the pro-

cess which he made known was that of taking the collodion off

the plate, and in order to do that, the layer was of considerable

tenacity and thickness. I have operated three or four years,

and I never found any difference occur from the thickness of the

film. I have operated with very thick films, and I have also

experimented with those in which the collodion has been diluted

with alcohol so as to produce a very soft film; and I cannot say

that I have ever perceived any difference in the results. As re-

gards the darkness of old collodion, tkni I have never yet been

able to remedy. I have tried many substances myself in order

to do so, but I never could arrive at any satisfactory result.

Another Member hiquired of Mr. Fenton, if he attributed the

streakiness of positives to the bath, in cases when with the same

bath, and exactly similar precautions taken, negatives did not

show such streaks?

Mr. Fenton.—I think that question might be put to many
persons who are more qualified to ansv/cr than I am. I have

had but little experience in positive pictures upon glass. I have

been always endeavoring to take pictures to i)riut from. I can-

not say that I have had any experience which would enable me

to give a satisfactory answer on that point.

Mr. Shadbolt.—I think I can answer this gentleman's in-

quiry. First of all I should ask him, does he add any acetic

acid? I believe the pyrogallic acid wdiich is generally used for

developing a negative picture, being mixed with acetic acid,

flows tolerably easily over the picture, and you can see the ge-

neral development of it. In using the protosulphate of iron,

unless you develop l)y immersion, a small or a moderate quantity

of the solution gets over the picture; it flows in an uneven man-



ner, similarly to what it would if pyrogallic acid were in your
nitrate-of-silver bath; the evaporation is not even; it runs over

the plate in a streaky kind of manner. Precisely the same tiling

takes place with the inmiersion of the plate, unless you have a

bath of clean water beside the developing solution : so that when
you take it out of one, you can instantly plunge it into the other:

before there is time for the iron solution to run into those

streaks. I believe it is entirely attributable to the uneven mode
in which the iron lies upon the collodion.

Mr. Hockix.—To return to the question from which we have
been digressing, the amount of acid in the nitrate hath is a sub-

ject to which I have paid much direct attention during the last

three months. It happened that on one occasion I started with

a perfectly neutral bath, wliicii I had made for the purpose, by
dissolving crystallized nitrate of silver in water, adding thereto

oxide of silver. The oxide of silver was perfectly free from

alkali of any description other than itself. On testing it with

litmus-paper, which was red at one end and blue at the other, I

found it could remain in that bath an unlimited period without

changing either the red or the blue. On attempting (after

having iodized the bath by means of several films of iodized

collodion immersed during a considerable period, thereby satu-

rating the nitrate of silver with iodide of silver) to work with

the collodion which contained no free alkaline whatever, I found

that the fogging, of which every photographer complains at one

time or another, took place, but not instantly. On the solution

being poured off, the picture developed itself, but did not actjuire

the whole of its intensity before the fogging took place. I tried

several pictures and they all fogged. It then struck me that it

might be necessary to employ a greater quantity of acid: I tried

nitric acid in the proportion of two-thirds of a minim to a 20-

ounce bath, to the total destruction of the possibility of taking-

pictures. I obtained nothing but the highest lights, and those

in patches, and no half-tints at all. I was obliged to return to

the neutral bath and graduate the acid carefully, which I did by
hundreths of a minim. I found the first addition of a hundreth

was quite sufficient to enable me to work, but still there was a

tendency to fog, until, having reached five-hundredths or nine-

twentieth, the bath worked constantly and regularly, and pro-

duced very fine negative pictures; the whole of the half-tints

were quite as clearly delineated as they appeared on the glass.

On attempting to take positives with the same bath I found there

Avas a tendency to fog, but still by very careful manipulation

positive pictures could be taken by the same bath: by adding
five hundredths of a drop of nitric acid, positive pictures could

be taken with perfect safety. In testing a bath which contained

alcohol, exposed to the air for a considerable time, I discovered

that acetic acid had been generated ; therefore a bath, put away,
and tested for its acidity when put away, will become sufficiently

acid to prevent the taking of pictures with facility, and it will

be necessary to employ something like the one hundredth of a

minim of ammonia before the acid is sufficiently reduced to ope-

rate with any degree of certainty.

Dr. Diamond.—I think the peculiar blackness which Mr.
Fenton has described is attributable to some other cause rather

than to the nitrate bath. I have used collodion to some extent,

and I have never yet seen the peculiar blackness which he notices.

I have never paid any particular attention to my bath, I have
purchased nitrate of silver anywhere ; I have made it myself,

and I never have in any instance seen the effect produced which
Mr. Fenton has spoken of. I generally use the same bath, and
if by accident I have lost a bath, I have made a new one, and I

have never found any inconvenience. As to the bath varying as

Mr. Fenton has noticed, during the day I have had a little ex-

perience upon that subject. In one day I took fourteen nega-

tives without an approach to a picture, without any variation

from the first to the last, therefore I think there must be some
other cause than the acid or alkaline state of the bath to which
Mr. Fenton refers. I do not know whether a friend of mine is

here ]n'csent, who in the early part of the summer sent me a box
containing 800 pieces of glass; I may say I have used them all

up. I refer to Mr. Thomas, and I have no doubt he will confirm

my statement.

Ma. Fkxtox.—I can give some evidence to enable gentlemen
who have experience in this matter to decide as to whether there

be any probability in the story. I may say that I have used
one bath filled in this way, while with another bath by its side

filled with the same solution, I could scarcely take a picture. I

think I can see a gentleman in this room who was out with me
during the spring on a photographic excursion ; he could not
succeed in taking pictures at all with new and excellent collodion;

and when he changed his bath, dipping his collodion in my bath,

he succeeded in getting good pictures.

Dr. Diamond.—Might not his bath have been contaminated
with hyposulphite of soda?

Mr. Fenton.—It is possible in that case that it might.

Mr. Desmond.—I have been working with collodion for up-

wards of two years, and I can confirm all that Mr. Fenton has
advanced ; I believe a slight degree of acidity is useful in the

bath, but it must be very little indeed. An alkaline bath, on
the contrary, is perfectly useless to photographers.

Mr Berger.—Many of these faults arise from practitioners

not paying a proper regard to the amount of light which there is

in the camera. There are no five minutes in the day, nor yet

two, in which the light will not vary, and uidess the eye of the

practitioner be educated to the character of the light and the
time required to expose the plate for the object to be impressed
upon it, defects must follow. Much depends upon that. I

think many of the errors to which Mr. Fenton has alluded will

be remedied if we pay attention to the character and the quality

of the light, so that as Mr. Hunt says, the actinic force may be
regulated.

Mr. Long.—I think we mny understand from what Mr. Ber-
ger says, that he gets the blackening effect sometimes when there

is too much diffused light; I do not think such is the cause.

Tliat produces a very difilrent effect from the blackening of

which Mr. Fenton speaks. In the course of my professional

experience I have heard many operators complain of the same
thing. I think it is due to the collodion being iodized with the

ammonia, and that the iodide of ammonium found in the bath
will produce somewhat the effect of this blackening. Any colo-

dion with iodide or anj compound of ammonium will always
produce the blackening to a greater or less extent; potassium or

metals are the only things that ought to be nsed.

Dr. Diamond.—There ought also to be a fair portion of iodide

of silver.

Chairman.—Perhaps Mr. Delaraotte would favor the meeting
with his views on the sul)ject.

Mr. Delamotte.—Really I have very little to say upon the

subject. I must say, for the first three wetk or a month I expe-

rienced no end of stains and messes of every description; I may
say, since then I have experienced none. I have a bath which

is now down in Sydenham, and I go down from time to time for

jiictures; I do not think I have ever once ex])erienced any sort

of misfortune. I was so pleased with the bath, that I took it

through Northumberland this summer and several other counties;

I worked with the same success, and it is now going on at Sy-

denham. I have had once to replenish it; it is rather a large

bath, containing about a gallon. It is very disheartening to

hear photographers speak of all these troubles; I would much
rather not hear anything of the kind.

Mr. Rippixc.ham.—I should like to knov,- the strength of the

bath, as it lasts so long with only once rephuiishing: is it stronger

than the usual 30-grains solution?

Mr. Delamotte.—It is a 35-grains solution; being such a

quantity, of course I had not to rei)lenish it.

Chairman.—Perhaps Mr. Home will favor us with his views

on the subject.

Mr. Horxe.—As you have called on me for a few observa-

tions ui)on the bath, I can quite confirm what Mr. Fenton has

said. I will first of all make a few remarks in this way:—If we
take a plain nitrate of silver bath 30 grains to the ounce, and
take any sort of collodion, it matters not what it is, we shall find

to-day that we can take})ictures; and v( ry Ikcly to-morrow we
shall use collodion that is a little acid, the bath has become a
little acid likewise, and we find v^ry great difficulty in taking

pict\u'es free from the blackening, so that I consider that success

depends more upon the state of the collodion than it does upon
the bath; supposing we alter the bath according to the state of

the collodion, sometimes the collodion will be a little acid, which
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everybody must see when they mix tlie iodide with it; sometimes

it is the reverse, aud instead of being red it will become perfectly

pale ; tlien we must adapt the bath to it. If we adopt that plan

we shall never meet witli a failure; that is what I have always

done: if I find my bath wants a little acid, I add a little acetic

acid to it, but very rarely. I cannot throw any more light

upon the subject; that is the plan I have always adopted, and

always with success.

Mr. RippiNGHAM.—I have only a few remarks to make upon

the collodion process, with respect to the batii. I forget at the

moment who says that a certain better effect will be produced by

a bath containing 100 grains than 30 grains; not merely is it

more sensitive, but a higher tone is produced. I am not at all sure

that this is true; I rather think not. So much has been said

tliis evening as to the usual strength, the amount being about 30

or 35 grains, used by persons so celebrated, and carrying on the

process to so large an extent as Mr. Home, Mr. Dalamotte, aud

ray friend Mr. Berger,—all these using about the same strength,

I think we may come to the conclusion that 30 or 35 grains will

be sufBcient. It appears from the paper which has been read by

the Secretary, that he has found a little addition of the crystal-

lized nitrate will repair the difficulty, or the supposed difficulty,

and therefore if that plan be adopted, by occasionally increasing

the bath, it would seem that that is a certain method; and as

there is so wide a range as between 30 and 100, it appears to

me that the question may be very readily disposed of.

A Member.—In the collodion process, this blackening effect

which Mr. Feuton describes is due not only to the condition of

the bath and to the collodion, both of which objections have

been suggested, but also to the condition of the pyro-gallic acid.

If the pja-o-gallic acid be kept for a week and allowed access to

the air, it will so lose its developing power as not only not to de-

velope the effict, but to blacken the whole picture. By throwing

the pyro-gallic acid away and making a fresh solution, I have

succeeded in obtaining better pictures.

A MrcMBER-—I would just make one observation upon the re-

marks of the gentleman who has just sat down, with respect to

pyro-gallic solution. I have never had the difBculties to contend

vv\th which have been stated to-night, except when I have kept

my pyro-gallic solution too long; whenever I have found a ten-

dency to the blackening which has been so much talked about, I

have made a fresh pyrogallic solution and the difficulty has been

immediately overcome. I have never found it to arise either

from the collodion or the bath.

Mr. Fextox.—I may state that in making these observations,

I assumed as a matter of course all the usual precautions ob-

served by photographers were taken; that the pyro-gallic acid

was new, that the bath was in as good a state as could pos-

sibly be obtained, that the glass was as clean as experience

enabled the operator to make it, and in fact that every precau-

tiou of which I could think had been observed.

MEANS PROPOSED BY M. EERTSCH,

FOR ALWAYS OBTAINING GOOD PROOFS.

M. Bertsch has submitted to the Academy some observations

whieh appears to us calculated to interest all persons occupied

with photography.

Since, says the learned practitioner, very rapid processes are

employed, that is to say, combinations entirely unstable, many
operators complain of obtaining, in many circumstances, only

negative or incomplete results. These failures, known under the

name of the veil of brome, caprices of collodion, or of albumen,

have been attributed to different causes, of which no one

accurately renders an account of the phenomena, since em-

peric means have been the only known remedy. The experi-

ments which I have made upon the subject, in the use of rapid

collodion for the reproduction of microscopic objects, have led

me to discover that the salts of silver applied u]ion glass often

prove, in the labratory the best guaranty against the light, in

the beginning of reduction. They give no more then to the

camera obscura than feeble proofs, veiled, inelegant, incapable

of furnishing a good positive. The evident cause of these par-

tial reductions is often the accidental presence in very feeble

quantities, either of hydrogen, free or combined with suli)hur, or

phosphorus, or with carbon, or the vapors of an essential oil; in

a word, every fat body which solely gives up its hydrogen. Most
among them reduce the iodides, bromides, and chlorides of silver

even in the most complete ohscurify at Ike ordinary temperatures.

In the producing state their action is not absolutely the same as
that of liglit. The portion reduced is superficial and is detached
easily in the baths at the inferior parts, which has remained
intact, and upon which a feeble image can yet be produced.

But it is very desirable, nevertheless, to have certain guaranty
against such fatal agents, which so long have been the cause of

failures. In a labratory freshly painted with the oil of the es-

sence of turpentine, in the neighborhood of sulphurous sources,

of organic substances in decomposition, every place where the

hydrogen is easily set free, these phenomena are invariably pro-

duced. They sometimes are even manifested with much violence,

as in the capsules where is poured the solution of pyro-gallic

acid, with the addition of milliems of some nitrate of silver for de-

veloping the image, the silver is instantly reduced; whilst in

ordinary circumstances, and at a temperature of 80 degrees, more
than a quarter of an hour is necessary for the w^orking of this

result. All the effects of which I speak can be produced at will

by sprinkling in the labratory a little of the essential oil of tur-

pentine, of lavender, &c., or by leaving open a flask of sulphur-

retted hydrogen.

In presenting to the academy the results of my experience

upon this subject, it is not necessary to add what all the world

will perceive, that it is sufficient to spread sovie vapors of chlorine

in the place where one operates, in order to see these reductions

disappear, which are in some sort spontaneous, and parry the

inconveniences which result from them.

THE POETRY OF D AGUERREOTYPING.

Mr. Root, of New York, shows his talent for poesy as well

as for daguerreotyping, in the following, which he presents to

his patron's as a New-Year's off'ering:

—

FIFTY-THREE AND FIFTY^-FOUR.

Ring out the bells and shout with glee,

This glorious New-Y^ear's morn;
Away with care and misery!

To-day a year is born.

So ever !et our New-Years be,

As they have been of yore.

And as we sang in Fifty-three,

We'll sing in Fifty-four.

We will not be too grave of face.

Though Time be flying fast;

'Tis not the hour, 'tis not the place,

Sad horoscopes to cast;

Nor yet too thoughtless may we be,

But sometimes ponder o'er

The woes we felt in Fifty-three,

And may in Fifty-four.

The heart that's warm or soul that's true

Avoids the fierce extreme

—

Has truth, and truth alone in view;

And is what it doth seem;
No false pretense shall ever be
Laid justly at its door—

•

For as it ivas in Fifty-three,

It is in Fifty-four.

Then be not sad, nor over gay,

—

Let Reason rule the hour.

Her temp'jrate commands obey.

And own her genial power;
What though we toss on Passion's sea.

Where furious tempests roar?

Hope steered us safe through Fifty-three,

And will through Fifty-four.

Last night, as Evening's curtain rolled

Adown the darkening West,

And hid those floating isles of gold

That watch the sun to rest,

I chanced in a fair hall to be,

Where Art had heaped her store,—

Her favorite haunt in Fifty-three

—

Her home in Fifty-four.
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'Twas there the fair Enchantress Art,

Sole Empress, reigned supreme;
There wrote the language or the heart,

With Sol's trausluceut beam;
There dwelt she in her majesty,

And proud her scjptre bore,

All through the year of Fitty-three,

And Will through Fifty-four.

There thronged a mighty multitude:

Old Age \viths:lverha,r;

The Man that- like the gnarled oak stood;

The maid so wondrous fair;

The laughing eyes of infancy;

The look tliat Manhood wore;
All gathered there in Fifty-three,

And will in Fifty-four.

There too I saw the " Old Arm Chair,"

And thoughts of sadness stole,

Like the soft light that lingered there,

Down through my dnaraing soul;

For then the past came back to me

—

The dear old days of yo'e

—

Loug ere the dawn of Fifty-three,

Yet fresh in Fifty-four.

There, too, I saw the bold and brave,

Whose names have graced the age;

Though slumbering in the silent grave,

Safe through life's pilgrimage,

As real seemed they thore to me.
As, some short time before,

I saw alive in Fifty-three,

The dead of Fifty-four.

And many wondrous things I saw;
But, chief of all the throng,

I bowed myself in humble awe
Where Jordan rolled along

—

For there my wondering eyes did see,

And long did ponder o'er

The Palestine of Fifty-three,

Shown here in Fifty-four.

Upon the mount of Olives then

I seemed in truth to stand.

And gazed o'er Kedron's lonely glen,

Where strayed the chosen band;
Jeru' alem andGallilee

Spread all the eye before,

As erst they lay in Fifty-three,

And will in Fifty-four.

There Nazareth and Bethelehem,
And Zion's Mountain rose,

—

Sad landmarks, for they spoke of Him,
The man of many woes.

Who through long years of poverty
Oft trod their pathways o'er.

For all who were in Fifty-three,

Or are in Fifty-four.

Then turned me to our own fair land,

For Art hath lingered here.

And at her self enforced command
A thousand scenes appear;

For here her dwelling-place will be

—

Her home for evermore

—

The glorious Queen of Fifty-three,

Supreme in Fifty-four.

The Grecian Artist's pencil drew
Such wondrous counterfeit,

That birds upon the canvass flew,

And strove the fruit to eat;

But wonders greater still we see

Upon our native shore,

Where Art has strayed in Fifty-three,

And will in Fifty-four.

For art and nature here have joined
As partners with the Sun,

And in one Root have all combined.
And now they work as one;

Of what thoy do, 'tis not for me
More closely to explore;

You saw it all in Fifty-three,

Or may in Fifty-four.

'Tifl time to end this rambling rhyme,
Kind reader, An revoir!

I'll call again another time,
And tell what more I saw,

As in Broadway, three sixty-three,

I strayed an hour or more—
As you "have done in Fifty-three,

Or will in Fifty-four.

There pictures that may challenge all

That Art hath ever done,
Since Father Adam's d-.reful fall.

To all the world are shown!
And though they won the victory

Full many a time of yore,

The choicest gems of Fifty-three

Are beat by Fifty-four.

There go, and while you rove at will

As through a gay parterre,

Forget not, though you may be still

All young and .strong and fair.

Another year there may not be
For you or j'ours in store;

For what was bright in Fifty-three

May fade in Fittj'-four.

Improve the present—Time and Death
Go hand in hand for aye;

The flower that blushed in morning's breath
May wither with the day;

Trust not the Future—none can see

Beyond its gloomy door;
But seize the shade of Fifty-three

E'er barred by Fifty-four.

Once more, FarawtU! May Love and Peace,
Long Life aad sweet Content,

Keep even with the year's increase—
By favoring Heaven sent;

In Fifty-flve 1 hope to be
Your dutiful oiice more.

To sing, as now of Fifty-three,

A song of Fifty-four.

FRANCIS ARAGO.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENX'H OP LA LUMIEUE BY MISS M. CORLIES.

Academy of Sciences, Oct. 3, 1853.

M. the President, announced that M. F. Arago died the

evening of October 2nd, at 6 o'clock.

It would be difficult to paint the paiuful impression that this

sad news produced. We will only say that this short sitting

session will certaiidy remain a memorable one. It is true that

the health of the illustrious invalid has long caused us lively dis-

quiet; bnt, death always surprises us. Although for six months
his cruel malady deprived us of the hope of seeing M. Arago
return among us, yet the blow which strikes us has fallen as

harshly as if it had been unexpected. The void great men leave

is greater than our fears represent. The academy has reposed

upon the intelligence which is just extinguished: an astonishing

intelligence, born to embrace and to enlarge the whole circle of

the sciences, and in which there seemed to be realized, in some
sort, the noble mission of our company, and even its device, of

discovery, inventing, and perfecting—" invcnit ct perjicit."

These words, which so well express the general feeling, were
pronounced last Wednesday over the tomb of the great citizen,

by M. Flourens, who has been, together with M. Arago, Per-

petual Secretary since 1833.

The eloquent academician, who shared for twenty years the

labors of his immortal colleague, is one of his most sincere ad-

mirers. By the amenity of his character, by the tender and fra-

ternal attentions with which he surrounded him, especially in his

last moments, M. Flourens alleviated the lively solicitude of the

founder of the weekly accounts, by taking alone a great part

of the responsibility which since 1835 has weighed upon the two
Perpetual Secretaries, Arago and Flourens.

The daily Journals having already consecrated their columns
to the biograjjhy of the eminent man that France has just lost,

we must mingle our feeble voice with the "Teat voice of national

gratitude which bears the regrets of France, his country, and the

learned world. We will publish a part of the discourse of M.
Flourens, who has been a member of the French Academy since

1 840. A. T. L.

" Since the beginning of his career, M. Arago had the most
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enviable happiness for a young man who dares to dream of an

illustrious future, that of being attached to a great master. He
was chosen to go to Spain, under the direction of M. Biot, to

concur in the advancement of a great scientilic operation, having

for its end the most precise measurement of the globe. The
lively capacity and ardent courage with which he devoted him-

self to this beautiful enterprise, secured its adoption by the

Academy, on his return. He was then only 23 years of age.

His youth attracted goodwill; and the body which so early gave

him its sympathy, soon saw with pride that he gratified them.
" Tnis is not tne place to recall all the labors of the most active,

impassioned and versatile scientific life. M. Arago had the

genius of discovery. He has opened new routes. His discover-

ies upon colorei polarization, upon the relations of magnetism
and electricity, upon the magnetism of rotation, are of a superior

character, which invest new horizons and found new scie'uces.

He was neither less skillful nor less fortunate in another path

of discovery. M. Arago did not isolate himself in his own suc-

cesses. He was equally ardent for the success of the body to

which he belonged. He made it his happiness to seek out youth-

ful talents which promised new glories to the Academy, and
there is scarcely any one in the career of the sciences, who was
not bound to hira by ties of gratitude.

" M. Arago was called to take the place of M. Flonrens in

1830, as Perpetual Secretary. From the time he assumed this

post, a more active life seemed to circulate in the Academy. He
knew how, by a familiarity always engaging in a superior man,
to give confidence, and concentrate lively sympathies, and he put

this gift, this art of success, entirely at the service of the body
of which he became the organ. The action of the Academy had
never appeared so powerful nor extended so widely. The
sciences seemed to throw an unaccustomed and most beueficient

light upon all the productive forces of our country.
" This man, of a penetration so sure and so prompt, had an

extraordinary talent for analysis. The exposition of the labors

of others seemed to be the childs play of his mind. In his func-

tions as secretary, his rapid and easy power of thought, his spir-

itual turn of mind, and piqu-mt exjjressions captivated the at-

tention of his fellows, who always listened to him with pleasure

mingled with astonishment at his happy faculties.

" When the progress of his disease withdrew him from sight,

all the resources of his clear and vast genius were unveiled to

those who sat at his side. Numerous labors upon subjects the

most complicated and arduous, after a single reading heard in

the evening, were retained at the simplest endeavor, in an infalli-

ble memory, and with order, and it was all done naturally and
easily, without any visible preoccupation. The faculty of re-

production was marvellous.
" As historian of the Academy, M. Arao-o brou2;ht into this

kind of priesthood so difficult i^nd so important, where it was
necessary to foretell the judgment of posterity, a conscientious-

ness of purity and force of investigation, a desire of being en-

tirely equitaljle, which give his eulogies an eminent rank. In the

writings of the eloquent secretary, are found all the qualities of

his mind; unequalled penetration, brilliant muid, and the claim

of good nature.
" Noble veterans of science in all parts of the civilized world,

from Berlin to London, from St. Petersburg to Philadelphia,

share our grief. The studious generations who for forty years

have succeeded each other, relate to the intelligent and patriotic

youth who take their places to-day in our brilliant schools, how
he mxde himself beloved, and what was the power of his sympa-

thetic goodness.
" This man, in whom united so many superiorities, was equally

remarkable in his domestic relations. His brothers and sisters

were always with him under the paternal roof; his children and
theirs belonged to him equally. He also found a daughter whose
pious and touching care ought to receive to-day a tribute of

gratitude from the Academy."

M. Barral afterwards pronounced the warm words which fol-

low:

—

" Illustrious master, well-beloved master, great citizen: it is a

duty, and at the same time a sad honor for me to come to express

a sentiment which is in all hearts. Thy constant solicitude for-

the progress of the human mind, always led thee to take the
young by the hand and inspire them with thy passion lor science.

On the evening of thy deatii, the last words wnicli thou saiust to

me was, Labor—labor alwaj's. Tins snblniie lesson should be
engraven on the souls of all young scholars. Ti.cy should lorce
themselves to follow the paths which thy genius has opened. In
putting on thy immortality, thou didst pause to teach us that
labor IS the only means ot rendering strvice to our country and
humanity. Tnanks for those words! Adieu! in the name of
youth, in the name of its admiration for thee, of its love lor thy
memory. I promise thee thou canst count upon it. Adieu!"

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

MEANS OF ASCERTAINIKG THE AilIOUNT OF SIL\ ER IN OLD BATHS.

The amount of silver in a bath may be ascertained by precip-

itating it with common salt, and weighing the washed and
dried chloride of silver; but, as M. Graudiu observes, this is a
regular chemical analysis, and there is a means much niore sim-

ple, invented by Gay-Lussac, in use in the French Mint. This
is the analysis in the wet way, in which measurement of the solu-

tion of salt used is substituted for the weighing.

In the number of ia Lumiere for the 17th ult., M. Gaudin
gives a formula for this operation, but as he uses French weights
and measures, we adopt his idea, and give it in an English
form.

The chemical equivalent of nitrate of silver may be taken at

the approximative value of three times that of chloride of sodium
(^common salt); consequently 3 grains of the latter will be re-

quired to precipitate the silver from 1 grain of the former, in the
form of chloride of silver.

If we dissolve 150 grains of common salt in 100 drachms
(121 oz.) of water, 10 drachms of this solution, containing 15
grains of salt, will precipitate the silver of 5 grains of nitrate,

and consequently 1 drachm, containing li grains, will precipitate

half a grain of nitrate of silver.

To test the strength of a bath with this, we require a glass

tube, closed at the bottom, and graduated with a scale of
drachms. Placing in this 1 drachm of the bath, every drachm
of the above salt-solution added, until a precipitate is no longer
produced, will indicate half a grain to the drachm, or 4 grains

of nitrate of silver to every ounce of the bath. The solution

of salt should be dropped in gradually, especially towards the
last; when the precipitate is not readily thrown down, the
tube should be shaken, or the liquids stirred with a glass rod
frequently.

The strength of a silver bath is readily ascertained in this

way. Thus, if we put 1 drachm of the bath into the tube at

first, and when this is neutrahzed by the salt-solution, we find

the level of the mixed liquids at the mark of 7 drachms, we see

that the bixth contains 24 grains to the ounce; if at 10 drachms,
36 grains to the ounce, &c.

A RUDIMENTARY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON PERSPECTIVE.*

BY GEORGE PY>fE, ARTIST.

Prob IV, fig. 29.—In a note in a former part of this work we
drew the attention of the student to the advantage he would
find from using the diagonal lines. In sketching from nature, it

is rarely possible—neither is it necessary—to have the actual

measurement of the objects to be represented; most of the rela-

tive proportions of one object with another must depend on the

eye of the artist; but if the position and form of any one object

be carefully drawn on one part of the face of a building, the

position and form of any similar object in a corresponding part

may be found by means of the diagonal lines. The skeleton of

the house is drawn in the same manner as in the last problem
and Prob. I. For the advantage of having the references

distinct, the figure is drawn rather larger; in consequence of

which the vanishing points are out of the picture, but they are

referred to in the first and third problems as g and h; and the

student in making his drawing must necessarily have them. The

* Continued from page 27, Vol. 7, No. 1.
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points to which the figures referred iu the former problems, being
uuiiecessary for our present purpose, are not marked ; and the
references by figures here given relate only to the new rule about
to be explained.

The student must first, as before described (Prob. I.), draw
all tiie lines of the house, with their letters a b, &c. for reference,

up to the letter q, marking the respective vanishing points of
each side, g and h. This done, he nmst sketcli tlie position and
size of the first window on the gal)ie end of the house, and then
with liis T scpiare di-aw correctly the lines 1 and 2, carrying them
a little above and below the lines he has sketched for the top and
bottom of the window. Now, in order to get the relative distance
of tiie second window from the line e that the first window is from
the line a, it is necessary, from tiie point 3, where the line 1 in-

tersects the diagonal line l, to draw a line to the vanishing point
G.

_
This line intersects the other diagonal line m at 4 : and through

this point of intersection 4 draw a perpendicular line 5. The
point 4 on the diagonal m corresponds with the point 3 on the
diagonal l, and the line 5 drawn through it is at the same rela-

tive distance from the line e that the line 1 of the first window is

from the line a. To find tlie relative perspective width of the
second window, from the point 6, where the line 2 of the first

window intersects the diagonal l, another line must be drawn to

the vanishing point g: and tiie jioint where it intersects the dia-

gonal M at 7 corresponds with the point 6 on the diagonal l;

through this point 7 another perpendicular line (8) must be
drawn, which cor-

responds with the

line 2 of the first

window, and the

space between the

lines 5 and 8 repre-

sents, relatively to

its perspective dis-

tance, the same as

that between the

lines 1 and 2. The
ruler must now be
placed on the line 1,

at that point denot-

ing the top line of

the window, as at 9,

and from it a line

must be ruled to the

vanishing point g:

this will correct the

original sketched

line of the first win-

dow; and when it

passes between the

lines 8 and 5 it will

represent the top line of the second window. The ruler must

now be placed at the point on the line 1, that denotes the posi-

tion of the bottom line of the window ; and from that point a line

drawn to the vanishing point g will give, where it passes be-

tween the lines 1 and 2, the bottom line of the first window,

and where it passes between the lines 8 and 5, the bottom line

of the second.

In the first window, just drawn, the perpendicular lines forming

the sides intersect the diagonal line l, as at 3 and 6; and conse-

quently the corresjionding points on the diagonal line m are found

easily, by ruling at once from these points to the vanishing point

g. But it happens sometimes that the windows are so situated

on the face of a building, that their sides neither intersect nor

touch the diagonal lines. In order to point out the mode of pro-

ceeding when the windows are so situated, we will take the other

side of the building. We will suppose a window to be in tlie

situation of that rci)rcscntcd in tlie engraving near the line a, be-

tween that line and f: this being sketched, the diagonal lines w
and X must be drawn. 'I'he student will here perceive that ncitlicr

of the upright lines of this window touch the diagonal lines; the

student must therefore with his T square, continue them upwards

till they meet the diagonal line x at the points 1 1 and 1 2, and

from each of these points draw a line to the vanishing point ii.

Where the u[)per line intersects the diagonal line w at 13, is a

point corresponding with the point 11 on the diagonal line x; and
where the lower line intersects the diagonal line w at 14, is the

point corresponding with the point 12 on the diagonal line x.

From each of these points (13 and 14) a perpendicular line must
be drawn downwards; and the space between tliese two lines

represents the perspective width of the second window, at its

perspective distance from the line f, corresponding with the dis-

tance of the first window, from the line a. The ujipcr and lower

lines of the second window are found, as on the otiier side of the

lionse, by continuing the lines of the top and bottom of the first

window to the vanishing point h.

Let us now suppose that on the roof there are two garret win-

dows, situated immediately over the two windows just drawn, of

the same width, and each window having a pointed roof. To
find their width and position, the upright lines of the window's

just drawn must be continued up through the line n, which will

form their sides. Let any point on the nearest of these upright

lines be chosen, as at 15, to fix their height (the mode for getting

a fixed height would be the same as that explained for getting

the height of the gables. Problem I. 8, o), and from it rule a line

to the vanishuig point h; this, crossing the upright lines already

drawn, will give the rectangular parallelograms of the garret

windows in perspective ; and as there are only two garret win-

dows, and consequently only two pointed roofs, to be drawn, the

readiest way will be to find the situation of the points by raising

perpendicular lines from the intersection of the diagonal lines of

Fig. li).

each parallelogram. The pointed roofs of these two windows

are here drawn, and the lines used for finding them left; but it

would be quite superfluous again to go over the explanation of

drawing them. In order to find the side of the first garret win-

dow, it is necessary first to draw a line from the point of the

gable to the vanishing point g, as also from the point 15 to the

same vanishing point, which lines will represent the perspective

direction of the upper and lower lines of the roof of the garret

window—and wliich, the student must understand, in the real

object are parallel to tlie horizontal lines on the gable side of the

house. To find the points where these two lines terminate on

the roof of the house, will require a little attention: the rule is

similar to that employed for finding the directions of the gable

in Problem III. The student must first find the vanishing point

for the line i* of the gable of the house. The linos of each of the

sides of these windows, where they touch the roof, arc in reality

parallel to the line p of the gable (because the whole side of the

roof is a uniform siojic), and must consequently vanish to the

same point; therefore, from the point 16, where the upright line of

the window touches the lower line of the roof of the house, aline

must be drawn to tlie vanishing point s; and where this line in-

tersects that drawn from the point 15 to the vanishing point g at

17, is the point marking the spot where the lower line of the

roof of the garret window touches the sloping roof of the house.
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To fmd tlie point where the upper Hue of the roof of the garret

wuidow touches the sloping roof of the house, is a little compli-

cated; and to render it quite clear, an additional figure is intro-

duced. Fig. 2 is drawn up to the point marked 17 of Fig. 1.

The window here drawn contains the lines of both sides, as if it

were transparent. The student will observe that the point of

the front of the gable come directly on a line, exactly midway
(perspectively) between the two sides; consequently, the point

at the back must come on a line midway between the sloping

lines on the roof forming the two sides; from the points 3 and 1,

two lines have been drawn towards the vanishing point s. Where
the line drawn from the point 3 meets the line drawn from the

point of the gable 5 to the vanishing point g at 6, is the point

where the two sides of the roof join; and a line drawn from the

point 6 to 4 will complete the drawing of the first garret window.

The student will observe, that where the line drawn from the

point 1 to the vanishing point s intersects the line drawn from

the point t to the vanishing point g at 8, the lines forming the

triangle 1, 7, 8, represent the farther side of the window, and
correspond with the lines forming the triangle 2, 9, 4, the near

side; the lines forming the triangle 4, 8, 6, represent the form of

the gable on the sloping roof of the house, and correspond with

the lines forming the triangle 7, 5, 9. The garret windows hi

the drawing (Fig. 1) must now be completed, in the manner
described in Fig. 2: and the highest line of the roof of the house

V, with the extreme line of the slope, v, drawo to their respective

points, as in the preceding problem (III.); and this figure will

be finished.

The rales given in this and the preceding plate will be found

useful for drawing the divisions of tiles or slates on the roof. In

Fig. 3, that portion only of the drawing of the house is introduced

necessary for the puq^ose. Tlie lines a, c, d, f, p, u, v, are drawn
as before described. From the point of the gable a horizontal

line must be drawn to the left, to represent the geometrical

length of the perspective line u; this geometrical line must be

divided into as many equal parts as there are tiles in each row,

and a point of distance found, to give the perspective positions of

these several divisions on the line u. These being found, a line

must be drawn through each from the vanishing point s to the

line D, which will give the correct perspective direction of the

divisions of the tiles or slates. From the point a, a hoiizontal

line must be drawn to the right, to represent the geometrical

length of the near half of the line c ; and this geometrical line

must be divided into as many equal parts as there are rows of

tiles on the roof, and a point of distance found to get the per-

spective positions of these points on the near half of the line c.

These divisions, however, are required on the line p, and from
each point of intersection on c a perpendicular line must be drawn
till it touch the line p, and from each point of contact a line must
be drawn to the vanishing point h, which, by their intersections

with the lines drawn between u and d, give the relative forms

and positions of the different tiles; as the lines crossing each

other in Prob. II. represent G4 squares of the chess-board. The
tiles may be of various forms; but we do not attempt to do more
at present than point out the mode of finding the perspective dis-

tances. The student may easily, on these, draw any form of tile

that may happen to have been used, as in the example just given.

The rules employed in this problem will be found extremely

useful; the positions of all the objects in Fig. 1 are found without

the necessity for using a point of distance, the diagonal lines an-

swering for that purpose: they produce equal correctness, and
save time and labor. The rule for finding the triangle 8, 6, 4, in

Fig. 2, will be found useful in drawing roofs of buildings, where
the pointed ends slope back as well as the sides ; a mode of con-

struction very common in old buildings, especially al^road, and
not unfrequently met with in the roofs of country clmrches.

Before proceeding to the following pages, the author strongly

recommends the student to choose certain familiar articles com-

posed of straight lines, and endeavor to put them in perspective,

according to the rules already explained.

CHAPTER HI.

It is now necessary to advance a step farther. We trust the

directions for drawing the foregoing problems will be found suffi-

Fitr. so.

ciently clear to enable the young student to draw the superficies of

any object of simple form represented by straight lines; thitk-

nesses, such as tlie width of objects, like windows, &c., iuive been
purposely omitted in tlie preceding problems. Tlie ruiis for draw-
ing these thii knesses are the same as those employed in drawing
the superficial forms, but demand a considerable number of addi-

tional lines; these would tend seriously to embarrass tlie student,

from their complication: it is therefore thought advisable to j ost-

pone this portion of our work, till the reader, by gradually ac-

customing himself to this mechanical drawing, will be less liable

to become perplexed with a multiplicity of lines. We will there-

fore proceed with some rules necessary for drawing curves in

perspective; and, as the most simple, we will commence with

the circle.

Let us suppose that a series of semicircular arches were to be

drawn in perspective. We trust that the reader has so far

profited by the foregoing examples, that he would have no diffi-

culty in finding the width of each arch, the width of each column,

pilaster, or pier between the arches, and their gradations of

height. All this can be accomplished by the use of a common
ruler, because it can be done by means of straight lines: but no

ruler has yet been invented that will enable the student to draw

the changes of forms taken by curves in perspectiv. The mode
of proceeding 'is, first to draw geometi'ically the curve intended to

be represented in perspective, and through this geometrical figure

to draw in certain directions various straight lines, that shall

intersect or touch one another in certain points of the curve ; to

put these straight lines in perspective which will change the re-

lative positions of the various points, and through them, by hand,

to draw the curve in perspective. In this diagram (Fig. 30)
for instance, we have a circle drawn ; and in order to

find certain points in this circle, that will enable us to

put it in perspective, it is enclosed in a square; and

the student will pei'ceive that the circle touches at

four points of this square, exactly at the points of

contact of the two cross lines. Nothing can be more

simple than to put the six straight lines of this diagram in per-

spective: which, when done, would furnish four points through

which the curve line forming the circle in perspective must be

drawn. But four points are not found sufficient for the repre-

sentation of a circle in perspective ; we must there-

fore find some additional points, by adding to the

straight lines already drawn, two diagonal lines (Fig.

31). The student will here observe that these dia-

gonal lines intersect the line of the circle at four

other pohits, exactly midway between those in the

former diagram. Let us now proceed to construct the figure.

Prob. Y., fig. 32.—The student ought now, without assist-

ance, to be able to put in perspective the square, the diagonal

lines, and the perpendicular and horizontal lines that pass through

the centre: but that no error may by possibility occur, we will

give him a little aid. First, below the ground line, of any size

that may be recpiired, he must construct a geometrical figure

similar to the second diagram given in the preceding paragraph,

and taking the upper line of the square of this diagram for his

first line, draw the square in perspective;* then from the op-

posite corners draw the two diagonal lines: from the point 1

draw a line to the vanishing point, and through the centre of

the square (where the diagonal lines intersect) draw a horizon-

tal line across, from the line d to the line e, to the points 4 and

2. The student will here perceive that he has put in perspective

the straight U7ies contained in the second diagram above, and

found the four points contained in the first: viz. the points mark-

ed 1, 2, 3, 4 of the geometrical drawing here given. It was ob-

served, in the foregoing paragraph, that certain straight lines

must be drawn, that shall intersect or touch one another at cer-

tain points of the curve, &c. Now the student will perceive that

the diagonal lines drawn in the second diagram, though they in-

tersect the line of the circle, have no points of intersection with

any other straight lines, and that therefore these diagonaUines

in the perspective drawing in this stage are quite useless: m or-

der, therefore, to find the points where the diagonal lines inter-

* By referring to the drawing of the chess-board, fig. 25, the manner

of drawing the square in perspective will be found.
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geometriciu

through

sect the circle, we must have two
additional straight lines. In

the square of the

drawing on each side,

the points where the diagonals

intersect tiie circle, draw a line

rnuning from the top to the bot-

tom line of the square, as the

line A passing through tlie points

6 and 7, and touching the bot-

tom line of the perspective

square at 9, and the line b pass-

ing througli the points 5 and 8,

and touching the bottom line of

the perspective square at 10.

From each of these points 9 and
10 a line must be drawn to the

vanishing point; and where tiie

line cb'awn from the point 9 in-

tei"sects the first diagonal, it

gives a point corresponding with

the point 6 in the geometrical

drawing; where it intersects the

second diagonal line, it gives

a point corresponding with

the point *f. In like manner
the line drawn to the vanishing-

point from the point 10, at its

intersections with the diagonal

lines, gives two points corres-

ponding with the ]3oints 5 and 8

of the geometrical drawing.

Tiie perspective positions of

the whole of the eight points

being thus found, the student

must carefully draw the curve

to represent the circle, touching

the points 1, 2, 3, 4, and passing

through the points 5, 6, 7, 8.

This mode is generally found

. sufiBcient for all ordinary pur-

poses; but where circles are re-

quired to be drawn in perspec-

tive of very large dimensions,

more points of intei"section may
be found in the geometrical

drawing: these do not at all in-

crease the difficulty, on the con-

trary, the curve line is drawn
with more case and accuracy;

but the multiplicity of lines

would be apt to puzzle the stu-

dent, and, as we before remark-

ed, the foregoing is quite suffi-

cient for all ordinary purposes.

Let us suppose that the circle

just drawn represents the spot

on which a column is to be erect-

ed, and that a row of these co-

lumns is to be built; that the

columns are to be distant from

each other exactly their own
width, and that the circle is

marked on each spot where a

column is to be erected. In or-

der to represent this in persjiec-

tive, it is first necessary to find

a point of distance: this must he done by the same rule em-

ployed in Prob. II. (the finding the point v.). The student must

first find the proper distance for, and afterwards draw, the per-

spective square in which the circle is to be drawn. To find the

distance, he must measure off on the ground line, and on the op-

posite side to where he has fixed his point of distance, two spaces

of the width of the geometrical square ; and from each point of

division, 11 and 12, a line must be drawn to the point of dis-

tance c. Where the line drawn
from the point 11 intersects the

line D at IB, it gives the perspec-

tive distance between the two
circles: and where the line drawn
from the point 12 intersects the line

n at 14, the space between that

point and the point 13 represents

the left side of the square in per-

spective in which tiie second circle

is to be drawn. From the points

13 and 14, two horizontal lines must
be drawn to touch the line e at the

jioints 15 and 16. These two lines,

with the portions of the lines d and
E between their extremities, form

the four sides of the square in per-

spective in which the second circle

is to be drawn. From the points

13 to 16 and 14 to 15 draw two
diagonal lines, and through their

points of intersection draw a hori-

zontal line between the lines d and
E. The line running from the point

1 of the first square, iu passing

through the bottom and top lines of

the second, gives the points corres-

pondius to the points 1 and 3 in

the first. Tlie line running from

tlie point 9 of the first square, where

it intersects the diagonals of the se-

cond, gives the points corresponding

with the points 6 and 1 of the first;

iu like manner, tlie line running from

the point 10, at its intersections

with the diagonal lines of the second

square, gives the points correspond-

ing with those marked 5 and 8 in

the first; and the horizontal lines

passing through the centre of tlie

second square, gives, at its j'.oint of

contact with the lines n and e, points

corresponding with the points 4 and

2 in the first. The whole of the

eight points being thus found in the

second square, it remains only, as

before described, to draw tiie curve

line through thoin, which will repre-

sent the perspective position and form where the base of tl e

second column is to be placed. By continuing in this niamier,

a third, fourth, or any number of circles may be drawn at their

perspective distances; the two given are quite sufficient to il-

lustrate the rule.

It may here be well to remaik, that every circle correctly

drawn in perspective forms a jierfect eHijisi', whether, from the

position from which it is viewed, it ajipear broad or narrow.
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By those who understand perspective but imperfectly, this is

frequently denied: and their disbelief arises from their mistaking

the middle horizontal line for the axis of the ellipse, whereas it

simply divides the circle into its perspective halves. If all the

lines serving to draw the curve were to be erased, aTid the

curve left: if its proper axis, (a long straight line, that divides

it horizontally into two equal parts), were to be found, it would
show that the curve forms a true eUipse.

10 g

Fig. 33.

Prob. VI., fig. 33.—By the application of the same rule as
that explained in the foregoing problem, with a little variation
in the manner of employing it, an arcade or succession of arches
may be put in perspective; a small geometrical drawing (g d) or
elevation of which is placed at the side of the problem, and is

drawn to a scale of one-fourth of the perspective drawing.
Let the student first draw an elevation similar to the one in

the plate, of one-fouth the size he intends to make his perspective
drawing; and then let him draw the perpendicular line a by
measurement from it, and at the supposed height of a figure (or
his eye from the ground line) draw the horizontal line across his

picture. To the best of the judgment of the artist, from the
point 1 (to the top of tlie line a) let him sketch the perspective
inclination of the line b, and continue it till it meet the horizon-
tal line: the point at which it touches will be the vanishing
point. From the point 2 (the bottom of the line a) the line c

must also be drawn to the vanishing point. These two lines b
and c represent the perspective directions of the upper and
lower lines of the structure. The student will find, by reference
to the geometrical drawing, that the height of each arch is three-

quarters the height of the whole structure; the width of each
arch, one-fourth ; and the width of each pier, between the arches
one-eighth of the height of the structure. If the student mark
off, on the line a, three-fourths of its length from the point 2, as
at the point 3, it will mark the real geometrical height of the
arch; and from this point 3, if he rule a line, n, to the vanishing
point, it will determine the heiglit of the respective arches as

they recede from him. The perspective distances—that is, the
perspective width of the piers and arches—may be found on the

VOL. VIT., NO. If. 8

line B, by the same rule as that employed for finding the position

and width of the windows in Problem I.* A long horizontal

line (e) must be drawn from, and to the left of the point 1, to re-

present the geometrical line of the top of the structure, and on
it must be marked the geometrical width of the several piers

and arches; as from 1 to 4, the geometrical width of the first

pier (one-eighth of the line a); from 4 to 5, the width of the

first arch (one-fourth of the line a). The student should now,
if he were sketching from nature, draw lightly with his pencil

the first arch by eye, or mark, as at the point 6 (on b), the dis-

tance of the nearest side of the arch to the line a; and through
this point rule a line from the point 4 till it meet the horizontal

line; its point of contact will be the point of distance. From
the point 5 a line must also be drawn to the point of distance

intersecting the line b at 7. These two points 6 and 1, corres-

ponding on the perspective line b with the points 4 and 5 on the

geometrical line e, give the perspective width of the first pier

and arch; and from each of them a perpendicular line must be

drawn till it meet the line c. These two lines correspond with

the lines a and b in the elevation g d. The student will observe

that tlie arches are all formed of semicircles; consequently, he

will only have to construct semicircles for finding the points for

the curve on the geometrical line e; therefore on this line, placing

one point of the compasses at 8, from the points 4 to 5 describe

* They mi^ht be found with eqnal correctness on the line c, from the

ground line, by employing the rule given in Problem II. for finding the

squares of the chess-board. Two lines are drawn from similar distances

on the ground line to those on the line e, to show that the points of in-

tersection are the same.
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a half-circle; from the points 4 and 5 draw upwards two jjorpen-

dicular lines, and parallel to the line e, so as just to touch the

top of the semicircle,* a line meeting the two perpendicuiurs at

the points 9 and 10. The semicircle will thus be enclosed in a

half-square. From the point 8 a line must be drawn to each of

the corners 9 and 10; and through the points where these lines

(which represent the upper halves of two diagonal lines) inter-

sect the semicircle, two perpendicular lines must be drawn to

touch the line e at 11 and 12: if the student now draw a per-

pendicular line from the point 8 till it meet the top of the semi-

circle, he will perceive, by comparing it with the preceding prob-

lem, that he has drawn the upper half of the geometrical figure

there represented for drawning a whole circle.

The line d being that which regulates the height of the several

arches, the points 13 and 14, given by the intersections on it

from the perpendicular lines drawn from 6 and 1, represent the

perspective positions of the points 9 and 1 of the geometrical

drawing: the points 4 and 5 must now be found, for which pur-

pose the geometrical height of the half-circle must be set on the

line A below the point 3 (representing the height of the top of

the arch), as at 15; and from this point rule a line to the van-

ishing point. Where this line intersects the perpendicular lines

at 16 and 17, drawn from the points 6 and 7, are the points

corresponding with 4 and 5 of the geometrical drawing on e.

To find the points 11, 8, 12 on e in the perspective drawing, a

line must be drawn from each of them to the distance point; and

from their points of intersection on the line b, perpendicular lines

must be drawn to the line f at 18, 19, 20, which are the per-

spective positions of the points 11, 8, and 12. From the point

19 to each of the corners 13 and 14 a line must be drawn, which

will complete the perspective drawing of the straight lines in the

geometrical figure erected on the line e. The curve must be

drawn as in the former problem, through the points corresponding

with those of the geometrical elevation.

To continue the line of arches, another space of one-eighth of

the line a must be measured off on the line e, for the width of

the second pier, and beyond that a space of one-fourth of a, for

the width of the second arch, as from 5 to 21, and from 21 to

22. From these points, lines must be ruled to the point of dis-

tance, and the sides of the second arch {c d of the geometrical

drawing) must be drawn on the perspective drawing, in the

same manner as the sides a 6 of the first arch. To find the

points between 21 and 22 (23, 24, 25), corresponding with the

points 11, 8, and 12, between 4 and 5, it is not necessary again

to construct a geometrical figure, similar to the one for finding

the points for the first arch, because the space between 21 and

22 being exactly the same as that between 4 and 5, these cor-

responding points must come at precisely the same distance from

each other, and may therefore be measured off with a pair of

compasses, the points of the geometrical distances for the second

arch (on e) corresponding with the points of the first, thus:

2\> 25) 2\' 2 3. iV- Tiie mode of drawing the second and fol-

lowing arches in perspective is precisely similar to that employed

for drawing the first: in the example given, all the lines neces-

sary for drawing the second arch are introduced, but without

the references. The three remaining arches are drawn, but the

lines used for finding them are purposely omitted.

There is another mode of applying this rule, equally correct,

which it is desirable for the student to understand. The lines

A, B, D, E and F (Fig. 2) must be drawn as in the preceding ex-

ample (Fig. 1). The lines o and f being drawn, the points 3

and 15 must have been found; let that portion of the line a

between the points 3 and 15 form the left side of a half square,

similar to the side 5, 10, of one erected on the line e. Fig. 1,

and upon this line construct a half-square of the same dimensions

as that on e, and describe within it a semi-circle. From the

centre point draw to the two upper corners lines corresponding

with the lines 8, 9, and 8, 10; and from the same centre point

draw a perpendicular line to touch the top of the half-circle, and

you will then have a geometrical figure similar to the the upper

half of the second diagram in the introduction to Part III.

The variation in applying this rule consists in the mode of

finding the points of intersection of the diagonal lines with the

* Straight lines touching a curve in this manner are called tangents.

curve. In placing the geometrical drawing at the side of the

line A, instead of on the line e, it is necessary for finding these

points in perspective (marked a and b in Fig. 2), to draw through
them a horizontal line to touch the side (as at c), instead of two
perpendicular lines to give the points at the bottom of the half-

square; and from this point c, a line (g) must be drawn to the

vanishing point. The points 13 and 14, and 16 and 17, are

found in Fig. 1 ; and the student must now find, by drawing a

perpendicular line dividing the arch into its perspective halves,*

the point corresponding with the point 19 of Fig. 1, and from it

draw a line to each of the points 13 and 14. The line g, where
it intersects the diagonal lines of the half-square in perspective,

will give the points corresponding to the points a J in the plan at

the side, through which to draw the curve, and in its passage to-

wards the vanishing-point would give the corresponding point for

every arch. In the example here given, those lines only are used

that are absolutely necessary for the explanation of the rule; the

student will do well to draw the whole figure with the five arches

on this plan.

Prob.VII. fig. 34—The reader has, doubtless, at one period or

another, been in some place where he has seen a row of arches

straight before him, such as the Burlington Arcade, the side aisle

of a church, &c. Let him suppose, then, that he is standing

before a row of arches, and in such a position as that the point

of sight (in this case, also the vanishing point,) be exactly in

the middle, between the two sides of the arch.

Fig. 1. The student must first draw the elevation of the first

archway: this is so extremely simple, that it scarcely needs any
directions. Having drawn the external lines, a, b, c, the ground
line, and the horizontal line, draw the sides of the archway a

and B, up to the points 1 and 3 (from where the curve springs),

and draw a horizontal line between these two points: from the

centre of this line, at the point 5, with a pair of compasses de-

scribe a semicircle from the points 1 and 3. From each of the

points 1, 2, 3, 4, draw aline to the vanishing point.f The stu-

dent must now on the same line c (drawn from the point 1 to the

vanishing point), mark the distance of the second arch from the

first, as at 6, and from this point draw a perpendicular line till

it touch the line n, at 7. From the line a, through the point 7,

draw a horizontal line, till it touch the line b; and from the

point 8, where it intersects the line f, draw a perpendicular line

to meet the line e at 9. The points 6, 7, 8, 9, are the points of

the second archway, corresponding with the points 1, 2, 3, 4 of

the first. Draw a horizontal line between the points 6 and 9;

and from the point 5 draw a line to the vanishing point: where

this line intersects the line 6 to 9 just drawn, at 10, with a pair

of compasses open to the distance of from 10 to 6, or 10 to 9,

which are equal, describe another half-circle; this completes the

second archway.

We will suppose the archways to be equidistant from each

other, and that the distance between each is a space equal to

from A to B. In order to find the relative distance the third arch

appears from the second that the second appears from the first,

we must find the point of distance, which may be found in a

similar manner to that employed in the Problems II» and V.
From the point 4, passing through the point 7, a line must be

drawn till it meet the horizontal line; the point of contact is the

point of distance. To the right hand, from the point 4, two spaces

must be measured off on the ground line, each equal to the space

between a and b, as at 11 and 12; from each of these points a

line must be ruled to the point of distance, and where they inter-

sect the line d they give the points determining the perspective

distances of the third from the second arch at 13, and the fourth

from the third at 14. Tlie mode of drawing the third archway

is similar to that employed for the second, with this difference

only, that the perpendicular line must be drawn up from the

* The student, it is to be hoped, reeollccts that the centre of any rec-

tans^ular pavallelogram in pori-pective is found by the intersection of its

diagonal lines. The figures 0, 7, 13, 14, represent the four corners of a

rectangular parallelogram in pcr.-pective, as do alfo the figures 13, 14,

IG, 17, and 6, 7, 1(5, 17. If the student, in any one of these, draw two

diagonal lines, as from 7 to 13, and from G to 14, and through this point

of intersection draw a pei-pendicular line to f, it will give the point (19)

required.

fThis point has already been settled to be placed midway between the

two sides of the arch.
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point 13 on d to the line c; whereas the

second arch was commenced by drawing a

perpendicular line down from the point 6

on c to the line d. To draw the third arch-

way, raise a perpendicular line from the

point 13 till it meet the line c at 15; from

15 draw a horizontal line till it meet the

line E at 16; from 16 draw down a per-

pendicular to meet the line f at 1 7 ; draw

a horizontal line between 15 and 16, and

from the point midway between them de-

scribe a third semicircle; tliis completes

the third archway. The fourth is drawn
in a similar manner, commencing at the

point 14; and a fifth, sixth, or indefinite

number, may be continued by the samel

rule.

If, however, instead of being placed exactly in the middle,

between the two sides a b of the archway, the spectator had
placed himself a little on one side—as opposite the point marked
G on the horizontal line, the arches would have had a very dif-

ferent appearance. Viewed from this position, more of the left

side of the inner archways would be visible, and the right side

of the first archway would entirely exclude the view of the right

side of the inner ones. The appearance of the archways, as

seen from this position, would be as represented in Fig. 2.

In this example tliere are neither letters nor figures of refer-

ence: the mode of drawing it is exactly similar to that employed
in Fig. 1, the position of the vanishing point only being altered.

The student will observe that the right side of all the inner

arches is hidden by the first, and that a portion only of their

semicircles is seen; nevertheless, it is best to complete each arch-

way in the drawing, to insure correctness; and this would be

more necessary if it were drawn in oblique instead of parallel

perspective. A few of the lines are left, to assist the student

in his drawing of the figure. Fig. 3 we shall have to consider

in a more advanced part of the work.

Prob. VIII. fig. 36*.—In tlie introductory portion of this

work, it will be recollected that some observations were made
respecting circular objects; and the various forms they took,

according to the positions from which they were seen, was famil-

iarly explained by the example of a common bowl. It has

already been remarked, that all perspective representations

of circles form perfect ellipses ;f but the

width of these ellipses varies according

to the distance the circular form is placed

above or below the eye of the spectator.

To illustrate this, a column, composed of

five distinct pieces, is chosen, and the

spectator is supposed to view it from such

a position as to bring the vanishing point

(f) exactly in the centre of the column,

and midway between the top and bottom.

The student will understand that the joints

of a circular column are circular, like the

top and bottom, and that the forms of

the curves of the joints vary in appear-

ance according to their distance above or

below the eye of the spectator. The stu-

dent will observe that the curve or ellipse

A, the base of the column, from being at

the greatest distance below the eye, is

much broader than the curve b, repre-

senting the first joint; that the second

joint of the column c, from its being ex-

actly level with the eye, forms only a

straight line; for if the student imagine,

that instead of this joint he had before

him a thin circular plate, from its being ex-

actly level with his eye, it would be im-

possible to see either its upper or lower

surface, and consequently could only be

represented by a straight line. The curve

D, from being the same height above the

eye that the curve b is below it, forms

a precisely similar ellipse; and, for the

same reason, the ellipses a and e are also

similar: this the student will readily per-

ceive by turning the example upside down.

The curves d and e, from being above

the eye, show the upper half of the curve

:

the curves b and a, from being below the

eye, show the lower half.

In order that the student may fully com-

prehend the drawing of this problem, let

him cut five square pieces of card, and

draw on the face of each of them a figure

similar to the diagram represented in the

plate; and through each card, at the

points a, b, c, d, and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 8,

pierce a hole, as also through the point

at the centre. This done, let him place

the cards one over another, so that the various points of each

card shall lie under and over the corresponding points of the

others. In this position of the cards, let him put a piece of stick

or wire, the length of the column, through the centre holes, and

separate the cards on this stick to an equal distance one from an-

• Seepp. 84,No. 3. ..,,••. fi,-
t The only exception is where the curve comes, as in the joint c ot this

figure, exactly on a level with the eye of the spectator, in which case it

is represented by a straight line.
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other, always keeping the correspondiug pohits on the cards in

the same relative position. If the student were now to put a
straight piece of wire (a common knitting-needle will answer
the purpose) through any one of the points of the top cards,

and holding it perpendicular, were to push it downwards, it would
pass through the corresponding holes in the four cards under-

neath. By clearly understanding this, the student will find his

progress through the problem greatly facilitated.

The student must first draw the square, and find the points

in perspective, corresponding to the points in the diagram, for

drawing the curve of the base of the column. This is fully ex-

plained in problem V., with this slight variation, that the van-

ishing point in this drawing is placed in the middle of the object

to be represented, instead of at the side: this done, he must let-

ter and figure the several pouits to correspond with the letters

apd figues on the points in the diagram, as the points a, b, c, d,

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 8.

From the points d and c draw two perpendicular lines, g and
H, each four times the height of the side of the square of the

diagram, marking on each line the divisions of each fourth, as

at the several points marked c and d* and draw a horizontal

line between the lines g and h, from each point, c to d, up to the

top. The first three of these horizontal lines b, c, and n, repre-

sent the first line of the three squares in which the curves to

represent the joints are to be drawn : the fourth line, e, repre-

sents the first line of the square in which the curve to represent

the top of the column is to be drawn. From each of the points

c d, the extremities of the hues b, d, e, a line must be drawn to

the vanishing point f, as the lines j, k, l, m, n, o.f
By reference to the cards, in the position before described, the

student will perceive that the circles drawn on them are in a

similar position to that of the top and bottom, and the three

joints of the column; and that a perpendicular line passing-

through any one of the points, representing certain points in the

cii'cle on the top card, would pass through the corresponding

points in the cards beneath. So is it in the perspective draw-

ing; the corresponding points in the several perspective squares

lie exactly one over the other, and will be found by means of

perpendicular lines

From the point a of the first square a, a perpendicular liu^ p

must be drawn till it meet the line j of the square e and a; and
from the point b of the square a, a perpendicular line r must be
drawn till it meet the line k of the square e at i ; by drawing a

horizontal line between these two points a and b (square e), the

square e will be completed. The student must here understand

that the several lines j, l, and n, drawn from the pomts d to the

vanishing point, represent the perspective directions in each of

the squares b, d, and e, of the line d—a of the diagram; and

that the line pis the perspective representation of the wire pas-

sing through the points a of the cards: consequently, where the

line p intersects the lines n, l, and j, it gives the perspective posi-

tions of the points a in the several squares a, d, and e. In like

manner the lines k, m, o, running from the point c to the vanish-

ing point, represent the perspective directions in each of the

squares of the line c—b of the diagram ; and the line r is the

perspective representation of the wire passing through the

several points b of the cards: consequently, the points at which

this line intersects the lines k, m, and o, are the perspective posi-

tions of the several points b in the respective squares b, d, and

E. The student must now draw a horizontal line from the points

a to b, in each of the squares b and d; and then, in each of the

three squares b, d, e, he must draw the diagonal lines fi'om the

points d to b, and from a to c.

From the point 1 (square a), the point designating the ex-

tremity of the perspective circle to the left, a perpendicular Une

s must be drawn till it meet the line j (square e) ; and from the

* The student mu.'it understand that the same figures and small letters

are employed as references for the corresponding points in each of the

squares, and that the several squares, with their first line and the curve

drawn within them, arc alike designated by their respective letters, a, b,

c, D, E.

t The middle joint c being represented by a straight lino, no pomts
can bo required on it. It will only be necessary to determine its per-

spective width, which will be done in determining the width of the other

curves.

point 3, the extremity of the perspective circle on the right, a

perpendicular line t must be drawn to meet the line k (square e).

These lines s and t. represent the two sides of the column, and
are the perspective delineation of the wires passing through the

holes 1 and 3 of the cards: consequently, where the line s inter-

sects the lines representing in perspective the line d—a of the

diagram (those portions of the lines j, l, and n, between the

letters d and a), it gives the perspective positions of the points 7

in the respective squares b, d, and e. In like manner, where the

line T intersects those portions of the lines k, m, o, between the

letters c and b (representing the line of the diagram o— b in per-

spective), it gives the perspective positions of the point 3 in the

respective squares b, d, and e.

(Continued on page 8i.)

Fig. 35.

trom the Jour, of Phot. Soe.

PICTURES FOR STEREOSCOPES, &C.

Sir.—From a communication in the last number of your Jour-

nal, it appears that some photographers are rather at a loss to

copy pictures on glass, as transparencies for the steoreoscope or

magic lantern, on collodion instead of albumen.

A process has been used for some time by several members of

the Photograpliic Section of the Manchester Literary and Phi-

losophical Society with considerable success; I send you the de-

tails, hoping it may be of use to some of your readers.

Prepare the plate as usual, and on removing it from the sil-

ver bath, place it on a board covered with

clean calico; with the prepared side up;

then put a strip of drawing-paper or thin

card about one-eighth of an inch wide along

the top and bottom of the plate (Fig. 35)

;

the negative is to be placed carefully face

down upon these slips of paper, which, though

they prevent absolute contact, leave the sur-

faces sufficiently near for all practical purposes. The most con-

venient light is either gas or a moderator lamp; the plate is ex-

posed to the light a few seconds—the exact time of course de-

pends on the materials used—10 to 15 (minutes) seems about

an average thne.

The picture is dcvelope^l by pyrogallic acid 5 grs. to 6 oz.

of water, \ drachm gUicial acetic acid: it may then be whitened

in the usual manner witli bichloride of mercury, well washed

with water and made perfectly black by very weak ammonia
(i drachm ammonia to 1 gall, water), dried and varnished.

Tliese operations can be performed in an evening, with all the

requisite.? on a table, the Iwth and levelling stand merely shaded

from the direct light by a hoard or .screen ef yellow glass (a

chess board on edge forms a very effectual screen when a more

elaborate one is not at hand).

There are several modifications of this plan, viz. using the

camera with a small stop, with or witliout lens, so as to obtain

parallel rays, the plat-e ar.d negative being j laced on a dark

frame slightly differing from the u.sual form; or receiving the

light from a concave reflector; but these are more trouble, and

in practice not sensibly superior.

Those who have not tried the first plan mentioned will be apt

to imagine that the thickness of the paper between the prepared

plate and the negative will prevent sharpness of definition ; this

is not the case, for an engraving may be copied to sliov,- every

line and dot, ])rovided the i\egative be a good one.

Reduced copies of the photographic steoreoscope pictures may

by this plan be printed on one slip of glass, and for intensity of

color and sharpness are not inferior to the most beautiful French

specimens on albumen.

Very beautiful positives may be made as above, by painting

the picture with permanent white at the back ; but for tliis pur-

pose the exposure to light nmst not be as long as for stereo-

scopic pictures and phantasmagoria slides. I remain,

Your obedient Servant,

Alpha.

— We are indebted to G. Harrison, E.sq., for the beautiful

designed title cover page with which we jiresent our subscribers

tliis year. Mr. Harrison's hapjjy talent for this department of

art is well illustrated in this ap])roi'riate and jjleasing engraving.
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HARMONY OF COLORS.*

EXTRACT FROM A MANUSCKIFT VOLUME SOON TO BE PUBLISHED.

As I observed in your preceeding number, ray object in this

chapter is, not to specify minutely the requirements of a pure

taste in the costume of one or another person. It is rather to

suggest a few general principles, which may aid the reader in de-

ciding what is most appropriate to him or her self. I will,

therefore, subjoin a few items to those already advanced.

It would seem obvious enough that in selecting alike the colors

and the fashion of a garb, special regard should be paid to the

age, the general characteristics and the social position, not less

than to the complexion, the size and the shape of the individual

concerned. For a middle-aged lady, (if such a one there be) to

array herself like a girl of eighteen; or for an old lady to wear

the garb of one or the other; or for either of the three to make
an exchange with either of the other two; would be an absur-

dity too glaring to require one sylable of exposition.

Again, for a lady of grave disposition and reserved deport-

ment, whether middle-aged or young, to put on the gay or semi-

gay costume, which seems not only appropriate but almost

indispensable to one of vivacious temper and frank cordial man-

ners, is a self-demonstrated incongruity, even though lier own
feelings should not interdict it, as most commonly would be the

fact.

And then the intuitions of society, which are not apt to be far

astray in such matters, intimate that the position of the head of

a family should have scwne bearing on the costume of its members.

For example, the lady of a clergyman, or of a man exercising

any other function of kindred gravity, would be likely to offend

the susceptibilities of the judicious ai.d refined by appearing in

that rainbow-tinted garb, which would be p.ppropriate enough to

the messenger of Olympus or one holding a similar office.

But there are yet other qualifying conditions to be regarded,

such as time, place, occasion and the like.

No sane person, for example, would dress for attending a

funeral, as for attendance at a theatre or a ball; or for supervis-

ing her domestic affairs, as for receiving afternoon or morning

calls. An instinctive feeling prevails well nigh universally, that

the concerns, witli which one is occupied and the mode belonghig

to the tune should exert a paramount influence on the quality of

the garb.

Thus, red and yoliovv, which for obvious reasons are named
" warm colors," harmonise vfell in their several shades wit!i/e5-

tire and joyous scenes. So also does white, which is reckoned an

emblem of cheerfulness, dignity and peace, as well as of inno-

cence, purity and delicacy; all of which traits must characterize

such scenes to give them favor with persons of refinement.

Green, the complement of red, harmonizes with it to make a

festive garb of that medimi liveliness, which pleases many tastes

of the more chastened quality.

Blue is called the coldest of tlie colors, but is nevertheless in-

teresting for its symbolic associations. Thus it is counted an

emblem of constancy and generosity, as appears in the sailors'

phrase, " true blue." Being, moreover, the color of heaven and

of the human eye, it is taken for a symbol of intelligence and of

divinity; and the ancients pronounced the mantle of Minerva,

the Goddess of Wisdom, to be blue, as also the robe of the

Muses. These intimations may serve to point out numerous oc-

casions of the comparatively graver description, for which this

color v^ould be appropriate.

Moreover, orange, which is deemed the warmest of colors, as

combining red and yellow, being the complemental of blue, it

follows that orange and blue, for persons of certain complexions,

would constitute a very strikuig harmony of contrast even in a

festival costume.

So, for a lady of good height and proportions, and with that

exquisitely white skin sometimes witnessed, jet black is a charm-

ing color for almost any and every occasion.

I venture to pronounce black a color, as also white, though

the ordinary writers on color deny the name to both. Why
they do so I know not, since both produce in us the sensation of

color, while both are composites in varying proportions of the

three primitive colors. Thus in black, blue predominates ; red

* Coatinued from page 31, Vol. 7, No. 1.

comes next; and yellow last; while in white, yellow predominates;
red comes next; and blue is subordinate to both.
What are termed negative or neutral colors are those com-

pounded either of the three primaries, or secondaries, or terti-

aries, in such proportions, that neither is predominant. Black
and white are the extremes of these and greys their intermediates.

The neutral greys and the semi-neutral drabs, &c. &c., are
admirably fitted for the service-dress of a lady while attending
to household concerns, or while journeying, or taking pedestrian
exercise, and consequently exposed to dust and soil of manifold
species.

If we suppose the above mentioned conditions observed, the
complexion and the color of the hair are the two things, which
mainly determine the colors to be employed in the dress.

The Caucasian race are marked by two dominant complexions,
entitled the blonde and the brunette. The blonde is a subdued
orange color, or a union of red and yellow. The brunette is a
brown—that is, a black wherein yellow, or red and yellow, or

green and orange predominates, according to its special shade.
Of course both the blonde and the brunette complexional tints

are, in the human face, mingled more or less with carnation or
roseate hues.

The light hair, which usually accompanies the blonde com-
plexion, is also a subdued orange, and takes different names,
according as one or another color predominates in it.

Thus, if yellow predominates, it is called flaxen, or golden; if

red, chestnut or auburn; if brown, simply light, or light-brown.

The hair of the brunette is commonly black or dark-brown,
though there are numerous exceptions to this rule.

The prevalent blue eye of the blonde presents the harmony of
contrast with the orange of the hair and complexion, orange be-

ing the complemental of blue; while the ordinary black or dark
eye of the brunette exhibits the harmony of analogy with the
dark hair.

Having thus stated briefly the various circumstances to be
noted in selecting the colors of the costume, I have perhaps done
all that should be looked for in a chapter like this, which aims
rather to state and illustrate general principles, than to furnish

specific practical formulas. Before closing, however, I will offer

a few applications of these principles to particular cases.

For example, sky-blue in the dress harmonizes, by agreeable
contrast, with the blonde complexion and hair, since the orange
tint of this complexion is the complemental of blue, besides that
the latter color is pleasing for its emblematic quality.

On the other hand, yellow and red, bordering on the orange
combination, contrast brilliantly with black or dark hair, since

blue, the complemental of orange, is predominant in these hues.

Light-green is becoming to colorless complexions, or those
faintly colored, because having red for its complemental, it casts

upon the face a delicate rosy tint.

On the other hand, dark-green, best suits an over-ruddy com-
plexion, since having light-red for its complemental, it softens

this excess of red by a reflection of the latter hues.

Violet or purple in direct contiguity with blonde complexions
is not becoming, since its complemental being yellow, a greenish-

yellow hue is cast upon the face. If used at all, it should be of

a shade so very dark, as to make the skin look white by con-

trast.

I have already intimated that black or dark draperies make
the wearers appear smaller, and white or light draperies larger

than they actually are. Consequently stout persons look best

in the former, and diminutive persons in the latter. For the

same reason black shoes are best suited to not very small feet,

while a delicate-sized foot is charming in a white satm slipper.

So a dress stripped vertically augments the apparent height,

while one horizontally stripped is apt to produce a squat, dumpy
appearance.

Without going further into this species of detail, let me refer

the reader, who would see the subject handled with sufficient

minuteness, as well as eminent ability, to Field's Chromatogra-

phy, in connexion with numerous essays in the London Art
Journal.

I trust it may enhance the interest, if not the intrinsic value

of this chapter, if I cite from the poets a few passages, which

exhibit their accurate perceptions of the harmonies of both an-
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alogy and contrast in color, as well as their use of colors, as

symbolical of human passions and affections. It is almost

superflous to say, that here, as everywhere else we find Shaks-

peare speaking with a knowledge that seems liie inspiration.

I will leave to the reader's penetration to detect which of the

following extracts illustrate analogy, and which contrast:

—

" There wa.s a pretty redness in her lip;

A little riper and more lusty red
Than that mixed in her check—'twas just the difference

Betwixt the constant red and mingled damask."—Suakspeake.

" A pudency so rosy, that I tho\ight her
As chaste as unsunned snow."—Ibid.

" My bloody hand will rather

The multitudinous seas incarnadine,
Making their greenness, red."—Ibid.

" My mistaking eyes,

That have been so liedazzled witli the sun,
That every thing I look on seemeth green."—Ibid.

" Beauty's ensign yet
Is crimson in thy lips and in thy cheeks,

And Death's pale flag is not advanced there."

—

Ibid. •

" Wliite and azure laced
With blue of heaven's own tint."

—

Ibid.

" Through whose white skin

With damask eyes the ruby blood doth peep."

—

Marlowe.

" Here Love his golden shafts employs; here lights

His constant lamp and waves his purple wings."

—

Milton.

" Aurora now, in radiant ^?/r^/e drest,

Shone from the portals of the golden east."

—

Tasso.

I will now subjoin a few examples of the use of colors by the

poets to symbolise sentiments, passions and affections.

" I have marked
A thousand blushing apparitions start

Into her face ; a thousand innocent shames
la angel witnesses bear away those blushes."

—

Shakspeabk.

" And thus the native hue of resolution

Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought."

—

Ibid.

" Go, prick thy face, and over-red thy fear

Thou lily-livered boy ; those liiien cheeks

Are couucellors to fear."

—

Ibid.

" 'Tis not alone my inky cloak good mother,

Nor customary suits of solemn black,''

That can denote me truly."

—

Ibid.

" Glittering in golden coats like images.

And gorgeous as the sun at midsummer."

—

Ibid.

" Long, pity, let the nations view
Thy sky-worn robes of tenderest blue,

And eyes of dewy light."

—

Collins.

" The blushes of the opening rose

Thy tender modesty disclose
;

The snow-white lilies of the vale.

Diffusing fragrance to the gale.

Careless and sweet and mild we see

In them a lovely type of thee."

—

Russian Ankcdotks.

" welcome, pure-eyed Faith, white-handed Hope,
Thou hovering angel girt with golden wings,
And thou, unblemished form of chastity."

—

Milton.

" Celestial, rosy-red, hove's proper hue."—Ibid.

" O'erlaid with black, staid wisdom's hue."

—

Ibid.

" Hence, loath'ed melancholy,

Of Cerberus and blackest midnight born."

—

Ibid.

" Rosy-fingered Aurora."

—

Homer.

" Blooming youth and gay delight

Sit on thy rosy cheeks contest."

—

Pkior.

There are numerous other points of intense interest pertaining

to our subject, which would amply reward discussion. Among
these are the physical nature of light and colors, the correspon-

dence between colors and sounds and the singular and close

analogy between the harmonies of the two, &c. &c. My limits,

however, forbid my considering these, even were they not, per-

haps, too purely scientific for a work like this.

But to the reader, who may desire to penetrate more deeply

into the topics here touched upon, I would recommend for exami-

nation the following works, which in part aided my preparation

of this chapter; viz.: Field's Chromatics and Chromatography;
the London Art Journal from its commencement; Lectures on
Painting by Reynolds, by Barry, by Opie, by Fuseli, by Hay-
don; and Modern Painters, by an Oxford Student, (Ruskin.)

Either and all of these will be found instructive and enter-

taining by both the artist and the amateur.

M. A. Root.
]40 Chestnut-st., Phil., Jan., 1854.

From La Lumiere.

POSITIVE PROOFS UPON GLASS, OIL CLOTH, &C.

leborgne's process.

We have received from M Leborgne the following commu-
nication :

—

" For some time I have been much occupied with the process

for giving direct proofs upon positive glass and transferring them
upon black cloth, silk, ivory, &c. This process, as all photo-

graphers know, has for its base the transfer of the bed of collo-

dion.

" Until now, a great number of amateurs, in their researches

upon photography, have attributed their want of success to the

caprices of collodion, or to the influence which the temperature
exercises upon this agent. The temperature it is true, has a

certain action upon these chemical products; but the study and
long experience which I have made for perfecting Ihe process in

question have proved to me that the evil is not to be found here,

but, on the contrary, in the bad composition of the collodion

itself and in the imperfect combination of the other substances

used.
" I have at last discovered a means of operating by which

the results are certain. This means consists in the union of the

collodion with other chemical substances, all mixed and composed
by myself, such as—The nitrate of silver; the sulphate of iron;

and the cyanide of potassium.
" All the world has known, without being able to state the

true cause, that these various products, employed pure, rapidly

decomposing, have not given the necessary vigor to the photo-

graphic proofs, which are ahvays veiled. This is why I have
tried to mix them with other substances. I ought to say that

my experiments have been crowned M'ith complete success. By
this method I have found all diiSculties are overcome.

" I have already spoken of this process in the little pamphlet
which I have lately published, and have indicated there the man-
ner of operating, as also the substances to be used. However,
to spare photographers the trouble of manufacturing the various

necessary solutions, and at the same time to afford them more
security in their operations; I believe it would be agreeable to

them to offer some solutions already prepared and tried before-

hand, which assure to the most inexperienced artist an infallible

success. They are five in number, viz.

1 Flask of collodion.

1 " nitrate of silver (mixed).

1 " sulphate of iron.

1 " cyanide of potassium.

1 "a special solution for the transfer of proofs upon
cloth, silk, &c.

" These five flasks, indispensable for the process upon positive

glass, and equally advantageous for obtaining negatives upon
paper in prolonging the position, contain the necessary quantity

for making many proofs upon a perfect metal plate.

Leborgne."
The new process that M. Leborgne has shown us and which

he has obtained by employing the solutions of which he speaks

in the preceeding communication, indicate great progress. The
blacks are extremely vigorous, although the details are percep-

tible. The general tone of his portraits is very harmonious, and
the model of a remarkable sweetness.

Tlie bed of collodion which bears the proof is transferred

upon oil cloth, then stuck upon glass with this cloth. Hence it

is perfectly preserved from contact with the air. We will add
that these portraits being natural in position the resemblance is

most exact and striking.
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FORMIC ACID.

FKOM THE FRENCH Of LA LUMFEKE, BY MISS E. P. PEABODY.

Formic acid, or acid of ants* having been lately indicated in

many photographic formulas, we give some extracts concerning

this chemical product from Mr. F. Hoefer

—

"Targus, Lungha and other observers had already seen that

ants would redden tlie blue vegetable moist colors, (flowers of

wild succory and borage) with which they were placed in contact.

Wray stated, in 1670, that ants distilled give an acid spirit simi-

lar to vinegar; but Margraf, in 1747, puts beyond doubt

the existence of a peculiar acid in ants. Hoefer Hist, dela

Che?)ie. t. II. page 525.)
" Formic acid very much resembles concentrated acetic acid,

with which it was at first compounded. It is liquid, colorless,

smoking easily in the air and boiling at 100° It crystallizes,

below zero, in brilliant leaves. Its density is 1-2352; its vapor

is inflammable, and burns with a blue flame. The boiling point

varies according to its degree of concentration. M. D. de Bc-

reiner observed at first that formic acid is produced in very many
operations; for example, when an organic substance is used with

sulphuric acid or peroxyde of manganese. Thus we obtain a

great quantity of formic acid by distilling a mixture composed

of one part of sugar, two of water, three of peroxyde of man-

ganese, and three of sulphuric acid diluted with v/ater. It is

prepared according to the old process, by distilling lightly the

water of crushed ants. To concentrate it, it is fixed upon a base,

such as oxide of lead; the formate of lead is warmed to make it

lose the water, and decompose it afterwads by sulphuretted

hydrogen, which takes away the lead from the state of sulphur

and leaves the formic acid soluble. In its greatest state of con-

centration the formic acid includes an equivalent of water. In

this state it has a burning taste and strong odor of ants. Its

composition is expressed by the formula: C^ Ho^ X Ho. For

the equivalent of water Ho can be substituted a metallic oxide.

Warmed with the peroxide of mercury, the formic acid is de-

composed, it is formed by carl)onic acid and the oxide of mercury

reduced. This fact proves that the elements of formic acid are

less strongly united than those of acetic acid; for this last acid,

warmed with the peroxide of mercury, gives birth to an acetate

which is decomposed only at a much more elevated temperature.

Personal a\xb "^vt Intelligence.

— We present our subscribers this month with a crystalotype

of the beautiful group of statuary by Lazzerini of Carrara,

from a design by Hexchel, now on exhibition at the Crystal

Palace in this city. It is one of the most admired pieces of

sculpture in the exhibition, and is admirably well represented in

our illustration.

— We were in error in our notice of the coating box at the

World's Fair. This box is the invention and manufacture of

Messrs. W. & W. H. Lewis, and is exhibited by them. It

strikes us as being a most complete and useful article, and woi'-

thy of the attention of the daguerrean public. We shall give

engravings and a description of it in our nex+,

— We also unintentionally omitted to speak of the daguerreo-

types exhibited by J. E. Whitney of St. Pauls, Min. He has

a small but very good collection, and when we take into consid-

eration the short time he has been engaged in daguerreotyping,

they do him much credit. They are far superior to those of many
of our oldest manipulators, who put forth greater pretentions.

— Those who have seen the daguerreotypes taken by Meade's
instantaneous process, exhibited at the World's Fair, will con-

cur with us in the opinion that they are eminently worthy the

consideration of daguerreans. The sensitive for the production

*Formic acid is a solid uncrystallizaWe substance, formerly .supposed

to be a compound of acetic and mallic acids, but it has been found to be

a distinct and natural product obtained by infusing ants in a small

quantity of water, submitting them to the action of heat in a retort,

when the formic acid distills over, and may be condensed in a cool

receiver.

—

Ed. P. if. FA. Jour.

of these pictures can be had of the Messrs. Meade Bros., of New
York, or of Mr. E. Anthony, for the low price of five dollars,

and we can safely say that our readers will not find it a " Dr.

Cyrus affair:^ The following are the directions for its use:

" Take two buff sticks covered with fine buckskin, marked No.

1 and No. 2, and use entirely free from rouge; clean and buff

your plate in the usual manner with rouge, &c., with your ordi-

nary buffs, after which, take a piece of Canton flannel, and after

shaking the bottle, rub the Canton flannel against the stopper very

slightly, so as to get a very little of the preparation on, or the

result will not be good; then rub it carefully backwards and

forwards over the surface of the buffed plate; afterwards buff

with clean buffs No. 1 and No. 2 in rotation, until you restore

the original polish. After using these buffs for one or two

weeks, chalk them all over with chalk, and brush out with a

clean hard brush. This article we recommend to daguerreotype

artists generally, as they can obtain pictures of still or movhig

objects, which cannot be produced by any other process."

Mr.W. H. De Shong, who has become permanently located

at Memphis, Tenn., in a letter to us, says

—

" I have succeeded in making some very good impressions

on copper plates, by coating over the bromide of lime to a cher-

ry-red. It requires some six minutes exposure in sun-light to

produce the proper effect. I tliink them superior to those upon

the silver jikte, from the fact tliat there is much less reflection."

— To the numerous inquiries regarding Mr. Werge's colors,

we have to say that we have every reason to believe they are

what he represents them. Our own opinion of coloring the da-

guerreotype has always been freely expressed, and has not

changed; but there are a great many persons who will have

their faces colored, on the daguerreotype plate, particularly if

the natural flesh possesses not a particle of the ruby or rosy red,

consequently the daguerreotypist must please them whether a,t

the expense of a good picture or not; and whether " all organic

preparations -will fade" or not; they therefore want good colors,

and Mr. Werge supplies them.

— Mr. Snelling—Dear Sir,—Hoping I may be of service

to some in the daguerrean art, I send you the following

—

I think that nearly, if not all operators are aware that in

most cameras the plate must be either nearer or farther from

the lens than the ground glass in taking pictures of persons at

common distances. But I think many do not generally know

that the reverse is the case in copying an object as large as the

original. In copying a daguerreotype for instance, as large, or

larger than the original picture, it will be seen that a focus on

the ground or object glass will not be a focus on the plate,

though it may be nicely arranged for taking pictures of more

distant objects. In proof of this, we will place three cards in

front of the lens, in the usual way of adjusting the focus of an

instrument, one fourth of an inch apart, and near enough to

have the impression on the object glass as large as the original

cards; to regulate the focus to the middle card and take a pic-

ture of the three at one sitting, and the focus on the plate will

be seen to favor one of the other cards. That is, if a camera

favors a near object in a distant vieio, it will favor a distant

object in a near view.*

I have two whole size cameras. In copying with one of them

I find it necessary to move the picture towards the camera one

fourth of an inch, after the focus is arranged on the object glass,

while with the other it is necessary to move it back the same

distance, at the same time either of them are in focus for taking

pictures of persons at common distances.

If you think the above is of any importance, you are at liberty

to make what use of it you please.

I am Sir, most respectfully yours,

B. F. Upton.

Every thing is of importance in the photographic art that

tends to illustrate facts, or induce inquiry. We are always well

pleased to receive communications on any subject in the art, no

matter how brief, for each must create some interest and lead to

* The lines in italic may not be correct in all cases but my experi-

ence indicates it.
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good results. The effect here spoken of has been frequently al-

luded to in our Journal, and is called " the difference between

the visual and chemical foci," and various rules are laid down

for its correction. At one time it was supposed that the evil

could not be corrected in the lens itself, but we think Mr. C. C.

Harrison has fully disproved this, for it is absolutely necessary

to bring the ground glass and plate to the same plane, in order

to work perfectly with bis cameras.

—

Ed.

— Messrs. V. Prevost, C. Derchauchoir & Co., of No. 621

Broadway, have done us tlie favor to present us with some very

fine photographic views of scenes on the North River. These

gentlemen are artists of fiue taste and great ability, and their

works will compare favorably with our best artists. The at-

tractions of their room in photogra])hic pictures are well de-

serving the attention of all lovers of art.

— Havixg received numerous inquiries, as to when our Dic-

tionary will be published, we have to reply that we are depen-

dant upon the mercy of a printer wlio has been already six

mouths longer putting it in type than we were in writing it, and

it wants considerable of being completed. We can only, there-

fore, ask the kind indulgence of the anxious ones, and promise

it them at the earliest day possible.

— DoBYNs & RicHARDsox of New York, we also overlooked

in our visit to the "Palace," but we saw their pictures before

they were " sent up," and we cannot speak in too strong praise

of theii" execution. Mr. Richardson's general manipulations

exhibit him not only as a man of taste but as an operator of a high

order. Those who visit bis rooms either on business or to see

the specimens of his skill, will be most agreeably entertained by

Mrs. Potter, a lady of good judgment and refined taste, who
manages this department of the establishment.

— H. W. Bradley of San Francisco, Cal., has made us a fly-

ing visit and exhibited some of his pictures. They are very fine;

some of the best we have ever seen ; in fact, they preserve the

middle tints and darker shades, at the same time that they pro-

duce the extreme high lights more perfectly than is usual in the

daguerreotype.

— We were in error in stating that a gold medal was awarded

to Mr. Brady at the World's Fair at London. There were but

two medals awarded for daguerreotypes. These were of bronze

and were presented to Mr. Brady and Mr. Lawrence, both of

New York city.

— The German sculptor Siegel, residing at Athens, has re-

discovered the celebrated ancient marble-quarries of the red and

vert antique, which have been lost since time immemorial. He
found this red antique on the south side of the mountain chain

of Taygetus, and the vert antique on the northern part of the

Island of Tinos.

— The Tribunal Cofredionnel dela <SVM;e at Paris has made
tbe following decision, which has created much interest among the

artists. The question M'as: " If a statuette is transferred to pa-

per or metal plate by means of the })hotographic or daguerrean

process; and but in relief by means of an optical ap]"iaratus like

the stereoscope, is this to be considered a piracy or infringement

on the copyright?" Judge d'Herbelot decided in the affirmative,

pasiug his decision upon the following grounds: 1. That the

idea and the manifestation of the idea in any art whatever, is

the property of its author. 2. That the reproduction of a work
of art, no matter how it has been accomplished, by what means,

process or material, constitutes a counterfeit, a piracy or in-

fringement, as long as the original author has not given his con-

sent to be copied. 3. That such reproductions injure the rights

and interest of the original author, l)y rendering Ids work
common and vulgar, consequently diminishing the artistic and

commercial value of the original production.

— The rumor that Mr. Brady had obtained the gold medal

of the World's Fair exhibition in New York, appears to be in-

correct. The awards of the Jurors have been published andwc
find the result is as follows:

SILVER MEDAL.

(The highest premium awarded.)

J. A. Whipple of Boston, for crystalotypes.

BRONZE MEDALS.

Alexander Bctler, for several excellent daguerreotypes.

M. B. Brady, for uniformly excellent daguerreotypes.

C. C. Harrison, for cameras.

A. Hesler, for beautiful daguerreotypes—" The Three Pets,"
" The Toilet" and others.

M. M. Lawrence, for excellent daguerreotypes, particularly,

"Past, Present and Future."

Henry Plant of France, for photographic apparatus.

Samuel Root, for fine daguerreotypes.

HONORABLE MENTION.

J. H. FiTz Gibbon, for daguerreotypes.

Jeremiah Gurney, for fine daguerreotypes.

Harrison & Hill, for daguerreotyjjcs.

E. Long, for an exquisite daguerreotype of a lady.

Meade Brothers, for daguerreotypes of " Seven Ages of

Man."
MoissENET, DoBYNs & RicHARDsoN, for dagucrreotypes.

W. C. North, for daguerreotypes.

O. S. Peters, for stereoscopes.

M. A. Root, for fine daguerreotj'pes.

J. H. Whitehcrst, for fine daguerreotypes.

FINE ARTS, SCULPTURE, PAINTINGS, ETC.

Antigua A., France, for Oil Painting—Inundation of the

Loire.

Ball T., U. S., for Statuette of Webster, in Plaster.

Crawford Thomas, U. S., for Bust of a Lady, in Marble.

Frankin C. A., Belgium, for Child Sleeping in a Shell, in

Plaster.

Girardiu Pauline, France, for several Water Coior Paintings

of Groups of Flowers.

Grampaoli D., Italy, for Death of Feruccio, in Marble.

Grolig, France, for Oil Painting—View near Paris.

Gude Hans, Norway, for Oil Painting—Mountain Scene in

Norway.
Gurlitt Louis, Austria^ for Oil Pninting—Sunset near Naples.

Gayvard P., France, for Bust of MadMme Ccrito, in Marble.

Holl W., England, for Engraving on Steel—The Men y
Making.

Hasenclever J. B., Prussia, for Oil raintiug—The Deputation

of Workmen.
Hubner, C, for Oil Painting—The Intercepted Love Letter.

Jerichau A., Denmark, for Group of Adam and Eve, in Plaster.

Jacquemarcl A., France, for Tiger in I'iastcr.

Kneeling Horace, U. S., for Bust of Capt. Ericcson, in

Plaster.

LeroUe, Paris, for a small ]5ro7ize Yase witli Cnpids.

L'Eveque, France, for Statue of Ltfcbia, in Marble.

Marshall W. Caider, England, for Statne of Sabrina, in

Plaster.

Orr J. W., U. S., for suiidvy Sj^ecimens of Wood Engraving.

Pagani Petro, Milan, Italy, for Eve after the Fall, in Marble.

Powers Hiram, U. S., for Greek Slave, and other Works in

Marble.

Ringuct, Le Prince & Marcott, France, for tlie Workmanship
of a large Bronze Yaze.

Gillerie M., France, for Two Compositions in Relief, repre-

senting—the one a Battle, the other a Religious Procession.

Santarelli Emillio, Italy, for Statue of Ilypocrates, in

Marble.

Serrure A., Belgium, for Oil Painting.—The Lovers' Meeting.

Spitzweg A., Bavaria, for Oil I'ainting.—The Bookworm.

Soules Eugene, France, Water Color Painting.

—

A. Land-

scape.

Yache C. England, for Water Color Painting,—Yiew of St.

Peter's.

Yatican Manufactory of the, Rome, for a Mosaic Copy of St,

John.

Yan Scheudal, Belgium, for Oil Painting.—A French Market
Woman.

Wilmore J. T., England, for Steel Engraving—Deerstalker's

Return,—after Landseer.

i^Oi.
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THE PRACTICE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.*

BY PHILIP H. DELAMOTTE, P. S. A.

CONVERSION OF NEGATIVES INTO POSITIVES.

NEGATIVE picture, prepared as indicated above,

can be converted into a positive in various

ways. That suggested by Sir John Herschel

consists in smoking the glass on the collodion

side. Or the proof may be backed with any

I black substance, such as varnish, paper, velvet,

l&c.

(125.) Dr. Diamond obtains the picture by the

usual collodion process, and developes by proto-nitrate of iron. The

negative image being developed, a mixture of hyposulphite of

soda, which has undergone partial decomposition, and pyrogallic

acid, is poured over the plate, which is slightly warmed. Upon
this the darkened parts are rendered brilliantly white by the

formation of metallic silver. The picture, being backed up with

black velvet, assumes the aspect of a fine daguerreotype, with-

out any of the disadvantages arising from the reflection of light

from the polished silver surface.

(126.) Mr. Archer obtains this result by pouring a solution

of bichloride of mercury over the proof ; Mr. Fry, by the com-

bined action of pyrogallic acid and proto-nitrate of iron.

(121.) M. Marten's communication to the Academy of Sci-

ences at Paris, details the following method of operations for

producing positives directly on the glass plate : Make a solution

of gun-cotton in ether. The gun-cotton is prepared by heating

2 parts of cotton wool with 50 parts of nitrate of potash and

100 parts of sulphuric acid. This, when well washed and diied,

is soluble in a mixture of 10 volumes of ether and 1 volume of

alcohol, to which are added 15 grains of nitrate of sQver, con-

verted into the iodide by iodide of ammonium, and dissolved in

300 grains of alcohol.

(128.) The plate of glass covered in the usual way with this

substance is plunged before it becomes dry into a bath com-

posed of

Nitrate of silver 8 parts.

Nitric Acid 5 "

Distilled water 100 "

(129.) For developing it is plunged into a bath of sulphate

of protoxide of iron, and carefully washed. The picture is now
a negative, but on plunging it into a bath of the double cyanide

of silver and potassium, it immediately becomes positive. It

must next be washed and dried.

The cyanuret bath is composed of

Water 2 quarts.

Cyanuret of potassium 375 grains.

Nitrate of silver 60 "

The pictures produced in this manner possess great brilliancy.

POSITIVES ON COLLODION.

(130.) These resemble in many respects daguerreotypes, but

are free from the objectional glare peculiar to the polished silver

plates.

For direct positives the method of coating and exciting the

sensitive surface is the same as that used for negatives. After

exposure in the camera, which need not be half so much as for

negatives, the developing process is conducted with either pyro-

gallic acid or protosulphate of iron, with the addition to either

of one or two drops of nitric acid. Various formulsE have been

suggested; the following will be found as useful as any:

—

Pyrogalic acid 8 grains.

Distilled water 8 ounces.

Acetic acid 1 drachm.

When mixed, add one or two drops of nitric acid, according to

its strength. Mix and filter. Or,

Distilled water 1 ounce.

Protosulphate of iron 20 grains.

Acetic acid 1 drachm.
Nitric acid 1 or 2 drops.

* Continued from page 37, Vol. 7, No. 2.
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Either of these developmg solutions must be applied by
gently pouring the fluid along the margin of the glass plate, and
when suf&cient has accumulated, by a slight movement of the
hand the fluid is made to cover the whole surface of the collo-

dion quickly and at once, because if the solution is poured on to
the collodion, the action of the nitric acid is so energetic, that it

would be more intense at that particular spot where the stream
falls, and an unequal effect be produced.

As soon as the picture is visible, or, as soon as it begins to ap-
pear, the developing solution must be poured off, and the proof
well washed with water, and then fixed in the usual manner by
hyposulphite of soda. In drying it loses its transparency, but
this can be restored by varnishing.

When the picture developes very slowly, it is due to insuffi-

cient exposure in the camera; in consequence of which the
shadows, instead of being strong and even, are covered with a
multitude of spots of metallic silver, which extend gradually over

the whole plate. The effect is due to the de-oxydismg power of

the nitric acid.

When the plate has been exposed too long in the camera the

developing solution acts with so much rapidity on those parts

which have received most light, that it must be poured off be-

fore the half-lights are visible; in consequence of which the

shadows will be very strong and pure, but the lighter parts ^vill

be vague and indistinct.

ALBUMIN ON GLASS.

(131.) This process is based on the property possessed by
albumin, of becoming insoluble upon the application of heat.

The application of this substance to photography on glass is due
to M. Niepce de St. Victor.

(132.) Take the whites of eggs, and to every 100 grains add
1 grain of iodide of potassium, or of iodide of anmaonium. Beat
the whole into a froth ; leave it all night to settle ; decant the

clear liquor, and, if necessary, strain through fine muslin.

(133.) Take a thin piece of plate glass—if ground on the

surface it is preferable, because the albumin will adhere better;

clean it well with distilled water, rub it dry with a piece of

tissue paper, and finish with a piece of cotton wool.

(134.) Place it on a stand perfectly level; then pour over it

freely the albumin, until the plate is quite covered. Take it in

the hands, and so incline it that an even layer of the greatest

thinness possible shall be spread over its smface, and replacing

it upon the horizontal stand, put it away in a box or closet out
of the reach of dust.

(135.) Before putting the albumised glass into the bath of

aceto-nitrate of silver, it must be held before the fire until every
trace of moisture is removed. The application of the bath is a
very delicate operation, for the least hesitation in plunging the

glass plate into the fluid will cause irregularities on the surface,

which nothmg can remove. Fill the bath about two-thirds v.'ith

the following solution:

—

Distilled water 5 drachms.
Nitrate of silver 24 grains.

Acetic acid 30 "

(136.) Let the albuminised plate remain in two or three

minutes; then remove it; wash in distilled water, and dry in the

dark.

(131.) The albumin plates thus prepared can be preserved

one or two days before exposing them in the camera.

(138.) The image can be developed in the same manner as

the negatives on paper, putting into the bath warm gallic acid

containing not more than one-sixteenth of its volume of aceto-

nitrate of silver.

(139.) We obtain much more rapidity by developing the

image with a bath of saturated solution of protosulphate of iron,

containing one-sixteenth of glacial acetic acid.

(140.) The time in the camera may thus be diminished three-

fourths. When it is well developed it can be fixed by the same

process indicated for paper (102).

(141.) Mr. Talbot's Instantaneous Process.— 1. Coat a

plate of glass ^nth a mixture of albumen and water in equal

proportions.

2. Dip the plate in a solution of three grains of nitrate of
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silver to an ounce of a strong mixture of alcohol and water, and
wash it with distilled water.

3. To a saturated solution of proto-iodide of iron add, first, an

equal volume of acetic acid, and then ten volumes of alcohol.

Keep the mixture for two or three days, and dip the plate

into it.

4. Make a solution of seventy grains of nitrate of silver to

one ounce of water. To three parts of this add two of acetic

acid. This is the sensitive mixture, and the plate must be

rapidly immersed in it.

5. Deveiope with one part of a saturated solution of proto-

sulphate of iron to three parts of water, and fix with hyposul-

phite of soda.

By these means Mr. Talbot obtained, at the Royal Institu-

tion, the image of a printed paper made to revolve upon a wheel,

and lighted up during the fraction of a second by a powerful

electrical discharge.

chemicals used in photography.

(142.) Acetic Acid. Glacial or Crystallisable.

(C, H3O3HO.*)
(Equivalent, 60=C 24 + H 4 -f- 32.)

This acid is prepared by distillation from the impure pyrolig-

neous acid of commerce. It is employed in photography, added

to a solution of nitrate of silver, for the purpose of facilitating

the decomposition of the iodide of potassium, as well as to as-

sist the penetration of the solutions into the paper.

A sheet of iodized paper placed upon the solution of aceto-

nitrate of silver gives rise to the following decomposition: the

iodide of [)otassium is decomposed by the nitrate of silver under

the energetic action of the acetic acid: the silver combines with

the iodine on the paper, and forms an insoluble iodide of silver,

which includes a little acetate of silver, and the potash of the

iodide forms the nitrate of potash in solution.

Acetic acid is useful to remove the spots on the negative

proofs formed by the oxide of silver.

(143.) Albumin.

This substance is readily obtained, the whites of eggs consist-

ing wholly of that principle. When thinly spread upon a glass

plate, and exposed to evaporation, it dries up to a yellow gum-
like substance, in which state it may be preserved for any length

of time. In the fluid state, mixed with the sensitive iodide of

silver, it is employed to make photographic pictures on—either

negatives or positives; to the latter it imparts great brilliancy.

(144.) Alcohol.

This well-known liquid is of various application to photogra-

phy; it is added to the etherial solution of gun-cotton (collodion),

and to various sensitive preparations, for which purposes it must
be free from impurity; it is sometimes contaminated with potassa

and other foreign bodies: a ready test of its purity is to pour a

few drops upon a piece of clean plate glass, and evaporate it

over a lamp ; if pure, it leaves no stain.

(145.) Ammonia Solution. (N H'.)

(Equivalent, It^-N 14+ H 3.)

Water dissolves about 'TOO times its volume of ammonia
(ammoniacal gas), forming the well-known spirits of hartshorn,

or volatile alkali. It is a very powerful reagent, and must be

employed in i)hotography with great caution, as it forms highly

explosive compounds with silver, iodine, and chlorine. Ammonia
completely dissolves chloride of silver: when it is added to a

solution of nitrate of silver a black preci|)itate falls, wiiich is an

oxide of silver; by carefully adding more annnonia, droj) by drop,

this powder is redi.ssolvcd. The clear solution (anunonio-nitrate

of silver) was first suggested by Dr. Alfred S. Taylor, as a wash
for positive pajjcr. His solution is made by dissolving 35 grains

of nitrate of silver in ] ounce of distilled water, and gradually

adding strong solution of ammonia until the j)recipitate is just

* For explanation of the notations see JVbtation in another part of
this number.

redissolved. The paper, previously prepared with the muriate of

ammonia wash, is to be carefully wetted with this solution, and
dried. If any of the ammonia-nitrate dries round the stopper

of the bottle in which it is kept, the least friction will cause it

to explode violently; it is better, therefore, to keep none
prepared, but to make as much as is required for use at one
time.

Iodised collodion, when kept too long, decomposes, and is no
longer sensitive to light; its sensitiveness may, however, be
restored by the addition of a few drops of solution of ammonia,
which neutralises the acid formed, and sets the iodine free.

A weak solution of ammonia is the best "fixing'' agent for

those proofs which have been taken with nitrate of silver, or the

ammonio-nitrate.

(146.) Bromide of Ammonium. (N H ^ Br.)

(Equivalent, 91=Br 80 + N 14 + H 3.)

A solution of this salt in its weight of water forms an excel-

lent material for " fixing" the positive proofs. It is only neces-

sary to leave them for a quarter or half-hour in a bath of this

solution, and afterwards wash them in several waters, when they

will be completely fixed. This quality is due to the facility with
which ammonia dissolves chloride of silver.

This salt can also be used in the preparation of sensitive

paper, both for negatives and positives. M. Le Gray's for-

mula is

—

Distilled water 1000 parts.

Iodide of potassium 15 "

Bromide of ammonium 4 "

Sugar of milk 40 "

(141.) Bromide of Potassium. (Br K.)

(Equivalent, 119=Br 80 -f-K 39.)

Bromide of potassium serves to form the bromide of silver,

by decomposing the nitrate; this salt is less sensitive to light

than the iodide. It is insoluble in water and alcohol, but
dissolves in solution of ammonia and hyposulphite of soda. It

is used by M. Le Gray and others in combination with chloride

of sodium in the preparation of sensitive paper. The formula

given is

—

Distilled water 10 drachms.
Bromide of potassium 1 "

Chloride of sodium 1 "

Paper washed with this preparation is placed upon the accto-

nitrate of silver, as indicated in other preparations, and after-

wards proceeded with in the same manner. There appear to be

some difficalties attending its employment. We must content

ourselves, therefore, with merely indicating its use.

(148.) Bromide of Silver. (Ag Br.)

(Equivalent, 188=Ag 108 -|- Br 80.)

Bromide of silver is obtained by decomposing nitrate of silver

by bromide of potassium. It is one of the most sensitive pre-

parations used in photography yet discovered. It requires to be
employed in a very diluted state to effect the greatest change,

and should be applied to the paper by the following means.

Wash the paper with the following solution:

—

Bromide of potassium 40 grains.

Chloride of sodium 40 "

Distilled water 1 ounce.

The addition of the chloride of sodium gives great sensitive-

ness. When dry, float the paper upon a solution of nitrate of

silver, forty grains to the ounce of water; dry the paper quickly,

without scorching, and then apply another wash of the solution

of nitrate of silver. The addition of a drachm of alcohol to the

nitrite of silver gives a deeper black tint to the proofs.

(149.) Caustic Potassa. (K O, II O.)

(Equivalent, 56=K 39 + 11 1+0 16.)

Tills alkali, when added to a solution of nitrate of silver, pre-

cipitates the metal in the state of a protoxide. A small quantity

dissolved in water is used to give a variety to the tones of the
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proofs after they have been submitted to the action of the hypo-

sulphite of soda. It acts with great energy, and the proof must,

therefore, be carefully watched, and plunged into clean water as

soon as the desired effect is produced.

(150.) Chloride of Barium. (Ba Cl ^H 0. Muriate of

Barytes.)

(Equivalent, 122=Cl 36^- Ba 68 ^-H 2 + 16.)

Paper for positives prepared with this salt in the same man-

ner as when chloride of sodium or hydro-chlorate of ammonia are

employed to decompose the nitrate of silver, yield very good

brown tones. When the proof has been exposed to the light a

sufficient length of time, it is washed in water containing ten

per cent of protosulphate of iron, which yields upon the paper

a white insoluble precipitate of pleasing effect. After it has

remained about five minutes in the bath, it is washed, and the
" fixing" continued with hyposulphite of soda, as with the other

preparations. Chloride of barium is soluble in cold water, 100

grains dissolving about 43 grains of the salt at a temperature of

60°, and 18 grains at 223°, which is the boiling point of the

saturated solution.

The soluble salts of barium are poisonous.

(151.) Sesqui-Chloride of Gold. (Au^ Cl='.)

(Equivalent, 502=Au2 394 + Cl' 108.)

Chloride of Gold is prepared by dissolving one part of gold,

in a state of fine powder, in three parts of nitro-hydrochloric

acid (aqua regia). In combination with hyposulphite of soda,

it yields the sel d'or, in a bath of which the positive poofs may
be placed after they are fixed by the hyposulphite of soda; it

gives to the picture a very rich, deep violet tone (106).

It is also useful to develope faint negatives, imparting to them

immediately a remarkable black tint in the shadows, and at the

same time gives great whiteness to the lights. It must be ap-

plied after the negatives have been fixed by the hyposulphite of

soda.
.,

(152.) Chloride OF Silver. (Ag Cl.)

(Equivalent, 144—Ag 108 + Cl 36.)

This salt is rapidly acted upon by light, hence it has been ex-

tensively used in photography : it is readily obtained whenever

we mix a soluble chloride with a soluble salt of silver; as, for

instance, chloride of sodium with nitrate of silver. When paper

is washed with a solution of the chloride of sodium, and after-

wards with the nitrate of silver, the latter salt is decomposed

and converted into the chloride of silver.

A coating of chloride of silver can also be obtained by the

combination of hydrochloric acid, hydrochlorate of ammonia, or

of strontium, and of most other chlorides with the nitrate of

silver. The results are nearly the same, and the coating of

chloride of silver is equally sensitive. Upon the whole the hy-

drochlorate of ammonia will be found preferable, because it

attracts but little moisture from the air, and paper prepared

with it will keep good a long time.

Chloride of silver is insoluble in water and in nitric acid.

Diluted hydrochloric acid, and the alkaline cyanides and chlo-

rides, dissolve it readily. Solutions of ammonia and of hypo-

sulphite of soda are the most useful solvents, and they serve to

" fix " the positive images.

Chloride of silver darkens rapidly under the influence of light,

and even more sensitive than the iodide of silver ; but it cannot

be used for negatives, for the effect of the gallic acid is to

blacken it all over. Were it not for this defect, it would supply

an excellent negative paper for the camera.

But, on the other hand, chloride of silver is of the greatest

value for obtaining positive proofs without the aid of a reagent

to develope the image. Those portions acted upon by light are

rapidly brought to a state of sub-oxide, and to the metallic state,

if the exposure is prolonged. These oxides and metallic silver

being black, we have at once all the qualities desired in this sort

of paper; therefore it would be useless to employ gallic acid to

produce the black.

To arrest the action of light, it is sufficient to remove the

soluble salts from the surface of the paper.

(153.) Chloride OF Sodium. (Na Cl, Muriate of Soda.)

(Equivaleut=60 Cl 31 -\- Na 23.)

Chloride of sodium is familiarly known as common culinary
salt. It is obtained in greater purity by saturating carbonate
of soda with hydrochloric acid. In photography it is used to

prepare the positive paper, upon which a coating of chloride of

silver is produced by decomposing the aceto-nitrate of silver with
a chloride.

Mixed with a small quantity of iodide and of bromide of po-

tassium, the chloride of sodium supplies us with an excellent

preliminary wash for the negative paper.

(154.) Chloride of Strontium. (Cr Cl, ^H 0.)

(Equivalent, 134=Sr 44 + Cl 36 + H6 +0 48.)

The use of this salt can only be allowed when no other chlo-

ride is at hand to decompose the nitrate of silver, as it attracts

much moisture from the air. 100 grains of cold water dissolve

50 grains, and boiling water much more, of this salt.

(155.) Collodion.

Collodion is gun-cotton dissolved in ether; its solubility de-

pends upon the mode of preparing the gun-cotton. Many
formulae have been given for the purpose; that which is most
readily soluble is obtained by soaking clean cotton wool in a
saturated solution of nitrate of potash. After thoroughly soak-

ing for some time, pressing it occasionally with a glass rod,

remove the excess of nitrate of potash, and pour over the cotton

a sufficient quantity of sulphuric acid, with which a small

quantity of nitric acid has been mixed; this must be done in

the open air, or under a chimney, to carry off the noxious fumes.

In a about a minute or two remove the cotton and place it on a
funnel, and pour over it a stream of clean water, until the wash-
ings cease to turn litmus paper red. It is then squeezed by the

hand to express the water, left to drain, and dried spontaneously

in the air of an apartment. As it is now the well-known
highly explosive compound, gun-cotton, we need scarcely remark
that great caution must be exercised in the use of it.

When dry it is dissolved in sulphuric ether, as follows :

—

Sulphuric ether 18 fluid ounces.
Alcohol 6 drachms.
Gun-cotton 30 grains.

Solution of ammonia 5 drops.

Make this solution in a flask, and by agitating the mixture the

gun-cotton quickly dissolves. Then add five grains of iodide of

ammonium: when dissolved, filter the whole through fine muslin,

in a glass filter, covered to prevent evaporation. After standing

a day or so, it is fit for use.

As some portion of the ether evaporates every time the stop-

per is removed from the bottle in which this solution is kept, it

is preferable to have a small bottle containing only as much as

is required to take three or four pictures on, and replenish it

from the larger stock-bottle as required. If it becomes too

thick it can be diluted with more ether.

There are other methods of iodizing the collodion; the fol-

lowing is Mr. Archer's method:—Make a saturated solution of

iodide of potassium in alcohol, say one ounce, and add to it as

much iodide of silver as it will dissolve. Or, to one ounce of

alcohol add an excess both of iodide of potassium and iodide of

silver. After a day or two, and with repeated shaking at inter-

vals to facilitate the operation, a saturated solution of the two
salts will be obtained ; and if this is filtered off into another bottle

it will be always ready for use. The first bottle can be kept as

a stock-bottle, to obtain a still further supply by replenishing it

with alcohol, and adding now and then small additional quanti-

ties of the two salts. The iodide of silver can be readily ob-

tained by precipitation.

(156.) Cyanide of Potassium. (K Ct.)

(Equivalent, 65=C 12 + N 14 -f K 39.)

This salt is a compound of prussic acid with potassium, and a
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very deadly poison. It is used in photography; added to nitrate

of silver, it yields cyanide of silver, which is very sensitive to

the action of light; but when added to the iodide and the fluo-

ride of potassium, it forms a triple salt of great sensitiveness.

C}'anide of silver is insoluble in water, and in diluted nitric acid.

It is decomposed by hydrochloric acid, and changed into chlo-

ride of silver. Solution of ammonia, the alkaline cyanides, and
especially hyposulphite of soda, dissolve it.

The cyanide of potassium dissolves the iodide, chloride, and
bromide of silver; it also dissolves the protoxides and suboxides

of this metal when they are precipitated by gallic acid. A solu-

tion of the salt is useful, with the aid of a brush, to remove the

black spots which injure the proofs; only it must be applied with

great caution, and the proof immersed in water immediately

after its application, else it may destroy it entirely.

The cyanide of potassium is useful for removing the stains of

nitrate of silver from the hands. Great caution must be ob-

served in using it that the skin is not wounded, else the poison

would be quickly absorbed, and fatal consequences ensue.

(151.) Ether.

A colorless, volatile fragrant liquid, very combustible, slightly

soluble in water, and mixable with alcohol in all proportions.

In photography its chief use is as a solvent for gun-cotton to

produce Collodion, q. v.

(158.) Eluoride of Ammonium. (Az H 3, Fl.)

(Equivalent, 36=Fl 19 -f Az 14 + H 3.)

This salt, added to the iodide of potassium, imparts a great

increase of sensitiveness; but it does not appear to be so useful

as the fluoride of potassium.

(159.) Fluoride of Potassium. (K Fl.)

(Equivalent, 58=Fl 19 + K 39.)

Fluoride of potassium adds to the sensitiveness of the pre-

pared paper when mixed with the iodide of potassium. The
process in which the fluorides are employed is termed the

Fluorotype.

(160.) Gallic Acid. (C, H^ O,, ^H O.)

(Equivalent, 103=C 42 + H 5 + O 56.)

This acid is obtained from nut-galls. It is employed in pho-

tography as a developing agent for negative proofs. It gives

to them the black tints, by its combination flith the salts of

silver, which have lost their oxygen in the action of light.

All the salts of silver, generally, which are in a state of sub-

oxide, or near the metallic state, are precipitated of a black-

brown color by this acid: consequently we can employ it for

developing the proofs made by the iodide, bromide, fluoride, or

cyanide, as well as those made by the iodide of silver.

Some practitioners recommend that this salt be used in a con-

centrated state, as a rapid developing agent. M. Le Gray uses

a weak solution, fifteen to thirty grains to a quart of distilled

water, by which means there is much less danger of spotting the

Ijroofs: it takes more time to develop them, which is compen-
.Siited for by their great beauty.

Gallic acid is but slightly soluble in cold water, 1 grain of

the a(;id requiring 100 grains of water for its solution ; but 8

grains of boiling water will dissolve 1 grain of the acid. The
solution is gradually decomposed by keeping.

When the proof is almost entirely developed, if we add a

little of the aceto-nitrate of silver tlie shadows becom.e immedi-

ntely more intense; but it must be e-irefnlly watched, else too

great an intensity will t;di:(! ])l;ice, from a re.pid precipitation of

gallate of silver.

(161.) HvDKOCHLOu.vTR OF Ammoni.v. (Az H 3, H Cl, Muri-

ate OF Ammoni.\, S.\l Am.vioniac.)

(Equivalent, 54=Az 14 + H 4 -j- Cl 36.)

II ydroehlorate of ammonia is very useful in the preparation

of positive paper; it decomposes nitrate of silver, forming the

chloride of that metal, and is a better preparation than chloride

of sodium, since it attracts less moisture from the air. 100
parts of cold water dissolve 36 parts of the salt, and boiling

water its own weight ; and it is also very soluble in alcohol.

(162.) Hydrochloric Acid. (Cl H, Muriatic Acid.

(Equivalent, 3Y=Cl 36 -f- H 1.)

This acid is prepared by decomposing common salt with sul-

phuric acid. Diluted with water it has been employed to give

a rich brown tone to the proofs after they have passed through
the bath of hyposulphite of soda, and been washed in water.

MLxed with nitric acid it forms the aqua regia in which gold

is soluble, and fi'om which the chloride of gold, or sel d'or, is

obtained,

(163.) Hypochlorite of Potassa. (K O, Cl 0.)

(Equivalent, 91=K 39 + O 16 + Cl36.)

This salt has bleaching properties, although inferior to chlo-

ride of lime. Dissolved in its weight of water, the solution is

applied to spots or stains on the prepared paper. It also fixes

the positive proofs, and yields very agreeable tones. The h}i30-

chlorite of lime (bleaching powder) produces the same effect.

(164.) Hyposulphite of Soda. (Na O, S' 0= "h 5 H 0.)

(Equivalent, 124. Na 23 -+- S 32 -f- 64 + H 5.)

This salt is very soluble in water at all temperatures. It is

of great service in photography, for "fixing" the proofs, which
it accomplishes by dissolving the salts of silver, such as the

chloride, iodide, &c., which are insoluble in water, and so re-

moving them from the proof, and thereby preventing any further

chemical change in the impression. The solution of hyposulphite

of soda, after it retains some of the salts of silver in solution, is

more useful for the fixing process, as it gives better black tones

than when fii'st employed. It is the best fixing material yet

discovered, both for positives and negatives; and by careful

manipulation almost every variety of tone can be given to the

proofs. With faint positive proofs it is best to soak them for a

few hours in a bath of clean water, before submitting them to

the action of the hyposulphite of soda; by which means the

soluble salts of silver are removed withoxit effecting those

parts acted upon by the light, which constitute the blacks.

Thus we abridge the time necessary for the action of the hypo-

sulphite, and the fixed image is found to be more vigorous than
if it had been placed at once in the hyposulphite af soda.

(165.) Iodide of AwMorauM. (Az. H 3, H lo.)

(Hydriodate of Ammoxia.)

(Equivalent, 145==H lo 128 t N 14 + H 3.)

The liydriodate of ammonia is a compound very easily decom-
posed: it must be kept suspended in a bottle coutaming a small

quantity of carbonate of ammonia.
Sensitive papers may be prepared by washing them with a

solution of this substance previous to placing them upon the

aceto-nitrate of silver; an impression is received with great

rapidity, which is developed v.'itli facility by gallic acid, to which
a little acetate of ammonia has been added.

Paper prepared with the hydriodate of ammonia will not keep
long; it loses its sensitiveness by the continuous evaporation of

the ammonia.

(166.) Iodide OF Potassium. (K Io.) (nYDRioDATE of

Potash.)

(Equivalent, 166==K 39 i" lo 121.)

Iodide of potassium is one of the principal chemical agents

in photography. It serves to form the iodide of silver, which is

the sensitive salt upon which light acts with the greatest energy.

Thi.-J iodide of silver is insolulile in water, but soluble in hyposul-

phite of soda, which is used for " fi.xing" the negative proofs.
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(167 loDiDK OF Silver. (Ag I.)

(Equivalent, 235=Ag 108 -|- I 127.)

Iodide of silver is obtained by adding iodide of potassium to a

solution of nitrate of silver ; decomposition ensues, the nitric

acid leaves the silver and unites with the potash, while the liber-

ated iodine combines with the silver, and falls as a yellow preci-

pitate, which must be well washed in distilled water, being

insoluble therein, to remove the nitrate of potash, and then dis-

solved in a saturated solution of iodide of potassium. This

mixture is to be added to the collodion in small quantities at a

time, and agitated until dissolved.

Formula for the preparation of iodide of silver:

Distilled water 1 ounce.

Nitrate of silver 30 grains.

Add to it as much of an aqueus solution of iodide of potassium

as will precipitate the whole of the nitrate of silver as an iodide.

When this precipitated iodide of silver has settled, the fluid must
be decanted, and fresh water added several times, to wash out

all the nitrate of potash. Drain oif all the water, and when
dry cover the iodide with sufficient alcohol to keep it moist.

This iodide of silver is soluble in iodide of potassium: the

quantity required to iodize the collodion cannot be stated with

certainty; about ten or twelve drops to the ounce is usually

added.

(168.) Nitrate of Baryta. (Ba O, N 0*.)

(Equivalent, 130-5-=Ba 68-5 + N 14 + O 48.)

This salt is prepared by dissolving the native carbonate of

baryta in muriatic acid. It is used in photography to obtain

the proto-nitrate of iron, by decomposing with it a solution of

proto-sulphate of ii-on.

(169.) Nitrate of Protoxide of Iron. (Fe 0, N 0^.)

(Equivalent, 90 = Pe 28 "t N 14 -j- 48.)

A solution of tMs salt is employed for developing collodion

proofs as negatives, either alone or in combination with pyrogallic

acid. It is best prepared by decomposing a solution of nitrate

of baryta by a solution of the sulphate of protoxide of iron in

the following manner:—Make a solution in three ounces of hot
water of 300 grains of nitrate of baryta; when dissolved, add
320 grains of sulphate of protoxide of iron, in crystals, and stir

the mixture with a glass rod until all are dissolved. After a
while the sulphate of barytes formed by the decomposition falls

to the bottom of the vessel, and the supernatant liquid, the proto-

nitrate of iron, may be decanted, and kept in a well-stoppered

bottle for use. This solution is very liable to decomposition;
but so long as it retains an emerald green color it is fit for use,

but if it turns red it should be throv/n away.

(170.) Nitrate of Silver. (Ag O, N O^.)

(Equivalent, 170=Ag 108 + N 14 + 48.)

Nitrate of silver is a very important ingredient in photogra-

phy; it is a compound of nitric acid with the metal silver in its

highest state of oxydation, It is decomposed by iodide of

potassium, by which iodide of silver is obtained. The best

nitrate of silver is in thin colorless crystalline plates {the fused is

generally adulterated), which are soluble in an equal weight of

cold water. Exposed to light this salt blackens, especially if

any organic matter is present; advantage is taken of this pro-

perty to prepare the sensitive solutions which are spread upon
the paper, and other media employed in obtaining photographic

pictures. It is readily decomposed by chlorides, bromides, fluo-

rides, cyanides, &c., producing salts of exquisite sensibility; and
if these, or some of them, are added to the iodide of potassium,

in the first preparation of the paper, when they are submitted to

the contact of the nitrate of silver, compounds are formed, ap-

parently intermediate in their atomic constitution between the

protoxide and the suboxide of silver. As soon as the light

strikes these preparations in this condition, they pass from the

state intermediate! between the protoxide and suboxide to the

metallic state, the silver is reduced, and is precipitated in a dark-

colored form by gallic, or pyrogallic acid, in various degrees of

strength, according to the extent of the reduction. The chief

object and aim in the future of photography is in the direction

of the developing agents. We have found substances which
require but an instantaneous exposure to the action of light to

eifect that change, which once set up is continued and completed
by suitable developing agencies.

(171.) Nitrate of Zinc. (Zn 0. Az = .)

(Equivalent, 94=Zn 32 + Az 14 -f 48.)

Nitrate of zinc is obtained by dissolving granulated zinc in

diluted nitric acid. It has been added by some photographers

to the aceto-nitrate of silver, under the impression that it aug-

ments the sensibility of the preparation, and preserves the whites

in the proofs by precipitating upon the surface of the paper a

coating of the white oxide of zinc, M. Le Gray uses it to give

body to thin paper, by washing it with a solution of 6 parts of

nitrate of zinc in 100 parts of water, drying it, and then immers-

ing it in the bath of iodide of potassium. The precij^itate, falling

upon the surface of the paper, closes the pores, and it is insolu-

ble in water.

(172.) Nitric Acid. (N, 0,.)

(Equivalent, 54=Nitrogen, 14 -\- Oxygen, 40.)

This acid is obtauied by distilling a mixture of equal parts,

by weight, of nitrate of potash and sulphuric acid. It is very

abundant in commerce, and is useful in photography to form the

niti'ate of silver; and in combination with muriatic acid (aqua
regia) to yield the chloride of gold added to the sulphate of

the protoxide of iron, it converts it into the sulphate of the

peroxide.

It is also employed to darken the tone of the shadows of the

positive proofs after they have been submitted to the action of

the hyposulphite of soda. Its action is similar to that of the

muriatic acid used for the same purpose.

As it possesses great solvent powers, it is very useful for re-

moving the deposit left on the gutta percha or porcelain dishes,

&c. ; but the greatest care must be taken that no free acid ap-

pears in any of the preparations used in photography; for how-
ever useful in its combinations vath silver, &c. alone, it has a

most destructive influence by its deoxydising qualities, neutralis-

ing the effects produced by the agency of light.

(173.) Proto-Cloride of Mercury. (Hg Cl.)

(Equivalent, 136=Hg 100 -f- Cl 36.)

The proto-chloride of mercury, commonly called the it-chlo-

ride, or corrosive sublimate, is employed in photography for

converting collodion negatives into positives.

Saturate muriatic acid with proto-chloride of mercury; add
one part of the solution to six parts of water; after the proof
is fixed and washed, pour a small quantity over it from one cor-

ner, and allow it to run evenly over the proof. A peculiar

whitening appears, and a singularly delicate picture is produced,

After being washed and dried, it can be varnished and kept as

a positive ; but, what is most singular, even after this bleaching,

it can be reconverted into a negative of much greater strength

than it was originally, by washing it with a weak solution of

hyposulphite of soda, or of ammonia: the white picture van-

ishes, and a black negative reappears.

When the proto-chloride of mercury is first applied to the

negative it deepens its shades, and greatly strengthens the face

of the proof, and the process of change can be stopped at this

point by simply immersing the plate in water. The solution of

the proto-chloride, when this result is desired, should be used

much more diluted with water than when it is required for con-

verting negatives into positives. This conversion can be re-

peated several times, often to the great improvement of the

proof,

(174.) Pyrogallic Acid. (C^ H3 O3,)

(Equivalent, 63=C 36 + H 3 -j- 24.)

This powerful developing agent is prepared, according to the

formula of Dr. Steuhouse, in the following manner:—

.



Make a strong aqueous infusion of powdered nut-galls; pour

it off from the undissolved residue, and carefully evaporate to

dryness by a gentle heat : towards the conclusion of the process

the extract is very liable to burn; this is best prevented by
continually stirring with a glass or porcelain spatula. Next,

procure a flat-bottomed iron pan, about ten inches in diameter,

and five inches deep. Make a hat of cartridge-paper about

seven inches high, to slip over and accurately fit the top of the

iron pan. Strew the bottom of the pan with the gall extract

to the depth of three-quarters of an inch ; over the top stretch

and tie a piece of bibulous paper, pierced with numerous pin-

holes ; over tliis place the hat, and tie it also tightly round the

top of the pan.

The whole apparatus is now to be placed in a sand-bath, and

heat cautiously applied. It is convenient to place a thermome-

ter in the sand-bath as near the iron pan as possible. The heat

is to be continued about an hour, and to be kept as near 420°

F. as possible: on no account to exceed 450°. The vapor of

the acid condenses in the hat, and the crystals are prevented

from falling back into the pan by the bibulous paper diaphragm.

When it is supposed that the whole of the acid is sublimed, the

strings are to be untied, and the hat and diaphragm cautiously

takeu off together; the crystals will be found in considerable

quantity, and may be removed into a stoppered bottle: they

should be very brilliant, and perfectly white; if there is any

yellow tinge, the heat has beeu too great.

Pyrogallic acid dissolves readily in water ; the solution is

speedily decomposed, becoming black.

" sizing" materials.

(115.) Starch, Albumin, Galatine, Wax.

Starch dissolved in boiling water forms a " size," which is

afterwards insoluble in cold water; the best for the purposes of

photography is obtained from rice.

Starch has a great affinity for iodine, and causes it to abandon
most of the bases with which it is united. The iodine colors

starch a deep blue, which serves to aid us in recognising its pre-

sence in a liquid. Wax has also a similar affinity for iodine.

Starch is capable of being converted into a gummy substance

called dextrine. A mixture of 15 parts of starch, 60 parts water,

and 6 parts sulphuric acid, may be kept boiling for about four

hours; the liquid neutralised with chalk, filtered, and rapidly

evaporated to a small bulk. This substance is dextrine, and is

sold under the name of British gum. It is a useful substitute

for glue, as it is soluble in cold water.

(176.) A warm solution of gelatine, applied upon paper at

the same time \vith the iodide and other salts, leaves a size which
does not dissolve in cold water.

(177.) Albumin also forms an excellent size, from its property

of becoming insoluble in acids and in alcohol by the application

of heat (about 150°)

(178.) Collodion applied to paper answers the purpose of a

vsize; but its chief application is to glass, when iodized, to obtain

instantaneous impressions.

This substance has a remarkable effect in forming the blacks

in the proofs, at the same time it is a good size.

(179.) AVax becomes permeable to liquids after it has re-

mained in a bath containing alkaline salts; it forms also an ex-

cellent size, and does not exclude the use of others.

(180.) Alum.—English paper soaked for a few minutes in a

strong solution of alum, and afterwards washed in clean water,

is in an improved condition for receiving the solution of salts of

silver for positives.

(181.) Sulphate of Protoxide of Iron. (Fe 0, S 0'.)

(Equivalent, 76=Fe 28 + 4 O 32 + S 16.)

This substance is well known under the names of green cop-

peras or green vitriol. It is employed in photography as a

means of converting a collodion negative into a positive (124).

definition of the technical terms employed in photography.

(182) Concent ralion. —This is a thickening process pro-

duced by the action of heat upon solutions, by which the liquid

is evaporated, and the solution becomes more dense, or nearer to

the solid state.

Crystallisation.—Certain bodies, such as salts, in passing from
a state of solution to the solid, assume regular forms, which are

called crystals. By redissolviug these crysaks, and again crystal-

lising them, we obtain the crystallised substance in a state of

greater purity.

Decantation.—Solutions, when allowed to stand undisturbed
for a certain time, frequently deposit a sediment, from wiiich it is

desirable to remove the clear supernatant liquid; this operation,

when accomplished by a siphon or pipette, or by gently inclining

the vessel so as not to disturb the sediment, is termed Decanta-
tion. It sometimes serves the purpose of Filtration.

Decomposition.—This action takes place when two compound
solutions are mixed, and the constituents change places; for

instance, when we add sulphuric acid to chloride of barium, the

acid seizes upon the barium forming sulphate of barytes, and the

chloride is displaced or set free ; V)ut when we add nitrate of

silver to chloride of barium, double decomposition ensues; the

chlorine goes to the silver, giving rise to chloride of silver, while

the nitric acid combines with the barium, forming nitrate of

barytes.

Diaphragm.—Discs pierced in their centre with round holes

of different dimensions, and placed in front of the lenses of the
camera, to exclude the excess of light, and to modify the clear-

ness of the image in the focus. They also serve to correct the

spherical aberration.

Evaporation.—Certain volatile substances, such as ether,

alcohol, &c., entirely disappear, or evaporate, upon exposure to

the atmosphere; so also does water, and other fluids, but more
slowly: when these fluids contain solid bodies in solution, they

become, by evaporation, concentrated, and finally restore to the

solid form the solid held in solution, which is left behind by the

removal of the fluid in the state of vapor.

Proofs, Positives and Negatives.-—The impressions produced
by the action of light upon prepared sensitive media are of two
kinds. Negatives and Positives. The Negatives are those in which
the lights and shadows are reversed, such as are obtained in the

camera on paper, albumen, &c. The Negatives obtained upon
collodion can be converted into Positives by varying the develop-

ing process.

Positives are those obtained by super-imposing a Negative
upon paper prepared for the purpose

;
producing a reverse effect

by the passage of light through the non-darkened portions of

the Negative, and yielding a picture resembling, in its light and
shade, an engraving; and of various tints, from a light bistre,

through various gradations of violet and black. Positives can

also be produced at once by employing the proper developing

agent.

Nascent State.—To act upon a substance in its nascent state,

is to use it at the moment of its formation, and before the air,

or other foreign body, has had tune to modify it.

Precipitation.—A substance held in solution by a liquid is

precipitated by adding to the liquid another substance for which

it has a greater affinity, through which it leaves the first sub-

stance and precipitates it.

Rectification—Is the operation by which a substance is brought

to a greater state of purity; in fluids this is sometimes accom-

plished by distillation ; in certain solids by recrystallisation.

Reduction.—Is the operation by which the oxides of metals

pass into the metallic state.

Solution.—In the dissolving of a solid body in a liquid, such

as water, alcohol, &c. Bodies are melted by the action of heat,

or by their chemical action upon each other; but these are not

solutions, which I'cquire a solvent.

Saturation.—Saturated Solution.—Generally speaking, most

liquids will only dissolve a certain given quantity of a solid body
submitted to their action, varying, however, with the tempera-

ture at wliich the solution is made. Thus, 100 ounces of water

at 60° will dissolve only 36 ounces of muriate of ammonia; if

the water is at the boiling point it will dissolve its own weight

of the salt; but the excess is deposited again as the water cools

down to 60°. It requires 143 ounces of iodide of potassium to

saturate 100 ounces of water at 65°. Common salt is equally

soluble in water at all temperatures.
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A FEW PRACTICAL HINTS ON THE COLLODION PROCESS.

(183.) Ascertain that the frames are accurately adjusted to

the focus of the lens. A difference exists between the apparent

and the chemical foci of some lenses, which should be adjusted

by the maker of the camera, or a clear picture will never be ob-

tained. If an optician is not near who can test this difference,

the error that exists may be discovered by trying upon the same
object three or four times; and at each trial, after having

focused the object upon the ground-glass, turning the rack of

the lens more or less backwards or forwards as may be required.

We can thus note where the sharpest impression is obtained.

Be very careful that the glass plates are perfectly clean ; more
failures arise from want of care in this respect than from any

other causes.

Keep the nitrate-of-silver bath covered up when not in use.

The slightest impurity in it may spoil a good picture.

Remember that nitrate of silver blackens almost everything

it touches. The fingers will soon exhibit stains that no washing

can remove, but they will wear off in a few days. If gloves are

used when operating with the plate with the nitrate on, and
taken off during all other manipulations, no harm will result,

and the fingers will be saved; but if gloves are used constantly,

and any of the hyposulphite or the pyrogallic acid remain on
them, it would be apt to spoil the next plate prepared. Cyan-

ide of potassium will clean the hands at any time, but is a

deadly poison, and even the fumes of it are nauseous. It is

better not to have recourse to it; a substance called cyanogen

soap has lately been introduced for cleaning the hands from

these stains.

Be careful, in weighing or measuring, that the scales or

measures are quite clean. After each operation they must be

carefully wiped.

Be sure that no light, except the subdued light of the oper-

ating-room, falls upon the plate from the time it is taken from
the nitrate bath until after it is developed. Some operators

even cover up the slide in a little bag while removing it from

the room to the camera.

It is best to expose the plate in the camera as soon as possi-

ble after it leaves the bath; but it may sometimes be necessary

to carry it a short distance, which must be done as quickly as

possible, so as not to allow time for the plate to dry; and upon
returning, plunge it again, but for a fraction of a second only,

into the uitrate-of-silver bath.

If the bath appears impure, drop two or three minims of nitric

acid into it, and after a few minutes pour off all the clear liquid

into a clean vessel; then rinse out the bath with distilled water,

and pour the clear liquid back again.

Common cistern or river water is full of impurities, which
would decompose many salts if dissolved in it. If clistilled

water cannot be got, clean ice melted produces very pure water;

and boiled rain-water, filtered may do as a substitute.

The developing solution should always be filtered, and placed

out of the reach of splashes. It will remam useful for many
days.

(184.) Weights and Measures.

Afothtcaries' Weight.

1 grain.

20 = 1 scruj^le.

60 = 3=1 drachm.

480 = 24 = 8 = 1 ounce.

5760 = 288 = 96 = 12 = 1 pound.

Fluid Measure.

1 minim
60 = 1 fluid drachm . .

480 = 8^1 fluid ounce

9,600 = 160 = 20 = 1 pint .

Grains.

0-91

54-7

437-5 =

8,750 =

76,800 = 1280 = 160 = 8 = 1 garn=70,000

Avoird.
- 1 oz.

= 1-25 lb.

= 10 lbs.

One Pound Troy . . . contains
One Imperial Gallon of water .

"

One Imperial Pint of Water .

"

One Cubic Inch of Water . .
"

.

One Ounce Avoirdupois . .

"

One Ounce Troy "
.

One Gramme "

One Decigramme "
.

One Litre of Distilled Water .

"

20 oz.

. 5,760 gr

. 70,000
or 8,750

. 252-4

. 43*1-5

. 480
15-4

1-5

15,406.3

ains,

*^* The grain is the unit of weight; but as three standards
of weight are employed, much uncertainty and confusion often

arise in the mind of the photographer as to which ounce or

drachm is meant. The apothecaries' weight is generally under-

stood to be the one employed ; but it would save much trouble

if the formula for the various preparations were always given in

grains.

(To he Continued.)

One Pound Avoirdupois contains 7,000 grains.

PEREGRIMTIOIVS OF A .WANDERER.

Montgomery, Ala., Jan., 1854.

The Photographic and Fine Art Journal is an agreeable

mixture—a happy combination of the exquisite art of photogra-

phy and sundry arts of a kindred nature—making, as a"^literary

work, a most beautiful and valuable acquisiton to the daguer-

rean library. Surely, there can be no artist, but who would
take a pride in placing so elegant a Journal upon his centre

table. How much it tends, nay, how much it dees exalt that art

to which so large a portion of it is devoted. Who would not

subscribe to a work so directly appealing to ones duty as a da-

guerrean? And how can I place my hand upon my heart, and
say, " I am not a subscriber to this work of time, money and
labor ; and yet my conscience is free." The gratification of know-
ing that there is a monthly Journal largely devoted to the great

art of the immortal Daguerre, which will compare favorable with

the finest periodicals, should be considered by all true artists as

well worth the price of subscription. The knowledge of the fact,

to one who has a proper enthusiasm for his profession, should be
equivalent to the satisfaction embraced in the reception of a five

dollar bill—and a five dollar bill is therefore due to the enter-

prising proprietor of the Journal of Photography. This logic

is correct and the bills are expected. Send in your subscription

most noble reader, if you are not a subscriber already.

The American Eagle, so admirably executed, appeals to your
•patriotism. It is an American periodical, sustain it ! How can

you meet his glance if your soul soars not above the considera-

tion of a five dollar bill ? " Helia," standing like a divinity, at

the wonderful camera, presents the very picture of persuasion.

She seems to be looking reproachfully and yet coaxingly at some
small-sould, would-be artist, as though rebuking him for refusing

to contribute his fraction to the general fund required to keep
the Journal going. Subscribe reader, ere she turns and gives

yov, a glance of scorn. Right proper does it seem to have the

pallet and the easel amid the photographic emblems. Hand in

hand the heliographist and the colorist can progress towards per-

fection in their sister arts. The engraver is also aided by the

photographer, and a few columns of the Journal devoted to en-

graving, would be in perfect keeping with its present mission.

An engraving by Stone from a daguerreotype by Root, AVhip-

PLE, or Meade, Brothers, would tell well for both the arts,

and both the artists. Neville has acquitted himself to admira-

tion in the chaste and appropriate design for the cover of the im-

proved Journal. Anthony one of the pillars of the Institution

of Daguerreansi/;*// not fall behind the foremost, and so he places

himself neck and neck with the fastest nags of the art. His
" National Daguerrean Depot " will prove quite a card to the

profession, on the principle that the magnitude and excellence of

such an establishment, renders a like degree of importance to

that art of which it is a part and parcel. Display the Photo-

grafhic and Fine Art Journal on your tables, in your reception

rooms, and let the world see that your wonderful, valuable and

beautiful art has an able exponent and organ, whose aim it is to

place the art high up, where it belongs. Hide not the light of
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" Helia" under a bushel, but rather let it shme ia all its glory,

that the world may behold and admire

The new Journal has arrived at this capital in good post-office

time, but our old friend, the former monthly has been waylaid on

the road. Peace be to the manes of the November and De-

cember individuals, I have not seen them.

W. H. Frear has opened a superb gallery in the city of Mont-
gomery, 100 feet by 25, with a sky and side light of ample

dimensions in the operating room, and everything in splendid

style in the reception room. A ladies' dressing room is also

beautifully fitted up with fine furniture and rich drapery.

Visitors who have "travelled some" in the Northern and

Southern States pronounce the pictures of Mr. Frear to be

equal to any they have seen. They are indeed excellent in tone,

taste and finisli. Mr. Frear's energy and business tact, must

certainly secure his success in the profession, while his personal

merits will always insure for him a host of friends.

The weather has been exceedingly unfavorable to the daguer-

reans here for several weeks, and still threatens a continuance of

rain and cloud. The " blue devils " are so thick and tangible

in the dagnerrean galleries on rainy days that I should think

some fine likenesses of those renowned imps might be taken in

their favorate attitudes and employments. For instance, the

long visaged proprietor, seating himself before the camera, might

have a couple of the blue imps taken in the act of gnawing his

aching heart, while another one of them, more " deeply, darkly,

beautifully blue " than the others, might be typeafied sitting on

the top of the heart, picking his teeth with a splinter from a

short rib. A little scamp holding up a vacant purse, would

make an appropriate match-picture to the foregoing. Leaving a

subject at once so sombre and serious, I would respectfully ten-

der my endorsement to the suggestion made by your correspon-

dent in reference to the plan of diplomas, as distinguishing well

qualified and high toned artists, from the conceited, ignorant

and low-bred pretenders, who are a disgrace to the elegant call-

ing of the daguerrean artist. These latter, too much puffed up

with vanity to read and inform themselves of the progress and

improvements of the art which they profess to understand, are

ever grovelling in the mire of their own wretched incapacity

and narrow-minded views of self aggrandisement at the expense

of the art. They never think of elevating their calling and so

elevating themselves, but self, first, last, always, is theu' sole

study. The diploma system will rift out the chaff and leave the

substantial grain. It will frove the purer metal, and send it

forth a current coin to the world. And even second third and

fourth rate daguerreans would be greatly benefited by such a

plan; because, they would go to work and make themselves

worthy of wearing the honorable badge of distinction. It

would be a healthy stimulus, an incentive to exertion, and thus

prove to be an improver of all who possess the proper amount

of ambition and a commendable pride. The system of diplomas

would have the effect, as the editor's correspondent very truly

observes, to draw into the profession, "respectable, educated

men, of gentlemanly deportment," who would he exalters of

the art, while it would throw off those "humanities" who never

had souls above those of the stable-boy and shoe-black. Let

the patriots of the profession agitate this matter, and my word
for it they will find enough of the right sort to carry out the

plan proposed.

Wanderer.

From La Lmniere.

THE PANTOGRAPH.

To THE Editor:—Sir, After my letter of the 6th August,

which you wished to insert in your excellent Journal, a letter wliich

told the whole story. I did not expect to have asked again a

place in your columus.

But for the letter of M. M. J. J. Heilmann, inserted in your

number of the 20th currant, I should have remained silent; I

should have passed over in silence the letter of M. M. Lere-

bours and Sallerou, and that of M. Plant, both claiming the

priority of that invention and the enlargement at will of pho-

tographic images, in basing it upon the secret deposits of sealed

packets in the Academy of Sciences, on the 25th October, 1852,

and 26th June, 1851; 1 should have passed them by because

they did not concern me, and have said to myself that a disco-

very, hidden from the world with so much care, had no acknow-
ledged existence, and one ought to be hindered by it from taking

a patent for the same object. I remembered the law is positive in

this respect, that it only protects those who describe without re-

servation the whole process, and who demand in exchange for

the expenses and long labors of the inventor a temporary pro-

tection as an opportunity for reimbursing these outlays, often a
very feeble indemnity for what it gives to the public; whilst this

same established law is powerless and made for him who only

invents from personal interest, hiding his processes as a miser

his treasure, undesirous of enriching his country by his discovery

during life or otherwise.

I would remark also, that I find nothing in their process

which is similar to mine and I find it useless to use them any more.

If a proof is desired it can easily be found in the difference of

the results, and M. Heilmann will repeat when he shall find it ne-

cessary, that his results and consequently mine are to render the

enlarged reproductions more perfect than the original; whilst

M. Lerebours finds the thing impossible, and says they do not

much incline to the enlargement of photographic images, be-

cause this enlargement is obtained at the expense of the clear-

ness of the lines and details. M. Plant says nearly the same
thing, in complaining of the enormous exageration of the grain

of the paper used in the reproduction. Wherefore this differ-

ence? It is evident that our processes are not the same, and
that in effect, ours is not a question of reflecting mirror, magni-
fying lenses and of screens placed at a distance, &c., things of

which the inventor of the magic lantern, if he were yet in the

world, would have just right to claim priority in the principle, if

not in its application.

I come now to the letter of M. Heilmann, inserted in your

number of 20th August, in which he abandons all pretentions to

the invention in question, considering that M. M. Lerebours and
Salleron, have the right by priority; and he adds, that in his

conviction in view of this priority no other patent is possible,

and that my discovery belongs to the public.

It is useless for me longer to continue the subject and I will

content myself with remarking that I hold a patent taken under

good conditions ; that I am entirely convinced that M. Heilmann
deceives himself, that he will no doubt see this when he reflects

upon it, and that finally, as long as it shall be necessary, I will

defend my position as one defends his property or his rights.

All the world will understand that M. Heilmann expresses

rather a desire than a conviction: he- understood it to be the

only means of bringing his late discovery into use, and we do
not easily renounce a thing upon which great and legitimate

hopes are founded.

I would enlarge on this subject, but I owe too much to him

to say any more.

I said Ihat I owe too much; and in a word I owe much with-

out Ijeing bound by any gratitude, and this is the reason ; when
M Heilmann came, 31st July last, to communicate to the Aca-

demy a process similar in every point to mine and by which he

necessarily obtained the same results. I, already patented, said

not a word: in order that this discovery should command atten-

tion it was necessary it should be presented by a man whose repu-

tation was already made ; and this was done. The discovery in his

hands was seen to be so important that those who then for the

first time had heard of it were full of enthusiasm, and one of

thcra was eager to signalize it to the illustrious scholar, M.
Henschel, as a great pliotographic success which ought to pro-

duce marvels, and which deserved his attention. This discovery,

as we see, thanks to M. Heilmann, had an immense reputation.

It is for this publication of it I thank him, and it is in this, that

without intending it he has done me service.

Now I demand only one thing more: it is that each one take

care of his own work and that I may be allowed mine; and I

demand that from the results of ray work nothing be borrowed;

I ought to finish with saying: that the interest and above all

the loyalty of my honorable rivals in whom I place deserved

confidence assure me completely in in this respect.

I have the honor to be with the greatest consideration, M.
Editor, Your very humble servant.

A. QUINET.
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LITHOGRAPHY MD OTHER NOVELTIES IN PRINTING.

LITHOGRAPHIC PRIXTIXG BY STEAJI CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHY-

RAL PRIXTING, OR PHYTOGLYPHY BLOCK-PRINTING.

-NATC-

Wc presume lithography is now so familiar to om* readers,

that but little necessity exists for any detailed description of the

processes and the prmciples involved. Being desirous, however,

of communicating the recent advances which have been made in

color-prluting from stone, we feel that it is necessary to furnish

some little iuformation of the general manipulation; that each

particular stage in advance may be well understood aud the diffi-

culties to be overcome clearly perceived. Tlie hiteresting char-

acter of the inventor of lithographic printing, and the opposition

wliich he met with in his attempts to introduce the novelty of

printing from stone, presents so instructive a lesson, that a short

space may be devoted to its consideration.

Alois Senefelder was a resident in Munich, his father being-

connected with the Royal Theatre in that city, and Alios him-

self, after his father's death, was employed as a supernumerary

actor in the same establishment, which he left to enter on the

no less uncertain life of an author. Senefelder has told us his

owu story, but we do not learn from it the reasons which led

him to think of printing from stone. We are told by some
writers on the subject, that it was pure accident, but none of

the incidents in Senefelder's own narrative lead to such a sup-

position ; on the contrary, they show the most pains-taking re-

search, and gradual advance, step by step, as the result of well-

devised experiments. The young author was anxious to print a

work of his own, and not being, able to incur the cost of a print-

ing press, he obtained some blocks of Kellhein stone and endea-

vored to etch upon these.

" I had just succeeded," he says, " in my little laboratory in

polishing a stone plate, which I had intended to cover with an

etching-ground, in order to continue my exercise in writing back-

wards, when my mother entered the room, and desired me to

write her a bill for the washerwoman, who was waiting for the

linen. I happened not to have the smallest slip of paper at

hand, as my httle stock of paper had been entu"ely exhausted by
taking proof impressions from the stones, nor was there even a

drop of ink in the inkstand. As the matter would not admit of

delay, and we had nobody in the house to send for a supply of

the deficient materials, I resolved to write the list with my ink,

prepared with wax, soap, and lampblack, on the stone which I

had just polished, and from which I could copy it at leisure.

Sometime after this, I was going to wipe this writing from the

stone, when the idea all at once struck me to try what would
be the effect of such a writing with my prepared ink, if I were
to bite in the stone with aqua-fortis: and whether, perhaps, it

might not l^e possil^le to apply printing ink to it, in the same
way as to wood-engravings, and so take the impressions from
it." The experiment was successful, but Senefelder was too

poor to pursue his discovery, and for the purpose of raising-

money he determined to enlist as a private soldier in the artillery.

He continues, " I was quickly resolved, and on the third day
after forming my resolution, I went to Ingolstadt with a party

of recruits to join my regiment. It was not without some feel-

ings of mortification and humliled pride that I entered the citj^,

in which I had formerly led the independent life of a student,

but the consciousness of my own dignity, and enthusiasm for my
new invention, greatly contributed to restore my spirits. I slept

in the barracks, where I was not a little disgusted by the pre-

vailmg filth, and the vulgar jests of a corporal. The next morn-

ing I was to enlist, but to my great disappointment the com-

mander of the regiment discovered that I was not a native of

Bavaria; and, therefore, according to a recent oixler of the

elector, could not serve in the army without obtaining- a special

license. Thus my last hope failed me, and I left Ingolstadt

in a state of mind bordering on despair. As I passed the

great bridge over the Danube, and looked at the majestic- river

in which I had been twice nearly drowned while bathing, I could

not suppress the wish that I had not been then saved, as inisfoi'-

tune seemed to persecute me with the utmost rigor, and to deny

me even the least prospect of gaining an honest subsistence in
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the military career." Fortune however was disposed to smile
upon the inventor, and on his return to Munich, a musician in
the Elector's band, Mr. Gleissncr, employed Senefelder to pre-
pare a series of lithographic stones with tlie music and words of
some songs which he desired to publish. These were the first

specimens which the world saw of Lithography; and as a com-
mercial transaction it was moderately profitable. Some other
works having been executed in the same manner, Senefelder
communicated his process to the Electoral Academy of Sciences,
which treated the invention coolly, and merely rewarded the in-

ventor by the gift of twelve florins. Senefelder, however, assist-

ed by Mr. Gleissner, was enabled to execute several important
works, and he struggled on through many difficvdties until the
commencement of the present century.

In 1800 a patent for printing from stone was obtained in this

country, and, of course, an accurate description of the process

lodged in the specification at the patent office. The process was
introduced by Mr. Philip Andre, under the name of Polyanto-
graphy. From this period the progress of Lithography has been
one of steady advance. For a period the artists and engravers,

alarmed at the idea of the production of fac-similies of their

works with so much ease, were not at all disposed to favor print-

ing from stone. These prejudices were however gradually over-

come until, at length, the artists discovered many advantages in

the process, and it became of general use throughout Europe.
The process of the art of Lithography depends upon the fol-

lowing principles :

—

The adhesion of an encaustic composition to a peculiar

kind of limestone.

The lines being drawn on the stone with this fat, the

power acquired by these parts of receiving printing ink,

which is a compound of carbon and oil.

The power which we have of preventing the adhesion of

the ink to the other parts of the stone by the interposition

of a film of water.

And lastly, on our being able to remove the ink from
the greased portions by simply pressing an absorbent paper

into close contact.

Lithographic stones are produced in several parts of Europe,

but the principal supply of the best stones is fifom the quarry of

Solenhofen, a short distance from Munich ; and the quarries of

limestone which occur in the county of Pappenheim, on the banks
of the Danube. In England, stones of a similar character have

been found at Corston, near Bath; and at Stoney-Stratford ; but

these are generally considered as inferior to those from Bavaria.

Some attempts have been made to produce artificial stones for

the purposes of the Lithographic artist. The most successful

have been formed by combining lime and very fine sand with

caseine, or the cheesy portion of milk. When dry, this becomes
as hard as marble, and is moderately absorbent: but in all re-

spects very inferior to the stones obtained from Munich.

Although these calcaro-argillaceous stones have much the

character of the liasic limestones, and hi their natural conditions

present the like conditions of occiu*ring in layers, as the lias does,

they do not Ijelong to the same geological epoch, being of much
more recent formation.

These stones are prepared in different ways, according to the

work for which they are intended. When the stone is to be used

for writings, or ink drawings, it must be polished by means of

of finely powdered pumice stone, and pumice stone in the lump,

until the surface reflects objects to the degree in which they are

reflected by polished marble.

For printing chalk drawings, this polish is not required, but a

perfectly smooth and uniform surface. Tliis is produced by tak-

ing two stones of the required sizes, fixing one securely on a table,

and dusting its surface with very finely powdered quartz or sili-

cious sand, and sprinkling water upon it:—by some an addition

of starch is made to tlie sand. The other stone is now placed

on this, and by circular sweeps in various directions, so that the

lines shall regularly cross each other at right angles, a uniform

surface is eventually ob^tained. The greatest care is necessary

in cleaning the stone of the sand, by means of a Ijrush and abun-

dance of water.

Litliographic crayons for drawing upon stone require the most

careful preparation. They must be composed of ingredients wliich
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will adhere to the stone ; the unctuous preparation must not dif-

fuse itself on either side of the line drawn, howsoever fine that

line may be. The crayons must be hard enough to admit of fine-

ly pointing, without the liability of breaking, so that the artist

may have the power of producing with certainty the most deli-

cate Imes.

The following receipt, by Bernard and Delarue, is said to be

of superior excellence.

Finest White Wax 4 ounces
Soap (finest White Tallow) 2 "

Pure Russian Tallow 2 "
Gum Lac 2 "

Finest Lamp Black—a sufficient quantity to give a dark tint.

The wax being melted, the lac broken small is added by degrees,

and stirred until uniformly incorporated; the soap is then added:

next the tallow, and lastly the lamp-black. It is not unusual to

set fire to the melted mass, which process certainly prevents the

escape of offensive exhalations, and, as some Lithographic artists

say, imrpoves the composition. This is not easily understood,

and for the latter purpose it would appear far more reasonable

to seek for improvement by altering the proportions of the ma-
terials by weight instead of hyfire, for the combustion acts more
energetically upon one of the materials than upon another.

Lasteyrie's crayon composition is much more simple in its char-

acter, and made on a more improved method. Six parts of

white soap, and the same quantity of white wax are melted care-

fully in a vessel closed up, and the lamp black gradually dusted

in, carefully stirring the mixture. Either of these compositions

is poured into brass moulds while hot, and when cool they

should afford brittle slices.

Lithographic ink is, in principle, the same as the crayon
composition, the proportions only being varied. Lasteyrie's is

made of

Dried Tallow Soap 30 ounces.
Mastic, fine 30 "

Carbonate of Soda 30 "

Shell Lac 150 "

Lamp Black 12 "

When the ink is to be used, it is to be rubbed down with water
in the same way as with China ink, till the required shade is

produced. The temperature of the room should be from 85° to

90° Fahr., and the pallette upon which it is rubbed should be
warmed. As this readily dries, no more should be mixed than
is required for present use.

With the stone prepared, and the crayons or ink, the artist

commences his work: the ink is used in steel pens manufactured
for the purpose. This is, of course, an operation of much delica-

cy where the production is of an artistic character. For a long

period it was found almost impossible to repair an injury or cor-

rect a fault. Mr. Coindet, in 1821, however, succeeded in over-

coming this difficulty, and now the artist has the power of re-

touching his drawings, and even, to a certain extent, of varying

the composition and altering the effect.

To place a chalk drawing on the stone, the outline may be
traced upon it with a black-lead pencil, or a stick of red chalk.

A method is sometimes adopted of placing a little rice-paper,

one surface of which has been previou.sly rubbed with red lead,

upon the stone, and then with a steel point carefully tracing the

outline. The red lines left upon the stone are a sufficient guide

to tlie artist, and he proceeds to fill in with his crayons precisely

as if he was drawing upon paper.

For writing, the ink above mentioned is employed, but for

either process the utmost cleanliness is required, to keep the

stones free of spots. If it is touched by the draughtsman's
hand, the organic moisture produces a spot which will take ink

from the inking-roller; even breathing on the plate produces an
injurious effect,

To write on the stone so that the printed impression shall be

correct, it is of course necessary that the writing should be in-

verted from right to left; this is a tedious j)rocess, and diflicult

to acquire. To overcome tliis, autographic paiier is used, the

writing or drawing is mado on this in the usual manner, and
then transferred to the stone.

Authographic paper is ])repared by laying on successively

three coats of sheep-foot jelly, a layer of wiiite starch, and a

layer of gamboge. When the paper is dry, it is passed through

the press for the purpose of receiving a polished surface. The
ink used upon this paper, consists of white wax, soap, shell-lac,

and lamp-black.

To transfer the writing or drawing to the stone, it is necessa-

ry to moisten the transfer-paper, and then placing it on the stone,

and subjecting it to a little pressure, the ink is infallibly removed
from the gamboge. Indeed, by moistening, the starch separates

from the galatiue, and the paper is restored to its original con-

dition.

The drawing or writing being, by any of these methods, made
upon the stone, it is placed obliquely over the tank, and a weak
solution of nitric acid poured upon it. The stone is then reverted,

and the acid poured again over it. The strength of acid usually

employed is about one part of strong nitric acid to one hundred
parts of water. This—the etching process as it is called—re-

quires great care ; the acid acts on the limestone, and there is

some effervescence; it requires therefore considerable practical

skill to determine the amount of abrasion which should be allow-

ed to take place. If continued too long the fine lines are de-

stroyed, and the drawing otherwise injured. The drawing is

then well inked with the inking roller, and a layer of gum arable

floated over the stone, the solution being about the consistence

of symp. After these various stages have been completed, the

stone is fit for printing from. The stone is kept just wet enough
to prevent the ink, which is applied by rollers, as in the ordinary

processes of printing, from going on any part of it but the draw-
ing, and a very little gum is allowed to remain on the stone dur-

ing the whole process. It will now be seen that the object has

been to produce a drawing or writing by the formation of greased

lines. Grease and water, or acid, are repellent of each other,

and, therefore, since we employ an ink which contains unctuous

matter, it will only be received on those lines which are already

greased, the moistened parts of the stone rejecting it. The pa-

per prepared to receive the impression from the lithographic

stone is now placed upon it, and it is submitted to a peculiar

scraping pressure, which is found to produce a far better effect

than a direct and equal action over every part at the same

time.

Without a drawing it is difBcnlt to describe the construction

of the lithographic printing press, but it will be sufficiently indi-

cated by stating that the scraper is a wedge-formed plate of

steel, fixed with the bottom of the platten with its edge down-

wards, and capable of nice adjustment by screws, so that it may
lie parallel with the face of the stone lying on the table of the

press. The table on which the stone with the paper for receiv-

ing the impressions is placed, and the tympan, as in the ordinary

press, brought down, is by means of a handle and rollers brought

under the scraper, and the pressure is thus gradually continued

from one end of the plate to the other; when it has passed

through, the scraper is lifted, the moving table brouglit back to

its original place, and the impression removed.

Various attempts have been made from time to time, to em-

ploy steam presses for the purpose of expediting the process of

lithographic printing, but without any great degree of success.

Messrs. Napier and Sons, some years since, devised a very in-

genious arrangement for securing tlie scraper motion to a ma-

chine urged by steam power. We have lately had an opportu-

nity of examining a new steam lithographic printing-press, or

rather self-acting lithographic machine, invented at Vienna, and

which has been used for some time at the lithographic printing

establishment of Messrs. Maclure, Macdonald & Macgregor,

who are the patentees for the United Kingdom. In this ma-

chine the lithographic stone is moistened, inked, and printed, by

a series of adjustments which exhibit a very high order of me-

chanical ingenuity.

Tiie patent self-acting lithographic machines appear to pos-

sess advantages over every other description of machine hitherto

invented for this art, in consequence of their speed. It is stated

that tliey outstrip tlie best hand printer at the rate of thirty

to one, at the very lowest calculation, and that this is done with-

out any sacrifice of quality. The higher kinds of drawing must

still be" jirinted by hand, but this new process is perfectly suitable

for all purposes of business advertisements, circulars, maps and

plans, transfers from copper and steel plates, for the multi-
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plication of impressions of newspapers, as an agent for the pro-

duction of a daily or illustrated journal.

The stone traverses through beneath a damping roller of most

ingenious construction, then comes in contact with the inking

rollers, two in number, is caught by the pressure, making the

impression complete ; it then delivers the perfected work, print-

ing, as we are told by the patentees, large folio at the rate of

80 per hour, or 8000 per day.

Chromo-Lithography, or printing in colors, has for some years

been attracting considerable attention, and has lately made sur-

prising advances in this country. It may be remembered by
many of our readers that there were in the Great Exhibition

some very beautiful specimens of printing from stone in colors,

furnished from the Imperial prmting offices at Vienna. These
productions were by Hartinger, and were accompanied by the

several impressions in single color to show the manner in which
the various tints were combined. In the Fine Art Court, Class

30, there were also many examples by our English Lithograph-

ers, the finest examples being those then produced by Messrs.

Day & Son. Their very striking work, " The Destruction of

Jerusalem by Titus," from Robert's picture, remarkable alike for

size and correctness of imitation, and some other works by Louis

Haghe, Lane, &c., advanced this process to a pitch of excellence.

Since that time the same firm has produced a copy of the "Blue
Lights," by Turner, which, when placed beside the original,

wanted but one thing to the production of a perfect fac-simile.

Atmospheric effect required the application of a semi-transpa-

rent glaze, which can scarcely be produced by printing from
stone; but this might we think have been obtained by a subse-

quent application of color by an artistic hand. In all chromo-
lithographic works, as many stones must be employed as there

are colors upon the picture. The preparation of them demands
that great care be taken in the respective drawings, so that

each part combines perfectly with those corresponding with it.

The registration, as it is called, of each must be carefully main-

tained throughout every stage of the operation; consequently

the process is essentially a slow one, although the results pro-

duced are of exceeding beauty. About one hundred impressions

of the large plates in Roberts's splendid work on Egypt can be
produced in one day. This, however, must be regarded as fine

specimens of tinting in lithography, rather than as examples in

chromo-lithography.

It will be understood that the only difference in the process

of color printing, and the ordinary printing in black ink, is in

adding the required color to the ink instead of lamp-black.

Amongst other examples of the perfection to which the pro-

cess may be carried, we must refer to the reproduction of the

head of Shakspeare, in chromo-lithography, by Mr. Vincent
Brooks, of King Street, Covent Garden. It is difficult at a
distance to determine whether we are looking at the old oil

painting, or a copy of it merely, every crack upon the varnish

being preserved in all its truthfulness. This lithographer has
also executed some flowers—which, for delicacy of coloring and
exactness of detail, are amongst the finest examples we have
seen. Mr. Brooks' most recent work from the picture by Ans-
dale, shows still more perfectly the capabilities of the Art, and
leads us to believe that in a few years we may expect to see

chromo-lithography taking the place occupied by fine line engrav-
ings. The reproductions of some of Mr. Hunt's works—in par-

ticular, a " Fruit-Piece," and the " Bird's-Nest," by Messrs.

Hanhart, are equally beautiful realisations or reproductions of

the artist's work.

Woodcuts can be well imitated in lithography by covering the

stone with ink, taking out the light parts with a steel point, and
putting in the fine lines with a camel-hair pencil. Copperplate
prints may also be imitated by an etching process, but, by tak-

ing an impression from a copperplate upon transfer paper, and
then immediately communicating the impression to the stone,

facsimiles are obtained.

Amongst the latest advances in lithography is its combination
with photography. The photographic impression is obtained by
covering the stone with a sensitive resin. All the parts most
acted upon by the suns rays are rendered soluble and easily dis-

solved off. These parts being etched, as we have already de-

scribed, the lines covered with the resin are in a condition for

receiving the unctuous ink, and for printing from. We liave

seen some exceedingly good results produced in this way, and we
doubt not but in a few years the combination of these two Arts
will place us in possession of copies from Nature in all that

beauty and correctness of detail which belongs to the process of

sun-painting, and which can be so successfully multiplied by
stone printings.

Natural Printing, or Phytoglyphy.—We briefly noticed in

our last number the process introduded into this country under
this name, and patented by Messrs. Bradbury and Evans, White-
friars. We again refer to it for the purpose of describing all

the conditions of the process. It appears that this natural

printing, (Natursdhstdrnck) as it is termed, is the invention of

the superintendent of the Galvanoplastic department of the Im-
perial printing office at Vienna, named Andrew Worrung, but
in conjunction with whom it has been patented in Austria by
Councillor Auer, the director of the establishment, who has in

the pamphlet which he has published, printed at his own office

in different languages, and circulated over Europe, claimed for

himself a far larger share in this interesting process than he
merits. The first experiments were made upon patterns of lace;

the lace was laid upon and secured to a plate of polished cop-

per, and then a plate of soft surfaced lead being placed upon it

the whole was passed through the rollers of a copper plate press.

By this method a perfect impression of the textile fabric was
obtained: and upon inking the plain surface of the indented

lead plate, impressions could be printed off at the surface print-

ing press, presenting the design in white upon a dark ground

;

or by another method, namely, by taking an electro-cast of the

lead plate, and producing impressions in black upon a white

ground, at the ordinary copperplate press.

It is not improbable that the idea may have been borrowed
from the practice of the workers in German silver, who orna-

ment that metal by placing pieces of lace between two plates of

it, and passing them through rollers. The leaves of plants,

branches, roots, sea-wefds, feathers, or any substance that is capa-

ble of being impressed into lead (as the patentees have described

it) are made to impress their figures upon lead plates in a simi-

lar manner. The thickest parts of the plants, the roots and
stem, make a deep impression in the lead, and all the other

parts produce indentations equal to their thicknesses. It will be
evident, therefore, that the thin leaves of flowers and leaves are

the most superficial parts of the impression; and, in all the

printed specimens that we have seen from Vienna, as well as

those produced by Messrs. Bradbury & Evans, are exceedingly

transparent, but all the venations of the leaves are drawn with
the greatest delicacy and fidelity to nature.

To print impressions from a lead plate would obviously be im-

practicable ; therefore, a copy of the lead-plate is obtained by
the electrotype process in copper, and from these any number of

equally perfect impressions can be obtained. The Austrian pa-

tent includes every process by which copies can be obtained from
natural objects; hence such as are bulbous, and which could not

be squeezed, are copied by means of gutta-percha moulds.

Agates are represented upon paper with very great fidelity.

The several layers constituting the agate itself are not equally

dense ; they are therefore acted on by fluoric or other acids ; some
lines are thus etched to a greater or less debth, and others left

untouched. A proof might be taken at once from the stone;

but in printing the Vienna specimens, the face of the agate, af-

ter biting in with acid has been copied by means of the electro-

type process. Several impressions are arranged upon one sheet

of the gutta-percha; consequently, the resulting electro-plate

may include any number of copies of the etched agates. Fossil

remains that will not, from their brittle nature, admit of being

pressed, are copied by means precisely similar in result, though
not in manipulation—instead of applying gutta-percha by pres-

sure, it is applied with care in a soft soluble state, forming a

mould, and when dry removed and copied by means of the elec-

trotype process.

The extensive capabilities of this new art are already shown
in the very perfect manner in which we have seen the wing of a

bat copied by it; the resulting impression on paper showing in

the most delicate manner the peculiar structure of the membra-
naceous part, and preserving all the firmness of the bony frame-
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work. The copies of mosses produced in the Vienna establish-

ment are so singularly true to nature, that it is difficult to be-

lieve that the representations on paper are not the plants them-
selves, mounted vt'ith great care, and we shall look forward with

some interest for the progress of an art which in its infancy af-

fords so many proofs of the immense value it is likely to afford

towards revivifying nature with such truthfulness.

The Natural Printing, as Auer has called it, exhibits some
remarkable facilities for the reproduction of natural images. The
processes are simple, and when by experience a few of the im-

perfections are overcome, we may look to it as a probable means
of affording illustrations for many works on natural- history.

The plates of flowers are printed in colors, and vre learn that

it is not necessary, as in chromo-lithography, to employ a sepa-

rate plate for every color; the colors are applied to the plate,

and all the colors obtained on the paper, by one application of

the press.

Messrs. Bradbury & Evans have afforded us the opportunity

of seeing the pi-ocess in work, and from the explanations given

by these gentlemen, it is very evident that, simple as the process

may appear from reading of it, there are a great many trouble-

some details that only experience can explain.

The English patent embraces, in addition to photography,
mineralography, and the other processes of copying from nature,

each of which, strictly speaking, is nothing more than photogra-
phy, the difference being only in the manipulation—not in the

result. Towards spring the public may expect to have an op-

portunity of expressing their opinion upon the subject, which is

one of exceeding interest. We have submitted some of the spe-

cimens to a first-class botanist, and he assures us the value of

the process—as showing the venations of the leaves and the most
delicate lines of structure—must ultimately be great. A series

of leaves thus printed would furnish the geologist with the means
of identifying the fossil plants; and the reproduction of the

images of fossil animals, as they lie imbedded in the rock, can-

not but be of great assistance to the palieontological student.

To the designer this process offers many advantages, as procur-

ing for him truthful representations of nature, and disclosing

peculiar lines of structure—available for the purpose of orna-

ment, which could not be obtained in any other way.
The impulse which has been given to industrial instruction,

particularly in the National and British schools, has led to the
production of scientific diagrams, at an exceedingly cheap rate,

by the means of block-printing, aud we have lately seen some
specimens of botanical diagrams, produced by Mr. Griffin, of

Finsbury, by the process of cylinder-printing, remarkable for

their correctness in drawing and in color. A large sheet con-

taining as many as twelve or fourteen colors can thus be pro-

duced for about sixpence. The educational means afforded us

are being increased with remarkable rapidity. We must hope
that the result will be the gradual introduction of more correct

knowledge than that at present possessed by the masses, and
the diffusion of a higher order of taste. By increasing the ra-

pidity of production, by applying steam to the lithographic press,

by the process of chromo-lithography which appears equal to

the pi'oductiou of works of the highest order in Art, by the in-

troduction of this new means of copying nature with ease and
certainty, may we not hope we are advancing the state of civil-

ization? This advance, too, is not in the direction of those lux-

urious habits, which by enervating soon produce a retrograde
movement, but in that of stimulating the mind to the study of

the true and beautiful in art and nature, thus giving strength to

tlie mind, and improving, as a consequence, the moi-al condition

of the race. Robert Hunt.

HELIOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING ON STEEL PLATES,

TIl.VXSI.ATKI) FItOM THE PUESCH OV L.i. LUMIERE liV AX AM.VTEUR.

; Mr. Niepce de St. Victor is endowed with indefatigable per-

severance; scarcely has he invented and published some ingenious

heliographic process, before he soon discovers some more perfect

method of procedure. Hisardor never relaxes, and he has never
ceased for a moment to sustain by persevering labor, by inces-

sant researches, his already famous name. The name of Niepce

will always recall an uninterrupted succession of works and dis-

coveries appertaining to heliography. On the 23rd of May last,

Mr Niepce de St. Victor communicated to the Academy of

Sciences his paper on heliographic engraving on steel plates.

On the 5th September Messrs. Rosseau and Deveria, apply-

ing to the reproduction of the collections in the museum, the

processes of engraving on steel indicated by the Messrs. Niepce
and Lunaitre, presented to the Academy the first number of

Zoological Photography
On the 5th of October, Mr. Niepce announced to the Society

of Encouragement, that he had just composed a new varnish as

fluid as albumin ; finally, at the last sitting, the honorable Mr.
Chevreuil presented to the Academy a new and important com-
munication which we give below.

The note of Mr. Niepce was accompanied by a silver plate

on which he had engraved by the same process and by means of

his new varnish, one of the beautiful reproductions of Marc
Antonie Raimoni, by Mr. Benjamin de Lessert. We have seen

that proof; its equality and exactness is incredible. When we
think of the immense service this application of photography to

engraving is about to render we are seized with admiration and
enthusiasm.

I hasten to communicate a new varnish for heliographic en-

graving on steel plates.

This varnish has the fluidity of albumin and spreads itself as

readily as collodion, drying as quickly; which allows us to ope-

rate ten minutes after having covered the steel plates.

This is its composition

—

Benzoin 100 grains.

Pure bitumen of Judoa 5 "
" yellow wax 1 " (i)

I have also modified the dissolvant in the following manner

—

Composition of the dissolvant.

Oil of naptha 5 parts.

Benzoin 1 "

I would announce at the same time that I have succeeded in

rendering my varnish so sensitive to light as to be able to

operate in ten minutes, or at a quarter of an hour* at the most
in the camera obscura, and a few minutes suffices when operating

in full sun light.

The varnish is rendered sensitive by pouring on the plate an-

hydrous sulphuric ether, containing some drops of rectified

essence of lavender.

When the plate is dry expose it to the light.

The heliographic operation being finished, the steel plate is

to be eaten into according to the process described by Mr.
Lemaitre, engraver. (Sitting of the 23rd May, 1853. )2

OBSERVATIONS.

It is essential that the steel plate should be perfectly cleaned

before trying the varnish; for this purpose, use the essence or

oil naptha to remove the varnish, then alcohol aud tripoli, ^\ith

some cotton so as to dry it completely.

Dampness should be avoided as much as possible, as it de-

stroys the varnish.

The exposure to the light of the engraving upon the plate

should be two or three hours, when operating by contract

(without ether); however, this depends upou the intensity of

the light and the thickness of the layer of varnish—I recom-

mend that the layer of varnish be not too thick.

The operation by contract ajipenrs to be preferable to that

by the camera obscura, in respect to the vigor of the drawing.

In order that the heliographic operation should succeed well,

the metal should be exposed only in those parts which corres-

pond with the deepest sliadows; tlien the half tints will appear

naturally.

1 When the substances are dissolved pass the varnish through a piece

of linen by pressing it; then let it settle so as to decant it; if the viir-

ni.sh becomes too thick add to it a little benzoin.
2 See the published reports of the Acadcmv of Sciences, sitting of

the 23rd May. 1S53, or the No. 22 of La Lumiere of Saturday the 28th

Jlay, 1853.
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After removing the dissolvant the plate is exposed to the

light in order to dry and consolidate the varnish.

The action of the dissolvant should always be promptly ar-

rested, and if the water removes the varnish it is a proof either,

that the light has not sulRciently acted upon it, or that there

has been some dampness on the plate.

It is possible to reproduce direct photographic proofs or posi-

tives on thill paper, without the necessity of waxing them, and
I have given proof that they are very well reproduced, as may
be seen by the proof that I have the honor to present to the

academy.
This varnish applies itself very well to lithographic stone.

I have endeavored to substitute in the composition of the

varnish for benzoin, the essence of lavendar; but although this

substance is much more sensitive to light than the benzoin, I

think I ought to give the preference to the latter, because it

evaporates more easily, on the one hand, and on the other, be-

cause it gives a more homogeneous layer.

Still perhaps at sometime, essence of lavendar with ether

will be employed for operating in the camera obscura.

In employing the essence of lavendar, it is necessary to heat
the plate after having spread the varnish, in order to dry it

more promptly and notwithstanding this, twenty-four hours must
elapse before operating with it.

Such are the observations that I have made and which I

hasten to communicate with the hope of making easy in skillful

hands the employment of the processes which I have already

given, the results of which are so beautiful.

My only desire being to propound this process which is the fu-

ture of photography, and the complete success of which will

be my pleasantest reward.

NiEPCE DE St. Victor.
Paris, Oct. 31s^., 1853.

From the Jour, of Phot. Soc.

£onbon Jpljoiojgrapljic Soci^tji.

SEVETH ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, December, 1st, 1853.

CHARLES VIGNOLLES, ESQ., C. E. IN THE CHAIR.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The names of the members elected since the 3rd of November
were read over, and their election confirmed.

A list of the presents received by the society since the last

meeting was read, and the thanks of the society voted to the

doners thereof.

[Among them were especially noticeable a series of photo-
graphs of very large size from M. Auer of Yienna, and a beau-
tiful series from M. Mayer of Paris.]

The following papers were read:

—

1. Mr. Wenham, " On the production of enlarged positives

from small negatives." (See below.)

2. Mr. Shadbolt, on the same subject. (See page 19.)
3. Mr. W. Crookes, " On the restoration of old collodion."

(See page 80.)

4. Mr. MoNTEFiORE Levi exhibited and described an instru-

ment for rapidly opening and closing the lens.

In the discussions which ensued, the chairman, Messrs. Fenton,
Foster, Hannah, Hunt, and the authors of the papers took the

principal part. The thanks of the society were separately voted
to the authors of the communications.
The chairman announced that the council had made arrange-

ments to open the exhiliitiou of photographs, at the Gallery of

British Artists in Suffolk Street, on the 4th of January, voted
to contribute pictures promptly, and to afford their aid in secur-

ing the support of the public to the undertaking.
The meeting was then adjourned until the 5tli January, 1854.

1. on the method of obtainixg enlarged positive impressions
from transparent collodion or albumen negatives, by
means of the ordinary photographic camera. by f. h.
Wenham.

In introducing this subject to the notice of the Photographic

Society, I must disclaim all originality in the idea, as a nearly
similar plan for enlarging photographs has been proposed, at a
very early stage of the art; and indeed the method is so obvious
and simple, that if any one had desired to produce magnified im-
pressions, a few experiments would have led them to the same
mode of accomplishhig it; it is only on account of the repeated
assurances that I have received, that the actual productions are
a novelty, that I am induced to come forward with this explana-
tion, and give the results of my own somewhat limited experi-
ence.

It will be remembered that in the American department of
the Great Exhibition, there were some colored photographs on
glass, intended either for dissolving views or the magic lantern;

these first gave me the idea of trying, in this instrument, an or-

dinary transparent albumen picture, intended for the stereoscope^

in place of the usual painted slide. The mere contrast between
light and shadow gave the magnified picture a very sombre ap-

pearance, and the fine details and outlines were in a great mea-
sure lost, owing to the spherical and chromatic aberration of the

lenses of the lantern, showing the necessity of making them ach-

romatic for these special objects.

In substituting the combination of lenses from a portrait

camera, the defination became perfect; so much so, that I at

once saw that if the picture was illuminated by transmitted sun-

light, the impression could be readily fixed on sensitive paper,

with all its minuteness of detail. I have not been able till

lately to carry the idea into practice ; but as I have now done so

to a sufficient extent to prove its practicability, I shall jwoceed

to describe the method.

If we take a finished collodion portrait, replace it in the cam-
era, in the same frame in which it was taken, and without alter-

ing the focus of the lens, remove the whole into a dark room,
and cause a strong light to shine through the back of the nega-

tive—a sheet of paper placed at the exact distance at which the

sitter originally was, will intercept the image of the portrait,

which will be reproduced the full size of life. Remove the screen

further, and the size will increase; and by properly focusing for

every distance, we may thus get an image of even colossal di-

mensions without the least distortion, for it is in perfect accord-

ence with optical principles, as both the object and its transferred

image are on a flat plane.

In order to perform the process of printing through the cam-
era, it is requisite that the operator should be provided with a

dark room, the window of which must be so situated, that the sun

can shine upon it during some portion of the day, as sunlight

only will give us a distinct proof of large dimensions in a short

time. I think that the parallel rays of the sun are necessary,

as 1 cannot get such a good impression on iodized paper by dif-

fused daylight, even after half-an-hour's exposure, owing to the

light being so much more feeble, and coming from so many quar-

ters at once, in consequence of which the sharp outlines of the

image are destroyed. A hole must be cut in the shutter of the

dark room, of a size corresponding with that of the largest

negative that will have to be copied; a solar reflector (contain-

ing a piece of looking-glass, of not less than 5 or 6 inches wide)

must be fixed outside the shutter in a proper position for throw-

ing the rays from the sun directly through the aperture ; the lat-

ter must be cut at such a place, that when the camera is set on
a stout table or bench before the window, the centres of the

aperture and lens shall be at the same height. The first thing

to be done is to place the collodion negative in the sliding frame

in which it was taken, and there fasten it either by wedges or two
small buttons; then drop the frame into the camera, prop open

the door, and lift the slide so as to allow the light to pass freely

through the collodion picture. Now place the camera upon the

table, with its back against the aperture in the shutter, and
there fix it very firmly, either by a clamp, or preferably by means
of a wooden strut placed upon the top of the camera and abut-

ting against the upper cornice of the window. The board or

screen upon which the sensitive paper is to be fastened is now
brought to the proper distance in front of the camera, according

to the size of the impression required. The arrangement for sup-

porting the i>aper very much resembles a fire-screen ; it consists

of a vertical rod of about 2 inches square, fixed into a heavy

tripod base. The paper-holder is simply a square board, around
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which are stretched two bands of vulcanized india-rubber, under

which the edges of the prepared paper are to be drawn. At
the back of the board there are two parallel strips of wood, in-

tended to clip the sides of the vertical rod and remain fast when
pressed against it at any desired height.

Having placed the camera and screen in position, we have

now to stop off all extraneous light ; if the camera is a sliding

one, it will not go close to the shutter, we must therefore throw

a large black cloth around the opening, but an old hat without

a crown nailed by the brim over the aperture and passing into

the back of the camera, close to the collodion frame, will be

found to stop out the light very effectually, and not be in the

way during the adjustment of the solar reflector. When the

room is quite obscured, adjust the reflector outside the shutter,

so as to throw the sunliglit directly through the negative, in the

direction of the optic axes of the camera lenses: now focus so

as to get the most distinct impression upon the screen; having

done this, lay a book or sheet of cardboard against the nozzle of

the camera, so as to stop out all light except that which comes

through a small piece of yellow glass let into the shutter, which

should transmit enough to see to manipulate by. Next take a

sheet of common iodized paper, which, if not previously made
sensitive, may now be rendered so with gallo-nitrate of silver

as usual ; remove the board from the vertical rod, and draw the

edges of the prepared paper under the elastic bands, then re-

place the board now containing the sensitive paper on the ver-

tical rod in exactly its former position, withdraw the sheet of

cardboard from the nozzle of the camera to a distance of 2 or

3 feet, in order to see whether the sun has so far altered its po-

sition as not to illuminate the whole of the picture ; if this has

been the case, readjust the reflector, and then allow the light to

fall upon the sensitive paper. The impression will be taken in a

period varying from ten seconds to five minutes, according to

the strength of sunlight. I generally know when to stop, as I

allow the picture to appear plainly before I remove it ; in order

to ascertain its progress, hold the ground-glass frame from the

camera for an instant before the lenses; this will give a diffused

light sufficient to render the state of the print plainly visible.

When the paper has been exposed a sufficient length of time,

the picture may be developed at once, or if sunlight is scarce, it

may be placed in a drawer and finished some hours afterwards.

I should mention, that while taking the picture it is best to

remain perfectly still, to avoid the risk of tremulous motion,

and also of the camera or the paper shifting its position.

Having now briefly explained the mode of operating, I shall

ofi"er some remarks on the camera lenses, negatives, and prepara-

tion of the paper. The lenses should be of good quality, and
have the spherical aberration quite corrected, in order to give

the greatest possible degree of distinctness, both at the centre

and margin. If the chemical and visual foci agree for the or-

dinary distance of portrait-taking, they will also coincide in the

reverse position when enlarging a picture. Theoretically this

should not be the case, but practically I have not found the

slightest advantage in making any allowance, the most distinct

focus always giving the best picture ; the most useful size of lens,

both for portrait-taking and copying, is a combination of about

3\ inches in diameter and 12 inches focus. The specimens now
shown, some of which are the size of life, were all taken with a

combination of only 2^ inches in diameter. I believe, that for

the purpose of obtaining enlarged positives, no optical combina-

tion could be made to be more suitable than the ordinary camera
lenses, if perfect.

As regards the collodion negatives, it is not advisable to take

them large in the first instance, by having the sitter too near

the lens, as this causes a distortion, arising from the diameter of

the lens, which though it may not be very apparent in a minia-

ture, yet becomes particularly so when this is copied again the

size of life. The best negatives for enlarged printing, are those

wliicli arc small and so sliarply defined as to appear almost offen-

sively distinct (in an artistic point of view at least), for when
magnified through the the camera, all the hard lines of which

they appear composed, become softened down into the gradual

and natural contrast of light and shade.

It is not absolutely necessary to employ a solar reflector to

direct the rays of the sun through the negative, as a small swing

looking-glass will answer the purpose very well, if we place it

upon a ledge outside the window of the dark room, at such a

height that the centres upon which the glass turns shall be on a

level with the axis of the camera lenses ; and the mirror can be

abjusted through a sleeve fastened round an aperture in the

shutter.

If the window of the room is so situated that sunlight cannot

get access to it, we may bring it from round the corner or other-

wise, and throw it on the near reflector, by means of another

piece of looking-glass, to be adjusted by cords and pulleys, or

preferably by a long rod ending in a hook universal joint con-

nected to the prolonged axis of the mirror, the adjustment in

one plane being performed by moving the rod endways, and in

the other by turning it; I am acquainted with some who have

used this method for the solar microscope, and have found no

difficulty in managing it. To meet extreme cases, I may remark,

that as the rays of the sun are parallel, it is immaterial at what
distance the mirror is placed from the camera, so long as it re-

mains in its optic axis, and therefore if we cannot get sunlight

at the sides of the room, if this happens to be in the upper
story, we may obtain it from the top by " knocking a hole

through the ceiling and roof;" the mirror can be fixed to the

shutter for closing the aperture, and the camera fastened up to

the ceiling, nozzle downwards ; the impressions may be taken on
the paper, placed either on the table, floor, or on an adjusting

stand, according to the size of the proof required.

I have found it necessary to use iodized paper for the enlarged

proofs, as the common positive papers are not sufficiently sensi-

tive; I have only obtained a very faint impression, on freshly

prepared ammouio-nitrate paper, after three-quarters of an
hour's exposure to bright sunlight. I use the single process for

iodizing the paper, and as I find it advisable to use the solution

much stronger, I give the method of preparing it.

To the washed and partially-dried precipitated iodide from 20
grains of nitrate of silver, add 150 grains of iodide of potassium;

when the precipitate is all dissolved, pour in distilled water till

the solution just begins to appear turbid, then filter the whole
through paper. I intend to use a solution rather stronger than
this, as I find it economical with respect to the consumption of

iodide of potassium. One fluid ounce of this solution will

iodize an area of 14 square feet of Turner's positive; for large

surfaces it can be applied by means of a camel's hair brush, work-
ing it well over every part, and, soon after the appearance of

moisture has vanished from the surface of the paper, it must be

soaked in a large tray of water, which should be changed several

times. If the paper has been allowed to get too dry after the

iodide has been applied, it will require much longer soaking. I

think that there will be no difficulty in preparing sheets of paper

of any required size in this way ; I have iodized Whatman's
double-elephant, on which the yellow color appears very uni-

form.

To fix photographs of such a size, instead of using an enor-

mous bath of hyposulphite of soda, it will be found preferable

to brush a nearly-saturated solution plentifully over the smface

;

when the yellow iodide has disappeared, allow it to dram and
then well wash it in abundance of water, and before it is quite

dry glue it by the edges to a drawing-board ; when completely

dry cut it off, and it will then be found to have stretched per-

fectly level.

I do not profess to have much practical experience in the art

of photography, but the plan I have described for obtaining en-

larged pictures, is, in my opinion, one of the most easily managed
processes of the art, and does not require delicate manipulation

;

in fact, after the first few trials, there is but little risk of failure.

Hitherto photography has been almost confined to miniatures,

but if this new branch of the art should be cultivated by experi-

enced manipulators, I see no reason why, in their hands, land-

scapes may not be enlarged in the same way; this would give

the advantage of great portability; for instead of requiring "a
waggon" to transport our camera from place to place, we might
employ a case about the size of a hatbox for containing a small

pair of lenses and appm-tenances. There are many useful appli-

cations of this process that will suggest themselves, for example,
obtaining photographs of machinery, enlarged to a given scale

for working drawings, some specimens of which I hope to have
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the pleasure of exhibiting to the Society at an early opportunity.

The portraits which I now have are the result of the first attempt

that I ever made; I had intended to have illustrated this paper

with some photographs of very large size, but after having

everything prepared, I had delayed the operating part till

within the last few weeks, during which there has scarcely been

a glimpse of sunlight ; but I trust that shortly I shall be better

provided.

In conclusion, I must state that I am only a beginner in the

practical part of photography; that all the faults appearing in

the present specimens may rather be attributed to my own un-

skilful manipulation than to any defects in the method, for I

think that opticians will agree with me in the assertion, that con-

sidered as an optical principle it is perfect ; as an instance of its

accuracy, I took a collodion impression of a test object, Phuro-
sigma angulatum (by itself invisible to the naked eye), by
means of the photographic microscope, and reproduced this im-

pression through the camera at 16,000 times the diameter of

the original object; this was not done for the mere sake of ob-

taining enormous magnitude, but for the settling a disputed point

of structure, which it did most satisfactorily and with perfect

distinctness.

2. " ON" THE PRODUCTION OF ENLARGED POSITIVE COPIES FROM NE-

GATIVES OF INFERIOR DIMENSIONS." By GeORGE ShADBODT.

It is both interesting and instructive to observe the remarkable

way in which the same idea occurs to the minds of different in-

dividuals engaged in one common pursuit, and to trace out the

various modes of carrying into practice the first crude concep-

tions. The subject on which I am about to dilate is one of this

class amongst photographers, and it is by no means surprising

that the same notion should have presented itself to many inde-

pendently, when it is remembered; that it is entirely dependent

for success upon an optical fact which must of necessity be fami-

liar to those conversant with that science. So far as I have

been able to ascertain, the first to suggest the application of

this fact is a gentleman to whom all photographers owe a debt

of gratitude, I mean Mr. Fox Talbot, who at one time when the

art was in its early infancy, applied to Mr. Ross to construct a

lens specially adapted to produce enlarged proofs of his negatives

;

but whether it was ever carried into practice I have not been
able to ascertain.

Early in the present year an experiment was made by a mem-
ber of this society, Mr. F. H. Wenham, to print upon the ordi-

nary chloride paper a positive proof of life size, from a small

collodion negative, but although by using the direct rays of the

sun he succeeded in producing a faint impression, the time of ex-

posure necessarily occupied was so extended as to present an
insurmountable barrier to the use of so (comparatively) unim-

pressionable a preparation. The next attempt was far more suc-

cessful, being made upon the ordinary calotype paper, upon
which, with an exposure of a few minutes, very satisfactory

results were obtained, and which I have requested Mr. Wenham
to exhibit to the meeting.

After seeing Mr. Wenham's proofs, I repeated the same ex-

periments upon iodized paper, which were quite successful so far

as the operation was concerned; but the proofs were not worth
retaining in consequence of the paper proving full of spots.

Being unable to devote much time to photography in conse-

quence of my being absent from home all the day, and finding that

direct sunlight was an article for which the demand was far in

excess of the supply, I determined to make the attempt upon
collodion, using only the diffused daylight of an ordinary sitting-

room to illuminate the negative.

In the summer of the present year a letter from Mr Stewart

was published in the Athenaeum relative to this subject, the

writer apparently being ignorant that printing by the aid of the

camera for reduced positives had been long in use; but he also

mentioned its applicability for enlarging, without however stating

to what extent this process had been carried, so far as concerned

the specimens he had witnessed. In my own experiments I did

not attempt to produce collodion positives of life size, not having

materials of sufficient extent, and if I had I should probably

have been deterred by the expense ; but the specimens I shall

exhibit will show that the enlargement is very considerable, aa
will be readily seen on comparing them with the accompanying
proofs from the same negative, printed in the ordinary way. To say
that none of the sharpness of detail is lost by enlargement, would
be to state what is not the fact; but all the characteristic iden-
tity is preserved to a wonderful extent, while the softening down
of the outline would be considered by many as an improvemenit

;

in this, however, I by no means agree, my endeavors having been
exerted to obtain all the sharpness possible.

By considerably reducing the aperture of the lens employed,
of course the sharpness is proportionably increased; but all the
specimens I have, were produced during the recent unfavorable
weather, between the hours of eight and half-past eight in the
morning, sometimes during rain, at others in fog, so that I
could not afford to retard the process in the least, by reducing
the aperture; for though I could have doubled the time of ex-
posure without the collodion becoming too dry in this cold
weather, I could not remain over the operation later, and to at-

tempt beginning earlier was useless, from absence of light at so
early an hour.

To revert, however, to the principles and mode of operation

:

in order to render myself intelligible to those unaquainted with
the laws of optics, I may remark, that the following is an axiom
in that science, viz. that a ray of light proceeding from any one
given point and refracted to any other, j)ursues precisely the same
path, no matter which of the two he made the starting-point. In
other words, a ray of light commencing at point A and re-

fracted to point B, wUl travel the same road precisely

as one commencing at point B and terminatmg at A.
But what is true of one ray is also true of a pencil

of rays: hence it follows, as a necessary consequence, that if a

pencil of rays proceeding from an object in the anterior focus of

the lens meet again in its posterior focus, so if they proceed from
an object placed in its posterior focus they will be reunited in the

anterior one. Therefore if a sitter have a negative of himself

taken, and the negative be replaced in the position it occupied
during its generation, and a sensitive plate be made to occupy
the sitter's place, then with the requisite change of the direction

of the light, and precautions to prevent any but the rays refract-

ed by the lens from falling on the sensitive plate, an image will

be defined of the exact size of life.

From what I have said, those unacquainted with the subject

might be misled into the idea that the anterior and posterior

foci of a lens are fixed points; but this is not the case ; they
vary extremely, the latter increasing in the exact ratio in which
the former (decreases in distance from the lens, and these conju-

gate foci, as they are termed, are always more distant from the

lens than its principal focus, or that produced by parallel rays.

This fact enables us to produce any required enlargement or di-

minution of the picture. As photographic lenses are constructed
with a view to reduce the actinic and spherical errors to a mini-

mum, it must be borne in mind that when a. negative is to be

enlarged the lens should be inverted, and vice versa. I have in

my possession a very convenient aplanatic lens for this purpose,

constructed by Mr. Archer, in which the front and back combi-

nations can be made to change places, and by a simple addi-

tional lengthening of deal to a landscape caniera, I expect I

shall be able . to take positives in all weathers by resting the

negative up against the window frame.

I would remark, that this enlarging is a pretty severe test of

the actinic correction of a lens. My specimens have all been

produced by a 2| in. portrait lens of Mr. Ross' manufacture,

and I can vouch for the perfection of its union of the actinic and
visual foci, as also for the same good quality in that made by
Mr. Archer.

I have not yet alluded to the time of exposure, &c. required

in this process; but like all others, it varies very materially with

the intensity of the light, the sensibility of the collodion, the

temperature, and also with a new element of disturbance, viz.

the degree of enlargement. With the specimens before you, the

time of exposure was from ten to twenty minutes, but the tem-

perature was very low and the light very bad, the time of day
being, as I have before mentioned, between eight and half-past

on a November morning. I find in practice, that a better

result is obtained by using a collodion not very new and sensitive,
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and this is so far fortunate, that a quantity of neglected stores

can thus nie made available.

Of course tlie resulting picture is a transmitted positive, and
by using a white instead of a black varnish to back it up, it is

rendered as permanent as the ordinary glass positives. The
tone is improved by blackening tlie collodion with the solution

of perchloride of mercury, and tlien with ammonia; a pleasing-

variety can be produced by using the chloride of gold and chlo-

ride of ammonium for this purpose, as recommended by Profes-

sor Maconochie, for inereasiug tlie intensity of negatives.

Here is anotlier instance of the same idea occurring to differ-

ent men engaged in like pursuits, without any communication
with one another; for I perceive in the last Number of the

Journal published by this Society, the very motc process has been
used by some of tlie Manchester photographers. I purpose
trying the mode of printing suggested by the same correspon-

dent for an enlarged picture, and this can be readily done with-

out reversing, as the enlarged proof can be taken either way.
In conclusion, I beg to disclaim any merit for novelty, having,

merely adopted to my purposes what was already well known.

3. Mr. "William Crooks, " on the restoration of old

collodion."

I am not aware that any really good and simple plan has yet

been published for restoring old and colored collodion to its

original condition. Several methods have been proposed, but
except perhaps in the liands of a skilful manipulator, they are

very liable to fail; certainly when tried by myself they have
generally fallen far short of their object. The plan which I now
propose is to remove the free iodine from the collodion by means
of a piece of pure silver. For 2 ounces of liquid I should re-

conmiend a sheet of stout silver foil about 2 inches long and
half an inch broad. It will require to remain in contact with
the collodion for about two days, or even longer if the latter

be very dark-colored ; and in this case it will sometunes be found
advantageous to clean the surface of the silver, as it becomes
protected with a coating of iodide, by means of cyanide of potas-

sium or hyposulphite of soda.

When thus renovated the collodion will be found as sensitive

and good as it was originally; indeed I have not been able to

perceive any difference between a sample freshly prepared and
some that was upwards of six months old, although, before being
decolorized, the latter was so slow as to be nearly useless.

If a bottle of new collodion be kept with a piece of silver foil

constantly. in it, it will remain colorless to the last drop. At first

sight it might appear that the entire removal of the free iodine

from the collodion would tend to impair the thickness of the film

of iodide of silver; but in practice it will lie found that the

quantity removed is so trifling compared with that remaining in

solution, that the absence of it is not noticed. Should it, how-
ever, at any time be thought advisable, it can be reiodized by
the plan originally adopted.

The greatest care must of course be taken that the silver be
pure and contain no copper. I have given the preference to

silver foil, as it will allow of being taken out and cleaned, if

necessary. In other respects, thin silver leaf, or that finely di-

vided silver which is precipitated by sulphate of iron from a
solution of the nitrate, will answer the purpose; indeed they arj

rather better, as, owing to the mucli greater extent of surface

exposed, the dccolorization is effected in a far less time.

Mr. SiiADiiOLT remarked, that there was no doubt as to the fact

of the decolorization of collodion by the addition of silver, and that

the collodion might thus be restored to a useful condition; but
at the same time it was to be observed that scarcely any of the

more sensitive collodions were prepared with silver; althougli

the addition of this substance caused a greater density of the

negative, it rendered collodion less sensitive. The point in cpics-

tion, however, one of great importance to practioners of photo-

graphy, was not whether the collodion (!onld be again made as

sensitive as at first, but whether it could be made serviceable at

all, instead of being rejected as useless.

Mr. IltixT said, that the fact mentioned by the last si)eaker,

of the more sensitive collodions containing no silver, did not
bear upon the mode of decolorizing proposed by ]\Ir. Crooks.

When the pure silver is placed in collodion containing free iodine,

the latter acts upon the former, producing iodide of silver upon
its surface; thus we merely remove the iodine which has been
previously liberated by the decomposition of iodide of potassium

If there were free potash in the collodion the addition of silver

would be objectionable, as the latter only removes iodine, and
the more of this is removed the more free potash there would
be in the bath.

Mr. Hennah could not agree with Mr. Hunt as to the forma-

tion of iodide of silver setting free potash in the collodion. He
had very considerable experience in the use of collodion, and did

not think free potash was ever produced. The union of the

iodine with the silver would produce iodide of silver, which

would effect the collodion scarcely or not at all. At tlie same
time, he thought the careful removal of the silver was not all

that was required to render the collodion as sensitive as at first.

He had found that the addition of two or three drops of tincture

of iodine revived the sensitiveness of the collodion and made it

work tolerably. He believed that Mr. Hunt was mistaken in

supposing that free potassium would exist after the action of

pure silver; and in answer to a question from that gentleman,

said he thought it possible that the potash became combined with

organic acid produced. In allusion to the varying liability of

different collodions to change. Mr. Hennah said that he had
from practice arrived at the conclusion that the simpler the com-

position of the iodizing solution the better would the collodion

be. The iodide of potassium alone made the best collodion; if

it did not work quite clearly and well, a little tincture of iodine

brought it right.

With regard to the nitrate bath, the characters of which were
discussed at length at the last meeting, since he was not present

then, he now took the opportunity of mentioning that he fully

concurred with the assertion, that any collodion would work well

if the bath was saturated with acetate of silver. A considera-

ble quantity of ci'ystals of acetate of silver should always be

kept in the bath ; this salt is tolerably soluble in water, and if

the solution is returned every night into a bottle containing

these crystals, the bath will be kept charged without much alter-

ation of intensity. But the collodionized plate must be kept

face downwards in dipping it in the bath, or it will not be possi-

ble to print from it without varnishing. He had pointed out the

injurious effect of ammonia and the advantage of the use of the

acetate of silver twelve months ago.

Mr. Penton said, that in consequence of the discussion to

which reference had just been made, he had received many com-

munications, some of ascent, some of dissent. He added, that

several gentlemen had promised to make the subjects of the

nitrate bath, and of the methods of iodizing collodion, mat-

ters of especial and careful investigation, so as to arrive at

some final conclusion.

Mr. Shadbolt, in returning to the immediate subject of dis-

cussion, remarked that the discoloration of collodion probably

arose from the absorption of oxygen by the alcohol, resulting in

the production of acetic acid, which would decompose the

iodide of potassium and liberate a portion of the iodine. He
did not suppose that the whole of the iodine in the iodide of

potassium was set free. When silver is added in order to de-

colorize, iodide of silver is formed, which is dissolved in the

remaining iodide of potassium.

Mr. Hunt concurred with the Secretary in the necessity of

further investigation into the subject; he begged leave to direct

attention for a moment to the most rapid process as j-et known
viz. the instantaneous process of Mr. Talbot, by which he had
obtained a perfect impression, by the light of an electric spark,

of a printed bill fixed upon a wheel, revolving 200 times in a

minute in front of the lens. Mr. Talbot had further endeavored

to get an impression of the course of a riflle-ball, which moved
with still greater velocity than the bill just referred to, but of

this he had only succeeded in getting a trace. These experi-

ments illustrate the higji degree of sensitiveness Mr. Talbot

obtained by his process. That gentleman combines the use of

the syrup of iodide of iron, proposed by Dr. Woods of Parsons-

town, with that of the protosnli)hate of iron, to which attention

was first directed by himself (]Mr. Hunt). The syrup of iodide

of iron is placed in a quantity of alcohol, and in a few days ac-
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quires a peculiar vinous odor, resembling that of the ' oil of

wine ' or ' oil of fether ' of the older chemists. When it has

arrived at this point it gives a very sensitive quality. The sur-

face used is the albuminous ; white of egg spread upon glass

;

the albumen imbued with this solution is submitted to the bath

of nitrate of silver and then exposed in the camera.

It appeared therefore, that among the changes taking place

in collodion, might be some resulting from the peculiar actions

of the iodine upon the alcohol. We are imperfectly ac-

quainted with the nature of collodion, gun-cotton dissolved in

aether, with the addition of a little alcohol; when iodide of po-

tassium is added, most of the same elements are present, as n

the compound employed by Mr. Talbot.

Several specimens of collodion had been given to him (Mr.

Hunt) by Mr. De la Rue for examination, that gentleman hav-

ing been using collodion lately for the purpose of manufacturing

an iridescent paper. lu these specimens Mr. Hunt had found

the collodions made from linen or cotton far more liable to

change than those prepared fi'om filtering paper.

Mr. Shadbolt observed that in a specimen of collodion made
from filtering paper, sent to him to try, there was one great de-

fect. The parts unacted upon by light were of such an opake

white that the negatives could scarcely be printed from until

varnished. Among other speculative experiments on the cha-

racters of collodion, he had tried burning the film after it was
stripped off a glass plate, and only in one instance was it ex-

plosive in this condition ; in that instance, the most sensitive col-

lodion, namely Mr. Thomas's, was as explosive as gun-cotton;

but all the rest bui'ned like pieces of paper.

Mr. Hennah stated, that he had found the collodion almost,

if not quite, as explosive after use as before, in nearly every case,

that is, whenever the collodion worked well.

i. ON THE IMPROVED CAMERA. By W. H. CoOKE, Esq.

So much has been effected during the interval which has

elapsed since we last met, towards the advance and improvement
of all the means and appliances of the art of photography, that

I feel that I am more than probably perfonning, except to my
own conscience (having promised so to do), a work of superer-

ogation, in submitting to you the instrument to which I drew
your attention upon that occasion. But I have been so con-

firmed in my conviction, that to render the art really and effici-

ently serviceable to the painter, the facility of using collodion

under all circumstances is the greatest of all desiderata, that,

having practically convinced myself of the feasibility of so doing,

I shall run the risk of being tiresome to many in the hope of

being useful to the few, whose interest is, I freely confess, para-

mount to me.

The proofs which are upon the table were done during a brief

visit to Scotland; and however deficient in technical perfection,

are indefinitely valuable to the artist, presenting as they do cor-

rect images of groups taken almost instantaneously, and fre-

quently without the knowledge of those composing them, bearing,

therefore, the stamp of nature to a point unattainable by any
process less rapid. The comparative certainty more than com-
pensates for the additional weight of the apparatus (for in forty

trials I brought away with me thirty-seven valuable studies, all

made in a space of time which to the paper manipulator would
appear fabulous), and the saving of the time, which is greater

than would be deemed possible, is a point the value of which
cannot be overrated.

To the back part of an ordinary camera is adapted a dark
chamber consisting of a folding camera, one end of which is a

frame so constructed as to compensate the difference of size

of the collodion frame of the ordinary camera, and the dark

chamber. The other end is furnished with a large door, a yellow

glass window, and a mask in gutta percha fitted easily to the

upper part of the face of the operator. The advantages

of this over the covering of cloth or linen, in which the head is

usually buried, are too obvious to be named. The sides are fitted

with silk sleeves, upon wire coils, easily adjusted into certain

grooves, while the top and bottom are formed of plane surfaces,

having in the one a window of yellow glass with a blind to regu-

late the amount of light ; and in the other an aperture to receive
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at the one end the silver, and at the other end the hyposulphite
bath. Between these two is a flat dish, into one end of which is

inserted a vulcanized tube to carry oft" the developing fluid.

Having poured the collodion on the plate, I introduce it with
my right hand through the door (the collodion frame being in

its place), and receiving it in my left hand, I close Ihe door, pass
my right hand into the chamber, withdraw the dipper and im-
merse the plate,—place it in the frame, and having previously
focused the object, expose it by the ordinary means. Having
done this, I pour a sufficient quantity of the developing solution
into a liijped vessel, and place it in a convenient part of the
chamber, re-insert the frame, and, introducing both hands, de-
velope and fix the plate.

Before leaving London I only once tried my camera, and I

submit the proofs before you as a sufficient reply to those who
think nothing is to be done by this or similar contrivances. In
many respects my idea is a modification of Mr. Archer's camera,

the advantages being, I think, sufficiently coiisiderable to warrant
me in believing it to be a certain advance upon his. They con-

sist in the comparative cleanliness, economy and certainty, and in

the greater facility of making within a given time a greater

number of pictures.

The blind which I have adopted is simply an adaptation of

the ordinary spring roller blind, firmly fixed upon a piece of

wood, in the centre of which is an aperture fitting steadly on the

projecting brass of the lens. The curtain is a piece of black

silk, the length three times the diameter of the said aperture,

and running in deep grooves, so as not to be jerked out of its

proper place. The blind being drawn completely out, and con-

sequently in a situation to receive the impulsion of the spring,

the upper third serves as an effectual impediment to the passage

of light; the centre third of the blind has an aperture corres-

ponding to the size of the lens, and the lower portion being solid

again forms a blind. The finger being placed upon the spring,

is pressed at the moment the object to be taken assumes the

position desired, and the image is thus thrown on the lens for the

space which is occupied by the rotation of the roller, a space

absolutely inappreciable, but yet in bright sunshine sufficient to

take water in motion, or to catch a smile upon a child's face.

CLEANING THE PLATE.

BY A BOSTON AKTIST.

Friend Snelling.—While perusing your very interesting

Journal a few days since, the thought occurred to me that your

valuable work might be made much more so, if those for whom
it was designed to benefit, viz. : the daguerrean artists, would

each try to do something to advance this truly beautiful and use-

ful art. We who have been in the daguerreotype business more
than half a score of years, have of course seen, and been bene-

fitted by the advancement made by the experience of the many
operators in America, as well as in Europe, and who that can

date his first instructions so far back, does not recollect the

avidity with which he bit at the gilded bait of " Superior

Quicks," " Magic Buffs," " Magic Backgrounds," and who can

repress a smile upon retrospection.

Oh! the jealous eyes that have followed us when visiting a

brothers room in a far off town or city, when it was ascertained

that we were in the same profession; the lack of courtesy with

which we have been treated ; the invitations which we have not re-

ceived to visit the workroom and coating room ; the many little

hints and pieces of information which we have not received from

artists, who had a better reputation, or were making better pic-

tures than we were, fearing that giving might " make us rich,

and make them poor indeed."

But we do hope, my dear sir, that a better feeling is begin-

ning to fill the minds of our daguerreotypists, and that we shall

soon deserve the name really of artists, of true artists, whose

works shall speak their praise, and whose devotion to their art

shall enoble it, as well as themselves.

My object in this communication is not to find fault, but to

stimulate our daguerrean brethren to do something for the good

and advancement of the art. Where are your Roots, your Law-

rences, your Gurneys, your Meades, names which stand high in
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the list of daguerreotypists. Why do they not furnish each their

quota of information, from minds rich with experience? Does
the last sad remnant of that churlish spirit, which has disgraced

us in the early development of the art still exist? Sir, I hope

not. I believe not.

Perhaps, sir, some of your readers are by this time asking

themselves, why do you not give us some of your experience?

With all my iieart, dear friends, and if I can remove one obsta-

cle from your path, or furnish you witii one iota of information

that will benefit you, then the greatest pleasure will be mine.

To those who are not too old to learn, or do not think they

have arrived at the ultima thuh of perfection in the daguerreo-

type art, I would offer a few (to me) important considt^rations.

In the first place; an experience of nearly twelve years, has satis-

fied me that a majority of failures to produce fine effects, is

caused by an imperfectly cleaned plate. To produce a fine pic-

ture on a dirty plate is impossible. To clean a plate thoroughly

is the foundation of a good result. Doubtless, I have tried as

many nietliods to produce a well cleaned plate as many, if not

most of your readers, and am convinced that the one I now
practice is as efficient, though simple, as can be used, viz.; pro-

cure some good rotteustone, mix in a bottle with ninety per cent,

alcohol, to the consistency of cream, or a little thinner, to be

used through a tube, or quill in the cork. Apply this paste to

the plate, and rub with cotton flannel until the plate presents a

smooth even surface. Buff with buckskin and rouge long

enough to remove all the cotton marks, and have the plate free

from lines or scratches produced by the buff. I then galvanize

to a very light blue, so liglit that the coating of silver looks trans-

parent, wash well with pure water, and dry with a spirit lamp,

and the plate is ready for the last buffing, which I perform first,

with a very nicely prepared buckskin buff, with very little good

fine rov,ge, and finish with a silk plush (which I procured of

Anthony) buff, on which I dust 'a small portion offinely powdered

plumbago and rouge in equal parts, well mixed together. You
now have a plate ready to coat, and any sensitive coating with

which you can produce a fair picture ordinarily, will give a bril-

liant one, on a plate prepared as above. If you should wish my
method of coating, and preparing my sensitive I will give it.

Yours truly,

Boston.

THE STEREOSCOPE.

AN'D ITS APPLICATION TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

BY hi. CIAUDET.

TUAKSI^ATED FRO.M TUB FIIK.VCU OF L\ U'MIEKE, IIY AX AMATEUR.

On the 19th of January, 1853, Mr. Claudet read under this

title, before the London Society of Arts, a paper for which he

received a inedal from the hands of Prince Albert, president of

that society; on tiie ninth of September, he read a second, on

the same subject before the British Association, met, at Hull.

Messrs Lerebours ai|d Secrctan publish this week a pamphlet
which unites these two papers, We congratulate ourselves at

having already had it in our power, to give some extracts from
tiiis publication, so interesting both on nccount of the subject of

wliicii it treats and the well known talent of its author.

Mr. Claudet commences by comparing the pjienomeuon of

vision with the stereoscopic illusion. He explains its causes and
effects. He examines in the first jjlacc wliat occurs In nature

wlien we look at an object witii but!) eyes, tlien what happens
when we see tlie double representation of that object in the ste-

reoscope. He demonstrates that the same impression is made
upon our eyes, because there is the same cause, and ttuit the

stereoscope makes of the copy, that wliicli Piir visual organs make
of tlie object itself. We should like to give here the learned

and clear propositions from which he deduces this fundamental
law: " The binocular angle should n(!ver ))e greater than that

whicl) is sustained by a Ijase of two inches and a half (the dis-

tance between the eyes), when we look at objects from the

closest view which allows us to see the whole image."

Passing from theory to practice, the learned artist counsels

the employment of two camera obscuras

stereoscopic images.

in the production of

" The most simple and econo-

mical mode, says he, is without

doubt, that which allows of the

use of but one camera obscura,

and of operating alternately

on each half of the same silver

or glass plate, or on the same
paper. But this plan has the

disadvantage of leaving room
for differences of effect of light

takingon each image, when
views in changeable weather,

and deprives us of the means
of representing objects which

change their place during the

interval of taking the two
proofs. When taking a portrait we run the risk of changes of

expression during the two passes, and of movements of the body.

If we are more certain of the same degree of sensibility in the

two halves of the same photogenic surface, and are forced to

submit to the continual variation in the intensity of the light,

which suddenly augments or diminishes in great proportion, and
still greater than the difference of sensibility of the two photo-

genic surfaces.

" A good operator will prefer always to employ two camera
obscuras whose dimensions will allow them to be placed as close

as eight inches, which at a distance of eight feet from the object

to be represented gives an angle of not more than fonr degrees.

When views are desired we are not forced to be so near, and for

a portrait we can not obtain agreeable proportions by operating

at so short a distance. A photographer who comprehends the

laws of his art will never take a portrait at a less distance than

twelve or fifteen feet, and this necessity becomes imperious in

making stereoscopic i)ortraits or groups, because the distance

being less, greater is the disparity between the results of the

binocular angles of objects situated on several planes, for the

reason that there is less stereoscopic effect in the foregrounds

than in the backgrounds, being unnatural proportion. For the

stereoscope even more than for simple views is it essential to

operate with objectives of long focus, and to place one's self at

the greatest possible distance.

To this end, a photographic atelier ought always to be at least

forty feet long.
" There is a very simple way of placing the two camera obscu-

ras at the same distance from the object so as to have the most
perfect equality in the dimensions of the two images; it consists

in the first place, in setting the two camera obscuras perfectly

parallel, and in this position to turn the support so that tlie same
object, if there is but one, or the middle object, if there are

several, is at the same distance from the left border of the ground
glass on the left hand that it is from the right hand. When
the support is fixed in this position, the angle between the two
camera obscuras is formed, so that that object is brought to the

middle of each ground glass. It is thus certain that the two
objectives are at the same distance from the object or the group,

and what is also important, that the axes of the two objectives

coincide exactly with the binocular angle. The ground glasses

ought to me marked with vertical and horizontal lines to facili-

tate the coincidence of the different points of the two images.

"I have made a binocular camera obscura of which I exhi-

bited a mode] to the British Association at Belfast, in Septem-
ber, 1852, which I shall deseride, since that instrument seems to

me to meet all the exigencies of stereoscopic photography, and
might interest those who practice that art.

" I have called it the " multiplying binocular camera obscura,"

because I can make consecutively four double proofs without

having to substitute one i)late for another.
" The back of each camera obscura ( Pig. 3C) is furnished with a

disc, eight inches in diameter, turning on an axis, having fonr ojien-

ings at right angles of the size of a I plate. The focus is )nade

on a moveable ground glass, jjlaced in the end of the camera ob-

scura in one of these openings, and the two cameras are directed

upon the object desired to be represented, taking care that the
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point in the middle of the most distant phine of the picture is at

the point of intersection of a vertical and horizontal line drawn
through the middle of the two ground glasses. When these pre-

parations have been made, supply each apparatus with four plates,

and at the moment of operating without changing your position,

turn with each hand the button placed at the back of the two

discs. This button, being fi.xed to a sliding vertical blind, shuts

the opening of the camera obscura corresponding to one of the

openings of the moveable disc, then open at the same time the

two cameras, and shut them by returning the button after having

counted the time necessary for exposure; then turning each disc

a quarter of a circle, one with the left hand, and the other with

the right, operate once; then turn the disc another quarter,

and so on until the four openings containing the four plates have

passed successively to the focus of the apparatus, and have re-

ceived each an impression.
" The blind opening from top to bottom and shutting from

the bottom upwards, has the advantage of reducing the light of

the sky and of augmenting that of tlie nearest planes. Each
opening is numbered, so that the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, correspond-

ing to each camera obscura make it convenient afterwards to

sei)arate and assort the corresponding pairs of plates; but in

order to render this reunion more easy, one of the interior

edges of each opening has a little notch for No. 1, two for No.

2, and so on. The notches of the camera obscura on the right

hand are to the right, and those of the camera obscura on the

left hand to the left. The light prints these notches on each

plate, and thus by means of this mark the plates can be coupled

with the knowledge of which belongs to each eye.
" The means of bring\ng successively the four openings of the

movable disc before the opening in the focus of each camera
obscura, and of retaining them there immovable, consists of a

spring-bolt fastened to the bottom of each camera obscura, at

the end of the vertical diameter of the movable disc, which en-

ters into a hole made in the thickness of the disc, underneath
each opening—while making the first proof, the bolt holds the

disc at the place where one of its openings coincides with the

opening of the bottom of the camera obscura. Before making
the second, the third or the fourth, withdraw each time the bolt,

and with the hand turn the disc, letting go the bolt; the disc

turns until the hole of a new opening encounters the bolt; then

the bolt enters the hole, and the disc stops. One second sufBces

to turn the disc at quarter of a revolution, and consequently four

seconds for an entire revolution. If each proof requires four

seconds, four double stereoscopic proofs can be made in twenty
seconds—with a good light and a double objective, of four or

five inches focus, one can operate in less than a second for each

proof; so that in less than eight seconds the double binocular

apparatus can produce four double impressions for the stereo-

scope. If a greater num))cr of proofs is wanted in a short space

of time, it would be possible to continue to operate without in-

termission. For this an assistant only is required, who, as soon

as one pair of plates shall be impressed shall take them away
and replace them with new ones, thus the apparatus would be

always supplied and continually in operation. It is principally

when seeking to represent a review, a fete, or public ceremony,

that it would be desirable to produce a great number of proofs

in a short time.

" Each camera obscura is fixed at the end of a horizontal arm,

eighteen inches long, by means of a universal joint, which per-

mits it to be turned every way. The two arms are fixed

angularly on an axis so that you can give to the two camera
obscuras every required angle. AVhen the arras arc in a right

line, the objectives are three feet apart; and when they are

brought near they are not separated more than four inches.

This apparatus therefore adapts itself to all the angles within

which the stereoscopic photograph should be included when
operating at ordinary distances, either in doors or out. Objec-

tives for I, \ and whole plates can be adapted to the apparatus,

which allows of operating at all distances on the I plate.

Mr. Claudet finds fault with the use of objectives of short fo-

cus for portraits or ordinary views, because they enlarge the

foreground in comparison with the background, in greater pro-

portion than results from the condition of visual perspective.

But if in this case the effect produced is unsatisfactory, it is still

more so when the views or the portraits are destined for the
stereoscope; the learned operator adds further:

" It is especially in stereosco])ic images that ol)jective of short
focus produce an abnormal cflect, changing the allusion of natu-
ral visiou. Not only do they enlarge the fore-planes in a nmch
greater proportion than the back-planes, but they also make the
distances between the back-planes api)ear much greater in pro-
portion to their separation than the distances between the fore-
planes. The reason is easily understood when it is remarked
that the more you enlarge the images taken at a certain angle,
the less appears the distance between the various planes. The
objects in the foreground being by the employment of objectives
of short focus more enlarged than the objects on the most dis-

tant planes, and this in an exaggerated proportion, there results
that the distance between those objects appear to augment with
their separation, which is contrary to the laws of natural
vision.

" If you make a group of persons placed on three planes,
separated each one, by a distance of one foot, it will happen
according to the size of the image given by the objectives of short
focus, that the distance between the second and the third row
may appear greater than the distance between the first and the
second. But this exaggeration will be perceive 1 on the whole
line of perspective ; not only the distances between the objects

will increase with their separation, but even the distances be-

tween the different parts of each object will be gradually aug-

mented : so that if a person is turned sideways, the shoulder the

more drawn back will appear at a distance from the head, double
that of the distance of the shoulder the more advanced. If a
round table is introduced in the middle of the group it will ap-

pear oval, with the great axis in the plane of projection; whilst,

according to the laws of natural perspective, the great axis ought
to appear parallel with the horizontal line. In a word, all the

persons and all the objects composing the picture will be pro-

longed the same degree as the table, whilst they should appear
reduced in that degree; or in other terms a cylinder would have
the form of an oval cone, and a truncated cone that of the flat-

tened cylinder. The same exaggeration is observed in making
views with apparatus of too short focus, as it causes the dome
of a church to appear at two or three times the distance of the

ft'ont. This anomaly is not due to the angle of the objectives,

but only to the exaggeration of amplification of the nearer in

comparison with the distant planes.
" It is easy to comprehend therefore the importance for views,

portraits, stereoscopic groups, of employing objectives having
the longest possible focus, and of operating at the greatest dis-

tance at which we can place ourselves. It seems unnecessary to

make the observation that the separation of the two camera ob-

scuras should increase with the distance of the objects if we wish

to preserve the same binocular angle."

We hope to give in another number the drawing and the ex-

planation of a little instrument that Mr. Claudet has invented,

and which he calls stereoscopometic, by means of which he de-

termines the separation that should be given to the two camera
obscuras for each distance and for each length of focus.

This pamphlet, written with remarkable precision and clear-

ness, is certainly the most complete which has been published on
this subject. It contains indispensable information for operators

who wish to succeed in the production of stereoscopic proofs; it

is a work the result of long experience, profound study, and a

mind eminently artistic.

Messrs. Lerebours and Secretan have accompanied the work
of Mr. Claudet with a complete summary, although succinct of

the latest improvements applied to the daguerreotype.

We cannot avoid congratulating the editors of this new and

useful publication.

E. L.

To Make a Silvering Solution'.—Dissolve one ounce of

pure silver in nitric acid; add a little water; then precipitate

with about 8 table spoonsful of salt. Wash it clean in three

waters—pouring the water all off; then add 2 ounces dry Cj'anide

of Potassium—mix well together until the precipitate is all dis-

solved, and then add 4 quarts of water, and filter.
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A RUDIMENTARY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON PERSPECTIVE.*

BY GEORGE PYNE, AKTIST.

The student must now, from the point 5 of the square a, draw
a perpendicular line u, till it touch the top line of the square e

;

and this line, from the spectator being placed exactly in the

centre of the column, Avill answer for a perpendicular line that

should be drawn from the point 1, square a, till it touch the

further line of the square e. This line u, then, represents in

perspective the wires passing through the holes 5 and 1 of the

cards, and designates its intersections on the first line of each

square the point corresponding with the point 5 of the diagram;

and at its intersections with the further line of each square it

designates the positions of the points corresponding with the

point 1 of the diagram. The student will perceive that he

has now, in each of the perspective squares, points for drawing

the curves corresponding with the points 1, 8, 5, 1 of the dia-

gram ; he must now find the remaining points, 2, 4, 6, 8, in each

of the squares.

From the point 6 on the diago-

nal line d—I, square a, a per-

pendicular line V must be drawn,

till it touch the diagonal line

d—h, square e. This line v re-

presents in perspective the wire

passing through the holes 6 of

the five cards; and where it in-

tersects the several diagonal lines

d—h, in the respective squares

B, D, E, will be a point corres-

ponding to the point 6 in the dia-

gram. In like manner, fi'om the

point 4 on the diagonal line

c

—

a, square a, a perpendicular

line X must be raised, till it meet

the diagonal line c

—

a, square

E. This line x representing the

wire passing through the points

4 of the cards, will give, at its

intersections on each of the dia-

gonal lines c—a, a point corres-

Fig. 37. ponding with the point 4 on the

diagram. Similar to the pre-

ceding perpendicular lines v and x, the two others, y and z,

must be drawn from the points 8 and 2 on the diagonal lines

c

—

a and d— h, square a, to meet the corresponding diagonal

lines c

—

a and d—h, square e; these will give the perspective

representations of the wires passing through the holes 8 and 2

of the five cards. Where the line y intersects the diagonal lines

d—b of the several squares, will be found the points correspond-

ing with the point 2 of the diagram; and where the line z inter-

sects the diagonal lines c—a of the several squares, will be the

points corresponding with the point 8 of the diagram. The
whole of tlie perspective positions of the points of the diagram
be'n^ found in eacii perspective square, the student, as in Prob.

v., must draw the curve in each, through the several points 1,

2, 3, 4, .5, 0, 7, 8, which will complete the perspective

drawing.

Continued from page 60, Vol. 7, No. 2.

Fig. 38.

This problem, though not difficult, requires attention, from its

being a little more intricate than any preceding; but, with the

assistance of the cards, the author thinks it barely possible for

the intelligent student to fail understanding it.

Prob. IX., fig. 39.—In sketching from nature, the artist has

frequently to represent, and in old buildings especially, doors,

windows, arches, &c., of a pointed form, commonly called gothic

arches, gothic windows, &c. The curves of these pointed arches

are formed in geometrical drawing by the intersections of seg-

ments of circles, fig. 38. The pointed arch

here drawn is formed by the intersection of

two semicircles ; and by the rules already

explained, the student would be able easily

to put it in perspective ; as by putting the

two semicircles in perspective, their inter-

section would give the pointed arch, which would be in perspec-

tive also. But these pointed arches vary so much in their pro-

portions, some being extremely obtuse, whilst others are very

pointed, that it is better to give a general rule by which pointed

arches of any form may be put in perspective. At the side of

the problem, an elevation of the building to be put in perspec-

tive is drawn, representing a gothic arched doorway, with a

gothic window on each side; and, like the elevation in Problem
VI., it is drawn to the scale of one-fourth of the perspective

drawing: the student will therefore bear in mind, that in making
for his perspective drawing geometrical measurments, they are

understood to mean four times the size of that given, and mark-

ed G D.

The whole of this figure, with the exception of the curves of

the doorway and windows, most be drawn in a similar manner
to Prob. VI. The line a must first be drawn; and across the

picture, at the height of the spectator's eye, the horizontal line

;

then the line b, the perspective top line of the building, to the

horizontal line, to fix the vanishing point ; and from the bottom

of the Hue a, a line c to the vanishing point, for the perspective

base-line of the building. The point 3 on a, the geometrical

height of the pointed top of the windows, must next be marked,

and from it the line d drawn to the vanishmg point, to regulate

their perspective height. The line e must next be drawn, and

on it the geometrical widths of the doorway, windows, and spaces

between must be marked, as at a, h, e, d, e, f, g; a distance-

point must next be found, to get the perspective positions of these

points on the line b.* The distance-point having been found,

and the perspective positions of the points a, b, c, d, e, f, g
marked on the line b, draw from each of these points a perpen-

dicular line till it touch the line c.

On the line e, between the points a and b, construct a geome-

trical figure of the arch of the first window. This is done by

fixing one point of the compasses at the point a, and opening

them till the other point touches the point b; describe upward

tlie segment of a circle, and then changing sides, and fixing the

point of the compasses (at the same extension), at the point b,

describe another segment of a circle from the point a, till it join

the one before drawn: this will give the geometrical drawing of

the arch. From the points a and b draw up two perpendicular

lines, and, just touching the point of intersection of the arch,

draw a horizontal line to meet them at the points 4 and 5.

From the point of the arch draw down a perpendicular line to

touch the line e at 6, and from the point 6 draw two lines to the

corners 4 and 5. Through each of the points 1 and 8, wliere

these lines intersect the curve lines, draw a perpendicular line to

the line e at 9 and 10, and a geometrical figure will be con-

structed, containing points that, put in perspective, will be a

guide for drawing the curves. The perspective positions of the

points, 9, 6, 10 (on e) must be found on the line b, in a similar

manner to the points 11, 8, 12, in Prob. \I. Tlie line n, drawn

from the point 3, regulates the perspective height of the points

of the arches; and to find the perspective positions of the points

from which the curves commence, their geometrical height must

* Throiigliout this problem the student must constantly refer to Prob.

VI. Altbougli the iigurf's and letters vary, in this, from those used in

the si.xth problem, still the principle is the same; and it would occupy

too much space to go over the same ground in every problem? moreover,

by changing the references, and giving more general explanations, it

will oblige the young student to exert his faculties.
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be marked on the line a, as at the pomt 1 1 : and from this a

line F must be drawn to the vanishing point: this line, where it

intersects the perpendicular lines drawn from the points a and h

(line b), gives the points corresponding to the points a and hoi
the geometrical drawing ; and where the line d intersects the

same lines (drawn from a and J, line b), it gives the points cor-

responding to the points 4 and 5 of the geometrical drawing.

The perspef^tive points 9, 6, 10, on the line b, must now be car-

ried down by perpendicular lines to the line f, and from the point

6 (on f) two lines must be drawn to the corners 4 and 5: this

completes the perspective drawing of the straight lines of the

geometrical figure, and through the corresponding points the curve

must be drawn. The point 12 (the height of the bottom of the

windows) must now be marked on a, and from it a line g drawn
to the vanishing point: where this line g passes between the two
perpendicular lines drawn from a and h (line b), representing

the sides of the window, it gives the perspective line of the bot-

tom of the window. The farther window is drawn in a precisely

sunilar manner to the nearer one, finding the geometrical points

on the line e between c and/. All the lines necessary for draw-

ing this second window are shown, but without references.

The mode of drawing the doorway is similar to that used for

representing the windows. The point 13, the geometrical

height of the point of the arch, must be marked on a, and a line

H drawn from it to the vanishing point, to fix its perspective

height, as the line n does that of the windows: and the point

14, the geometrical height of the points from which the curve

lines commence, must also be marked on the line a, and from it

a line j drawn to the vanishing point, to determine their per-

spective height, as the line f does those for the points where the

curves of the windows commence.
The geometrical form of the arch of the doorway must now

be drawn on the line e, between c and d, in a precisely similar

manner to that of the window between a, and J, and the corres-

ponding points found on the perspective drawing, between the

lines H and g, as the points for the arch of the window were
found between the lines d and f.

The student must understand that these pointed arches, like

the semicircular ones in Fig. 2, Prob. YI., might be drawn quite

as correctly in perspective, by making the geometrical drawing

of the arch at the side of the line a, between the points 3 and 1 1

:

observing that the points 7 and 8 flike the points a h, Fig. 2,

Prob. VI.) must be found by a horizontal line passing through

them, instead of two perpendicular lines. The point that would

thus be found, is represented at the point 15 on the line a; and

from it a line is drawn to the vanishing point, to show the stu.

dent that the intersections through the pomts 1 and 8 are similar

to those given by the intersections of the perpendicular lines.

The points here given are usually found sufficient for drawing

the curves of pointed arches ; but where great nicety is required,

or the arches are very long and pointed, additional pomts of in-

tersection may be chosen. Fig. 2 represents a narrow pointed

or lanciform arch, in which the points 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 represent

the points found in the foregoing example ; but other lines are

here drawn, by giving intersecting points* on the curve lines,

as 6, 7, 8, 9. These additional lines the student would find no

difficulty in putting in perspective.

CHAPTER IV.

Having led the student by degrees to represent in perspective

various superficial forms, and we trust in a manner sufficiently

explicit to enable him clearly to comprehend what he has

gone through, we must now proceed to the representation of

solids—or, in other words, to draw the objects with their thick-

nesses. It was observed at pp. 13, in referrence to the first

object put in perspective, the door, that its edge or thickness

would have been seen, but that it was purposely omitted, to avoid

embarrassing the student, at the commencement of his studies,

with a complicity of lines. In Prob. I. (Chap. II.), four win-

dows are drawn on the side of the house; but they represent

only the superficial form, or outer line, of the space to contain

the window. We will therefore proceed, with this example, to

point out the mode by which the width of the recesses of the

windows is found; and, to make the referrence more clear, the

figure is represented on a larger scale. The lines are drawn in

the direction of the vanishing points; but from our limited space

the points are out of the picture.

Prob. X., fig. 40.—The student must now take his drawing of

the first problem; and if he has followed the directions given in

a note, in drawing it, he will have put in ink all the lines repre-

senting the ohjtd to he drawn. If this is done, he must rub out

all the pencil lines, letters, and figures, excepting the horizontal

line, the vanishing points, and the points of distance. To pro-

ceed :

—

First, on the left side of the line 1 of the upper and nearer

window, take a point to mark the width of the recess by the eye.f

* Horizontal lines, for getting the points of intersection, are here

employed, as, from the narrow form of the arch, perpendicular lines

would be more confused, especially in a perspective representation.

t It would be easy to find a line for getting the perspective width of

the recesses corresponding with the line by which the width of the out-
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Pio;. 40.

and through this point draw a perpendicular hne 2 from the top

of tlie upper window to tlie bottom of the lower one. The up-

per window being considerably above the eye of the spectator,

would cause the width of the recess to be seen below the top

line, 3. To find tliis perspective width, a line must be drawn

from the point 4 to tlie vanishing point g, to intersect the line 2

at 5; and through the point 5, in the direction from the vanish-

ing i)oint H, a line a must be drawn to meet the near line 6 of

the window, at the point 7. This represents the width of the

recess for the window at the top and right side, where only it

could be visible to the spectator.

In the first lower window, a line must also be drawn from

the upper right-hand corner to the vanishing point g; and through

the point where it intersects the line 2, a line must be drawn in

the direction from the vanishing point h, to meet the line forming

tlie left side of the window: this gives the perspective width of

the recess at the top. From the upper part of this window be-

ing so much nearer to the horizontal line than that of the win-

dow above, the student will perceive how much narrower the

recess appears. The bottom line of the lower window being be-

low the eye, the width of the recess will be seen below, as well

as above: from the lower right-hand corner of the under window,

therefore, a line must also be drawn to the vanishing point g;

and through its point of intersection with the line 2, a line must

be drawn from the vanishing point h, to meet the left-hand line

of the window; which will complete the representation of the

thicknesses of the top, bottom, and side of the recess of the first

lower window. The student will observe, that the upper and

lower line of the under window being nearly equidistant from

the horizontal line, the perspective width of the recess is nearly

equal, above and below.

To find the perspective width of the recess of the farther up-

per window, the application of the rule is changed. In the first

window, the width of the top of the recess is found from the line

giving the width of the side; in the farther wandow, the width

of the side is found by the line designating the width of the

top.

The line a being continued through the fiirther window, de-

noting the perspective width of the recess above, a line must be

drawn from the upper right-hand corner to the vanishing point

g, and ,from its point of intersection with the line a, a perpendic-

ular line must be drawn down to the bottom lino, which should

be continued down through the lower window. Tliis perpendic-

ular line gives the width of the recess at the side, and tlie line

A gives it at the top. The width of tlie top, bottom, and side

of the recess of the second lower window is found as in the first

lower window.

The rule here given for finding the width of these recesses, is

applicable to all other objects represented by straight lines. Sup-

pose the ol)ject required to be drawn in perspective was a church

tower with battlements at the to]), the perspective width of the

battlements, and their distances one from another, would be

found in a similar manner to the position and width of the win-

dows in Prob. I., from the lines r to n, and the width or thick-

ness of them by the rule just given. Also the perspective width

er line of the windows was found; but Iho mode hero given is equally
correct, and more simple.

of doorways, &c., with their thicknesses, may be found in the

same manner.

Let us suppose that each of these windows contains nine panes

of glass, they would, in addition to what is already drawn, re-

quire two perpendicular and two horizontal lines to complete

the frame-work (Fig. 41), which would be within the

inner lines of the recess of the window. To find the

perspective position of these lines, it will be necessary

to have all the four inner lines of the recess drawn in

perspective: we must therefore continue our drawing
Fig- 41, as if the building were transparent. From each cor-

ner of the window a line must be drawn to the vanishing point

G (that from the corner 4 has already been drawn, to find the

point 5 and line a) ;
the line a must now be continued upwards

till it meet the line b at 8 ; from the point 8 a perpendicular

line must be drawn till it meet the line c at 9 ; from the point 9

draw a line to the vanishing point h, which will intersect the line

D at 10, the same point at which the line d intersects the line 2.

The lines between the poijits 8 and 9, 9 and 10, 10 and 5, and 5

and 8, represent in perspective the inner parallelogram of the

recess of the window, in which the framework is to be drawn.

To avoid a confusion of lines and referrences, this figure of the

window is drawn at the side, and marked Fig. 2. It is drawn
of the same size, and the points are in the same relative posi-

tion.

The most simple and quickest mode of putting the lines of this

framework in perspective, is, first, to draw a horizontal line to

the right of the point 8 (the top of the nearest line of the figure),

and from the distance-point, through the point 5, draw a line to

intersect it at .11. The space between 8 and 11 here represents

the o-eometrical length of the line 8—5. Divide the line 8—11

into three equal parts (to represent the width of the three panes

of glass), and get the perspective positions of their points of

division on the line 8—5, from each of which points draw a per-

pendicular line to the line 9—10. These will give the perspec-

tive positions of the perpendicular lines of the window-frame.

The line 8—9 must now also be dividnd into three equal parts

(to give the height of the panes of glass) ; and from each point

of division a line must be drawn to the vanishing point h. These
lines, where they pass between the lines 8^9 and 5—10, I'epre-

sent in perspective the horizontal lines of the framework of the

window.

The student will observe, that a portion both of the horizon-

tal and transverse lines of the framework would not be visible.

The dark lines represent the jiarts that are seen. It is most es-

sential to attend to this rule, as any inaccuracy in representing

windows of a similar form is most otfensive to the educated eye.

Any number of lines forming the framework of a window may
be drawn by the same rule; and it would be quite as easy, though
a little more complicated, to make the lines representing the

frame-work double; the ol)ject here, however, is solely to exem-
[ilify the rules sufficiently to enable the student to draw other

similar and more intricate forms by them.

The framework of the other windows may be drawn in the

same manner, but, to save time, the perpendicular lines of the

upper windows may be drawn through to the lower ones.

( To be Continued )
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SOMETHING RICH.

"We know of nothing that exhibits the character of a large

portion of those at present engaged in the daguerreotype busi

ness so truthfully as the innumerable letters of the class and

style giren below, that we, and some of our most eminent da-

guerreotyjiists are constantly receiving from various parts of the

country. It seems that no stone is left unturned by these

neophytes that will enable them to obtain, without money or

without price, the labor of other's brains. They affect to despise

" book-learning," yet are in the daily habit of borrowing the

Journals devoted to their art for the purpose of study. They

sneer at these very Journals, yet will pay double their subscrip-

tion price for receipts extracted from their pages. While we

are on the subject we will relate a single incident, showing the

cupidity and shallow patedness of this kind of operator. A
few weeks since a daguerreotypist called upon Mr. Gurney and

requested instruction in his manner of manipulation. Mr. Gur-

ney told him his time was too profitably employed otherwise to

be devoted to instruction—but, said he, if you will go and pay

five dollars for one years' subscription to the Photographic and'

Fine Art Journal, you will get my process for just $95 less than

you could from me. Tliis brilliant genius came to us and at

his request we showed him the Journal. After looking at it a

few minutes, he said; "I believe you published Mr. Guruey's pro-

cess in the January number." We assented. " Well," said he; "I

should like to get a copy of that number." We politely informed

him that he could not have it, as we received subscriptions by

the year only, and did not sell single numbers; whereupon he

made his exit. Comment is unnecessary. Now, to the letters

sent us by an eminent daguerreotypist. We give them entire,

suppressing the names only, as we do not wish to expose them

individually to the scoffs they would receive from every respecta-

ble artist. We will, however, state that the writer of the se-

cond letter here given, sent to us for a specimen number of the

Journal, and particularly requested the January number, think-

ing, perhaps, that he would thus obtain Mr. Hesler's process for

nothing. This dodge has been so often tried upon us (incffcdn,-

ally) that we were not caught, but sent him the February

number.

We give Mr. Hesler's reply to this last letter, at his request,

as his answer in all future cases, as these applications have be-

come to him a sore persecution.—i?(/.

)

Phil, Jan. 30, 1854.

Ma. Hesler,—Dear Sir: Being about to commence the da-

guerreotype business, and having neglected to prepare specimens

when I iiad the opportunity. I wish to make a proposal to

you for a few good specimens. I am po.ssessed of a secret known
but to only one daguerreotypist in the country. It is a plan or

method of preparing the plate so as to take a picture in half

the usual time, whether that time be twenty seconds or two
niiimtes, as is the case in a cloudy day or late in the afternoon.

Thereby lessening the chances of moving or of a wearied expres-

sion, and especially, advantageous in taking children, and it is

so simple that it causes no trouble and I think softens and im-

proves the tone of the picture, at least the best I have taken

were done in that manner.

Now, what I wish to propose is, that in consideration of in-

forming you of this secret you will send me 10 or 12 specimens,

say 4 of each i, \ and \ size pictures. The reason of my not

applying here is that I do not want pictures that have already

been used and exhibited until they have become stale—and
another reason, I do not want to let any one know this method
here in this city. Should this meet favor, I can refer you to

; — of your city, for reference, and you can then
answer this as soon as you conveniently can, and not mention or
reveal the manner in which it is done as I am very anxious to
keep it from being known in Philadelphia. Answer soon and
address the undersigned.

Yours respectfully.

Mr. a. Hesler—Dear Sir: You may think strange and
wonder on opening this sheat and see the signiture but after a
moment you will see the Object; therefore I may say that on my
visit to the Chrystal palace in Company with some of my fellow
artist's we took a careful look and Gave our Judgement and opinion
as regards the pictures on Exhibition, and we Gave you the Med-
dle, and I have Said Ever Since that yours Was decidedly the best
proofs, but I fear'd that Merit Would not Meet its due in N. Y.
I saw that the Palm was to be Carried off by the City artists and
report sais that Root of N. Y. has the meaddle. I did like your
pictures and tone for the best And for my Capability of Judgging
I Would refur you to a Gentleman in your place as to my Skill in

the art the person to whom I allude is Mr. 1 am well
acquainted with him and Wife please See them. Now Sir I will

Say that I have taken up the prem. in our City with from 1 to 5
Competitors for the Last 5 years and I Exibited Once at the
State fair and I toak the Second premum but I Should had the
first Kissing Gows by favor the Committy liv'd in and
was well known to my Opponant and Every influence broat to
bear that could be but I Could See that I was not far
behind, Now Sir after all I have told you and the Great boast-
ing as you may Call it about My pictures and Skill in the art I
am not satisfied yeat, for you Can beat Me, I knock under and
have felt a Great anxiety to know how you do it, and the Object
of this Sheat is to ask you will you tell me. Ask if I have
not Labord with all my might and if I am not worthy to be told,

Tell Me the Cemical us'd in your business the Kind of plates do
you Galvenise once or twice what is the background what
kind of a light the kind of Buffs and the pollishing powder
us'd and the buffs and also on the plate in Scouring, do you
use Alcohol or Acid water, do you Set the face too or from the
light if it be a Side light, &c Give me as near as you Can
your proces. Now Sir I dont know as you Ever Impart any-
thing to any one I dout if it will interfeer with my bisness,

but if not I will tell all for the advancement of this Glorious art
Will you tell Me how you took the Teild Lady Now sir I
have weared your patients, please act in the premices as you
deem best for your self if you Comply I will at Some time reci-

procate if not to you I will do as much for Som One Els.

Most respectfully yours.

Galena, February Ith, 1854.

Dear Sir: Yours of the 1st is received. I cannot but feel

highly flattered at the high compliments you pay me.

It is my aim to do all I can to help and improve the art and
artists, and for this purpose have decided to give my process en-

tire to the art through the " Photographic and Fine Art Jour-

nal," a prospectus of which I send you. You will here find all

the information I could give you. Should you require expla-

nation on any point I will cheerfully give it,

I am, dear Sir, very respectfully yours,

A. Hesler.

On reading Mr. He.sler's reply to the first letter a second time,

we cannot refrain from inserting it, as it shows true nobility

of soul. " A man! a man, every inch a man!"

Galena, Feb. Vh, 1854.

Dear Sir: Yours of the 30th ult, is just received. In reply,

I most sincerely thank you for the compliment of sending " away
off here in the woods " to me for specimens to grace a gallery

in yonr city of Arts and refined tastes. But owing to your

restrictions I cannot serve you, as I make it a rule to give every-

thing that is of importance or use to the art, through tlie

columns of the " Photographic and Fine Art Journal," for the

benefit of all who may have the privilege of reading that excel-

lent work. If you see fit to impart your secret to me, I will
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upon trial, pay you a fair compensation for it, on condition that

I may publish it for the benefit of the art.

Respectfully yours,

A. JSesler.

Louisville, Jan. 29tk, 1854.

Mr. H. H. Snelling—Dear Sir: You cannot imagine the

pleasure we derived in perusing your January number of the

enlarged " Photographic Art Journal," which you were kind

enough to send us. I can assure you it was a welcome visitor

here in the " far west," where we are kept ignorant of everything

appertaining to our "art" beyond our own "city limits," ex-

cept what we gather from " country newspapers," which almost

invariably contains a most overwhelming "puff" for some "itin-

erant mongrel " and " out-sider," who will tell us of Mr. A.

in some far off place as being the best artist in the country, he

knows he is, for he saw a picture he took of Miss S. which was

be'iutiful. There was not a particle of "shadder" on it, and

besides she has a great many freckles on her face and they did

not show a bit—he can take miniatures with or without shadow,

but he prefers to take them loithout. Our city newspapers are

filled with political sayings and doings, rail road meetings, Erie

riots, steam boat explosions, murders and executions innumerable,

but not one line is used for the photographer unless it is paid

for, and then in nine cases out of ten the greatest "botch" we
have amongst us is the man that gets his " name in the paper."

How long this is to continue we know not, but God hasten the

day when our art shall have the attention it deserves by those

who are in a position to promulgate useful information to the

remotest parts of the world.

The very last item in your January number should be a source

of gratification to all "true daguerreotypists," but it was looked

for by all who were posted up in the decision of the committee

on daguerreotypes at the "World's Fair" in London inas-

much as those very pictures were placed in the Crystal Palace

in New York, to compete with the efforts of American artists

after taking the palm in London. It was not expected the de-

cision given in London would be set aside in New York; still,

as I said before, it should be a source of gratification for it

teaches us that " good daguerreotype miniatures should be the

study of the daguerreotypist," and not fancy and fantastic efforts

which strikes the eye alone; leaving the heart untouched. Our
legitimate business is to take the form and features of " the

loved ones at home," in such a way that when the eye rests on

the "shadow" of some departed friend it will become full of

soul, which will cause the curtain of the past to " roll back "

and permit us to view our " school boy days," when we gamboled

on the green " with light feet and lighter hearts;" this is the

kind of photographs we should study to produce, and where be-

fore you is the reflection of a sage with nothing before or behind or

around to attract the eye ; then it is that the man rises in all his

former majesty before you, then it is that your soul sees the man
himself, and until some heedless person calls you "back to

earth" you believe you are looking on a " thing of life." We
do not like to see premiums awarded for fancy or coniic pictures,

it is not what the parent wants of the daughter, nor the wife of

the.husband, nor the brother of the sister, nor the lover of the

beloved ; but a true and faithful likeness. We do not expect to

make converts of all your readers nor even a part of them, but

through your Journal we wish to express our views on this

subject.

Yours as ever,

Webster & Brother.

ON THE USE OF TARTARIC ACID IN

IMPRESSIONS.

DEVELOPING COLLODION

For negative pictures I find the following solution very useful.

In the first place it developes the picture very clearly, and in

the second place very sharply and truly in its details.

The following is the character of the solution:

—

Protosulphate of iron 15 grs.

Tartaric acid 14 grs.

Nitric acid 4 drops.

Water 1 oz.

For positives I use a solution of protosulphate of iron, made
to the specific gravity 1° by Twaddle's hydrometer, and then
brought up to 8° by nitric acid. This solution gives very white
pictures when the picture is fixed by a solution of cyanide of po-
tassium 10 grs. to the fluid ounce of water, and 2 grs. of silver.

This solution is easily prepared, and so are the two preceding
ones. I have almost given up all othes developing agents.

I remain.

Your respectfully,

F. Hudson.

"HAGAR AND ISHMAEL IN THE DESERT'"

BY. MRS. C. H. PUTTAM.

Manchester, Nov. 4, 1853.

Sir,—Seeing in your Jourual an account of the use of tar-

taric acid instead of ascetic, for the pyro-gallic acid developing

solution, I should esteem it a favor if you would insert the fol-

lowing developing solution, which I have been in the habit of

using for several months with very good success, in your useful

lournal.

The marble group by Cassili of Florence, now on exhibition
at the Crystal Palace, of which our crystalotype in this number
is a copy, is not excelled in beauty of execution and expressive-
ness of design, by any thing of the kind in the exhibition.

The attitude of the mother, bending over her dying son, with the
intense anguish and sohcitude visible in every feature of her face
as she returns his look of supplication and suffering, are most
happily conceived. The open mouth and parched lips of the
child, as if gasping to catch from the cooling air, some relief for

the burning thirst which consumes him, express to the life, the
fever that rages within.

Tie artist has chosen that point in the narrative, when the
" loaf of bread and bottle of water," given to Hagar by Abra-
ham, had been expended, and the child, fainting with exhaustion,
is supported in his mother's arms while she takes a farewell look
of her dying son. It had never occurred to Hagar that water
could be found in the wilderness, though at that very time a well
was within her reach, had she only sought for it. And alas!

that she should also forget her own memorial of " thou God
seest me," the name which she gave to the angel of the covenant,
when, on a former occasion, cast out by her mistress, a lonely

wanderer in the wilderness of Sliur, and, to her own concep-
tions, disregarded by all; that angel had assured her by a voice

from heaven, that she should become the mother of this son, and
that he should be made a multitude of people too numerous to

be numbered; that " he should be a wild man, his hand against

every man and every man's hand against him; and he should
dwell in the presence of all his brethren." This remarkable pre-

diction, in its literal import, looked forward to Ishmael as the

father of that singular race, who afterwards inhabited this same
wilderness, a wild and warlike nation, at varience with all, yet
remaining unconquerred, and independent in the presence of

their brethren.

Had she but recalled to mind this proinise, in the present hour
of trial, it might have strengthened her to trust in Him, who,
by her own confession still " liveth and seeth me," even though
" 1 look not after Him." But instead of this, " she cast the child

under one of the shrubs, and went and sat her down over against

him, a good way off, as it were a bowshot; for she Said, let me
not see the death of the child."

Again, " the angel of God called to her out of heaven, and
says unto her, what aileth tliee Hagar? fear not, for God hath
heard the voice of the lad where he is. Arise, lift up the lad

and hold him in thy hand; for I will make of him a great nation.

And God o]ioncd her eyes, and she saw a well of water; aid
she went and filled the bottle with water and gave the lad drink.

And God was with the lad; and he grew, and dwelt in the wil-

derness and became an archer."

Thus Moses has given us the literal narrative of the " bond-
woman and her son." But Paul has added to these details, a

new and additional interest, by identifying them with matters of
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liigher import, and a people of greater and more remarkable no-

tonety than the Arabians and their progenitors. He informs us

that this Hagar, is "the Jerusalem that now is, and is m bon-

dage with her children,"—that singular people, who are this day

wandering in the barren wilderness of a legal covenant, from

which the bread and water of life are long since spent, leaving

tliem " hardly bestead and hungry," though wells of living

water are directly before their eyes but they see them not.

But though " cast out " from the uiheritance of Isaac as a

people, the promise is "sm-e" that the true sous of Abraham
shall yet be grafted into their own olive; and then shall the sal-

vation of Israel, be as ^Hifefrom the dead" to the world.

Hydrogen, "

Nitrogen, "

NOTATION.

Notwithstanding the great advantages of the chemical nomen-

clature, a much greater help is given to the student in the nota-

tion. By this, as in Algebra, long and intricate processes are

exhibited to the eye at a glance, and the relations of the constit-

uents in complicated compounds easily comprehended. Each
element is represented by a symbol consisting of its initial, or in

the case of two or more which have the same initial, of the ini-

tial and one of the following letters, as at the end of this article,

where the symbols of all the elementary substances are given.

In the case of potassium, sodium, tin, iron, and several others,

the symljols are derived from the Latin names.

The symbols of compounds are composed of the symbols of

their constituents, algebraically connected; as Fe+Cl, chloride

of iron. In primary compounds the sign + is often omitted.

Coefficients are used to show the number of equivalents, as

N+4C1, quadrochloride of nitrogen; or if several symbols are

written together without the sign +, an ijidex is substituted for

the coefficient, because the coefficient multiplies all which come
between it and the next sign. Thus the symbol of the substance

last mentioned may be -RTitten, NCI*

.

Cyanogen, ammonia, and water, although compounds, have

simple symbols like the elements; thus M^e have Cy, Am, and

Aq (Aqua), instead of NC^ H^N, and HO.
The symbols of oxygen and sulphur are abbreviated. The

symljols for the compounds of oxygen, are written thus :

'n for N-i-50, N for N-j-40, N for N+SO, etc., each dot in-

dicating an equivalent of oxygen. A comma is used in the same

manner for the compounds of sulphur, thus P for PS. In place

of the coefficient 2, a dash is often drawn through or beneath

tlie symljol. This is very convenient in the case of half equiva-

lents; as Mn, signifying 2Mn-)-30, that is Mu-|-l|0, sesquiox-

ide of manganese. In compounds of complicated constitution,

it is often necessary to multiply several terms by one number, or

to connect them as a whole to another term. This is done as in

algebra, by the use of the vinculaor parentheses; thus (K+2S)

-j-Aq, shows that Aq is combined with K-i-2S, as with one sub-

stance; but if the parentheses were omitted, thus K+2Si-Aq,
tiie syml:)ol would indicate a combination of three distinct sub-

stances, each one with the other. Also in 2(K+2S), the first

coefficient belongs to what is within the parentheses as to one

substance.

If the student will, for practice, explain the constitution and
give the names of the compounds in the annexed table, he will

become familiar with the rules of nomenclature and notation.

The following table contahis the names, equivalents, and sym-

bols of the thirteen non-metallic elements, and the symbols of

their compounds with each other, in the order in v/hich they are

described:

Oxygen, equiv. 8 symbol 0.

Chlorine, " 35.42 " CI, Cl+0, 01+40, CH-50, Cl+tO.
Iodine, " 126.3 " I, 1+50, 1+70, 3C1+I.
Bromine, " 78 " Br, Br+50, or BrO\
Fluorine, " 18.68 " F.

VOL. VII., NO. III. 12

Carbon,

Sulphur,

Phosphorus, "
15.7

Boron, "
10.9

Selenium, " 39.6

SUicon, "
22.5

, » I H, H+0 or H, H+20 or H, H+
f CI, H+I, H+Br, H+F or HF.

^ N, NO or N, NO^ or N NO' or N,
14.15 " L

f NO* or N, N0= or N, NCI* Nl^
) NH'. •

1 c, c,c,c+cl,c*cl^c^cl,ccl3

C+Cl, CH2 C2H2, C*H*,C«H^
6.12 " yC«H*,C»''H*, C>sH6 C'»H»

HCy, CyO, Cy^O-^H^, CyCl, Cy
Cl^HCyS^ CyS^H^CyS-".

,^ , s, so^so^so^so^s==cl, s

j Cl, HS, HS2, CS2.

) p, p^o, pso, p20^ P20SP2
" [-CP, P2C1^ PI, V-l\ PBr, P2

) Br5,H3p2.
" B, B+30, B+3C1, B+3F.

u \ Se, Se+0 or Se. Se+20 or Se,

) Se+30 or Se.

" Si, Si+0, SiCl, SiBr, SiS, SiF.

16.1

A NEW AND COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUAL,

FOR JIETAL PLATES AND PAPER. CONTAINING ALL THE LATEST
DISCOVERIES.

Translated from the French of E. de Yalicourt, for the Pho-
tografhic and Fine Art Jouniial, by W. Grigg, A. B.

"Get the focus with the ground glass on all the points of the
flexible tablet where the press screws are. These screws serve

to move the tablet backwards and forwards, in order to obtain
the exact focus according to the distance of the objects. It is

on this tablet that the prepared plate is placed, which has at-

tained the requu'ed curvature, by means of small thumb screws
at the top and bottom of the tablet. The plate being thus
placed and removed from the light by the curved sheet of zinc

which covers it exteriorly, raise the other zinc sheet on the in-

side and secure it by the thumb screw fitted for the purpose. The
object glass should be directed towards the north extreme point
of the horizon which it can take in, either to right or left, so that
it can move through its whole course. At the moment of com-
mencing, remove the cap from the object glass, turn the thumb
screw with a gentle regular motion, with as little jerking-as pos-

sible, slackening the movement, if the glass be directed towards
a dark point, and accelerating it if towards a highly illuminated

object. With a little practice, the experience necessary to

regulate the movement which should be to the object glass ac-

cording to the intensity of the light, will very soon be attained.
" Neither must we forget to recommend to place the camera

in a position as near horizontal as possible: this is the only way
of diminishing the curvature of the large horizontal lines which
must sometimes be reproduced towards the edges of the long-

sides of the plates.

" If it be required to reproduce a group composed of a number
of persons, it will be necessary to get them placed as much as

possible in a semi-circle, the centre of which will he occupied by
the oljject glass; by this means, the disproportion of the figures

between themselves will be avoided."

BOOK II.

ON THE IirPROVEMENTS MADE IN THE MANIPULATIONS OF THE PROCESS

OF M. DaGUERRE, and in THE APPARATUS USED IN THESE MANI-

PUL.4TI0NS,

CHAPTER I.

29. Choice of the plate.—30. Proof of its quality.-—31. Qtial-

ities of a good plate.—32. Planishing.—33. Chemical Purity

of the Silver.—34. First essays in Galvanic Silvering.—
* Continued from page 47, Vol. 7, No. 2.
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35. Preparation of the Plate before silvering.—36. Varnish.

—37. Polishing before silvering.—'38. DanieVs battery.—
39, 40, 41, 42. Care required.—id. Bath of silver.—U, 45,

46. Preparation of the Cyanuret of silver.-^il. Of the Cya-
nuret of Potassium (LiebigJ.-^iS, 49, 50, 51. lb., by Clau-

. son.—52. Precautions in the manipulations of the cyanurets.—
53. Quality of the bath of silver neassary.—54. Double anode.

55-58. Mode of silvering.—59. General qualities of a good
Polish.—aO. Various processes originally employed.—61, 62.

Plate holderfor Polishing. 63, 64,65. Various modes of tiirn-

ing down the edges of the plate.—66. Puffs.—67. Pellets of
cotton for cleaning.—68. Diferent polishing potvders.— 69.

Their preparation.—70.

—

Flask to contain them.—71, 72, 73,

74. Polish of MM. Redfield and Faucault.—-15-19. M.
M. Claudefs polish.—80. Baron Gros' polish, etc.

Sec. I. On the Choice of the Plate.

29. Too mueli care cannot be taken in the choice of the

plate destined to receive the i)hoto!2,-rai)hic image; the silver

should be as pure as possible^!, and plated sufficiently thick to re-

sist the repeated polishing it will have to undergo. It is very
difficult to procure plates fulfiling all these conditions, and how-
ever painful such an avowal may be, it is our duty to say that

the plate trade in France is at the present day a deception.

The unreasonable reciuirements of a public which is desirous of
obtaining every thing at a low rate, and, above all, the shame-

faced manoeuvres of unlimited competition, as well in Paris as in

foreign markets, have in a manner forced our more honest man-
ufacturers to produce a plate far below the quality indicated by
the punch mark. It is not therefore rare to find in commerce
sham plates, that is plates stamped thirtieth, which in reality

are no more than fiftieths, and even eightieths. There are

laws, however, the strict observance of which would prevent

much abuse; but, by a culpable tolerance of authority, these

regulations seem at the ]>resent day to have fallen into disuse,

and, every day, the public is deceived with impunity. For the

interest of honest manufacturers, as well as that of consumers,
it is the duty of all to call for the suppression of such swindling.

But in the meantime, the public is warned, let it keep on its

guard, let not photographic amateurs become the dupe of the

plate manufacturer; lastly, to all these precautions, let them
add that of assaying their plates from time to time: these are

the only means of guarding against deception.

30. In general, thirtieth plates will be sufficient in the hands
of an already experienced amateur; but it will be better for be-

ginners to make sure of a plate of higher number, say at the

tenth or twentieth. This will be economical for them, as the
plates will be able to undergo much more polishing, without fear

.
of exposing the coj)pcr. For the rest, we will presently describe
the method of restoring useless plates (34 to 58).

31. But besides the qualities of brand, ])hotographic plates
should unite certain exterior qualities, which it is important
should be well known. Tiie back will be recognized by their
whiteness and the vivacity of their metallic lustre. Those which
present flaws, punctures, streaks or too deep marks of the plan-

uishing of the hammer, should be rejected All these defects

will be easily perceivable to the least skilful eye, if he takes care
to direct his breath irjion the plate, so as to obscure tlie polish;

the least inequality will then become apparent, and disclose the
imperfections. But the greatest defect, and that which should
be avoided with the utmost care, will be the exposing of the
copper in various parts of the silver coating. Proofs made with
such plates would infallibly be covered with indelible black
stains.

32. The planishing exercises great influence on the quality of

the plates; it will not therefore be digressing ta say a few words
relative to this operation, much more difficult than one might be
induced to believe. ' The object of this, it is known, is to com-
press the molecules of silver, and thus to give it a greater apti-

tude to receive a fine polish. But to- obtain a good result it is

necessary that the planishing be directed with skill and care.

Tlie hammers and tiie anvil which serve to harden the metal
should be as little curved as i)Ossible, if it be not wished that

each stroke of tiie hannner is answered by ai)i)arent cavities ou
the surface of the silver. It is still very essential to have near

the anvil a foot bellows, the continued wind from which, directed

upon the surface of the plate, removes the atoms and particles

of dust pervading the air. The greater number of planishers

still neglect this indispensable precaution, and it too often hap-

pens that the dust is incrusted in some manner by the percussion

ou the surface of the silver, causes numerous flaws, which are the

despair of photographers. Enough has been said to show the

importance which should be used in choosing a planisher of ac-

knowledged skill.

Sec. II. Of the Galvaxic Silvering of the Plates.

33. We have already noticed the importance to be attached

to the use of plates covered with a coat of silver chemically pure.

If any doubts still remain on this head, the recent experiments

of M. le Baron Gross would be sufficient to dissipate them ; in

fact, without entering here into the circumstantial details of

these experiments, without having need to plead the little homo-
geneousness of the commercial plate, the change which results

from planishing, and the alterations which, after every proof,

the successiv^e deposit of a number of coatings of iodine, bromine

and mercury, make in them, it will be sufficient to say that a new
plate of the ordinary silver doublet having been plunged half

way in a bath of silver, and covered thus partially with a gal-

vanic coating of silver, the irnag-e obtained on this plate pre-

sented the following characteristics: In the part of the plate

which composed the doublet of silver, the proof was hardly visi-

ble, whilst the other half which was covered with galvanic silver

produced a perfectly complete design, and even to the com-

mencement of -solarization. This experiment appears to us en-

tirely decisive and conclusive in favor of galvanic silvering.

34. All amateurs, also jealous of producing fine proofs, have

adopted the plan of silvering their plates themselves. It can-

not be said, always, that this is a complete innovation; for, from

the origin of photography, many skillful experimentalists have

directed their i-esearches in this line, but they seemed to be more
preoccupied with the subject of economy, that is to say, with the

l)ossibility of making old i)lates serv'e again, than with the per-

fection which nmst necessarily result from the purity of the coat-

ing of silver ; and then it must be said the inefficiency of the

methods used in the commencement of galvanoplasty was of a

nature to discourage them. It is thus that the first essays in

galvanic silvering of M. Belfield, which date from the year

1842, did not at first present very satisfactory results. Some
years later, in 1844, M. Gaudin introduced a method still more
insufficient for the silvering of the plates; after him came M.
Anne Rochas, who inserted in a pamphlet published by M. Chas.

Chevalier, at the end of 1847, a very interesting note upon the

means of restoring plates to a perfect state of purity, by means

of a galVanopTastic deposit. It must be observed that the sys-

tem of M. Rochas still left much to desire, since he employed for

silvering, a shnple apparatus, and thus had no means of keeping

the bath of silver at the same degree of concentration. We will

state, however, that M. Rochas is the first, laying aside the

question of economy—a question entirely secondary in such a

matter—who became occupied, before all, of restoring the coat

of silver after each proof, to its primitive state of purity. It

was reserved for the indefatigable patience of M. le Baron Gros,

to find the solution of the problem, and to present a complete

:method of galvanic silvering, which answers all the requirements

of photography. Our readers will excuse us for

method to some extent in our work, and for

tiated them hito one of the principal methods which M.
le Baron Gros employs to obtain those inimitable proofs which

all have admired.

Sec. III. Preparation of the Plate before Silvering.

35. If the plate to be silvered has received no previous proof,

and the edges have not been bent down to facilitate the action

of tlie buffs, in conformity to what has been said in this respect

at the commencement of section 8, of the present chapter, it

will be first necessary to complete the operation. Then pierce

through three of its corners three small holes, a mdlimetrc in di-

ameter at the most, for the purpose of suspending the plate

lengthways and sideways alternately in the metallic bath.

giving this

having thus ini-
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These small holes may be made with a small-sized gimblet, or

still better with a ciittiiig--puiu'h, cyiindriral and flat at the ex-

tremity, and of tlie exai-t diameter of the hole to be made; it is

sullieieut to rest tiie eoruer of the plate upon a piece of lead in

applying- the pinic/i, and to strike a lig-ht blow" with the hammer,
which will force the punch tiirong-h the plate, and remove
the piece at one stroke. If the liole present any blisters, they

may be easily removed by striking the corner of the plate lightly

with the hammer; a In'oach of suitable size should then be
passed throngli tlie liole to smoothe it.

The operation, be it it understood, of bending back the edges

of the plates, and of peircing the corners, should be made once

for all, and there will be no need of renewing it if the plate

should be again sul)mitted to the silvering process; it Mall be

well, however, in tlie latter case, to ascertain that the holes are

perfectly smooth. This is an essential condition to insure the

transmission of the galvanic current between the pile and the

plate. If the metal does not appear bright in the holes, the

broach should be again employed.

36. The back of the plate should necessarily be protected by
varnish, since it is not to be silvered. A coating, capable of re-

sisting the chemical agents composing the bath, has long been
sought for; the varnish spoken of by M. Le Baron Gros seems

to us the best of all that has been recommended.
It is composed of copal varnish, to which a small quantity of

chromate of lead has been added. It is applied to the back of

the plate by means of a flat brush, and it is necessary to allow

it, at least, fwenty-four hours to dry. If, however, there were
immediate necessity, the plate might be warmed and the varnish

afterwai'd applied, which w^ould much facilitate its drying. This

varnish is sufiiciently resistant to allow of the plate being var-

nished a number of times. It even resists the action of the spirit-

lamp, on fixing the proof with the chloride of gold.

3t. But before submitting the plate to the bath of silver, it is

necessary that it undergo a buffing, which has a double purpose

:

to free the surface from all foreign matter which may be upon
it, and to render this surface as smooth as possible—for it should

be well remembered, following an unvarying principle of galvan-

oplasty ; as is the surface, so will be the silvering. If the surface,

therefore, has been well polished in the first instance, it will be
very easy afterwards to repoUsh it on removal from the bath of

silver. It will be necessary to be more particular with this

previous polish when the plate to be silvered has already re-

ceived a number of proofs, and especially if it has been fixed

with the chloride of gold. It will be well to become perfectly

assured that the preceding proof has been completely erased. It

will be sufficient for this purpose to submit it for a few moments
to the vapor of the iodine box, and if any traces of the old pic-

ture should re-appear, it will be .absolutely necessary to repolish.

Although the polish which precedes the silvering of the plate

presents the greatest analogy to that which it will definitely

receive before being submitted to the accelerating substances,*

we shall describe in a few words the modus operandi of this

first polish:

Commence by clearing the plate well with a pellet of cotton

and rotten stone, which should be moistened either with a little

accidulated rock oil or with alcohol mixed with ammonia or sul-

phuric ether. Then complete the polish with the velvet and
chamois skin buffs, confonning exactly to what is said at para-

graphs 80 and followmg. In one word, remember that as much
care as if the plate were destined immediately to receive a proof

should IJe employed in this first polish.

Sec. IV. Ox the G-alvanic Pile Esiployed in Silvering the
Plates.

38. Let no one expect to find here a complete treatise on the

art of reducing metals by means of galvanic electricity. Such
a subject would alone require a whole volume. We shall confine

ourselves, therefore,, to presenting a few succinct ideas which
will be sufficient for silvering plates. Those who may desire to

go deeper into the study of the reduction of metals should con-

sult our complete Manual of Galvanoplasty.f

* The descriptioa of this final polish will be found at the end of

Section VIU., under the head of '• Jr'olishing of the Plates."

t One volume decimo, ornamented with engravings. Paris, I8i9.

Silver is one of the metals most easy to precipitate—that is to

say, that it should always be so, using a fee))le and constant cur-

rent. This requirement should be still more strictly adhered to

to attain the design in view; it should not be forgotten that the
surface of the plate should preserve as much as possible the pol-

ish which it has received before being submitted to the silvering

process. Now this result will not be obtained if the silvering

be produced under lively and energetic action, for then the silver

would deposit in irregular molecules, which would form a rough
surface. The Daniel pile, the constant and regular action of

which is acknowledged by all, appears to us eminently adapted
for obtaining a silvering which may unite the condition required
by photography; besides the manipulation of this pile is ex-

tremely easy for persons the greatest strangers to electro-metal-

lurgy.

39. We cannot too strongly recommend the continual main-
taining of the solution of the sulphate of copper in a complete
state of saturation ; it will be well to suspend in the vase a

small bag of thin linen containing crystals of this sulphate. The
cylinder of copper may also be surmounted with an open disc

of the same metal, upon which the crystals may be disposed, so

that they may always saturate the copper solutions. The con-

ductors of the pile should be of red copper wire, very thin, and
in order still more to diminish the strength of the galvanic ac-

tion, these wdres may be bent in the form of a helix or spiral

spring, on a glass tube or cylindrical ring ; these conductors will

thus be found to possess greater length without causing any in-

convenience in the use of the apparatus. We have no need of

adding that the pomts of these wires, to be connected with the

pile or with the plates, should always be perfectly polished.

40. When the pile is not in action, it must not be forgotten

to withdraw the cylinder of copper from the solution of cop-

per into which it is plunged ; the porous diaphragm should also

be removed, cleaned with care, and kept in clean water until the

moment when it is to be again used; the formation of the crystals

of sulphate of zinc will then be avoided, which would cause the

obstruction of the pores of this vase, and thus render it useless.

41. Lastly, the cylinder of zinc which forms the positive ele-

ment of the pile should carefully be amalgamated whenever there

is need thereof ; this operation is one of the easiest ; it is suffi-

cient to pour into a vase or vessel a few drops of mercury, sul-

phuric acid and water, then take a little of this mercury by means
of a toothbrush or a small piece of sponge, and rub the surface

of the zinc until it assumes a brilliant aspect, as though silvered.

This efi^ect is produced in a few seconds.

42. It will be well, especially in silvering large plates, to. use

two elements of the Daniel pile; greater intensity of the electric

current will thus be obtained without, however, losing much o

its strength. In this case the two piles will communicate one to

the other by red copper wire, which will join two of their con-

trary poles—for example, the zinc of the first pile will be the

copper of the second ; the pole of each pile left free will be put

in connection, viz.: the zinc with the plate to be silvered, and
the copper with the soluble anode.

Now that we have described the electric pile, which appears

to us the most appropiate, and the general care which it requires

with the soluble anode, we shall direct our attention to the bath

of silver; of ' the manner of putting the pile into action during

the silvering process, and of the means of remedying any acci-

dent that may happen.

Sec. Y. Of the Bath of Silvek.

43. The most ordinary formula of the baths of silver is tha

noted by M. Ruolz. It is composed of 150 grains of cyanuret o

silver, and 1500 grains of wdiite cyanuret of potassium to be dis

solved in one pint of distilled water.

Some amateurs, perhaps, will be well satisfied to be able to

prepare the cyanurets of silver and potassium themselves. We
will point out for their benefit, the methods mentioned by M.
M. Brandley,* Liebig and Clemon:

At the Encyclopa;dia Library of Roret, Rue Haute Fenille 12.

See, also, the Manual of Galvanic Gilding and Silvering, in the same
collection; and, also, the interesting work of M. Brandley.

* Electro Chemical Manipulations, by Brandley, civil engineer. Paris,

1848, at the Encyclopa;dia Library of Roret, Rue Haute Fenille 12.
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Preparation of the Cyanurct of Silver, by M. Brandlcy.—
To obtaia a fine aud easy precipitatiou of silver, the cyanuret

should be chosen among all the salts of this metal as giving the

finest results. But up to this time merchants have sold it at a

very high rate. Amateurs and even operators have rejected it.

Besides others, through economy, wishing to obtain it themselves,

purchase cyanhydric acid ; but this is still too great an expense,

independently of the obligation to em])loy it immediately, to avoid

keeping a substance essentially dangerous and difficult to pre-

serve, for, as is well known, the contact of the air or light rap-

idly decomposes this acid.

Supposing even that one may be able, by corking it well and
keeping it in the dark, to preserve it colorless and fit apparently

to produce good results, experience demonstrates that, if the de-

composition be not perceptiljle to the eye, it will very soon mani-

fest itself. To prove this it is sufficient to use it. In fact, let

one take cyanhydric acid, such as is used commercially, at the

n4th or 176th, and sometimes prepared fifteen days, for instance;

pour some into a solution of nitrate of silver, diluted with five

times its weight of salt, and stir it with a glass rod, a real cyan-

uret of the metal will thus form, but it will be more or less yel-

lowish as the acid is more or less old, and its formation will be

accompanied by a strong exhalation of ammonia and cyanhydric

acid. Wash, however, this precipitate until it no longer alfects

the reactive paper.

Again, make a solution of cyanuret of potassium, filter it, aud

in it dissolve the cyanuret of silver, it will emit a decided odor

of ammonia and cyanhydric acid ; this odor will be as permanent

as the existence of the solution ; a deposit of coal will take place

at the bottom of the capsule which contains it; this deposit

arises from the decomposition of a portion of the cyanuret of

potassium, provoked by the presence of this cyanuret of silver.

44. Having had occasion to employ a large quantity of this

silver to obtain reproduction of bas-reliefs to cover flasks of other

crystals that I have first put into the market, it became neces-

sary for me to put myself beyond the great inconveniences which

compromise the beauty and solidity of my deposits, and, at the

same time, my purse and health. In consequence, I took the

following mode of procedure: By means of pure nitric acid, I

attacked the pure granulated virgin silver. I evaporate to dry-

ness. I dissolve the nitrate oljtained in the distilled water, and

pour the solution into a flask with two or three tube openings.

I then add water enough to fill the flasks three quarters full.

Again, I bruise some ferrocyanuret of potassium, which I put

into a narrow-necked bottle, and by means of a tube bent twice

at right angles, I have the apparatus.

The apparatus being thus disposed, and the tubes well adjusted

upon the necks and tube-openings by means of corks fitted to

them, tighten all the joints, then pour through the tube sulphuric

acid, diluted with twice its weight of water, into the bottle up

to the center, and close this tube. The bottle being placed upon

the stove or spirit-lamp (for small quantities), light the fire;

very soon after, the decomposition of the substance is seen to

take place, and the gas arising from this decomposition passes

through the first tube into the tube which contains the silver in

solution, and there forms a magnificent cyanuret, white as snow,

curdled, and in voluminous flakes. L'jt the operation continue

until precipitate is formed, taking care to keep up the fire to

avoid absorption. When all the liquor is relieved of the salt,

adroitly withdraw the second tube, and when it has come to the

top of the liquid contained in the bottle cork it. Absorption no

longer being able to take place, wash, and allow the cyanuret

ol:)tained, to remain in distilled water, to become cold; it is then

preserved in flasks under water, which are kept out of tlie in-

fluence of light.

45. Thus prepared, this salt dissolves perfectly, without re-

siduum or color, and gives results of the greatest beauty. The
manner of composing this bath may easily be understood if atten-

tion be paid to the (|uantity of silver employed, and of the weight

of water, and of the flask
;
this operation should be performed

under the flue of the laljoratory, or, at least, beneath a chimney

having a good draft. Tiie first tube should be, at least, ten mil-

limetres in diameter, for, if it is smaller, the cyanuret of Silver

which forms in tlie part which is plunged in tlie flask might
choke aud occasion accidents.

46. To give an idea of the economy of this process, and of

the preference which should be accorded to it over the cyan-

hydric acid bought from our merchants, it is sufficient to know
that to precipitate 500 grammes of nitrate of silver, an equiva-

lent weight of hydrocyanic acid is necessary ; that this acid costs

from forty to sixty francs the kilogramme, diluted one fourth

;

that in consequence, supposing that the acid be good—that is

to say, very freshly prepared—the cost be from twenty to thirty

francs, according to locality, whilst the 500 grammes of ferro-

cyanm'et in powder or small pieces, which costs from three

francs to three francs twenty-five sous, and 250 grammes of sul-

phuric acid == 15 centimes, and 25 to 30 centimes of combusti-

ble matter, an infallible result is obtained, and one which is

easy to be reached every where, for almost everywhere the prus-

siate of potash and sulphuric acid are found. It is perceived,

therefore, that the amateur and operator will always be able to

procure, and at the needful moment, excellent cyanuret of silver

at a price reduced to four francs five sous, which is an import-

ant consideration.

4*1. Preparation of Wliite Cyanurct of Potassium, by Lie-

big.—Pulverize in a mortar 100 grammes of yellow ferrocyanu-

ret of potassium ; dry and pulverize 25 grammes of carbon-

ate potash, which mix carefully with the cyanuret. Place your

crucible on the fire, and when it has become red hot, throw the

mixture into it. In maintaining the temperature, the powder
will fuse and become incandescent; then plunge therein, from

time to time, a glass ring, previously heated; the matter which
will adhere to this ring, at first brown then yellow, will at last

become colorless and temperate. This terminates the operation.

Withdraw the crucible, and, after having left the substance to

rest a few moments, pour it into another vase.

48. Another Preparation of Cyanuret of Potassium, by M.
Clemm.—The preparation of the cyanuret of potassium of M.
Liebig has been described with such precision by this illustrious

chemist that every one, even those unskilled in chemical manipu-

lations, can very well, by giving their attention to the course

of the operation mai'ked out, prepare without fail an excellent

article, yet, nevertheless, in spite of this apparent facility, we
hear every day numerous complaints of failures.

As the salt in question has received, at the present day, very

numerous applications in the industrial arts, which have in view

the gilding process, and silvering aud coppering by the galvanic

method, I thought I would be doing a useful thing in recalling

here the process which has been spoken of for the preparation

of this salt in volume 61, page 250 of the Annalcn dcr Chimic

unci Pharmacic, of M. M. Liebig and Wohler; but, at the same
time, as I have had occasion to repeat often, the preparation of

the cyauuret of potassium I thought I had sufficiently learnt to

understand the phenomena which present themselves in the ope-

ration, and the causes which might lead to the destruction or

chemical change of the article, and it is on this account that I

ask the permission of directing your attention to these causes

while glancing at the principal points of the instructions given

by M. Liebig.

49. Melt a strong mixture of 8 parts of ferro-cyanuret of pot-

assium, perfectly dehydrated by calcination, aud 3 parts of car-

bonate of potash, perfectly dry, in a covered crucible, one of iron

being the best, until the fusing mass attahis the primary red, and

becomes clear, and until a portion of it, taken out on a spatula

and left to grow cold, becomes perfectly white ; in this state all

the ferro-cyanuret is reduced. If the crucible be then removed

from the fire, the disengagement of the gas is seen immediately

to cease through congealment, and the fungus iron which is sejia-

ratcd deposits soon after, especially on gently agitating the cruci-

ble, so that with a little skill one may bottle the larger part of

the cyamu-et of potassium from the top of the iron which remains

in the crucible. To obtain this cyanurct completely free from

iron, filter it through an iron spoon, pierced with fine holes,

brou'xht to a strong heat previously in a vessel whicli has also

been heated. Tliis vessel must be higher than wide, either of

silver, iron or porcelain, and even earthenware may also be used,

the sides of which must be glazed, and allow it gently to cool;

in this state remove with some sharp instrument the ferruginous

portion which is at the bottom of that free from iron.

50. The purity of the cyanuret of potassium naturally depends
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on that of the materials employed in its preparation. To this

end it is necessary carefully to avoid the presence of sulphur in

the carbonate of potash,* for in this case the sulphur presents

itself under the form of sulphurate of potassium in the cyanuret

of this metal, and in this state causes numerous inconveniences,

whether cyanuret be employed in chemical analysis or it be ap-

plied to the preparation of the solutions of gold, silver, or copper,

for operations where the metals are obtained through other

metals. In melting, as it has just been said, nothing but the

cyanuret of potassium and the carbonate of protoxyde of u-on

are formed ; but this last very soon dissolves at that temperature

into carbonic acid oxyde of carbon and sesquioxyde of Iron, and
this last, when the cyanuret of potassium is melted, becomes re-

duced to metaUic iron. It is only by long-continued heat that

the carbonate of protoxyde of iron decomposes, as, remarks one,

a long time after the decomposition of the ferro-cyanuret of pot-

assium and the formation of the cyanuret of potassium have taken

place there is a disengagement of gas, consequently the propor-

tion of cyanuret of potash, which forms simultaneously, must in-

timately depend on the duration of the fusion.

The iron which remains after a prolonged fusion of cyanuret

of potassium without contact with the air, being washed with

cold water, always sets free when poured upon an acid, inde-

pendently of the hydrogen, a little carbonic acid.

51. If the directions- given in numerous chemical works, or

the mode of preparation of the cyanuret of potassium given by
M. Liebig, which is described in a negligent manner, and in

which it is said that it is necessary to fuse until the mass brought
to a brilliant red heat has a gentle flow, nought is obtained, the

greater number of times, but a grayish colored compound. If

the mould be made in a closed iron vessel and the gas which dis-

engages be collected, it may be remarked how, in proportion to

the temperatm'e, the relative proportions between the carbonic

acid and the oxydated gas of carbon change, the latter contin-

ually increasing. It is evident that at a high temperatm'e a

portion of the carbonic acid which passes through the cyanuret

of potassium should become reduced into oxyde of carbon, and
this reduction without the least doubt, extends even in a measure
to the oxyde gas of carbon itself, that is to say, should separate

from the coal, which accounts for the coloration of the chemical.

If cyanuret of potassium be dissolved cold in water, thoroughly
exempt from particles of iron, and which therefore assumes a
gray color, there remains on the paper when filtered, a black
substance, which being dried burns well upon a leaf of platina,

and possesses in effect all the properties of carbon; this coal in

an extreme state of dissolution no longer disunites, neither by
fusion nor rest from the cyanuret of potassium, on account of its

feeble specific gravity. In new moulds a portion of cyanurets
that has reached the gray tone may be added without in the
least harming the operation, and the iron which disunites ap-

pears to carry with it in its precipitation this finely divided

coal.

52. By means of the preceding formulae, there is no ama-
teur, however intelligent, who cannot himself prepare the baths
of silver which he is called- to make use of; it is only our duty to

warn our readers, that the manipulations of the cyanurets, sub-

stances eminently deleterious, cannot be used with too great
prudence and attention. It would be perhaps better to trust

the preparations of the baths of silver to a professional chemist,

recommending to him to employ always for this purpose, sub-

stances of acknowledged purity.

53. For silvering quarter plates, a pint of the silver bath will

be sufficient; for the whole size, from three to four pints will be
necessary. But by means of the soluble anode, of which we now
intend to speak, these baths may be constantly kept in the same
degree of saturation, and will thus last an indefinite period.

Sec. YI. Of the Soluble Anode.

54. This name is given to a plate of virgin silver, i. c. with-

* It is well also to avoid the use of tlie coarse commercial ferro-cyanu-
ret of potassium which almost, without exception, contains the suljAate
of potash. It must be iKU-ified by repeated crystallizations. It would,
perhaps, be more advantageous and surer, and may, perhaps, collect a
larger portion of salt if, instead of carbonated potash, purilied tartar be
used.—R. Bcettoer.

out any alloy, which is plunged into the bath in proportion to

the size of the plate to be silvered, and which dissolves nearly
in proportion to the silver deposited on the latter.

The anode should have a surface nearly equal to that of half
of the plates to be silvered; its thickness should be nearly a
millimetre. The intensity of the electric current may l^e aug-
mented or diminished at pleasure by plunging it more or less

into the bath, we will examine in a moment the other modifica-

tions which the anode may brmg to bear upon the intensity of

the current on bringing it more or less near to the plate to be
silvered.

We are now perfectly well acquainted with the galvanic pile

and all its accessories. It now remains for us to examine the use

to be made of it, accordhig to the different effects proposed to

be obtained.

Sec. YII. On the Conduct of the Galvanic Pile during the
Operation of Silvering.

55. The plate having been polished and varnished on the

back, as mentioned in section first (35 and 38,) attach it to the

zinc pole of the pile by means of small copper wires, which are

made to pass through small holes made in the corners. The
soluble anode which on its side has been put in connection with

the copper pole, has been plunged beforehand in the precipitat-

ing vessel. These primary arrangements being made, pour from

20 to 30 drops of sulphuric acid into the water of the porous

tube, in which the zinc is plunged, and lastly plunge the plate

to be silvered into the metallic bath, placing it perfectly paral-

lel with the soluble anode, at a distance of from five to six cen-

timetres; the galvanic action in consequence of the deposit of

silver will commence at the moment of the immersion. At the

expiration of a few moments withdraw the plate to examine the

progress of the silvering. If it presents a milky bluish tint and
homogeneous over its whole surface, there is surety that the

operation is regularly going on, and it may fearlessly be con-

tinued; if, on the contrary, blemishes, streaks or black lines, and
other inequalities in its general color be observed, it may be con-

cluded that the metallic solution is too strong, or else that the

current is too energetic. It will then be necessary to withdraw

the plate and repolish, and to avoid the repetition of these acci-

dents, add a certain quantity of distilled water to the metallic

bath; and there will be need of diminishing the electric current,

by the aid of known methods. These methods consist, first, in

removing the plate and soluble anode apart from each other

;

second, in plunging a small portion of the anode or zinc into the

liquids in which they bathe ; third, in using thinner connecting

wires of greater length or composed of a metal less conductive

than the red copper, as tin, iron, lead, etc. ; fourth, by submit-

ting some other less acidulated water for the acidulated water

of the porous tube.

If, on the contrary, the action of the pile is too feeble, it will

easily be perceived in the slowness of the deposit, and it would

be easy to remedy this, by employing methods dissimilar to those

already pointed out.

56. When in the course of the operation the anode becomes

covered with blemishes, or with brown or dark streaks, it is a

proof that cyanuret of potassium is wanting in the bath, and
a sufficient quantity should immediately be added; at the expi-

ration of half or three-quarters of an hour, the plate should be

sufficiently coated with the silver to resist polishing. It ought

then to present a beautiful cream white.

5Y. To become perfectly assured that the plate is coated

with a coating of pfoper thickness, there is no other way than

to weigh it with precision, both before and after its immersion in

the bath. A whole sized plate should have received from five

to six decigrammes of silver, and the other plates in proportion

to their dimensions.

58. The silvering process being finished, wash the plate plen-

tifully with water, suspend it by one of its corners to drain, and

carefully wipe and enclose it in a box, till the moment of polish-

ing.

Such are in review the instructions of M. le Baron Gros, in

relation to the silvering of plates. It will suffice scrupulously to

conform thereto, to assure complete success. Now then, since

we possess the means of furnishing the surface of the plates with
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a chemically piu'e silver, let us direct our atteution to the perfect

mode of polishing this surface, for this again is one of the most

essential requirements of this process.

Sec. VIII. On the Methods of Polishing the Plates.

59. It is already known that the polishing of the plates, to be

perfect, unites two distinct requirements—one mechanical, the

other chemical :'the perfect burnishing of the metallic surface and

the exquisite property destined to assure in the highest possible

degree the chemical puinty of the silver coating which is to re-

ceive the photographic image. It will easily be understood how
necessary it is to give to this polish the greatest perfection, since

it alone is to form the dark portions of the picture. As to the

chemical purity, the preceding section should have explained the

whole importance thereof.

GO. A great number of processes have been successively tried

to attain this double design ; and among the numerous photo-

graphic amateurs, there is not one who has not adopted a par-

ticular method of joolishing his plates, and who does not believe

it superior to every other. How many methods have been pre-

sented with enthusiasm by their inventors as an indispensable

requirement to success, first followed by adepts with a sort of

fanaticism, then at last completely sunk into forgetfulness 1 A
complete volume entirely devoted to this matter could scarcely

suffice to discourse upon these theories, singular at the least,

which have been put forth in support of these inventions. Thus
it was recommended to boil upon the plate distilled water to free

it from the pretended atniospkcric lime which retarded the photo-

genic action;* afterwards it was pretended that it was neces-

sary to rub the plate long and rapidly to communicate to it a

sort of electricity thought to be favorable to the success of the

pictin-cs.f

MM. Belfield and Foucault, in publishing a method of pol-

ishing of then" own, and which, morover, we entirely approve of,

have especially attributed its efficacity to a coathig of organic

matter deposited on the plate. We will see hereafter what
should be thought of this opinion. Lastly, M Daguerre;j; con-

sidered that he had discovered the method of developing gal-

vanic action on the plates favorable to the thickness of the coat-

ing of iodide of silver in the plates, and to oppose the formation

of the veil of Iromine. To attain this end it was necessary to

lay upon the plate solutions of three or four different metals, but

in the face of the authority of this celebrated inventor, exper-

ience will quickly undertake to demonstrate the slight usefulness

of this new system. What again shall be said of that famous

American process, which so well justifies its name by the shame-

less manner in which it has been used by numerous charlatans,

and which they have had the audacity to sell at a price of 500
francs, when it was nought but a servile plagiaristic theft of

methods, irreproachalile in fact, but published long since by
MM. Claudet, Cabordc and Bingham!! Let us then lay aside

all these theories fitted to throw doubt and discouragement upon

the spirits of our experimenters, and returning to our starting

point, we state, that every mode of polishing, whatever it may
be, which assumes a perfect polish and great chemical purity to

the plate, may be adopted without inconvenience in practice.

Among the methods of polishing which have received the sanc-

tion of experience, we have made choice of two which seem to

us the most simple and efficacious; but, before giving a descrip-

tion of them, it is important to have a knowledge of the instru-

ments and substances the most ordinarily employed in polishing.

01. Originally, for the polishing process it was deemed suffi-

cient, according to the instruction of M. Dnguerre, to place the

plate upon a number of sheets of paper, which was renewed as

often as soiled, and it was held tight by the fingers of the left

hand while the right directed the pellet of cotton. The useless-

ness of such a method was very soon perceived, and a i)olishing

block was thought of, fixed upon a table by means of a small

screw; the plate was held upon this Ijlock by two small copper

catches, the ends of which Ijeing l)ent upwards were pierced with

a very fine groove where the corners of the plate were held. M.

* Dognenes' Communication to the Academy of Science. Letter to

M. Arago, 1843.

t Daguerreotypuig, l)y M. Thiers. 2(1 ed., p. 108, note.

X Letter to M. Arago, 1841.

Levret, author of an estimable treatise on photography,* is the

first who conceived the felicitous idea of .substituting for the

raised edges of the catches small flat metallic buttons, beneath

which the corners of the plate are fixed, and by this method,

which at the present day is generally adopted, no obstacle arises

to oppose the action of cotton or Ijuff's.

(To he continued.)

For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

BARDWELl'S SENSITIVE.

St. Paul, Min. Ter.

Take one pint of lime water, to which add oue ounce of chlo-

ride of lime, and just sufficient bromine to take it up, and add
one half-ounce of hydrofluoric acid, and let it stand for a few days,

with an occasional shaking. Then take one part of the above,

and one part of chlorine water, and mix them, and add bromine

drop by drop, shaking after each addition until it will not take

up any more. Then take down the fumes by adduig a few
grains of dry iodine, leaving a small particle undissolved. In a

week's time it is fit for use, bitt will improve by age. Put a few

ounces of water in your box, and add enough of the sensitive to

coat from 10 to 30 seconds. Instead of coating in the first

place over di'y iodine, use chloro iodide of lime, made by adding

chloride of iodine to hydrate of lime sufficiently strong to coat up
to color from 25 to 40 seconds. For use, coat over chloro iodide

of lime to a red, and over sensitive to a deep purple, and back
from 4 to |. I have used the above for a little time past with

good success' I do not think it is any quicker than some others,

but the tone of its pictures will be found most excellent, the

half-tints most particular.

The chlorine w^ater is made as follows:

Common salt 60 grains.

Red oxide of lead 350 "

Triturate together, and put them into 8 ounces of pure water

contained in a glass-stoppered bottle; then add two fluid drachms
of sulphuric acid, put in the stopper and agitate occasionally un-

til the oxide of lead turns white. The clear liquid, after subsi-

dence, is to be poured into another glass-stoppered bottle and
kept for use.

A few days ago, I had the misfortune to break the ground

glass of my camera, and having a long distance to send before I

could get one, I thought it best to try my hand in making one.

I procured some ground einery, and tied it up in a bag of cot-

ton, so that none but the finer particles could get out, and dusted

some of the emery on a half-size white plate glass held in a Peck's

vice, and took a small piece of the broken glass, ground side on

the emery, which I had wet with a few drops of water, and, in

half-an-honr's careful rubbing, I had a perfect ground glass, with-

out a scratch,

Yom-s, respectfully,

J. J. Baedwell.

NEW CAMERA.
COLLODION PROCESS.*

The following interesting letter from England has been kindly

furnished us for publication, by Mr. Werge.

The Luham Christmas Eve, 1853.

My Dear Sir,—* * * I fear you will either think I was not

going to write, or had forgotten you—I assure you we often

talk of you, but really, since I have received your note we have

been incessantly occupied with collodion photography; when not

working bodily I think I may say we are mentally. About
the latter end of August I got of Mawson a new apparatus (in

addition to my old one,) complete for the collodion calotj^jje and

wax paper processes. Mawson's bill for it and chemicals, &c.,

is iE25, so you may fancy how much we are enamoured. The
calotype I have not tried. I have tried the wax paper; but

the process is so slow and tedious in comparison to collodion

that we have taken entirely to collodion. The apparatus works

so easily and simply it is quite a pleasure. Daguerreotype I

think we have quite given up. We have done nothing with it

Essay on the Dagucrrian Theory. Paris, 1844, p. 18.
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for nearly a year. The beauty of the collodion process is that

when you get a first rate negative you may print so many from

it. We sent Lady Musgrave two photographs of Eden Hall,

and one of the church looking down the avenue. She wrote us

back a most beautiful letter expressing both her own and Sir

Georges delight at them. Sir George pronounced them the

best he had ever seen. We also sent Mr. Porteus one, Mr. Geo.

Dixon, Mr. Dixou, Scnr., and many others. The negative is

capable of taking many more yet. What an advantage this is

over the daguerreotype—for by it, when you have got a good
picture, still it is only one, and you have to try again, then there

is not the bother of cleaning and polishing the plate, and the

beauty of all this is, I had just got my bromine and iodine pans

altered, a circular polisher attached to the lathe, and now I

have laid them by and scarcely have used them.

I saw Mr. Mawson at Mr. Thompsons, at Harthorpe using

an apparatus for wax paper that I was so charmed with, and
also takes a collodion pictures with such little trouble, that I

innnediately ordered one. Mr. Tiiompson has got quite infatu-

ated with it for taking studies for painting. He has converted

his old camera, some how or other, to suit his purpose, and for a

dark chamber carries a portable tent with him.

Since we have got our apparatus (for I must remind you our

firm is " George and Ann Smith"). Mr. John Crosby has been

over nearly every W9el» manipulating with us. It has ended in

his ordering an apparatus similar to mine, with a quicker lens,

and for collodion only. I must state that Mr. Mawson is exces-

sively annoyed by a person in London forbidding him to sell any

more like mine, as it is infringing his patent. When Mr. Swan
came over with it he told me, ours was the first of the kind they

had made. It works admirably, and by this time you will be

anxious to know what it is like; I will try to explain it to you.

A. Fig. 42. Single acromatic lens.

B. box of camera, dark chamber
made of India rubber, and folding up
on taking off the lens.

C. focusing apparatus.

D. ring on which the focusing ap-

paratus turns and to which the legs

are attached.

A. Fig. 43. India rubber cloth

chamber. B. a slip of wood fitting

the aperture oa the top of the cam-
era, and to which the glass plate C.

is attached and suspended by the

clamp or wire D. E. is a bath, the

end and bottom made of wood, the

sides e e of orange colored glass

into which the nitrate solution is placed. The bath is then

pushed up into the camera and su]jported there by buttons at

the bottom of the camera, the

plate C being all the time sus-

pended in the nitrate solution.

I ( f i \ The nitrate bath is withdrawn

Fig. 42.

and the trap door F falls and excludes all light. The trap door
is hinged with sheet India rubber; the plate is then exposed by
taking off the cap of the lens;

B

when long enough cx2)osed

m

iv

Fig. 43.
E

\Wr

another bath made the same as the first mentioned and contain-
ing the developing solution is pushed up into the camera. To
observe the developing, let down the trap door G and take the
india rubber chamber, which is fastened on a o-roove E Fio-. 42
in the lens frame by an elastic band ; look through the °dark
chamber at the camera end, and you may watch the developino-
the sides of the bath being orange colored glass, the light does
not effect the picture. When fully developed take out the devel-
oping bath and put up another containing the hyposulphite of
soda. The picture should be taken rather faint; wash off f lie

soda well and pour over the picture (1 drm. of muriatic acid
saturated with bichloride of mercm-y to 6 drms. of water ) as
much of the solution as will float on it; this should turn the
parts of the positive acted upon by light to a pearly white
wash well, then wash the picture over with a solution of iodide
of potassium, (2 grs. to 1 oz. of water). This will turn tlie

pearly white to a yellow, which intercepting the rays of lioht
during printing, keeps those partly white according to the dif-

ferent gradation the light has acted upon the sensitive coatino-.

Where the light has not acted upon the sensitive coating, will be
washed off by the hyposulphite of soda and leave the plate
transparent; leaving the light to act freely through these parts,
in the printing proces. I should have said at first that the
focussing glass goes down a groove made in the camera in such a
position as to coincide with the glass plate. The focussing ap-
paratus will perhaps be new to you.

AAA, Fig. 44 is a circular hollow brass tube with a square end

Fig. 44.

B,upon which a socket just fits, and which is fastened firmly to

the bottom of the camera G, and is screwed tight to the screw

E. F is a brass tube through which the tube AAA cnr slide

freely, and which rests oa the centre of the ring D (and D Fig.

42,) and to which it is firmly screwed to keep the camera steady

by the screw. The tube F is also made to clip the tube AA A
to steady the camera thus by the screw r. Fig. 45.

The lens I is fastened to a brass collar, grooved out to receive
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ry-i . the india rubber baud, which collar is made to go into

'on the socket K aud screwed fast by the screw L. The
f

J
socket is attached to the moveable collar M. N is a

V^_>^ wheel on the outside, ou whose axis, in the imorior

Fig. 45, of the tube A A A is wrapped the catgut O 0.

This catgut is fastened aiP to the sliding tuljeM, passes within

the lips of the clamp F, but under the screw, aud so along to a)\

opening Ln the tube to allow it i:o go once around the axel of N

;

then, as shown by dotted lines, through the interior of the tube

to a pully at the other end aud fastened again to M at Q. The
puUy at the end is by some means made moveable up and down
the tube by means of a spiral spring so as to keep the catgut

at full stretch. The tu)»e A A A has a keel, like a ship, attach-

ed to it on the under side to keep the slide M upright and Arm.

The ring D has projecting hooks for the slit of the legs to bs

hooked on to.

By turning the wheel N, the focussing tube M is mado to

advauce aud recede; it works much smoother than a rack and

piuion. The camera packs into one box; the baths, gla>s platos

and gutta percha baths containing the solutions into another,

and the focussing apparatus into a leather case, to be slung over

your sholder as a rifle ; and with the legs in your hand you are

prepared to go any where, without a tent smiilar to Mr. Thomp-
son's.

When we have proved on common paper a negative to bo a

good one, then we print upon Canson, freres albumcnized paper.

Yours truly, Gteoege Sjiith.

Accompanying this letter Mr. Werge showed us some very

fine positive photographs. They were small but perfectly cleai',

well defined, rich in tone and color, and well brought on' in de-

tail. The writer of this letter is a retired gentleman who devotes

his moments of pleasure aud his surplus revenue to the practice

of photography, assisted by his lady, wh.o is quite equal to hun
in enthusiasm for aud skill in the art.

—

Ed.

—We certainly feel soracwliat flattered at the great number of

letters we receive from all parts of the country in commendation
of our Journal ; but we must inform the writers, as well as our
friends generally, that we are not quite so well satisfied ourself

as they appear to be, and that wc intend to go on improving it

iu every department until it is as perfect as it is possilile to

have it. Our subscription list increases more rapidly that at

any former period, and we have to thank many, of our old sub-

scribers for the additional names they have sent us. It evinces

an interest in the work we have not liitherto experienced, ex-

cept iu one or two instances. If each of our subscribers send us

but one additional subscriber during the year our circulation

would be doubled, aud our sphere of usefulness increased. Some
have already sent us four, five, and six. One thing we can pro-

mise our subscriljers to a certainty—that is, tliat they will here-

after receive tlieir copies regularly the first of the month. We
have got our office established for the jiuljlication of the Journal
exclusively—^liernianently located, and- all to rights—so that

there can ha no furtlier drawbacks to its prompt issue. To the
sul^scriber who will send us the greatest munber of new sub-
scribers during the present year we will present one of C. C.
Harrison's Extra Half Cameras aud Anthoiy's Improved Box.— It may be remembered l^y our old sulxscribers that a little

over two years ago we asserted that, before tlie expiration of

that time, the paper processes in photography would claim the

attention of the greater portion of our first class daguerrean
artists; tliat their improvement would l)c such as to command
tlieir attention, and to those who had their doul)ts that paper
photograi)hs would ever equal daguerreotypes, we had but one
reply; we felt assured that they could be produced quite cquni,

if not superior. Now we will ask, has not i-ecent events prove{l

the correctness of our prediction. There have been more ap]ia-

ratus, &c., sold in the United States, withui the last three months,
for paper manipulation, than during the whole time previous
since its discovery. There is Wiiipit.e, and Masuky, and Sii>s-

r.KE, of Boston; Brady, Guuxky, Root, Haas, Pkedkkicks,
Lawiu^n'ck, and Pkevost, of New York; ]\[uClees and Germox,
of Philadclpiiia; Whitehurst, of Baltimore, Washington, kc;

Whitney and Denny, of Rochester; Hawkins, of Cincinnati;

FitzGibbons, of St. Louis; Miller, of Akron, Ohio, who are

already profital^ly engaged in this branch of their art, and every

day firings anxious inquiries from all parts of the country regard-

ing the process. In view of the hosts of 25 cent galleries spring-

ing up in all quarters, our most respectable artists begin to look

CO the crystalotype to redeem their artistic skill from the odium
cast upon t)ic daguerrean art by its prostitution to such paltry

results.— We have no doubt that our readers will be pleased to

learti that Mr. Hlsler has furnished us with the first chapter

of his new Treatise oii Daguerreotyping, which wc shall com-
mence in our JMay number. Very many of Mr. Ilesler's mani-

.

pulations arc entirely original with him, and there cannct be a

doubt that the work vdll l^c of s( mc advantage to every one; to

yoimg beginners a very gTcat advantage. AVc publish in this

numl^er a brace of epistles, as samples of the numerous letters he

is coiistai'tly receiving frora daguerreans in all parts cf th: coun-

try. T'le Philadelphia letter is exceedingly rich, and its author

must Lave thought that Mr. Hesler, being a resident of the far

West, was as simple as himself, and as easily imposed upt n by
quack receipts as thC'S-^ who are too wise to take a Journal. He
(the ^^^.iter of the letter) undoul itedly reads the Jora-nal—ao vrc

have evidence of that fact—altl lOugh ho decs not pay for it, and
he :;hould have rememl ei'ed that Mr. Heslor not only reads it,

but pays and WTites for it; it would have saved him the mortifi-

cation of seeing this letter in print. To prevent suspicions from

resting for a nion\eut upon the innocent, wc will state that the

letter was not written by either Mr. Root, Richards, McClees
& Germon, Jaggard, Mascher or Innes.— We committed a great fault in neglecting to notice the

beautiful electro-photographs of Mr. Fitz Gibbon, of St. Louis,

at the Crystal Palace. Mr. Fitz Gibbon is the first American
daguerrean who has successfully apjilied this new art, and ho is

certainly entitled to more than ordinary praise for the alile man-
ner in v/hich he has acquitted lumself. The specimens exhibited

at the " World's Fair" have never been excelled anywhere, or

by any artist; in fact they are almost perfect specimens of the

art.

— Our old friend. Judge Chas. H. Remmingtox, of Thomas-
ville, Ga., was married on the 29th of January last, to Miss
Ellen P. Sharp, daughter of the Rev. H. W. Sharp. We be-

lieve Judge Remmingtou is the only professional daguerreotypist

ou the bench iu the Ur.itcd States. Wc tender to him the

celebrated Indian chief Red Jacket's toast, to Colonel Suelling:
" May he live a thousand years, and have a thousand children."

— E. T. Whitney, of Rochester, will please accept our thanks

for the communication sent us. It having been received too

lai,e for the present number, will appear in our next.

— Mr.. GuRNEY requests us to call attention to his advertise-

ment of Chloride of Gold on our cover. Yv e arc also requested

to do the same office ior Meade, Bros.' cameras aud colors, and
Mr. Weuge's colors.

— A new subscriber thus writes:
" Y^ithout in the least wishing to be regarded as a contribu-

tor, I will endeavor tn dress up a small item or two I have, ]>er-

haps worthy oi publication. A lively correspondence—the inter-

change of thought and experience—is one of the things needed
to give zest to a scientific Journal. This feeling prevails m the

European publications, but is nearly lacking in ours. Try and
raise the spirit.

" By the way have you

AVe will say^ to our new correspondent the same as we have
said to ail others who have oifered us contrilnitions; send them
along. One good stop is sure to be luUowed by others, and the

only way to excite the spirit of emulation is to set a good ex-

ample. Y'e can supply all the back numbers bound in six hand-
some vohnnos. To all new subscribers who, like T. B., pay
tlieir $5 iu advance, we furnish the six volumes at $15, making
no charge for liinding.

— G. W. MicRKicK has established himself at Adrian, Mich.
His slvill as an artist has been substantially set forth liy the re-

ception of several prizes, at various exiilbitious, ju'ior to his re-

moval for that place. We trust the good people of Adrian will

give him their hearty supjiort.

" T. B.
iuy of the early numbers on hand?"
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THE PRACTICE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.*

BY PHILIP H. DELAMOTTE, F. S. A.

PROCESSES ON PAPER.

1.

—

Iodising the PAPER.f

—

Mr. Talbot's Process.

'ake a sheet of the best writing-papei", having a

smootli surface, and a close and even texture;

the water-mark, if any, should be cut off, lest

it should injure the appearance of the picture.

Dissolve 100 grains of crystallised nitrate of

silver in six ounces of distilled water. Wash the

paper with this solution with a soft brush on

and put a mark on that side whereby to know
Dry the paper cautiously at a distance from the

fire, or let it dry spontaneously in a dark room. When
dry, or nearly so, dip it into a solution of iodide of potas-

sium, containing 500 grains of that salt dissolved in one

pint of water, and let it stay two or three minutes in the solu-

tion. Then dip the paper into a vessel of water, dry it lightly

with blotting-paper, and finish drying it at a fire, which will not

injure it, even if held pretty near; or else it may be left to dry

spontaneously. All this is best done in the evening by candle-

light: the paper, so far prepared, is called iodised paper, be-

cause it has a uniform pale yellow coating of iodide of silver.

It is scarcely sensitive to light, but nevertheless it ought to be

kept in a portfolio, or drawer, until wanted for use.

The calotype paper is rendered more sensitive by placing a

warm h'on behind it in the camera whilst the light is acting

upon it.

lo-gallic paper is prepared by washing a sheet of iodised paper

with gallic acid. In this state it will keep in a portfolio, and is

rendered sensitive to light by washing it over with a solution of

nitrate of silver.

Iodised paper is washed with a mixture of twenty-sLx parts of

a saturated solution of gallic acid to one part of the solution of

nitrate of silver ordinarily used. It can then be dried without

fear of spoiling, may be kept a little time, and used without fur-

ther preparation.

MR. H. CUNDELL's PROCESS.

Much depends upon the paper selected for the purpose; it

must be of a compact and uniform texture, smooth and trans-

parent, and not less than medium thickness. The best I have
met with is a fine satin post paper made by "R. Turner, Chaf-

ford Mill." Having selected a half sheet without flaw or water-

mai'k, and free from, even the minutest black specks, the object

is to spread over its surface a perfectly uniform coating of the

iodide of silver, by the mutual decomposition of two salts, nitrate

of silver and iodide of potassium. There is a considerable lati-

tude in the degree of dilution in which these salts may be used,

and also in the maimer and oi'der of their application ; but as

the thickness and regularity of coating depend upon the solution

of nitrate of silver, and upon the manner in which it is applied, I

think it ought, by all means, to be applied first, before the sur-

face of the paper is disturbed. I use a solution of the strength

of seventeen grains to the ovmce of distilled water.

The paper may be pinned by its two upper corners to.a clean

dry board a little larger than itself; and holding this nearly up-

right in the left hand, and commencing at the top, apply a wash
of the nitrate of silver thoroughly, evenly and smoothly, with a

large soft brush, taking care that every part of the surface be
thoroughly wetted, and that nothing remain unabsorbed in the

nature of free or running solution.

Let the paper now hang loose from the board into the air to

dry, and by using several boards time will be saved.

The nitrate of silver spread upon the paper is now to l^e satu-

rated with iodine, by bringing it in contact with a solution of

the iodide of potassium; the iodine goes to the silver, and the

nitric acid to the potash.

* Continued from page 71, Vol. 7, No. 3.

t It has since l)een found a better metliod to iodise the paper previous
to applying the nitrate of silver.

VOL. VII., NO. IV. is

Take a solution of the iodide of potassium of the strengtli of

400 grains to the pint of water, to which it is an improvement
to add 100 grains of connnon salt. Pour the solution into a
shallow, flat-bottomed disii, sufficiently large to admit the paper,
and let the bottom of the vessel be covered to the depth of one-
eighth of an inch. The prepared side of the paper, having been
previously marked, is to be brought in contact with the surface
of the solution

; and as it is desirable to keep the other side

clean and dry, it will be found convenient, before putting in the
iodine, to fold upwards a narrow margin along the two opposite

edges. Holding by the upturned margin, the paper is to be
gently drawn along the surface of the liquid until its lower face

be thoroughly wetted in every part; it will become plastic, and
in that state may be suffered to repose for a few moments in con-

tact with the liquid: it ought not, however, to be exposed in the

iodine dish for more than a minute altogether, as the new com-
pound, just formed upon the paper, upon further exposure, would
be gradually re-dissolved. The paper is, therefore, to be re-

moved; and after dripping, it may be placed on any clean sur-

face with the wet side uppermost, until about half dry, by which
time the iodine solution will have thoroughly penetrated the

paper, and have found out and saturated every particle of the

silver
;
which it is quite indispensable it should do, as the small-

est particle of undecomposed nitrate of silver would become a

black stain in the subsequent part of the process.

The paper is now covered with a coating of the iodide of sil-

ver; but it is also covered, and indeed saturated, with saltpetre

and the iodide of potassium, both of which it is indispensable

should be completely removed. To effect the removal of these

salts, it is by no means sufficient to dip the paper in water;

neither is it a good plan to wash the paper with any considera-

ble motion, as the iodide of silver, having but little adhesion to

it, is apt to be washed off. But the margin of the paper, being-

still upturned, and the unprepared side of it kept dry, it will be
found that by setting it afloat on a dish of clean water, and al-

lowing it to remam for five or ten minutes, drawing it gently,

now and then, along the surface to assist in removing the soluble

salts; these will separate by their own gravity, and (the iodide

of silver being insoluble in water) nothing will remain upon the

paper but a beautifully perfect coating of the kind required.

The paper is now to be dried ; but while wet, do not, on any
account, touch or disturb the prepared surface with blotting-

paper or with anything else. Let it merely be suspended in the

air, and in the absence of a better expedient, it may be pinned

across a string by one of its corners: when dry, it may be

smoothed by pressure. It is now "iodised" and ready for use,

and in this state will keep any length of time if protected from

the light.

MR. Bingham's method.

Apply to the paper a solution of nitrate of silver containing

100 grains of that salt to one ounce distilled water. When
nearly, but not quite dry, dip it into a solution of iodide of pot-

assium of the strength of 25 grains of that salt to 1 ounce of

distilled water, drain it, wash it, and then allow it to dry. Now
brush it over with aceto-nitrate of silver, made by dissolving 50
grains of nitrate of silver in 1 ounce distilled water, to which is

added one-sixth its volume of acetic acid. Dry it with bibulous

paper, and it is now ready for receiving the image.

MR. CHANNINg's method.

The paper should be first washed over with 60 grains of ni-

trate of silver dissolved in 1 ounce distilled water, and when
dry, with a solution of 10 grains of iodide of potassium in 1

ounce of water; it is then to be washed in water, and dried between

folds of blotting-paper: the sensil)ility of the paper is said, and

correctly, to be much improved by combining a little chloride of

sodium with the iodide of potassium, 5 grains of the latter salt,

and rather less than this of the former, in an ounce of water,

may be employed advantageously.

To use this paper where time is an object, it is necessary to

wash it inmiediately before it is placed in the camera, with a

weak solution of nitrate of silver, to which a drop or two only

of gallic acid has been added. The pictm-e is subsequently de-

veloped by tlie gallo-nitrate of silver.

=^
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MR. Jordan's method.

Iodide of silver is precipitated from the solution of the nitrate

by iodide of potassium, and this precipitate, being lightly

washed, is redissolved in a strong solution of the latter salt.

The solution is applied to the paper, and the paper allowed to

dry: after this it is placed, face downwards, upon some clean

water; the iodide of potassium is removed by this, and a pure
iodide of siver left upon the paper.

M. martens' method.

M. Martens uses spirits of wine after the picture has been de-

veloped, to improve its tone.

For the negative picture:

First,—

Iodide of potassium J oz.

Distilled water 10 "

7 drops.

Nitrate of silver.

.

Distilled water.. .

.

Strong acetic acid.

7

10

2

oz.

grams,
oz.

oz.

oz.

Concentrated solution of cyanide of potassium

Second,

—

drachms.
oz.

drachms.

The iodine solution should be applied first, and dried; then

the argentine solution, and dried rapidly: the advantages of this

are, that the iodide of silver is left on the surface of the paper
ready for the influence of the slightest chemical action.

Third,—
A concentrated solution of gallic acid.

Fourth,

—

Good spirits of wine.

Fifth,—

Hyposulphite of soda I
Distilled water 10

For the positive pictures:

First,—

Chloride of sodium 168
Distilled water 10

Second,

—

Nitrate of silver 1
Distilled water 10

Third,—
Hyposulphite of soda 1
Distilled water 10
Nitrate of silver 30 grains, dissolved in i oz. of

water, to be poured into the solution in a small
stream, while it ia constantly stirred with a
glass rod.

M. LE gray's process.

For negatives:

First operation,

—

Isinglass, 300 grains, dissolved in 1| pint of distilled water
by means of a water-bath.

Take one half of this preparation while warm, and add to it

as under,

—

Iodide of potassium, 200 grains.
Bromide of potassium 60 "
Chloride of sodium 34 "

Lot these salts be well dissolved, then filter the solution
through a piece of linen; put it, still warm, in a large dish, and
plunge in your paper completely, leaf by leaf, one on the other,

taking care to prevent the air-bubbles from adhering to the
paper.

Put about twenty leaves at a time into the dish, then turn
the whole, those at the top to the bottom ; then take them out
one by one, and hang them by one corner with a pin bent like

the letter S, to dry spontaneously. When hung up, attach to
the opposite corner a piece of bibulous paper, which will facili-

tate the drying.

When the paper is dry, cut it to the size required, and pre-

serve it in a folio for use. This paper may be made in the day-
time, as it is not sensitive to light.

Second operation,

—

Prepare, by the light of a taper, the following solution in a
stoppered bottle:

Nitrate of silver 250 grains.

Distilled water 6 tl. ounces.

When the nitrate is dissolved, add,

Crystallisable acetic acid 1 ounce.

Cover the bottle with black paper, and keep it from the light.

When you wish to operate, pour the solution upon a porce-

lain or glass slab, having a border of glass or wax ; take a sheet

of the iodised paper by the two corners, holding them perpen-
dicularly, and gently lower the middle of the paper upon the

centre of the slab, gradually depress until the sheet is equally

spread: repeat this operation several times until the air-bubbles

disappear, taking also the precaution to keej) the upper side of

the paper dry. Let the sheet remain upon the slab until the

formation of the chloro-bomo-iodide of silver is perfect. This

may be known by the disappearance of the violet color, which
the back of the paper at first presented: it must not be left

longer, otherwise it would lose its sensitiveness. The time re-

quired to effect this chemical change is from one to five minutes,

depending upon the quality of the paper.

Spread upon a glass, fitted to the frame of the camera, a piece

of white paper well soaked in water; upon this place the pre-

pared sheet, the sensitive side upwards.

MR. Thomas's method.

Select old and thin English paper—I prefer Whatman's

—

and cut it to the size of the frames. Prepare the following so-

lution,

—

Saturated solution,of iodide of potassium 2i fl.drachms.

Pure iodine 9 grains.

Dissolve, then add,

—

Distilled water llj oz.

Iodide of potassium 4 drachms.
Bromide of potassium 10 grains.

and mix. Filter the mixture into a shallow porcelain vessel,

and place a sheet of paper carefully on the surface of the fluid,

and let it remain about two minutes ; if French paper, one min-

ute, or until the iodine tint shows through the paper, which must
not be wetted at the back. Hang it up by one corner to drain

and dry.

To excite this paper, lay it upon a solution of

Nitrate of silver 2i drachms.
Acetic acid 4i "

Distilled water 3i oz.

This paper is used in the camera by the wet method, p; 48.

The object was taken by an achromatic lens of three inches

diameter, and half-inch diaphragm; and, if well lighted by the

sun, in from four to six minutes' exposure.

The image takes from ten to twenty minutes to develope in

a solution of gallic acid. It may b& fixed in the usual manner by
the hyposulphite of soda, pr by a solution of bromide of potas-

sium, ten grains to the ounce of water.

2.

—

Exciting the Paper for the Camera.

MR. H. CUNDELL'S process.

For this purpose are required two solutions, as described by
Mr. Talbot,—viz., a saturated solution of crystallised gallic acid

in cold distilled water, and a solution of nitrate of silver, of the

strength of fifty grains to the ounce of distilled water; to which

is added one-sixth part of its volume of glacial acetic acid. For
many purposes these solutions are unnecessarily strong, and, un-

less skilfully handled, they are apt to stahi or embrown the

paper; where extreme sensitiveness, therefore, is not required,

they may with adrantagc be diluted to half the strength, in

which state they are more manageable, and nearly as effective.

The gallic-acid solution will not keep for more than a few days,-

and only a small quantity, therefore, should be prepared at a

time. When these solutiwus arc about to be ap])lied to the

iodised paper, they are to be mixed together in equal volumes,

by means of a graduated drachm tube. The mixture is called
" the gallo-nitrate of silver." As it speedily changes, and wifl

not keep more than a few minutes, it must be used without de-
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lay; and it ought not to be prepared until the operator is quite

ready to apply it.

The application of this " gallo-nitrate" to the paper is a mat-

ter of some nicety. It will be found best to apply it in the fol-

lowing manner:—Pour out the solution upon a clean slab of

plate-glass, diffusing it over the surface to a size corresponding

to that of the paper: holding the paper by a narrow, upturned

margin, the sensitive side is to be applied to the liquid upon the

slab, and brought in contact with it by passing the fingers gently

over the back of the paper, which must not be touched with the

solution.

As soon as the paper is icetted with the gallo-nitrate, it ought

instantly to be removed into a dish of water: five or ten seconds

at the most is as long as it is safe, at this stage, to leave the

paper to be acted upon by the gallo-nitrate; in that space of

time it absorbs sufficient to render it exquisitely sensitive. The
excess of gallo-nitrate must immediately be washed oif, by draw-

ing the paper gently several times under the surface of water,

wliich must be perfectly clean; and, being thus washed, it is fin-

ished by drawing it again through the fresh water two or three

times. It is now to be dried in the dark, and, when the surface

is dry, it may either be placed, while still damp, in the camera,

or in a portfolio among blotting-paper, for use. If properly pre-

pared, it will keep perfectly well for four-and-twenty hours at

least, retaining all its whiteness and sensibility.

3.—Exposure in the Camera.

MR. CUNDELL's process.

The exposure in the camera, for which, as the operator must
be guided by his own judgment, few directions can be given, and
few are required. He must choose or design his own subject:

he must determine upon the apertui'e to be used, and judge of

the time required, which will vary from a few seconds to three

or four minutes. The subject ought, if possible, to have a strong

and decided effect; but extreme lights, or light-coloured bodies,

in masses, are by all means to be avoided. When the paper is

taken from the camera, very little or no trace whatever of a pic-

ture is visible, until it is subject to the fourth process, which is

—

the Bringing out of the Picture.

4.

—

Bringing out the Picture.

MR. H. CUNDELL's METHOD.

The development of the picture is effected by again applying the
" gallo-nitrate" as before directed (p. 40.) As soon as the paper
is wetted all over, unless the picture appears immediately, it is to

be exposed to the radiant heat from a smoothing iron, or any
similar body, held within an inch or two by an assistant. It

ought to be held vertically, as well as the paper; and the latter

ought to be moved so as to prevent any one part of it becoming
dry before the rest.

As soon as the picture is -sufficiently brought out, wash it im-

mediately in clean water to remove the gallo-nitrate, as directed (p.

40 ) ; it may then be placed in a dish by itself, under water, until you
are ready to fix it. The most perfect pictures are those which
come out before any part of the picture becomes dry, which they
will do if sufficiently impressed in the camera. If the paper be
allowed to dry before washing off the gallo-nitrate, the lights

sink and become opaque; and if exposed in the dry state to heat,

the paper will embrown ; the drying, therefore, ought to be re-

tarded, by wetting the back of the paper, or the picture may be
brought out by the vapour from hot water, or, what is better,

from a horizontal jet of steam.

5.

—

Fixing the Picture.

MR. H. CUNDELL's METHOD'
Tlie fixing of the picture is accomplished by removing the sen-

sitive matter from the paper. The picture, or as many of them
as there may be, is, to be soaked in warm water, but not warmer
than may be borne by the finger; this water is to be changed
once or twice, and the pictures are then to be well drained, and
either dried altogether, or dressed in clean dry blotting-paper,

to prepare them to imbibe a solution of the hyposulphite of soda,

which may be made by dissolving an ounce of that salt in a quart
of water. Having poured a little of the solution into a flat dish,

the pictures are to be introduced into it one by one; daylight

will not now injure them; let them soak for two or three min-
utes, or even longer, if strongly printed, turning and moving
them occasionally. The remaining unreduced salts of silver are
thus thoroughly dissolved, and may now, with the hyposulphite,
be entirely removed by soaking in water, and pressing in clean
white blotting-paper, alternately; but if time can be allowed,
soaking in water alone will have the effect in twelve or twenty-
four hours, according to thickness of the paper.

It is essential to the success of the fixing process that the

paper be, in the first place, thoroughly penetrated by the hypo-
sulphite, and the sensitive matter dissolved : and next that the

hyposulphite compounds be effectually removed. Unless these

salts are completely removed, they induce a destructive change
upon the picture, they become opaque in the tissue of the paper,

and entirely unfit it for the next, or printing process.

6.

—

The Printing Process.

The picture being thus fixed, it has merely to be dried and
smoothed, when it will undergo no further change. It is, how-

ever, a negative picture, and if it have cost some trouble to pro-

duce it, that trouble ought not to be grudged, considering that

you are now possessed of a matrix which is capable of yielding

a vast number of beautiful impressions.

The manner of obtaining these impressions has been so often

described, and there are so many different modes of proceeding,

that it may be sufficient to notice very briefly the best process

with which I am acquainted. Photography is indebted for it

to Dr. Alfred S. Taylor. This solution is made by dissolving

one part of nitrate of silver in twelve of distilled water, and

gradually adding some strong liquid ammonia until the precipi-

tate at first produced is at length just re-dissolved.

Some paper is to be met with containing traces of bleach-

ing chlorides, which does not require any previous preparation;

but in general it will be found necessary to prepare the paper by

slightly impregnating it with a minute quantity of common salt.

This may be done by dipping it in a solution in which the salt

can scarcely be tasted, or of the strength of from thirty to forty

grains to a pint of water. The paper, after being pressed in

clean blotting-paper, has merely to be dried and smoothed, when
it will be fit for use.

The ammonia-nitrate of silver is applied to the paper in the

manner described in Section 3 ; and when perfectly dry the nega-

tive picture to be copied is to be applied to it, with its face in

contact with the sensitive side. The back of the negative pic-

ture being uppermost, they are to be pressed into close contact

by means of a plate of glass; and thus secured, they are to be

exposed to the light of the sun and sky. The exposed parts of

the sensitive paper will speedily change to lilac, slate-blue, deep-

ening towards black ; and the light gradually penetrating through

the semi-transparent negative picture, will imprint upon the sen-

sitive paper beneath a positive impression. The negative picture,

or matrix, being slightly tacked to the sensitive paper by two

mere particles of wafer, the progress of the operation may from

time to time be observed, and stopped at the moment when the

picture is finished.

It ought, then, as soon as possible, to be soaked in warm
water, and fixed in the manner described in Section 14.

MR. miller's process.

Prepare the paper by floating it in a solution of fifteen grains

of nitrate of lead in an ounce of water. It is then placed on a

solution of ten grains of iodide of iron to an ounce of water;

left two minutes and blotted off. The paper, whilst moist, is

rendered sensitive by a solution of nitrate of silver, 100 grains

to an ounce of water, and placed in a camera. After exposure

the image gradually developes itself without any further appli-

cation, and is fixed by hyposulphite of soda. This is a most

striking discovery, as it supersedes the necessity of any develop-

ing agent after the light has acted on the paper.

MR. Stewart's process.

The following observations are confined to negative paper

processes, divisible into two—the wet and the dry. The solu-

tions I employ for both these processes are identical, and are as

follows:

—
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Solution of iodide of potassium, of the strength of 5 parts of

iodide to 100 of pure water.

Solution of aceto-nitrate of silver, in the following proportions:

15 parts of nitrate of silver: 20 of glacial acetic acid; 150 of

distilled water.

Solution of gallic acid, for developing; a saturated solution.

Solution of hyposulphite of soda; the strength of 1 part hypo,

of soda to from 6 to 8 parts water.

The solutions employed are thus reduced to their shnplest pos-

sible expression, for it will be observed that in iodizing I employ

neither rice-water, sugar of milk, fluoride, cyanuret, nor free

iodide, &c., &c.; but a simple solution of iodide of potassium.

[The strength of this solution is a question of considerable im-

portance, not yet, I think, sufficiently investigated.]

For both the wet and tlie dry processes I iodize my paper as

follows:—In a tray containing the above solution I plunge, one

by one, as many sheets of paper (twenty, thirty, fifty, &c.) as

are likely to be required for some time. This is done in two or

three minutes. I then roll up loosely the whole bundle of sheets,

while in the bath; and picking up the roll by the ends, drop it

into a cylindrical glass vessel with a foot to it, and pour the so-

lution therein, enough to cover the roll completely (in case it

should float up above the surface of the solution, a little piece of

glass may be pushed down to rest across the roll of paper and
prevent its rising). The vessel with the roll of paper is placed

under the receiver of an air-pump, and the air exhausted; this

is accomplished in a very few minutes, and the paper may then

})e left five or six minutes in the vacuum. Should the glass be

too high (the paper being in large sheets) to be inserted under

a pneumatic pump-receiver, a stiff lid lined with India-rubber,

with a valve in the centre communicating by a tube with a com-

mon direct-action air-pump, may be employed with equal success.

After the paper is thus soaked in vaccuo it is removed, and the

roll dropped back into the tray with the solution, and then,

sheet by sheet, picked off and hung up to dry, when, as with

all other iodized paper, it will keep for an indefinite time.

I cannot say that I fully understand the rationale of the action

of the air-pump, Ijut several valual:)le advantages are obtained

by its use:— 1st. The paper is thoroughly iodized, and with an
equality thi'oughout that no amount of soaking procures, for no two
sheets of paper are alike, or even one, perfect throughout in tex-

ture ;
and air-bubbles are impossible. 2d. The operation is accom-

plished in a quarter of an hour, which generally employs one,

two, or more hours. 3d. To this do I chiefly attribute the fact

that my paper is never solarized even in the brightest sun; and
that it will bear whatever amount of exposure is necessary for

the deepest and most impenetrable shadows in the view, without
injury to the bright lights.

Wet Process.—To begin with the tvet process. Having pre-

pared the above solution of aceto-nitrate of silver, float a sheet

of the iodized paper upon the surface of this sensitive bath,

leaving it there for about ten minutes. During this interval,

having placed the glass or slate of your slider quite level, dip a
sheet of thick clean white printing (unsized) paper in water, and
lay it on the glass or slate as a wet lining to receive the sensi-

tive sheet. An expert manipulator may then, removing the
sensitive sheet from the bath, extend it (sensitive side upper-
most) on the wet-paper lining, without allowing any air-globules

to intervene. But it is difficult; and a very simple and most
effectual mode of avoiding air-globules, particularly in handling
very large sheets, is as follows:—Pour a layer of water (just suf-

ficient not to flow over the sides) upon the lining paper, after

you have extended it on a glass or slate, and then lay down your
sensitive paper gently and by degrees, and floating as it were on
the layer of water; and when extended, taking the glass and
papers between the finger and thumb, by an upper corner to

prevent their slij)ping, tilt it gently to allow the interposed wa-
ter to flow olV by the bottom, which will leave the two sheets of

paper adhering perfectly and closely, without the slightest

chance of air-biilj1)los;—it may then l)e left for a niimite or two,
standing upright in the same position, to allow every drop of

water to escape; so that when laid flat again or jilaccd in the
slider none may return back and stain the paper. Of course,

the sensitive side of the sheet is thus left exposed to the unin-

terrupted action of the lens, no protecting plate of glass being

interposed,—and even in this dry and warm climate I find the

humidity and the attendant sensitiveness fully preserved for a

couple of hours.

To develope views thus taken, the ordinary saturated solution

of gallic acid is employed, never requiring the addition of nitrate

of silver; thus preserving the perfect purity and varied modula-
tion of the tints. The fixing is accomplished as usual with
hyposulphite of soda, and the negative finally waxed.
Dry Process.—In preparing sheets for use when dry for trav-

elling, &c., I have discarded the use of previously scared paper,

thus getting rid of a troublesome operation,—and proceed as

follows:—Taking a sheet of my iodized paper, in place of float-

ing it (as for the wet process) on the sensitive bath, I plunge it

fairly into the bath, where it is left to soak for five or six min-

utes; then removing it, wash it for about twenty mhmtes in a

bath, or even two, of distilled water, to remove the excess of

nitrate of silver, and then hang it up to dry (in lieu of drying it

with blotting-paper.) Paper thus prepared possesses a greater

degree of sensitiveness than waxed paper, and preserves its

sensitiveness, not so long as waxed paper, but sufficiently

long for all practical purposes,—say thirty hours, and even
more. The English manufactured paper is far superior for

this purpose to the French. To develope these vieivs, a few
drops of the solution of nitrate of silver are required in the gaUic

acid bath. They are then finally fixed and waxed as usual.

These processes appear to me to be reduced to nearly as

great a degree of simplicity as possible. I am never troubled

with stains or spots, and there is a regularity and certainty in

the I'esults that are very satisfactoi'y. You will have observed,

too, how perfectly the aerial and perspective gradation of tints

are preserved—as also how well the deepest shadows are pene-

trated and developed—speaking, in fact, as they do to the eye

itself in nature. In exposing for landscape, I throw aside all

consideration of the bright lights, and limit the time with refer-

ence entirely to the dark and feebl3'-lighted parts of the view;

with a 3| inch lens: the time of exposure has thus varied from
ten minutes to an hour and a half, and the action appears to me
never to have ceased.

The influence of the air-pump in this appears to me very sen-

sible, and deserving of further examination and extension. I

jmrpose not only iodizing, but rendering the paper sensitive with

the action of the air-pump, by perhaps suspending the sheet

after immersion in the nitrate bath under the receiver of the air-

l)ump for a few minutes, before exposure in the camera, or by
some otlicr manoeuvre having the same object in view.

I should say that I have chiefly employed Canson's French
paper in iodizing with the aid of the pump. Few of the Eng-
lish manufactured papers are sufficiently tenacious in their sizing

to resist the action of the pump, but they may easily be made so

;

and were, in short, the English paper, so far superior in quality

to the French, only better sized, that is with glue less easily

soluble, even though more impure, there is scarcely any limit to

the beauty of the views that might be produced.

There are more minor details that might be given; but I fear

repeating many a " twice-told tale," acquainted so little as I

am with what is doing;—the preceding, however, may have

some interest, and whatever is of value is entirely due to our

friend M. Regnault, ever so generously ready as well as able to

aid and encourage one's efforts.

SIR WILLI.\M NEWTOX'S JIETHOI).

Negatives, on pa])cr prepared with iodide of silver, 20 grains

to one ounce of distilled water.

Excited for the camera (weak), containing about two grains

of nitrate of silver to one ounce of water.

E.xposure to the objects from 5 to 15 minutes, according to

the subject and weather. Waxed afterwards.

Positives, on negative paper, containing from 1 to 10 grains

of iodid% of silver to one oilnce of distilled water.

Brought out in the same manner as the negatives, with a sat-

urated solution of gallic acid, and finished with 5 grains of aceto-

nitrate to one ounce of water.

Excited with 5 grains of aceto-nitrate to one ounce of water,

and exposed to the light in a frame five seconds to half a minute,

according to the light and transparency of the negative.
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A FEW PHOTOGRAPHS.

FROM THE FRENCH.

It was at Paris that the daguerreotype first " saw the light."

That is but a few years ago; it is still in its teens; and yet it

has travelled to the antipodes. It thrives best where the sun

shines brightest ; no where better than at its birth-place, where

the supply is hardly equal to the demand for it.

But it is not the Parisians alone who patronize it there. Few
strangers depart from that city without having first submitted

themselves to the operation of sun-pictures; some, because they

fancy the art carried to greater perfection in the metropolis than

elsewhere; others, with a view to enjoying the little vanity of

saying to their provincial friends, " Have you seen my daguer-

reotype? I got it touched off the last time I was at Paris."

There are a great many practitioners of this ingenious process

in all the large cities, their studios—or laboratories, rather

—

being indicated by a frame of portraits suspended at the street

door. Photographers they are, but not painters; for it is Phoe-

bus himself who dashes you off with his " pencil of light," and

for the sum of ten francs you can have a good specimen of his

hand and of your own face, miniature-size. Ten francs! it's hardly

worth while to go without your portrait for such a paltry con-

sideration. Surely, for so famous an artist, Phoebus is singular-

ly reasonable in his charge.

Attracted by the frame of portraits, you walk up stairs, and
into a room that looks something like a shop without the wares.

There is no display of goods here to beguil customers; nothing

looks like business but the small compartment at the window,

screened off with canvass, in which recess the sitter is placed.

But this little chamber is not always unoccupied on your arri-

val; for there are, usually, a good many people there on the

same errand as yourself, and every body has tp wait until his

turn comes. In the meantime you are at liberty to walk about,

to sit down, or to chat with the assistants of the establishment,

whilst choosing a jilate of the size fancied by you; and if you
wish your portrait to be of a better class than a ten-franc one,

you select a frame also, which is fitted to the plate forthwith.

You soon discover that a great many preparations are necessary

before the sun is called into requisition: and you also perceive

that a good deal of skill is required in the process, as well as the

greatest care ; for the neglect of a single application, or a clumsy

style of manipulating, would cause the operation to fail alto-

gether.

It is amusing to observe the characters in the reception-room,

waiting till their turn comes for a sitting, or driving a bargain

with with the assistants

Here comes a mail from the suburbs, with his wife tucked

under his arm ; they want their likenesses to give an old aunt in

the country, and wish to know what it will cost ; and they are

told that the lowest price is ten fi-ancs apiece.

The man—a cattle dealing sort of a man he is—looks at his

wife, a great rural dame clad in coarse homespun, who, after

considering a while, shrugs up her shoulders and says:
" Ten francs for each of us! that's more than we are worth, I

doubt ; but if you could make it something less
"

" You ought to knock oft" a trifle in regard of their being two
of us,'' chimed in the husband. " Couldn't you make it six francs

the pair, now?"
The operator refers them to his scale of prices posted at the

door, and proceeds to attend to the demands of his other cus-

tomers ; and so the good man and his wife take counsel by them-
selves.

" It's too dear, is ten francs," says she, with a calculating air;

" that would come to twenty francs for the couple, and I'd

rather not be done at all than be done that way: and beside,

they're ugly, sooty things, after all, are these dagger-picters.

For ray part, indeed, I'd rather have myself painted with a

brush."
" A brush? oo ay, with a lick o' paint on it. But what need

of a brush and paint, when a picture comes by itself?"

" Hold your stupid tongue, good-man goose! Our faces a'n't

smirched like that, are they? Why, when we look in the glass.

o' Sundays, don't we see the color of our hair, and our eyes, and
our cheeks, and our noses, and our clothes, and every thing?"

" Well, well, but there ben't no pamt in the looking-glass, for

all that; the picter comes by itself."

" Nonsense, old man! let's be off; but first let's have a look

at the tally of prices he talks about."

And so, down-stairs they tramp to inspect it. Soon after, the

door opens, and an individual dressed in somewhat of a flash

style, makes his appearance. He has rings in his ears: bleach-

ers at Paris wear them, and sometimes persons troubled with

weak eyes. With this swell gentleman come two ladies, one

pretty, the other very plain.

" I have had my portrait painted very often," says the plain

one, " but some how it never was like. All the artists said I

was remarkably difficult to catch. I am quite unpatient to try

the success of this new process."
" Oh, there can be no mistake about the success," rejoined the

pretty one; " the likeness must be accurate, since it is an actual

reproduction of nature. Is it not so, M. Mouille?"
" Oh yes, it's a reproduction decidedly-—that is to say, you

know—allow me to explain—in fact, it's a reproduction."

And the gentleman with the ear-rings nods his head dicac-

tically, as he delivers himself of this lucid explanation.
" What a very extraordinary fact," remarked the plain lady,

"that one's image can be self-impressed upon a plate by the

power of light! It is the power of light that does it, M. Mou-
ille, is n't it?"

" Permit me to explain the process madam. It's the light of

the sun—^no, the light of science, concentrated by optics and

chemistry, combined with the light of the sun, that obtains so

beautiful an effect. In fact, as you have justly remarked, it's

the power of light that does it."

And again the swell-gentleman's ear-rings vibrated to his

didactic nod.
" Have you ever had yourself daguerreotyped, M. Mouille?"

inquired one of the ladies, in a tone of deep interest.

" No, Madam; I have no fancy for these dark portraits; give

me something with color in it. In fact, I flatter myself that I

possess a pretty good complexion, an advantage not displayed

by the daguerreotype process," said M. Mouille, drawing him-

self up.
" Dear me! how long one has got to wait!" cried the pretty

lady, addressing herself to one of the assistants, who was polish-

ing a plate. I thought. Sir, that portraits in this style were

taken in an instant."
" The sitting for a portrait. Ma'am, does not occupy more

than fifty seconds ; but some time must elapse before the plate

is ready for delivery, even when the image comes out well upon

the first trial, which is seldom the case."
" And what is the reason of that, pray ?"

" There are fifty reasons. Ma'am, for the failure of an opera-

tion. For instance, one may have employed too much of this

preparation and not enough of that ; or "

" Oh, I don't want to know all that; but when the process

fails, what do you do then?"
" We try it over again. Ma'am, and keep repeating the pro-

cess until the image is properly developed. We never think of

palming off a defective portrait upon a customer."

Here, a young gentleman who has been waiting some time for

his turn, rises from his chair, saying, " Fifty reasons for a fail-

ure, and try it on fresh every time? Oh, that's a good one?

Catch me waiting any longer!" and away he goes.

" That's the way with the Parisians," said the daguerreotyp-

ist; " if you don't play the mountebank with them, they mistrust

you. Now, that young spark will go some where else, where

they'll say nothing about failures, and a nice picture they'll

make of him, I'll be bound. The sitting-room is ready. Ma'am;

walk in, if you please."

At this moment the bumpkin and his wife return, saying to

the photographer:
" Can't you knock off the two of us, now, for eight francs?

Won't that suit your book?"
" No second price here," says the man of plates, and, turning

altruptly away, he ushers the pretty lady into the little tent-like

sittin"--roora, where she is seated in a chair fitted with a peculiar
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apparatus for keeping the sitter's head in a proper position. A
point is indicated to her, upon which she is requested to keep

her eyes firmly fixed.

" Now, ma'am, says the operator, "remain perfectly still for

a moment, if you please; do not even wink, if possible."

The lady looks straight before her; not a breath is percepti-

ble, not the twinkle of a silken eye-lash, so anxious is she to ob-

tain a good likeness. But the minute appears an age to her,

and her eyes are just beginning to shrink from the intense light,

ween the daguerreotypist shuts up the lens, saying, " That will

do, Ma'am."
" Oh, pi-ay do let me see it!" cries the lady, with great ex-

citement.
" Not yet, a moment. Ma'am, if you please; but if you will be

so good as to join your friends, I will soon let you know whether

we have succeeded or not."

The lady rejoins her party. There have been several fi-esh

arrivals during her short absence.

"Well," says M. Mouille, "what sort of a process is it?

Where you frightened?"
" Frightened! I should think not; but it tires one's eyes a

little, I can tell you. Oh, dear me, I'd give the world to know
whether it has succeeded!"

lu a few minutes the daguerreotypist again enters, saying,
" Perfectly successful. Ma'am! I don't think I ever saw a por-

trait come out better."
" Oh, how glad I am! But where is it?"

" You shall have it in a minute or two, Ma'am."
In about a quarter of an hour he returns with the portrait.

The likeness is acknowledged by everybody, even by the lady

herself; but she sighs as she gazes upon it, and says mournfully,
" Ah, what a sad expression! There is something about the

daguerreotype that bespeaks a hand not of this world. Surely,

to punish us for penetrating her mysteries, Nature touches us

with the shadowy hand of death in revealing them!"
" Now for my turn!" cries the plain lady; " let us see whether

Nature will not be kinder to me."

At this moment, back come the two bargainers, the woman
saying, as she opens the door, "Another franc. Master—will

that do the business?"

The daguerreotypist takes no notice of them, but escorts the

plain lady into the sitting-room. Here she immediately throws
lierself upon the chair in a striking attitude, which she rapidly

changes, however, for another, and is about proceeding to exe-

cute a series of picturesque effects, when the daguerreotypist en-

deavors to recall her to a sense of business, saying, " Pray decide

upon your attitude. Ma'am, and then remain motionless for a few
moments."

" Wait a minute, Sir; not yet, if you please: shall I not be
better so, don't you think?"

" Very well in any way, Ma'am, so long as you don't alter

your position."

" I'm sure. Sir, you're very polite: but stay a moment; I think

I might throw a little more grace into my attitude—so. A little

more this way, I fancy, would tell better in a picture. Ah, no!

I believe I was better before. Which way shall I look, Sir?"
" At that little point. Ma'am."
" May I smile at it?"

" Certainly, Ma'am, if you choose; but then you must preserve

the very same smile for at least fifty seconds."
" Oh, I sometimes keep it for a whole evening. I smile with

great facility, I assure you; at the theatre, indeed. I do nothing
else."

" Now then, Ma'am ; whenever you're ready"
•' I'm quite ready now, Sir."

" Here goes, then."

The apparatus is adjusted; but the operator, who keeps his

eyes fixed upon his watch, never perceives that his sitter is evolv-

ing a succession of bland smiles, in order to impart as amiable
an expression as possible to her features.

The sitting over, the lady returns to her friends, saying, " I

think you'll find that my expression has been caught exactly."

But just then the daguerreotypist appears, crying, ' A failure,

Ma'am! a total failure! Will you be so good as to return to

the sitting-room, in order that wc may repeat the process?"

"A failure! that is very strange—quite unaccountable. The
sun must be very capricious to-day, to say tlie least of it."

And so she returns to the little tented chamber for another

sitting; but, gathering no wisdom from experience, she again

displays irresolution as to attitude, fickleness in fixing upon a

smile Now she assumes a saucy, pouting expression, with half-

parted lips. The next moment brings a dissolving view of senti-

mental languor, immediately supplanted by a sad picture of set-

tled melancholy. At last, however, she appears to have decided

on a very elaborate combination of charms, and the operation

is in progress, when the daguerreotypist, looking at her, per-

ceives that she has been making new faces, and says, impatiently,

"Bless me, Ma'am! you have altei'ed your expression com-

pletely! We shall never get on at this rate! It's certain to

be a failure again !"

" Is it possible. Sir? How very unfortunate ! I only elevated

my left eyebi'ow the least bit in the world, to give a character

of intellect which I am anxious should be preserved, and there-

fore took the liberty of adding."
" Adding, Ma'am! there is no such thing as adding here, I as-

sure you: no adders need apply!" and the daguerreotypist

laughed with hideous jocularity. " Yes," continued he gloomily,

as he closed the apparatus, " a nice mess we have made of it

again, I'll warrant."

The lady returns to the ante-chamber, where they all await

with impatience for the verdict of the operator, who quickly ap-

pears, looking as black as one of his own pictures:

"Just as I expected. Ma'am, a total and complete failure!

Could it be any thing else, indeed? If ladies will jerk them-

selves about; if ladies will purse up their lips and roll their eyes

and flash their ivories," roared he, with strong and breathless

energy, " how on earth can they expect to obtain their likenesses

by a process to which perfect repose of feature is an indispen-

sable condition! Here, Ma'am; look at it, and judge for your-

self."

The lady, with a puzzled expression, looks at the plate, upon
which there appears to have been a strife of noses, each trying

to blow the other out.

" There's something of my peculiar smile there, nevertheless,"

said she, " and there's something of my chin there, too, and a

good deal of my nose."
" Yes," said M. Mouille, "but it all seems to me to be double

—even triple. To be sure, there are people with doiible chins,

but I don't think I ever saw any body with three noses," added

he, with a look of indecision.

" Well, Sir," said the lady, addressing the daguerreotypist,
" since you say it's all my fault, pray let us have another trial;

this time I promise to be as stiil as a marble statue." And, as

she really wishes to possess a good likeness, she now remains per-

fectly motionless, while the process is going on for the third time.

The sitting over, they are all more impatient than ever for the

announcement, which is not long in coming, for, quick, and radiant

with smiles, the daguerreotypist bursts in with:

"Perfectly successful. Ma'am! It's easy to see that you sat

very well this time, for you have given out a perfect resem-

blance."
" Oh, I'm so glad! Pray let me sec it!"

"In a few minutes. Ma'am: will you have the kindness to

wait for a very short time?"

But a " very short time" appears a century to a lady Availing

for a sight of her daguerreotype, more especially when she has

been told that it has " come out" remarkably well.

At length the raucli longed-for plate is produced. Every

body crowds to see it; and M. Mouille, who gets the first peep

at it, cries, "My eyes! what a likeness!"

So the pretty lady says too; in prettier language, however

;

but no sooner has the subject of the picture cast eyes upon it,

than she utters a shriek of despair, and cries:

"Goodness gracious, Sir! what on earth is this meant for!

Why, it's a failure, a complete failure! a much stupider failm'e

than either of tlie others—a fright!"

" Pardon me, Ma'am, for taking the liberty of contradicting

you ; but I assure you that the likeness is the most perfect and

striking one that the process is capable of producing."
" Perfect and striking, Sir! if there's any thing perfect about
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it, it's a perfect friglit, a perfect imposition! We must try it

again, if you please."
" Quite useless, Ma'am, I protest. No further pains or pre-

paratiou could enable us to produce a better likeness of you than

that."

It's a swindle, Sir ! an miposition ! a vile attempt at obtaining

money under false pretences!" And the lady, whose naturally

plain features are neither flattered by the photograph nor im-

proved by her frame of mind, dashes to the ground the despised

miniature, and bounces out of the room in a hurricane of wrath

and muslin.

The next sitter is a gentleman suffering from tic dokreitx, who
continually twitches up the corners of his mouth, in a manner im-

practicable for the daguerreotype. Then comes another, who
has a trick of lifting his eye-brows; and after him an old lady,

whose head quivers like a calfs-foot jelly. And each and every

one of these good people is quite indignant at the idea of a
failure.

And if you observe closely the persons who depart with their

portraits, you will perceive that for the most part, they do not

look pleased ; the plain moral of which is, that the daguerreo-

type does not flatter, and it is hard to have to put up with the

plain, wholesome, bitter, unadulterated Truth.

For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

D.\GUERREOTYPES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE, NEW YORK.

BY A NEW CONTRIBUTOR.

In attempting to criticise the productions of so many of Amer-
ica's best artists in photography, I am led by a sincere desire to

give, as far as in me lies, an impartial review of those works as

they were presented to the public eye in the above named Palace.

As the jury created for that purpose, have made their decision,

and awarded all the premiums, any opinion of mine at this time

can have no further influence on the matter, except as regards

absolute fact. It is too often the case—as in the present in-

stance—that gentlemen are selected to sit in judgment on arti-

cles of which they know Httle or nothing, especially in a practi-

cal point of view, and therefore I think it full time for artists

and exhibitors to know this, and cease exhibiting their works
altogether, or else have a proper guarantee that practical, or

more properly speaking, working men should be placed on such

committees, whose duties require them to judge of the merits or

demerits of articles with which they are conversant. Genius,

art and merit may then, and not till then, hope to gain their

just reward. But when men, who are ignorant of the practical

workings of any art or science, are appointed to decide upon the

eminations of intellect, why, it is hardly to be supposed that the

honors and rewards will be properly distributed. Even you,

Mr. Editor, (excuse me for saying so), I conceive have not done
your duty to the photographic art as you should. There was a
field for you to exercise your talents which may never be pre-

sented again, or it may be a long time e'er the like number of

such works may again be collected under one roof. Half a
dozen pages would not have been too much to have been devoted
to the task of criticism on that occasion. If you yourself could

not have spared tune for such an undertaking, I think at least,

some impartial artist could have been found competent to the

task, to whom it should be a pleasure. But you will perhaps
say, that I am doing it for you—not so, however; yours would
have been official, as both the time and occasion called for it at

your hands more than from others. It is to be hoped, that if

any such display should again take place in this country, that

those having the management of such an exhibition should know,
or at least learn to know, what peculiar kind of light and posi-

tion are required for the proper display of the works of daguer-

rean artist, for it is very well understood by operators, that

light makes a great difference in showing off the beauties of a

picture, and it is not fair to give to one a better jDOsition than
another except it should be decided by lot, should the occasion

call for it.

In reviewing the many daguerreotypes on exhibition in the

Crystal Palace, I will endeavor to point the difficulties under

which each artist was supposed to have labored in taking the
peculiar kind of pictures he or they have produced, as well as
the advantages that some have had over others in procuring
very fine subjects, and making the most of the same by taking
and displaying several pictures of the same party in different

positions, a thing, except where various characters are person-
ated by the same individual, ought never be resorted to in an
exhibition of this kind. It leaves very little room to jud"-e of
an artist's merits, as it is a well known fact, that a common place
operator can get up good pictures when he happens to find a
good subject.

I shall commence my review of these works as they are placed
on entering the west nave—and turning to the right, we first

have a view of S. Root's pictures which, almost without an ex-
ception, do great credit to the genius and skill of that persever-

ing gentleman—they are really good, and some of them are very
fine indeed. We noticed in particular, his plates, which are
well got up; they show at once that he uuderstauds the first and
great principle of daguerreotyping. Next we have J. H. White-
hurst's collection. His large heads are not as fine or sharp as

Mr. W. can produce. We don't see the use of straining a
camera—as it were—merely to get a large head when a smaller

one with more of the figure will show to better advantage, be-

sides, there is nothing artistical in such pictures. His views of

Niagara are A No. 1 ; and also the majority of his small ones
will bear comparison with any on exhibition. Howe of

Maine, has a small collection of fair pictures-—some very fine,

but we noticed one among his collection (a copy of an engraving)

which, we think, showed bad taste in the artist in allowing it a

place by the side of his others. Mead and Brothers next draw
our attention; who among us do not know, or, at least, heard of

those persevering gentlemen, whose constant endeavors to ad-

vance our art entitles them to

large collection of fine pictures.

our gratitude. They exhibit a

The " Seven Ages of Man" are

well got up, as are also the instantaneous views, and many of

their larger pictures, although the beauty of many of
them were marred by his new style of coloring. Here allow me
to say, although some of our first artists use this style of color-

ing, they must in their own minds condemn it, as they know
very well they are working to please the bad tastes of the com-
munity and not their own. What is finer in the daguerrean art

than a fine, sharp, bold jjicture without color (or a slight flesh

tuit,) or a drab laackground, not killed with too much mercury.

We will also remark that the " Seven ages of man" are among
the most difficult pictures to produce, as every thing must be
prepared and got n^ accordingly. Their Rambrant style attracted

much attention, such pictures are very fine and truly artistical.

Next, we had a glance at our old friend M. M. Lawrence's
pictures, and they will bear close inspection. Great artistical

skill was displayed in getting up the majority of them. The
only fault we could see, was in the tone, which in some was de-

cidedly cold, owing, no doubt, to the chemicals with which they
were produced. You know, Mr. Editor, that to criticise the

works of the great masters and to differ from those who have
passed their superior judgment upon Morks of art, is to stand
upon slippery ground. Well, sir, I am there, and like the boy
who said the horse was sixteen feet high—will still stick to it.

The picture styled the " Past, Present and Future," is not, in

my honest opinion, the picture that many have been led to be-

lieve. The artistical arrangement is good, but the tone is cold,

very cold, and the chemical effect is not as good as many of the

same size that Mr. L. has already turned out. In saying this, I

am not prompted by any selfish motive, for there is no gentle-

man in the business I respect and admire more than Mr. L.

Again, I would remark that I am opposed, as well as others, to

seeing our brethren take advantage of such pictures, by exhibiting

them over and over again. It would seem by their doing so that

they believe they could not produce the like a second time. It

is to be hoped that this practice will no longer be followed.

Were I placed a judge, I would most assuredly pass all such

pictures by, as unfit subjects for exhibition.

Brady comes next, and stands face to face with Lawrence.
They rank in the profession as the numier one artists. We
hardly know what to say of Mr. B's. pictures—the majority of

them are excellent. Clear plates, artistical judgment displayed,
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and great variety; but some of them are rather cold in tone and
not so sharp as might be, and, like our friend Lawrence, he goes

in for re-exhibiting.

Although Mr. B. is not a practical operator, yet he displays

superior management in his business and consequently deserves

high praise for the lofty position he has attained in the daguer-

rean fraternity.

Massury and Silsbee's small collection, next attracted our at-

tention. Tliose pictures seemed to strike the fancy of most

persons visiting this department; in fact they were beautifully

got up and pleased the eye very much. Now let us look at them
artistically. Position, ease, and grace very fine—the chemical

effect fine—the subjects very fine—and, it was obvious they

were selected for the purpose, from the fact that we saw many
repetitious of the same pictures, which, like the re-exhibiting

system we condemn in toto. An artist, in our estimation, de-

serves no credit for such kind of work. Suppose every artist

should pick out some very fine subjects, and twist and turn them
around into different shapes, wliat sort of an exhibition should

we have had. I say this through no unkindly feelings towards

these gentlemen, for they belong to the first rank in their profession.

Here we turn a little to the left and behold Fitzgibbon's col-

lection. One would think he had sent on his whole gallery, so

great is the display. He seems to have spared neither expense

or pains in getting up his frames and collection ; let us examine

his productions. One great fault with him is, he has too many
pictures, and the position they were placed in prevents as close

examination of them as we desired. The mass of his collection

was composed of what are termed dislinguished heads, which we
all know an artist has to take as he can get them, and as such

we consider them very fine. His Indian chiefs, and steam boat
views also, cannot be easily surpassed. We noticed among his

collection G. V. Brooke, the great actor in eight of his Sliaks-

pearean characters, which were well arranged and do him much
credit. We would advise this artist to take a little more pains

iu the getting up of his plates.

Next to Fitzgibbon and arranged somewhat iu the same style,

but much plainer, was E. Long of St. Louis. He beat the

whole fraternity in point of numbers, and exhibited the pupils

of a school amounting to nearly three huudi'ed, on medium sized

plates, of no interest to the artist or the world at large. He
had some excellent views as well as fine pictures of the good
folks of the west, with others not so good. This artist's back-
ground seems rather too dark to show off pictures to advantage.

His specimens are better suited to the parlor than the exhibi-

tion room of a public building.

Turning again to the riglit, we have a full front view of our
modest friend Gurney's pictures, and again we were at a loss to

know what to say for or against his chaste display. The plates

are well got up, the impressions clearly brought out, and re-

markably jvell colored, (notwithstanding our opposition to

colored ones) and arranged, but, not we think, well mercurial-

ized. A man may be perfect iu many things but not in all, and
I think. Mr. G. lacks much. Here almost all of his pictures

have too nnich mercury—a less quantity would materially add
to their ))eauty. Some of his impressions were not as sharp as

they might be, but the tone generally speaking was very fine.

On the other side we noticed Dobyn's and Richardson's. Many
of them were good. We only saw one that materially detracted
from their merit, and that was a cupid in a very ungraceful po-
sition. It struck us that if this was a true representation of

the God of Love, he would securely make a conquest in the

Crystal Palace.

Next iu rotation we have a small but excellent collection from
Yon Schneidaw of Chicago, in which he has displayed much
good taste. The plates were well cleaned and the whole looked
well. Mr. Von S. is not as well known as he deserves to be;

but he bids fair to outshine some of our older artists.

To the back of Mr. Von S's collection is that of Mr. Brown.
His specimens are fnir witliout being striking or attractive, ex-

cejit as being portraits of tlie officers of tlie Japan expedition,

and as their names are not given, the public take but little inter-

est in them.

On the opposite side is Williams of Brooklyn, in a kind of

zig-zag frame, which puzzled ns a good deal to comprehend for

what it was intended to represent. The jjictures were "pictures

indeed. I dont know whether this gentleman intended them for

burlesques on the Hillotype or not, but they certainly had more
than their share of (unnatural) color.

By the side of Mr. W. is a frame of fine electrotypes from

daguerreotypes by Fitzgibbon of St. Louis. We know from
experience the difficulty he must have encountered in procuring

a perfect electrotype without spoiling the original copy. Too
much credit cannot be awarded him for this most neat and per-

fect collection.

Turning again to the right, we see Whipple's collection of

crystalotypes, nearly all of which are very fine. Great praise

is due this gentleman for the manner he has persevered 'v.\ bring-

ing to such perfection these specimens of art. We liope a
liberal public will sustain him in his undertaking.

On the opposite side is Mr. North's collection, some of which

are good, but nothing extra. His convex pictures are some-

what novel, but arc subject to one disadvantage which will pre-

vent them from becoming favorites with tlic pul)lic, namely, the

least defect is made very apparent—still they show what genius

and perseverance can do.

Crossing to the left we see Bisbee's of Ohio. Mr. B. is an

artist, that, every one will admit who examines his work. As a

general thing, however, his pictures are too light and too much
loaded with color. He seems to take more pains to please his

customers than himself. His panoramic view of Cincinnati, on

four double whole plates are extremely fine, and are sufficient in

themselves to immortalize his name. We must take into con-

sideration the great disadvantages the artist has to labor under

in producing such works. He cannot, like the painter, spend

weeks or mouths, in bringing them to perfection, for when once

begun, they must be done immediately. If a boat moves in the

slightest degree it is not possible for the artist to make the con-

nection complete; hence it is that expedition is absolutely re-

quired, otherwise he could not have been able to produce such

specimens as he has done.

Opposite, we find Clark's of New Jersey—rather hght—not

enough depth of tone—manipulation good. Mr. C. seems to

understand his business, but does not practice what he knows.

On the reverse side again is Haas of New York. His pic-

tures are well taken, and he shows great taste in the arrangment

of his subjects. If Mr. H. would only do away with that style

of coloring that is peculiar to himself, his pictures would be very

fine. Mr. H. is one of the oldest daguerreotypists in this coun-

try, and proud are we to have to say, that unassuming as he is,

without holding fortli any peculiar attractions, either by show or

advertisement to draw customers to his gallery, he is the only

one of the fraternity in New York city, he invariably gets three

dollars for medium sized pictures. '

Turn again to the left, and we find Hesler's of Galena, which

are good. His character pictures are very fine. His views not

so good; there is not enough of relief for his steam boats, for

w^ant of which they have the appearance of having been driven

into the embankment. We do not like the peculiar white spot

which he gives to the eye—it is far from natural, and in many
pictures it looks like a white streak ; we know that in some lights

no white spot is perceptible, but his iDictiu'es all seem to have it

whether natural or not.* Again, we nuist raise our voice against

the practice of exhibiting the same pictui'e in so many different

shapes, and we are astonished at Mr. H. for resorting to such a

practice, surely he could have found a sufficient variety of sub-

jects without having recourse to the same models so often. His

plates were very finely cleaned and liis pictures have a warm
tone. We may well feel proud of such an artist as Mr. H., but

he like most of us is not yet perfect.

Behind Mr. H. is Webster and Bro's., of Louisville—pictures

good, but not as fine as we expected to see from the hands of

these gentlemen ; most of them seemed to have been forced out

with mercury. His positions might have been improved. Some
of the Lexington belles appeared to advantage.

Next we find Messrs. Harrison and Hill's pictures, in which

* Our friend is here decidedly in the wrong, as all artists will tell

him, that this "peculiarity'' of Jlr. IIe,<k'r"s iiietiires is the height ot

iulist'c skill, and one of tlie beauties of the natural eflects, for which,

more than anything else^ he is considered eminent.

—

Ed.
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wc saw as mucli to admire as to condemn; so much had been

said of these pictures we were led to examine them more closely

than otherwise. We found the designs unsurpassed by any in

the Palace. To get so many large size pictures and so perfect

as these are, is no small task. In the first place the plates might

have been well cleaned, hut not well buffed, consequently that

scmumy appearance which they exhibited. In the next, they

were not very sharp. The spots that are seen on several of

them may have been caused by the water, the hypo or gilding.

The majority of them were sat too long. In tone they were

good, and the artistical arrangement so fine, that few can hope

to surpass them. Mr. Harrison, we all know is an artist, and I

have no doubt, would honestly admit that those pictures were

not all that he could have wished them to be. But among such

a vast collection whose works can lay claim to perfection.

Last, though not least, on this side was Mr. M. A. Root's.

Who among us does not know Root of Philadelphia? It is no easy

matter to find fault with his productions, yet still we can. We
are not disposed to be harder on him than others, all we wish is

to point out what we, in our honest behef, think might be

improved. Mr. Root's pictures are very like his brother's

—

hard to tell them apart. Backgrounds rather too light for the

finest effect—not quite enough depth of tone to make the pure

gems he has been so celebrated for producing.

There was also exhibited, up-stairs, three collections fi'om

Kelsey, of Chicago; Mr. Donell of Buffalo and Hawkins of

Cincinnati. Kelsey's were good but he can do much better work
than he has here exhibited.

Mr. Donell of Buffalo, had, I must honestly confess, the

poorest collection in the Palace, and how he could have been

induced to forward such for public exhibition is to me very un-

accountable. We hope the next time he will endeavor to repre-

sent the city of Buffalo better, for, certainly such work tends

more to harm the artist at home than abroad.

Hawkins' paper pictures are not to be compared to Whipples;

the process is entirely different and do not show them to the

same advantage. An artist practising the paper process should

endeavor to follow that which is the most perfect known. We
hope that M. H. will persevere and try and do better the next

time.*

In conclusion allow me to say that I as well as many others

feel that many of our artists have not come forward as they

should have done and exhibited proofs of their skill. What do

we behold? Not one third of those who are really eminent ar-

tists have had any specimens there, and what I would ask is the

cause of this? Could they not spare time? Were they afraid

to come in competition with others? Or was the almighty

dollar so great before their vision that they feared a few would
be lost to them for ever if they should devote either time or

money to the elevation of art.

I would now say a few words in reference to the premiums
awarded. As the first part of this communication was written

long before the names of the successful candidates were known
the force of any remark will be very apparent as regards the

judges.

Why did not Massury and Silsbee, Yon Schneidaw, Kelsey,

Bisbee, Haas, and others erc?i get honorable mention, surely they

deserved it as much as any in the exhibition. The decision

shows two things, viz., that (to use a homely expression,) " kiss-

ing goes by favor," or else the judges were incompetent.

Justice.

Our writers strictures upon our criticisms are easily answered.

When we found that we could devote little or no time to the

Crystal Palace, we endeavored to engage several gentlemen we

knew to be fully competent to examine and write upon the sub-

ject, to furnish us with the criticisms we desired, but they all

looked upon it as a thankless task, ant\ we were obliged to go

ourselves. We could devote but half a day to the exhibition, at

a time, too, when we were suffering from a bad cold and a most

violent headache ; our examination was as clear as we could pos-

sibly make it under the circumstances, and our impressions were

recorded without taint of partiality or prejudice. We had in-

tended to select pictures and discuss them, but we were abso-

lutely too ill to take more than a passing notice where we wished

to do otherwise. We also lost the opportunity of seeing the

other portions of the Palace, for we have never been able to pay
it a second visit. There are many points in this criticism with

which we cannot agree. Our ideas of tone are almost diametri-

cally opposite in many instances, and our opinion of styles quite

at variance ; but we are too much pleased to see our artists tak-

ing up the pen on their O'wti behalf to deny them the right to

oppose us.

—

Ed.

From the Jour, of Phot. Soc,

PHOTOGRAPHY AS CONNECTED WITH THE FESE ARTS.

* These three last collections we did not see at our visit.

—

Ed.

VOL. VII., NO. IV. 14

[Read before the Liverpool Photographic Society, June 7, 1853.]

The following interesting paper was contributed by Mr. Frank
Howard, at a recent meeting of the Liverpool Photographic
Society :

—

Havuig had occasion frequently to express my opinion agamst
photography as a successful rival of the fine arts in portraiture,

or even in the representation of landscapes, I am, perhaps, the
more to be trusted in admitting the true value of photography
as a handmaid or assistant of the fine arts. A strong feelino-

has arisen against photography in the minds of a certain class of
artists, and naturally enough, for it has taken away their whole
means of earnmg a livehhood.

The cheap portrait painter, whose efforts were principally de-

voted to giving a strongly marked diagram of the face, in the
shortest possible time, and at the lowest possible price, has been
to a great degree superseded. Even those who are better en-

titled to take the rank of artists have been greatly interfered

with. The rapidity of execution, dispensing with the fatigue

and trouble of rigorous sittings, together witli the supposed cer-

tainty of accuracy in likeness in photography, incline many per-
sons to try then* luck in Daguerreotype, a Talbotype, Heliotype,
or some method of sun or light-painting, instead of trusting to
what is considered the greater uncertainty of artistic skill The
same supposition of unerring accuracy from the employment of
mechanical means probably led to the general resort to black
profiles as substitutes for drawings. These also had the merit,

such as it is, of greater cheapness, if low price for a defective

article can be justly entitled to that description. The loss of
all distmction of complexion, animation of the eyes, color of the
hair, &c., was compensated by the supposed certainty of likeness,

and the low cost. Something of the same character has attendecl

the practice of photography. There are persons who are as incap-

able of seeing a likeness as others are of distinguishing musical
sounds. Even Dalton, a man of education and of philosophic
pursuits, which included the science of optics, was unable to dis-

cover the difference between blue and pink. Other eyes are
equally defective as to graduations of form. To these persons,

the tracing machine of the profilist, and the refraction of the
camera obscura of the photographer, afford the solace of sup-

posed certainty of accurate likeness obviating any necessity of

opinion, and precluding any adverse judgment. With them this

supposed certainty compensates for all the difficulty of seeing
the daguerreotype, for the disagreeable death-like color, for the

contraction of the brows or fixed stare of the eyes under the

strong light of the operating-room; and the grossest departure
from true i^roportion, the reverse of head, hair brushed from
right to left appearing brushed from left to right, the defects or

beauties of one side of the face transferred to the other, were
and are still overlooked, in the supposition that it must be true

to nature, and that truth to nature must be art; though every

artist who has gone beyond the rudiments of his profession is

aware that there probably never was a face of which the two
sides were exactly alike or corresponding; that good likenesses

depend fi'equently upon the most minute distinctions, so that an
artist's repetition of one of his own portraits is rarely so like the

original as the first; and that the closest imitations ever ?jade
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of nature are frequently the furthest departures from the fine

arts.

The expedition of the photographer, especially with the col-

lodion process, in certain cases of sudden departure for foreign

lands, like the cast in plaster, too frequently the succedaneum
of opportunities lost during life, is undoubtedly a great and posi-

tive advantage over artistic skill, except in very rare instances,

upon which the public have no right to depend, of finding a

very rapid and very certain draughtsmen disengaged and on the

spot at the only half-hour which can perhaps be afforded before

embarkation. In these cases, like the cast in. plaster after

death, photography may afford the means of preserving the facts,

from which a skilled artist may make a portrait, the nearest ap-

proach under the circumstances to that more satisfactory con-

clusion which is to be expected from a portrait painted from the

life. The rapidity of the collodion process will enable the ope-

rator to make several experiments, so as almost to ensure con-

siderable accuracy ; for, though it may appear cruel to disturb

the faith in the infallilnlity of painting by hgkt, which has led to

the satisfaction I have mentioned, it must be stated that the re-

sults even of the collodion process are not always successful.

Tliere is a well-known fac-similie of a drawing of Mr. Cal-

niody's children, by Sir Tiiomas Lawrence. It probably took

three or four hours to make. It is not possible that the poor

children could have done more than approximate to the positions

in which they are drawn, for short intervals during the sitting.

The expression in the faces did not probably occur for half a

dozen moments during the whole sitting. Probal^ly at no one

moment during the period occupied in making the drawing were

the two children precisely in every respect as they are represented.

How can even the collodion process hope to snatch evanescent

charms like these, the result of various shades of expression and
transitions of action combined by artistic skill? I may be re-

minded of the instance of momentary action in photography,

when a newspaper whirled round on a drum with the greatest

rapidity, and illumined only by an electric flash, was fixed on
the glass in the twinkling of an eye, with the most minute and
perfect accuracy But whose hand shall be sufficiently ready,

whose eye sufficiently certain, to catch and act upon the precise

moment at which the expression of two children and their group-

ing should coincide to produce such a beautiful result as the

drawing? The smile would be gone before the shade of the

camera was half withdrawn: the features would assume a new
shape, and, with the expression, new actions would ensue. Ac-
cident, in the course of long series of experiments, may afford

a similar instance of happy composition, but the watching for

the moment to slip aside the shade from the camera would be
more tedious than Mr. Gordon Cumming's watching for a shot

at a wild elephant.

But if photography cannot hope to compete with human skill

in the representation of the operations of huuuxn intellect, there

are many occasions on which it may very materially assist the

fine arts, besides that to which I have already referred, of catch-

ing the features and general appearance in less time than
would suffice for making a drawing or painting a picture.

We do hear of portraits done in chalks in two hours, and
even painted in oil in a single sitting of not much longer dura-

tion; but without any wish to disparage such productions—and
a few very first-rate hands have occasionally turned out first-

rate likenesses and fine works of art—these are tlie exceptional

instances, peculiar heads and peculiar expressions, happy hits,

like the stories in Pliny of the throwing the sponge, finishing

tlie foam on a horse's mouth so that it could not be improved,

&c., but arc not to be relied on as .general practice. Like
astrology, phrenology and mesmerism, even turning tiie tables,

only the successful instances of i)roduction or action are recorded

or taken notice of, thongli tlicy may be a very small per-centage

of the failures. But tlio.se who have been initiated into the

requisites of the highest class of portraiture, know that much
more patient study of the countenance, much more elaborate at-

tention to the minute motions of tiie features is required, than
can ])0ssibiy lie given in a nuu-li longer space of time. Sir

Joshua Reynolds had fifty sittings, probably two or three hours

each, from the mother of Sir Edwin Landseer, before he could
satisfy hinself with her portrait,-—fifty sittings from Sir George

Beaumont, twelve of which were for the cravat alone. Sir

Thomas Lawrence had fifty sittings for a portrait of the Duke
of Wellington, and probably more for a head of Canning, which
he told me had given him more trouble than any head he had
ever painted in his life. This length of time was not required for

the mere making out of the forms ; twelve sittings were his usual

number for average heads; but for the study of the character and
satisfying his mind on the peculiar shade of expression that was most
suitable to develope that character. This is a discrimiiuition that

can never be exercised by the camera, nor could the happy moment
be seized with any more certainty than the volatile movements and
expressions of a child. But there are other points which photo-

graphy may be of great service to a painter. In the case of a
whole-length portrait of a lady, it is not only very tedious to the

sitter, to have to stay in a particular posture for a continuous

period sufficient to enable the artist to complete his representa-

tion of the dress, but some materials require two or more paint-

ings to produce the requisite effect. The dress '>\ill probably
never fall twice in exactly the same folds ; the light on the days
of the several sittings will as probably vary; and every appear-

ance will probably suggest to a fastidious artist some modifica-

tion of the former one, in the hope of improvement. Some art-

ists have been known to take fresh canvas to elaborate these

alterations on, \dth the intention of ultimately comparing and
selecting that which conforms best to their general ideas of the

picture; but in these cases much time is lost, and much trouble

inflicted on the sitter unless another method be resorted to. The
lady herself appears in her own clothes, and from her a careful

drawing is made, and the painting then completed from the gar-

ments alone, lying over a chair, or put on a lay figure or some
other wearer. But the garments in this case can never look as

they did on their original proprietor, and to execute the draw-
ing with sufficient minuteness and' accuracy to paint from, be-

comes a serious tax upon the patience of the sitter. Sir Thomas
Lawrence made a drawing on the canvas similar in style to the

heads of the children, and was exceedingly rapid in his M'ork,

very dexterous with his hand; but the Duchess of Richmond
told me that it was quite painful standing for her portrait in

white satin while he was making the drawing, and she said that

he got quite irritable if she moved in the slightest degree, on

account of the disturbance of the folds. All this might have

been avoided if a photograph could have been taken of the

dress, and much more than could have been represented in the

drawing would have been retained. A photograph taken at

every sitting, of the dress and accessories, would also have saved

the extra canvases to which I have alluded. These observations

will apply equally to all portraits in regimentals or official cos-

tume, of which the details require elaborate making out, and

necessarily involve expenditure of time.

But it is not only as a means of assistance to the portrait

painter, or in studies of drapery for the artist in general, that

photography is capable of being applied with advantage. As a

means of collecting facts of all kinds, and particularly those con-

taining a great amount of detail, photography comes in to do

precisely what—though indispensable to the proper exercise of

fine art—lies almost out of its province. Your worthy Vice-

President, Mr. Picton, in his address to you, said that he should

be sorry to see the time when the ]iencil and the T square should

not be the constant companions of the student in architecture.

A similar observation might be made with regard to the use of

the pencil by the student in painting; but while the objects

which will be selected as proper examples for the pupil as a

course of study for his profession, and as a course of practice to

give him power of mani]mlation, will of necessity be limited and

l)eculiar in character, and tiie objects which the pupil, when he

has acquired a moderate amount of skill, will select on his own
judgment to make sket(;hcs of, will probably, from defective

knowledge, be of little use in his subsequent career,—jirecisely

as his judgment in selection and his skill in manii)ulatiou become

matured, he may naturally expect his professional engagements

to jiress ujiou his time, so as to prevent his making use of his in-

creased knowledge and jxnvcr, and to render his later sketches

as defective in detail as his previous drawings had been in i:t' lity

or character. Hero photogra])hy will usefully step in. The

mature knowledge will select the specimens, and, without respect
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to tlie most intricate detail, the camera will in a few seconds

present a transcript of wiiicli the accuracy will be so minute as

to afford the means of study as complete as if the object itself

were constantly before the artist.

No artist can possibly know too much, and few can tell what

particular thing may not be of use to him on some occasion or

other; but the collection of these matters of knowledge entail

other difficulties beyond that of time, limited in proportion as

the judgment becomes mature. It is a curious circumstance,

that the eye appears to require almost as much education as the

mind. When Messrs. Stephens and Catherwood made their dis-

coveries of cities in Central America, Mr. Catherwood sat down

to make a di'awing of one of the temples or palaces, and Mr.

Stephens went about exploring fm-ther. He returned after

some hours' absence but to find Mr. Catherwood still seated in

tlie same place, without having made the slightest commence-

ment of his drawing; and in explanation he said that the forms

were so different from anything he had ever seen before, that he

did not know where to begin, and was completely bewildered.

An artist confined to one class of forms, or even to one style

of form, finds it a difficult matter readily to appreciate another.

We all know the story of the sign-painter, who had immortalized

himself by his success in painting red lions, who, when he was

asked to paint a white swan, conscientiously replied that he

would try, but he was very much afraid it would be very much
like a red lion. But to jump from this lowest extreme of the

art to the highest, Puseli has remarked of Michael Angelo,

whose style had been formed on his predecessors, Masaccio and

Lorenzo Ghiberti, and a profound knowledge of anatomy, but

during whose career the finest examples of Greek sculpture were

discovered, that he had repeated the torso of Apollonius, consid-

ered the finest back in the world, nearly fifty times in his fresco

of the Last Judgment, and he asks, " Will any one say that he

has reached it in a single instance?" I have here some engrav-

ings from the works of Leonardo da Yinci, his celebrated Bat-

tle of the Standard, of Raffaelle and of Rubens, whose powers

of drawing the human figure no one will dispute, but who show

that, in drawing quadrupeds, they one and all manifest an unac-

countable want of appreciation of form. Yet Rubens kept a

menagerie, and was continually painting from animals. Similar

instances in modern masters might with ease be adduced. Etty's

Joan of Arc and Pluto carrying off Proserpine, exhibit horses,

or what are intended for them, that would almost disgrace our

hero of the red lion. Hilton's picture of the Duke of Welling-

ton's entry into Madrid, and the Severn prize cartoon of Edward
and Eleanor, exhibit the same want of appreciation of the forms

and proportions of animals to which the artists were not accus-

tomed. Yet more singular still, any of these artists could have

copied, with perfect accuracy, any well-drawn animals from the

works of other artists, though in looking at the life their eye

was so apparently defective. Photography will therefore pre-

sent to the artist who has not time or opportunity to study such

forms, such representations as he will be able at a moment to

appreciate, and obviate the necessity of his having recourse to a

very common expedient, that of getting some other artist to

paint a study of the imperfectly known object, which is then

copied into the picture for which it is wanted.

But, as I have said, an artist can never tell how much he may
at some time or other require to know. In proportion to his

knowledge will be his resources ; but in these days of free trade

and fierce competition,, the greater part of his time will be taken

up in working for his bread, so as to leave him little opportunity

of adding to his store of information. Here photography will

be invaluable to him; a few seconds will suffice to preserve to

him the appeajance of an object it would have taken days, and

according to pre-Raffaelites, whole months to paint. These ma-

terials can be collected for him by others. Instead of having

to make his own vocabulary, he may confine his exertions to pro-

ducing the poetry out of the words and facts provided for him

by other laborers, and each art, in its own proper sphere, may
triumphantly proceed without wasting its endeavors to do what

the other can do so much better. Alexander the Great once

saw a man diligently throwing peas through the eye of a needle

(of considerable size no doubt); he appropi'iately rewarded him

with a bushel of peas. Dr. Johnson, when asked to commend I

the performace, by a young lady, of a piece of music which he
was assured, was very difficult, growled out a wish " that it had
been impossible." The mere conquering of difficulty is never of

any value, except in a mountebank. It is only when the ad-

vantages obtained are corelative to the difficulties overcome
that any praise is merited.

Therefore, let me urge upon the operative photographer that
they should devote their attention to domg what painting can-

')wt do, rather than to endeavor to compete where they must in-

evitably fail. It may be as difficult as throwing peas through
the eye of a needle, or as the performance of any piece of music,

and even far more ; and yet unless it be better than can be done
in an easier manner, it will be worse than useless, for it will di-

vert attention from purposes of real utility.

Let the photographers devote their attention to removing all

difficulties from the manipulation and method of developing the

reproduction of facts in their most complete form. Let them
make their art a handmaid to science and an embodiment of

truth. Let them realise an encyclopsedia of form, collecting

every instance within reach, and leave the artist to apply this

invaluable assistance to the production of the fine arts.

It should be remembered that there are many occasions in

which the objects can only be seen in situations under which they

could not be painted.

The glare of light, the heat or cold, may interfere with the

artist's handiwork, and with his power of representing the ob-

jects he sees, and at home it is not always quite convenient to

introduce a horse or a lion, or even an elephant or a giraffe into

the studio; and when there the light upon him will not be in

character with an outdoor scene. Buildings cannot possibly be
transported into the painting-room, perhaps fortunately for the

artist, as he is not tempted to infuse the indoor effects into the

out-door representation of architecture, as is too frequently done
in the representations of humanity and the brute creation.

Here photography can afford the greatest assistance. There
may be some difficulties of climate to be got over, but these we
may reasonably expect will soon be overcome, and the rapidity

of the manipulation obviates any difficulty from want of physical

endurance on the part of the operator; while the confidence

afforded by the certainty of accuracy in the material facts, will

render the representations of far more use to the artist than
even his own sketches, which haste or exhaustion may render
imperfect, and the memory may be inadequate to complete.

On the other hand it should be noticed that there are eva-

nescent effects of light and color, momentary developments of

beauty in life and character, which will occupy the whole atten-

tion that the artist can give them, and in which no powers of

photography can afford any assistance. The line of demarca-
tion between their respective avocations is therefore distinctly

drawn, and the path in which each may hope to achieve the
greatest success is clearly bounded ; and it is to be hoped that
the professors of each art will give all their exertions to de-

velope to the utmost their legitimate aims, or we may live to

see a realization of Swift's fable of the Houynhyms, in Gulli-

ver's Ti'avels, in which the horses are the masters, and the hu-
man beings, as Yahoos, are degraded to slaves of the brutes.

From the London Art-Journal.

THE EXHIBITION OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

At the rooms of the Society of British Artists in Suffolk

Street, there was opened on Tuesday the 3rd of January, a novel

exhibition. In many respects it was worthy of especial note:

it was a fine example of the value of every abstract discovery

in science: it was singular, as it exhibited remarkable progress,

made in an art by non-scientific men, every stage of which in-

volved the most refined physical and chemical principles. It

was of great interest, as showing the value of photography to

the artist, to the traveller, the historian, the antiquarian, and
the naturalist: to all, indeed, the exhibition appears to display

points of the utmost importance.

We purpose, therefore, to devote an article to the considera-

tion of this, the first exhibition of the Photographic Society. It

is pleasing to commence our task by recording the interest taken
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by our Most Grracious Queen in the progress of everything which

has any tendency to exalt the character of the people over whom
she reigns. Upon the formation of the Photographic Society,

her Majesty and Prince .Albert became its patrons ; and on the

morning previously to the opening of the Exhibition, these illus-

trious personages paid a visit to the Gallery, and spent a con-

siderable tune in examinmg the numerous specimens exhibited.

The Queen and Prince were received by Sir Charles Eastlake,

President; Professor Wheatstonc, Vice-President; Mr. Roger
Fentou, the Honorary Secretary; and Mr. Fry, Mr. Berger,

Mr. Rosliug, Dr. Diamond, and Professor Robert Hunt, mem-
ber of council, with Mr. Henfrey, the editor of the Journal, and
Mr. WilUams, the Assistant-Secretary. Both her Majesty and
the Prince have for a long period taken the utmost interest in

the Art; and their expressions of delight at the productions

now brought together, cannot but have the most important in-

fluence on tlie yet greater advance of photography.
Nearly 1,500 pictures, illustrating, with a few unimportant

exceptions, every variety of the photograpic Art, are now ex-

hibited. It is, of course, impossible, and if practicable, it would
be useless to examine so many productions in detail. To the in-

experienced, it may also appear that, since every picture is drawn
by the same agent—the sunbeam, in the same instrument—the
camera olscura, they must have the same general character, and
therefore admit not of any critical remarks as to their artistic

value. Such, however, is not the case. The productions of the

painter are not more varied than those of the photographer;

and it is a curious and interesting study to examuie the subjects

selected for photographic view, and to trace ia these, as we
would, in an artist's picture, the peculiar bent of themind. To
select a few examples :—Sir Wilham Newton delights in the pic-

turesque features of the Burnham beeches, and studies to pro-

duce a general harmony and breadth of eifect, rather than to se-

cure the minute details in which many of his photographic breth-

ren delight. The Count de Montizon is a student of natural his-

tory; and in some fifty pictures which he exliibits, we have ex-

amples of the zoological collection in the Regent's Park. These
are curious evidences of the sensibility of the collodion process

which the count employs: lions, tigers, bears, birds, and fish are

caught, as it were, in their most familiar moods, and are here

represented with a truthfulness which but few artists could ap-

proach with the pencil.

The Viscoimt Vigier delights in nature's grander moods,

—

the mountain gorge, the foaming torrent, the beetling rocks, and
the everlasting snows, are the subjects which he labors to secure

upon his photographic tablets. The views in the Pyrenees, now
exhibited, prove how completely he has succeeded in securing

the bold features of alpine scenery, with all its depths of shadow
and its savage grandeur. Nothing more successful than these

photographs of the Viscount Vigier have yet been produced.

Mr. Turner leads us amidst the ruins of the English abbej^s; he

delights in ivy-clad walls, broken arches, or mouldering columns

;

his pictures are purely, essentially English ; when he leaves the

ruined fanes, Imllowed by ancient memories, he wanders into the

quiet nooks of our island, and with a poet's eye selects such

scenes as " wavering woods, and villages, and streams." Mr.
Delamotte displays a natural feeling somewhat akin to this; his

quiet pictures of the " Old Well," " Alnwick Castle," " Brink-

burn Prioiy," and the " River Coquet," shows him to be one of

those

To scok the distant hills.

With Nature."

" lonely loves

and there converse

Exquisitely curious as are the details in the views of the Crys"

tal Palace at Sydenham, and in Mr. Delamotte's copies of Irish

Antiquities, they bear no comparison as pictures with those lit-

tle scraps from nature which he exhibits.

Mr. Hugh Owen, with the eye of an artist, selects bits out of

the tangled forest, the " Path of the Torrent," or the depths of

the glen, which must prove treasures to a landscape-painter.

Mr. Rosling is amongst photographers what Crabbe was amongst
poets, one of those who delight in all the minute details of the

most homely scenes, who, if he ventures fur from home,
" seeks villages embosom'd soCt in trees,

And splry towns by surging column's mark'd
Of household smoke."

The delight in details is shown by the really wonderful micro-

scopic reproductions of the Illustrated London News which this

gentleman exhibits. It has been, from time to time, said that

in all photographic productions the veil of air through which
all nature is seen, is wanting. In most of them this is the case,

but there are two striking exceptions in this collection ; a view
of St. Paul's by Mr. Rosliug, and " The Garden Terrace," by
Mr. Roger Fenton. In these little pictures the gradations of

tone is as perfect as in any sun pictures which we have seen, and
the gradual fading off of the outlines of the objects as they are

respectively more and more distant from the eye, yet still retain-

ing their distinctness, is beautiful artistic and at the same time

natural. The productions of Mr. Fenton are more varied than
those of any other exhibitor. His pictures of the works at the

susjjension bridge at Kief, now in the process of construction by
Mr. Vignolles, for the Emperor of Russia, mark the stages of

progress, and thus the camera of the photographer is made to

act the part of a clerk of works and record the mechanical
achievements of every day. This is by no means an ununport-

ant application of photography ; the engineer or the architect

can receive from day to day, the most accurate mformation re-

specting works which he may have in the process of construction

hundreds of miles apart, and thus be saved the labor of constant

personal inspection. Mr. Fenton's Russian tour has enabled him
to enrich his portfolio vfith numerous views of the monastries,

chm-ches, &c., of the Russian capitals. Many of these are ex-

hibited, and then he gives us homely views,' selected with an
artist's eye, and manipulated with great skill, together with por-

traits of considerable merit. Although some of Mr. Fenton's

productions are obtained by the collodion process, the greater

number are the result of wax paper, in which process this gen-

tleman, the secretary of the society, is one of the most success-

ful operators in the country.

Messrs. Ross and Thomson continue to familiarise us with

Scotch scenery. There is

" the copse-wood gray
That waved and wept on Loch Achray,
And mingled with the pine-trees blue
On the bold clifl's of Ben-venue."

We have on former occasions had to commend the productions

of these artists, and the fine character of the specimens on the

walls of the gallery in Suffolk Street causes us to regret that

that there are not a larger number of such scenes, as their Loch
Achray, and Loch Katrine, so nearly realising Sir W. Scott's

description of those lakes and their enclosing

" mountains which like giants stand.

To sentinel enchanted land."

We might in this manner gather into groups the especial sub-

jects now exhibited, each group bearing the well-marked impress

of the mind of the photographer. The art is purely mechani-

cal, and the results are obtained by means of a philosophical in-

strument, which has no power to alter its conditions. That
which external nature presents the camera obscura represents,

therefore the varied character to which we allude is dependent,

mainly, on the selection made. We say mainly dependent, be-

cause the photographic manipulator has it in his power, in the

process of printing his pictures, to secure certain effects, which
add more or less of the pictorial character to the result. A few

years since, and a period of twenty minutes was required to ob-

tain upon the most sensitive tablet then known a view of a build-

ing. How greatly does the sensibility of our preparations now
exceed this. Here w^e have Mr. Dillwyu Llewellyn presenting

us with a view of a Welsh sea-coast, and the waves of the rest-

less ocean have been caught ere yet the crest could fall, the hol-

low ascend to become the crest, or the breaker cast its foam upon
the shore.

Dr. Becker, librarian to Prince Albert, has also, since the

opening of the exhibition, contributed a picture in which the

fleeting and ever-varying clouds are painted, by their own radia-

tions, in singular truth.

The improvement in sensibility is particularly shown however
in the portraits of the insane by Dr. Diamond. The rapidity of

operation is shown by the life which is in every countenance.

The physiognomy of the allliction is truthfully i)reservcd, and all

the phases of excitement or melancholy rigidly preserved. High
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medical testimony assures us that these portraits are of the liigli-

est value iu the study of that most severe of hmnau afflictions,

the deprivation of reason. The portraits by Mr. Berger are

equally remarkable for the evident rapidity with which they

have beeu taken, and for the artistic tone which has been given

to many of them. Two of these portraits, in particular, struck

us as proving the correctness of Raffaele, and his boldness.

It is not possible that we can particularise the respective ex-

cellences of the numerous exhibitors. The portraits by Mr
Hennah, by Mr. Home, and Mr. James Tunny are especially

deserving of notice. To the daguerreotype productions of Mr.
Claudet, Mr. Beard, and Mr. Mayall we need scarcely devote a

hue ; theu- various excellences are already too well known to the

public. There are many pictures, subsequently colored by the

artists' hand, of great merit, but as being colored they are re-

moved, as it were, from the domaui of the photographer. Yet,

not entirely so, since we have here examples of coloring upon
photographic portraits by the artists already named, and also

by Mr. Laroche, equal in nearly all respects to the first-class

ivory miniatures, but which are produced at about one-tenth their

cost.

The value of photography to the traveler who desires to se-

cure faithful resemblances of the lauds he may visit, and to the
" Home-keeping AYit," who still wishes to know something of

the aspects of other climes, is here most strikingly shown. We
have an extensive series of views from Egy^jt—the Vocal Mem-
uou, the Sphiux. the Pyi'amids, the temples of Isis and Deudera,

and numerous other photographs by Mr. Bird, makes us ac-

quainted with all the pecuUarities of the architecture of the land

of the Pharaohs. Mr. Tenison brmgs us acquainted with Seville

and Toledo, while Mr. Clifford shows us Sevogia, with its mo-
dern houses and ancient acqueduct, Salamanca, and other Span-

ish scenes. M. Baldus exhibits several most interesting photo-

graphs of scenes hallowed by historical associations, amongst
others the amphitheatre at Nimes, is on many accounts a re-

markable production. This picture is by far the largest hi the

room, and certainly one of the largest photographs which has

yet been executed. The positive now exhibited is copied from

three negatives ; that is, three views have been taken in the first

place, by moving the camera-obscura round as it were upon a

centre, so as to embrace a fresh portion of the ruins each tune.

These three negatives being fixed are united with much care,

aud the positive taken by one exposure. In this case the join-

ing has been so skilfully contrived, that it is scarcely possible to

detect the points of union.

The study of natural history cannot but be greatly aided by
the publication of such photographic copies of objects as those

produced by the SIM. Bissou. We learn that in the production

of these, every assistance is rendered by the French government,

and in this way it is contemplated to publish all the choice speci-

mens of the Museum of the Jardiu des Plantes, and other Pa-
risian collections. Since this was written, a set of prints from
steel plates, etched by Niepce's bituminous process, have beeu

received, aud show still an extension of photography in the aid

of art aud science. The portraits of the Zulu Kaffirs, by Mr.
Henueman, prove the value of the art to the ethnologist, since

the physiognomy of races may be iu this way most faithfully pre-

served. Under this section, the microscopic objects photographed
by the Rev. W. I. Kingsley, aud those by Mr. P. Delves' re-

quire notice; those by the latter gentleman are, as it appears to

us, the most remarkalsle productions of this class which have yet

been obtained. Mr. Kingsley's pictures are the largest in point

of size, but they want that clearness and definition, that evidence

of space penetration which strikingly distinguish the works of

Mr. Delves. Amongst the objects of purely scientific interest,

the impressions of the spectrum by Mr. Crooke, showing the

Fraunhofer lines, and some copies of the images produced iu

crystals by polarised light will attract most attention The
practical value of these is to show the advantages of the liromide

of silver over the iodide in all cases where we desire to copy ob-

jects, such as foliage, iu which green and yellow surfaces pre-

vail. These are not new facts, as they were pointed out by Sir

John Herschel iu 1840, and particularly examined by Mr. Robert
Hunt in his " Researches on Light," in which volume is also

given a drawing of the fixed luies of the chemical spectrum.

The photographs of Mr. Stokes' charming little Ints of nature,
those of Mr. Waring, of ^ir Thomas Wilson, and numerous
others, as illustrating interesting photograjjhic phenomena,
would, did our space permit, claim some observations. Any
one examining the collodion pictures executed by Mr. C. T.
Tliompson, and those by Mr. F. Bedford, cannot but be struck
with the wonderful detail and correctness of every part. The
finest chasings iu silver, carvings in ivory, aud copies of the an-
tique furniture which was exhibited last year at Gore House
show the variety of pvxrposes to which the art can be, and is

now being, applied.

There are several specimens of much historical interest ex-
hibited, such as the first collodion portrait by Mr. P. W. Fry,
and the earliest application of the proto-nitrate of iron by Dr.
Diamond. Of actual novelties in the art there are none; the
linotype or pictures stained on linen, scarcely deservmg the
name, and its utiUty being very doubtfid. The examples of
photo-lithography, and of Mr. Talbot's etchings on steel we
have already given a full description in former numbers.

Auguring from this the first exhibition of the Photographic
Society which has only been in existence one year—and that a
year remarkable for its paucity of sunshine—the very element
upon which the success of photography depends; we may ex-

pect great advances in another year. As a word of advice to

all who are interested in the art, we would say iu conclusion, rest

not satisfied with the agents you are now employing, or the

mode of manipulation you follow, try other agents and new
methods.

COllODION PROCESS.

ON THE POLISHING OF THE GLASSES.

TRANSLATED FKOM "LA LUMIERE," BT AJf AMATEUR.

All those who have employed Collodion have understood the

importance of the polish of either plate or window glass. I have
been accustomed to say, that the cleaning of the glasses goes for

one-half in successful proofs ; now I believe it is three-fourths I

ought to say.

There exists the greatest analogy between the polishing of a

silver and a glass plate. The beauty of proofs on silver plate

depends in a great degree on the purity of the silver; the per-

fection of the polish makes the intensity of the shadows, but it

is the absence of every substance foreign to the surface of the

silver which produces the sensitiveness and the magnificent play

of colors forming the tone of the proof.

For the glass it is absolutely the same thing; its surface in

vain appears shiny and polishecl to the highest degree after be-

ing rubbed a long while with cotton, or say silk, or skin, as the

proof vnR not come at all, or else it will be marked with streaks

if the glass has retained any foreign substance in a tliin layer.

Here, also, the analogy between the silver and the glass plate

is sustained. If on a polished silver plate the fingers are put,

their print will show itself if breathed upon, and can only be re-

moved by polishing with a hard powder, that is to say, by a re-

moval of the metalic substance. Ou the glass it is absolutely

the same thing ; it can be cleaned while dry, provided that it is

rubbed so as to wear off the pellicule deposited on the surface of

the glass—thas is, by rubbing off the glass itself.

My attention has l)een drawn towards this process for clean-

ing glasses by some experiments with tripoli that I have recently

made. The glass ground finely—that is to say, softened—wears

away and polishes very quickly when rubbed on paper dusted

with tripoli; rock crystal itself is acted upon in a similar manner,

but, naturally, it polishes with less rapidity. In attaining this

polish I have beeu struck with the exquisite neatness of the vi-

treous surfaces, and I have justly thought that it was an infalli-

ble way to have a glass perfectly pure.

In fact, there is no saline deposit nor greasy layer wliich can

resist so energetic wear, and my first experiment has proved it

satisfactorily. I submitted to this cleaning a plate-glass which

wfis as soiled aud as greasy as possible, the breath sjiowhig upon
it the print of the fingers iu a way not the least equivocal. Lit-

tle by little the rubbing witli tripoli made the spots disappear,
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and at the end of a minute the plate was perfectly neat on try-

ing it with the breath, and it gave a proof of great purity.

Some photographers follow in some sort this process by rub-

bing the glasses with balls of cotton soaked iu water or alcohol

with tripoli ; but it should be observed that the use of any liquid

almost always engenders a deposit in drying. Cotton alone

with tripoli gives a dull result, and the success will consist pre-

cisely in the use of the raetliod whicli will produce a rubbing

sufficiently energetic to wear off the glass, and capable of effacing

the fine lines by a real polish, which could be obtained, as may
be conceived, only by the removal, preliminary and radical, of

every substance superposed.

The plates to be cleaned are of two kinds—namely, plate-

glass, of which the surface is plane, and window-glass, the sur-

face of which is always wavy. It is evident that the window-

glass could not be jiolished witli paper, as its surface could not

apply itself to it evenly
; it is only the plate-glasses, therefore,

which can be cleaned by rubbing them on a flat surface covered

with paper. For the window-glass it is necessary, instead of

paper, to interpose an elastic tissue able to jield itself to all the

iuequaUties of tlie surface. From this results two rules— one

allowing the polish with paper to plate-glass only, and the other

with tissue for window-glass as well as for plate-glass, for the

above explained reason.

To make use of the paper, glue a sheet of strong paper, but

very homogeneous, upon a glass, after having spread the reverse

side with paste glue ; then, when the paper is applied to the

glass, spread it evenly as the opticians do, with a little glass

roller, in order to squeeze out the superabundant glue, beginning

in the middle; when the surface of the paper has become very

even, dry it slowly; as soon as the paper is dry, dust it with

pulverized pounce, and with a piece of pumice stone, very eveu,

rub the paper, and then, after having brushed off the paper, cover

it with tripoli in powder.

The polisher is now ready for use ; but, iu order to clean at

one stroke the whole surface of a large glass, the necessary pres-

sure would exact too much force—the most solid handles would

not resist the strain; this polisher would, therefore, only seiwe

for one-fourth glasses. For glasses of the largest size it would

be better to rub the surface of the glass laid on paper with a

polisher an inch thick, covered with paper, as described below.

For the window-glass, it will answer to glue some stuff, either

wool, cotton, or, better than all, linen, thick and well washed,

on a plane of wood (driving the nails into the side of the wood),

putting the stuff on doubled several times. With this polisher,

well covered with tripoli iu powder, either plate or window-glass

of one-half or whole size can be polished, because the adherence

will be much more feeble.

For larger plates a polisher of this kind can be used, having

about one quarter of the surface of the glass.

By this method every glass rubbed violently is very quickly

cleaned. On blowing upon it when the process is completed

grey streaks will almost always be noticed ; but let this cause no

anxiety ; it is the tripoli which remains adhering from the pol-

isher, and the least rubbing with cotton or bleached rag, aided

by the breath will always give plates of irreproachable purity.

To clean at one stroke window or plate-glass on a board cov-

ered with stuff, it is necessary, beforehand, to adapt to the glass

a handle which will only come off on putting the plate in a holder

of the camera-obscura. The ends of a gutta percha tube, of a

size suitable to the plate, appears to me to be the best thing to

use; the little shells of vulcanized caoutchouc, which are used

for cupping, are also good ; they hold on well when their surface

of application has been sliglitly wet. Handles of wood, covered

with pitch, which are used to fix the glasses for the use of op-

ticians, are also very solid; they are easily detached from the

glass by a slight blow of a hammer.

I insist strenuously on the cleaning of the glasses, because I

believe their absolute purity is tlie cliicf element of success, as

much for negatives as positives, and especially increases the

sensitiveness. Tiie collodion is often blamed for failures when it

is only tlie plate which is not well cleaned. The lenst impurity

reduces the salts of silver, and creates a sort of fermentation

which extends its action continually, and masks the effects of its

luminous rays.

To prevent the plates from sliding when rubbed with the pol-

isher, they are fixed by means of a little slat of M-ood thinner

than the plate nailed to the edges of the sup))ort. Supports with

handles and moveable clamp, which are now made, answer as

well.

In a word, I think that the cleaning of the plates should be
done by the di7 method, with tripoli, and that in place of balls

of cotton, which are certainly too soft, plane polishers should be

used, which will be so much more efficacious as they approach
more to the equality and the force of the paper. Cleaned in

this way, one will be always certain of his glass, and will almost

always obtain handsome proofs.

M. A. Gaudsn,
Calculator of the Bureau of Longitudes.

Feom the Jour, of Phof. Soc.

CHEMISTRY OF PIIOTCGRAPHY.

On a simple method of recoverixg the silver from old hypo--

sulphite baths and making the hyposulphite of soda further
AVAILABLE. By Edmund Wili.iam Davy, A. B., M.B.T.C.D.,
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Carmichael School of Medicine,

&c., Dublin.

It is well known, that iu taking photographic pictures, there

is a considerable loss of silver and hyposulphite of soda in the

practice, which I believe to be pretty general, of throwing away
as useless the hyposulphite bath, when it becomes saturated with

silver salts and therefore incapable of fixing the photographic

pictures; and I am not aware that any method has been pro-

posed for the recovery of the silver, aud making the hyi:)osul-

phite of soda further available.

I have recently made several experiments with a view to re-

cover the silver without injuring the hyposulphite bath, and the

following method I have found to effect completely the desired

object, whilst it is at the same time very simple and easy of exe-

cution.

To the hyposulphite bath saturated with silver salts, add some
sulphuret of ammonium ( hydrosulphate of ammonia) till the

solution smells distinctly of that substance after brisk agitation,

or till the sulphuret produces no further pi'ecipitate. The silver,

by the addition of the sulphuret of ammonium, is converted into

the insoluble dark brown sulphuret of silver which can be easily

separated from the solution by filtration or decantation.

The rest of the operation divides itself into two parts, viz. that

which regards the solution, and that of the reduction of the sul-

phuret of silver.

1st. The solution when separated from the sulphuret of silver

is to be boiled for a few minutees in an open glass or porcelain

vessel till it ceases to smell of sulphuret of ammonium or sulphu-

retted hydrogen, and then if it still evolves the odor of ammonia
and possesses a strong alkaline reaction, it may be left for a day

exposed to the air in a shallow open vessel, when the ammonia
will volatilize, leaving the solution fit for use.

2nd. The sulphuret of silver, being washed on a filter with a

little water, is to be dried and then well-mixed with about three

or four times its weight of dry carbonate of soda or potash in

powder, and the mixture being put into a common Hessian cru-

cible, capable of holding two or three times the bulk of the

mixture (to prevent loss from the boiling up of the materials

when heated), the crucible is placed in a good common fire and

kept for ten or fifteen minutes at a strong red heat, by the aid

of a bellows if necessary. On breaking the crucible, when cold,

if the experiment has been properly conducted, a button of me-

tallic silver will be found at the bottom of the crucible, and this

can afterwards be beaten out and dissolved in pure acid to form

the nitrate or any other compound of silver.

Having been at work lately at the collodion process, I had an

opportunity of testing the practicability of the method I pro-

pose. When my hyposulphite of soda bath became feeble from

the quantity of iodide of silver dissolved in it, after taking a

good many ])hotographs, I took seven fluid ounces out of my
bath of eight and a half ounces, and by treating it in the way
described, I obtained from it eight grains of metallic silver,

which would be equivalent to a little more than twelve and a

half grains of dry nitrate of silver. The bath, toe, by the
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treatment regained much of its original strength, so that I was
able to use it very successfully afterwards for fixing my collodion

pictures. On making a comparative experiment as to the

amount of iodide of silver capable of being dissolved by some of

the bath before and after treatment, I got the following result:

One fluid drachm of the bath before treatment would only dis-

solve 0'8 grain of dry iodide of silver, but the same quantity after

treatment dissolved 1-4 grain of iodide; or bringing it to ounces,

one ounce of the first would only dissolve 6'4 grains, while the same

quantity of the second dissolved 11-2 grains of iodide of silver,

showing that the solvent power of the hyposulphite of soda was

nearly doubled by removing the silver salts. I have ascertained

by experiment, that the mixing and Ijoiling the hyposulphite of

soda with sulphuret of ammonium till the mixture ceases to

evolve the odor of sulpliuret of ammonium, as in the above pro-

cess, does not impair to any appreciable extent the power which

the hyposulphite possesses of dissolving silver compounds, and

this therefore shows that it does not decompose that salt. But
what prevents the hyposulphite from acquiring all its original

strength is, that the iodine separated from the silver unites -with

the ammonimn to form the iodide of ammonium, and I find that

the presence of soluble iodide greatly interferes with the solu-

tion of the iodide of silver in the hyposulphite of soda. [The

presence of chlorides and bromides, however, does not appear

to exercise the same marked effect on the degree of solubility of

the silver salts in hyposulphite of soda.]

Had it not been for this, it appears to me that the same quan-

tity of hyposulphite might be used for an indefinite number of

times by treating it in the way "I have proposed. But notwith-

standing the action of the soluble iodides, even under the most

unfavorable circumstances there will be a considerable saving by
adopting this method ; for I found that when a solution of hy-

posulphite of soda had dissolved all the iodide of silver it was
capable of, and would therefore give rise to the formation of the

largest possible amount under the circumstances of soluble iodide

along with the hyposulphite, even in this extreme case, after

treatment, the hyposulphite was capable of again dissolving half

the original quantity of iodide of silver ; so that it appears to

me, that by adopting this method, all the silver might be

saved, and one-half at least of the hyposulphite economized.

The strengh of the bath may be kept up by the occasional ad-

dition of a little fresh hyposulphite of soda.

As the quantity of silver obtained is comparatively small, I

would suggest that the sulphuret should not be reduced till that

of two or three operations had been collected, when it would be

worth reducing to the metallic state.

EXPRESSION.

Rochester, Feb. Uth, 1854.

Friend Snelling,—In compliance with your request, made
dming my late visit to your city, I have been induced to send

these few lines for your valuable Journal. There are two things

I regret exceedingly: one is, that, as a daguerreoptypist, I have

done so little for its columns ; the other, my inability to write

desirable and practical matter. There are many, no doubt, who
feel on this subject like myself; but should we all withhold our

mites, one object in its puljlicatiou would be defeated. I have
thought that a few general directions for obtaining the natural

expression in our portraits would not be out of place in this com-
munication, and will proceed:—Taking it for granted that you
have a complete suite of rooms for your business, and some com-
tent person to attend the reception room (I prefer a lady), where
all the preliminary business of selecting cases, arranging prices,

should be transacted, we will (supposing you have sitters) precede

them to the operator's room, where you prepare the plate; here

you should be at kome, not only with your subjects, but with your
light, chemicals, and all pertaining to a speedy accomplishment of

your task. After the sitters are announced, the important first

impression is to be made (not on the plate), but on the mind.

Be careful that it be a favorable one for yourself; you might as

well close your rooms at once, if you are a bashful man, or have
not command of your temper ; a failure here decides your success

as a daguerreotypist. Meet your subject as you would an ac-

quaintance, openly, frankly, but not too familiarly; show them
to the operator's chair; talk of the weather, latest news, of pic-

ture taking, or any pleasing subject; at the same time, make such
observations on dress, general e.xpression of countenance and
eyes as will be a guide for obtaining the best result, the first

trial. Should the sitters be bashful or diffident, induce them to

talk; if notional or obstinate, laugh- them out of it good na-
turedly; humor them if cross, and flatter them if absolutely ne-

cessary to bring out a good expression; but show them, in all, that
you have command of your temper, a thorough knowledge of
your business and their wants. Should the subject take an easy,

natural position in the chair, let it be retained; adjust head-rest
to this position, and direct the eyes in the proper direction, by
placing a flower or picture for the eye to rest upon; then, by
asking some question that will induce a reply, watch the moment
when the muscles are relaxed and the countenance expressive, to

remove the cap, and the result is (if your impression is made, as

it should be, in five or ten seconds) a life-like and pleasing ex-

pression, without which, be your chemical effects ever so good,

your picture is worthless.

I deem these remarks, at this advanced stage of the art, of

more importance than anything I could say pertaining to chemi-

cals or manipulation of plates, so familiar to every operator.

Should you desire it, I will give my process for daguerreotyping
children, with whom I am very successful.*

E. T. "Whitney.

METHOD OF REMOVING STAINS OF SILVER

FROM UNEN, THE HANDS, OR FROM PHOTOGRAPHIC IMPRESSIONS;

By M. Gaudin.

[From La Lumiere , September 17th, 1853.]

Mix together

—

Common Alcohol 20 parts
Iodine 1 part.
Nitric acid 1 "

Hydrochloric acid 1 "

These produce a reddish liquid, which, when applied to stains

caused by any salts of silver, immediately converts them into

chloride and iodide of silver, soluble in hy]oosulphite of soda and
cyanide of potassium. The effect is especially marked on stained
linen; when a black patch is touched with the liquid, by means
of a little brush, it instantly turns yellow, with a violet boi'der

if the linen has been starched, on washing with the hyposulphite
or with the cyanide, the violet tint immediately vanishes, and the
yellow spot by degrees. It is well to wash the stained place,

after the application of the iodized solution, to remove the acids,

which might produce independent stains by contact with the
hyposulphite or the cyanide.

For the hands the operation is the same, only instead of using
a brush, the skin may be rubbed with a piece of rag or cotton.

In applying the solution to paper impressions, greater care is

required, to prevent the extension of the action to the image it-

self. The stains or spots usually present themselves on the skies,

or in the back-grounds of portraits; by means of this liquid we
may not only completely remove the stains, but lighten the tint

of the surrounding space as much as we please. I have often

had occasion to remove skies in this way, and to bleach them,
and, in particular, to produce clouds in them, of much better
tone than can be done with Indian ink, even by a skilful hand.
The manner in which I proceeded was as follows : The impres-

sion, soaked in hyposulphite, was placed in a porcelain basin k'pt
in an inclined position, the foreground or image upward, and the

sky downward; then, taking a small hair-pencil full of the liquid,

I rubbed the spots very lightly; at first they took a deep bluish

tint, which vanished when the same pencil was passed over it

after being dipped in the hy}30sulphite which had run down to

the lower part of the basin ; the stain, which was now yellow,

gradually vanishes as the hyposulphite was repeatedly renewed
in this way, and the paper became white. It is true that to re-

move these stains I was obliged to bleach the whole of the sky,

* Our young artists, at least, will undoubtedly thank you for it, as
much as ourselves.

—

Ed,
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if they were on the upper part; and to lower its tone if they

were near the tops of building-s in the horizon, leaving a stronger

tint above, which, however, formed an arch, and increased the

effect of aerial perspective, badly rendered by the skies of uni-

form tint.

The judicious employment of this liquid may also be brought

to bear upon the"back-grounds of portraits, in case of accidental

stains, so as to preserve tht impression by a skilful repairing.

I have tried to lighten parts which were too black by this

means, passing the brush lightly over such portions; the effect

U indeed produced, but it leaves an uncertainty in the definition

incompatible with the front objects, and a hazy tone, due

to the bleaching of the superficial fibres of the paper, which,

however, might be very useful in bringing down distances too

strongly marked—a condition still very frequently met with from

the excessive duninutiou of light at the sides of the j3icture. A
touch with a brush containing a very Uttle of the liquid, imme-

diately followed by washing in hyposulphite, produces wonderful

effects in the distances on either side near the edges.

For cleansing the hands, a weak solution of cyanide of potas-

sium will be preferable to the hyposulphite of soda, on account

of the persistent odor of sulphur left by the latter ; but then care

must he taken to rinse the hands well, to avoid the evolution and

absorption of prussic acid.

THE COLLODION PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS.

BY FEEDERICK SCOTT AECHER.

INTRODUCTION.

The power possessed by solar light, and in a less degree by

artificial light, in producing chemical change in the various or-

ga.nic and metallic compounds of the earth, has excited the at-

tention of the most able chemists and philosophers of the day.

For several centuries the darkening effect of the solar rays on

chloride of silver has been remarked.

More recently Sir Humphrey Davy and Mr. Wedgwood turned

theii- attention to this curious subject, and endeavored, but with-

out success, to apply it to useful purposes.

Since their time, however, and from these small beginnings, a

new art has been discovered, beautiful in its results, commanding

equally the attention of the artist and the man of science.

The" former will avail himself of it for noting down the aspects

and changes which are constantly varying the face of Natm-e,

opening to his observation many striking effects of light and

shadow, which, without its aid, would altogether escape his ob-

servation, or elude the vigilance of his pencil to note down.

The chemical philosopher will find in it a new study and wide

field of research open to his view; presenting, in fact, an en-

tirely new branch of chemical inquiry; and he cannot fail to be

struck with the great power which a very feeble ray of solar

light has, in producing a rapid chemical change in some bodies

vAieu presented to its influence; the consideration of which may
induce him to devote some portion of his time to the investiga-

tion of a subject so interesting in its details and marvellous in

its effects.

He will also observe how very large a portion of the solar

rays, though not absolutely necessary to illuminate and brighten

the face of the natural world, are not less essential to our ^^'ell-

beiiig, and arc silently working with ]iowerful effect in producing

remarkable clianges, and modifying by their influence the most

enduring, as well as the most fragile of nature's productions.

Moreover, it is to be hoped tliat these investigations, and the

increasing interest which the photographic art generally is ac-

quiring, will induce the chemical manufacturer to direct his at-

tention to the preparation of chemical products hitherto little in

demand, which are now being sought for; and unfortunately, in

too many instances, cannot be obtained of suflicient purity, or at

such a price, as would warrant their immediate use in the art.

It is an important point to consider, that it is useless for pho-

tograpliei's to endeavor to increase the energy of their sensitive

surfaces, when tlic chemicals required are not manufactured with

that purity and exactitude so absolutely necessary to insure their
success.

These remarks are not made from an over-fastidious idea of
the importance attached to this branch of the subject, but from
a certain conviction that no good results can in future be pro-
duced with certainty, unless the manufacture of photographic
chemicals is treated in the laboratory as more worthy the con-
sideration of the operator.

It is to be hoped that some one with ability and zeal will

come forward and offer to tlie photographic world such a certainty
of procuring pure chemicals, that this difficulty may not in future

retard the progress of the art, or damp the ardor of its votaries.

THE COLLODION PROCESS.

Although it is not my intention to enter into any detailed ac-

count of the chemical preparations used in this photographic
process, still I am anxious to offer a few remarks with refe-

rence to the manner in which I consider the collodion solution

can be best prepared, of suitable strength and firmness ; for these

two qualities must be considered indispensable, especially where
large surfaces of glass are to be covered. When working with
small quantities these two qualities may not be considered so im-

portant as they really are ; and further, when the pictures are

to be rolled up, or whitened with the bi-chloride of mercury so-

lution, the strength of the collodion is of essential importance.

My object is to promote the use of a strong and firm film,

which will bear removal from the glass when this operation is

considered necessary; and will equally well dry on the glass

when the drawing is finished. I should fii'st wish to point out
the mode of preparing the gun cotton, and afterwards proceed
to describe the collodion solution.

There are two receipts for making gun cotton, from either of

which a good dissolving cotton may be obtained.

Several others have been described, but I should only be con-

fusing the subject to attempt to give the whole; and it would
be foreign to the hmited purpose of this work to do so.

The results, however, vary so much -with the strength and
proportion of the acids used, as to render it extremely difficult

to name any one in particular which would entirely succeed under
all circumstances. In all cases it is more easy to prepare a cot-

ton which will explode readily, and yet 710^ be at all soluble, than
one which will entirely dissolve in rectified sul^jhuric ether.

Few will be able to avail themselves of these receipts, unless

they previously possess sufficient knowledge of chemistry to en-

sure a tolerable "hope of success, for it requires considerable jirac-

tice and very many trials before a good cotton can be prepared.

I give them for the use of those who are by circumstances

placed in such a position as to entail upon them the necessity of

preparing it themselves, when the consideration of cost cannot

be taken into account.

PREPARATION OF GUN COTTON.

Take of

Dry nitre in powder 40 parts.

Sulphuric acid 60 "

Cotton 2 "

The nitre, sulphuric acid, and cotton, are weighed in the above

proportions, and placed near at hand, within reach of the ope-

rg,tor, to prevent delay in mixing when the operation has com-

menced.

First put the powdered nitre into a basm placed ^rwiZ^/, so

that there shall be no fear of its upsetting: it is necessary that

this operation should be conducted either in the open air or m
some convenient situation M'here there is sufficient draught to

carry off the nitric acid va])0ur generated. Then pour the pro-

portion of sulphuric acid into the powdered nitre, stirring them

well together for a few seconds, with a strong glass rod. Im-

mediately the two are mixed add the cotton, having previously

pulled out the fibres, and mix them well together with two glass

rods, in order that the whole of the cotton may come in contact

witli the nitric acid vapour, which is being rapidly generated

from the mixture.

Tills action must be continued for about two minutes ; then

quickly remove the cotton with the adhering nitre and sulphuric

acid from the basin, witli the glass rods, and plunge it mto a
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large quantity of water; it is to be well washed in repeated

changes of water until all the acid and nitre are washed away.

The cotton is then collected together and first pressed between

the hands to drain off the water, and then still further dried by

pressure in a cloth; the fibres of cotton can now be carefully

separated and hung up with pins to the edge of a shelf or any

other convenient place to dry. There is no necessity to use arti-

ficial heat, as the small quantity requisite for a few ounces of

solution can easily be dried without it.

The next receipt is by certain proportions of nitric and sul-

phuric acids:

Take

1 oz. by measure of nitric acid, S. G., 1-450.

1 oz. " sulphuric ditto ordinary.

SO grs. by woiglit of cotton.

The fibres of cotton must be well separated as in the preceding-

mode. The two acids are first mixed, and the requisite propor-

tion of cotton added as quickly as possible, and well stirred with

two glass rods for not more than fifteen seconds; the gun cotton

is removed from the acids, and plauged into water to undergo
the same washings, &c., as in the former recipe.

It will be seen that the cotton is not exposed to the action

of the mixed acids in this last mode, longer than is necessary to

saturate the cotton; should the action be continued further, the

solubility of the cotton is entirely lost.

"Water must not be sjjared in washing the cotton, for not a

trace of acid should be left; the collodion would be injured by
any remaining.

PREPARATION OF COLLODION.*

It is not easy to give the exact proportions of gun cotton to

be added to the rectified sulphuric ether to prepare the collodion

solution, as this must depend entirely upon the strength and
thickness required. In the ordinary way it is better in the first

instance to make a thick solution, and after having filtered off

the insoluble portion of the cotton, to dilute the remainder when
required for use.

It will be better for parties to depend upon their own ex-

perience after a few trials than to look for exact proportions in

a recipe. By taking an ounce or two of ether, and adding the

cotton by degrees, and well shaking between each addition, the

solution can be tempered to any required thickness.

Also the thickness of the collodion must depend upon the

skill and dexterity of the operator and the season of the year.

In the commencement of the practice of this process the ama-
teur should be careful not to use a very thick solution, especially

if the weather be warm, as the quickness of the evaporation and
the necessary slowness of his movements would render it unman-
agable in his hands.

These considerations render it difficult to recommend any fixed

and exact proportions, but whatever may be the thickness of the
solution, great care should be taken to obtain a collodion which
will, when evaporated on a surface of glass, be sufficiently strong

to bear removal when necessary.

This must be considered a most important point ; for other-

wise, if the film is weak, it cannot possibly be expected to bear
the washings and various changes the operator may wish it to

undergo.

The strength of this film can be tested in a general way, by
pouring a small quantity on to a piece of glass, and when the
surface has set a little, removing the film as a thin and delicate

skin. This can be done by taking the edge of it between the
fingers, and gently removing it from the glass.

If the collodion is sufficiently strong, it will bear in this way
almost entire removal from the glass. The sensibility of the col-

lodion to light is also very much influenced by its strength or

weakness. And it may be considered as a general rule, within

certain limits, that the weaker the collodion the more sensitive

it will be to light.

In this view of the matter, it is consequently necessary to

avoid the two extremes, of a very strong film or a very weak
one.

The reason of this I will endeavor to explain. The quantity

* This recipe by Mr. Archer is considered the very best in use. Be-
sides being in every respect equal to others, it is the most rapid.

—

Ed.
VOL. VII.. NO. IV. 1.5

of solution of iodide of silver which a certain solution of col-

lodion can be made to take up, depends in a great measure on
the quantity of alcohol in the collodion; and it will be found
that if the collodion is very strong, it cannot be made to take
up much iodide of silver, but by adding alcohol, it is possible
still further to iodize the solution. However, this can only be
done by sacrificing the strength of the film, for the more alcohol
you add to the collodion, the weaker it must become; and this

arises not less from the addition of alcohol than from the much
larger quantity of iodide of silver in the film, which the addition
of the alcohol gives it the power of dissolving.

TO IODIZE THE COLLODION.

The next step is to iodize the collodion. In the first place, a
solution of iodide of silver, dissolved in an alcoholic solution of

iodide of potassium, must be prepared.

The mode I gave in my first account of the collodion process,

in the March number of the " Chemist" for 1851, is the most
ready way of obtaining this solution.

Prepare a saturated solution of iodide of potassium in alcohol,

say 1 oz., and add to it as much iodide of silver as it will take
up. Or to 1 oz. of alcohol add an excess both of iodide of po-

tassium and iodide of siver ; after a day or two, and with repeated

shakmg at intervals to facilitate the operation, a saturated solu-

tion of the two salts will be obtained, and if this is filtered off

into another bottle it mil always be found ready for use. The
first bottle can be kept as a stock bottle, to obtain a still further

supply by re2>lenishiug it with alcohol, and adding now and then

small additional quantities of the two salts.

The iodide of silver can be readily obtained by precipitation.

For instance, take 1 oz. of solution of nitrate of silver used in

the process, 30 grains of nitrate of silver to 1 oz. of water, and
add to it sufficient of a solution of iodine of potassium in water
as will throw down the whole of the nitrate of silver as an iodide.

When this precipitated iodide of silver has settled, which it very

readily does, the liquid above must be pom'ed off, and fresh wa-
ter added, repeating this washing several times.

The iodide of silver after this is nearly dried, and then put
into a bottle with a small quantity of alcohol just sufficient to

keep it moistened. The quantity of this solution of iodide of

silver which can be added to 1 oz. of collodion must depend
upon the quantity of alcohol in the collodion, as I have pre-

viously remarked; so that exact proportions cannot be given;

Imt with ordinary care and little caution there will be found no
difficulty on this 2)oint; and if, after having put, say, 5 drops of

the solution to 1 oz. of collodion, it is found weak in color, more
must be added until the requisite density is obtained, which can
be judged of by pouring a little on to a slip of glass and dipping

it into the nitrate of silver bath.

The collodion cannot be used directly after iodizing; the draw-
ing made with it would be full of spots : it requires at least a day
to settle ; and great care must be taken afterwards not to dis-

turb any sediment there may happen to be at the bottom of the

bottle. The solution should be kept in a cool place, especially

in summer.
Having now given directions for the preparation of the iodized

collodion, I will proceed to describe the manner in which it can

be used to most advantage.

Since I first pubhshed the process various modifications in the

manipulations, and strength of the solutions, have been sug-

gested ; as, however, they do not differ materially from the ori-

ginal mode, there will be little gained by giving them in detail.

A small quantity of bromide or fluoride of potassium, or of
j

arsenious acid, may be added to the solution. However, they (

do not accelerate to any great degree. (

A stronger solution of nitrate of silver may be used at times

with advantage, as it would tend to increase the sensiljility of

the preparation, but it would be liable nevertheless to dissolve

out the iodide of silver from the film, when immersed in it, un-

less a small quantity of iodide of silver be previously dissolved

in it.

This peculiarity will be Ijest shown by the following experi-

ment: Prepare a strip of glass with collodion; iodize it iu the

nitrate of silver bath, and afterwards allow it to dry, placing it

at a small angle against any support. Presently, from the
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evaporation of the silver solution on the surface of the film, the

iodide of silver will be gradually dissolved out, leaving the col-

lodion film colorless and transparent. It mil thus be seen, that

although the weak solution has not this power, it acquires it at

once by evaporation.

The advantages gained by using a stronger bath of nitrate of

silver do not, in my experience, counterbalance the increased ex-

pense. I shall, therefore, give the old proportions, 30 grams
nitrate of silver to 1 oz. of water, as being the most economical

and giving the least trouble.

It is not necessary to protect this solution from the lig-ht. By
careful hltration now and then it may be used for twelve months
without having lost any perceptible strength.

Before I proceed further with the details of the process, it

will be well to enumerate a few precautions. It is not neces-

sary to have plate-glass, esijecially when the pictures remain on

the glass; good flatted crown I have found to answer very well

when small surfaces arc to be covered. Any kind of glass, how-

ever, which is free from scratches or specks, will answer the

purpose, although, when the pictures are -to be removed during

an excursion, a better kind of glass must l)e obtained, as a sur-

face free from any blemish, and well i)olished, is indispensable,

in order that the film may be removed with ease. With care

the same glass can be used for a great number of pictures, if its

polished surface is well preserved.

It is advisable to have the glass cut about half an inch longer

than the drawing to be made upon it, as a kind of handle, to

prevent the fingers touching the film. The collodion is not

poured entirely over the glass—the upper portion is left uncov-

ered ; with this precaution a greater facility in working the pro-

cess is ensured, and there is less fear of spoiling a good drawing
with finger marks or other imperfections.

The next precaution has reference to cleaning the plates of

glass. After a time it will be found a source of much annoyance

and failure, if great care be not taken to keep separate the

cloths used in the various stages of the process.

For instance, if, after fixing a drawing vnih hypo-sulphite of

soda, the hands are wiped on any particular cloth, and it should

be used afterwards for cleaning a plate of glass, there is every

chance that the drawing made up"on it will be spoilt ; for the

hypo-sulphite of soda forms mth silver a sweet gummy salt ex-

ceedingly difficult to remove from the glass, unless it undergoes

a thorough washing. It will Ije likely to produce a streaky de-

posit, which entirely mars the otherwise good effects of the pic-

ture, and unfortunately it cannot be discovered until the whole

process is completed.

Tliis inconvenience may not often occur to those who have an

ample stock of materials, and can throw aside a number of plates

of glass to be washed at leisure ; but many who are limited in

means, and consequently wish to make the most of a limited

supply, cannot neglect this precaution with any hope of success.

In my own practice of the process, when on an excursion, I

never take less than three cloths with me—one to remove the

excess of moisture.from the glass, the next to partially dry it,

and the third to give it the final polish, just previous to the

preparation of the film; an old soft silk handkerchief will be
found useful to give the last polish.

It will be well to keep the different stages in the manipula-

tion of the i)rocess distinct from each other, in order to prevent

confusion. Tliey may be divided into five sections.

Tiic first division treats of the preparation of the film of col-

lodion on tlie plate of glass.

The second, the submitting the i^repared plate to the nitrate

of silver batli.

Tiie third, the exposure of the plate to the action of light in

the camera.

Tlie fourtli, the development of tlie imaffe.

• The fifth, tlu} fixing of tlie dtawing, &c.

THE PREPARATION OF THE COLLODION FIL^r.

The first fUdsion.—Take the plate of glass in the left hand,

holdinii' it ))y one end, and witli tlic bottle of collodion in the

otlicr liand, pour from it on to the middle of the glass such a

quantity of the solution as will run in a body freely, and by

gently tilting the glass from one corner to the other the collodion

will run evenly over the surface, excepting the half-inch at the

upper end. When covered the residue is poured back into the

bottle by inclining the corner of the glass nearest to it over the

neck, and allowing the collodion to run off. Tlie precaution,

however, must be taken at this time to move the glass vertically

bi'ckwards and forwards over the neck of the bottle, to prevent

the furrowed appearance the collodion will assume if this is not

attended to, and which in some measure will injure the delicacy

of the drawing.

After a few trials the operator cannot fail to conduct this

part of the manipulation with sufficient dexterity to obtain t le

desired evenness in the coating. After this, the glass, more
particularly in cold and damp weather, should be allowed to

dry for a short time, until, in fact, the ether has evaporated,

and the film is damp only with the alcohol remaining in it.

IlOlfiRSION IN THE BATH.

The second division.—The plate of glass prepared as above,

and partially dried, is next submitted to the action of the nitrate

of silver bath of the following strength

:

Crystallized nitrate of silver 30 grs.

Water 1 oz.

This is an operation of much nicety, and requires a steady

hand and some little care. The plate is held firmly in the hand,

and plunged at one motion into the bath; otherwise, if any halt

is allowed, a line will be produced across the plate, however

short a time the stoppage may be.

It should remain in the bath about one minute, for the double

purpose of saturating the film with iodide of silver and remov-

ing the oily or streaky appearance from its surface ; which latter

effect would, if allowed to remain, cause an unequal sensibility in

the coating, and consequently an unequal development of the

image, which nothing can afterwards effa.ce.

In my own practice of the process, I generally find it more
convenient and cleanly to use a glass bath, so contrived as to

allow the light to act upon tlie prepared plate whilst in it, and

during the saturation of the film; consequently the two opera-

tions are conducted at the same time. The prepared glass,

therefore, need not be removed fi'om the bath until the light

has performed its part, and the development of the image can

be proceeded with.

The contrivance for this purpose with the glass bath is very

simple, as it merely requires that the inside of the front glass of

the bath should be adjusted to the same plane in obtaining the

focus as the ground glass screen.

Thus, as I have said above, the saturation of the film and the

action of the light are going on at the same time. This plan,

particularly with large plates, ensures more certainty in tlie

operation. There is also less liability of the film becoming

stained or injured by contact with the sides of the frame into

which it is placed in the camera.

It is possible, however, tlmt this plan, although it offers many
advantages, cannot be made availaljle, from the difliculty of

procuring the kind of bath it requires. I shall, therefore, defer

any further remarks on this point until I come to speak of the

camera, and proceed with the manipulation, employing the old

plan of placing the plate after removal from the bath into the

previously adjusted frame of the camera.

EXPOSURE OF THE PREPARED PLATK TO THE ACTION OF LIGHT.

The third division in the process consists in submitting the

sensitive film immediately it is removed from the bath to the

camera action. It will be a saving of time if, whilst the i)]ate

is in the bath, the focus and the adjustment of the sitter (if a

portrait is to be taken) are attended to, for it is necessary, as I

have just said, that the ])repared plate should be submitted to

the light directly it is taken from the silver bath, as its sensi-

bility diminishes rapidly.

The length of the time necessary to expose the plate in the

camera, it is obvious must depend ijoth upon the power of the

lens and the intensity of tlie reflected image; and as the time

may vary from one moment to a quarter of an hour, it would
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be useless to give any precise directions; the operator's own ex-

perience, after a time, will be liis best guide. If a positive

image is required, less exposure in the camera is necessary ; on

the other hand, a negative, to print from, will require longer

exposure, as considerably more body in the resulting deposit

must be accumulated, for it is by means of the varying thick-

ness and density of the shades the requisite effect in the after

printing is produced.

It should be decided before exposing the plate in the camera,

whether a positive or negative drawing is desired, in order to

vary the time of exposure accordingly.

THE DEVELOPING OF THE IMAGE.

The fourth division—After exposure in the camera, nothing

is'visible on the glass. The image must be developed.

This operation is nothing more than making visible to the eye

an exceedingly faint and delicate picture which the light, re-

flected through the lens, has impressed upon the surface of the

film; it is, m fact, a continuation of the action of light, which

action is the commencement of the reduction of the iodide of

silver contained in the collodion, to the metallic state, carried

on when thus commenced in the camera, by the reducing agent

employed.

This eifect is most apparent when a layer of albumen on glass

is employed to hold the chemical agents, when it very often pre-

sents more the effect of plating by mechanical means than the

result of the apparently feeble action of a ray of light.

There are many chemical salts possessed of this power of re-

ducing the salts of silver when in solution to the metallic state.

The salts generally employed are pyrogallic acid, proto-ni-

trate and proto-sulphate of iron.

The great power shown by pyrogallic acid in bringing out the

latent image, was first made known by me in a short description,

in the May number of the " Chemist" for 1850. I then point-

ed out a mode of using it, so as to produce an exceedingly

sensitive surface ; in that formula, however, acetic acid was the

solvent, both for the nitrate of silver and pyrogallic acid solu-

tions. Even then its action was very energetic, requiring no

after wash to bring out the image; it is also equally rapid when
used in connection with a surface of albumenized glass.

I will give the formula for pyrogallic acid; the other two

agents named above may require a few words presently:

Pyrogallic acid 3 grs.

Water 1 oz.

Acetic acid 1 dr.

Mix the water and acetic acid first, then add the pyrogallic

acid.

Take a small quantity of this solution in a porcelain cup or

glass measure, kept expressly for the purpose, and pour it over

the prepared glass immediately after removmg it from the cam-

era. This should be done with a quick motion of the hand, in

order to facilitate its spreadmg equally, and at once, over the

whole surface of the glass. If the plate should be very dry,

after exposure in the camera, a slight immersion in the bath,

before throwing on the developing liquid, will be of advantage.

The development must not be continued after the liquid float-

ing on the glass has changed color or deposited any sediment.

The drawing would be injnred if the action is contuiued thus far.

If the image is not produced sufficiently strong before this de-

composition comes on, it may be considered an indication that

the exposure in the camera has been too short; and suggests its

own remedy in the next trial.

The production of the image with the proto-nitrate of iron,

can be conducted in the same manner as with the ijyrogallic

acid solution, taking care to add just sufficient acetic acid to the

proto-nitrate to cause it to flow freely on the glass.

The proto-nitrate of iron, as prepared by the action of weak

nitric acid on u-on filings, is a good developing agent; but there

is one difficulty attending it, which at times will be felt a serious

bar to its use.

It is the impossibility, commercially speaking, of olstaining it

as a crystalized salt; and being an easily decomposed solution, it

would not be convenient to prepare by this means any large

quantity at once, certainly not more than sufficient for a day or
two's consumption.

My own experience, resulting from some exiiermients recently
made, is more favorable to the preparation of a solution in defi-

nite proportions of the two salts, the proto-nitrate and proto-
sulphate of iron, than the use of either separately.

Crystallized nitrate of baryta and proto-sulphate of iron are
easily obtained, and a sufficient quantity of each can be carried
with the other chemicals, when about to make an excursion of
any length. The small quantity of the mixed solutions of proto-
nitrate and sulphate of iron, reqnu'ed for immediate use, can be
made just previous to the commencement of operations.

Make a solution of nitrate of baryta 40 grs. to 1 oz. of wa-
ter; when dissolved add to it 50 grs. of proto-sulphate of iron
in powder; stir the mixture with a rod, and when the sulphate
of iron is all dissolved, allow the precipitated sulphate of baryta
to subside; when the liquid above becomes clear, it is ready for

use. It is a solution of proto-nitrate of iron, with a small quan-
tity of sulphate of iron. Add to every ounce of this about \ a
dr. of acetic acid.

FIXING THE IMAGE.

Fifth division.—When the development has continued a suf-

ficient time, and the picture has acquired its full perfection and
depth of tone, it is slightly washed with water, and a small
quantity of a strong solution of hypo-sulphite of soda is poured
on from a cup kept for this purpose. The hypo-sulphite must
be poured off and on for several times in succession, giving the
plate a little motion to facilitate the liquid penetrating the
film. It will very soon begin to dissolve out the undecomposed
iodide of silver, removing as it were a kind of veil from the pic-

ture which previously concealed its details.

Hypo-sulphite of soda may not be at hand; should this be
the case, a weak solution of iodide of potassium can be used to
effect the fixing of the image and removal of the iodide of silver.

A saturated solution of common salt will be found also to fix

the di-awing, although it will not dissolve out the iodide of sil-

ver, and may be useful when the two preceding salts are not at
hand.

When the action of the fixing agent has been continued long
enough, which is indicated by the entire removal of the milky ap-
pearance at the film, the di-awing is well washed in water, or

water is poured over it, if the surface is sufficiently strong to
bear this mode.
A careful washing is necessary, for not a trace of hypo-sul-

phite should be left on the film, as its presence would cause an
obliteration of the image after a short time. When properly
washed, it is dried at the ordinary temperature, and can after-

wards be varnished and mounted, as the taste and means of the
operator may suggest.

In working this process, too much care cannot be taken to

protect the surface of collodion, after immersion in the nitrate

of silver bath, from the action of diffused daylight or the too
near application of the light of a caudle or lamp. For it is,

when first removed from the bath, susceptible of very weak im-

pressions, and very many of the failures and disappointments of

beginners, there is no doubt, arises from this cause. A certain

disagreeable haze will appear all over the drawing, quite differ-

ent from the marks and streaks produced from the use of dirty

or imperfectly cleaned glass.

The above desci'iption includes the whole of the process as

originally published by me in the " Chemist."

Although the details of each division may appear tedious and
unnecessary, and perhaps are so to many, still, as guides for

those who are for the first time entering upon the practice of

photography, they will rather be thought wanting in minuteness

than otherwise,

THE WHITENING PROCESS.

The picture being thoroughly washed in plenty of water,

after fixing with hyj^o-sulphite of soda, is treated in the follow-

ing manner.

Prepare a saturated solution of bi-chloride of mercury in

muriatic acid. Add one part of this solution to six of water.
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Pour a small quantity of it over the picture at one corner, and

allow it to run evenly over the glass. It will be found imme-

diately to deepen the tones of the picture considerably, and the

positive image will almost disappear; presently, a peculiar whiten-

ing will come over it, and in a short time a beautifully delicate

white picture will be brought out.

The negative character of the di'awing will be entirely de-

stroyed, the white positive alone remaining. This picture after

being well washed and dried, can be varnished and preserved as

a positive; but nevertheless, even after this bleaching, it can be

changed into a deep-toned negative, many shades darker than it

was originally, by immersing it, after a thorough washing, into a

weak solution of hypo-sulphite of soda, or a weak sohition of

ammonia. The white picture will vanish, and a black negative

will be the result.

It is very singular that the picture can be alternately changed
from a white positive to a black negative, many times in succes-

sion, and very often with improvement.

Thus, by the above process, a most perfect white positive or

a deep black negative is produced, quite distinct from each

other.

In the first part of this after-pi'ocess it will be observed, that

the effect of this bi-chloride of mercury solution is to deepen the

shades of the picture, and this peculiarity can be made available

to strengthen a faint image, by taking the precaution of using

the solution weaker, in order that the first change may be com-

pleted before the whitening effect comes on.

The progress of the change can be stopped at this point, by
the simple application of water.

THE CAMERA.

From the commencement of my labors in photography, the

difficulties appertaining to the working of the art with ease and

simplicity induced me to turn my attention to the construction

of an apparatus which should obviate, in a great measure, the

uncertainty so frequently experienced.

A camera, therefore, which by its proper form and adapta-

tion to the requirements of the art assists the operator in his

labors, cannot but be considered a valuable adjunct to his stock

of apparatus.

The camera as now generally constructed is adapted for home
work, and will do well enough for that, when every thing re-

quired is near at hand, and can be made available; but there

are times when an excursion is contemplated to some distant

scene;—with this object in view, what is to be done ? Accord-

ing to the present procedure, a stock of paper, or albumenized

glass, is prepared beforehand; its sensibility must be kept down
to avoid spontaneous change, during the interval between its

preparation and final development, for the attempt to prepare

a very sensitive surface, and expect it to keep any tune, is out

of the question, as being contrary to all practical experience.

Besides the above, various other precautions must be taken: but

with all this care and pre])aratory labor, too often the operator

returns home with blank sheets of paper or imperfect drawings.

The tedious delay which the long exposure of each sheet of

paper, or of albumenized glass, requires in the camera, becomes,

after a time, laborious and irksome.

This mode of proceeding has always appeared to me to be no-

thing less than meeting a difficulty half-way: which, with the

proper construction of the apparatus, might be entirely over-

come.

Many will meet these observations by saying that views of

landscapes, or buildings, do not require such very sensitive sur-

faces, to olitain tlieir correct form and delineation; and there-

fore, it matters not how long exposure in the camera may be, as

the result will be equally good.

But what pi-ogress shall we make towards bringing the art to

perfection, if the possilnlity of obtaining the moving, as well as

the still-life ])ortion of the scene, is not kciit in view, as being

one great difficulty to be overcome? For instance, a landscape

without cattle, or otiier moving object—what is it but a melan-

choly affair? And an art which loaves out, as it were, the life

of the scene, caiuiot be considered to have arrived at that per-

fection, which it should be the oltject of its promoters to ensure.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CAMERA.

I will proceed to give a general description of the camera I
have constructed, premising that it admits of being made as a
very light folding camera, if thought necessary.

It is a wooden box, 18 inches long, 12 inches wide, and 12
inches deep, and is capable of taking a picture 10 inches square.
Externally it may be thus described:—IiT front it has a sliding

door, with a circular opening in it, to admit the lens: this sliding

door enables the operator to lower or raise the lens, and conse-
quently the image formed by it, on the ground glass, as the
view may require. The two sides have openings cut in them,
into which sleeves of India rubber cloth are fixed to admit the
hands of the operator; and are furnished with India rubber
bands at the lower ends, which press against the wrists and pre-
vent the admission of light.

The back of the camera has a hinged door, fitted at its upper
part with an opening of just sufficient size for the eyes, and
shaped so as to fit close to the face. A black cloth is tied round
this end of the camera, to prevent any ray of light penetrating
at this opening. In the top of the camera near the front is in^

serted a piece of yellow glass, to admit a small quantity of yel-
low light, and is closed with a hinged door to regulate the quan-
tity of light required.

The interior of the box is furnished Avith a sliding frame, to
support the ground glass or the bath and the prepared plate;
and it has a stop, by means of which any focus from 3 inches to
15 inches can easily be obtained.

The bottom of the camera is furnished with a gutta percha
tray, about 1 inch deep, to hold the washings, &c., when the
camera is in operation.

Also, the bottom of the camera at the back has an opening
cut in it, extending nearly the whole width of the camera, and
as far in as the gutta percha tray.

This opening is intended to admit, when the camera is in use,
a light wooden case containing the glass bath, focusing frame'
stock of glass, and paper required in the process.

There are various other little contrivances which I have not
specified, such as a drawer for the pictures, a shelf for bottles,
&c.

This form of camera wall admit of the followuig manipulation:
Having placed it upon a stand pointing to the object to be
taken, the hinged door at the back is opened, and the bath is

three parts filled with the solution of nitrate of silver; a plate
of glass is then taken from the cell, and cleaned if necessary.
The collodion is poured on in the manner previously described

;

when the film is set a little it is immersed in the nitrate of silver
bath, and the lid of the bath is closed down upon it. The next
step is to obtain the focus with the ground glass: this can be
done whilst the collodion is becoming iodized.

After adjusting the sliding frame to the proper focal distance,
the camera must be closed, and the rest of the process conducted
by passing the hands through the sleeves, and placmg the eyes
close to the aperture in the back of the camera, and drawing
the black cloth over the front of the head.
By the aid of the yellow light admitted from the top, the

operator can carry on the rest of the process. The plate is now
ready for the action of light, and is taken from the bath; or
the bath itself, with the plate in it, is placed in the sliding
frame. The refracted image is at once thrown njion the sensf-

tive plate. After the retiuisite exposure, the plate is taken
from the bath, and the picture is develojied with the solution
previously described. The progress of tliis operation can be
seen by the aid of the yellow light, keeping the eyes close to
the aperture behind.

When, from experience, the picture is sufficiently brought
out, a little water is poured on the glass to wash off the de-
veloping solution, and the drawing is jiartially fixed by the ap-
plication of a small quantity of a solution of connnon salt.

The drawing may now be removed from the camera without
fear of being injured by the light, and the remainder of the ope-
rations can ))e conducted outside the camera.

If the film is sufficiently strong to bear removal from the
glass, the following p-rocedure is adopted: The plate of glass is

placed horizontally upon the back lid of the camera, which is
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hung so as to form a temporary table, and the film is loosened

from the edge of the glass by a flat strip of glass; a sheet of

damp paper is then placed flat on the drawing, and rather

within its upper edge ; the film is turned over the edge of the

paper, and a glass rod is placed just within the edge. The
sheet of paper with the collodion in contact with it is now raised

from the glass, and rolled up on the glass rod. When the draw-
ing is entirely enclosed in the paper, the rod is removed, and
the delicate film thus encased is put away into its proper recep-

tacle, to be finally fixed and mounted at leisure.

Tlie drawing thus I'olled up can be preserved for months with-

out injury, provided it is kept slightly damp; and if each draw-
ing is enclosed in another sheet of paper, its preservation is still

further secured.

The advantages of a camera of this kind may be thus enume-
rated:

It allows the preparation on the spot of the most sensitive

surfaces; their immediate use while the sensibility is at its maxi-
mum; the ready development of the image, and after fixing.

All these operations being carried on consecutively, the ope-

rator can, after the first trial, see what results the progress of

his labors is likely to produce.

It gives hun the power of shading off any portions of the

view during the action of the light, by holding in front of the

prepared plate and near the lens a moveable screen, or any flat

piece of wood, as the case may require; thereby preventing the

too rapid action and consequent solarisation of the distant por-

tions of the scene. The spire of a church, for instance, pointing

upwards into a bright sky, often requires this precaution to pre-

vent its being entirely lost. Other instances of this effect will

readily suggest themselves to those at all acquainted with the

art.

The camera can be made, with slight modifications, applica-

ble to any other process on paper or glass, and of course obvi-

ates the necessity of any kind of portable tent.

GLASS BATH.

The glass bath I have alluded to is thus contrived:

Two pieces of plate-glass are cemented together at the sides

and bottom. It tapers gradually from the top downwards, so

as to form a wedge-shaped bath: consequently, when the pre-

pared glass plate is immersed in it, the lower end of the glass

comes nearly in contact with tlie bottom of the front glass of the

bath; so that if the prepared plate, after touching the bottom
of the bath, be pushed forward in the hquid, it necessarily comes
in contact with the whole inner surface of the front glass of the

bath. It will, therefore, be perceived that, by adjusting the

bath frame in the camera to the same distance as the ground
glass frame, tlie correct focus will be obtained, and the bath,

with the iodized film in it, can be put into the sliding frame; the

refracted image from the lens consequently strikes upon the film

through the front glass.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC LENS.

The amateur avIU find a good lens an indispensable item in

his catalogue of photographic requirements. He can have either

a single lens for a landscape, or a double combination, where ra-

pidity of action is required, as is the case with a portrait.

The use of a lens combination of less than 1 or 8 mches focal

length should be avoided ; for the distortion attending the image

formed by a lens of shorter focus than this, will interfere very

much with the truthfulness and correct proportions of the pic-

ture. With a very short focal length, the relative size of the

objects in a picture is rapidly mcreased or diminislied, when
they are removed but slight distances from any particular plane:

consequently, a combination of lenses of less focal length than

that named above, should not be used.

For some time past I have devoted much attention to the con-

struction of fluid lenses, in which the necessity of the flint-glass

lens is done away with, by the use of a fluid of such density and
refractive power as will achromatize and correct the curvature

of the crown or plate-glass lens.

I have succeeded in the construction of such combinations,

and can produce them of gieat power and flatness of field.

With them what are called the chemical and visual focii per-
fectly coincide; they do not therefore require the slightest ad-
justment in regard to these two difQculties.

I have used no other lens for many years.

SUMMARY OF PRECAUTIONS.

Keep separate the cloths for cleaning the glass, &c.
Be careful to clean the glass thoroughly.

Any cloth when once used for cleaning a plate of glass after
the applicatian of the hyposulphite of soda should be kept for
this purpose alone.

Avoid the too near proximity of diffused light, or that of a
candle or lamp, unless it is shaded by a yellow screen of glass.

Take care that your solutions are put into bottles with lips.

Clean the stopper and neck of the colodion bottle after each
day's use.

Avoid disturbing any sediment there may be at the bottom of

the iodized collodion Ijottle ; and if there should be much sedi-

ment, pour off the clean solution from it into a clean bottle for

use.

Keep separate a cup or measure for the developing solution, as

also one for the application of the hyijo-sulphite of soda.

Keep clear all the solutions by filti-ation.

CONCLUSION.

In conclusion, I do not hesitate to say, that no one with or-

dinary care and forethought in procuring good chemicals, and
strict attention to cleanhness in the different stages of the pro-

cess, will fail to meet with success: and if after a little practice

a fixed method in the arrangement of the various accessories re-

quired can be attended to—keeping, in fact, everything in good
order,—the whole process will be found a source of much pleasure.

In the practice of no other process at present known, can such

good results be obtained, with so little labor and cost.

That part of the process described in a previous part of this

work, alluding to the mode employed for removing the drawing
from the glass, is particularly adapted for the artist whose sole

object may be to obtain sketches of nature with rapidity and
ease, and to whom the labor of carrying a large stock of pre-

pared glass would be an insurmountable objection to its use.

By taking care to procure a good strong collodion, this part of

the manipulation may be conducted with ease after a few trials.

I wish it to be understood, however, that it is not at all neces-

sary in the ordinary working of the process, to roll up, or in any
way remove the pictures from the glass upon which they have
been made.
When glass can easily be procured, or is at hand, it would

obviously be taking unnecessary trouble to do this.

Heliographic Engraving.—M. Elerget in presenting in the

name of M. M. Niepce de Saint Victor et Lemache, to the

Society for Encouragement, some proofs of heliographic engra-

ving, announces that M. Niepce has just composed a varnish as

fluid as albumen, and as easily spread as collodion, dries as

quick, permitting an operation ten minutes after the plate is

covered. Its composition is 100 grammes of benzoin, 10 of

bitumen of Judea, and loz of pure yellow wax. This varnish

changes the composition of the dissolvent according to the ac-

tion of the li^-ht and the thickness of the bed.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSES.

Rosehurst, Ileadingiey, Leeds, Dec. IStk, 1853.

Dear Sir,—I enclose a table, showing, at a glance, the com-

position of the various iodizing solutions for the wax-paper pro-

cess recommended by different operators. It was drawn up to

illustrate a paper which I read before our Photographic Society

on the 1st inst. Should you think it worthy of a place in your

next Journal, I shall be glad to see it appear with any additions

your experience may suggest, and I will, in my next, give rea-

sons for adopting the one I prefer to use, also my method of

manipulating, which differs from any other, and is the result of
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almo.st uniuterrupted

daily experience for

several months.

I think it very de-

sirable, in order to

compare the relative

strength of different

solutions, that the pro-

]3ortions of the ingre-

dients should be stated

frith reference to some
recognized standard,

say for all iodizing so-

lutions tlie imperial

pint of 20 ounces, and
for the silver solutions

the fluid ounce of 480
grains, the weight of

all salts, organic mat-

ter, &c., behig invaria-

bly expressed in grains.

The terms ounce and
drachm should not be
used without explana-

tion, for although most
photographers would
probably understand

the latter (the drachm
or dram) to denote 60
grains, yet it is very

possible it might lead

some beginner to use

the ICth part of an
avoirdupois oz. (2t|
grains.) When in any
formula I am directed

to use 1 oz. of any salt,

I take it to mean the

Troy oz. of 480 grains;

but if I were to ask any
druggist for an ounce

of the salt, I should

only receive the avoir-

dupois oimce of 43 1

1

grains, or about 10
per cent. less.

I confidently look

forward to the time

when one uniform deci-

mal standard will pre-

vent any mistakes of this kind, but in the meantime should be

glad if your Society would adopt some recognized standard, in

order that the strength and value of all solutions of the same

class may be easily compared, and no doubt exist as to the exact

quantity of salts and solutions intended to be expressed in any

formula published in the Journal.

Very truly,

Washington Teasdale.

Editor of the Photographic Journal.

WAXED PAPER PROCESS. ^

Iodizing Solutions.

Le Gray. Pretsch.
Viscount
Vigier.

Fenton. Ramsden. Crookes.
Wm. Hunt,
Leeds.

w.
Teasdale.

Vehicle,
.

Rice-water.
Distilled

water.
Boiled whey.

Either dis-

tilled or
rice-water.

Rice-water.
Distilled

water.
Rice-water.

Distilled

water.

Iodide ofpotassium

.

120 140 220 350 90 480 120 240
Bromide

31

8i
8i
4i

35
17

13
"l7

8i
26

70

"48
70

20
8

10
10

Cvanidc
Fluoride
Cbloj-ide of sodium.
Sugar of milk 360 i32 350 240 IGO 240

Honev 480*
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1 or '2

88
480 '480

44
480

. . . «

"56
nearly a port
wine tint.

sherry color. ad libitum.

50
480

deep port
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Albumen
Isinglass

Gum-Araljic
Free lodiue

Exciting Solutions.

Nitrate of silver . .

.

32 32 35 15
10 or 12
used wet.

15
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35 15 •>
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OBITUARY.

MR. FRANCIS ARUNDALE.

Tliis brief sketch of the late Mr. Arundale, is a mere tribute

to the worth of the man, and a slight commentary on his praise-

worthy labors as an artist. Mr. Arundale was born in London,
August 9th, 1807, and died at Brighton, September 9th, 1853,

where he was greatly esteemed for the intrinsic merits of his

character. Mr. Arundale, after finisliiiig the usual scholastic

course of study, was ajjprenticed to Mr. i'ugin, the gothic archi-

tect, whom he served faithfully and zealously for seven years,

* Ouc ounce or tlie white of a single egg; the quantity is e.xpressed

in grains to preserve uniformity and to facilitate comparison of the pro-

portion of organic and inorganic substances in each solution.

acquiring a full and perfect knowledge of this important depart-

ment of the arts. At the expiration of his time, he made a tour

through Normandy, with Mr. and Mrs. Pugin, for the twofold

purpose of relaxation and improvement. In the year 1831 he

went to Egypt, to assist Mr. Hay in his researches in this inte-

resting country. Whilst there he visited the pyramids, the tem-

ple of Goumou, Memnonium, the extensive buildings of Medinet-

abou, the two colossal statues, the ruins of Carnak, Luxor, of

Denderah, Edfau, Houm-Oml)ou and Dandour. Also the

smaller temples of the Lsland of Pliilce, with various other an-

tique remains of this locality, and of which he made many accu-

rate and pictorial sketches. On the termination of Mr. Arun-
dale's engagement with Mr. Hay, he jomed Messrs. Catherwood
and Bonomi, and in August, 1833, these gentlemen set out for the

Holy Land, crossing the desert to Suez. During the route they

visited together, the Red Sea, the Waddy Mo-katteb (or Writ-

ten Yalley), Mount Serbal, the Waddy-Feiran, Mount Horeb,
the convents of Mount Sinai and St. Katherine, the rock struck

by Moses, Mount Moriah, the village of Silvam in Bethlehem,

and finally they arrived at Jerusalem. And from these interest-

ing localities Mr. Arundale preserved numerous and instructive

sketches; not only as artistic efforts, but with so much accuracy,

tliat his jjortfolios are filled with such rich stores, that had his

life been spared he would have preserved tliem in the more dura-

ble form of finished pictorial representations. During Mr.
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Aruudale's residence in Jerusalem, he visited all which possessed

an liistorical interest to tlie believers in Revelatiou. He was
also oue of the few who were permitted to visit the Mosque of

Omar, built on the site on wliieh the celebrated temple of Solo-

mon stood. This is the great temple for the Musselmen, the

entrance of which .has ever been attended with great difficulty

by all European travelers. The temple of Omar was measured

by Mr. Arundale witli his accustomed accuracy, and by his

zeal and perseverance, he had au opportunity of examining the

still remaining foundations of the original Temple, wherein the

Jews worshipped iu the days of their nationality, the measure-

ments of which he has made. When he left Jerusalem, he

visited Acre, Nazareth, Mount Lebanon, Sidon, and Beirout,

and thus he terminated his travels in Palestine, preserving many
interesting memoranda from his prolific pencil. Subsequently

Mr Arundale visited France and Italy, passing many winters

in Rome, where amidst its classical ruins, he studied and sketched

the numerous remains; many beautiful fragments of the great-

ness of the people of the age that produced these stupendous

and exquisite works of art; and his untiring energy and indus-

try, are rendered evident by the rich materials of his pencil, in

the numerous porifolios which he has left behind him. It may
l)e naturally supposed that one so deeply impressed with works
of antiquity, and with the value of pictorial reminiscences, did

not confine his labors to Rome, but employed himself in sketch-

ing historical pictures at Yeuice, Florence, Naples, and Pompeii.

And he afterwards made sketches and drawings iu Grreece, Asia
Minor, and Sicily; and iu this way his mind accjuired a vast

amount of knowledsje iu the beauties of nature and art. On his

return from the Holy Land, he published his journal, with pic-

torial representations of the principal objects of permanent inte-

rest, to which allusion has been already made. It may also be
noticed that he commenced, when iu Italy, a reprint of the works
of Palladio, part of which he published; but as it was purely

devoted to architecture, it could have but a limited sale, and the

numerous engravings rendered it too expensive a work to attempt

completing it. Subsequently, iu connection with Mr. Bauomi
and Mr. Birch (-of the British Museum), he published a work
on Egyptian antiquities, a work which could only be appreciated

by the learned, so that its sale was so insufficient as not to give

auy eucourageraeut to coutuiue a series of such productions,

which he had proposed bringing out, ou the antiquities of Grreece,

Rome, &c. This mere outline of the labors of Mr. Arundale,

will render it evident that he was a worker to some purpose.

With a mind refined by study, and a high moral perception, he

may truly be pronounced an ornament to that profession which

preserves the remains of human genius and human ambition from
being lost iu the course of time ; for he thus aided to render these

works conservative of the historian's truthful records. We might
add that Mr. Arundale had still a higher purpose ; for, besides

the ruins of classic Grreeece and Rome, his able efforts were de-

voted to preserve intact the monuments mentioned in Holy
Wait, ruins which still remain as the graphic witnesses of the

ages of the Patriarchs and the Prophets, and of the countries in-

cidentally alluded to by the sacred historians of the Bible. If

there is one trait iu the past life of Mr. Arundale more worthy
to be remembered than another, it is the singular fact, that of

the numerous persons who formed a friendship with him, whilst

ou his travels, and during his residence iu his native land, the

writer of this is not acquainted with a single instance that any
of them ceased to retain for him a great esteem to the latest

period of his existence. He had, indeed, the euvialjle quality

of never losing a friend. This speaks in more emphatic language

of the worth of the man, the scholar, and the gentleman, than
would the most labored eulogium. Peace to his manes! He
has left a wife and family to deplore his premature loss, yet their

most lasting consolation must be, that their estimable relative

was highly esteemed, and his death deeply lamented.

MR. CHARLES BARBER.

In the Liverpool Courier of some short time since was a me-
moir of this artist, who died at the commencement of the past

month. His works were not unknown to us; but as the notice

in our contemporary is evidently written Ijy one better acquainted

with Mr. Barber than we wei'e, his memory will have more am-

ple justice from such a biographer than we could render him

;

we abbreviate the statement niade in the local paper:—" Mr.
Barber was a native of Birmingham, but had been resident in
Liverpool or its neighborhood for above forty years, during the
whole of which period he occupied an eminent position in rela-
tion to local art. As a teacher he ranked very high, not con-
tenting himself with the routine common place too often indulged
in, but laboring to infuse into his pupils a portion of his own en-
thusiasm and love of the beautiful for its own sake. From the
opening of the Royal Institution, Mr. Barber was connected
with it, and -acted as a teacher of drawuig from the commence-
ment of the schools. He was oue of the earUest members of
the Literary and Philosophical Society, in the proceedings of
which he took a lively interest to the last, aud to Avhich, in times
gone by, he was a frequent contributor of papers. With the
literary men by whom Liverpool was distmguished during the
first cpTarter of the present century, Roscoe, Traill, Shepherd,
aud others, he was on terms of familiar intercourse, and was oue
of the first to encourage aud assist the late Thomas Rickmau in

his studies of Gothic architecture, in which he afterwards ob-

tained so much celebrity. When the Architectural aud Archaeo-
logical Society was formed, Mr. Barber gave it his warm and
cordial aid. He was one of its first members, filled the office of

vice-president for two years, and was assidious and constant in

his attendance until prevented by recent infirmities. As au
artist Mr. Barber was an enthusiastic lover of nature; he never
wearied in attentive devotion to catch her changeful expressions,

whether iu the varied or gorgeous effects of sunrise, the mys-
terious mantle of mist, or the sparkling brilliancy of sunlight ou
the waters. During his moments of leisure his pencil was ever
in his hand, striving to embody aud make patent the sense of the

beautiful as ]3resent to his mental vision. He was a regular con-

tributor to our local exhibitions, and occasionally at the exhi-

bition of the Royal Academy iu Loudon. Relieved during his

latter years from the necessity of toil, by the possession of

ample private means, his enthusiasm for art continued to the

last. Above a year ago he suffered severely from an attack

of paralysis, from which he partially recovered, but which left

its effects on his utterance. His mind and right hand, however,
were still healthy and sound; and it will give some idea of the

character of the man to state, that under these circumstances

he completed two pictures which were exhibited in Trafalgar

Square, Loudon, in 1849: these were, "Evening after Rain, a
luggage train preparing to shunt;" and "The Dawn of Day,
a foraging party returning." As president of the Liverpool

Academy he won the respect and esteem of his brother artists,

soothing, when necessary, the gemvs irritahik xatuni, and encour-

aging the younger members in their aspirations after distinction

aud success. By the Academy the loss of his counsels and sup-

port will be severely felt, particularly at the present juncture,

when they seem likely to be turned aclrift without a local habi-

tation to call their own.

J. VAN EYCKEN.

This accomplished artist died in the past month of December,
at his residence. Place de la Chancellei'ie, Brussells. While
painting a large composition in the transept of the church iu the

Rue Laute, called "La Chapelle," he had the misfortune to fall

from the scaffolding. Although not much injured, it had a bad
effect on his fragile health, occasioned by the poiguaut grief felt

at the iiremature death of his wife, to whom he was so tenderly

attached, that he never ceased to mourn her up to the period of

his own decease. His works were chiefly religious subjects, or

episodes of life treated allegorically. Her Majesty is the pos-

sessor of his picture called "Abunclance," representing a lovely

mother with her twin infants. It is painted in the most luscious

color of the modern Belgian school. He exhibited at the Royal
Academy four years ago three fine pictures, which were not duly

estimated by our amateurs, and were returned to Brussells. Her
Majesty and his Royal Highness Prince Albert, however, had a

finer appreciation of his high artistic attainments, and the royal

collection boasts the possession of three of his pictures. Before

his death he gave permission to engrave the picture of "Abund-
ance," which will, undoubtedly, make his talent appreciated, al-
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though too late for this inestimable artist to enjoy the distinc-

tion he so fully merited.

From the Jour, of Phot. Soc.

THE SILVER BATH.

Sir,—Perhaps you will allow me, for the consolation of many
photographic ft'iends, to offer a few remarks on the collodion

process and silver bath.

When I read Mr. Fenton's paper on the silver bath, I ex-

pected to find some tangible point for discussion as to the method
of producing the best results, and not a general discommenda-

tion of the beautiful collodion process. This gentleman has,

however, thrown such a veil of poetic feeling over the whole

affair, that the novice in photographic processes might indeed

avoid the one now under consideration, beset with so many ap-

parent difficulties.

As far as my experience goes, and the experience of some of

the best operators with whom I am acquainted, I am able to

state that these difiiculties are not necessary ones, because they

may be so readily avoided :

—

1st. Everybody knows that an acid bath takes from the sen-

sitiveness of the plate.

2ad. That an alkaline collodion destroys the picture, by pro-

ducing oxide of silver (brown deposit) upon its surface through-

out. This I suppose, in allusion to the present weather, has

been called fogging.

3rd. Supposing the bath to have been made from pure crys-

tals of nitrate of silver, prepared from pure silver (not refinei''s

refuse), having not more than the average odour of nitric acid,

an acid or discoloured collodion will give you the same results as

an acid bath.

Now to me these appear to be all the difficulties of the col-

lodion process, which, in point of fact, should never at all exist,

and never do with proper management.

We are certainly in a dilemma in reference to the laws which

govern the cliemical world. I may instance the fact, that a mix-

ture of collodion with salts of iodine or bromine spontaneously

undergoes decomposition, but knowing this, how easy to mix only

in quantities as occasion requires! let me add, however strange

it may appear, that I have set many a photographer upon his

legs, by simply telling him to go and make his dark room darker:

this is a point much overlooked in the collodion process; the

amount of light admitted should always be regulated by the as-

pect of the window, and passed through yellow calico four times

folded: as this material soon becomes bleached by exposm*e, it

should be renewed at intervals.

I must confess, however, that on one occasion, having to make
some experiments in my glass-room, my negatives, and conse-

quently myself, became enveloped iu a very unusual mist. I re-

meml^er on this occasion being particularly auxious to show my-

self off to the best advantage, as Sir John Herschel was to be my
sitter; but nemo mortalium omnibus horis sapit. I had over-

looked a small opening at the bottom of my yellow calico ex-

cluder ; vigorous application of paste to the part affected restored

the equilibrium. I beg leave to observe, that in this case my
mischievous "Puck" was not in a capricious humoin-; on the con-

trary, for a full half-hour it was total anniliilation, productive of

the darkest despair and all the melancholy associations connected

with a man in a photographic fog.

Again, Mr. A. makes his collodion one way, Mr. B. another,

and Mr. C, with a view to its everlasting keeping qualities,

prefers leaving an excess of alkali. Now, supposing a man to

be unfortunately burdened with an experimental turn of mind, I

ask any unbiassed individual, who may possess only the most

homoeopathic trace of chemical knowledge, how, in the name of

all that's pliotographical, is he to depend upon the uniform con-

dition of his Ixxth, when perhaps a dozen collodions, each differ-

ently prepared, have left some foul stain behind?

I regret nmch that all tiiesc so-called difficulties do not admit

of furtlier elucidation: I have puzzled mj'self to tlunk of others,

but can find none. Let me add one word about pyrogallic solu-

tion, which is another bugbear. If this solution is made three

times as strong as need be for developing, and with acetic acid

really glacial, without a trace of organic matter, the pyrogallic

acid free from small black specks (metagallic acid), with which
in process of manufacture it becomes sometimes contaminated,

the mixture will retain its developing qualities for a month or

two unimpaired and scarcely be colored. It must of course be
diluted with the proper quantity of distilled water, as required

for use.

In conclusion, how can Mr. Mayall's plan be effective in main-

taining the proper equilibrium of the bath, if an excess of iodine

be present in the collodion? On the contrary, by abstracting a

portion of its silver, with which iodine combines, at each dip

more and more of the acid would be liberated, tending to de-

crease its sensitiveness.

I am, Su', your very obedient servant,

RiCHAED W. Thomas.
10 Fall Mall.

P.S.—I have had in my desk for some time a paper on the

bath subject, in reference to certain peculiarities when a solution

of nitrate of silver containing a suboxide (Proust) is used: as

my views may change when I again carefully perform the ex-

periments in the spring, for the present I will not fill up more of

your pages. R. W. T.

OTTEWILL^S REGISTERED DOUBLE FOLDING CAMERA.

Among the many ingenious contrivances which have been from

time to time devised for the purpose of producing a really porta-

ble camera, few perhaps have been so simple as that invented by

Ottewill, and there is none which more fully combines the re-

quisite strength -and firmness with a high degree of portability

and efficiency.

It consists of two folding bodies, one sliding withm the other

as in the ordinary sliding camera, and possesses therefore all the

advantages and conveniences of that useful form, but is at the

same time capable of being readily folded up in a few moments
into a small and convenient package for travelling. The outer

body is fixed to the bottom board, its sides folding inward, and

is in like manner made rigid by the insertion of a light frame or

diaphragm sliding in its front, and also by the focusing-glass or

frame behind; in closing the camera the diaphragm is withdrawn

from the inner body, allowing it to sink flat ; it is then thrust

into the outer body, which, after the withdrawal of the front

frame, sinks iu its turn upon the other. The diaphragm, toge-

ther with spare frames for the collodion and paper processes,

are then laid on the posterior half of the bottom board, and the

whole being placed in a leather case, forms an exceedingly light

portable and compact package for travcllmg. The size of cam-

era adapted to take portraits 10 inches by 8, forms a package

21 inches long, 13 inches broad, and 3 inches thick, and other

sizes are in proportion. Its sliding character renders it equally

applicable for views and portraits. The camera is attached to

its tripod stand by a bolt passing through the bottom, and the

sliding body is clamped after adjustment, by a screw sliding in a

groove in the base board. The front which carries the lens is

provided with a vertical and horizontal motion for sky and fore-

ground adjustment.

From " Glances at the Metropolis.''^

DAGUERRE AND HIS DISCIPLES.

There is hardly a man in this country to whom the Daguer-

rean Art is so deeply indebted as to Mr. E. Anthony. In the

year 1838, when the daguerreotype was in its infancy, and even

the immortal Daguerre himself had not yet produced any com-

plete or satisfactory pictures, Mr. Anthony gave it his earliest

attention; and studying with Professor Morse, who learned the

art from Daguerre, and taking landscapes for the government

on the North East boundary, whither he attended Prof. Ren-

wick, he formed an association with Chilton, one of the best

of chemical operators, and with Mr. Edwards, and subsequently

with Mr. Clark, they became the first successful Daguerrean

artists iu the United States. For several years their business

was carried on at 347 Broadway, where they had the best Da-
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guerreau galler)' then existing. Tlieir pictures were sent abroad,

and Dagiierre himself expressed for them enthusiastic admiration.

They were the first American Daguerreotypists who undertook

to collect a large National Gallery of the public men of this

country; and in the doing of it, their labors were cro\\Tied with

success. They opened a gallery in Washington, and at that

early period, with infinite pains and great sacrifice, which was
never remunerated, they took most authentic likenesses of a vast

number of illustrious men, very many of whom have since gone

to their repose, leaving no portraits of themselves for their friends

or the world, so life-hke and satisfactory as those which were

taken under the direction of these gentlemen. They acquired

a reputation superior to any other men excejjting the founder of

the art. But too much could not be said, in this connection, to the

honor of Mr. Anthony, who has devoted his whole time to this bu-

siness for a period of nearly fifteen years. It was, in no small de-

gree, to his exertions that the portraits were taken and reproduced

with such remarkable fidelity and effect in that great picture of

Mr. Clay's farewell speech in the Senate. It contained upwards of

one hunckecT authentic portraits of distinguished characters,

making an historical pictm-e, which is preserved in a large num-
ber of Libraries and Galleries, as one of the valuable meroria of

American history. That work was introduced to foreign Gov-
ernments, Libraries and Princes ; among others, to the Grand
Duke of Tuscany, by the wi'iter of this article: and that enlight-

ened sovereign retm'ued the assurance of his gratitude for the

offering, and his admiration for the completeness and admii'able

beauty and skiU with which the work had been executed. Mr.
Anthony is the owner of that work still, and as but a few copies

remain, they have become invaluable. Had this work been pro-

duced under any other government, some public honor would
have been awarded to those who brought it out.

At length, after Mr. Anthoxy had made his most successful

achievements in the Daguerrean art, he began to tm'n his atten-

tion more esjoeciaUy to the importation and manufacture of those

materials which are brought into requisition by daguerrean art-

ists, of whom we have now upwards of seven thousand. He had
grown familiar with every process and department of that art

;

he had mastered its difficulties; he had learned its exigencies,

and he prepared to supply all its demands. Having long had a

correspondence with the chiefest artists and manufacturers of da-

guerrean materials abroad, where he spent some time, he insti-

tuted wider and more exact commercial relations with them, and
devoted himself exclusively to the business of furnishing these

materials to the daguerrean artists of this country. Here, also,

he has led the way, and stands at the head of his business. He
has an extensive manufactory of daguerrean materials, and has

brought it to such perfection, that he now produces every article

required, while he regularly exports his own cases to Great
Britain and the Continent. Mr. C. C. Harrison who makes
instruments for Mr. Anthony, is a self-taught man; he makes
the best lenses in the world; he calculates their curves accord-

ing to the density of the glass, which is done by no other manu-
facturer, except by the aid of mathematical professors. Mr.
Anthony has lost none of his enthusiasm for this beautiful and
universal art. He still fosters and encom'ages it by every means
in his power. Fortune has smiled upon him, and he shows him-

self grateful for its favors. A year ago, he offered to the da-

guerrean world a $500 prize, in the form of an artistically

wrought silver pitcher, to be awarded to the artist, who should,

before the 15th day of November, 1853, produce the four best

pictures of four different sizes. The pictures were to be sent in

vmder the designation of certain numbers or signs, accompanied
by sealed notes, and which were not to be opened till the prize

had been awarded. He chose, too, the very best jury that could

have been selected—Profs. Morse, Renwick and Draper, men
who are universally honored, and who possess qualifications no one

would question. Without mutual consultation, these gentlemen
carefully examined all the contributions, and wrote down their

individual opinions, all of which concurred, without hesitation,

in awarding the prize to Gurney. The act was a magnanimous
one, and entitles him to grateful recognition, not less for the

deed than for the manner in which it was done. Mr. Anthony
occupies the second floor of his own building at 308 Broadway,
over Gillie's iron store, where he has altogether the most com-
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plete and extensive assortment of materials which are required
in the^ practice of the daguerrean art, that can be found on this

side of the Atlantic. With all that he has achieved, he started
at so early a period, that he finds himself yet in the morning of
life ; and long may his sun be in the heavens

!

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.

PKEPARED FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHIC AND FINE ART JOURNAL; BY J. J. BARDWELL.

FORMIC ACID.

Prep. I. (Doebereiner.) Tartaric acid, 2 parts; peroxide of

manganese and concentrated sulphuric acid, of each, 3 parts;

water, 5 parts ; distill in a capacious retort into a well cooled re-

ceiver.

II. (lire.) Tartaric acid, 10 parts; concentrated sulphuric

acid, 15 parts; black oxide of manganese, 14 parts; water, 20
to 30 parts.

III. (Liebig.) Dry formiate of lead, 18 parts; oil of vitriol,

6 parts; water, 1 part; distill in a mm'iate of lime bath.

The acid is transparent and colorless, of a pungent sour smell,

and acid taste.

SUGAR OF MILK.

Prep. Evaporate clarified whey till it crystallizes, and purify

the crystals by digestion with animal charcoal and repeated

crystallization.

IODIDE OF sulphur.

Prep. Iodine, 4 parts; sulphur 1 part. Place the mixture in a

loosely corked flask; immerse it in a water bath, and, as soon as it

melts, stu' it with a glass rod ; then place in the cork, remove
the bath from the fire, and let the two cool together.

When cold, break the iodide into pieces, and place it in a
wide-mouthed stoppered bottle. In this way a beautiful semi-

crystalline, dark gray mass, resembling antimony, is obtained.

TEST FOE OIL IN ALCOHOL.

Test I. (Liebig.) Add colorless oil of vitriol to the spirit; a
red tinge will be produced if essential oil be present.

II. (Vogel.) A solution of nitrate of sUver added to pure al-

cohol does not alter its color or transparency. If it turns red

it contains oil or other organic matter. This test is very deli-

cate, and is equally applicable to dilute as well as strong alcohol.

OXIDE OF GOLD

Prep. I. (Peroxide of gold; oxide of do.; teroxide of do.;

auric acid; crocus soles.) Calcined magnesia, 4 parts; ter-

chloride of gold, 1 part; water, 40 parts. Mix, boil, wash the

precipitate first with water, next Avith dilute nitric acid, and,

lastly, agaui with water. Di'y in the shade.

Prep. II. Neutral chloride of gold, containing 1 part gold,

and water 12 parts; carbonate of potassa, 1 part; dissolved in

water, 2 parts. Digest at 110° ; well wash the precipitate with

water; dissolve in colorless nitric acid sp. gr. 1'400, and decom-
pose the solution by admixture with water. The precipitate is

the pure hydrated peroxide of gold; it may be rendered anhy^^

drous by drying it at a heat of 212°.

—

(Liebig.)

In the state of hydrate, teroxide of gold is yellow, but dark
brown or black when fi'ee from water. It is insoluble in ^ater.

ferric acid.

Prep. ( Trommsdorff.) Finely pulverised iron filings, 2 dr.;

pulverised saltpetre, 4 dr. Mix; place it in an 8 or 10 oz.

crucible heated to a glowing red, still standing on. red hot coals,

and, when combination takes place on one side, shown by the

evolution of light and white fumes, remove it from the fire. As
soon as the deflagration of the mixture has ceased, scrape out

the mass on to a cool plate by means of an iron spatula. The
product is a dark reddish mass, forming a superb cherry red so-

lution with water, which quickly undergoes decomposition. De-
position, sesquioxide of iron, and cooling pure oxygen.
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CHROMIC ACID.

Prep. Take chromate of baryta, and digest in concentrated ni-

tric acid, which forms nitrate of baryta, and sets the chromic acid

free. The chromic acid may be separated from the nitrate of

baryta by decantation, or, which is still better, by filtration

through asbestos. Care must be taken not to let it come in

contact with any organic matter, or it will be decomposed.

The chromic acid is then to be evaporated to dryness, when, the

nitric acid will be volatilized, leaving pure chromic acid.

When the quantity of chromic acid prepared by this plan is

considerable, it would be as well to carry on the evaporation,

so that the superabundance of nitric acid which has been used

may be condensed, which may again be used for the same pur-

pose.

CHALK AND PENCIL DRAWINGS, TO FIX.

These may be fixed so as not to suffer fi'om abrasion by wash-

ing them with skimmed milk, or with water holding in solution

a little ismglass. When the former is used, great care must be

taken to deprive it of the whole of the cream, as, if the latter

substance be present, it will grease tlie drawing. An easy way
of applying these fluids is to pour them into a shallow vessel,

and to lay the drawing flat upon the surface, then to place it on

blotting paper in an inclined position to drain and dry.

PURE GLACIAL ACETIC ACID.

Prep. (Liehig.) Three parts of acetate of soda, thoroughly

dried and finely powdered; 9'1 parts of pure sulphuric acid.

Pour the acid on the powder, previously put into a capacious

retort. A sufficient heat will be developed by the reaction of

the ingredients to cause | of the acetic acid to pass over without a

fire ; heat must then be applied until the mass in the retort be-

comes quite liquid.

Rectify the product when two parts pure acid will be obtained

containing only 20 per cent, of water. The latter portion which

comes over, exposed in a closed vessel to a temperature below
40° F., deposit crystals of hydrated acetic acid. The weaker,

or liquid portion, being poured off, the ciystals may be again

melted and crystallized by cooling. The crystals of the last

operation, separated from the liquid, are perfectly pure.

gilder's pickle.

Prep. Alum and common salt, of each 1 oz.
;
purified nitre, 1 oz.

;

water, I pint. Used to impart a rich color to gold smfaces, prin-

cipally trinkets. Its application should not be too long con-

tinued, as it dissolves a small portion of the gold. For common
purposes it is best used diluted with water.

silvering of glass.

Proc. (Draytmi's Patent.) A mixture is first made of coarsely

pulverized nitrate of silver, 1 oz.; spirit of hartshorn, i oz., and

of water, 2 oz., which, after standing for 24 hours, is filtered

(the deposit upon the filter, which is silver, being preserved)

;

and an addition is made thereto of spirits at 84 above proof ; or

naptha, 3 oz.; from 20 to 30 drops of oil of cassia are then

added, and, after remaining for about 6 hours longer, the solu-

tion is ready for use. The glass to be silvered is well cleaned

and polished, placed in a horizontal ))osition, a wall of putty or

other suitable material formed around it, and the solution poured

over it to the depth of from J to J inch; from 6 to 12 drops of

a mixture of oil of cloves and alcohol (in the proportion of 1

part, by measure, of oil of cloves to 3 of alcohol) are next drop-

ped into it, at different places, or the diluted oil of cloves may
be mixed with the solution before it is poured ujion the glass.

The more oil of cloves used the more rapid will be the deposition

of the silver, but the patentee prefers that it should occupy 2

hours. When the required deposit has been obtained, the solu-

tion is to be poured off, and as soon as the silver on the glass is

perfectly dry, it is varnished with a composition formed by melt-

ing together equal quantities of bees' wax and tallow. The

patentee states that, by experiment, he lias ascertained that

about 18 grains of nitrate of silver are used for each square foot

of glass.

speculum metal.

Melt 2 parts copper (pui'e) and 1 part of grain tin in sepa-

rate crucibles; incorporate thoroughly with a wooden spatula;

then run the metals into moulds, so that the face of the intended
mirror may be downwards, and cool slowly.

chloride of sulphur.

Prep. Spread washed sulphur thinly on the bottom of a
wooden box or other chamber, and pass chlorine slowly over it

till fully saturated.

From the London Art-Journal.

THE HORSE AND THE HERO IN SCULPTURE.

Sir,—Under the above title you take notice, in your January
number, of a pamphlet by Mr. Park, the well-known sculptor,
in reference to pedestrian and equestrian portrait statues. His
argument, in effect, denies the appropriateness of ever erecting
an equestrian portrait statue. Is this tenable? Shrely it would
too much circumscribe Art! Surely equestrian memorials have
their places as well as other works! I think he fails to prove
they have not. That he does so fail I will try to show, if you
will allow me space to allude in detail to the seven sections into
which he divides his argument.

1. " In an equestrian group," he says, " the man is sacrificed
to the horse." If art imitates nature can this be? A good
rider, man or woman, appears to advantage on a fine and well-
managed horse ; at least this is a prevalent idea, and one ha
which Mr. Park appears to agree in his third section, in which
he speaks of a horse being a pedestal for a man; and a noble
natural, moving pedestal it is, especially appropriate for a modern
general. All field officers ride when on duty.

2. "A small equestrian group," the pamphlet continues,
" may be admii-ably adapted for a room, which, when enlarged
to a colossal pitch, and placed in the open air, would have its

power to please dimhiished in ratio of its increased size, because
the eye of the spectator could not embrace the expression of the
larger as he could in the smaller." Now on M'hat laws of human
vision and of perspective does the writer explain this? If the
area around or before the group be enlarged in the same pro-
portion as the group, at proportionably corresponding distances
the two will occupy the same angle of vision. Suppose an
equestrian group, 2 feet high, in a room 15 feet square, and that
the same design is enlarged to 20 feet high, and placed in a pub-
lic place 150 feet square; is it not evident that the spectator
would, as regards area, have the same opportunity of so placing
himself, as equally " to embrace the expression of the larger a's

ofthe less?"

3. " In nature," the writer says, " a man mounted on horse-
back is on a pedestal : the horse is that pedestal. When this
group is elevated on a second pedestal, the horse assumes the
principal position, and the head and form of the man are carried
out of then- proper relation to the observer." There is an aj)-

pearance of truth in this which fades on closer inspection. We
are speaking now of important open air memorials. In such
works, whether pedestrian or equestrian, Mr. Park would no
doubt himself agree that there should be two or three pedestals,
or members of pedestals, or bases, or whatever we may call them,'

placed one on the other in harmonious architectural combination^
to afford a sufficient architectural elevation to the whole work'
as well as to give space for sculpturesque illustration, either by
relievo, or emblematic figures and decorations, or by both. One
of the practical advantages of an equestrian treatment in such
large memorials is, that it does afford, in the horse, a natural
top pedestal for the statue witliout wearying the eye with form
above form, or dissatisfying it with the chimney-like shaft on
which many of our pedestrian statues arc placed. The
writer himself allows the excellent effect of the equestrian statue
of Marcus Anrelius in the capitol, which I can quite comprehend,
tliougli wholly at a loss to uiulerstand what he means by calling

it an exceptional case hi these words,—"in that the "horse is

sacrificed to tlie man in a manner that would not be tolerated
here." The liorse was much admired by Falconet, the sculptor
of the Czar Peter statue at St. Petersburg!!, and by himself con-
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sidered superior to his own, on which the sovereign is there

mounted.

4. " In a group so placed," the pamphlet continues, " the

lineaments of expression, the soul of art, can never be satisfac-

torily seen." Really this is purely a question of height, and has

nothuig to do with the statue being on a horse or no. It is

doubtless an important consideration in designing a memorial,

pedestrian or equestrian, to determine a proper elevation for the

principal head, and I think it will be found practically that, to

gain a corresponding general effect in a pedestrian work, the

head will have to be placed rather higher and fiu-ther, than less

so, from the eye than in the equestrian work ; thus reversmg the

proposition of the pamphlet. " A close approach," it continues,

"reveals the ugliest object in representative art, viz., the belly

of the horse." There is some truth in this objection, but it is to

be obviated by treatment in the work, and by placing the group

not too high, and generally on a spreading base. The disad-

vantage of a near approach to an elevated statue is not confined

to an equestrian work. A pedestrian statue is absurdly fore-

shortened when you can look, as it were, up its nostrils; and a

column, Avhen you approach its base, appears to be falling over

you.

5. "The stride of a man over a horse, when viewed in front

and rear, is not a beautiful action." Nor, I must add, is the back
view of any portrait statue likely to be its best. That of a

pedestrian figure is usually very uninteresting, and certainly not

superior in artistic effect to a similar view of an equestrian work.

With respect to the front views of an equestrian group, they

appear to me in no degree inferior to the side views. As to the

general effect of " the stride of a man over a horse," it has been
recognized in all times and by all nations who possessed a fiiue

breed of the animal, to be a dignified position. It is a frequent

theme of the poets. Does not our best-loved bard speak of
" witching the world with noble horsemanship?"

6. In this section the example of the Greeks is adduced in

the following words:—" The Greeks never put Alexander on a

horse, although "tanung a wild horse was a youthful feat of that

conqueror's: they never gave intellectual preference to brute

force." It appears, however, that after the battle of Granicus,

Alexander ordered Lysippus to make twenty-five equestrian

statues of his firiends who had fallen in that battle, and to add a

similar representation of himself. It is further stated that some
of these were removed to Rome by Metellus. Among the

bronzes of Herculaneum is one of Alexander on horseback, sup-

posed to be, as was usual -with such small Roman works of that

period, a copy from a then extant and well-known Greek origi-

nal. A similar observation may be made in relation to the

Roman coins of Macedonia, on which occm* the head of Alexan-
der, and on the reverse Alexander on horseback. It is well

known that the devices on coins were also generally from some
well-known work of Art.

7. It is here remarked that " equestrian statues must be of

necessity too much alike." If the artist be equal to it, a full

scope for originality may be found in such works ; it is hardly

fair to draw a decided inference from London happening to pos-

sess some indifferent works of this class. We may remark also

that there are certain stereotyped attitudes of pedestrian por-

trait statues on which the changes are often mug, as with one
hand holding a scroll and supporting a cloak, the other being
extended or pendant at the side. These form a staple of our
pedestrian portrait statues, but we may not infer from this that

there is not a scope for originality in such works.
After all that may be argued, theoretically or aesthetically on

this point, it is the ultimate practical good or bad effect on the

eye and mind in the completed and placed work that alone can
fully illustrate the question, and few public memorials hold a

higher place in public estimation than those of Marcus Aurelius,

to which Mr. Park accords such high praise, the Czar Peter on
horseback at St. Petersburg, and the lately erected equestrian

memorial in Berlin, of Frederick of Prussia. I cannot see that

these works are less "beautiful in themselves" for "being orna-

mental in an open space." Nor can I perceive that they are

less intellectual from being good in architectural effect. Is not

architecture capable of expression?

I speak thus of equestrian statues because I cannot see on

what grounds they are to be thrust out of the pale of intellectual

sculpture. It is not that I prefer them, except on certain occa-

sions, to pedestrian statues, nor that I deem them mere triumphs

of Art, or "harder to do." The difficulties of equestrian works
appear to have been very much overrated. If a man knows what
a horse is, and how to ride, and can model a human form vfith.

spirit and correctness, he will have little difficulty, comparatively,

with the horse or in seating the rider. It is not either that I

should wish to see a great proportion of equestrian statues erect-

ed. But of that there is little chance, unless the public bid

farewell to its common sense, which would not probably con-

sent in a memorial to the putting on a horse a legislator, an

admiral, a bishop, or one especially renowned in hterature,

science, or art. Legislators do not fi-ame laws, admirals do not

direct naval tactics, bishops do not instruct, nor do poets, phi-

losophers, or artists, compose, calculate, or pamt on horseback:

but generals do direct battles in that position. Wellington was

seventeen hours on Copenhagen on the field of Waterloo.

I am thus far from leaning to a large proportion of equestrian

statues; nor do I think that a large introduction of the some-

what " bravura" style to which they are apt to lead desirable

for the mterests of art or elevating to sculpture. Somewhat of

this is allowable in memorials connected with "pomp and cir-

cumstance" and national glory. A chivalric decorated air, and

a " trumpet of triumph" atmosphere about them is in accord-

ance with their subject, but I am far from considermg such

works as the highest efforts of art. Such works, equestrian or

pedestrian, should have their place only when appropriate, as

appropriate they no doubt sometimes are. It is the representa-

tion of the pure and simple, unadorned, and selected forms of

human nature that ' will ever hold the first place in sculpture

among an intellectual people; but in historical records, the sub-

jects may not be sacrificed to the artist. The general
_

pubUc

impression should in each case be expressed, and the views of

posterity regarded. For these reasons I believe it highly desir-

able that we should occasionally have equestrian memorials

erected. S. C.

THE THREE PETS.

Daguei-reotyped by Hesler—Crystallotyped by WWpple.

In the arrangement of this group appears the nameless charm

of happy childhood. Unsolicitous for the future, there is a con-

sciousness of present pleasure in the society of beloved objects.

In that happy countenance we see the intrusion of no thought

of possibility of commg separation, or the traces of any fear that

love will decay.

It is the embodiment of childhood's power, the truth, that

youth and innocence wield a mighty influence, extending not

alone over these domestic pets. This potent sway hath many a

father's heart confessed; and the constant acts and deeds of love

speak its power over the fond mother's tender heart. Strength

yields to an infant's arms; hard and worldly hearts oftimes

subdued by the artlessness of a child ; and the " man of crune,"

watching the infant's play, murmurs, in mild,

" Heart-liumbled tones—'thou blessed child!' "

In that peaceable kingdom, yet to come, childhood shall stand

as the conqueror of fierce and rugged natures, when the "wolf

and the lamb," the " young lion and the fatling shall herd to-

gether, and a Uttle child shall lead them." It is not, therefore,

strange that these milder denizens of the wood and field seem in

their proper element, or that the fair young face should indicate

conscious sense of authority and protection. The group seems

to teach us that sterner natures than the cooing dove and faint-

hearted rabbit have bowed beneath the sway of artlessness and

innocence.

The young queen who presides over the favorites of her court

has experienced much perplexity in suitably impressing them

with the necessity of maintaining a proper decorum; and when

the time approached duly to present themselves within the

charmed influence of the camera, all the authority and majesty,

by nature invested, was called into requisition. This even fails

effectually to quiet. So Willy is promised a cabbage leaf of

huge dimensions and corresponding verdancy, while Julie is
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treated, in pei'spective, to choice crumbs of the queen's own
cake; thus, by a judicious admixture of command and reward,

is allegiance secured.

A fond pride in her pets, on the part of the pet far excel-

lence, promotes an earnest wish to mamtain an air of propriety

in herself as well as her favorites ; otherwise, many a merry wink
or wreathed smile would suggest a sportive mood on their parts,

sadly baffling to the artist. Tlie dove that nestles so closely to

that young heart seems, as it were, to have learned that an af-

fection and tenderness beats there for its trembling self; and
the long ears of Willy (often pulled for some petty misdemeanor)
appears to listen for the words of fondness, with which pets in

genera], and he in particular, are so often greeted; and both

seem well satisfied that such silken bondage shall still continue,

manifesting no desire to rebel against such sway. Of the merits

of the picture none ueed speak ; its excellencies of execution are

its light and shade, free and natural expression, and grace in

grouping—its full eifect most pleasing to the beholder.

Froin the London Art-Journal.

SOAP AS A MEANS OF ART.

The following interesting communication has been made by

Dr. Branson, of Sheffield, to the " Journal of the Society of

Arts." We have examined the specimens forwarded to the so-

ciety, and they clearly show that by the simple method proposed,

very superior results can be obtained.
" Several years ago, I was endeavoring to find an easy sub-

stitute for wood engraving, or rather to find out a substance

more readily cut than wood, and yet sufficiently firm to allow of

a cast being taken from the surface when the design was finished,

to be reproduced in type metal, or by the electrotype process.

After trying various substances, I at last hit upon one which

at first promised success, viz., the very common substance called

soap; but I found that much more skill than I possessed was re-

quu-ed to cut the fine lines for surface printing. A very little

experience with the material convinced me that, though it might

not supply the place of wood for surface printing, it contained

within itself the capability of being extensively applied to various

useful and artistic processes in a manner hitherto unknown.

Die-sinking is a tedious process, and no method of die-sinking

that I am aware of, admits of freedom of handling. A draw-

ing may be executed with a hard point on a smooth piece of

soap almost as readily, as freely, and in as short a time as an

ordinary drawing with a lead pencil. Every touch thus pro-

duced is clear, sharp, and well defined. When the drawing is

finished, a cast may be taken from the surface in plaster, or, bet-

ter still, by pressing the soap firmly into heated gutta percha.

In gutta percha several impressions may be taken without in-

juring the soap, so as to admit of "proofs" being taken and cor-

rections made—a very valuable and practical good quality in

soap. It will even bear being pressed into melted sealing-wax

without injury. I have never tried a sulphur mould, but I

imagine an impression from the soap could easily be taken by

that method. The specimens show that the gutta percha or

plaster cast thus obtained, a cast in brass, with the impression

either sunk or in relief, can at once be taken. If sunk, a die is

obtauied capable of embossing paper or leather; if in relief, an

artistic drawing in metal. This suggests a valuable application.

The manufacturer may thus employ the most skilful artist to

make the drawing on the soap, and a fac-simile of the actual

touches of the artist can be reproduced in metal, paper, leather,

gutta-percha, or any other material capable of receiving an im-

pression. By this means even high Art can be applied in various

ways—not a translation of the artist's work by another hand,

as in die-sinking, but the veritable production of the artist him-

self. One of the specimens (which we have seen) is a copy of

Sir E. Landseer's " Highland Piper," a rude one, I must con-

fess, though its rudeness does not militate against the princii)le

involved in its production. Suppose the drawing had been made
by Sir E. Landseer himself; that accomplished artist's actual

drawing nught have been embossed on various materials in com-

mon use, and disseminated amongst thousands, thus familiarising

the eyes of the public with high Art, and giving a value to the

embossed transcript which no translation by the die-sinker, how-

ever skilful, could possibly give it. The raised gutta-percha im-

pression of this specimen is from the soap itself; the sunk im-

pression is cast in gutta percha from gutta percha. I wish
to lay particular stress upon the fact that drawing touches can

be thus rendered, and an effect rapidly produced, unattainable

by modeling. The larger plaster casts were taken from drawings
freely made—as the appearance of the touches will prove—in

common brown soap. The finer kind of soap is of course better

fitted for fine work; but should the process now described be
adopted by the manufacturer—and I trust it may never become
the subject of any patent^soap better suited to the purpose than
any now made will doubtless be specially manufactured. In proof
that fine lines can be drawn upon the soap as well as broad vigorous

touches, I can state that one of Rembrandt's etchings has been
copied on soap, the soap pressed into gutta percha, and an elec-

trotype taken from the gutta percha cast, from which a print has
been obtained very little inferior in delicacy to the original etching.

Doubtless persons engaged in manufactures will see applications

of the process which I have not contemplated, au4 I leave it to

their ingenuity to discover them. I would particularly call the
attention of ornamental leather and paper manufacturers, book-
binders, and, possibly, manufacturers of china, to the process,

for it must be remembered that soap when made can be run into

moulds of any form, so as to obtain curved as well as flat sur-

faces for the artist to draw upon. It has also occurred to me
that it would prove a very ready and expeditious method of

forming raised maps, pictures, and diagrams for the use of the

blind. The manipulation is very simple. A lead pencil draw-
ing, if required, can readily be transferred to the smoothed sur-

face of the soap, by placing the face of the drawing on the soap
and rubbing the back of the pajjer; every line of the drawing is

then distinctly visible on the soap. The implements used are

equally simple; all the specimens sent were drawn with ivory

knitting-needles, and small ivory netting meshes for scooping out
larger and deeper touches. The only caution necessary is to

avoid ttnder-cutting. Having felt the greatest interest in the

establishment of schools of design, so well calculated to re-con-

nect Fine Art with manufactures, it will afford me sincere grati-

fication if the simple process now pointed out—and I trust its

simplicity will be no bar to its being carefully tested—shall be

in the smallest degree instrumental in accomplishing the re-

union."

A RUDIMENTARY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON PERSPECTIVE.*

BY GEORGE PTXE, AKTIST.

Prob. XI., 'fig. 40.
f—Of the double arch, here given, the front

one is drawn in the same manner as the first arch in the plate.

Prob. YI. It varies in its proportion, but the mode of drawing
it is the same.

We will endeavor so to figure and describe the I'epresentation

here given, as to enable the student to draw it with the least

possible difficulty. He must first imagine the object he is repre-

senting to be transparent; most perspective drawings are made
as if such were the case; and he must understand, that in order

to get the lines that represent the thickness or width of the ob-

ject, the whole perspective drawing of the front is repeated a

little way behind it, at its perspective distance. To render this

problem perfectly intelligible, the lines of the front of the struc-

ture will have their reference in capital letters; and the corres-

ponding lines in the dr^jving behind it in small letters. The re-

ferences by figures will be the same in the corresponding points

of each archway.

The mode of drawing the front face of the structure, it is quite

superfluous to go over; the student can draw it from the descrip-

tion given for drawing the first archway in Prob. VI. We will

therefore consider the whole of the front or face of the structure

as drawn and lettered, and proceed at once to the farther one,

rejjresenting the thickness or width of the arch and side. From
the points 1 and 2, the top and bottom of the line a, draw two
lines to the vanishing point h, and between them draw the per-

* Continued from paoe 86, Vol. 7, No. 3.

t The eii.!i;ravt'r not liuviiia; tlie cut finished in time for this number,
it will appear in our ne.xt.

—

Ed,
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pendicular line a, to detcrmiue the width of the structure. It is

here made very uarrovv, for the purpose of showing a greater

portion of the inner curve. From the points 1 and 2 of the line

a, draw two lines h and c, to the vanishing point j ; and from

the points 21 and 22, the upper and lower points of the line g,

draw two lines to the vanishing point h; from the point 21,

where the upper line intersects the line h, draw a perpendicular

line g, to meet the point 22, where the lower line intersects the

line c. This will complete the external lines of the second arch-

way
;
the lines a, b, g, c of the second corresponding with the

lines A, B, G, c of the first archway.

To find the line determining the top of the second arch, draw

a line from the point 3 on a to the vanishing point h ; and from

its point of intersection on the line a at 3, draw a line to the

vanishing point j, which is the line d required. To find the line

determining the height of the points from which the second arch

rises (4 and 5 of the geometrical drawing), from the point 15

on A di'aw a line to the vanishing point h ; and from its point of

intersection on a at 15, draw a line to the vanishing point j,

which is the line / required; the line d of the second archway

corresponding with the line d of the first, and the line/ of the

second corresponding with the line f of the first.

From the points 13 and 14 on the line d, draw two lines to

the vanishing point h; and from their points of intersection at

13 and 14 on the line d, draw two perpendicular lines to meet

the line c: these lines represent the two sides of the arch ; and

where they intersect the line /will be the points 16 and 11, cor-

responding with the points 16 and 17 of the line f. The corres-

ponding points to 13 and 14 on d, and 16 and 11 on f, of the

first archway, being found on the lines d and / of the second,

there remain only the points 18, 19, 20 on f of the first, to find

on / of the second. The student will recollect that these points

were found in the first archway by getting the perspective dis-

tances on the line b of the points 11, 8, 12 of the elevation on e,

and from these points on b drawing pei'pendicular lines that meet
the line f at 18, 19, and 20. Now, from each of the points

where these lines intersect the line d, draw a line to the vanish-

ing point H, and from each of the points where these lines drawn
to H intersect the line d, draw a perpendicular line to meet the line

/ at the points 18, 19, 20. From the point 19 / draw two lines

upwards, one to the point 13 on d, the other to the point 14 on

d ;
and the straight lines of the elevation on the line e are repre-

sented in perspective between the lines / and d of the second

archway, corresponding with those of the first between f and d.

The second curve must be drawn through the points correspond-

ing with those of the first. The student must here understand,

that the line b corresponding with the line b, the line d with d,

and/ with f, the perspective positions of the points 11, 8, 12 of

the elevations might with equal correctness have been transferred

from either of the three lines of the first (b, d, or f), to its cor-

responding line of the second {b, d, or /), by ruling from each

])oint on either line to the vanishing point h, to give the inter-

sections on the corresponding line: the lines d d were chosen as

the most convenient, ibr, as they form the upper line of the figure

for constructing the arch, the taking them obviates any unne-

cessary length of line, which is always desirable.

It would be quite superfluous to give a plate representing the

gothic arch and windows, with their thickness or width, as the

mode of drawing them is line for Ihie with the example just

given; but the student is strongly recommended to draw them,

and, for the sake of practice, to draw another double structure

of tliem, some little distance behind the first—say, at the dis-

tance of the point 1 from the point d on the line e, Prob, IX.
He will find this extremely simple, inasmuch as the points (refer

here to the problem just gone over) for the perspective distan-

ces of the points 4, 11, 8, 12, 5, and 9 and 10, are already

found. We will explain this by continuing the problem before

us. Continue the line c (the base-line of the farther side of the

first structure) to the ground line, at the point 21 ; the space

between 21 and the bottom of the line a (2) will represent the

geometrical width of the structure; the vanishing point j serv-

ing as a point of distance for the objects on the right-hand side.

From the point 21 measure off on the ground line, to the right,

a space the length of the line e, to represent the geometrical

distance of one structure from the other (any other distance

12^

>r

might be chosen) ; and farther to the right measure off the spaco
between the points 2, the bottom of the line a, and 21, to re-

present the width of the second structure. From each of the*

points of division, rule a hue to the vanishing point j (as a pouit'

of distance), and from the intersections of these hues with that;
drawn from the lower pomt (2) of the line a to the vanishing''

point H, draw two perpendicular lines to meet the line drawn

'

so

the

Ixom the top of the line a to the vanishing point h. This will

give four points m the second double archway, corresponding
with the points a 1, a 1, and a 2, a 2, and represents the sides of

the second archway. The corresponding lines of this archway,
as far as we go, are lettered and figured the same as in the first,

to make them perfectly intelligible. The Ime already drawn
from the point 3 on a of the first structure, gives the points 3

—

3 on the lines a a of the second; and from these points the lines

D d are ruled to the vanishing point j. The line ruled from the

point 13 on the line d of the first structure, to get the point 13
on d of the same, gives the points 13—13 on the lines d—d of

the second ; and all the lines drawn from the points on d, to find

the corresponding points on d of the first, in their passage to the

vanishing point h, give the corresponding points on the lines d

d of the second structure, and would to any number it were ne-

cessary to draw. The Hue drawn from 15 a of the first, gives

in like manner the points 15 a and 15 « on the second; and the

lines F / are ruled from these points to the vanishing point j.

The above is quite sufficient to enable the student to complete
the drawing of the second double archway ; and the gothic arch-

way and windows may be represented in precisely the i^ame

manner.

The student must now refer back to Problem VII. Fi;

3, here given, is a fac-simile of Fig. 2, with the width of

arches added. Nothing can be more simple than to make this

addition, as it is merely repeating what has been done before.

The second figure is chosen on account of its showing moi'c of

the thicknesss of the arches; but the mode of adding the width
to the arches in either of the figures is the same. The student
had better, perhaps, commence with fig. 1, on account of the ref-

erences. In this case, from his being situated exactly midway
between the two side of the arch, he must necessarily see the

thickness on both sides. The width of each arch is supposed to

be one-third of the space between the two sides: take, then,

one-third of the distance from a to b, and put it on the ground
line to the right of the point 2, as at d, and from it rule a line

to the point of distance; from the point where this line inter-

sects the line d draw up a perpendicular line till it meet the line

c; from the point where the perpendicular line touches c draw a

horizontal line to the line e, and from that point again draw a

perpendicular line to the line f. From the middle point of the

horizontal line drawn from c to e (given by the intersection of the

hne drawn from the point 5 to the vanishing point) describe a

semicircle from its two extremities^ and the drawing of the thick-

ness of the first archway will be completed. The student will

doubtless perceive that the mode here pursued for representing

the width of the archways, is precisely the same as that before

described for drawing the second archway. To get the thick-

ness of the second archway, set the geometrical width (one-third

of the distance from a to b) on the ground line, to the right of

the point 4, find its perspective width on the line d, and proceed

as with the first, and so on, from the geometrical width beyond
the points 11 and 12, for the third and fourth archways. The
widths of the archways in Fig. 3 were drawn in the same way.

We have, in Prob. IV., pointed out the utility of diagonal

lines for finding the perspective centres of gables, &c., as also

for determining certain perspective distances. There is another

and most essential use of this rule ; which is, the finding the points

of spires, turrets, &c., whetiier their basis be of a square, circular

or other form. If a pyramidal figure, the base of which is a

square (Fig. 1, Plate XIII.), the square must first be put in

perspective, its centre found by diagonal lines, and from the

centre a perpendicular line d drawn up to the height of the top

of the pyramid e; and to this point, from each of the angles a,

b, c, a line must be drawn, which will give the true representa-

tion of a pyramid in perspective. Where this rule is applied to

the drawing of spires, from the height of the tower, the sides of

the square generally incline downwards to the vanishing point;

I
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but it is immaterial whether the perpendicular line d, to find the

point of the spire, be drawn up from the centre of the upper or

lower square of the tower. In Fig. 2, a drawing is given of the

outer lines of a tower with a square spire, and the perspective

squares are drawn both at the top and bottom. The student

will perceive from it, that the perpendicular line d, to find the

point of the spire, drawn fi'om the centre of the lower square,

passes directly through the centre of the upper one.

In representing conical forms, the same rule is to be followed.

Fig. 3 represents a cone in perspective. The perspective circle

being drawn as described in the preceeding problems, and the

points for drawing the curve being found by means of a square,

the perspective centre of the square will also be the perspective

centre of the circle, from which a perpendicular line must be

drawn up for the point of the cone ; and from each of the lateral

extremities of the circle a line must be drawn to it, which will

give the perspective appearance of a cone.

Fig. 4 is a geometrical figure of eight sides, called an octa-

gon, with the mode of constructmg it. It is a similar figure to

that given in Problem V. for constructing a cii'cle ; and if from

point to point, through which the circle is drawn, straight lines

are ruled, it will produce a regular eight-sided figure, or octagon,

of which all the sides and all the angles are equal. By putting

in perspective the same figure of straight lines as that given for

describing a circle in Problem V., these eight points will be in

their perspective positions, and eight lines ruled from one point

to another will give the octagon in perspective: a perpendicular

line must then be di'awn up from the centre of the square fwhich

is also the centre of the octagon), and lines drawn to it from the

angles of the octagon. Fig. 5 is the representation of an octan-

gular pyramid: in the position from which this is seen, four sides

of the octagon are visible to the spectator: but it is very com-

monly the case, that only three sides of an octagonal tower or

pyi-amid are visible. This depends entirely on the position in

which the spectator places himself to view it.

Figs. 6 and t. It frequently occurs that spires of churches

do not commence from quite the top of a tower, and that the

base of the spire is less than the square of the tower. In going

to the summit of a church tower, it is very common to find, be-

tween the base of the spire and the battlements, a sort of terrace

to walk round, of from three to four feet wide, and that the

walls of the tower rise three or four feet from this platform.

Fig. 1 represents the upper portion of a structure of this kind.

From the JV. Y. Tribune.

MIERICAN ARTISTS AND TOURISTS IN ITALY.

"Wedxesdat, Feb. 22, 1854.

During a stay of some weeks in Florence I have made many
visits to the studies of American artists residing here, and send

for the benefit of your readers some of the results of my obser-

vation.

Of Powers it is hardly necessary to speak, so well establisbed

is his reputation, and so cognizant is the public of his labors and
merits. He is always busy-—overrun with commissions, and his

time so much occupied with busts that his larger works receive

less of his attention than he would gladly bestow upon them,

which would be the more to be regretted were his busts less ad-

mirable. He has found time, however, to model a very beauti-

ful figure of " II Pensoroso" for Mr. Lennox of your city, which
might add to a smaller reputation.

A sculptor of less note, but* scarcely less merit or success in

what he has attempted, is Mr. Hart of Kentucky, who has Ijcen

for some years laboriously studying and working in this city.

Much of his time and tliought have been devoted to improving
the tools of his profession with such success as to materially

lessen the amount of manual labor requii'ed. Labor-saving ma-
chines in the arts have always been regarded as illegitimate liy

many artists and critics, who like Ruskin, can see no beauty in

a macliine-wrouglit-gcm, or good growing out of any attempt to

evade the mandate, " by the sweat of thy Ijrow." Still, it will

be hard to convince this progressive age, tliat an improvement
which not only lessons labor, but gives increased accuracy and
nicety in execution, and tends materially to reduce the cost of

works and art, is unworthy of conmiendation. Inasmuch as

machines can never perform the labor of the brain, but are

facilities for the more ready and perfect embodiment of the

artist's idea, and by relieving his hands of labor, enabling him
to employ more thought and feeling in his work, they become
important aids to the progress of art; and when Mr. Hart's in-

struments are fully perfected and brought before the public, none
but the extremest old fogies would use the old method. Besides

these inventive labors, Mr. H. has modeled many admirable

busts, and is now at work upon an ideal female head, full of ex-

pression and sweetness, which he calls Yirguiia. It is a beauti-

ful creation, and will go far to establish his reputation as a man
of genuine artistic perception and feeling. His studio has be-

come (as that of Power's has for years been) one of the points

of interest in Florence.

Mr. Jackson, a young sculptor from Boston, has been study-

ing here for some months, and exhibits in the few works I have
seen of his much promise ; his talents and industry and the care-

ful study he is devoting to Ids art must insure success.

Among our painters in Florence, Edwin White stands promi-

nent. And indeed I might say among American artists, gene-

rally. "His "Burial of De Soto," and "The last meeting of

the Pilgrims in Holland," made too decided an impression upon
the lovers of art who visited the two last exhibitions of our

Academy to be soon forgotten, and they will be glad to learn

that he is now engaged upon the materials of another pilgrim

picture, "The signing of the famous compact on board the May-
Flower;" which, judging from the design and the studies made
for it, promises to be much finer than the one they have al-

ready admired. He has a number of other pictures in progress,

most of them illustrative of some point of interest in American
history. An earnest, industrious, true artist is Edwin White

—

deeply imbued with a love of his art—feeling its responsibilities,

and desirous to do something to dignify and illustrate the history

of his country and to add to her art memorials.

Our poet painter. Read, whose poems are pictm-es, and whose
pictures are poems, is here, dividmg his time between the two
arts, which share his love. Some very delightful pictures are

growing up in his studio—poetical in conception—graceful in

form and grouping—bi'illiant yet harmonious in color, they de-

serve the popularity they have gained. But successful as he is

in painting he is more so in poetry ; and a work upon which he

is now engaged in the hours he spares from the labors of his

studio, will more surely secure immortality. It is eminently

American, full of charming sketches of scenery and character,

and will be, when completed, if one may judge from what is al-

ready finished, not only the longest but the best American poem
yet wi'itten. Mr. R. is not as well known or appreciated at

home as he deserves. His strongest admirers have been in Eng-
land, where high authority has placed him at the head of our

poets.

Mr. Robertson, from Washington, has been for some time

pursuing his studies here and at Rome. He has made rapid

progress, and will soon be recognized as one of our successful

painters.

Mr. Tait, a young artist from Cincinnati, has here commenced
his career as a landscapist, and with his poetical tempei'ament,

enthusiasm and love of beauty, needs only careful study and
practice to ensure excellence.

There are but few English artists in Florence. I have visited

the studios of but two. Mr. Dobson, an artist with a pre-

Raphaelite tendency, is sustaining in some exceedingly elaborate

and carefully studied pictm'es a reputation well established in

England. Mr. Stanton is the designer and author of some of

the most excellent pencillings I have ever seen, not only won-
derfully delicate in execution, but full of spirit and beauty in

design. If some of our publishers would secure the services of

such an artist we should soon see an improvement in the illus-

trations of our literature.

Most of the Italian painters are engaged in copying. Art is

with them a trade, and thoy find employment from picture deal-

ers, wlio pocket the lion's share of the profits, while they are

satisfied with a few pauls a day for tlicir industry in multiplying

bad copies of the old masters. Yery few of the hundreds of

coi)ics which are annually sold to eager travelers were copied di-

rectly from the originals, and many are the dilutions of madon-
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uas and saints which find their way to America to adorn the

parlors of our rich tourists.

A few only among the native artists attempt originality, and, if

the last exhibition of their academy or the specimens of their

productions to be seen in their studios are a fair test of their

merit, Mith poor success. I visited, a few days since, the studio

of Bazzoli, regarded by the Italians as their best painter. I

was drawn there by a report that a large and very beautiful

picture of Eve had just been completed and was then on exhibi-

tion. A gaudy, trashy, vulgar pictm-e was this Eve—bad in

sentiment, in color, in drawing, and without real merit of any

kind, yet it found plenty of admirers, not only among Italians

but among foreigners. Marco, in his department, has more

merit, and one or two younger artists are showmg some promise;

but the best painters and sculptors, at present m Florence, are

Americans.

There are a mmiber of our countrymen here, some of whom
are spending the winter, and others making flying visits. Sev-

eral of them are expending their surplus money in the purchase

of works of art. Some, ^\'ith discrimination and taste, as well

as liberality and patriotism, are giving commissions to American

artists. But by far the greater number, influenced by a fashion-

able admiration for the old masters, a desire to possess, even in

diminished copies, sometimes little more than caricatm'es, some

relic of the past—an ambition to say that their pictures as well

as their furniture and dress are of foreign manufacture; or,

doubting their own taste, are guided by that of their courier,

who is always ready to recommend the painter or dealer from

whom he receives the largest commission, are buying copies or

doul)tful originals of the multitude of unheard-of artists of the

past. So madonnas, and martyrs, and saints, and altar-pieces,

and embodied superstition of all kinds, are covering the walls of

our houses, which ought to be adorned with works of our own
tune—breathing the spuit and genius of the present, or looking

onward to the future. I know that it would be hard to con-

vince such persons that better pictures can be bought at home
than in Italy—that one landscape of Durand, or of Cropsey, or

of Kensett are worth all the copies of Salvator, Rosa, or Claude,

that they can collect in Florence or in Rome—that one good

illustration of American history, from the pencil of White or

Leutze is more to be prized than a dozen copies of saints from

Gruido or madonnas from Raphael ; and we shall still have to

suifer this inundation of bad copies, and our own Art wUl still

continue to languish for want of the support that it deserves.

But it is to be hoped that a better time is coming, and that the

influence of the past, its superstitious, its worn-out systems of

government and religion, and its Art, which is their offspring,

will cease to control our new world. We ought to be ashamed

of our vassalage to the taste and superstitions of the Old World,

aud declare our independence therefrom as we have ah'eady done

ft'om her poUtics.

THE LATEST EXCAVATIONS AT NINEVEH.

Of late the French Government has made some renewed at-

tempts, of which an account is given in the " Revue des Deux
Mondes." The ensemble of ruins in the environs of Khorsabad
consists of a large rectangular space of great extent. From
distance to distance small conical hills mark the spots where

towers or fortified gates were defending the walls. M. Place

knew that M. Botta had not excavated these little elevations,

and therefore paid great attention to this task. The first ob-

jects found consisted of some smaller articles of agate, marble,

and cornelion; however, of such preservation aud polish as if

they had only now issued new from the hands of the artist. In

another of these hills was found a sort of large staircase, or

rather a series of succeeding terraces, made of burnt and in-

scribed bricks. Below the lowest of these terraces was a dou-

ble souterrain of whose destination and use no idea could yet be

formed. It is built with great accuracy and mathematical cor-

rectness, and will form a sort of enigma to be solved by further

examination. Incisions, which were made in the east side of

this hill, led to the discovery of brass hinges and pins, which

belonged to the doors, of which nothing but the metal and the

stones in which these were fixed had remained. In consequence

of a lucky hit, M. Place arrived through the door at a hall

which had received the name of the " Magazine of (water)
Pitchers." No idea can be formed of the quantity of vases found
in this locahty ; they were of all shapes and sizes—pitchers large
and small, broad, narrow, compressed, and contracted at their
orifice. Most of them had been broken by the weight of the
earth which fell and rested upon them ; still M. Place had dis-

covered some which were perfect, and will form the nucleus of a
collection of Assyrian ceramic art. They were filled with clay,

which, however, had become so hard that it was impossible to
remove it, without, in many cases, breaking the vases. Some
contained articles made of cast-copper, among which were some
heads of gazelles, faithfully resembling those represented on the
bassi relievi, and M. Place thinks that they were used for bail-

ing out the wine or oil contained in the pitchers. On the
eastern side of the walls is another hall which M. Place had ex-

cavated. It contained pitchers, 1 metre 64 high, and the red
precipitates found at their bottom prove that these halls were
the wine cellars of the old monarchs of Assyria. M. Place ex-

amined all parts of the palace, and wherever he found the sub-

terranean galleries, he perceived that the Assyrian architects

had used both the pointed and round arch. M. Place next
directed his attention to what M. Botta had called "the ruined

building," but had left it unexplored. He therefore opened his

trenches towards the front of one of these halls, but soon came
to the conviction that, far from being what may be called a
ruined building, this part of the palace was in the way of con-

struction at the time the whole became a ruin. On inspecting

the cu'cumvallation of the city, M. Place remarked on the south
west side a pretty high hill, adapted to another unexplored
mound of the same size, and equalling in extent of area that of

the large palace. But it is not a single palace or palaces which
await here further examuiation, but a whole Assyrian town may
yet be discovered and exhumed.— The Builder.

JJersonal anb 1.rt Intelligence.

— When we first proposed publishing the Photographic Art
Journal, nearly five years ago, its success was questioned by
many who considered themselves judges in the matter of periodi-

cal literature, and we must confess it was with some little fears

for the result that we put forth our first number some two years

afterwards. At that time the Photographic art was considered,

by almost every one engaged in it, as at the height of perfection,

and that it would be difficult to find subject matter sufficient to

fill the pages of our proposed journal for a single year.

But what has been the result? Three years has it been in

existence, and every year has added to its circulation, and to

the improvement of the Photographic art. Men who laughed
at the idea of unprovement are now among those who strive

most for new discoveries, and are most loud in praise of our

monthly visitor, which from an insignificant little octavo, of sim-

ple typographical appearance, has become one of the largest

and most elegant periodicals published in this country.

This effect is due more to the liberal discernment and intelli-

gence of our Daguerrean artists than to our own efforts, and it

is with pleasure that we see them acknowledged throughout the

world as at the very head of their art.

— In accordance with the wishes of a large number of Daguer-
reans, we issue on the 1st of April a specimen number of the

"Weekly Paotogeaphig Art Journal," and send some five

thousand copies flying all over the country. Our regular issue

will commence on the First Saturday in May, by which time

we trust our friends will have provided us with a goodly array

of subscribers. For terms, see prospectus on the cover.

— Explosion—Two Men Seriously Injured—Property De-

stroyed.-—About 9 o'clock last evening, an explosion occurred

in the establishment of Messrs, Masury and Silsbee, daguerreo-

type artists. No. 299| Washington street. While they were

experimenting in a new process of taking pictures by gas light,

the vapour from the chemicals took fire from the gas-light, and

a terrific explosion took place, by which Mr. Masury's leg was

broken, and one of Mr. Silsbee's eyes put out. Messrs. Masury
and Silsbee were both otherwise injured. The three back win-
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dows were blown out, the front part of the building was much
shattered, and a building in the rear was also damaged. The
report was distinctly heard for some distance. Considerable

property was destroyed.

—

Boston Chronicle, March 10.

We have since learned with pleasure that Mr. Masury re-

ceived no injury, and regret that the iujm-ies resulting to Mr.

Silsbee were even more severe than at first supposed; his head

was terribly shattered. We sincerely trust it may not prove

fatal, and that they will soon be enabled to resume business.

— Mr. Thomas D. Jones, a sculptor of this city, has on exhibi-

tion at his rooms. No. 300 Broadway, an allegorical group of

sculpture for the Washington Monument, which has been gene-

rously contributed by the Welsh inhabitants of New York.

The group of fig-ures and accessories are of half-life size. On
the extreme left of the piece is a finely modeled dog, the emblem

of Fidelity. Next to this is the figure of Industry, holding in

her hand, as a symbol, the distaff. To the right of Industry

stands the old Welsh harp, the national emblem. Around the

harp is thrown the American flag, and over it placed an eagle.

To the right of the harp, and in the centre of the group, stands

the principal figure, the Gen.v.i^? of Liberty, nude, her hair bound

with a simple tiara, on which is sculptured in has relief the thir-

teen stars. To the right of the Genius of Liberty stands a

tripod, supporting a Bible, to which Liberty directs the atten-

tion as the foundation of civil and religious liberty. To the

right of the tripod is the figure of a mechanic in repose, to which

are added the appropriate emblems of manufactures, agriculture,

mechanics and commerce—the wheel, the plow, the anvil and

the quadrant. Above all the figures, in the centre of the

back-ground, is the Cap of Liberty, from which radiate rays

of light. AH the above-named figures and emblems are in

alto relievo, and are merely attached to the back-ground. The

Welsh block will be larger in dunensions and bolder in de-

sign and execution than any block yet contributed to the Wash-
iiigton Monument. The block will be seven feet long by five

feet high, and is to be scidptured nine inches deep. The artist

who is the original designer and author of this fine piece of work

is Mr. Thomas D. Jones, a native of Remseu, Oneida County,

New York. He has been for a year engaged on this great

master-piece. The public are respectfully invited to see this

great work, which will be exhibited for a few days only at his

rooms. No. 300 Broadway.

— "A New Gallery of Art.—We have apolite invitation from

Mr. W. Schaus to attend a meeting on Wednesday niglit, for

the purpose of considering a plan for the estabhshment of a Free

Gallery of Art in this city. We shall be very glad when we
see a Free Gallery of Art established in New York, but as one

of the first requisites for such an institution is works of art, and

as we neither possess them nor the artists who can produce them,

we are rather incredulous as to the possibility of a gallery, free

or otherwise. A gallery of pictures is a very ridiculous thing

m itself, and the American people have given such unmistakea-

ble indications of their regarding, such an estabhshment in that

light, that we cannot but marvel at the enthusiasm of Mr.
Schaus in attempthig to form a new one. The thing is clearly

impossible. Pictures should form the ornaments of private

houses, and pubhc halls, to be looked at, as we look at any

beautiful objects which come in our way. To form galleries of

art, and huddle together all sorts of incongruous objects, grave,

gay, high, low, bright, sombre, comic and sentimental, is one of

the greatest absurdities that civilized people could be guilty of.

It is done by the Italians, because they have a great number of

pictures and other artistic productions which have been be-

queathed to them by their ancestors, and are now preserved in

nmseums both as monuments of their former glory, and to at-

tract travelers to their decayed towns. But we have no pic-

tures, or other works of art, and to paint them expressly to put

in galleries, would be about as sensible as it would be to make
mummies for the sake of an Egyptian museum."

Thus discourses a writer in one of the New York papers. It

must be the same "oldfogie" who penned the scrap on sculpture,

quoted in our number for Novemljcr last. He is certainly no

friend to ]irogress, or the education of the people, in the arts at

least. We pity his benighted intellect.

— The Exhibition of the National Academy of Design
opened on Wednesday evening, March 22d, and the rooms were,

as usual, filled with the beauty and talent of New York society.

We shall take some pains to notice the woi'ks on exhibition in

our next.

— We regret to learn that our ft-iend G. N. Barnard has been
very ill, indeed, at the point of death ; but -we believe the crisis

is past, and that he is recovering rapidly.

— We shall be very much pleased to hear from the writer of

the criticisms on The Daguerreotypes at the Crystal Palace
oftener

— J. W. Thompson intends removing to his old stand on the

1st of May.

— L. W. Keen is now at Blountville, Tenn., working his way
into the good graces of its inhabitants by the happy elfects he
produces in giving them fine and perfect images of all who sub-

mit themselves to his tasteful manipulation.

— The large increase of daguerrean artists of the West and
South-West has called for a corresponding increase in estabhsh-

ments for the sale of daguerreotype material. Among those

who have presented themselves as candidates for the custom of

our artists, there are none who can be more highly recommended
than the following:

P. Smith, of Cincinnati, Ohio, is undoubtedly the oldest dealer

west of New York, and keeps the largest assortment. He is

not only a pleasant neighbor, but one of those substantial men
above the petty tricks of trade, and one in whom the utmost
confidence can be placed. All kinds and qualities of goods may
be found in his collection.

F. H. Clark & Co., of Memphis, Tenn., are young beginners

in the business; but they keep the best of material, and can be
implicitly relied on to furnish the desired article.

L. S. House, of Clarksville, Tenn., we can recommend in

equally high tei'ms; and we are convinced, by the increase in

their business, that their exertions to please are duly appreciated

by the operators around them.

It is with pleasure we can also perform the same good office

of recommending as the most substantial dealers:-—E. Mead
& Co., of St. Louis, Mo.; A. Hesler, of Galena, 111.; W. W.
Washburn, of New Orleans; D. Adams, of Nashville, Tenn.;
E. G. Stiles, of Chicago, 111.; Chas. Scott, of Ann Harbor,
Mich.; D. McDonnell, of Buffalo, N. Y.; E. P. Senter, of

Auburn, N. Y. ; Whitney & Denny, of Rochester, N. Y. ; R.
B. Appleby, do., do.; C. P. Westcott, of Watertown, N. Y.

;

A. C. Partridge, of Wheeling, Ya. ; Barnard & Nichols, of

Owego; H. S. Humphrey & Co., of Ogdeusburg; T. H. Har-
ris, Louisville, Ky.; G. W. Collins, Urbana, Ohio; P. H.
Benedict, Syracuse, N. Y. To speak of all these gentlemen as

they deserve would be superfluous, as their acts "will recommend
them to all who deal with them.

— Photographic Researches and Manipulations, including
THE Auuhor's Former Treatise /on Da.guereotype. Second
Edition, revised and enlarged. By L. L. Hill. M. Shew,
Philadelphia, Pub. This work we have spoken of before, and
what we then said of it is applicable now. In addition to the

first edition it contains an appendix, embracing some valuable

practical hints.

— We have been very politely permitted by Mr. Knecht, of

Easton, Pa., to notice the fact that he has invented a jjlate

block.

— A NOVEL application of the combustion of zinc has just been
discovered by Mr. Wcnham. He takes fine zhic parings or shav-

ings, and forms them uito a pellet, which when ignited, affoi'ds

a brilliant and, it is said, a steady light for photographic purposes.

— Those of our subscribers who do not intend to bind up
the last year's Photographic Art Journal will confer a favor
upon us by sending to our address the April and July numbers.
We want 20 copies of the former and 5 of the latter, in conse-

quence of having to duplicate a number during the year. We
will give an extra cojiy of this year's February number for the

above.

1
8 Apr.. ]s;'.4.
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THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
INSTRUCTIONS Df

THE ART OF PRODUCING PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTCRES IN ANY COLOR,

AND ON ANY MATERIAL,

FOB THE USE OF PUPILSj

And of Persons who are further advanced; and, also, for Engravers

on Copper, Wood, Stone, S^c.

BY DR. G. C. HERMAJSnST HALLEUR,
Late Director of the Royal Teclinical School at Bochum.

WITH PEACTICAL HINTS

ox THE LOCALE BEST SUITED FOR PnOTOGRAl'UIO 01"ER,\TI0NS, AM) OF THE PROPER POSTITRE,

ATTITUDE, AND DRESS FOR PORTRiVnX'RE.

BY F. SCHUBERT, PAINTER.

WITH AN APPENDIX,

COXTAI.VLXG BRIEF EXPLANATIONS OF SOME OF THE CHEMICAL TERMS OCCURRING IN THE WORK.

Translated from the German

BY J. G. HAASE.

PREFACE.

HAVE been engaged for several years in experi-

ments and researches ou the chemical changes and

modifications produced in various bodies by the

action of light. The object which I had more im-

mediately in view was to ascertain whether other

metallic compounds, besides those of silver, might

be used in photograpliy.

In addition to this, I had also proposed to myself to try

whether the purely conjectural and random way of mixing to-

gether the salts used in photographic processes, might not be

reduced to something like a law of definite mixing proportions.

It aifords me sincere gratification to be able to state that I

have attained both objects.

The results of the experiments which I made to ascertain

whether other metals besides silver might not be employed in

photography, fully established the fact that all metallic com-

pounds suffer alteration under the influence of light. In many
of them this change takes place in a very short time, as in the

case of iron for instance ; others require a more protracted ex-

posure to the action of light. By combinations of different

metallic salts the most interesting variations may be produced.

Next to silver, the salts of iron, and the compounds of chromium
appear to me the most important. Thus, for instance, the blue

or green images produced with a salt of iron and ferricyanide of

potassium (commonly termed red prussiate of potash or potassa),

look remarkably iine, and are well adapted for light-screens and
lithophanies; to protect them effectually from injury, they need
simply be enclosed between two glass-plates set in a frame.

The alteration suffered by many metallic salts under the influence

of light is in most cases not immediately visible, but it speedily

makes its appearance upon the application of the proper re-

agent.

For the benefit of those who may wish to engage in photo-
graphic experiments, but do not possess the requisite chemical
knowledge, I have added to the present work a Table (III.),

giving the deportment of the metallic salts with the most im-

portant re-agents. Guided by the information contained in that

table, it will always be easy to select the proper re-agent, and
in many cases also to obtain divers variations in tlie tints of the

pictures. This table will serve, moreover, to enable persons
unskilled in chemistry to test the substances, which they are

about to use, and thus to make sure of their identity and purity.

In reference to the proper mixing proportions of the sulj-

stanccs employed, I think I have found a definite rule in the

laws of equivalents or combining proportions ; I have therefore

added Tables I. and II. An example will show the way in

which these tables are to be used.

Suppose you want to prepare iodized paper (silver iodide

paper) for the taking of negative images, and you wish to know
in what proportions you ought to mix the iodide of potassium

and the nitrate of silver, to obtain a highly sensitive prepara-

tion; you need simply look out in the first column of Table II.,
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iodide of potassium, and there you will find in the third column,

the number 166, which is the combining or mixing weight of

the iodide; then look out nitrate of silver, where you will find

the number 170, the combining weight of the nitrate ef silver.

You will accordingly have to mix the two salts in the respective

proportions of 166 of the one (the iodide), and 170 of the other

(the nitrate). It does not matter what denomination of weiglit

you use, whether grains or grammes, or any other kind; but of

course the weights must correspond for the several substances.

Thus, for instance, if you have weighed off 166 grains of the

iodide of potassium, you must weigh off, ou the the other hand,

170 grains of the nitrate of silver. Tou may also use a less

number of grains or grammes, &c., the one-half, or the one-third,

for instance, of the number given in the table; but you must

keep rigorously to the proportions indicated. Thus, for instance,

to 83 of the iodide of potassium you would have to use 85 of

nitrate of silver. Now, supposing you have weighed off 166

graius of the iodide, and 170 grains of the nitrate, dissolve the

two salts separately, each in an equal volume of water, viz., 8

ounces ; then imbue the paper which you want to iodize with the

two solutions in the usual way (see Talbotype).

When the two solutions come in contact on the paper, there

ensues a double decomposition as follows:

—

Iodide of potassium.

Iodide of silver. -

Iodine.

Silver. Oxygen.
'Potassium.
Nitric acid.

•Nitrate of potassa.

Nitrate of silver.

Iodide of silver has accordingly been formed on the paper;

but, besides this, also nitrate of potassa or nitre, which must be

removed from it. This is effected most readily by laymg the

prepared side of the paper on water, in which the nitre will

speedily dissolve, and, from it a gTeater specific gravity, subside

to the bottom, whilst the iodide of silver, being insoluble in wa-

ter, will firmly adhere to the paper. The paper so prepared is

very insensible, and may, if carefully kept, be preserved a long-

time (for years even), without losing its properties. When you

want to make use of it for photographic purposes, you must im-

bue it once more with the silver solution, or with one of equal

strength, but in which a portion of the water is replaced with

acetic acid. Your paper will thus receive the requisite excess

of silver, and be rendered thereby highly sensitive.

If you wish to add bromine to your preparation, you need

simply calculate from the table the amount of bromide of po-

tassium to be added, and take a corresponding weight of iodide

of potassium less. Thus, for instance, if you wish to add one-

tenth of bromine, you will have to take ] 1'92 grains of bromide

of potassium, and, to make room for this, 16' 6 grains less of

iodide of potassium.

These examples will suffice, I hope, to point out the proper

way of proceeding in all other cases.

The substances enumerated in the table have all been used in

my own experunents. I have added the chemical formula, be-

cause I know from personal experience that chemists and drug-

gists will often serve you with a very different article from what

you want. To adduce an example, I got at a druggists, instead

oiiodide of ammonium (NH^^I), iodate of ammonia (NH^ 0,10^

)

—a preparation altogether useless for the purpose which I in-

tended it, viz., for the preparation of iodized collodion. This is

one of the most fertile sources of failure in jAotographic experi-

ments. Now, if you simply demand the article by name, mis-

takes of the kind may occur without any great blame being im-

putable on that account to the druggist; but if you add tlie-

chemical formula of the substance demanded, the substitution

of another article would be quite inexcusable.

I am now on the point of completing another work on the

art and science of photography, which embraces all my experi-

periments and researches in the domain of that most interesting

of modern inventions. This work which I hope will appear next

spring, under the title " Manual ol Photogenetic Chemistry and

Photography," will contain plain instructions on the easiest and

safest way of preparing all the materials required in photogra-

If this little work should contribute to impart a little more
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certainty and regularity into tlie various manipulations of the

photographic art, I shall deem myself amply rewarded for my
labors in that interesting branch of the natural sciences.

The Author.
Berlin, May, 1853.

INTRODtJCTION.

Light,—that essential condition to the existence of the whole

vegetable kingdom, with a few rare exceptions, and which, in so

many classes of animals, exercises also so great and beneficent

an influence over animal life,—is likewise one of the most ener-

getic causes of chemical action; and there are many chemical

combinations and decompositions which can only take place un-

der the influence of light.

Photography presents us, in this respect, with a number of

the most interesting phenomena, which even now have acquired

considerable practical value, but promise still greater and more
important results for the future. The discoveries made in this

new field of science have naturally called the attention of chem-

ists to the problem of the true nature and essence of light, and
have engaged them to make researches with a view to a possible

solution of that problem. As the domains of optics and chem-
istry may be said to touch and combine in photography, every

successful attempt in that direction may reasonably be expected

to lead to some new progress or discovery in optics, which, on

its part again, may serve to bring the philosopher nearer the

elucidation of the phenomena of light.

The action which light exercises upon fused chloride of silver

(horn silver), viz., that it imparts a black tint to the originally

white" salt, was known as early as the sixteenth century (to the

alchymists) ; still it was only in the eighteenth century that this

phenomenon was more closely examined. It would appear, also,

that about the same period the influence of light upon the crys-

tallization of various salts was first observed. Petit published

his observations on this latter subject in 1122, and Chaptat and
Dieze theirs about sixty-six years after: the former in 1188, the

latter in 1189.

Scheele studied the phenomenon of the blackening of chloride

of silver under the influence of light; he occupied himself more
particularly with those alterations which the chloride of silver

suifers under the influence of the prismatic rays. In 1111, he
published the results of his observations. He had discovered

that chloride of silver, minutely divided and spread on paper,

turned black much sooner under the influence of the violet ray
than under that of any of the other colors. Sennebier found, in

1190, that fifteen minutes exposui'e to the violet ray sufficed to

impart to chloride of silver the same black tint which it was
seen to acquire in the red ray only after twenty minutes' expo-

sure. In 1801, Ritter discovered that the chemical action of

light extends beyond the colored rays of the spectrum, manifesting

itself still through invisible rays. About the same time, Wol-
laston was engaged in similar researches. The results of these

investigations led Wedgewood to further experiments; and to

him unquestionably is due the honor of having been the first

photographer; the allegation that the Indian jugglers had known
the art for centuries, and had thereby maintained their influence,

being more than doubtful.

We find in the "Journal of the Royal Institution," of 1803,
a paper by Wedgewood, with observations by Sir Humphrey
Davy. The paper is entitled "An Account of a Method of

Copying Paintings upon Glass, and of making Profiles by the

Agency of Liglit upon Nitrate of Silver."

White paper, or white leather, saturated with a solution of

nitrate of silver, served as the impressionable surface. Wedge-
wood says in his article, "The alteration of the colors commences
the more speedily in jn-oportion to the degree of intensity of the

light. In bright sunshine, from two to three minutes suffice to

produce the full effect, whereas, in the shade, several hours are

required to arrive at the same end. Through differently colored

glasses the light acts with difterent degrees of intensity. When
the shadow of a figure is thrown upon the prepared surface, the

parts covered by the shadow remain white, whilst the other

parts speedily turn black. To copy paintings on glass, the nega-

tive images siiould.be taken on leather, because the action is

more rapid with this material than if the paper is used.

" When the color is once fixed on paper or leather, it proves

fast to a degree; water, and even soap water, failing to remove
it. Besides the method of copying just given, there are several

others; it will be Useful to make copies of all such objects as are

partly transparent and partly opaque. The woody fibres of the

leaves of plants, and the wings of insects, may be very accu-

rately copied in this manner; all that is needed to this end is,

to transmit the direct light through the object to be portrayed,

and to receive the shadow on prepared paper or prepared
leather." To this statement, Davy adds: " It has been observed

that the image of the camera obscura is too feeble to make an
impression upon the nitrate of silver within a reasonable space

of time. To copy these images, was Wedgewood's chief object.

I followed up his experiments, and found that the images of

small objects, produced by the solar micoscope, may be copied

without difficulty on prepared paper. A comparison of the ef-

fects produced by the action of light upon chloride of silver,

with those produced on nitrate of silver, fully and clearly showed
that the chloride is the more sensitive compound of the two.

All that is required now to render these experiments as useful

as they are interesting is, to find a way of preventing the sub-

sequent coloring of the white parts upon exposure to daylight."

It would appear that no further experiments were made for

several years. Wedgewood and Davy's failure was owmg solely

to the circumstance that at that time those agents were unknown
which are now used with such success to fix the images. Hypo-
sulphite of soda, its properties and deportment with salts of sil-

ver, were only discovered in 1819, by Sir John Herschel; iodine

also was unknown in 1812; and without these agents, photogra-

phy could not advance beyond the point where Wedgewood
and Davy had left it.

In the year 1814, Niepce directed his attention to the chemi-

cal effects of light ; his object was, to fix the images of the cam-

era-obscura. He discovered the peculiar property of the solar

rays to alter the solubility of various resinous substances. He
spread a thin layer of asphaltum on a glass or metal-plate, and

placed this in the camera-obscura ; after waiting from five to six

hours, he found on the plate a latent image, which became visi-

ble upon treating the surface of the plate with a solvent. The
development of the invisible image was afterwards made by Mr.
Fox Talbot the subject of an English jjatent for a new inven-

tion, although the process had been known and applied twenty

years before.

In the year 1821, Niepce made photographic experiments at

Kew. His friends still preserve some of the pictures obtained

by him in these experiments. These pictures bear some resem-

blance to the Daguerreotypes, although they are greatly inferior

to them. Daguerre commenced his experiments in the year

1824, and employed, as Wedgewood had done, both nitrate and

chloride of silver. In 1826, Daguerre and Niepce became ac-

quainted, and, from that time forward, they pursued their ex-

periments jointly. In 1829, Niepce communicated his method to

Daguerre in a letter, in which he says

:

" The discovery which I have made, and to which I have

given the name Hdiograjihy, consists in this, that I produce in-

stantaneously, by the action of light, the image of the camera-

obscura, in all gradations from white to black " He then goes

on to describe his method, and continues: "The plate so pre-

pared can be exposed to the action of light in the camera-ob-

scura; however, when it is withdrawn from the camera, after

sufficient exposure, no alteration is perceptible in it; the lines of

the image remain still invisible. The next operation is to de-

velope the latent image, which I effected by means of a solvent."

In 1829, Daguerre and Niepce employed, for the first time,

iodine " to blacken the plate which contained the heliographic

impression." However, Daguerre would seem to have observed

some peculiarities in the action of light upon silver plates treated

in this manner, for in one of his letters to Daguerre, Niepce

speaks of a decoction of cassweed (P/i/apsi arvense), of phos-

phor fumes (phosphorous acid), and more especially of sulphur, as

acting on silver in the same manner as iodine; and he observes

also, that heat produces the same effect by the oxidation of

metal, and maintains that It is from this cause (the oxidation)

that proceeds in all these cases the extraordinary sensitiveness

to light.
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Niepce died in 1833, and in January, 1839, Daguerre an-

nounced liis great invention. In the month of July following,

the Chamber of Deputies voted an annual pension of 6000 francs

to Daguerre, and one of 4000 francs to Isidore Niepce, the son

of the late photographer (as purchase money for the secret of

the daguerreotype), for the honor of "having presented the

scientific and artistic world with one of the most surprising dis-

coveries that adorns their country." France has adopted this

discovery, and is proud to present it "as a gift to the whole

world." These are Arago's words, and Deuchatel adds:
" This discovery cannot be secured by patents; when it is made
known, everybody must profit by it." Although these expres-

sions were undoubtedly meant most sincerely, yet, notwithstand-

ing, we find Daguerre in the English patent market; and on the

15th July, 1839, Mr. Miles Berry obtained—"for a foreigner

residing in France"—a patent for this invention, which had been

so munificently rewarded in France, and had been declared in

that country not to admit of being secm'ed by patent.

On the 31st January, 1839, Fox Talbot published " Some
remaks on the art of Photographic Painting." On the 21st of

February of the same year, he gave the methods of preparing

the paper used in the photographic processes. Among these

methods we find also the one to cover the paper with a thin

layer of chloride of silver, made sensitive for exposure in the

camera obscura, by repeated washing. Here we see the same
substances employed which Davy recommended Wedgewood to

use in his experiments, and with nearly the same manipulations

which he himself employed. Mr. Talbot recommended to fix the

images obtained in a brine bath (solution of chloride of sodium,

or salt), which process, however, succeeded only very indif-

ferently, since the light parts turned bluish the moment they

were exposed to daylight.

The next communication of importance was that of Sir John
Herschel to the Royal Society, on the 14th March, 1839, fol-

lowed on the 20th February, 1840, by a paper on "the chemi-

cal effects of light on the solar spectrum." In the former of

these two papers, Herschel recommended the use of hyposul-

phite of soda as a fixing agent, and in the latter he recom-
mended to use the solution of the hyposulphite hot in the case of

iodide of silver, as this latter salt is less readily soluble in the

cold solution of the hyposulphite than is the case with chloride

of silver. Herschel recommended also the employment of iodide

of potassium, to convert the nitrate of silver on the paper into

iodide of silver, and gave moreover the peculiar properties of

the " iodized paper." He says: "The papers so prepared (with

iodide of potassium and nitrate of silver) vary considerably m
sensitiveness, according to the strength of the solutions used. A
concentrated solution of iodide of potassium gives a paper
nearly or altogether insensible; with a weak solution the result

is the reverse."

At the meeting of the British Association at Plymouth, in

July, 1841, Mr. Robert Hunt read a paper " On the influence

of the yellow ferrocyanide of potassium (a compound of equiva-

lents of cyanide of potassium with one of protocyanide of iron,

and three of water) upon iodide of silver, and on the high sen-

sitiveness of the same as a photographic preparation." He gave
also instructions how to prepare the " iodized paper," viz., as

follows: " Select good smooth letter paper, wash it on one side

with a solution of one drachm of nitrate of silver in one ounce
of distilled water; let it dry quickly, and then wash it once
more with the same solution. As soon as it is dry again, satu-

rate it with a solution of two drachms of iodide of potassium in

six ounces of distilled water; wash it afterwards cautiously in

distilled water, and then let it dry in the dark, at the common
temperature."

Iodized paper was used likewise by Ryan, Lassaigne, and
others; and it seems moreover pretty certain that this paper, as

prepared according to the instructions given by Herschel, Hunt,
and others, was an article of commerce, before the patent for

the Calotype. had been obtained.

In Sir John Herschell's paper above alluded to, we find also

already mentioned the use of " gallic acid" as an accelerative

agent. In that paper. Sir John Herschel states, that he " failed

to obtain satisfactory results (in the way of accelerating the

process) by any of the agents tried, with the somewhat proble-
matical exception of gallic acid and its compounds."
The direct production by the camera obscura of positive pic-

tures on paper, was the ne.xt point which attracted the attention
of the friends of the photographic art. Prepared paper black-
ened by the action of light was saturated with a solution of
iodide of potassium, and placed in the camera, where it was
bleached by the luminous rays, and an image thereby produced,
in which the distribution of light and shade was found to be the
same as in nature. The most successful experimenters in this

line were Dr. Fyfe and Robert Hunt. The latter published in

September and October, 1840, in the " Philosophical Magazine,"
a paper on the use of iodide of potassium as a photographic
agent. Several pictures obtained in this manner, and paper
prepared for the process, were sold in London, at Ackermann &
Co.'s. Herschel states also in his communication to the Royal
Society, which we have repeatedly mentioned already, that posi-

tive paper, prepared after R. Hunt's method, was manufactured
for sale. These facts prove that iodized paper was in use be-

fore the time the calotype patent was obtained. This patent
was granted in 1841, and includes the use of the iodized paper,

the gallic acid, and, more especially, the development of the

latent image There can be no doubt but that Talbot is the in-

ventor of the beautiful calotype process; and every one who
takes an interest in the photographic art, must feel grateful to

that gentleman for his recent generous abandonment of his

patent, whereby he has in a measure presented his process as a
free gift to the world. Talbot's invention appears to be one of

those which are usually termed accidental. But in scientific dis-

coveries the term accidental is certainly misapplied, since the ob-

server must in a measure be prepared for the phenomenon ob-

served, in order that it shall not elude his attention, and, still

more, that he may improve upon the results of his observations.

Mr. Talbot, in the course of a series of experunents, tried

various chemical preparations, and among others, also gallic

acid. He put by in the dark some silver iodide papers which
he had treated with this acid, and which had showed no altera-

tion; when he took them out again after some time, he found
very distinct impressions on them.

Fresh experiments confirmed the great importance of gallic

acid in the photographic process; the manipulations of the

method of employing gallic acid as an agent in photography are

unquestionably Talbot's own. The first pictures produced in

this manner created no inconsiderable sensation in the scientific

world, although they did not possess by far the degree of per-

fection that has since been attained.

Still this method of Talbot's, notwithstanding its undoubted
excellency, could only with difficulty be eihployed for the por-

traying of living objects, as the prepared paper was wanting
the requisite degree of sensitiveness, which was imparted to it

subsequently by Grundell, as stated by that gentleman in the

"Philosophical Magazine," of May, 1844. At the time when
Daguerre presentecT his invention to the French government,
twenty minutes were required to obtain an impression. It was
only subsequently, in 1840, that Dr. Draper, of New York,
succeeded in producing the first daguerreotype portrait, by act-

ing upon Towson's suggestion to employ larger lenses, and to

place the prepared plate or paper in the rightly adjusted focus.

In the same year the art of photography was essentially ad-

vanced by Goddart and Claudet's discovery that chlorine and
bromine, in conjunction with iodine, considerably increase the

sensitiveness of the prepared surface. The employment of ac-

celerative agents, such as chlorine and bromine, may be looked

upon as a consequence necessarily resulting from the introduc-

tion of these scientific elements into the study of the photographic

art; since the analogy of iodine, chlorine, and bromine, in their

effects and properties was at the time already well known to

chemists. The manner of employing these agents underwent

numerous modifications, and a variety of mixtures were recom-

mended.
In 1844, Hunt communicated to the meeting of the British

Association at York, his experiments with sulphate of protoxide

of iron, as a liberating or developing agent, to bring to light

the latent images on paper. At the same meeting. Dr. Woods
made public his method, which he called catalysotype, and in
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which sesqui-iodide of u'on plays au important part. As Tal-

bot was also present at the meeting, the new methods were am-

ply discussed, and Talbot fully acknowledged their importance.

Still, notwithstanding these several progresses in the photogra-

phic art, the time requu'ed to obtain a picture was much too

long to admit of the portraying of living objects ; and, although

some enthusiastic admirers of the art had the rare courage to

sit nearly half an hour with open eyes and immoveable features

(as far as they could command them), in the dazzling sunshine,

yet the lineaments impressed on the plates were of a nature

that it could not well be expected they should be acknowledged

as faithful likenesses.

It was soon seen that this serious obstacle was in a great mea-

sure to be attributed to the camera-obscura, and that this in-

strument could be no longer retained in its simple construction

;

nor did Towson's improvements go far enough to remedy the

imperfections complained of. A lens had hitherto been used, of

three iuclies aperture, and sixteen or eighteen inches focal dis-

tance ; this was covered to one inch aperture, by means of a

screen placed before it at a certain distance. Now, this con-

trivance indeed excluded those rays which, from the form of the

lens, could not be brought to converge, and must, therefore, ne-

cessarily tend to disturb the distinctness of the image. A pretty

uniformly distinct impression was thus obtained ; but to achieve

this result, an equally great sacrifice was imposed, on the other

hand, viz., that of a considerable amount of light, excluded by

the smallness of the reduced aperture. All attempts to dispense

with the screen, by modifications and improvements in the con-

struction of the lens, failed for a time. Many fruitless attempts

were made by practical opticians; many equally unproductive

calculations and computations by theorists. To a combination

of both it was reserved to gain the victory.

Professor Petzval, of Yienna, at the request of Professor von

Ettinghausen, who was engaged at that time in a variety of ex-

periments on the new invention, submitted the question of the

construction of an object-glass that might answer the pui'pose

of photography, to a long and searcliing examination, and made
extensive calculations and computations on the subject. In 1843,

he published the result of his labors,* which then ultimately led

to the combination of glasses in the lens, on wliich rests the con-

struction of the oliject-glasses, universally known as Yoigtland-

er's. This was indeed a considerable step in advance towards

the attainment of the desired end, but it was not yet all that

was required. For, as it was desired to employ photography

more especially for the portraying of living objects, and as the

slightest movements of the person sitting for the portrait would

necessarily tend to efface the clear outlines of the image, the

great desideratum was to devise means to heighten the sensitive-

ness of the prepared surface to such a degree that half a minute's

sitting should suffice to obtain a clear impression. And this

problem chemistry has gloriously solved, by a judicious combi-

nation of the iodine with bromine and chlorine. The opticians,

on their part, continued to devise and apply improvements in

the construction of the object-glasses; and it may be affirmed

that- Breton, Buron, Chevalier, and others, of Paris; Waible, of

Vienna; and Busch, of Rathenow, supply object-glasses at pre-

sent, which are in no way inferior to those by Voigtlander, and

may even be said to excel them. This applies more especially to

Busch's, wliich are from one-third to one-half cheaper than Voigt-

lander's glasses, and combine with ike greatest accuracy and cor-

rectness of delineation, a comparatively high degree of luminous-

ness. I have tried and most carefully examined lenses of every

kind and description, procured from a number of different shops,

and I can most conscientiously say that the object-glasses made by

Busch, of Rathenow, are positively the best that can he procured

at present.

The high price of the silver plates, on the one hand, and the

circumstances on tlie other, that the daguerreotypes can only be

seen with equal distinctness in all parts in a certain i)osition to

tlie light, and also the unequal texture of paper, naturally in-

duced a desire to devise means for remedying these drawbacks;

and this led to tlie application of ghvss covered with a thin coat-

ing of matter sensitive to the action of light.

* " B(M-ioli(, iiber die Ergcbnissn cinigcr dioptrisoher Untersuchiingcn."
Pesth, 1S13.

The first who made the experiments in this direction was Sir

John Herschel. As early as 1840, he attempted by precipita-

tion of iodide, bromide and chloride of silver, to fix a thin coat-

ing of these compounds on glass plates, wliich he then exposed
in the camera. In this manner he obtained very distinct nega-
tive images, which could be converted, by a simple process, into

positive impressions. For this method, which is unquestiona-

bly Herschel's property, a patent has been recently granted to

some other person. Herschel describes his process as follows:

"The glass plates, so prepared, receive in the camera a distinct

negative image, which appears either in the natural position, or

reversed, as you look at in front or from behind. If a solution

of hyposulphite of soda is spread cautiously over the surface, and
the latter is afterwards rinsed with water, the picture vanishes,

but as soon as the plate is dry it comes again to light, when it

looks very similar in appearance to a daguerreotype, more
especially if it is placed on a dark ground, or blackened over

the lamp, whereby, indeed, the negative image is made posi-

tive."

The next improvement which was made by Niepce de Saint

Victor, and published by him in the " Technologist," of 1848,
consisted materially m this, that he covered glass plates with a

thin coating of albumen (white of Qg^) , containing iodine * This

coating, although the ])ictures taken on it are truly beautiful, is

too little sensitive to serve for the takuig of portraits.

Talbot used various other substances on which to take photogra-

phic pictures, and took out patents for the whole of them. Among
these, porcelain plates are mentioned as giving most gratifjing

results; however, the difficulty of preparing porcelain plates

suitable for the purpose are so great, that tliere appears little

chance of their ever being much used in photography. The
same remark applies equally to the other substances recom-

mended by Talbot.

Talbot's latest patent includes the use of sulphate of jDrotox-

ide of iron, and of sesqui-iodide of iron. Talbot published his

method of employing these salts in a letter to the " Athnseum,"

bearing date the 6th December, 1851, and in which he states

that he has determined the right proportions in which these two
compounds may be used most advantageously.

Talbot's eagerness to secure for himself by patent every new
process and every trifling improvement in photography, served

to discourage further attempts at improvements on the part of

the best Enghsh experimenters—a result which is deeply to be

regretted. However, Talbot has now rehnquished his patents,

and has thereby removed the bar which he had opposed to fur-

ther researches on the part of his countrymen.

Le Gray was the first to suggest the saturation of paper in-

tended for the reception of negative images with white wax.

This process gives highly gratifying results, and is excelled only

by the collodion method.

As, from the unequal texture of paper, the positive impres-

sions obtained are always defective, the original defect of the

negative image being transferred also to the positive; and as it

would be difficult to procure a paper less open to this objection, I

attempted to dissolve paper, and to spread it in a thin coating

on glass; however, after many troublesome experiments, which

led to no satisfactory results, I desisted. I then tried some

other substances, but also with very indifferent success, until the

spring of 1850, when M. Simon, apothecary, of Berlin, called

my attention to collodion and its properties.f I immediately

made experiments with this sul)stance, but with no great suc-

cess at first. It was only in the spring of 1851, that I suc-

ceeded in producing pictures which, thouglx still imperfect, would

bear inspection.

Messsrs. Archer, Fry, and Diamond, of London, had, about

the same time, also made experiments with collodion; and the

method of applying this substance in photographic processes is

so greatly improved now that it leaves little to be desired.

True, that little is of the vastest importance, concerning no

less a point than the natural colors of the objects portrayed.

Whether this highest aim of the photographer's aspirations will

* This discovery was previously made by Mr. J. A. Wliipjile, of Bos-

ton, Mass., and a patent granted liim by tlie U. S. Patent Office.

—

Ed.

t 1 had at tlio time been several years absent from Europe, and had

therefore not heard of collodion.
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ever be attained, is a question which time alone can solve. This

much is certain, however, that the achievements in this direction

accomplished up to this time by Niepce de Saint Yictor, and

others (inchiding the North-American Hill), warrant a hope

that the photographic art may ultimately reach even tliis high-

est goal of perfection.

Not only with a view to this final glorious achievement, but

also on account of certaui beautiful changes of color produced

by them, various metallic salts have been employed by different

expermienters, and with brilliant results, as will be shown here-

after.

The entire domain of the photographic art may properly be

divided uito 'the following chief provinces or sections

:

I. Daguerreotype, or Photograjphy on metallic flates.

II. Talbotype. or Photografhy on paper.

III. YiTROTYPE or Crystalotype, or Photography on glass.

IT. Anthotype, or Photography with vegetable juices.

\. Photo-Lithogeaphy, or Photography on stone.

TTe will now pass on to the description of the photographic

apparatus, commencing with the most important of them, the

Camera-obsciora.

THE APPARATUS.

The simple camera-obscura, invented by Porta in the year

1650, served for photographic experiments as long as the art

remained in its infancy; Ijut as the art progressed, it was soon

found that this instrument was too imperfect to satisfy the in-

creasing demands made upon it. We have already seen in the

Introduction, how a most material improvement was made in

the camera by the combined exertions of Petzval and Yoigt-

lander. But even this improved camera is lay no means every-

thing that could be desired. The demands that may be justly

made upon an apparatus truly deserving the epithet perfect are

as follows : It must give a large-sized picture, correctly drawn,
and equally distinct in all parts ; it must command a most in-

tense light ; and it must be adapted equally for portraying, and
for taking views of architectural objects. Now, up to the pre-

sent time, the problem of fulfilling all these conditions equally

has not yet found its solution ; indeed, one excludes the other.

If the picture is to be large, of equal clearness and distinct-

ness in all parts, even to the border, and equally so for near ob-

jects as for those farther off, the focal distance must be projjor-

tionately longer, and the aperture, thi'ough which the luminous
rays enter, must be smaller; the necessary consequence of this

mode of construction is, that the apparatus does not command
a sufficiently intense light to answer the purpose of taking por-
traits with it. On the other hand, if the focal distance is les-

sened, and the aperture enlarged (mth a lens suited to the pur-

pose), the apparatus will indeed command a greater amount of

light, and will accordingly be better adapted for the taking of

portraits—but it will be found that this has been achieved only
at tlie expense of the size of the picture, and of the desired cor-

rect delineation, and equal clearness and distinctness in all parts.

An apparatus so constructed is, therefore, but imperfectly

adapted for taking views of landscapes and of architectural

objects; and although small views may, if need be, be taken
with it, by placing screens before it to reduce the aperture, the
productions so obtained are very inferior to the views taken
with an apparatus of greater focal distance and smaller aper-

ture. This applies more especially to pictures taken on paper;
since, from the unequal texture of that material, the minute de-

tails of an object delineated on it will necessarily grow indis-

tinct and confused, or even vanish altogether, if the surface

acted upon is too restricted to reflect these details on a suf-

ficiently large scale.

The task of the optician consequently is, to construct and
combine the apparatus in a manner to produce the best total

effect in every individual case ; which, of course, requires, in the

first place, due attention to the choice of suitable curvatures in

the lenses, as it is principally upon this that depends the accu-

racy of the impression. A proper achromatisation of the glasses

will obviate the occurrence of colored edges in the images taken.

The glass for the lens ought to be as white as possible, and pare
and even throughout—requirements which it is not always easy

to fulfil. Perfect whiteness, however, is not absolutely necessary

;

on the contrary, a violet tint of the glass is rather desirable

than otherwise—provided always that the coloration be not too

intense, since this would tend to lessen the lumiuousness of the

apparatus, more particularly with larger lenses, on account of

the great thickness of the glass. There are not unfrequeutly

little bubbles and small black spots in the vitreous mass; how-
ever, if there are not too many of them, nor over large ones,

their presence matters little, as may be readily proved by a sim-

ple experiment; cut out a small circular paper, and paste it

with gum on the object-glass in the centre; a picture taken with
this glass will show no difference from another taken with a
clean glass; at the most, the time of exposure may require to

be prolonged a little, that is, if the piece of paper pasted on the

object-glass is of rather large size in proportion to the aperture.

But the glass must be free from tears; and indeed no conscien-

tious optician will make use of glass having tears, which, how-
ever, it requires a practised eye to detect. Still, even with

glasses of the kind, an apparatus, otherwise properly constructed,

is preferable to one with faultless glasses but with a defective

combination of the lenses; the defects caused by tears bemg,
after all, imperceptible in the miniature picture of the camera,

or, at all events, scarcely visible to the naked eye. To be
enaliled to pronounce a correct opinion on the quality of a pho-

tographic apparatus, the one thing needful is, to take a picture

with it ; of two apparatus of the same construction, that one is

best which produces the larger pictures of the two, of equal or

superior distinctness, and in the shortest time.

Besides the quality of the object-glass, and the proper fixing

of the chemical focus, of which we shall treat in the next sec-

tion, the accurate adjustment of the apparatus also forms an es-

sential condition for the good success of photographic opera-

tions. The prepared side of the plate or paper, on which the

image is to be produced, must be placed exactly in the spot

previously occupied by the roughened side of the ground glass

plate, or focussing glass (the side tm'ued towards the object-

glass). If it is not made to occupy that exact position, the

clearness of the impression produced will suffer in proportion to

the extent of the deviation from it.

The construction that has been given to the camera-obscura,

and to the frame for the reception of the plate or paper, varies

greatly; however, all the modifications introduced have essen-

tially one and the same object in view, viz., the facilitation of

certain manipulations.

In Voigtlauder's apparatus the camera consists of a large

cyhndrical brass tube; in others it is a square wooden box; the

latter again varies greatly in size and in the arrangement of the

details of construction. But they all agree in this point, that

they have the object-glass set in the anterior part, the rough-
ened or gTound glass plate, or focussing glass (for which is

substituted the frame carrying the plate or paper), being placed
in the posterior part.

The compound lens consists of two achromatic glasses ; the one
nearest the object having an available aperture of eighteen lines,

the other, an available apertm^e of nineteen lines; the focal

length of the two is five-and-a-half inches. The size and the

focal length of the glasses differ, of course, with the size of the

apparatus.

The camera-obscura of Voigtlander, together with the stand

and all the accessories, is made of metal.

One of the great advantages of this apparatus of Yoigtlander
is, that when taken to pieces and packed in a box, it occupies

only a small space, and may therefore be readily carried about,

which makes it very convenient for travelling. Moreover, the

material of the apparatus being metal, there is no fear of ab-

sorption of iodine and bromine, or of aquaeous vapors. On the

other hand, this apparatus has also its drawbacks; the plates at

present in use being square, the edges of them must be cut off

to fit them for the round frame ; moreover, the apparatus re-

quires repeated moving in the course of every operation; and
the naturally low temperature of the metal demands a longer

exposure of the plate.

The old construction of the camera, and which is even at pre-

sent most generally used, differs from the preceding principally

in this, that the large brass cylinder is replaced hj a square

wooden box.
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The tube carrying the object-glass is fastened to the front

side of the camera. The outer box, the size of which is regu-

lated by the size of the plates, encloses a small sliding box,

which is open at both ends, and may be moved backwards and

forwards on the lengthened ground-board. A piece is cut out

to admit into the grooves formed inside the box on both sides,

the frame with the focussing glass, or the sliding board which

holds the frame, carrying the plate.

The sliding box serves to lengthen the camera, which is ne-

cessary, more particularly when it is intended to take very small

pictures, or to make reduced copies of larger landscapes or por-

traits.

The power of lengthening, or expanding the camera is an ad-

vantage which Voigtlander's apparatus does not possess; if it is

intended to take very small pictures with the latter, the camera

must be removed to a great distance from the object to be por-

trayed; and this is in many cases difficult, and in others even

altogether impracticable.

There is a camera of a different construction, which combines

all the advantages of the two preceding ones.

The principal advantage of this camera consists in the stretch-

ing bag of cloth or caoutchouc, and in the simple way in which

the paper or the plate may be a'djusted to any angle, which may
be thought adapted to obtain a good focus. Another advantage

is the vertical mobility of the object-glass, whereby the object

to be portrayed may readily be brought into tlie centre of the

field of vision. The posterior jiart of the apparatus is fastened

to a movable plate, which may be screwed fast on the ground-

board, at a longer or shorter distance from the object-glass; by

which means the operator is enabled to employ, if need be, ob-

ject-glasses of different focal lengths. The whole apparatus is

so arranged, that it may be readily folded and packed. It weighs

only half as much as a common camera, and, when packed up,

occupies only about half the space taken up by the latter.

Instead of, and even in preference, to the cloth or caoutchouc-

bag camera, one of pasteboard may be used, made in the same

shape as the bellows of an accordion.

As this camera may be lengthened without the intervention of

a sliding box, it is particularly suited for copying pictures in en-

larged or reduced sizes. To do the former, and more especially

to copy enlarged positive pictures from small negative pictures

on glass or paper, another camera of the same size and construc-

tion is required, which is fastened light-tight to the object-glass

of the first camera, so as to place the object-glass between the

two. The negative picture to be copied is put into the frame

in the back of the second camera, which is then so placed that

the direct light falls through the negative picture ; in the frame

of the first camera is placed the plate or paper intended to re-

ceive the positive impression Of course, the length of both

cameras must be adjusted to the desired size of the picture. In

tlii? way small, but accurate and perfect portraits may be copied

life-size. This apparatus is admirably suited for travelers, to

take views of landscapes and architectural objects; negative im-

pressions of small size, and fitting accordingly in a limited com-

pass, may be taken on the journey, and may then at leisure be

transferred in larger size to positive plates or positive paper.

The operation of copying is conducted exactly in the same way as

the original taking of the negative impression; the development

of the positive picture is effected in the usual way.

There is still another camera of different construction, and
more particularly in England and France, for taking views of

landscapes, and to which the name " traversing camera," has

been given. The peculiar feature of this camera consists essen-

tially in this, that with a comparatively small and indifferent ob-

ject-glass, it produces pictures of considerable size, accuracy,

and clearness. Thus, with an object-glass of common quality,

views are obtained, fom'teen inches long, by four-and-a-half

inches wide, and wliicli arc perfectly clear and distinct through-

out, and embrace a field of vision (horizon), of more than 150

degrees.

The arrangement, by means of which this result is obtained,

consirits in the main:—first, in an horizontal motion imparted to

the ol)ject-gIaRs by rack-work, and which causes it to traverse

successively all the ixiints of the horizon;—secondly, in the cy-

lindrical incurvation which the paper or plate is made to assume

by means of a groove in the camera; as the paper by itself

would not retain the curved position given to it, it is placed moist
on a metal plate, to which it readily adheres, and its incurva-

tion is thus ensured during the operation; by this contrivance

objects at however unequal distances from each other are trans-

ferred to the plate or paper, at the same focal distance, and
without displacing the camera;—thirdly, in a small vertical

aperture in the bottom of a kind of box, which accompanies the

object-glass in its motion. This aperture, which supplies the

place of a diaphragm that would occupy a position in the rear,

brings to bear upon the excitable surface only the rays in the
centre, i. e, those rays only which have no sensible aberration.

This tends, of course, matei'ially to inci'ease the distinctness and
accuracy of the impression.

The position of the turning axis of the object-glass must be
fixed with the greatest precision, otherwise the images of the

objects towards which the apparatus is successively turned,

would, ere they become extinct and give place to the succeeding
ones, move on the ground glass, and accordingly also on the

plate or paper, which of course would destroy the clearness of

the image.

To hit the proper position of the axis to the object-glass, the

tube of the latter need simply be pushed in more or less, until

perfect immobility of the images is attained.

The next apparatus in importance is the Iodine apparatus.

This consists of a wooden box lined with glass ; or of a porce-

lain or glass* dish; or cup about two inches deep, and of a size

corresponding to that of the plates to be acted on ; the rim of

the dish or cup is ground perfectly even; the cover consists of a

strong yellow glass plate, also ground perfectly even.

The Mercurial apparatus consists of a square box, resting on
four legs, and for the sake of greater convenience, with the top

slanting at an angle of 45 degrees; at the bottou: of the box
there is a small iron cup for the mercury.

In front, and at one side, there are two apertures, closed with
panes of yellow window-glass, through which the image may
safely be examined by daylight, to note its progress. If panes
of white glass are used, the image can be examined without in-

jm-y only by the light of a small taper.

A mercurial apparatus of different construction is used in

North America.

This apparatus affords the advantage of a saving of mercury,

as in the first place less of that substance is required with it;

and in the second place, the fumes evolved condense on the slop-

ing sides oi the hopper-shaped box, and roll back into the iron

cup at the bottom. Moreover, this apparatus does not require

so high a temperature as others of different construction.

Besides these apparatus, the operator requires also a small

stand to lay the silver plates on, in the process of gilding; and
some porcelain or glass cups and dishes to hold distilled water,

solution of hyposulphite of soda, of nitrate of silver, of iodide

of potassium, &c., &c.

There are several other little contrivances and imi^lements,

serving to facihtate certain manipulations, but which every one

may devise and construct for himself, as they may seem best

suited for the purpose for which they are intended.

(To he continued.)

From the London Art-Journal.

CHEMISTRY, IN ITS RELATIONS TO ART AND ART MANUFACTURE,

CONSIDERED AS A BRANCH OF EDUCATION.

The most striking effect resulting from the Great Exhibition

of 1851, is the strong expression of the necessity that exists for

a more general diffusion of scientific knowledge amongst all

classes of society. It is felt that any extensive improvements

in our manufacturing arts must spring from an increased know-

ledge of the scientific principles involved; and therefore

efforts have been made to introduce into our schools several

* Yellow glass disbes are preferable to all others; the porcelain dishes

are stronj^ly affected by the iodine, and al'ter a time the glazing- comes

off. Phials of yellow" glass are also suited best to keep photographic

preparations in. Solutions of silver, for instance, never turn black in

tlieni.
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branches of education which have not hitherto received atten-

tion in any of our scholastic systems. We neglected for a long

period to cultivate even habits of observation; the young found

their natural curiosity stood in the way of scholastic honors, and

consequently, they very soon endeavored to learn the signs for

ideas, to the absolute neglect of the ideas themselves. Now,
being convinced of the folly of this, we rush into the opposite

extreme, and endeavor to urge the most juvenile capacity up to

the study of abstract science, disguised by the name of indus-

trial instruction. Infant schools begin to display pictures of

pumps; the Nationals boast of their diagrams and apparatus;

while the British urge their boys and girls onward in all the

mysteries of physics and chemistry. Let it not be supposed

that by these remarks these branches of knowledge are consid-

ered useless; far from it; they are regarded as the highest and

most unportant exercises for the human mind. The study of the

natural objects by which we are surrounded, tend to a more cor-

rect appreciation of man's position on the earth, and leads to a

really " divine philosophy " which sees "good in everything."

The study of natural philosophy in the more limited sense in

which the term is usually em]:)loyed, advances our real know-

ledge of the constitution of things, and of the powers by which

'their physical conditions are regulated. Although by an empiri-

cal system we may improve Art or manufactm'e, the process is a

slow and uncertain one; whereas, by knowing the secret of

causes producing visible effects, we become the owners of new
forces which we can apply to useful ends, with a remarkable

freedom from that uncertainty which attends the hap-hazard

system of too many inventors. It is not, therefore, that we ob-

ject to the introduction of science into our schools ; but we fear

that an indiscreet system of forcing is being tried, which will

certainly produce weakness from over-excitement, and end in

short-comings, which will prove on all sides disappointing.

The Government, in the establishment of a Department of

Science, has done wisely ; but we fear the connection of this

department with that of Arts is a mistake. Beyond all ques-

tion, science may minister to Art in many important ways ; but

the cultivation of Science and Art cannot go on together. The
student of Art can never become really the Student of Science

;

neither can the learner in the laboratory of the chemist become
other than a merely mechanical recipient of those truths by
which our standard of taste is to be refined, and our apprecia-

tion of the beautiful rendered more correct. The result of the

experiment up to this moment proves the correctness of this.

Now, the principles of Art may properly find a place in the

schools for our children, the eye may be taught at a very early

age to value a straight or a curved line, and instructed in all

that concerns the harmony of colors. This education cannot
begin too early, as false impressions are only removed with difii-

culty. But with Science the case is far different; the mind must
be correctly framed into habits of observation, which is the work
of years, before it can properly appreciate the value of an ex-

periment—before it can comprehend that water rises in a pump
by the influence of the pressure of the external air, or understand
that a stone falls to the earth from the air by the exercise of an
unseen attracting power. The child may be made to learn from
certain text books that action and reaction are equal, but to

know the fact requires something more than the mere effort of

memory. On these grounds we believe that the indiscreet in-

troduction of Science into the primary schools will not have a
satisfactory result. We fear indeed that the tendency of such
studies on the plastic minds of the young will be to stultify them,
and produce a generation of scientific babblers, guiltless of an
original idea, and unable to produce a clear deduction from any
of the thousand facts they have in memory.
Beyond this, another serious difficulty stands in the way of

this kind of teaching—there are no teachers. These must be
created. Let not the attempt be made with teachers, who,
though they talk of scientific truths to the young, are themselves
ignorant of the very alphabet of the science they pretend to

teach. Let us not forget that what is wanting in knowledge,
will be made up in pretension, and that we may expect the
pedagogue of the old farce to become the reality of modern life.

A system for teaching the more advanced youth of our schools,

and young adults, in the elements of science cannot but be attend-

ed with the best possible advantages. Still, the difficulty of the

want of teachers stands in the way, and if at the present moment
twenty schools throughout the country were to apply to the De-
partment of Science for teachers in any one branch, say chem-
istry, these could not be supplied It is imperative, therefore,

that the first effort should be made in the direction of training a
certain number of young men as teachers of such of the sciences

as may have a practical application. The mass of our popula-
tion have a full conviction that some improvement on the pre-

sent state of education is necessary, but they do not see the
direction in which the improvement should be attempted. Hence,
they are casting about, some in one direction and some in another,

all in uncertainty, and there is no onward movement, although
there is a great deal of talk.

The great objects to be attained, in some way, and it does

not appear to us so difficult, is the introduction of a more uni-

versal knowledge amongst our mechanics and artisans, and to

estabhsh a closer relation between the man of practice, and the

man of science. There exists amongst us a strange contempt
for " theory" as the expression is, and an over-estimation of the

value of " facts" and " practice." Now, it is important that

all should learn that scientific investigations are based on theory

only as on a prop to carry them from point to point, which is

transformed into a fact when the evidence becomes sufficiently

conclusive. Every theory must be based upon observed facts,

and fact cannot be properly sought for without the guidance of

some theory. There can be no real knowledge, says Bacon,
which is not based upon observed facts. Every fact discovered

has a practical value of the first importance, and we have re-

tarded the advancement of Art, through man's ignorance of

what he terms abstract Science. Numerous instances might be
given of the practical value of the truths revealed by science,

even when of apparently the most ab.stract character, but in

the present instance, we desire to confine our notice to chemistry.

The object of chemistry is to search out and indicate every

alteration which takes place in the constitution of bodies ; it is

to decompose the compound materials of organic and inorganic

matter into their simplest forms, and from these simple forms to

compose new conditions of matter. An infinite variety of forms
exist around us which, the chemist has shown us, consist of com-
paratively few simple substances, which, in the present state of our
knowledge, are undecomposable. We learn also that we may,
under certain conditions, effect a recombination of these elements,

and thus produce compounds resembling those which are the re-

sult of nature's " wondrous alchemy," and numerous others

which are not found in nature. It may appear to many that

such a science as this, requiring a well-trained eye, and a hand
adapted to all the requirements of the most delicate processes,

is not fitted to become a branch of popular education. It is

quite certain that all men cannot become chemists—that is, at-

tain to the position of successful analysers, much less become
discoverers of new combinations: but every man may know so

much of the elements of the science as to avoid the errors

which are constantly being made in the details of manufacture.

The advantages of chemistry to the arts are,—
1st. The productions of new combinations which can be at once

applied to some useful end.

2nd. The discovery of methods for utilising products which ap-

pear worthless, and which have been therefore rejected.

3rd. It divises methods by which operations may be much
quickened, and results obtained with greater facility: thus econo-

mising time.

4 th. Chemistry furnishes substitutes for mechanical contri-

vances, and thus, by relieving, adds to human power.

It is not easy to select examples of each of these from the

number which present themselves; we shall, therefore, be con-

tent with such as may be regarded novelties. The most curious

of those belonging to the first class are probably the artificial

essences and extracts of fruit. The extracts of pine-apple, ber-

gamat pear, the apple, the grape, and the flavoring of the cog-

nac brandy, are all of them combinations of carbon, hydrogen,

and oxygen in certain proportions. The delicate odors of flowers

are but variations of the same elements. Pine-apple oil is pre-

pared from butyric acid, which is developed during the produc-

tion of rancidity in butter. The bergamot pear oil is obtained
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from one of the most oiFensive of chemical products—fusel oil,

which is obtained during the distillation of brandy from potatoes.

By a slight change this fusel oil is converted into valerianic acid,

and into an extract which in every respect resembles the flavor

of apples. The well-known essence of bitter almonds is now
imitated exactly by a chemical change effected in the oil of com-

pressed gas. Of these most singular combinations Dr. Hoffman

remarks in a letter to Liebig:
—"The application of organic

chemistry to perfumery is still in its infancy, and we may expect

that a careful survey of those ethers and etherial compounds

with which we are already acquainted, and those which are

daily being discovered, will lead to further results. The inter-

esting caprylic ethers which M. Blouis has lately discovered are

remarkable for their extremely aromatic odor; thus the acetate

of caprylic oxide possesses an odor as strong as it is agreeable,

and promises, if it can be obtained in larger quantities, to yield

materials for perfumery."

This subject has been investigated with much care, and we

have now thus artificially formed the essences of geranium, mil-

lefleurs, new-mown hay, jassamine, and many others. All these

are prepared from two or three common and cheap essential

oils, and from organic elements. Beyond perfumes of the most

agreeable kind, odors of the most disgusting and nauseous char-

acter are likewise produced, showing the extensive application of

the discovery. Nearly all soaps, the largest portion of the

fancy confectionary, and most articles for the toilet are now

prepared from productions which were formerly rejected as dis-

gusthig and useless.

In all our manufactories an immense amount of material is

allowed to flow to waste. The rivers of the north of England

run with spirits of salts, and the ponds of our woollen manufac-

tories are covered with dirty grease. These waste products are

now collected, the first is employed in the formation of a new

white lead of a beautiful character, and the last purified to form

soap and candles. The white lead (the oxychloride of lead)

requires a little further notice, Few manufactures are of more

unhealthy character than the manufacture of white lead in the

ordinary way. In this process the ore of lead is attacked by

hydrochloric acid (muriatic) and a soluble chloride of lead form-

ed. This soluble chloride, havhig a large surface exposed to the

air, absorbs oxygen falls as a fine white powder (the oxychloride)

which is at once fitted as a pigment. It is found to possess

many most important properties for the house and ornamental

painter. It appears also that in the preparation of this variety

of white lead, the health of the men is preserved free of any in-

jmy. We cannot learn tliat much has been done by our chem-

ists of late years in the production of new pigments ; a purple

from tungsten, which has not yet come into use, and improve-

ments on the white oxide of zinc, which have led to its more

extended use, are the only instances with which we are acquaint-

ed of recent date. The preparation of artificial ultramarine has

been regularly improving, until now, at an exceedingly cheap

rate, a color in all respects equal to that produced from the

la^is lazuli by a tedious and expensive process, is rendered in

the color-market at prices which render it available for the most

ordinary purposes. The application of this to calico-printing is

instructive. It was suggested that this beautiful color might

be employed on calicoes and muslins by combining it with albu-

men, and the flowers on ladies' dresses were printed at the cost

of barrels of eggs, though even then the colors on the muslins

did not resist the operations of the laundress. Chemistry

showed that cheese was soluble in ammonia, and the ultramarine

when mi.xed with this solution, could be appUed to the textile

fabric. The ammonia soon evaporated leaving the cheese and

ultramarine combined with the fibre of cotton, and perfectly

permanent. Madder is employed in great quantities in the pro-

cess of calico printing. Tlie spent madder has been for years

is accorapUshed. The requirements of the tallow-chandler have
been constantly increasing, chemistry has been taxed to the ut-

most to provide fats, and in their search to provide these wants,
the chemists have produced fats from the vegetable world which
remove us from entire dependence opon those of Russia, and
even the oils produced from the mineral kingdom promise to re-

move the necessity of the whale fisher's incurring the dangers of
the Arctic seas.

Such are but a few of the great advantages which chemistry
has afforded us. They have been selected as showing the real

utihty of the science, in answer to those who ever desire to see

at once the useful in a discovery. We hold that every truth
must sooner or later become useful, and that by improving the
general acquaintance with the sciences we shall dispel the doubts
which some have of its advantages.
Art and science are closely connected ; in some cases art pre-

cedes science, and in others science leads the way to the improve-
ments of art. Iron and steel were prepared of the finest quality
by art: science discovers the cause, andunitates the productions
of art. But all, or nearly all, our vast manufactories, our cot-

ton factories, bleaching estabhshments, cotton printing estab-
lisments, chemical works, engineer's shops, gas-works, soap and
candle manufactories, and many others are obviously the results

of science. The advantages of chemistry—of science—in our
educational system are therefore evident. But let us not run on
too hastily, and by forcing, destroy the plant to which we desire

to give strength. Knowledge is not power unless the possessor
knows how to wield the instrument he holds. A giant's club in

a child's hand is not more useless than scientific knowledge is to

him who has not received that educational training which ena-

bles him to use the truths he has learnt. Therefore let us first

train the mind in those habits which are necessary to the correct

cultivation of inductive science, and to enable the student to ad-
vance carefully to the generalities of a deductive philosophy.

Sir Humphry Davy's remarks some years before his death
should be applicable now: "You have excelled all other people

in the products of industry; but why? because you have assist-

ed industry by science. Do not regard as indifferent what is

your true and greatest glory. Except in these respects, in

what are you superior to Athens or Rome? Do you carry away
from them the palm in literature and the fine arts? Do you not

rather glory, and justly too, in being in these respects their imi-

tators? Is it not demonstrated by the nature of your system of

public education, and by your popular amusements? In what,

then, are you their superiors? In everything connected with

.science, with the experimental arts. These are your character-

istics. Do not neglect them. You have a Newton who is the

glory, not only of your own country, but of the human race.

You have a Bacon, whose precepts may still be attended to with

advantage. Shall Englishmen slumber in that path which these

great men have opened, and be overtaken by their neighbors?

Say, rather, that all assistance shall be given to their efforts;

that they shall be attended to, encouraged and supported.

Robert Hunt.

accumulating in the calico works. A chemist proving that these

heaps of refuse still contained one third of the original quantity

of the coloring matter, showed how it could be readily extract-

ed and these are now become new sources of wealth. Stannate

of' soda is most extensively used as a mordant; its mode of

preparation was most difficult, and it is now rendered remarka-

bly ca.sy. Tin ore and salt are roasted together, the soda of the

salt combined with the oxide of tin, and thus by one process all

From the Jour, of Phot. Soc.

PnOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING.

Thursday, February 2nd, 1854.

The President in the Chair.

THE REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

The Photographic Society having completed its first year's

existence, its members are now united in a general meeting to

consider its present position and future prospects.

That its position at the present time may be described as sat-

isfactory, the members of the Society will be prepared to ex-

pect, and the Council, while aware that their Avork is yet only

begun, believe that during the past year they have made at

least a successful beginning.

Its monthly meetings, formed by the union of men of science

and practical skill, recruited from classes widely separated in
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the social scale, but all anxious to learn and willing to teach,

have never failed either in the interest they have excited or the

numbers by which they have been attended. The number of

our members has been continually on the increase, and now, de-

ducting a few names of persons which have been either placed
by error upon the list, or the addresses of whom cannot be ascer-

tained, it amounts to 370. The amount of money received by
the Treasurer, to December 21st, for entrance fees, life composi-
tions and annual subscriptions, is £045 95. Nor is it only by
the general public that our Society has been welcomed.

The highest personages in the realm have shown their ap-

preciation of the efforts which we are making for the advance-
ment of pliotographic knowledge, by giving us the sanction of

their name and position, and still more by the evident interest

which they manifest in the present rapid progress of the art.

Our Society, numerous in itself, contains however but a small
part of those who throughout the United Kingdom sympathise
with us in the object of our study.

Stimulated by our example, photographers in other places are
formmg associations, in which they can compare their methods
of working and the excellence of their results, and this is no
small fruit from ovte past year's labor.

Generally the first obstacle which a new society like ours has
to encounter in Loudon is the difficulty of obtaining a place
in which to hold its meetings. Through the kindness of the
Council of the Society of Arts this obstacle has in our case been
temporarily put aside, and how great a one it is may be judged
by the fact, that though considerable exertion has been made
by a Committee of the Council specially appointed, no place suf-

ficiently well adapted for the purposes of this Society has yet
been met with in a suitable situation.

We cannot, however, abuse the hospitality afforded to us by the
Society of Arts, and doubtless the immediate attention of the
Council for the ensumg year will be drawn to the subject of pro-
viding a proper locality for the Society's meetings. In the
mean time the respite which has been thus afforded us has
enabled us to husband our resources, and apply them to the at-

tainment of other most important objects.

At the first formation of the Society it was stated that one
of its aims would be to spread as widely as possible the informa-
tion which its members laid before it.

Strictly speaking all that could be required of the body en-
trusted with the du-ection of the Society's affairs, was that to
each member, and to members only, should be sent copies of the
Society's Transactions. But the publicity thus given would
have been of too limited a nature to have been of much benefit
in spreading a knowledge of the principles of our art.

It was certain that by the establishment of a Journal, con-
taining the reports of its meetings and furnished at a moderate
price to non-members, the Society would put itself in communi-
cation with a much wider circle of persons.
The attempt was therefore made. Of the first number 2000

copies were printed, of which, while a large quantity was given
away, a sufficient proportion was sold to enable us to foretell
the success of the experiment.

Of the merits of our Journal as a photographic publication,
the Council of course can express no opinion.

The character which it has generally obtamed, however, may
be gathered from the fact that its circulation has so far increased,
that in order to supply the probable demand, we are now prmt-
ing 4000 copies of each number.
An undertaking of this character cannot have been carried

on without incurring considerable expense at its first commence-
ment.

From the accounts, which include the editing as well as the
other expenses of the Journal, it will be seen that the loss to
the Society up to the end of the year 1853 was only £35 85. Id.,
giving ground for the hope that during the ensuing year it may
be, if not a support, at least no burden to the finances of the
Society.

The general expenses up to the same date have amounted to
£146 11^. 2d.

If to these be added the cost of copies of the Journal distri-

buted among the members, amounting to £56 13s., and the loss
of £35 8s. Id. upon the publication of the Jom-ual, the total ex-
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penses will amount to £238 12s., leaving in money the sum of
£294 12s., in stock and available assets the sum of £112 5s.,

or altogether, £406 Its.

During the course of the summer session, it was desired by
the Council to open an Exhibition of Photographs, and at-

tempts were made to carry that desire hito effect. The inqios-

sibility, however, of finding at that season of the year a gallery
of sufficient size, compelled them for the time to abandon the at-

tempt.

In announcing this failure at the last meeting before the re-

cess, a pledge was given that every effort should be made to

provide a Winter Exhibition, in which the present condition

and the progress of the art might be fairly represented.

For this purpose, in November last, the Gallery of the So-
ciety of British Artists in Suffolk street, was engaged for the

months of January and February, and through the exertions of

the Council, and the zealous assistance of many individual mem-
bers of the Society, an Exhibition has been opened which will

assist greatly in extending the knowledge of the art, and dif-

fusing a taste for its productions.

Not confined to the specunens sent by the members of our

own Society, but welcoming works of merit from whatever source

contributed, and owing much of its attractiveness to the kind

assistance of our friends upon the other side of the Channel, it

may be said to represent accurately the degree of perfection to

which the photographic art has at the j^resent time attained.

As to its results in a financial point of view, it is of course

impossible to give anything like a correct estimate.

Should it, however, continue to receive from the public the

same interest which has hitherto been manifested, it wUl at least

take away nothing from the funds of the Society.

Resolved unanimously,—That the report be adopted, printed,

and circulated among the members.
Messrs. Rippingham and Mackinlay were appointed auditors.

An alteration, made by the Council, in Law 6, removing the

bar to re-election of the President, was confirmed.

Sir Charles Eastlake then temporarily left the Chair, which
was occupied by Sir W. J. Newton, V. P.

Sir Charles Eastlake was unanimously elected President for

the ensuuig year.

Resolved unanimously,—That the clause of Law 6, disquali-

fying the retiring Vice-President and the retiring Members of

Council, be abohshed.

A motion was made by Mr. Rippingham, and seconded by
Mr. Hennah, that all persons practising photography profes-

sionally with a view to profit, and all dealers in photographic

apparatus and materials, be disqualified from holding office in

the Council of the Photographic Society.

After considerable discussion, this motion passed by show of

hands.

Mr. Foster said that it would be impossible to define distinctly

the disqualification in question, without excluding all persons who
had ever sold a photographic picture.

Mr. Fenton, the Secretary, said that if this law was made, he
should feel compelled to resign the office of Secretary.

Another lengthened discussion then arose, which terminated

in a division being called for, when Mr. Rijjpingham's motion

was lost.

The retiring Vice-President and retiring Members of Council

were then unanimously re-elected for the ensuing year.

The thanks of the Society were voted to the President, Vice-

Presidents, and other officers of the Society, for their services

during the past year.

The thanks of the Society were voted to the Society of Arts,

for their liberality in allowing to the Photographic Society the

use of their meeting room during the past year

The meeting was adjourned to March 2nd.

Reading.^—The amusement of reading is among the greatest

consolations of life; it is the nurse of virtue; the upholder of

adversity ; the prop of independence ; the support of a just

pride; the strengthener of elevated opinions; it is a shield

against the tyranny of all the petty passions; it is the repeller

of the fool's scoff and the knave's poison.— Sir Egerton Brydges.
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A CHAPTER ON DRESS.

BY ELIZABETH o'HARAt

Let US own it or not, there are few things which occupy more
thought in the Home Circle than dress, and from the days of

Eve's first petticoat till the present time, when muslin is an im-

portant article, and makes a bustle in the world, dress has em-
ployed many an anxious hour, and caused many careful reflec-

tions; so, why may I not boldly devote a few pages to the so-

called frivolous topic?

Is it so very frivolous, though? I dispute the point, good
sir; nor will I yield it till you doff your well-fitting, corn-giving

boots, your tasty Joinville, the lawn-plaits of your corazza, the

embroidered satin-lined brace which covers it, the countless va-

riety of coats, waistcoats, and trowsers, each giving employment
to toiling men, and all combining to adorn one. When the

world and its philosophers are content to adopt some primitive

and universal garment, then will we allow that dress is but fri-

volity. Has not Maga devoted pages of its wisdom to the

Esthetics of dress? I deal not in hard words; I have "little

Latin and less Greek," and therefore cannot compile a grand
name for my present subject, yet I would show that it is not the

less worthy attention.

Let us take the income of a person in the middling classes,

an average income of about three hundred a-year, with an ave-

rage family—a wife and four or five children ; reckon the various

expenses, and you will see that the poor wife and mother must
think much and deeply of dress to maintain the essential respect-

able appearance, with proper economy. And here it is that the

sensible woman shows her vast superiority over the trifler,

dresses better, and spends less, especially when she condescends
to think on the matter, and call in good taste to help good sense

—but here lies the difficulty. It is a mortifying fact, but not
the less true, that we English are the worst dressed women in

the world, and yet our taste is generally quiet and refined. I

was one day pondering over this in a French milliner's shop, and
at last turned to Madame Lemercier for a solution of the mys-
tery.

" C'est que vous Anglaises vous n'avez pas de sens commun,"
she replied.

" No common sense! Why, if we have a quality on earth it

is that. We are not transcendant as a German, nor fiery as a

Spaniard or Italian, nor uneducated as a Russian, nor frivolously

sentimental as a Frenchwoman."
" Oela ce pent. Mademoiselle," again she reiterated the odious

charge that we had no common sense; she even added that the

celebrated promenade of Long Champs wa§ only for the Gohe-
mouches and hs Anglaises; and that no modiste who had any sa-

voir faire did more than make a resume of the modes that ap-

peared thei'e, so as to guide her for the summer ; as for our com-
mon sense, she would soon prove its want, and that, as I was
presqit,'u7i6 Prancaise, I should be easily convinced, -par exemjple,

&c., &c.

I will not inflict the whole of Madame's harangue on my fair

readers; but I ani sorry to say that she convinced a most un-

willing hearer of its truth, and, if permitted, I will offer some of

her facts.

" In the first place," she said, " you buy very pretty things in

themselves, separately, but tluy are not hicn assortis, they do
not go well together. I take an English woman of small for-

tune, mais comme il faut—Eh Men!—-she comes liere, she sees

this bonnet and puts it on, she cannot help liking it, it becomes
her, a lacin. ' Charles likes me in pink,' s!ie says, so she buys
a pink bonnet to please iier husband; then she sees a shawl-=—
' Oil! wliat a sweet tiling! su^di a lovely border!'—she buys it,

and the bottom—the fond—.middle, you know, is orange, or
scarlet, jicrliaps—may be green; and when she goes home most
of her gowns are blu;j or lilac. So you see, Madame, you nev-r
can mako a ioi/cf/e parfaile with all tiioso horrid colors, which
cannot blend or contrast, for she wo'n't spend more than her al-

lowance in buying other things. Now, a French lady, not half

so well oIT, will lie p'l.rfai/cmciif birn mise; i'or when she buys one
thing slie'U think over her others, so her dress alwaj's suits in all

its points, just as if she could afford a complete change. Now,
that's what I call common sense. Mademoiselle."

" Yes—why yes, certainly. What very pretty flowers!"
" There it is again now. You English make bien d'embarras

about French flowers—shall I tell you why? We never make
any trumpery, and we only imitate nature. Who ever saw a
black flower? or a rose with steel bugles hanging from it? and
yet les vraise Anglaises bring over those horreurs. There is not

afleuriste in France would make one. Then you stick them in

such stupid places; for instance, one can imagine a young girl

twining a bunch of grapes in her hair, or round her hat, aux
vendanges, but who would put them in a cap, between the bon-
net and skin? Just fancy how becoming they'd be when crushed
—is that natural! There's no common sense there. You might
as well put small potatoes or little round radis :es; they are

bien gentils, I'm sm'e, as currants or grapes against your faces.

Then you think too much of the fashion—you don't care for

what is becoming. Because small bonnets are the mode, an old

Englishwoman, or a young one with a big round face and a
great big nose, buys a small bonnet, which shows all her profile,

large nose and all ; nothing is dissembled—the features are twice
as large for want of softening. Then your gowns, your Queen-
like long dresses, and she is right

—

elles so7it si gracieuses cd robes

longues; but I'll be bound she never wears them when she walks
about in quiet like a lady with her husband. These training

skirts ai'e only meant for the drawing-room, or a promenade in

the Tuillcries at most, when a lady rides there and back in her

carriage ; but your poor ladies, who can't always even command
a fiacre or omnibus, have their gowns to the ground, and what
follows? either you sweep the streets, or you bundle up your
dress—so. Is that elegant, now? One side droops in the mud,
you drag it up, down comes the other; then you give a good
pull, and show much more than the ankle—so (suiting the ac-

tion to the word) ; and when you get home, you are jolimtnt

crottee, and your robe is crushed and toute abimee. Now, if

we are obliged to walk, we have our gowns cut to a walking
length, for everybody can't keep a carriage ; and thaf^s what I

call common sense."

Now, dear reader, dear friend of our Home Circle, is there

not some truth in these accusations? Do not we who have short

purses sometimes foolishly purchase a very pretty atticle of dress

without looking to the I'est of our wardrobe? thus always hav-

ing the mortification of an unfinished costume, when a little re-

flection would have combined the whole. Very young ladies

often spend a great deal in odds and ends—pretty neck ribbons,

sweet collars, darling cuffs, loves of sashes; a trimming is put

here and a bow there, till the wearer is almost " a thing of

shreds and patches"—the result of ornaments placed in defiance

of the excellent rule that each should have its object. A bow
should tie something, a brooch fasten, or they are ridiculous and
tasteless. Ornaments, too, should be sparingly and appropriately

applied and combined, and then the richer the better; one hand-

some gem is worth a dozen imitations. Who has not sometimes

seen a l)owerly dame wearing- a cap ponderous with feathers,

flowers, bugles, lace, and gauze, till the unhappy wearer seems

top-heavy, or looks like nothing on earth but an ancient milk-

maid on May-day? One-half this finery would have been ele-

gant. Feathers and flowers should not be worn together, be-

cause they do not group naturally, the one spoils the other; the

elegant ostrich feather has no connection with a garden—the

chain of ideas is disturbed.

Fashions, too, must be modified by the face, figure, and cir-

cumstances of the wearer, or she will never be a well-dressed

woman. The homely adage, " What's one man's meat is another

man's poison'" applies to nothing more forcibly than dross, for

no style is universally becoming; yet a gentlewoman, a sensible

woman, will never make herself conspicuous by adopting a pecu-

liar mode of dressing, however it may suit her. And here is

wliere our ojiposite neighbors excel us—they follow the fashion,

but make it sul)servient to them; the most coquelle or dressy

French woman is never its slave—she never thinks it necessary

to follow every detail ; and thus her gown, seldom or never lieing

taken from the last fashion plate, is not necessarily altered when
some odd trimming is exploded, and is saved from iiunun'ous

clippings. There is such a preijouderance of needy gentlewomen
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in the world, that last year's gown is never old-fashioned, if its

wearer would but believe it.

If we can only persuade ourselves that our dress is not a bit

handsomer for being trimmed up to the eyes, and tormented into

queer shapes, we shall gain a great step in advance ; this, a closer

attention to the fit of gloves and shoes—one parenthesis if you
please—buy the best gloves, numbered; a glover will tell your

number, for " cheap and nasty" certainly may be applied to

gloves—a chea}), ill-fitting glove, either tears or sets in elepant-

ine creases on the hand. Shoes also are an important item; a

neglected foot gives an impression of unlady-like untidiness, that

no outer finery can eiface; while a large foot crammed into a

diminutive bootiken, has a painfully ludicrous effect; we sympa-

thise with, or pity the self-inflicted torture, while we laugh at

the deluded victim, whose limb is none the smaller, for the " too,

too soliflk flesh" will not melt, but laps over the slipper, or is

forced upwards by the boot. Sensible men have a sort of contempt

for those attempts, and also for the silly girl who discards her

double-soled shoe and picks her muddy way, and often her death,

in her thin kid slipper. These are all evidences of want of com-

mon sense.

Again, if my poor lady, your fortune oblige you to purchase a

poor material, remember the plainer it is made, the richer it will

look; a scanty gown looks no better, because half the stuff is

cut into flounces, and a handsome trimming displays more
broadly the shabbiness it was meant to embellish. Common
sense, again, should rule these things; and with a great deal

more attention to its dictates, and a little more pains in suiting

our colors, we may always be well dressed, and eventually rescue

ourselves from our deserved odium as dowdies.

The Betty Blackberry style of " over this, and over that,"

must be avoided, where grace is sought.

Seriously we ought each to cultivate the beautiful as far as in

us lies ; a well dressed woman is a pleasing sight, to none more
so than to a husband or father. Perhaps the superiority of our

neighbors arises in a degree from their greater familiarity with
objects of high art; but now that galleries are thrown open to

us, and the graver's hand brings copies ofthe rariest genius within

the reach of all we lose that excuse ; there is no reason in these

days why an Englishwoman's person should not be as gracefully

adorned as her mind.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSES.

ON" THE DAGUERREOTYPE.

To the Ed. of the. Jour, of the Phot. Soc. of London.

Bombay, Dec. 9, 1853.

Sir,—Being so far from the seat of the Photographic Society,

I was not, till the last day or two, favored with a sight of the Jour-

nal No. 10, in which I observe a letter by Mr. A. Claudet, op-

posing my opinions and statement of experiments, as set forth in

the preceding number of the Journal ; to this I offer the follow-

ing rejoinder, begging you will have the goodness to publish it.

Mr. Claudet, in the first place, denies that the new Daguer-
rean process, which I published to the world through the me-
dium of the Photographic Journal, is a new one, because, he
says, he had discovered it twelve yecirs previously and worked by
it. He next proceeds to say that the admission of yellow light

into the camera destroys the sensitiveness of the plate, and
therefore no impression can be obtained; after having, as before
said, taken pictures by that mode twelve years ago. This alone
would brand any ordinary photographer's writing as absurb; but
bearing, as I believe Mr. Claudet does, rather a high character
as a daguerreotypist, it may perhaps be necessary to enter some-
what more minutely into a refutation of his assertions.

Mr. Claudet says: "My plan consisted, therefore, in availing

myself of the two modes ofdeveloping the image acting simultaneous-

ly" (i. e., by means of vapour of mercury and yellow rays, trans-

mitted by a yellow glass), " andit is exactly, as you see, the same
which is proposed by Mr. Crawford as a new discovery, with the
important difference that my plan, although impracticable, was
founded on some correct principles of the art, while that of Mr.
Crawford is inconsistent with the new discoveries made in pho-

tography; for that gemtleman does not seem aware that yellow
rays which continue the action of light on plates prepared with
iodine alone, destroy that action when the plates are prepared
with iodine and bromine, which is Mr. Crawford's own prepara-
tion, as he states at the beginning of his letter "

I pause here to claim the reader's attention to the coolness

with which Mr. Claudet asserts, that in acting as he did he fol-

lowed a mode of procedure precisely similar to that I now pro-

pose; then adds (byway of drawing a distinction), that his plan,

although impracticable, was founded on correct principles, while

Mr. Crawford's is the reverse, although producing highly favor-

able results! The fact is, my mode is totally different to that
pursued by Mr. Claudet, as I will presently explain ; and I think
the passage above quoted shows clearly that Mr. Claudet was
in 1840 equally ignorant of the mode I have published, as he
now apparently is; for, by his own axiom, the admission of yel-

low rays neutralizes the sensitiveness of a bromo-iodized siorface;

if, therefore, he obtained (in 1840) any impressions at all in

that way, they must have been on simply iodized surfaces.

Mr. Claudet has misread my directions. In my communica-
tion I began with speaking of plates "prepared in the usual way
with the vapors of iodine and bromine." It does not follow

therefrom that I meant plates prepared in every case with both

vapors. "The usual way"—in reference to a plate to be deve-

loped by mercury alone—might indicate that the plate was pre-

pared with iodine alone, or with iodine in conjunction with bro-

mine. Again, " the usual way," when about to use a yellow

medium (as yellow glass) for a developing agent, would indi-

cate a preparation with iodine alone, and, with red glass as a

developing agent, the preparation would embrace the two va-

pors; mercury seems to include the powers of the two colors,

and acts as a common developing agent. I further stated, " that

I hit upon the plan of allowing the plate to be acted upon sim-

ultaneously by the actinic ray and the vapor of mercury, or

light transmitted by means of a yellow medium;" for " or," Mr.
Claudet has, it strikes me, read "and;" but if the plate were
prepared with iodine, " and" would answer quite well, though
certainly not if the plate were a bromo-iodized one. One would
fancy that any person at all versed in the photographic art, and
in M. Moser's theories, would not readily fall into so palpa-

ble an error as Mr. Claudet has in this matter, although it has

elicited from him the extraordinary fact, that he was enabled

in 1840 to accomplish a feat, which, in 1853, he finds both in

theory and practice to be an impossibility

!

To proceed, however, Mr. Claudet further says, " If we place

a plate in the mercury box for a few seconds before submitting

it to the action of light in the camera, the plate thereby gradu-

ally loses its sensitiveness, and if subsequently put into the cam-
era, no image can be produced."

Mr. Claudet might, with as much truth, have remarked, that

if we placed a prepared plate in a dark box for some lengthened

time, its sensitiveness would be impaired, and, if retained in the

dark sufficiently long, no image would be produced when exposed

in the camera ; this would have been perfectly true ; it does not

follow therefrom, however, that a picture would not have been

produced if exposed in a reasonable time; and so it is with the

bromo-iodized plate, it must be exposed simultaneously to the

action of light and mercurial vapor; or, when the picture is to

be taken in a fraction of a second, the plate should first be ex-

posed to mercurial vapor, and the lens opened as soon after as

practicable.

At the risk of having my faculties thought somewhat obtuse,

I must candidly confess that I cannot understand the account

Mr. Claudet gives of the experiments adopted by him ostensibly

to test the feasibility or otherwise of my plan, beyond feeling

perfectly convinced that he has been working up some ideas of
his own (which he acknowledges to have found twelve years ago

to be incorrect), to prove that my ideas and "undeniable experi-

ments," made before dozens of witnesses, are of Fancy's realm!

Mr. Claudet would have had my thanks for pointing out

to me the actmic value of blue and colorless glass, had I been

previously ignorant of the matter; and to clear up his doubts as

to the propriety of my recommendation, I will explain my rea-

sons for the preference I accord to blue glass as a shield for the

lenses. It is at all times difBcult to obtain purely colorless glass.
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particularly in India, it having generally a very appreciable

yellow or greenish tinge, which would neutralize or otherwise im-

pede the white rays projected by the lens, and lead to disap-

pointment, which, by superficial experimentalists, might be at-

tributed (as in Mr. Claudet's own experiments) to faults in-

herent in the new mode proposed by myself. To obviate mis-

takes, therefore, I recommended at once clear blue glass, the ac-

tinic value of the blue ray being undeniable.

Mr. Claudet attaches much importance to an objection raised

by himself, of the camera continuing filled and charged with
mercurial vapor. I think, on this head, I need do no more
than hint at the absurdity of mercury vaporizing, or continuing

in vapor, when there is no active local heat to generate it, ex-

cept when working the plate; and with reference to the other

objection, that the object-glasses would be dimmed by the va-

por attacking them, it falls to the ground under the protection

of my blue glass shield.

Mr. Claudet's paper has one good point, I allude to his closing

advice to amateurs, to experiment and try for themselves; this I

strongly urge them to do, either on my directions, as given in

the Photographic Journal, or in my little work on Photography,

lately puljlished (a few copies of which are to be had at Messrs.

Home and Co.'s, Newgate street, Loudon). I shall confidently

bide the result; and it may, as Mr. Claudet very shrewdly re-

marks, " enable us to arrive at some new facts upon the proper-

ties of hght and mercury in the production of the daguerreotype

image, which may be of the greatest importance; for as yet"

(he goes on to say) "we know very little of the subject!"

In conclusion, I wish to state distinctly (and I trust the gene-

rality of my photographic readers already think so) that my ob-

ject in publishing the new process was solely for their benefit and
that of the art, and not in any way with the view of obtruding
myself on public notice, which Mr. Claudet's reply now forces

me to do. If persons who are willing and anxious to impart to

the public, through the best medium, any useful knowledge
gleaned in arduous and tedious experiments, are to be met in

the spirit which Mr. Claudet has manifested, I fear it will deter

many from communicating information, which probably, in very
many instances, would be of the first and greatest importance to

science.

Apologizing for having occupied so much of your time and
space,

I have the honor to be,

Sir, very faithfully yours,

W. H. Stanley Crawford.

WASHINGTON ALLSTON.

BY MRS. JAMESON.

You wish that I should throw together such notes and remi-

niscences as occur to me relative to Allston, his character, and
his works. I commence the task, not without a feeling of re-

verential timidity, wishing that it had fallen into more compe-
tent hands; and yet gladly: strong in the feeling that it is a
debt due to his memory, since, when living, he honored me so

far as to desire that I should be the expositor of some of his

opinions, thoughts, and aims as an artist. I knew him, aud
count among the memorable passages of my life, the few brief

hours spent in communion with him

—

Benedetto sia il gionio, e'l mese, e I'anno!

It is understood that his letters, papers, and other memorials
of his life, have been left by will at the disposal of a gifted rela-

tive, every way capable of fulfilling the task of biographer.*
Meantime, these few personal recollections, these fragments of

his own mind, which I am able to give, will be perused with the
sympathy of indulgence by those, who, in the artist reverenced
the man; and with interest, and perhaps with advantage, by
those who knew tiie artist only in his works.

When in America, I was struck by the manner in which the
imaginative talent of the people had thrown itself forth in paint-

ing; the country seemed to me to swarm with painters. In the

* lli.s brother-ia-law, Mr. Daua, himself a poet, and whose sou wrote
that admirable book, "Two Years before the Mast."

Western States society was too mw to admit of more than blind

and abortive efforts in Art; genius itself was extinguished

amid the more material wants of existence: the green wood
kindled, and was consumed in its own smoke, and gave forth no
visible flame either to warm or enlighten. In the Eastern states

the immense proportion of positively and outrageously bad
painters, was, in a certain sense, a consolation and an encourage-

ment: they have too much genius for mediocrity; they had
started from a wrong point, and in the union of self-conceit and
ignorance with talent, and in the absence of all good models or

any guiding light, they had certainly put forth perpetrations not

to be equalled in originality and perversity. The case, individ-

ually, was as hopeless as mediocrity would be in any other coun-

try: but here was the material ready—the general, the national

talent to be worked out. I remember a young American, who,
having gained a local celebrity in some township, Oft perhaps

some infant sovereign state, about as old as himself, and as wise,

had betaken himself to Italy. I met him at Vienna as he was
hurrying back; he had ti'avelled from Milan to Naples, and
found all barren; he said he had " looked over the old masters,

and could see nothing in them—all their fame nothing but old

world cant and prejudice." I thought of some, who under the

same circumstances and influences would have gone back and
rent their garments, or, at least, their canvas, aud began anew.

What this young man may have since done remains, with his

name, unknown. I found some others actuated by a far different

spirit: laboring hard for what they could get ; living on bread

and water, and going in thread-bare coats—aye, and brimless

hats, that they might save enough to make a voyage to Europe.

Some I found looking at Nature, and imitating her in her more
obvious external aspects, with such a simplicity and earnestness,

that their productions, in spite of most crude and defective ex-

ecution, fixed attention. Some had stirred deeper waters—and
begun aright, and given indications of high promise, of high

power—yet, for want of a more exalted standard of taste to

keep the feeling of beauty striving upwards, pure and elevated,

were degenerating gradually into vulgarity, littleness, and hope-

less mannerism.

Coleridge says, somewhere, " The Arts and the Muses both

spring forth in the youth of nations—like Minerva from the

front of Jupiter, all are armed." Now, this is not true of Amer-
ica yet—for half a dozen or a dozen channing authors do not

make a national literature: but I have some hope that she will

produce a national and original school of Art. Is it not much
that America in her youthhood has already sent foi'th so many
painters of European celebrity? Once it was her glory that

she had given us West; but the fame of West is paling in the

dawn of a better and brighter day, and there is nothing in his

genius that does not saviour more of the decrepitude than the

youth of Art. Let America be more justly proud that she has

given to the world—to the two worlds—greater men, whose

genius can only " brighten in the blaze of day." I will not

speak here of Newton; of Greenbough, the sculptor; of Cole,

the admirable landscape painter; of Inman, the jiortrait

painter; and others whose increasing reputation has not yet

spread into fame:—but of Leslie, yet living among us, one of

the most poetical painters of the age, the finest interpreter of

the spirit of Shakspeare the world has yet seen: Leslie, whom
England, deliberately chosen for his dwelling-place, and enriched

by his works, may claim as her own: and of Allston, not inferior

in genious, and of grander aim aud purpose, who died recently

in his own land—would that he had died, or at least lived, in

ours ! There was in the mind of this extraordinary man a touch

of the listless and the morbid, which required the spur of gener-

ous emulation, of enlightened criticism, of sympathetic praise,

to excite him to throw forth the rich creative power of his

genius in all its might. I speak this with all defei'ence to the

opinions of others, who dissent from me; certainly, if his genius

languished in America, it was not for want of patronage so

called—it was not for want of praise. The Americans, more

particularly those of his own city, were proud of him, and of

his European reputation. Whenever a picture left his easel

there were many to compete for it: they cited the high prices

they had paid for his productions as matter of exultation; they

triumphed in the astonishment and admiration of a stranger.
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who started to find Venetian sentiment, grandeur, color, in the

works of a Boston painter—buried out of sight, ahuost out of

mind, for five and twenty years—a whole generation of Europe-

an amateurs I and then they spoke of pictures of Allstou which

existed in the palaces of our nobles—of Lord Egremont's
" Jacob's Dream," of the Duke of Sutherland's " Uriel in the

Sun,"—and the stranger gazed, and felt and acknowledged the

presence of greatness.

And yet, though thus glorified by his fellow citizens, and con-

scious that he had achieved an immortality on earth, it did

strike me when I was in Allston's society, that some inward or

outward stimulus to exertion was wanting; that the ideal power
had of late years overwhelmed his powers of execution; that

the life he was living as an artist was neither a healthy nor a

happy life. He dreamed away or talked away hours in his

painting-room, but he painted little ; he had fallen into a habit

which must be perdition to an artist, a habit of keeping late

hours, sleeping in the morning, and giving much of the night to

reading or to conversation. I heard complaints of his dilatori-

ness; he said of himself, with a sort of consciousness, and in a

deprecating tone, " You must not judge of my industry by the

number of pictures I have painted, but the number I have des-

troyed." In a letter fi*om one of his friends, now lying before

me, I find a passage alluding to this point, which deserves to be
transcribed for its own feeling and beauty, as well as its bearing

on the subject. " Often have I rebelled against the unthinking

judgments which are sometimes passed upon Allston, because he
does not produce more works ; he is sometimes called idle ; let

those who make the charge first try to comprehend the largeness

and the finess of his views ;" [what those views were we shall

see presently in his own words.] " What right have I to sit in

judgment upon genius, until I have more of that mysterious or-

ganization, which, however, lawless it may seem to others, is yet

a law to itself? this, that, and the other thing I would amend;
am I quite sure that in doing so I should not break or mar the

whole? We must take genius as it is, and thank it for what it

gives us, and thank Heaven for having given us it. How
beautifully the intellectual and spiritual part of Allston's nature
is blended with his genius as an artist, you have seen and felt;

it is the spirit of the man which hallows his works. You once
said, that we had no right to him—that you envied us the pos-

session of such a man. Oh, envy us not! rob us not of the little

we have which can call oif our American mind from the absorb-

ing and hot pursuit of vulgar wealth and the love of perishing

things, to those calm contemplations, which embody in immortal
forms the beautiful and the true !"

Allston had been for so many years absent from England, his

merits, even his name, are so little known to the present gen-
eration of artists and lovers of art in England, that a sketch of

the incidents of his life, before the period of my own personal
recollections, may not be unwelcome.*

Washington Allston was a native of South Carolina, and born
in 1779. He says of himself, in some notes sent to Mr. Dunlap,
that the turn for imitation and composition had shown itself as

early as six years old. His delight was to put together minia-

ture landscapes of his own invention, built up with moss, sticks,

pebbles, and twigs representing trees; and in manufacturing
little men and women out of fern stalks. These childish fancies,

he says, " were the straws by which an observer might then have
guessed which way the current was setting for after life. And
yet, after all, this love of imitation may be common to child-

hood. Gerz^raZimitation certainly is: but whether adherence to

particular kinds may not indicate a permanent propensity, I
leave it to those who have studied the subject more than I have
to decide."

He adverts to another characteristic: his early passion for the
wild, the marvellous, and the terrific, his delight in the stories of

enchantments, hags, and witches related by his father's negroes.
From these sports and influences he was soon torn away—sent
to school and college, where he went through the usual course
of studies: never relinquishing the darling purpose of his child-

* Most of the facts and dates in the following sketch, are taken from
" Dunlap's History of the Arts of Design in the United States," a gos-
sipping, tedious, and conceited book; yet, in particular biographies,
bearing evident marks of authenticity and sincerity.

hood, but conthming, unconsciously, the education of his imita-

tive powers. He drew from prints, and before he left school

had attempted composition of his own. " I never," he says,
" had any regular instructor in the art, (a circumstance, I

would observe, both idle and absurd to boast of,) but I had
much incidental histruction, which I have always, through life,

been glad to receive from every one in advance of myself. And
I may add, that there is no such thing as a sdf-tmigkt artist, in

the ignorant acceptation of the words; for the greatest genius

that ever lived must be indebted to others—if not by direct

teaching, yet indirectly through their works." When at Har-
vard College, he attempted to paint in miniature, but "could
make no hand of it." We can easily imagine that the teeming-

powers of his young mind required a far readier and a far larger

medium of expression, than the elaborate iteration of miniature

painting.

He was seized about this time with what he calls a banditti

mania. All his inventions and sketches were of scenes of vio-

lence; and he did not get rid of these " cut-throat fancies" till

he had been some time in Europe.

Before he left college, his future career was determined. Left

early master of himself, he sold his paternal estate for the pur-

pose of studying in Europe. He had generous friends, who
came forward with offers of aid—who would fain have prevented

this sacrifice of his property. But Allstou, with the high spirit

which through life distinguished him, refused these offers, and
threw himself, at once and finally, on his own resources.

He arrived in England in 1803; was received by his coun-

tryman, West, then President of our Academy, with his usual

urbanity and kindness; and by Fuseli—not always courteous

—

with distinguished courtesy. There seems to have been, from

the first, an immediate and intelligent sympathy between these

two poetically gifted spirits. Allston confesses that he then

thought Fuseli " the greatest painter in the world;" and he re-

tained a more qualified predilection for him ever after. His
preference of Fuseli to West at that time, favored as he was by
the attention and kindness of the latter, marks the poet: for

such Allston was. Fuseli asked him what branch of art he in-

tended to pursue: he replied, "History." "Then, sir, you
have come a great way to starve !" was the characteristic reply.

The effect which Sir Joshua's pictures produced and left on

his imagination, also stamps the particular bent of his mind and

character. He said, happily, " There is a facination about

them, which makes it almost ungrateful to think of their de-

fects."

Allston remained two years in England, and exhibited three

pictures; one of them, (a comic subject, too,) he sold. This

was beginning well. In 1804 he went to Paris, studied and
meditated in the Gallery of the Louvre, then rich with the

spoils of nations; copied Rubens in the Luxembourg, and pro-

ceeded to Italy, where he remained four yeare, residing chiefly

at Rome, where Thorwaldsen was his fellow-student. His feel-

ing for what the grand old masters had achieved, was deep

—was genuine. They grew upon his mind, as they do on all

minds large enough to take them in. In his appreciation of

Michael Angelo, he agreed with Sir Joshua: "I know not," he

said " how to speak of Michael Angelo in adequate terms of

reverence!" Allston was not satisfied with reverencing the old

masters, and copying their pictures: he imitated then* mode of

study, and devoted much time to the modelling of the figure in

clay. That boldness and firmness of drawing and foreshorten'

ing which he displayed in his pictures, even his smallest campor

sitions, may be traced to this practice. He said^ lp.te in

life, " I would recommend modelling to all young painters, as

one of the best means of acquiring an accurate knowledge of

form. I have occasionally practised it ever since,'' At Rome
Allston acquired, among the native German paint-ers, the name
of the American Titian: and there he formed a lasting friend-

ship with Coleridge and Washington living. He said of Cole-

ridge, " When I recall soxoft of our walks under the pines of the

Villa Borghese, I am, almost tempted to dream that I had once

listened to Plato in the groves of the Acadeniy. It was there

he taught me this golden rule, " never to judge of a work of art

by its defects ;" a rule as wise as benevolent; and one which,

while it has spared me mnch pain, has widened my sphere of
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pleasure." Notwithstanding his sensitive taste, Allston re-

mained to the end of bis life " a wide-liker," to borrow his own
expression.

He returned to America in 1809, and in 1810 married Miss
Channing, the sister of the great Dr. Channing. In 1811 we
find him again in England, accompanied by his wife. The first

work he commenced, after his arrival, was one of his grandest

pictures, " The Dead Man revived by Elisha's bones," which is

now at Philadelphia. While this picture was in progress. Alls-

ton was seized with a dangerous nervous disorder. He went
down to Clifton, where he placed himself under Dr. King, the

celebrated Surgeon, (married to one of the Bdgworths,) who,
from his medical attendant, became his friend. He painted half-

length portraits of Dr. King and Mrs. King, which he consider-

ed among his best works in that style. For Mr. Yanderhost,

of Bristol, he painted a large Italian landscape and a sea-piece.

On his return to London he lost his amiable wife, after a union

of three short years. In the letters already quoted, he alludes

feelingly and briefly to his loss:
—

" The death of my wife left

me nothing but my art, which then seemed to me as nothing!"

In fact, his bereavement is said to have caused a temporary de-

rangement of his intellect. Under this sorrow he was sustained

and consoled by his friend Leslie, and by degrees his mind re-

gained its tone and its powers. The beautiful little picture of

the " Mother and Child," (which seems at first to have been
intended for a representation of the "Virgin and Infant Saviour,

and instantly brings that subject to mind in its truly Itahan and
yet original treatment,) was painted in England at this time. I

saw it at Philadelphia in the possession of Mr. McMurtie, and
thought it charming; but as he had said himself, "the mother
was too matronly iov a Madonna." In the year 1816 Allston

sold his great picture of " The Dead Man Restored to Life,"

&c. to the Pennsylvania Academy for three thousand five hun-

dred dollars, about seven hundred pounds. It had previously

obtained, from the directors of the British Institution, the prize

of two hundred guineas. He had planned a great picture of
" Christ Healing the Sick," but, on reflection, abandoned it,

deterred by the failure of all attempts, ancient and modern, to

give an adequate idea of the Saviour. Yet I cannot help wish-

ing that he had entered the lists with West, who never seems to

have ministered his own povvers to represent any theme, however
high, however holy. But Allston was a poet—felt, thought,

painted like a poet; knew what it is to recoil and tremble in

presence of the divine; and this is just what the jiious and ex-

cellent West knew not.

In 1811, Allston painted his picture of "Jacob's Dream,"
which was purchased immediately by Egremont, and is now at

Petworth. The subject is very sublimely and originally treated,

with a feeling wholly distinct from the shadowy mysticism of

Rembrandt, and the graceful simplicity of Raphael. Instead of

a ladder or steps, with a few angels, he embodied the idea of a
glorious vision, in which countless myriads of the heavenly host

are seen dissolving into light and distance, and immeasurable
flights of steps rising, spreading above and beyond each other,

vanish at last in infinitude.

That Allston had seen Rembrandt's miraculous little pictui'e

in the Dulwich Gallery—a thing, which once seen, ever after-

wards haunts the imagination, as though it had been itself stolen

out of the mysterious land of dreams—is proved by a sonnet,

which I copy here as a fair specimen of his printed poems.

ON REMBRANDT

:

Occasioned by Jiis picture of Jacob's Dream,

As in the twilight superstitious age
When all beyond the narrow grasp of mind
Seemed fraught with meanings of supernatural Ivind;

When e'en the learned philosophic sage
Wont with the stars through boundless space to range.
Listened with reverence to the changeling's tale;

E'en so, thou strangest of all lioings strange !

E'en so thy visionary scenes I hall,

That like the rambling of an idiot's speech
No image giving of a thing on earth,

Nor thought significant in reason's reach,

Yet in their random shadowings give birth

To thoughts and things from other worlds that come.
And fill the soul, and strike the reason dumb.

Not that I can believe that Rembrandt's " shadowing" were
mere random, or that he deserved to be likened to an " inspired

idiot," any more than Shakspeare ; but I must not be tempted
into egotistic and general criticism. Our proper theme is

Allston, not Rembrandt.
Another grand picture, painted in England, " Uriel in the

Sun," (Paradise Lost, b. iii.,) was purchased by the late Mai'-

quis of Stafford, and is now at Treutham Hall. It is a colossal

figure, nearly twice the size of life, foreshortened. His own
account of the method he took to produce the efl"ect of light in

this picture is worth preserving, " I surrounded him, and the

rock of adamant on which he sat, with the prismatic colors, in

the order in which the ray of light is decomposed by the prism.

I laid'them on with the strongest colors; and then with trans-

parent color, so intimately blended them as to reproduce the

original ray; it was so bright that it made your eyes twinkle as

you looked at it."

In 1818, he returned to America, seized with a home-sickness
which no encouragement or admiration received in England-
no friendships formed here—(though among his friends he
counted such men as Coleridge, Sir George Beaumont and Les-
lie,) could overcome. He was selected associate of the Royal
Academy the same year—and would have been an R. A. but
for one of the laws of the Academy, which renders no artist

eligible as Academician who is not resident in England. He
took with him to America only one finished picture, " Elijah in

the Wilderness," and this picture remained on his hands till the

year 1832. Mr. Labouchere, when travelling in America, saw
it in the house of Mr. Davis of Boston, and became the pur-

chaser; it is now in England.
From the period of his arrival in America in 1818, Allston

remained settled at Cambi-idge-port near Boston. In the vicin-

ity of his dwelling house he had erected a large and commodious
painting room. His benevolent and social qualities, not less

than his various intellectual accomplishments, had gathered
round him many loving and admiring friends, and among the

professors of Harvard University he found many congenial asso-

ciates. He was an admirable narrator, his good stories being
often invented for the occasion. The vivacity of his conceptions

and the glowing language in which he could clothe them, ren-

dered his conversation inexpressibly delightful and exciting. I

remember, after an evening spent with him, returning home very

late, (I think it was near three in the morning)—with the feel-

ings of one '

' who had been magnetized." Could I remember in

detail any thing he said I should not here report it, but I will

give one or two passages from my notes, which show that he

could paint with words as well as with pigments.

He says in one of his letters
—

" I saw the sun rise on lake

Maggiore—such a sunrise! the giant Alps seemed, literally, to

rise from their purple beds, and putting on their crowns of gold to

send up a Hallelujah almost audible!" In speaking of a picture

—the " Entombment of the Yirgin," " in which the expression

and the tremendous depth of color" had forcibly stuck him, he
said, "it seemed as Hooked at it as if the ground shook under

their tread, and the air were darkened by their grief." When a

young painter brought him a landscape for his inspection, he

observed. Your trees do not look as if the birds could fly through

them!"—About four or five years ago he published a romance
entitled " Moldini," which I thought ill constructed as a story,

but which contained some powerful descrii)tions, and some pas-

sages relative to pictures and to art, such as only a painter-poet

could have written. It is said, I know not how truly, that he

has left a series of lectures on painting in a complete state: these,

no doubt; will be given to the public.

His death took place on the 9th of June, 1843. After a

cheerful evening spent with his friends, the i^ang of a single mo-
ment released his soul to its immortal home. He had just laid

his hands on the head of a favorite young friend, and after

begging her to live as near perfection as she could, he blessed

her with fervent solemnity. Even with that blessing on his lips

he died. He was biu'ied by torch-light, in the beautiful cemetery

of Mount Auburn, where lumdreds had gathered round to look,

for the last time, on a face which death iiad scarcely changed,

save that, " the spirit had left her throne of light."

About two years before, his death, there was an exhibition of
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his works at Boston—an exhibition which, in the amount of ex-

cellence, might well be comi:)ared to the room full of Sir Joshua's

at the Institution last year. Those who have not seen many of

AUston's pictures, will hardly believe this; those who have, will

admit the justice of the comparison—will remember those of his

creations, in which he combined the richest tones of color with

the utmost delicacy and depth of expression, and added to these

merits a softness and finish of execution and correctness of draw-

ing, particularly in the extremities, which Sir Joshua never at-

tained—nor, perhaps attempted. When I have thought of the ve-

hement poetical sensibility with which Allston was endowed—his

early turn for the wild, the marvellous, the terrible—his nervous

temperament, and the sort of dreamy indolence which every now
and then seemed to come over him, I have more and more deeply

appreciated the sober grandeur of his composition, the refined

grace of some of his most poetical creations, the hai'monious

sweetness v>'hich tempered his most goi'geous combinations of co-

lor, and the conscientious, patient care with which every little

detail is executed: in this last characteristic, and in thepredom
iuance of the violet tints in the flesh and shadows, some of his

pictures remmded me more of Lionardo de Vinci, than of Titian

or of Reynolds. His taste was singularly pure—even to fasti-

diousness. It had gone on refining and refining, and in the same

manner his ideal had become more and more spiritual, his moral

sense more and more elevated, till, in their combination, they

seemed at last to have overpowed the material of liis art—to

have paralysed his hand.

In his maturer years, he was far, very far, from the banditti-

mania of his youth. When applied to by the American govern-

ment to assist in decorating the Rotunda at Washington, he

said, "I will paint only one subject, and choose my own;

—

no

battle-piece!" In this, and in many other things, he reminded

me of a great painter of our own—Eastlake—who also, if I

remember rightly, began with the Baiiditti-mania and the melo-

dramatic in art, and is now distinguised by the same refined and
elevated taste in the selection and in the treatment of a subject,

and I may add the same elaborate elegance of execution. No
man ever more completely stamped the character of his mind
upon his works, than did Allston. In speaking of the indivi-

duality which the old masters threw into their works, he said

—

" This power of infusing one's own life, as it were, into that

which is feigned, appears tome the prerogative of Genius alone.

In a work of art, it is what a man may well call his own, for it

cannot be borrowed or imitated." He combated streneously the

axiom cherished and quoted by young and idle painters, that
leaving things unfinished, was " leaving something to the ima-
gination." The very statement, as he observed, betrays the

unsoundness of the position, "for that which is unfinished, must
necessarily be imperfect, so that, according to this rule, imper-
fection is made essential to perfection: the error lies in the
phrase ' left to the imagination,' and it has filled modern art

with random flourishes of no meaning."
Instead of saying, in common phrase, that " in a picture

something should always be left to the imagination," we should
rather say that a picture " should always suggest something to
the imagination," or, as G<Ethe has finely expressed it, " every
consummate work of art should leave something for the intellect

to divine." In the axiom so put, there is no danger of misinter-

pretation—no excuse for those who put us oil with random
flourishes, where feet, or fingers, eyes, nose and mouth ought
to be.

As AUston's works were in accordance with his mind—so, to
complete the beautiful harmony of the man's whole being, were
his countenance, person, and deportment, in accordance with
both.

When I saw him, in 1838, I was struck by the dignity of his

figure, and by the simple grace of his manners: his dress was
rather careless, and he wore his own fine silver hair long and
flowing; his forehead and eyes were remarkably good, the gene-
ral expression of his countenance open, serious, and sweet, the
tone of his voice earnest, soft, penetrating Notwithstanding
the nervous irritability of his constitution, which tlie dangerous
and prolonged illness in 1811 had enhanced, he was particularly

gentle and self-possessed.

He was at that time painting on two great pictures, the

" Death of King John," and " Belshazzar's Feast." Tlie first

he declined showing me, because he said that " to exhibit his

pictures to any other eye in certain stages of their progress, al-

ways threw cold water on him."* Tiie latter I was warned
not to speak of. It had been in hand since 1814, had been be-
gun on an immense scale (sixteen or seventeen feet in length),
and he had gone on altering, effacing, and marring,—promising
and delaying its completion till it had become a subject he could
hardly bear to allude to, or to hear mentioned by others ; his

sensitiveness on this one point did at last almost verge on in-

sanity. I saw this fatal picture rolled up in a corner of the
apartment, and scarcely dared to look that way. On his easel

lay a sketch of two sisters, life-size, the figure and attitude of
one of them borrowed or adopted from " Titian's Daughter."
The two heads in contrast, one dark, the other fair;—one gay,
coquettish, the other thoughtful; the whole admirable as a piece

of color and expression. But I was most struck by two begin-

nings: one a Fairy Revel on the sea shore, from the Midsum-
mer Night's Dream, exquisitely poetical. From this sketch,

which he called the " Court of Titania," the Duchess of Suther-

land had commissioned him to paint a picture for her; but he
died, unhappily, before he had time to execute it. The other

sketch alluded to has left an ineffaceable impression on my mind.

It was a sea-piece—a thunder-storm retiring and a frigate bend-

ing to the gale. It was merely a sketch in white chalk upon a

red ground, and about five feet high, as nearly as I can recol-

lect; not even the dead coloring was laid in. I never saw such

an effect produced by such a vehicle; and had not my own eyes

seen it, I could not have conceived or believed it to be possible.

There was absolute motion in the clouds and waves—all the

poetry, all the tumult of the Tempest was there!—and I re-

peat, it was a sketch in white chalk—not even a shadow!
Around the walls of the room were scratched a variety of sen-

tences, some on fragments of paper stuck up with a wafer or

a pin, some on the wall itself. They were to serve, he said, as
" texts for reflection before he began his day's work." One or

two of these fixed my attention—became the subject of discus-

sion and conversation ; and at length he allowed a mutual friend

to copy them for me, with the express permission to make any
use of them I thought proper; and, thus sanctioned, I do not

hesitate to subjoin a few of them. In the absence of his pic-

tures, and until a fuller exposition of his mind be placed before

us by his biographer, they will better illustrate the character

and genius of this remarkable man than anything that can be
said of him.

1. "The painter who is content with the praise of the world
in respect to what does not satisfy himself, is not an artist, but
an artizan; for though his reward be only praise, his pay is that

of a mechanic for his time, and not for his art."

2. " He that seeks popularity in art closes the door on his own
genius: as he must needs paint for other minds, and not for his

own."

3. " Reputation is but a synonyme of popularity: dependent
on suffrage, to be increased or diminished at the will of the

voters. It is the creature, so to speak, of its particular age, or

rather of a particular state of society, consequently, dying with

that which sustained it. Hence we can scarcely go over a page
of history that we do not, as in a church-yard, tread upon some
buried reputation. But fame cannot be voted down, having its

* He afterwards, with the sensitive delicaoj^ which belonged to his

character, apologized for his refusal in words which \ transcribe: " Mrs.

Jameson must not suppose that I declined shQwing her ' King John' in

its unfinished state, because 1 had any secrets in my practice, which, she

is no doubt aware, is the case with some artists. On the contrary, I

hold it as a duty freely to communicate all that I know to every artist

who thinks it v,orth the asking. To the younger artists especially, wlio

come to me for advice, I am in the habit of showing my pictures in their

various stages, in order to illustfate the principles on which 1 proceed.

The reason I assigned for not showing what I was immediately engaged
on, that it threw cold water upon me, was the true one. I must bog her

not to say that I have written anything on my art, for it troubles me to

have the public ej^pect any thing of me. I feel as if they were looking

over my shoulder, I may not live to complete what I have begun, and
it is better that they should not have it in their power to reproach my
memory for any disappointment they might choose to feign or feel."

He was probably shrinking under some reproach on account of the ill-

fated Belshazzav, when he wrote the above.
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immediate fouadation in the essential. It is the eternal shadow

of excellence, from which it can never be separated; nor is it

ever made visible but in the light of an intellect kindred with

that of its autlior. It is that light which projects the shadow
which is seen of the multitude, to be wondered at and reverenced,

even while so little comprehended as to be often confounded

with the substance—the substance being admitted from the

shadow as a matter of faith. It is the economy of Providence

to provide sucli lights; like rising and setting stars, they follow

each other through successive ages: and thus the moimmcntal

form of Genius stands for ever relieved against its own imperish-

able sliadow."

4. "All excellence of every kind is but variety of truth. If

wc wish, then, for something beyond the true, we wish that

which is false. According to this test, how little truth is there

in art!—Little indeed! but how much is that little to him who
feels it!"

5. " Fame does not depend on the will of any man, but repu-

tation may be given or taken away. Fame is the sympathy of

kindred intellects, and sympathy is not a subject of willivg:

while reputation, having its source in the popular voice, is a sen-

tence which may either be uttered or suppressed at pleasure.

Reputation, being essentially contemporaneous, is always at the

mercy of the envious and the ignorant. But fame, whose very

birth is foslhumwus, and which is only known to exist hy the. echo

of its footsteps througli, congmial minds, can neither be increased

nor diminished by any degree of will."

6. "What light is in the natural world, such is fame in the

intellectual: both requiring an atmosphere in order to become

perceptible. Hence the fame of Michael Angelo is, to some

minds, a nonentity; even as the sun itself would be invisible in

vacuo."

1. "Fame has no necessary conjunction with praise: it may
exist without the breath of a word : it is a recognition of excel-

lence which must he felt, but need not be spoken. Even the en-

vious must feel it : feel it, and hate in silence."

8. "I cannot believe, that any man who deserved fame ever

labored for it directly . For as fame is but the contingent of ex-

cellence, it would be like an attempt to project a shadow before

its substance was obtained. Many, however, have so fancied.

' I write, I paint for fame,' has often been repeated: it should

have been, ' I write, I paint for reputation.' AH anxiety, there-

fore, about fame should be placed to the account of reputation."*

0, who shall lightly say that fame
Is nothing but an empty name,
Whilst ill that sound thure is a charm,
The nerves to brace, tlie heart to warm;
As, thinking of the mighty dead,

The young, from slothful couch will start,

And vow, with lifted liands outspread,

Like them to act a noble part ?

O, who shall lightly say that fame
Is nothing but an empty name,
When, but for those, our mighty dead,

All ages past a blank would be
;

Sunk in oblivion's murky bed

—

A desert bare—a shipless seu ?

They are the distant objects seen.

The lofty marks of what hath been.

0, who shall lightly say that fame
Is notliing but an empty name.
When memory of the mighty dead
To earth-worn pilgrims' wistful eye

The brightest rays of cheering shed,

That point to immortality?

9. " A man may be pretty sure that he has not attained ex-

ceUcvcf, when it is not all in all to him I Nay, I may add, that

if he looks beyond it, he has not reached it. This is not the less

true for being good Irish."

10. "An original mind is rarely understood until it has been

refieded from some half-dozen congenial with it: so averse are

men to admitting the trric in an unusual form: whilst any novelty,

however fantastic, however false, is greedily swallowed. Nor is

this to be wondered at; for all truth demands a response, and
few people care to think, yet they must have something to sup-

l)ly the place of thought. Every mind would appear original, if

every man had the power of projecting his own into the mind of

others."

11. "All effort at originality must end either in the quaint or

the monstrous. For no man knows himself as an original: he

can only believe it on the report of others to whom he is made
knoion, as he is hy the projecting power before spoken of."

12. "There is an essential meanness in the wish to^c^ the het-

ter of any one. The only competition worthy a wise man is

with himself."

13. " Reverence is an ennobling sentiment: it is felt to be de-

grading only by the vulgar mind, which would escape the sense

of its own littleness, by elevating itself into the antagonist to what
is above it."

" He tliat has no pleasure in looking up, is not fit to look

down. Of such minds are the mannerists in art; in the world,

tyrants of all sorts."

15. "A witch's skiff cannot more easily sail in the teeth of the

wind, than the human eye can lie against a fact; but the truth

will often quiver through lips with a lie upon them."

15. "It is a hard matter for a man to lie a/Z ofcr. Nature

having provided king's evidence in almost every member. The
hand will sometimes act as a vane, to show which way the wind

blows, when every feature is set the other way: the knees smite

togetlier, and sound the alarm of fear under a fierce counte-

nance: the legs shake with anger, when all above is calm."*

11. " Make no man your idol? For the best man must have

faults, and his faults will usually become yours, in addition to

your own. This is as true in art as morals."

18. " The Devil's heartiest laugh is at a detracting witticism.

Hence the phrase ' devilish good,' has sometimes a literal mean-

ing."

19. "There is one thing which no man, however generously

disposed, can give, but which every one, however poor, is bound

to pay. This is praise. He cannot give it, because it is not

his own ; since what is dependent for its very existence on some-

thing in another, can never become to him a possession; nor can

he justly withhold it, when the presence of merit claims it as a

consequence. As praise, then, cannnot be made a gift, so, neither,

when not his due, can any man receive it: he may think he does,

but he receives only words; for desert being the essential condi-

tion of praise, there can be no reality in the one without the

other. This is no fanciful statement: for though praise may be

withheld by the ignorant or envious, it cannot be but that, in the

course of time, an existing merit will, on some one, produce its

effects; inasmuch as the existence of any cause without its effect

is an impossibility. A fearful truth lies at the bottom of this,

an irrcvcrsihle justice for the weal or woe of him who confirms or

or violates it."

Whatever opinion may be formed of the truth or significance

or intelligibility of these aphorisms, they are, at least, extremely

characteristic of the subtle intellect and lofty tone of mind of

their author.

After this first introduction to Allston, I spent two whole

mornings at Boston, hunting out his pictures wherever they

were to be found. At this distance of time, I will not trust to

memory, but mention only those of which I have a memoran-

dum: those of which the description, and the impression they

left on my own mind, were noted on the spot.

1. " Rosalie Listening to Music." Tiie figure of a young

girl, life-size and three-quarters. She has been reading. The

hand which holds the book has drojtped: the other is pressed on

her bosom. The head a little raised. Rapt, yet melancholy

• In transcribing these aphorisms on fame, I am reminded of a noble

passiigc ill cue of Joanna liaillie's poems. How many such passages are

scattered through her works, which have been quoted, and applied, and

lumiliarizcfl to ear and memory for forty years past—until we almost

lorgct to whfluj wo owe them

!

* An eminent lawyer, who is accustomed to cross-examine witnesses,

once told me, that in cases under his scrutiny when tlic words and oaths

liave come forth glibly, and the whole face and form seem converted into

one impenetrable and steadfivst mask, he has detected falsehood in a

trembling of the muscle underneatli the eye; and that the perception of

it has put him on the scent again, when he had thought himself hope-

lessly at fault; so true it is, that a man " cannot lie all over."



attention in tlie opening eyes and parted lips. The coloring

dee|), dolicate, rich.

"When I lirst saw tliis picture, in the drawing-room of Mr.
Appleton, of Boston, I had never seen A listen—did not even

recollect his name. It at once so captivated my attention, tluit

I conld not take my eyes from it—even thongh one wlio migiit

well have sat for a Rosalie was by my side. I thonglit I liad

never beheld such a counknamr, except in some of the female

heads of Titian or Palma. Yet the face was not what would

be termed lc(tuhful; and oli, how for from the sentimental, ring-

letted prettiness of our fasliiouablc i)ainters!

When I afterwards asked Mr. Allston whetlier his poem of

" Rosalie" had suggested the picture, or the picture the stanzas,

he replied that " as well as he could recollect, tlie conception of

the poem and of the picture luxd been simultaneous in liis miud.'^

He received for this picture twelve hundred dollars, about two
hundred and fifty pounds.

2. " Miriam Singing her Song of Triumph." Figure three

quarters, extremely fine, especially in color; perhaps too much
of solemn melancholy and tenderness in the expression, in the

mouth particularly, yet there may be a propriety in this con-

ception of the character. In the possession of Mr. Sears, of

Boston.

3. "A Roman Lady Reading." Figure three quarters, the

same kind of beauty as the picture of Rosalie, a head and coun-

tenance with something finer than beauty ; a contemplative gran-

deur and sim])licity in the attitude; the hands very elegant and
characteristic, and admiralily drawn; altogether a noble paint-

ing! In the possession of Mr. Dwight, of Boston.

4. "Jeremiah Dictating to the Scribe his Prophecy of the

Destruction of Jerusalem." Two figures, life-size ; a grand com-

position, but the canvass seemed to me to M'ant height, whicli

took away from the general effect. The prophet seated, with

flowing beard, and wide eyes glaring on the future: the head of

the scribe, looking up and struck with a kind of horror, finer

still; coloring admirable, rich and deep and clear; olive and
purple tints predominating. There is a jar on the left, about a

foot and a half high, painted with such a finish of touch and
tone, such illusive rehef, as to cheat the sense, and yet it is not

obtrusive. In the possession of Mrs. Gibbs. I have reason to

remember this picture ; while looking at it, I was leaning on the

arm of Dr. Channing.

(Dr. Channing afterwards told me, that when the picture was
exhibited, the water-jar excited far more wonder and admiration

than the prophet; and that a countryman, after contemplating

the picture for a considerable time, turned away, exclaiming,

"Well! he was a 'cute man tliat made that jar!" The merely

imitative always strikes the vulgar mind.)

5. " Beatrice"—Dante's, not Shakspeare's. Figure three

quarters; the same kuid of merit as the "Rosalie" and the
" Roman Lady." The hand holding tlie cross, painted with ex-

ceeding truth and delicacy. Tliis most lovely picture struck me
more the second time I saw it than the first. In the possession

of Mr. Elliott, mayor of Boston.

6. " Lorenzo and Jessica," a small picture. The two figures

seated on a bank in front; her hand lies in his—never saw any
thing better felt than tiie action and expression of tliose hands !

one conld see they were thrilling to the finger ends. Tlie dark
purple sky alcove; the last gleam of dayliglit along the horizon

—no moon. INIr. Jackson, of Boston. For this exquisite little

picture Allston received six hundred dollars.

1. " The Evening Hymn." A young girl seated amid ruins.

Slie is on a bank, and her feet hang over a subterranean arch,

within which, in the deep sliadow, is dimly descried the frag-

ment of a huge torso: slic is singing her vesper hymn to the

Yirgiu; the expression of devotion and tenderness in the head
of the girl, and of deep repose hi the whole conception, very

beautiful ; there is a gleam of golden sunset thrown across the

foreground of the picture, which has an extraordinary effect.

In the possession of Mr. Dutton.

8. "Saul and the Witch of Endor;" beautifully painted, but

I did not like the conception; in this instance, the genius of

Salvator had rebuked and overpowered that of Allston. In

the possession of Colonel Perkins, of Boston.
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^\.t Boston I saw, likewise, several fine landscapes, some of
Italian and some of American scenery.

10. At New York, " Rebecca at the Well." lu tiie posses-
sion of M. Yaii Schaick.

11. At Philadelphia, "The Dead Man Restored to Life on
Touching the Bones of the Prophet Elisha" (2 Kings xiii. 21).
The scenery is the interior of a mountain cavern, into which the
dead man has been let down by two slaves, one of whom is at
the head, the other at the feet of the body, otlier figures above-
life-size. This picture has some magnificent points, and much'
general grandeur, without anytliiiig exaggerated or intrusive
which IS the fine characteristic of Allstou's compositions (those
I have seen at least). The best part of the i)icture is the dead
man extended in front, in whose form and expression the sickly
dawn of returning life is very admirable and fearful. The draw-
ing in the feet and hands extremely fine. The bones of the
prophet are just revealed behind, in a sort of ghastly, phosphoric
light emitted by them. Several figures above in the back-
ground, in various attitudes of horror, fear, amazement. I sup-
pose the female figure fainting to be the wife or mother of the
dead man. The picture is thirteen feet by eleven.

I heard much of a picture I did not see
—

"Spalatro's Vision
of the Bloody Hand," from Mrs. Radclifife's " Italian." It is

now in the possession of Mr. Ball, of Cliarlcston.

Thus for the memoranda written at the time. I saw several
other pictures, of which there was not time to note any particu-
lar description, but all bearing more or less the impress of mind,
of power, and of grace.

When I heard of the death of Allston, it was not with regret
or pain, but rather with a start, a shudder, as when a light

—

which, though distant, is yet present—is suddeidy withdrawn.
It seemed to me, that in him America had lost her third great
man. What Washington was as a statesman, Channing as a
moralist, that Allston was as an artist.

A NEW AND COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUAL.*

FOR METAL PLATES AND PAPER. CONTAINING ALL THE LATEST
mSCOVERIES.

Translated from ike French of E. de Valicourt, for the Pho-
tographic and Fine Art Journal, by W. Grigg, A. B.

Sec. VIII. (Continued.) Methods for Polishing the Plates.

62. This block, the dimensions of which are to lie somewhat
smaller than the plate, is covered with a piece of thick clotli or
flannel, fastened on with strong paste. This is a necessary pre-
caution to assure a perfect contact of the plate and block, com-
pensating for the vacuum beneath the plate when its edges have
been turned Imck by means of the Imrnisher as we shall show pre-
sently. Four small copper slides are fastened on the angles of
the block, secured by small flat buttons of the same metal,
under which a corner of the plate is fixed. Four small pins,

provided with thumb-screws fastened beneath the plate, serve to

bring the buttons forward or backward, when the plate is to

be adjusted or removed.

63. The buffs of cotton velvet employed by M. Claudet since

tlie year 1842, and those of chamois skin since adopted, would
soon be rendered useless hj the sharp edges of the plate wei'e

not the precaution taken of previously turning these edges back,
so that the buffs may not catch thereon. This simple operation

is practised with the aid of a steel burnisher. A block of wood,
having a steel rule, the outer edge of which is countersunk, is

used for the operation. The plate is so adjusted on this block,

the silver side up, that its edge coincides witli the feather edge
of the rule; to turn the border of the plate it is sufficient to

pass the rule once or twice over it. This operation having been
practised on each of the four sides of the plate, with a smooth
pair of plyers bend back the four angles of the plate, in order

that they may with greater facility be adjusted under the but-

tons of the block.

64. There is another very convenient instrument for ])erform-

ing the above operation: it consists of a wooden tablet, hav-

* Contmuod from page 94, Vol. 7, No. 3.
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fng, like the former, a steel rule. The outer edge of this tablet

carries a second rule, of iron or hard wood, perpendicular to the

first, which serves as a guide to a sort of plane. It is pro-

vided with a moveable bar of wood, used for adjusting the plate

and preventing it from sliding during the action of the plane.

The purpose of this plane is easy to comprehend: a feather edge

of steel with which it is furnished acts upon the feather edge of

the steel rule, and depresses the edges of the plate.

65. Hereafter we shall give a description of another very in-

genious, but, at tlie same time, more costly instrument, invented

by M. Le Baron Gros, for attaining the same result; but the

idea was not adopted at that time. See 82.

66. Let us now direct our attention to the buffs, which oc-

cupy, at the present day, so important a position in the manipu-

lations of plate polishing. We have already spoken at some

length in the Technocologisl ( 1844), and in tiie preceding editions

of this work, of the information given by M. Claudet ; but their

views were not then adopted; the utility of the buffs has since

been acknowledged, and tliey have come into general use.

These buffs consist of a strip of soft wood of from 18 to

30 inches in length, by 3 in width, and 1 in thickness, pro-

vided with a handle something like that of a common plane.

Commence by spreading over this stick, with small tacks, such

as is used by upholsterers, some thick stuff, flannel for instance;

cover this with a sheet of very thin pasteboard ; then cover the

whole with a piece of white cotton velvet or chamois skin, which

stretch tightly, and fasten with the same tacks to the sides of the

stick. Four buffs, two of velvet and two of skin, make up a

sufficient assortment. We need not add that these buffs require

extreme cleanliness, and should be carefully stowed away in a

partitioned box when not in use.

67. M. Le Baron Gros, in the remarkable work he has re-

cently published, and which we shall often take occasion to

quote (*), also recommends for the primary polishing operations

the employment of small pads of his invention, the use of which

is as simple as economical. It consists of a square block termi-

nating in a thick covermg of India-rubber, upon which a square

of cotton velvet is held (of from 2 to 6 inches) ; this must

be renewed as often as occasion requires. This velvet, the op-

posite corners of which fold over the narrow part of the instru-

ment, is held in its place l^y the fingers of the operator. The

palm of the hand presses upon a round block fastened to the

other, and is stuffed for convenience.

68 . After having examined the different instruments designed

for the polishing operations, it remains for us to describe the

substance employed for the obtention of this polish, and their

mode of preparation.

Almost every substance that may be reduced to fine powder

has been successively experimented upon, the catalogue of

which would be vast. It will be sufficient to mention pumice-

stone, tripoli, rottenstoue, calcined bones, soot, lamp-black, rouge,

amidon, &c. At the present day the larger number of these

substances have been abandoned, to resort altogether to the tri-

poli, rottenstoue, and rouge. It is well known that it is not

easy to obtain a perfect polish M'ith pumice and tripoli, as, be-

sides the difficulty of obtaining the coup de main, which is not at

once acquired, these substances—such as we get commercially

—even after having undergone washing, are far from possessing

that state of purity and delicacy necessary to prevent the streak-

ing of tlie surface of the silver. It is therefore necessary, with

scrupulous care, to make them undergo a fresh washing and de-

cantation by the following process:

69. In a large decanter or phial filled with water, throw a

handful of powdered pumice-stone or tripoli, shake the vessel

strongly, then let it rest four or five minutes if pumice, and two

or three if trijioli. Then inti-oduce a sj-phon into the vessel, the

lower extremity of whicli should reach to about the middle of

the liquid. Then, with the syphon, withdraw the water which

holds in suspension the finer particles of the pumice or tripoli.

This water is poured througli a ]ia]u'r filter, through which it

passes, depositing thereon the i)OW(ler wliicli is held in suspen-

sion. When this powder has become about half dry, it is thrown

into an earthen crucible, or, in default of a crucible, into the

• Notes on Photograpliy. Paris: Roret, 1850. Page 60.

bowl of an earthenware pipe ; strong heat must then be applied

by the spirit-lamp, but it is useless for tripoli, especially to push
the calcination to a red heat; it is sufficient that it be thoroughly
free from humidity.

With pumice and tripoli thus prepared, there is surety of ob-
taining a perfect polish ; but to give the last touch, and' to give

it an intense black tone, it is indispensable to use rouge, and it

will be well to act scrupulously in choosing the quality.

70. Polishing powders should be enclosed in small flasks with
narrow mouths, which should be covered with metallic gauze; the
inconvenience will thus be avoided of soiling the fingers and
spreading the powder around, which is consequent on the use of
muslin bags. These flasks must constantly be kept out of the
influence of dampness; it will be well, too, in damp weather, to

Jjring them near the fire to thoroughly dry the powders they
contain.

M. Chas. Chevalier has constructed flasks of a very graceful
and convenient form. They are of glass; they have a socket of

copper rivited to the orifice of the flask designed to receive the
metallic gauze which sifts the powder; they are provided with
covers to intercept the access of dampness.

Let us now direct our attention to the methods of putting
these instruments and substances, we have just described, into

use.

Sec. IX. Process of MM. Belfield and Foucaultfor Polish-
ing Daguerrean Plates with the Essence of Turpentine.

71. The plate being fastened on the block, pour upon it two
or three drops of the common essence of turpentine. Add a little

pumice or tripoli, and with a pellet of cotton, which need not
be fresh, rub in a circular direction, describing a number of cir-

cles very near together and eccentric with each other. Take
care to go equally over every point of the smface of the plate.

In about a minute a black greasy substance will form upon the

silver, the larger portion of which will disappear by continuing

to rub round circularly with the same cotton. Then sift some
pumice or dry tripoli upon the plate, and, with a fresh pellet,

continue to rub, always in a circular direction, until the plate

assumes a brilliant tone and perfect pohsh. So much for the

first stage of the operation.

Having got thus far, pom' upon the plate three or four drops

of a mixture of the essence of turpentine and rectified alcohol in

the proportion of one part of alcohol to a half-pint of water,

add a little pumice or tripoli, which spread lightly over the

whole surface of the plate with the same pellet used in the pre-

ceding operation. When the trijioli has been regularly dissemi-

nated over the whole surface of the plate, allow it to dry-—

a

thick crust of a darkish white color will thus be formed njion

the plate. In less than a minute the desiccation will lie com-
plete, and, to finish the polish, nought will remain but to remove
the coat of tripoli. Take, for this purpose, a fresh pellet, and
rub the plate this time in a transverse direction to the image to

be obtained. In a very short time, the polish will be complete,

and the plate will be ready to be submitted to the iodine.

73. The polish we have just described does not accelerate in

aught the formation of photographic images, but we shall, finally,

show clearly other advantages which flow therefrom.

First, the description which we have given of the process

alone indicates sufficiently clear that it presents great economy
of time.

In the second place, this kind of polish is applicable to all

plates in whatever state they may be, whether new, or with fixed

or unfixed impressions. We luive remarked besides, since we
have employed the essence of turpentine, that no trace of former

proofs ever appeared upon the plate. This remarkable effect

should be attrilmtcd, in our opinion, to a mechanical effect of

a certain nature which the essence exercised upon the coating of

silver. This [jroperty of the essence of turpentine has, fcr a
long period successfully been taken advantage of for the piercing

and boring of metals and glass, ^^'e feel, therefore, very nuich

disposed to attribute the incontestible superiority of the process

of MM. Belfield and Foncault to a mechanical action exercised

u})on the metal by the essence of turpentine and other essential

oils; the effect of the essence should be the total destruction and
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complete removal of the coating of silver combined with the

iodine. We would then work upon a surface entirely new, but,

by a necessary consequence, plates thus treated would wear

more quick. We have remarked this also: This theory appears

to us more reasonable than the efficacity of the coating of var-

nish or organic matter, to which MM. Belfield and Foucault

have attributed a photogenic influence.

t4. Another very remarkable effect of the essence of turpen-

tine is, that plates polished with it are capable of absorbing a

much larger quantity of the accelerating substance, without the

inconvenience resulting therefrom, designated veil of bromine.

It is well known that on a plate, polished by the ordinary method,

the least access of bromine betrays itself by a clouding of more
or less depth which obscures the whole or a portion of the

image. With the essence, on the contrary, there must neces-

sarily be a much more considerable excess of bromine to engen-

der a veil upon the proof; the plates may, therefore, be carried

to the maximum of sensibihty.

Lastly, M. Daguerre himself acknowledged that the presence

of a light coating of essential oil upon the plate is well calcu-

lated to seize upon the iodine set free dm"iug exposition in the

camera, and thus prevent the sad consequences spoken of by
MM. Choiselet and Ratel. This advantage, even were it the

only one, would suffice to accord the preference to the process of

MM. Belfield and Foucault.

Sec. X. New Method for the Polishing of Plates, adopted

BY M. Claudet.

15. We shall describe here anew a method of polishing com-

municated to us seven years ago by our friend, M. Claudet, and

which we published in the last edition of our Manual. It will

be acknowledged that his system comprehended all that has

been presented since that period as new improvements under the

name of "American process."

The principle design of M. Claudet was to do away with the

use of cotton in the preparation of the plates, which, as is well

known, always leaves a sort of slhny coating on the surface of

the silver. To reach this important result, the plates are sub-

mitted to three successive manipulations, the douci or preparatory

polish, cleaning, and burnishmg or final polish.

1. preparatory polish of the plate.

16. This primary operation is designed either to remove the

marks of the hammer which the operation of planishing has left

upon the surface of the silver, or to assure the thorough removal
of an unsuccessful proof, either fixed or not, with the chloride of

gold.

The first polish requires the assistance of a mandrel lathe ;*

fasten upon the mandrels of this lathe a wooden disc of from 12
to 15 millimetres in thickness, according to the size of the plate

to be polished. This disc must be covered in the first place with

some thick stuff, as cotton or wool, and upon this stretch evenly

a piece of undressed white cotton velvet, not having been dried,

and which has been boiled for an hour in the purest water and
perfectly dried.

Then take the plate to be polished, pour upon it a few drops

of olive oil, scatter upon it a little powder of pumice or tripoli,

apply the silver surface to the velvet of the disc, and maintain

it in this position by means of a block of wood covered with a

layer of caoutchouc, which may be softened by applying heat, or

by a few drops of some essential oil sufficiently to make it ad-

here to the copper side of the plate. Set the lathe in motion,

and let the velvet disc go successively over the whole superficies

of the plate, in order that the lines of the polish may cross each
other in every direction. Care must be taken not to bear on
too strongly for fear of thinning to excess the coating of silver.

In a very short time the surface of the plates will become
thoroughly dressed and very evenly and regular polished.

2. CLEAXIXG OF THE PLATES.

IT. We have now to rid the plates of the coat of oil adhering

* The horizontal lathe employed by opticians is equally well calcu-
lated for the piirpose.

to their surface, which clouds their brilliancy and presents ob-
stacles to the photogenic action. This is easily accomplished by
boiling them about half-an-hour in a saturated solution of subcar-
bonate of soda. Withdraw them afterwards one by one, plunge
them into boiling water, and wipe them gently with a piece of
very clean calico stretched over the knee. The plates are then
ready to take the final polish, which we will now describe.

3. BURNISHING OF THE PLATE.

18. Fasten upon the lathe another disc covered with perfectly
clean cotton velvet, sift thereon a small quantity of rouge • ap-
ply thereto the silver surface, and, in a few turns of the lathe
the plate acquires a burnish of a remarkable black tone.

To terminate the operation, it remains but to restore the
transverse direction of the polish, which it is known should be
perpendicular with the picture to be obtained. For this pur-
pose a wood buff must be employed, having a handle to be held
in the hands, and resembling, in its largest dimensions, the form
of a razor-strop. This buff must be covered with two or three
thicknesses of cloth with an outer cover of cotton velvet, scatter

a httle rouge upon it, then take the buff in one hand and hold
the plate with the fingers of the other; rub briskly, but very
lightly, until the polish takes the required direction.

19. The process for polishing plates, indicated by M. Claudet,
appears to us as excellent. We especially approve then- brisk
and repeated buffings, having the advantage of warming the
plate, of accelerating the iodizing process, rendering it easier,

and assuring a more even coating.

Sometimes the operations we have just described can only be
executed on a large scale, and in a laboratory. We have, there-
fore, for our use modified the process of M. Claudet, combining
it, as far as possible, with the method of MM. Belfield and Fou-
cault.

Thus, the preparatory polish is also given upon the lathe with
the velvet disc, but we substitute for the oil the essence of lav-

ender. This alteration allows us to dispense entirely with the
second operation of M. Claudet, as we have not to remove the
grease from the plates, and we thus avoid the disagreeable ef-

fects produced by the oily substance, which attaches itself de-
terminedly to the fingers.

Sec. XI. Polishing of the Plates by M. le Baron Gros.

80. We could not better conclude the chapter relative to the
polishing of plates than in reporting verbatim the method given
by M. le Baron Gros, to obtain that perfect polish which forms
the distinctive character of his admirable proofs. The system
of M. le Baron Gros should not be regarded as a complete in-

novation, but as the skilful review and judicious choice of all

methods which have been proposed up to the present time for
polishing plates.

81. " A new plate, invested with a coating of silver deposited
thereon by means of the pile, should be first submitted to the
operations of polishing, and receive as perfect a polish as can be
given it. Two essential requisites must be obtained: It is ne-
cessary that the surface of silver be as pure as possible, chemi-
cally and materially speaking, and that the burnishing it re-

ceives may give it the polish of the clearest mirror.

_
A daguerrian image should be regarded as a drawing executed

with a white crayon on a black ground, for, as in a reverse or-

der, as in ordinary drawing, where the lights and mezzotints are
spared by the pencil, which, on the contrary, blackens, in pro-
portion to their intensity, the shadow and the shade, so it is the
shadow, or rather the black of the metallic plate, uncovered by
the shadows and mezzotints of the image, which is spared by
the minute drops of mercurial vapor, which proceed to whiten
by attaching themselves to the luminous or reflected por-
tions in proportion to their strength. Such is, at the present
time at least, the niost simple exposition that can be given of
this mysterious and mteresting phenomenon, notwithstanding the
exceedingly curious experiments of M. Edw. Becquerel upon the
action of contiuuating glasses.

" However it may be, the clearness and depth'of the black of
the plate depends upon the polish it receives, and from which
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I have just said, the thorough perfection of this polish is one of

the essential requirements to the success of a proof.

82. " The first thing to be done is to turn back from the

sides of the plate the shai'p edges to facilitate the action of the

buffs on the silvered surface. Employ for this purpose a bur-

nisher—a rather ingenious little instrument, to be obtained of an

optician or daguerreotyjie apparatus manufacturer. It is excel-

lent for plates of small dimensions; but, as its pressure is not in-

stantaneous upon every point of the edge at once—as, on the con-

trary, it is progressive, going from one angle to the other—it re-

sults that large plates, submitted to its action, become veiled,

the metal becomes twisted, and it is almost impossible after-

wards to bring them back to a perfect plane, which is so essen-

tial a recjuisite. To remedy this I have had constructed a press

composed of a perpendicular rule of brass, which is lowered at

will upon the edge of the plate, also of brass, placed horizon-

tally, and forming the base of the apparatus. Upon this the

plate whose edge is to be turned is laid. One of its edges ex-

ceeds by about a millimetre and a half, in its whole length, that

of the brass, and it is on this edge, which is unsupported, that

the perpendicular blade acts in its descent, and bends the edge

at a single stroke. Each of the four sides of the plate is suc-

cessively submitted to the action of the blade ; and it is into a

hollow groove in the horizontal plate, and perpendicular to

its greatest diameter, that the side of the doublet is forced. A
number of grooves placed at proper distances from one another,

according to the dimensions of the plate—halfs, thirds, cjuarters,

and sixths—are cut iuto the base of the press. M. Poirier, Rue
de Fauhtrg- Saint-Denis, a very skilful machmist, was the maker
of this excellent little instrument.

83. " The edge of the plate being bent back, the angles flat-

tened with the plyers, and the plate itself placed upon the pol-

ishing block, so as to cover its angles vath the copper buttons,

sift a small quantity of pumice or porphyrized rottenstone upon

it. These substances should be enclosed in small flasks of narrow

mouth covered with metallic gauze. Take a pellet of very pure

cotton, which wet with acidulated rock oil by laying it upon the

mouth of the bottle, and inverting it, and rub the plate in a cir-

cular manner in every direction, describing small circles as near

together as possible. The surface of the plate soon becomes

covered with a rather thick black coating, which may gradually

be removed with the same pellet, joined, however, with another

layer of pure cotton. Continue the operation until the plate be

nearly dry, sift fresh powder on the plate, and then polish with

one of the velvet squares of which I have spoken, which lay

upon the India-rubber of the wooden pellet. Rub lightly and

over every point of the surface until the silver assumes a bluish

black shade, and the breath being condensed upon it brings no

blemish to light, which is an evident proof that acidulated

oil has been completely removed.
" If, on the contrary, any traees of a greasy substance should

appear, the operation should again be commenced with the same
powders, a fresh pellet, and alcohol mixed with ammonia and
sulphuric ether. The plate being dry, take the large buff cov-

ered with white cotton velvet, throw fresh powder upon it, and
rub it lengthwise, precisely as though using a plane, but without

bearing on too hard, and polishing successively in each direc-

tion—that is to say, diagonally from angle to angle, or paral-

lelly to the two sides. At this stage of the polish, the breath

thrown upon the plate will cover it with a white marlile-colored

veil, showing no impurity. Then take one of the chamois-skin

bufl's, well impregnated with rouge, and beneath the moving
pressure of this plane the plate will rapidly burnish. Rub al-

ways lengthways and in each direction, and as soon as the sur-

rounding objects reflect with great clearness over the entire bur-

nished surface, finish the polish with the third plane, covered

also with skin, but without any powder, and give the last touches

in a direction cutting at a right angle the perpendicular of the

proof to be obtained.
" It may, equally as well—and I often emjiloy this method—be

submitted to the action of large wooden discs, covered with

chamois-skin, and fixed perpendicularly upon a lathe, moved with

a large insolated wheel. A perfect jiolish may thus be obtained,

and tills method is generally adopted in large establishments iu

Loudon and the United States.

84. " The polishing block, which may be easily rendered

moveable Ijy an axis in the centre, singularly facilitates the pol-

ishing of the plate, and I cannot too strongly recommend it to

photographic amateurs. They all know that the polish of the

surface of silver is produced by a countless number of curved or

right lines crosshig each other in a thousand different directions,

and that when the burnish obtained with the buffs is as perfect

las may be, these lines still appear under the aspect of a bluish

veil, if viewed under a given angle. They are invisible if the

I

luminous rays move over the plate parallel to them, and visible,

I
on the contrary, if they strike them at an angle. This it has

I been agreed upon to clesignate the direction of the plate, and it

lis because the veil is not apparent that it is recommended to

finish the polish always by a few strokes perpendicular to the

height of the proof. AH this is done away with by the use of the

moveable block, and with it a perfect polish is easily obtained.

The following is the necessary process:
" Screw the iron press tightly to the corner of a table, mantel

or chest, so as to be between the operator and a window.
The latter, being kept constantly in the same situation, will al-

ways guide the action of the buffs perpendicular to the window,
and, in this position, we will not give a single stroke of the buff

without being immediately able to judge of the effect produced
upon the plate.

" I here take the polish at the moment when it is necessary to

use the buff of white cotton velvet and one of the dry powders

;

beneath its action the surface of the silver becomes burnished

and the curved or cross lines gradually disappear beneath those

nov/ forming, on which, being parallel to the luminous rays com-
ing from the window are not perceived in this position. Then
loosen a little the steel screw that holds the block, and turn

the latter upon its axis until the lines re-appear and again form
the bluish veil; fasten the plate anew, and recommence the ope-

ration as before, until the azure veil attains a perfectly even and
homogenous tone; but there is no need of trying to remove it

with the velvet buff, it will still exist under a more or less con-

tracted angle.
" Take then the chamois-skin buff, holding rouge, and continue

the operation in like manner, always bringing back the veil upon
the plate after having completely caused it to vanish; but in this,

from the first stroke, a burnish of a beautiful and clear black is

obtained, and when, on turning the plate, the blue veil is re-

stored, it has changed in appearance, and become almost trans-

parent. It is not yet, however, under the action of the rouge

that it will entirely disappear; it is only with the plane, covered

with the purest chamois skin, that the burnish will attain its per-

fect beauty, and entirely remove both the veil and lines in what-

ever position the moveable block may stand.

"The polish is then perfect; but it will ever depend, iu every

respect, upon the care, practice, and skill which may be

brought to bear upon this delicate operation."

CHAPTER II.

ON THE APPLICATION OF THE IODINE AND ACCELERATING SUB-

STANCES OF THE SENSITIVE COATING IN GENERAL.

85. The plates once polished, it remains to clothe them with

the sensitive coating, which, acted upon in a greater or less de-

o-ree by the different intensities of light, will reproduce the image

received in the camera. At the origin of the process, the ope-

ration was confined, upon the principles of M. Daguerre, to

forming upon the surface of the ])late a simple coating of io-

dide of silver, which, in 20 or 30 minutes, produced a picture of

remarkable fidelity. But the inadequacy of this method as em-

ployed originally was soon acknowledged, and numerous experi-

ments were undertaken to arrive at the discovery of some chemi-

cal body that might be substituted for the iodine, or to accele-

rate its action. It was not long before this latter property was

discovered to be possessed by chlorine and bromine, which, at

the present day, form the l)ase of every accelerating substance.

From this epoch the photogenic action was accomplished in a

less number of seconds than it before required minutes; and,

dating from this period, photography received that decisive im-

pulse^which has gradually led it along to the remarkable degree

of perfection it "is found" to possess at the present day. It will
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always be remarked that the accelerating substances so energetic,

when used to hasten the luminous impression upon the coating

of iodide of silver, are perfectly impotent in giving uuaided a

photographic image. The previous coat of iodine remains; there-

fore, as the essential and indispensable requirement of the dagu-

errian process; it may be regarded as the foundation of every

subsequent operation, and its importance, far from being dimin-

ished, has perhaps increased yet more since the discovery of the

accelerators.

The effect of the latter is essentially subordinate to the greater

or less regularity of the coating of iodine. Such is the connec-

tion established between these different substances, that it may
be laid down as a photographic axiom: As in the iodizing, so will

be the coating of the accelerating substance.

We shall first treat of the iodizing process, and afterwards ex-

amine the accelerating substances.

Sec. I. Of the Iodizing.

86

—

Iodine Boxes, and Various Methods of Iodizing. 8T—96

—

Porous Diaphragm Boxes of M. le Baron Gros. 91-98

—

Care to be taken of the Iodine Box. 99

—

Heating of the Plate.

100— TAc Dusting of the Plate. \Ol—Mode of Iodizing.

102-103—0/ the Proper Color. IM—Duration of the Io-

dizing. 105

—

Essential Requirements for Iodizing. 106

—

First Iodizing. 101

—

Second Iodizing. 108

—

Its Real In-

ventor. 109

—

Its Importance and its Effects. 110-111

—

The Second Coat of Iodine, and the Time Reqzdred for this

Operation.

86. We have just shown the importance of a good iodizing

(No. 85), and the consequences flowing from the amount of care

used in the operation. It is useless to dwell upon this point,

which appears to us sufficiently established; let us now proceed
to the methods to be employed to give to this division of the

photographic process all the required perfection. We will com-
mence by studying the construction of the iodine boxes; we
shall afterwards examine the mode of employing them:

The iodine box invented by M. Daguerre, besides its pyramidal
form and inconvenient size, was hardly suitable, it must be admit-

ted, to bring about the regular formation of a coating of ioduret

of silver upon the superficies of the plate. It was very soon re-

placed by another box invented by M. Seguier. In the latter

the iodine, in grains, was spread between two layers of cotton,

which was covered with a sheet of pasteboard, which, becoming
constantly impregnated with the vapor of iodine, communicates
it to the metallic plate when placed over it. Each side of the

sheet of pasteboard was alternately saturated with the iodine,

as each was in turn exposed to its vapors, while the other acted
upon the plate. It was therefore sufficient to reverse the card
from time to time to accelerate the evaporation of the iodine as

it gradually became weak.

This ingenious improvement was generally adopted, and the
form of his box was adhered to for a long period as a model
which admitted of no further improvement. Many alterations

were, however, proposed. First, by M. de Brebisson, who sub-
stituted for the cotton cards a sheet of paper or pasteboard,
then a plate of ground glass, coated with a solution of etheri-

fied iodine, applied with a pair of plyers. MM. Chas. Cheva-
lier and Foucault conceived soon afterwards the idea of fasten-

ing the iodine with gum-arabic on a plate of glass, forming
the base of the iodine box; the vapors were received apon
another plate of glass covered on both sides with paper, and
from thence transmitted to the plate. Numerous other individ-

uals, particularly MM. de Choiselat and Ratal, proposed various
solutions of iodine, the emanations from which reached the plate,

either directly, or by passing through pasteboard, as in the sys-

tem of M. Seguier. AH these solutions, however, possessed the
great disadvantage of transmitting the vapors to the plate in a
damp state, which, it is well known, exercises an influence detri-

mental to the rapidity and purity of the proofs. M. Hamard*
imagined he had triumphed over this difficulty by employing an
ioduret of sulphur, which was cast into thin plates, to be em-

* New Photographic Processes, by M. Hamard, chemist—Fresney
(Lathe). Paris, 1847. Proux & Co., publisher.

ployed as a base to the iodine-box. This latter process was not
adopted iu practice.

81. It was reserved to the able and skilful experiments of M.
le Baron Gros to bring forth a box unexceptionable in every
respect. M. Daguerre had for a long time advised the employ-
ment of a porous tablet of porcelain or plaster, which shoukl ab-
sorb a solution of iodine, but the disadvantage was thereto an-

nexed of the damp vapors. M. le Baron Gros undertook the
solution of the difficult problem of rendering useful the porosity of

porcelain, as a sort of moderator, to carry to the plate the dry
and filtered vapors of the iodine. It has been seen with what
rare success he has resolved this problem, and how he has been
enabled to construct a box hermetically closed, as it were, to the

influence of humidity, and capable of disengaging with remark-
able regularity the vapors designed to transform the surface of

the plate into an ioduret of silver sensitive to light.

We cannot do better than to insert here the method given by
M. Je Baron Gros for the construction of these boxes. Their

mode of construction, at a casual glance, may appear somewhat
lengthy and difficult, but our experience authorizes us in assert-

ing that it is not beyond the powers of an amateur. Supposing
even a little trouble were required, one will be largely recom-

pensed by the superiority of the results obtained by the aid of

the apparatus.

(To be Continued

)

From JVotes and Queries.

MR. LYTE ON COLLODION.

When I had the pleasure of meeting you in London, I pro-

mised that I would write to you from this place, and give you a

detailed account of my method of making the collodion, of which
I left a sample with you; but since then I have been making a

series of experiments with a view, first, to simplifymg my present

formulae, and, next, to produce two collodions, one of great sen-

sibility, the other of rather slower action, but producing better

half-tones. I have also been considering the subject of printing,

and the best methods of producing those beautiful black tints

which are so much prized ; and I think that, although the processes

formerly given all of them produce this effect with tolerable cer-

tainty, yet many operators, in common with myself, have met
with the most provoking failures on this head, where they felt

the most certain of good results.

I do not pretend to make a collodion which is different in its

ingredients from that compounded by others. The only thing is

that I am anxious to define the best proportions for making it,

and to give a formula which even the most unpractised operator

may work by. First, to produce the collodion I always use the

soluble paper prepared according to the method indicated by
Mr. Crookes, and to which I adverted in " N. & Q ," vol. viii.,

p. 252. Take of colorless nitric acid of 1'50, and sulphuric

acid of 1'60, equal quantities by measure, and mix them; then

plunge into the mixture as much of the best Swedish filtering

paper (Papier Joseph is also very good) as the liquid will cover;

it must be placed in it a single piece at a time. Cover the basin,

and let it remain a night, or at least some hours. Then pour off

the liquid, and wash the paper till its washings cease to taste

the least scid, or to redden litmus paper. Then dry it. Of this

paper I take 180 grains to one pint of ether, and having placed

them together, I add alcohol drop by drop, till the ether begins

to dissolve the paper, which will be denoted by the paper be-

coming quite transparent. I have rather increased the quantity

of paper to be added, as the after treatment rather thins the

collodion. This, when shaken up and completely dissolved, forms

the collodion. To sensitize I use two preparations, one prepared

with potassium, the other v/ith ammonium compounds; and, con-

trary to what many operators find the case, I find that the po-

tassium gives the most rapid results. To prepare the potassium

sensitizer, I take two bottles of, we will suppose, 6 oz. each;

into one of these I put about half an ounce of iodide of ])Otas-

sium in fine powder, and into the other an equal quantity of

bromide of potassium, also pounded; we will call these Ko. 1

and No. 2. I fill the bottle No. 1 with absolute alcohol, taking

great care that there is no oxide of amyle in it, as that seriously
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interferes with the action of the collodion. After leaving the

alcohol in No. 1 for two hours, or thereabouts, constantly shak-

ing it, let it settle, and when quite clear decant it oif into No.

2, where leave it again, with constant shaking, for two hours,

and when settled decant the clear liquid into a third bottle for

use. The oxide of amyle may be detected by taking a portion

of the acohol between the palms of the hands, and rubbing them
together, till the alcohol evaporates, after which, should oxide

of amyle be present, it will easily be detected by its smell, which
is not unlike that exhaled by a diseased potato. Of the liquid

prepared, take one part to add to every three parts of collodion.

The next, or ammonium sensitizer, is made as follows. Take

Absolute alcoliol 10 oz.

Iodide of ammonia 100 grs.

Bromide of ammonia 25 grs.

Mix, and when dissolved, take one part to three collodion, as

before. I feel certain that on a strict adherence to the correct

proportion depends all the success of photography; and as we
find in the kindred process of the daguerreotype, that if we add
too much or too little of the bromine sensitizer, we make the

plate less sensitive, so in this process. When making the first

of these sensitizers, I always in each case let the solution attain

a temperature of about 60° before decanting, so as to attain a

perfectly equable compound on all occasions.

In the second, or ammonium sensitizer, the solution may be

assisted by a moderate heat, and when again cooled, may ad-

vantageously be filtered to separate any sediment Avhich may
exist; but neither of these liquids should ever be exposed to

great cold.

I dissolve in my bath of nitrate of silver as much freshly pre-

cipitated bromide of silver as it will take up. Next, as to the

printing of positives to obtain black tints, the only condition ne-

cessary to produce this result is having an acid nitrate bath

;

whether the positive be printed on albumen paper or common
salted paper, the result will always be the same. I have tried

various acids in the bath, viz., nitric, sulphuric, taric and acetic,

and prefer the latter, as being the most manageable, and having

a high equivalent. The paper I now constantly use is common
salted paper, prepared as follows. Take

Chloride of barium 180 grs.

Chloride of ammonia 100 grs.

Chloride of potassium 140 grs.

Water 1 oz.

Mix, and pour into a dish and lay the paper on the liquid, wet-

ting only one side ; when it has lain there for about five mmutes
if French paper has been used, if English paper till it ceases to

curl and falls flat on the liquid, let it be hung up by a bent pin to

dry. These salts are better than those generally recommended,

as they do not form such deliquescent salts when decomposed as

the chloride of sodium does, and for this reason I should have

even avoided the chloride of ammonium, only that it so much
assists the tints; however, in company with the other salts, the

nitrate of ammonium formed does not much take up the atmo-

spheric moisture, and I have never found it stain an even unvar-

nished negative. To sensitize this paper take

Nitrate of silver 500 grs.

Acetic acid, glacial 2 drs.

Water 5 oz.

Mix, and lay the paper on this solution for not less than five

minutes, and if English paper, double that time. The hyposul-

phite to be used may be a very strong solution of twenty to

twenty-five per cent., and this mode of treatment will always be

found to produce fine tints. After some time it will be found

that the nitrate bath will lose its acidity, and a drachm of acetic

acid may be again added, when the tints begin to take a red

tone: this will again restore the blacks. Lastly, the bath may
of itself get too weak, and then it will lie best to place it on one

side, and recover the silver by any of the usual methods, and

make a new bath. One word about the addition of the bromide

of silver to the double iodide, as recommended by Dr. Diamond.

I tried this, and feel most confident that it produces no diifer-

erence; as soon as the bromide of silver comes in contact Avitli

the iodide of potassimn, donl)ie deconqtositiou ensues, and iodide

of silver is formed. Indeed, farther, this very double decompo-

sition, or a similar one, is the basis of a patent I have just taken

for at the same time refining silver and manufacturing iodide of

potassium; a process by which I much hope the enormous pre-

sent high price of iodide of potassium will be much lowered.

F. Maxwell Lyte.
Hotel de VEwope, a Pau, Basses, Pyrenees.

P.S.—Since writing the former part of this letter, I see in the

La Lumiere a paper on the subject of printing positives, in part of

which the addition of nitric acid is recommended to the bath

;

but as my experhnents have been quite independent of theirs,

and my process one of a different nature, I still send it to you.

When I have an opportunity, I will send a couple of specimens

of my workmanship. I had prepared some for the Exhibition,

but could not get them off in time. I may add that the devel-

oping agent I use is the same in every way as that I have be-

fore indicated through the medium of your pages; but where
formic acid cannot be got, the best developer is made as follows:

Pyrogallic acid 27 grs.
Acetic acid 6 drs.
Water 9 oz. .

THE ARTIST'S FIRST WORK.

Not far from the splendid Palazza Faliero at Possagno, in the
Venetian States, stood the humble cabin of an aged mason
named Pasino. One evening that, wearied with his word, he
lay sleeping soundly after the labors of the day, he was suddenly
awakened by a loud knock at the door of his cabin. He rose,

ran hastily to open it, and notwithstanding the darkness of the
night, perceived that it was a Httle boy who stood without.

" Who are you, and what do you want here ?" brusquely in-

quired Passiuo.
" Antonio," replied the timid voice of a child.
" What Antonio?"
" Tour young Antonio, dear grandpapa."
" Is it thou, my child? And what has happened then?" said

the mason, quickly changing his tone, and drawing the little fel-

low kindly towards him, whilst he sought, even by the faint light

of the moon, to read hi his countenance what unexpected cause
could have occasioned this late visit. " But speak, then, my
child! Why hast left thy mother? Is she ill? Hast dis-

pleased her? Has she turned you out of doors?"
" No: I left home of my own accord."
" And for what reason?" again inquired the old man, as he

led the child into his cabin and struck a light. " Madonna
Santissima! why did you leave your mother?" Passino had now
succeeded in lighting a lantern, and was able more plainly to ex-

amine his grandson's countenance. He then perceived that the

child was in tears, and carried a small bundle, slung ou the point
of a stick, over his shoulder.

" I could not stay any longer at home," said the boy, as he
threw his little packet on the floor. " I was no longer master
there; some one else had everything his own way. Oh, what a

country boor that Yeuetian is ! If I were only ten years older,

I would turn him out of the house. Alas! why am I only eleven

years old?"
" And a pretty rogue you are," said the grandfather, laugh-

ing at the childish passion of Antonio. " So you want to be
master in your mother's house?"

" When my father died, he left no other son: I am, therefore,

head of the house."
" A fine house, truly?" replied the old man, who was by this

time thoroughly awakened from his slumbers: "four stakes, a few
stones, and little straw! If it were a palace indeed, like that

of Falliero, it would be worth talking of."

" Falliero!—Falliero!" said the child, as he shook his little

head in a determined manner; "one may have spuit without

belonging to the rich house of Falliero."

"Tell me, Antonio, will you have some sujiper!" interrupted

the old man.
" No: I am not hungry."
" But yon have had a long way to walk from your mother's."
" Only three miles: what is that?"
" Well, then, give me an account of your escape from home."
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" Yes, grandpapa, this is the history of it. You know that

my mother contracted a second marriage with that low fellow,

Paesillo; and what annoyed me most about it was, that she

changed her pretty name. Was it not a beautiful name, grand-

papa?"
" Yes, to be sm-e. Well, go on."

"And it was my own name, besides; and I think it a

diso-race that a sou should bear one name and his mother

another."
" Yes, yes; but do finish your story, for I am going to sleep,"

interrupted Pasino, drowsily turning into bed.
" The Signor Paesillo had hardly set foot within our house,"

continued Antonio, " when changes began to be made. In the

first place, I was not caressed as heretofore ; I was not given the

best of everything—it was all for Signor Paesillo: I was un-

happy, and they left me to myself ; and I complained, and they

left me to complain; and no one said, 'What aileth thee, little

one ? Come to dinner—come to supper:' so I would not eat one

or the other. I took my resolution, and said to myself, ' Thei'e

is my grandfather, who lives alone, who loves children, who will

let me do as I please if I go and live with him. TMn I will

go: and there if nowhere else, I shall be master.' Are you

gone to sleep, grandpapa, instead of listening?"

"No, no; all right! Now lie down on this fresh straw.

Since you like so much to be master, I will soon make you a

master—mason."
" Oh, a mason is not the nicest trade."
" You'll see what a nice one it is."

"What! putting one stone on the top of another? always

stones!"
" Is it marble, then, you would wish for, you little madcap?"
" Certainly that would be better, and more honorable too."
" Well, then, stop chattering now, and let me go to sleep."

The next day Pasino woke Antonio early, and after having

oifered up together a short jorayer to ' Our Lady of the Seven

Sorrows,' and partaken of a frugal breakfast, they wended their

way to the Falliero palace, where the mason had been working

for some days past. But it was all in vain that he attempted to

keep his grandchild at work, for the little fellow was always mix-

ing up mud or squaring stones. The old man could never turn

his back for a moment, but Antonio was busy making a Venus
or a Policinello, or preparing clay with his trowel for the divers

figures he wished to fashion. And if Passino scolded him, he

would say, " But you see, grandpapa, I am so tired?"
" But what are you doing now?"
" Making a blessed Virgin and Child."

And the poor grandfather, who, for the most part, could dis-

cover nothing but a shapeless mass of clay, rather than disap-

point the boy, would praise the beauty of the Virgin, or the

grace of the child, and prophesied that his ' little man ' would,

one day, become a famous mason, and even build palaces for the

Falliero themselves.

On the approach of the feast of St. Cecilia, the Duke of Fal-

liero gave orders that a grand banquet should be prepared in

honor of the festival. Oh, if you could only have seen how
many saucepans simmered on the heated braziers; how many
groaned under the weight of pheasants, fowls, ducks, poularchs,

strung on one after another! If you could have had a glance

at all the spiced meats, the savoury pasties, the rich jellies, the

candied confitures, the fragrant fruits of every sort and hue,

together with every variety of dainty which could please the

eye or gratify the palate, it would have made your mouth water

!

Antonio, who had glided in amongst the cooks and assistants,

opened his eyes wide, and went about admiring and smelling

all these fine things, of which he had never before even formed

an idea.

All on a sudden, and just as dinner was about to be served,

the major-domo uttered a loud cry, and striking his forehead with

his hand, as if in despair, exclaimed,- " Oh, unhappy creature

that I am!—oh, unfortunate Pietro! Madonna Santissima! I

am ruined, and with me the illustrious house of Falliero!" At
this moment, while the poor man was finishing his soliloquy, the

Duke himself happened to pass, and inquked what was the mat-

ter. "Oh, illustrious duke," replied the major-domo, "beat
me, kill me, if you will ; I am a wretch, an assassin !"

The duke cut him short with the inquiry, " Well, but ex-

plain yourself, Pietro; how is it that my honor has been com-
promised as well as yours? Speak, and let me understand it."

" My banquet, may it please your excellency, which would
have equalled those that were spread before the doges of Venice,
in the times of its greatest splendor—oh, my magnificent ban-
quet is ruined by an act of forgetfulness, which deserves to be
punished by a halter."

" And what, then, have you forgotten?"
" The first service, my lord, is perfect—everything is composed

in the most exquisite taste, the purest, and most elegant style

;

the second corresponds to the first in every respect; the third,

if possible, exceeds them both; but the fourth—the dessert—oh.

Madonna Santissima ! only think of the centre dish being spoiled—the very crowning piece of the whole!"
" What a piece of work about nothing!" exclaimed the little

Antonio, with an arch smile, as he stood in the corner of the
kitchen: " it is only to make another dish instead."

" And can there not be another substitued," inquired the duke.
" It is difficult—it is impossible, may it please your excel-

lency."
" Make some pyi'amid, some tower of—of something."

"It is exactly this something which we are in want of ; and
besides, there is no time left—there is only half an hour to spare,

and already the guests are beginning to arrive."
" I should know very well what to do," muttered Antonio to

himself, " if they would only ask my advice."
" Well," said the duke, somewhat anxiously, to Pietro, " what

course do you mean to pursue?"
" Oh, if the architecture of the banquet were not of so pure

and elegant a style, we could —— But no, it would ruin our
reputation."

" The architecture, do you say? Well, go hold a consultation

with Pasino, the mason—he may be able to help you out of the

scrape. You are laughing at the idea?"
" You, Antonia, what are you whispering about over there?

Co, run, and call your grandfather, and tell him to come
here."

Antonio, highly amused, darted off directly, and soon came
back, pulling the old man along by his white apron. When the

latter had been made to understand what was the matter, he
shook his head, and twisting his cotton cap (which he had taken
off out of respect to the duke) in his thin hand, said, " If

you wanted me now to build up a wall, or repair the capital of

a pillar, or "

" But it is to make a centre dish which is required, grand-
papa," cried Antonio, as if he were speaking to a deaf man.

" I know it'" answered Pasino.
" And cannot you, who build houses and palaces, make a

simple dish?"
" Hold thy tongue, boy, and do not talk so loud before mon-

seigneur."

Antonio, somewhat confused at the rebuke, began to murmur
impatiently, " If they would only listen tome!"
The Duke Faliero, who had for some time admired the arch

vivacity of Antonio's countenance, was struck with its expres-

sion at this moment. It bespoke contempt for so puerile a dis-

cussion
; and the child's forehead was radient with a conscious-

ness of power. A half-malicious smile played around his mouth,

while the two rosy lips, half parted, seemed so plainly about to

say, "Why do you not seek my help?" that the duke could not

resist interrogating him.
" If we were to listen to you, then, what would be your

counsel?" said the duke, as he playfully pulled Antonio by
the ear.

" Why, my lord, answered the boy, coloring up to his eyes on
on being thus addressed, " if the Signor Pietro would only

give me a bit of paste, such as is used for making ornamental

cakes"
" Do not listen to this little pickle, please your excellency!"

said Pasino, at the same time motioning the child to be silent.

" I will not only listen to him," said the duke, " but also de-

sire Pietro to leave the construction of this famous dish to An-
tonio. Antonio, I give you carte llanche; but on your part,

what will you give me if you do not succeed?"
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"My cars, please your excellency," boldly replied the boy.

"Done then," said tlie dnkc: "let ns see what yon can
achieve."

The banquet was sumptuous beyond any that the guests had
ever beheld; and when the dessert was about to be served, the

duke entertained the conij)iniy by reiatiiiii,' to tlieni the history

of the cook's failure, and of tlic o])portune presumption of the

little Antonio. As he s})oke tlie dessert made its appearance.

Dish after dish was laid in exact order upon the table; but
whether it arose from malice, or whether the poor Antonio had
not been able to succeed, the centre of the tal)l(! remained
vacant, and the guests began to smile, and then to wonder, until

at last their patience was well nigh exhausted, when, lo! the

major-domo appeared, bearing in his hands a large dish, veiled

by a light covering. It was laid before the duke, its cover-

ing removed, and a cry of admiration resounded through the

hall. It was a beautiful lion, exquisitely modelled in sugared

paste.
" Bravo I bravo!" exclaimed the guests on all sides. " Where

is the confectioner, the cook, the little architect?"
" Where is the ariisl?" inquired the duke in an authorative

tone.

Tiien appeared, half concealed behind Pietro, a handsome
boy, blushing and confused, but with a countenance wonderfully

expressive of genius for one of such tender years. The duke
perceiving in the boy the marks of decided talent, requested

permission of his grandfather to take him to Yenice, where he

placed him under tiie direction of the most distinguished

masters; and four years later, the young Canova—for such

was the lad's name—was on his way to Rome, with letters

of recommendation to some of the most illustrious families in

that capital.

Guided by that iuspii'ation which belongs to genius, he car-

ried his first letter to the Signor Volpato, from whom he desired

to receive instruction ; the same Volpato who gave to Italy some
of its finest sculptures.

The first friendship which Antonio formed was with a youth

of his own age—Raphael Morghen. After some time, he gave

up painting, and devoted himself to sculpture. Here his genius

led him to the very summit of glory. In 1T82, Zaliano, the

Venetian ambassador, after a bancpiet given by him to the most
celebrated artists then assembled in Rome, invited the guests to

accompany him to an adjoining saloon. He said he wished to

show them a group newly finished by an artist whose name he

had not yet announced to them. The subject Avas I'heseus con-

quering the Minotour. " Gentlemen," exclaimed Zalliano, with

an air of satisfaction, " this work is executed by a countryman

of mine. Signor Antonio Conova," he added, seeking in the

crowd for a youth who seemed modestly to shrink from no-

tice, " come forward to receive the congratulations which you
merit."

Canova became the most distinguished sculptor of his day,

but was always the first to relate his early history to those who
went to visit iiiiu in his studio; and, above all, he ever spoke

with the deepest gratitude of the Signor Valpato.

May not this early passage in Canova's history encourage us

to cultivate every talent which may have been connnitted to us

with an earnest and courageous spirit, feeling assured that what-

ever outward obstacles may obstruct our path, a firm persevering-

resolution, and patient unwearied laboi', will ever in the end

conquor fortune, and establish for us a solid reputation?

PAPER SUBSTITUTED FOR COTTON IN THE COLLODION.

(TRANSLATED PROM "LA LUMIERB," BY AN AMATEDR.)

Lotidon, October, 1853.

To Ihc Editor of "La Liimiere."

gj]^^—It ]-)erhaps will not be without interest for some of your

readers to know llie results at which I have arrived in the prac-

tice of photography in JOngiiuul, and, since some of the processes

that I employ are new, I will endeavor to detail them in cxtcnso.

I will connnence with the preparation of the collodion:

I enqiloy solulile ])a])er, and not cotton; the purest rectified

ether, anil especially free from every trace of s^jirits of wine;

alcohol absolutely pure, and not containing any trace of oxyd of

aniygdaline (sic). The paper that I employ is the tissue paper,

and, to render it soluble, I proceed in the following manner:
I take etiual parts

—

Sulphuric acid, specific gravity l.GOO

Nitric acid 1.500

The last should be entirely free from every trace of liyjioni-

trous acid, and entirely colorless. In this solution plunge,

piece by piece, as much tissue paper as the acid will cover; then

cover the vase, and leave to repose for one night. The next
morning the paper can be withdrawn, and washed several times

in water, in oi'der that the acidity may be entirely removed;
then it is allowed to dry.

Dissolve 150 grains (troy) of this paper, thus prepared, in

little more than half a pint of ether, adding to it (if it is neces-

sary) the cjuantity of alcohol absolutely required to render the

paper soluble.

The collodion, thus prepared, can be kept in this state for an
unlimited time, and appears to be more tenacious than that made
from cotton; from the principle, also, it is completely transparent,

if it is well prepared, while the collodion obtained M'ith cotton,

nitrate of potassa and sulphuric acid, is always slightly opaque,

because it contains, in the mixture, a certain quantity of bisnl-

phate of potassa.

To make this collodion sensitive, I employ three different pi"o-

cesses, which produce excellent results, each in its own way.

NO. I.

Pour 1100 grains of rectified alcohol on some crystals of iodide

of potassium, and shake frequently, until the alcohol is perfectly

saturated with the salt; then pour this liquid into another bottle

containing some crystals of bromide of potassium, and shake at

intervals during several hours. Pour again this solution into a

bottle, containing some crystals of chloride of potassium, and
shake as before until the saturation is complete. I add one

part of this liquid, after having filtered it, to three parts of col-

lodion.

NO. II.

Rectified alcohol 1100 grains.

Iodide of ammonia 45 "
Bromide of ammonia 11 "

Chloride of ammonia 1 "
Iodide of silver i

"

Mix and add three parts of collodion to one part of this mix-

ture.

NO. m.

Rectified alcohol 1100 grains.

Iodide of ammonia 47i "

Bromide of ammonia 11 "

Chloride of ammonia 2 "

Mix, and add three parts of collodion to one part of this so-

lution, as above.

Each of these three processes is extremely rapid, and will

give, with a good objective, portraits in one second.

Tlie second part of the operation to which I come now, is the

development of the image. This is the way I proceed:

I take

Distilled water 4.245 grains.

Formic acid 285 "

Pyrogallic acid Si "

Or else,

Distilled water 4.245 grains.

Sulphuric acid 3 drops.

Sulphate of iron 210 grains.

Formic acid 285 "

The addition of the formic acid to the protonitrate of iron

forms also a very gooil agent for developing the in age.

T]\e first of the mixtures which I have just mentioned can be

diluted with twenty parts of water, if a bath is to be made into

.which the proof can be plunged; but the more it is diluted, the

longer will the inuige be in the development, but the proof will

certainly be better and more exempt from sjiots.
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The albumiaed paper which I use is made as follows:

Mix,

Water 2.550 grains.

Albumen 2,550 "

Chloride of barium 375 "

Beat in the usual way until a white foam is produced, and

after letting it repose until the liquid settles, decant the fluid

from the sediment and albumen; the paper in the ordinary way.

To make this paper sensitive, I employ a solution of 120 grains

of nitrate of silver in 4.245 grains of distilled water.

If the operator desires excellent results at less expense, he can

use the following formula:

Water 2.550 grains.

Albumen 2.550 "

Chloride of barium , 210 "

And make the paper sensitive with a more feeble solution of

nitrate of silver (15 grains in 4.245
)

I add ordinarily a little pyrogallic acid to the i5xing bath of

hyposulphite of soda and of chloride of silver, as indicated by

Mr. Le Gray.

I should add that when the bath of nitrate of silver begins to

darken, on account of the continual application of the albumin

paper to its surface, it can be clarified and rendered pure again

by adding to it, drop by drop, nitric acid, while the solution

is made to boil over a lamp. This operation should be per-

formed with much care, and no more nitric acid must be added

when the color has almost entirely disappeai'ed.

I may as well also mention a process by means of which we
can draw good positives from feeble negatives.

Take muriatic acid completely saturated with bi-chloride of

mercury.

Mix one part of this solution with six parts of water, and pour

the liquid upon the negative that you wish to fortify. Suffer

the liquid to remain until the negative takes a perfectly uniform

white tint; and, after having well washed it with water, pour

upon it a solution of iodide of potassium (about 1 grain to 420

grains of water). The negative should then be washed and

dried, and afterwards varnished. Good positives may then be

drawn, whatever may have been the primitive feebleness.

F. Maxwell Lyte.

Utica, April Stk, 1854.

Friend Snelling,—The following brief sketch of an evening's

cogitation on application to business is at your disposal ; if you

consider it worth the space in your Journal you are at lii3erty to

place it there.

I shall dwell more particularly upon the Fine Arts, qr the

importance of close application by those who practise them.

The organization of the human mind is such that it cannot

divide itself into numerous parts, and each or either part do

justice to the subject or theory to which it is directed. To suc-

ceed and excel in any of the fine arts in this fast age the exclu-

sive, undivided attention must be directed to some one particular

branch. This is an age of steam, it is also a scientific age; men
are perfect locomotives, which for speed or power may be divided

into three classes. The first are the fast men, those that run

sixty knots an hour, outstripping everything and encountering

every obstacle. There is quite a large number of this stamp of

men engaged at present in the art of photography—men who
love their profession and devote every energy of body and mind

to it. There are a few daguerreans in our country who have

emphatically dedicated themselves to the daguerrean art with as

much faith and firmness as Paul did himself to the preaching of

Christ's gospel. These are what I call the fast men of the radi-

cals. The second class I will term conservatives or second best.

The most of this class of daguerreans may possess some natural

talent for the business, but they lack force to drive them through.

These are the more selfish ones ; they will not try this nor that

improvement until others have thoroughly tested its practical

utility, they are then ready to purchase such improvements,

provided all chances for stealing have previously been taken.

The more respectable daguerreans are also perpetually annoyed
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by these conservatives; they are no particular credit to the art,

and the art quite as little profit to themselves.
There is but very little sympathy existing between the radi-

cals and the conservatives, the former is enterprising and gener-

ous, while the latter is stupid and stingy. The third and last

class of daguerreans are those that have neither taste nor tact

for business—they are almost universally lazy and self-conceited,

their estimates of the art, good pictures, or good prices runs low.

The principle harm that results from these practices is a tendency
to reduce generally the price of pictures.

He who would be successful must be studious ; our most suc-

cessful daguerreans scarcely allow any thing but their business

even a passing thought, they have toiled long and hard and still

struggle as though they had but just begun. Why should they
not toil on ? Scarcely a day passes without some new and beau-

tiful development, every day's practice increases their knowledge,
their fame, and their fortunes. The facilities for studying the

daguerrean art are constantly improving ; it is but a few years

suice the first Journal devoted to the art of sunlight painting

made its appearance; with joy did the true sons of Daguerre
clasp it to their hearts. But another and still another, yes,

many more have since passed into the hands of daguerreans,

among that number is our lone star destined to shine brighter

and longer than all others ; I refer to the Photographic and Fine

Art Jo7ornal, 1 have just received No. IV. Vol. VII., of this

valuable work, I first opened to the " Three Pets," and as I

eagerly glanced through from page to page beholding something

of interest wherever the eye was directed, I love the daguerrean

art better tlian ever, and I more than ever desu'e the prosperity

of our generous and enterprising Snelling. Let every daguer-

rean who would become wise in his profession make the P. and

F. A. J. his private companion, study it dilligently and he will

surely add science to his practical knowledge of the art.

The photographer has now other resources besides the result

of experunent to advance him m his art, every number of your

Journal contains more or less truths from the pens of our ablest

artists which is the result of many years practice, which if atten-

tively studied by those less skilled, more knowledge may be
gathered in this way in a few lines than can be obtained in years

by experiment.

Respectfully yours,

D. D. T. Davie.

From JVotes and Queries.

THE CAIOTYPE ON THE SEA-SHORE.

The great quantity of blue light reflected from the sea renders

calotyping in its vicinity much more difficult than in the country

;

the more distant the object, the greater depth has the blue veil

which floats over it, and as a consequence of this disproportion,

if time enough is given in the camera to bring out the foreground,

the sky becomes red, and the distance obscured. After constant

failures v\dth papers iodized in the usual manner, I made a num-
ber of experiments to obtain a paper that would stand the cam-
era long enough to satisfy the required conditions, and the result

was the following method, which gives an intensity of blacks and
half-tones, with a solidity and uniform depth over large portions

of sky, greater than I have seen produced by any other process.

Since I adoj^ted it, in the autumn of 1852, I have scarcely had
a failure, and this success induces me to recommend it to those

who, like myself, work in highly actinizing localities.

The object of the following plan is to impregnate the paper

evenly with a strong body of iodide of silver. I prefer iodizing

by the single process, and for this purpose use a strong solution

of iodide of silver, as the paper when finished ought to have, as

nearly as possible, the color of pure iodide of silver.

Take 100 grains of nitrate of silver, and 100 grains of iodide

of potassium,* dissolve each in two ounces of distilled water, pour

* Having lately prepared this solution according to the formula given
by Dr. Diamond (Vol. viii., p. 597), in which it required 650 grains to

dissolve the 60-grain precipitate, we were inclincd_ to think our corres-

pondent had formed a wrong calculation, as the difference appeared so

Utile lor a solution more than one-third stronger. We found upon ac-

curately following Dr. Mansell's iCotructions, that it required 734 grains
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the iodide solution into the nitrate of silver, wash the precipitate

in three distilled waters, pour off the fluid, and dissolve it in a

solution of iodide of potassium, about 580 grains are required,

making the whole up to four ounces.

Having cut the paper somewhat larger than the picture, turn

up the edges so as to form a dish, and placing it on a board,

pour into it the iodide solution abundantly, guiding it equally

over the surface with a camel-hair pencil; continue to wave it to

and fro for five minutes, then pour off the surplus, which serves

over and over again, and after dripping the paper, lay it to dry

on a round surface, so that it dries equally fast all over; when
almost dry it is well to give it a sight of the fire, to finish off

those parts which remain wet longest, but not more than just to

surface dry it.

Immerse it in common rain-water, often changing it, and in

about twenty minutes all the iodide of potash is removed. To
ascertain this, take up some of the last water in a glass, and add
to it a few drops of a strong solution of bichloride of mercury in

alcohol, the least trace of hydriodate of potash is detected by a

precipitate of iodide of mercury. A solution of nitrate of silver

is no test whatever unless distilled water is used, as ordinary

water almost invariably contains muriates. The sooner the

washing is over the better. Pin up the paper to drip, and finish

drying before a slow fire, turning it. If hung up to dry by a

corner, the parts longest wet are always weaker than those that

dry first. When dry pass a nearly cold iron over the back, to

smooth it ; if well made it has a fine primrose color, and is per-

fectly even by transmitted light.

To excite the paper, take distilled water two di'achms, drop
into it four drops (not minims) of saturated solution of gallic

acid, and eight drops (not minims) of the aceto-nitrate solution:

mix. Always dilute the gallic acid by dropping it into the

water before the aceto-nitrate; gallate of silver is less readily

formed, and the paper keeps longer in hot weather. If the tem-

perature is under sixty degrees, use five drops of gallic acid, and
ten of aceto-nitrate; if above seventy degrees, use only three

drops of gallic acid, and seven of aceto-nitrate. The aceto-ni-

trate solution consists of nitrate of silver, fifty grains, glacial

acetic acid two drachms, distilled water one ounce.

Having pinned the paper by two adjacent corners to a deal

board, the eighth of an inch smaller on each side than it is, to

prevent the solutions getting to the back, lay on the gallo-nitrate

abundantly with a soft cotton brush (made by wedging a por-

tion of fine cotton into a cork); and keep the solution from
pooling, by using the brush with a very light hand. In about
two minutes the paper has imbibed it evenly, and lies dead ; blot

it up, and allow it to dry in a box, or place it at once in the

paper-holder. For fear of stains on the back, it is better to

place on the board a clean sheet of ordinary paper for every

picture. It is very important to have the glass, in which the

gallo-nitrate is made, chemically clean ; every time it is used, it

should be washed with strong niti'ic acid, and then with distilled

water.

To develop :—Pin the paper on the board as before ; rapidly

brush over it a solution of gallo-nitrate, as used to excite. As
soon as the picture appears, in about a minute, pour on a satu-

rated solution of gallic acid abundantly, and keep it from pool-

ing with the brush, using it with a very light hand. In about
ten minutes the picture is fully developed. If very slow in com-
ing out, a few drops of pure aceto-nitrate brushed over the sur-

face will rapidly bring out the picture; but this is seldom requir-

ed, and it will somethnes brown the whites. It is better, as

soon as the gallic acid has been applied, to put the picture away
from the liglit of the candle in a box or drawer, there to develop

quietly, watching its progress every three or four minutes ; the

surface is to be refreshed by a few light touches of the brush,

adding more gallic acid if necessary. Many good negatives are

spoiled hy over-fidgetting in this part of the process. When the

picture is fully out, wash, &c. as usual; tlie iodide of silver is

rapidly removed by a saturated solution of hyposulphite of soda,

of iodide of potassium to effect a solution, whilst we have at the same
time dissolved the quantity recommended by Dr. Diamond with 598
grains. This little experiment is a useful lesson to our correspondents,
e.vhibitiug as it does the constantly varying strength of supposed pui'e

chemicals.—Eu. '• N. & Q."

which acts much less on the weaker blacks than it does if

diluted.

If the picture will not develop, from too short exposure in

the camera, a solution of pyrogaUic acid, as Dr. Diamond re-

commends, after the gallic acid has done its utmost, greatly in-

creases the strength of the blacks: it slightly reddens the whites,

but not in the same ratio that it deepens the blacks.

After the first wash with gallo-nitrate, it is essential to de-

velop these strongly iodized papers with gallic acid only: the

half-and-half mixture of aceto-nitrate and gallic acid, which works
well with weaker papers, turns these red.

The paper I use is Whatman's 1849. Turner's paper, Chaf-

ford Mills, if two or three years old, answers equally well.

M. L. Mansell, a. B., M. D.
Guernsey, Jan. 30, 1854.

THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DESIGN.

The Twenty-ninth annual Exhibition of this Institution is now
open to the pubhc for a brief season. The number of pictures
is perhaps not so large as usual, but might have been further

curtailed without injury to the appearance of the galleries. It

is difficult to understand the reason for admitting so much un-
mitigated trash as generally gets a place on such occasions,

though it no doubt sets off what is good to better advantage,
and gives the most ignorant an opportunity to criticise. As a
whole, however, the present collection impresses us as superior

to those of recent years, and we trust it will be visited by great
numbers of people.

The picture of the highest pretensions is Mr. Huntington's
Good Samaritan, No. 28. It is a large composition with several

figures of life size and has the most prominent place of all. We
are sorry not to be able to praise it. In the first place the sub-

ject is utterly hackneyed and would never attract the attention

of an artist of original ideas, except he meant to treat it in

some way differently from all who had preceded him. This Mr.
Huntington has not done. There is nothing new nor striking in

his conception of the story,—nothing indeed which approaches
the touching simplicity of the sacred Word; and the beholder
of the picture would derive a higher artistic pleasure from the

mere perusal of the parable as given in the New Testament.
But even admitting the conception of the artist to be trite and
common place, as in this instance it is, he might yet agreeably

employ it as a means of exhibiting great executive power and
mastery over the brilliant resources of his art, just as a modern
piano virtuosa might select a theme from some familiar, every-

day air to show off his great skill in the art of writing variations

and the splendor of his fingering. But this picture is without

merit even of that sort, being as barren and common-place in

respect of artistic erudition as it is otherwise. The principal

figure is that of a man in the foreground, who stands with his

back to the spectator, bent as if lifting the unfortunate on whom
the Samaritan is expending his charity. This offers the best

opportunity to display an exact knowledge of the anatomy of

the figure, but strange to say, here is no such knowledge. There
is no muscular movement in the man whatever; and his back is

as smooth and lax as if he were a model simply bent forward, to

be drawn from, instead of one straining to lift a heavy weight.

The same ignorance, or the same carelessness, we charitably hope
it is, pervades other parts of the work. The coloring, though
not striking, is agreeable in its general hues, but it has the very

gross fault of absence of gradation. For instance, the figure iu

the background, supporting the head of the wounded man, wears

a coat of as bright and prominent a color as any of those in the

foreground, making it seem to stand forward among them,

whereas, had it been a few shades lower, it would have stood

back harmoniously in its place. We might analyze the picture

throughout, and show it to be marked by similar elementary

faults, but refrain. It is proper, perhaps, to add that it seems

in many respects to be borrowed from Benjamin West.

A very different work is Mr. May's Cardinal Mazarin taking

leave of his Pictjires, No. 11. This picture surprises the beholder

with excellence which would anywhere and everywhere compel

applause. None of the artist's previous productions had pre-
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pared us for so striking an achievement. It is admirably con-

ceived, full of true historic feeling, and executed at once with

the knowledge and freedom of a master. Those who are wont

to charge the school of Couture, to whose disciples Mr. May
evidently belongs, with being mere scene-painters, may learn to

doubt the truth of that criticism from the bold yet accurate

drawing, the broad yet beautifully graduated coloring of this

picture. No work of a higher character do we remember in any

exhibition of the Academy for years.

Mr. Glass exhibits three pictures, two of his usual steel and

buff-clad horsemen, and one. No. 214, of an interior scene but

also of cavalier times. They are all alive, forcible and full of

movement. Whatever faults may be imputed to Mr. Glass, the

merit of positive and vigorous character cannot be denied to his

works. Though he has no great elevation of sentiment, no origin-

ality of conception, and no very remarkable power of enlisting

the feelings, he is always manly, vigorous and decided. He
practices no tricks and seeks no disguises. His lines, bad or

good, are always clear and strong, and are left to pass for just

for what they are. Mr. Glass always tells his story so that

every one feels and understands it.

Mr. Ehninger has several conscientious and pleasing composi-

tions, in which he bestows a certain ideal treatment upon com-

mon subjects. Of these. No. 296, An American Farm Yard,

is particularly worthy of attention. The horse and fowls are

well drawn, and the negro boy is natural and simple, though no

praise can be awarded to the sky or the ground. But the most

beautiful of this artist's pictures is No. 20, The Dead Page, a

little piece hung out of the way in a corner of the First Gallery.

It represents a boy of some fifteen or seventeen years, killed ap-

parently in a duel. He lies stretched upon the floor in all the

fullness of youthful grace and beauty, while over him an Italian

grayhound is watching with a touching expression of grief and

wonder. It is a lovely little picture which any connoisseur might

be happy to possess.

Mr. W. S. Mount exhibits but one composition in his proper

vein. It is called Coming to the Point, and stands in the catalogue

as No. 150. The artist here takes up the theme of one of his for-

mer pictures; two men who have long been chaffering about a

horse are now about to complete the bargain. We are sorry

not to compliment Mr. Mount on this production, but the truth

is, it is a great falling off. The comic humor which illuminated

his former works is here very, very feebly reflected, while the

landscape of the back ground, the horse under the shed and the

accessaries generally are inexpressibly poor. The horse looks

like a child's toy, and the wonder is, how any body would be
long in settling the price of so worthless an animal.

Among the figure compositions, No. 304, The Puritan and
Monk, by a German artist named Schwartz, is especially worthy
of praise. It is a picture of character executed with great

simplicity and earnestness of feeling, A Puritan soldier sitting

at a table with a Monk, has got into discussion with him about
some point of doctrine, and is evidently having the better of the

argument. The clear, triumphant air of the Puritan, and the

puzzled yet kindly expression of the Monk, render this one of

the most agreeable pictures in the Exhibition. Its drawing is

good, the coloring sober and rather hard.

But it is for its portraits that the exhibition may claim the

highest honors: and here we say boldly that there is no acade-

my or school in the world which can show better portraits than
hang upon the walls of these galleries. Here are characteristic

heads finely and freely painted, without conventionality but with

a perfect knowledge of the resources of the art, and in a manly
and noble style. Neither in England, France, nor Germany,
nor by any living master is it possible to find heads in every re-

spect more admirable—and this is no trifling distinction for the

Academy of New York.

In portraiture Mr. Elliott has been before the public the

longest of all the more distinguished exhibitors, and we there-

fore speak of him first. His pictures of this year are better

than those of the last in tone and finish—not so crude and raw
in color, and less uncertain in outline. Mr. Elliott has a happy
faculty in hitting off the character of a sitter, and the touch of

his pencil is very delicate and pleasing. There is always, too,

a certain spirit and freedom in his heads, by which they are ren-

dered attractive and popular. But it is his misfortune to paint
nothing but portraits, and hence to be lacking in some of the
first requisites of permanent and really valuable art. His eye,
his hand and his professional knowledge, are all habitually con-
fined to a single object, namely, the head, and to representing
the most obvious and striking aspect of that. By this means
his naturally remarkable talent is narrowed, belittled, weakened
and rendered merely hasty, superficial and careless. This is

strikingly illustrated in the portraits here exhibited. By far the
best of them is the head of a lady, No. 21, painted as we learn
some years ago. It is an admirable and characteristic work,
but very badly drawn ; the breadth of the body is monstrous
and unnatural. Or take No. 351, the portrait of a gentleman;
the head and hands are beautifully painted, but there are no
arms; the coat sleeves are there, with the hands at their ends,

but there is neither bone nor muscle within them. So in the
Portrait of Bryant, No. 299,—a picture in which the artist has
not had his usual luck in seizing the character of his subject,

—

the head and body are of different planes, one apparently stand-

ing some feet from the other, without any union between them.
Now this class of faults does not so much imply ignoi'ance or m-
tentional neglect in the artist, as an eye perverted by exclusive

occupation in painting heads. No artist can safely confine him-
self to a speciality so narrow; and we cannot doubt that Mr.
Elliott's portraits would be a great deal better than they are
were a greater range of artistic culture, and a more thoughtful
method of seeing and working, evinced in his productions.

The pictures of Mr. Hicks, on the other hand, are marked by
uncommon variety both of subject and treatment. No artist in

the Academy is so free from mannerism, or employs every style

with such freedom according as it serves the purpose in hand.
In portraiture his aim is at a far higher level of excellence than
that which merely catches the vivid superficial traits of the coun-

tenance: he paints the personality, the temperament, the essen-

tial and permanent character of the individual. It is a search-

ing intellectual process, a profound study of his subject, brought
to the canvas by the aid of a rare wealth of erudition and an
original command of the principles and means of the art. Thus
his best portraits have a true historic value and will go down
to posterity classed with the famous heads of the great masters.

Of this order of portraiture is the half length of Henry Ward
Beecher, No. 21 in the catalogue. This is high art. Here is

a vigorous and|faithful likeness, not merely of the countenance
and its external expression, but of the mind and impulses that

throb and work beneath. This eye can kindle, this face can
flush, these lips can launch wit, denunciation or appeal, this

nervous hand can thrill with the excitement of a large idea, of a
generous, humane and all-embracing sentiment. Here is the

man, such as we have seen and heard him addressing a public

assemblage, attuning every nerve of his auditors to humanity,

toleration, justice. And the picture is painted in such a

worthy and adequate style, with such clear yet delicate out-

lines, such faultless truth in every detail and such an unconven-
tional and free handling throughout, that there can scarcely be
a finer work of the kind.

Less pleasing, but hardly less successful, is the portrait of

Bishop Wainwright, No. 43, in the same gallery. It represents

the venerable Bishop as we have seen him performing the solemn

services of his office, serious and somewhat severe in aspect, but

with genial kindness tempering the paternal dignity of his man-
ner. But we must proceed to speak of the large picture exhib-

ited by this artist, the full length portrait of Mr. George T.

Trimble, a well known Quaker gentleman of the city, whose
name is identified with the early beginning and subsequent pros-

perity of our public school system. The first impression derived

fi'om this picture is that of its exceeding reality. Truth cannot

stand forth more vividly in her own sun-light than does the fig-

ure of Mr. Trimble on the canvas of the artist. And this quality

is obtained without sacrificing that artistic illusion, that feeling

in the spectator that it is a work of art and not a stereoscope

or a colored statue, which is the source of jjleasure in beholding

such a work. The life-likeness of this picture is most impressive,

because it is legitimately, simply and vigorously produced. Here
is a severe adherence to the truth of natural forms, with a tender

feeling for the more delicate and impalpable beauties of color.
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The azure of that afteruoou sky, the tone of the light as it falls

upon the door, and the delicious hues of the jjaper basket in the

corner, may be signaled as points on which the eye rests with

particular pleasure. But of course the figure and head are the

focus of the whole. It is a tall man, standing with simplicity

and dignity in the broad daylight, near the entrance of a large

room, his features marked by benevolence and genial intellect,

and his grey locks standing gently out against the gray clouds

behind him. It would be difficult to find a head more winning

or more morally impressive, nor a picture in which the subject

and treatment more entirely accord.

But there is another reason for dwelling on this picture, and

for pronouncing it the most remarkalile in the exhibition. This

is the originality, the audacity even of its general method. There

is a conventional mode in full length portraits, handed down
from the old painters, whose subjects were men in flowing robes

standing in palatial halls, amid drapery pendant from sculptured

columns, and every line curved and graceful. This mode is

blindly followed by artists at the present day; an instance of

this may be seen in Mr. Shegogue's portrait of Col. Burnett,

No. 5, on the opposite side of the Gallery. Mr. Hicks however,

boldly departs from, this traditional style, in order to be faithful

to facts as they really are, and to make his work not a picture

of the middle ages, but one out of the living history of our own
time. How absui'd it would have been to have employed a

palace, with tapestries, and architectural decorations as the en-

vironment of a prominent founder of the New York Public

School Society, and a member of the Society of Friends? But
it required courage not merely to depart from this conventional

standard, but to resist the temptation to idealize and disguise

the accessories really proper for this picture. But it has been

done: the difficulties of truth have been met and conquered, and

here for the first time is a full length portrait with a back-ground

full of straight lines and angles, bare and unadorned, just as in

point of fact the portrait ought to be. Only artists can appre-

ciate at its complete value the audacity of such a work; the

general public will find the result true to nature and will be satis-

fied with that. We will simply tell them that it is more truly

ideal than what would be pronounced more so by the ignorant

and thoughtless, for the reason that there is more mind, more
intellect in it, and a more original adaptation of means to ends.

There are others among the pictures of Mr. Hicks that are

well worthy of notice, particularly No. 11, aportrait. No. 142, a

cabinet portrait. No. 154, a portrait of John C. Calhoun, and

No. 266, a Study of Trees, a charming piece of drawing and

broad daylight. Mr. George A. Baker exhibits a pleasing and
natural Group of Children, No. 13, which deserves to be popu-

lar. Mr. E. Terry has three pictures of animals, No. 53, 119,

16t, which are very carefully studied, and painted with genuine

feeling. Alanson Fisher has a portrait of Mrs. Beecher Stowe,

which is certified to be a very faithful likeness ; it lacks force

and decision. Mr. Gray has some five pictures, the best of

which is No. 34t, representing two children. Mr. Gray's man-
nerism degenerates from year to year, and the abyss between
him and nature widens. In the originals of these heads there is

necessarily a great variety of temperament and complexion, but

they are all represented alike hard and yellow and void of special

character. Next to positive ignorance and incompetence, no-

thing is more fatal to an artist than a false manner, especially if

he adiiere to it infloxi))ly. Mr. Gray illustrates this. He long

since l^ade adieu to nature in order to give the appearance of old

pictures to his productions, and this has led to the result we see

in the Exhil)ition. Let him return to nature, and pitch his

theory of uniform yellow tone to the dogs, if he would retrieve

any genuine power in art.

A little picture by Mr. Frank Howland, No. 308, The Stu-

dent, is full of promise. It is painted in a sim])le and true man-
ner, and has a delicious tone. A very beautiful thing is No. 172,

Miniaiure, of a Lady, by A. H. Wcnzler ; our readers will thank

us for calling their attention to it. Near this hangs No. 181,

Frame of Water Color Drawings by Ulke, a German artist of

merit. These drawings are carefully and finely executed, and
full of character. Mr. Hays has a very elaborate picture, No.
225, Terrier and Game; it is too crowded and the Ijack ground
too black. Mr. Hays has a great talent as a painter of ani-

mals, and we have seen more successful things from his pencil.

Mr. Tait, who paints birds with very great fideUty and beauty,

here tries a wider range in No. 218, Duck Shooting; the ducks,

as a matter of coui'se, are models of excellence; the landscape

is not.

There are many other portraits and figure compositions which
we have not noticed, mainly because we prefer to avoid severity,

except where it may be useful, or where criticism of that sort

seems necessary for the public instruction. But there is one pic-

ture which is such an utter deformity in itself, and seems so much
to involve the sense of moral evil, that it is our duty to condemn
it strongly, and to condemn the Committee of Arrangements
for giving it a place on the walls. We refer to No. 322, Por-
trait of an Infant, by L. M. Spencer. It is impossible to be-

Ueve that nature ever produced so monstrous a little ci'eature,

with flesh hanging about it so in bunches as if loosened from its

frame by beating, and with face and person so discolored and
distorted. In some of the old pictures there are little fiends not
unlike this portrait. It is not fit to be seen, and should have
been excluded from the Exhibition.

In some respects, the Landscapes in the present Exhibition

show a very marked improvement—not, however, in the works
of the older and longer established artists. In speaking of this

part of the Exhibition, we shall find it convenient to divide the

pictures into four classes, namely, those which appear to be the

result of generous and close observation of nature; those

treated in an elaborate conventional style ; those worked
out in misapprehension of nature, as well as of the well defined

principles of art; and finally, those so thoroughly imaginative

as to betray neither a knowledge of nature nor any degree of

artistic power.
Belonging to the first category are the works of Cropsey,

Kensett, Gifford, Coleman and Hart. Nos. 380 and 383, two
circular pictures by Mr. Gifford, are painted with great care

and cleverness. He has made a real progress in tone and exe-

cution, though while these pictures are very pleasing they seem
slightly monotonous in color. No. 103, by Mr. Hart, has a

generous perception of nature, and parts of the picture are very

agreeably painted. The touch is crisp with good feeling for

local color, but there is a pervading yellow tint that is disagree-

able and untrue. Admitting that oui' eyes see colors with dif-

ferent hues, and that what is cool to one organization may be
warm to another, still the forms in nature are generally distinct

and never seem mellowed into vagueness with a solution of gam-
boge. No. 58, Storm coming on, is free from this objection,

which proves that the artist can paint clearly and distinctly.

The breezy effect in this picture is well given, and although

there is less incident, the piece is more natural than No. 103.

In the picture by Coleman, No. 15, there is the same yellow

hue, and it is the ruin of the work. Throughout there is

an exquisitely sentimental feeling for nature, as of youth and
hope, and sunshine, but the atmosphere is so yellow that

the human lungs could not therein perform the office of

life. Were it cleared up with invigorating oxygen, a stroll un-

der the trees and by the water would sooth to quiet the most
perturbed mind.

Mr. Kensett does not this year equal himself. His pictures

are vaguer in form and grayer in color than before. There is

the same want of unity and the same propensity to produce

every effect by dragging the colors over each other. While in

nature each class of substances has its own texture, whether

smooth or rough, Mr. Kensett is too prone to give a mossy and

speckled character to everything. His studies of rocks are

among the finest things we have ever seen, and there is a senti-

ment and truth in the distances of his pictures, so gentle, quiet,

and tremulous that they are great favorites with very many
persons.

No. 35, Coast of Genoa, by Mr. Cropsey, is the finest piece

of out-door painting on the walls of the Academy—perhaps the

finest exhibited there since the days of Cole; and this is almost

the only picture of Mr. Cropsey that in some degree does not

resemble the works of that lamented artist. But here he seems

to have broken away even from himself, to breathe in the pure

air of that Italian coast. The conception is bold; the treat-

ment, marked by a broad and accurate comprehension of nature,
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mauly and artistic in the liigliest degree. It is a picture with-

out dark shadows or green trees to relieve the eye. The clouds,

bathed in silvery liglit, float through the blue space, mmgling at

the horizon with the bold, irregular mountains, upon whose sum-

mits the snow yet seems to resist the summer sun, and playfully

over which the thin and broken cloud-shadows pass in varied and

truthful masses. It seems miles from their wild hights down to

the water's edge; and, as you trace the barren coast around, on

a little peninsula, embosomed in trees, with cloister and tower,

there sleeps, as if cast off from the busy world, a convent, within

whose white walls the indolent monk securely counts his beads,

kneeling before some dim picture of the Yirgin or rudely carved

image of the Redeemer. On the right of the observer rises high

into the air, the well known tower of Genoa, connected

with the fortification by a viaduct whose arches span the moun-

tain road, and along which, as if in triumph over the drowsy con-

vent below, moves a military procession, with flaunting banners,

and sword and helmet flashing in the sun. At the foot of this

wall of rock the fishermen are busy with their nets and boats.

The sea is lashed into foam as by a strong shoreward breeze, and

a looat in the act of coming about quivers on the ridge of a

crested wave. Along the beach, on the right, the wet sand in-

dicates the retreating surf, while through the middle and on the

left the rocks seem soaked, and fairly smoke with the fierce and
active foam. Thus, with true intellectual sagacity, the artist

has chosen actual nature in picturesque variety for his theme

:

for human incident, religion and industry, overlooked by the

parade of military power, while over all—clouds, mountains, sea

and tower, he pours the broad light of day.

As to manipulation, or whether the touch is crisp, or hard, or

soft, we confess to know little or nothing about it. That feature

of a work of art is to our judgment good, when the object is

fairly represented. But the first thing requisite in an out-door

scene is an atmosphere that the human lungs can expand in, and

in this respect Mr. Cropsey's picture is a gi'eat success. The
facts are faced with unflinching courage. There is no skulking

behind "smooth" and "soft," to screen a want of knowledge,

or to tickle the liquorice tastes of the confident connoisseur, or

effeminate dilletante. The faithful delineation of local incidents

and pure atmospheric space, throughout the entire work, bears

the impress of buoyant and virile power.

The other works of Mr. Cropsey in the present Exhibition,

belong to that sentimental class known as " very pleasing."

As specimens of the elaborate and conventional style we are

force/l to consider the pictures of Mr. Church and Mr. Durand,

both being so marked in manner that they are known the instant

the eye falls upon them. Having some years since dealt the

lovers of nature a successful blow, with true pugilistic zeal they

keep on repeating it, without mercy or remorse, under the ap-

plause of many innocent but misguided friends, who cry out,

" Hit him again." Another sun-set with a solitary house,

another twilight with a reflecting pool, another thunder-storm,

and a clearing up, another rural scene with pencilled clouds,

placid waters and well-shaped trees, that the winds of heaven
have never visited too roughly—"Bravo!" they cry, " that is

better than the last." " How very pleasing—how delicious!"

And so it goes, until artistic manhood is enslaved and crushed,

in the effort to fashion nature in a mould that will flatter the

taste of picture lovers, who have never looked at her infinite

and varied splendors with the student's eye, an hour m their

lives.

Every genuine lover of nature must accord to Mr. Church an

excellent memory of cloud effects or he could not paint their

forms and lines with such rare fidelity. In No. 64, A Country
Home, he has not been as happy as in former works of the same
character. The clouds are less distinctly formed, and are so

blended as to be pervaded by an unnaturally woolly appearance.

However, the finish throughout is admirable, and while the rela-

tive proportions of the objects are apparently untrue, the indi-

vidual drawing is characteristic and fine. But we cannot get

rid of the impression that you are never near to the foreground

of Mr. Church's pictures. They always seem in miniature, as if

after the distance was pamted, he moved a quarter of a mile

further back from the scene, and sketched the objects in the fore-

ground, still painting them with the greatest truth, even to the

last twig that touches the frame. The objectionable convention-
alism of Mr. Church's pictures is in the uniform brown color of

the trees. Whether the time is twilight or noon-day, this brown
imbues all his foliage, never allowing the vigorous healthful

green of summer to flourish in his climate.

Mr. Durand comes forward this year with more than ordinary
mdustry and variety. By common consent no pictures in the
Exhibition are so universally admired and lauded, and yet,

to our judgment, from a mauly point of criticism, they seem
weak in conception and hard with over-finish. While they
are really less elaborate than those of Mr. Church, they are flinty

smooth.

In looking over the face of the country, the cultivated eye has
an involuntary impression that there is a pine tree, there an elm,

there an oak, and if you are in a forest the distinction between
forms is also marked, and particular. The hemlock, the beech,

the birch, oak, hickory, grow in striking contrast, and it is only

just to demand that the landscapist, no matter what may be his

theme, shall give such of these characteristics as shall accord

therewith. Thus, in Mr. Kensett's pictures, the moss covered

rocks and hazy distances are strikingly true; so with Mr.
Church's skies-; but in Mr. Durand's pictures the elements of na-

ture are so feebly held, that the sense never thi'ills in beholding

them, though in some of his pastorals, where the quiet of sun-

light and shadow pervades the scene, the effect upon the mind is

soothing and pleasant.

In the Thunder Shower, No. 386, the subject chosen is of a
grand order. The moment of such a scene in nature weighs

upon the mind with solemnity and awe—the distant mountain
flattened till only its sharp outlines press against the lighter

clouds; the sunlight yet lingering on the plain, the stately trees

in breathless stillness, hushed by the blackened cloud, threatening,

as it hurries onward, to pour down the rain and fire concealed

within its dark and ragged form. There is something terrific in

that moment, in which brute and human nature sympathises.

The cattle huddled together in the field, the doors and windows
are shut, children sit close to their mothers, while the thunder

rolls heavily in the distance, the big drops of rain patter among
the leaves, the earth grows dark, the furious wind lashes and
twists the trees like reeds—there is a lull—and then simultaneous

with the white darting fire comes the quick blow of sound as if

the very earth had split. Then the clouds break away; the

peaceful and clear light falls upon the scene. Measured by the

circumstances of nature Mr. Durand's picture seems feeble. It

is suggestive, but compared with the emotional influence of the

real storm, it is as ineffectual as a candle at noon-day.

No. 356, Primeval Forest, is more successfully treated. The
opening through is suggestive of extensive clearings close by,

and rather destroys the solemn and mysterious feeling created

in the mind by interminable woods. The picture, however, is

painted in Mr. Durand's best style, even with more boldness

than usual. The trees are not first rate ; the trunks are too thick

at their tops; the foliage is too solid and painty; and it is not

sufficiently clear at a glance, if it is at all, what kind of trees

they are. No. 39, Strawberrying, is his happiest work. The
trees are like those in his other pictures, and in that respect not

good. The sky is not atmospheric, but the whole composition is

delightfully rural, and the drawing and grouping of the cattle

accurate and natural.

The pictures of Mr. Gignoux, Nos. 26 and 29, are of the

most conventional character. His winter and autumn scenes have

always a charm of truth not successfully displayed in those of

spring and summer.
We have considered these three artists as conventionalists,

because they reiterate the same subjects in the same colors with

remarkable success, but departing from this beaten track, they

are lamentably deficient, or fail entirely. This may be the result

of not having studied nature systematically in the beginning, or

of a constitutional indifference to that variety which she perpet-

ually assumes, and in the representation of which lies one of the

means of triumph in art.

But if accurate landscape drawing promise to remedy this

deficiency, there is a tribe of artists who present their first fruits

in this Exhibition, and who aim especially at that quaUty. These

aspu-ants delight in literalness of di'awing with pleasing or uatu-
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ral color; and their productions must be classed as being worked
out from misapprehension of nature, and the well defined princi-

ples of art. They may properly be termed " Pre-Raphaelites in

Landscape." In order that our readers may understand what
is meant by the terra "Pre-Raphaelites," we will explain its

origin; and such is the nature of the phenomenon in question,

and so peculiar is its manifestation, that we shall make the ex-

planation as complete as possible, even though we must make it

rather long and go far back in the history of art.

It is generally admitted that the art of painting in Italy, cul-

minated in the works of Raphael and his cotemporaries. In the

13th, 14th, and 15th centuries it had to rise through a variety

of incipient stages in its progress to perfection. The artists

were without examples in art, and except from superficial obser-

vation, were ignorant of human anatomy; so that when they

came to draw from nature, they bounded every form with a

sharp line or edge, believing sharpness to be accuracy. They
were thus led into great literalness, painting eye-lashes for

instance, with every hair in the brow distinct. This same litter-

alness was carried into the representation of every species of oi'-

nament and natural object. Architecture was a succession of

smooth surfaces and sharp lines; if landscape scenery became an

accessory, (it was not a distinct branch of art at the time,) the

artist essayed to paint every leaf on the trees, and the detail of

every object no matter how distinct it might be. The reason of

this was that they had not yet advanced far enough in the

science of art to paint atmosphere or to represent its effect upon

distant objects. The most distinguished of these artists were

Cimabue, Giotto, Giottine, Era Angelico Orcagna, Luca Signo-

relli, the brothers Bellini, Mantagua, Ghirlandajo, Botticelli

Pinturricchio, Perrugino, Era Bartolommeo, with Massaccio,

who was the last conventional and the most human of them all.

These men were all artists by the force of organization, of ex-

traordinary intellectual power and intuitions. Some of them
were deeply religious, and all were believers in, and lived under

the impression and solemn grandeur of a worship whose tendency

was to exalt the imaginative faculties, and whose myths and
records were almost exclusively the themes of their artistic skill.

So that there are scarcely any works of these great masters

—

no matter what may be their faults in drawing, want of true and
effective light an shadow, total want of aerial perspective, or re-

pulsive smoothness of surface—which are not so impressively

characterized by human emotions, that they must ever remain a

treasure to the refined and elevated mind, not from tradition or

blind faith, but because, besides being wrought out by conscien-

tious labor, they are the result of deep passional susceptibility,

earnest faith, and extraordinary intellectual grasp and power.

These were the genuine Pre-Raphaelites. The distinguished

cotemporaries of Raphael were (it must be understood that we
are confining ourselves to the Italian schools,) Da Yinci, Michael
Angelo, Corregio, Titian, Giorgione, and although Paul Yeronese
was born eight years after Raphael's death, still he belonged to

that noble group of men. In their works come forth the

fullness and grandeur promised in those of their predecessors.

The blow given by Luther to the Catholic Church was also

charged with a fatal influence upon art, for it declined from that

day, notwithstanding the occasional efforts of genius to rees-

tablish it. In the north of Europe, however, it arose again, and
glowed with a new brilliancy under the pencil of Rubens, and
with its new bloom was carried into England, where it took the

form of portrait painting; but, for want of adequate talent, was
again lost. In the latter part of the last century and the be-

ginning of the present one. Painting and Sculpture, in the hands
of genius began to revive. Canova in Italy and David in France
were successful pioneers. Then in due time there sprung up that

group of artists who have established the German Schools

—

Overbeck, Cornelius, and others equally earnest, though not so

emiaent—with the older men among the eminent living French
painters. In both these countries schools were founded; the

Governments fostered art; and students, by the aid of professors

and fine examples of earlier perfection before tliem, were ground-

ed in the technicalities of Painting and the knowledge of

nature, and were at once led on in the composition of historical

pictures. In both countries the tendency was to study nature

through the great masters, first using the Greek sculptures for

form, and then the works of Michael Angelo, Titian, Raphael,

Rubens, and others, for composition, light and shadow, and
color. But so thoi'oughly had the great principles of generaliz-

ation set forth in these works, as contradistinguished from the

attempt to imitate the particular character of each object, been

accepted as the true guides to excellence, that only two men in

Europe, namely, Overbeck and Ingres, have become the perti-

nacious and successful imitators of Raphael's purest or middle

style.

England held a different position. The national love for por-

traiture was supreme. Barry starved at historical painting; Sir

Joshua smeared away with aspaltum and lakes, and made money
by portraits; West, like an awkward and uncertain swimmer in

deep water, made random splashes upon great canvasses, but got

on under the patronage of the King; Hilton, Stothard, and
Westall, made designs showing little knowledge of nature and
less of true art; Fuseli's distortions and exaggerations had a de-

pressing rather than elevating influence; Wilkie came forward
-nith genius, but took to the Dutch school and established an
appreciation for that epigrammatic art which has been so deser-

vedly prized in England ; Haydon's fine frenzy had no immediate
effect; Lawrence stimulated the vanity for portraits, and found-

ed a school whose practice was to exaggerate his most meretri-

cious qualities, leaving nature entirely out of the question. And
thus England, void of religious scruple, with no system of

teaching, with an Academy of bad portrait painters, ready to

damn the Elgin marbles and every effort toward exalted works,

its aristocracy swollen with vanity, egotistical and besotted,

allowed the sentiment of art to become degraded into conven-

tionalisms so utterly meretricious from every point of view, that

the mind conscientiously imbued with a sincere love of truth,

sickened with disgust. In this malestrom of falseness it is a

great honor to the landscape painters that they were the first

who went over to the side of truth and natui'e. Turner especi-

ally merits praise if not as the leader, still as the high priest of

this new dispensation. Foremost to appreciate and cheer this

manifestation was Mr. Ruskin, and whatever may be said against

his consistency as a theorist, as a conscientious writer in connec-

tion with art upon natural effects, it is certain that no author

has ever set so many laymen and young artists thinking.

Here sprang up the modern Pre-Raphaelites. Where every-

thing had been executed with incoherent carelessness, with false

effects and for a perverted taste, generalized without knowledge
and arranged without principle, ending, it is to be hoped, in the

contributions of that last profligate votary of untruth Mr. Etty,

there now appeared a set of young men, among whom Mr. Mil-

lais and Mr. Hunt are preeminent, men with strong heads and
tender consciences, who in their aim at truth, ignorant of the

laws of generalization employed by Raphael and his great cotem-

poraries, appropriated the literalness, hardness and smoothness

of his predecessors. Without the unity of a religious sentiment

or sympathy to sustain them, they ran so far in the opposite ex-

treme, that they were at once ridiculed and stigmatized as " Pre-

Raphaelites." With that accurate and large observation and
an enthusiasm almost monastic, so characteristic of him, Mr.
Ruskin defended their consientious labors against their thought-

less assailants, and adopting them in his ardor has become the

founder of principles which claim to lead their votaries to

true art.

On tlie Continent, where the growth of art had enjoyed liberal

encouragement, and where artists had access to the fine works

of the Italian masters, there were only emasculated instances

of this sort of imitation, and when they occurred they excited

neither curiosity or ridicule. But in England, where to paint

history or to talk of "high art," was to provoke the scorn and

unrelenting hostility of the Royal Academicians, and to secure

the indifference of an aristocracy whose vanity was only equaled

by the ignorance of a snobbish gentry, and under whose patron-

age and influence the synonyrae of art was utter unuaturalncss,

not only did these possessors of manly intellect run into the op-

posite extreme, but when attacked, brought the ringing and

fervid eloquence of one of the finest thinkers and most popular

authors of the age in defence of their stigmatized Pre-Raphaelite

productions.

Such is the history and origin of this curious school. And
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now, as the vulgar acceptatioa of Pre-Raphaeliteism means ac-

curate yet hard imitation in texture and form, we wish to show

by analysis its inapplicability to landscape painting. Let us, for

example, suppose a landscape, which shall have in the immediate

foreground on the right a rock with mosses ; at its feet a spring

of clear water, which reflects it and such other things as are in

the necessary relation to its smface. On the left let there be

ferns, grasses and dead leaves. About ten feet from the point

at which we view this scene let there be a small cherry sapling,

some fifteen feet high, and so related to the vanishing point that

half of its height is above the horizon. Its foliage must not be

very dense, so that coming against the sky the shape and char-

acter of each leaf may be strikingly distinct. Let the first quar-

ter of a mile of space be occupied by a wheat field, the grain

golden ripe and just ready to be gathered. A mile further on

we will suppose a house at the side of a road, along which we
can see some distance, with a drooping willow tree and barns

and other buildings near by, after which let the eye fall over a

plain for four or five miles where mountains begin to skirt it un-

til they touch the cumulous clouds that seem moving from be-

yond them, and back of which again the scirrhus clouds, thin

and pale, float through the blue space. Now let our Pre-Ra-

phaelite landscapist begin to paint his scene. He may exagge-

rate in hardness and sharpness of lines every object, if it be

necessary to express its individuality of form, if he will reproduce,

with the same accuracy, the texture of each, together with its

local or incidental color. This will not be difficult with the rock,

mosses and water, because they are near enough to be easily

imitated, if that be all. So with the ferns and grasses, and if he

be a good imitative draftsman, and take time enough, he may
accomplish the young cherry tree, even to the shining gum that

exudes upon the stem. Now comes the field of wheat, with its

millions of heads and stalks, beards and leaves. How to carry

the hard accuracy which distinguishes the Pre-Raphaelite into

this? He looks down the road to the house which is distinctly

seen ; even the kind of tree beside it is distinguishable, but not

the particular leaves, nor can the seams or irregularities of sur-

face in the house be seen ; the chimney is red like brick, but the

lines of morter which cement it are not visible. The mountains

are flat and formless, only marked by their uniform bluish green

or gray color and their distinct lines against the clouds. The
clouds are the most distant forms to be represented, and they

are less coarse in material, though as distinct in character, as

the mosses or ferns. The distance which destroys the individu-

ality of the one reveals the form of the other. Then the illimit-

able atmosphere becomes blue in proportion that the eye pierces

its unobstructed debths. Now as the absurdity of painting

forms that are not visible is apparent, our Pre-Raphaelite must
begin some system of generalization. He is too original to

adopt that by which the great Italians have secured the admi-

ration of the intelligent for centuries and contends for the actual

marking and drawing of every object. We suggest that he
should try to draw and paint with the same accuracy that he
does the leaf or pebble near his vision, the atmosphere as it is

expressed and delineated by objects interposed between him and
that limit, where its depth is azure. This is what he should

aim at instead of contenting himself with a canvas or panel,

having an oily surface of blue and white paint. He may rest

assured that if he can do this, every object from the fore ground
to the extreme distance, will assume and keep its proper form,

place and hue, and that the ultimatum of representation in land-

scape painting will be achieved. But we fancy that he will con-

fess his defeat long before he gains that point of perfection, and
unless he is too blindly wedded to his theory, admit that it is

absurd.

Of the landscapes in the Exhibition, which are treated in the

Pre-Raphaelite manner, No. lit, Falls of Niagara and two
others, by G. W. Frankenstein, are the worst specimens ; they

superadd to the Pre-Raphaelite hardness and detail of drawing,

a style of color more glaringly false and unnatural than words
can express. No. 390, Corn Field, and No. 301, Forest Spring,

by Mr. Stillman, are in every way more modest in color, and
better in drawing, particularly in the fore ground objects. No.
381, Cedar Swamp, by Mr. Hope, is superior in naturalness of

representation.

We have yet to speak of those imaginative landscapes which
betray neither a knowledge of nature nor artistic power in any
degree whatever. As artists usually are not such highly strung
poetic beings, pictures of this class do not prevail in the exhibi-

tion. But the two which best characterize it are the preten-
tious ones in the first Gallery.—No. 10, Indian Paradise; or,

The Dream of the Happy Hunting Grounds, and No. 14, Mas-
ter; or. The Spirit of Solitude—both by Mr. Richards. Through-
out the extent of these pictures there is not the slightest evidence
that the artist ever saw external nature, or the sunlight that re-

veals it. One would naturally conclude, from these two con-
siderable pieces of colored canvas, that their author is confined
to the limits of his painting chamber, giving himself up to poet-

ical visions and dreams. The two works which are the super-

natural result of this highly imaginative state, seem slightly

sentimental in subject, particularly No. 14. This, however, is

the only criticism we are able to make, having never been per-

mitted to peep into that fanciful landscape where Mr. Richards
studies his sunlight geology and botany.

There are some pictures made up with such equal parts of

landscapes and figures, that it is difficult to tell which predomi-

nates, or to what class they belong, but which deserve, from the

excellence of study they contain, to be commended. No. Ill,

by H. G. Wild, is the most striking of this class, and has excel-

lent points in the coloring of the figure and in the autumnal hues

of the foilage. No. 136, Too Poor to Flay, and 231, Sunny
MoTmnts, by G. H. Yewel, are excellent indications of artistic

study, observation and feeling, but they want more careful finish-

ing in both landscape and figure.

—

New York Tribune.

PRECIPITATING OLD SILVERING SOLUTIONS.

Friend Snelling,

Dear Sir,—The following method for precipitating an old or

impure silvering solution, may be of service to some of the readers

of your Journal. To precipitate the silver contained in a solu-

tion with cyanide of potasium add in small quantities sul-

phuric acid until effervesence ceases, let it settle and test

the clear solution with muriatic acid, if no silver remains,

pour off the liquid and you have the sulphate of silver.

Should the test find silver add muriatic acid until all is thrown
down, this precipitate or sulphate of silver may be washed
thoroughly, and redissolved in cyanide, and used successfully,

but if the oxyde is preferred it can be obtained from the sulphate

by the following process : after the sulphate is properly washed
place it in a glass jar, add to it about the same bulk of water
that there is of silver, then add a small quantity of sulphuric

acid and two or three small bits of zinc, and by galvanic action,

the sulphate is changed into a black or dark powder of pure

metallic silver which may be dissolved in the ordinary way.

If chloride of silver is preferred, precipitate at first with mu-
riatic acid, the effervescence will be the same, but'chloride of

silver is obtained. This, when washed, may be dissolved in cy-

anide, and is prefered by some daguerreans to the oxyde in every

respect. It would be well for all to use it on account of its

being much cheaper j I am not willing to be responsible for a

decision in this matter.

Respectfully yours,

D. D. T. Davie.

REPLY TO "JUSTICE."

Buffalo, April 19, 1854.

To the Editor of the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

Dear Sir,—We noticed some time during the winter season,

an article in the New York Tribune, under the form of a com-

ment upon the daguerreotypes at the Crystal Palace.

As the article was editorial and evinced as little practical

knowledge as editors and all persons unacquainted with the da-

guerrean art are generally expected to know, we let it pass

unnoticed. We perceive, however, that another, over the assum-

ed name of " Justice," and breathing the same biassed and

tainted atmosphere, has found conspicuous room in the last num-

ber of your Journal. Mr. " Justice," as he very unjustly

subscribes himself, has undoubtedly shown more skill in the
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daguerrean art, but less honesty than the article of the Trihme.

While his criticism is vitu ^eraline, he is careful not to give

tribute where tribute is due. What has provoked this late attack

upon our pictures particularly, when they have been away from

the Crystal Palace over two months? It shows a design, and that

is to detract from the reputation of long standing and acknow-

ledged artists. The few specimens we sent to the Palace we
frankly acknowledge, were not prepared for the occasion, and

being unwell at the time, we were unable to forward them in

due season, or attend to them after their arrival in New York.

They were consequently located up stairs in the Palace, and
most disadvantageously, in direct contact with the strongest

light, and unsupplied with velvet and other drapery and curtains,

necessary to soften the light upon them, which is so essential to

show the beauty and add to the finish of the plate; preventing

the observer seeing into the pores of the metal.

But Mr. Justice was unwilUng to notice facts. With an ex-

perienced and most liberal patronage of ten years, we have had

opportunities and occasion successfully, to compare specimens

with some of the most finished of New York, and we have the

gratification to know that some of the first artists of that city

differ exceedingly in their artistic opinion from Mr. Justice.

We would inform Mr. Justice, however, derogatory to his

feelings, that he is knawing at a file, and would do well to find

more lucrative employment.

Dear Sir, truly yours,

D. McDONELL.

53crsonol anb ^rt JntcUigcnc-c.

— Two years more will effect an entire revolution in the Da-
guerreotype business throughout the United States. The paper

processes are commaudmg that attention we have always claim-

ed for them, and the rapidity with which improvements are made
in them,- will soon bring them to that same degree of perfection

to which the daguerreotyjie has already attained. The supe-

riority of paper photographs as illustrations, the rapidity with

which they can be multiplied, their distinctness, and the great

number of purposes to which they are applicable, must cause

them, in a great measure, to supercede the daguerreotype ; and
not only daguerreotypes, but lithographs.

As they unquestionably require greater artistic skill iu their

production than the daguerreotype, they will be confined en-

tirely to our best operators, who will find them so much more
profitable, that the daguerrjeol^yiie will be abandoned for some
one of the paper processes. This will throw the daguerreotyj^e

into the hands of those who have less artistic skill, but good
mechanical manipulation, and among these the competition will

be so great, that a universal reduction of price will result, and
fifty cents and one dollar will be the standard price for daguer-

reoty^Des. They will therefore become most sought for by the

people, and a greater number thrown off from the galleries than

now, while men of refined taste, printers and publishers, will

patronize the paper pictures, thus furnishing an increase of

business to all connected with the art of sun drawing, and caus-

ing the two branches to find their proper sphere.

Those who will hang a daguerreotype and a paper photograph
side by side against the wall of their parlor as an ornament, can-

not but give preference to the latter. Por this reason the da-

guerreotyi)e will of necessity be confined to the smaller sizes,

while the paper photograph will assume even greater dimensions

than those now obtained, and in a few years almost take the

place of the finest engravings. They may be said to be a me-
dium between pencil and water color drawings and the engrav-

ing, partaking iu their nature a little of eacli, while the fact of

their being more true to nature—when well executed—will make
them of more value to all who appreciate the fine arts, or the

beauties of the universe.

— J. J. B., of St. Paul, may rest assured—and we would
wish to have it generally understood—that every number of the

Journal has beeu duly mailed. As we have before stated, the

Journal is now entirely under our own control, not another indi-

vidual having the least personal or pecuniary interest in its

management, and the precautions taken to have it properly

mailed on the first of each month, is such that no failure can
occur; therefore, if any of our subscribers do not get their num-
bers the fault can only lie with post masters on their rout.—We are informed by Mr. Bardwell, that in hastily writing

out his receipt for his sensitive, published in our March number,
he inadvertently wrote " chloride of lime," instead of " chloride

of iodine." An operator, however, who has made some of the

quick from the receipt as already published, says, it is one of the

best he ever used.

Friend Snelling,

Dear Sir,—" I would very much like to see in the P. and F.

A. J., some substantial proofs of the durability of crystalotyi^es.

With a view to draw out information relative to this matter I

make the following statement:
" Some time since, a good friend (I presume E. Anthony, Esq.,)

sent me a number of specimens of the beautiful art of crystalo-

typing, which I framed and placed in a choice spot in my gallery,

I admired them very much at first, and they were admired by
others, and really attracted much notice for a while. Unfortu-

nately their beauty soon began to fade away, I watched closely

the process, I marked every change, but still I cannot explain the

cause. They wasted away by inches as it were, until then'

lights or shadows became nearly the same thing, and their former

brilliancy and luster disappeared in toto. Some of the paper-

photographers please explain."

We happen to know where the specimens of our correspon-

dent came fi-om, and the cause of the fading of which he speaks.

They were not properly fixed, being too hastily finished. That
paper photographs are positively permanent—even more so than

the daguerreotype—is a fact beyond peradventure ; for we
have some in our possession, taken ten years ago, that are as

sti'ong as on the day they were taken, and we have some by the

same photographer as the samples spoken of that have been

hanging upou our walls for two years, exposed to the strongest

day-light without being the least effected. We have seen

others much older equally perfect.

— The illustration accompanying our present number is a

crystalotype copy, (by Whipple,) of the statue of "Little Nell,"

in the Boston Athenseum. Having waited several days for a

sketch of its history, without receiving it, we are obliged to go

to press with this mere announcement of the subject, as we are

entirely unacquainted with the artist or his work, and have now
no time to ascertain facts. We must here take occasion to say,

that all communications intended for the Journal must be re-

ceived on or before the 20th of the month preceding its i^ubli-

cation.— Since our last we have been visited by Mr. Faeis of Cin-

cinnati, Hesler of Galena, Kelsey and Thayer of Chicago,

Churchill of Albany, Bradley of San Francisco, and S. H.
Walker of Holyoke, Mass. As artists, all these gentlemen

stand high, and we are most happy to hear of their marked

prosperity. Mr. Paris and Hesler have been receiving instruc-

tions in the crystalotype, and intend adding this process to their

business. That they will succeed as eminently in this as in the

daguerreoty]3e cannot be doubted. We are greatly indebted to

Mr. Hesler for the large number of subscribers he has sent us.

— Mr. Barnaed of Oswego, is slowly

he exjjerienced a severe relapse about three weeks since.

— Mr. Massury, (not Mr. Silsbee as we were informed,) who
was injured by the explosion a few weeks since, is again at his

post, greatly to the satisfaction and jjleasure of his friends.

— Mr. Davie of Utica, was burned out on the 15th of

March, but he promises to be in the field again shortly.

— Mr. Fitzgibbon of St. Louis, will please accept our thanks

for the substantial list of subscribers he has sent us. To Mr.

Whitney of St. Pauls, we are equally indebted.

— Fontayne of Cincinnati, was robbed on the 16th of

March, of a Harrison extra \ camera and box, Voigtlander §,

and a locket camera. If offered for sale by the thief they pos-

sibly may be detected from the fact that the plate shields were

not taken with them. Mr. Fontayne offers a reward of $50 for

their recovery, which would have been much easier had he kept

a register of the numbers of his tubes.

recovering, although

4 Mmv. 1.^'>4.
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THE FOCUS.

•T is a remarkable fact, and one which must never

be lost sight of iu photographic operations, that

the rays which possess the greatest luminous power,

do not likewise exercise the greatest chemical action.

Therefore, even with an adjustment of the ap-

paratus giving a perfectly clear and distinct ixavigQ

of the object, and with the most rigorously exact
'

placing of the photographic plate or paper, there are

still certain accessory conditions required to obtain a

correct impression.

The rainbow colors of the white ray refracted through

the prism, are seen side by side on the surface on which

they are thrown; now in the camera-obscura, these colors or

rays lie, properly speaking, behind one another, and cover each

other, so that they appear to the eye as one—the yelloio ray

being the most intense of them; it is accordingly to this ray that

the visual focus of the camera-obscura is adjusted. But the yel-

low ray is not the one possessed of the most energetic chemical

action ; it is the violet ray in which the chemical force and in-

fluence of light chiefly resides; the plates or paper intended for

the reception of the image, must accordingly be placed in the

focus of this latter ray. iSTow, as the length of each roy depends

partly on the radius of the curvature of the lenses, partly on the

refractive power of the vitreous mass, and partly also on the dis-

tance of the o1)ject from the object-glass, it follows that every

object-glass must be specifically tried and tested, to determine

the diflerence between the visual and chemical focus.

In non-achromatic lenses, the point of convergence of the

violet rays, and accordingly the chemical focus, lies usually nearer

to the object than the visual focus, which difference decreases,

however, in proportion to the distance of the object fi'om the

apparatus. In this case, therefore, the camera must be shortened,

which is effected most simply by moving the object-glass back-

wards.

But the case is different with achromatic lenses; here no
general rule can be laid down, but every object-glass must 1)e

submitted to a separate, careful trial. Various apparatus and
contrivances have been devised to determine the chemical focus

of an object-glass, but the simplest and easiest way of all is the

following, recommended by Professor Dr. Varrentrap.

Place nine books, witli printed title on the back, perpendicu-

larly side by side at a certain distance from the object-glass, in

such a manner thnt the second stands an inch further back than

the first, the third than the second, the fourth than the third,

and so on for the rest.

Place and adjust the apparatus so that you see the titles on
the backs of the books reflected in the glass plate, with the

printing on the back of the fifth in the row appearing the most
distinct of the nine, which may be readily and accurately dis-

cerned. Now, take a picture with the apparatus as adjusted,

* Continued from page 134, vol. 7, No. 5.

VOL. VII., NO. VI.

and without displacing it. The degree of accuracy and distinct-

ness possessed by the picture will enable you to fix upon the

proper adjustment of the apparatus.

Opticians have indeed endeavored to supply object-glasses,

through which all the rays should converge in one point: iu this

they have, however, succeeded only for certain distances.

There is another way of arranging the matter, viz., by em-

ploying glasses that intercept those rays of which the chemical

action is but little e7iergetic, or, in other terms, those rays which
counteract the chemical effects of the violet ray; the principal among
these rays is the yellow. True, this means involves a certain loss

of light, which, however, is amply compensated by the increased

energy of the chemical action, and the greater certainty in the

performance of the process.

As it is, however rather difficult to procure glasses of the kind,

another way still may be recommended, viz., to place before the

object-glass a very thin violet-colored glass, ground to exactly the

same curvature as the object-glass.

This contrivance, which fully answers the purpose, may be

readily applied to tte object-glasses of all kinds.

I.— Daguerreotype ; or photography on metallic plates,

WOOD, and ivory.

Strongly-silvered copper plates are now almost exclusively

employed in Daguerre's method of producing pictures on metal-
lic plates by the influence of light. However, the light does
not affect the compounds of silver alone, but almost all metallic

oxides, though in very different degrees and spaces of time, as

will be seen hereafter.

The so-called " silver plates " used for photographic purposes
are manufactured in two different ways, of which one, however,
is greatly preferable to the other. The silvered copper plates
generally sold in the early days of photography, had a thin
coating of silver hammered or rolled down on them; the same
method is still pursued at the present time in England and
France. Now, these plates have their good points, which are
outweighed, however, by certain defects inherent in the mode of
their manufacture, as will be shown immediately. The other,

and better method of plating the copper, is by the galvanic
process. The great advantage of this latter process is this, that
the silver spread over the surface of the copper is purer, and
more uniformly and evenly distributed, than is the case with the
plates prepared by the hammering or rolling process; and, what
is of greater importance still, that the silver coating is of equal
density throughout, which cannot well be the case with the ham-
mered or rolled plates. Now a disparity in the density of the
silver of the coating is a serious drawback; since not only are
the softer and looser parts more strongly affected and wasted in

the processes of cleaning and polishing than the harder and
denser parts, but the formation of iodide of silver, in the pro-
cess of iodising, extends also more deeply into the softer parts,

which, of course, cannot but impair the beauty of the picture
subsequently taken on the plate.

Another defect which the French plates more particularly
labor under, must not be passed over here : it is this, that the
silver coating on them is so extremely thin (which explains their

cheapness), that they can hardly bear one cleaning with pumice
powder or Yenetian tripoli and alcohol, and can accordingly, in

most cases, be used only once; which is a serious consideration for

beginners, who are so liable to failure in their experiments.
Whereas the galvanic-plated article, with its thicker coating of

silver, will bear cleaning repeatedly, and may, therefore, be
used several times. The best plates as yet offered to the trade
are those manufactured by F. Schneider, 9 Link's Strasse,

Berlin.

To render a silvered copper plate sensitive to light, it must
be subjected, in the first place, to the processes of cleaning and
polishing.

CLEANING the PL.-VTE.

The plates sold in the shops are seldom so free from scratches,

&c., that the operation of cleaning can be dispensed with, how-
ever, they need not be rubbed so long as plates that have been

' used.

n
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To clean the plate properly, it should be fixed on a small

board or block. The best cleaning material is Becker's or

Davies rottenstone. This powder is dusted over the plate out

of a muslin bag, and the surface so dusted over is then rubbed

with cotton batting* or cotton flannel, moistened with a little

alcohol and nitric acid, or, better still, with petroleum and sul-

phuric ether mixed, which does not waste the plate so much as

olive oil. The hand of the operator should be moved round

iu circles of various dimensions, until all superficial scratches,

spots, or cracks are rubbed out, and the plate presents a uniform

white lustre.
_;

POLISHING THE PLATE.

The plate cleaned by the preceding operation is then polished.

To this end, any scum or dirt which may still adhere to it is re-

moved, which is effected in the most simple way by the applica-

tion of some polishing agent, and best of aW some most fiiiely levi-

gated and elutriated colcothar (rouge, or jeweller's red rouge),

which is dusted over the surface. A pellet of clean cotton is then

rul)bed about on the surface iu circles of various dimensions,

until the plate is perfectly dry, presents a clean polish, and shows

no colored spots or streaks when breathed upon. If it happens

to show spots or streaks, the operation must be repeated to get

rid of them. The final deep-black lustre is evenly given by

means of a polishing lathe, mounted with circular velvet or buck-

skin buffs. The plate, still attached to the board or block, is

dusted over with most finely pulverized colcothar or mixed plum-

bago, and is then gently pressed against the buffs, the wheel

being kept rapidly revolving, until the desired deep-black lustre

is given to the plate. It is by no means a matter of indiffer-

ence iu which direction the polishing stroke or touch is carried

;

for it is upon this that depends in a great measure the distinct-

ness of the picture subsequently taken on the plate. The touch

must be carried so that it intersects at a right angle the perpen-

dicular lines of the object to be portrayed. For want of a pol-

ishing-lathe, buffs to work with the hand may be used instead, in

which case the operation will, however, consume more time; the

buffs consist simply of narrow slips of board, covered with pre-

pared velvet or doe-skin leather.

The polishing of the plate is an operation which requires- par-

ticular care, as upon its proper execution depends the distinct-

ness of the picture. The polishing material has a great deal to

do with the proper success of the operation. An astonishing

variety of substances and mixtures have accordingly been sug-

gested for the purjiose. One of the best of these is the so-

called American plate potvder, which is composed of two parts

(by weight) of colcothar; one part of ivory-black, two of

graphites, and one of binoxide of tin; these substances are

most finely levigated and elutriated, and most intimately mixed

together.

The plate being thus prepared for the subsequent processes,

the operator has now to impart to it the requisite sensitive-

ness to light. Various agents are employed to effect this.

Almost every photographic artist has some favorite mixture of

his own.

Among the agents employed in photography, the compounds

of silver with iodine, bromine, and chlorine, used either separ-

ately or jointly, are the most highly valued, on account of their

ready decomposition l)y light. The compounds of fluorine, cyan-

ogen, sulphur, selenium, pliosphorus, play likewise an important

part, and in many cases also anunouia. Iodine is unquestionably

the most important body used in photograjjliy, as its compounds

witli the metals are so very readily decomposed by light. The
sensitiveness to light of a plate prepared with iodine, is still

heightened by the additional application of chlorine and of

bromine, or of both miited.

IODIZING THE PLATE.

As iodine has a tendency, even at the eomnion temperature of

the air, to assume the gaseous state, and as it combines in that

state with the metals, upon simple contact with them, it is an

• The cotton liad ahviiys l)ctter be washed first hi spirits of wine, ami
dried again l)el'ore using it.

easy task to generate on the polished silver plate the coat of

iodide of silver, requisite for the production of a picture on it.

For this purpose we use the so-called iodine-box.

Dry iodine, in a state of minute division, is uniformly spread
over the bottom of the box, which is then covered with the yel-

low glass plate. The simplest way of reducing the iodine to a
state of minute division, is to dissolve it in alcohol, precipitate it

again with water, (a menstruum in which it is oidy sparingly so-

luble), filter off the fluid, and dry the pulverulent precipitate.

The polished plate is now put in the iodizing frame, the glass

plate lifted off the box, and the frame carrying the plate substi-

tuted for it. The iodine fumes in the box combine forthwith
with the silver on the plate, whereupon the surface of the latter

acquires first a straw-colored hue, then a golden tint, which
changes to rose, then to violet, and finally to blue. Each of

these different degrees of iodation is possessed also of a different

degree of sensitiveness to light. For the taking of inanimate
objects, where the time of exposure is a matter of secondary im-
portance, the blue coloration answers the purpose best ; but the
case is different in reference to living objects, as we shall see

hereafter. If the blue colored plate is still left exposed to the
iodine fumes, it commences to turn green, in which state it is

almost entirely insensible; upon a further continuation of the
process, the color of the plate changes again to yellow, and then
passes once more through the various shades, until the surface

ultimately presents again the blue tint, which it exhibits at the
end of the first iodation ; this repetition of the process seems to

heighten the sensitiveness of the plate. Upon a further contin-

uation of the process, the colors change again, passing through
all the various shades indicated, from yellow to blue; but the
plate looses thereby in sensitiveness, and is finally rendered quite

insensible. One of the principal points to be attended to, is

uniformity of coloration, as stains on the plate always require

a fresh polish. An unequal distribution of the iodine powder
over the bottom of the box is a frequent cause of stains on the

plate; but this defect is often occasioned also by the use of plates

that have been kept ready-polished a long time before their ioda-

tion is proceeded with. This is a practice to be disapproved of

altogether, since the impression taken on such plates are never
quite clear and distinct; which may be owing to the condensa-
tion of atmospheric air or other gaseous bodies on the surface of

the plate, where they subsequently tend to impede the combina-
tion of the iodine fumes with the silver.

The plate so prepared may now be exposed to the light in

the camera obscura; the time of exposure varies according to

the luminousness of the apparatus, and to the illumination of the

object to be portrayed; from one to two minutes are, however,

generally sufBcient to produce a clear impression, unless the

luminousness of the apparatus is too feeble, and the object not

properly illumined.

By the joint application of bromine or chlorine, or of both to-

gether, with the iodine, the time of exposure is shortened to a

few seconds. The proper proportions in which these substances

ought to be mixed, must be left to personal experience and
practice; this much may be said, however, that the success of

the process is greatly dependent upon the proportions used.

There are numbers of receipes for the preparation of such mix-

tures, many of them rather complex, but not the better for that

than others that are more simple. The easiest way (if you ope-

rate with fluid substances) is to use brome water. One part of

bromine re(|uiring thirty-eight parts of water for its solution, all

that is necessary to prcjjare a solution of bromine of accurately

known and constant strength, is to pour over a given quantity

of bromine, in a glass phial, an amount of water sufficient only

to dissolve the greater part of the bromine, so that some undis-

solved bromine is left at the bottom of the phial.

This brome water is poured out into a glass or porcelain dish

covered with an air-tight fitting glass plate, and the silver ])latc,

iodized to the violet tint, is then exposed to the action of the

brome vapor rising from tiie solution, until it has acquired a blue

color. To keep tlie sohxtion of bromine of constant strength, it

is advisable to pour the brome-water back into the phial each

time after using it, taking care, of course, that there shall al-

ways remain some bromine undissolved in the flask.

Or the plate, iodized to the rose-tint, is placed over chloride



of lime, until it reaches the violet hue; it is then exposed to the

bromine vapor until it changes to blue.

Easy and simple though this method unquestionably is, yet

the brome water has tliis great advantage, that aqueous vapors

will often, and more particularly at a somewhat high temperature,

escape along with the bromine, and condensing again on the

cold plate, diminish or even altogether destroy the sensitiveness

of the latter. Moreover the impression on plates that have had

a touch of aqueous vapor, are always defective, and often look

as if a veil or film were spread over them. It may therefore be

preferable to substitute for the brome water, lime impregnated

with bromine, which may be readily procured by putting bromine

into a small vessel, placing this in a larger vessel, containing re-

cently burned lime, slacked in the air, and inverting a glass bell

over the whole. The volatilizing bromine is at once absorbed

by the lime, until the latter is completely saturated with it, which

may be known by the cinnamon color which it exhibits.

Equal sensitiveness, together with a finer tint, is given to the

plate by a combination of chlorine with iodine, usually called

chloroiodine (chloride of iodine), and which is most probably a

compound of the protochloride and terchloride of iodine. With
this compound there is no need of a previous iodation of the plate;

the latter may at once be exposed to the fumes of the chloride

of iodine, until the blue color appears. A little bromine may
be added to the chloroiodine ; this addition would seem to impart

greater sensitiveness to the plate.

In default of chloride of iodine, the plate may first be exposed

in tlie iodine-box until it shows the violet tint, and then placed

over chloride of lime, until the blue color appears. The result

is tlie same. Bromide of iodine and iodide of bromine are also

frequently used in the same way.

Of all the mixtures hitherto used, that recommended by Graff,

of Berlin, has been found to answer best. This consists of

—

Protochloride of iodine 1 ounce

Brome water ^ 1 "

Tincture of iodine | "

Distilled water 10 "

Mix the iodine tincture with the water, add the protochloride

of iodine to the mixture, and then as much water as will impart

to the whole fluid the color of Madeira wine. Add the brome
wat-er, and shake the mixture. Upon the addition of the water

to the mixture of iodine tincture and protochloride of iodine, the

fluid turns turpid, owing to the separation of iodine ; however,

this turpidity disappears again, upon the addition of the brome
water.

The mixture must be allowed to stand at rest for several days
before using it.

The American photographers, whose productions enjoy such

universal reputation, use almost exclusively dry substances, to

render the plates sensitive to light. The one most generally

used is sold in the shops as Thompson^ Dry-quick; ' this is pre-

pared as follows:

—

A large lump of quick lime is soaked two hours in spirits of

wine, and then let slake in the open air to a fine powder. To
one pound of this powder are added one and a half ounce of bro-

mine, and one and a half ounce of pulverized alum. The process

of iodation is first conducted over the dry iodine in the box, and
afterwards over the powder. When this powder has lost some
of its strength, the addition of a few drops of bromine suffices to

restore it to the proper standard.

The American photographers use also a fluid composition, sold

in the shops under the name of Thompso'nJs Accelerator.'^ This

is prepared in the following manner:

—

Make a strong solution of lime in a quart of water, add to

this half an ounce of chloroiodine, and then drop bromine into

the mixture, until the chloroiodine is dissolved.* Then add one

drachm of nitrate of silver, shake the mixture well, and add
thirty drops of aqua regia (nitrohydrochloric acid). When you

1 Adapted from the "History and Practice of Photography," by H.
H. Snelliag.—jEd. P. ^ F. A, Jour.

* Some recommend as aa improvement to add at once a drachm of

bromine, and then every day a few drops of that substance, until the

desired end is attained. The great point, however, is to avoid the addi-

tion of an excess of bromine.

want to use this mixture, put first a table spoonful of pulterized

alum into the dish, and then one part of the mixture, diluted

with six parts of water. Expose the plate first in the iodine

box, until it has acquired a lemon color, then place it over the

mixture in the dish, until a dark orange tint is produced, and
ultimately expose it again to the dry iodine fumes one fourth of

the time which it took to impart the orange tint to the plate.

The following method may be resorted to to prevent the une-

qual distribution of iodine fumes over the surface of the plate.

Spread the iodine as evenly as can be over the bottom of the

box, cover it over with two or three pieces of flannel of the size

of the box, lay over the last piece a leaf of very smooth paper,

and over this a small board fitting closely into the box. This

little board will absorb the iodine fumes equally all over its sur-

face ; upon this board is subsequently laid the frame carrying

the plate, and left there until the required tint is imparted to

the latter.

Besides the " accelerating agents," which we have described

here, there are, as has already been stated, various other compo-

sitions recommended for the same puqiose ; but all of them
contain the same substances as those mentioned here, and difi'er

from them only in reference to the respective mixing propor-

tions of the several ingredients. The time of exposure in the

camera required to produce a correct impression, on a properly

prepared plate, depends on various circumstances, and cannot

be accurately fixed. As a general rule, it may be assumed

that, with a good apparatus and a properly prepared

plate, from thirty seconds to one minute's exposure to sun light

will always suffice to obtain a clear and vigorous impression.

The plate removed from the camera, after adequate exposure

to the luminous rays, must present no trace as yet of the lumin-

ous picture. If the latter can be discerned on it, the exposure

has been too long ; in which case the best way is to clean and
polish the plate again, as the picture may be looked upon as

irremediably spoiled.

To develop the latent image on the plate, the latter is exposed

in the mercurial apparatus to the fumes of mercury, which, con-

densing on the parts acted on by the luminous rays, render the

tracings of the image visible. The plate is attentively watched
through the yellow glass in front of the l)ox, and the ex-

posure to the mercurial fumes is stopped the moment the picture

has become distinctly visible in all parts. Persons unskilled in

photographic operations, should watch the thermometer of the

apparatus; when this indicates a temperature of from 60 to 80

degrees Fahrenheit, the spirit or oil lamp should be removed to

let the mercury cool again. In no case should the heat be per-

mitted to exceed 100°. An eye, practised by experience is,

however, always the safest guide in this operation.

The picture is now indeed finished, but it has still to undergo

an additional process before it can be safely exposed to the light

of day ; this process concerns the removal of the iodide of silver

from the plate. The best and most reliable agent for this pur-

pose is, a solution of one ounce of hyposulphite of soda (NaO,
SjOg-fSHO), in a quart of distilled water; in this solution the

plate is immersed, until the whole of the iodide of silver is dis-

solved, which is clearly indicated by the change of color (the

removal of the yellow tint of the iodine). With this solution of

hyposulphite of soda, the desired end is readily and expeditiously

achieved. A hot concentrated solution of common salt (chloride

of sodium) may also be used as a fixing agent, but it does not

answer the purpose half so well as a solution of hyi^osulphite of

soda. Iodide of potassium and bromide of potassium, might in-

deed also be used to remove the iodide of silver from the plate

;

however, as their action in this respect is by no means superior

to that of the hyposulphite of soda, on the other hand, they are

much more expensive than that salt, their substitution for it

would offer no advantage.

As soon as the whole of the iodide of silver has been removed,

the plate must be washed, first in common water, then in distill-

ed water, and afterwards quickly dried over a spirit lamp. In

this latter operation the plate should be held in a very inclined

position, and the action of the flame applied from the upper

to the lower edge, taking care to move the plate incessantly to

and fro all the while, and to take away the lamp as soon as the

surface is fairly drying. The last few drops of water which re-
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main adliering to the lower edge of the plate, may be readily

removed with some blotting paper. The operation of washing
reqnires great care and attention, to guard against staining the

image, an accident to which the plate is but too liable, more
especially if the distilled water used for the last washing is not

absolutely pure, since in that case the matters which it holds in

solution, are, upon its evaporation, left on the plate, and it is

difficult to remove them again.

It is only now that it can be fairly ascertained to what extent

the process has been successful, as it is only now that the imper-

fections and blemishes of the picture are brought fully to light.

As the latent image produced on the plate by the action of

light, has only been developed by the condensed mercurial fumes,

and as the mercury has not entered into chemical combination

with the silver, but simply adheres to it mechanically, it is evi-

dent that the image must be exceedingly liable to be effaced,

unless protected from contact; tliis protection is best aflorded

by a thin coating of gold, which is put on by pouring a solution

of chloride of gold over the surface of the plate, and applying the

spirit-lamp to the bottom. This puts the finishing touch to the

picture, which is only now seen to full advantage. After gild-

ing, the plate is washed once more in distilled water, and quickly

dried.

As has already been intimated, ^sictures may be produced also

on other metallic plates besides silver; however, the process

must be modified in certain points, according to the nature of the

metal used. Copper plates are cleaned and polished in the same
way as silvered plates; but the surface on which the impression

is to be taken, must not on any account be touelied with the

fingers, before it has been thoroughly cleaned, since that would

produce stains upon it, which it would be found impossible to

remove afterwards, even by heating the plate to I'edness.

The cleaned and polished copper plate is then iodized, and the

impression taken on it in the camera, in the same way as in the

case of silvered plates ; but, instead of employing mercurial fumes

to develop the latent image, the impression is exposed to the

vapor of sulphuretted hydrogen, which speedily renders it visi-

ble, the several parts of the image aj)pearing differently colored,

according to the intensity of the illumination of the object. Un-
fortunately, copper plates are not sensitive enough to serve for

the portraying of living objects, but they answer very well in-

deed for landscapes.

Iron, steel, brass, and German silver may also be used; I have

employed these different metallic substances, preparing them in

the same way as silver and copper plates, and have obtained

very promising results with them; still not yet of so positive and

definite a kind as would justify my recommending their general

application in the daguerreotype process. The ultimate decis-

ion as to their fitness or unfitness for the purpose, must be left

to a series of systematic experiments; I hojie I may at some
future time have something more to say upon this point.

The method recommended by Talbot and Malone to produce

photographic pictures on steel, should more appropriately be

termed a method to produce images on iodized albumen, the steel

serving simply as the material over which the layer of the latter

substance is spread. This method is said to be applied advan-

tageously in steel engraving, to get the drawing on the plate.

However, I cannot say that I have been successful in it.

But there are two non-metallic substances which, impregnated

with silver, give truly beautiful results, viz., wood and ivory. To
pre])are the former of these materials for photogra])hic purposes

I select a piece of veneer of hard and fine-graiiied wood, and

which is susceptible of a high polish, and endeavor to make it

as even and smooth as possible, by rubbing with pumice stone

and water. I proceed in the same manner with an ivory plate.

When the wood or ivory plate is ])('rf('ctiy dry again, I rub it

once more vigorously with a clean piece of strong leatlier. I

then innnorse the plate in a solution of nitrate of silver (one

drachm of silver to an ounce of water), in order to impregnate

it with that salt. The ivory ]>late is left in the solution until it

has acquired a yellow color; the cok)ratiun of tiie wood i»Iate,

which marks the pro|)er degree of metallic impregnation, depends

upon the nature of the wood: however a little practice will

suffice to enable tlie operator to hit u))on the right point in this

respect. As soon as the plates are properly impregnated with

silver, I expose them under water to the direct light of the sun,

until they have acquired a black tint; I then take them out of

the water, and let them dry. The dry plates I clean, polish

and iodize, and treat in every other respect exactly as the sil-

vered copper plates.

The so-called artificial ivory also is well suited for photogra-

phic purposes, as it is susceptible of a high polish. This mate-
rial may, moreover, after it has been prepared for the process,

be kept a long time without suffering alteration.

To in'epare a plate of artificial ivory for photographic impres-

sions, it must in the first place be cleaned witli finely-ground

pumice stone, to remove any trace of fatty matter, and to faci-

litate thus its impregnation with fluids. It is then polished in

the usual way, with Venetian tripoli, but without using oil. The
polished plate is immersed for about a minute in a solution of

twenty parts by weight of sal-ammoniac (chloride of ammonium)
in two hundred parts by weight of wa,ter. After its removal
from this solution, it is suspended by one of the corners, to let

the liquid drip off; when no more fluid remains on the surface,

the plate is immersed ui the dark, in a solution of forty jjarts by
weight of nitrate of silver in two hundred parts by weight of

distilled water; this hnmersiou also should last about a minute.

The plate is left in the camera until a more vigorous impression

is obtahied than is ultimately desired. The plate is then re-

moved, washed in water, and the image fixed on it, with either

a cold or hot solution of twenty parts by weight of hyposulphite

of soda in one hundred parts by weight of water. ^Is soon as

the image has acquired the proper tone, the plate is taken out

of the fluid, and washed copiously with water, to remove every

trace of the soda salt; it is then suspended to let the greater

portion of the water evaporate, but, before it is quite dry, it is

pressed between two plates of soft wood, l3y which means not

only the least traces of moisture are removed, but the warping of

the plate also is effectively guarded against.

If it is intended to take impressions on wood for technical pur-

poses, e. g. to obtain the tracing for an engraving, the process

must be conducted in a different manner from the one given

above. In my own practice, I either produce the impression on

the wood directly in the camera, or I transfer the impression to

it from another plate; in the former case I obtain a negative, in

the latter a positive image. Both ways answer equally well;

still, upon the whole, I prefer the latter, though the process is

a little more tedious.

In the first method, a piece of boxwood is selected, since this

is found to answer better than other sorts, and fitted accurately

into the frame which usually carries the plate in the common
daguerreotype process; the piece must be fitted so that the

larger surface, and which is intended to receive the impression,

is cndwood or grainwood. This surface must previously have

been rough-polished with puraicestone, since, were this operation

postponed till the wood has been fitted to thel'ramc, it might be

difficult to obtain an even surface. The wood so prepared and

fitted, is once more polished with pnmicestone and water, and

subsequently washed and dried; when dry, it is again polished,

but this time with dry pnmicestone. It is then carefully cleaned,

and the polished surface is imbued with a solution of one equiva-

lent of iodide of potassium, (K I, see table ii.), in four ounces of

water. When it has dried again, it is dijiped for about one

minute into a solution of one equivalent of nitrate of silver (Ag
O, NQj), in four ounces of distilled water; the nitrate of potas-

sa(K0,N05) formed is then cautiously washed away with

water, and the block dried, and laid by in a dark place, until it

is required for use. Innnediately before its exposure in the

camera, the prepared surface is imbued once more with a solution

of one equivalent of nitrate of silver in four ounces of distilled

water, to which are added two equivalents of crystallizal)le acetic

acid (A ^C^IIgOg-t-HO), since this acid promotes the decom-

position of the the iodide of silver, and keeps the parts not acted

upon by the luminous rays, of a beautiful white. The time of

'exposure varies with the greater or less intensity of the illumina-

tion; however, as a general rule, one or two minutes arc suffi-

cient. To develop the latent image, the prepared surface is

bathed with a saturated solution of gallic acid (G^CjIIgOj-j-
HO): a small addition of nitrate of lead (PbOjNOj) promotes
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the action of the gallic acid, and imparts a darker tint to the

image. Pyrogallic acid, &c., may be substituted for the gallic

acid, to develop the image—see the chapter on Fholograjphy on

Glass. The image is fixed with a solution of hyposulphite of

soda.

In the second method, the negative image, taken on a glass

plate covered with a layer of iodized collodion (see Photography

on Glass), is placed rigiit on the wood prepared with iodide or

chloride of silver, and is then, in that position, exposed to the

solar rays. If the impressionable surface has been prepared with

iodide of silver, the latent image must be developed by means of

a saturated solution of gallic acid, in the same way as in the first

method. The image is ultimately fixed with a solution of hypo-

sulphite of soda.

The negative image may also be transferred to the wood, in

an enlarged size, by means of the bellows box.

II.

—

Calotype; or, photography on paper.

COMPOUNDS OF SILVER.

If Oxide of Silver (Ag,0) precipitated from a solution of

the nitrate, is exposed for several hours to the solar rays, the

parts exposed to the light acquire a deeper olive tint than the

covered parts. If the exposure is continued a week or longer,

it is found that the deep olive color turns lighter again, and that

the covered parts are much darker than the exposed pai'ts. I

have frequently had occasion to observe that oxide of silver

spread on paper, acquired a much lighter tint after a few days'

exposure to light.*

N1TR.A.TE OF Silver, (AgOjNO^).—This salt, if absolutely

pure, is not perceptibly affected by light, neither in the solid

state nor in solution ; but in nitrate of silver containing the

least admixture of organic matter, the influence of light speed-

ily produces an alteration. This property induced Sir John
Herschel, in his first photographic experiments, to put organic

substances on the paper which he intended to operate upon, and

to moisten it then with solution of nitrate of silver; however,

he did not obtain the desired result. But since that time it has

been found that the joint application of organic substances with

the silver salt, serves to promote and heighten to an extraor-

dinary degree the alteration which the latter suffers under the

influence of light. Count Ruraford found that nitrate of silver,

mixed with charcoal or with a carbonated earth, sufleretl

reduction to the metallic state under the influence of the solar

rays.

Prismatic Analysis.—The color which the prismatic spectrum

produces on paper prepared with nitrate of silver, is first a light

brown, which changes slowly to a deeper tint; the part under

tlie blue ray acquires a bluish brown color, that under the violet

ray a peculiar rose color. The minimum of the chemical action

is under the yellow ray, extending to about the middle of

it ; the maximum of the chemical action seems to extend to

the middle of the blue ray, though up to the verge of the

violet ray the efl'ect is only slight— beyond this it is vei'y

feeble.

Photographic Application.— Although nitrate of silver by
itself is not sufficiently sensitive to light to find application in

the photographic process (except in a few cases), still it is

the most important salt of silver in a photographic point of

view, since all other compounds of silver may be prepared

from it.

If well-sized paper is moistened on one side with a solution of

120 grains of nitrate of silver in an ounce of distilled water,

and dried in a warm place, it may very well be used for the

copying of feathers, lace, embroidery, and generally such ob-

jects as require simply sharp outlines. If the paper, before the

application of the nitrate of silver, is first moistened with a solu-

tion of isinglass, or parchment, or gum arable, or some other

similar substance, or is coated over with albuiuen, the nigres-

cence under the influence of light proceeds with much greater

speed, and it acquires ultimately a tolerably dark tint. The
ground of the images taken on such paper may be agreeably

varied, by the application of divers organic substances to the

* This accounts for the fading of the pictures.

paper; experiments of this kind succeed all the better if the
organic substances are thrown down on the paper from their so-

lutions by solution of lead; the precipitate on the pai)er must
be allowed to dry before the application of the nitrate of silver

solution is proceeded with. Some remarks on the property of
lead to accelerate the decomposition of the salts of silver, under
the influeuce_,of light, will be found in the section on lead and its

compounds. The pictures produced on the paper so prepared
may be fixed by immersion, first in cold then in warm water, and
a final careful ablution.

Chloride of Silver (AgCl).—This salt, no matter whether
precipitated from solutions, or existing in the form of hornsilver,

speedily changes color under the influence of the solar rays; in-

deed, diffused light suffices to produce this effect, nay, even in

a totally dark place, the white color of chloride of silver changes
to a darker tint, and after some time, turns bluish black. Upon
exposure to the solar rays, the color changes first to a reddish

hue, then to violet, afterwards to bluish grey, and ultimately to

dark blue. A trifling excess of the nitrate greatly promotes the

nigrescence, the chloride turning first of a dark-brown tint,

which gradually changes to a fine olive color ; after an exposure

of several weeks, the metallic silver is seen to make its appear-

ance. The great variety of tints produced by the combination
of silver with different chlorides is very remarkable. However,
it is only during the first stages of exposure to light that this

variety exists; after a time all the diflerent compounds acquire

the olive tint.

With chloride of ammonium (sal-ammoniac NH^, CI), and
chloride of sodium (common salt, NaCl), the tint pi'oduced is

red; with chloride of strontium (SrCl-h6H0), brown; with
chloride of barium (BaCli-2H0), brownish purple; with
chloride of calcium (CaCl + 6H0), brick-colored; with chlo-

ride of potassium (KCI), the tint varies from a fine brown to a
bluish steel color; with sesqui-chloride of iron (FcjCIgi-GHO),
from deep brown to black. With hydrochloric acid (CIH i" X
aq.); the color is red, changhig to black; the chlorwater

(Cl-i-Xaq.),red; Mith chloric etlier(C4H5 CI), dissolved in al-

cohol, black. Other combinations will be mentioned in the

sequal. As far as my own experience enables me to judge,

these differences in the tints obtained seem to proceed from the

presence of the alkalies, earths, or metals, and not from that of

organic substances; though the latter, in combination with
nitrate of silver, jwoduce similar variations.

Prismatic Analysis.—The paper prepared with chloride of

silver often acquires beautiful tints in the solar spectrum, which
differ, however, according to the chloride used. Paper that has
been moistened with a solution of chloride of ammonium (NH^,
CI), or chloride of barium (BaCli-2H0), dried, and then

dipped into a solution of nitrate of silver, gave a series of colors

nearly approaching the natural colors of the spectrum. Under
favorable circumstances, the middle red ray leaves a red impres-

sion, which under the yellow ray changes to green; above this a

lead color is seen, and under the blue ray, in the part where the

chemical action was strongest, a brown coloration changing sub-

sequently to black; a bluish brown tint is seen to extend under
the most strongly refracted rays up to the latent rays. The
opposite effect is observed at the least refracted end of the

spectrum, where the paper remains white. This may be distinctly

observed, if the rays are collected through a good achromatic

lens, and more distinctly still, if the spectrum is thrown right

on the paper.

Photographic Application.—It has been already mentioned

that Wedgewood, Davy, Daguerre, and others employed chlo-

ride of silver in their photographic experiments, though with

indifferent success. But in the hands of Mr. Fox Talbot,

this salt became a very important photographic agent. The
following is the way of procedure adopted by that gentle-

man :

—

He selects glazed paper of equal texture; he dips this into a

weak solution of common salt (chloride of sodium), and dries it

afterwards between folds of blotting-paper, by which means he

endeavors to ensure the equal distribution of the salt through

the substance of the paper. He then lays the paper on one

side upon a solution of nitrate of silver, and dries it again near

the fire. The solution of nitrate of silver which he uses, is di-
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luted with from six to eigrht parts of distilled water. The dried

paper is ready for use. If properly prepared, Mr. Talbot con-

siders it suited for all photographic purposes. He states that

it gave, for instance, beautiful impressions of leaves, flowers, &c.,

more especially under the rays of a summer sun ; the light passes

through the leaves, and copies even the most delicate veins.

Mr. Talbot found by experiments that there exists a certain

definite proportion between the quantity of the salt, and that

of the nitrate of silver in solution; and that the chief effect

of the operation fails, if this proportion is departed from.

The use of an over-large quantity of salt tends to impair the

sensitiveness of the paper to a greater or less extent.

If we wash a paper prepared by this process, iu a satui'ated

solution of common salt, and dry it again, we find that it has

almost completely lost its sensitiveness to light, more especially,

if an interval of several weeks had elapsed between the Iwo

processes. But, upon washing it now again with silver solution,

it re-acquires its sensitiveness, and even in a higher degree than

after the first process. I have succeeded in this way, by repeat-

ed alternate washing with the salt solution, and the silver

solution, and drying after each operation, to highten the sensi-

tiveness of the paper sufficiently to produce a picture on it in

the camera.

The results obtained in these experiments are influenced by

trifling differences in the respective proportions used of the salt

and the nitrate of silver. Sometimes the chloride of silver on

the paper will turn black even in the dark, which is a sign

that an excessive degree of sensitiveness had been imparted to it.

The operator must endeavor to hit the proper point, impai'ting

to the paper exactly that degree of sensitiveness which, whilst

leaving the color unchanged in the dark, brings about a change

in it upon the least exposure even to the dullest daylight. In

my own experiments I prepared a number of papers, all of them

differing in the chemical proportions of the agent used; I cut off

a small piece of each, putting corresponding numbers on the

papers and the samples cut off, and placed the latter in a faint

diffused light; I then selected the papers for use, the samples of

which had suffered the greatest change of color.

A simple experiment will suffice to explain this different sen-

sitiveness to light in paper prepared with the same agent, but

used in different proportions. Let a thin layer of chloride of

silver be precipitated on a piece of clean glass, which may most
appropriately be effected in the following manner: lava piece of

clean glass flat on the bottom of a rather deep vessel, fill the

latter with a weak solution of common salt, and add a few drops

of a solution of nitrate of silver, just sufficient to impart a milky

appearance to the fluid; the chloride of silver formed will speed-

ily subside, and settle on the glass plate; as soon as this has

taken place, remove the supernatant liquid by means of a small

glass syphon ; take off tlie last traces of moisture from the plate

with a common spun cotton wick. In this way a thin coating

of pure chloride of silver is obtained on the glass. After drying,

expose the plate to light iu a somewhat slanting position, and
let a few drops of a solution of nitrate of silver fall upon it at

the upper edge; you will see that the chloride of silver turns

black most speedily and most intensely at the borders of the

little channels made in the coating by the solution of the nitrate

of silver—which clearly shows that a slight excess of silver in-

creases the sensitiveness of the chloride of that metal.

I would recommend that the following proportions of chloride

of sodium and nitrate of silver, to prepare a paper suited to

receive impressions in the camera.

Dissolve fifty grains of chloride of sodium (common salt, Na
CI), in an ounce of water, imbibe the paper with this solution,

and then dry it, first between folds of blotting paper, and finally

near tlie fire.

Brush the paper now on one side with a solution of 120 grains

of nitrate of silver in one ounce of water, and dry it again near

the fire; repeat the application of the nitrate of silver, and dj-y

again near the fire. For the chloride of sodinn), you will often

have occasion to substitute chloride of ammonium (NH4,C1) or

chloride of barium (BaCl-h2II0): in such cases you ought to

use of the former salt 30 grains, of the latter 40 grains to 1 ounce

of water. Of course, if j'Ou do not require a highly sensitive paper,

you may use a less proportion of silver. All photographic opera-

tions demand care and attention. Indifference to the purity of tlie

materials used, or inaccuracies in weighing and measuring, will

always prove serious obstacles to the attainment of satisfactory

results. The selection of the paper also requires the greatest

care. Paper intended for photographic purposes should always

be of equal and uniform texture throughout, and perfectly free

from spots; it should combine with the highest possible degree

of transparency sufficient thickness to intercept the light more
or less completely in the dark parts of the picture. The excita-

ble coating, to be properly sensitive, must be on the surface, not

in the substance of the paper, as a few experiments will suffice

to show.

Talbot observed, in his earliest photographic experiments,

that however carefully he had prepared his paper with the same
agents and in the same proportions, still it often proved almost

entirely void of sensitiveness iu some parts. All other photo-

graphers have since made the same observation. Upon exposure

to light, a paper of the kind shows sharply-defined white spots,

whilst the other parts turn black with the greatest readiness.

Occasionally the spots are of a bluish color, with perfectly white

borders. The only cause to which this imperfection can be at-

tributed, seems to be the following: the chemical compound used

is present in two distinct different proportions in the dark and
in the light parts. If we examine the matter more closely, we
find that the same paper absorbs the fluid more copiously in

some parts than in others ; accordingly, the quantity of the salt

absorbed is also greater in some parts than in others. Now,
upon brushing subsequently the solution of nitrate of silver over

the paper, some parts of it will get fairly coated with the re-

quisite quantity of chloride of silver, and the proper excess of

the nitrate; whilst other parts receive only a coating of pure

chloride of silver, or, worse still, of a double chloride of silver

and sodium. These imperfections in the prepared paper may
to some extent be guarded against by spreading the solu-

tion of salt uniformly over the paper with a sponge, instead of

immersing the sheet in the brine.

( To he continued.)

From the Journal of the Photographic Society,

CHEMISTRY OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editor of the Photographic Journal.

Sir,—If you do not consider that the subject of the fogging

of collodion pictures has been thoroughly exhausted, perhaps the

following notice of the various causes which tend to produce it

may not be unacceptable to you.

Many photographers appear inclined to doubt the fact of the

common occurrence of such an evil, but I am nevertheless con-

vinced that it is frequently to be met with, and especially so in

the practice of young and comparatively inexperienced opera-

tors, who are inclined to be discouraged because they cannot,

immediately and upon all occasions, produce clear and brilliant

pictures; as it is principally for the benefit of such as these that

I take my pen in hand, you Avill, I am sure, pardon me if I

may seem at times to be needlessly precise and minute in my ex-

planations.

The cloud or mistiness to which the term " fog" has been

applied, consists probably in all cases of metallic silver, and is

invariably produced in the same way, viz. by an irregular action

of the developing fluid; the reduction of the film of iodide of

silver takes place, not, as it should do, in a completely circum-

scribed manner, producing an image, but is more or less general

all over the plate, so that the picture, instead of standing out

clearly, is hidden behind a mist and its details are obscured. In

a minor degree of the " fogging," the only evil perhaps of which

the operator complains, is that the "blacks" of his picture (I

am speaking with reference to glass positives) are not so clear as

they should be, but have a dirty mottled appearance; however,

the primary cause is in all cases precisely the same; there is re-

duced silver where their ought to be none; not oxide of silver

precipitated by an alkali, but metallic silver reduced by the de-

veloping fluid.

What, then, it may be asked, is the reason of this unsatisfac-

tory action on the part of the developing agent? I will men-

tion four or five different secondary causes, either of which I

believe will be sufficient to bring it about.
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The first and most obvious of all is too long an exposure of

the plate in the camera. Collodion, when well prepared, is so

exceedingly sensitive that it is not easy to employ it for objects

brightly Uhuuinatod, unless the aperture of the lens be a small

one. Hence we shall sometimes find, when using a double com-

bination of lenses, that even with so short an exposure as two

or three seconds the plate silvers over immediately on the ap-

l)Iieatioa of the developing agent; the action of the light has

been too sudden and violent, and the only remedy we can ai>

ply is to diminish the size of the aperture by which it is ad-

mitted.

2. The presence of a minute quantity of white light in the

darkened room in which the plates are prepared ; it is certain

that too much care cannot be exercised in thoroughly excluding

all such rays.

3. In using a camera not constructed with sufficient care.

Sometimes the interior of the dark chamber is not blackened

enough to absorb thoroughly the extraneous rays, and these may

in consequence, as suggested by a correspondent in your last

number, produce hidirectly a mistiness by striking off at an angle

from the bottom and sides of the camera and falling on to the

prepared plate. In order to remedy this inconvenience, I be-

lieve it to be an excellent plan to insert one or two diaphragms

with oblong apertures in the slidhig part of the camera, as has

been more than once proposed. Rut besides this reflection from

the sides of the camera, light will sometimes find its way in

through a chink or crevice, caused by the various parts of the

slide not fitting accurately, and if so this must be remedied. Let

it not be thought that because a camera is purchased of a good

maker, it will therefore be certainly tight and complete in all its

parts; such is not by any means the case. Every photographer

ought when he buys his camera to ascertain for himself, not only

that the prepared plate falls precisely in the same place as that

occupied by the ground glass surface on which the visual focus

is received, but also that the other conditions are fulfilled to

which allusion has above been made ; let him coat his glass plate

with iodide of silver, and after placing it in the camera, proceed

precisely as if he was taking a picture, with the single exception

of not removing the brass cap of the lens; then, after allowing

it to remain in such a position for two or three minutes, let him

transfer it to the developing stand and pour on his pyrogallic

acid; if the slide fits perfectly no effect will be produced, and

after treatment with the hyposulphite, the glass will appear per-

fectly clear and transparent.

4. A deficiency of acid, either in the developing fluid or in

the bath. Acids of all kinds, but especially nitric acid, exercise

a protective power in this respect; it will be found more dilficult

to reduce any salt of silver by means of a developing fluid, if an

acid is present, than when the solution containing the salt is

neutral. On the other hand, alkaline substances favor the ten-

dency to reduction, as is well shown in the process for obtaining

a mirror surface by means of nitrate of silver; the solution is

first rendered alkaline by ammonia, and then the reducing mate-

rial is added. Nitric acid is a powerful oxidizing agent, and as

such is diametrically opposed to reduction, and even feeble acids

like acetic tend to dissolve oxide of silver and to keep it in sus-

pension; for these reasons therefore it is usual to add a certain

proportion of acetic acid to the pyrogallic acid used in develop-

ing, and also in most cases it will be found requisite to maintain

a feebly acid reaction in the nitrate bath. With regard to the

latter, however, I have found that if the materials used are per-

fectly pure, a clear picture can be obtained in a bath absolutely

neutral, and I believe that it is simply on account of the gradual

accumulation of deleterious materials that we are at length ob-

liged to protect by adding a little acid. This brings me to the

last cause of fogging, viz.

5. The presence of organic matter in the nitrate of silver bath.

The term organic matter is employed because the writer has not

at present had an opportunity of determining its precise nature

;

probably, however, it is either alcohol, asther, or one or both of

these substances acted upon by nitric acid. As many, no doubt

who read these remarks, if they have not chanced to meet with

any of the difficulties therein enumerated, will be inclined to

doubt their existence, it may be well to mention some of the

facts on which my conclusions are founded.

A few weeks since a solution of nitrate of silver, which had
been used as a bath, was placed in my hands by Mr. Fenton,
the Secretary of the Society. It was described as giving very
unsatisfactory results. No collodion, however superior in quali-

ty, M'ould produce good pictures if this bath were employed.
The following was the plan of proceeding I adopted in making
my experiments: I dispensed with the aid of the camera alto-

gether, and transferred my coated plate, after three minutes' im-

mersion in the bath, at once to the developing stand; the solu-

tion of pyrogallic acid used was tolerably dilute with the usual
proportion of acetic acid ; it was allowed to remain on the plate

for three quarters of a minute, and was then poured off and the

picture fixed in the ordinary manner ; by placing a piece of black-

ened glass behind it, any deposit of metallic silver, if such ex-

isted, could be distinctly observed.

The solutions experimented with were three iu number:—A.
Nitrate of silver, chemically pure, and neutral to test paper. B.
A portion of the bath as received from Mr. Fenton, slightly acid.

C. The product of the distillation of another portion of the bath,

with nitrate of silver added, 35 grains to each ounce. This

liquid had a feebly acid reaction and very peculiar smell. The
results obtained were are follows:

—

A. No deposit whatever of metallic silver; the film of collodion

perfectly clear and transparent.

B. A cloudy deposit, to be seen only faintly by transmitted light,

but very obvious when looked down upon; the deposit is

unequal, being thicker iu some places than in others.

C. A deposit, as iu the last case, but more marked; on repeat-

ing the experiment with nitric acid added in graduated pro-

portions eventually the i^late remained clear, but not until the

amount of acid added was such as would interfere with the

sensibility of the film.

The general results obtained may therefore be stated as fol-

lows:—A collodio-film of iodide of silver that has never been
exposed to light will stand the action of a developing fluid per-

fectly well, if the nitrate of silver bath be pure, but when vola-

tile organic matters are present, introduced iu the oi'diuary

details of the process, it may happen that it will require to be

protected by a certain portion of nitric acid, the tendency to

reduction being greater than before. There are many reasons

why it is not advisable to work with a bath containing so much
free acid, and I should therefore always prefer in my own case,

if I had any suspicion of "fogging^" to set about purifying the

nitrate of silver afresh. This may be done in a very simple man-
ner. It is only necessary to evaporate the solution down to di'y-

ness in a glass or porcelain vessel, and afterwards to raise the

heat carefully by standing the dish on a few red-hot coals.- The
nitrate first melts, and soon afterwards begins to give off bub-

bles of oxygen gas, which speedily destroy every trace of orga-

nic matter. It is then removed from the fire, and when suffi-

ciently cold, treated with a small quantity of water containing a

few drops of nitric acid, and evaporated a second time at a lower

temperature. This latter precaution is necessary, as the fused

nitrate of silver, which has been heated to decomposition, does

not appear to be adapted to photographic purposes.

Yours most obediently,

Frederick Hardwick^
Kings College, February 3, 1854.

From JVotes and Queries.

MULTIPLYING NEGATIVES.

In reply to M. N. S. (Vol. ix., p. 83.) I would suggest the

following mode of multiplying negatives on glass, which I have

every reason to believe would be perfectly successful:—First,

varnish the negative to be copied by means of Dr. Diamond's

solution of aml)er in chloroform; then attach to each angle,

with any convenient varnish, a smalt piece of writing-paper.

Prepare a similar plate of glass wiih collodion, and drain off all

superfluous nitrate of silver, by standing it for a minute or so on

edge upon a piece of blotting-paper. Lay it flat upon a board,

collodion side upwards, and the negative prepared above upon

it, collodion side downwards. Expose the whole to daylight for

a single second, or to gas-light for about a minute, and deyelope

as usual. The result will be a transmitted positive, but with re-



versed sides ; and from this, when varnished and treated as the

original negative, any number of negatives similar to the first

may be produced.

The paper at the angles is to prevent the absolute contact

and consequent injury by the solution of niti'ate of silver; and,

for the same reason, it is advisable not to attempt to print until

the primary negative is varnished, as, with all one's care,

sometimes the nitrate will come in contact and produce
spots, if tJie varnishing has been omitted. Should the negative

become moistened, it should be at once washed with a gentle

stream of water and dried.

I have repeatedly performed the operation above described

so far as the production of the positive, and so perfect is the

impression that I see no reason why the second negative should

be at all distinguishable from the original,

I am, indeed, at present engaged npoa a, similar attempt; but

there are several other difficulties in my way : I however, enter-

tain no doubts of perfect success.

Geo. Shadbolt.

Toivgood's Paper.—A. B. (Vol. ix., p. 83.) can purchase

Towgood's paper of Mr. Sandford, who frequently advertises in

" N. & Q." With regard to his other Query, I think there can

be no doubt of his being at liberty to publish a photographic
copy of a portrait, Mr. Fox Talbot having reserved only the

right to paper copies of a photographic portrait. Collodion

portraits are not patent, but the paper proofs from collodion ne-

gatives are.

Geo. Shadbolt

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

LIVERPOOL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

July 12th, IS53.

Mr. Beery read a paper on the use of double glass plates,

and the entire substitution of bromine for iodine in the collo-

dion pi'ocess. " Some time ago it was announced in this room,
that in France it was proposed to employ two glass plates in

contact in this process. I remember that the separation of two
glass plates which had once been in contact, without injuring the

collodion film, was esteemed by us as a very visionary idea. The
experiment was, however, tried by Mr. Knott, who succeeded in

developing a picture upon a plate prepared the previous day.

I at once saw the great importance of the discovery, if the
process should be really practicable, and commenced my experi-

ments. I succeeded in separating the plates and developing
pictures ; but now another difficulty presented itself. The iodide

of silver and excess of niti'ate, which forms the sensitive coating,

seemed to crystallize, and thus to disintegrate the collodion.

This difficulty I overcame by using a slightly iodized and very
thick collodion, and it was the result of these experiments I in-

tended to lay before the Society; but, reading last week the
latest number of the Photographic Journal, I saw a letter of

Sir John Herschel, showing the great imperfection of all iodide

pictures, owing to the great insensibility of iodide compounds to

the yellow, red, and green rays, and urging upon pliotographers
the imperative necessity of partially or totally abandoning the
use of iodiue, at whatever cost, and pointing out bromine as

possessing many of the properties required. Like all who have
practised the collodion or paper processes, I felt the verdict of

Sir John Herschel was a just one, and I proceeded (though
with little faith as to the possilMlity of obtaining negatives suf-

ficiently strong for printing) to prepare collodion without any
iodine in any form. I oljtained some very promising results

with terbromide of gold, the pictures being almost instantaneous

even in dull weather; but on attempting to introduce a larger
portion of the terbromide, so as to obtain a more o]iake film, I

found the develoi)ing agent produced a film of reduced metal
over the whole plate, without the introduction of light. At
length I hit ui)on the following formuhc, the results from which
far surpassed my expectations, inasnnich that, with the same so-

lution and collodion, I could produce glass positives, of great
whiteness and delicacy of detail, negative portraits and nega-
tive views, in all varieties of light, the sole difference being in

the increased length of exposure in the camera, and developing
with pyrogallic acid for the negatives. I lay before you a few

of these first results, premising that, my tune for these exi : i-

meuts being very brief indeed, I have aimed at no art'-uc
pictures, but merely to show the greater softness and transpar-
ency of shadow, and the constant degree of intensity in the
negative, whether taken in the interior of a partially-lighted
apartment in the open sunshine, or during heavy falling rain and
dark cloudy weather; and also that red, green, brown, yellow,
and blue may each yield a definite impression before either be-
come solarized. After many experiments I have chosen the
following preparations as yielding the most favorable results:

—

Take bromide of ammonium 4 grains, dissolve in the smallest
necessary quantity of spirit, and with plain collodion make up 1
ounce by measure. Take GO grains of nitrate of silver for each
ounce of the bath; for positives develope with sulphate of iron
in the usual way, and for negatives, pyrogallic acid 6 grains,

common acetic acid 1 drachm, spirit of wine 1 drachm, water G
drachms. Should the negative prove too feeble, pour off the
pyrogallic solution from the plate into a glass measure, add a
few drops of the nitrate of silver bath, and again pour over the
plate: in this manner any amount of intensity can be produced.
The mode of using the double plates is as follows:—Take one
plate, pour on the collodion in the usual way, and allow it to
almost completely dry before plunghig in the bath; having done
which, and having by inspection found the film of bromide to
be satisfactory, lift the plate out of the bath by the dipper:
then take another plate, the same size, and perfectly clean, and
place its lower edge on the dipper, in contact with the bromized
plate, and gradually sink them again in the bath ; when they
are submerged, allow the plates to fall together, surface to sur-

face: they may then be lifted out and placed on the dark slide.

They will keep perfectly good for at least ten hours. When the
view has been taken, lay the douljle plate flat on the table, and
force the edge of a penknife between them at one corner: the
plates will gradually separate from each other, and the picture

may be developed in the usual manner. By this means it is

quite possible to copy objects very faintly illuminated, such as

interiors, or mural tablets, &c. We can also obtain views in

the absence of sunshine, which, according to a writer in the
' Illustrated News' some months ago, is a desideratum. Hoping
that many who have more time than myself will take up and
work out the paths, I have so imperfectly indicated, I leave the

subject in the hands of the Society."

Mr. KErrH exhibited two beautiful pictures of groups of

flowers, taken according to the process described by Mr.
Berry, and in which the most satisfactory results were obtained.

PROFESSOR HUNT'S PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES.

My attention has just been directed to a " Practical Photo-

graphic Query" in your Journal, Yol. ix., p. 41., which appears

to require a re])ly from me. It is quite evident that your cor-

respondent, notwithstanding the personal respect which he pro-

fesses to entertain, cannot have any intimate knowledge of either

my works or my studies. Allow me to make my position clear

to him and other of your readers. My first photographic ex-

j)eriment dates from January 28, 1839, and since that period the

investigation of the chemical phenomena of the solar rays has been

the constant employment of all the leisure which a Ijusy life has

afforded me. Tiie production of jdiotographic pictures has

never been the ultimate object at which I have aimed, although

my researches have caused me to obtain thousands. My object

has been, and is, to endeavor to obtain some light into the mys-

teries of the radient force with which the photographic artist

works, being quite content to leave the production of beautiful

images to other maniimlators.

As I write on the suliject, it appears, of course, necessary that

I should be familiar witli all the details of manipulation in eacli

jirocess which I may describe. Whenever 1 have mentioned, in

either of my works, a process with which I Inive not ))een entirely

familiar, I luxve given the name of the authority upon whom I

depended. But there will not be found in either my Photo-

graph ij, or my liesearc/ies on Light (of which a greatly enlarged

edition will soon be submitted to tiie public), any one process

upon which I have not nmdc such experiments as appeared to
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me necessary to my understanding the rationale of the chemical

changes involved, and of the physical phenomena which arise.

Now, since it is not necessary to select a picturesque object to

instruct me in these points, the same buildings, trees, and plaster

casts have been copied times beyond number; and when the

problem under examination has been solved, these pictures have

been destroyed.

There are twenty exhibitors of pictures in the Photographic

G-allery who would certainly leave my productions far behind, as

it concerns their pictorial character ; but I am confident there is

not one who has made the philosophy of Photography so entirely

his study as I have done.

I have been engaged for the last two years in studying the

chemical action of the prismatic spectrum. I inclose you my
report on this subject to the British Association for 1852 (that

for 1853 is now in the hands of the printer), from which you

will perceive that I am employing myself to greater advantage

to photography, as a science under art, than I should be did I

enter the lists with those who catch the beauties of external

nature on their sensitive tablets, and secure for themselves and
others pictures drawn by the solar pencil, in which no one can

more deeply delight than your humble servant.

Robert Hunt.

THE ELEVATION ATO DEGRADATION OF THE DAGDERREAN ART.

These, Mr. Editor, are often the burden of my thoughts.

When I look around me, and contemplate the very small num-
ber of the disciples of Daguerre, struggling, alas! almost in vain,

to uphold the dignity of our profession, by a laudable desire to

maintain a fair remuneration for our labors, against a host of

contemptilDle enipyricks, who unscrupulously force themselves

into notice by the catch-penny humbug of cheap pictures. I am
tempted to exclaim in the language of the poet-

—

" 'Tis worth makes the man, the want of it the fellow."

But then, again, I will endeavor, in a cool and dispassionate

manner, to take a quiet look at both sides of the question, and
see who are to blame for its degredation, and what are the reme-
dies for the evil, or who they are who are still striving to elevate

it to its proper position, regardless of those who care nothing

for it beyond the accumulation of dimes alone, by pahning on the

community shadows so ghostlike and unreal as would be enough
in themselves, to disturb the very ashes of the venerated Da-
guerre from their hallowed resting place. Here, however, a
question arises; are not those whom we are wont to call our
best artists most to blame in the matter, as they, I contend, are

the very cause of the evil in the first place. If they did not
hold out inducements to every grem horn of a booby to enter

its ranks, by the fair promise of acquiring a perfect knowledge
of all its mysteries in a very few lessons, who, when they had
congregated around them a dozen or so of aspiring youths, and
whose money they had pocketed—-not caring whether they
could or would ever take a good picture, would turn them adrift

upon the world to make then- way as best they could, regardless

of fame or reputation. And those who have been thus taught—and there are hundreds of such—finding it not quite so easy
to become eminent as they had fondly flattered themselves, sim-

ply by looking into a camera, discover, when too late, that they
cannot produce as good a picture as their model teachers—resort
in despair, to the only alternative within their grasp, to get back
what they had so thoughtlessly invested, and make as much as

they did when they honorably earned their bread by the sweat
of their brows.

Conduct like that above alluded to, no doubt, was the main
cause' of the origin of the one dollar operators, and these again
the cause of the origin of those still lower in the scale,

who impose their paltry trash upon the world for the pitiful

sum of fifty cents. And, now, what do we see? a strug-

gle between the two classes to get the upper hand of their com-
petitors and make both ends meet, by taking what they call

daguerreoty|:)e pictures, for the small—the miserable amount of

twelve and a-half cents. Now, I would ask any reflective, rear

sonable man, what kind of a picture can they possibly—not to

say likeness—exiaect to receive for such a trifling consideration?
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Is it to be supposed for one moment, that such productions can
last for any length of time, so that generations yet to come can
see what Yankee ingenuity could give—as we might say—for the
privilege of sitting to be experimented on in the way of decapita-
tion.

Daguerreotypists well know, that to do justice to the commu-
nity they are working for, and who desire to live honestly in that
community themselves, that they cannot labor for such prices,

pay rent, keep up a good gallery, clothe and feed themselves,
support a family, perhaps, and take pictures as they should be
taken ; encase them properly in good leather, silk or velvet, with
plate glass—for, no picture should ever be enclosed in a com-
mon frame or case. This state of things, I am sorry to say, has
completely flooded the country with worthless trash, misnamed
likenesses, and with a host of miserable pretenders to an art that

requires years of close attention to its manipulations, with a

degree of refinement and good judgment, in order to acquire any
amount of perfection, and not even then, without a natural taste

for what is true and beautiful in both nature and art.

In this state of things, Mr. Editor, what now is to be done in

order to uphold the dignity of the art and its professors? Is

there no remedy ! Must we do battle for dollars and cents, or,

like the famous cats of Killkenny, fight until we eat each other

up, leaving nothing but our tails to tell that we even lived and
fought. Such, I am afraid will be the case with a great many,
if something is not done soon to remedy the evil. How many
are there in the present day, who, a few years ago, were getting

from two to three dollars for their pictures are now taking them
for from fifty cents to a dollar. Every day we see this degra-

dation—-this descent to mendicity, without the satisfaction of

hearing of any one attempting to increase the price. Even I,

myself, who have stood the brunt of the storm so long, and who
have ever fought on, or for, the weak side, find not only my
pockets growing lighter, but my friends fewer. I stand, almost

"solitary and alone," on the brink of destruction.

Again, the stock dealers have a great deal to answer for in

the downfall of the daguerrean art, for, if it were not for the

lowering of the price of materials, it is more than probable the

art never would have been brought down from its once lofty

position. The time was, Mr. Editor, when I felt proud to be
called a daguerreotypist, and an associate of the followers of the

immortal Frenchman, but now it is the reverse, I am no longer

elevated by hearing the title conferred on me, yet I must con-

fess I still reverently bow to mind, talent and art, but never de-

grade myself by contact with grovelling pretenders.

In making these remai'ks I am actuated only by a desire of

calling the attention of those who have the real welfare of the

business at heart, and to ask some of them to suggest some mode
or plan by which the art can again take its proper rank. So-

cieties have been formed, 'tis true, for that purpose, but invaria-

bly have failed to accomplish any good, for this very simple rea-

son, they are generally gotten up through mercenary and selfish

motives, without any regard to the welfare of the fraternity at

large.

If other states would adopt the law of Alabama in that re-

spect, and tax those worthies, it would, in a great measure, tend

to lessen the evil, and clear the field of incompetent and un-

worthy men, who disgrace their calling by stooping, like pup-

pet showmen, to exhibit themselves at a penny a head.

There are a few daguerreans, I know, who have made money
and are still making more, but they seem to take no interest in

the welfare of the art as a general thing. There may be ex-

ceptions, but alas! I fear me they are very few. As some of

your contributors suggest, the \di;plovia system, might work well.

I myself, dont care what may be adopted, so long as the art is

advanced; but this thing I must say, men, styling themselves

artists should be taught to know that it takes more than dollars

and cents to make one.

Before I close this letter, I would take the liberty to inform

you that I have made what / consider a most valuable discovery

—one of great importance, but what to do witli it I am at a loss

to know. If I give it to the world without fee or reward, why,
it will not be valued! Should I attempt to take out a patent,

I would be decried as extremely selfish, and if I should offer it

for sale at from one to fifty dollars, men would denounce me as
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a humbug; or, should I adopt the last agony, and try to get up
a fine collection of pictures for my priceless discovery, I might
perhaps make a profitable speculation, just as our book-men,

receipt-men and color-men gull the verdant ones. I like the dol-

lars right well, but I love an honorable name much more, and
had almost come to the conclusion to let the world at large have
it, when I bethought myself that I might get the rebuke that

Columbus did when he made the Qgg stand on end. " Oh I we
could have done that too!" Now, as my most invaluable dis-

covery is about as simple as that of Columbus', I will send you,

Mr. Editor, two samples for your private inspection ; and mind
now, I shall be governed by your decision what disposition I

shall make of it. And, as there may be an inkhng among the

curious to know what it is, I would quietly whisper in their ear

—under a strict promise of secrecy—that it is a iiew way to make
ugly folks handsome.

Justice.

From Jour, of Phot. Soc.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETr.

EIGHTH ORDINARY MEETING.

March 2nd, 1854.

Sir W. J. Newton, Y. P., in the Chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Mr. Sparling explained a new form of " folding Stereoscope"

for large and small pictures.

Mr. Rippingham exhibited and explained a new form of Ste-

reoscope made to suit every kind of sight.

The attention of the Society was called by the Secretary to

some Photograplis exhibited by Mr. Duppa. In these the paper

of the positive print was rendered transparent, by a process not

divulged, and then colored at the back. This coloring showing

through the transparent paper produced a very perfect imitation

of an oil painting.

Mr. Hadow read a paper on " The Quality and proportions

of the Materials required in the Collodion Process. 1. Simple

Collodion.

Mr. Montefiore Levi read a description of a " Frame for

taking a number of waxed paper negatives," without the use of

tent or dark room.

The Meeting then adjourned until Thursday, April 6th.

1. The Quality and Proportions of the Materials required

IN the Collodion Process. 1 Simple Collodion. By
Edward Ash Hadow, Esq.

Having in my earlier experiments on the collodion process of

photography, experienced some difficulty in always producing a

collodion of uniform quality with regard to sensitiveness, tenacity

and fluidity, although making use of the same materials for its

preparation, and this I find being the complaint of many others,

it has been my study lately to determine the variations in quality

to which the ingredients are liable, and the effects of those vari-

ations on the sensitive f;lm, and likewise to ascertain whether

the excellent qualities of some samples of collodion depend on

the materials in ordinary use, oi* on some substances accidentally

or intentionally added. Researches on the preparation of col-

dodion may appear superfluous, now that it is supplied of the

best quality by so many makers, but as some persons of an inde-

dendent turn of mind still prefer manufacturing their own, I ven-

ture to bring forward the subject with the hope of benefitting

these. In this beautiful process so much depends for success on

the quality of the collodion, thao when in possession of a good

specimen, it becomes one of the easiest and most simple, and

ought to be the most certain of all the processes yet devised; for

here no material of uncertain composition is introduced, such as

paper, and thus we have nothing to fear from plaster of Paris,

alumina, or specks of iron or copper, which continually endanger

or modify the calotype process; each ingredient can and ought

to be ol)tained in a state of perfect purity, and wUh this precau-

tion the degree of success depends upon the skill of the operator

himself.

Of all the substances used in this process, the gun-cotton is

usually the only one actually prepared by the operator himself;

in this case he cannot fail to have observed the great variations

in soluijility, and, when dissolved, in the transparency and tena-

city of the films, to which it is liable; the various processes also

that are given appear at first sight unaccountably different, some
directing ten minutes', others a few seconds' immersion. In con-

sequence of this I have specially examined into the cause of all

these variations, with a view to obtain certainty, and also have

endeavored to discover how far they affect the sensitiveness of

the prepared surface. If we take a mixture of the strongest

nitric and sulphuric acids, and immerse as much cotton as can
be wetted, after some minutes squeeze out the acid as far as pos-

sible, then immerse a second portion of cotton, and again express

the acids for a third portion of cotton, and so on until the liquid

is exhausted, we shall find, on comparing the cottons thus treated,

after washing and drying, that there is a gradual alteration in

their properties, the first being highly and perfectly explosive,

and each succeeding portion less so, until the portion last im-

mersed will be found hardly exijlosive, leaving distinct traces of

charcoal or soot when burned. This may not appear surprising

at first sight, as it may be imagined that the latter portions are

only a mixture of gun-cotton and common cotton ; this is, how-
ever, not the case, for if each quantity be immersed sufficiently

long, it will not contain a fibre of common cotton, and may yet

become charrecl on burning like unaltered cotton. The most re-

markable difference, however, is discovered on treating them
with Bether containing a little alcohol, when, contrary to

what might have been anticipated, the first or strongest gun-

cotton remains quite untouched, while the latter portions dis-

solve with the utmost ease, without leaving a trace behind, which

alone is a sufficient proof that no unaltered cotton remains.

This difference in properties is owing to the gradual weakening

of the acid mixtui'c, in consequence of the nitric acid being re-

moved by the cotton, with which it becomes intimately combined,

at the same time that the latter gives out a proportionate quan-

tity of water. In consequence of these experiments, a great

many mixtures of these acids were prepared of various strengths,

each being accurately known, both to determine whether there

were more than one kind of soluble gm\-coi{ox\, and,if there were,

to ascertain exactly the mixture required to produce that most

suitable to photographic purposes. By this means, and by, what
I believe has not been pointed out, varying the temjperature, at

least five varieties were obtained:—first, gun-cotton properly so

called, as before stated, quite insoluble in any mixture of alcohol

and sulphuric aether. Secondly, an explosive cotton, likewise

insoluble, but differing chemically from the first, obtained by a

mixture of certain strength when used cold. If warm, however,

either from the heat produced spontaneously on mixing the two

acids, or by raising the temperature artificially to about 130°,

the cotton then immersed becomes perfectly soluble, producing

a third variety; if, however, it be thoroughly dried it becomes in

a great measure insoluble. The fourth is obtained by the use

of weaker acids used cold, and the fifth when the mixture has

been warmed to 130° })revious to the immersion of the cotton;

in either of the two last cases the product is perfectly soluble,

but there is a remarkable difference between their properties,

for on dissolving 6 grains of each in 1 ounce of siether, the cotton

treated with warm acids gives a perfectly fluid solution (which

is likewise the case with the third variety produced by acids

somewhat stronger), while that obtained by the use of cold acids

makes a mixture as thick as castor oil.

Having obtained these more stronglymarked varieties, as well

as intermediate kinds with all gradations of solubility, it was ne-

cessary, before I could select any particular fornnda for pre]inr-

iug the cotton, to compare their photographic properties with

especial reffereuce to sensitiveness, opacity of the reduced silver

in negatives, and its color in positives. A certain weight of

each being dissolved in a portion of the same mixture of alcohol

and a3ther previously iodized, the comparison was made, by tak-

ing the same objects with each collodion in succession, and like-

wise by pouring two samples on the same plate of glass, and thus

exposing them in the camera together side by side; this last

proved to be much the most satisfactory plan, and was repeated

many times for each sample, taking care to reverse the order in

-
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which they were poured on, that there might be no mistake

arising from the difference of time elapsing between the pouring

on of the collodion and its immersion in the sensitive bath. By
these experiments I had confidently hoped to have solved the

question as to the cause of difference in sensitiveness and other

photographic properties of collodion; but in this I was disap-

pointed, for, after repeated experiments, I believe 1 may safely

affirm that they are precisely similar as regards their photogra-

phic properties. The same I believe may be said of Sweedish

paper collodion, judging from a few comparative experiments I

have made, and indeed it is difficult to discover what is the su-

periority of this material over clean cotton-wool ; the ease of ma-

nipulation which some allege, is a matter of taste, but I should

decidedly prefer the open texture of cotton to that of a substance

like filtering paper, composed of a mass of compact fibres, the

innermost of which are only reached when the acids have under-

gone a certain degree of weakening by the water abstracted

from the outer fibres; and when we consider that from cotton

alone we have the means of preparing all varieties of collodion,

from the most powerfully contracting and transparent to the

weakest and most opake, and each if required with equal and
perfect certainty, there appears to be choice enough without re-

sorting to another material, differing only in being more rare

and more difficult to procure. But although the ^photographic

properties of these varieties of collodion-wool are so similar, other

circumstances, such as fluidity, tenacity and transparency, render

its preparation of some importance, and indicate that the acid

mixture should always be used warm, and it is chiefly in conse-

quence of this very circumstance, that greater success attends

the use of nitrate of potash and sulphuric acid than that of mix-

ed acids; for the former when mixed produce the required tem-

perature, and must be used while warm, since on cooling the mix-

ture becomes soUd, whereas acids when mixed do not usually

produce so high a temperature, and being fluid can be used at

any subsequent period; another obstacle to their use is the great

uncertainty of the strength of the nitric acid found in the shops,

requiring a variation in the amount of sulphuric acid to be added,

which would have to be determined by calculation or many trou-

blesome trials. When a proper mixture is obtained, the time of

immersion is of no importance, provided it be not too short, and
the temperature be maintained at about 120° or 130°; ten min-

utes is generally sufficient (though ten hours would not render

the cotton less soluble, as is sometimes asserted).

In using the mixed acids, the limits are the nitric acid being

too strong, in which case the product is insoluble, or too weak,

when the cotton becomes immediately matted, or even dissolved

if the mixture is warm. I have availed myself of these facts in

order to produce collodion-wool by the use of acids, without the

trouble of calculating the proper mixture according to their

strength. Five parts by measure of sulphuric acid, and four of

nitric acid of specific gravity not lower than 1'4, are mixed in

an earthernware or thin glass vessel capable of standing heat;

small portions of water are added gradually (by half drachms
at a time, supposing two ounces to have been mixed), testing

after each addition by the immersion of a small portion of cotton

:

the addition of water is continued until a fresh piece of cotton is

found to contract and dissolve on immersing; when this takes

place, add half the quantity of sulphuric acid previously used,

and (if the temperature does not exceed 130°, in which case it

must be allowed to cool at that point) immerse as much cotton,

well pulled out, as can be easily and perfectly soaked; it is to

be left in for ten minutes, taking care the mixture does not be-

come cold, and then transferred to cold water and thoroughly
washed; this is a matter of much importance, and should be per-

formed at first by changing the water many times, until it ceases

to taste acid, and then treating it with boiling rain-water until

the color of blue litmus remains unchanged; the freedom from
all trace of acid is ensured by adding a little ammonia hefore the

last washing. Cotton thus prepared should dissolve perfectly

and instantaneously in aether containing a little alcohol, without
leaving a fibre behind, and the film it produces being of the

greatest strength and transparency, being what M. Gaudin
terms " rich in gun-cotton." The mixture of nitrate of potash

and sulphuric acid is defective chiefly from the want of fluidity,

in consequence of which the cotton is less perfectly acted on

;

this may be remedied by increasing the amount of sulphuric acid,

at the same time adding a little water: a mixture of five parts

of dried nitre, with 10 of sulphuric acid, by weight, together

with 1 of water, produces a much better collodion-wool than the

ordinary mixture of 1 of nitre with 1^ of sulphuric acid. The
nitre is dried before weighing, in order that its amount as well

as that of the water contained in the mixture, may be definite in

quantity; it is then finely powdered, mixed with the water, and
the sulphuric acid added; the cotton is immersed while the mix-

ture is hot, and afterwards washed with greater care even than
is required when pure acids are used, on account of the difficulty

of getting rid of all the bisulphate of potash that adheres to the

fibres, which both acts as an acid and likewise causes the collo-

dion to appear opalescent when held up to the light; whereas

the solution should be perfectly transparent.

Having obtained good collodion-wool, the next point of in-

quiry was with regard to the solvent: to ascertain whether the

addition of alcohol beyond what is absolutely necessary to cause

the solution of the gun-cotton in tether, were beneficial or other-

wise. For this purpose aether and alcohol were prepared per-

fectly pure, and mixtures were made of 1 of alcohol to 1 of

sether, 2 to 6, 3 to 5, 4 to 4 and 5 to 3. In one ounce of each

were dissolved 6 grains of gun-cotton and 4 grains of iodide of

ammonium (iodide of potassium could not be employed, since it

requires a certain amount, both of water and alcohol, to keep it

in solution) ; they were then compared, using a 3 S-grain solution

of nitrate of silver, both by pouring on separate glasses, and

likewise by covering two halves of a plate with two samples, as

in examining the gun-cottons, thus placing them under the same

circumstances during the same time; in this way the effect of

adding alcohol was very clearly perceived, since the differences

between the collodions was much greater than could have been

anticipated. The first mixtm'c containing only |th of alcohol

was quite unfit for photographic purposes, from its bemg almost

impossible, even with the most rapid immersion, to obtain a film

of uniform sensitiveness and opacity throughout, the surface

generally exhibiting nearly transparent bands, having no iride-

scent appearance by reflected light. The second mixture with

Jth of alcohol is liable to great uncertainty, for if there be any

delay in pouring off the collodion, the same appearances are seen

as in the first, and like it the surface is very insensitive to light,

while if the plate be rapidly plunged in the bath, the collodion

film becomes much more opaque than before, and is then very

sensitive. The third proportion of 3 of alcohol to 5 of sether is

decidedly the best, giving without the least difficulty a beautiful-

ly uniform and highly sensitive film, at the same time perfectly

tough and easily removeable from the glass if required. A fur-

ther addition of alcohol, as in the two last collodions, was not

attended with any corresponding advantage or increase of sensi-

tiveness; on the contrary, the large proportion of alcohol ren-

dered them less fluid, though with a smaller quantity of gun-cot-

ton they would produce very good collodions, capable of giving

firm films : the cause of the weakness of the film observed on ad-

ding much of the ordinary alcohol is the large amount of water

it usually contains.

This surprising improvement, caused by the addition of a cer-

tain quantity of alcohol, is referable to causes partly chemical,

partly mechanical, for on examining the films it will be found in

the first, and occasionally in the second collodion, that the iodide

of silver is formed on the surface, and can be removed entirely by
friction without destroying the transpai ent collodion film below,

while in those collodions that contain more than |th of alcohol,

the iodide of silver is wholly in the substance, and in this state

possesses the utmost sensitiveness. This difference of condition

is owing to the very sparing solubility of aether in water, which

in the first case prevents the entrance of the nitrate of silver into

the film, consequently the iodide and silver solutions meet on the

surface; but on the addition of alcohol, its solubility enables the

two to interchange places, and thus the iodide of silver is preci-

pitated throughout the substance i/i a state of the utmost division.

This difference is clearly seen under the microscope, the precipi-

tate being clotted in the one case, while in the other the particles

are hardly discoverable from their fineness. The presence of a

little water considerably modified these results, since it in some

degree supplies the place of alcohol, and is so far useful : but in
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other respects it is injurious, for, accumulating in quantity, if the

collodion is often used, it makes the til n week and gelatinous,

and what is worse, full of minute cracks on drying, which is never

the case when i)ure aether and alcohol are used. Since the 03ther

of the shops almost always contains alcohol, and frequently

water, it is important to ascertain their amount before emploj'-

ing it for the preparation of collodion ; tlie quantity of alcohol

may be easily ascertained by agitating the aether in a graduated

measure glass (a minim glass does very well) with half its bulk

of a saturated solution of chloride of calcium ; this should be

poured in first, its height noted, and the tether then poured on

its surface, the thumb then placed on the top, and the two agi-

tated together: when separated, the increase of bulk acquired

by the chloride of calcium indicates the quantity of alcohol pre-

sent, and for this allowance should be made in the addition of

alcohol afterwards to the collodion. AVater is readily detected,

either in aether or alcohol, by allowing a drop to fall into spirit

of turpentine, with Avhich they ought to mix without turbidity;

this is immediately produced if they contain water; for detecting

water in alcohol, benzole is a more delicate re-agent than spirit

of turpentine (Chemist xxix. 203). It is also necessary that

ffither should be free from a remarkable property it acquires by

long keeping, of decompos-Jng iodides and setting free iodine,

which thus gives the collodion a brown color; the same property

may be developed in any a;ther, as Schonbein discovered, by in-

troducing a red-hot wire into the vapor in the upper portion of

the bottle containing a little asther and water; if it be then

shaken up and a solution of an iodide poured in, the whole rapid-

ly becomes brown ; this re-action is very remarkable and difficult

to explain, for even a mixture of tether and nitric acid fails to

produce a color immedialdy. vEther thus affected can only be

deprived of this property by rectification with caustic potash.

And here I would for the present conclude, purposing, with

your permission, to proceed to the subject of iodising, as well as

that of the nitrate bath, on some future occasion.

Mr. Shadbolt bore testimony to the value and interest of Mr.

Hadow's paper, and stated that the results corresponded with

his own experience, so far as it went. He objected particularly

to the use of paper instead of cotton, as he had found the former

less certain in action, and generally to produce more opacity,

rendering necessary a longer exposure of the positive in printing,

and this to a greater extent than might be a priori imagined.

He had spent much time in experimenting on collodion, and

had discovered a material, not mentioned in the present paper,

which he had found highly advantageous as an ingredient in

collodion. The proportions to be used were not yet properly

settled; but as soon as this was accomplished an account of the

process would be laid before the Society.

2. Description of a Frame for taking a series of Waxed-pa-
per Negatives. By G. Montefiore Leti, Esq.

This apparatus, invented by M. Lenoir of Liege, one of the

first persons who practised the daguerreotype, allows the opera-

tor to take from ten to fifteen views on M^axed or dry paper with-

out opening the negative frame, consequently without requiring

the use of any dark room for the change of papers. It may be

described as consisting of an ordinary negative frame, with glass

front, the shutter of which may be an interior card-board, drawn

up by a ribbon, which the inventor prefers, or the ordinary wood-

en shutter, which we find more convenient. A pressure ])oard

slides inside the frame, and may be pressed forward or drawn

backwards, by a screw turning in a moveable cross-bar, or by a

screw fixccl in the back-board. We prefer the first arrangement

for several obvious reasons, principally because the screw may
be carried apart while traveling, while in the second case it is

very liable to be bent. This negative frame, instead of being

closed at the top, is open, and continued by a flat case of its own

size, shut at the toj) by a moveable cover (fixed on by hooks),

in the centre of which is a rectangular hole, surmounted by a

small brass frame, containing a slide moved backwards or for-

wards by a screw.

Tiiese are the essential parts of the apparatus, the manner of

working it is as follows:—A certain nmnl)er of tliiii card-boards

are cut" to the size of the negatives, so that they slide easily in

the frame, and are fitted with corners of very thin paper, stuck
behind, so that by inserting the four corners of the prepared
negative paper, cut rather smaller than the board, under these

four slips of paper, the negative is attached to the card, behind
which is fixed one end of a silk ribbon of ihe same widtli as the

brass frame in the cover.

Now, if we wish to take a certain number of views with this

frame, we attach the papers successively to the separate boards

(which must be kept perfectly clean for the purpose), then tak-

ing all the ribbons together in their regular order, pass them
into the little frame, and fix them with the slide screw; the

boards are put into the frame, the cover fixed on, the pressure

board and back board adjusted, and the screw being placed in

its proper position, we are ready for work.

If we wish to take a series of views, we fix and focus the cam-
era, and put the frame in its place; by turning the back screw
we press the first negative paper against the glass, and lifting

the shutter and uncovering the lens we shall impress it. After
a sufficient exposure, we shut the lens, close the shutter, and
loosening the pressure screw and the slide, pull up the first rib-

bon
;
the board and negative attached come into the top part of

the apparatus. We then close the slide, and proceed in a pre-

cisely similar manner until all the papers are contained in the

top part of the apparatus.

We have found that when one board was up it sometimes dis-

posed itself diagonally, thus preventing the following one from
rising. This may be entirely prevented by sticking a band of

card-board just above the glass, bent upwards so as to act as a

spring, allowing each board to be pulled up, but preventing it

from falling back over the opening.

VON HOIST.

Theodore Maria Von Holst, the subject of this s'liort me-
moir, although born in London, was of foreign parentage, his

father being a German professor of music, his mother a native

of Russia. At an early age. Hoist gave evidence of extraordi-

nary aptitude for the fine arts, and his family being intimately

acquainted with Fuseli, his first instructions were received from
that erratic genius, and he imbibed from him that taste for the

marvellous and unreal, which left him but with life.

In 1824 he was admitted a student of the Royal Adademy,
and soon surpassed all competitors, in the power of drawing,

knowledge of anatomy, and the rules of composition. He ex-

hiljited his first picture in the Royal Academy, from which
period, until within a few years of his death, we find him a con-

stant contributor. The then Pi'esident, Sir Thomas Lawrence,
was so struck by the genius of the boy-artist, that he purchased

many of his designs, and there is but little doubt, that if that

most courteous and highly-gifted man had lived, he would have

afforded Hoist the means of perfecting himself in his art by for-

eign travel, and given to him that protection and countenance

which even the highest genius requires to bring it forward. But
alas! after a few brief years of friendly intercourse our young
artist had to weej) over the premature grave of his first, his

only patron.

Hoist was unsuited to his country, being strongly -tinctured

by Germanism, and deligliting more in embodying his poetic

imaginings in slight sketches, than in carefully finishing any one

of them. This at a time, too, when high finish was one of the

qualities understood and sought for by the connoisseurs, had a

very injurious effect upon his purse and reputation; indeed, he

had an exhubcrance of genius, and was so prolific in invention,

that had he attained the age of Titian, he could not have ac-

complished the tithe of them. His tempel' was soured by seeing

inferior spirits raised to affluence and honor; to hear their fame

from every tongue: to see their works multiplied by the means
of engraving to almost infinitude, staring from every ])rint shop

window throughout the laud, and to feel himself unnoticed, un-

appreciated. There is nothing harder for a sensitive mind to

bear up against than neglect ; for, although genius is ever modest,

it is never ignorant of its own M'orth.

When Hoist was in his sixteenth year, I was introduced to

him by a mutual friend, and never shall I forgot the impression

then made upon me; we found him sitting in his studio, a most
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quaiut room, full of artistic appliances of various descriptions,

old swords, by rust embrowned, that would have made an anti-

quarian's teeth water to look upon; ponderous volumes, "iron

clasped and iron bound," that the wizard Michael Scott might

have envied; beaverless helmets and broken gauntlets, inlaid

guitars, foils, masks, and fencing gloves, damask draperies, Ger-

man drinking glasses, and earthenware from Holland. Upon a

table in a dark corner of the room lay a crucifix and skull, the

bony forehead of which was decked with a wreath of faded flow-

ers ; there was also a long row of pipes of various patterns, for

even at that early age he was a confirmed smoker. The youth

himself, too, seemed to belong to a by-gone age, Iseing clad in a

kirtle of grey cloth reaching to the knee, confined at the waist

by a leathern girdle, his dark waving hair falling low on his

shoulders, and his lip slightly shaded by a moustache. His fea-

tures were regular and well developed; his forehead high and

marked ; his eyes large, dark, and bright as a gazelle's ; his form

slight, but graceful; in fact, he possessed a most prepossing ex-

terior, but the works that surrounded him (the evidence of that

within) were far more interesting to me than even the personal

appearance of the youth himself. They were many in number
and great in talent ; wild they were certainly, but they possessed

the wildness of a poetic imagination, and displayed great power
of execution. One large cartoon, containing two figures the

size of life, struck me as being particularly fine, but as I could

not discover its meaning, I inquired the name of the subject,

and he coolly told me it was Lazarus and the Motheiyearl-Lady

dancing on the outside of the world. I never could get a clue to

his meaning, but he delighted in the vague and terrible. The

Wild Huntsman careering on the Storm Blast, The Demon Lover

and his Mistress, A Sabbath of Witches, or a Fiendish Dance
rotmd the Gallows-tree, were among his favorite subjects, and

still he had extreme tenderness of feeling, and many of his love-

groups were as purely delicate and beautiful as could be con-

ceived.

His principal works were The Pipe of Thought, Faust Drink-

ing in the Cellar, purchased by Sir Lytton Bulwer; The Raising

Jairus' Daughter, for which he received the prize from the Brit-

ish Institution; and the Card Dealer, purchased by the Mar-
quis of Lansdowue ; all these pictures were exhibited in the

British Institution. He lived in misery, and died in the same.

Alas, too often such is the lot of genius! F.

From the Journal of ttie Photographic Society.

ON THE WAXED-PAPER PROCESS.

BT WASHINGTON TEASDALE, ESQ.

[Abstract of a paper read before the Leeds Philosophical Society, Dec. 1, 1853.]

After enumerating the peculiarities which give the practice of

the paper processes advantages in many respects over the Da-
guerreotype, the collodion and the albumen processes, the author

proceeded to the consideration of the employment of waxed-

paper, as a prominent modification. The value of the wax de-

pends not merely on its filling up the pores and producing a

uniform surface, but on its giving greater transparency, strength,

and a tendency which is very advantageously experienced in

the washmgs; the author considers also that the pictures are

more free from spots or stains. The principal points in the

communication may be arranged under separate heads

Paper.—The choice of paper is of importance, although less

than in the ordinary calotype process. The texture should be
uniform and the sizing wiioliy organic. Whatman's, Turner's,

and other papers made in England, though smooth, firm and
of even texture, are all sized with galatine (glue), which not

only has a tendency to retard photographic action, but renders

the paper so dense, that the author has found it necessary to

soak it in warm water and dry it, before waxing. He has found

it to present the following inconveniences: they curl up strongly

when floated on one side ; are less transparent, so that air-bub-

bles may be more readily overlooked m the exciting and other

operations; they do not assume the desirable violet tint after

iodizing, and the finished negative prints very s^owl3^ Some of

these papers however seem to bear prolonged development bet-

ter than the French. The papers of Canson, Lacroix and

other French makers arg almost wholly sized with starch; this

increases the sensibility and is readily permeable by the wax.
Though very thiu these papers are remarkably tenacious, but
the texture, especially of the 'Lacroix' and ' New French' (?),
is not exactly all that could be desired. The principal defect in

Canson's is the presence of minute particles of n.etallic substance,
which unless removed by the process hereafter described, or
some other, produce spots and spoil the beauty of the negative.
The paper preferred by the author is what is known here as
" New French," the only defect of which is the texture, which
does not allow of the sharpness of outline required by the
architect or engineer; but this would doubtless lead the artist

to prefer it.

Waxing.—A cheap and easy method is to employ a thick

oven-shelf, which when once heated will be available for a con-

siderable nmnber of sheets. On this is placed a clean sheet of

common tin plate, which must be used for this purpose alone,

and kept carefully wrapped in paper when not in use. Each
sheet of paper is to be laid on the tin plate and rubbed over

with a piece of wax ; the perfect penetration of the paper may
then be assisted by rubbing with an ivory paper-knife or the

handle of a tooth-brush. The author at present employs the

economical and easily regulated heat of a number of gas-jets,

over which the plate stands on a common kitchen trivet. When
the requisite number of sheets have been waxed, they are

ironed separately in blotting-paper; not, as is usually directed,

to extract as much as possible of the wax, but to remove only

as much as is necessary to produce a smooth surface.

Iodizing.—This operation is of the first importance. The
author has given the formulas recommended by various practi-

tioners in a tabular form (see Phot, and Fine Art Jour. p. 118.)

Before examining this, it is desirable to consider the pho-

tographic effect the various substances are calculated to

produce.

Rice-water is commonly recommended as the vehicle, on ac-

count of the starch it contains; it is useful for unsized or pre-

viously washed papers, but for French papers, which usually

contain excess of starch, the author prefers pure water, espe-

cially if the solution contains organic substances, such as sugar

of milk, albumen, &c., in addition to the alkaline salts.

Iodide of potassium.—The quantity recommended by Le Gray
and others is far too small, unless thick paper is used and the

light is strong. To obtain intense blacks and graduated shades

on Fren'^h papers, the author at least doubles the quantity, un-

less operating under a bright sunny sky.

Bromide of potassixtm.-—Using achromatic lenses, the author

employs a small quantity of the salt, which accelerates the effect

by its peculiar sensitiveness to certain rays, but if much bro-

mide is added the paper is rendered slow ; however, if insufficiently

exposed, it bears prolonged development without injury to the

whites of the negative. It is probably the large proportion of

this salt in the Vicomte Vigier's solution, that renders papers

prepared with it capable of retaining their sensibility so long.

Cyanide of Potassium, the author was long opposed to, on ac-

count of its retarding effect and the reduction of intensity; but

these disadvantages are more than compensated by its penetrat-

ing the wax so readily, taking from it the greasy appearance,

facilitating the saturation with the other salts, preserving the

whites, and rendering the negative cleaner and more trans-

parent.

Fluoride of potassium., the author uses in small quantity, like

many other persoiis, solely on the authority of the French opera-

tors, who attribute to it a power of increasing the sensibility

greatly, which no one seems to deny.

Chloride of sodium, used sparingly, is a valuable agent in giv-

ing intensity to the blacks, and slightly increasing the .sensibili-

ty; if in excess, great care is requisite to prevent solarization.

Organic substances.—With the exception of the starch sizing,

s?/o-fl?- o/m/A- is the principal; like other matters of the same

class it facilitates the reduction of the metallic salts, gives dense

Ijlack skies, and modulates tlie tones of the pictures. The author

uses a small quantity of honey, because continental photographers

state tliat it increases the sensibility; probably the use of \gum

arabic, as recommended l)y Mr. Ramsden, answers the same pur-

pose. White of eggs {albumen) is used commonly without any
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particular reason being given. The author employs it simply

for improving the appearance of the finished negative, to which

it gives a slight gloss. Mr. Feuton thinks it renders the paper

slower. Isinglass is used only by Le Gray. The author does

not attribute any advantages to it, and finds it renders the solu-

tion so thick and glutinous, that air-bubbles can scarcely be

avoided.

Iodine.—By far the greatest improvement in all the iodizing

solutions, is the addition of free iodine in considerable quantity,

as suggested by Mr. Crookes. This certainly has the power of

removing metallic specks from the paper, and as the iodized pa-

pers have, before being excited,.a dark purple color, the presence

of an air-bubble cannot escape detection, and the process of ex-

citing is rendered easy and certain. If the solution contains any

cyanide of potassium, a much greater quantity of free iodine will

be required than when none of this salt is present.

Exciting.—It is stated by Mr. Hunt, that when iodide of sil-

ver is made by mixing solutions of nitrate of silver and iodide of

potassium, the more dilute the original solutions are, the more

sensitive will the precipitated iodide be. The author's experi-

ments confirm the doubt this raises as to the truth of the com-

mon opinion, that the sensibility of the paper is in direct pro-

portion to the strength of the silver solution, and he employs a

weak solution of nitrate of silver, using a proportionately larger

quantity of this solution, whereby the manipulation is rendered

easier, and the sensibility greater and more equal over the whole

sheet.

With the view of increasing the sensibility of papers not re-

quired to be kept long, the author has tried the effect of ex-

citing solutions containing less acetic acid (generally 15 grs. of

glacial acetic acid to every 10 grs. of nitrate of silver in the so-

lution) than is recommended by Le Gray and others, but has

had more failures from this cause than from any other, the pic-

tures going brown in the development, especially if long con-

tinued.

The method employed to prepare, say 6 or 8 sheets, is as fol-

lows :—Upon a large piece of plate glass levelled by screws, are

poured 4 drachms of a 15-grain solution of aceto nitrate of sil-

ver ; the marked side of a sheet of iodized paper is floated upon

this, prevented from curling up by breathing gently on it, and

carefully raised at each corner to see that every part of the

under surface is wetted. It is allowed to remain untouched for

4 or 5 minutes after the last traces of color have disappeared

from the upper surface, which must be preserved from contact

with the solution, to avoid the probable production of black

spots on the back. Removed from the silver solution, the paper

must be floated for a few mmutes upon a pint or so of water

(which will serve for the whole 6 or 8 sheets), holding the sheet

by the corner and slightly agitating it. Then it is pinned up to

dry, without blotting off, merely attaching a morsel of blotting-

paper to the lower corner to assist the rapid draining away of

the liquid. If the upper corner is dried by pinching it between
the thumb and finger, silver pins need not be used, as then no
liquid will run down. For every fresh sheet, add about 2 drachms
of fresh aceto-nitrate solution to that on the glass plate, and
proceed as before. When the sheets are all excited, pour the

aceto-nitrate remaining on the plate into a separate bottle for

use in the development; the quantity barely sufiBcing, none is

wasted except what is lost in the washing, and this may be re-

covered if thought worth while. It may be better, but it is by
no means necessary, to use distilled water, or filtered rain-water

for washing. The water used by the author is well-water, con-

taining salts which precipitate silver, but he finds no difference

in the result, whether he uses this or perfectly pure water.

It is convenient, for many x'easons, to use one standard size of

paper, such as a quarter-sheet, 11X9 inches, for a 3 J lens, or a

sixth, 9X1 1 inches, for one of 2| inches diameter. The latter is

always used by the author.

It is a generally received opinion that in iodizing the sheet

the maximum of sensibility is attained at the moment when the

last trace of violet or purple color vanishes, and that it then
begins to diminish, unless the paper is removed. The author
considers this to be erroneous; he believes the paper only attains

its maximum of sensibility several minutes after the color disap-

pears, and that the sensibility is not diminished if the paper is

left 5, 10, or 15 minutes longer on the exciting solution.

Exposure.—The requisite time depends on so many circum-
stances, the lens, the diaphragm, the season, weather, hour of

the day, character of view, &c., that no safe general rule can
be given. Perhaps for a landscape in diffused light, in fine clear

weather, an average of 20 minutes with a Ross lens of 2£ inches,

and ^ inch diaphragm, will be about the best. With paper used
wet, as in Flacheron's pi-ocess, probably 3 or 4 minutes would
suffice, but the whole manipulation would then be different, and
the view must be taken and developed soon after exciting.

The author cannot state how long his paper might be kept after

exciting. Sheets kept 8 or 10 days in autumn had not lost much

;

requiring perhaps 5 minutes longer exposure.

Developing.—It is best to prepare gallic acid in a quite sat-

urated solution, 4 oz. of which should be poured into the dish

and 1 oz. of pure water added. When thoroughly mixed, the
marked side of the negative is to be floated on, breathing on the
back slightly as in exciting, for the same reason; it should be
left 5 or 10 minutes at least before adding any aceto-nitrate, and
if the operator has not time to stay and watch the development
and arrest it at the right moment, the picture may be safely left

for many hours on the gallic acid solution, which, if the former
has been over-exposed, will be the best method to prevent its

being spoiled by solarization. In either case, when the operator
has time, the negative should be taken from the dish Mith one
hand, while with the other the refuse aceto-nitrate solution above-
mentioned should be added and well mixed, and the negative
then replaced upon it. The time required to develop the image
will enable the operator to judge whether an additional quantity
of aceto-nitrate should be added. When the image is fully

brought out, drain off the developing liquor, pour clean water
into the dish, changing it once or twice, then turn the negative
face upward and brush it with a camel's hair pencil kept express-

ly for this use. If not convenient to fix it at once with the hy-

posulphite of soda, it may be kept for a length of time, along
with others in a portfolio.

Considerable latitude is allowable as to time of exposure, as

eri'or in this respect may be counteracted subsequently. If too
short, so that in the longer development required the picture

turns brown and will scarcely print, the transparency may be
restored without injury to any of the blacks, by immersion in a
dilute solution of cyanide of potassium, about 60 grs. to 1 pint.

This will also sometimes remedy solarization. If the develop-
ment has been arrested too soon, the fixed and finished negative

may be improved by floating on solution of chloride of gold, such
as is used for giving a deep violet tint to positives.

The reason for floating the negative and developing on cne

side only, is to preserve the cleanliness of the picture, and to pre-

vent the stains and marbling often arising from dirty dishes;

the black deposit formed during the long development sinks to

the bottom of the dish, and is never touched by the floating

negative. Le Gray recommends acetic acid for removing stains

and spots, but the author does not find this agent available,

while the partial use of cyanide of potassium, which alone pro-

duces the effect, spoils the beauty of the"negative.

From the Juur. of Phot. Sac.

ON THE RECOVERY OF WASTE SILVER.

31 India Street, Edinburgh, Feb. 6, 1854.

Sir,—In the last Number of the Photographic Journal, a

communication from Mr. Davy indicates that attention is direct-

ed towards some points of economy in photographic manipula-

tion which are very desirable. The expenditure of nitrate of

silver will be found a very general cause of complaint, but

although the inconvenience be admitted, any means propos-

ed for its diminution, by saving the diluted solutions, &c., is

generally received as one of the " penny wise, pound foolish"

proceedings, and treated as such. No doubt this may be true

in very many cases, and the particular point when it becomes

so, must be left for the determination of each photographer.

Your correspondent Mr. Davy's communication seems to

I'efer more especially to the bath of hyposulphite of soda in
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which iodide of silver has been acted on, making the bath itself

also further available. This is a step beyond what I had con-

templated. Tlie main object I believe \vill be the recovery of

the silver that has been employed iu excess in the photogra-

phic process, and which will be found in the baths through which

a properly fixed picture must pass, generally either as nitrate or

lij^posulphitc, and from them much of the silver used may be

regained by appropriate means.

Unless when a portion of the nitrate of silver has been de-

composed by salts used iu the preparation of the paper, the

greater part of it may be recovered unchanged by rinsing the

photographs in clean tepid water; this solution will be too much
diluted for conveuient re-crystallization ; but should the bath

contain enough of the nitrate to make it desirable, the metal

may be restored directly, by suspending a piece of clean copper

in it, electrotype copper if possible, on the surface of which the

silver will appear forming a sort of vegetation, and continue to

do so while there is any of the salt to be decomposed. A slight

objection to this mode is, that some copper will adhere to the

silver, which it is very difficult to get rid of.

The silver may be recovered as oxide by the addition of any
of the caustic alkalies, taking care to avoid an excess. In gen-

eral it will be found most convenient to add common salt to the

solution and save the chloride of silver produced. When a
sufficient quantity of this has accumulated, it may be dried and
mixed with twice its wait of carbonate of soda; by exposing the

mixture to a sufficient heat in a crucible, which is better of iron,

the silver will be recovered, and may be granulated or divided
into conveniently small pieces by pouring it gently into water.
The quantity of metallic silver produced ought to be equal to

tliree-foarths of the weight of the dry chloride operated on.

From the hyposulphite bath the silver may be extracted by
crystallization and exjwsing the salt to heat with some carbonate
of soda, but a better proceeding will be to separate the silver

from it first, iu the form of the sulphuret, which may be done
either as recommended by Mr. Davy, by means of the hyposul-

phite of ammonia, or more economically by adding a little nitric

acid in the open air, when, after a few hours' exposure, the sul-

phuret of silver will be found at the bottom of the solution;

this is to be collected and dried, and treated in the same way
with the chloride. The sulphuret of silver contains seven-eighths

of its weight of metallic silver.

The different directions in which saving may be thus ef-

fected with advantage need not be pointed out, they will suggest
themselves.

I remain, Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

E. W. Dallas.

APPARATUS FOR COATING LARGE GLASSES WITH COLLODION.

BT M. LABORDE,

From Brebissons' JVouvelle Methode Photograhique.

On a piece of board, a little broader and slightly shorter than
the glass plates employed, fix at each side a rule or lath of wood,
forming thus a ' rebate,' in which the plate of glass will slide

freely. The two ledges must be sufficiently thick to rise about
a sixth of an inch above the surface of the glass. Another
glass plate, rather wider, is then fixed upon the top of the

ledges so as to form a kind of cover, distant about a sixth of an
inch from the sliding-plate and parallel with it. Both glasses

should be about an inch and a half longer than the board in the

direction of the length of the raised edges. A hook or stop

must be fixed on one end of the board to prevent the moveable
glass plate from slipping off.

To use this apparatus it must be laid on a level table, and the

sliding-plate (that to be coated with collodion) drawn out from
under the fixed plate, as one would pull out a drawer, to the

extent of about one-third. The quantity of collodion supposed
to be necessary to coat the whole surface is then poured on at

once, and the moveable glass plate pushed in quickly under the

fixed one. In this condition the collodion lies in an atmosphere
of aether, between the two plates^ which prevents evaporation.

The board with the plates must then be taken in the hands, and
moved in various directions, so as to make the collodion flow
over all parts of the glass, and, finally, any overplus must be
allowed to drain from one of the projecting corners into the
bottle.

The slow coagulation of the collodion gives great facility in

spreading it evenly, and the waves or streaks disappear of them-
selves. Dust is likewise excluded.

In order to take advantage of the tendency of collodion (as
of liquids generally) to stop at the edges without running over,
the ledges and the stop should be bevelled inwards toward the
sliding-plate of glass, so as to allow the upper surface of
the latter to rise a little above them, and be free all round
its edges.

M. de Brebisson proposes to make the apparatus entirely of
pieces of plate-glass cemented together, which would certainly

be best when the apparatus was made by the instrument-maker,

but might be less easy of execution by the amateur.

COMMUNICATION.
For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

Mr. Editor,—You are aware how heartily I approve the

efforts you have so often and so urgently put forth in your Jour-
nal, for the elevation alike of the Heliographic Art and of those

engaged in its practice. You are also well aware how strongly

I am myself interested iu the same subject, since several of my
communications to your monthly have been devoted exclusively

thereto. That I now ask room in your pages for a few addition-

al remarks relating to the same topic, is owing to a special oc-

curence of which I will presently speak.

You have ever agreed with me in the opinion, that proficiency

in the art, and the reputation of its practitioners as a class, have
suffered grievously from the irruption into the profession of num-
bers, who neither by native ability nor educational acquirements
are at all fitted therefor, and who, for the sake of securing cus-

tom, have put their pictures at prices contemptibly low. Doubt-
less these prices were quite as high and even higher, than their

wares deserved, but the fact still remained, that the popular taste

was mislead and corrupted by these wretched parodies of art,

which their purchasers believed to possess a high, genuine value.

Now, what was the duty in relation to this unhappy state of

things, devoling on all those, who held an authentic rank as

leaders of the behographic iDody ; whose original capacity and
acquired skill had been attested by that class of judges, consist-

ing of artists of all kinds and accomplished connoisseurs, by
whose decision must eventually be settled the claims, both abso-

lute and comparative, of the daguerreotypist, as well as all other

practitioners of art. That duty unquestionably was to stand
firmly united among themselves, and unitedly to discountenance,

by every proper means, the course pursued by the heliographic

quacks and botches above-mentioned. But above all things,

they were forbidden by propriety to countenance these quacks by
enlisting in their ranks—to authenticate their course by literally

adopting it.

What, then, must we think of the artist, whose name has long

been found among those of the leaders of the heliograghic pro-

fession, and whose pictures have more than once secured prizes

at our public Fairs, and who, nevertheless, has deliberately step-

ped down from the reputable platform occupied by him hereto-

fore and has become confounded with the motley throng of
" cheap operators."

True, he has stopped for the present &i fifty cents the picture.

But he, who is sliding down hill, cannot always pause where he

chooses. Moreover, the same principle which has carried him
down to fifty cents, should logically carry him still lower. This

principle, in his own words, is, " to supply a popalar necessity of
cheap pictures." This popular necessity is, in fact, a mere com-
pound of want of taste and mean covetousness. But the cove-

tousness which would procure a work of art for 50 cents, would
get it for 25 or 12| cents, if it had its will. There is then, in

the nature of the case, no reason why one 50 cent practitioner

should not sink to the prices last named. He must do so, if he

follows out strictly the principle he has avered.

After all, however, and let what may be said, the fact still
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glares out, that one of our "premium" daguei'veotypists, whose

name, whether rightly or wrongly, has long stood among those

of our leading practitioners, has given the whole influence of his

name and station, to a cause, which has degraded beyond calcu-

lation, the profession of a heliographer. " Cheap and nasty" has

become a proverb ingrained in our very language, and few com-

binations of terms express a truth more exact and invariabla

than this. The idea is utterly preposterous, that a genuine work

of art, got up ^oith and iipon 'pro'ptr materials, can be furnished

at these paltry rates without a dead pecuniary loss to the fur-

nisher. And as it is equally preposterous to suppose, that any

one will " supply a popular necessity" at a regular outlay from

his own pocket, the inevitable conclusion is, that "the dignity

of the art jnust be compromised by inferiorily of material and

execution."

And so it is, that the popular taste must be still further de-

praved by bad heliographs, and some new shades of disgrace

must be added to that ill repute which has already been cast

upon our profession by its vandal hordes of " cheap operators,"

to the extent of well nigh making its very name a by-word and a

sneer. And the worker of all these deplorable results is one,

whose bounden obligation it was, from his professional standing,

to labor zealously both for improving the art itself and the char-

acter and pviblic repute of its professors! If he be in reality

the man Avhich the position he has held would seem to intimate,

his oion reflections and feelings at no distant day either, must

inflict upon him a penalty so severe, as to render superfluous all

punishment beside.

Certainly I cannot approve or sympathise with the class of

attacks of which the " new convert" has been made the target.

They may, indeed, sting him, but they are not likely to convince

or persuade him of the error of his ways, while at the same time

they do not a little towards blackening the reputation of our

whole body.

Meanwhile I have satisfied my own sense of duty, by gravely

stating what is the nature of the act performed by our ancient

associate, together with the evil results which must inevitably

flow therefrom, and by expressing my genuine regret for the

same.

With these few remarks I leave the subject, hoping that the

time may not be far off, when he of whom I have spoken, may
retrace his steps, and number himself once more with the sup-

porters instead of the injurers of the worth and dignity of our

Art.

140 Chestnut Street, Phila. M. A. Root,

IVom the Journal of the Phot. Sac.

ADJUSTMENT OF THE CHEmCAL FOCUS ; STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES, &C.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

SiK,—I am not sure that the jottings I now forward may be
deemed worthy of your notice, but if they are, they are at your
service. I saw in your Journal a few months back, an inquiry

as to the mode of finding the chemical focus when a meniscus

lens was used
;
perhaps the following hints may be of service to

the inquirer.

For several years I have only used a meniscus lens, and taken
with it pictures possessing many of the properties of a good
calotype. It cost me I5. 6fZ. in the year 18-15. I spent some
time in determining the difference of its foci, and found that -j^th

less for the chemical gave me the most satisfactory picture. As,
however, continual measurement and calculation for every dif-

ferent distance I took was anything but convenient, I construct-

ed a very simple and inexpensive instrument to determine at

once this difference, at whatever length the focal distance of the

visual rays might be found.

Tlie instrument was made upon the principle of the propor-

tional compasses, the shorter legs giving a distance of ||ths of

the longer ones. To make the instrument, I bought a common
flat rule 30 inches long and about 1 inch broad, tliis I split into

two parts, each being \ an inch broad. I laid these one upon
the other, and at the middle or the 1 5 inches, I fastened them
together by a small thumb-screw, and on which they could work
as a pivot. I then cut off 1 inch from one half, so that on one
side of the pivot was a length of 1 5 inches, and on the other

side one of 14 inches. The longer legs I marked with a V and
the shorter with a C. When I had found my focus upon the

ground-glass, I applied the legs marked V, by placing the point

of one on the top of my camera, just above where my ground-
glass was, so that it might accurately mark its plane, and the
other I extended to a place immediately over my lens, so that

the extension of the legs coincided with the distance from the

lens to the ground-glass. I then made the legs fast by the thumb
screw, and turning the instrument applied the legs marked C.

These of course were shorter, and the lens was pushed in until

the distance between it and the ground-glass coincided with the

distance shown by the shorter legs, and this being ffths of the

distance marked by the legs V, gave me the focus I required.

This instrument thus enabled me rapidly, and without any cal-

culation, at once to adjust my focus to every variation produced
by the difference of distance, and was made by myself at the ex-

pense of a few pence. For landscapes, a good meniscus lens

accurately adjusted by this instrument, or some such, leaves not

a great deal to be desired. My lens was of 20-inch focus, and
covered a field of about 10 or 11 inches square. Thus, Mr.
Editor, I hope that expense may never deter any one from fol-

lowing this delightful art. A lens may be procured for *]s. &d.

and a camera may be made for 255. or 30s. which will produce
pictures, if not of first-rate excellence, yet such as will be a source

of great pleasure to the artist, and give pleasing and interesting

remembrances of the scenes he may wish to perpetuate.

There is another point upon which I think a beginner ought
to be cautioned. Let him fix at once upon some well-defined

method of practice, and follow it until he attains some facility in

it; for if he attempts to run after and drink up all " the spoon-

fuls of information" that are being held out to him, he will soon

find himself sick of the matter and unable to digest any of them.

I cannot but feel. Sir, that we shall soon be in the position D'
Alembert describes as being that of another science, "that
amidst all its light it knows not which to follow." I would
therefore advise the beginner to get some well-established mode
of practice, say Mr. Cundall's, pubhshed in the Philosophical

Magazine, and since reprinted in Mr. Hunt's work, and after he
is able to produce pretty good results by following it,—then let

him begin his own modifications and improvements.

Before concluding, perhaps you will allow me to mention a

method of finding, rapidly and simply, and with sufficient accu-

racy for general purposes, the distance at which the cameras
should be placed for taking a stereoscopic picture, granting that

the angle they should form is that of 18°.

Suppose the distance of the object from the lens to be A.
flX3

Then _- <^ required ; a very short and very shuple rule.

10 10X3
Thus if the distance be 10 feet, then __ 3 feet, the distance

10

the cameras should be placed apart.

I deduce the rule from the principle, that the distance from
the object to the lens may be taken as a radius of a circle; the

object forming the centre, and the lens a point on the circum-

ference. Then three times the radius is equal to the semi-cir-

cumference, and 18° is equal to y\th of the semi-circumference.

This I do not give as perfectly accurate when measured by a

tape in the field, and I would therefore, to meet the error, some-

what reduce the distance.

Mr. Editor, I live in a remote corner of England, very nearly
" beyond railways." I have plodded on for more than seven

years as a photographer, often without sympathy, and still oftcn-

er without meeting with one where I could find a " fellow feel-

ing" to make us " wondrous kind." There was no Photographic

Journal then, or I could have announced to you years ago,

—

long before it became published as a discovery—attempts to take

photographs on albumcnized sheets cast on glass, but that is

now past, and times are now changed. We have a Photographic
Jom'ual, a Photographic Society, and a Photographic Exhibi-

tion; and, Sir, that the Journal may long continue to penetrate

into such remote districts as where I now write, to sympathise

with us in our labors and tell us what others arc doing, is, be-

lieve me, the sincere wish of

Yours truly, A Max of the West.
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From the London Art-Journal.

TraAJV AS A PORTRAIT PAINTER.

The gifted author of " Modern Painters" writes, that the first

step towards the ennobling of any face is ridding it of its vanity;

and that the present end of modern portraiture is the expression

of vanity throughout: worked out with hints or proclamation of

what the person has done, or supposes hunself to have done.

This fault, or rather misfortune, is but too common with ordina-

ry artists, whence has arisen such a school of portraiture as must
make the people of the nineteenth century the shame of their

descendants. The object of ancient portraiture was to give the

exact character of the person painted.

Titian, the first portrait painter of the world, was historically

true: he was formed to his task by the study of the character

and conduct of his great patrons, the Emperor Charles V., and
his son Philip II., both of whom he was so repeatedly called on
to represent. Titian made out his painting, strikingly true to

events—poetically true to the imagination, and by the power of

his pencil, bringing the character of him who was sitting to him
into full force. Sir Joshua Reynolds says, that he found by ob-

servation a rule which Titian had invariably observed: viz., to

have one-fourth only of his pictures in a very bright light, and
one-fourth in deep shadow, and the remaining part in middle tint

;

the same may be as applicable to the whole composition of the

picture as well as to the coloring; the best moral qualities to be
brought into light—the defects in deep shadow—and the gener-

al effect of the character to be left in middle tint.

A short account of the great Emperor and the great painter

may be interesting just now, as, after a lapse of three centuries,

the reigning Emperor of Austria is about to pay a tribute to

the genius of Titian, by erecting a monument to his memory at

Yenice. The entire work of the building consists of a super-

structure of three arches, resting an columns, and surrounded by
a pediment ornamented at each angle by the Venetian lion: the
centre arch contains the greatest work of Titian, " The Ascent
to Heaven of the Virgin Mary," in basso relievo : while the arch
on the left contains his first, and, that on the right hand his last

work. Titian's great friend and patron was the Emperor: and
when reading the following notices of his character, and hearing
of his court and conduct, the certainty of the truth and force of

Titian's delineations comes across the mind of the reader.

The Emperor's character was one equally without passion and
without impetuosity ; but he left none of his affairs unthought of
nor uncared for. Everything was considered; he never com-
mitted himself in action until he had well weighed the subject in

all its bearings; he was never known to be compelled to any-
thing either by force or by circumstances. He once remarked
upon his obstinacy of character to one of his ministers. " I am
obstinate by nature: and insist on my opinion;" " Sir," said the
minister, " firmness on right opinions is not obstinacy." " But,"
answered Charle,^, "I sometimes insist on a wrong opinion."
He was as determined in his general will, as he was undecided in
his diplomatic answers to other courts. The Emperor turned
affairs of state in his head for a long period before he would act
on them; in his time it was a privilege of sovereigns to be slow,
now they must be as speedy in their conclusions as the meanest
of their subjects. His political conduct was thought artful, cun-
ning, and detestable by his enemies; his admirers, on the other
hand, extolled his proceedings as everything admirable and pru-
dent. He hated the beginning of things, being well acquainted
with his own character, and that he was likely to persevere to
the end; but he reflected on the evils that might be entailed on
him. His armor-bearer once said that the Emperor trembled all

over when arming for battle; but when in the field his courage
was never known to yield to the enemy.

Charles's amusements and his court were grave, sumptuous and
magnificent; his household was formed of persons of ancient
race, and of the highest rank—his court was governed by a
chamberlain, and a Major-Domo, or as the last was termed,
" the patron of the court." The chief Equerry, one of the great
officers of the household, had the command of the numerous
body of heralds, trumpeters, tent-keepers and harness makers,
that made part of the Emperor's state, and that belonged to the
royal progresses; he had also the control of the stables, of the

VOL. vit., xo. VI. 23

horses, mules, litters, for the service of a court as magnificiently
appomted then as was that of Spain, and of all that was requir-
ed, for tournaments, fetes, and hunting-parties. Added to the
persons of the household was a still more important person than
any of the above named, the Emperor's confessor, who occasion-
ally was sent for to consult on state affairs.

The confessor had for his ecclesiastical establishment two
preachei-s and a number of chaplains, who were generally young-
er sons, either of the grandees of Spain, or of other countries
governed by the Emperor. The chaplains sung in their surplices
at Vespers, and they aspired to all the highest dignities of the
Church. There were also forty musicians, who formed the most
perfect choir in the world for the Royal Chapel. Chievres, the
chamberlain, was always in attendance on the Emperor: Lan-
noy, the Emperor's chief Equerry, was a favorite, and his name
ranked high amongst the military generals of Europe. These
two courtiers were natives of the Netherlands, and their appoint-
ment about the Emperor much displeased the Spanish grandees,
thus excluded by foreigners from the presence of their sovereign.

Not only was Charles thus favorable to the natives of the North,
but he appointed a very young man, his relation, the Prince de
Crouy, first prelate of Spain, and archbishop of Toledo.
About forty pages belonging to noble families were educated

for the service of the royal family at the Spanish court. Their
education consisted in being instructed in fencing, riding, and
dancing, in which these youths became great proficients. The
Princes of the Emperor's family held levees, the Princesses held
courts, and a gallantry of deportment exhibited itself everywhere,
although the court of Madrid was crowded with ecclesiastics;

Church ceremonies making part of the State amusements, and
every one living in fear of the frown of a despotic and grave
monarch. The court of Spain did not quickly change or reform
its usages; what had been once, continued to be; and a century
after the reign of the great Emperor, Madame de Villars, the
French ambasadress, complains in her letters to her friends at
Paris, that they were still talking of Charles V., of whom she
knew nothing, that she felt ashamed of her ignorance about him,
and was obliged to apply to her son the Abbe, to aid her in con-
versation on the subject with the Pope's Nuncio at Madrid;
who, she adds in her letter, is the handsomest man in the world,
and the most agreeable, although he did talk of the Fmperor
Charles V. The balls of the court of Madrid during two fcen-

turies were conducted in the same manner, and when the Due
de St. Simon was the ambassador from Louis XIV., he men-
tioned his astonishment at seeing three bishops in the ball-room
in their ecclesiastical dresses, and the Cammerera-Major, or
Mistress of the Robes, whilst laughing and talking with the
dancers, holding in her hand a rosary; now and then stopjMng
her worldly animadversions, to mutter the Pater-noster, and
dropping her beads in measure with the music.

The reign of the great Emperor embraced dominions by in-

heretence as great or greater than were Napoleon's by conquest.
The crown of the two Sicilies descended to him from Ferdinand,
and the union of the vast dominions of Arragon, Castile, Burgun-
dy and Austria, came together, before conquest extended still

further his empire: Barcelona, Malaga, Valencia were in com-
mercial interests with Genoa; Venice sent its productions or its

commerce to his German States. It was previous to the great

year of Charles's life (1530), that the Emperor began to make
himself an independent and resolute sovereign, and astonished

the world by rising from a sort of lethargy in which he had pre-

viously lived. He then separated the offices of the household

from that of the Ministers of State Affairs; Nassau, then in

favor, had no knowledge of what belonged to politics. The
Duke of Alba, so great a person in the ensuing reign, formed
part of his court—but what influence he had was not that of

state affairs. The confessor was an important person in all mat-
ters of newly converted converts to the Roman Catholic religion

—in every question concerning Turks, Jews, Moors, Protestants,

his opinion was asked, but Charles required both his deportment
and his words to be clothed with religious humility, and his ar-

guments to be weighty, or he would not even listen to him. The
Emperor insisted on being completely independent of every one,

and uushackeled by circumstances; entirely self-willed, he heard

not even his confessor if he had no mind to do so.
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The Emperor had a privy-council to whom each state sent a

representative member—Sicily, Naples; Milah; the Netherlands,

Arragon, Castile, and so on—throughout his immense domin-

ions. After state affairs were discussed in council, the whole was
referred to the doctors of law, whose president was the younger
Granvelle, Bishop of Arras, thus uniting in council, law and
divinity.

The Emperor chose to consult with but one person at a time.

Gattinara and the elder Granvelle successively enjoyed his con-

fidence. Gattiuara was an Italian by birth, who had studied

politics in his government of Burgundy ; he was a courageous

man, often contradicted Charles, and liad that high sense of

honor, that made him resemble a knight-errant of the olden time.

Cardinal Granvelle was the really confidential and intimate

friend of his master; who made over to him all his knowledge
and all the information received by him from various countries

and persons. Every night Granvelle wrote to the Emperor
what was to be the business of the ensuing day; when the com-

munication was verbal, the confessor was often employed, but

the resolutions were fixed by Charles and Granvelle, although

the prime minister never ventured to afiSrm that he had decided,

but merely that his opinion had agreed with that of the Empe-
ror. The character of Charles, one so peculiar and so formed

for command, thus kept his immense monarchy under control ; he

was quite free from foreign influence, and it was with an iron

hand that he executed his own will and pleasure. He attached

to his interests the Dutch, by his condescension ; the Italians by

prudence; the Spaniards, by dignity. The Germans he never

could please ; the frankness of the national character could not

assimilate itself to his reserve and watchfulness ; tfie greater

part of the nation misunderstood him, and Charles disliked both

the climate and language of Germany.
The great year of Charles's life was 1530, when he visited

Italy, to be crowned King of Italy at Bologna by Clement VII.
Tlien began henceforth his rapid journeys, with a despath never

in those times before thought possible. He hastened from Na-
ples to Dover, from the Tagusto the Danube; at Nuremberg, at

Venice, at Antwept, at Toledo, he saw the greatest artists and
their works, and in those towns rewarded them magriificently.

With his army he passed over the Alps into France, kept Paris

in constant alarm, then turned aside to stop the conquering

career of the Sultan Solyman in the eastern part of Europe; af-

terwards went to Algiers, then visited England, and that same
army that had accompanied the Emperor into Africa, M'as with

him on the banks of the Elbe, For a long series of years he

seemed to act up to his family motto —Blore, Farther.

During the year 1530, Titian received an order to join the

Emperor at Bologna, and in the intimacy of his frequent sittings

for his picture, a great frieiidsliii) seemed to actuate the sovereign

for the artist; he laid aside all etiquette, which disjileased his at-

tendants much, flattered and complimented Titian, and said that

no other hand should draw his portrait, since he had received

immortality from him. He regarded the acquisition of a paint-

ing by Titian as he would do the conquest of a province or a

kingdom. He had in his youth studied drawing, so would exam-
ine pictures and prints witli the keen eye of an artist, and in after

times when he left his kingdom, a prematurely old, broken-spirit-

ed, miserable man, he retained some of Titian's paintings as the

sole luxury to be found in his simple apartments at San Yuste.

There was placed Titian's " St. Jerome meditating in a Cavern,"

a fittinu; emblem of his own retreat.

In tiic grandest portrait in the world, now at Madrid, Titian

has represented his patron as a warlike sovereign, and did not

forget Charles's character—crafty, resolute, bitter, magnificent

—Charles in the pride of his conquests and of his intellect, be-

fore his health began to fail him.

Mr. (Jumberland has well described that fine pointing thus:

"Charles V. in complete armor; his lancc in his hand, his

vizor up, and liimself mounted on a beautiful horse, he is prepar-

ing to pass his troops over a river, which is seen in the scenery

in the back-ground; the poi'trait is the size of life, and jjaiuted

on a very large canvas. It sets all description at defiance, and
tlierc is reason to think that Titian considered it as being his

best portrait. In the countenance of tlie monarch we read his

history, or what is perimps nearer to truth, recollecting his his-

tory. We acknowledge the agreement of character in every line;

and on the reflection of his features we find the painter has re-

corded the annals of his life ; never was more expression of mind
committed to canvas, a pensive dignity prevails over marks of

pain and bodily disease. He is deep in thought, his eyes gloomy
and severe, the lids heavy, uiflated, and remarkably low over tlie

eye, the under lip projecting, and the month characteristic of

both resolution and revenge. He is represented advancing to

give battle to the unfortunate Elector of Saxony and the Land-
grave, those opposers of his power and his faith. External ob-

jects have no sliare in his attention, the whole man is engrossed

i)y the deepest meditation ; liis lance is poised parallel with the

ground, and ranges along the side of his horse, with the point

advanced beyond its breast; the action of the animal harmonises

with the character of its rider—slow and composedly stepping

forward, the head low and submissive, and the eye expressive of

the most resigned obedience to his imperial master. All is calm
and still in the scene, no flutter or disturbance in the objects;

the coloring, drawing, and perspective, are life itself; and the

whole is such perfect nature that Art seems extinguished by its

own excellence."

It was in his fortieth year that the Emperor's appearance al-

tered. The separation between the upper and lower jaw, which
is so im])ressive and distinguishing in his countenance, increased,

a characteristic which showed itself early in life. His health

gave way to frequent fits of gout, so he was now oliliged to make
his journeys in a litter; he gave up hunting, which he had loved,

and gradually all vigorous pursuits, passing his tune in conver-

sations with his ministers, or courtiers, or in jests with his ffiol

or dwarf; and in his fiftieth year, twenty years after his triumph

at Bologna, the physicians of Germany, alarmed for his life, and
fearful of his sudden death at any moment, recommended his

exchanging their cold dark climate for that of Spain.

It was then that the turmoil of business became insupportable

to the Emperor; he could scarcely be prevailed on to look at or

to sign a paper. Then followed that inclination to melancholy

solitude, which grew upon that miserable man. Afterwards

began a new scene at the court of the great Emjieror. Charles

passed day after day, night after night, on his knees in a room
hung round with black and lighied with the mystical number of

seven glimmering tapers, thinking he heard his motlicr's voice

calling hira to come to her. Those persons who remembered his

mother then recalled the similarity of her state of mind and of

that of their Emperor, and her state of insanity, which, during

her latter years, had estranged her from all intercourse with the

world.

But the Emperor grew better, went to Madrid, and summon-

ed Titian to come to him; Titian could not refuse his patron,

and passed three years with him. Charles's melancholy was at

moments overpowering; and it was at that time that he first

thought of abdicating his throne and world of state, and ex-

changing a life of politics for one of ecclesiastical splendor and

pride; and by the austerities of religious retirement to appease

the vengeance of heaven for his past sinful amliition, to atone by

penance for his bloody wars, his rage for conquest, his wasted

powers, his hatreds, his enmities, and his crimes.

While ruminating on these things it was that Titian painted

that fine portrait of the Emperor, now at Munich. Charles, no

longer the hero or the conqueror, but wearing tlie traces of pain

in his countenance, turning from the wearisome state paper;

dull, sad, the miserable and unhajipy man, as if the sun never

again could shine on him, or a feeling of pleasure pass across his

worn-out intellect. What a contrast does that picture present

at Munich to the grand jiainting at Madrid! The Emperor is

sitting in an arm'Chair, the prey of a diseased mind and body,

cross,—morose,—superstitious,—all his faults and his eriors

strengthened by time,—all his virtues and powers enfeebled 1 y
time,—and he was then but fifty years old! his temjier souretl,

his manners having lost that amenity so necessary to the state

of a sovereign, displeased with himself, and displeasing to all a-

round him. These portraits tell more than all the pages of his-

tory; the sound of the bells of San Yuste, and the superstitions

of his after years, were already in his head and before his eyes.

Then it was that the Enqjeror began to think where he should

go, " what he should do," and to which of his numerous monas-
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teries he should bend his feeble aud infirm steps—what part of

his dominions he should honor by a retreat from a world that

could have no longer charms for the most ambitious of men. He
summoned his son to his presence, educated in the extremes of

priestcraft, the pupil of the Inquisition, the deadly foe of the

Reformed faith: Titian too was on hand to represent that son,

to show tlie curlino- lip and the cold grey eye, and to exhibit, be-

neath these outside signs, the false and cruel heart within.—

The Emperor placed the crown on the tyrant's head, and turned

his thous-hts towards Santiago di Compostella, the capital of

Galicia,'^then the seat of knightly and apostohc grandeur, decked

out with all the wealth that the superstition of centuries had so

liljerallv bestowed—the abode, too, of learning as well as mag-

nificence. In the sixteeth century, this spot was the most royal

and superb in Catholic Europe; massive gold and silver figures,

diamonds and precious stones sent by popes, kings, and emperors,

ornamented chapels and shrines illuminated with thousands of

tapers, and thronged with pilgrims from all parts of Christen-

dom, were there.

The Emperor thought that this regal state was befitting such

au end of life as his should be: he sighed for repose, and a re-

spite from controversies and disputes; but the climate of Galicia

was damp, and cold, and his physicians opposed it. Then it was

that he turned his mind to Seville, in all the luxuriant beauty of

its vineyards and olive-grounds; amidst hedge-rows of olives and

roses, circled by the broad glistening waters of the Guadalquiver.

There, in the chapel of the kings, repose Saint Ferdinand aud

Alfouzo the Wise, a worthy spot, he thought, to receive his

own ashes! In this restless state of mind, he passed through

the city of Placentia, in Estremandura, on the confines of Por-

tugal. About six leagues from that city, built on the brow of

a steep hill, is the convent and church of St. Yuste. The Em-

peror was struck with the beauty of the spot, aud to that spot

he resolved to retire.

Nothing more attests the innate love of perfection in beauty

that the Emperor possessed than the choice of this spot, and

how his nature aimed at the More, Fart}ie.r in everything. His

natural taste for Art and decoration existed all through a life of

thought and activity united, educated as it were to the best, aud

nature is tlie best, and to that arrived at last, the sick, worn-

out and unhappy sovereign. To nature and to his God he turned,

casting crowns away.

But Titian was not forgotten, and the only luxury of San

Yuste were Titian's pictures. The modern traveler in search of

beautiful scenery attests the romantic and picturesque remams

of the spot chosen by the great Emperor. It is now but a mass

of ruins, the abode of a few old monks, but from these ruins

and these heights the eye is carried down into wooded valleys,

and lauds teeming with the olive and the grape, and nearer are

the orange groves where the nightingales never cease their song.

The ground round the monastery shows that once it was cared

for; and flowers and herbs rise up here and there, telling the

tale that there was a time when this spot had been a garden.

So true it is that man and his work perish like the memory of a

guest that tarrieth but a day! It is but the poetry of the past

that survives; and this is no fabled history that lives still in its

darkest pages. The walls of the granite chapel yet remain,

having resisted the fire of the French invaders in the Peninsular

war. A door to the right opened to Charles's room, whence he

came to attend divine service. His bed-room where he died has

a window through which, when ill, he could see the elevation of

the Host. Here hung Titian's Gloria'* which he decreed by
will should always accompany his remains; it was removed to

the Escurial, with his body, by his son and successor.

The Emperor built but four rooms, from the alcoves of which

the views are lovely; at the west is a pillared gallery overhang-

ing a private garden : below is the sun-dial erected for him by
Turrano of Toledo ; beyond is the stone step where the Emperor
ascended to get on his horse, and an inscription in Spanish here

records his death thus:
—

" Su Magestad el Emperador Don
Carlos quinto, Nuestro Sefior, en este lugar estava asentado

* The celebrated " Gloria" or Apotheosis of Charles V. and Philip II.,

who, kings on earth, now appear as supplicants before the King of Hea-
ven and the angelic court.

quando le dio el mal, a los trenta y uno de Ag;ostO a las quantro

de la tarde: fallecio a los 24 (?) de Septembre a las dos y media

de la mafiana afio de No. 5, 1558."

He arrived here Feb. 3rd, 1557, at one in the afternoon, and

died Sept. 21, the following year. The first months of his resi'

deuce passed well and serenely, but disease made rapid progress

in a mind and on a body long enfeebled ; or perhaps worked ad-

ditionally on the taint of insanity in his blood. Perhaps his

conscience reproached him, and justly-—perhaps superstitions be-

longing to that age, and dependents of a similar turn of mind to

his own, alarmed him for an hereafter, the horrors of which, they

imagined could be expiated by earthly self-diciphne: accordingly

he exercised extreme austerities, and ordered his coffin to be

prepared for his burial in the Chapel of the Monastery of San

Yuste, resolving as a penance to celebrate his own obsequies.

His attendants walked in procession, holding black tapers; and

the Emperor causing himself to be covered with his shroud, and

placed in his coffin, the service for the dead was chaunted over

him, he himself joining in prayer for the repose of his soul. After

this terrible solemnity the Emperor arose—but he arose only to

die—so dreadful an agitation was too much for a superstitious

mind ill at ease, and a •worn-out frame.

The memory of Charles V. lives in the dim pages of history

connected with this mournful story. With his health had passed

away ambition—with ambition his powers of mind: the substi-

tute was fear in the most courageous of mortals, and the fear led

to acts of bigotry. The Emperor

Cast crowns for rosaries away.
An Empire for a cell;

A strict accountant of his beads,

A subtile disputant on creeds.

So ended one of the great Sovereigns of this earth—the rival

of our Henry VIII.—the rival of the French Monarch, Francis

I., a character widely differing from either king. A curious

book might be written on the solitude of great men, were it

written by one conversant with the follies and fancies of human
nature. Loyola's retirement could scarcely bear that name

—

Napoleon died of it—Wolsey died of it—and Lord Bacon, with

all his philosophy and learning, could not bear solitude. But
Titian bore solitude, hved a life of peaceful occupation, and died

of the plague, at the age of ninety-six. So much for Artist-

life!

From JVotes and Queries,

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES MD QUERIES.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ALBUMENIZED PROCESS.

Your successful manufacture of a new negative calotype paper,

will, I am sure, be gladly received by many photographers, and

especially by those who, like me, have been subjected to much
disappointment with Turner's paper. For one sheet that has

turned out well, at least half-a-dozen have proved useless from

spottiness, and some sheets do not take the iodizing solution

evenly, from an apparent want of uniformity in the texture of

the paper, which causes the solution to penetrate portions the

moment it is laid on the solution. Undoubtedly, when it does

succeed, it is superior to Whatman's, but this is not enough to

compensate for its extreme uncertainty.

In Dr. Diamond's directions for the calotype, he gave a

formula for the addition of bromide of potassium to the iodide

of potassium, but did not speak with much certainty as to the

proportions. Will he kindly say whether he has made further

trials; and if so, whether they confirm the proportions given by

him, or have led him to adopt any change in this respect ? and

will he likewise say whether the iodizing solution which he

recommends for Turner's paper, is suitable also to Whatman's?

In albumenizing paper, I have not found it desirable to re-

move the paper very slowly from the solution. Whenever I

have done so, it has invariably dried with waves and streaks,

which quite sjDoiled the sheet. A steady motion, neither too

slow nor too quick, I have found succeed perfectly, so that I

now never spoil a sheet, I have used the solution with less

albumen than recommended by Dr. Diamond. My formula has

been,

—
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Albumen, 8 oz.

Water 12 oz.

Muriate ammon, CO grs.

Common salt, 60 grs.

And this, I find, gives a sufficient gloss to the paper; but that

of course is a matter of taste.

I have not either found it essential to allow the paper to re-

main on the solution three minutes or longer, as recommended
by Dr. Diamond. With Cansou paper, either negative or posi-

tive, a minute and a half has been sufficient. I have used

two dishes, and as soon as a sheet was removed, drained, and re-

placed, I have taken the sheet from the other dish. In this way
I have found that each sheet lay on the solution about one and
a half minutes, and with the assistance of a person to hang and
dry them (which I have done before a fire), I have prepared

from forty to forty-five sheets in an hour, requiring of coui'se to

be ironed afterwards.

I have tried a solution of nitrate of silver of thirty grains to

an ounce of distilled water, to excite thin paper, and it appears

to answer just as well as forty grains. I send you two small

collodion views, taken by me and printed on albumenized paper

prepared as mentioned, and excited with a 30-graiu solution of

nitrate of silver.

Is there any certain way of telling the right side of Canson

paper, negative and positive? On the positive paper on one

side, when held in a particular position towards the light, shaded

bars may be observed; and on this side, when looked through,

the namu reads right. Is this the right or the wrong side.

C. E. F.

Since I wrote to you last, I have tried a solution of twenty

grains only of nitrate of silver to an ounce of distilled water, for

the paper albumenized, as mentioned in my letter of the 13th of

February, ond have found it to answer perfectly. The paper I

used was thin Canson, floated for one miuute exactly on the so-

lution; but I have no doubt the thick Canson will succeed just

as well ; and here I may observe that I have never found any

advantage in allowing the paper to rest on the solution for three

of four minutes, as generally I'ecommended, but the contrary, as

the paper, without being in the least more sensitive, becomes

much sooner discolored by keeping. My practice has been to

float the thin Canson about half a minute, and the thick Canson

not more than a minute,

C. E. F.

MB. CROOKS ON RESTOBING OLD COLLODION.

I am happy to explain to your correspondent what I consider

to be the ratio7iale of the process.

The color which iodized collodion assumes on keeping, I con-

sider to be entirely due to the gradual separation of iodine from

the iodide of potassium or ammonium originally introduced.

There are several ways in which this may take place; if the

cotton or paper contain the slightest trace of nitric acid, owing

to its not being thoroughly washed (and this is not so easy as is

generally supposed), the liberation of iodine in the collodion is

certain to take place at a short time after it has been made.

It is possible also that there may be a gradual decomposition

of the zyloidin itself, and consequent liberation of the iodide

by this means, with formation of nitrate of potassa or ammonia

;

but the most probable cause I consider to be the following.

Tlie ether gradually absorbs oxygen from the atmosphere, being

converted into acetic acid; this, by its superior affinities, reacts

on the iodide present, converting it into acetate, with liberation

of hydriodic acid; while this latter, under the influence of the

atmospheric oxygen, is very rapidly converted into water and

iodine.

I am satisfied by experiment that this is one of the causes of

the separation of iodine, and I tiiink it is tlie only one, for the

following reason; neither bromised nor chlorised collodion un-

dergo the slightest change of color, however long they may be

kept. Now, if the former agencies were at work, tlicre is no

reason why bromine should not be liberated from a bromide as

well as iodine from an iodide; but on the latter supposition, no

change could take place, the affinities of acetic acid being in-

sufficient to displace hydrobromic acid

A great many experiments which I tried last autumn, for the
express i^urpose of clearing up this point, have convinced me
that, cateris paribus, the addition of free iodine to the iodizing

solution, tends to diminish the sensitiveness of the subsequently

formed iodide of silver. On paper, this diminution of sensitive-

ness is attended with some advantages, so that at present I

hardly know whether to introduce the free iodine or not ; but in

collodion, as far as my experience goes, I see no reason for re-

taining it; on the contrary, everything seems to be in favor of

its removal.

I can hardly imagine that the increased sensitiveness men-
tioned by Mr. Hennah is really due to the free iodine which he
introduces. Such a result being so contrary to all my experi-

ence. I would venture to suggest that there must be some
other cause for its beneficial action; for instance, commercial
iodide of potassium is generally alkaline, owing to impurities

present; the tincture of iodine in this case would render the
collodion neutral, and unless a very large excess of iodine were
introduced, its good effects would be very apparent. This, how-
ever, involving the employment of impure chemicals, is a very
improbable explanation of a phenomenon observed by so excel-

lent an operator as Mr. Hennah : there is most likely some
local cause which would be overlooked unless expressly search-

ed for.

With regard to the point, whether the free iodine is the sole

cause of the deterioration of old collodion, I should say deci-

dedly not, at least in a theoretical view; the liberation of free

iodine necessitates some other changes in the collodion, and the

result must be influenced by these in one way or another, but
practically I have as yet found nothing to warrant the supposi-

tion that they perceptibly interfere with the sensitiveness of the

film.

In the above I have endeavored as much as possible to avoid

technicalities, in order to make it intelligible to amateurs; but
if there be any part which may be considered obscure, on its

being pointed out to me, I will endeavor to solve the difficulty.

William Crookes.
Hammersmith.

photographic queries.

1. Would you, Sir, or Dr. Diamond (Dr. Mansell is too far

off ), be kind enough to inform your readers whether Dr. Man-
sell's process, recommended in No. 225., is equally applicable

to inland as to sea-side operations ; or must we, in the one case,

follow Dr. Diamond, and in the other Dr. Mansell, and thus

be compelled to prepare two sets of papers?

2. Dr. Mansell recommends, as a test for the iodized paper,

a strong solution of bichloride of mercury; may we ask how
strong ?

3. Mr. Sisson's developing fluid has undergone so many
changes, and has been so much written about, that we are at a

loss to discover or to determine whether it has been at length

settled, in the mind of the inventor, that it will be equally well

for negatives as for positives.

Four Photographic Readers.

[1. Both papers are equally available for both purposes. In

actual practice we have not ourselves experienced any difference

in their results.

2. It is quite immaterial. A drachm of bichloride dissolved

in one ounce of spirits of wine will cause a cloudiness and a

precipitate, if a very few drops are added to the tested water.

3. In general the salts of iron are more adapted for positives,

and weak pyrogallic acid solutions for negatives; say one and a

half grain of pyrogallic acid, twenty minims of glacial acetic

acid, and an ounce of distilled water.]

cyanide of potassium.

It may be interesting to your photographic friends to know
that cyanide of potassium is capable of replacing hyposulphite

of soda in all collodion processes. If used of the strength of

five grains to an ounce of water, no danger need be appre-

hended from it. Its merits are cleanliness, quickness of opera-

tion, and the minute quantity of water required for washing the

picture fixed therewith.

J. B. HOCKIN.
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MODE OF EXCITING GALOTYPE PAPER.

I forgot iuserting this plan of exciting in my paper: it is very

clean and convenient, simple and snre. Obtain a piece of plate

glass, two or three inches larger than your paper, level it on a

table with a few bits of wood, pour on it your exciting mixture

(say aceto-nitrate and gallic acid, solution of each 20 minims,*

distilled water one ounce), and spread it evenly over with a

scrap of blotting-paper. Float your paper two minutes, remove

and blot off ; this ensures perfect evenness, especially if the paper

is large. You may thus excite half a dozen papers with little

more trouble than one.

THE DOUBLE IODIDE SOLUTION. PURITY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC

CHEMICALS.

The observations of Mr. Leachman upon the solvent powers

of iodide of potassium (Yol. ix., p. 182.) are perfectly correct,

but I believe our photographic chemicals are often much adul-

terated. The iodide of potassium is frequently mixed with the

carbonate. Dr. Mansell writes me word, in a comment upon
your note upon his communication, " What I used was very

pure, having been prepared by Mr. Arnold with great care: it

was some that had gone to the Great Exhibition as a sample of

Guernsey make, and obtained a medal." I have this day used

exactly seven ounces avoirdupois to make a pint of the iodizing

solution, which within a few grains, agrees with my former re-

sults. Nitrate of silver, I am informed upon a most respectable

authority, has been adulterated thirty per cent., and without

careful testing has eluded detection; but I am inclined to think

our cheapest article has come in for itg largest share of mixture.

I have lately perfectly failed in the removal of the iodide of sil-

ver with a saturated solution of what I purchased as hyposul-

phite of soda, but which could have been little else than common
Glauber's salts; for upon applying a similar solution of some
which was made by M. Butka of Prague, and supplied me by
Messrs. Simpson and Maule, the effect was almost immediate,

demonstrating how much we are misled in our conclusions, from
believing we are manipulating with the same substances, when
in fact they are quite different.

Hugh W. Diamond.

hyposulphite of soda baths.

Is there any objection to using the same bath (saturated solu-

tion of hyposulphite) for fixing both paper calotype negatives

and positives printed on albumenized paper from glass collodion

negatives? 0. E. F.

DOUBLE IODIDE OF SILVER AND POTASSIUM

I shall feel greatly indebted to you, or to any correspondent

of " N. & Q.," for information as to the proportion of iodide of

silver to the ounce of water, to be afterwards taken up by a

saturated solution of iodide of potassium and converted into the

double iodide of silver and potassium.

I generally pour all waste solution of silver into a jar of

iodide of potassium solution ; and last year, having washed some
of the precipitated iodide of silver, I redissolved it in a solution

of iodide of potassium of an unknown strength. Paper pre-

pared with this solution answered very satisfactorily, kept well

after excitation, and was very clear and intense; but this was
purely accidental: and if you can tell me how to insure like suc-

cess this summer, without a series of experiments, for which I

have but little time just now, the information will be very ac-

ceptable to me, and probably to many others.

I excite my paper with equal proportions of saturated solu-

tion of gallic acid and aceto-nitrate of silver, one or two drops

of each to the drachm of distilled water. I always plunge the

bottle of gallic acid solution into hot water when first made,
which enables it to take up more of the acid; on cooling, the

excess crystallises at the bottom. This ensures an even strength

of solution: it will keep any length of time, if a small piece of

camphor be allowed to float in it.

J. W. Walrond.
Wellington.

[The resultant iodide from fifteen grains of nitrate of silver,

* A minim is one drop.

precipitated by means of the iodide of potassium, will give the
requisite quantity of iodide for every ounce of water; or about
twenty-seven grains of the dried iodide will produce the same
effect. It is however far preferable, and more economical, to
convert all waste into chloride of silver, from which the pure
metal may be again so readily obtained. Iodide of silver, col-

lected m the manner described by our correspondent, is very
likely to lead to disapppointment.j

ALBUMENIZED PAPER.

I have by careful observation found that the cause of the
albumen settling and drying in waxing lines and blotches on my
paper, arose from some parts of the paper being more absorbent
than others, the gelatinous-like nature of the albumen assisting

to retard its ready ingress into the unequal parts, and, conse-

quently, that those places becoming the first dried, prevented
the albumen, still slowly dripping over the now more wetted
parts, from running down equally and smoothly, thereby causing

a check to its progress; and at last these became also dry,

thicker and irregular patches of albumen were deposited, form-

ing the mischief in question.

The discovery of the cause suggested to me the propriety of

either giving each sheet a prolonged floating of from ten to

fifteen minutes on the salted albumen, or until every part had
become fully and equally saturated; or, as a preliminary to the

floating and hanging up by one corner on a line, of putting over-

night between each sheet a damp piece of bibulous paper, and
placing the whole between two smooth plates of stone, or other

non-absorbent material.

Either method produces equally good results; but I now
always use the latter, thereby avoiding the necessity of other-

wise having several dishes of albumen at work at once.

Henry H. Hele.

cyanide of potassium.

I have for a long time been in the habit of using a solution of

the above-named substance for fixing collodion positives, because

the reduced silver has a much whiter appearance when thus

fixed, and when the hyposulphite of soda is used for the same pur-

pose; but I cannot quite agree with Mr. Hockin that it is

equally applicable to negatives, though in many cases it will do
very well. I find the reduced metal is more pervious to light

M'hen fixed with the cyanide solution, particularly in weak nega-

tives. Lastly, I find that a small quantity of the silver salts

being added to the solution before using, produces less injury to

the half-tones, and this not by merely weakening the solution as

one of double the strength with the silver is better than one

without it, though only half as powerful.

Your correspondent C. E. F. {ibid.) will find his positives will

not stand a saturated solution of hyposulphite of soda, unless

he prints them so intensely dark, that all traces of a picture by
reflected light are obliterated; but I have sometimes accident-^

ally exposed my positives a whole day, and retained a fair proof

by soaking the apparently useless impressions in such a so-

lution.

Geo. Shadbolt.

a stereoscopic note.

I possess a small volume entitled A Disquisition about the

Final Causes of Natural Things, by T. H. B. B., Fellow of

the Royal Society, 1688. " To which are subjoined, by way of

Appendix, some uncommon observations about vitiated sight."

In this strange appendix, one of the uncommon observations is

worth the notice of your correspondents who write on stereos-

copic subjects. I give you an extract from it:

" It has been of late the opinion of very learned men, that

though both our eyes are open, and turned towards an object,

yet 'tis but one of them at a time that is effectually employed

in givhig us the representation of it: which opinion, in this place

where I am writing but observations, it were not proper to dis-

cuss, especially because what is supposed to be observed will not

always uniformly happen, but may vary in particular persons

according to their several customs, and the constitution of their

eyes: for I have, by an experiment purposely made, several times

found, that my two eyes see together an object in another situa-

-
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tiou than either of them apart would do." And in giving

instances for and against binocular vision, the author says: " A
yet more considerable instance of such mistakes I afterwards

had from a noble person, who, having in a fight, where he played

the hero, had one of his eyes strangely shot out by a musket

bullet, that came out at his mouth, answered me, that not only

he could not well pour drink out of one vessel into another, but

had broken many glasses by letting them fall out of his liand,

when he thought he had put them into another's, or set them
down upon a table." The whole book is a very curious one, and

I should be obliged if the Editor of " N. & Q." could tell me
who T. H. was?*

Ediugthorpe. J. Lawson Sisson.

DEEPENING COLLODION NEGATIVES.

I have lately been trying a method of deepening collodion

negatives, so as to render instantaneous impressions capable of

being printed from, which I have found to answer admirably;

and although it is but a slight modification of Mr. Lyte's pro-

cess described in " N. & Q.," it is a very important one, and
will be found to produce far better results. The picture having

been developed in the usual way, with a solution of pyrogallic

acid, is whitened by means of Mr. Archer's solution of bichlo-

ride of mercury. The plate is then washed with water and a

solution of iodide of cndmium poured on. This converts the

white chloride of mercury, which constitutes the picture, into

the yellow iodide, in the same manner as the solution of iodide

of potassium recommended by Mr. Lyte; but is much to be pre-

ferred, as it produces a more uniform deposit. The solution of

iodide of potassium dissolves the iodide of mercury as soon as it

is formed, and therefore cannot be left on the plate until the de-

composition of the chloride is complete, without injury resulting

to the picture, as the half-tones are thereby lost, and those parts

over whicli the solution first flows becomes bleached before the

other parts have attained theii' highest tone; whereas the solu-

tion of iodide of cadmium may be allowed to remain for any
length of time on the plate, without any fear of its injuring the

negative,

J. Leachman.

CAUTION TO PHOTOGRAPHERS.

About six months since, I procured some gun cotton from a

chemist which appeared very good, being quite soluble, and the

collodion produced by it was excellent. That which I did not

use I placed in what I believed to be a clean dry-stopped bottle,

and put the bottle in a dark cupboard. I was much surprised

the other day, upon going to the cupboard, to find the stopper

blown out, and the cotton giving out dense red fumes of nitrous

acid. It appears to me to be almost upon the point of combus-

tion, and I have, accordingly, placed it under a bell-glass in a

porcelain dish to watch the result. I feel satisfied, however,

that there is some risk, and, as it may often be near ether, spu'its

of wine, or other inflamable chemicals, that caution is necessary

not only in preserving it at home, but especially in its transmis-

sion abroad, which is now done to some extent.

An Amateur.

POSITIVE PROOFS,

ON CONTINUATOR PAPER WITH CHLORIDE OF SODIUM.f

(TRANSLATED FKO.M " I..V LU.MIERE," BY AN" AMATEUR.)

The process generally followed at present for the production

of positive proofs has arrived at great perfection for beauty of

tone, but requires a veiy long exposure to the light, which raises

obstacles to a rapid procedure, especially during the bad season.

I have already tried to substitute for it the use of paper un-

pregnated only with a salt of silver, continuing the luminous

impression by the sulphate of iron followed by washing in water;

the results thus far obtained make me hope for success in this

practice.

In the mean while I am going to dcscril)e a process that I

have practised with success the last winter.

'The Hon. Robert Boyle.

t Tliis process gives proofs of great force of design, because the im-
ages traverse completely the paper ; they produce grand elfect seen l)y

transparency: it would be easy for me to explain why.

Not being able thus far to dispense with the use of the chlo-

rides and iodides, I have endeavored to simplify the application

of them, by making use of their volatile compounds, instead of

their salts in solution, diminishing greatly the dose, and Ijringing

out the image by a continuator bath.

Ten years ago I produced a photogenic paper by soaking with

nitrate of silver, leaves of paper impregnated with hydrochloric

acid in vapor, and by developing the image with a bath of sul-

phate of iron. This paper would serve for positives as well

as for negatives; but compared with papers prepared M'ith io-

dides, it was much too slow for the negatives. In substituting

gallic acid for the sulphate of iron, the paper is rendered better

for positives, but the very great difficulty I have found in making
an equal distribution of the acid vapor, has made me prefer

finally the use of sea-salt in a very feeble dose.

For papers prepared with iodides, 1 have pretty well succeed-

ed in substituting the vapor of iodine for the solutions of alkaline

iodides. This is a very expeditious process, which will answer
for negatives on fine paper. The method consists in placing on
a box of iodine well stocked, a great number of leaves at once,

which are found equally impregnated at the end of some hours,

and more or less impregnated as the time elapsed is longer or

shorter. When these leaves are floated on a bath of nitrate of

silver, the wrong side, which at first was a greenish blue, becomes
marbled gradually with yellow, and when the yellow color has

spread all over, it is certain that the paper is sufficiently satu-

rated with the nitrate of silver. These papers prepared with

the hydrochloric acid and the vapor of iodine, can be employed
with a neutral silver bath, provided that they evolve in both
cases, the nitric acid necessary for the preservation of the lights.

This manner of applying the iodine presents like the hydro-

chloric acid, too much difficulty to determine the proportion,

having no guide but the color assumed by the paper.

It is after having thus tried the ground that I have arrested

my steps at the following process for drawing positive proofs

by a continuator paper with the chloride of sodium. The con-

tinuator principle resides in the excess of the nitrate of silver;

the ordinary paper with the chlorides colors very little under the

influence of the continuator liquids on account of the excess of

chloride: to succeed well, the dose of salt must be diminished

greatly, not putting more than a handful of salt in a bucket of

water.

I have always used the ordinary grey salt, not trusting the

white table salt, which is always adulterated. By using table

salt, filtration can be dispensed with : but the grey salt should

be deprived of the froth by filtering through cotton cloth.

In salting the leaves, I take a dozen and cut off at once the

upper right hand angle. I then plunge them one by one in a

cylindric bucket of zinc, containing a saline solution which ought

to be less deep than the width of the leaves, so as to leave a

margin always dry, in order to jn'event the fingers or the pins

from acting continually on the paper.

In immersing, the leaves should be ciu'ved a little in the form

of a tube so as to prevent folds while penetrating the liquid.

At the end of ten minutes, these leaves are taken out and

hung up to diy, to make room for others. When these salted

leaves are dry, make them in a fold, the edge of which approaches

very near the limit of the salted ])ortion; this fold is made so as

to present the point to the left of the side where the paper is

doubled, when the leaf is held in front, with the fold up; by this

way the nitrated side is sure to be always recognized, as it will

be in front when the point is on the right, on the upjier side.

I have often nitrated my leaves liy plunging them in a verti-

cal gutta percha bath ; this way of course augments the exj)ense,

but is very expeditious, as it allows two or three leaves to be

impregnated at once; with less trouble in avoding the air-bub-

bles. In such case the marks are useless, as tlie paper is the

same on both sides, and when a proof is to be drawn there re-

mains only to choose the Ijcst side. To succeed with this pro-

cess, the nitrate of silver must be acid; without this the lights

are veiled; 150 grains of nitric acid must be added to every

of silver.

M. a. GAimN.

( To he Continued )

1500 grains of nitrate
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A RUDIMENTARY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON PERSPECTIVE.*

BY GEORGE PVNE, ARTIST.

No. 6 of Fig. 41 is a diagram representing the plan of the square

of the tower, with the square of the base of the spire within it:

such a figure is technically called a drawing of concentric squares

The student will observe, that in this diagram
the diagonals drawn from the corners of the

outer square form the diagonals of the inner

one, and would form the diagonals of any

number of squares, when their sides are al-

ways at an equal distance from the sides of

the outer one. Concentric squares, then,

may with great facility be represented in per-

spective; for the outer square being put in

perspective, and the diagonal lines drawn,

any one point of an inner square being found

on either diagonal line, the three remaining

points can readily be found from it. In fig.

7, suppose A to be the distance of the plat-

form below the top of the tower; at this

height a square must be drawn, with its dia-

gonal lines. Let b represent the distance of

the base of the spire from the outer wall of

the tower; from it rule a line to the vanish-

ing point, and where it intersects the diago-

nal line at «, will be the point for drawing
the square of the base of the spire corres-

ponding with the point a of the diagram.

Prom the point a draw a horizontal line to

tlie opposite diagonal at i, which will answer

to the point h of the diagram. From the

point h a line must be drawn to the vanishing

point, which will intersect the diagonal be-

yond at ch The line already drawn from b

has given the point c; a straight IIqc drawn
from 1^ to c will be found to be parallel to the

upper line from a to I, and completes the

drawing of the inner square in perspective.

A perpendicular line must now be drawn up
from the centre of the square to the height

of the spire; and to this point lines must be

drawn from the points a b and d of the inner

square, or base of the spire. The dark lines

represent the perspective appearance of such

a tower and spire as were proposed to be
drawn. Conical, octagonal, and other spires,

similarly placed, may be represented in the

same manner.

It may be well here to make a few obser-

vations regarding the reflections of objects in

water. Reflections in water require the same
attention to be paid to the rules of perspec-

tive as when drawing the representations of

the object themselves; this must be under-

stood to apply to reflections in still water,

where their appearance is similar to the re-

flections in a large looking-glass. It is highly

necessary that this should be attended to in

sketcjiing from nature. The introduction of

water in landscape scenery greatly adds to its

interest; and tiaough it would have a bad
effect generally to reflect every object on a

sheet of water with the precision the objects

themselves are represented, still it is well to

kaow that such might be the case, and to bo
able to do it when requisite. In some of the

works of the Dutch and Flemish painters,

who executed their pictures for the most part
1 the spot—-and hence then" deserved repu-

tation for truth—an occasional bit of reflec-

tion may be met with, that, if the painting

* Coutiaued from page t26. Vol, 7, No. 4.

were turned upside down, the reflection might be taken for the
reality, and the reality for the reflection. There arc a variety
of circumstances that have their influence on the appearance of

reflections; such as ripples, currents, &c.,
all of which, fleeting as they may be, are
turned to advantage by the observant and
skilful artist. A judicious observation on
the influence twilight produces on reflec-

tions, frequently has a fiue efi'ect on a pic-

ture; much of positive form is lost in the
mysterious appearance of objects between
the spectator and an evening sky, though
the forms of these objects are often vigor-

ously reflected in the water. These remarks,
though somewhat foreign to our purpose,
we are led to make to caution the young
aspirant from adhering too much to rule

Though a bit of real reflection, judiciously

introduced here and there, has an e.xcellent

efifect, to reflect every object as if it were
standing on a magnified mirror would have
very bad one.

the

are

the

and
is

It veryctm
mcnly occurs

t al parts of a

building, or

other object,

that are not

visible to

spectator,

shown in

reflection,

also much
visible to the

spectator that

in reflections

cannot be
shown: this ap-

plies principal-

ly to horizontal surfaces; as, for in-

stance, if a square post were repre-

sented standing in the water, the flat

of the top would be visible, but there

could not by any possibility be any
reflection of it ; but if a succession of

posts, with railings running fi-om

them, as is constantly met with a-;

cross country streams, for preventing

cattle straying, the ufjier side of the

I'ail would be visible, but the under
part would be shown in the reflect-

ion. These apparent trifles should

be carefully attended to; the intro-



Fig. 41.

Fig. 42.

duction of objects of this kind gives a local trutli to a landscape,

and they are frequently invaluable as bits of foreground. When
this occurs, they form necessarily a large feature, and any want

of accuracy is easily detected. Thus, in Fig. 42, a 1)it of brick

wall, with the coping, the top of the

coping is seen in the object, but in

the reflection the under part of it is

shown. All the horizontal lines of

this diagram, both of the object it-

self and of the reflection of it, tend

to the same vanishing point, as is

shown very distinctly in the lines

dividing the rows of bricks forming

the wall, which are drawn in pre-

cisely the same manner as if the

wall and its reflection were one plain surface. It will be well

to bear this in mind, as want of thought sometimes causes some

to draw the reflections in the water exactly the reverse of what
the objects appear, which in many instances is a gross error, as

is shown in the example (Pig. 43), where the difference between

the object and its reflection is very considerable.

As it is with re-

flections, so is it with

shadov/s; they must
also follow the same
rules of perspective

as the various objects

that cast them. In
all ordmary perspec-

tive drawings, the

shadows are project-

ed as in the geometrical drawings,—which for the most part are

at an angle of forty-five degrees. This is an extremely con-

venient way of casting the shadows, as in an elevation drawing
the depth of the sliadow is the same as the extent of the pro-

jection. Though, for the style of drawing to which this first part

of the work is expressly devoted, it would not be proper that

the light and shade should be put in according to rule, yet it is

well to liear in mind, that to represent correctly the forms of

shadows thrown from any projection, as the projecting roof of a
house, a cornice, window-sill, &c., or shadows cast on the ground,

requires as much attention to the rules of perspective, as for

drawing tlie outlines of the objects that cast them. If the sha-

dow thrown from a projecting roof were to be made of a greater

depth at the further angle of a building than at the nearer one,

Fig. 43.

it would produce the effect of a wider projection at the further

end, which, in representations of new buildings, would have an
extremely awkward effect; on the contrary, in representations

of cottages and ruins, this same knowledge is of advantage, as

the inequalities in the depth of the shadows give an excellent

help to the effect of dilapidations. We offer these few observa-

tions for the advantage of the amateur without illustrating them
by examples, the compass of this treatise not admitting of our
entering into the subject of light and shade.

There is a
problem in per-

spective, one
extremely use-

ful in drawing
very large ob-

jects, viz. that

of finding the

perspective in-

clinations of

parallel lines

by means of

arcs of circles.

It appears cu-

rious, that in

order to draw
the representa-

tions of curves

in perspective,

we are com- &
pelled to use Fig. 44.

straight lines, and that in this instance we find the proper direc-

tions of straight lines by means of curves. It occasionally hnp-

pens that some object in a picture is so large, and the vanishing

point for finding the proper inclination of the parallel lines so

far out of the picture, that it would be difiScult to find a means
of drawing lines with sufficient accuracy to a vanishhig point,

if one were fixed ; as, for instance, some high object towering
above everything in the picture. This ingenious mode of in-

clining lines towards a vanishing point, without having occasion

to make use of one, is as follows:—Let a and b* (Fig. 44) re-

present the two sides of the front of a tower, d e being the per-

* From our limited space, we are compelled to give this diagram on
a very small scale, but its peculiar advantage is when applied on a large
scale. It was pointed out by a deceased artist of groat celebrity, to the
aiithor, when making a very large outline of one of the towers of Ko-
cheslor Castle, lie has found it on many occasions of great service.
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spcctive inclination of any liorizontal line on the face of it, and c

the horizontal line^ Prom e draw an indefinite line e f, parallel

to the horizontal line c ; from the point o, at an extension of the

compasses tt o^ describe an are of a circle till it meet the line e f

at F
;
join F g. If the are of a circle be drawn from any point

on the line g d through the line « f^ tlie point of intersection on

it will furnish a point that will regulate the inclination a hori-

zontal line should take on the face of the toWef, drawn from the

point on the line g d the arc springs from. Suppose the per-

spective inclination of a horizontal line required across the face

of the tower from the point h; in order to find this inclination,

from the point g, with an extension of the compasses g h, describe

the arc of a circle till it intersects th^ line f g at k, and from k
draw a line parallel to the horizontal line c to meet the line b at

m; then join h and m, and the line h m will be the perspective

inclination of a horizontal line on the face of the tower at the

height H, tending towards the same vanishing point as the line

D E. Take any other point on the line a, as at j; from g, with

an extension of the compasses g j, describe the arc J l; draw a

horizontal line from l to the hne b at n, and a line drawn from

J to N will be in its perspective inclination towards the same
vanishing point as the lines h m and d e. By extending the

horizontal line c to the left, and continuing the line d e till it

intersects it, the point of intersection would of course be the

vanishing point, and it will be found that both the lines h m and
J N would terminate in the same point. The perspective incli-

nations of any number of horizontal lines may be drawn in a

similar manner, and the perspective divisions of stones, battle-

ments, windows, &c., may be found either by means of a point

of distance found as described pp. 12 and 13, Plate I. Fig. 2, or

by means of diagonal lines as described p. 29, Prob. IV. Plate 5.

Thus the perspective divisions and inclinations of lines may be
drawn on the face of a building without the necessity for a van-

ishing point, which in certain cases, such as being deficient of

large drawing-boards, long rulers, &c., will be found of very con-

siderable advantage.

The foregoing examples, with their descriptions, the author
has commonly found ample for the generality of his pupils, mostly
young ladies, whose numerous avocations leave them but little

leisure for the study of what they mostly consider so dry a sub-

ject as perspective. In sketching from nature, even by those

well acquainted with the more complicated branches of perspec-

tive, it is generally found suEBcient to mark the positions of the

various points by the eye, without resorting to drawing ground
plans, &c. and finding them by rule: nevertheless it is always de-

sirable, if time permit, to thoroughly understand the principles

upon which perspective drawing is founded, and more especially

for those who propose to became teachers themselves. One
principal object with the author has been so to arrange his mate-
rial, that any intelligent youth, without the assistance of a master,
might proceed by easy stages, from chapter to chapter, and ren-

der himself, after a diligent perusal of the whole work, compe-
tent to instruct others. By
an attentive perusal of this

First Part of Practical

Perspective, the Second

will be rendered easy of

comprehension to the read-

er; and we shall be ena-

bled, we trust, to take the

problems used for illustrat-

ing the descriptions of the

First Part, and show how
the same things may be
constructed from plans drawn from actual measurement in the
Second.

( To be continued.)

Grreat men, like comets, are eccentric in their courses, and are

formed to do extensive good, by modes unintelligible to vulgar

minds. Hence, like those erratic orbs in the firmament, it is

their fate to be miscomprehended by knaves; to be abused for

all the good they actually do, and to be accused of ills with which
they, have nothing to do, neither in design nor execution.

VOL. VII., NO. VI. 24

From the Jour, of the Photo. Soc.

ON THE MEASURES OF CAPACITY USED IIV PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY,

WITH A PROPOSED DECIMAL SYSTEM.

BY F. GIESLER LLOY-D, ESQ.

Kt would seem of some importance to correct an error, into
which Mr. W. Teasdale, in company with many other photo-
graphers, appears to have fallen, viz. the weight of a fluid ounce
of water. In constructing his table which appeared in No.
13 of this Journal (p. 161), he reduces the solutions to the
standard of " the imperial pint of 20 ounces," and he afterwards
speaks of " fluid ounce of 480 grains;" now the 20th part of
the imperial pint is an avoirdupois ounce of 437 1 grains, which
is also the weight of the apothecaries' fluid ounce of water, and
not 480 grains; the dry or solid ounce being 480 grains.

To show it more plainly,

—

Grains
Avoirdupois ounce=i^ imp. pint =431"5
Fluid ounce=8 drs.=480 minims =431-5
Apothecaries' or Troy dry ounce =480

Therefore a minim weighs but '911 grain.

In order to get over the difBculty and confusion which this di-

versity occasions, and also to carry out a wish expressed by Mr.
Teasdale, I would suggest that the ounce be got rid of altogether,

and that another standard should be taken in its place; and I
think that none can answer the purpose better than that which
I have now used for some time, and which was originally pro-
posed by Mr. Grifiin for Centigrade testing. It is, to take the
imperial pound of water at 62° F., being one-tenth of a gallon
and weighing 1000 grains, as the standard measure, and to di-

videjt into 1000 parts, the unit being one septem, weighing 1

grams. The table would then be as follows:

—

1 septem
10=
100= 10

1000= 100:

10,000=1000

1 milligallon

.

1 centigallon

10^ 1 decigal.=imp lb.

100=10=1 imp. gallon..

Grains.= 1

= 10
= 100
= 1,000

.=10,000

The pound measure equals 16 fluid ounces, and is therefore
one-fifth less than the imperial pint ; consequently, to reduce the
weight of salts from the old measures to the proposed new
standard will be an exceedingly simple matter.

It will be only necessary, in order to give the number of
grains to the pound measure, to take f the weight when the
formula is given in grains to the pint, and 16 times when given
in grains to the oz.

For example, a solution of iodide of potassium of 240 grains
to the pint will become f . 240= 192 grains to the pound: and
a solution of nitrate of silver of 30 grains to the ounce will be
16 X 30=480 to the lb.

It is also very simple to reduce the French formulae to the
same standard, for if they be given as grammes to the litre,

the grammes must be multiplied by 1, to give the grains to the

pound, for a gramme is y oVo- of a litre, and 1 grains= t olj
of a pound. For example, a solution of 30 grammes to the

litre^30 X 1, or 210 grains to the pound.

To be more concise. Grains to the pint imperial must be
multiplied by '8; grains to the ounce by 16"; grammes to the

litre by 1' ; avoirdupois ounces to the quart, by 115 ; and apothe-

caries' ounces to the quart by 192;—to give the grains to the

decigallon.

If every one agrees in referring all solutions to the decigallon

or pound measure, and decimals, the advantages for comparison
of different formulas will be incalculable. I purpose on that

account to tabulate all the existing formulae that I can collect,

arranged according to processes, and all reduced to the pro-

posed standard.

The measure glasses I find most convenient for practical use,

are, a tall glass to contain the decigallon or pound, divided into

100 parts; one similar to the present two-ounce glass, holding
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the centigallon or 100 ceptems, and divided into 10 parts; and
a third of 10 or 20 septems, to supply the place of the drachm
glass, and divided into single septems.

My principal reason for adopting and proposing this standard

in preference to any other is (besides the readiness of conver-

sion from the old measures), that should the legislature ever de-

cimalise our weights and measures, it would most probably re-

tain the pound and gallon as units, for the same reason that

the sovereign would be retained in the decimal currency.

Bellsize, Hampstead, Feb. 15, 1854.

A NEW AND COMPLETE FHOTOGBAPHIC MANUAL,*

FOR METAL PLATES AND PAPER. CONTAINING ALL THE LATEST

DISCOVERIES.

Translated from the French of E. de Valicourt, for the Pho-

tographic and Fine Art Journal, by W. Grigg, A. B.

NEW IODINE AND CHLORO-BROMIDE OF LIME BOXES.

88. "I had some time ago observed, while experimenting on

brorao-form, that the pipe-clay, when partially baked, not only

became quickly saturated with the vapors of iodine and bromine,

but in a manner filtered them, by allowing them to pass freely

and with great regularity through its substance. I have since

thought that if I should hermetrically cover beneath a plate of

this porous clay an equally thick coating of bromide of lime, or

iodine ; covering the surface of the clay opposite to that in con-

tact with the substances above named, with a piece of ground

glass, I should obtain extremely level dishes, and uniting the

best possible requirements, especially for an apparatus destined

to be often transported from place to place. In fact, however,

the box may be shaken, whatever may be its position, edgewise,

crossways, horizontal or inverted, and the iodine and lime will

always preserve a tliickness of parallel surface, upon one of which

I could always place in a parallel manner the plate which is to

receive the vapors. These boxes will be therefore at the .same

time, both the hermetically closed flask where the iodine or bro-

mine are kept, and the apparatus for its employment when re-

quired. I at once manufactured two of these boxes and they

have more than answered all my expectations.
" It appears to me even, that in traversing this porous clay

the two substances become modified in a manner favorable to the

photographic phenomena.

89. " After numerous experiments and many indispensable al-

terations which experience indicated, I have arrived at the fol-

lowing method of construction.

I take plates of white clay, half baked, such as we get com-

mercially, and which are used by designers on porcelain to pass

the ornamental pieces through the fire. It is on these plates

that the pieces are placed directly in the oven. They are about

1 If inches by *I| inches and ^g or fV inches in thickness.

They absorb water with such avidity that an ordinary glassful!

would disappear in the thickness of this plate without excess.

" I cut perfectly square, and of the required size, the plate,

which I will call the biscuit to avoid confusion, and this size

should be that of the largest of the plates used, with an excess

of
J

of an inch on each of its four sides. It is unnecessary

to say, that the box will serve for plates of the smallest dimen-

sions, by using different sized frames. The large normal plates

which are used almost exclusively, being 8| inches by 6| inches

I make the biscuit 9^ by 1^, and from j\ to ^g inches

only in thickness which I accomplish by paring it when dry, on

each side.

" The biscuit being thus prepared, and being especially of

equal thickness, I trace with ink at ,-'^ in. from the edge,

and upon each of its two faces a line forming a frame and
which marks the space to be covered by the glass bands designed

to form a double level dish, the interior surface of which will

necessarily be equal to that of the plate used as the first mea-

sure; I then cut a glass ^V ^^ ^^ i"*^'' '" thickness, in a strip

of J
J inch in width and of a length equal to tliat of the

sides of the biscuit; 8 are necessary for each surface ; I pare them

* Continued from page 149, Vol. 7, No. 5.

on each of the four sides in order that they may take the paste
which is to fix the four first upon the same biscuit, and the four

second upon the four first in order to increase thus the height of
the edges of the dish.

90 " The glueing of these strips demands much care and some
precaution, it is essential to heat the biscuit and the glass strips

;

sufficient paste must be used to remove all air bubbles from be-

tween the strips, but the extreme must be avoided, for if it should
touch the porous clay or spread over it, ineffaceable stains would
be the result, or the iodine and bromine would accumulate in a
disagreeable manner. Lastly, the lines of junction of the upper
strips should cross at right angles to those of the lower; that is

to say, that if in the first, the strips of the long side go from
one end to the other of t!ie biscuit, the strips of the short side

should take the same coui'se in the second.
" When this operation is performed upon the two faces, I have

two small very level dishes, and constructed dosados upon the
clay which thus serves as a base, one for the other. Their sides

are formed by the double thickness of the glass strips.

At the expiration of a few hours all is sufficiently dry to pare
without moistening the four sides of the double dish, in order to

glue thereto a piece of glass of yL of an inch in thickness, to
prevent the evaporation of the substances, even through the
angle of the biscuit. These strips which surround the double
dish should be as wide as it is thick and will complete the
frame of the porous clay.

" As soon as this glue has become dry, the jutting edges
formed by the glass strips should be perfectly pared off". They
are designed to receive on one side a piece of glass glued thei'eon,

which will close as hermetically as possible the iodine or chloro-

bromide of lime, and on the other a very smooth piece of glass,

sliding upon them to cover at pleasure the surface of the biscuit,

or to expose it when its vapors are to be used. These edges will

now be formed by the upper surface of the strips of glass and
the edge of the perpendicular glass which surrounds them on
every side.

91. " It is needless to say, that in augmenting the number of

the strips, or by cutting them from thicker glass, the required

depth will be given to the dish which is to contain the sub-

stances. For the iodine a light coat of from | to j\ inch is

sufficient, but for the chloro-bromide of lime a much more con-

siderable thickness is necessary, j\ in., for instance, since this

substance sensibly weakens by evaporation, and as it is necessary

to saturate it afresh after a certain time.
" With the requirements which I have just pointed out, and

if the glueing and paring are perfect, it will be a year or even
more before it will be necessary to renew the lime, or to impreg-

nate it afi'esh with bromine or chloride of bromine.
" The edges being perfectly pared, the substances may be en-

closed in tte two double dishes designed, one for the iodide the

other for the chloro-bromide of lime. What I shall remark for

the one, is necessarily applicable for the other.

92. " Cut, in the first place, a glass of y\ of an inch in thick-

ness and sufficiently large, that when placed flat over the dish, it

may cover it entirely, but without exceeding the exterior edge
with which it is perfectly to coincide. It is not necessary that

it be ground, in order that the tone of the substances which it

covers may continually be seen. This precaution is especially

necessary for lime colored red, which changes its color on be-

coming weak. Spread the iodine or the chloro-bromide of lime

in one of the cavities of the double dish, but without entirely

filling it, in order to be enabled to give to these substances by
shaking them, a motion which may change the position ot the

molecule, and which by equalizing their general color gives to

the chloro-bromide of lime its whole homogeneousness, for if a

defect in the glueing of the strips or of the glass should allow

any vapors to filter through, a sensible discoloration would very

soon be perceived near the point where the evaporation took

place.
" The vacuum to be left in the dishes may be calculated at

about a twelfth of their capacity. Apply the glass evenly upon
the smooth strips, keep it in its place by a sufficiently heavy

weight and by means of a ribbon of suitable width, ^ inch,

for instance, and strong glue, warm and very thick, fasten the

glass very tightly to the edges which it covers without being



glued thereto, the ribbon binding the whole closely, enveloping

under the paste with which it is covered, a portion of the outer

surface of the glass, its border and a portion of the outer edge

of the dish. It is well also for greater certainty to cover the

line of junction of the glass with the side with a band of gutta

percha or very strong paper, carefully glued. It is necessary,

in a word, to be careful to close every other issue but that of

the surface of the biscuit to the vapors which are constantly

striving to escape.
" This disposition allows of opening the dish when desired,

without being obliged to break the large glass, for the glue gives

to the strips and to the porous clay such an adhesion that it is

impossible to separate them without breaking. The glass which

covers the iodine may also be glued upon the edges of the dish,

but it is necessary previously, to make in one of its sides, and in

an exact angle an aperture i of an inch in length, having

the same width as the thickness of the superposed strips of glass.

It is through this aperture and by means of a small flat funnel

composed of a horn of well glazed paper, that the substance is

introduced into the vacuum, compressed between the glass

and the biscuit. Then cork the aperture with a piece of glass

which fits therein and bevelled like the aperture in order that it

may not slide inwards, and glue the whole as aforesaid. The
benefits thus obtained are doubtless greater than the preceding

to prevent evaporation, but it would be necessary to break the

glass if one were forced to open the box.

93. " The upper dish, into which the vapors filtered through

the biscuit pass, is covered with a piece of smoothed glass, which

hermetically closes it and which is removed or slided along to

substitute the frame, which caries the plate. The whole is

placed in a wooden box, like those which are used for the or-

dinary dishes. It is also necessary to prevent as far as possible

all disengagement of vapor when the box is at rest, to adjust in

the interior of the upper dish a smoothed glass which will lay

at once evenly over the biscuit. It is to be removed, be it un-

derstood, when use is to be made of the box, and replaced when
finished.

" This apparatus gives results truly remarkable, and after

seven or eight days, when the biscuit is perfectly saturated with

the vapors. The tablet which receives them passes successively

through all the known shades with an eveuess and constancy

which leaves nothing to be desired.

94. " The clay which covers the iodine colors very soon with

a thick rust, that over the bromide of lime, of chloro-bromide of

lime never loses its whiteness. It is well but not indispensable,

to give to the biscuit a black tone by mixing lampblack in sether

and spirits of wine, and by spreading it upon the porous clay by

means of a smooth brush. It is necessary, the next day, carefully

to remove with a hard brush the excess of lampblack, which

has not penetrated into the clay nor been reduced to powder.
" I was obliged to blacken the biscuit of my boxes, because

being sometimes obliged to use them in full light, I had remarked
that the white reflections from the bottom of the dish whatever

prf cautions I might take would change the sensitive coating of

my plates sufBciently to veil the proofs.

" The biscuit may be blackened on one side only, either before

constructing the dish, or when it is already filled with iodine or

chloro-bromide of lime.

95. " My two dishes are placed back to back and without

any intermediary in a box, each surface of which presents

an aperture destined to receive the frame which supports

the plate. When the latter is iodized, I invert the box, and I

pass to the chloro-bromide, then I return it again for the second

iodizing.

"The dishes enter into the box and are withdrawn from it by
a lid which closes the side opposite to that in which are the two
openings through which they are drawn, by sliding the two
polished glasses, this box is | inches in thickness, by 1 1 inches

in width and 4 in length. I can when I wish, remove from the

common box, the two double dishes and place each in a se-

parate box, which is more convenient when operating in a set-

tled place.

96. " I cannot too strongly recommend to persons who pre-

pare accelerating substances themselves, to take every possible

precaution to prevent disagreeable accidents. Bromide, chlo-

ride of iodide, and chloride ofbromine especially, are corrosives of
great energy. It would be imprudent to breathe a lime impreg-
nated with these substances, if its particles should be dissemi-
nated through the apartment. It is necessary, therefore, always
to place oneself in a current of air and near a window, in pre-
paring or transposing this lime. Ammonia and the concentrated
solution of hyposulphite of soda possess the excellent property
of destroying almost instantly their deleterious qualities. It
would therefore be prudent to keep it handy when uncorking
the flasks containing these substances, to pour them into the
capsules. It is especially necessary never to pour them in at
too great a distance for fear that any drops may flv into the
eyes which unfortunately would be irremediable. If it should
get upon the hands or face, wash the stains off immediately with
a solution of the hyposulphate of soda. They v/ill disappear in

an instant without leaving any trace. If the odor which they
exhale be too strong in the apartment, scatter about a few drops
of ammonia. The invisible vapors from the bromine and alkali

will combine, neutralising each other, and will give birth to white
vapors which are not deleterious. If wishing to try a flask, you
breathe too strongly, so as to expei'ience a lively irritation in

the nasal organs, breathe the ammonia immediately. Every
accident moreover may be easily avoided by placing oneself as I

have already said in an established current of air.

91. " The iodine box, whatever may be its construction, should
always, especially in travelling, be kept separated from the
camera obscura. Without this precaution it might happen that
the sides of the camera impregnated with emanations of iodine

might exercise a detrimental influence upon the plate when it is

submitted to the photogenic action. From the same motive the
frames which serve for iodising and bromenising should be ex-

clusively devoted to this purpose, and the plate at the moment
of being exposed to the luminous impression should be carried

in another frame entirely free from all emanation of iodine or
bromine.

98. " We cannot again too much recommend keeping the
iodine box out of the influence of dampness, although its disad-

vantages are scarcely perceptible with the apparatus of M. le

Baron Gros. It would be best to keep it in an appartment of
a mild and regular temperature, there will not then be any
cause to fear that tumultuous and irregular evaporation when
the box experiences a rapid change of temperature.

" When an iodine box has remained a long time inactive, the
vapors of iodine condense and accumulate upon the interior

sides of the dish, and end by forming thereon a thick coating.

If in this state a plate be exposed over the box, it will be re-

marked that the edges of the plate will be more strongly iodised

than the centre. This circumstance is easily explained, since the

vapors furnished by the sides of the dish add themselves to those

which emenate regularly from the surface of the porous clay, so

that the edges of the plate receive a double dose of iodine.

Such disadvantage would be great if an easy method to remedy
it had not been discovered. It is sufScient before commencing
the operations to wipe well the lateral edges of the dish with a
pellet of cotton, very slightly moistened with alcohol or even a

solution of hyposulphite of soda. The dish must then be
allowed to dry perfectly before use.

" These precautions may appear minute, but we have at heart

the progress of our students, and at the risk of their appearing

prolix, we shall recall to their minds continually that multitude of

petty actions of careful forethought, the rigorous observation of

which is indispensable in an art so delicate as that of photography.

99. " Many writers have advised slightly heating the plate

before submitting it to the vapors of iodine with the design of ac-

celerating the formation of the coating of iodurate of silver

which is to produce the image. Without pronouncing abso-

lutely against this practice, we will say, that it is very difficult, by
the aid ot artificial heat to bring the plate to a temperature, of

an exact uniformity over its whole surface; and without th's

it is impossible to obtain an even coating of iodine. We will

add, that the reiterated bufiings undergone by the plate during

the operation of polishing are eminently adapted to develop a

moderate heat, sufficient to favor the combination of the iodine

with the coating of silver. It is for this reason that we advise

iodising the plates always immediately after the final polish.
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100. " An essential precaution, and which should never be

nejrlected, is to remove before iodising all the small corpuscules,

or filiments which remain adherent to the surface of the plate.

Take for this purpose a piece of fresh cotton and dust the plate

lightly with it, holding the silver side downwards till it be per-

fectly clean; for if the smallest particles of dust should remain

upon the surface, they would be adverse to the absorption of

the iodine upon the points which they might occupy, and the

plate left inactive in the same spots, would preserve its polish

which would form in the production of the image indellible black

points.

If it happened, in examining the plate to verify the progress

of the iodising, that any particles were still perceived upon the

surface there need be no fear of removing them immediately

by again dusting with a pellet of cotton. Every particle of dust

may also be removed by tapping the plate briskly, the silver side

downwards. And again, one may always, without any disadvan-

tage, dust the plate lightly with cotton whenever there is need,

before and during iodising and even during its exposition to the

vapors of the accelerator. In fact, it need not be believed,

according to an error very much in vogue among persons little

instructed in chemistry, that the iodising exists in the state of

a superposed coating to the surface of the silver. It forms on

the contrary on the surface of the plate a veritable combination

of iodine with silver. An iodurate of silver which can well sup-

port without alteration a light dusting, and which is only des-

troyed by an energetic buffing. This fact becomes evidently

manifest by the difficulty experienced in removing the sensitive

coating from a plate that has already received an impression.

101. " We have shown the pi'eliminary precautions to be

taken to obtain a good coating of iodine ; it is time to explain

the manner of proceeding in this delicate operation.
" After having fixed the plate in a frame devoted exclusively

to this ti.se, and having well dusted it as has been said in the pre-

ceding section—open the iodine box and place this frame

therein, so as to close it as hermetically as possible, for, if through

any aperture the least amount of air should penetrate into the

box an uneven coating would infallibly result. Turn the plate

often in order to equalise as much as possible the effect of the

vapors: observe the plate also from time to time, to verify,

by the divers shades that it may take the progress of the opera-

tion, and particularly its regularity. This operation should be

as much as possible performed in a place completely free from

the light, or at least partially so, for although the plate may be

examined with impunity in suppressed light if it has not been

submitted to the action of accelerating substances; this faculty

must, however, not be abused under pain of robbing it of a por-

tion of its sensitiveness and sometimes even of occasioning a

veil upon the proof.

102. " At the end of a minute or so of exposition over the

iodine, the silver will take a light yellow straw tint, to which the

citron yellow succeeds, then the gold yellow, the orange yellow,

the yellow mixed with rose, the tender rose, the dark rose,

the rose, the purple rose, the violet rose, the light indigo

color, bright blue, deep blue, and lastly the deep red. At this

point, if the operation be further prolonged, the plate after

having retaken its primitive whiteness will still reproduce in

the same order the whole series of colors we have just enu-

merated.

"Now at which of all these shades are we to stop ? This is

a question which has been controverted for a long period, and
upon which there is yet no established opinion. Some decide

for the pale coating, others for more decided. We confine our-

selves to the opinion of the latter, which is at the present day
generally adopted. It will be useful to deduce the motive of

this preference.

"It is well known that a daguerrean image is but the result

of a cliange at different degrees of depth of the coating sensi-

tive to the light; now, if this coating is infinitely minute, only

the extreme tints will evidently be obtained and the picture will

often assume a dryness and roughness fatiguing to the eye.

There would be fear besides of solarizing the proofs, for the

thinner the sensitive coating is, the quicker will it be traversed

by the light, and it is known that the solarization liapi)ens at

the moment where the photogenic action having exhausted the

whole of the sensitive coating, and being able to penetrate no
further, spreads laterally and ends by confounding all the linea-

ments into the same tint.

" But, if on the contrary, the luminous action acts upon a

sufficiently rich coating there will be room upon the image for

every gradation of tint, the contours will be sharp without
losing their softness, the shades will be gently blended and the

image inapproachable. In a word, the image will present an
harmonious ensemble, far preferable to those striking oppositions

so shocking to the eye of an artist and which have made so

many enemies to photographic portraits.

"If it were still necessary to add fresh arguments in favor of

an intense coating of iodine, we would prove this fact, that it is

only after the introduction of a second iodizing, after the appli-

cation of the accelerating substance that those beantifal proofs

are obtained, so deep, so rich in tone, so dark, which character-

ize the mode of the most skilful photographers. This is not the

place to dwell upon the utility of this second iodizing, we shall

speak of it hereafter at length and then show its importance and
its effects.

" Let us not forget, lastly, to do justice to the judicious re-

searches of Mr. Buron, who, without contradiction was the first,

and at a period when the art was still in its infancy, who showed
clearly the advantages of a deep coating, and described with rare

precision all the characters of tint most favorable to success. >

What shows in favor of the method then indicated by Mr. Buron,
is, that at the present day, notwithstanding the improvements
which have entirely modified the daguerrean process, his

methods in the matter of iodizing are still the best that can be
adopted.

103. " To resume, when the bromide of lime of Mr. Bingham,
or the chloro-bromide of lime ot M. le Baron Gros are employed
as accelerating substances which are at the present day most
generally adopted, the iodising must not be arrested at the

golden yellow tint but pushed to the dark rose and even to the

purple rose. We will recur again to this point in treating of

these two substances, which since our last edition have given to

photography an entirely new impulse. As to the other acceler-

ating substances, we will specify in their proper article the

shade of iodine which agrees the best with each of them.

104. " A very essential precaution is to take note of the time

that the plate has been over the iodine box to arrive at the

suitable tint. This care is not very constraining, since a number
of minutes are ordinarily required to form a coating of ioduret of

silver of sufficient thickness ; there is no need therefore of calcu-

lating the time with such precision as in the application of the

accelerators. It will be sufficient to take account of it in an
approximate manner. It is already a great advantage to be-

come acquainted with the time a plate will require to be proper-

ly iodised, since a first experience will serve as a guide for the

future, and there will be no need of so often consulting the

color of the plate at the risk as I have before said of affecting

its sensitiveness, but besides, when proceeding to the second
iodizing, of which we shall presently speak; the plate can no
longer be regarded to base an opinion on its color, to know if

it has attained the proper degree. The duration of the first

iodising must therefore be taken as a rule, to determine in the

proper proportions the duration of the second, and then it

becomes indispensable to recollect the tune employed for the first

of these operations.

105. " We have no need to repeat that every time the plate

is viewed to consult its color, it should be done with as little

light as possible. A sheet of white paper may be used for

this purpose, the color of which is examined by reflection on the

plates,

106. "At the present day it is well demonstrated that a

plate which has. been iodized some hours and even a day in ad-

vance, and preserved carefully from the light, is just as sensitive

to the photographic action as that iodized immediately before

operating. The same would be the case with a plate which

after iodizing had been submitted to the action of the accele-

rating substances; it would equally as well be employed a num-

1 Buron, Description and use of tlic Daguerreotype for portraits.

Taris, 1842, p. 15.
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ber of hours after its preparation without having lost a jot of its

sensitiveness. This property doubtless would be profitable for

working in the country. Plates already prepared could be used

without danger. But for general use there is always great

disadvantage in preparing plates in advance, for great care

must be taken to withdraw thorn from the influence of light and

to enclose them in boxes to keep them free from the dust; they

become covered in a short time with numerous stains, for which

it is difficult to assign any precise cause, but which destroy the

most beautiful impressions.

( To be Continued.)

THE GARDENS OF ANTIQUITY.

BY MRS. WHITE.

" There are no ancient gentlemen," says the clown in Ham-
let, "but gardeners, ditchers, and grave makers: they hold up

Adam's profession ;" but before Adam gardens were—and in the

quaint phrase of Queen Elizabeth's Lord-keeper, God Almighty

was the first who planted one. Nature still when left to herself

works out the same sweet enterprise, and stamps the tloral char-

actry of Eden on mead, heath, wood, and valley. In the still

forest pools, where doves come down to drink, and large-eyed

deer gaze on their loveliness, she floats fair beds of water-lilies

yellow and white, and raises tufts of dark leaved pyrola with

scented blossoms. In leveret-haunted brakes and thickets, she

strews blue hare bells with hyacinthine odors; and in this ad-

vent month of Yerna, wreaths all the gnarled roots of the forest

trees with pallid coronals of early primrose. She crowns the

sterile mountain's side with heather, and covers up the moors

with golden furz—making the loneliest places glorious, and

framing gardens where man leaves a waste. The skilfulest fol-

lower of the primal craft is but an humble copyist of Nature,

whose infinite and ever-graceful patterns suit every exigence of

soil and form. To overcome those local habits, and bring to-

gether in a given space every tree bearing fruit and pleasant to

the eye, to form in fact those miniatures of a divine prototype

—

those Paradises, as gardens were called in the East and in our

own land, till the days of Evelyn—labor, and taste, and art

must be conjoined, and Nature's nursery-ground, the whole world

ransacked. Gardening, as we have said in a former paper, is a

sign and effect of civilization ; man in a savage state neither

sows nor reaps, he plucks the spontaneous fruitage of the earth,

but neither assists its production or improves its quality
;
gar-

dening is unknown to them. We could almost imagine from

the Mosaical tradition of man's birth, coupled with much that

modern history developes, that the races we call aboriginal are

by no means so, but rather the remnants of deteriorated nations,

amongst whom the arts have become extinct, or only shadowed

in the rudest fabrics. The earliest history of the Jews, subse-

quent to the Deluge, shows them acquainted with various crafts

—in fact, far advanced as inventors and artificers; but it is sin-

gular, that though vineyards are frequently mentioned, nothing

is said in Hebrew history of gardens, till Solomon makes one

the scene of his canticles. According to Loudon, the Persians

possessed them, from the time of their first king, Mahabad; and

Xenophon informs us that Cyrus, like Semiramis, who was the

means of introducing them in Syria, considered them so indis-

pensable that he constructed them wherever he resided. The
Greeks and Romans, who borrowed the art from Asia Minor
with all their luxury and elegance, never carried it to the per-

fection at which it had arrived in the two great kingdoms of the

East; they were too often engaged in war to make good garden-

ers, and contented themselves for the most part with the plants

indigenous to their climate, rather than in the introduction of

foreign ones. Aromatic herbs, resinous trees, and the most

odorous flowers, were their favorites—the Oriental narcissus,

rose, myrtle, lime, and that sweet flower that lo fed on, were in

high esteem, and both Athens and Imperial Rome appear to

ha,ve possessed their Covent Gardens, where fruit and flowers

out of season were to be purchased, and seem to have been as

highly prized with them as by the modern dwellers of Belgravia.

Theophrastus, who wrote largely on our subject,and who, having
a garden of his own, bequeathed it as a place of public resort
for those who employed their leisure in letters and philosophy,
tells us that violets were in profusion in the Athenian market
when snow was on the ground; andTeutonius has recorded, that
for a single supper, in midwinter, Nero expended j£;30,000 in the
purchase of roses to adorn it. Nursery grounds in the vicinity
of the imperial city must have been lucrative speculations, al-

though the expense of forcing the flowers by the troublesome ap-
plication ofwarm water when the buds appeared, and of increasing
their size and richness by occasional libations of wine, must have
somewhat mulcted the profits. Amongst the most wonderful
gardens of ancient times, setting aside the glories of the hanging
ones of Babylon, which ranked in the catalogue of the world's
wonders, and according to Strabo, appeared like a mountain
covered with wood, or a pyramid without its apex, rising above
300 feet in height, in a succession of step-like terraces, from a
square base, covering an area of 16,000 feet. Apart from this

wondrous and extensive structure, the air of which was cooled,

and its scenery beautified, by the presence of the famed Euph-
rates, the gardens of Nero, Hadrian, Sallust, and Lucullus, are,

in point of antiquity, the most renowned. Lucullus, although a
warrior, never lost sight of his beautiful grounds, or of the taste

for their adornment, which induced the ridicule and envy of his

fellow citizens; but from every country where Rome carried her
victories, he brought back a bloodless spoil of fruit and flowers;

to him Italy was indebted for the pomegranates of Carthage,
the cherries of Pontus, Armenian apricots, and Persian peaches,

and all Europe after Rome has shared the booty. In the time
of Cicero, the quincunx form was the fashionable one of laying

out gardens at Rome, and both he and the elder Pliny admire it

for presenting a straight line to the eye which ever way it was
viewed. Statues appear to have come into vogue during the
reign of the Emperor Tiberius: while the fashion of shearing

trees into shapes, so common in Dutch gardens of the past cen-

tury, seems to have been in use in Pliny's time, whose Tuscan
villa had close-cut hedges of box and rosemary, and trees trunmed
into a variety of forms. The admiration of the Romans for fine

trees, appears to have led to as ridiculous excesses as the tulip

mania of modern times; the plane tree on account of its size and
shade was much beloved by them, and they carried this fondness

so far as to nourish it with wine instead of water; the lotus was
another leafy favorite, six of which, Pliny tells us, were estimated

at three millions of sesterces, or upwards of twenty-four thousand
pounds. While Tacitus relates a yet more striking instance of

the value in which trees were held, exhibited under circumstances

so curious, that had Pan, their tutelar divinity, been supposed to

tenant them, greater reverence could not have been observed;

we are told that Valerius Asiaticus, when on his way to execu-

tion, requested that the funeral pile on which his body was to be
consumed after death might be removed some distance farther

from the adjacent wood, lest the shade of the foliage might be

thereby injured! One does not know which to wonder at most
—the composure of the man at such a moment and in such cir-

cumstances, or the subject on which it exhibited itself. In time

we learn, that this people became so profuse in their use of flow-

ers, and so extravagant in the purchase of them, that sumptuary
laws became necessary to restrain their immoderate passion for

floral ornament in the shape of chaplets, crowns, festoons, and
carpets. Yet, at no period did they possess a very extensive

assortment of them ; Yirgil, though writing expressly on the sub-

ject, only mentions about seventy plants of all descriptions ; and
Pliny, in his natui-al history, does not enumerate more than a

thousand, and only a small portion of these were in cultivation.

A common Roman garden must have been very different from

those of Lucullus and other wealthy horticulturalists—with their

groves of bays and myrtle, their stately avenues of trees, and

extent, if not variety, of fruits and flowers—where vines hung,

tress like, from the lofty elms, and classic Nedcrea (ivy) in which

Sir Wilham Temple could see no beauty to make it deserving a

place in a garden, twined round the pine, and wove a green

crown above its topmost branches, while roses and narcissus

shone beneath, neighbored by beds of violets, whose tinge looked

like the sea's when it is calm. They, too, had a sprinkling of

sweet-scented flowers, with endive, celery, radishes, and melons.
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«,nd cucumbers all the year round. In fact, an English peasant's

garden of the present day is almost Virgilian in its contents, and

vastly superior in floral riches to the first recorded in Roman
history, that of Tarquin Superbus, which consisted principally of

poppies. With the fall of the Roman Empire, gardening de-

clined, nor did it again revive till the publication of Charle-

magne's edict, when the art bust forth from the conservatism of

castellated and monastic walls, and grew by slow degrees to be

a necessity and solace of civilized life. No one, looking at a

gardener's calendar, would give it credit for a royal origin ; and
yet the simple, but compendious catalogue, drawn up by the im-

perial order, and including every edible root and " herb of vir-

tue" known at that period, is the model of those annual invento-

ries which chronicle from year to year the wondrous increase of

the original stock. Until the year 1509, we imported our

vegetables from the Netherlands, and though, during the reigns

of the seventh and eighth Harry, many fruits and flowers, before

unknown, were introduced into this country, it was not until

1660 that those useful esculents, peas, beans, and salads, came
into our possession. The foundation of the Royal Garden at

Nonsuch appears to have given a great impetus to the science;

and we find the King's physician and gardener importing, the

one the damask rose, famous with ihe old herbalists for its medi-

cal properties, the other the delicious apricot. Accident, too,

assisted the increase of our native Flora ; now a colony of emi-

grant Flemings, or expatriated Frenchmen, brought with them
the seeds of new plants, now a shipwreck, (as in the instance of

the Nerine, or Guernsey lily,* where it came on shore with the

fragments of a vessel homeward-bound from the Cape,) threw

upon our coast the offsprings of more generous climates, which,

as if in gratitude for their reception, gave back in beauty what
they claimed of soil. It is curious to trace the weary travels of

many a flower and plant now the familiars of cottage children,

but of whose possession kings were once proud. We can hardly

fancy the fair but simple jasmine, an exile of Araby, sentinelled

by a guard in the garden of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, at Pisa,

lest any cuttings should be taken from it. This plant had pre-

viously existed at Hampton Court, but being lost there, Evelyn
informs us that the only specimen in Europe was the Duke's.

The minor tricolor, or trailing convolvulus, found its way from

Barbary to Spain and Portugal, whence Parkinson procured the

seeds from Guillaume Bovel, in 1629; it is now so common in

Sicily as to be considered one of their native weeds. The major
species Pttrpureus, one of the climbers of the American forests,

found it way to us from Italy, in the same reign, that of Charles

I. ; and even the blue-eyed Omphalodes Verna, which peeps its

azure orbs above the snow in every peasant's plot, was till then

a dweller of the south of Europe. From about the eighth cen-

tury, and soon after the period of Charlemagne's edict, garden-

ing began to revive in Italy, under the auspices of the Duke of

Ferrara, Alfousa d'Este, and Cosmo de Medici, both of whom
founded Botanical Gardens, which were shortly rivalled by those

of Venice and Padua. The gardens of Montpelier, in France,

designed by Henry IV., contained before the end of the sixteenth

century, more than 1300 French, Alpine, and Pyrennean plants;

and in Germany those of Breslau, Basle, and Strasburg, had
been constructed.

These were the schools whence emanated the art of Phytology
in modern Europe; and, doubtless, instigated the old herbalist

John Gerard, to the cultivation of his London Physic Garden in

1567, which was the first founded in England. A century later

the Earl of Danby endowed one at Oxford ; but it was not till

1763, that the complaint of Doctor Turner, with regard to the

poor state of Botany at Cambridge, was radically removed by
the construction of a public garden for the students to practise

in. Previous to this expansion of the science and cultivation of

plants, physicians appear to have grown their own herbs, which
were then the principal ingredients in medicine; but in time the

damask roses of De Linacre, and the southernwood which Tur-

ner tells US " groweth in London in Dr. Barthlette's garden,"

grew also in the narrow borders of village ones; and the art

wiiich had been fostered by kings and emperors, the amusement
of warriors, the solace of the learned, and of philosophy, has

* A native of Jiijian.

become wide spread as the light
—

" the pleasure of the greatest,

and the care of the meanest, and indeed an employment and a
possession," says Sir William Temple, " for which no man is too

high nor too low."

THE BURD MONUMENT.
Daguerreotype by M'Clees &Germon.—Crystalotyped by Whipple.

The Burd Monument, considered one of the most beautiful

sepulchral monuments in this or any other country, was erected by
Edward Shippen Burd to the memory of his children, Elizabeth,

Margaret and Woodrop Sims, in St. Stephen's Church, 10th st.

below Market, Philadelphia, Rev. Dr. Ducachet; it is from the

chisel of the celebrated Carl Steinhauser, so celebrated for his

Hero and Leander, Head of Christ, Psyche, Water Nymph, &c.,

all of which are owned in this city.

The two sisters and a brother having fallen asleep at the foot

of the cross are about to be awakened by an angel to immortal-
ity. Struck by the beauty of the group, the angel pauses for

an instant as if in contemplation.

In this monument a certain degree both of christian and acci-

dental symbolism is delicately and effectively introduced.

The group in the artists mind, despite the presence of a male
figure, forms a representation of Faith, Hope and Charity . One
of the young ladies died gently while in the veiy act of turning

over the leaves of her bible—a circumstance embodied in the

sculpture, and which naturally forms for this figure the embodi-
ment of Faith; in the hand of another is i^aceA ix, pomegranate
blossom, which, like the palm, is an ancient symbol of immortality

and relatively of undying Hope. On the cross which is here

placed for Christ, are the letters alpha and omega—referring to

the text, " I a7H the first and the last."

From the Jour. Pho. Soc.

COLLODION.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal.

Sir,—Perhaps you will allow me through the medium of your
periodical to offer to the Members of your Society, a collodion

which is easy of raanifacture, as well as quick and certain in its

operation. I have tried various iodides, to obtain good and
quick iodizing solutions, such as iodide of ammonium, iodide of

barium, &c., but prefer above all others a bromo-iodide of silver

accelerated with an iodide of iron.

I put 60 grains of iodide of potassium and 15 grains of bro-

mide of potassium in a stoppered bottle, drop on it 20 drops of

distilled water, and then add 1 oz. of alcohol. I let this stand

for a day or two, shaking frequently, and then add as much
iodide of silver as it will take up (I prefer using the iodide of

silver recently prepared from the nitrate by precipitation). This

I call the bromo-iodide of silver solution. The collodion which

I use is made of equal parts of gun-cotton collodion, and Swe-
dish paper collodion, of the usual thickness, with 1| drachms
alcohol to 6 drachms of isther. To 1 oz of this collodion I add
20, 30 or 40 drops of the bromo-iodide of silver solution, or

more or less, until I obtain the necessary debth of yellow

on the plate being immersed in the exciting bath, which varies

according to the thickness of the collodion used. When too

little is added, a light transparent bluish film is formed, which

answers very well for positives; and when too much is added, a

dense yellow coat is obtained, which often separates in scales

fi'om the plate, and proves troublesome in floating about in the

bath: what is wanted is a depth of yellow between those two
extremes, which will be the mark of a rather slow, but re-

markably sure and good collodion for landscapes and stationary

objects.

When I wish to render this collodion extremely sensitive, I

may say instantaneously so, I take 2 drachms of recently-pre-

pared syrup of the iodide of iron, and add 3 drachms of extra

light ffithcr to it ; this I shake frequently for 24 hours, or until the

aether has robbed the syrup of the greater part of its iodide of

iron.

To 1 ounce of the slow collodion I add 45 drops of the super-



natant setherial solution, and allow it to stand two or three

hours before using.

Pyrogallic acid or sulphate of iron may be used as developing

agents, and the cyanide of potassium or hyposulphite of soda for

fixing.

I have seen much in your late Numbers about fogging collo-

dion, which I confidently believe to originate from the ammonia
compounds used in its preparation. To all who may possess

such deteriorated stocks, I offer a remedy, and that is to set

it aside for some time, and they will find, as decomposition goes

on, that it will rectify and extricate its own self from its fog.

As developing solutions for the above collodion, I have recom-

mended either sulphate of iron or pyrogallic acid; and in those

who, from motives of economy, are inclined to use the former

article, I would still further encourage the spirit of frugality by
recommending the substitution of dilute sulphuric acid (London
Pharmacopiae), in like proportion, for glacial acetic acid, in the

sulphate of iron developing solutions. In fact I am in the habit

of using nothing more nor less than a simple solution of sulphate

of iron in distilled water, half a drachm of sulphate to 1 ounce
of water (though exact proportions appear to be of little con-

sequence), without adding either sulphuric, acetic, tartaric, or

any other acid, and find that the whites come out as white
and the blacks as black, as when sulphuric or glacial acetic acid

is used. G. Berwick.
Narbro', Leicester, Feb. 1854.

COMMUNICATION.
For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

Mr. Snelling,—Dear Sir:—An article in the April number
of your interesting Journal, over the signature of Justice, contains

some interesting criticisms upon the many specimens of daguer-

reotypes which were on exhibition at the Crystal Palace last

year. When a writer signs himself Justice, we of course look

for justice in a greater degree than we have found it in that

article.

In speaking of the daguerreotypes exhibited by Messrs. Ma-
sury & Silsbee, your correspondent says much in praise of them,

but spoils it all in saying " they have made viany repetitions of

the same subject, and have twisted and turned them," &c. We
think that Justice must either have a Uvist in his eye, or he, like

people under certain influences not recognized by the Maine Law
party, has seen double or treble, to have seen tnany repetitions,

from the very fact that they did not exist, there being in the

collection of Messrs. M. & S. but two repetitions, and any one
who had the least idea of the art must have seen that the object

of the exhibitors was to show the same subject in two different

styles of daguerreotype, viz.: the one in the common style, or

that practised by most, or quite all of our daguerreotypists, and
the other in what is generally termed the Crayon style, which
was at that time something new, and practised by but few.

We hope, in conclusion, that when Justice writes another
criticism, he will try to merit the name which he assumes.

Truly Yours,

Veritas.

^personal onb ^rt Intelligence,

— We have a very excellent article in the present number,
from the pen of Mr. M. A. Root, on the results effected by the

depression in the prices of daguerreotypes. It is calm, dispas-

sionate and gentlemanly, such an article as even those to whom
it is particularly addressed, cannot take exception. Those who
have followed our editorial career will not be surprised that it

meets our entire aprobation. It has been with feelings of deep
sorrow that we have watched the downward tendency in the

price of daguerreotypes, for it is far more difficult to advance
than curtail the price of any article ; but the events of this na-

ture during the last few months have not surprised us; it is the

natural consequence of the suicidal course pursued by our older

daguerreans in giving instructions to a set of men as incapable

of producing good results as they are of appreciating the excel-

lencies of a fine painting or piece of sculpture

In a former number we commented largely on this practice,
and gave our opinion that the present state of affairs would most
certainly follow this indiscriminate instruction. We see no re-

medy for the evil now, except in the perfection of the Chroma-
type process, and its careful discemination. Those of our da-
guerrean artists who feel sensibly—and justly so—the degrada-
tion to which these low priced catarers to the viciated tastes of
the public, bring the daguerreotype, have their remedy only in

abandoning it for the more elevated walks of the photographic
art. The paper process opens a field of operations into which
mere mechanical manipulators cannot enter; a field as beautiful
as it is extensive, and where the photographer will stand equally
elevated with engraver or painter.

Justice also demands to be heard upon the same subject, and
we heartily grant his wish. His arguments are forcible and pi-

quant a id deserving equal attention with those of our other cor-

respondent. We do hope they will have some weight.

W. & Bro. must not take our comments on the daguerreotypes
at the World's Fair as an indication of any unfriendly feeling on
our part, and notwithstanding the gentle hints in their letter we
cannot think they seriously do, for they have known us sufficiently

long to be aware that where we have the most cause for bitter-

ness the less we give way to it in our Journal. We began the

publication of the Journal with the determination not to suffer

any personal considerations to influence our criticisms or argu-

ments ; but to be as just in all things as it is possible for poor hu-

man nature to be. In our opinions and criticisms we have spoken
as freely of the defects of our friends as our foes, and where we
could do so, as favorably of our foes as our friends. We are

perfectly aware of the opportunities these gentlemen have had
in the pursuit of their business, and we cheerfully again express

the opinion that there are none practising the daguerrean art

who deserve more praise for their skill than they. There are

not m.any who now equal, and few who excel them. We were
only poking a little fun at Mr. K. in our notice of his plate

block, on account of the manner of his addressing us in regard
to it. It is certainly a most excellent article; to our mind
superior to all others; yet, most unfortunately for him, the old

fogies and stupids, who had charge of the Patent Office two or

three years ago, most unjustly gave Peck a patent for his block,

which prevents the manufacture of any other, no matter how
different in principle to his, to which the plate is attached by
pressure outwards. We doubt that such a patent can be sus-

tained and we should contest the point were we the inventor;

but until this is settled dealers can make no attempt to intro-

K.'s block without making themselves liable toduce Mr.
damages.

— We always read notices like the following, from the Buf-

falo Express, with pleasure. In this instance it accords so ex-

actly with private information we have received, that we most
cheerfully give it place. For ourselves, we have seen none of

the Messrs. McDonell's pictures except those at the Crystal

Palace, and we have heard several daguerreans express their re-

grets that Messrs. McD. were so unjustly represented there.

" The Messrs. McDonell, who have become justly celebrated

for their beautiful daguerreotypes, are constantly making some
improvement, which adds excellence to their efforts, and cer-

tainly to their success. They are utterly devoted to their busi-

ness, and make it their especial duty to satisfy eveiy customer

who calls. If one sitting is not requisite—which generally is

—

the subject can have more, and no grumbling.
" Some of the most admired pictures ever taken in the country

had their origin here. The Messrs. McDonell have received

numerous diplomas, medals, &c., asserting not only their skill

but their superiority, and are in a fair way for receiving many
more. It is a good feature of our country that it knows how
to determine, and is able to reward, true merit and devoted

industry.
" We desire to call the attention of our readers to their pic-

tures in general, and to their Crayon portraits in particular.

This is a style which is too little in vogue, and which for its

peculiar beauty deserves to be more generally known and more

fully appreciated. The only objection to the crayon pictures

has been that they did not sufficiently bring out the shadows of
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the face—making it too calm and expressionless—but this di£fi-

culty the Messrs. McD. have fully remedied. Their crayon da-

guerreotypes are now among their chiefest triumphs.
" These gentlemen are daily scattering their excellent pic-

tures far and wide. People from afar, as well as those at

home, are among their regular customers. A good daguerreo-

type is a treasure indeed. We are constantly changing.

Death is abroad and the substance may be removed at any mo-

ment. See to it, therefore, that the shadow is perpetuated—

a

thing which the McDonells can do in a trice and do to perfect

satisfaction."

— The Daguerreotype Business.—Few of our citizens are

aware of the amount of business done in the daguerreoty|De line in

St. Louis. In all there are sixteen galleries doing an an-

nual business of $50,000, not including the furnishing depart-

ment, wliich amounts to at least $25,000 more. We recently

visited Fitzgibbons' gallery, which is so much talked about, and

were surprised at the immense collection of pictures that this

establishment contains. Mr. F. has done all that a lover of his

art could do to make his gallery attractive. There can be seen

portraits of all the notables who have visited St. Louis during

the last seven years, including distinguished statesmen, divines,

Indian chiefs, belles of the West, landscapes, &c., &c. It is

only at this gallery that pictures are taken on mammoth sized

plates. The collection from this establishment exhibited at the

Crystal Palace took the premium.

—

Missouri Democrat.

Philadelphia, May 9, 1854.

H. H. Snelling,

Dear Sir,—The May number of your truly valuable and

beautiful Journal came duly to hand, by Express, which I can

assure you is a great improvement over sending by mail, for the

photographs look so much finer than when all creased up; and

it is my wish to preserve them that I may look back in time to

come upon the rise and progress of paper pictures in America

;

for as you have predicted, in less than two years, portraits by

the collodion process will be prized far beyond the finest daguer-

reotype, for it undoubtedly contains the elements for more
artistic production. For the glare of the metal plate has

always been a serious draw back even in the most beautiful

daguerreotypes ; and the sensitiveness of the collodion is another

great point in its favor. For by it we soon will catch the pass-

ing smile and graceful attitude of the playful infant, or the

drooping figure of age.

And how gratified should those engaged in this most beauti-

ful of all scientific arts, the Art Photographic, be to the Editor

of the P. & F. A. Journal, for the perseverance and zeal with

which he has brought together the experiments of many minds

and placed them within the reach of all. For myself I must

say, that the information contained within the Journal has been

to me of the greatest importance, in keeping pace with the rapid

advance in photography. There is not a number that comes

that I do not feel would be cheap at double its cost.

Yours, truly,

F. D. B. Richards.

P. S.—I enclose $5 from Mr. Willard for a years' subscrip-

tion. I hope to send you some more names soon. The photo-

graph I promised for the Journal I will send as soon as I can, it

has been unavoidably delayed. Please send Mr. Willard's

Journal to me with ours. I forgot in the early part of my letter

to recommend to Mr. Wliipple not to varnish his crystalotypes

for the Journal so heavy, mine is all cracked.

— Mr. Brinckerhopf has opened a very hijotb of a place at

505 Broadway, New York; which he intends to devote exclu-

sively to portraiture on paper by the collodion and other pro-

cesses. Some of the specimens shown us were very fiue. His
style of coloring is unique, reseml)ling oil painting, and he

intbrms us is entirely new.

— Mr. Fredericks has produced within a month, by the col-

lodion process, some very fine portraits, the size of life. These
have been well colored by artists he has introduced from Paris.

At the present state of progress, as evinced by tlicse pictures,

tlie i)hotographic art will, in two years more, tread hard upon
the heels of the painter.

— Mr. Davie of TJtica, we are sorry to hear, is lying very ill

at his residence in that city.

— Mr. Barnard has recovered and fixed his permanent resi-

dence at Syracuse, while Mr. Nichols, his partner remains

in Oswego.

— Harrison & Hill, we are pleased to learn, are attracting

large numbers of the most fashionable and wealthy of our

citizens to their gallery in Brooklyn, and we hear the most

lavish praises bestowed upon their productions. Nothing could

please us more, notwithstanding, that "scummy" article we
wrote.

— M. Prevost is about issuing a most remarkable and valua-

ble M'ork, one that will be welcome to every American, and will

perhaps command more attention than any thing that has issued

from the press for many years. We shall notice it further on

its appearance.

•— M. A. The Rouge of Mr. H. is undoubtedly good, but

that of Mr. Farrand is quite equal to it, and is one-fourth less in

price.

— Mr. Bardwell has returned to his old field of operation-
Marshall, Mich., and we are very much mistaken in the taste of

its inhabitants if they part with him again very soon.

— Mr. Minnis of Petersburgh, Ya., should have claimed our

attention before; he appears to be one of the most prosperous

daguerreans south of New York, and well he deserves to be,

judging from his energy and skill and the quality of the pictures

he has exhibited.

— Mr. Glen of Charleston, S. C, has also been too long ne-

glected by us. We have never seen any of his daguerreotypes,

but a fellow-artist describes them as very excellent.

"-— We have for some time—in hopes of seeing some amend-
ment—avoided speaking of the ungenerous manner in which we
have been treated by the conductors of the English and French
Journals, similar to our own, but as it places them in a less en-

viable light than ourselves, and as we know of no reason why
they should refuse to reciprocate our courtesy, we have come to

the conclusion to merely mention the fact. We have regularly

sent our issues to these Journals—post-paid—but we never have
had them in exchange, but have had to pay for every number
we have received of La Lumiere, Cosmos and London Photogra-

fhic Journal.

— J. S.—We wash to be understood as speaking candidly,

when we say to you, that we care not what the man says concern-

ing us, or our publications. Any man capable of filching the

name of another—more popular than his own-—in order to de-

ceive the public and thereby build up a business for himself at

that man's expense, is too low and vile to weigli one feather

in the estimation of honorable men, consequently, he is entirely

beneath our notice. We assure you, it is even repugnant to our

feelings to make any reply to your remarks on this subject, and
we should not do so, were it not ungentlemanly to refuse you
some kind of a reply.

— The establishment of the Meade Bro's. has, since our last,

been slightly damaged by fire and water, but they desire us to

say to their friends that they are all right again and in complete

business order.

— The following suggestion is a good one, and we should like to

see it carried out:

—

If a few, a select few, would form a Daguerrean Corres-

ponding Society— making use and paying for a necessary

portion of your Journal, I should be willing to join them ; but I

am not Democratic enough to join a large or mixed multitude.

They should be practical men, good operators, with means,

time, inclination and abilities for researches and experiments.

The object of course, the advancement of the art. If such a

society is formed, daguerreotyping will not take a second place,

as you predict, in two years. I am willing to commence a cor-

respondence with any gentleman, ]niblicly known, or recom-

mended by you, with the view of forming such a society.

Wishing you all success in your literary career, believe me,
Dear Sir, you sincere friend.

C. A. Johnson.

[jK>-i.,nr, i."7rr~]
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THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY.*

INSTBCCTIONS IN

THE ART OF PRODUCING PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTURES IN ANY COLOR,

AND ON ANY MATERIAL,

FOR THE USE OF PUPILS;

And of Persons who are further advanced; and also, for Engravers
on Copper, Wood, Stone, Sfc.

BY DR. G. C. HERMANN HALLEUR,
Late Director of the Royal Technical School at Bochum.

WITH PRACTICAL HINTS

O.V THK LOCALE BEST SriTED FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC 0PERATI0X3, AXD OF THK PROPER POaTCRE,

AmTCDE, AXD DRESS FOR PORTRAITLTiE.

BY F. SCHUBERT, PAINTER.

WITH AN APPENDIX,

C0STAD.1XG BRIKF EXPLANATIOX'S OF SOME OF THE CHEMICAL TERMS OCCCRBIXG I.V THE 'WORK

Translated from the German

BY J. G. HAASE.

FIXING THE PICTURE.

make the picture produced by the light per-

maneat, it must be fixed; otherwise the light

parts will also turn dark under the continued

influence of light. Various fixing agents have

been proposed. Talbot used first, and with

tolerable success, a saturated solution of com-
mon salt (brine). This combines with the

uudecomposed chloride of silver on the paper,

forming a double chloride of silver and socUum,

which is less liable to be acted upon by light

than the simple chloride of silver. However, the pictures fixed

in this way acquire, after a time, an unpleasant bluish tone, which
in a great measure destroys the original beauty and accuracy of

the image; moreover, it would appear that pictures of the kind

get bleached in the course of time. Iodide of potassium (K I)

has also been recommended; but this salt acts, under the com-
bined influence of light and moisture, much more strongly upon
the dark parts of the picture than the chloride of sodium ; besides,

it converts the white chloride of silver into yellow iodide of silver,

a cu'cumstance which is very adverse to the taking of positive

copies from negative pictures so prepared, as the yellow color im-

pedes the action of the rays which blacken the salt of silver.

The more desirable way is to remove the unreduced chloride of

silver entirely from the paper; however, this has its difficulties,

since most of the agents which dissolve chloride of silver act also

strongly upon the oxide. This is the case more particularly with
ammonia. Bromide of potassium (K Br) which has also been
recommended as a fixing agent, gives indeed very accurate images,

but it imparts the same yellow tint to the paper as the iodide of

potassium; moreover, the high price of the iodide and bromide
of potassium ; is a bar to their general application as fixing agents.

Hyposulphite of soda (NaO.S^Ojj-fsHO), which was first

recommended by Sir John Herschel, is unquestionably, of all

the salts proposed, the best suited for the purpose. The best
and safest way of proceeding is as follows: put the picture first in

clean water, to dissolve and remove the free nitrate of silver, as

completely as is practicable; after this, immerse the picture in

water, holding in solution a few grains of chloride of sodium,

which will serve to convert into chloride the free nitrate of silver

that may still remain adhering to the paper; if you neglect this

precaution, the hyposulphite of soda will convert the remaining
nitrate into sulphite of silver, which will impair the beauty of the

image by its brown color, and will, moreover, in course of time,

tend to destroy it altogether. Now immerse the picture com-
pletely in a solution of hyposi,ilphite of soda; after sometime,
take it out, and dip it in pure water; lay it on a glass plate, and
float it over with pure water, until the water running off tastes

no longer sweetish; which is a safe sign that the chloride has been
removed, as the compound formed with it by the hyposulphite of

* Continued from page 166, Vol. 7, No. 6.
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soda has a very sweet taste, by which it may readily be detected.

It is a peculiarity of this method of fixing that all the delicate

parts of the picture which seem to have suffered in the process,

reappear with the most perfect distinctness after drying.

The picture may be fixed also by washing it with a solution of

chloride of mercury (corrosive sublimate, Hg CI), rinsing it sub-

sequently in water, and letting it dry. This operation renders
the picture perfectly invisible, and leaves, in the case of silver

chloride paper, a white, in that of iodide paper, a yellowish sur-

face. But the invisible picture may be brought to light at any
time, by washing with a solution of hyposulphite of soda, rinsing

in water and drying. It may be mentioned here, that there is a
vast difference in fixing pictures taken in bright sun-light, and
such as have been taken in common daylight; the former lose

little or nothing of their beauty and distinctness by the process

of fixing, whereas the latter lose considerably.

Iodide of silver (Ag I).—Perfectly pure iodide of silver may
be exposed a long time to the action of light, without suffering

any perceptible alteration, except in some cases, where a slight

increase in the intensity of the yellow tint is observed, which is

to be attributed, perhaps, to the calorific rays, as the appUcation

of heat to the iodide of silver produces the same effect. But in

presence of a little free nitrate of silver, the iodide of that metal
is much more sensitive to light than the chloride.

Prisviatic Analysis.—The change which the prismatic spectrum
produces on paper prepared with a weak solution of iodide of

potassium (KI) and nitrate of silver, presents certain interesting

peculiarities. The maximum of intensity is formed at, or a little

beyond, the edge of the most refracted ray (the violet ray)

;

however, it varies a little with different papers, and also with the

quantity of the free nitrate of silver present. The effect begins

almost in the middle of the red ray, where the paper assumes a
lead or ash-color, whilst under the most refracted rays it acquires

a reddish-yellow color ; the change produced under the blue ray,

or rather towards the end of the blue and beginning of the violet

ray, appears rather suddenly; beyond the border of the violet

ray, the effect decreases very rapidly ; still the nigi'escence pro-

duced ))y the invisible rays is more strongly marked than in the

case of chloride of silver.

Photographic Applkation.—Paper prepared with iodide of sil-

ver deserves the preference before all others. The best propor-

tions to use the iodide of potassium and nitrate of silver iu, are

twenty grains of the former, and forty grains of the latter, dis-

solved each respectively in one ounce of water. The paper is

carefully brushed over with the nitrate of silver solution, and
dried ; it is then washed over on one side with the iodide of pot-

assium solution, and dried near the fire, taking care, however,
not to expose it to a strong heat, since this would change the fine

straw color to a rusty tint, and would nearly altogether destroy

the sensitiveness of the paper.

By combination with certain agents, iodide of silver acquires an
extraordinary degree of sensitiveness. This is the case more
particularly as regards the combination with gallic acid

(Gr=C7 H3 Oj-j-HO), or that with the yellow ferrocyanide of

potassium (2KCy,FeCy-t-3HO), whereby the most beautiful re-

sults may be attained.

We will now proceed to give a description of the several pro-

cesses of using the iodide of silver in cojunction with these agents,

commencing with the one to which the inventor, Mr. Talbot,

gives the name Caloty^e.

Preparation of the Paper.—Dissolve 100 grains of crystallized

nitrate of silver in six ounces of distilled water, and Ijrush over

the paper with this solution on one side only; mark the side and

let the paper dry, either near a fire, or in a dark room. As soon

as it is dry, dip it for two or three minutes with the prepared side

iu a solution of 500 grains of iodide of potassium in sixteen

ounces of water, wash it now in distilled water, and dry it either

near the fire, or in a dark room. It is always advisable to per-

form all these operation in a dark room by candle or lamp light.

The paper so prepared has a beautiful straw color (from the

iodide of silver), and is scarcely sensitive to light; it must never-

theless be kept carefully secluded from light until it is requu'ed

for use ; but in this way it may be kept for a long time without

suffering alteration. When the time has come to use it, it is

treated as follows:



Dissolve 100 grains of crystallized nitrate of silver in two
ounces of water, and add to the solution a half-ounce of strong

acetic acid.

Make a saturated solution of crystallised gallic acid in dis-

tilled water. When you want to make a calotype picture, mix
these two solutions in equal proportions, but only so much of them
as is needed for tiie operation, as the mixture speedily undergoes

decomposition. With this solution of gallo-nitrate of silver the sil-

ver iodide paper is washed over upon the marked side with a soft

brush. After half a minute the paper is dipped in water, and
dried lightly by pressure between folds of blotting-paper. The
operation must be performed by candle-light.

Although the paper so prepared may be kept several days, nay
even several months, without losing its sensitiveness to light, still

the better way is to use it at once, as it is apt to acquire a black

tint even in perfect darkuess.

Paper prepared in this way is exceedingly sensitive to light; an

exposure of one second's duration to common daylight, suffices to

bring on an incipient change of color. If a piece of this paper is

half covered over, leaving the other half exposed to the light of

day, the least possible space of time suffices to bring about an

alteration in the exposed part ; this alteration, however, is not

visible, but latent. If the paper is laid by in the dark the alter-

ation becomes visible after a time ; or it may be brought out at

once, by washing the paper again with the gallo-nitrate of silver,

and holding it near a fire whereupon the parts acted upon by

the light will acquire a dark-l)rown tint, whilst the other parts

will retain their original color.

If you have taken an impression on the paper so prepared,

and have developed it in the manner just now indicated, you
must proceed to fix it, which is done by washing it first in water,

and then dipping it in a solution of 100 grains of bromide of

potassium in ten ounces of water, removing it after a few minutes,

washing with water, and drying. In default of bromide of po-

tassium, you may have recourse to common salt, or to hyposul-

phite of soda, which latter answers the purpose better than salt.

The discovery of the extraordinary property of gallic acid to

heighten the sensitiveness of iodide of silver so greatly, is one of

the most beautiful that Mr. Talbot has made in the domain of

photography. The calotype process gives pictures of the great-

est beauty, which not only most faithfully render the outlines of

the object, but copy it even in the minutest details; leaving in

fact nothing to be desired except the natural colors; and even

this defect is in a great measure compensated by the marvellous

harmony of the ensemhlc.

The picture produced in the camera is negative. When it has

been properly fixed, any given numbers of positive copies may
be taken from it. The process of reproduction is conducted as

follows :—Lay the negative picture upon a leaf of positive paper
prepared in the manner indicated, and put under the latter a

smooth and even board, with a few sheets of soft paper on it

;

place above the negative an even, clean glass plate, so that the

prepared paper and the negative lie between the board and the

glass; press them closely together, to secure the contact of the

papers. The frame of reproduction, or reversing frame, will be

found to answer the purpose best for this operation. The time

of exposure depends, of course, upon the transparency of the ne-

gative picture, and the intensity of the solar light. I need
hardly mention that all the imperfections of the negative are ne-

cessarily transferred to the positive picture; it is therefore al-

ways advisable to select for the negative impression an abso-

lutely equal and uniform paper, or a thoroughly transparent mass
such as glass, for instance, (see Photography ox Glass).

The siiare wliich the gallic acid has in the alterations pro-

duced will be easily understood if we remember that this acid

precipi':ates the metallic silver from tlie solutions of the salts of

that metal. If the solutions of the gallic acid and the nitrate

of silver be mixed in very feeble diffuse light, a precipitate will

almost immediately form, altliough in the dark the same mixture

remains clear for hours. Now if this clear mixture is put on a

paper prepared with salt of silver, and which is sufficiently sen-

sitive, or has l)een exposed already to light long enough to pro-

duce an alteration, tiie black precipitate of metallic silver forms

almost instantaneously on the parts acted upon by the light, and
indeed in exact proportion to the alteration suffered; the parts

which have not been touched by the light, remaining white and
unaltered. To keep these parts white, it is advisable to promote
the decomposition by the application of heat, or by hot aqueous

vapor. It requires some practice to obtain satisfactory results;

for if the action of the gallo-nitrate of silver upon the silver salt

on the paper, and which has been changed by the agency of light,

is not stopped at the proper time, the negative image produced

will not answer the purpose of reproducing positives copies from

it, the whole surface of the paper being liable to turn black.

This method may, however, be considerably simplified ; but

Ijefore we proceed to speak of this, we will here briefly glance at

the alterations which gallic acid produces in various compounds
of silver that have been exposed to light.—Paper simply imbued
with a solution of nitrate of silver, gave, after two minutes' ex-

posure in the camera, only a faint image, upon being washed with

gallic acid. Paper prepared with chloride of silver gave under

the same circumstances a tolerable picture, but deficient in force

and clearness. Bromide of silver gave a very beautiful picture,

after one minutes' exposure. Tartrate of silver, after ten minutes'

exposure in the eamera, appeared to remain unaffected by the

gallic acid. Oxalate of silver, after ten minutes' exposure, gave
only a very feeble image. With phosphate of silver, the result

was not quite satisfactory. Carbonate of silver gave, after five

minutes' exposure, a tolerably good picture. Benzoate of silver,

and formiate of silver, gave very satisfactory results. Benzo-

formiate of ammonia, in combination with nitrate of silver, gave

results similar to those obtained with the iodide; this prepara-

tion is remarkably well suited for taking architectural views.

Cyanide of silver, and cyanide of silver and iron, after ten min-

utes' exposure in the camera, showed no alteration upon washing

with gallic acid, nor with gallo-nitrate of silver. L have also

tried several other compounds of silver. The general results of

my experiments have shown that gallic-acid, though unquestion-

ably a most important photographic agent, is not sufficiently pow-

erful in all cases to bring out the alteration suffered. The action

may indeed be considerably strengthened by an addition of ni-

trate of lead (PbO,N05): still, even with this addition, it falls

short of the energetic action of pyrogallic acid (pG:=CgH303)

;

which ought therefore always to be used in preference. In many
preparations of silver, the reaction of the gallic acid becomes

manifest only after the paper has lain for some time in the dark,

or after the application of heat. Hyposulphite and hyponitrate

of protoxide of iron may be employed in photography for the same

purpose as the gallic acid, and with the same success; the former

of these two salts has even a much more energetic action than

the acid.

Iodide of Silver axd Ferrocyaxide of Potassium. If paper

prepared with iodide of silver in the usual way, is washed with

a solution of ferrocyanide of potassium (2KCy-)-FeCy), it ac-

quires upon exposure to light instantaneously a greenish-black

color, and turns afterwards still darker. This alteration is

almost speedy with iodide of silver perfectly jjure and free

from all foreign admixture. Although the same effect is

produced irrespective of the proportion in which the salts are

mixed, still it is better that there should be a minimum of alkali.

The best results ai'e obtained with paper prepared in the fol-

lowing way:

—

Brush the paper over on one side with a solution of two

drachms of nitrate of silver in an ounce of distilled water, and dry

it as quickly as possible; then brush the paper over on the same

side with a solution of a drachm of iodide of potassium in an

ounce of distilled water, lay it with the non-prepared side on a

glass plate, and wash the whole of the soluble salt carefully

away by floating the prepared side over with water. The jtaper

may now either be used at once, or kept for future experiments.

When you wish to use it, you need simply imbue it with a satur-

ated solution of ferrocyanide of potassium, and place it in the

camera.

The fixing of the pictures produced on paper so prepared is

still in some degree uncertain. It often occurs that of several

pictures which have been fixed in one and the same way, some

will speedily fade, whilst others will show no alteration. This

fading of the pictures would seem to be owing to part of the pro-

tocyanide of iron having remained in the pajier, which tends to

destroy the image. The following is the best way of fixing pic-
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tures on paper prepared with iodide of silver and ferrocyanide of

potassium: immerse the picture for some time ia hot water,

which should be repeatedly reuewed; dip it afterwards in a weak
• solution of iodide of potassium, wash it thoroughly iu cold water,

and dry.

The high degree of sensitiveness of this paper is evidently

owing to a mutual decomposition of the ferrocyanide of potassium,

and the iodide of silver under the influence of light.

Ferrocyanide of potassium may be used advantageously also

with other compounds of silver, more especially with bromide

and chloride of silver, whose sensitiveness it heightens consi-

derably.

PRODUCTION OF POSITIVE PICTURES IN THE CAMERA, BY MEANS OF

HYDBIODATES.

When photographic paper, blackened by light, is washed with

a solution of an hydriodate, the dark parts are bleached again

upon subsequent exposure to light.

This property has been turned to account to effect the pro-

duction of positive pictures by direct exposure in the camera.

The paper may be prepared with any of the sensitive salts of

silver ; however, chloride of silver has been found to answer best.

Chloride of ammonium and chloride of barium are the salts best

suited to prepare the silver chloride paper with, as the light acts

most readily upon a surface prepared with these salts, producing

impressions of great accuracy and fineness of delineation. The
paper is prepared as follows ;

—

Dip the paper for from five to ten minutes in a solution of

forty grains of either chloride of ammonium, or chloride of ba-

rium, in four ounces of water, and let the paper dry. Make a

solution of 120 grains of nitrate of silver in twelve ounces of

water, and add four ounces of alcohol, which will render the so-

lution slightly turbid; let the mixture stand a few hours, and

then filter off the fluid from the slight precipitate which has sub-

sided in it. Imbue the paper with the filtrate, and expose it still

wet to the sunbeams, when it will speedily turn black. The
nigrescence is not uniform, however, owing to unequal absorp-

tion of the fluids; you must, therefore, imbue the paper once

more with the solution of nitrate of silver, and expose it again

to the light until it has acquired all over a uniform chocolate

color, when you may dry it and keep it ready for use.

It is indispensable to perform this operation in the unclouded

light of the sun ; since, strange though it may appear, it is no

less true, that the clouds which may happen to obscure that

luminary are faithfully, though very faintly, reproduced on the

paper, and make their appearance in the next operation.

When you want to make use of the paper so prepared, you
must imbue it with a solution of iodide of potassium, and expose

it wet iu the camera. The proper proportion in which the iodide

of potassium should be used has not yet been definitely settled,

though thirty grains of pure salt to an ounce of water would

appear to answer best; this is a question of great nicety, how-
ever, as a few grains more or less make a considerable difference

in the results. For my own part, I should prefer iodide of

barium to iodide of potassium, taking care to remove previously

some of the barium by precipitation with one or two drops of

diluted sulphuric acid or sulphate of baryta.

To fix the pictures obtained by this process, they should be

washed with cold water, and then treated in the usual way with

solution of hyposulphite of soda.

From the length of the time of exposure required (fifteen to

thirty minutes), this method is adapted only for taking impres-

sions of architectural objects.

Bromide of Silver (Ag Br).—.Though light produces no
visible effect upon perfectly pure bromide of silver, there can be

no doubt but that this salt, even in the pure state, suffers altera-

tion from the influence of that agent, as may indeed be readily

demonstrated by the application of the proper reagents.

But when a trifling proportion of nitrate of silver is admixed

to the bromide, nigrescence ensues instantaneously upon expo-

sure to light.

Bromide of silver is a most important photographic agent.

It is often added to the iodide to increase the sensitiveness of the

latter. But it may also be used alone, in the following man-

ner :

—

Imbue paper with a solution of 100 grains of nitrate of silver

in an ounce of distilled water, and let it dry ; imbue it now with
a solution of twenty grains of bromide of potassium (KBr) in

four ounces of water, and place it finally again in the silver bath.

The paper so prepared is exceedingly sensitive ; but it cannot be
kept long, as it suffers alteration even in the dark. If the paper
is intended to be preserved for use at some future time, a less

proportion of nitrate of silver must be used.

To take an impression on the paper so prepared, it is imbued
with a solution of 120 grains of nitrate of silver in an ounce of
water, and exposed wet in the camera; after a few seconds' ex-

posure it is removed from the camera, and let dry iu the dark.
When dry, it is placed in the mercurial apparatus, and the mer-
curial fumes are evolved slowly by the application of a gentle
heat; the image developed often looks quite clouded or veiled

over with a film; but in the course of a few hours this goes off,

and a very accurate and vigorous impression appears on the pa-

per. The best way to fix this is to wash the paper in brine,

and to treat it afterwards in the usual way with hyposulphite of

soda. The image may be developed also by means of an aqueous
solution of gallic acid or of pyrogallic acid.

Fluoride of Silver (BgF) suffers about as little alteration

under the influence of light as nitrate of silver, though it turns

much darker in the course of time than the latter. Used in con-

junction with bromide of silver, it considerably heightens the

sensitiveness of the latter, more especially if fluoride of sodium
(NaF) is employed in the operation. Although the proper pro-

portions in which the two salts (the bromide of potassium and
the fluoride of sodium) ought to be mixed are not yet quite set-

tled, still I think the following proportions will be found to an-

swer the purpose: twenty grains of bromide of potassium, and
five grains of fluoride of sodium, dissolved each in one ounce of

water. To save time, the two solutions may be poured together,

and the paper imbued with the mixture ; when the paper is dry
again, it is imbued with a solution of sixty grains of nitrate of

silver in an ounce of water, and subsequently washed carefully

in water, to remove the nitrate of potassa formed. Paper so

prepared will keep unaltered for several weeks, and may be ex-

posed in the camera in the dry state. After its removal from
the camera, it is drawn through water, and then floated over
with a weak solution of sulphate of protoxide of iron (green
vitriol, Fe O, SOj-hlHO), whereupon the impression will at

once make its appearance. As soon as this is deemed sufficient-

ly distinct, the paper is washed in water, and the picture is then
finally fixed with hyposulphite of soda.

Phosphate of Silver (AgOjPOj) is only suited to copy posi-

tives from negatives, as it is too little sensitive for exposure in

the camera. Phosphate of silver paper is prepared as follows:

imbue the paper with a solution of phosphate of soda, and let it

dry ; imbue it now with a solution of nitrate of silver, let it dry
again, and imbue it once more with a solution of phosphate of

soda. The paper so prepared is well suited for copying positives

from negatives, and affords this advantage, that the impressions

on it may be easily fixed with a weak solution ofammonia, which
readily dissolves tlie undecomposed yellow salt of silver, leaving

the decomposed parts quite unaltered. Phosphate of silver pa-

per, blackened by the influence of light, may be bleached again

in the manner described in the first paragraph of this section,

and may then be used for the direct production of positive im-

pressions in the camera.

Tartrate of Silver (AgO,Tr).—To make tartrate of silver

paper, imbue the paper with tartaric acid (Tr^^HjC^Oj), or

with a solution of tartrate, and treat it then in the usual way
with a solution of nitrate of silver. Tartrate of silver seems at

first only feebly affected by light, but after a time it grows darker

under the influence of that agent than any other salt of silver;

for which reason it is admirably adapted for positive pictures.

Its want of sensitiveness, on the other hand, is a bar to its use

for negative images. The sensitiveness may, however, be some-

what increased by an addition of iodide of potassium or of yel-

low ferrocyanide of potassium.

To mention all the silver salts which I have tried would lead

us too far here, and would, besides, be of but little practical

utility, as some of them are too dear for general use, and othei's

of too dangerous a nature, as e.g., arseniate of silver. Still I
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may remark here, that agreeable variations in the color of the

picture may be produced by means of some of them, such as the

chromide, benzoate, formiate, aod others.

The combination of nitrate of silver with ammonia is particu-

larly well suited for positive images, to which it imparts a re-

markably warm and pleasant tone The mode of preparing the

paper with nitrate of silver and ammonia is very simple. It is

known that upon addition of ammonia to a solution of nitrate of

silver, a whitish precipitate forms, which re-dissolves in an excess

of ammonia. Now, paper need simply be imbued with this fluid,

(solution of nitrate of silver to which ammonia in excess has been

added) and dried, to be at once ready for use. The pictures on

this paper are fixed in the usual way.

Let it be borne in mind that, wherever hyposulphite of soda

is employed as the fixing agent, the greatest care must be taken

to wash from the paper every trace of soda; since, if the least

particle of that substance be left behind, the picture will after a

time show spots, or will even be altogether destroyed. Simple

immersion in water will not suffice; the paper must be moved

about in the bath, and the water must be repeatedly renewed.

COMPOUNDS OF GOLD.

It is a well known fact that an ethereal solution of gold is

decomposed by light, the metallic gold separating at the side of

the vessel turned to the light. Most of the salts of gold present

a similar deportment under the influence of light; and they would

accordingly find frequent application in photog^-aphic processes,

if they were not rather too expensive.

If paper imbued with a solution of neutral chloride of gold

(AuClgi-eHO), is exposed to the sunbeams, its color changes

at first to a ligiiter hue, but after a time it grows gradually

darker, and acquires finally a purple tint. Though the chloride

be now removed out of the influence of light and placed in the

dark, the decomposition will continue, until the gold is complete-

ly reduced to the metallic state. The decomposition is greatly

promoted by dipping the chloride in cold water. Employed in

conjunction with nitrate of silver, the chloride of gold is acted

upon more i-apidly, and gives very fine positive pictures.

A most sensitive gold paper, which very speedily acquires a

purple tint in the light of the sun, may be prepared as follows:

imbue the paper with a solution of thirty grains of oxalate of

ammonia (NH40,C203-|-HO) in an ounce of water, dry it, and
then imbue it with a saturated solution of chloride of gold. To
fix the picture produced on this paper, it is dipped, first in cold

water, afterwards in a solution of ferrocyanide of potassium, and
finally washed in water.

Paper prepared with acetate of lead fPbOjA-i-SHO) and
chloride of gold, is less sensitive than the preceding; it presents,

however, certain interesting peculiarities. When this paper is

exposed to light, the yellowish brown color turns at first of a

paler hue; subsequently it changes to a light grey, and acquires

finally a slate color. If the action of the light is interrupted,

ere the coloration has proceded so far, and the paper is held in

hot steam, or dipped in hot water, the parts acted upon by the

luminous rays acquire immediately a deep purple tint; cold water
produces the same effect, but only very slowly. Dry heat has

no perceptible influence.

The compounds of gold with cyanide of potassium and nitrate

of silver, and various other salts, give very satisfactory results;

still the impressions are inferior to those obtained with silver;

moreover, the high price of gold forbids its general application

in this branch of photography. It is often used, however, to

impart a deeper and more pleasant tone to the positive pictures

produced on silver paper; this is done simply by dipping the pic-

ture, after fixing it with hyposulphite of soda, in a feeble solu-

tion of chloride of gold, and washing it afterwards in water.

COMPOUNDS OF PLATINUM.

The compounds of platinum also may find application in the

photographic art; however, the pictures produced with them are

of little value, as they speedily fadcy and are, after a short time,

com|)letely eff'aced.

Paper prepared first with cyanide of potassium, then with bi-

chloride of platinum (PtClji-SHO), and finally with nitrate of

silver, is speedily acted upon by light, giving a very beautiful

deep lilac-colored positive picture. If the nitrate of silver is

placed on the paper first, or if it is present in excess, the picture

produced appears as distinct on the left as on the right side.

Iodide of potassium seems to be the best fixing agent for plati-

num pictures; however, as has already been intimated, no pre-

caution, not even absolute seclusion from light, can prevent the

gradual fading and final effacement of the picture; after a few

months nothing is left of it but a piece of white paper. The
compounds of platinum with iodine or bromine give the same
ephemeral results.

If the paper prepared with cyanide of potassium, bichloride

of platinum, and nitrate of silver, is imbued with a solution of

chloride of mercury (HgCl), and exposed in the camera for

about fifteen minutes, there is hardly a perceptible alteration in

it; however, upon application of ammonia to the prepared sur-

face, a deep black positive picture appears on an iron-grey ground.

If this is dipped in a solution of chloride of mercury, a negative

picture is produced by the solution of the dark parts. Applica-

tion of dry heat destroys the whole picture.

COMPOUNDS OF IRON,

Almost all the salts of iron suffer a very perceptible alteration

under the influence of sunlight; some of them sooner, others

later. The change is most easily observable in the salts of the

sesquioxide with organic acids. Some of these salts, and more
especially the double salts which they form with ammonia or

with potassa, are so readily decomposed by light, that they may
be used for the production of negative pictures in the camera;

still, they are better suited for positive pictures.

But what imparts to the salts of iron a peculiar value in a

photographic point of view, is the property which they possess

to produce with different reagents a variety of colors.

This property, and the facility with which they are decomposed
by light, make them, under circumstances, fit substitutes for the

salts of silver, to which they are even preferred in certain

cases.

The most important of these salts are,—the oxalate of ses-

quioxide of iron and ammonia, the citrate of sesquioxide of iron

and ammonia, and the tartrate of sesquioxide of iron and ammo-
nia. The compounds of the oxalate, citrate, and tartrate of ses-

quioxide of iron, with potassa or soda, and the double sulphate

ofsesquioxideof iron and ammonia (NH^OjSOg-j-FejOg, BSO3
-i-24UO) are also very sensitive to light

Photographic paper may be prepared with any one of these

salts in tlie following simple manner:

—

Dissolve one part by weight of the salt in ten parts by weight

of distilled water; brush the solution over the paper on one side,

and let it dry in the dark. The paper is now ready for use. It

may be kept for years without the slightest loss or diminution of

sensitiveness. The best suited for exposure in the camera is the

oxalate of susquioxide of iron and ammonia. The paper pre-

pared with this compound is exposed in the usual way for a

longer or shorter space of time, according to the intensity of

the light and the illumination of the object; when removed from

the camera, no sign of the picture is perceptible, or, at all ca cuts,

only a very fahit trace of it; but it becomes visible at once upon

the application of one of the reagents which we shall immediately

proceed to name. However, as has been intimated already,

these salts are more advantageously used to reproduce positive

from negative pictures; for this purpose, they may be said to

answer each of them equally well. The negative picture intend-

ed to be reproduced, is a.pplied on one of the iron-papers, and

affixed to it at two ends with glue, gum, or paste; it is then jmt

in the frame of reproduction, and exposed to light (to the solar

rays, if possible). The overlapping parts of the paper speedily

show a brown tint; the fram.e is examined from time to time, to

see whether the picture is done. The time of exposure depends

upon the degree of intensity of the light; in bright sunshine,

from three to five minutes are generally sufficient. Though the

impression should only be faintly visible, or even nearly invisible,

the application of the proper reagent will speedily bring it out.

The picture is then taken out of the frame and brushed over

with a solution of red ferricyanide of potassium (3KCy, Fe2Cy3)
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in water (no matter the proportion, provided always the solution

be not too highly diluted), which will immediately bi'iug the pic-

ture out with a very intense blue color; the solution should be

applied with a broad tiat brush. Simple washing- in water suffi-

ces to fix the image. Potassa (KO) destroys the blue color,

and with this the picture itself; bisulphate of potassa (K0,2S
Og+HO), on the contrary, heightens the intensity of the color,

and makes it permanent; sulphate of copper (blue vitriol, CuO,
SOji-SHO), changes the blue color to a pale greenish blue

tint.

A green picture is obtained by adding a solution ofgum-arabic

to the ferricyauide of potassium solution. These pictures require

no additional fixing; washing in water would change the green

color to blue.

Solution of nitrate of silver imparts a deep blackish-brown

tint to the picture; simple washing in water suffices to fix it.

Solution "of ammonio-nitrate of silver (AgO,N05-t-2NH3)
imparts a greyish-black tint to the picture; simple washing in

water suffices to fix it. It is not advisable to use a brush to

apply the the solution of nitrate or ammonio-nitrate of silver to

the picture, as these substances would injuriously affect the

material of that implement. The better way is to pour the so-

lution into a glass or porcelain dish, or over a glass plate laid

down horizoataliy, and to apply the paper with the latent image

to the liquid, taking care to leave no air-bubbles nnder it, since

this would give rise to spots, which it would afterwards be found

impossible to remove. If a brush be used, however, care must

be taken to wash it thoroughly in water immediately after; if

this is neglected, the implement is of no further use in operations

of the kind, as the silver retained in it would spoil the picture

to which it might happen to be applied.

With ammonia (NHg-j-aq.) an ash-colored picture is obtained,

which is equally distinct on both sides of the paper.

Solution of terchloride of gold (AuClj-f-aq.) gives a purple

colored picture, which continues to deepen as long as there re-

mains a trace of undecomposed chloride in the paper.

Arseuiate of potassa (KOjAsO^-hHO), gives a yellowish-

brown picture, of lighter or darker hue, according to the strength

of the solution. Simple washing in water suffices to fix the pic-

tures obtained by the application of this and of the preceding

substance.

The use of the arseniate of potassa requires of course great

caution, on account of the poisonous nature of the material.

Some very interesting results, and such as no other metallic

salts afford, may be obtained with the salts of iron before men-
tioned, and more especially with the citrate of iron and ammo-
nia.

A paper prepared with the latter salt in the manner indica-

ted, is imbued with a solution of ferricyauide of potassium, and
dried in the dark. This paper does not keep long, and should

therefore be used soon after its preparation. If a picture has

been reproduced on this paper, it need simply be dipped in water,

to render it instantaneously visible in blue. If the paper is now
imbued with a solution of nitrate of suboxide of mercury (Hg2
0,N05i~2HO), the picture immediately vanishes. The paper
mast then be well washed in water, that no free mercurial salt

may be left in it. The picture may now be rendered visible

again with brown color, by the simple application of heat (hold-

ing it near the fire, or passing a hot smoothing iron over it); it

disappears again upon cooling, but may always be brought out

anew by the same process. In some cases, it will not at once

disappear upon cooling, but will remain visible for weeks.

The following is another interesting experiment. Dissolve one
part by weight of citrate of sesquioxide of iron and ammonia in

eleven parts by weight of water, and add an equal volume of a
saturated cold solution of chloride of mercury ; imbue the paper
with this mixture, before a precipitate has had time to form, and
dry the paper. The color should be yellowish, without the least

tinge of blue. Expose the paper now in the pressure frame, un-

til a faint but clearly visible image is produced on it. Pass over

it with one stroke of a broad brush, a saturated solution of cy-

anide of potassium, mixed with three times its own volume of a
solution of gum-arabic of moderate consistence. The picture will

immediately make its appearance
; after a few days you may free-

ly expose it to light
;
it will even bear the light at once, with-

out any injury. This picture improves with time, parts which
at first were half visible, coming gradually out with the greatest
distinctness. Another interesting experiment is the following

;

If a solution of nitrate of silver is added to a solution of bitar-
trate of seequioxide of iron, a precipitate is immediately formed,
which is almost entirely re^dissolved upon the application of a
gentle heat

;
a further addition of silver solution leaves the fluid

clear. The solution of silver should be added in the proportion
of one volume to two. The yellowish mixture is filtered

;
the

filtrate may be kept unaltered in the dark. If a paper imbued
with this filtrate is exposed wel in the camera, no picture appears
on it, unless the exposure should have been too long protracted •

but after a time it makes its appearance spontaneously. The re-
sult is different if the paper employed is in the dry state to
reproduce positive pictures. For this purpose it suffices to ap-
ply the paper on the negative picture, and to expose for from
thirty seconds to one minute to the solar rays. The exposure
must not be continued until the impression commences to make
its appearance, since in that case it would soon come out spon-
taneously; there should be no sign of the picture on the paper.
Still the picture is there, and to render it visible, you need sim-
ply breathe upon it, or hold it over steam, when it will at once
appear with great accuracy and distinctness of delineation. It
very often vanishes again as soon as the moisture of the breath
or the steam is gone off; but it may readily be called forth anew
in the same way.

Considering the facility and safety with which the salts of iron
may be employed, and the great variety of colors that may be
produced with them, and also the moderate prices at which they
may be procured, it would be very desirable indeed that a series

of systematic experiments should be made with a view to ascer-
tain in how far these salts may be suited for the purposes of the
practical photographer, and whether they might not in some
measure supersede the salts of silver.

COMPOUNDS OF COPPER.

As has already been stated in the chapter on the Daguerreo-
type, copper also may find application in photography.
The salts of copper, though of inferior sensitiveness, yet give

very interesting results in conjunction with other metallic com-
pounds. Among the salts which may be advantageously added
to the salts of copper, we may mention more particularly that of
chromium, and especially the neutral chromate of potassa, and
the bichromate of potassa. The latter salt gives in conjunction
with sulphate of copper a highly sensitive preparation, with
which pictures may be produced in a variety of colors.

A paper imbued with a mixture in equal proportions of a sat-

urated solution of sulphate of copper (copper vitriol, blue vitriol,

CuO,S035HO), and of a saturated solution of bichromate of
potassa (KO,2Cr03), may be used immediately after drying,
or it may be kept in the dark for any length of time, without
suffering the least diminution of sensitiveness. The paper will,

however, serve only to reproduce positives from positives, nega-
tives from negatives. When it is exposed in the frame of repro-

duction to solar light, the uncovered parts acquire first a brown
tint, if the paper is removed from the frame ; at this period the
image is negative ; but if the exposure is continued, the brown
color turns to a brighter hue, and a positive picture is produced.
If the copy, after its removal from the frame, is treated with a
solution of nitrate of silver (no matter of what strength), a po-

sitive, brick-colored picture is produced in both cases; however,
in the latter case, the picture is of greater beauty and vigor than
in the former. To fix these pictures, they need simply be quickly

washed in perfectly pure water. If the water contains a chlo-

ride, or if chloride of sodium is added to it, even in a small pro-

portion, the picture vanishes on the instant, and completely; but
it may be brought out again by exposing it, still wet, to the

solar rays, and letting it dry. The color however, is now
changed, varying, according to the greater or less quantity of

salt used, between rose and deep violet. A longer exposure to

sunlight serves to improve the picture.

The neutral chromate of potassa may be substituted for the
bichromate. If a solution of neutral chromate of potassa(KO
Cr O3) is added to a solution of sulphate of copper, a precipi-
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tateis thrown down, which when filtered ofif and thoroughly

washed with water, dissolves in water slightly acidulated with

sulphuric acid. Paper imbued with this solution has a yellow

color, which is completely bleached in sun-Ught, A picture pro-

duced on such paper is developed with a solution of carbonate

of potassa(KO, COj+SHO), or carbonate of soda(NaO, COj
-i-10HO),or also with a solution of nitrate of silver. It will

occasionally happen, more especially if the light was only feeble,

that the nitrate silver bath will impart a uniform tint to the

whole surface of the paper, leaving the picture altogether or near-

ly invisible ; however, after the paper has lain for some time, the

picture makes its appearance, the lightsljeing gradually bleached

by the sulphuric acid in the paper, until they are perfectly white,

which brings out the shadows more boldly, yet without hard-

ness. ^
If ammonia is used, instead of either carbonate of potash or

soda, or nitrate of silver, the picture, if it hapi)ens to be already

visible, vanishes again, but it speedily makes its reappearance,

with a faint blue color.

Very interesting pictures may be produced also with bichro-

mate of potassa unmixed with copper. The mode of proceeding

is as follows:-—imbue paper with a weak solution of starch paste

and let it dry; imbue it now with a saturated solution of bichro-

mate of potassa, and let it dry. It is now ready for use; but it

may be kept for any length of time without suffering the least

diminution of sensitiveness. To produce a positive copy on this

paper, apply a positive original on it, and expose it in the usual

way in the frame of reproduction, until you have a vigorous yel-

low impression on a brownish ground; wash this in water, which

will dissolve the undecomposed salt; and then coat the right

side over with an aqueous solution of iodine, which will impart

a deep violet tint to the picture, leaving the brownish ground

unaltered ; simple washuig in water will suffice to fix the pic-

ture.

Salts of Manganese, Lead, Nickle, &c. Of the salts of
manganese the manganate of potassa (KO, Mn O3), is the best

suited for photographic purposes. A solution of this salt im-

parts to paper a brown tint, which exposure in the sunlight

destroys again in the parts touched by the rays, restoring these

parts to their original white color. Addition of nitrate of sil-

ver to the manganese salt heightens the brown tint of the paper;

but upon subsequent exposure to light, the parts touched by the

rays turn intensely black, instead of resuming their original

white color. The impressions may be fixed by washing in water,

and subsequent treatment with hyposulphite of soda.

The other salts of manganese, although they are also percep-

tibly altered by light, are not so well suited for photographic

purposes.

The saUs of lead are useful as photographic agents only un-

der certain conditions. Papers imbued solely with them change

color contuiually, which leads to the ultimate destruction of the

pictures produced on them. Added in small proportion to other

salts, more especially to those of silver, the compounds of lead

tend to heighten the intensity of the color; but care must be

taken not to add too much to them ; since otherwise the picture

is apt after a time to turn black all over.

The only compounds of lead with which I have obtained satis-

factory results, are the iodide (Pbl), used in conjunction with

nitrate of silver, or with starch paste; and the nitrate (PbO,
NO

5 ), used in conjunction with protoiodide of iron and nitrate of

silver. Recently precipitated and thoroughly washed iodide of

lead dissolves readily and completely in solution of nitrate of sil-

ver. Paper prepared with a solution of iodide of lead in nitrate

of silver is highly sensitive to light. The copies produced on it

are fixed by simple washing in water.

A very sensitive paper, and one well suited for taking pictures

in the camera, may be prepared as follows:

—

Imbue the paper with a solution of fifteen grains of nitrate of

lead (_
PbO,NO

J
) in an ounce of water; dry the paper, and wlien

dry, treat it with an aqueous solution of ])rotoiodide of iron (Fel

-hiaq). The paper so prepared will keep a considerable time,

if i)ropcrly secluded from light. It is made sensitive for expos-

ure in the camera, by a bath of one hundred grains of nitrate

silver dissolved in an ounce of water. Sliould the picture not

yet be visible when the paper is removed from the camera, it

will speedily make its appearance, without the application of

any developing agent. Simple washing in water suffices to

fix it.

Or the iodide of lead, recently precipitated, may be intimately

mixed in the dark with starch paste, and the mixture spread
uniformly over paper; upon exposure to light the paper so pre-

pared will immediately acquire a black color ; the pictures pro-

duced on it are fixed by dipping in solution of nitrate of silver,

and subsequent washing in hyposulphite of soda, and in water.

Of the salts of nickel, the best suited for photographic pur-

poses is the iodide (Nil), which is prepared by raLxing solutions

of iodide of potassium and iron, and nitrate of nickel (NiO,N
Oj-j-CHO). Iodide of ammonium would not answer the pur-

pose. If iodide of potassium and iron has been used, the light

blue color of the compound changes to a light green upon ex-

posure to the luminous rays.

There are still many other metallic salts, which suffer altera-

tion under the influence of light, as for instance, nitrate of cobalt,

hydrochlorate of cobalt, bichlorate of tin, and tartrate of anti-

mony. With these salts pictures may be produced in the usual

way.

(To be Continued.)

From the Journal of the Phot. Sac.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

NINTH ORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, April 6tk, 1854.

P. Fry, Esq,, in the Chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The n.eeting confirmed the election by the Council of Mr. R.
Hunt as Yice-President, in lieu of Earl of Somers who had re-

signed, and of Messrs. Pollock and Pym, as Members of Council

in lieu of Mr. Hunt, elected V. P., and Mr. Berger, who had
resigned.

21 New Members were elected.

Mr. Townshend exhibited a portable camera.

Mr. Williams exhibited a traveling camera and tent.

The President directed attention to a series of pictures taken

on collodion at Pau by Mr. Maxwell Lyte. Also to a series of

instantaneous views of the Fleet at Spithead, taken by Mr. Fen-

ton with a single lens. And to a series taken by Mr. Elliot,

under the direction of Capt. Scott, in the Sound, from the deck

of the Hecla, while that vessel was going 10 knots an hour.

Mr. Hadow read the second part of his paper on " The Quali-

ty and Proportions of the Materials required in the Collodion

Process. 2. Iodized Collodion and Nitrate Bath."

A letter was read from D. Llewellyn, Esq., on the " Calo-

type Process."

Mr. Spencer read a description of a " Stereoscopic Camera,"
which he exhibited.

The Meeting was then adjourned to May 4th.

1. The Quality and Proportions of the Materials required

IN the Collodion Process. By Edward Ash Hadow, Esq.

part II.

—

iodized collodion and nitrate bath.

In my former paper I confined myself to the subject of sim-

ple collodion, endeavoring to point out the precautions that are

necessary in order to obtain a highly fluid solution, capable of

giving a film, tough and transparent, Mithout being deficient in

photographic qualities. I have now a few remarks to offer on

the modes of iodizing or rendering the film capable of becom-

ing sensitive, by the addition of some soluble iodide; those that

have been recommended are chiefly the iodides of potassium,

ammonium, cadmium and zinc; of these the three last have the

great advantage of being readily soluble in any collodion, and
may therefore be added at once to the solution of gun-cotton;

but iodide of potassium requires a little water, and even then,

if added to collodion without having been previously dissolved in

some of the alcohol, will be found to dissolve but very slowly.

In preparing collodion with this salt, 4 grains were thssolved in
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3 drachms of strong alcohol, and aether was added to make up
the ounce: I found that the first 2^ drachms of aether began to

precipitate the iodide, and after addition of the 5 drachms re-

quired, a dense deposit had formed, which was not redissolved

until 12 drops of water had been added. This I merely mention

to show that there must be a little water in the mixture, although

in using ordinary aether and alcohol this might not be perceived.

Before comparing collodion prepared with different iodides, it

appeared probable that those of potassium and ammonium would
produce greater sensitiveness than those of zinc and cadmium

;

for this reason, that the nitrates of ammonia and potash, which
are produced together with iodide of silver, on immersing films

prepared with the two first iodides in the nitrate bath, are per-

fectly neutral, while the nitrates of zinc and cadmium which re-

sult when collodions containing those metals are used, have a

ftchly acid reaction on litmus paper, and thus by their presence

in the film, might, like weak acids, retard, the action of light;

in actual experiment, however, I did not find this to be the

case, for when carefully and similarly prepared with equivalent

quantities of each iodide, and used while colorless, the collodions

appear similar in sensitiveness, gradation of tints and other re-

spects. In a few days, however, they begin to differ in conse-

quence of partial decomposition and liberation of free iodine,

which occurs more readily with the iodides of ammonium and
zinc than with potassium, while the iodide of cadmium, if I may
conclude from one sample I have by me, remains perfectly color-

less for any period of time, retaining its original sensitiveness,

the other varieties having lost theirs in proportion to the color

they have acquired. The iodide of cadmium, in addition to this

valuable property of giving a stable collodion, is likewise ex
treraely soluble, without being deliquescent, and being beautifully

crystalline, is not liable to adulterations or impurities, and there-

fore well deserves to be generally tried. In order to preserve
or, as it is stated, to improve the sensitiveness of collodion, some
persons recommend the addition of a little ammonia; this, how-
ever, appears very unadvisable, since it necessitates the use of an
acid bath ; and although it may render the collodion less liable

to change, it produces a contrary effect on the bath, since every
plate immersed tends to neutralize a portion of acid, and at

length rendering it neutral or even alkaline, brings about ex-

actly the phsenomena described by Mr. Fenton. With ordinary
collodion, however, even when quite colorless, the bath may al-

ways be used perfectly neutral, permitting the developing solu-

tion to be left on twice or three times as long as is necessary,

without the slightest fogging, provided that the nitrate of silver

is pure and the bath has not acquired fogging propensities by
prolonged use. No pure alkaline iodide can ever render the
bath alkaline ; the only effect on immersing a plate covered with
collodion is to remove a portion of silver and substitute an
equivalent quantity of potassium, ammonium, &c., so that a por-
tion of nitrate of silver is merely replaced by a portion of nitrate

of potash or ammonia, which, being neutral, cannot in this re-

spect affect the state of the bath: with the iodides of the metals,
such as iron, zinc, cadmium or arsenic, the bath on the contrary,
will soon become apparently acid from the presence of the ni-

trates of those metals which, as before stated, redden litmus.

In all cases, excepting when free ammonia has been added to

the collodion, the silver solution has a tendency to become acid
rather than alkaline, both from the frequent presence of free

iodine in the collodion, which sets free nitric acid in the bath,
and also from the slow formation of acetic acid from the alcohol
and aether washed out from the plates that have been immersed.
The effect of free iodine in the collodion is not however chemi-
cally the same as that of nitric acid in the bath, for nitrate of
silver is, like all other nitrates, a nitrate of the oxide of silver;

when, therefore, free iodine acts on the silver solution it liberates

oxygen as well as nitric acid, the result being that an iodate as
well an as iodide of silver is formed; the effect of the former
should therefore be ascertained in order to clearly understand
the action of brown collodion. When a great deal of iodine has
been set free by long keeping, making the collodion very dark-
colored and insensitive, I found that the addition of a little oil

of cloves, in the proportion of 4 drops to each ounce, causes a
surprising increase of sensitiveness, and some time ago I always
used such a mixture for the production of positives on glass, from

a belief that a better color and more perfect gradation of tints

were obtained in this way that by any other method. At this

time, however, my pictures were constantly liable to solarization

(or darkening of those parts that ought to be whitish) when
using the ordinary collodion and developing by pyrogallic and
nitric acids; but lately, while seeking for difficulties in order

to discover their causes, this tendency to solarization quite dis-

appeared, although using the simplest materials; neither was I

able to produce it by taking objects in the most unfavorable

conditions of light and shade, nor by any addition to the collo-

dion. Accidentally trying the effect of a minute quantity of

nitrite of silver in the nitrate bath, I obtained it again in per-

fection, and was able at once to understand how it occurred

formerly, for at that time I always made use of nitrate of silver

that had been strongly fused, and in which a portion of nitrite

had thus been formed, while latterly only the crystallized salt

had been employed. The effect of oil of cloves and iodine in the

collodion was to counteract that of the nitrite, but when pure
crystallized nitrate is used no such additions are required. It

is remarkable, however, that although oil of cloves greatly in-

creases the sensitiveness when brown collodion is used, no such

effect is produced by its addition to colorless collodion with an
acid bath, proving that free iodine in the former is not exactly

similar to nitric acid in the latter. To compensate for the bad
effects of the nitrite on the color of positives, it has the impor-

tant property of much increasing the sensitiveness and rapidity

of the surface, allowing pictures to be taken instantaneously with

far less light than is usually required, and it is thus particularly

suited to negatives, in which the color by I'eflected light is of no

importance, while it adds to the opacity of the dark parts of the

picture. Its effect on the color of positives is chiefly seen when
pyrogallic acid is used for developing, and becomes more marked
as the picture dries, when the tint of the reduced silver becomes
darker and of a greenish color in the most exposed parts, while

with pure nitrate, as the moisture evaporates, it becomes lighter,

and the details appear more distinctly represented in various

shades of one color. As this nitrite is formed when the nitrate

is overheated, it generally exists in " lunar caustic," to a greater

or less extent; but as this substance, from a want of crystalline

form, is easily and frequently adulterated, it is much better to

add the nitrite to a solution of the crystallized nitrate in quanti-

ties less than half a grain to an ounce of a 85-grain solution, for

too large an amraount causes a fogging of the clear parts of the

picture. It is easily obtained by fusing pretty strongly a mix-

ture of equal parts of nitre and nitrate of silver; the fused mass

being dissolved in a small quantity of boiling water and the so-

lution left to cool; the nitrite of silver then crystallizes out in

the shape of long, slender needles, which may be removed, and

pressed in blotting-paper to dry them ; by recrystallization they

are obtained quite pure. To this or some similar compound,

Mr. Thomas appears to allude in his paper on the silver bath,

when he says that he has observed some peculiarities while using

a solution containing a sub-oxide, although he does not state what

they are. To return, however, to the subject of collodion that

has become discolored by keeping, there is no mode of restoring

its sensitiveness superior to that recommended by Mr. Crookes,

by the addition to the collodion of pure metallic silver, which by

simply forming iodide of silver soluble in the remaining iodide,

rapidly effects its discoloration without difficulty or uncertainty.

This plan I adopted a long time ago, but soon afterwards aban-

doned from finding that collodion thus treated became opaque

on drying, in consequence, as I imagined, of some action on the

gun-cotton in solution; the real cause appears to have been that

the silver used was not pure, being precipitated from the nitrate

by metallic copper, and possibly containing a mixture of oxide,

for I find that in collodion treated with silver prepared in this

way, a portion of acetic aether is formed, a very little of which

added to the best collodion is capable of destroying its tenacity

and rendering it opaque on drying; with pure silver no such

effect is produced, nor even with that precipitated by mixing

solutions of nitrate of silver with sulphate of iron, which, though

not quite pure, answers very well. Metallic iron was another

substance that I tried, with the intention, not merely of restor-

ing the original sensitiveness, but of increasing it by the forma-

tion of iodide of iron ; instead of this it had the curious effect of
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bringing the collodion to a state of jelly, rendering it useless.

Some persons, however, so far from wishing to decolorize collo-

dion, add a quantity of iodine to it from the first, under an im-

pression that it is necessary in order to protect the clear parts

of the picture. With these I can fully sympathise, as I had the

same idea at one time ; for when the process was first published

in the " Chemist" in 1851, no mention was made as to the tune

of exposure, and being accustomed to the paper process, I con-

cluded that the collodion film required the same length of time,

aud in consequence wholly failed in olitaining anything more
than universal blackening of the surface. I therefore put the

collodion by for a month or more, when finding it had become
dark brown, it occurred to me to try it again, and I obtained an

excellent result, using the same length of exposure; and by ex-

amination having ascertained that the color was owing to free

iodine, I used for a long while to add it in large quantity to fresh

collodion. A great many substances were then tried for the

purpose of increasing its sensitiveness, of wliich l"»y far the uiost

successful were the essential oils as before mentioned, which re-

duced the time of exposure from half a minute to 5 or 10 seconds

and formed the most rapid process I knew, until to my great

surprise the pure colorless collodion proved the most rapid of all

;

from this I conclude that many persons condemn a collodion as

incapable of producing clear pictures, in consequence of exposing

too long in the camera.

That there are, however, other causes of fogging, cannot be

doul)ted, some having excited considerable attention lately; but

as Mr. Hardwick has entered into the subject at some length,

I will only add my testimony to the fact that the uitrate of sil-

ver bath does by continued use acquire a tendency to fog, ap-

parently from the presence of some organic matter, for on dis-

tilling off the water from a bath of this kind, the distilled liquid

used to dissolve fresh nitrate of silver gave some fogginess, while

the uitrate remaining behind in the retort, evaporated at a

gentle heat and redissolved, gave much more; a portion also

strongly heated was found to give off carbonic acid, showing

that the nitrate was contaminated with a portion of organic

matter, though too small in quantity for its nature to be ascer-

tained. I am, however, by no means sure that it is not owing

to acetate of silver, of which a very little added to a nciUral

bath will cause complete blackening of a plate under the action

of the developing fluid, even though it has not been exposed to

light at all. For the mode of getting rid of the impurity, what-

ever it may be, I refer to Mr. Hardwick's paper.

The strength of the solution of uitrate of silver ought to be
proportional to the quantity of iodide in the collodion, at least

so far that it cannot be clminish((l beyond a certain point (de-

l)ending on the collodion used) without a great loss of seusitive-

ness, or, what Is exactly similar, if we use a bath of a certain

strength, the quantity of iodide cannot be increased to any
amount, but must be limited by tlie proportion of nitrate of sil-

ver: with a 35-graiu solution of the latter, 4 grains of iodide to

the ounce of collodion answers very well; but if the quantity be
increased to 6 grains, there is a great loss of sensitiveness and
intensity, the effect being similar to that arising from an insuffi-

cient amount of alcohol in the collodion, in consequence of the

iodide of silver being deposited superficially, or even falling off

the surface into the silver bath. The mistake of over-iodizing

the collodion is generally committed with the view to obtain

greater opacity of the reduced silver, a|)parcntly from an idea

that the iodide only is reduced, wliile in fact a largo portion of

the reduced silver is derived from the nitrate, so that a very little

iodide in the film is sufficient to give intense negatives. For
this purpose the collodion should be colorless, or nearly so, or at

least, if colored, it must not be owing to free iodine (which is

ascertained by allowing a drop to evaporate on a piece of starch

or a crumb of bread, aud then moistening with water; a trace

of iodine is detected by the black color resulting); the bath
should likewise be neutral, or nearly so, and the developing fluid

should contain no more acetic or tartaric acid than is sufficient

to prevent blackening of clear parts; after the pyrogallic solu-

tion has apparently done its utmost, the intensity may be further

increased by pouring on a fresh ])ortion, mixed with some of the

silver solution, which immediately adds to the opacity of the

negative, a fresh deposit taking place on the parts already re-

duced. By the use of the nitrite as before mentioned, still

greater opacity may be obtained together with the utmost rapi-
dity; at the same time there is none of that violent contrast of
light and shade which appears to result from the addition of
iodide of iron, as an accelerating agent, to the collodion. I be-
lieve that salts of iron have not as yet been used for developing
negatives, in consequence of the want of opacity in the reduced
parts. I find, however, that the proto-acetate of iron obtained
by mixture of solution of acetate of lead and sulphate of iron, is

capable of producing intense negatives, resembling in all respects
those obtained by pyrogallic acid, while it has the advantage in

point of economy; but I have not as yet made a sufficient num-
ber of experiments to enable me to determine the strength of
the solution best suited to the purpose; it need not be very
great, somewhat less than 18 grains to the ounce, for if it con-
tain so much as this, it is liable to produce universal blackening
when first prepared, but in a few days, when a portion of pcr-
acetate has formed, it answers very well. My object in endea-
voring to find a substitute for pyrogallic among the iron com-
pounds, is not to add to the number of developing fluids aud the
perplexity of a beginner, where pyrogallic acid can be obtained
pure, and is found to answer perfectly, for in that case it is pre-
ferable to anything else ; but as this may not always be, it is

useful sometimes to know of a substitute "that can be prepared
wherever green vitriol and sugar of lead can be found, for, even
when impure, these substances are very easily purified by re-

crystallizing from a solution in boiling water; which is not the
case with pyrogallic acid, to which noxious ingredients might
easily be added, accidentally or intentionally, from which it

would puzzle a chemist to free it.

By knowing the quantity of iodide contained in a collodion, it

is easy to ascertain the amount of silver that the bath loses for

each ounce, and thus to know exactly how much nitrate should
be added to maintain the same strength; thus, with a collodion
contaiuing 4 grains of iodide of ammonium to the ounce, each
ounce expended 4 j-'Vths grains of nitrate of silver, but with 4
grains of iodide of potassium the quantity of nitrate consumed is

only 4jVth grains. In the first case nitrate of ammonia, in the
second, uitrate of potash, accumulates in similar proportions,

but the ammonia salt has the advantage of being easily dissipat-

ed on evaporating the bath and gently fusing, leavmg only salts

of silver behind, while the nitrate of potash is quite fixed.

In conclusion, I think we have much reason to congratulate
ourselves on the great degree of perfection that Photography
has already attained, considering how very little we know about
the instantaneous change produced by light, and of wliich we
should have remained quite unconscious but for the wonderful
discovery of the art of developing; and seeing how incapable we
are of predicting beforehand the action of any material, we may
consider ourselvfs indebted to good fortune, as M'ell as to the
perseverencc of the discoverers, for the success of many of the
processes we now possess; for although the first trial of a mate-
rial arises generally from some theory in the mind of the experi-

menter, the result very frequently differs entirely from his ex-

pectations: thus, in the appHcation of collodion as a substitute

for alljumen by Mr. Archer, with the intention, as he states, of

obtaining a film equally transparent, but more tough and elastic,

the great difference in sensitiveness between the two materials

could never have been anticipated, and is now difficult to ac-

count for, while the great sensibility of the materials used in the

former process, in a slate of purity, and which seems to be
diminished by almost every addition, cannot fail to surprise and
gratify any one who has experimented much on the subject.

With regard to rapidity and sharpness of definition, thanks to

the invaluable assistance of the makers of lenses, the process
.seems almost to have reached perfection; the points to which
attention should be now princijially directed ajipear to lie an
addition to, or substitute for, the iodide of silver, giving a sur-

face equally sensitive to all colors; and likewise some means of

developing positives which shall combine perfect whiteness and
delicacy of shading with entire freedom from metallic appearancj
by reflected light, which alone is wanting to nu\ke them surpass

Daguerreotypes.

At the conclusion of Mr. Hadow's paper upon collodion, Mr.



Shadbolt expressed his gratification at the systematic and well-

directed investigations of the author, and considered that the re-

sults were calculated to be of permanent and important benefit

in advancing the practice of the photographic art. He would

take this opportunity of promulgating the results of his own ex-

periments, to which he alluded on a former occasion, relative to

an ingredient that he had found highly conducive to the produc-

tion of a simple, or uniodized collodion, possessing properties

very desirable in this material, viz. density aud toughness, united

to a considerable fluidity, and susceptible, when iodized, of a

beautiful gradation in the half-tones; in fact approaching more

closely to that sold by Mr. Thomas than any other he had seen,

and possessing also the very great advantage of being jperf&dly

stmdurdess, as would be seen on examination of the minute

photographs he then exhibited under the microscope, being por-

traits "of the Treasurer of the Photographic Society, the Chief

Cashier of the Bank of England, views of Paris, &c., in spaces

varying from the ^^^th to the ^'^th of an inch in diameter. These

would all bear enlargement to such an extent that all the features

and details were perfectly visible, without in the least displaying

any appearance of structure in the collodion, even when magni-

fied 100 diameters. The material he had found so beneficial

was chloroform, and the proportion most effective was 20 minims

to the oz., used in the following manner. To 5 drachms of pure

washed tether add 1 drachm of alcohol 60° overproof, and dis-

solve in it as much soluble cotton, made as directed by Mr.

Hadow, as will produce a very slimy-looking solution, then add

20 minims of chloroform by dropping the latter into the former;

it will probably fall to the bottom like the drops of oil, but on

shaking well for a few minutes it will dissolve. To the 6 drachms

thus produced add 2 more of alcohol, containing the iodizing

material, that preferred by the speaker being simply ptore iodide

of potassium. The quantity which had been found most effective

being thus ascertained, the salt being well triturated was put

into a bottle with some of the same alcohol as that used in

making the collodion, and well shaken repeatedly for several

days, and when poured off, to every 45 minims of saturated alco-

hol is more of fresh alcohol was added, thus making up the 2

drachms required. Each oz. of collodion therefore consists of

Pure aether 5v
Alcohol 3iij

Soluble cotton quant, sufi".

Chloroform m xx
Iodide of potassium about gr. v.

Tlie chloroform producing not only great toioghness, but ready
flowmg qualities, must not be added in too great quantity, as it

also causes considerable contractility.

Mr. Shadbolt also stated that he had for some time been in

the habit of using alcohol in the proportion of | a drachm to

the oz. as an addition to the developing fluids, with very con-
siderable advantage; and this he found another photographer,
Mr. Keith of Liverpool, had been operating with simultaneously.

The alcohol added to the solutions of the proto-salts of iron,

without any acetic acid, allows the mixture to flow readily over
the plate, and thus a very small quantity is sufficient for each
picture. When the pyrogallic acid is used he always added it

to the usual mixture of pyrogallic and acetic acid.

Mr. Bland stated, that the collodion sold by the firm of which
he was a member, for some time past contained chloroform, but
it being a trade secret it had not been heretofore mentioned.

Mr. Hennah concurred with the remarks made by Mr. Shad-
bolt, particularly as regarded the utility of the alcohol in the
developing solutions, as it rendered the manipulation more easy,

especially to novices.

2. Mr. Llewellyn on the Calotype Process.

To the Secretary of the Photographic Society:

My dear Sir,—At the last Meeting of the Photographic So-
ciety it was suggested that the various methods pursued by dif-

ferent practical operators should be collected together by the
Society, for the purpose of affording members an opportunity of

comparison ; and as my name was mentioned among others, and
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as i think the system likely to be a useful one, I hasten to describe
as accurately as I can, the method which I have found the most
successful

In doing this, I lay no claim to any point of originality; so
far from it, you will observe that the practice which I recom-
mend is almost identical with Mr. Fox Talbot's original receipts.

Since his first discovery of this new science, I have carefully

followed the steps of its progress, and have, I believe, tried nearly
all the modifications which have been at various times suggested,
and it is remarkable that in the long period which has now
elapsed no important improvements in paper photography should
have been introduced.

The paper which I use is manufactured by Turner of Chafford
Mills, and bears the water-mark of ' Turner's Patent Talbotype.'

It is not free from faults; black specks arising ft-om brass and
iron used in its manufacture will often appear, but it is a firm

compact texture, and makes good negatives, free from the wool-

liuess which is fatal to other samples of paper which in other

respects are superior.

A sheet of this paper should be fastened with silver pins to a
piece of flannel stretched over a board, and liberally brushed on
one side with a solution of nitrate of silver, of the strength of

33 grains to the ounce of distilled water.

In doing this, and in the subsequent manipulations, I use a
brush formed of a flock of cotton wool, partly drawn through a
glass tube, which thus makes a convenient handle; this arrange-
ment was suggested by Mr. Buckle, and,' I believe, bears his

name; it is known as a Buckle brush, and in my experience pos-

sesses advantages over a glass rod or triangle, or any of the other
many contrivances which have been suggested for the conve-
nience of spreading solutions.

As soon as the sheet of paper is partially, but before it is

quite dry, say about two minutes, it is to be immersed in a bath
of iodide of potassium, of the strength of 20 grains to the oz. of

water; all air-bubbles must be carefully got rid of; and the
sheet will speedily assume a primrose-yellow color, the back ap-

pearing nearly as bright as the face.

It may now be shifted at once to a bath of water, which should
be changed four or five times, and the paper allowed to soak in

it for two or three hours, so as to ensure the removal of all so-

luble salts, and leave a pure iodide of silver distributed through-
out the substance of the paper.

The whole of the process may be performed in full daylight.

When thoroughly washed each sheet is to be hung up sepa-

rately, and when dry is improved by exposure for an hour or

two to the full rays of the sun.

It may then be subjected to strong pressure in a screw frame
and kept for use ; it will keep good for any length of time.

To excite it for camera use, take 3 drops of aceto-nitrate of

silver (the aceto-nitrate consisting [of 50 grains nitrate of silver

with 1 oz. of water and 1| drachm of acetic acid), and 3 drojjs of

a saturated solution of gallic acid; add these to 1 drachm of

distilled water, which quantity will be about sufficient for a sheet
of the ordinary size of 9X7 inches.

In summer weather the above proportions are sufficient, but
in winter, when the air is cold, 4 or 5 drops of aceto-nitrate, and
4 or 5 of gallic acid may be safely used to the drachm of water.

This exciting solution should be liberally apphed, in the same
manner as that described for iodizing; the paper should be
evenly and thoroughly wetted, and when well soaked, blotted

off with a sheet of clean white blotting paper. A round ruler

rolled over it with a fii'm pressure, answers very well, and en-

sures a uniform application.

The paper is now ready for the camera, and should be screwed
firmly into the holder, so as to exclude ali air as much as possi-.

ble. Under these circumstances it will keep damp for many
hours, and may be depended upon to retain its whiteness, even
in summer weather, for 12 houx's.

With a 3-inch Ross' lens, and a |-inch diaphragm, the time

of exposure will vary from„8 to 15 minutes, according to the

character of the light and the color of the object to be copied.

The exact time can only be taught by experience.

In developing I make use of aceto-nitrate of silver, and solu-

tion of gallic acid in equal proportions, the same as directed for

the exciting compound, but without the addition of any water.
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This must be mixed only immediately before it is wanted, as it

decomposes with great rapidity; having prepared a sufficient

quantity for a single sheet, say about 1| drachm, brush it over

the excited side of the paper with a clean new brush.

The picture ought now gradually and evenly to appear, be-

ginning with the sky, and then faintly exhibiting traces of the

darker parts and the shadows. At this point of the develop-

ment I abandon the use of the compound mixture, and continue

the action with the gallic acid alone. A Buckle brush is here

of great service, as it enables the operator to add more of nitrate

of silver, or more of gallic acid, as the case may require, to the

different portions of the picture.

In those parts where it developes too slowly, nitrate of silver

may be chiefly used, while on the other hand the parts which

are inclined to darken too quickly, may be brushed with the so-

lution of gallic acid alone, and thus a more complete control

over the development of the picture is obtained than can be

effected by the use of the glass rod, or any other method that I

am acquainted with.

By this practice I have saved many pictures that must other-

wise have been lost, and in many others again, have obtained a

higher degree of excellence than would have been practicable

under other treatment.

In order to obtain a negative that will print well, it is better

to carry the development further than may at first sight appear

desirable, and it should be carefully examined by transmitted

light before the operator is satisfied. When a full definition,

even in the parts where the shadows of the landscape were the

darkest, has been obtained, the photograph should, without de-

lay, be well washed in cold water, and then immersed in a satu-

rated solution of hyposulphite of soda, and left in this until all

trace of the yellow iodide of silver has been removed.

If this should prove tedious and difficult, as will sometimes be

the case, it is well to pour away the solution into a stock bottle,

and make a little fresh (jiost enough to cover the sheet), which will

always, on application to the half-cleared picture, complete the

removal of the yellow color ; and the new solution may be added

to the stock bottle, and thus aid in keeping up its strength.

The proof must now be thoroughly washed for an hour or

more, in several waters, to get rid of all trace of hyposulphite of

soda, which, if suffered to remain, would gradually destroy the

picture.

When thoroughly dried, it should be waxed, which may be

done without risk, by laying the sheet between two pieces of

blotting paper saturated with ordinary white wax, and passing

a moderately hot box-iron over the whole. A sufficient quanti-

ty of wax will be absorbed by the photographic negative, which

will thus become transparent when viewed by transmitted light.

It will print much quicker, and is less liable to injury from any

chance contact with liquid, or from the humidity of the air, than

if left unwaxed.
The photograph is now finished.

In the foregohig description I have descended into particulars,

which will, I fear, seem tediously minute, to those who are not

aware hovv much, in photography, depends upon trifles. But I

am convinced that the difference between the works of different

operators mainly consists in the observance or the neglect of

trifles seemingly altogether unimportant. Other formulsB besides

those which I describe, will (I well know) produce excellent re-

sults in the hands of skilful manipulators. I only speak of these

methods which for some time past I have myself exclusively used,

and by aid of which I have succeeded in making my best nega-

tives.

The practice is simple and certain, and I recommend it with

confidence. »
In conclusion I may perhaps say, that although much attached

from long habit to paper work, and fully sensible of the many
advantages which it possesses, yet I am persuaded, from a care-

ful comparison of their capabilities, that collodion, under many
circumstances, can effect more than paper will give, and with

this conviction I have (for the last year) prmcipally practised

upon glass.

Some landscapes which I had previously succeeded with, on

paper, I have tried, and with improved results, upon glass; and

other views which I had formerly considered impracticable from

their deep shadows or masses of foilage, now yield their impres-

sions upon the sensitive surface of collodion.

This system for field work is accompanied with some difficul-

ties, involving the necessity for a tent, and to the consideration

of these, I have for some tune past given much of my photo-
graphic time and attention.

If it would be acceptable to the Society I shjll be most happy
to communicate the result of my experience in this department,
and as many photographers will now be preparing for their sum-
mer campaign, it may be well that we should all, through the

medium of the Society, communicate the result of our trials.

I shall be glad most unreservedly to describe any point of

advantage that I may have attained, and still more glad to learn

the improvements of others.

And I am, my dear Sir,

Yours very truly,

J. D. Llewellyn.

3. On a new form of Camera for Stereoscopic Pictures. By
Mr. John A. Spencer.

I beg to lay before the Photographic Society this evening a

form of camera for taking stereoscopic pictures, which will be
found very simple, but by the use of which they may be obtain-

ed with great ease and in great perfection. ITie two pictures

being formed by one lens and on one plate, they are certain to

be equally perfect, and as they are developed at the same time,

the tone and intensity of each will be exactly similar.

It is merely a sUding camera of the ordinary construction,

made to hold a plate of the usual size for small objects, viz.

6|X34 inches. The lens is made to slide in front of the camera
for the space of 2| or 2| inches, being the distance between the

two eyes. This will be found in practice to give the most na-

tural effect, although I am aware there has been considerable

discussion on the subject. Even for distant objects, the effect is

quite as much as is necessary to give the proper relief.

To use the instrument, it is only necessary to push the lens to

one end of the camera and to obtain the focus ; as soon as the

portion of the plate opposite to the lens has been sufficiently ex-

posed, the cap is to be replaced and the lens shifted to the other

side and again uncovered. In order to protect the portion of

the plate not under the influence of light, the camera is furnish-

ed with a diaphragm, which can be made broader or narrower

according to the length of focus required.

Of course the same effect could be obtained by using two lenses

of the same focal length, but as that would double the cost of

the instrument, one principal object I have had in view, viz. its

economy, would be frustrated. In taking collodion pictures,

they will have to be reversed before mounting for the stereo-

scope, but with daguerreotypes that is unnecessary.

I believe that many amateurs in photography have been deter-

red from takmg stereoscopic pictures, by the supposed difficulty

in aiTanging the cameras at the proper angle, but that difficulty

will be entirely overcome by the use of these instruments. In

fact I see no reason why the distance of any object should alter

the distance between the cameras, as in this case the pictures

are precisely similar to the images which are seen by ordinary

vision.

9 Westbourne Place, Hyde Park.

THE DAGUERREOTYPE MATERIAL MANUFACTORIES.

It is a matter of surprise to many, that daguerreotypists are

enabled to take pictures at such low prices, and even daguerreo-

typists themselves—although in many instances they endeavor

to get their material still cheaper, wonder how they are furnish-

ed so cheaply. The prices, now, of all daguerreotype material,

are, on the average, four-fifth less than they were five years ago.

How this fall in price has been effected, may be learned by the

following brief description of Mr. Anthony's extensive manufac-

tory—occupying one-quarter of that vast building bounded by

Centre, White, Elm and Franklin streets, known as the Har-

lem Rail Road Depot—and which is undoubtedly the largest of

the kind in the world, and his facilities for furnishing good and
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cheap material, are unsurpassed by any other establishment in

this country.

THE APPARATUS MANUFACTORY

Is an apartment fitted up with the tools, fixtures and machi-

nery necessary for performing rapidly and economically the work
embraced in the various articles, of which wood is the component
material, included in the list of daguerrean instruments. Here
are made the camera boxes, coating boxes, camera stands, table

tops, wooden tops of mercury bath, plate holders, polishing

APPARATUS MANUFACTORY CABINET SHOP,

blocks, &c. Connected with this shop is a kiln room, arranged

for the rapid and perfect seasoning of the various kinds of lum-

ber required for the proper and efficient construction of those

instruments. It is heated throughout the year by means of the
exhaust steam from the engine, which circulates around the
apartment through cast ii'on pipes. The parts of the daguer.

APPARATUS FACTORY. MACHINE SHOP,

rean apparatus which consist of iron, steel and brass, are fabri-

cated in another shop on the floor above, which is fitted with

the necessary lathes and tools. The workmen in this shop are

not confined to the sole manufacture of apparatus, but are also

for which in a city like New York there is such great demand.

In these shops the proprietor has every facility for executing

any kind of mechanical M'ork needed for the purposes of the

daguerrean art. We must not omit to mention, that adjoining

employed in the execution of various kinds of work in metals, ! the machine shop there is another apartment called the Finish-
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ing Room, where the bronzing and jappanning of the camera
stands, head-rests, &c , is performed. A portion of this apart-

ment is occupied by a large kiln, heated by steam, where the

articles are dried after being varnished.

CASE FACTORY.
In the manufacture of cases there are four separate depart-

ments, viz. one for mak-
ing the wooden boxes
which form the sub-

stratum or body of the

cases; one where these

boxes are covered with

leather and trimmed, one

where the leather cover-

ing and the cushions are

embossed and stamped,

and one where the cases

are gilded. As probably

few persons are aware of

the number of manipula-

tions necessary for the

completion of so simple-

loaking an article as a

Daguerreotype case, I

propose to describe some-

what in detail the differ-

ent processes of their

manufacture
;

promising

that it is only by the sub-

division of labor and the

manufacture in large

quantities and by labor

saving machinery that

they can be produced at

a price which enables the public to procure pictures of a certain

class at the present low prices.

APPARATUS DEPARTMENT FINISHING ROOM.

THE CASE-WOOD FACTORY.

This is a long well lighted apartment, with two lines of shaft-

ing running nearly the entire length. This shafting carries the

puUies which drive the different saws and lathes standing in two
parallel lines beneath it. These saws and lathes stand but a

few feet apart, and each, the work being very light, is tended
by a boy, who by con-

stant practice at one par-

ticular operation, passes

the rough looking objects

which finally become so

smooth and well propor-

tioned, through his hands
with a rapidity which, to

the unpractised hand, ap-

pears to border on the

marvellous. The revolu-

tion of the pullies, the

rapid motion of the belt-

ing which every four feet

extends from the ceiling

to the floor, the brisk

motions of the boys, the

flying of the nascent
" woods" from the saw or

lathes to the box in which
it is conveyed to the next
operation in its course of

"development," the

flashes of saw dust evolv-

ed in the process of

"grinding," the "chirr"

of the saws and tlie his-

sing of the sand paper
all present to the beholder a busy sound. The operations

going on ore at first sight inexplicable. He is shown at the

CASE FACTORY, •COVERING AND FINISHING ROOM.

same time a finished "wood," smooth, even, top and bottom fit-

ting each other to the smallest fraction of a hair, and a iiile of

rough "frames" and "tops," and fails to perceive the remotest

connection between the two; and the mystery is still further

enhanced by showing him a wood which has passed through

every operation but tlie last. He sees nothing but wliat ap-

pears to him a solid block of pine wood, with no more indication

of a sea7n than there was in the apple dumpling wliich so bothered
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King George. You assure him that the box with the nicely

fitting top and bottom were at one time just such another solid

block, and he thinks you are only poking fun at him and won't

believe it " any how you can fix it." You have no course left

but to show him through the different stages. Tlie conviction
gradually dawns upon him that there are more things in the
making of a daguerreotype case than he had " dreamed of," but
yet for the life of him he don't understand what is the use of

CASE FACTORY GILDING ROOM.

all these different sawlngs, and markings, and twistings, and
turnings, carryings off, and bringing stocks—why you glue up a

long " frame" and then cut it all to pieces—why you cut pieces

of wood smaller than you need and then go to work and make
them larger than you need, by sticking other small pieces on the

ends and then sawuig them off again; why you grind down the

boxes until they are as smooth and clear as an apple, and then

make a couple of dirty red streaks on one side of them; finally,

why you take the trouble to make an article that looks like a

solid block of wood, and then deliberately saw it into two pieces.

-

MAT AND PRESERVER FACTORY.

An inspection of these two pieces, however, shows him that that

which he took to be solid was in fact hollow, and he soon learns

that all the operations going on before him are as essential to

the productien of a proper " wood," as the introduction of va-

rious personages in a novel is to the development of a plot.

The general mode of proceeding in making a " wood" is as fol-

lows;— A rectangular "frame" is prepared of the exact size

(internally) desired; upon this are glued the pieces of wood



forming the top and bottom of the case. This is theft submitted
to the action of various saws, gouges, and grinding wheels, un-

til it is brought into the shape (externally) desired. It is then

cut into two unequal parts in a plane parallel to the top and bot-

tom; the dcei)er of the two parts forming the bottom or tray of

the case, the other the cover. But in thus proceeding, various,

considerations have to be

taken into account, the

wood of which the top and
bottom are formed is apt

to warp—this is prevented

by panelling them and thus

each top and bottom con-

sists of three pieces tongucd
and grooved into each other,

the grain of tlie " ties" run-

ning at right angles to that

of the "centre." Thene.vt

thing to be considered is

the unequal thickness of the

wood used—this makes it

necessary to put on the top

first and then to pass it

saw rum
distance

over a

proper

straiglit edge,

at a

from a
against

wliich the uncovered side of

the frame is pressed. By
this means a mark is trans-

ferred from the inside to

the outside of the wood, by
which the final splitting in-

to two parts uniformly pro-

portioned is regulated. Tiie

variation of the thickness of the v\-ood forming the

next corrected in an analagous manner, and then

" top" is glued on. These

"frame" is i

tlie other

tops" being larger than the "frame,"

now' project all around it, and the next operation is to saw off

these projections. The wood is next taken to a sand-paper

wheel, which is the face-plate of a lathe covered smoothly with

sand-paper, where by the rapid revolution of the wheel its edges

are ground smooth and true with the inside. The next opera-

tion is to champer the corners top and bottom. The woods are

then taken to another wheel, where the angles produced by the

champeriug are neatly rounded off, and finally they are " split"

by means of a saw and gauge. Between these two last opera-

tions, however, each wood is marked on one of the larger edges

by two red chalk marks, the object of which is to afford the

means of matching the two parts, in case, as often happens, they

get tumbled into " pi." They are then packed in boxes and are

ready to be taken to the covering room. It may be interesting

to state that between the cutting of the lumber into strips of

proper widths and the finishing of the woods, it passes through

at least twenty different manipulations.

THE COVERING SHOPS

Occupy two apartments each 24 by 48 feet. The work here,

which is very simple, is done mostly by boys and girls. It will

be sufficient to state the order of the different operations. The

embo.ssed leatlicr " tops" are first secured by glue to the top and

bottom of fach wood. Tiie projecting portions of the leather,

wliich is always a little larger than the wood, are then trimmed

off, and the two portions of the case are ready to receive the

"strips." The "strips" are pieces of thin leather cut wide

enough to cover the outside edge and lip of tlie case, and a por-

tion of the inside surface and one edge, and each end of this

"strip" is pared, previously to a fine edge, and when the strip

is put on it is so placed that this pared edge is turned down

upon tiie leatlier already glued on the top of the case, making

an almost imperceptible joint. The length of the strip is such

that it will extend around the two ends and front of the case

and be returned a short distance on the back. Tiie pieces of

leatlier called the " inside and outside backs," and which form

the hinge of the case, are next put on, and cover that portion

left uncovered by tlie " strips." The cases are next creased, the

front edge varnished and the hooks put oii. They are then
" trimmed," by putting in the top the cushions, and in the bot-

tom the border and paper. A coat of varnish applied to the

outside, forms the " coup d'essai." Where the cases are to be

gilded, that process is performed after the inside and outside

backs are put on, and before the cases are trimmed. The gild-

ing is performed in the

usual way by means of

heated rolls. The work
in the covering shop is

also subdivided —• each

hand having a particular

portion of the work to do.

BRASS WORKS .

As each daguerreotj^ie

picture must have a
" mat" as vfcll as a case,

and, not unfrequently, a
" preserver" also, the

manufacture of those two
articles becomes an im-

portant adjunct to the

general business. " Mats"
and " preservers" are

formed of sheet brass.

—

The "' mats" are known
by various tenn.s, as "com-
mon," "fire gilt," "en-
graved, and "embossed"
or "stamped;" the differ-

ence consisting in the

value of the metal or the

cost or style of finishing.

PIPPING BOO II,

Tlie flork is done by means of powerful presses, driven by
steam. The brass, manufactured in rolls of the proper width,

is first cut into "blanks" of perfectly uniform size, by means of

a punch and die operated in one of these presses. It is next

pierced, that is, perforated with an opening of the shape desired,

of which there are three styles generally used, viz. the " oval,"

the "fancy nonpariel," and the "double elliptic." They arc

then straightened and passed to the " dipping room," where by
the action of strong acids the surface of each is made to assume

a " frosted" or " marked" appearance. As soon as possible after

being dipped the mats are lacquered and dried rapidly on a table

of copper, heated by steam. They are then finished by having

the edge of the opening champered and burnished. The mode
of making the preservers is exactly similar to that of making
" mats," with the addition of their edges being turned up, and

with the difference

matted.

of being dipped bright instead of being

From the Journal of the Photographic Sociity.

ON PROTONITRATE OF IRON.

BY MR. F. HARDWICK.

At a late meeting of the Photographic Society, at which I hap-

pened to be present, a slight discussion arose amongst some of

the meml)ers on the use of the " Protonitrate of Iron " as a de-

veloping agent ; I have made a few experiments on the best

modes of preparing this substance, and on its j)hotographic pro-

perties, which may be of service to your readers.

Most photographers who use protonitrate of iron are ready to

confess that it is rather an uncertain substance, tliat they do not

invariably obtain that brightness of desj^sit which is its peculiar

characteristic; I believe the reason of this uncertainty depends

ill many cases on a defect in tlie ]iropartaions, in consequence of

which the product is not obtained in a state of perfect ])urity.

Protonitrate of iron is usually directed to be made in one of

three ways—A, by the direct action of the dilute acid on me-

tallic iron ; B, by double decomposition, between sulphate of iron

and nitrate of baryta or nitrate of lead ; C, by dissolving sul-

phuret of ii'on in nitric acid, also dilute as before.
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The first of these plans Will not 1 think be genei'ally adopted ;

there is a difBculty more or less in regulating the action, and if

the temperature rises beyond a certain point, abundance of red

fumes are disengaged, and the whole is converted into the red

femitrate, which of course is useless for all photographic purpo-

ses.

The second process was the one adopted by Dr. Diamond, who

first directed the attention of photographers to the protonitrate

;

I have tried it, and find that when carefully conducted it yields

a better product than either of the others ; however, it will be

plain, from a little consideration, that there must be a great ten-

dency in this process to give an excess of one or the other of the

salts used in the precipitation ; the composition of the crystals

sold as sulphate of iron in particular is apt to vary, sometinies

they may lose a little water of crystallization, becoming white

and powdery on the surface, and then of course they are strong-

er than they ought to be: if both salts are pure the proportions

given are very exact: 300 grains of nitrate of baryta ought to

decompose as nearly as possible 319 grains of crystalUzed sul-

phate of iron ; however, the principal point to be attended to seems

to be, that there shall be no excess of the suljthate; this, as be-

ing a more energetic agent than the other, will be more likely to

mterfere, at all events, it will prevent us ft-om knowing what is

the precise strength of our developmg solution, and how long it

will take to act.

The third process is perhaps the least troublesome of all, nev-

ertheless it requires some precautions to be observed in order to se-

cure a uniform result; the sulphuret of iron ought to be finely

powdered and the dilute acid allowed to stand upon it for some

hours, otherwise the last portions of the nitric acid are not neu-

tralized, and protonitrate of iron is too feeble a developing agent

to allow of its action being impeded by the presence of free ni-

tric acid. It occured to me, in order to ensure perfect neutralli-

zatiou, and also to escape from the trouble of boiling the liquid,

to add a small portion ot potash or carbonate of Ikne, and in

this way to separate the sulphuretted hydrogen gas which remains

dissolved. The plan succeeded very well as far as it went; im-

mediately the solution became neutral, the hydrosulphuric acid

and iron salt again reacted on each other, and a black precipitate

fell, which was filtered away. However, to my surprise, I found

that this solution of protonitrate, which I believed was now es-

pecially pure, did not act at all as a developmg agent; and not

only so, but after it had once been applied to a plate, neither py-

rogallic acid nor sulphate of iron would bring out the picture in

the slightest degree.

This puzzled me much, and it was some time before I was able

to explain the phenomenon satisfactorily ; afterwards, however, I

discovered that a basic salt of iron was present, the excess of ox-

ide in which seemed to decompose the layer oi^ nitrate of silver

on the surface of the film, and iu consequence to jorevent the de-

velopment; on boiling the liquid the basic salt was completely

separated, and afterwards the solution worked tolerably well.

With regard to the comparative value in point of energy of

action, of the various substances which have been used as devel-

oping agents, I found that with a 35-grain solution of nitrate of

silver for the bath, 1 grain of pyrogallic acid was about equiva-

lent to 8 or 9 grains ot pure protosulphate of iron free from per-

sulphate, or to about 55 or 60 grains of the neutral protonitrate.

Hence it is evident that the protonitrate is a feeble agent, and

requires to be used in a very concentrated state if the half tones

of the picture are to be brought out properly.

Several suggestions have been made in your Journal to com-

bine the action of the protonitrate with that of the protosul-

phate, and forraulse have been given for that jjurpose; but it ap-

pears to me that the proportion of the nitrate of iron which

these formulie will be found to yield (about 6 or 8 grains to the

ounce) is scarcely sufficient to produce any marked result. I

added for the sake of experiment as much as 30 grains of pro-

tonitrate to an ounce of dilute solution of sulphate of iron, but

the deposit possessed but little metallic lustre as long as free ni-

tric acid was carefully excluded from the solution and from the

bath. I think, too, that we ought not on theoretical grounds to

expect two chemical agents of this kind to work harmoniously

together; the sulphate has by far the greatest attraction for ox-

ygen, and is therefore likely to monopolize the whole effect to

the exclusion of the other.

However, if a solution of sulphate of iron contains any free

sulphuric acid, then 1 imagine that the addition of nitrate of pot-

ash or nitrate of iron will produce a considerable change, because

the sulphuric acid immediately removes a portion of the base

from the nitrate, and the liquid then contains free nitric instead

of free sulphuric acid.

In conclusion I would observe, that as protonitrate of iron is

comparatively a troublesome substance to be obtained in a state

of purity, and as it speedily passes into a state of decomposition,

it would be better if possible to avoid its use altogether: many
people object strongly to the bright metallic lustre which is given

by it; and even when this is not the case it becomes a question

whether sulphate of iron and nitric acid used in proper propor-

tions could not be made to produce the same effect. It is my
present intention, which I hope soon to be able to carry out, to

communicate a paper to the Society in which I shall discuss

more at length the peculiarities of tint which follow the employ-

ment of various substances used to develop positive pictures on

collodion. •

From JVotes and Queries,

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES AND QUERIES.

SPOTS ON COLLODION PICTURES, &C.

The principal difficulty I experience in the collodion process

is occasioned by the appearance of numberless very minute spots

or points over the whole extent of the picture. These occurring

in the whites of my pictures (positives) give them a rough, rub-

bed appearance and want of density, which I should feel obliged

if any of your correspondents can teach me how to overcome.

One of your photographic querists inquires the remedy for his

calotype negatives darkening all over before the minor details

are brought out. I had for a long tune been troubled in the

same way, but by diminishing the aperture of my three-inch

lens to half an inch, and reducing the strength of my sensitising

solution to that given by Dr. Diamond, and, in addition, by de-

veloping with gallic acid alone until the pictm-e became tolera-

bly distinct in all its parts, and then applying the gallo-nitrate,

I have quite succeeded in obtaining first-rate negatives. It is

well to prepare only a small quantity of aceto-nitrate at once,

as the acetic acid is of a sufficiently volatile nature to escape

from the solution, which is a not unfrequent cause of the general

darkening of the picture. It would be well to substitute a more

fixed acid for the acetic if this be practicable, as it is in the col-

lodion process, where tartaric is recoinmended.

H. C. Cowley.

Devizes, Wilts.

THE DOUBLE IODIDE SOLUTION.

The great difference in the quantity of iodide of potassium or-

dered by different persons, to dissolve a given weight of iodide

of silver in a given volume of water, has induced me to make
some experiments on the subject. I find that using pure nitrate

of silver, and perfectly pure iodide of potassium (part of a par-

cel for which Mr. Arnold, who manufactures iodine on a large

scale iu this island, got a medal at the Exhibition of 1851), the

quantity of iodide of potassium required varies, cateris paribus,

to the extent of 15 per cent., with the quantity of water, added

to the iodide of silver before adding the iodide of potassium

;

the minimum required being when the two salts act on each

other iu as dry a form as possible. Take the precipitate of iodide

of silver, got by decomposing 100 grains of nitrate of silver with

91 '66 grains of iodide of potassiiun; drain off the last water

completely, so that the precipitate occupies not more than five

or six drachms by measure; throw on it 640 grains of iodide of

potassium ; rapid solution ensues ; when perfectly clear, add water

up to four ounces; the solution remains unclouded. But if two
or three ounces of water had been first poured on the iodide ot

silver, 680 grains, as I stated in my former paper, would have

been required, and perhaps T34. The rationale is, I suppose,

that in a concentrated form the salts act on each other with

greater energy, and a smaller quantity of the solvent is required
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than if it is diluted. Many analogeous cases occur in chemistry.

I hope this little experiment will be useful to others, as a saving

of 15 per cent, on the iodide of potassium is gained. As a

large body of precipitated iodide of silver can be more complete-

ly drained than a smaller quantity, in practice it will be found

tliat small precipitates require a few grains more than I have

stated; thus, throw on the precipitate of iodide of silver (got

from 150 grains of nitrate), drained dry, 960 grains of iodide of

potassium ; solution rapidly ensues, which, being made up to six

ounces, the whole remains perfectly clear; whereas the iodide of

silver thrown down from 50 grains of nitrate, similarly treated

with 320 grains of iodide of potassium, and made up to two

ounces (the proportional quantities), will probably require 10

or 15 grains more of iodide to effect perfect solution, the reason

being that it contained a greater quantity of water jsro rata than

the first.

The following table, showing the exact quantities of iodide of

potassium required to decompose 50, 100, and 150 grains of

nitrate of silver, the resulting weight of iodide of silver, and the

weight of iodide of potassium to make a clear solution up to 2,

4, and 6 ounces, will often be found useful

:

Grs. Ghs. Grs.

Nitrate of silver 50 100 150

Iodide of potassium 48-83 9v66 146-49

Iodide of silver 68-82 137-64 206-46

Iodide of potassium ,
320 640 960

Water up to 2 oz. 4 oz. 6 oz.

T. L. Mansell, a. B., M. D.

Guernsey.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDES FOR THE MAGIC LANTERN.

Might not the collodion process be applied very usefully in

the preparation of slides for the magic lantern?

Good slides are always expensive, owing, in great measure, to

the accuracy required, where every defect will be magnified

some hundred times.

I would suggest that a photographic picture should be taken

on the glass plate, and then varnished. The painter should

then apply his colors to the opposite side of the glass, using the

photographic image as his outline. The colors would then be

burnt in, and the varnish and collodion film cleared off.

This plan would be especially useful when the photographic

picture had been taken by the microscope.

Thos. Scott, B. A.

Brightou,

mounting photographs, (vol. IX., p. 282).

J. L. S. will find the " Indian-rubber glue," which is sold in

tin cases, the simplest and cleanest substance for mounting posi-

tives; it also possesses the advantage of being free from the at-

tacks of insects.

Seleucus.

ALBUMENIZED PAPER.

If Mr. Hele will follow the directions contained in a paper of

mine which you published in Vol. ix., p. 206, for albumenizing

paper, I tliink he will have no reason to complain of waves, or

streaks, or blotches, and will be saved the trouble of the damping

process which he uses and recommends to others. (" N. & Q.

Vol. ix., p. 254.) I have done a considerable quantity of paper

of Canson, both positive and negative, and also of other makers,

Whatman,. Turner, Sandford, and Nash, and in all I have suc-

ceeded perfectly in obtaining an even coating of albumen. I am

convinced from my own experience that the cause of waviness,

&('., is due to raising the paper from the albumen too slowly.

If the paper be snatched hastily from the solution, air-bubbles

no doubt will be formed; Init if thoimper l^e raised with a steady

even motion, not too stow, the albumen will flow evenly from the

pa)ier, and it will dry with a perfectly even surface.

Mr. Shadbolt is certainly mistaken in saying that positives

])rinted from negatives will not stand a saturated solution of

hyi)0. soda, unless they be printed so intensely dark that all

traces of a picture by reflected light are obhterated. I have

used nothing but a saturated solution for fixing my positives for

a considerable time, and my experience agrees with that of other

of your correspondents, that the picture is not as much reduced

by a saturated solution as by a weaker one. By adding about

one grain of sel d'or to every eight ouncess of saturated solution,

very rich black tones will be obtained. I inclose a specimen of

what I have got in this way. C. E. P.

[The specimen sent is most satisfactory; we -vrish that the

locaUty of the view had been stated.—Ed.]

MOUNTING POSITIVES ON CARDBOARD,

In the absence of any other reply to J. L. S. (Vol. ix., p.

282.), the following, as the method I always adopt, may serve

his purpose.

Having cut the positive to the size required, and trimmed the

edges, place it upon the cardboard to which it is intended to be

attached, and carefully centre it; then with a pencil make a

slight dot at each of the angles. Remove the proof, and lay it

face downwards upon a piece of clean paper or cloth, and with

any convenient brush smear it evenly over with a paste made of

arrowroot, taking care not to have more than just enough to

cover it without leaving any patches. Place it gently on the

cardboard, holding it for the purpose by two opposite angles,

and with a silk handkerchief dab it gently, beginning in the

middle, and work any little superfluity of the paste towards the

edges, when it will be gradually pressed out. The whole may
be placed in a press, or under a pile of books to dry.

My object in using arrowroot is simply that of having a pure

starch without color, and it serves as a size to the paper, which

has lost that originally in it by the repeated washings, &c
The paste is made very thin, thus:—Put a teaspoonful of

arrowroot (not heaped) into a teacup with about two spoonfuls

of cold water, and mix into a paste: then add hailing water

enough to fill the cup, and stir. Many photographers merely

attach the edges of their pictures, but I prefer them to adherd

all over. Gum is fatal to the beauty of a photograph, unless it

is previously re-sized.

Geo. Shadbolt.

MR. LTTE'S collodion (vOL. IX., P. 225.)

Our readers may remember that in "N. & Q." Feb. 18, Mr.

F. Maxwell Lyte furnished our readers with a detailed plan of

his mode of preparing collodion. In that article, written from

Pau, that gentleman was so good as to promise us that when he

had an opportunity, he would send us a couple of specimens of

his workmanship. He has more than fulfilled his promise, for

we have received from him this week four photographs, which

for general beauty and minuteness of detail, cannot be surpassed.

The subjects are, I. Study of Trees, No. 2; II. Study of Trees,

No. 5. Old Pollard Oak; III. Study of Trees, Peasants col-

lecting Leaves; IV. Old Church Porch, Morlaas, Monogram

of the Eleventh Century. Mr. Lyte, who is a first-rate chemist,

has shown himself by these specimens to be also a first-rate

practical photographer. From hkn, therefore, the art may look

for much future progress.

BOS SAWDUST FOR COLLODION.

The following will be of some use to your photographic

readers

:

I find that, by treating box sawdust with nitric and sul-

phuric acid (in the same manner as cotton), and then dissolving

it in ether, it gives a far more sensitive collodion than either cot-

ton or paper, and the pictures produced by it are of unequalled

brilliancy.

Can you inform me whether portraits can be taken for sale,

by the collodion process, without infringing upon the patents?

Chas. Whitworth.

Henrietta St., Birmingham.

PROPORTIONS OF CHLORIDES AND SILVER.

I trust you will allow me space in your valuable work for

some remarks in reference to an important photographic query,
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viz. What are the proportions of chlorides and silver uniformly

suited to give the best positive pictures?

I am glad to propose this subject for the consideration of prac-

tical photographists, and, if possible, that amateurs may arrive

at something like a rule to guide them in printing positives that

will please.

The necessity of these remarks, to me at least, appear very

evident from the wide space which stands between the propor-

tions proposed by various operators. Mr. Lyte, " N. & Q,"

India proof. They should remain until perfectly dry in a press.

H. W. Diamond.

MOUNTING OF PHOTOGBAPHS, AND DIFFICULTIES IN THE WAX-
PAPER PROCESS.

May I request a little additional information from your corres-
pondent Seleucus, Vol., ix., p., 310., respecting the mounting of
photographs? Does he mean the merely painting the edges, or

silver to 1 oz.of water. Mr. Pollock, "N. & Q.," Vol. vii., p.

588., says 20 grains of chloride, and 90 grains of silver to the

ounce. Mr. Hockin has 10 grains chloride, silver 60. Mr.
Delamotte, for albumeuized paper, chloride 60 grains, silver 120.

Mr. Thurnthwaite begins as low as | grain, and silver 30 grains

Vol. ix., p. 158, says 42 grains of chloride and 100 grains of tl^e smearing the photograph all over its back with the India" ~ ""--"' rubber glue, prior to sticking the proof on the cardboard? If
the former, which I apprehend he does, Seleucus will necessarily
have the unsightly apjiearance of the pictures buckling up in the
middle on the board being bent forward and backward in differ-

ent directions? May I take the liberty of asking him in what
and lastly, amidst a fong range of proportions, from 1 grain of !

I'espect the plan proposed is superior to that of painting over the
~ edges with mucilage of gum arable, containing a little brown

sugar to prevent its cracking, allowing it to dry, and prior to the
[ilacing it on the card, slightly moistening it; a plan superior to
that of putting it on the board at first, as all risk of a portion of
the guin oozing out of the edges is thereby avoided.

I have long been in the habit of mounting prints and photo-

chloride to the ounce, and silver 20 grains to the ounce, Dr
Diamond, a great authority in photography, assures all that the

best results can be obtained by using of chloride 5 grains to the

ounce, and of silver 40 grains to the ounce. If so, let the pho-

tographic world know that the latter proportions are sutlicieiit,

and the others needless, wasteful and expensive without cause. I _

trust you agree with rae in thinking that it would be of use to a graphs in a way which prevents their buckling,' keeps the ^paper

large number of beginners to have the proportions best suited underneath quite smooth, and ui other respects is so perfect, that
- - - » it jiositively defies the distinguislimg of the picture from the

paper on which it is mounted. I am not certain that my plan is

aiiplical:)le to the mounting on card-board, as it cannot be wetted
and stretched, thinking it useless to make use of such a costly
material when a tolerably thick drawing-paper will more than
serve the same purpose at a very considerably less expense, seeing
that the photograph thus mounted bears a much closer resem-
blance to that of a good and costly print. A good plain or
tinted sheet of drawing-paper, 30 inches by 22, may be obtained
at the artists' color shops for sixpence, sufficiently large for two
drawings, nine inches by 11, allowing a sufficient margin.

After various trials, the plan I have found decidedly the best
is the following:—Soak the drawing-paper in a vessel of water
for ten minutes, or until it appears by its flacidity to have be-
come perfectly saturated; put it at once into an artists' stretch-
ing frame, brush over the back of the photograph with rather

for printing positives defined as near as possible, and not be left

to guess at proportions varying from | grain to 60 grains, and

from 20 to 120. I have written hurriedly, and hope you will

see the object I aim at.

Amateur.

photographic copies of rembrandt.

The extreme rarity and great pecuniary value of many of

Rembrandt's finest etchings are doubtless well known to many
of our readers, as being such as to put these master-pieces of

art beyond the reach of ordinary purchasers. This series of

works, calculated beyond all others of their kind to delight the

possessor, will however, thanks to photography, soon be attain-

able by all admirers of the great master. Two distinguished

French photographers the brothers MM. Bisson, have succeeded

in obtaining, by means of this wonderful art, copies of a fidelity
j

thin and perfectly smooth paste, allow it a few minutes to im-

attainable by no' other process: so that the wondrous lights,
i

bibe a portion of the moisture of the paste, and then lay it

shades, half-tones, and chiaro-obscuro, for wliicli Rembrandt is
j

sniootlily down on the damp paper now on the stretching frame,

so remarkable, are preserved in all their original beauty. The ' of course carefully pressing out all air bubbles as you gradually,

plates will be accompanied by descriptive letter-press, aud by a
[

beginning at one side, smooth down the pasted picture. It

biography of Rembrandt from the pen of Mr. Charles Blanc, should remain in a dry place (not placed before a fire) until the

As the works are so numerous, the first series will consist of

forty plates, to be issued in ten livraisons, each containing four

plates, price twenty francs; a very moderate sum, if we remem-
ber that among the works thus to be issued, at a cost of five

francs each, will be found copies of such gems as the Avocai Toll- colored iuk and a crowquill pen,

de Cent Florins.ing and the Piece

whole has become (juite dry, aljout ten or twelve hours. It
may then be taken out of the frame, cut to the desired shape,
and a single or double line nicely drawn around the picture, at a
distance suitalile to each individual's taste, by the help of sepia-

both of which may also be
bought at the artists' color shop. Should it be required to be

j

still more nicely mounted, and to appear to have been one and

j

the same [)aper originally, the back edges of the picture should,

previous to laying on the paste, be rubbed down to a fine and
I have lately seen, and very much admired, some specimens of knife-like edge with a piece of the finest sand-paper placed on a

photographic colored portraits. They have all the broad effect of wine cork, or substance of a similar size. The drawing-paper
the great masters perfectly in detail, and none of the niggling should be of the same shade and tint as the ground of the pho-
effect of many colored photograi)hs, which are in fact specimens tograph.

COLORED PHOTOGRAPHS.

of miniature painting rather than photography—the outlines

alone being given by the photographic art. The specimens I

refer to appear to have been soaked in oil, or some transparent
varnish, and then colored in separate tints, probably from the

back; the shadows being entirely photographic. It is evident

they are quickly and easily executed ; but I am desirous of know-
ing the exact process, and shall be much obliged for information

on the subject.

An Amateur.

mounting positives.

A novice in the wax-paper process (havhig heretofore worked
the collodion and calotype, from its very desirable jwoperty of

keephig long good after being excited, i. e. the wax paper), I

am veiy desirous of getting over an unexpected difficulty in its

manipulation; and if some one of the many liberal-minded con-

tributors to your justly wide-spread periodical, well versed in

that department of the art, would lend rae a helping hand in my
present didiculty, I should feel more than obliged for the kind-

ness thereby conferred.

My wax-paper negative, much to my disappointment, occasion-

ally exhibits more or less, a speckled appearance by transmitted

light, which frequently, in deep painting, imju'esses the positive
If the print and the mounting paper, or Bristol board, are with an unsightly spotted character, somewhat similar to that

loth made equally damp, and the back of the picture covered

with thin paste, they adhere without any uneveness; and if the

print is on the fine Canson's paper, the appearance is that of an

2*1

of a bad lithograph taken from a worn-out stone. I should wish
my wax-pajjcr negative to be similar in ai)pcarance to that of a
good calotype one, or to show by transmitted light, as my vex-

VOL. VII., NO. VII.
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atious specimen does when viewed on its right side by reflected

light. As the most lucid description must fall far short of a

sight of the article itself, I purpose enclosing you a specimen of

my failure, a portion of one of the negatives in question. Would
immersion, instead of floating on the gallo-nitrate solution, reme-

dy the evil? Or should the impressed sheet be entirely immers-

ed in the developing fluid in place of being floated? And if in

the afiirmutive, of what strength should it be? I have thus far

tried both plans in vain.

Henby H. Hele.

[The defects described by our correspondent are so frequent

with manipulators in the wax-paper process, and which Dr.

Mansell has called so aptly a "gravelly appearance," that we
shall be glad to receive communications from those of our nu-

merous correspondents who are so fortunate as to avoid it.]

THE NEW WAXED-PAPER, OR CEROLEIN PROCESS.

The following process, communicated to the French paper

Cosmos by M. Stephane Geoffroy, and copied into La Lumiere,

appears to possess many of the advantages of the wax-paper,

while it gets rid of those blemishes of which so many complain.

I have therefore thought it deserving the attention of English

photographers, and so send a translation of it to " N & Q."

As I have preserved the French measures—the litre and the

gramme—I may remind those who think proper to repeat M.
Geoflfroy's experiments, that the former is equal to about 2 pints

and 2 ounces of our measure ; and that the gramme is equal to

15'438 grains, nearly 15J. Anon.

I send you a complete description of a method for either wet
or dry paper, which has many advantages over that of Mr. Le
Gray.

I assure you it is excellent; and its results are always produc-

ed in a manner so easy, so simple, and so certain, that I think I

am doing great service to photographers in publishing it.

1st. I introduce 500 grammes of yellow or white wax into 1

litre of spirits of wine, of the strength usually sold, in a glass

retort. I boil the alcohol till the wax is completely dissolved

(first taking care to place at the end of my retort an apparatus,

by means of which I can collect all the produce of the distilla-

tion). I pour into the measure a mixture which remains in the

retort while liquid; while it is getting cool, the myricine and
the cerine harden or solidify, and the ceroleine remains alone in

solution in the alcohol. I separate this liquid by straining it

through fine linen; and by a last operation, I filter it through a

paper in a glass funnel, after having mixed with it the alcohol

resulting from the distillation. I keep in reserve this liquor in

a stopper-bottle, and make use of it as I want it, after having

mixed it in the following manner.
2nd. Next I dissolve, in 150 grammes of alcohol, of 36 de-

grees of strength, 20 grammes of iodide of ammonium (or of po-

tassium), 1 gramme of bromide of ammonium or potassium, 1

gramme of fluoride of potassium or ammonium.
I then pour, drop by drop, upon about 1 gramme of fresh-

made iodide of silver a concentrated solution of cyanide of potas-

sium, only just sufficient to dissolve it.

I add this dissolved iodide of silver to the preceding mixture,

and shake it up: there remains, as a sediment at the bottom of

the bottle, a considerable thickness of all the above salts, which
serve to saturate the alcohol by which I replace successively the

saturated which I have extracted by degrees in the proportions

below.

3rd. Having these two bottles ready, when I wish to prepare

negatives, I take about 200 grammes of the solution No. 1. of

ceroleine and alcohol, with which I mix 20 grammes of the so-

lution No. 2 ; I filter the mixture with care, to avoid the crys-

tals which are not dissolved, which always soil the paper; and
in a porcelain tray I make a bath, into which I lay to soak for

about a quarter of an hour the papers selected and cut, five or

six at a time, till the liquor is exhausted. Taken out, hung up
by the corner, and dried, these papers, which have taken a uni-

form rosy tint, are shut up free from dust, and kept dry. With
regard to the sensitizing by nitrate of silver, the bringing out of

the image under the action of gallic acid, and fixing the proof

by hyposulphite of soda, I follow the usual methods, most fre-

quently that of Mr. Le Gray.

I add only, if I have any dissolved, 1 or 2 grammes of cam-
phorated spirits to 1 litre of the solution of gallic acid.

Allow me. Sir, to say a few words on the great advantages

I have always remarked in preparing my negatives by this me-
thod.

All those who use papers waxed by Mr. Le Gray's process,

know how many, how tedious, and how difficult are the opera-

tions before the sensitizing by nitrate of silver. They know too

how much care is necessary to obtain papers uniformly prepared

and without spots, in the midst of such long operations, in which
there are so many opportunities for accidents. In fact, one must
be always upon one's guard against the impurities of the wax
obtained from the shop ; against the dust during the impregna-
tion of the paper; and, while using the iron, against the over-

heating of the latter, and against the bad quality of the paper
used to blot.

Photographers know also how much wax they lose in this

process, and how much it costs for the quantities of paper ne-

cessary to dry it properly. They know likewise how difficult

and tedious it is to soak a waxed paper which has been pre-

viously in a watery solution. On the contrary, by the method
I have described, the iodizing and the waxing is done by one
single, simple, and rapid process; the saturation is, as may be
conceived, very uniform, and very complete, thanks to the power
of penetration possessed by the alcohol; and that marbled ap-

pearance of the ordinary waxed proofs, which is so annoying,

cannot be produced by this method, thanks to the character of

the ceroleine : this body is, in fact, of a remarkable elasticity.

The solution of ceroleine in the alcohol is more easy to pre-

pare, and comparatively costs little ; and the remains of stearine

and of myricine can either be sold again, or, in any case, may
be used to wax fixed proofs.

The solution of which I have given you the formulae, is pho-

togenic in a very high degree ; in fact, used with papers, either

thin or stout, it gives, after the first bath of gallic acid, blacks

of an intensity truly remarkable ; which it is impossible to ob-

tain to the same degree with Le Gray's paper, and which other

papers scarcely take after having been done a second time with
the acetic acid, or the bichloride of mercury. At the same time

it preserves the lights and the half-tones in a way that surprises

me upon each new trial (I have not yet been able to obtain one
clear proof by gallic acid, with the addition of nitrate of silver).

The transparency of the proofs is always admirable, and the

clearness of the object yields in nothing to that of the proofs ob-

tained by albumen.

The paper, prepared in the manner I have described, is also

very quick as compared with Le Gray's paper—at least one-

fourth quicker; and preserves its perfect sensitiveness in the

same proportion of time, three days in twelve. Thus, it is at

the same time quicker and less variable. This comparative ra-

pidity may be very well understood, by remembering that the

ceroleine is an element much softer than its compound ; and pos-

sesses a photogenic aptness which is peculiar to itself, which
science will, no doubt, soon explain.

To succeed in the preparation of the ceroleine, it is important

to work with wax of the best quality: this is not easy in Paris,

where they sell, under the name of wax, a resinous matter which
is only wax in appearance. It will be well to observe, with the

greatest care, the smell and look of a fresh cut.

[This article reached us after our preceding note was in type.

We shall be glad to hear from any correspondents who have
tried this process how far they find it to be one deserving of at-

tention.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC QUERY.

Given the diameter and focal length of a simple achromatic
lens ; at what distance from it must a diaphragm of given dia-

meter be placed to give the best possible image? 0.

IMPROVEMENT IN COLLODION.

As there are many photographers who are not members of
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the Photographic Society, and who do not see the journal pub-
lished by that body, a statement of what I think will be found a
very material improvement in the manufacture of collodion may
not be unacceptable to the readers of " N. & Q." To five

drachms of pure washed ether, add one drachm of alcohol 60°

over proof, and dissolve therein sufBcient soluble cotton to make
it of the consistence of oil (the exact quantity must depend ra-

ther upon the dexterity of the operator, as the thicker it is the
more difiBcult to use); then add twenty minims of chloroform,

dropping in the latter, which will fall to the bottom, but is

readily dissolved on shaking the mixture for a few minutes.

To two drachms of the same alcohol add the iodizing material
preferred, and mix with the other ingredients.

The above will be found to flow very evenly and smoothly
over the plate; is tough, intense, and x^rwc^Mrefc^ in appearance.
I have not yet determined what is the best iodizing mixture,
but at present I prefer iodide of potassium alone, if pure, and
twenty grains to the ounce of alcohol is the proportion I gener-
ally adopt; thus having five grains in each ounce of collodion.

Lastly, as regards the soluble cotton, I cannot find any better

material than that produced according to the formulas published
by Mr. Hadow, in the March Number of the Photographic
Joturnal, thus: "Take of nit. potash, five parts; sulphuric acid,

ten parts; water, one part; all by weight. Add the water to

the nitrate of potash, and then the acid, and immediately im-
merse as much cotton wool as can be thoroughly saturated by
the mixture, leaving it in for at least ten minutes, and wash with
a great abundance of water. The object of adding the cotton
immediately that the acid has been mixed with the nitrate of

potash, is to expose it to the action of the chemicals while they
are at a temperature of from 120° to 130°. For farther par-
ticulars on this head, I must refer to Mr. Hadow's paper.

Geo. Shadbolt.

[This application is not a novelty to us: Dr. Diamond has for

some time added a small portion of his amber varnish (which is

prepared from chloroform) to his collodion, and with satisfactory

results. It is a pity that so admirable a varnish is not to be
procured at the generahty of photographic warehouses. We
have never yet been able to procure any which will bear com-
parison with some which Dr. Diamond was good enough to pre-

pare for us.—Ed. " N. & Q."]

PRINTING POSITIVES.

I will venture to assure Amateur that,—if he will follow Dr.
Diamond's formulae for albumenizing Canson paper, either posi-

tive or negative, viz.,

Chloride of sodium (salt) 5 grs.

Chloride of ammonium 5 grs.

Water 1 oz.

Albumen, or the white of one egg, which is near
enough for the purpose 1 oz.

and will excite this paper by floating it for about two minutes
on a solution of nitrate of silver twenty grains to the ounce,
distilled water,—provided his chemicals are good, he will obtain
perfectly satisfactory results.

Let his fixing bath be a saturated solution of hypo, soda, and
if newly made let him, as recommended by Dr. Diamond, add
40 grains of chloride of silver to every 8 ounces of the solution.

The addition of a grain of sel d'or to every 8 ounces of solution

will greatly improve the tones of color; and if, after some time,

the positives become more of a brown tint than he likes, let him
add a small quantity of sel d'or, half a grain to a bath of from
12 to 16 ounces, and he will find the dark tints restored.

I inclose a copy of the print of " Horse-shoeing," obtained
precisely by the method described. It is rather overprinted

;

but if Amateur will give you his address, and you will forward
it to him, it will show him what tones of color and depth may
be procured by following the foregoing directions. C, E. F.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCURSIONS.

A few Fellows of the Society of Antiquaries have formed
themselves into a Photographic Club for the purpose of making
periodical excursions into the country, and so securing accurate

views of the objects of antiquarian interest in the diflferent locali-
ties they may visit. As it is intended that a copy of every
photograph so taken shall be deposited in the portfolios of the
Society, the advantages likely to result from this little reunion,
both to the Society of Antiquaries and to Archeology generally'
are very obvious.

'

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIENCES.

We have received from our valued correspondent Dr. Man-
sell, of Guernsey, a suggestion to which we are happy to give
publicity, and to the promotion of which we shall be very glad
to lend the columns of "N. & Q." Our photographic readers
are probably aware that the Talbotype process is increasing in
favor; we have recorded Dr. Diamond's stong testimony to its

advantages Mr. Llewellyn has just described his process
(which is strikingly similar) in the Photographic Journal; and
in a recent number of La Lumiere the Vicomte Vigier confirms
the views of our countrymen. Dr. Mansell, who has given our
readers the benefit of his experience, well remarks that in all his
acquaintance with physical science, he knows nothing more re-
markable than that Mr. Fox Talbot should not only have dis-
covered this beautiful process, but hkewise have given it to the
world (in 1841) in so perfect a form, that the innumerable ex-
periments of a dozen years have done nothing essential to im-
prove it, and the best manipulators of the day can add nothino-
to it. It is, however, with a view to testing some of the points
in which photographers differ, so as to establish which are best
that Dr. Mansell suggests, that a table giving,

1. The time of exposure in the camera, in a bright May sun
2. The locality,

3. The iodizement,

4. The maker of the paper,

5. The diameter of the diaphragm,
6. Its distance from the lens, and
1. The diameter, focal length, and maker of the lens,

would, if carefully and honestly stated by some twenty or thirty
photographers, be extremely valuable. Of this there can be
little doubt, and we hope that our scientific photographic friends
will respond to this suggestion. We for our parts are ready to
receive any such communications, and will, at the end of the
month, collate and arrange them in such form as may best ex-
hibit the results. It is obvious that, in a matter of such a na-
ture, we at least should be furnished with the names of our cor-
respondents.

THE CEROLEINE PROCESS.

The unfavorable state of the weather has prevented me from
making many experiments as to the value of the process given
in your 234th Number, but I have seen enough to convince me
that it will effect a great saving of trouble, and be more sensi-

tive than any modification of Le Gray's process that has yet been
published. It will, however, be rather more expensive, and, in

the hands of persons unaccustomed to chemical manipulations,
rather difficult; but the solutions once made, the waxing process
is delightfully easy.

William Pumphrey.

on preserving the sensitiveness of collodion plates.

The Philosophical Magazine of the present month contains a
very important article by Messrs. Spiller and Crookes upon this

great decideratum in photographic practice. We have heard
from a gentleman of considerable scientific attainments, that,

from the few experiments which he had then made, he is con-

vinced that the plan is quite feasible. We of course refer our

readers to the paper itself for fuller particulars as to the reason-

ing which led the writers to their successful experiment, and for

an enumeration of the many advantages which may result from
their discovery. Their process is as follows

:

" The plate, coated with collodion (that which we employ
contains iodide, bromide, and chloride of ammonium, in about
equal proportions), is made sensitive by immersion in the ordi-
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nary solution of nitrate of silver ^30 grains to the ounce), and

after remaining there for the usual time, is transferred for a

second solution of the following composition:

Nitrate of zinc (fused) 2 ounces.

Nitrate of silver 35 grains.

"Water 6 ounces,

The plate must be left in this bath until the zinc solution has

thoroughly penetrated the film (we have found five minutes am-

ply sufficient for this purpose, although a much longer time is of

no consequence) ; it should tlien be taken out, allowed to drain

upright on blotting paper until all the surface moisture has been

absorbed (about half an hour), and then put by until required.

The nitrate of zinc, which is still retained on the plate, is suffi-

cient to keep it moist for any length of time, and we see no

theoretical or practical reason why its sensitiveness should not

be retained as long: experiments on this point are in progress; at

present, however, we have only subjected them to the trial of about

a week, although at the end of that period they were hardly

deteriorated in any appreciable degree. It is not necessary

that the exposure in the camera should be immediately followed

by the development, as this latter process can be deferred to

any convenient opportunity, provided it be within the week.

Previous to development, the plate should be allowed to remain

for a few seconds in the original thirty-grain silver-bath, then

removed and developed with either pyrogallic acid or a protosalt

of iron, and afterwards fixed, &c. in the usual manner.

jFVom the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

PHOTOGRAPHY APPLIED TO PURPOSES OF WAR.

AND PHOTOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING.

The conjectures we expressed last month in regard to the em-

ployment of Photography for the purposes of war, have proved

to be in part correct. Most of our readers may have read in the

daily papers that some experiments have been made on board of

one of the vessels of the Baltic fleet. The exact history ofthese,

the products of which were exhibited at the last meeting of the

Photographic Society, is as follows:,—Capt. Scott, one of the

Council of the Society, was accompanied to the Sound on board

the Hecla by Mr. Elliott, who under Capt. Scott's directions

took a number of views of the coast, on collodion, with a double

lens, while the vessel was moving at the rate of ten knol s an

hour. Although taken under most adverse circumstances, on

board a crowded vessel, where no arrangements had been made
to facilitate the operations, these instantaneous pictures are very

satisfactory, and sufficient to prove clearly the great service which

the art is capable of rendering. The fortress of Kronberg, lines of

coast with headlands, &c., were defined clearly, and it is evident

that such a mode of depicting these objects must i)0ssess great

advantages over pictures with the pencil, since in the last case it

is almost impossible to avoid exaggeration of particular dimen-

sions, especially of heights, the relative dimensions of which are

of course of great importance.

With regard to the mode in which a practical recognition of

the value of Photography might be made by the authorities, our

speculations were rather premature. Some communications were

made to certain members of the Society by the military author-

ities, but no official request for information has been addressed

to the Council of the Society. Nevertheless it was considered

the duty of this body to offer to Government such suggestions

as were furnished by their experience in the Art, and a letter

was addi'essed to the Board under whose directions such matters

fall, imbodying all the information which promised to be practi-

cally valuable.

We understand that it is intended to send out photographers

with the expeditions, but that the se.vices uf volunteers will not

be required, as men belonging to the corps of Sappers are receiv-

ing insti'uctiou in Photography, and will be placed under the di-

rections of engineer officers in the usual way. We may mention,

before leaving this subject, that the patriotism and enterprise

which have been so evident in all quarters in refferencc to the

present war, is fully shared by photographers, for the brief not-

ice in our last nmnber was the signal for quite a shower of letters

to the Secretary of the Society, from volunteers for photograph-
ic services in the field.

Turning to more peaceful developments of photography, we
learn from our Paris contemporary, the 'Lcmiere', that the con-

version of photographic pictures into engravings has made one

or two steps forward. Our readers are aware that M. Niepce
has succeeded, with the aid of M. Lemaitre, in producing en-

graved steel plates, by the combined application of photography
and the chemical means ordinarily used in etching. M. Gillot

has since perfected an independent invention, the methods of

which are not yet published, by which any engraving may be con-

verted into a raised block, like a woodcut, so as to be suscepti-

ble of being embodied in letter-press in the usual maimer. By
means of this process, impressions from engravings on steel or

copper, obtained by M. Niepce's process, have been reproduced

as raised engravings, on zinc and other metals, exactly resembl-

ing the ordinary metal cliches, by which wood-cuts are multiplied.

M. Baldus has also made known a method of preparing en-

gravings in relief from photographic impressions, wherein a new
agent is most elegantly employed. A copper plate impressed

with a photographic image upon bitumen and prepared for etch-

ing, as in M. Niepce's process, is attached to the positive pole of

Bunsen's voltaic pile, and placed in a saturated solution of sul-

phate of copper, with another plate of copper connected with

the negative pole. The lines of the image, the parts unprotect-

ed by the l^itumen, are dissolved out in the voltaic action, and
the copper precitated in the other plate, as in the electro-

type i)rocess. When the lines are bitten deep enough, the con-

nections with the battery are reversed, and then consequently an
electrotype impression in relief is deposited on the original plate.

It is requisite that the voltaic action should be very uioderatc ; a

deflection of the electrometer amounting to 5° is found sufficient.

OBSERVATIONS ON CLEANING THE DAGUERREOr/PE PLATE.

To The Editor of the Phot, and Fine Art Jour.

Sir,—Among the numerous observations that have appeared
from time to time—and there have been none too many—having

reference to a perfectly clean plate, I do not remember having

seen any way suggested by which we may convince ourselves

that this indispensable condition to good daguerreotyping has

been for a certainty obtained. It is true, the resultant picture

will unmistakably show when the plate has been improperly pre-

pared, but it does not always indicate to what part of the pre-

paration the defect belongs; whether in the cleaning, properly

so calleil, or in the buffing, which should be regarded, not as a

cleaning, but as a polishing process. It is also true, we may
sometimes arrive at this knowledge before proceeding farther

than the coating room, for a well prepared plate will generally

work clear, but here, as before observed, the visible imperfec-

tion fails to point out its legitimate cause. I am aware that in

practice it is common to breathe upon the plate and judge the

perfection of the cleaning, by the uniform deposit and clearness

of the film. That this practice is to some extent injurious, has

Ijcen acknowledged and condemned by several writers. That it

fails entirely to indicate a clean surface is the object of this com-
munication.

Some few months ago, the following preparation was submit-

ted to me by a traveling operator—generous enough to do so

without charge—as a very superior compound for cleaning plates,

and as I am at all times ready to examine any supposed im-

provement, I gave a good trial to this, which certainly, as far

as cleaning is concerned, promised an improved result. The
buffs, however, became foul cjuicker than usual, which leading to

investigation, discovered what I before stated, namely, that

])reatliing on the plate not only failed to indicate a clean surface,

hut might also very considerably mislend our judgment. The pre-

l)aratiou is ]iia(le thus: to 1 oz. hyposulphite solution as com-

monly used, add 1 oz. alcohol and G or 8 drops nitric acid. The
mixture will ])rcsently become milky, and eventually form a

deposit, the solution smelling somewhat of sulphurous acid. In

this state my informant used it, but finding the deposit to be

sulphur, I removed it by filtration. I was not much pleased

with tliis new jilay of affinities—but perhaps the following ex-

periment will best show the result. Let a plate be scoured in

the usual way, using alcohol and water, and finish one half of it
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with the greatest care—now moisten the other half with the
above liquid, and carefully finish it—rub the whole with clean

cotton and produce as good a surface as these means will permit.

The contrast lietween the two cleanings will be very apparent,

and show greatly in favor of the new compound, for on its side,

the plate looks clearer, blacker, and more purely metallic. The
sanguine operator will hail the discovery and pronounce it the

best cleaning material ever made; let hira breathe on the plate

and his opinion is confirmed, for the vapor lies so clear and

transparent on the new side as scarcely to be visible, and flies

from the plate with great rapidity—no more failures from dirty

plates, says the artist! well, without bufiing, pass it to the coat-

ing box and we'll see.

The new side—so beautifully metallic—coats quicker than the

other, but the color looks dead. If now carried to the light,

confidence in the new material will somewhat darken—but com-

plete the coating, and on taking an impression, the new side,

which promised so much at the beginning of our experiment, will

exhibit by far the worst result. The new material has evidently

left a deposit on the plate, but of such a character, that until

awakened by some new difficulty, we should not even suspect its

existauce. That there should be a deposit, however, we might
almost anticipate from the nature of the compound, for generally

the best cleaning liquids, are those that on evaporation, leave

the least residue. But I recommend this experiment to all, for

it will convince the operator that breathing on the plate is a

very uncertain and deceptive guide.

Thos. J. Bailey.
Columbia, Ttnti., April 25, 1853.

From, the Jour. Pho. Soc.

EARLIEST STEIIEOSCOPIC PORTRAITS.

To the Editor of the Jour, of Photo. Soc,

Sir,—I beg permission to address a few words to your readers

in correction of an error into which Mr. Claudet has fallen

regarding the period at which stereoscopic portraits were first

made.
In his work on " The Stereoscope and its application to

Photography," he says, " Its celebrated inventor Mr. Wheat-
stone, in the early days of photography, applied it with suc-

cess tc photographic images, which M. Fizeau and M. Claudet
furnished him with; but at that tune, when the photographic
processes were so iiuperfect, no person had the idea of making
stereosco]:)ic portraits: nor was this the case until in 1849, Sir

David Brewster read his paper on what he called the lenticular

stereoscope."

This conveys a very wrong idea of the facts of the case, of

which, when they are aware, I am sure Mr. Claudet and Sir

David Brewster will be as desirous as I am, that a correct im-

pression should be received by the public.

In 1841, when I was one of the very few who undertook to

make use of Mr. Talbot's process, Mr. Wheatstone not only had
the idea of makiuij^ photograpluc portraits for the stereoscope,,

but at his request, and under his direction, in August of that

year, I made a pair of stereoscopic portraits of Mr. Babbage, in

whose possession they still remain; and if I remember rightly,

Mr. Wheatstone had previously obtained some daguerreotype
portraits from Mr. Beard for the stereoscope.

Successful as the portraits of Mr. Babbage were then consi-

dered, I did not pursue the subject, on account of the compai-a-

tively long time, at that period, required for the consecutive

sittings for two pictures, without movement on the part of the

sitter. Let it be remembered as an additional excuse for not

doing so, that there were in those days, optical, as well as cliem-

ical and photographical difficul ties to contend with, quite suffi-

cient to occupy the earlier photographers, without adding to

them ; and, as the camera I had, was the first made successfully

by Mr. Ross for photographic purposes, that therefore two cam-
eras were not to be had equally good until long after.

I am sure. Sir, you will see the propriety of the above state-

ment, in correction of the error into which Mr. Claudet has

inadvertently fallen; for although the idea of making portraits

for the stereoscope is of small importance compared with the
idea of making the stereoscope itself; it is nevertheless certain,
that as any mis-statement on any subject is more or less injurious,
it is incmal:)ent on any one who is qualified, by a knowledge of
the facts of the case, to endeavor to correct the evil by making
them known. Hoping this will be sufficient apology for troub-
luig you.

I am. Sir, yours, &c.,

.^., ^ Henry Collen.
Wilton House, Loudoun Road, St. John's Wood

March 20, 1854.
'

A NEW AND COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUAL.*

FOR METAL PLATES AND PAPER. CONTAINING ALL THE LATEST
DISCOVERIES.

Translated from the French of E. de Valicourt, for the Pho-
tographic and Fine Art Journal, by W. Grigg, A. B.

OF THE SECOND IODISING.

lot. "It would seem that this is not yet the place to describe
this process, since the operation is performed only after the ap-

l)lication of the accelerating substances; we deemed it well to
treat this subject at the present juncture in order to bring under
tlie same point of view, everything relating to the iodising pro-

cess, and also by reason of the extreme analogy which exists be-

tween the mode of iodizing the plate before and after its

exposition to the accelerating vapors.

108. "It was near the close of 184'7 that the custom of

iodising the plate a second time began generally to be adopted.
This metliod was then considered new, and it was presented as

forming a part of the mysterious prescriptions of a pretended
American process, which, as we have alreay said, (No. 60)
made a great number of dupes among amateurs and jihotogra-

pluc artists. On consulting, however, the Echo du Monde Savant,

(15th Aug., 1844), there will he found an article of M. Laborde,
Prof, of Sciences, Corlngny (Nievre), in which he recommends
the second iodising process as an infallible method for prevcnt-

i)ig the veiling of the acccleratuig substances and augmenting
the sensitiveness of the plates. Thus, tlie priority in the dis-

covery and in the publication of this method is due incontestably

to Lal)orde.

As it almost always happens, however, the process of M. La-
borde passed by degrees unperceivcd out of France, perhaps from
the single reason, that it was proposed by a Frenchman. It was
tliereforc necessary that this process should cross the ocean, should

be adopted by our neighbors of the other side of the channel,

then in America, and return to us at the end of three years,

under a foreign name and flag, and lastly be sold at a heavy tax,

to be accepted at last among its own inventors. We might
here enter into a long discussion upon the versatility of the

Frencli character, so prompt and ingenious in discovery, so in-

different and apathetic in applying the consequences resulting

therefrom. There is also matter for some criticism on that ca-

pricious infatuation, which makes us accept with fond enthusiasm

our own inventions, when abandoned by us at their birth, they

return to us under the spell of a foreign baptism. But we
shall leave the care of explaining these singular aberrations of

tlie national genius to more ethical writers, and revert to our

subject.

109. "The second iodizing process is without contradiction,

one of the most important improvements presented to the da-

guerrean process, since, by its aid, we are enabled to get at the

root of the accelerating substances which too often produ(;ed

upon pictures that nebulous aspect, distinguished by the name of

the veil of bromine.
" But is this the only advantage obtained by the application

of a second coating of the ioduret of silver? Till the present

epoch, the greater number of photographic writers were unani-

mous on this point; that to obtain the most beautiful impres-

* Continued from page 189, Vol. 7, No. 6.
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sions, distinguished by the richuess of their tones, by the smooth-

ness of their contours, by the depth of their relief, and by a

reproduction, faithful in the extreme, and with a fair proportion

in their lights and deep shades; it was absolutely necessary to

give the plate a strong coating of iodine (No. 102). But the

depth of the coating of ioduret of silver became also to be re-

garded as an obstacle to the rapidity of the formation of the

image. Therefore the rapid production of an image, uniting the

requirements we have just enumerated, seemed to be a sort of

defiance cast upon the sagacity of photographists. Since the

adoption of the second iodising, this difficulty has been com-

pletely banished. "We have no need of dwelling longer on

this process, since this practice is universally adopted almost

unanimously by photographers; it remains for us to say a

few words on the manner of applying this last preparation

to the plate.

110. " If the explanations we have given in regard to the

first iodising be remembered, (No. 101 to 106) no embarrass-

ment will be experienced in performing the second. It must,

however, be borne in mind, that this preparation which is pos-

terior to the application of the accelerating substances should

always be performed in the dark and without even regarding

the plate. The color of the iodide of silver cannot therefore

serve here as a guide to photographers, and as we have already

stated (No. 104), the duration of the first iodizing must be the

proportion to fix the time of duration of the second.

111. " Here a point is presented on which experimentalists

do not agree. Some advise iodising a second time, one third of

the time required for the first. M. le Baron Gros fixes this pro-

portion at two thirds. Our own experiences authorises us in

asserting that the second may without disadvantage occupy the

same time as the first, and this rule we almost always follow. If,

however, one is accustomed to regard the plate during the first

iodising, there is necessarily a shght loss of time in so doing,

which should be taken account of, lessening proportionally the

second. With a thick coating of iodide of silver which is the

result of our method, we never remarked that the plates were

less sensitive, but the images obtained appeared still richer in

tone and effect. It is useless to add, that when the second

iodising is to be intense that the proportion of the accelerating

substance absorbed by the plate, after the first iodising should be

augmented. This, moreover, is the general rule to which we
shall have occasion presently to return, (No. 119.)

OF THE ACCELERATING SUBSTANCES.

112

—

Importance of the Accelerating Substances. 113

—

Diffi-

culties which result from their employment. 114-115

—

Quack-

ery in some of its preparations. 116

—

Bases of the compound

accelerators. Ill

—

Necessity of preparing them oneself. 118
—Hygienic precautions to be taken. 119

—

General principles

for the application of the accelerators. 120

—

Chlorine and

its compounds. 121 to 124

—

Chloride of Iodine, its discovery,

its preparation, its use in Photography. 125

—

Chlorine ex-

panded by air. 128

—

Chlorous acid, dismissal. 121 ^o 130

—

Chloro-bromide of Iodine, different modes of its preparation

and use. 131

—

Bromine. 132 to IST

—

Bromine water, its

advantages and disadvantages. 138

—

The method of M.
Fizeau. U9—0f M. Foucault. liO to U2— Use of Bro-

mine water. Bromine dishes. 144

—

M. Claudet's Bromide of
Iodine, its advantages and its defects. 145

—

Another formulce

of the same author. 146-141-148

—

Bromide of Iodine, with

constant effects, by the author. 149

—

lodinous Bromide of

M. Fortin. 150

—

Of the accelerating vapors in general.

151-152

—

Chloroits acid. 153

—

Bromine vapor. 154

—

Vapor of Bromide of Iodine. 155

—

Employment of the

vapors. 156

—

Combination of the accelerating substances with

lime. 151-158

—

Discovery of Mr. Bingham. 159

—

Bro-

mide of lime. 160

—

Its use. 15Wo 163

—

Chloro-bromide of

lime of M. le Baron Gros.

112. " We have now arrived at the most important portion of

this work, for the discovery of the accelerating substances has ' 1"'°
'''^l^ ^""""^f

has the daguerreotype then fallen, that snch slang
,'.,,. , .

"^ , , 1 J 1 V 4.U can come to be eraployod: Is it then forffotten that this admirable dis-
given a decided impulse to photography, doubling the resources

^.^^ery, fair daughter of chemistry and optics, should borrow its terms
of the apparatus of M. Daguerre. The plates are at the present I from the dictionaries of science.

day endowed with the most exquisite sensitiveness. We can,

therefore operate in all weather, and the duration of the expo-
sition in the camera is calculated by seconds. Lastly, it is to

the accelerating substances that we arrived at the possibiUty of

taking portraits.

113. " It must be said, however, the extreme rapidity obtain-

ed by the aid of these substances has engendered fresh compli-

cations and fresh difficulties in a process in the first place so

difficult as tliat of M. Daguerre, and it may be said, that on 30
defective proofs there are at least 25 where it it is necessary to

have recourse to the accelerating substances. To explain the

reason for it may easily be understood, that the exposition to the

light being abridged irom 30 to 40 times the ordinary time, the

errors of the duration of this exposition became more liable and
frequent, and more disastrous in their consequences.

" But, this still is not the most dangerous rock; the difficulty

must be added thereto of the preparation of the accelerators,

and the still greater difficulty of applying them to the plate in a
suitable quantity and in proper proportions to the previous
iodising. Here then we have the serious obstacles, to be van-
quished only by a firm will and persevering industry. These
obstacles incessantly surmounted and successively reappearing
would be of a nature to discourage the most fervent adepts, if

photography were not one of the most attractive of sciences,

perhaps from the very difficulties which it presents ; and were it

not for that admii'able results, which evei'y one ends in

attaining, causes one to forget the fatigues and anxieties of

their failures. There is no one in fact who has not experienced
these alterations of discouragement and these relapse,^ of zeal

which seem to add a fresh charm to the uncertamties of photo-
graphic operations. If success were always certain and ensured
in advance, the daguerreotype, sunk to the scale of an unintelli-

gible machine, would soon relapse into oblivion. But success

here is always problematical, even in the hands of the most
skillful, and the same interest is the property of all ; the same
attraction which excites the solution of an algebreic problem.

114. "What, perhaps, has most contributed to discourage
photographic amateurs and cast anxiety ovcf their minds, and
retarded the progress of the art itself, is the immense variety

of the accelerating compounds which have alternately been pro-

posed, adopted with enthusiasm, then replaced by others.

Scarcely time is allowed to familiarise oneself with one of these sub-

stances, before the appearance of a fresh compound, destroying

the fruits of long experimental labor and subjecting the student

to fresh researches. What controversies have been kept up in

defence of such or such of these substances I How many lances

has every inventor deemed himself obliged to break in defence

of his own process! Some in the single interest of the progress

of the art and holding naught in view but the glory of attaching

their name to a discovery, have published bona fide the formulae

which appeared to them to give the finest results. Others more
avaricious than renowned have set themselves at extoling and
speculating on, at the public expense, mysterious receipts, pre-

tended photogenic fluids and marvalous pseudo sauces, ' sold by
them at extravagant rates and to which they attributed fabulous

results, which wizard power became impotent in the hands of the

less skilled purchaser. And if, by chance, the marvellous fluid

did produce good impressions for a few days, it resulted very

soon in a series of failures, which forced the too confident pur-

chaser to return again to the shop of the vender. We do not

pretend to say, however, that these fluids which have been so

scandalously put into market are all essentially worthless, but to

present them as superior to all those of known preparation, to

affect a secret which does not exist in their composition and to

take advantage of public credulity and to sell them for ten

times their value— here is the deception, here we decry

quackery I

115. "Photographic amateurs have too long been slaves to

these shameless speculations; it is to spare them from fresh de-

ceptions that we will explaui at some length the divers accele-
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rating compounds which have as far as the present period been

exposed. We have experimented on all of them ourselves, and

it will be easy for us to make known their qualities and defects,

to show their preparation and their use, and to explain the

motives which have caused us to adopt one in preference to

another. This labor might appear rather lengthy to those of

our readers, who, above all, demand something new, and perhaps

also to persons who have definitely adopted the bromide of lime

or the compound very lately proposed by M. le Baron Gros, but

we write for all and among the numerous amateurs in photo-

graphy there are many who have never desired to change their

accelerating substance. We will cite among others a high

authority, M. Claudet, who in a very recent publication strongly

recommends the exclusive employment of bromide of iodine as

the most prompt and perfect substance. ' Another motive in-

spires us not to omit in this treatise even the accelerating pre-

parations which seem at the present day the most obsolete ; the

last word has not yet been spoken in daguerrean photography;

each day is marked by fresh progress and every amateur is seen

with praiseworthy zeal to bring in his store to the completion of

the edifice: now, to enlighten the researches which shall be un-

dertaken in furtherance of the improvement of photography. Is

it not highly proper, that every one be acquainted with the rout

already traversed and profit by the knowledge acquired by our

predecessors?

116. " The only two bodies which have yet been recognised

as suitable to accelerate the operations of the iodine are—chlo-

rine and bromine. By themselves they are not photogenic, that

is when employed alone they would not form with the silver a

compound capable of receiving the luminous impression, but if

they be used after having already formed upon the plate a coat-

ing of iodide of silver, the latter immediately acquires an exqui-

site sensitiveness. Every compound of chlorine and of bromine
which is applied on the iodine has therefore been called an ac-

celerating substance, and as these three substances can be mixed
under.a host of different conditions and combinations, there results

a great number of accelerating substances which have received

divers denominations of which we shall successively treat.

111. "But we must first dwell particularly upon a point

which appears to us of the highest importance. The greater

number of amateurs content themselves with purchasing their

accelerators ready prepared, either by means of known farmulse

or in some quack manner. It is perfectly indispensable, how-
ever, for more than one reason that every one understand how
to prepare himself the compounds he employs, and it is only on
this condition that he can hope entirely to triumph over the

difficulties which photography presents. It is well known that

every compound of bromine, of chlorine and of iodine are but
little permanent in nature, that is to say, that their composition

becomes spontaneously modified, so that in a short time and
under the same conditions, they cease to produce the effects

which might be expected. How then can these compounds be
brought back again to their primitive state ; if by attentive

study we do not arrive at the understanding in the first place of

the nature of the alterations they experience? The evil there-

fore may often be augmented instead of remedied. It will be
necessary to have recourse then, to the fabricator who furnished

the substance for another. But who could warrant that this

new substance would not possess the same properties as the first?

Would there not be room for fear that by a previous prepara-
tion and being kept for a long period in the store it had not

already lost its primitive qualities? If, to these disadvantages,

the difficulties experienced in procuring these accelerating sub-

stances in a place the least remote from Paris, and the changes
which these substances necessarily undergo during the voyage,

be added, every one would be more and more convinced of the

necessity of preparing them himself, and with a little attention

and perseverance it may easily be attained. Lastly, it is of the

greatest utility to the experimentalist to familiarise himself at

the commencement with the employment of all the accelerating

substances, tor if influenced by routine or carried away by pre-

judice, he should adopt one only of these substances to the ex-

clusion of the others; it would afterwards become very difficult

for him to become posted up in the ulterior progress, which
shall hereafter enrich photography. Now, to employ these dif-

ferent substances alternately, it is necessary to know how to

work oneself.

118. '"It is-eur duty to forewarn our readers that the pre-

paration of the accelerating substances should be accompanied
by certain precautions, to avoid the dangers which might be oc-

casioned by the imprudent manipulation of the chemical agents
which compose them. Chloride and bromine are violent corro-

sives; it is necessary therefore to be very careful that they do
not get upon the hands or clothes and especially that they do
not fly into the eyes. If these accidents should happen, wash
the injured part on the instant with a solution of hyposulphite
of soda, which keep always at hand.

" These two extremely volatile bodies, besides, emit fceted and
deleterious emanations, which avoid breathing for too long a
time; for this reason, it would be preferable to form the mixtures

in the open air. (No. 191.)
" But what must, above all, be avoided is a prolonged stay

in an atmosphere impregnated by the continual and almost im-

perceptible vapors of bromine and iodine. Such would be the

state of a room in which flasks filled with solutions of these

substances have remained. The incessant vapors which disen-

gage, notwithstanding the hermetical closing of the corks

ground with emery, appear to be innocent, because their odor is

scarcely appreciable, but it is not the less true, they occasion

grave accidents when they are passed in a manner into the sys-

tem by a slow and prolonged absorption. In support of this

statement we may unfortunately cite our own example for having
had the imprudence to lie for nearly three weeks in a place where
numerous flasks of accelerating substances were kept, we expe-

rienced violent nervous affections, followed by a chronic neuralgia

which has not yielded to a treatment of over a year.

119. "Every accelerating substance requires for its employ-
ment particular attentions which we will point out in their pro-

per place. But every substance is submitted to general principles

which we shall give in a few words in order that they may be
always present to the mind.

1st. Uniformity of the sensitive coating is always the conse-

quence of the iodizing.

2nd. The quantity of accelerating substance should be pro-

portioned to the intensity of the previous iodizing. With
more or less than the proper proportion, nothing good results.

3rd. Reciprocally the iodizing should always be regulated by
the proportion of chlorine or bromine contained in the accelera-

ting preparation to be afterwards employed.

4 th. The more sensitive the plate is the easier is it to be
deceived concerning the proper duration of the exposition of the

light. (See No. 112.)

5th. The thicker the sensitive coating is, the greater soft-

ness and fullness will be presented by the proof. (Nos. 102
and 111.)

(To he continued.

)

ART IN LONDON.

1 Researches on the Theory of the Principal Photographic Phenomena
by A. Claudet. Paris, 1850. Germer Belliere, page 6.

'

London, May 19, 1854.

" A thing of beauty is a joy for ever," sang that impassioned

worshiper of beauty, John Keats, and noble pictures are things

of beauty and abiding joys. A beautiful picture is to me a par-

adise of pleasure, and a true painter is my cup-bearer of richest

joy. Beauty is a charmed cup of blessing, and we should never

lose a chance of obtaining the delicious draught, thus when we
cannot get it from nature we should thankfully accept it from the

hand of her sister art.

A picture gallery to us, who are shut up in the dusty city, is

hke one of those old springs flowing by the English road-side,

which had a seat to rest the weary, and a bowl attached so that

he might refresh himself with a draught of the pure free water.

It is a way-side sacrament. It is May now in England. The
budding and flowering time of nature. The fields are full of

Chaucer's favorite flower, the daisy. The chestnuts are spread-

ing their crisp fan-leaves, and lifting up their white milky cones.

The hedges are white with May-flowers. The shining velvety
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grass spreads a carpet fit for Venus to roll on. It was late be-

fore the sweet south wind opened the heaven-gate of spring, but

she is with us now, scattering her blessings, and the land lies in

the .«un rii»ening hour by hour. And for those who cannot get

out in the country to see these things, but only feel that they

are, and get dim rumors of their whereabouts; but cannot revel

in the loveliness of the earth, or breathe the air which is so full

of fragrant life, it is a pleasant thing to get glimpses of them
even from pictures. One might grow dithrambic with lyrical en-

thusiasm over the art of the painter. He brings us tidings of the

clear blue skies, the uiagnificence of the sea, the freshness of the

melodious morning, the pomp and tunmlt of sunset skies, the starry

tenderness of the night, the glorious greenery of the woods, and

of all the glad and glorious Avorld of Nature, and the tidings are

welcome and dear as the cool, dewy sod of earth to the feet of

the i)Oor caged sky-lark singing in his smoky city prison. Enter-

taining such feehngs, let us look in at tlie E.xhibitiou of nur Royal
Academy in Trafalgar-square. L^rd Cramvortli, at tlie Aca-
demy dinner, assured me tliat we transcended all the nations of

the world, ancient or modern. For, said he, wJiat we saw of the

ancients was the combined result ofmany ages and many jieoples;

here was the produce of one jieople in a single year. Our na-

tional bump of ajiprobation is enormous, and so the assembled art-

ists swallowed the flattery.

The first thing we remark on this year's Exhibition is the vast

quantity of wearisome excelloice, painful cleverness, and the gen-

eral absence of great genius. There are 1,530 pictures, and few

absolutely bad. The next thing is the progress of pre-Raphael-

itism among artists not be-longing to the " School" The ab-

sence of MiUias is not compensated for by the whole Academy.
• But Holmau Hunt is a host in himself and will sustain the

pre-Raphaelite reputation. He exhibits two pictures, and they

are well worth any jjassionate art-pilgrim's while to come across

the Atlantic to see. The principal one is called the " Light of

the World." It is an allegory, and might have been entitled a
" Parable of Christ." I shall borrow tlie words of Mr. Ruskin,

in part, to describe it. He says he stood before the picture for

upwards of an hour, and watched its effect on the passers-by.

Few stopped to look at it, and those who did, almost invariably

with a contemptuous expression. And he wrote a letter to The
Times in its defense. He remarks that

" We have been so long accustomed to see pictures painted
without any purpose or intention whatsoever, that the unexpect-
ed existence of meaning in a work of art may very naturally at

first appear to us an unkind demand on the spectator's under-
standing. But in a few years more I hope the English public

may be convinced of the simple truth, that neither a great fact,

nor a great man, nor a great poem, nor a great picture, nor any
other great thing, can be fathomed to the very bottom in a mo-
ment of time ; and that no high enjoyment, either in picture

seeing or any otlier occupation, is consistent with a total lethal^

gy of the powers of understanding.
" The legend beneath it is the beautiful verse,

—
' Behold, I

' stand at the door and knock. If any man hear my voice, and
' open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him,
' and he with me.'—Rev. iii., 20. On the left hand side of the
picture is seen this door of the human soul. It is fast barred:
its bars and nails are rusty; it is knitted and bound to its stan-

chions by creeping tendrils of ivy, showing that it has never been
ojiencd. I bat hovers al)0ut it; its threshold is overgrown witli

brambles, nettles, and fruitless corn,—the wild grass ' whereof
' the mower fiUeth not his hand, nor he that bindeth sheaves his

'bosom.' Christ approaches it in tlie night time,— Christ, in

his everlasting offices of prophet, priest and king. He wears
the white robe, representing the power of the S})irit ujjou him;
the jeweled robe and breasti)late, representing the sacradotal
investiture; the rayed crown of gold, inwoven with the crown of

thorns, but now bearing soft leaves, for the healing of the na-
tions.

" Now, when Christ enters any human heart, he bears with
him a twofold light. First the light of conscience, which dis-

plays past sin, and afterwards the light of peace, the liope of
salvation. The lantern, carried in Christ's left hand, is the light

of con.science. Its fire is red and fierce; it falls oidy on the
closed door, on the weeds which encumber it, and on" an apple

shaken from one of the trees of the orchard, thus marking that
the entire awakening of the -conscience, is not merely to com-
mitted, but to hereditary guilt.

" This light is suspended by a chain, wrapt about the wrist

of the figure, showing that the light which reveals sin appears
to the sinner also to chain the hand of Christ.

" The light which proceeds from the head of the figure, on
tlie contrary, is that of tlie hope of salvation; it springs from
the crown of thorns, and tliough itself sad, subdued, and full of

softness, is yet so powerful that it entirely melts into the glow of

it the forms of the leaves and boughs, which it crosses, showing
that every earthly object must be hidden by this light, where its

sphere extends.
'• I believe there are very few persons on whom the picture,

thus justly understood, will not proiluce a deep impression. For
my own part, I think it one of the very noblest works of sacred

art ever produced in this or any other age."

I think there cannot l)e tMo oiiinions as to the justness of Mr.
Ruskin's conclusion, in the minds of those who have a true feeling

for art. The attitude and expression of Christ are really Christ-

like, such silent magnanimit)'—such benignant earnestness—such
a sweet and patient waiting is there in his regard. It is such a
Christ as you feel sure the soul would open that cliokcd-up door
to, if it oidy got a glimpse of the person waiting there. Here
in this picture, if anywhere, is the true sacred feeling, of which
our modern painters have scarce a touch, and with wliich the

old painters worked such marvels. Religious earnestness and
veneration! behold the medium by which they have wrought
who have done the divinest things this world has witnessed.

And the lack of these is inimical to the existence of the highest

excellence in the arts today. I trust tliese young pre-Raphael-

ites have these qualities. I think they have, and that Hunt
could not have produced this picture without them. The tech-

nical details in this painting are one of the finest triumphs for,

and vindication of the truth of their principle. What a gulf

there is between this genuine painting of nature and the stujiid

imitations the pre-Raphaelites have called forth. Here we have

the truth of distances preserved. And olijects are represented

just as they are in nature. Pre-Raphaeliteism does not consist

in outlining leaves at half a mile distance, and in looking on a

cornfield through a microscope. Hunt has painted ivy leaves

trailing over a door, and as this door is almost close to the spec-

tator, you would almost imagine that the leaves would show
sharp single outlines. But they do not until you stand at the

proper distance, when the mass of color forms into leaves; and
so of some gems on tlie robe, they are forndess when you are

close to them, and yet, by the magic of genius, at due distance,

they are gems, glowing with almost shifting colors. Of course

there is some exquisite mystery here. The mystery, of Nature
with all her concealment and her infinity, which she reveals to a

chosen few.

One is glad to see the pre-Raphaelite principle applied to

Landscape. There appeared the difficulty, simply because we
misunderstood what it undertook to accomjilish. The back-

grounds in figure-pictures was all we had to judge by, and they

were often very confined. They are opening out, however. The
background in Hunt's picture, with the cold bloom of dew on it

and the starry sky, and a background in a picture by Collins,

with some chestnut trees it it, are wondrously realized. In addi-

tion to these, we have a lovely example of pre-Raphaelite land-

scape in a small picture by Mr. J. Dearie, called "Evening on

the Marchus, North Wales." It is like looking out of a loop-

hole of a tower on a bit of scenery, so fresh and real is it.

Hunt's two pictures were sold, I am told, for £800. They will

fetch a marvellous price one day. The other one is called the
" Awakening Conscience," and is the best bit of passion in the

Academy. It is a painful subject—painful in its associations

and its truthfulness. Two figures at a piano—a fast young man
and his mistress. She has been sitting on his knee while he

played " Oft in the stilly night." The words and the music has

led her thoughts back to her past, and a sudden flash of con-

science inflames and reveals to her the present; and in an agony

of feeling she has started up with clutched hands and upturned

face—and such a face! You see her left hand has rings on each

finger, save the marriage one, and that is vacant! The man is
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laughing and sifiging oa. The painting of every detail is a mar-

vel of skill.

There are some delicious bits of landscape in the rooms, by

Creswick, Redgrave and others; also some sea-pieces by Stan-

field, Cooke and others, of great excellence. And if our paint-

ers excel in anything, it surely is in landscape painting. Some
small phases and simple transcripts of English life are admirably

given. There are some fine portraits. Louis Napoleon has a

portrait, which must rejoice the hearts of his enemies. He is

represented as having the head and neck of a beast, the eyes of

a fish, and the body of a gentleman. It is said the likeness is a

good one. Our historical paintei's are large and loud as usual,

especially Maclise. They seem to be under the same impression

as the Irishman who requested that the letter to his mother

should be written large, very large, because she was deaf, and

they seem to think that the public is deaf to the voice of the

charmer, charm he never so wisely, if he do not also charm
everybody, and so it is. It does not know any better, but the

painter ought to know better.

Mr. Ruskin's lectures on Architecture and Painting have just

been published. They contain some fine bursts of his glorious

prose, and are written with all his wonted earnest energy. In

the two first he treats the subject of Domestic Architecture. He
devotes the third to Turner and the fourth to the Pre-Raphael-

ites. Speaking of Pre-Raphaeliteism he says:

" It has but one principle, that of absolute, uncompromising

truth, in all that it does, obtained from working everything down
to the most minute detail from nature, and from nature only.

Every Pre-Raphaelite landscape background is painted to the

last touch, in the open air, from the thing itself. Every Pre-

Raphaelite figure, however studied in expression, is a true por-

trait of some living person. Every minute accessary is painted

in the same manner. And one of the chief reasons for the vio-

lent opposition with which the school has been attacked by other

artists, is the enormous cost of care and labor which such a sys-

tem demands from those who adopt it, in contradistinction to the

present slovenly and imperfect style."

How true is this, and how triumphantly it is illustrated in the

exhibition of the Royal Academy of this year by Mr. Hunt on

the one hand, and those artists who think it does not do to fol-

low nature too closely on the other. But it must not be thought

that Pre-Raphaeliteism consists in hard accuracy and scrupulous

copying alone,^—simple outlines are only the boundaries of the

mechanics of art,—it is there where genius begins. It is there

also where the false Pre-Raphaelites conclude.

A great deal has been said about the meanness of the great

painter, Turner; his want of generosity is proverbial; but Mr.
Ruskin has a word to say in his defence. He says:

' When Turner's picture of Cologne was exhibited, in the

year 1826, it was hung between two portraits by Sir Thomas
Lawrence, of Lady Wallscourt and Lady Robert Manners.

The sky of Turner's picture was exceedingly bright, and it had

a most injurious effect on the color of the two portraits. Law-
rence naturally felt mortified, and complained openly of the posi-

tion of his pictures. You are aware that artists were permitted

to retouch their pictures on the walls of the Academy. On the

morning of the opening of the exhibition, at the private view, a

friend of Turner's, who had seen the Cologne in all its splendor,

led a group of expectant critics up to the picture. He started

back from it in consternation. The golden sky had changed to

a dun color. He ran up to Turner, who was in another part of

the room— ' Turner, what have you been doing to your picture?'

' Oh,' muttered Turner, in a low voice, ' poor Lawrence was so

unhappy; its only 'lamp-black; it'll all wash off after the exhi-

bition.' He had actually passed a wash of lamp-black in water

color over the whole sky, and utterly spoiled his picture for the

tune, and so left it through the exhibition, lest it should hurt

Lawrence's."

Conversion of Calotype Negatives into Positives.—At the

second meeting of the British Association at York, Professor

Grove described a process by which a negative calotype might

be converted into a positive one, by drawing an ordinary calo-

type image over iodide of potassium and dilute nitric acid, and

VOL. Vll., NO. Til. 28

exposing to a full sunshine. Not being able to find the propor-
tions in my published work, can any of your numerous readers
give me the required information ; and whether the photograph
should be exposed in its damp state, or allowed to dry?

G. Grantham.

A RUDIMENTARY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON PERSPECTIVE.*

BY GEOEGE PTJIE, ARTIST,

PART II.

chapter I .

Before entering into the matter of the sacond part of this

treatise, it cannot be too strongly impressed on the mind of the

student, that Perspective—that is to say, our portion of it.

Linear Perspective—is the art of representing in outline the

forms of objects on plane surfaces, as they appear to us when
viewed in different positions; we say as they af^pear, because it

must be fully understood that an object viewed perspectively

never appears of its positive form. There is, however, one ex-

ception to this rule, that of a sphere; this figure, viewed from
whatever position it may, near or far from it, above or below it,

appears always of the same form. There are certain positions

in which objects are viewed, that, whatever their distance may
be from the spectator, they retain their geometrical figure, the

apparent size only changing according to the distance; such

would be the case in any plane figure viewed in the direction of

Figs. 10 and 11, Part I. p. 21, and Fig. 14, ih.; which, at what-

ever distance they may be removed from the spectator, always

appear of their geometrical form : objects viewed in such direc-

tions cannot be said to be in perspective. We may then really

define Linear Perspective to be the art of representing certain

forms by other forms dissimilar to those they are intended to

represent, and yet conveying to the mind a perfect idea of the

object intended. Thus a circle, unless perpendicularly opposite

the eye, never appears a circle, but always as an ellipse ;f and a

cube, which every body knows to be a figure of six equal sides,

each face being a perfect square, may be represented by a figure

in which no two lines form a right angle, and yet convey the

perfect idea of a cube, as in the following example, which re-

presents the form the outline of a cube would
assume, ias viewed from a certain position.

This figure filled up with the intermediate lines,

shaded, and certain round marks on it, will

convey at a glance the idea of an object fami-

liar to most individuals.

Let us first inquire how it is that objects

viewed perspectively, apparently change their

figure. A very slight observation of the ap-

pearance of real objects must convince any

thinking person, that any object whatever,

when seen from a distance, appears smaller

than if it were close to him, and that the far-

ther it is removed the smaller it appears.

Were this not the case, how, when sitting in

a room, could we account for seeing the

houses on the opposite side of the street? If

the houses, from their distance, did not appear

reduced in magnitude, it would be impossible to see even one of

them through so comparatively confined a space as that occupied

by a window. To illustrate this, we introduce a light sketch

made from the spot at which we are now pursuing our labors,

seated about three feet from the window.

In this cut we see that the whole of a house on the opposite

side of the street, from its greater distance from the spectator

than the window through which it is seen, appears only of the

height of about two panes of glass; we perceive that a large

projecting lamp from the corner of the opposite shop, appears

Fig. 46.

Fiff. 47.

* Gontinued from page 185, Vol, 7, No. 6,

t When placed horizontally at exactly the height of the eye, it ap-

pears as a straight line. See Fig. 16, 1, p. 22.
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much about the size of the bowl of a wine-glass situated on the

window ledge; that the full height of a figure under the lamp,

from its distance, is scarcely higher than the crown of a man's

hat close to the railings in front of the window, and much less

than a bottle standing by the side of the wine-glass within the

Fig. 48.

room. Though we have every reason to believe the first-floor

window of the house opposite to be fully as large as that through

which we are looking at it, yet from its distance it occupies but

a small portion of a single pane of gdass of that so close to us

;

in fact, this cut must in every part clearly demonstrate the fact

of objects appearing smaller as their distance is increased.

The following very simple experiment will perfectly satisfy

the most incredulous as to the fact of objects of an equal size

appearing less and less as they recede from the spectator, and

the diagram will prove very serviceable in our progress. On
the wall, or on a large piece of board, draw a long straight line,

similar to the line a b in the following diagram; and on it draw

four perpendicular lines at equal distances one from the other,

say each line eighteen inches in height, with an interval of one

foot between each, similar to the lines c d, e f, g h, and j k.

Drive a nail into the top and bottom of each of the lines g h and

J K, and to each nail attach a piece of twine; then taking the

four strings together, draw them tight, and bring them to a point

anywhere on the line c d, as shown in the diagram at l. If the

eye be now placed at the point where the four strings meet on

the line c d (as shown at l), and the line e f taken as a line

for the measurement of the two more distant ones, the line g h
will appear of the length g h, and the line J k will appear of

the length j k; clearly showing that lines of the same length

appear less and less as their distance is increased. It may be

here noticed that this apparent diminution in size according to

distance, is in a regular progression; that a line placed at a

certain distance from the spectator, at double that distance will

appear exactly half the length it appears in its first position:

thus, G H, viewed from the point l, appears exactly half its length,

g h measuring precisely one-half of e f.* At three times the

distance, it will appear exactly one-third the length it appears

in its original position ; thus, j k, three times the distance of

E F from c D, viewed from the point l appears one-third the

length of E F, j k measuring precisely one-third of this line. At
four times the distance, it would appear one-fourth; at five times

the distance, one-fifth, and so on progressively.

We may venture to presume, then, that no doubt remains in

the mind of the reader that objects do really appear to diminish

as their distance from the spectator is increased, as on this fact

we propose to show how it is that objects viewed at an angle in

perspective apparently change their form. Let us for example

take the simple form of a square (any rectangular piece of

board will answer the purpose), and place it upright before us;

the relative positions of the spectator and board
being as a b (Fig. 50); a representing the position

of the spectator, and b the base of the board,

the board itself standing perpendicularly over

this line; the line from a to b representing the

direction in which the board is viewed. In such

a position, the simple geometrical form of the

square (or whatever form it may be) would be ap- .

^

parent, and this would be the same at whatever ^®" ^^'

distance it may be removed, so long as the board stands at a
right angle with the direction of the line from a to b in which
it is viewed; the change of distance affecting only the apparent
size of the object, but the form always remaining the same : but
if the angle at which the board stands with reference to the line

from A to B is in the slightest degree changed, an apparent
change of form is the immediate consequence, as we will en-

deavor to point out by the following diagram (Fig. 51 ). In this

figure, let the square abed represent a closed shutter, opening
by hinges on the side a b, viewed from
the point a in the direction a e b. If

this shutter were opened, so as to lay

it against the wall to the left, the edge
d c must necessarily describe a simicir-

cle in its passage from d to/, as shown
by the line d e f. In the passage of

this shutter from its first position,

closed over the line d b, to its full open-
ing over the line bf, it assumes an in-

finite variety of forms. In its first posi-

tion we see the outside, and in the last

the inside, of the shutter; and as in both
these positions the shutter stands at

a right angle with the direction of the line (a e b) at which it is

viewed, it would appear of its simple geometrical form either

shut or open. Now it must be quite evident that as in the first

position the outside is visible, and in the latter the inside, there

must be in its passage from dtof one position in which neither

side could be seen, but merely the edge of the shutter; and this

would occur when the line d c comes immediately over the point

e, the point immediately opposite the eye of the spectator at a.

Such being the case, it follows that in the passage of the edge
d c towards e, the space between the two sides d c and a b must
gradually appear to become narrower and narrower, till it is at

last entirely lost to view: and by the same reasoning, the shut-

ter having passed the point e towards/, the inside when it first

becomes visible appears extremely narrow, and gradually ap-

pears wider and wider till it comes to its place against the wall

over ef, where it resumes its real geometrical form.

Let us open the shutter as far as the point marked g, and
examine what form the square shutter would assume in this po.

* If the strings were brought to a point on any other part of the line

D, the result would be the same.

Fig. 61.



sition. The side represented by the line a b remains stationary

in all the variety of positions, but that represented by d c, when
brought to the point g, from its being brought nearer to the

spectator, would appear longer; aiid as we have shown that in

the passage of the shutter from the point d towards e, the space

between the two sides becomes apparently narrower, it would,

when standing over the point g, require to be drawn closer to

« i than in the diagram (Fig. 51). The appearance then of

the square shutter abed, opened as far as the point g, would

be shown in Fig. 52; the line a b, from its remaining in

the same position, is drawn of the same length as a b,

Fig. 51; but the line c d, from its being brought near-

er to the spectator, is drawn longer: and as the space

between a b and c d, for the reasons before given, is ap-

yiarently less than in Fig. 51, it is drawn nearer to a

b than in that diagram. The top and bottom of the

shutter must be drawn by joining the points c a and d
b; and this figure, abed, notwithstanding the differ- Fig. 52.

ence of its appearance from the original form, is nevertheless a

correct representation of what a square would appear in the po-

sition we have described, and with the addition of light and
shade would convey a perfect idea of the object it proposes to

represent.

The following diagram (Fig. 53) will enable us to understand

how it is that a circle must necessarily change its apparent

form according to the point from which it is viewed. Suppose
the circle a b c d to represent a hoop standing upright, and the

eye of the* spectator exactly

c opposite the point g ; the line

E F an axis on which the hoop
may be made to revolve: the

hoop might be turned upon
this axis so as to bring the

point D before the point g.

In this position, the curve of

the circle would appear a part

of the straight line e f. Now
D on the same principle that

Fig. 53. the shutter appears to be-

come narrower and narrower in its passage from dtoe (Fig. 51),
the space fi'om d to g must appear gradually to lessen in width
in the change of the hoop from a perpendicular to a horizontal

position, and the lines d g consequently appear to shorten till it

becomes apparently a mere point. The centre of a circle is a
point within the circumference equidistant from all parts of it,

and all lines drawn from this centre to any part of the circum-

ference are of equal length, as is the case in the geometrical
•figure before us, g a, g b, g c, and g d being all equal; but the

instant the hoop is turned upon the axis, the figure becomes
totally changed; the point d is brought forward, and the point

c thrown behind ; d g appears shorter, c g, from being further

removed shorter still, and a g and b g remain the same. If the
hoop be turned completely round upon the axis, the diameter a
B is always the same, but the diameter c d is always apparently
changing, producing a constant apparent variety of forms.

Hence it is clear that the apparent change in the form of an ob-

ject arises from the increased or diminished distance of one part
from another; so that what is required to enable us to represent
any object, or combination of objects, in perspective, is to find

the relative heights and distances of the different parts according
to the angle at which they stand in reference to the spectator.

CHAPTER II.

The rules of perspective are deduced from the science of
optics, depending on the fact of vision being caused by rays of
light passing from the object seen into the eye, and forming an
image at the back of it, similar to the reflection of an object in

a mirror. These rays of light forming the image are supposed
to proceed from the object in straight lines, and in every possi-

ble dh-ection, as shown by the lines proceeding from the line a
B (Fig. 54). It will be clear from this diagram, that the
same rays that give the representation of the line a b to a spec-

tator situated at c, cannot bs the same as those that give the

representation to a specta-

tor situated at d. It is by
means of lines drawn from
the object of the eye of the

spectator, that the perspec-

tive positions of the vari-

ous points are found; these

lines are called visual rays,

and in their transmission Fig. 54.

from the object to the spectator pass through an interme-
diate plane,* called the plane of delineation (to be hereafter
described), and there determine the size and form the object
must take in the representation.

Much difficulty is always avoided by clearly comprehending
every step we take in the pursuit of knowledge ; let us then un-

derstand that the cause of vision is the rays of light coming
from the object to which our eyes are directed, passing through
the pupil of the eye to the back part of it, and there forming an
image representing every object on that small space in the most
exquisite perfection.f The rays of light are supposed to pro-

ceed from all objects in straight lines, and in every possible

direction. Now if our object be only the representation of one
single straight line, notwithstanding the rays of light proceed
from every part of the line we are about to draw, and in an in-

finite variety of directions, all that we require for finding the

position of this line in the picture are the two rays from the ex-

tremities of the line: by these alone we are enabled to determine
the perspective position of the two points from which the rays

proceed on the paper or'canvas, when a line drawn from point

to point must be the representation of the straight line.

( To be Contintied )

From the London Art-Journal,

THE UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION AT PARIS.

The regulations~for the Universal Exhibition to be held in

Paris in the year 1855, have been published, and although de-

tailed, we can give the substance of the principal conditions in

a condensed form. The exhibition will admit of the agricultural

and industrial products, as well as the works of Art, of all na-

tions. The day appointed for the opening will be the first of

May, 1855, and it wiU be closed on the thirty-first of October in

the same year. Foreign governments will be invited to appoint

'committees for the examination, selection, and dispatch of their

national productions, and the formation of such committees will

be notified as soon as possible, in order that between them and
tJie Imperial Commission relations may be established; and such

committees being established, the Imperial Commission will not

* Many are deterred from commencing, and more from persevering

in the study„ of Perspective, from the multiplicity of definitions too

frequently put at the very commencement of most works on this subject,

as if it were purposely done to frighten the young student from his pur-

suit; still, certain technicalities are unavoidable, such as the point of

sight, the vanishing points, &c.: the ground plane, horizontal planes,

perpendicular planes, parallel planes, &c, are terms so commonly in use

that an explanation of them is indispensable. Some of these technicali-

ties it is to be hoped are already understood from the perusal of Part I.

of this treatise; others we will endeavor to explain as the necessity for

using them occurs; for the present we will only observe, that the word
plane is used to designate a surface; thus the ground on which objects

stand is called a plane (the ground plane); the surface of glass interpos-

ed between the spectator and the subject is also called a plane (the

plane of delineation) <fcc. &c.

t The optic nerve, the supposed medium by which the image is con-

veyed to the brain, is expanded at the back of the eye into a beautiful

transparent membrane called the retina, at the back of which nature

has spread a dark pigment, forming a most perfect concave mirror, and

on this minute surface a most perfect representation is formed of every-

thing within the scope of .vision. To understand clearly how this won-

derful miniature image of all that we see is represented in the retina,

would require a knowledge of the anatomical structure of the eye, as

well as some proficiency in the science of optics; the form of the eye, of

the lens, or crystalline humour within it, and the density of the humours

both in front and behind the lens, all have an influence on the direction

of the rays of light, so as to briugthem,to such a. focus as will produce

the image. All that is required, for our purpose is to understand that

the rays of light do proceed in straight lines from every object we see,

to the eye.
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enter into correspondence with individual exhibitors, or intend-

ing exhibitors, either native or foreign. Natives of France or

foreigners proposing to exhibit, will enter into correspondence
with the committee of the department or country in which they

reside ; and foreigners residing in France will apply to the official

committee of their respective countries, and nothing can be re-

ceived for exhibition unless under the authority of the commit-

tees. Having given the terms on which Fine Art, the produc-

tion of natives, will be received, we shall mention the terms in

which contributions from foreign artists are invited, and then

give the class of industrial productions. The admission of

French works of Art will- be adjudged by a French jury which
will sit at Paris; this jury being appointed by the section of

Fine Arts of the Imperial Commission. The tribunal will be

divided into three sections: to the first will be submitted works

in painting, engraving, and lithography; to the second, those in

sculpture, engraving, and medalliug; and to the third, architec-

ture. The Exhibition will be open to the works of French and

foreign artists living at the date of the decree constituting the

Fine Art Exhibition; that is on the twenty-second of June,

1855. Works already exhibited may be contributed, but

copies are prohibited, with the exception of such as reproduce a

work in another department of Art, as enamels, drawings, &c.,

&c. Prohibition extends also to pictui'es and other works with-

out frames, and sculptural works in raw clay. Such are the

conditions especially for works of Art,—subject, of course, to

the general conditions of the Exhibition. The lists of contribu-

tions must be addressed to the Imperial Commission by the

thirtieth of November, 1854, giving the christian and surnames,

and residence of the intending exhibitors, and nature and num-
ber or quantity of the productions proposed, and the space which

they will occupy in height, breadth, and depth. These lists, as

well as other documents, from foreign countries will be accom-

panied by a translation into French. Besides productions in

every class of art, those of every class of industry and agricul-

ture are admisable, as metallurgy and mineralogy, examples of

the application of the mechanical powers, results of physical and
chemical agencies, productions in relation with the learned pro-

fessions, manufacture of mineral productions, all textile fabrics.

Art applied to Manufacture, decoration, and every species of

luxurious enrichment. Contributions from French as well as

foreign sources will be received at the Palace of the Exhibition

from the 15th January until the 15th of March, 1855. To
manufactured articles susceptible of injury from remaining in

packing cases will be extended the privilege of being unpacked
before others less liable to injury, if the authorities be previously

instructed in such particular instances. All heavy packages
should be sent before the end of February. Foreign articles

will be sent to the French frontier, when they will be received

by authorities appointed for that purpose, and transmitted to

Paris at the expense of the French government; and at termi-

nation of the Exhibition they will be returned to the same place,

to be removed thence at the expense of the exhibitor. They
will be addressed according to a formulae to be supplied by the
foreign committee. The exhibition of all contributions will be
gratuitous; no expense will be incurred on account of any con-

tribution during the Exhibition. All articles of heavy machinery,
or other objects for which certain prepai-ations may be necessary
—as for instance in the way of foundation,—must be pre-an-

nounced in time sufficient to admit of the necessary dispositions.

And where it may be necessary, exhibitors will have the power,
subject to the approval of the Imperial Commission, of appoint-

ing a particular agent in order to assist in the exhibition of their

own works. The places appointed for the reception of the pro-
ductions from the United Kingdom are Havre, Bologne, Calais,

and Dunkirk, and the authorities there appointed to receive
them will transmit them to Paris, where they will be received by
the officers of the French customs, in whose presence, and in

that of the proprietor or his representative, they will be unpack-
ed. The prices of all articles will be marked upon them, and
such prices cannot be changed. At the close of the Exiiibition,

foreign contributors or their representatives will declare whether
their property will remain in France or be re-exported: in the
former case the officers of Customs will determine the duty to be
paid, and prohibited articles will on this occasion be accepted on

payment of twenty per cent, on their value. Every exhibitor of

an article, the design or manufacture of which is not yet secured

to them by patent, may obtain from the Imperial Commission a

certificate, which shall secure to the proprietor his sole right.

The judgments declared on the works exhibited shall be confided

to a mLxed international jury selected from the thirty special

juries, corresponding with the thirty classes under which the

contributions are arranged. The number of the jury will be ac-

cording to that of the exhibitors. The official committee of each

country will name persons eligible to form its quota; and in case

any such official committee shall fail to do so, the default will be
provided for from the general assembly of the juries. The Im-
perial Committee will appoint the members of the internatienal

juries to their respective departments, and will also determine
the rules whereby the functions of the special juries shall be regu-

lated. Every special jury will have a president, to be named by
the Imperial Commission, and a vice-president to be chosen by a
majority of themselves. The president of each jury, and in his

absence the vice-president, shall have the casting voice in cases

of equal division. The special juries will be distributed in groups
representing analogous branches of industry; these groups will

be eight in number, and the members of each group will appoint
their president and vice-president. The decisions of the special

juries shall not be definite until after a confirmation by the group
to which they belong. The awards of the first class will not be
granted until after a revision by a council of the presidents and
vice-presidents of the special juries, but the jury of the Fine
Arts is excepted ftom this provision ; skilled and experienced

persons, whom it may be expedient to consult in peculiar cases,

will be excluded from competition. The nature of the awards
and prizes will be hereafter published by a decree of the Impe-
rial Commission; but independently of any honorary distinctions

which exhibitors may achieve by their merit, the council of pre-

sidents and vice-presidents reserve to themselves the right of

recommending to the Emperor for especial marks of distinction,

individuals who may show themselves entitled to an expressiou

of public gratitude by services rendered to humanity through
Art, science, or industry. The regulations as they appear for-

mally published by the Commission are somewhat lengthy; but
all that concerns exhibitors of the United Kingdom we have ex-

tracted, and we shall, as new arrangements may be made, com-
municate them to our readers. The time appointed for the

opening of the Exhibition is considered too early by certain of

the French manufacturers. It may be considered probable that

if a representation be made to the Emperor, the opening may
be postponed, of which arrangement the earliest notice will be
given.

JUSTICE'S REPLY TO MR. MC DONALD'S LETTER.

To tht Editor of Photo, and Fine Art Journal.

Dear Sir,—I have taken the liberty of trespassing on your
columns for the purpose of vindicating myself against the unjust

aspersions of Mr. D. McDonald, of Buffalo, in reference to my
criticism on the Daguerreotypes at the Crystal Palace, New
York. I would ask this gentleman if he would have me to ut-

ter that which I could not believe, and give praise where it was
not due, contrary to my honest belief, for the purpose of pleasing-

certain parties and elevating their pictures; that I must can-

didly say now and again were unworthy the profession and the

Exhibition in which they were placed for public inspection. And
what does Mr. McDonald's letter amount to—especially as re-

gards his most enviable collection? M'hy simply this—he knows
they were below mediocrity and felt the truthfulness of my criti-

cism. Did I withhold praise where it was justly due, or laud

any work unworthy? No, Sir, I wrote down my observations at

the time of the Exhibition—at least two months before Mr.
McDonald had removed his pictures from the Palace. Of this

fact Mr. Editor, I believe you are aware, and it shows at least,

that I did not wish to detract from his ten years reputation. If

he valued his reputation at all, why, in the name of common
sense did he ever think of exhibiting such pictures; surely the

fault was his and not mine. Had it l)ecn such men as Gurney,

Brady, or Root, who had sent such specimens of the Art, I

—
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should have been far more severe on them than I hate beeb On
him or his work; in my criticism /show no favor to any man, be

he friend or foe, where my honest convictions are to the contrary

;

no, not even my best and dearest friend! I have no doubt that

Mr. McD. can produce much better pictures any day than those

he sent to the Palace, and I believe he can be favorably com-

pared with the best operators in New York, but I do deny that

any first rate artist of that city, or any other that saw those pic-

tures, will differ with me in opinion as regards the demerits of

those which were shown in the Palace—they were most decided-

ly the loorst there. As his pictures were placed up stairs and

hung in a bad light, I regretted it myself as well as he did (I

expressed ityself so before, that it was not fair to give me a bet-

ter position than another)—but even that would not prevent an

artist from making all due allowances for misfortunes of light

and position, and with my experience of nearly fourteen years I
could not kelp noting the, dirty plates, had fositions, worse tone,

and mercurialization in a Tiew fashion style, all on a cloudy

day.

In conclusion, I would say, that I expected to tread slightly

on somebody's corns for I know truth is a bitter pill and hard to

swallow, but in my remark about Mr. McD's. pictures, I had no

private feeling to gratify, (as he seems to suppose), about that

gentleman, as I am unacquainted with him, his business, reputa-

tion, or personal appearance, never having seen him in my life

that I am aware of ; all I had to guide me in my observations

was what I saw of his work in a public exhibition, where every

ones' works are supposed to be open to just and honorable criti-

cism, and although he may think it derogatory to my judgment
to pass such criticisms as I have done, or that in doing so I am
knawing at a file, and that it would be better for me to find

more lucrative employment than to waste my time on small

matters ! I must admit that it is rather unprofitable in a pe-

cuniary point of view to write without pay and try to

elevate the art you get your support from by transcribing ones

thoughts on paper for the benefit of my brethren, while many
around me are either too lazy or selfish to put themselves

to the trouble of communicating a simple idea that might serve

the profession to which they belong.

Justice.

COMMUNICATION.

Louisville, Jan. 18, 1854.

Friend Shelling,

Dear Sir,—Your very valuable Journal has come duly to

hand, and we assure you that in our estimation the last is one
of the most valuable numbers yet issued. Perhaps you may think

we value it more highly because it contains a compliment for us;

but Sir, though like the cooling draught to the invalid, it may
be refreshing, or as a "gaub" of candy may pacify a crying
baby, still we have reason to believe you are a candid man, ad-

ministering " licks " or " lasses " according to our several de-

serts, and like flies to the trap, we're bound to stick dead, or alive,

but enough of nonsense.

The portion of your Journal which most interested us, was
that contributed by several of our most worthy daguerrean
artists; abstract theories, manipulations, and scientific experi-

ments, are all good in their time and place, and should occupy
their proper share of our attention. But when a man lies at

the point of death it is too late to commence the study of medi-
cine, he needs a restorative. Now we do not believe our beau-
tiful art is at the polni of death ; that its body is covered with
sores and vermin, its very life-blood the food of vampyi-es and
leeches, its revenue absorbed by robbers and interlopers, is too
true, yet, its spirit lives, and all beneath the surface is healthy;

then why should we forsake her in this hour of trial? The good
Samaritan stopped and dressed the wounds of the poor wayfarer,

and we talk of deserting our beautiful idol, and go to worship
other gods, merely because many of her votaries are hypocrites
" and make a mask at sia?" No, rather let us bestir ourselves;

every poison has its antidote, and we must look about us and see

what can be done.

We believe the pl'oper mode of treatment has already been
commenced; moral suasion is our only hope; a few candid and
dispassionate expressions of the merits and demerits of " cheap
picture" making, brought to bear upon the minds of those enga-
ged in the maniptdation of the same, as well as those who
patronise them must have a salutary effect. The P. and F. Art
Journal is the channel through which they may be reached and
the mode suggested by Mr. Johnson seems to meet our views.

Communications like that of Mr. M. A. Root, contained in the last

number of your Journal must have a powerful influence, and if

such articles from our most honorable daguerreotypists were
more frequent we would see that ov,r duty was properly done;
for every " cheap operator " within our reach should have an
opportunity of reading them, and as much as we despise their

course, we would endeavor to get their subscription to the Jour-
nal, that its influence might be constant and convincing; further-

more, we would be one of a club consisting of all the honorable
daguerreotypists in our vicinity, the principal object of which
would be to spread them before the people—by procuring their

republication in one or more of our city papers, such articles as

the Journal may contain, calculated to entertain, and at the

same time tend to enlighten and direct the " popular taste."
" Justice," doubtless speaks from the fulness of his heart, and

his indignation is excusable, and yet we must differ with him as

regards the cause of the present discouraging state of affairs,

we hold that if a " green horn " intends to learn or follow our

business, by all means let him be taught by the best operator,

for the pupil must naturally imbibe something of the spii'it of the

master. Extravagant inducements should never be urged, and a
total or partial inaptitude should be sufficient reason to discour-

age an applicant ; but who can tell beforehand who will become
an honor or a disgrace to our art ? Again, we cannot lay the

blame at the door of the stock manipulators, for if the material

requisite for a daguerreotype cost five dollars, the " cheap oper-

ator" would sell them for five dollars and twenty-five cents,

which would be equally disastrous.

Our colleges are open to all and each receives an education;

but some become lawyers and statesmen, others miserable petti-

foggers; some become eminent pbysicianB, and others pusylani-

mous quacks, and yet no blame is attached to the men who sell

cheap books. But Sir, we will wind up this yarn, we have spun
it out four times as long as we intended, and yet have not said

half what we would like to say.

Yours, truly,

Webster & Bro'.

POSITIVE PROOFS,

ON CONTINUATOR PAPER WITH CHLORIDE OF SODIUM.*

(TRANSLATED FROM "LA LD.'itlERE," BY AN AMATEUR.)

The paper dried spontaneously on removal from the nitrate of

silver is ready for use. Contrary to ordinary positive paper, it

must be dried sheltered from any light, because it is a continuator,

that is to say, much more sensitive, by reason of the process,

and producing proofs under a luminous radiation a hundred times

less intense ; for the same reason this paper is useless one day
after its preparation, unless we may discover a fixed vegetable

acid that can raise obstacles to its spontaneous alteration.

To save time and expenditure of material, I have sought also

to dispense with plate-holders and jiresses, by contenting myself

with placing the negative on the sheet of paper. To succeed in

this way satisfactorily, the prepared leaves must be very plane

;

they should be passed through a press or over a cylinder, and
moreover placed on a level support, on which a leaf of red blot-

ting-paper has been laid.

Matters being thus disposed, the negative may be exposed to

the light, either from a window or outside the house. This pa-

per in fact changes color less quickly in the light than the ordi-

nary paper, but it should be remarked that the change of color

which corresponds with the black, by reason of the action of the

continuator liquid, is a very fugitive tint, which will serve how-

* Continued from page 182, Vol. 7, No. 7.
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ever as a guide, provided that care has been taken to let an
edge of the sensitive paper pass out, on which can be phiced a

small fragment of yellow or red glass, that can be removed from
time to time.

The best tint at which to arrest the operation of the light is

a faint blueish grey, which will be easily recognized with a little

practice, by comparing with it a small piece of white paper,

which will answer for all the proofs, and will replace the piece

of colored glass. The grey tone of which I speak is very faint,

and that it may be judged of better, I should say that the proof
brought to its maximum will hardly appear by the light of a

candle. The negatives should always be exposed to the light

laid flat and in the shade; in full sunlight the effect would be
too sudden and could never be obtained in its best state. With
good light the exposure will be required from thirty seconds to

one minute, and in winter, from five to ten minutes.

As soon as the blueish grey tint appears, carry the whole
affair into the room, lighted only by a candle where the leaf that

has been printed on by the light, is to be submitted to the ac-

tion of the continuator bath.

Pour into a dish some saturated gallic acid weakened with
an equal volume of water, and acidulated by the addition of one
hundredths of its volume of concentrated acetic acid. For this

service, it will be well to prepare beforehand a large quantity

of this bath, as for example a pail full, from which there may
be taken for each proof, or into which they may successively be
plunged. If the process is carried on in a dish, the proof must
first be laid on tlie surface of the liquid, and then immediately
turned over, and after having rapidly agitated the dish by a
movement to and fro, pass a ball of cotton over the whole sur-

face of the wrong side of the proof, so as to provoke a general

imbibition ; without this precaution every part not wet at first

will be spotted.

To obtain intense shades by this process a very strong bath of

nitrate of silver must be used, e. g., 28 to 25 parts of nitrate to

100 of water, to which a small quantity of albumen, weakened
with water, should be added ; the bath thus made darkens, and
is covered in one day by a thin dusty pellicle, which must be
removed every morning with a sheet of paper, or better yet, be
filtered. The gallic acid bath also darkens by usage; still, in

this state it appears to me to be rather better, as it is saturated

with nitrate of silver, of which the decomposed part is precipi-

tated by degrees; and it is to avoid the necessity for filtering

that I advised the preparation of a large quantity beforehand:
it thus clarifies itself continually, by the precipitation, and the

upper liquid can be used indefinitely; it only forms a pellicle

of mouldiness after a complete repose of several days. In a
word, this bath acquires properties by age exactly like the hypo-
sulphite bath.

When the proofs have been immersed in the bath of gallic

acid, as has been said, they acquire intensity rapidly; if the time
of exposure has been sufficient, they are finished at the end of

ten minutes, or a quarter of an hour at the most: if the expo-
sition has been too short, more than an hour is requii-ed, and in

such case, the image is never as neat.

As soon as the proof has reached the right point, it is plung-

ed into clean water to deprive it of the gallic acid and the free

nitrate of silver. After washing in several waters it is readily

perceived that nothing remains to do to fix the proof except to

dissolve the very small portion of chloride of silver not acted on
by the light; which is dojie by plunging the proofs in a bath of

hyposulphite, containing 15 grains of hyposulphite for every
hundred parts of water, In coming out of the gallic acid bath,

the tones are generally of a bistre color, the hyposulphite dark-
ens them, by itself, but if n,ecessary a few drops of acetic acid

may be added.

By this method of using the hyposulphite, the changes are

not as perceptible as by the oixiinary papers, which are almost
always forced by the ligli-t, and which must afterwards be dimin-

ished in tone; it is only necessary therefore towatch the changes
of color by admitting the daylight, and to brush the proof with

a hair pencil to aid the penetration of the acidulated hyposul-

phite. As soon as the tone is darkened to a sufficient degree,

withdraw the proof and place it in a dish full of water, where it

should be left to disgorge for several hours, or in fact a whole

day.

The proofs thus produced, being formed through the whole

thickness of the paper, will never have the shades as intense or

as velvety as with ordinary positive paper; still their outline

will be as well marked, although less sharp, and the process will

be found advantageous for certain engravings and for portraits

destined to be colored. It is true that the back-grounds can-

not be shaded as usual, but this disadvantage can be supplied by
placing a graduated background behind the sitter which will be
copied at the same moment.

I have said elsewhere in a note, that the essential advantage
in this paper is the production of proofs of an extreme intensity

when seen by transparency
;

this effect is produced always.

The smallest details will be certainly seen on the back of the

proof, and when it has happened that I hare been deceived with

regard to the side nitrated, I have discovered my mistake too

late by the slowness with which the paper took the blueish tint
;

but in stopping the luminous radiation a little before the ap-

pearance of the ordinary color, I obtained proofs a little obscur-

ed, viewed in the ordinary way, but of marvellous intensity seen

by tranq^arency, especially by lamplight
; consequently, this

style of proofs made into a lampshade would produce a very
pleasing effect.

This penetration of the image is peculiar to the continuator

papers, and especially to the paper prepared with the chlorides;

the reason of this is very simple. In paper positives not contin-

uator, the light in blackening the paper, itself raises an obstacle

to its ulterior passage: the darkening, is therefore essentially

superficial: with the continuator paper, by the iodide of silver,

the yellow color of this iodide is also an obstacle to the ulterior

passage of the chemical rays ; however, from the faintness of the

yellow color, the penetration is much greater than with the

papers not continuator.

With the sea salt in small doses, the chloride,, which of itself

is white, changes color almost perceptibly, producing an intense

black after the continuation ; the obstacle to an impression through
the whole thickness of the paper is therefore almost nothing, and
the proof can not fail to exist in the whole thickness of the pa-

per diminished a little in intensity, it is true, from one side to

the other, by the interposition of the liqueous fibres. It follows

from this that every preparation tending to give transparency to

the paper, will augment the effect obtained with these proofs in

a much higher degree than with the proofs only on the surface

of the paper; so pressing and gumming aids this transformation

in a remarkable degree.

From the fact that the proofs exist for the most part in the

paper, they dread less than all others the rubbing of their sur-

faces, so that during the passage through the gallic acid and
the various washings, they can be rubbed without measure, with

a hair pencil, to take off any foreign substance; there is no limit

other than the solidity of the paper, the destruction of the

sizing, or the displacement of the fibres.

To conclude, I only indicate this process for those cases where
there may be necessity for rapidity of proof drawing with one

negative ; for proofs composed of lines or writings, and also for

the trial of the negatives.

M. A. Gaudix.

MRS. JAIMESON'S VIEW OF SEMI-DRAPED FIGURES.

From her " Haif.d-Book to the, JPif-hlic Galleries.'*

It may be proper to take notice of the prejodice many people

have against naked figures. It is difficult to discover any settled

rules of propriety in the different modes of dress, as all nations

and ages have fluctuated with regard to their notions of fashion

in this matter. The Greek statues of the Laocoon, Apollo,

Maleager, Hercules, the fighting and dying Gladiator, j>nd the

Venus de Medici, though altogether without drapery, have

surely nothing in them offensive to modesty—nothing immoral.

On the conti'ary, looking at these figures, the mind of the spec-

tator is taken up with the surprising beauty or sublimity of the

personage-^his great strength, vigorous, and manly character,

or with the pains and agonies that so feelingly discover thorn-
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selves throagbout the whole work. It is not in sliowing or con-

cealing the form that modesty or the want of it depends:

it arises entirely from the choice and intentions of the artist

himself.

The Greeks and other great designers gave into this practice

of representing the figures undraped, in order to show, in its

full extent, the idea of character they meant to establish. If it

was beauty, they show it to you in all the limbs; if strength,

the same: and the agonies of the Laocoon are as discernible in

his foot as in his face. This pure and naked nature speaks a

universal language, which is understood and valued in all times

and countries, even where the Grecian dress, language and man-
ners are neither regarded or known. It is worth observing,

that many of the fair sex do sometimes betray themselves by
their over delicacy (which is the want of all true delicacy) in

this respect. But I am ashamed to combat such silly affecta-

tions: they are beneath men who have either head or heart

—

they are unworthy of women who have either education or

simplicity of manners—they would disgrace even washing-maids

and sentimental man-milliners.

THE MUSICAL HOME.

There are, at least, a hundred definitions of the " Home Mu-
sical," and therefore we must select no isolated instance, lest we
provoke jealousy or sensitiveness among the unsketched, on ac-

count of the particular individuality of that which might else

have claimed our portraiture. For music is truly a jealous and
sensitive profession, and were we to go professionally to work
upon its Homes, we should provoke some strange discords, and
originate as many family jars as would hold, at least, ten years'

pickles for as many families. If we were to call the orchestra of
Her Majesty's Theatre, for instance, a " Musical Home,"—al-

though, strictly speaking, we should be right—our doing so
would be considered an immense impertinence by the orchestra
at Covent Garden. If we were to eschew public places, and in-

considerately invade the domestic dwelling-place of music, we
must be particular about the selection of our instrument; for the
Home of the first flute would assuredly think itself wronged if

we selected the Home of the first fiddle—the Home of the oboe
would have the same objection to any preference bestowed on
the bassoon—the clarionet would be indignant at any compli-
ment paid to the cornet-a-piston—there would be a battle-royal

between the organ and the piano, at which the little sera-

phine would perform a passage of intermediate weeping—the
horn would blow up the trumpet—and thunders of disapproba-
tion would escape from the drum, as soon as its head should be
broken by the bow of the violoncello—while, if selection fell

upon the Home of the little picolo, there would be louder blasts

from the lungs of the opihcleide than usually astonish even the
audience of a Birmingham Festival.

We must, therefore, take no musical-man's musical home, if

he be one of those who change notes musical for notes pecuniary,
or even if he be a composer, for he will not the less be discom-
posed. We let off, then, the whole category of our stars of
harmony, rather than take the shine out of them, or do ought
else that may make our own strains like those of the nightin-

gale.

" Most musical—most melancholy."

But let us take a glance at an English Domestic Home, which
is musical, somewhat to the damage of its domesticity in accord-
ance with the fashion of the times.

We find no fault; let us promise that music should be a fashion
of the times—it is one of the fine arts which refines, cultivates,

and embellishes,—and wonderful is the progress which it is

making among the tastes, pursuits, and emjoyments of the peo-
ple of this country. But even the most refined advances must
be made step by step, and there will always be considerable flir-

tation in the garden of absurdity and self-delusion, before such a
thing as perfection can be attainable in 'any musical family.

There are hundreds of " Home Circles," therefore, in which
music is at once a curse and a charm, a bane and a blessing—in

which it annoys as well as amuses,—is dull as well as delicious.

and even goes the length of producing exhaustion as well as

excitement, within the square or the circumference of a single

little room.

We confess that we do not like a musical home of this mixed
order of character, in which the enjoyable and the disagreeable

so impartially blend.

It is not pleasant, for instance, to be the head of a family, all

the members of which are variously musical, and you not at all.

You feel that the great family quality has not been inherited by
you, and that the dear mother,—the music of whose young girl-

hood you did love (because you considered it with pride, as one

of the natural accomplishments of her beanty and education, )

—

has made your house an orchestra by the divine presence of the

angelic children. Your furniture even is made to partake of the
" musical mania," and the entire household is visibly affected by
its everlasting presence. You wake in the morning to the sound
of a clock with a musical alarm, and your temper is not at all in

harmony with it, owing to the fact, that it desperately warns
you to get up.

( To he concluded in our next.)

JJcrsonal onb £'mt ^rt Intelligence.

— Our readers are presented this month with a crystalotype

copy, by Whipple, of the celebrated unfinished portrait of GEN.
WASHINGTON, by Stuart in the possession of the Boston
Atheneeum. In our former numbers our illustrations went to

show the applicability of the crystalotype process to copying daguer-

reotypes and statuary. Our present illustration proves its per-

fect applicability to the reproduction of paintings. Those who
are acquainted with the great difficulties in the way of copying

paintings, particularly when highly colored—as in the case of

Stuart's productions—will acknowledge that the crystalotype we
present this month is a remarkably good one. The unfinished

state of the portrait is accounted for by the fact, that when it

was commenced, Mr. Stuart promised it to certain parties, when .

it was finished, l3ut changing his mind, during its progress and
in order not to forfeit his word, he left it as we find it, and it

became the property of the Boston Athenaeum. The crystalo-

type being a true copy of the original—much more exact than

any engraving could be jjossibly^—commends itself most highly

to its possessor, and it is with freelings of great pleasure we
can say to our subscribers, you are the first to possess a perfect

and exact copy of the great original by Stuart; a painter whose
reputation, as among the first in his profession, stands preemi-

nent.

—We understand that attempts are about to be made to revive

and enforce the Talbotype patent obtained some years ago in this

country by Mr. Fox Talbot, and purchased by Mr. Langenheim.

Somebody— with more money than brains — has recently

purchased the patent of Mr. Langenheim, and we are told, ex-

presses his determination to prosecute all who do now, or hereafter

shall, attempt to take paper photographs, without his consent

—

or in other words purchase the right to do so from him. We d^re

say, that before this number of our Journal reaches our subscri-

bers the notice of purchase by this somebody, and the demand for

remuneration will have been made upon some of the most promi-

nent of our photographic artists in our large cities ; but we must

advise all who have not already been frightened or cajolled into

compliance with the demands of this new-fledged speculator to

resist any attempt of the kind. Mr. Talbot's patent in this

country, so far as the present processes, as practised, are concern-

ed, is powerless to harm, and can only prevent—if it can do that

—the use of gallic acid as a developing agent; for, if we are

not very much mistaken, none of the subsequent discoveries

which he has patented in England since he sold his right to the

United States have been secured in this country; and even if

they have, the fact that others have laid claim and proved prior

discovery to most of these improvements, will vitiate any title to

them that may be assumed here. At all events, in one years'

time the Talbot patent will expire and we feel confident that no

intelligent Commissioner of patents will attempt to renew it,
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and as it can never pay a man to spare time or money in the

prosecution of a claim of sucli limited duration, we tliink our
photographers have no reason for fear; however, the more timid

can use the proto-sulphate of iron as a developing agent until

such time as the matter is decided, and we do not think they
will lose any thing by the change.

— Several very successful attempts to obtain daguerreotypes
and photographs of the late eclipse of the sun were made in this

city and in other parts of the country. Mr. Prevost has shown
us a number of paper pictures, exhibiting the various pliases of

the moon's transit over the face of the sun from its commence-
ment to its close, which are very fine. They are exceedingly

clear and forcible ; the sun being exhibited about two and a half

inches in diameter, and the moon about six times smaller.

These have been placed in the iiands of one of the professors of

Columbia College and will undoubtedly render most efficient aid

to scientific research. Mr. Root of this city, also obtained

several very hue daguerreotypes of the eclipse, which form a

very attractive feature to his beautiful gallery. Besides these,

the Rochester Democrat thus speaks of the efforts of Mr. Kelsey
of that city. " In our issue of yesterday we made a slight error

in regard to the paternity of the daguerreotype of the sun, taken
during the late eclipse. It was Mr. Kelsey, Daguerreotype
artist, of this city, who has given us the task of recording one

of the most extraordinary feats in Photography which has ever

been accomplished since the discovery of the art. What ren-

ders this feat the more extraordinary is that all attempts to pro-

duce Photographic representations of the sun, have hitherto

proved abortive. The two great obstacles in the way of success

in all prior attempts have been the minuteness of the image given

by the largest cameras yet constructed, and the intensity of the

light and consequent inabihty on the part of the operator to

anything like approximate to the fraction of time required to

transfer a perfect image to the plate. But by bringing all his

extensive knowledge of Photographic minutia to bear upon this

point, he has succeeded in obtaining, by means of an instrument

of novel construction, devised by himself for such purposes, a

series of perfect and highly interesting views of pheuo.i.eua oc-

cuiTiug during the late eclipse.

" Tlie focal image of the sun having covered a circle of about

two inches in diameter, the various phases of the moon's passage

across the sun's disc were very beautifully elucidated ; and al-

though owing to the vibrations consequent upon the complicated

arrangement of apparatus, and the aberation of the light inci-

dent to the many transmissions, the extreme edges of the images

are in some cases rather irregulai-ly defined; yet, owing to the

nature of the process, it must be, the main features of the eclipse

are represented with mathematical accuracy.
" Some time ago, when Mr. Whipple, of Boston, succeeded by

means of a powerful telescope in obtaining a daguerreotype of

the moon, it was considered unprecedented in the annals of the

art. But the great god of day has hitherto resisted all the at-

tempts to drag him from his high throne and transfer an indel-

lible impression on silver, until the art by which he has so often

conferred a metallic durability to the evanescent charms of

beauty, has ascended to tiie empyrian and bound him captive to

himself

It is perhaps but just to say that Mr. Kelsey has been iden-

tilied with the progress of the art from its earliest commence-

ment; and we bespeak for him that appreciation which is but a

just meed for his merits as an artist."

We have also the following from the Mobile (Ala.) News,

to record.

" The Late Eclipse of the Sun.—Although this event has

come and gone, without producing any great excitement, not

even so much as to induce the chickens to forget the time of day,

and also without creating " much of a show," as we stated the

day after the occurrence, still, what show there wa=;, has been

cauglit and cagtd, and is yet to be seen in our city, tliough per-

hai)s, no where else in the world. Friend Barnes, the original

and unsurpassed daguerreotypist, whose pictures are to be found

in almost every dwelling in this and the adjoining States; with

his usual enterprise, succeeded in getting a correct and beautiful

impression of the Eclipse, when at its height, and now has it in

an elegant case; for the inspection of the curious. We are told

that such a thing was never before attempted, and its practica-

bility was even doubted. But we have occnlar demonstration
that the Sun can be daguerreotyped. Those who were not pro-

vided with smoked glass, and those who were, can see the eclipse

at the gallery of Mr. C. Barnes, on Dauphin street, a few doors
below Royal. It is a curiosity.

These achievements are highly creditable to the artists,

and we trust will act as an incentive to greater. While on the

subject we may as well mention, for the benefit of those who
may live to see another solar eclipse, a new method of viewing
it without the aid of smoked glass, discovered we think—as we
have never seen it mentioned before—by Mr. J. E. Joslyn. It

is, simply, to take a mirror and cast a reflection of the sun upon
a wall or screen, when a perfect image of the eclipse is produced
and can be viewed without danger to the eyes. The course of

the sun can be followed by shghtly changing the position of the
mirror occasionally.

— Mr. R. M. Cole, of Peoria, 111., is one of the most suc-

cessful operators in the Western country, and is deserving of
great praise for his perseverance in attaining to the skill he now
exhibits, and is well worthy the support he receives. Mr. G. W.
Collins, of Urbana, Ohio, is also a most excellent artist, and
has our warmest wishes for his success.

Mr. T. J. Bailey, of Columbus, Miss. We are very much
obliged to you for the communication, and hope it will not be
the last. Your suggestions shall be attended to. Unfortunate-
ly we cannot furnish single numbers of 1851-2 and 3, as we
have had them all bound up. We should be pleased to have
you adopt the suggestion of Mr. Johnson, in a former number
of the Journal, and open a correspondence with him through our
columns. He would be happy, also, to correspond ivith any
other daguerreau artist who is desirous of elevating and improv-
ing the art.

— C. B. Peyeoux, New Orleans. We have answered your
letter quite fully by mail, and we trust to your satisfaction. We
would, however, here take occasion to say, that we consider it

rather unjust to expect us to suffer the entire loss consequent
upon the miscarriages by mail. We can bring forward the most
ample proof that each issue of our Journal is regularly mailed
to our subscribers, and it is hardly fair to expect us to duplicate,

triplicate, and, in some instances, quadruplicate missing numljers,

and also oblige us to suffer the loss of monies sent us by mail
and not received, as has been the case. Thus far we have al-

ways duplicated lost numbers, free of charge, but we have come
to the conclusion that these losses should be mutually borne be-
tween us and our subscribers, and to adopt the following rules

for the future.

In all cases of missing numbers, we must have a certificate

from the Postmaster of the town, to which a number is addressed,
of its non-receipt, within not less than one week after the close

of the month in which snch number is issued.

All money sent us by mail must be registered when posted, so
that in case of its non-receipt, the certificate of the Post Master
can be sent us, corroborating its deposit in his office. Under no
other circumstances will the Journal be sent if money is lost.

As nearly all missing numbers thus far have had to pass
through the New York and Philadelphia offices, our investiga-

tions into the matter leave us no reason to doubt that they are
stolen in one or the other of these offices. Our Philadelphia
sul)scribers have been the greatest suffers, and we have been
ol>liged at last to forward the Journal to them by express, as
the only sure means of their obtaining them.

— Norton & Garden—Have opened a daguerrean gallery at
No. 369 Broadway

—

Reese & Co, a few'doors above them.
These we believe are operators in the 25 cent line. We wish
they could see the evil of their ways.

— HuTCHiNGS, of 401 Broadway, is one of those gentlemanly
and skillful artists we take pleasure in speaking well of, and
whom we desire to see treading the sure path to fame and for-

tune. He should make more noise in the world. He deserves
it.

J
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THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY.*

INSTRUCTIONS IN

THE ART OF I'RODUCING PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTURES IN ANY COLOR,

AND ON ANY MATERIAL,

FOR THE USE OF PUPILS;

Jnd of Persons who are further advanced; and also, for Engravers
on Copper, Wood, Stone, &fc.

BY DR. G-. C. HERMANN HALLEUR,

Late Director of the Royal Teclinical School at Bochum.

WITH PRACTICAL HINTS

O.V THE lOCALE HEST StJTTED FOR PHOTOGRAPHIO OPEBATIO>'S, J^D OF THE rROPEIt POSTURE,

ATTITUDE, AXD DRiSS FOR PORTRAITURK
'

BY F. SCHUBERT, PAINTER.

WITH AN APPENDIX,

COXTAaXiXG RKEF EXPLANATION'S OF SOME OF THE CHEMICAL TERMS OCCURRING IN' THE WORK

Translated from the G«rman

BY J. G. HAASE.

III. Crystalotype ; or, Photography on Gtlass.

roperly speaking, tlie term " pictures on glass"

is a misnomer, as the glass serves simply as

the basis whereon the impressionable material

is supported, and takes no part in the produc-

tion of the image. In fact, were it not that

the transparence of the basis forms an essential con-

I
dition in the subsequent process of reiwoducing copies

from the pictures taken, any other material would an-

swer the purpose equally well as glass.

When Daguerre and Niepce's ingenious invention

became known, it was very natm*al that the wish should arise to

discover some means of multiplying in a direct way the pictures

produced by the action of light. A great many esperiments,

and of the most vaiied nature, were accordingly made with a

view to achieve the desu'ed end, but with imperfect success

only.

The negative pictures produced on paper, and from which a

tolerably large number of copies may be taken, may certainly

be looked upon as a considerable step in advance in that direc-

tion.

However, as has already been intimated in the introductory

part, paper has the almost unavoidable defect of inequalities in

its texture ; and as all the imperfections and blemishes resulting

therefrom are necessarily transferred also to the copies of the

picture taken on this material, these copies always requu*e re-

touchmg, —an operation which, more especially in unskilful hands,

tends to impair the likeness of the picture, and, moreover, con-

smnes much time.

Photographers were therefore naturally led to seek whether
some other material, free from the defects inherent in paper,
might not be substituted for the latter. Sir John Herschel was
the first to try glass for this purpose.

The first difiiculty which presented itself with this new mate-
rial was the fixing on it of the iodide of silver, or some other ex-

citable substance. Niepce, who occupied himself much with this

subject, tried various means to effect the purpose in view, such
as albumen, glue, starch paste, &c. ; and, indeed, he obtained
very good pictures with these materials, but always at the ex-

pense of the sensitiveness of the impressionable surface. These
substances, therefore, however so well suited for landscapes, are
not well adapted for portraits. In the case of albumen, there
is besides some little difficulty in the manipulation which may
become a source of defects, and which it requires some practice

to overcome ; as the following instructions for albumenizing glass

plates will show:

—

Mix the whites of a certain number of eggs with an equal
volume of distilled water, and whip the mixture into a froth.

When this has become perfectly liquid again, filter the clear

* Continued from page 198, Vol. 7, No. 7.

VOL. VII. no. viii.

portion oil", and spread it smoothly and evenly over a well-pol-

ished glass plate> When you have succeeded in spreading tlie

albumen evenly over the plate Ijy tilting aiul inclining the latter

ill various directions, let the superfluous liquid run off at one of
the corners, and put the plate to dry in a place perfectly free

from dust, taking care to lay the plate down in an horizontal
position: you may promote this process of drying by the appli-

cation of heat. Although the plates so preparecl will keep, yet
it is not desirable to albumenise too many at a time, on account
of the difficulty of removing the particles of dust Which will al-

ways somehow settle on them if they are long kept lying by, and
which subsequently cause spots in the picture. When you wish
to take a photographic picture on one of the plates, expose the
plate over dry iodine in the iodine box, until it has acquired a
yellow tint; and then plunge it suddenly, and with all parts

simultaneously, into a solution of four drachms of nitrate of silver

in ten ounces of distilled water, to which have been added two
drachms of crystallisable acetic acid; wash it now cautiously in

water, and expose in the camera. The great point here is to

effect the sudden and simultaneous immersion of all parts of the

surface of the plate, since upon this depends, in a measure, the

success of the operation—for this reason, that the albumen,

upon coming into contact with the aceto-nitrate of silver solu-

tion, shrinks considerably, which tends to produce cracks in it,

and this most in those parts where the immersion has been de-

layed for however so short an instant. These cracks are sub-

sequently transferred to the copy.

The picture produced on the plate in the camera is developed
with gallic acid, and fixed afterwards with hyposulphite of soda.

To save trouble the albumen may also be iodised previously to

its application on the surface of the plate; for which purpose
you need simply add per each egg fifteen drops of a saturated

solution of iodide of potassium, proceeding in all other respects

as instructed above, with the exception, of course, of the iodine-

bos operation, which would now be superfluous.

Application of steam to the albumenized surface previous to

immersion in the silver bath, may also advantageously be resort-

ed to, as it tends to soften the albuminous coating, and thus to

facilitate its impenetration by the silver solution.

The common, or joiner's glue, which has been recommended
as givmg remarkably accurate negative pictures, is, nevertheless,

unsuited for the purpose, since it dissolves in the aqueous solu-

tions with which the plate has to be treated after the exposure

in the camera; this happens more especially upon treating the

plate with the gallic acid, to develop the image ; the latter is

indeed brought out most beautifully, but in the same instant it

melts away again, owing to the ensuing liquefaction of the glue.

The same remark applies also to isinglass.

Ptire starch paste, made of wheaten flour, is much better suit-

ed for the purpose than glue or isinglass; but care must be taken
to use only the very purest starch ; the article which is sold in

the shops being generally adulterated, and altogether useless for

photographic purposes. The easiest and simplest way of pro-

ducing pictures on starch paste is as follows:—
Blend one ounce of pure wheaten starch most thoroughly and

intimately with two ounces of water in a levigating dish ; add
sixteen ounces of boiling water, rapidly stirring the mixture all

the while, and then in the same way one drachm of iodide of

potassium dissolved in an ounce of boiling water. Strain the

liquid through silk to remove all remaining impurities, and spread

it then evenly and smoothly over a well-polished glass plate, in

the same way as the albumen ; dry it at a tolerably high tem-

perature, and proceed in all other respects as with the albumen-

ised plate.

Caselne, dissolved in ammonia, has also been recommended;
this substance gives a very pure and clear coating.

But the best and most suitable of all substances recommended

for crystalotype purposes, is unquestionably collodion or collodium.

CoUodium is a solution of gun-cotton in ether, which had always

best be procured ready-made from a respectable chemist's.

The collodium of the shops is, however, generally much too thick

to spread readily and evenly over the surface of the plate; it

must accordingly be diluted to the requisite point with sulphuric

ether, perfectly free from the least admixture of acid; on the

other hand, care should be taken not to add too much ether.

29
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since over-teauity of the collodion film would tend to impair the

sensitiveness of the impressionable surface.

To the sufficiently dilute coUodium is now added either simple

tincture of iodine (which proceeding, however, gives a product

of inferior sensitiveness), or iodide of ammonium; or, and this is

unquestionably the best way, iodide of silver at once. If you

elect to use the second of tlicse agents (iodide of annnonium),

add to six ounces of collodium of the proper degree of dilution,

one drachm of iodide of ammonium, and four grains of fluoride

of potassium, moistened with from four to si.x drops of distilled

water. There is uo need that the iodide of ammoniiim and

fluoride of potassium should be quite dissolved before being add-

ed to the collodium, as these substances readily dissolve in the

latter; the use of much water, would, moreover, be rather hurt-

ful, as it would tend to impair the adhesion of the collodium to

the surface of the plate, and miglit thus lead to the film becom-

ing subsequently detached again in the silver bath. Shake the

bottle two or three times, and let it then stand at rest, until the

fluid is quite clear and transparent. The color ouglit to be a

pale yellow. However, should the ether or the collodium have

contained the least admixture of an acid, the iodide of ammonium
will be decomposed by this, and the liberated iodine will impart

a dark red tint to the fluid. Should this be the case, the acid

must be neutralized, which is ett'ected best by adding a little pul-

verized cyanide of potassium, and shaking the bottle, whereupon

the liquid will speedily show the proper pale yellow tint.

It happens also sometimes that the iodised collodium turns

acid from being kept too long; this state, which impairs the

sensitiveness of the preparation, is indicated by the rubescence

of the color of the liquid. Addition of a little pulverised cyanide

of potassium will suffice to restore the fluid to its proper condi-

tion. But the best way, as already intimated, is to add at once

iodide of silver to the collodium, which is done as follows:

—

Put teu grains of recently precipitated and thoroughly washed

iodide of silver into a bottle holding six ounces; add some crys-

tals of iodide of potassium, moistened with the least possible

quantity of water, but no more of them (viz., crystals of iodide

of potassium) than will suffice to effect the solution of the iodide

of silver; fill the bottle now with collodium of the proper consis-

tence, shake the mixture vigorously, and let it stand until the

fluid is perfectly clear and transparent ; the color ought to be

nearly white, it is however, generally a little yellowish.

Iodide of ammonium moistened with alcohol may be advant-

ageously substituted for iodide of potassium, to effect the solu-

tion of the iodide of silver; this substitution will tend to heigh-

ten the sensitiveness of the preparation.

Tiie iodised collodium which I now exclusively use, and on

which I can obtain impressions of objects in motion, as the time

of exposure is less than a second iu the open air, is mixed and

prepared as follows;—Take an ounce of iodide of potassium,

dissolved in the requisite quantity of hot water; add ten ounces

of collodium, eleven ounces of sulphuric ether, eleven ounces of

alcohol of ninety degrees, six ounces of absolute alcohol; mix all

these ingredients properly together, shake the mixture, let it

stand at rest a day or two, and then filter through feltpaper.

Shoidd the pre])aration still be too tliiek, dilute it with sulpimric

ether, alcohol of ninety degrees, and absolute alcohol mixed in

the proportion of eleven of each of the former to six of the latter.

With this i)reparation I use a silver bath of one ounce of nitrate

of silver, thirteen ounces of distilled water, and one ounce of

crystallisable acetic acid.

As with the object-glasses at present in use, the several parts

of a photographic picture lie iu a curve, the so-called catacaustic

curve, the image must necessarily appear a little distorted, more

especially in the more prominent parts of the object depicted.

That this must impair the likeness of the picture is self-evident.

Nothing can be done to the object-glasses to remedy this evil;

but tliere is another means which may be most successfully re-

sorted to in crystalotype operations, viz., the substitution of bowed
instead of level glass plates. The English bowed window-glass

answers the purpose admirably; jjlatcs of equal curvation are

cut out of tables of this glass, the hollow or concave side is then

l)repar(Hl with the silver iodised collodium in the usual way, and

turned in the camera towards the object to be depicted. I think

it need hardly be ob.^erved here, that in the subsequent repro-

duction of the positive pictures, the glass must be laid with the

convex or rounded side upon the paper or other material on
which the copies are taken.

The plates of glass, used in crystalotypic processes, must be per-

fectly clear and free from stria3, as all the blemishes in them
would be faithfully reproduced on the copies. The surface which

is to receive the film of collodium must be thoroughly cleaned and
polished, which is done best with hydrate of potassa (KO,HO),
fine Yenetian tripoli, and water; washing the plate subsequent-

ly in clean water, and letting it dry.

To obtain an even film of collodium hold the plate at one cor-

ner between the thumb and index of the left hand, in a perfectly

horizontal position, or balance it on the tips of the fingers, and
with the other hand pour the silver iodised collodium on the

middle of the plate; tilt towards one corner (if you hold the

plate between the thumb and index, towards the corner you
hold b}^—taking care not to let the collodium touch the thumb),
incline towards another corner, then towards the third, and
finally pour off at the fourth corner, resting this on the neck of

the collodium bottle. Incline the plate now repeatedly first to

the right and then to the left, until the ridges are removed.
Before the collodium is quite dry, dip it evenly into a bath of

nitrate of silver (forty grains of nitrate of silver dissolved in one
ounce of distilled water, to which a little acetic acid may be
added), lifting up and down to allow the evaporation of the

ether, and facilitate the combination of the iodine with the silver.

When the greasy appearance is gone, and the film presents a
uniform bluish-white color, the plate is ready for the camera.

Some photographers would prescribe a certain fixed time to

leave the plate in the .silver bath; this is a mistake: a practised

eye alone can determine the right point in every individual case,

from the absence of all greasy appearance, and from the bluish-

white tint of the film. If the plate looks still greasy, and is ex-

posed in that state in the camera, the picture produced will be
spotted and cloudy, and cannot, of course, be expected to give

good positive copies.

The time of exposure depends here also upon the power of the

sun, and the nature of the subject, and must accordingly be left

to individual judgment. The next step is the development of

the latent picture; gallic acid is not sufficient here to bring the

picture properly out; bnt pyrogallic acid (C^HgOg^jG) gives

the desired result. The mode of proceeding is as follows:

—

Dissolve two grains of pjTogallic acid in one ounce of distilled

water, and add to the solution half a drachm of crystallisable

acetic acid (Ai-HO=C,H303-t-HO). Pour the .solution over

the horizontally placed plate, whereupon the picture will at once

make its appearance. Should there be any delay, owing to in-

sufficient exposure in the camera, the development of the picture

may be accelerated by the addition of a few drops of solution of

nitrate of silver. A positive picture is obtained by the addition

of from two to three drops of nitric acid. Instead of pyrogallic

acid, hyposulphate or hyponitrate of protoxide of iron may be

used with the same result; gallic acid, in conjunction with ace-

tate of lead, may also be used as a develoi)ing agent, but the

results are doubtful. The image is then ultimately fixed by
pouring a saturated solution of hyposulphite of soda over it, and

washing the plate afterwards in ])ure water; in these last ope-

rations, the ])late should never be immersed in the fluids, but

simply floated over with them; otherwise the film' of collodium

may become detached from the plate, which involves the risk of

its being torn.

As the film of collodium on the plate has lost much of its firm-

ness and solidity by the treatment with the solution of silver,

&c., it may be advisable to protect it from damage by a thin

coating of a hot solution of colorle.'^s gelatine or of isinglass.

The solution must be free from all impurities, and must be spread

uniformly over the picture and dried at the fire.

A more durable product is obtained by diluting the silver

iodised collodium with an ethereal solution of gutta-percha; or

also by dissolving gutta-percha in chloroform, adding to the so-

lution one sixth of its volume of acetic ether, letting the fluid

stand at rest for some time, and finally mixing together equal

volumes of this solution, and of the silver iodised collodium.

This preparation is exceedingly sensitive, and very solid, and
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adheres firmly to the glass. A film of this substauce is reudered

strongly electric by friction, in which state it is liable to

cracks.

IV.

—

Anthotypk; or, Photogr.\phy with Vegetable
Juices,

Besides the metallic substances hitherto enumerated, other

bodies of very different nature may also be used in photographic

processes: unfortunately the pictures produced with them, though

very beautiful, are not permanent, but fade after a shorter or

longer period of time.

Among other substances we mention here more particularly

the alcoholic solutions of various resins, and the expressedjuices

of most young plants and flowers.

The least fugitive of the resin pictures are those prepared with

guaiacum resin, a.ud is then dipped in water slightly saturated

with chlorine, it acquires a beautiful cerulean tint, which is

bleached again in the light. A paper so prepared may be used

to copy picUres: unfortunately, they are not permanent, but will

soon fade away.

E.xcecdingly delicate and beautiful pictures are obtained also

with the expressed juice of young plants, or the coloring matter

of them, extracted with alcohol; but they are still less perma-

nent than the resin pictures.

If paper is imbued with the expressed green juice of the leaves

of the young cereals, and used in the same way as chloride of

silver paper, to copy pictures on, the uncovered parts are

speedily bleached under the influence of the luminous rays, and

a most delicate and beautiful positive copy is produced from a

positive original. These pictures need not be fixed.

The juice of the rose and of the violet, tincture of tumeric, and

.many other vegetable coloring-matters may be used in the same

way.

Saw-dust and shavings of mahogany, when boiled in water,

yield to that fluid their coloring matter; paper imbued with

this decoction is highly sensitive to light, and gives very pretty

pictures; but they are not more permanent than the preceding

anthotypes.

Photo-Lithographt; or. Photography on Stone.

To produce pictures on lithographic stones by the action of

light in the camera, and to multiply them afterwards by the

press in the usual way, is a task beset with considerable diffi-

culties; and I believe that, though a great many photographers

have tried their hand at it, no one has succeeded up to this tune

to solve the problem and to attain the desired end. I have been

fortunate enough to find means of producing photographic pic-

tures on .stone in the camera, and have even succeeded to take

portraits on stone ; as early as two years ago I publicly exhibit-

ed pictures produced on that material. For certain reasons I

cannot give here all the methods which I have found successful;

I will however describe the two least difficult ones of them.

1. Select a stone of moderate weight, and fit it into the frame

of exposure (if the stone is very heavy you will find it difficult

to fix it properly) ; treat the stone in the usual way, to give it

the grain required for a fine crayon tracing. Imbue it now re-

peatedly with a weak neutral solution of oxalate of sesquioxide

of iron, taking care to make the solution as neutral as possible,

and to make it penetrate into the stone as deep as can be. A
stone so prepared may be kept a very long time without losing

its sensitiveness, provided, of course, it be properly secluded from
light. The best way is to expose the stone still moist, but not

wet; the time of exposure depends upon the power of the sun,

and the nature of the object to be depicted. If the exposure

has been sufiicient, the image may already be seen in all parts

in a brownish color. A solution of carbonate of ammonia is

now poured over the stone, which will bring out the picture to

the greatest advantage, and will at the same time serve to fix it.

The stone is then floated over with water to wash away the so-

luble salts.

In order to multiply the picture by the press, the stone need
simply be made to take the printer's ink on the drawing only,

leaving the other parts perfectly clean ; this is effected by etch-

ing with an acid in the usual way, and the acid best suited for

the purpose is highly diluted oxalic acid. The remaining opera-
tions are conducted in the same way as is generally done in

lithography. By means of this method, impressions may betaken
of architectural objects, and multiplied by the press.

2. Prepare the stone in the same way as in No. 1, and coat
it over with a solution of aspaltuni in ethereal oil

;
place on it

the object to be copied (a drawing, or a negntive photographic
picture on paper or glass), and press this closely against the
prepared surface by means of a strong glass-plate; expose now
to the light. The resinous coating loses its coherence in the
parts corresponding to the lights of the negative picture. Upon
blackening the stone now with lithographic ink, the saponaceous
ink adheres to the stone in all these denuded parts, but not in

those where the resinous coating remains intact; upon treating
this surface afterwards with an acid, the decomposed soap leaves

a fatty layer on the denuded parts and on the resinous coating;

and on washing the stone now with alcohol or ether, the resin-

ous coat, together with the layer of fatty matter covering it, is

removed; whilst in the parts where the fatty layer adheres
directly to the denuded stone, no change takes place. By
means of this method, and the common etching with an acid,

copies of drawings. &c., may be taken by the lithographic press

in the usual way.

Gummi guaiacum and other resins may be used instead of as-

phaltum to coat over the stone.

THEORY OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PHENOMENA.

If we inquire the nature of the action of light in the produc-
tion of the photographic phenomena, we find that the effects

produced arise from the decomposing action which light exer-

cises upon metallic compounds, tending to reduce them to the

metallic state.

In the case of iodized silver plates, the following appears to

me the rational explanation of the phenomena observed.

The iodide of silver formed on the plate in the iodine box, is

reduced by the action of the luminous rays to subiodide, the
liberated iodine being again absorbed by the plate ; this reduc-

tion is most considerable in the most strongly illuminated parts:

in the less illuminated parts it is much less marked, and in the

darkest parts, the iodide of silver is hardly affected at all. Now
upon the subsequent contact of the mercurial fumes with the

surface of the plate, the mercury combines with the iodine of

the iodide of silver, forming subiodide of mercury, with a cor-

responding reduction of silver to the metallic state; the quantity

of the suboxide of mercury so formed, is greater in the shaded
parts where the iodide of silver is left almost intact, less in the

parts feebly affected by the luminous rays, and least in the parts

where the action of the light has been strongest. As regards

the shaded parts, the chemical action stops here ; but the case

is different with the parts previously acted upon by the luminous
rays; in these latter parts, the subiodide of mercury formed
coming into contact with the subiodide of silver, a double de-

composition ensues : the subiodide of mercury separates into two
parts, of which one combines with the iodine of the subiodide of

silver, and with the iodine of the other part, forming iodide of

mercury; the reduced silver and the reduced mercury amalga-
mating and settling on the plate. The picture accordingly

makes its appearance first in the lightest parts, since the quan-
tity of mercury absorbed is the greater, the richer the parts are

in subiodide of silver. In the most shaded parts, on the other

hand, where iodide of silver alone is offered to the mercurial

fumes, there can be formed only a more or less dark film of sub-

iodide of mercury, mixed with metallic silver, which latter sub-

stance being in a state of most minute division, exhibits a black

tint. But between these two extremes of the deepest shadow
and the strongest light, are seen the semi-tints of the object de-

picted; and these semi-tints again are lighter or darker in the

different parts of the picture, in proportion to the depth of the

film of subiodide of silver respectively covering the several parts,

and accordingly in proportion as the iodide has been acted upon
more or less vigorously by the luminous rays; and thus we find

also after the exposure of the plate to the mercurial fumes, that

the shaded parts, being covered with iodide of mercury and
metallic silver, look black or greenish, whereas the lightest parts

look reddish, from the presence on them of an alloy of silver and
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mercury in invisible particles, covered with a film of iodide of

mercury. Upon washing the plate afterwards with a solution

of hyposulphite of soda, the iodide of mercury is dissolved, the

suljiodide being decomposed at the same time, into iodide, which

is then also dissolved, and metallic mercury, which remains on

the plate.

The white parts of the picture are accordingly constituted by
the alloy of mercury and silver deposited on the plate, and are

the more vivid, the more copiously this alloy has been deposited:

the dark parts on the other hand are formed ))y deposits of most

minutely divided metallic silver. Tlie production of photogra-

phic pictures on paper or glass, is likewise the result of the de-

composition by the agency of light, of the metallic compounds
tormiug the impressionable surface; of this fact anybody may
convince himself by the following simple experiment:

Take a piece of paper prepared witli chloride of ammonium
and nitrate of silver, and put it, together with a little potassium,

into a perfectly dry glass tube; seal tiiis hei'mecically, and leave

it about twenty-four hours in the dark, to give time for the oxy-

gen of the air in the tube to combine with the potassium. Place

the tube now in sunlight: after a few hours you will find that

the paper has acquired a black tint ; though not of the same in-

tensity as another piece of the same paper, which has been ex-

posed for a much shorter time in the open air.

If you now open the glass uuder a solution of ammonia, you

will not indeed detect any free chloride in it ; however, if you

examine the potassa salt in the glass, you will find that it is the

hydrochloratc, an evident proof that hydrochloric acid must

have been liberated from the paper, and have combined with

the alkali metal. The several processes of decomposition and

combination which have taken place may be briefly stated as

follows:—The paper having been prepared with chloride of am-

monium and nitrate of silver, we have in it—

Hydrochlorate of ammonia.
(Chloride of ammonium, sal-ammoniac.)

Hydrocliloric acid.

Nitrate of silver.

Ammonia. Nitric acid. Oxide of silver.

Hydrogen. Chlorine. Nitrogen. Hydrogen. Nitrogen. O.xygen. Silver. O.xygen.

Nitrate uf ammonia.

Chloride of silver.

Water.

There are accordingly contained in the paper, nitrate of am-
monia, chloride of silver, and water, and besides these substan-

ces a little free nitrate of silver, as has been intimated already

on a former occasion. Under the influence of the solar rays

the chloride of silver is decomposed, the liberated chlorine pro-

bably combhiing with the hydrogen of the decomposed water,

and forming hydrochloric acid with it, whilst the potassium com-
bines with a portion of the liberated oxygen of the water, form-

ing potassa, which again combines with the hydrochloric acid to

hydrochlorate of potassa; the liberated silver of the chloride

combines with the other portion of the oxygen to oxide of sil-

ver.

The liberation of the chlorine may be equally demonstrated

by another very simple experiment. Put a little pure chloride

of silver into a bent glass tube, closed at one end, and confine

the other end uuder water; expose the chlorine in the tube to

light, taking care to shake the tube occasionally, in order that

the whole of the chloride may be brought under the influence of

that agent. As soon as the chloride of silver begins to acquire

a black tint, the water will be seen to rise in the tube. When
the whole of tlie chloride has become )>lack, add a few drops

of solution of nitrate of silver to the water, wdien the formation

of a precipitate of chloride of silver will at once demonstrate the

presence of clilorine in the water.

This simple experiment sufficiently shows that the chloride of

silver suffers decomposition under the influence of light, chlo-

rine being set free, and the reduced silver combining with oxj'gen

instead.

The same explanation of the process applies of course equally

to the iodide and lu'omidc, and other salts of silver. The use

of gallic aeid to develop the latent image rests upon the great

affinity of that acid for o.xygen, by virtue of which it deco;ni)oses

the salts of silver; properly speaking, therefore, this acid sim-

ply serves to complete what the light has already begun. The
action of the light has tended already to loosen the connection

between the component elements of the silver-salt, in the parts

touched by the luminous rays; in these parts, therefore, the

gallic acid readily succeeds in reducing the silver to the metallic

state; the minutely-divided reduced silver exhibiting a black

tint. In the parts that have not been acted upon by the light,

on the other hand, the silver salt has remained unaltered, and
the gallic acid cannot, therefore, effect the separation of metallic

silver here so speedily as in the parts impressed by the light.

Now, upon treating these pictures afterwards with hyposulphite

of soda, the unaltered salt readily dissolves in this agent, and
is thus removed; whereas, the separated silver is but very little

affeeted, and remains in the substance of the paper in a state of

minute division; the picture appears accordingly negative (that

is, if produced in the camera in the usual way). Instead of gal-

lic acid, other substances, that have a strong affinity for oxygen,

such as hyposulphate, sulphate, and hyponitrate of protoxide of

iron, may be used with the same result; also the alcoholic solu-

tion of many ethereal oils, more especially of the oil of cloves

(oleum caryophyllorum), and of cinnamon (oleum cinnamoni);

these latter, however, act much more slowly than the other sub-

stances named.
In the case of the salts of iron, the impression produced by

the decomposing action of the light is brought out most fully

and clearly by sulssequent treatment with fei'ricyanide of po-

tassium.

A few practical hints on the pro'per selection and arrangement of
the locale in which fhotografhic operations may best be perf07-7)1-

ed, and on the proper posture, attitude, and dress of persons who
wish to have their portraits taken with thephotographic appara-

tus. By Pkancis Schubert, Painter.

Photographic portraits are, of course, always taken best in

the open air; however, as it is not at all times feasible to do so,

the photographic artist must select and suitably arrange an ap-

propriate apartment for the purpose. It need hardly be remark-

ed here that this apartment must be as light as can be ; in fact,

the most suitable is a glass house, standing in an open ground,

or erected on the top of a building. But here again, everyone

has not the means at his command to have a structure of the

kind erected in an appropriate spot. Most photographic art-

ists must content themselves with the choice of a well lighted

apartment, if possil)le, with a sky-light. A room receiving the

light from the north-west is preferable to others.

"The walls should be painted of a light blue, which will tend to

diffuse a mild, uniform light throughout the apartment ; in the

case of a glass bouse, the light may be regulated in the same

manner by means of light-blue curtains. The contrivance has

another beneficial effect; viz., it excludes those luminous rays

which are least effective in a photographic point of view.

As regards the proper attitude of the person sitting for the

portrait, this must of course be left in a measure to the individ-

ual judgmeut and taste of the artist. However, a few hints on

this subject may not prove unwelcome.

The posture of the person sitting for the portrait should be

easy and unconstrained ; the feet and hands neither projecting

too much, nor drawn too far back; the eyes should be directed

a little sideways above the camera, and fixed upon some object

there, but never upon the apparatus, since this would tend to

impart to the face a dolorous, dissatisfied look. Stout persons

should be placed at a certain distance from the apparatus, turn-

iug towards it a little sideways; whilst people of slender make
sliould be made to sit full in front, and nearer the apparatus.

Long arms and legs require drawing back a little. The hands

should rest easy on the lap, neither too high nor too low; or

one hand may )je placed on the table, the other holding a book

or some other oljject. A thick hand should show the thumb in

the foregroiuid, with the fingers bent a little inward; along

hand had ))etter show the back; a hand of handsome shajjc,

neither too long nor too short, should show full two thirds, with

the fingers easily and gracefully hanging down. A slight lateral

inclination of the body forward will generally produce a good
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effect. lu the case of ladies, a shawl or boa, or similar article

of dress, thrown lightly over the shoulders, and arranged in a

manner to hide any defect, and to properly distribute light and

shadow, will mostly tend to produce a pleasant impression.

Of a full round face, with large mouth, small eyes, and small

uose, the portrait should be taken in half profile, so as to show

one side of the face in full, with very little of the other side.

A moderately full face, with aquiline nose, and haud,some

mouth and eyes, should be taken in three-fourth profile; a coun-

tenance with strougly-marked features full in front.

The selection of a proper background for the pictureJs also a

matter of some importance; in some cases, a landscape will give

a most pleasing background, in others a simple wall will answer

as well, or even better; the decision here must be left to the in-

dividual judgment and taste of the artist.

If two persons are to be portrayed in the same picture, the

one should be made to lean lightly on the chair of the other, and

the faces of both should be partly turned to each other, as in

conversation. Or they may be placed at a table seated opposite

each other, the one with the right, the other with the left arm
laid on the table, and the bodies of both gently inclined forward

and towards each other, as in conversation.'

The arrangement of family groups again must be left entirely

to the judgment of the artist; care should always be taken,

however, to place the several persons constituting the group all

at the same ibcal distance.

With respect to dress, colors and objects of intense illumina-

tion should always be avoided ; this applies more particularly to

yellow and scarlet. Plain-colored dresses, neither too liglit nor

too dark give always the most pleasing pictures.

[Note.—^We arc obliged here to omit a set of tables giving the most
important chemical elements, with their symbols and combining pro-

portions, for want of the necessary tyije. Those who wish to consult

these tables, which are really very useful, must therefore consult the

original work, which we can supply.

—

Ed. P. & F. A. J.]

brief abstbact of the principal re-actions of metallic salts

with the most important re-agents.

i. metallic oxldes.

1. Salts of Potassa.

Tartaric acid produces in solutions of salts of potassa a crystal-

line precipitate, which dissolves in an excess of sulphuric acid,

hydrochloric acid, and nitric acid.

Bichloride of platinum produces a bright-yellow precipitate,

which is not dissolved by free acid.

Hydrofluosilicic acid produces a gelatinous precipitate.

Cyanic acid produces in alcoholic solutions of salts of potassa a

yellow crystalline precipitate.

Sulphate of alumina produces in concentrated solutions of salts

of potassa a deposit of potassa-alum (sulphate of alumina and

potassa.

)

2. Salts of Soda. •

Hydrofluosilicic acid produces in concentrated solutions of salts

of soda a gelatinous precipitate ; the other reagents enume-

rated sub. 1, fail to produce a precipitate in solutions of salts

of soda.

Antiraoniate of potassa produces in neutral solutions of salts of

soda a white precipitate of antimoniate of soda.

3. Salts of Asdionia,

Bichloride of platinnm produces a yellow precipitate.

Tartaric acid produces only in very concentrated solutions of

salts of ammonia a crystalline precipitate.

Sulphate of alumina produces a crystal of ammonia-alum (sul-

phate of alumina and ammonia).

Cyanic acid produces a precipitate only in the most highly con-

centrated solutions.

Hydrofluosilicic acid fails to produce a precipitate in weak solu-

tions of salts of ammonia.

4. Salts of Baryta.'

Dilute sulphuric acid produces a precipitate insoluble in acids.

Chromate of potassa produces a yellow precipitate, soluble in

nitric acid.

Hydrofluosilicic acid produces a crystalline precipitate, insoluble

in hydrochloric acid and in nitric acid.

Potassa produces a bulky precipitate, soluble in a copious amount
of water.

Ammonia fails to produce a precipitate.

Carbonate of potassa (neutral) produces a white precipitate,

soluble in acids.

Carbonate of ammonia, a white precipitate, soluble in acids.

Phosphate of soda, a white precipitate, soluble in acids.

Oxalate of ammonia, a white precipitate.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium fails to produce a pre-

cipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium produces a crystalline precipitate in

concentrated solutions of salts of baryta.

5. Salts of Strontia.

Dilute sulphuric acid produces in solutions of salts of strontia a
precipitate, which is almost insoluble in acids.

Chromate of potassa (neutral) produces after some time, a yel-

low crystalline precipitate.

Bichromate of potassa fails to pi'oduce a precipitate.

Hydrofluosilicic acid also fails to produce a precipitate.

Potassa, ammonia, carbonate of potassa, carbonate of ammonia,
and phosphate of soda, present the same deportment with

salts of strontia as with salts of baryta.

Oxalate of ammonia produces a white precipitate.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium fails to produce a pre-

cipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium ] ^ • -2. ,

T-, • 1 Pi. r produce no precipitate.
Ferncyanide of potassium )

^ '- '-

6. Salts of Lime.

Dilute sulphuric acid produces only in concentrated solutions of

salts of lime a precipitate of gypsum (sulphate of lime).

Sulphate of potassa fails to produce a jDrecipitate, or produces
a jDrecipitate only after long standing.

Chromate of potassa produces no precipitate.

Hydrofluosilicic acid produces no precipitate.

Oxalate of ammonia produces a white jDrecipitate, nearly insolu-

ble in acetic acid.

Potassa, ammonia, carbonate of potassa, carbonate of ammonia,
and phosphate of soda, present the same deportment with
salts of lime as with salts of baryta.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium produces no precipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium produces in concentrated solutions a
white precipitate, soluble in hydrochloric acid.

Ferricyanide of potassium produces no precipitate.

1. Salts of Magnesia.

Sulphuric acid produces no precipitate in solutions of salts of

magnesia.

Hydrofluosilicic acid produces no precipitate.

Potassa, ammonia, carbonate of potassa, and carbonate of am-
monia produce bulky white precipitates, which are soluble in

sal-ammoniac (chloride of ammonium); however, the precipi-

tate produced by carbonate of ammonia dissolves in the chlo-

ride of ammonium only after boiling the fluid.

Phosphate of soda produces, more especially if free ammonia is

present, a precipitate, which is altogether insoluble in chloride

of ammonium.
Oxalic acid produces in presence of free ammonia, a precipitate,

which is soluble in chloride of ammonium, and other salts of

ammonia.
Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium produces no precipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium produces a copious white precipitate.

Ferricyanide of potassium produces no precipitate.

8. Salts of Protoxide of Manganese.

Potassa produces a white precipitate, which acquires a brown
tint in the air, and is soluble in chloride of ammonium.

Ammonia also produces a white precipitate, which acquires a

brown tint in the air, and is solul^le in chloride of ammonium.
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Carbonate of potassa and carbonate of ammonia produce white

precipitates, wliicli remain unaltered in the cold, and are

slightly soluble in chloride of ammonium.
Phosjiiiate of soda produces a white precipitate, which remains

unaltered.

Oxalic acid produces in concentrated solutions after some time,

a white crystalline deposit, which is soluble in sulphuric acid,

and hydrochloric acid.

Ferrocyanide of potassium produces a reddish-white precipitate,

insoluble in acids.

Ferricyanide of potassium produces a brown precipitate, insolu-

ble in acids.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium produces a flesh-colored

precipitate, soluble in an excess of the reagent.

Sulphuretted hydrogen (Hydrosulphuric acid) produces no pre-

cipitate.

9. Salts of Sesqtjioside of Manganese.

Potassa, ammonia, carbonate of potassa, and carbonate of am-
monia, produce dark-brown bulky precipitates, which are in-

soluljle in chloride of ammonium.
Phosphate of soda produces in an accurately neutralised hydro-

chloric acid solution of a salt of sesquioxide of manganese a

very bulky brown precipitate.

Oxalic acid produces no precipitate, but after a time a discolor-

ation of the fluid.

Ferrocyanide of potassium produces a greyish-green precipitate.

Ferricyanide of potassium, a brown precipitate.

Hydrosulphate of sul])hide of ammonium, a nesh-colored preci-

pitate.

Sulphuretted hydrogen reduces the sesquioxide to protoxide,

with separation of sulphur.

10. Salts of Oxide of Zinc.

Potassa produces a white gelatinous precipitate, which redis-

solves in an excess of the precipitant.

Ammonia, the same.

Carbonate of potassa produces a white precipitate, soluble in

potassa and ammonia.
Carbonate of ammonia produces a white precipitate, soluble in

an excess of the precipitant.

Phosphate of soda, a white precipitate, soluble in acids, potassa,

and ammonia.
Oxalic acid, a white precipitate, soluble in potassa, ammonia,

and acids.

Ferrocyanide of petassium, a white gelatinous precipitate, inso-

luble in hydrochloric acid.

Ferricyanide of potassium, a yellowish-red precipitate, soluble

in hydrochloric acid.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, a white precipitate,

insoluble in an excess of the precipitant, and in alkalies.

Sulphuretted hydrogen produces in neutral solutions of salts of

oxide of zinc a white precipitate ; but the precipitation is not
complete.

11. Salts of Protoxide of Cobalt.

Potassa produces a blue precipitate, which is insoluble in an
excess of the precipitant, and acquires a green color in the
air.

Ammonia produces the same blue precipitate ; this, however, re-

dissolves in an excess of the precipitant, the solution present-
ing a brownish-red tint.

Carbonate of potassa produces a red precipitate, which, upon
lioiling, acquires a blue color.

Carbonate of ammonia produces a red precipitate, soluble in an
excess of the precipitant, and in chloride of ammonium.

Phosphate of soda produces a blue precipitate.

Oxalic acid, after some time, a reddish-white precipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium, a green precipitate, which afterwards
turns gray; tliis precipitate is insoluble in hydrochloric acid.

Ferricyanide of potassium, a dark-brownish-red precipitate, in-

soluble in hydrochloric acid.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium produces a black pre-
cipitate; insoluble in an excess of the precipitant, and in al-

kalies.

Sulphuretted hydrogen fails to precipitate cobalt from acid so-

lutions; it precipitates it imperfectly from neutral, but com-
pletely from alkaline solutions.

12. Salts of Protoxide of Nickel.

Potassa produces an apple-green precipitate, insoluble in an ex-

cess of the precipitant, and unalterable in the air.

Ammonia produces a slight green precipitate, which rcdissolves

immediately upon further addition of the reagent, imparting

a fine blue color to the fluid. Potassa precipitates from this

fluid, hydrated protoxide of nickel (NiOi-HO).
Carbonate of potassa produces an apple-green precipitate.

Carbonate of ammonia produces an apple-green precipitate,

which redissolves in an excess of the precipitant, imparting a

bluish-green color to the solution.

Phosphate of soda produces a greenish-white precipitate.

Oxalic acid, after some time, a greenish precipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium, a white precipitate, insoluble in hy-

drochloric acid.

Ferricyanide of potassium, a yellowish-green precipitate, insolu-

ble in hydrochloric acid.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, a black precipitate,

not altogether insoluble in an excess of the precipitant, and in

alkalies.

SulDhuretted hydrogen produces no precipitate in acid solutions;

from neutral solutions of salts of protoxide of nickel, with

weak acids, it precipitates the nickel only imperfectly.

13. Salts of Protoxide of Iron.

Potassa, ammonia, carbonate of ammonia, and carbonate of po-

tassa, produce whitish precipitates, which speedily acquire a

green tint, and, upon exposure to the air, a reddish-brown
color. Chloride of ammonium and tartaric acid prevent the

precipitation by ammonia absolutely, by potassa partially.

Phosphate of soda produces a white precipitate, which upon ex-

posure to the air acquires, after a time, a bluish-green color.

Oxalic acid produces, after some time, a yellow precipitate; ox-

alates of the alkalies produce the same precipitate immediately.

Ferrocyanide of potassium produces a white precipitate, which
very speedily turns blue upon exposure to the air; this preci-

pitate is insoluble in hydrochloric acid.

Ferricyanide of potassium produces a dark-blue precipitate, in-

soluble in acids.

Terchloride of gold produces a brown precipitate of metallic

gold.

Nitrate of silver, a grayish-white precipitate of metallic silver.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, a black precipitate,

insoluble in an excess of the precipitant, but very readily solu-

ble in hydrochloric acid.

Sulphuretted hydrogen produces a slight precipitate only in so-

lutions of salts of protoxide of iron with weak acids.

(To he Continued.)

From the London Art Journal.

A WALK THROUGH THE STUDIOS OF ROME.

I am neither an artist nor a critic ; I simply profess to give

my own impressions, formed on the spot, during a walk through

the various studios of Rome, in the hope that my account may
interest those who are unable to see the interesting works by

living painters and sculptors to which I am about to refer with

their own eyes.

The day on which I started for the studios w'as a "festa;"

rain and mist marking it especially as a holliday from all work
dependent on light and sun. My companion—a well-known

artist — long resident here, had undertaken to lead me
through the principal studios, not the easiest places to find un-

aided, in such a labyrinth as Rome. We drove first into a mis-

erable side street, suggestive of nothing, opening from the Yia
Babuino, and stopped before a dirty wooden door, much resembl-

ing the door of a stable. It opened, and we stood in a work-

shop filled with statues. A delightful warmth of atmosphere

was instantly perceptible; which, coming as we did from the

damp cold streets into this fresh land of grace and beauty, gave
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the uotioii of a transition from Purgatory to Paradise. A
young man was clii.sselling a marble bead when we entered, but

he was only a neophyte, a catechumau in Art, as yet admitted

but to the outer temple.
" Where in the world are we?" said I, as we emerged into a

pretty garden redolent of sweets, and passed under verdant

arcades into a larger apartment on the opposite side. " You
are in Mr. Gibson's studio," replied my companion. Before I

could ask any questions I saw Mr. Gibson himself—a middle

sized man of prepossessing appearance, with greyish hair, and a

peculiarly grave, immovable expression of couuteuauce. For a

moment he removed a cap, which he habitually wears, and

greeted us frankly, his manners being particularly simple and

unaffected. He invited us, after showing a few of his less im-

portant works, to look at his " Yenus." This was exactly what

I was longing to do. In the centre of a large studio we saw

that remarkable statue, which, when exhibited to the world,

will create a new era in sculpture. It met our view as a pale

delicate vision of the softest l^eauty, the eyes turned towards us,

full of sweet lucid gentleness, the limbs moulded in the most

perfect proportions.

The statue is entirely colored of a pale flesh-tint, looking more
like wax than marble. The eyes are blue, with the pupils mark-

ed, and the hair faint flaxen. The only part of the marble left

white, is the drai)ery thrown over the left arm, which, by the

contrast, produces a brilliant effect; the edges also of this por-

tion is finished with a colored border of pink and blue. The
apple in her hand, which she has just received from Paris, is of

gold, as well as the arndet (an attribute of Yenus, which Raf-

faelle has, by the way, borrowed for his Foruarina). At her

feet lies a tortoise. 1 infinitely prefer this statue as a work of

Art both in form, figure, and expression, to Canova's " Yenus "

in the Pitti Palace at Florence, where, from the faulty arrange-

ment of the hair, the head appears large out of all proportion.

Gibson, on the contrary, has gathered the locks of his " Yenus"
into close blue fillets, which produce the most charming lines

imaginable. To me the figure appeared perfect. I should be

sorry to criticise a statue so enchanting; sorry to undertake to

decide whether color or no color is the thing. I am quite con-

tented to gaze and admire.

This is evidently a favorite work with Gibson, who has been

engaged on it for six years, " I do not know M'hea I shall part

with it," said he; " certainly not for a long time. It is destined

for a public hall at Liverpool, but I would not take any of the

money usually paid beforehand, so that I might remain free: I

shall not part with it for years. If they offered me a good room
in London I might exhibit it there,—I should not object to

that."

I asked him what first led him to think of coloring a statue.
" My reverence" replied he, "for all the Greeks did in Art. It

was their ancient practice to color marble—a practice they

learned from the Egyptians. Remember, continued he, growing-

more and more earnest as he entered on his favorite theme.

"Remember, they were our superiors in the Fine Arts; and, as

the church cherishes its saintly legends, so should sculptors study

and follow those great examples of classical antiquity which time

has handed down to us. On what else can we depend? It is

often remarked by the English that sculpture is cold and inex-

pressive, and that effect is much lost by the sightless marble eyes.

This is quite true; the Greeks had the same idea; and there-

tore had their statue painters, which explains what Pliny says of

Praxiteles, who when asked which he considered his best

works, replied, " My best works are -those painted by Nicias.' "

" I am aware," continued Mr. Gibson, " that it would be a

very easy thing to produce a vulgar efl"ect by painting a statue;

but that is no argument against a judicious use of color, which,

when applied with prudence is, in my opinion, essential to sculp-

ture. Far from hiding any defects, it renders them only more
evident and unsightly."

I could not enumerate half the works in this room ; I can only

mention such as struck me particularly. There was a repetition

of a statue of Sir Robert Peel, now just erected in Westminster
Abbey, clothed in the rich mantle which has given so much of-

fence to our English realists, who, I suppose, wished to see Sir

Robert done into marble, in the very identical blue coat and

gold buttons of the English gentlenum.—" his habit when he
lived." Speaking of this statue, Gibson said:—" When I re-

ceived the order, I studied over-mucii in my own mind an appro-
priate attitude. I thought of one and another statue, with this

hand up and that down; one leg forward and one arm raised. I
wanted to strike out something new. I always," continued he,
"practise over everything I model myself, go through every at-

titude I conceive, and make my statues live and move before me,
as it were. I put myself into those positions I most fancy, and
satisfy myself that tliey come naturally. Were any one to see
me at such times," added he, with a smile, " they would think I
was mad for a certainty."

It was very interesting to hear him talk, he was so simple and
unafi'ected.

He is very foud of, rein'eseuting the allegory of Cupid and
Psyche, which he says t\ppears to him the most elegant of all

pagan fables. One basso-relievo on this subject was in the room.
Psyche lying on a cotich embracing Cupid, who stands beside
her. There is the utmost purity and grace in her up-turned
face, full of innocent fondness. Then we saw a lovely group of

figures. " Psyche carried in the arms of two Zephyrs," of life-

size. It is the same idea as that in Mulready's picture of
" Crossing the Brook," but with all the elevation proper to the
difl"erent characters of mortals and of gods.

Gibson pointed out also a basso-relievo of earthly desire and
heavenly love under the form of two Cupids struggling; one is

all ideality, while the expression of the other indicates a grosser

nature: indeed this character of Cupid, as the god of ideal love,

is everywhere beautifully illustrated in Gibson's studio, and
seems to be a subject the sculptor dwells on with delight.

We passed into another room to see the great work on which
Gibson is at present employed, " a monument," as he called it,

" to commemorate a living personage," consisting of three sta-

tues heroic size, in marble. This monument is to be erected to

Queen Yictoria, and will be placed in the " Princes' chamber,"
in the New Palace at Westminster.

After seeing many more works we left Mr. Gibson, delighted

with his unaffected cordiality and kindness, and proceeded to

the studio of the celebrated Amei'ican sculptor, Mr. Crawford.
He lives in the Piazza dei Termini, a great out-of-the-way square,

close to one of the Gates of Rome, where stands the superb
fountain of " Moses striking the Rock." Opposite Mr. Craw-
ford's abode are the massive walls of Dioclesian's baths, built of

the same deep I'ed stone that lends so rich a coloring to the

Colosseum.

The studio door (most unpromising like all studio doors)

looks precisely as if it were the entrance to a coach-house, but
on opening it we soon discovered that we had made no mistake,

for we saw opposite to us the gigantic statue of " Washington,"
on which the artist is now engaged. The enormous horse in clay

which we now behold, was bestrode by a man without a head,

that part of the hero's person being placed in another apartment.

Tiie floor was strewn with mighty fragments of horses' heads,

and great legs, and hoofs, besides a Brobdignag hand of Wash-
ington and his great boot which looked for all the world like the

ruins of the statue of " Dragon" in the picture books. This

last article, I mean the boot, reminded me of the nursery story

of the " old woman who lived in a shoe, with so many children

she didn't know what to do," for really a whole generation of

little people might live quite harmoniously in General Washing-
ton's boot. It looked odd and suspicious lying against the wall,

what the Scotch call " no canny." I am sure it gets up in the

night and walks hither and thither in the studio with more
noise than ever the ghostly helmet made iu the Mysteries of

Udolpho.
Mr. Crawford took us into another room, one of three of the

largest Italian proportions, forming a magnificent studio, to show
us his design for the great monument to Washington, with the

boot part of which I have been making so free. Nothing but

the bold, youthfid freshness for which American genius in

sculpture is rcmarkal)le, could ever have conceived so stupendous

au undertaking, to be executed solely by one man. The monu-
ment is to be fifty feet high, surmounted by the colossal eques-

trian statue of Washington. Below, on different pedestals

projecting from the centre, stand four gigantic statues of pa-
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triots, endeared to the recollection of Virginians, as having been

born in their province, and as being connected with the libera-

tion of America from English rule. Henry is a magnificent spe-

cimen of a demagogue—earnest, vehement, enthusiastic, with

eager expression and arms outstretched, in the very act appa-

rently of addressing a multitude. Beside Henry stands the

grand statue of Jefferson, offering an admirable contrast, rapt

in deep thought. These two figures are already cast in bronze

at Munich, and are to be placed on a pedestal of a peculiarly

beautiful kind of American granite. The whole monument is

to be erected at Richmond, the capital of Yu'ginia.

Below the four statues are steps broken at the angles by but-

tresses, crowned by grand looking eagles with half-spread wings.

Upon the central pedestal, under Washington are the arms of

Yirginia, which struck me as very suggestive. Between two

figures of " Justice and Mercy" stands a veiled form repre-

senting " Eternity," which Mr. Crawford has left vague and

undefined. " I thought it best," said he, " to leave that figure

somewhat unfinished, in long lines, leading the imagination to

fill up the deficiencies, and form for itself a being under the veil—
' Eternity' cannot be defined."

Mr. Crawford made the design for this great work in only six

weeks, having his attention accidentally called to the sulyect by

an advertisement he saw in the newspapers for models, whilst

he was last in America.

We now turned from this gigantic work, on which the sculp-

tor has been two years engaged, and whicli he expects to com-

plete in four more, to lighter specimens of his power. He is

particularly successful in his children—we saw a pair, the " Hap-

py," and the "Unhappy Child:" the first, a sweet httle round

smiHng creature, looking out with laughing eyes full of innocent

fun. A little tunic falls over the hips in simple folds, caught up

with both her hands as she dances forward; the hair arranged

in heavy natural locks is just raised, as though she were passing

rapidly through the wind. The other child, sad and melancholy

in aspect, holds a broken tamborine.

But the most beautiful infantine group we saw here was that

of "The Children in the Wood," a subject which Mr. Crawford

has rendered with consummate skill and true feeling for nature.

The little creatures are lying on a block of marble dotted with

leaves, while from behind the birds approach who are to prepare

their windmg sheet. The girl is the youngest of the two: a

loose drapery covers her pretty form ; the boy is somewhat
thinner and taller, his arm is fondly passed under his sister's

head (whose long plaited hair falls loosely down) wrapt in the

deep heavy slumber of unsuspecting childhood. His eyes, too

are closed, but even in sleep he turns towards his little companion

as though to shield her from all harm. His hair mixes with

hers in wavy curls, and he is dressed in the fanciful English cos-

tume with which the mind associates their pathetic story.

Words cannot describe the touching pathos of those sleeping

children! I was glad to turn away: the life-like expression

was too painful; even the little shoes (and what mother can re-

sist the charm there is about a child's little shoe?) were full of

reality. One longed to touch them, to rouse the sweet children

from their fatal slumber, to drive away the ominous birds creep-

ing up the stone, bearing the sad faded leaves.

We next visited the studio of Mr. Pollak, a German artist,

and were greatly pleased with a picture he has painted of
" Zephyr," a repetition of a larger picture by him of tl\e same
subject. There is a wild fantastic fancy in this composition re-

minding one by analogy of the music of Der Freischutz. That
visionary, spirit-loving imagination distinguishing the German
nation, Mr. Pollak possesses in full force. Zephyr, the happiest

looking urchin that ever gambolled under a southern sky, is

swinging himself on a festoon of vine-leaves in a perfect ecstacy

of delight. His golden hair flies in the breeze, while his pretty

butterfly wings, with peacock's eyes, are extended, giving to

the whole figure a flying aerial look, just suited to the artist's

elegant conception of the sul)ject.

Mr. Pollak has also produced lately another much admired
work, " Melusine," the treacherous nymph of the Lorely, whose
evil reputation leads all virtuous fishermen to avoid her rock,

situated in the loveliest part of the Rhine. She is I'cpresented

rising out of a wild tangled mass of water lilies and lotos-leaves.

gigantic in size, more like things one fancies in a dream than
anything real. From her head, crowned with flowers and coral,

flows long flaxen hair mixing in matted confusion with the plants

below. Nothing can be more dream-like, more poetical, than
this picture, from which great judges in matters of Art augur a

brilliant future for Mr. Pollak.

As yet fame and prosperity had attended the efforts of those

artists whose studios we had visited. But a sad change was
now to meet us as we picked our steps along an unutterably

broken-up dirty lane, and then groped our way up a dark wind-

ing staircase to the next studio on our list. We were admitted
with all the eagerness of that " hope delayed maketh the heart

sick." There was an anxious wan look about the pretty woman
(evidently the painter's wife) who received us, and then instantly

withdrew. The rooms seemed cold and bare, even for Italian

rooms; no carpet covered the brick floor, little furniture ap-

peared anywhere, the only embellishments were several large

fresh pictures in old frames, all unsold productions of a merito-

rious but neglected artist. He—a poor, thin, shrivelled, grey-

haired man, sat painting in his little studio, dressed in a thread-

bare coat, and rose evidently startled and surprised at the en-

trance of visitors: it was easy to see that few came his way! A
fine spirited picture of the campagna, with admirable groups of

cattle and peasants in the foreground, drawn like Paul Potter,

and excellently colored, stood on the easel. Had this poor man
been the fashion, how much and how justly would his picture

have been praised! , I asked him if it was a commission: "No,
I never have any commissions now," he replied with a heavy
sigh. " Was he going to send it to the exhibition of the Royal
Academy?" " No, for he could not afford the expense, and he

had no friend thei'e to ensure even a tolerable place." I felt

quite touched, but only ventured to say that I warmly and sin-

cerely admired the picture on his easel.

A pale gleam of pleasure stole across his face, and then faded

out like the flame of a wasted lamp. On the walls there were
beautiful sketches of landscapes and animals; one, a blood red

sunset with an old ruin darkening the foreground, I admired
greatly. I ought to add that this poor neglected man is one of

the best animal painters alive, after Landseer. He has engraved
a series of etchings that prove his talent; and there is a great

picture by him of men on horseback chasing a drove of wild

bullocks, galloping down into the foreground, which is really ad-

mirable. But what matters all this! it is too late now; the

iron has entered into his soul, and he is pining, old, and broken-

hearted.

In a corner of the studio was a lovely female face, just sketched

in. " I shall never finish that portrait, begun twenty years ago
now," and he sighed again. I understood the allusion: that

picture was the representation of the face which had been his

fate. When it was begun he was a rising artist, received in the

magnificent saloons of a certain wealthy Roman nobleman, on a
footing of equality with the rest of his professional brethren.

The original of the head we were now looking at was a beautiful

model who often sat to him, and whom he regarded with the

lover's as well as the artist's eye. She was very good, very

virtuous, sitting only for that fatal face which worked him such

woe. At last he married the model: he was proud of his fair

and honest wife, and in a moment of imprudent but pardonable

enthusiasm he took her with him to one of the great Roman
nobleman's parties. Had she not been so surpassingly lovely

she might have passed unnoticed, but, as it was, all eyes were

bent upon her: a buzz went round the room of wonder and ad-

miration, but with it there mingled gradually a whisper that the

beauty was only a model.

Both husband and wife were desired to withdraw, and from that

day the painter's fate was sealed; no one employed him, no one

received him; solitary and poor he worked on, and children were

born, and debts contracted, and misery gathered like a dark

cloud around his household, until he became the poor, pinched,

faded man whom I now saw. It was his beautiful wife who had
opened the door and had then quickly left us. Time had laid

his heavy finger on her too. We had no opportunity of seeing

more of her, for she never showed herself again at our departure.

What a world of wretchedness there is in all this, even as I

write it, and yet every word is strictly, positively true.



All Rome is running to see a group executing for the Pope
by a sculptor of the name of Jaconetti, and as all Rome went

we desired to see it also. The subject is the Kiss of Judas, and

the conception is decidedly original, which is saying much in

these latter exhausted days. The Saviour stands in a somewhat

stooping attitude with his face slightly bent downwards, whilst

Judas, a hideous Satyr-like man roughly seizing on him and

holding him by the head, bestows the treacherous kiss. To me,

the fault of the group -was the bestial of Judas, who has a mon-

key grinning look perfectly hideous. Such a crime as his ought

not surely to be outwardly characterised by a face of that low

brutal kind which is seen in the ordinary casts of murderers.

Art must and should exalt all it touches, and Lucifer, though a

fallen angel, may be still grand and majestic. The merit of this

group, however, is a novel attitude brought to bear on an ex-

hausted subject, for the attitude is really strikingly original. I

saw no other works in this studio worthy of remark, but without

doubt the celebrity now attained by Jaconetti will soon fill the

empty space with commissions. All good catholics will be

bound to patronise the artist whom the holy father " delights to

honor,"

Mr. Mozier, an American gentleman of fortune, whose whole

life is voluntarily devoted to the Arts, must not be forgotten

amongst the sculptors of Rome. My particular object of curi-

osity in visiting his studio was a marble statue of Pocahontas,

just completed, and a very charming work I found it to be; full

of deep sentiment and unaffected purity, with a striking origin-

ality as to costume and treatment. She wears the feather tunic

common among the Indians, a coronet fonned of two large sim-

ple feathers encircles her head, which is bent down in contem-

plation over a cross which she holds in one hand, while with the

other she restrains a wild deer lying at her feet, emblematic both

of the chase and of her own untamed condition.

In order to enhance the interest of this statue to those unae-

quaiuted with her history, I should mention that Pocahontas
was the daughter of an Indian king, formerly ruler of Yu'gim'a.

At the time when the first English settlers landed in the Bay of

Chesapeake, Captain Smith, one of the adventurers, was taken

prisoner by her father, and condemned, according to the savage

Indian custom, to be beaten to death with a wooden club. Po-
cahontas, whose soft heart already felt the first emotions of love,

even at the age of fourteen, for the handsome white stranger,

overcome at this announcement rushed forward, drew Smith
aside, and substituted her own head on the block, thus signifying

to her father that she would not live if the white man were kill-

ed. The Indian king was touched by his daughter's heroism,

he pardoned Captain Smith who subsequently became his ally,

and in time converted Pocahontas to Christianity.

It is this period of her conversion which Mr. Mozier has
chosen. She is in deep meditation over the holy symbol pre-

sented to her by her beloved, but softer thoughts have stolen

across her mind, and the touching look of her simple yet noble
face, expresses that her meditations have passed from the cross

to him who gave it. I may add tha't this interesting creature,

whose history deserves to be better known, was brought to Lon-
don and was received with great distinction at tTie court of

James I. She died in Eugland at Gravesend, just as she was
setting out on her homeward voyage to Virginia, A tablet is

erected to her memory at Greenwich.
Within the vast courtyard, and under the lower arcades of

the great Colonna Palace is situated the studio of Professor
Minardi, much esteemed by the Italians as a painter, although I

am constrained to confess that I cannot admire the color of his

works. They have the fault in this respect of all modern Italian

pictures, glare and glitter without shade, and consequently
without effect.

The professor was engaged, when we visited him, on an im-
mense altar-piece for Prince Doria, from which one might have
been led to imagine that such a thing as shadow was antagonistic

to nature; yet the drawing of this picture was masterly, and
some of the groups of angels almost Raphaelesque. But what
I most admired in the studio, and can in all good faith praise,

were the exquisite drawings which hung round the v/alls; these,

either merely sketched or partially colored in sepia, where charm-
ing specuuens of an elegant and prolific fancy without the di'aw-
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back of anything objectionable in coloring. I know of no
other drawings so nearly resembling Flaxman's sublime crea-

tions, shorn, however, of the grandeur in which the great Eng-
lish designer excelled; for Minardi loves rather the sweet and
the fanciful than the majestic and impressive in Art.

There was a sketch by him in the room, which I particularly

recall. It is the memory of the daughter of the Earl of Shrews-
bury, and sister to the Princess Doria, who dietl, and Was fol-

lowed to the grave by her three children. In the sketch for the
large picture she is represented as mounting through parting
clouds to Heaven, her long fair hair glittering in the light,

bearing in her arms the three infants, who, " Even in death
were not divided" from their mother, Rome, and the Cupola
of St. Peter's lie below, while in a corner of the pi«fture is a
tomb under a group of pine trees, with a mourning figure pros-

trate before it, while the sun sinks behind the dark branches of

the trees, and casts its parting rays over the scene.

We next repau-ed to the studio of Signor Y*** in the Yia
Felice, Descending a flight of steps we entered the sweetest

little court of orange trees I ever beheld. The fruit hung clus-

tering on the branches like so many globes of fire among the
dark leaves, some of it being of that deep blood-red kind which
is peculiarly rich and lucious. The walls were entirely ovei--

shadowed by these fragrant trees, whose arching branches
formed a brilliant canopy over our heads. I longed most ar-

dently to pick and eat, but, remembering I was among the

orange trees on the artistic mission only, I with difBculty suc-

ceeded in keeping my bauds by my sides, and walked on through
a great glass door into this most romantically situated studio,

Alas! All the romance was left outside among the orange
trees ; not an iota was to be discovered within, where bad taste,

enervated fancy, and unmistakeable mediocrity reigned su-

preme.

Our attention was immediately arrested by a large mass of

sculptor's work, of a most extraordinary and heterogertous des-

cription. We were now looking on a figure of heroic size,

dressed in the high ruff, slashed bulging sleeves and accompani-
ments, with a hat and feather to correspond, in which we should

invest Sir Walter Raleigh when spreading his worn-out cloak

for Queen Elizabeth to step upon. Hew all this male millinery

looked in unyielding marble I leave any reasonable creature

to imagine. The head and face of the figure were cast estati-

cally upward so as to throw the whole body into the most awk-
ward attitude imaginable, an attitude which certainly would
have caused the original flesh and blood to fall backward into

the nearest ditch, always supposing him to have been the gallant

Sir Walter. In the statue's hand is a heavy book, at his feet lies

another, which led me to remark his ludicrous slashed shoes

quite unnecessarily protruded. He leans on a chivalric pile,

consisting of a feathered helmet, a spear, a sword, and a large

shield, on which were engraven the words Pro Fide. Now, if I

were to ask my readers to guess who this character might be,

they never could solve the enigma, and therefore I will tell them
at once that it actually assumes to represent Torquato Tasso,

who is here exposed to monumental ill-usage, which would be as

galling to his morbid vanity (if he could be made aware of

what is going forward in the world below) as any earthly

slights he ever endured in the aristocratic Court of Ferrara.

Everyone who has visited Tasso's Roman burial-place in the

church of San Onofrio must have been scandalised at the

wretched tablet now erected there to his memory. The marble

caricature which I have been endeavoring to describe, is intend-

ed to replace it. If it succeeds in nothing else, it will at least

succeed in commemorating for the benefit of future generations

the monstrous ill taste extant in classic Italy in this year of

grace 1854. I was shown a paper design of the whole affair.

The dimensions of the original, as the chm'ch is rather small,

will certainly fill it entirely, or have to be cut down like the

mythological painting executed for Farmer Flamboroug in the
" Vicar of Wakefield."

Mr. Chapman, an American painter, has great merit, and a

most suggestive poetic fancy. I much admired some views by

him of the Campagna, that eshaustless field for the pencil, with

its hourly cha,nges of color and shade, as the briUiant clouds

sail across it, or the mountains fling down their mighty shadows
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ill tlic early inomiiig, or at the gorgeous sunset. Tlie principal

work in Mr. Chapman's studio is his " Hagar and Ishmael," an

old subject treated in a new manner. Hagar, pale, exhausted,

and faint, casts up lier eyes in agony to Heaven,, unable to pro-

ceed, Adiile Ishmael—far from being a conventional bundle of

clothes wrapped up in a corner of the picture and taking no

part in the action—^looks angrily, and with wild dai'k eyes at

his sinking mother, urging- \wr to. pnx'ced^ The ccunposition is

good, and the colci-lng excellent.. I'here are also a series of

groups- of tlie "-Twelve Seasons" in Mr. Chapman's studio, three

ligiu'es in each picture, fuU of graceful symbols and appropriate

accessories.. March, for example, being a dark veiled beauty,

vdiile, beside lier, jocmid April shelters in her arms delicate

May b(^ing a lap full of flowers.

In the Piazza Barberini, that home of naturalised Roman
sculptors, is a small studio liclongiug to an American, but little

known here, of the name of Rogers; and this leads me parenthe-

tically to reraai'k on the number of rising American artists at

present in Rome, proving how rapidly that great nation is, ad-

vancing in the more refined and elegant tastes, as well as in the

larger political strides towards excellence and greatness.

I was delighted with Mr. Rogers' productions, and I cannot

but augur for him a brilUant future, when his talent shall be-

come better known and appreciated. He showed me a charm-

ing little statue of a boy, life-size, di'essed in a cloak and boots

edged with fur, skating on the ice, the sua-face of which is ren-

dered capitally by a high polish on the ma,rble. He calls it

"The Truant," for the boy is supposed to have fallen into temp-

tation on his way to school, and has thrown down his books un-

der the frozen trunk of a tree hung with icicles.. Near this fig-

ure is a "Cupid," who with a weeping face is breaking his bow.

This statue, Mr. Rogers has named " Love in. the Nineteenth

century," Cnpid having blunted his arrow against " the almighty

dollar" lying beside him.

All artists, they say, have an epidemic which, like the- measles,

visits them invariably early or late in their career;, it is the Ruth
Fever, from which Mr. Rogers happened to be now suifcring;

having just completed a statue of "Ruth, Gleaning;" not re-

markably different from its countless fellows to be found in the

studios of all nations. But the principal work on which Mr.

Rogers is engaged, and to which he looks for establishing a last-

ing reputation, is a group that, when finished, cannot, but com-

mand great applause. The subject is,. " Two lu-dians—a Man
and Woman:" she seated on his kuee, while he extracts a thorn

from her foot. Nothing can be more gsaceful than their atti-

tudes, or more picturesque than the details of their costume.

The man's head is ornamented with feathers,, and his fine pro-

minent features and high cheek bones are as muck classicised as

possibJe, to be consistent with truth to nature. His look is full

of love and, pity, as he carefully touches the delicate foot sesting

in his. hand. Around him a large bearskin is cast. Mocassins

cover his feet,, and a rifle lies near him. The female figure is as

admirable in a difEeren.t way,—soft and delicately moulded: there

is a life-like look about her which is very charming. Her brows

are encircled with large heads,, mixed at the back of the head

with small feathers; tlue haic cut rather short in front, after the

fashion of the Venetian wom.en of tlie present day. In her face

the Indian. type is blended with great beauty, and with a quiet

naice look directed towards the chief, which is very natural and

pretty. She wears a feather tunic,, and the mocassin she has

taken off lies on the ground beside her. There is something

very like genius in the conception of this group, w.hich, should

it ever reach London—by no means an imjirobable e\ren.t—will

excite,, I am, sure, great aiid deserved admiration both from the

sjngidarity of the subject, and the skill with which it has been

treated ..

Among tbjC over-populated, close, caveimous streets of the

"Ghetto," swavmiug witli hawkreyed,. parrot-nosed eager, gab-

bling Jews, stands in a small solitary square, the ancestral palace

of the Cenci,—dark, gloomy, and monrnful, as the recollections

that hang about its walls. This ominous abode is now., as it

wcKc,. undergoing a morid purification, by being selected for a

stiidiovby Overbeck, perhaps the most profoundly devotional

artist since- the days of Beato Fra Angelico.da Fiesole; of whom
it is related that, he iwxov sat down. to. paint without first offer-

ing up an earnest prayer, and then never evased anything he

had. done from the convictioa thau his hand was guided by hea-

venly inspiFati&n.

Still, as nothiiig can stop the o-nward progress of time and of

improvement, I cannot altogether approve of Overbecks too

close reference to the earliest Blasters of the Art, who, however

greatly gifted, were undeniably wanting in the experience of our

later days. He has, I think, a little too much receded into the

ei-rors as well as the beauties of the devotional early schools.

His partiality for Fra Angelico and the early Sienna artists, has

almost closed his eyes to the wondrous granduer of effect and
coloring in the works of their mighty successors in Art, and
from his own somewhat straitened catholic sentiments, he has

become sectarian and, consequently, circumscribed in his treat-

ment of the sublime precepts and touching facts of Christianity.

However, I would not be understood unfairly to detract from

the undoubted genius displayed in his works. I only desire to

protest against what I consider to be an unfair narrmving of

those natural powers and deep convictions of the devotionally

beautiful which he assuredly possesses. His studio is one of the

sights of modern Rome; and it is impossible to examine his ex-

quisite designs Avithout a strong conviction that his great repu-

tation has iSeeu well deserved. Each drawing by him is the

result of deep meditation, and when rightly viewed,, should lead

to meditation in others. Whatever his technical defects may
be, an exquisite pathos and purity pervade his treatment of every

subject. At the time I visited his studio, he had no' very large

woi'k on hand. But there was one drawing that impressed me
strongly. It was an illustration of that text of scripture, de-

scribing the intention of the Nazarenes to kill Christ, by leading

Him unto the- brow of the hill whereupon the city was built, and
hurling Him down from it headlong. . The Nazarenes stand on

a precipitouscliff overlooking the great city at the moment when
the Saviour, passing through the midst of them, is removed out

of their sight. Christ—a figure breathing divine majesty in

every line—has stepped from the rock_ into space, and is sup-

ported in the ambient air by clouds upheld by cherubs, who con-

template him with angelic rapture. Although visible to the

spectator, car Lord- is shrouded from the sight of the Nazarenes,

who, massed in a magnificent group, appear torn and distracted

by every violent passion, cleaving the very air for rage, and

looking round with dilated eyes, outstretched arms, and clenched

fists, for Him whose blood they thisst after.

Looking with heasty admiration at this drawing, I could net

but wonder that so- remarkable a subject should have been neg^

lected by artists, while other scripture scenes are hackneyed by

incessant I'epetition. Besides this composition, I remarked a

beautiful drawing of " Christ Sinking under His Cross," full of

all' Overbeek's best and highest rfualities, aud contrasting remark-

ably with a " Mourning Yirgin," by the same artist, whose head

res-ts. stiffly on her arm. Tliis figure was angular in the extreme,

and much too rigidly resembled an old Byzantine mosaic, to be

worthy of Overbeck in his best mood..

In the ante-room was a'portfolio of etchings from the famous

life of Christ, many of them fidl of the most^touching beauty.

The Resurrection sf Lazarus I remember as especially excellent.

His tomb is i-epresented as- being hollowed out in the side of the

living rock, according ts* the known custom among the Eastern

nations. The figure bound in grave cl-othes, advances naturally

on his fed; and thus is avoided in the most easy manner the

usual difficulty in illustrating this subj.ect, of making a corpse

rise from a grave henenlh the spectators..

Mr. Overbeek's studio is open on Sunday, after the hour of

our English service, an arrangement which strikes mo as a [ic-

culiarly happy one. There is surely no time at which we are

so well fitted to look worthily and usefully at iltustrations 9f

scripture history, as when the sacred truths which that history

contains, have left their newest and dearest impressions on our

hearts and nainds.

Florentta.

Education is a better safeguard of liberty than a standing

army. If we rctrencli the wages of the schoolmaster, we must

raifC those of the recruiting sergeant.
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THE N. Y. S. DAGUERREAN ASSOCIATION.

Utica, June 26, 1854.

B. H. Sneluxg, Esq,—Dear Sir.—I have of late felt deep

regret ou account of the present languid condition of the N. Y.

S. D. A. I have corresponded with some of the leading mem-

bers in relation to holding a meeting, and making a renewed

eftbrt to carry on to perfection our well begun enterprise; but

I fear others'likc mvself have but their hand to the plough and

are looking Ijack. At the last annual meeting there were only

two meml}ers of the Association besides myself in attendance,

fiauiedy, Mrs. Barnes, a lady of accorapliBhmeat, taste and uu-

tiringzealin daguerreotyping, and U. Dunning, of Utica, net a

sufficient number to form a quorum. Mrs. Barnes had left her

happy home and business, and had journeyed from the fartherest

extremity of the state to greet her l^rethren and counsel with

them respecting her favorite art, but like Moses of old at the

Saviours tomb, behold they were not there. Who can explain

the cause of this fearful falling off? It is not for want of enter-

prise, fer daguerreaus are an example for all mankind in that

respect. It cannot be for want of evidence of good results,

from that and other similar organizations, for no intelligent da-

guerrean can be so blind from any cause whatever, but that be

can see and appreciate the good that has resulted from daguer-

rean or photogTaphic associations, both in America and Europe.

Previous to thcs:e fraternal unions every daguerrean was for

himself, and by himself: his sanctum was bolted against his neigh-'

Ijor, and his heart and lips were ever ready to do him an injury.

There was but one pass-word that could open his heart or sanc-

tran, and that was, sir, I have a great discovery. This key has

unlocked too many hearts, but this is not the extent of its mis-

cliief ; it has unlocked the daguerreaus small treasury and scat-

tered his hard earnings, and has materially retarded the ad-

vancement of the photographic art. lu a great measure old

things have passed away, the production of daguei'reotype pic-

tures has ])ecome a science, and this science is learned and prac-

tised by very many who practice the Art. Humbugging has

had its day; there are but one or two whose sails are still m.

the breeze, and they would have hauled in their colors long be-,

fore this, had they taken the trouble to secure a correct daguer-

reotyi^e of themselves, or that they could see themselves as others;

see them. What has produced this change? What has thrown

the daguerreaus sanctum open and driven the Scribes and Phar-

isees from among them? I doubt not you will agree with me in

crediting this change chiefly to Daguerreau Associations,

• Daguerreaus are a very industrious class of men, yet when
asked to join the Association, they fire like other men, very apt

to feel of their pockets, and enter a plea that such things re-

quire much time. They d@ r-equire time, and money, and da-

guerreans who are coming from one to ten thousand dollars a

year, can afford a little of each, quite as well as the lady refered

to in the fore part of this letter. There is no climate better

adapted to the production of sunlight pictures than ours. Even
London, the great depot of science, and Paris, the birth-place

of daguerreotyi^ing and nursery of the fine arts, acknowledges

our superiority in the production of daguerreotyije pictures. I

am yet to learn if even the sunny land of Italy, or the clearness

and brilliancy of Cuba's sun, has equaled ours in the production

of daguerreotype miniatures. As far as I can learn there is a

greater number of well established daguerreans, with a handsome
competency and income in America than can be found elsewhere,

a majority of whom have gathered their wealth by daguerreo-

typing. And yet how reluctant and slow we move when called

upon to contribute a few dollars to defray the expenses of the

Association, or for the purpose of erecting a monument to Da-
guerre, or for any other purpose connected with daguerreoty])-

Ing. And yet daguerreans are liberal hearted men; they will

give freely to any good cause but their own. Tliis is not owing

to a want of pride nor appreciation of their own occupation,

but has grown out of the fact that for a long time after daguer-

reotyping was first practised in our country, all entertained

serious doubts as to the durability of pictures as portraits made
by this process. Had those suspicions been founded on reality,

long before now the art of daguerreotyping would have been

forgotten. Its epitaph would have Ijeen written not in gold nor

in Italian marble, but on the margin of some ancient almanack.
This was understood by daguerreans, which made cautiousness

exceedingly active, and having cultivated that propensity until

its growth is enormous, it is hard to overcome and subdue it.

Now, since the durability of daguerreotype pictures has become
a fixed fact, and the perpetual demand for them as evident as

though they were the necessaries of life; why not act accor-
dingly. I believe it is the avowed opinion of daguerreaus (the
intelligent ones) that they are in favor of an Association; if so,

what excuse have they for not moving in accordance with their

better judgment. We claim to excel, and do excel all other
natious in our art, l}ut I fear all other nations excel us in union
of thought and action, and in scientific researches. If it is true

that we are the wealthiest or the best manipulators (bnt not art-

ists, ) and have realized the most dollars and cents from the art,

is it not our duty to lead other nations instead of laying far be-

hind them in all public matters. Where is our subscription list

for Daguerre"s monument? There should have been $10,000 sub-

scribed before now; there is wealth enough among daguerreans
to raise that monument if properly distributed, and no one suffer

for it. Will not the whole world look upon us with contempt
for our backwai'dness. The first step towards a monument or

national gallery, is to organise an Association. That would era-

brace the principal operators from every city and town in the

Union, and until this step is taken, all efforts for a monument
galler3', or any thing else requiring a large sum of money will be
fruitless. Our plea that we cannot spare the time is without
sense. All must occasionally get away from his laborious place,

and the annual meeting of the American Photographic Asso-
ciation will be just the thing. I wish I could see in the next
number of your Journal a call for a National convention, signed

by Lawrence, Gruruey, Brady, Root, Meades, Haas, Whipple,
Hale, Massury and all the rest of the wide a-wakes. I finally

believe there would be a fall attendance, and that an organiza-

tion would be accomplished. Will you give this last sugges-

tion a sober second thought.

Most respectfully yours,

D. D. T. Davie,

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

TENTH ORDINARY MEETING,
Thursday, May ith, 1854.

Sir W. J. Newton, Y. P., in the Chair.

The minutes of last meeting were read and confirmed.

Mr. Robertson's Photographs of Grecian Antiquities were
exhibited by the Society of Arts.

Mr. Allan exhibited a Portable Daguerreotype Apparatus.
Proofs from Collodion negatives were exhibited by Messrs.

Crookes and Spiller, the negatives of which had been taken by
exposure five days after their immersion in the silver bath.

Mr. Hardwick communicated a paper " On the best means of

obtaining direct Positives on Collodion."

Mr. Spencer communicated a jjaper " On the preparation of

Albuminized Paper for Positives."

Mr Judge exhibited and described " A new form of Portable
Camera," made to his plan by Mr. J. J. GrifiBn.

The Meeting was then adjourned to June the 1st.

On the best means of obtaining Direct Positives on Collo-

dion. By Mr. Hardwick.

I. Condition of the film most favorable for the Production
OF Pictures to be viewed by Reflected Light.

It was remarked some time since, in an abstract of a paper
translated from the French of M. Gaudin, and published in the

Journal of this Society, that sufficient attention had not been
given to this particular branch of Photography, the production

of direct ]iositives on collodion ;
the author of that paper, after

recommending the process strongly for its simplicity and exceed-

ing detail, proceeded to give a few general directions as to the

Ijcst fluids to be used for developing and flxing the image ; these
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directions, however,, were not sufficiently minute to be of much
service, and as nothing at all was said about the natui'e of the

collodion which ought to be employed,, the sketch was. confessedly

imperfect.

My own attention was first directed to the positive process,

quite, as I may say, accidentally ; it was at a time when I was
comparatively ignorant of the effects which would be produced

by varying the proportions of the ingredients in the sensitive

collodion, and having adopted Archer's method of iodizing, viz.

by adding a certain quantity of a saturated alcoholic solution of

double iodides of potassium and silver, I failed, from the alcohol

I employed being in too concentrated a state. I had previously

rectified it from carbonate of potash, and its solvent power being

thus diminished, the amount of iodides taken up was not suffi-

cient for the purpose ; when I say " I failed," I mean it in the

sense that I was not able to obtain good negative pictui'es, which

was the ol:)ject I had then in view ; they were all sadly wanting

in "intensity," and I found it impossible to "print" from them
with anything like success. However, I soon began to notice

that these pale unsatisfactory negative pictures looked exceed-

ingly well when viewed as positives by reflected light
;
there was

a nice gradation of tone about them which pleased me, and I

adopted the plan of backing up with black varnish, and preserv-

ing them in that form.

Now at this time, as I said before, I was not aware that I

was employing a collodion with an unusually small proportion of

iodide ; but if I had been, I should not have referred my success

in producing positives to that cause. I had never seen it stated

in any work with which I was acquainted, that a difference ought

to be made in the two cases. The directions I had received were

these 1
" If you wish to obtain a positive, expose in the camera

for half the usual time, and develope with sulphate of iron, to

get a brig'ht deposit of metalic silver." Now the object I have

in view, in laying my paper before the Society this evening, is to

prove that such directions as these are altogether insufficient,

and that if we wish to obtain the best results, we must use not

only a different developing fluid, but also a different collodion

and a different nitrate bath, in the case of negative and positive

pictures respectively. It may be asked, " What is the inferior-

ity of which you complain in the positives produced by collodion,

as it is ordiuarily solcl ?" I answer, it is this :
" That the whole

of the picture is not to be seen at once upon the surface of the

glass." Suppose you are taking a portrait, which I think will

readily be allowed to be one of the most sevei'e tests of a collo-

dion that can easily be applied, it will be found that the high

lights, such as the forehead, the hands, and especially the shirt

of the sitter, come out with exceeding rapidity, and in a degree

out of all proportion to the time taken by the shadows and half

tints to impjess themselves ; the consequence of this is, that, stop

the action of the light when you will, you do not obtain a perfect

picture ; after backing up with the black varnish it will be

seen either that these high ligiits, above allitded to, are good
and the rest of the figure almost invisible, or, on the other

hand, that the coat, dress, &c., are very clear, whilst the face

and hands present an unvaried white and flat surface without

any detail or distinction of parts. These peculiarities, as I said

before, do not depend upon the time of exposure, nor, I may add,

in any way on the developing fluid, but simply on the fact that

the collodion employed, is not capable of giving such a film of

iodide of silver as is adapted to produce impressions visible by
reflected light.

Having thus stated the principal difficulties which we have,

oi'dinarily speaking, to encounter, I proceed to show how they

may be avercon\c„ and what is the best sensitive mixture for that

purpose. In making my experiments, I first prepared simple

collodion by dissolving soluble- cotton, 4 grains, in 5 drachms of

aithcr and 3 of highly rectified alcohol ; these are the propor-

tions recommended by Mr. Hadow in his paper recently pub-

lisiied in the Journal of the Society, and I believe them to lie

the best that can be used; they do not, however, of course apply

to commercial a&ther, which already contains a considerable quan-

tity of alcohol. In order to iodize my collodion, I employed
iodide of annnonium (purified with care) in four different jtro-

portions, viz. 4 grains to the ounce, 2 graius, 1| grain, and 1

gram.

The films produced by these four mixtures, after dipping the

plate in the nitrate bath, were very different in appearance ; the

lowest of all was pale, of a bluish opalescent tint, so transparent

that the letters of a newspaper could be read through it with
facility : the second somewhat similar ; the third of a grayish

hue, but still comparatively transparent ; the highest of all, viz.

the 4-grain, creamy and opaque.
The photographic properties of the films differed considerably;

after comparing numerous results, I was satisfied that the 2-grain

solution was superior to the 4-grain for the purpose I iutended

it ; more of the details of the picture were visiljle at once on the

surface of the glass, and there was less tendency to the overdone,

flat appearance before complained of. Between the " 2-grain "

collodion, the " grain and a half," and " the grain," there was
likewise a difference, but not to the same extent ; on the whole,

I was disposed to give the preference to the " grain and a half,"

the last of all requiring too long an immersion in, the bath to be
used with advantage.

It was not my intention at the time I began these experiments

to make any variation in the amovmt of soluble cotton generally

used
; I found that 4 grains to the ounce gave a strong and even

film upon the glass, and such being the case, there appeared
nothing more to be desired ; however, a fact that came under
my notice soon afterwards, altered my determination ; I began
to; suspect that the weak solutions of nitrate of silver I was em-
ploying, did not penetrate the film properly, and consequently I

wished, if possible, to remove this objection by diminishing its

thickness. The result of the change proved even better than I

had anticipated,, although the solutions were rather more trou-

blesome to manipulate with; I obtained invariably more perfect

pictures ; the gradation of tints was now decidedly superior to

anything that I had met with before, and although I could not

immediately explain the reason,, I was satisfied that I had gained

an advantage.

The composition, then, of the collodion, which' I fomad after

many trials to work the best, is as follows :—^ther, 5 drachms;

alcohol, 3 drachms ; soluble cotton, 1\ grain ; iodide of ammo-
nium, 1| grain : instead of this, 2 graius of each may be used,

or even so little as 1 grain, without very materially affecting the

result ; but in the latter case the mixture is so fluid that it is

apt to I'un down the neck of the bottle whilst we are attempting

to pour it on to the plate. These proportions become very simple

when it is considered that they are at once produced by diluthig

down an ordinary negative collodion rather more than one-half,

with the proper mixture of alcohol and ffither.

There is one point relating to this subject which I ought not

to omit to mention ; it is this, that by diminishmg the propor-

tion of iodide in the film, and also by diminishing the soluble

cotton, you increase the sensitiveness. Why is it that these weak
films give better half-tones than the opaque ones 1 Because

they are more sensitive to feeble rays of light ! I made many
experiments to determine this, and I have no hesitation in stating

that such is the fact. Neither is it difficult to conceive why it

should be so, because, as it has been remarked, the more dilute

the solutions from which iodide or chloride of silver is precipi-

tated the more gradual the precipitation, and the more finely

divided will the particles of the precipitate be ; hence we can

well understand that, such being the case, they ought to be more

sensitive to light ; however, we must not confound " sensitive-

ness" with "intensity." I woidd use this latter term to signify

that the deposit of metalic silver producing the image is thick,

and obstructs the Imninous rays of light strongly, so as to show

well as a negative ; "uitensity," I imagine, relates in some de-

gree to the numher of the particles of iodide of silver ;
in other

words, to the thickness of the film ; but " sensitiveness" is in-

dependent of this. Now " intensity " is required for negative

pictures, l)nt it is not required for positives, and therefore in such

a case I would have as little iodide as possible.

At the risk of repetition, I will, with your permission, before

I conclude my paper, give a short recapitulation of the conclu-

sions which I wish to establish. They arc these :—That no pro-

portion of alkaline iodide in collodion beyond that which gives

the transparent ojialcscent film, is adapted to produce a perfect

image, visil)le in every part by reflected light. Allowing that a

photographic picture is j)roduced by chemical rays of light act-
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ing iu various degrees on the several parts of a sensitive surface,

it becomes necessary that the particles of iodide composing that

surface should be in a peculiar state both as to nuvilcr and as to

fineness of division, in order that the more intense and the feebler

rays should work uniformly together, the tendency being in tlie

former, so to speak, to get ahead and outrun the latter. The

author of the paper supposes further, that a diminution in the

proportion of iodide assists the action of the feeble rays by pro-

ducing a more finely divided deposit, and curbs the violence of

the more energetic rays by lessening the number of the particles.

It is intended on a future occasion to complete the subject by

discussing the effects produced by varying the strength of the

nitrate bath and of the developing fluid.

Ox THE Preparation of an Albuminized Paper fob Positives.

By Mr. Spencer.

Having been engaged lately in making a number of experi-

ments with a view of preparing a better albuminized paper for

positives than has been generally in use, I beg to lay the result

before the Photographic Society.

The qualities I have been anxious to obtain, are facility of

preparation, rapidity of printing, with the power of obtaining

rich and deep tones in the proof, bearing in mind also the econ-

omy of the process. After many trials by brushmg, spreading

with a rod, &c., I am convinced there is no better way of cover-

ing the paper with the albumen itself than by floating. The
pi-oportions I have found best to employ are, equal parts of al-

bumen and water, with 8 grains of chloride of sodium to each

ounce of the mixture ; it is to be beaten into a froth in the usual

manner and allowed to remain till it has re-assumed its fluid

state, and then strained through a piece of muslin into a flat dish

The paper (I have found none superior to Causon Freres, either

thick or thin) is to be cut to the requisite size
; for ordinary pur-

poses \ sheets are the most useful, laid on the surface of the

fluid, and then immediatdy removed and hung up to dry by one

comer. If the paper is thick and in large sheets, it is desirable

to leave it on the albumen for about 10 seconds, not more, in

order to prevent the tendency to curl. When perfectly dry,

place the sheets one over the other and press them ; an ordinary

printing frame being sufficient, in the absence of a better con-

trivance. The paper should be kept dry, and in this state it will

remain good for any length of time. I have never found it ne-

cessary to use an iron, as the silver solution coagulates the albu-

men the moment it comes in contact with it, and I fancy makes
it print more evenly than when heat has been employed. The
silver solution I employ is of the strength of from 90 to 100

grains to the ounce of distilled water, and I apply it by means
of a brush, a method I have found far preferable to either float-

ing or spreading with a rod. The paper should be brushed first

longitudinally and then crossways, repeating the strokes if neces-

sary ; it should then be laid on its dry side on a flat table, for

about as long as may be necessary to cover five or six sheets, and

then in their turn they are to be well dried between white blot-

ting-paper. The paper is then ready for use, or it may be al-

lowed to dry entirely between pieces of blotting-paper ; but for

glass-negatives, when carefully varnished, this is not necessary.

By this process between 20 and 30 sheets of paper may be rea-

dily rendered sensitive and ready for use in about half an hour, a

circumstance of some importance to those who have to print a

large number of proofs. It may be thought by sotae that the

silver solution will be more extravagant than is necessary, but I

have found that by using it of this strength, and coating in the

manner indicated, a given weight of silver w^ll coat a larger sur-

face than when a weaker solution and floating is had recourse

to ; besides which, the solution does not become discolored by
use, as is the case in the latter method of preparation. When
suificicnt paper has been prepared, the brush must be rinsed in

distilled water, and the washings precipitated with common salt;

the chloride thus formed will be useful to add to the hyposulphite

bath for fixing. I would recommend that a brush be employed

with the hairs fixed in silver, in the same manner as in the ordi-

nary flat tools. The expense would be but trifling, as a brush

of this description could always be refilled with new hair as soon

as it became worn out or destroyed.

There is another point to which I have directed my attention,

viz. a method of preventing the liability to fade, which photo-
graphs possess that have not been ferfedbj washed, and of short-

ening the time required for complete washing. The plan I have
adopted is the following :—After the proofs have been washed
well in two or three waters for about five or six hours iu all, I
treat them in this manner. I take pure hydrochloric acid, sp.

grav. 1-16, and dilute it with about five or six parts of water,
and pour a sufficient quantity of tliis dilute acid on to a plate of
clean glass larger than the proofs to lie fixed. I then lay them
with the plain side downwards on the acid and allow them to re-

main for about a minute, or until the upper surface slightly tastes
of acid, then plunge them into clean cold water for about another
hour or two, when they may be taken out and dried. I fear
there will be difference of opinion as to the prudence of this pro-
cess, but I can only say that I have now by me some proofs which
were so treated many months ago, without the least trace of
blemish

;
some of them (for experiment) were only washed al-

together for about an hour, and they are now quite perfect, while
others which had a much longer washing in plain water have
shown a decided tendency to Tjecome spoUed.

From the London Art-Journal.

THE BEAUTIFUL IN THE HUMAN FIGURE,

AND IN ARCHITECTURE.*

In any enquiry into the essential beauty of the human figure,

we revert at once to the second and third periods of Greek Art,

to productions of those schools which flourished between, it

may be, the fifth and the second centuries before our era. The
subject directly and collaterally, has been considered by Yitru-

vius, Winckelman, Sandrart, Mengs, and other authorities. It

may be asserted, and with some show of probability, that the

Greeks adhered to certain canons; but if they did, it can be
shown that the canons were various, according to which many
valuable productions were realised. And this diversity arises

from the repugnance of genius to the stringency of a scale.

—

There is no refinement in sculptual art which the Greeks have
not carried to its utmost perfection, and hence did we not know
that they worked according to the measure of a certain scale

their finely poised quantities—to which nothing can effectively

be added , from which nothing can insensibly be taken away—

-

would be sufficiently felt as a carefully regulated result, although

the rationale might remain unexplahaed. No apology is neces-

sary that we turn to the Greeks iu the question of personal

beauty, for in their deities they have realised examples of the

most splendid humanity; what divinity soever their gods may
possess, they derive from having been made after the image of

their worshipers. It is a matter of infinite surprise, that even in

Greece so many schools should have approached perfection

—

should have produced so many admirable works, without having

laid down acknowledged canons of Art. Up to the period of

Phidias, and even after he had distinguished himself,, there was
no established rythmical composition. The first standard type

was the Doryphorus of Polyclitus, which was executed after the

eighty-second Olympiad, and to this artist was ascribed the estab-

lishment of the principal that the weight of the body should be

chiefly supported by one foot, whence results tlie contrast of the

supportiug and compressed, with the relieved side of the body.

Before the time of Polyclitus the figues are shorter iu stature

and less graceful than subsequently, and this earher character

was strongly marked by individualism and even vulgarity, each

work being principally realised after one model and hence

strongly typical of the national conformation. This is sufficiently

obvious in a comparison of these works with productions of late

times under the prevalence of idealisation. In modern painting

and sculpture we proportion the body according to the head as

a unit, but the ancients adopted the length of the foot,, and the

proportion of their statues are generally found t9 accord with

* The Natural Principles of Beauty as Developed in the Human
Frame. By D. R. Hay, F. K. S. E. William Blackwood & Sons. The
Orthographic Beauty of the Parthenon. By D. R. Play, F. R. S. E. W.
Blackwood & Sons, London and Edinburgh.
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this as a unit. If we attempt to construct a sj'iitliesis for a me-

chanical description of the beautiful, we cannot form it upon any

unanimity in tlie Greek schools. In the acceptance of the foot

as the unit for the determination of stature, tliey were nearly

agreed, but this has little to do with the relation of quantities

and those graces and caprices which as being abnormal consti-

tute the salt of Doric Art—which lie beyond the reach of rule

—

that is witliin the province of genius. We cannot help express-

ing some surprise that the moderns should ajjply their scale to

aucient works, the head, although it is acknowledged that the

foot was found generally more accurate. In Miiller we find that

most authorities on proportion adopt the head divided into four

parts, and yet among these there are differences. The subdivi-

sions are a from the crown to the root of the hair; i, to the root

of the nose; c, to the upper lip, and d to the bottom of the chin;

but a., and particularly h are less (especially in the olden style)

than c, and d. Yitruvius finds a, h, c, equal, but d smaller than

these. For the sake of perfect accuracy the fourth part of the

head is again divided into tweWe lines, the statute therefore of

the Borghcse Achilles is described as 1, 1, 11, the Apollo

Sauroctonus 1, 0, 9, and the' Capitaline Faun 1, 3, 6, (the two

latter by Praxiteles) while according to the canon of Lysippus

the Dioscurus of Monte Cavallo is 8, 2, 6, the Farnese Hercules

8, 2, 5, the Laocoon 8, 3, 5. But independently of these scales

there are certain proportions which in a great degree accord;

thus from the upper point of the sternum to the lower extremity

of the abdomen, from the navel to the upper commencement of

the kneepan, and thence to the sole of the foot. From differ-

ences iu this scale it is shown that the ^Eginetan school gave to

their male statues short bodies and long legs, aud the Phigalian

sculptors proportioned their Amazons in like manner. In the

canon of Polyclitus the upper parts predominate, but again sub-

sec[uent changes of taste and manner operated so as to reverse

this law and determined the preponderance of the lower parts.

Winckelman states that the foot in slender as well as in com-

pact figures measures one-sixth of the entire height aud this is

generally co)ifirmed. Where any variation exists it is in the

proportion between the foot and the head; the former increasing

and the latter decreasing according to the greater or less volume

of the figure. The author of a work of which we quote the

title at the beginning of tiiis article, proposes a theory as appli-

cable to the human figure, based on a thesis of constructive lines

extremely beautiful in their sympathetic relation. " It consists

by dividing the semi-circle by 2, 3, 5, and 1, and multiples of

these primes, in the same arithmetical progression in which mo-

nochord spontaneously divides itself in the production of the

harmonies of sound, and using the angles thus produced in ap-

plying harmonic proportion to plane figures, through diagonal

direction instead of vertical and horizontal distance. By this

means divisions by two, four, &c., give what may be termed in

harmonical phraseology, tonic angles; divisions by three, six,

&c., dominant angles; divisions by five, ten,.&c., mediant angles;

divisions by seven, fourteen, &c., subtonic angles, &c. The man-

ner of applying this system in imparting proportions to a repre-

sentation of the human figure and thereby synthetically devel-

oping in it the operation of the law in question is to adopt, as a

fundamental angle, either |, -^\, f, y'V, 4, y\, or | of the semi-

circle, according to whether feminine Ijeauty of masculine power

may be the required characteristic of the figure to be repre-

sented."

The synthesis is exemplified in ap})]ication to the construction

of several figures of beautiful proportion. Tiiese figures are of

course upright. Having the arms adjusted straight with the

sides. We know that the proportions of the Venus and of the

7\.pollo will fall into a synthesis when tried by such a means, and

although that we know that the Greeks were cognisant of con-

structive s)'stems of Beauty, Ave do not believe that the best an-

tique relics were realised under any prescription beyond that fine

feeling for the beautiful, which dictated to the artist the selection

of bcantii'ul parts from a variety of sources. ^Ve see the adap-

tability of Mr. Key's system to' figures erect and motionless, but

iu reference to figures in descriptive or relieved poses, in wliich

resides the language of Art, we do not see its applicability. In

short, expression hi its unlimited phases can only l)e realized by

the education of the eye. We see continually schools of stu-

dents Avorking from the same f gure, and of twenty not t\\o shall

draw the figure with the same feeling. The conceptions of some
shall be " of the earth, eartliy," while those of others shall be
graceful.

Tlie determination of a universal law of harmonious propor-

tion iu architecture has been the standing problem of the Art
since the best period of the Greeks. The great principle of

harmonious proportion attributed to tlie Greeks was unknown to

Yitruvius. We have seen and examined systems of harmonious

proportion as applicable to certain antique remains, but so far

frona being in anywise generally applicable to other structures,

they seemed rather to induce the supposition that each structure

was erected according to a thesis peculiar to itself. Penrose
failed in determining the principle whereon the Parthenon was
constructed; he limited himself to one idea; but others who are

more excursive may not be more successful. Mr. Hay, in the

brochure befoi'e us, says " the basis of my theory is that a figure

is pleasing to the eye in the same degree as its fundamental angles

bear to each other the same proportions that the vibrations

bear to one another in a chord of music. Now, as the whole
science of musical harmony depends upon the simple division into

which a monochord, Avhen in a state of vibratory motion, resolves

itself by nodes into (|), (|),
(i), and (|), with their sub-multi-

plies, (^), (-!), &c., so in like manner the whole science of pro-

portion or harmony of form arises from a similar division of the

quadrant of a circle, &c.," and upon this principle Mr. Hay
demonstrates his theory, which, as regards one architectural

structure, is riot less ingenious than his theory of beauty with

regard to a figure in one pose ; but if, after all, the applicability

of the one is referrable only to the Parthenon, and the other to

au erect figure, knowing, as we do, that the canons of sculptural

art were various, sculpture and painting on the one hand are but

little assisted by the former, and architecture very equivocally

aided by the latter.

A NEW AND COMPLETE PHOTOGEAPHIC ipNUAl.*

FOR METAL PL.\TES AND PAPER. CONTAINING ALL THE LATEST

DISCOVERIES.

Translated from the French of E. pe Yalicourt, for the Pho-

tographic and Fine Art Journal, hy W. Grigg, A. B.

Article I.

—

Chlorine -and its Compounds.

120. Chlorine was the first substance which came into use,

owing doubtless to the numerous chemical affinities Avhich exist

l)etween it and iodine. It is rarely that this substance is em-

ployed iu the state of vapor, but in return it has often been com-

bined Avith iodine or other bodies, and at the present day even,

and since a much greater energy of photogenic action has beeu

discovered in bromine, chlorine has been admitted Avith much ad-

vantage into many compounds of bromine and iodine, of which

Ave shall presently speak.

OF THE CHLORIDE OF IODINE.

121. It li. to M. Claudet, a native of France residing at Lon-

don, and one of the grantees in England of M. Dagucrre's pat-

ent, that the discovery of chloride of iodine must be attributed,

Avhich takes precedence in date over all other substances employ-

ed in photography. France can therefore yet claim for one of

her sons the priority of this improvement, Avhich seems to have

opened the way for all others. We insist thus much on the

rights of M. Claudet, as they have been fearlessly contested in

an article of a German Journal, signed Dr. Prindle.*

122. Although the preparation of the chloride of iodine be

* Coutiimcd from juxg-c 215, Vol. 7, No. 7.

* The rc'futiitioii of this article may l)0 seen in the .Melange Photo-

o-raphique of M. Charles Clievalier, Paris, 1814. Notliin"; however would

lie surprising on tlie part of certain Germans, and it is natural enough

that alter having striven to appropriate to the benelit of M. Voigtlander,

I'etzval, Ettinghausseu and olliers. the double acromatic ol)ject-gh\ss,

tliev would alsii try to endow 3[. Katchville and Nal/.erer with the dis-

coverv of M. Claudet.
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difficult aud dangerous, and should rather be peribraied bj' a

chemist, yet we will describe it for the benefit of those who can-

not couvcniently procure it ready prepared.

Put into a glass retort peroxide of magnesia, pour on it grad-

ually chlorohydric acid, and by means of a beut tube of glass

make a comuiunicatiou between the retort and the glass contain-

iug the iodine in grains. Apply a gentle heat to the bowl of

the retort with the sjjirit lani}), chlorine is freed, aud gradually

liquefies the iodine iu combining with it. Arrest the disengage-

ment of the chlorine as soon as the resulting liquids shall have

reached the red tone, for if it be carried to the yellow, the

chloride of iodine obtained will be unfit for photographic pur-

])oses, by reason of its then containing an excess of chlorine.

Wlien on the contrary, at a certain time after its preparation,

the chloride of iodine has become black, it is a proof that it is

wanting in chlorine; this must be remedied by causing it to ab-

sorb a little of this gas.

.Instead of a flask and a retort, a flask with a ground stopper

containing the iodine may, in operating on a small scale, be sub-

stituted for the first, aud the retort, by a yial such as used by

druggists, communicating with the flask by means of a glass

tube; the operation is to be performed as above described.

The chloride of iodine once obtained, should be enclosed in a

flask carefully coi'ked with a ground stopper, and should be

kept as much as possible out of the influence of light.* This

substance acts upon the auimal tissues iu the manner of the most

violent caustics. Be careful not to let it fall upon the skin, and
aJ)0ve all not to breathe its vapors for too long a time.

123. At first the pure chloride of iodine was employed in

different ways, which it is needless to mention, since this pro-

cess at the present day is completely abandoned. It was soon

perceived that there was immense advantage derived in its dilu-

tion with a large quantity of water. A less tumultuous, slower,

and more equable evaporation results from this, which acts uni-

formly upon the plate. It is in this manner that the German
liquid, and the greater part of the preparations which are every

day sold under the name of photogenic liquids, etc. are made.

The following is the best mode of preparing the solution

of chloride of iodine. Into two gills of common water put from

21G to 270 grahis of red chloride of iodine. Shake the flask,

allow a little of the iodine which is precipitated to deposit and
the liquor obtained may be used immediately. Pour from one-

third to two-thirds of an inch of the depth of the liquid into the

bro.uiue dish, and submit the plate properly iodised to the evapo-

ration of the cldoride of iodine, until it assumes a beautiful red

rose color—the ordinary sign of the maximum sensitiveness.

But to what point is it necessary previously to iodise the plate

befora sul)mittiug it to the vapors of thechloridt'? The decision

of this question depends entirely on the nature of the chloride of

iodine employed in the preparation of the solution. If this

chloride were of a clear red color, that is to say, rich in chlbriue

( 122 j the plate might be iodised without disadvantage to a

claep yellow. If on the contrary, (and this is more frequently

the case) the clouded color of the chloride of iodine should indi-

cate excessive evaporization, it would be necessary to- rest con-

tented with the pale yellow iodising, and it might even some-
times be completely suppressed.

124. The employment of chloride of iodine presentsno- serious

difficulty, and it is very rare that a proof is not obtained by its

aid. Tiiis liquid should therefore be adopted in preference by
beginners, whose courage it is well adapted to stimulate by an
almost certain success; but as soon as the primary difficulties

iu photography have been vanquished, it wfl.1 be b'etter to resort

to the preparations into which bromine' enters, a substance more
energetic and more prompt than chloriue.

CHLORIXE EXP^jNDED BY' XXR.

125. Professor Barnard announces that he has succeeded in

obtaining proofs thoroughly int^t-antaueous, by making use of

chlorine expanded by atmcspherlc air, to forward the sensitive-

* For this purpose a strip, of black paper may be pasted upon tlic

flask. Every accelerator Ijciug more or less sensitive to tbe iiillii-

enceofligiit, it will therefore be prudent to protect the flasks wbicli

contain them.

ness of the coating of iodine. "We have fnade no experiments
with this method, but we give the following description. Into
a flask coutaining a small quantity of cldorine, introduce atmos-
pheric air, without causing violent or unpleasant agitation. A
few trials will suffice to regulate the proper state of the dilution
of the chlorine with the air. An excess of chloriue must espe-
cially be avoided.

To make use of this compound, the plate is first iodized as
ordinarily. Move the plate rapidly over the orifice of the flask
containing the mixture of chlorine and air. This operation
should be performed in the dark. The author assures us that
his process has yielded results as rapid as perfect,

CIILORUS ACID.

126. This preparation of chlorine is only used in a state of
vapor. We have dismissed it with the other subst'ances em'
ployed under this form.

OF THE CHLORO-BROMIDE OF lODENE.

121. A triple compound of chloro-bromide and iodine has
been employed with much success for some time. We have been
fortunate enough to procure some formulas by the aid of which
this substance may be prepared. We shall make them kuowu
to our readers. M. Gaudin prepares the chloro-bromide of io-

dine in the following manner: Into the saturated hromine water
he pours drop by drop, red chloride of iodine, until the rutilant

vapor of the bromine wafer disappears. This mixture is after-

wards diluted with water to a saffron yellow color. This com-
pound is used in nearly the same manner as the chloride of
iodine, (123) that is to say, that the iodised plate, at first of a
pale golden yellow should be carried over the accelerating sub-

stances to a lively rose.

128. The following formula has been communicated to us by
M. Bord, a skilful watch maker, and not less distinguished

photographer, whose beautiful proofs have ever been renuirked.
Intel a flask of the capacity of a quart and a half, pour about

8200 grains of distilled water;, raise its temperature to 50° cen-

tigrade; add to this 108 grains of bromine saturated with io-

dine prepared as hereafter directed, and raised also to 45°;
shake the flask briskly, then add again 90 grains of chloride of

iodine; lastly, again shake the mixture to facilitate the mixture
of the substances.. The preparation of the saturated bromide of
ji5(fMze requires some attention to obtain an always identical com-
pound, for it has been remarked that iodine is more qv less solu-

ble in bromine, according to the temperature of the latter. The
following is the method employed by the great M. Bord, in

order always to obtain the same result.. Pour into a flask 180
grains of bromine and 236 grains of iodine: plunge this flask,

closely corl-ed into a bath of 45° centig.* Shake the flask, allow
it to cool, and yoa will obtain a compound of bromine of the
consistency of paste. Twenty-four hours after put the flask

again into the bath. Raised to 40° centig. the liquid commences
to liquefy. If at 45° it is entirely in this state the desired de-

gree of saturation is obtained. If it liquefies at one degree lower
add a Tittle iodine, and in the contrary case, diminish the cpian-

tity.

To employ the liquor, pour from one-fifth to one-third of an
inch of its thickness into the dish. The plate first iodised to

the priviary rose should take after the exposition to to the

chloro-bromide, the deep red rose tint. Examine it from time to

time, to become assured of the progress of the operation. If the

chloro-bromide of iodine is iu the proper state of dilution, tlie

red rose color should Ije obtained in 30 to, 60 geoo.nds. When
this tint is attained sooner, it is necessary to dilute the liquors

with distilled water, to avoid the sudden puffs which would act

unequally upon the plate. The same liquid may be used a num-
ber of times; it will suffice at the termination of the operxition

to pour it back into the flask, whichsh9uld.be k-ept constantly

corked.

129. We are indebted to the extreme kindness of M. le Baron
Gross, then Charge d'"Aff;urs of France to New Grenada, for

* It will be prudent' even to raise tlie cork several Ifnies during the
operation, to give vent bo the superabundant vaporn, wliich might cause
the ghiss Wbarst and proj-ect the bromine upon the operator.
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the communication of another formula, which, by its thorough

simplicitj', has long been preferred by amateurs. It is by the

aid of this process that M. le Baron Gros succeeded in obtain-

ing the beautiful impressions which have been so admired since

his return from America, five or six years ago. We have deem-

ed it our duty to copy the clear and precise terms in which the

inventor has explained the whole of his method,

"I pour into a flask corked with a ground stopper, of the

capacity of a pint, two gills of distilled water, and into this

water I drop 360 grains of chloride of iodine. The water im-

mediately takes a saffron yellow color, and a large quantity of

the iodine, which is precipitated, floats upon the top. I shake the

mixture briskly, which then resembles liquid mud of a grayish

black. I leave it in this state twenty-four hours in the flask,

tightly corked, being careful to shake it now and then during

this interval. I then filter it through gray paper, and I throw

away the iodine which remains upon the filter, after all has pass-

ed through.
" The liquid obtained is clear, of a deep saffron yellow, and

giving when shaken, a deep yellow foam, which dissipates easily

after a few moments of repose.
" Into this liquid I pour 360 additional grains of chloride of io-

dine. I shake this second blackish compound a number of times
;

after 24 hours I filter through fresh paper; I throw away the

iodine left on the surface, and I thus obtain a liquid of unvary-

ing clearness, but of higher color than iu the former case, giving

a froth of deeper yellow, which disappears a little slower when

left at rest.

" I then add twelve drops of pure bromine; I shake the mix-

ture to assure its perfect dissemination, and in this state the

liquid is ready for use.

" The effect which it produces is constant; and at the present

day a flask, prepared some two years since, still gives me the

same results as at first. A few seconds more, however, will be

necessary to obtain the velvet rose color, which seems to me the

most favorable to the success of the experiment.
" It is needless to remark that the flask should always be kept

perfectly well corked, and out of the influence of too du-ect light.

130. "I have a wooden box, blackened on tl^e interior, about

61 inches in height, and of such size that the tablet, iu which the

plate is fastened, may serve as a cover for it. This tablet is ad-

justed so as to completely close the box, and thus receive all the

vapors which are produced in the interior. On the base of this

box, in the inside, a dish of porcelain, having the same form as

the box, is placed without, being fastened thereto. This box is

but 1;^ inches in height, of sufficient size to entirely cover the

bottom, without however touching the sides. The upper edges

of this dish are ground, so that it may be hermetically closed by

a thick plate of glass, heavy and also well ground, which is ad-

justed or removed by means of a piece of leather glued upon the

centre.
" Pour into this dish the liquid, prepared as above described,

to the depth of about one-third of an inch. It is unnecessary to

mention that the whole must be kept level, so that the liquid

may be equally spread over the base of the dish, for without this

the evaporation would be unequal, and the plate would not take

a uniform color.

" The licjuid being poured into the dish, cover it with the

o-round glass, and if this grinding has been well performed, no

vapor should escape ; if the dish was not well closed, it will

easily be perceived by the strong odor which would be (dissemi-

nated.
" The plate being perfectly polished and fixed in the tablet, is

first submitted to the action of the iodine, and when it has reached

a straw yellow tint, it is ready to receive the vapor of the accel-

erator.
" I then raise with the left hand the glass covering of the dish,

and with the right I place the tablet over the box, u])on which the

iodized plate is fixed. The vapors, which are freed, soon change

the straw yellow to a velvet rose, which I think the most favor-

able color for receiving the luminous impression.

" AVhilst the i)latc is thus exposed to the vapors of the accele-

rator, I count the seconds, and I turn the plate round every fif-

teen seconds. I regard it thus often in order more surely to

follow its progress, and I do not withdraw until it has reached

the required tint, From forty to eighty seconds, according to

temperature, are necessary to attain it. It might be obtained
sooner by turning the plate less often ; but this precaution is ne-

cessary to equalize the evaporation. The height I have fixed

upon for the box is also an indispensable requirement, absorption

is then slower, but the tone more equal and regular. The same
liquid, in the ordinary bromine boxes, of slight depth, stains the

plate and causes it to pass on to the violet instantaneously.*
" All the operations should be performed in a dark and very

dry place, and the glass should be replaced over the dish as soon

as the plate is removed,
" The operations ended, shake the dish briskly, and pour the

Uquor into the flask, which must be kept well corked."

Article II.

—

Bromine and its Compounds,

131. A communication was made to the Academy of Sciences
by Mr. Fizeau, the 21st June, 1841, and dating from this period
numerous experiments had been entered upon in England, for the
application of bromine as an agent to increase the sensitiveness

of the daguerrean plates ; soon after, the 18th October, of

the same year, M. T. Gaudin presented to this learned body some
beautiful impressions obtained, with great rapidity, with the aid

of a bromide of iodine which he had prepared. Lastly, in the
pamphlets published by M. Charles Chevalier, in November,1841,
we find an article by M. Leon Foucault, containing the first ac-

count which has been given of the employment of bromine water,

a new preparation, the discovery of which was due to M. Fizeau.
Since this epoch, bromine, by reason of its eminently photogenic
properties, has framed the base of every accelerating compound,
and it has even been admitted into those which already contahi
chlorine, as we have seen at ^ 129 to 131, and as we shall

hereafter show in ^ 161 to 163. The compound of bromine
merits therefore attentive examination, to which we shall now
proceed.

OF BROMINE WATER.

132. Bromine water is, without contradiction, the most simple

accelerating substance and the most prompt that was for a long
period employed in photography, and I do not even except those
compounds used under the form of vapor. It is to M. Fizeau
that this valuable discovery, which was received at its appear-

ance with real enthusiastic success, belongs. From this epoch
we hail also the appearance of those magnificent proofs so supe-

rior to all that had till then been obtained, and which yields

little in superiority to all that have come after. To justify this

opinion, it will be sufBcient to instance the admirable results

then obtained by MM. Foucault and Lerebourj. Yery soon bro-

mine water had a large numl^er of admirers, and it would have
ended in the abandonment of every other accelerator, if, joined

to its incontestable advantages, it did not present difficulties

tending to discourage the most determined photographic adepts.

We frankly say, therefore, however perfect the method pro-

posed by M. M. Fizeau and Foucault, and however scrupulous

the care taken in the employment of bromine water, this substance

remains subjected to a vast amount of deception, of which it is

easier to assign the cause than to indicate the remedy.

133. And first. How can v/e succeed in preparing, at all times

and in all places, a solution of bromme water, of an always iden-

tical and determinate value ? The unequal nature of water, ac-

cording to localities or different sources from which it is drawn,

causes it to absorb a greater or less quantity of bromine, so we
never can arrive at a strictly precise dose.f But suppose that

one were able to fulfil so difficult a requirement, would the pro-

vision of bromine water that has been prepared maintain, till it

has entirely evaporated, the same degree it had when fresh ?

The extreme volatileness of bromine, and the obligation one is

under to open the flask every time the water is to be used, will

* We think, however, that the liquid of M. le Baron Gross may bo cm-
ployed with advantage in the ordinary dishes, provided care be taken
to dilute it with a certain quantity of distilled water. A slow and reg-

ular evaporation is thus obtained, without being obliged to have recourse

to a box of inconvenient and embarrassing height. This improvement
has succeeded very well with us.

t It is true that M. Fizeau advises the addition of a few drops of acid

to neutralize the cft'cct of the calcareous salts ordinarily contained in
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necessarily tend to weaken the latter, and the last doses will be

far from possesshig the same strength as the first.

134. Another difficulty resnlting from the employment of bro-

mine water, consists in the impossibility of proving, by examina-

tion of the color of the plate, whether it has absorbed the neces-

sary quantity, for the sensitiveness communicated to the ioduret

of silver by'the bromine is such that the influence even of sup-

pressed light would alter its state, and infallibly produce a veiled

impression. But admitting, as M. M. Montmirel and Qiieslni*

have stated, that one might, without inconvenience, examine the

colors of the plate, the tint of the iodine modified by the evapo-

ration of the bromine, would still be a very deceptive guide, for,

on one hand, the color of the iodizing changes very little under

the influence of bromine, and, on the other, as it is necessary to

bromiuize the plate in proportion to the quantity of iodine it has

previously absorbed, as there is no certainty of arresting the ac-

tion of the latter always at the same tint, it would be necessary

to carry in the head a host of divers shades, whose difference

would be uuperceived by the most skillful eye.

135. There exists also a third cause of uncertainty in the em-

ployment of bromine water, and although it has been regarded

as of secondary importance,! we think that it exercises great in-

fluence on the success of the process ; we mean the atmospheric

tem]3erature. In fact, it must have been remarked by all that,

according to the different seasons of the year, and according to

the temperature of the place of operation, a solution of bromine of

a certain composition prepared with care, acts in an entirely differ-

ent manner, so that on such a day a plate will be properly coated

in thu-ty seconds, and the next day it will sometimes be necessary

to prolong the operation from forty to fifty seconds; and it is not

only in respect to celerity that the action of the bromine water

becomes altered by temperature, but it acts thus also in relation to

its mode of evaporation. In the cold seasons, and, in general,

whenever the thermometer does not range beyond ten degrees

above zero, the vapors of bromine disengage slowly and uniform-

ly, and disseminate quickly over the surface of the plate; during

great heat, on the other hand, evaporation becomes unequal and

irregular, and, notwithstanding the uniformity of the coating of

iodine, the plate becomes covered here and there with clouds and

vapors which prevent the success of the process. It is then ne-

cessary to modify the strength of the water and the duration of

the evaporation, keeping an exact account of the differences of

temperature, and every day requires renewed researches and ex-

periments to find again the precise point where the bromine wa-

ter gives to the coating of iodine its maximum of sensitiveness.

136. We have presented, in all their force, the objections

which may be started against the employment of bromine water.

Let no one conclude, therefore, that we proscribe the use of this

substance ; on the contrary, we strongly recommend it to all

those who desire to make real progress in the study of photog-

raphy; for once having triumphed over the difficulties its em-
ployment presents, one wQl be amply repaid for the trouble ; its

eminently photogenic properties may be made profitable, and
the study of the other accelerating substances will be naught but
play.

131. The only two practical methods which have been given

for the employment of the bromine water, are those of M. M.
Fizeau and Foucault. These two differ, moreover, only in the

mode of preparation of the solution of bi'omine. We will first

examine them separately in this respect, and then present a few
observations in relation to the mode of operation, which may be
regarded as common to the two processes.

METHOD OF M. FIZEAU.

138. The method of M. Fizeau is founded on the following

principles

:

1st. In making a saturated solution of bromine in distilled

water.

ninuing water. But to render this method sufficient, we must be able
to know, with precision, the necessary quantity of acid.

* These gentlemen have each proposed a method for the application
of bromine water, taking the colour of the plate as a guide, but these
methods have furnished nought but problematical results and are subject
to every turn of chance.

t See the Memoir of M. Fizeau, Note 4.
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2d. In taking a fixed and determinate volume of this solu-

tion, and to dilute it with a known volume of rain water.J
3d. To take from this solution a known quantity sufficient to

cover the bottom of the bromine dish from i to | of an inch-.

4th. To expose the plate properly iodized to the emanations
of the bromine water, for a space of time which can only be de-

termined by experiment.

5th. To renew the dose of bromine water for every proof.

Thus it is seen that M. Fizeau takes as a starting point dis-

tilled water saturated with bromine, it is easily prepared by
pouring into a flask containing distilled water a quantity of

bromine sufficient to leave at the expiration of 24 hours an ex-

cess of undissolved bromine at the bottom of the flask.

These methods would doubtless be sufficient wholly to satisfy

the requirements of the process if the saturated bromine water
could be considered as a constant and unvarying symbol. But
besides the bromine combining with water in different propor-

tions, according to the degree of purity of the latter, the presence

of an excess of bromine in contact with the water ends in the

formation of bromohydric acid, which changes the nature of the

normal liquid. If therefore, the starting point is subject to

change, the diluted solutions will be equally so, as M. Foucault

has rationally demonstrated. A thousand other purely mechan-

ical causes may modify the nature of the saturated bromine wa-

ter; if, for instance, it be very freshly prepared, if it be briskly

shaken, or if it has been on a voyage, it will necessarily contain

in suspension, non-dissolved particles of bromine, and if in this

state it be used to prepare a diluted solution, the latter would be

of stronger quality than common, and it would be necessary to

enter upon fresh experiments to determine the time of exposition

of the plate to the evaporation of the bromine.

The same cause of uncertainty would exist, if, for diluting the

saturated solution, water taken from different sources be ulti-

mately employed. Lastly, dnring the time which elapses from
the moment the bromine water be poured into the dish, to the

replacing of the cover over this dish, an evaporation of bromine
takes place, the exact quantity of which it is impossible to deter-

mine.

Viewed in these different lights, the method of preparation of

bromine water, as given by M. Fizeau, leaves much to be de-

sired.

We shall now see in what manner M. Faucault has remedied
the greater number of these evils.

METHOD OF M. FOUCAULT.

139. M. Foucault had the same design in view as M. Fizeau;

to attain it he prepared the solution of bromine water in a to-

tally different manner. The following was his modus operandi.

Pour into a large flask a quart of rain water, draw up with
a small glass syringe, graduated for the purpose, 9 grains of

pure bromine, which mix with the water in the flask, § shake
briskly, and in a quarter of an hour the solution of bromine re-

sulting therefrom may be employed.
Proceeding in this manner, there is no reason to fear such

frequent changes of the saturated bromine water.

MODE OF EMPLOYING THE WATER. BROMINE. DISHES.

140. The solution of bromine water being prepared by one of

the methods above described, iodize the plate according to the

directions given in the chapter on iodising ^101 to 107.

The tint of iodine which after numerous experiments, seems
to us the most suitable, is that called the lively or dark rose.

This tint, pointed out in the first place by MM. Brebisson and
Buron, retards somewhat the production of the image, but it is

infinitely preferable to the golden yellow, which has the great

J M. Fizeau advises the mixing of one part of the water saturated
with bromine to 30 times its volume of rain water; but this proportion
is much too strong, and one will succeed better by employing it at the
fiftieth and even sLxtieth.

§ Avoid drawing up the bromine with a pipe, as recommended by
M. Fou&ault, for if a too strong inspiration should draw a single drop
of bromine into the mouth, the most disastrous consequences would re-

sult. Merely the vapor of bromine introduced into the lungs would ex-

ercise a deleterious influence upon the system.
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defect of solarising the whites, aud of giving proofs in which tlie

opposites are too decided.

These arrangements made, raise the cover of the bromine dish,

which has been first made level;* fill the measure with bromine

water, aud pour it rapidly into the dish, and replace tlie cover

instantly. The capacity of the measure should be calculated in

proportion to the size of the dish, and so that the bottom may
be entirely covered with the water to a depth of about j to |
of an inch. Allow 30 seconds to give the vapors time to de-

velop and fill up tlie body of the dish; then raise the cover with

a brisk movement, and immediately substitute the tablet con-

taining the iodised plate. Count a certain number of seconds,

which cannot be determined in a strictly definite manner, as the

quality of the bromine water, the capacity of the dish, the greater

or less intensity of the previous iodising, and particularly the

atmospheric temj^erature, must be taken into account. The
time of evaporation, however, may be limited between 20 seconds

and one minute, and a few experiments will ascertain it once for

all. This time having elapsed, remove the plate, which enclose

carefully in its shield, and throw away the dose of bromine

water, which must be renewed for a fresh operation.

To count the seconds, we employ either a pendulum composed

of a leaden ball attached to a wire 39 inches in length, or else

a clock called a coucou, to which a pendulum of the same length

is adjusted. A metronometer, a watch with second hand, or a

compteur constructed expressly for the use of the daguerreotypist,

may be used.

141. It will easily be perceived that during the time neces-

sary to take off the cover and substitute the frame, an unde-

terminate portion of the vapor which has accumulated in the

dish escapes and becomes useless to the operation. This iiu'egu-

liiT loss of the bromine should be taken into consideration; M.
Foucault has succeeded in avoiding this cause of uncertainty by

the construction of the bromine box, which we shall now de-

scribe. This apparatus, as simple as it is ingenious, is applica-

ble not only to bromine water, but also to every other accelerat-

ing substance; it is particularly indispensable when employing

bromoform, and the other compounds of which we shall hereafter

speak.

The apparatus of M. Foucault consists of a box of wood,

into which is placed a porcelain dish, a perfectly level plate

of glass slides upon the ground edges of the dish, and

closes it hermetically. Three screws serve to place the box in

a perfectly horizontal position with the aid of a water level

which is tried on each side of the glass which covers the dish,

working the screws according to the indication of the level.

Upon one of the sides of the box is a bent tube, which commu-
nicates with the interior of the dish, and serves to introduce the

bromine into it, by the aid of a funnel, without being obliged to

remove the lid. A graduated flask contains just the quantity of

bromine water necessary for a proof, in reference to the capacity

of the dish. Lastly, at one end of the box there is a small ex-

terior orifice, communicating with the bottom of the dish, and
which serves to draw off the bromine water before commencing
a fresh operation, or to introduce the vapor into the dish, when
the accelerating substance is employed under the latter form.

This simple description of the bromine box of M. Foucault is

sulfieiently indicative of the mode of using it. After having io-

dised the plate and levelled the dish, the frame containing the

plate is placed over it. The bromine water is then poured through

tlie tube and left at rest 30 seconds. At the expiration of this

time the glass cover is removed, and when the evaporation is

deemed sufficient, the glass is thrust back, and the plate is pre-

pared to receive the luminous impression.

142. We have already remarked (119) that the quantity of

bromine should be in exact proportion to the quantity of iodine

first absorbed by the plate; we cannot too strongly insitson this

important point, for in this consists the whole difficulty of the

application of the accelerating substances. Thus, for a certain

quantity of iodine, there is a relative quantity of bromine, which

gives the maximum of sensitiveness, below or above which the

* M. Lerebours was the first who conceived the idea of constructing
flat dishes, which are extremely handy, as well for bromine water as
otlier substances.

proof is either incomplete or veiled. Unfortunately, there ex-

ists no certain sign by which one may be enabled to perceive in

advance when the proper point has been attained, and it is only

by being guided by the data of previous experiments, that we
can arrive at any determination for subsequent operations. Let
us examine the different aspects the plate may present on with-

drawal from the mercury box ; attentive observation in this par-

ticular, will lead to show a want or an excess of bromine.

If the plate, after sufficient exposition to the luminous radia-

tion, everywhere presents a uniform and transparent tint, but a
total absence of image, or if this image be confused or badly
defined, giving only the clearest tints, whilst the blacks are

scarcely perceptible, there is certainty that the quantity of bro-

mine was not sufficient, and it must be increased.

But if, on the other hand, notwithstanding the uniformity of

the primitive coating of ioduret of silver, the plate should lose

its transparency, if its surface should be veiled by opaque clouds

of a golden aspect, marking the whole or a portion of the image,

there is an excess of bromine, and the time of evaporation must
be progressively diminished, imtjl the clouding, which has been
designated the bromint veil, no longer forms upon the surface of

the plate.

Between these two extremes there is a mean tone, called the

maximum of sensitiveness. This is the point when the plate has
absorbed the exact quantity of bromine necessary to furnish a
complete proof. Experiments alone will enable us to attain

this delicate limit, without exceeding it.

BROMIDE OF IODINE. FORMULA COMMDNICATED BY M. CLAUDET.

143. Distilled water, saturated with bromine,f y^^ to yfo qt.

Alcohol saturated with iodine yi^

Filtered rain water J^^

Pour first the saturated bromine water into a flask of the ca-

pacity of from four-fifths to one quart, then mix therewith the
alcoholic solution of iodine, shake the flask briskly to facilitate

the mixture; lastly, add the filtered water, and the bromide of

iodine resulting may be immediately employed.

MODE OF EMPLOYING IT.

144. The plate being iodised to a citron yellow, pour the bro-

mide of iodine into the dish to the depth of one-third of an inch.

Leave it to rest a moment or two, so that the sudden disengage-

ment of the bromine may not occasion stains by flashing upon
the plate. Then expose the plate over the bromine mitil it as-

sumes a deep red rose, without, however, touching on the violet or

blue color. This effect should take Dlace in from 2 to 5 minutes,

according to the temperature of the season and the place of ope-

ration. The plate thus prepared is endowed with sensitiveness

almost equalling that of the bromine water.

If, after having taken a fine uniform tint, in the time indicat-

ed, the plate should give dark and badly brought out proofs,

although the exposition in the camera may have been prolonged

in proportion to the intensity of the light, it will be a proof

that iodine is predominant in the composition, and the remedy
will be either to iodise less strong, or by continuing the tint al-

ready given to the plate by the bromide to a deep violet, and
even to the blue.

If, on the contrary, instead of taking a homogenous tint,

the plate should be clouded, and covered with stains and uneven
yellow, rose and violet streaks, accompanied by small white

points, rest assured that the bromide of iodine contains a large

excess of bromine. The same is the case if the plate, although

taking an even color, does not attain the rose tint before G to

10 minutes of exposure to the dish; for the excess of bromine

has also the effect of diminishing the activity of the bromide.

When one of these cases is presented, it will be necessary for

t It is well known that to obtain a saturated solution of bromine, it

is necessary that the distilled water bo left in contact, for tweuty-iour

hours at least, with a large excess of bromine. The same is the case for

the alcoholic solution of iodine. These solutions once obtained at the

proper degree of saturation, be careful not to agitate the flask coutaiu-

ing them, at the moment of compounding the bromide of iodine, lor if

this precaution be neglected, the particles of the bromide of iodine, kept
momentarily in suspension in an agitated liquid, would perceptibly

change the requirements of the saturation.
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the following; proof to iodise the plate more strongly, for instance

the g-ol(leii yellow, or even the more or less decided rose.

Lastly, if the plate occupies too much time in reaching the

required tint, the liquid must be reinforced by addiiig thereto a

little saturated bromine water, and the alcoholic solution of io-

dine, combined in the proportion above indicated (^143). If, on

the other hand, the color should take too soon, it will be suffi-

cient to add to the bromide a little filtered water, until it be

brought to the desired strength.

It will be remarked that these modifications cause no change

in the relative and proportional combination of the bromine and

iodine, which remains always the same, with whatever volume of

water it may be diluted.

The bromide of iodine once prepared must not be altered by

adding seperately thereto either bromine or iodine by way of ex-

periment, as this would render it subject to new conditions, and

it would be impossible to get it again identical without a fresh

preparation.

These details may appear minute, but it is our duty to forsee

every case that may present itself, and to point out the causes

of error unfortunately too frequent in photography.

If the bromide of iodine, moreover, has been prepared in

the manner we have advised, if the solutions of bromine and iodine

have been properly saturated and the dose exactly proportioned,

we may be assured of succeeding at the first stroke, and the im-

perfections which this compound might present will always be

sufficiently slight to be corrected by augmenting or diminishing

the intensity of the iodising according as the bromide shows an

excess of bromine or iodine.

If it be now demanded what the advantages of the bromide of

iodine are, we will answer, that after having been for a long

time prejudiced against this compound, after having even aban-

doned it, renewed experiments have convinced us that it is worthy

to take rauk with bromine water. The bromide of iodine, in

fact, gives to photographic proofs tints nearly equal to those of

the bromine water, and the admirable results obtained by M.

Claudet leaves no doubt in this respect. By the side of these

advantages, there exist numerous disadvantages, and we will not

disguise them. The bromide of iodine, whatever may be the

care taken in its preparation is an unstable composition, and in

10 or 15 days, it commences to lose its properties. When it is

perceived that its effects are changing, the intensity of the iodis-

ing must be progressively diminished ; and then if good proofs

be not obtained, it will be better to prepare anew a fresh dose,

rather than attempt to bring it back to its primitive state by

the addition of bromine water as M. Gaudiu advises, this would

only be to expose oneself to long and almost always fruitless

researches. For, in our opinion, the bromide of iodine not

only becomes deteriorated by the loss of bromine, but also by

a general commotion in its constituents, and by a new combi-

nation of the elements which form it. Alcohol which enters into

this compound, appears to us to be of a nature to cause, in

a short time, the formation of bromohydric and hydriodic acid;

the probable causes of the decomposition of the bromide.

Another disadvantage results from the sluggishness of the

bromide of iodine. From 3 to 5 minutes are necessary in order

properly to brominize a plate by this process. Now, during this

space of time the atmospheric relations have become consider-

ably modified, and much practice is necessary to be able exactly

to appreciate the variations of the light, and to keep correct ac-

count thereof, at the time of exposition in the camera. When,
on the contrary, proofs succeed rapidly, it is easy to correct in

the next experiment, the erroi's remarked in the first.

Notwithstanding these drawbacks, the bromide of iodine is

still exclusively employed by persons expert in producing fine

proofs ; it will suffice to name M. Claudet.

ANOTHER FORMULA OF M. CLAUDET.

145. The bromide of iodine may also be prepared in the fol-

lowing manner : Into a flask containing from fV to -p"^ of a quart

of rain water pour drop by drop the alcoholic solution of iodine,

shake the flask often, and continue the addition of iodine until

the water assumes a deep ^ojflcco^'itjce tint. The liquid should

present a disturbed and muddy appearance. Then add in small

quantities, continually agitating the flask, distilled water satu-

rated with bromine, till the liquid reassumes its primitive clear-

ness, and takes a dark yellow color. Arrived at this point, con-

tinue to add the saturated bromine water drop by drop, the tint

of the liquid will become gradually clearer, and when it reaches

a beautiful yellow rather light than dark, arrest the addition of

the bromine water.

This formula differs only from the preceding in its mode of

preparation, the liquid obtained is employed in the same manner
and furnishes the like results.

BROMIDE OF IODINE WITH CONSTANT RESULTS, BY THE AUTHOR.

146. It is well known that the bromide of iodine prepared
from the directions of M. Guadin, is a very unstable compound.
When great trouble has been taken to prepare it by groping
along without any certainty, in default of a certain dosing which
should have been indicated by the inventor, it scarcely gives for

eight successive days, identical results. It is afterwards neces-

sary to bring it back to its primitive state to add sometimes
iodine, sometimes bromine, this is food for fresh experiment which
causes the loss of much time and too often leads to no result.

Struck by these disadvantages, I set to work to find whether
there might not exist another combination of bromine and
iodine, which could be prepared with ease, ahoays in the same
proportions, and unvarying in its composition.

It is only after experiment of six months that I have decided

to publish the formula at which I have arrived. I have made
this determination especially in the hope of putting an end to

the rapacious quackery ot certain speculators who, by making a

mystery of their receipts, make capital of the credulity of photo-

graphic amateurs, by selling them pretended accelerating and
photogenic liquors, the principal merit of which is that they

bring in large profits to their compounders. All these prepara-

tions have a base of chloride or bromide of iodine ; sometimes other

substances are added, which are perfectly inert and even often

detrimental to the photogenic action. They have also the de-

fect of being less active than bromine water, and of decomposing
in a very short tune, so that recourse must again be had to

those who have furnished them.
Our bromide of iodine appears to us free from all these defects.

Its preparation is easy, as it may be prepared in any place, with-

out weight or measure, and by a person the least skilled in che-

mical manipulation.

The plates are properly brominized in a minute at most. As
to the celerity of the results, it equals that of bromine water.

The tones of the proofs obtained with this compound are as rich

and strong as those produced with any other substance, provid-

ed always that the iodizing be pushed to the proper intensity
;

it gives especially very fine whites, rarely solarized.

This liquid can be transported with ease, in small quantity.

Lastly, its constancy is so remarkable, that a flask of yV of a

quart has served us for six months, and still produces good re-

sults. I attribute these effects to the suppression of alcohol

which, in the bromide of iodine of M, Gaudin, appears to me, as

I have already said, as a sort of fermentation capable of causing

the alcoholic ebullition, and the formation of the bromohydric and
hydriodic acids.

The following is our formula, which we communicate without

any restriction or concealment ; let amateurs, the only competent
public, compare and judge for themselves.

(To be Continued.)

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc,

ON COLLODION, POSITIVE PAPER, &C.

Hotel de I'Europe, a Pau.

Sir,—As you did me the honor some time since of publishing

a communication of mine on the subject of collodion, I take the

liberty of once more addressing you respecting some modifica-

tions and simplifications I have made in the process, and I shall

at the same tune take the opportunity of answering some queries

which have appeared in your columns. In the first place, to

produce the collodion, I take a larger proportion of soluble paper

than I had before indicated, i. e. 180 grs. to every pint of sether,

I add, if requisite, alcohol drop by drop till the paper becomes
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quite transpareut, which is a sign that it is in the condition to

dissolve. Tiie mixture may now be shaken from time to time

till the solution becomes complete. To sensitize the collodion I

make use of two preparations, one of potassium, the other of

ammonium. To prepare the first, take three bottles of equal

capacity, place in No. 1 a small portion of iodide of potassium in

fine powder, in No. 2 a small portion of bromide of potassium,

also powdered ; No. 3 is to be clean and empty. Pill No. 1

with alcohol of 98 per cent., and shake it up till no more of the

iodide dissolves, and when the excess of the salt has settled, de-

cant the liquid in No. 2, and having saturated it as before,

decant the liquid into No. 3 for use. Of this take one part to

three of collodion. To prepare tlie ammonium sensitizer take

Absolute alcoLol 10 oz.

Iodide of ammonium 100 grs.

Bromide of ammonium 50 grs.

Mix, and when dissolved take one part to three of collodion as

before. I feel certain that on fixed proportions depends all the

success of photography, and as in the daguerreotype a little more

or less bromine materially affects the perfection of the process, so

in this process. When making the first of these sensitizers, the

solution should always be allowed to attain a temperature of about

60° before decantmg, so as always to have an equable compound.

The second, or ammonium sensitizer, may be assisted by a mo-

derate heat, and when again cooled may be filtered before use.

For obtaining the black tints so much prized, the only condition

necessary is to have an acid nitrate bath ;
for this I have tried

all sorts of acids, nitric, sulphuric, tartaric, and acetate
;
the

latter is the best and most manageable, possibly on account of

its high equivalent.

For common salted paper,

—

Take Chloride of barium 180 grs.

Chloride of ammonium 100 grs.

Chloride of potassium 140 grs.

Water 10 oz.

Mix, and lay the paper on the solution for some minutes, wetting

only one side ; as soon as it ceases to curl and falls flat on the

liquid it has lain long enough, and may be hung up by a bent

pin to dry. For albumen paper I use the same formula I have

before indicated in No. 9 of your Journal (p. 116), except that

I find it produce as good results, and to be more oeconomical of

nitrate of silver, to take only 6 drachms of chloride of barium

to 6 oz. of albumen, and 6 oz of water.

To sensitize, I take

Nitrate of silver 500 grs.

Acetic acid (glacial) 2 drs.

Water 5 oz-

Mix, and lay the paper on this solution for not less than 5 mi-

nutes, and then hang it up to dry. The hypo used may be a 25

per cent solution, and if it has been some tirne in use all the

better. I find that almost all the hypo we now find in the mar-

ket has an alkaline reaction, and should this be the case it is

better to render it in the least possible degree acid, or at any

rate neutral, by the addition of a drop or two of acetic acid to

the new bath.

One word on the waxing of paper for the wax paper process.

A constant cause of failure is in the iron which is used being

overheated. Let me suggest that an iron should be made hol-

low and filled with strong brine or some liquid which will boil at

high temperature, and thus an even temperature will always be

obtained ; or let the iron be filled with oil, and a small thermo-

meter inserted into it to indicate the temperature.

A very interesting subject has been revived agaui by Mr.

Berry, in the keeping of the sensitive collodion plate for some

hours ; and since reading his cxjjeriments I have been induced

to try some myself, and I think I liave quite conquered tiic diffi-

culties of the separation of the two plates. I spread the collo-

dion film on a plate of ground glass, I next place it in the bath

till completely sensitized ; I then take it out and lay another

plate of plain glass on the surface of it, and having immersed

both of them together in the bath, I separate them while still

immersed to get rid of air-bubbles, and then let them fail together

again. I then take them botli out together and place them in

the slide for use. It is preferable to use for this purpose a ni-

trate solution of only half the usual strength, viz. only 15 grs. to

the oz. of water. The superior adherence of the collodion to

the ground glass plate makes it a matter of the greatest ease
and certainty to separate the two plates after exposure, and the

necessary moisture is also retained for a longer time.

Hoping you will excuse the length of my communication,

I remain, Sii", your obedient Servant,

F. Maxwell L-vte.

P. S.—Perhaps Mr. F. Hudson will find it assist him if he
uses the solution of iodide of potassium even more dilute than 2
grs. to the oz. of water, and if he does not take more than i of

a grain per oz. I only stated this ])roportion, not as an abso-

lutely necessary proportion, but as being about the strength I

generally use. The great point in obtaining a clear yellow ne-

gative, is to get well rid by washing of the excess of bichloride

of mercury before pouring on the iodide solution. If this is not
done the negative will be spoiled. However, with the collodion

above indicated, the strengthening of the negative will hardly
ever be required.

PHOTO-CHROMATIC PRIIVTIIVG.

(TRANSLATED PEOM " LA LDMIERE" BY AN AMATEUR.)

Mr. R. Smith of Blackford has made a charming discovery

and one of the most curious applications that could be made of

the immortal discoveries of Niepce and Daguerre. Mr. Smith,
who is a printer of textile fabrics, conceived the idea of making
the solar light print his fabrics ; the sun acceded to his wish and
the idea is realized. Mr. Smith exposes for sale tissues printed
by him and the light. Smith and light of Blackford. He calls

this photo-chromatic frinting.

A tissue, vegetable or animal, no matter which, plunged in a
chemical solution, then dried in obscurity, is made sensitive to

the action of the light. It is exposed then to the light, in the

presence of the model to be reproduced ; and after undergoing
the actinic action of the solar rays it is placed in a solution which
developes the coloi's and renders them permanent ; this is the

fixing operation. After which it is washed, &c.

The machine for printing is composed of a simple rectangular
frame mounted on feet like an ordinary table. This frame lias

on one side a roller, and on this roller the stuff is wound, proper-

ly prepared to be printed on.

From this roller the stuff moves on the table and passes under
a sheet of glass on which, by means of a combination of opaque
or transparent pieces, scraps of paper for example, a design has

been drawn for reproduction. Every portion of the fabric that

the pane of glass covers remains under it long enough to under-

go the chemical action of the light, and it is easily understood

that this acts on those portions of the fabric which remain
exposed to the solar rays ; those portions which are sheltered

behind the scraps of paper forming the design being necessarily

preserved. As long as the exposure continues, the fabric re-

mains in contact with the lower face of the glass. This contact

is thus obtained : the exjiosed portion of the stuff lies on a cushion

composed of deal-board covered with several folds of flannel

and two springs one at each end press this cushion against the

pane of glass.

As soon as the chemical action is produced ; bemg recogniz-

ed by the exposed surface becoming white or brown, according

to the sensitive preparation of which use has been made, the

workman lowers the cushion by the aid of a lever, the fabric is

released, a new portion of the material takes the place under

the pane of glass vacated by the portion printed, which passes

to tlie fixing operation.

To tiiis end this last is carried by two guiding rollers under

the table into a trougli containing the solution which developes

the impression. The piece is drawn through the trough by a

coujile of cylinders forming a rolling mill and which the work-
man moves by hand, by tiie aid of a crank, as soon as he has

lowered the cushion as just related. The fixing is thus effected,

it remains to wash the stuff. This is done at once as the cylin-

ders forming the rolling mill guide the material into a vat filled

with water. The i)rincip:il colors obtained by this curious pro-
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cess are red
,
yellow, purple, blue white and greeu. To pro-

duce a design pale blue on a white ground or white on a blue

ground, he uses the solutions of the citrate or tartrate of iron

and the fero-cyanide of potassium ; the stuff is afterwards plun-

ged in a diluted solution of sulphuric acid. Brown or buff tints

are obtained with a solution of the bichromate of potassa.

The salt which impregnates the parts on which the light has

not acted being taken away by the washings, these parts remain

white or are decomposed by a salt of lead, to form a yellow

chromate of the metal. By combining the two processes and by

adding more madder, logwood, &c.. an infinite variety of shades

can be produced. The exjjosure to the light varies from two

to twenty minutes according to the process used and the subject

treated.

Numerous experiments prove that the light of a dull day in

winter has all the required power ; very handsome patterns have

been produced as late as four o'clock in the afternoon in the

month of January. A certain number of machines ranged along-

side of each other can be superintended by a single workman.
The experiments, moreover have been made on the greatest

scale that can be given to textile fabrics. Dyed and dress arti-

cles have been printed with the greatest success.

YicTOR Meunier.

From JVotes and Queries.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

GKAVELLY WAX NEGATIVES.

The only remedy I am acquainted with is to use the paper

within twenty-four hours after excitement. I have tried the

methods of Messrs. Crookes, Fenton, and How; in every case I

was equally annoyed with gravel, if excited beyond that time ; in

fact, I believe all the good wax negatives have been taken with-

in twelve hours. The Rev. Wm. Collings, who has produced
such excellent wax negatives, 24 in. X 18 (several were sent to

the late Exhibition of the Photographic Society), informs me
the above is quite his experience, and that he excites his papers

for the day early in the morning. The' cause lies, I believe, hi

the want of homogeneity of the waxed paper, arising from un-

evenness in the structure of the paper exaggerated by the trans-

parency of the wax, partly, perhaps, from a semi-crystallizing of

the wax in cooling, and also from its being adulterated with tal-

low, resin, &c. As a consequence of this, the paper is filled

with innumerable hard points; the iodising and exciting solutions

are unequally absorbed, and the actinic influence acting more on
the weak points, produces under gallic acid a speckled appear-

ance, if decomposition has gone to any length in the exciting

nitrate by keeping. The ceroleine process, by its power of

penetrating, will, I hope, produce an homogeneous paper, and
go far to remove this annoyance.

In answer to a former Query by Mr. Hele, Whatman's paper
of 1849 is lightly sized, and not hard rolled, so that twenty
minutes' washing in repeated water sufficed to remove the iodide

of potassium, and if long soaked the paper became porous, often

letting the gallic acid through in the development. I have
lately been trying Turner's and Sandford's papers; they require

three or four hours repeated washings to get rid of the salts,

being very hard rolled. Many negatives on Turner's paper, es-

pecially if weak, exhibit a structural appearance like linen, the

unequal density gives almost exactly the same gravelly character

as wax, as the positive I enclose, taken from such a negative,

shows. Not only ought collodion to be " structurless," as Mr.
Shadbolt well expresses it, but likewise all the other substrata
of iodide of silver.

Gruernsey. T. L. Mansell.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIENCE.

The plan proposed by Dr. Mansell, in the last number of "N.
& Q." for a comparison of photographic experiences, will, I am
sure, prove of much practical advantage ; and I therefore lose

no time in filling up the table published in your paper:
1. Eight minutes' exposure.

2. South Wales.

3. Mr. Talljot's orij

4. Turner.

5. 3 incli.

rina reccij)!.

6. 2 inches.

7. 3 inches. Focal length, 11 inches. Maker, Ross.
I would also suggest that the character of the object copied

should be included in the above table. My answer supjioses a
light-colored building of an ordinary sandstone color. A view
comprising foliage would require a nmch longer time for its full

development. In working on the sea-coast, I find that the dark
slate rocks of north Cornwall require an exposure in the camera
half as long again as the blue mountain limestone cliffs of South
Wales, which abound in actinic power.

Pen-ller-gaer. J. D. Llewelyn.

MESSRS. LE MOTTEE AND MANSELL's EXPERIENCE.

I send you the Rev. W. Le Mottee's and mine:

W. Le M.
1. 6 minutes' exposm-e.

2. Sea-side,

ilod.
—Double iod. sol. from 25 gr. N. A. to 1 oz.

Exc.— 5 min. 50 gr. A. N. A. 5 min. Gr. A. Aq. 2 drs.

Dev.—l° 50 gr. A. N. A. and &. A. part. seq. 2° G. A.
4. Turner.

5. I inch.

6. 3 inches.

t. Diam. lens 3 in.

Picture 8iX6|.

1. 10 minutes.

2. Sea-side.

ilod.

3. \ Exc. As Le M.

(
Dei:

4. Turner.

5. I inch„

6. %l inches.

Foe. length 17| in. Maker, Slater.

T. L. M.

Foe. length 17| in. Maker, Slater.

Picture ll|X9i.

I have given the development according to the plan usually fol-

lowed, for the sake of comparison ; but where it is desirable to

work out the shadows fully, it is far better to give longer ex-

posure in the camera (three times that above given), and develop

with gallo-nitrate of the strength used to excite, finishing with

gallic acid. The time varies with the subject; a cottage among
trees requiring 12 to 14 minutes. Almost all the statements

I have seen, giving the time, do so ahsolutely; it is well to re-

mind photographers, that these convey no information whatever,

unless the focal length for parallel rays, and the diameter of the

diaphragm, are also given: the time, in practice as well as in

theory, varying {ceteris paribus) directly as the square of the

former, and inversely as the square of the latter; and, without

these corrections, the results of one lens are not comparable with

those of another.

When shall we get a good structurless paper? The texture

of Turner's, especially his new paper, is a great defect ; and its

skies are thin, very inferior to the dense velvety blacks obtained

with Whatman's of old date—a paper now extinct, and one

which, unfortunately for. us, it seems impossible to reproduce.

Guernsey. T. L. Mansell.

RECOVERY OF SILVER.

As many correspondents of " N. & Q." have asked how to re-

cover the silver from their nitrate baths when deteriorated or spoil-

ed, perhaps the following hints may be acceptable to them. Let

them first precipitate tlie silver in the form of a chloride by ad-

ding common salt to the nitrate solution. Let them then filter

it, and it may be reduced to its metaUic state by either of the

three following methods.

L By adding to the wet chloride at least double its volume

of water, containing one-tenth part of sulphuric acid: plunge

into this a thick piece of zinc, and leave it here for four-and-

twenty hours. The chloride of silver will be reduced by the
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formation of chloride and sulphate of zinc, and of pure silver,

which will remain under the form of a blackish powder, which

is then to be washed, filtered, and preserved for the purpose of

making? nitrate of silver.

2. The chloride of silver which is to be reduced is put into a

flask with about twice its volume of solution of caustic potash

(of one part of caustic potash to nine of water), in which a small

portion of sugar has been dissolved. Let it boil gently. The
operation is complete when the blackish powder which results

from this process, having been washed in several waters, is en-

tirely soluble in nitric acid, which is easily ascertained by ex-

perimenting on a small quantity. This powder is to be preserved

in the same way as the former for the pm-pose of converting it

into nitrate of silver.

3. The metallic silver is obtained in the form of a button, by

mixing thoroughly 100 parts of dried chloride of silver, 70 parts

of chalk or whitening, and 4 parts of charcoal. This mixture

is to be exposed in a crucible to a fierce red heat for at least

half an hour. When completely cold the crucible is broken, and

a button of pure silver is the result. The first two processes

are those which I should most strongly recommend to your cor-

respondents. N. C.

ALBUMENIZED PAPER.

Mr. Spencer, in the last number of the Photographic Journal

in describing a mode of preparing albumenized paper, states he

has never found it necessary to iron it, as the silver solution

coagulates the albumen the moment it comes in contact with it,

" and I fancy makes it print more evenly than when heat has

been employed." But Mr. Spencer uses a nitrate of silver solu-

tion of 90 or 100 grains to the ounce, while Dr. Diamond re-

commends 40 grains. Now, as it is very desirable to get rid of

the ironing if possible, my Query is, will the 40-grain solution

coagulate the albumen so as to do away with that troublesome

process? P. P-

For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

CHLORIDE OF GOLD.

This preparation in the Daguerrian art which adds so much
beauty and durability to the pictures was discovered and applied

by M. Hyppolite Pizeau of Paris about the year 1842. It was
not until this process was fully known that the Art stood upon
a permanent foundation, as all pictures taken before this appli-

cation were liable to fade.

Indeed, many of them have entirely passed away from the

plate. Yet, not all, as some are now preserved to this day £.s

trophies of an art which commanded the admiration of the world

at that time and they are handed down as mementos of the

genius who discovered it.

When Mr. Fizeau first announced the discovery how few

there were that could then foretell the rapid strides this art

would make towards perfection.

To him then alone belongs the honor of adding the final key-

stone to an arch which shall endure as long as the world shall

stand.

Without the gilding solution all our splendid specimens would
be worthless if indeed they would have ever had an existancc.

Had tlie Art lieen no more permanent than before the gilding

discovery it would long ere tliis have been abandoned or used

only as a philosophical application of light to certain chemical

substances, with no utility in the arts and manufactures.

The hyposulphite of gold or the white salts of gold is precisely

the sanae chemical combination when it is applied to the plate as

tlie chloride of gold, and tlie effect upon the picture is also the

same in both instances, although many operators positively

assert that the white salts of gold is preferable ; but wiieu it is

known that the gold alone which is present in both solutions

adds durability and beauty to the picture it will be seen there

can Ije no diiference.

Tiie whole process of gilding is nothing more than the a])pli-

cation of electricity by means of heat to precipitate the gold

held ill solution, and it makes no difference whether a galvanic

battery is used or intense heat. Heat is used because it may
be more readily applied to the plate, but a galvanic battery

conld be employed and effect the same results.

The importance of this portion of the process being so great,

it becomes necessary to success that the preparation and use of

the gold solutions should be well known. I will therefore add
particular and general directions which may be of essential ser-

vice to those engaged in this beautiful art.

DIRECTIONS FOR PREPARING THE CHLORIDE OF GOLD SOLUTION.

Provide two glass stoppered bottles one to contain a quart

into which put about a pint of soft water and place therein at

least fifty grains of hy^josulphite of soda—or if no convenience

for weighing—say about a tea spoon even full of the ordinary

crystals of the hyposulphite. Let this thoroughly dissolve.

At the same time into a pint bottle, put, say a half pint of

water and also the contents of a l^ottle of chloride of gold, shak-

ing it until it dissolves ; thmi gradually pour about one-third of
the gold solution into the bottle containing the hyposulphite of soda

shaking it for a few seconds, then add another third at a thne

until all is mixed, when it must in all cases be filtered through

paper It will at first assume a deep wine color, changing gra-

dually to a clear transparent liquid, when it may be surely pro-

nounced a perfect preparation. Should it be otherwise, there

has been some impurities in the water or some foreign substance

added which will injm-e the perfect action on the plate.

It is ready for use as soon as filtered, but it should be kept

from a strong light as much as possible.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS,

In all cases use glass stoppered bottles, as corks being a ve-

getable substance, sometimes impart impurities to the solution.

Use also soft water, and such hyposulphite of soda that has no
excess of sulphur. This excess may be detected by the strong

smell of sulphur and the peculiar yellow appearance of the cry-

stals. Should it be necessary to make the solution stronger the

better plan would be to dissolve another bottle of gold and add

a small portion and gild another picture. This gold could re-

main in the bottle ready for the next mixture. The most suc-

cessful operators always have on hand an extra bottle of gold

dissolved alone, and add a small quantity to a portion of the so-

lution, say enough to gild one picture just before they gild it

and use it very strong.

It is supposed by some operators that the addition of muriate

of ammonia, or common salt to the gilding solution has a ten-

dency to improve it. The probable advantage of any of these

solutions may be to improve the quality of the water by precipi-

tating the impurities, and in that case the addition is beneficial.

When the water is supposed to contain lime, the addition of

a few drops of nitric acid will precipitate the lime and render it

more serviceable for the gilding solution.

After the gilding has been mixed and remained quite for se-

veral days there will be seen a precipitate which must be remov-

ed by filtering again.

Many operators use their gilding the second time ; but it

must inviiriably be filtered every time it is used, as there will

always accunmlate particles of dust which greatly injure the pic-

ture. The solution will be much weakened on a second applica-

tion and it will of course gild much slower.

The proper manner of using gilding solution has many various

theories, some using a large flame and gilding quickly, others

using a small flame and gilding slowly. The results arc precisely

similar, except in tlie latter case one is not so likely to destroy

the picture. I would therefore reconnucnd the latter as most

successful. Yet with sufficient experience the quick process

may be adopted.

Some pictures require more f;:iMing than others. Those which

have a smaller quantity of mercury require more gilding and are

much improved therelty. By gilding slowly the bluisii appear-

ance may be the more readily removed.

If the gilding process is continued too long upon the plate it

will of course destroy the picture, and tlie question has been

often asked how long must it continue. Tlie answer is rather a

diHicult one, and will depend upon many contingencies.
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The jrildiiig may be too strong or too weak. The picture

may be deiieieut iu mercury or have too much of it.

The best rule is to watch the appearauce of the white portions

of the picture and as soon as they assume a yellowish white co-

lor then stop the process.

If any appearance of too much gilding presents itself on the

edge of"the picture it may be saved by drying off the plate with

a slow heat, only enough to barely evaporate the water.

Trusting these directions may be of service to some brethren

in the Art, I will consider myself amply repaid if it shall be

found useful to any.

N. G. Burgess.

From the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

fBACKING OF COLLODION POSITIVES.

To the Editor of the Joxtrnal of the Photogra'phic Society.

[Dundee, April 8, 1854.

Sir,—There have been several communications in the Journal

regarding a " backing for Collodion positives." I have tried all

the foils proposed, most of them before they were noticed iu the

Jouraal. Varnishing with a transparent varnish and then with

the black, is quite useless, as the solvent in the black varnish is

quite the same generally as that in the transparent, so that the

whole is soon in reality all a black varnish. The separate black-

ened glass is much the best of those proposed. There is another

plan not named iu the Journal, which suits well when an at-

tempt is made to color the collodion picture
;
that is to black

varnish the reverse side. That is veiy objectionable, especially

for views, as it inverts objects in the same way as in the daguer-

reotype. The objection to the separate blackened glass is its

clumsiness, and I think the half tones do not come out so well

as with a blacking that is in complete contact. I have for

some time practised a system which meets all requirements, and

is not open to any of the objections urged. I coat the collodi-

on surface with any transparent varnish ; I generally use mastic

because most easily obtained. After it is thoroughly dry I ap-

ply a black water varnish, which gives a fine black, and can

never injure the whites, because the black can never penetrate

the glacial coating of mastic, there being nothing to dissolve it

in the black varnish as there is iu the black japan generally

used. My first attempts were with common gum mucilage hold-

ing lump or " drop" black in suspension, but it cracked and
scaled off. I now use a varnish made for ladies boots : it has

never cracked, nor cannot, I think, as it softens with heat, and

is purely a water varnish. I have washed it off several pictures

using simple water, and have in every case found the mastic sur-

face unaltered. It matters not what two varnishes are used, the

principle is the same. Use a black varnish that cannot dissolve

the gum of the previously applied transparent one.

I might trouble you with the results of a considerable amount
of experimenting in the collodion and paper processes, being, I

fear, what Mr. Thomas would call, " afflicted with an experi-

mental turn of mind," but I do not think much good will come
of every operator publishing his experience if no arrangement is

made to verify and systematise the results. Beginners must feel

great difficulty what to do, while there seems to be such wide

difl'erences in the formulas and manipulation of accomplished pho-

tographers. Gentlemen having time and the taste for such in-

vestigations would render much service to the art, by carefully

trying the published plans, and such variations as would at once

be suggested, and giving us the results. To know that that had
been done would inspire confidence : I do not overlook the in-

stances where in some measure this has been done ; as in Mr.
Teasdale's paper on the wax-paper process, and in some measure
by Mr. Hadow's paper in the last number, on the preparation of

the cotton. He does not seem so fully to have tried the acid

and nitre plan which so many alone follow, and does not notice

having tvl&A flax, as proposed by Mr R. G. Sillar in the Decem-
ber Number of the Journal (p. 151). Then yon have given at

least five* ways of deepening collodion pictures for printing ; I

* Mr. A. Maconochie, August, p. 104. Mr. Knott, September, p. 115.

Mr. M. Lyte, October, p. 128. Dr. Lover, December, p. 151. Prof.

Dottny, March, p. 184.

have tried Mr. Lyte's plan, and have found none of the difficul-

ties complained of by Mr. Hudson (p. 164). But the other
plans may be better. Prof Donny says his is better and more
easily managed

; he does not tell us of his having tried Mr.
Lyte's plan.

If I had not trespassed too far on your space already, I might
have found room to tender my most cordial thanks to those gen-
tlemen who have favored us with a sight of their productions at

the Exhibition now open here. It must be pleasing to the ex-

hibitors to know that we at least are as far advanced in Photo-
graphy as to be able to admire their productions.

Yours, &c.

John Cramb.

From the London Art Journal.

CHEMISTRY AS APPLIED TO THE FINE ARTS.

BY DR. SCOFFERN.
Late Professor of Chemistry at the Aldergate School of Jledicine.

ON THE PIGMENTARY AND TINCTORIAL MATTERS OF THE ANCIENTS.

The most fervent admirer of the classic Greeks and Romans
is constrained to admit that they made very few advances in

the industrial arts. The cultivation of these was not fashion-

able; the free-born Greek or Roman would not condescend to

practise them: they were the handicrafts of foreigners and slaves;

no wonder then the result was, as we find it, meagre and im-

perfect. The glorious associations which are connected with
the two classic nations prompt the explorer into the recesses of

antiquity to give them precedence overall others; but iu respect

of the arts of dyeing and tissue printing, it must be confessed

that their resources were very few ; indeed the only celebrated
classic dyes the use of which has come down well authenticated
to us are Tyrian purple and kermes; both of these have been so

fully treated of in my last communication that they may be
finally disposed of so far as relates to their employment as dyes.

Hereafter when I come to treat of the classic pigmentary agents,

it will be shown that, under the name of purpiorissimum, the

purple matter of the Tyrian mollusc was combined with white
clay, and numbered amongst the resources of the pallete.

In endeavoring to form a correct opinion relative to the ad-

vance made by any particular race in the arts of dyeing and tis-

sue printing, the inquirer very naturally bases his conclusions on
a comparative investigation of the progress made by it and some
other contemporary people, especially with reference to one
specific dyeing material requiring more than average care and
knowledge for its successful utilisation. Now indigo is a sub-

stance precisely of this kind. It is a very remarkable body;
and even to us moderns who have carefully studied its constitu-

tion and re-agencies, indigo is still a perplexing substance, far

removed in its nature from all other coloring agents, and only

capable of being used as a dye by the ai»plication of very refined

resources. Presently I shall take occasion to offer a popular
statement concerning these peculiarities of indigo, but the point

to which I wish to draw attention is this:—the method of em-
ploying indigo as dye was not known to the Greeks and Romans,
although practised from time immemorial by the ingenious Hin-
doos. That the use of this curious material as an agent for dye-

ing and tissue printing necessarily involves an acquaintance with

the chemical principals on which that utilisation depends, is not

asserted, but the very fact of its employment at all for these pur-

poses points to a highly developed state of tinctorial art Per-

haps the idea may present itself to the reader that indigo, an
oriental production, had not been tr.msported to the western

seats of ancient civilisation: that the Greeks and Romans could

not employ indigo for the very sufficient reason that they did

not possess it. This supposition would be incorrect. Indigo

was very well known in the time of Pliny, as we glean from his

writings; it was also used, giound to powder, as a pigmentary
agent; but it was not employed as a dye-stuff, for the sufficient

reason that the Greeks and Romans knew not how to use it.

And this may be the most convenient ojiportunity for stating

30 much concerning the chemical peculiarities of indigo as may
suffice for the purposes of the artistic reader. I shall not treat
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the subject cliemieally or minutely, seeiug tliat tlius regarded
the study of iudigo is by uo means very easy even to one ac-

quainted with chemical science, whilst to those who may be un-

acquainted with chemistry the description would be unintelligi-

ble—a mere collection of repulsive looking formula.

If the reader reflects on the quality of dye-stuffs in general,

he will not fail to perceive that the color such as it is destined

to appear, on the dyed or printed tissue, already exists in the

dye stuff. Thus, for example, cochineal is red or pink, Brazil

wood red, logwood purple, Persian berries and safflower are yel-

low. True all these shades of color admit of various modifica-

tions, accoi'ding to the nature of the tissue dyed, the quality of

the mordant, and a few other circumstances; but in all cases the

dye stuff in its crude state is colored. Now indigo manifests a

remarkable deviation from this general rule. It does not exist

as blue indigo in the iudigo plant, but the blueness is developed

by fcrmentive agency. In this respect the vegetable color indi-

go presents some analogy to the color of the Tyrian purple, a

material which we have already seen to be white in the shell-fish,

but acquiring its purple hue on application. Hence the expla-

nation of the terms very much usecl by chemists, ^^ indigo Ihoe,"

and " indigo white."

Now if a portion of ordinary commercial, or blue indigo be
triturated or even boiled with water, or in fine submitted in any
way to the mere agency of that fluid, the indigo will be found
totally incapable of solution. The material may be finely com-
minuted, stu'red up, and equably diffused, but in water it will

not dissolve. Let us now pause to reflect upon the conditions

necessary for a material to have that is designed to be employed
as a dye-stuff. Firstly, that material must be soluble ; without

the possession of this primary quality it cannot penetrate the

tissue to be dyed; secondly, it must be capable of assuming the

insoluble condition inside the substance of the texture, otherwise

the dyeing would not be permanent, but would be destroyed by
the first operation of washing. Now the substance indigo, we
have seen to be totally insoluble in water, hence if only it could

be conveyed within the textile fabric, the color would be per-

manent enough. This is a chemical problem of uo slight diffi-

culty; the Hindoos, and possibly the Chinese solved it practi-

cally, but the Greeks and Romans did not. We moderns know
of two classes of operations by which indigo is rendered capable

of being employed as a dye stuff; the simplest consists in form-

ing a liquid technically known as " Saxon Uue" I shall there-

fore mention that process first. The dyer's first object is to re-

duce his dyeing material to a state of solution, and water in all

cases must constitute the larger portion of his solvent, but inas-

much as water refuses to dissolve iudigo, the next point for con-

sideration is the discovery of some liquid that being capable of

dissolving indigo, and forming a concentrated escence in its turn

shall no longer refuse to mingle, or more properly speaking dis-

solve in water. Oil of vitriol has this property in a remarkable
degree. If a portion of indigo be triturated in a mortar with
this liquid, the indigo speedily dissolves and remains dissolved

without throwing down any precipitate whatever. This solution

is technically know as " Saxon blue" and inasmuch as it posses-

ses the property of combining with water, it constitutes a ready
means of imparting the color of indigo to a certain class of

woven and felted tissues—for example, hats, and woolen cloths;

but for the greater number of purposes to which indigo as a dye
material is applied, Saxon blue is useless.

The second class of operations by virtue of which indigo is

rendered available to the tinctorial artisan, is totally different in

its nature, and far more beautiful in its principles and applica-

tion. It consists in a close imitation of nature's own functions;

the manufacturer commencing by a conversion of blue insoluble

indigo to the original white or soluble condition in which it ex-

isted in the indigo plant. At this stage of my description I

must, for the purpose of rendering that description more clearly

intelligible, interpose some chemical remarks. Witliont thii;k-

ing it necessary to exi)lain the exact composition of indigo, the

reader may be informed that the chemical ditference between
white and Ijlue indigo, regarded as to composition, consists in

the presence of more oxygen in the latter than exists in the
former; hence, if by any means we can succeed in removing 0x3--

gen from blue indigo, which is insoluble as to water, the materi;;l!

would be converted into white indigo, which is soluble in that

liquid, and which is in point of fact the very condition in which
indigo existed in the sap of the indigo plant, or Indigofera tinc-

torium as it is termed by botanists. Such being an outline of

this vei'y beautiful chemical material, we have only to discover

a substance or substances, cheap, efficacious, and easily supplied,

and the dyer's object is secured. We employ green vitriol, the

systematic chemical name for which is protosulphate of iron, but
which is also known, strangely enough, by the appellation of
" copperas," although it does not contain one particle of copper.

We also employ a mixture of certain arsenical preparations and
lime. In short, we employ any eligible body which has the

chemical effect of removing that excess of oxygen, by the pre-

sence of which blue or insoluble indigo is caused to differ from

that which is white or soluble. What the Hindoos of antiquity

employed for this purpose we do not know, but the fact is suffi-

ciently patent to all that this ingenious people must have arrived

at considerable perfection in the tinctorial Art to have succeeded

in rendering available so intractable a substance as indigo.

Although professedly we are engaged on the subject of ancient

pigmentary bodies, nevertheless, it may be well at this stage of

our investigations to take a cursory glance at a marvellous ap-

plication of chemical principles just enunciated by calico printers

of our own day. Although the oxygen can be removed from

blue indigo deoxidising materials as already described, yet the

tendency to regain that element is remarkably strong; no sooner

is a fabric that has been dipped in an indigo vat exposed to at-

mospheric influences than it begins to assume a blue tint at once,

and in a few moments the final shade of blueness is complete.

In the greater number of instances, this rapid assumption of the

desired tint is advantageous; the operation is sooner brought

to a conclusion, but in some of the refined operations of calico

printing it is disadvantageous as will presently be recognised,

and the tendency has been overcome by a most ingenious appli-

cation of mixed principles, chemical, and mechanical. Let the

reader assume two distints cases. In one the problem is to dye

some textile fabric with an indigo ground, in the other to im-

print indigo colored figures on a white ground. A very shght

amount of reflection will demonstrate that the first problem can

be easily solved by taking advantage of certain chemical quali-

ties of indigo already described, whereas the second problem is

suggestive of difficulties. In the operation of dyeing a white

texture with an uniform indigo ground, it suffices to immerse

that texture in a properly prepared solution of white indigo,

—

then the immersion having been sufficiently prolonged, to remove

the texture and expose it to the air. The very conditions of

the operation are favorable to a perfect imbibition of the dyeing

liquid by the texture to be dyed; for although the contents of

the vat are necessarily subjected during the operation to atmo-

spheric agencies, yet the changes resulting from this exposure

are effected on the upper layers of the solution alone. Revers-

ing the conditions however in the operation of dyeing, or rather

-printing a series of indigo tinted patterns on a white ground,

the operation of dipping is no longer eligible. The patterns re-

quire to be impressed by the operation of stamping, and this

operation necessarily involves a complete exposure during its

whole period of duration with the air. The difficulties attend-

ant on this operation were so great, that they were long thought

to be insuperable, but they were finally overcome by the ingen-

ious contrivance of causing the tissue to linger for a time after

receiving its imprint in a chamber totally devoid of atmospheric

air, being charged with coal gas. The method by which this is

effected is as follows: the texture to be printed is so arranged

that a revolving roller slowly drags it between two iudia rubber

lips into the chamber holding coal gas, then through this cham-

ber, from which it is finally caused to emerge between another

pair of India rubber lips. The ol)ject gained by this very beau-

tiful combination of chemical and mechanical resources will be

obvious on consideration. Coal gas has not the property of

turning white or soluble indigo to the blue or insoluble condition

of that material, hence so long as the imprinted tissue lingers

in the gns chamber, the white iudigo continues to penetrate its

inmost fibres, until, when finally emerging, the atmospheric in-

fluence effects the final change at the exact period desired by the

manufacturer. A consideration of these chemical rektious of
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the substance indigo—namely, its tendency to lose oxygen, and

become white when brought into contact with deoxidising agents,

satisfactorily explains the difficulty experienced by the artist in

attempting the use of indigo as an oil pigment. As a material

for water-color painting, hidigo presents no difficulties; it works

kindly enough, as every one conversant with that art is aware,

but when mixed with oil, is peculiarly intractable, more especially

when combined with certain other pigments, of which Indian red

may be cited as an example. I do not remember having met

with any explanation of this circumstance, but I believe there can

exist no doubt as to its immediate dependance on the chemical

relations of indigo already detailed. Leaving the relations of

associated pigments out of consideration, a chemist will not fail

to remember that oils possess an energetic deoxidising property,

hence theory indicates that blue indigo on admixture with oils

should have a tendency to assume the state of white indigo—

a

substance not only useless to the painter, but very injurious, as

any substance necessarily must be, which is endowed with the

property of changing its tint after being laid on the canvas. But
we have seen that in the operations of dyeing and calico print-

ing the decoloration or bleaching of indigo is not permanent;

we have seen that by exposure to the atmospheric air (and I

might have stated, generally, other oxidising agents) it regains

the original tint; why then, the reader may ask, is the partial

decoloration of indigo used as an agent in oil painting, perma-

nent? Slight reflection on the conditions associated with its

employment in this manner furnishes us with the answer. The
oil employed in painting being a drying oil, a liquid rapidly tend-

iflg to become a transparent solid, the atmospheric influences

brought into play by the dyer and calico-printer are no longer in

operation, the pigment becomes hermetically sealed in a transpa-

rent case, and atmospheric changes can no longer take effect. This

hermetical sealing of colors by oil varnish is the circumstance on

which more than anything else the permanence of oil paintings

depends; were it not for this circumstance the canvas would no

longer lay just claim to any greater immunity from destruction

than the more delicate and fleeting aquarelle. We may well

pardon oil for its unfriendliness to indigo, seeing that by virtue

of the condition on which that unfriendliness depends, it is pre-

servative of all other colors.

I shall, for the present, take leave of the tinctorial Arts as

prosecuted by the ancient Greeks and Romans.

From the Journal of Photographic Satiety^

TBE USE OF GELATINE AS A PHOTOGRAPHIC VEHICLE.

Among the different substances which have been employed
for giving a coating to glass plates upon which to obtain nega-

tive pictures, gelatine has not received that attention from pho-

tographers which its merits deserve. It is perfectly soluble in

hot water, so that a beautifully even coating can be given to

plates of any dimensions, it is but little affected by cold water,

and yet is (like collodion) permeable to a considerable extent

by the solution of nitrate of silver used for exciting, and conse-

quenty is quick in its working, while the pictures produced are

very intense in their dark portions, and very permanent, In all

these particulars I have found it much superior to albumen.
Used in the following manner, it becomes the medium of a pro-

cess easy in its manipulation, and rapid and certain in its results.

Dissolve 10 grains of iodide of ammonium in 1| ounces of

water contained in a medicine phial. Add to this 26 grains of

gelatine. That sold in the country shops under the name of

Swinburne's patent isinglass, is the best which I have had an
opportunity of trying. Neither genuine isinglass nor Nelson's

gelatine answers well, the coating obtained being not transparent

but full of minute opaque specks. Allow the gelatine to soak
for half an hour, and then place the phial containing it in a ves-

sel of water kept boiling over a lamp or the fire. Shake it oc-

casionally until it is seen that the gelatine is completely dissolv-

ed, and then filter through filtering paper, using a double thick-

ness if necessary. Transfer the filtered fluid to another broad-
mouthed phial, which must be quite clean and free from dust, and
proceed to coat the glass plates, keeping the phial hot by stand-

ing it in boiling water. The plates are coated precisely as with
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collodion, and when all the superfluous fluid is drained off at one
corner, stand them on one edge and nearly upright in a warm
place to dry, or dry them at once before a good fire. Thus pre-

pared they will keep for a long time, and are always ready for

use. Excite with solution of nitrate of silver 80 grains to the
ounce, expose in the camera while the plate is still wet and de-

velope with sulphate of iron 25 grains to the ounce of water,
slightly acidulated with tartaric acid. The time of exposure of
course will vary with the nature of the light, the aperture of the
lens, &c., but I have found 35 seconds sufficient on a bright day
with a common meniscus lens 21 inches in diameter, 9 inches
focus, and a diaphragm three-eighths of an inch diameter, placed
2 inches in front of the lens. Fix either with solution of hypo-
sulphite of soda, which must be very strong, as the iodide of sil-

ver is rather obstinately retained in the coating, or the pictures

can be perfectly fixed by merely washing copiously in clean
water, the only difi'erence being that the yellow iodide then re-

tained makes the printing from the plates a longer process than
it would otherwise be. When washed, stand the plate on edge
and allow it to dry spontaneously. To ensure general success a
few precautions are necessary. First, no dust must be allowed
at any time before taking the picture to come near the plate,

because the iodide of ammonium being deliquescent, the surface,

after the plate has been kept a short time becomes somewhat
tacky, and whatever touches adheres to it. For the same rea-

son the surface of the exciting solution must be kept perfectly

clean. Next, while the developing solution is on the plate, it

must be kept constantly in motion, since a film of reduced silver

is sometimes formed on it, which will adhere to the picture if

care is not taken. Lastly, the silver exciting solution must be
kept as nearly as possible neutral to test paper. I have some-
times found the addition of 2 drops of glacial acetic acid to 4
ounces of the bath increase the time of exposure necessary to

obtain a picture from 40 seconds to six minutes under the same
circumstances of light, &c. ; besides gelatine, though not soluble

in simple cold water, is soluble in an acid solution of nitrate of
silver. After the silver solution has been used for some time it

will become discolored and unfit for use, but can be easily restor-

ed by digesting it for a few hours with some powered animal
charcoal, taking care to restore it afterwards to the neutral con-
dition which the charcoal always destroys. I am unwilling to

encumber your columns with any more remarks upon this sub-

ject, but shall be happy to give to any one trying the process
and meeting with any difficulty the benefit of the experience I

have of it. E. R.
Tavistock, March 1854.

From the London Art-Journal.

BINOCULAR PERSPECTIVE AND BINOCULAR PHOTOGRAPHY.*

Athen/Eum Club, 2d May 1854.

My Dear Sir,—The recent addition made by your ingenious
suggestions and experiments to the topic of Binocular Perspec-
tive, or the true use of both our eyes in painting, appears to me
no unimportant contribution to Science and to the Fine Arts.

There is, nevertheless, one essential particular in which I am
persuaded you are mistaken, in the very same way as I venture
to assert Sir David Brewster was mistaken, as detailed in my
second letter to Professor Wheatstone, published in the Art-
JourTial for August 1852.

Your arrangements assume an adjustment of the spectator's

two eyes to a particular point, at a given or selected distance
;

whereas, I am convinced that the adjustment in every instance,

to be assumed not for a particular point, but for any point in a
particular selected vertical plane.

Perhaps the best illustration of this is to construct a long nar-

row triangle, of which the base is two and a.half inches, called
" the Visual Base," being the average distance from centre to

* The above letter, addre.ss to Mr. Alfred Smee, has been sent to us by
the writer with a request that we would publish it ; we have much plea-
sure in giving it insertion, inasmuch as we believe Mr. James Hall was
the first to give publicity to the subject of Binocular Perspective, which
he did through our columns.
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centre of a pair of human eyes
;
and the other two legs of the

triangle are made of long elastic India-rublicr strings, which ae-

cui'ately enough represent the two " optic axes" of a spectators

eyes, and meet or concur «< any point, high or low, right or left,

of the given or selected plane of distinct and single vision.

Distinctness and singleness of vision with two eyes is not

but

the

thei'efore confined to a single point opposite the spectator,

extends to the whole of a vertical plane, passing through

principal part of the principal olyect selected for representation.

Everytliing short of tliis selected plane and everything beyond

it ought, I conceive to bo represented more or less doubled and

indistinct ;
according to tiie rate pointed out in the table in my

second letter of 1852.

Binocular photography is a step in science and Art addition-

al to the stereoscope of Professor Wheatstone; but it seems very

essential that the fundamental strict Perspective Law should be

maintained throughout our progress, and I am persuaded the

law in question admits of the strictest demonstration, in terms of

my lirst letter of 1852 to Professor Wheatstone ;
which again,

refers back to careful researches of my own so early as 1828.

Both the specimens of Binocular Photography, and the dia-

grams of Binocular Perspective, which I had the pleasure of

seeing at your house last night, confirm me in the views above

thrown out, which views I had partly formed from the perusal

of your book. James Hall.

Alfred Smee, Esq., F. R. S.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

SIMPLE ADJUSTMENT OP THE CHEMICAL FOCUS.

To i/ie Editor of Phot. Journal.

Sir,—It is probaljle that there is many an amateur photo-

grapher, who, having purchased at an adequate price and from

a respectable optician, a camera fitted with the usual combina-

tion of lenses for taking portraits, can only succeed in making by
its means an indistinct representation of an object, far inferior to

the well defined pictures he sees produced by others.

Not a few discouraged by their want of satisfactory results

after numerous attempts, give up the pursuit in disgust and dis-

pose of their instruments at a loss, while others, rightly atribut-

ing their failures to a difference between the optical and chemi-

cal foci of their lenses, waste much time and material in endeav-

oring to discover by frequent trials tlie correction which the in-

struments require. It is true that apparatus may be obtained

which would at once give them the information they need, but

it is so expensive that a person who only practises the art as an

elegant amusement, probably prefers persevering in his experi-

ments to paying so dearly for that information.

Permit rae, therefore to explain to such of your readers as are

thus annoyed, how they may in a few minutes and at no expense

make an arrangement which will enable them to determine ac-

curately at one trial wdiat correction their instruments require.

Draw ui)on a slip of paper a rectangle 12 ineiies long audone
inch broad ;

in this rectangle draw, parallel to the longest sides

line lines, as uniform as possible about the twentieth part of an
inch apart, so as to fill up the whole wjdth of the figure

; and at

right angles to these, draw thick lines 1 inch apart
; above the

latter lines write in very legible charactei's the figures 1, 2, 3,

&c. The thin lines are intended to be indistinguishable wlien

projected upon the ground glass or sensitive plate of a camera,

except when accurately in focus, the thick lines and figures to be
visible when considerably out of focus.

I^aste this slip of paper on a smooth wall parallel to the

ground line, and as high as the lens of the camera when set on
its stand. From the tiiick line marked 6 drop a perpendicular

to the ground line, and from the point of intersection draw a

line with elialk upon the ground at an a;igle of about 30^ with

the wall, upon which mark the distances 1, 2, 3, &c. feet from
tlie origin. It will be convenient to hang a plumb-line from the

tube of tlie camera at tlie position of the back lens. The camera
being then placed oa the oblique line, so tliat the plumb-line

may interse(!t it, say at five feet, is to be adjusted so tluit tlie

iiii ig' of the line lines on the sli]> of paper at the point marked

6 may be perfectly distinct on the ground glass ; then the pre-

pared plate being substituted for it and a picture taken, it will

be found, if the instrument require correction, that in this picture

the fine lines form only a uniform shade at the point 6 ;
while at

some other point, say that marked 4 or 8, they appear -well se-

parated. The ground glass being now replaced, the lines at 6

will again appear in focus, and the alteration required in the

lens tube to bring those at 4 or 8 into focus will indicate the

correction, lut in opposite direction, required for copying an ob-

ject at the distance of 5 feet as distinctly as the instrument un-

der examination can take it.

The same process can be repeated for the distances 2, 3, 4, 6,

1, &c. feet, and it is much more rapidly performed than describ-

ed
;
but this trouble may be saved by the consideration that the

correction varies as the focal distance, and the possessor of a

camera may thus with little troulile draw up a table in the form
of the following, which he will find extremely convenient.

Distancor- i>r ob-

ject, lU It'ct.

Size of hnage o.

one loot iu in.

Focal distance
irom back lens,

in inches.

Correcticn for i'.ct'a-

';c focus in tueali-

eths of an ii.cli.

2

3

4

&c.

By this means it will be found that many an instrument which

has caused much dissatisfaction to its owner is capable of pro-

ducing splendid eifects.

I have described above the arrangement which I have myself

used with advantage, but it is manifest that its principles rather

than its details deserve attention, and that for the ruled paper

may be substituted any smooth surface, minutely and uniformly

marked such as a slip of paper upon which has been printed, the

image of a piece of net (such as is used for making ladies' caps),

or even the column of a newspaper. A delicate test cannot be

used without the aid of a focusing lens.

The plan is one which I devised when I began to suspect the

eccentricity of my own camera, and before I knew what was the

jirinciple of Claudets or Knight's focimeters. It will be seen

tliat it combines those of both without the expense of either.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Joseph Paul.

No. 4 St. Germain's Place, Blackheath.

THE ARTIST.
Photographed from Life on Glass, by Masury & Silslee.

The Photograph we present to our readers in the present

number of the Journal is from life, and the first from life we
have published this year. Messrs Masury and Silsbee of Bos-

ton, who arc well known to most of our readers as being among
the first Daguerreotypists in the country, bids fair to rank among
the highest of our photographic artists.

" The Artist," which these gentleman have furnished us, is a

very fine production of itself, but had it possessed more ideality,

we should have liked it better, tliough wc are aware that por-

traiture in this department of the arts is not so susceptible of

ideality, as in jiaiutiiig or sculpture. Genius is always poetic,

and if we do not get so much in tlie iiicture, we find more in the

subject of it, and perhaps it would be expecting too much to

find it in both.

Mr. Pope, the subject of our photograjili, is a portrait painter,

now residing in Boston, where he has already acquired a very

enviable reputation as an artist, both in painting and in sculp-

ture. The beautiful town of Gardiner, ISIaine, situated on the

west bank of the KenelHrk, was the birth-place of this gentle-

man, who at a very early age exhibited strong marks of genius
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aiul whose efforts at that period were considered by older per-

sons as very iugeuious curiosities. At the age of si.xteen being

anxious to learu some trade or profession, both himself and his

parents were unable to decide what occupation was best suited

to his tastes, he applied to a gentleman residing in the place,

who had for several years been employed by tiie Government in

some of the scientific departments. The gentleman knowing him

to be a lad of some ingenuity, gave him a note recommending him

to the foreman of a large establishment ;
which ran as follows :

" Dear S'r, the bearer of this is a boy whom I well know, he is a

good boy, and must interest you. Give him a situation if possi-

ble, and" oblige an old friend." Presenting himself to the fore-

man, the subject of our sketch was told that no boys were

wanted, but the note from his friend succeeded in procuring him

a situation which he filled so well, aud progressed so rapidly,

that at the eud of four mouths he received full wages as a jour-

neyman.
During that summer he received an injury in his chest, which

incapacitated him from pursuing his business, and obliged him to

seek medical aid in the city of Boston. While in Boston he had

much leisure time, which he spent in visiting the galleries of

paintings and sculpture. It was here, while under the care of

his physician, where he remained an invalid two years, that he

displayed so much taste for the fine arts, that he decided by the

advice of one of the best painters of that time to become an

artist.

Being a boy of strong resolution, with him, to will was to do,

and although sculpture was most suited to his taste, painting

was better suited to his condition, and with a strong determina-

tion to excell, he commenced his career. After many disap-

pointments which did not at all discourage him, he succeeded in

finishing his first picture in the year 1842. His next picture,

and the one which first really brought him into notice, was

finished the following year, and was called the " Black Veil."

This production was favorably noticed by many artists, and at

once stamped him as a man of genius.

Constant application both day and night, so wore upon his

health, that a change of climate was recommended, and he de-

termined upon visiting the old world.

About this time the California emigration had just commenced,

and among the first adventurers to the land of gold, was Mr.

Pope. After an absence of eighteen months, with health restor-

ed, he started once more on his journey, was again taken sick,

and was compelled to return to Boston, where he was confined

some six months, at the expiration of which time, being some-

what better, he took passage for Liverpool in the Packet ship

Plymouth Rock, commanded by Capt. Caldwell.

After a long but pleasant passage, he arrived in good health

at Liverpool, where he received many acts of kindness from the

citizens of that city. Mr. Pope was abroad some two years, visit-

ing most of the principal cities in Germany, France, Italy, and
Austria ; spending the most of his time, in stutlying the most ce-

lebrated works of art, and found much to admire, amuse and
instruct. While abroad, Mr. Pope was acknowledged by many
of our own, as well as foreign artists us a young man of much
genius, rare social endowments, and in every way well calculated

to be an ornament to the noble profession he had chosen. Since

Mr. Pope's return to Boston he has produced some finely model-

led heads in sculpture, which display as much taste in this de-

partment, as his pencil has in portraying the living form on

canvass.

Among Mr. Pope's late pictures is one of the illustrious

statesmen who " still lives," full length figure, and pronounced

one of the most happy likenesses of the many, which have recent-

ly been painted, and it now adorns the walls of the City Hall of

Charleston. Mr. Pope is yet a young man being but thirty-four

years old, and should he improve for a few years more, as he

has for the years past, he will be ranked among the first artists

in the country.

A UUCmENTARY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON I'ERSPECTIVE.*

, BY GEORGE PYNE, ARTIST.

PART II.

CHAPTER II CONCLUDED,

People who are always talking sentiment have usually no

very deep feelings. The less water you have in your kettle, the

sooner it begins to make a noise and smoke.

In Fig. 54, let a b represent the line to be drawn, and c the

position of the spectator's eye ; from a a number of straight

lines are drawn, to represent the

rays of light proceeding in various

directions from this point: and it

must be evident that none of the

rays proceeding in the direction of

the lines a 1, a 1, could possibly

reach the eye of a spectator situ-

ated at c, neither could any of the

rays proceeding in the directions a e

2, A 2. It is sufficient to draw a Fig. 54.

line from a to c and from b to c to determine the position of the

two points on any intermediate line, as d e (which would repre-

sent a perpendicular section of the plane of delineation) ; and

from A to B, being a straight line, no intermediate points would

be required, as all straight lines are represented by straight

lines; thus, supposing d e to be the distance from the spectator

at which the representation is to be made, or, if we express our-

selves technically, suppose d e to be a perpendicular section of

the plane of delineation, the intersections on it, a b, would re-

present the position of a b ; and though from every portion of

the line a b it is understood that rays are proceeding to the eye,

it is unnecessary for perspective drawing to introduce them. The
visual rays f c and g c, which give "he points J and g on the

section of the plane of delineation, are perfectly unnecessary if

the line a b only is required; for a b being a peri>endicular line,

and D E the section of the plane of delineation, also perpendi-

cular, the line a b must necessarily come through these points /
and g. It must, therefore, be understood that in drawing visual

rays from any object composed of straight lines, it is only neces-

sary to draw them from their extremities: thus, in drawing the

visual rays to find the perspective position and form of a square,

it will only be necessary to draw a visual ray from each corner;

the positions of the four corners being found, the lines may be

ruled from point to point, as w^ shall presently demonstrate.

Now perspective is said to be the art of representing an ob-

ject or combination of objects on a plane, such as a sheet of pa-

per or canvas, as they would appear to the spectator looking

through a sheet of glass, or window, interposed between him-

self and the ol^jects to be delineated. This sheet of glass or

window, is a most important feature in perspective drawing; and

though views are more frequently taken in the open air than

from a room, an intervening sheet of glass, or transparent plane,

is always supposed to exist between the spectator and the origin-

al objects, and this supposed intermediate plane is called the

plane of delineation.* Thus, supposing a view to ^ave been

selected for delineation, with the correct measurement of all the

various parts of which it consists ; before we can proceed a single

step to prepare the points necessary for making a perspective

drawing, the position of the spectator and the plane of delinea-

tion must be determined; the size of the objects in the represen-

tation depending on the nearer or more distant position of the

plane of delineation from the spectator. Let us refer to Fig.

49, p. 218, and suppose the line j k to be the object to be re-

presented, and L the position of the spectator's eye ;
either e f

or G H may represent a section of the plane of delineation, but it

makes a vast difference in the relative space the object will oc-

cupy in the picture, whether it is placed in one position or the

other. The lines j l and k l represent the visual rays; and it

* Contiaued from page 219, Vol. 7, No. 7.

* The cut. Fig. 48, p. 218, is an excellent example of tins. The house,

the windows, the lamp, the figures, railings, and everything, in fact,

outside the window from which the sketch is taken, are the objects to

be drawn, or, as they are commonly termed, the original object^; we

have the window through which they are seen (which may be called the

plane of delineation), on which the form of all the objects might be

traced—and the position of the spectator three feet from it.
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will be seen by the diagram bow much longer the representation

of the line would be were g h the position of the plane of deli-

neation, than if it were placed at e f, by the different length

between the intersections of the visual rays on the two lines.*

We will endeavor to illustrate the preceding observations by
the following diagram. Let .\ (Pig. f»ri) represent a square to
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Fig. oo.

be drawn (the original object), b the position of the spectator,

and c the plane of delineation; the square, the spectator, and

the plane of delineation, all standing on the same level plane.

The appearance of the square on the plane of delineation would

be as D, and its form and position are tliere ascertained by means

of visual rays drawn from the four corners of the original object,

e f g h, to the eye of the spectator at e, pei'pendicularly over b.

We have in this diagram the original object (the square), the

position of the spectator, and the position of the plane of deline-

ation, with the visual rays drawn through it; and if we could

imagine these visual rays to be pieces of thread, or wire, passing

through the plane of delineation, we should be able to mark the

points of intersection abed, and at once draw the hues repre-

senting the square from point to point; but though we know
them to pass through, we know also that they are not tangible,

and we must therefore find some means ;o ascertain the points

of intersection of the visual rays with the plane of delineation:

to explain which we must have a fresh diagram.

In this cut (Fig. 56), a b is the object to be represented, c

D a perpendicular section of the plane of delineation, and the eye

of the spectator anywhere on the

line E F ; for, as affects the length

the line a b will appear on c d, it

is immaterial at what point on

tills line the eye may be situated,

as may be seen by the intersec-

tions made by the visual rays on

c D, a b, c d, and ef being of an

equal length. As it is with the

height of an object, so it is with

the width: the visual rays drawn from e and f, and g and k, to

E (Fig. 55), would give the same width on the plane of deline-

ation if drawn to any other point on the line b e. We have
stated that the base of the square, the base of the plane of de-

lineation, and the spectator (Pig. 55), all stand on the same
level plaij^; therefore, if we suppose the eye of the spectator to

be on the ground, the visual rays drawn from g and h to that

point (b) would intersect f/ie ground line of the plane of deline-

ation, and these points of intersection determine the width of

the square, at whatever height the representation of it may be
on the ])lane of delineation. If from each of these points a per-

pendicular line is drawn from the base to the top of the plane

of delineation, the space between the two lines determines the

width of the square, at whatever point on the line a e the eye

of the spectator may be i)laced; the perpendicular from either

* By reference to the cut, p. 218, this may be easily understood, as, if

the reader station himself first at about three feet from a window, and
notice exactlr how much of the opposite side of the way he sees througii
it, he may easily satisfy himself of the wonderful dlHVrence consequent
on tlie slij^htest change of position. If the student retire three yards
from the window instead of three feet, he will perceive that a mueii less

portion of the opposite side of the way is now visible, thongh the win-
dow, which we will supjiosc to be the picture, is of the same area.
Again, if the student comes quite close to the window, he will lind a
much greater ])()rtion of the o])posite side of the way is seen, 'i'iiis e.K-

periment is mi'vely to show how luueh a persp('etive representation de-
pends on th(! relative positions of tlie spectator aud plane of delineation
with the original objects.

Fig. 56.

point of intersection representing a section of the plane of de-

lineation, on which the height of c g ov f h may be found in a

manner precisely similar to that of finding the height of a b on
the section c d. Fig. 56.

In Fig. 55, then, we have the relative positions of the spec-

tator and object, with the interposition of the plane of delinea-

tion: the visual rays are drawn, and the points of intersection

were found, in the following manner. In this diagram (Fig. 51),
the relative positions of the spectator and original object are the

same as in Fig. 55, visual rays being drawn to a point on the

ground plane, perpendicularly under the eye of the spectator;

and the intersections of these lines with the base of the plane of

delineation at j k determine the width the square would appear.

The combination of the visual rays drawn in these two Pigs.

55 and 51, will enable us to give a perfect representation of what
the square would appear in its relative position with the other

1
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Fig. 57.

parts described. Fig. 58 is a combination of the two (the re-

lative positions of the parts being similar to Figs. 55 and 51 )f

with the perpendicnlar hues drawn from the points 7 and k: the

line drawn from j, where it intersects the visual ray c e, gives a

point a, the perspective position of the point e of the original

object; where it intersects the visual ray g e it gives a point c,

the perspective position of the point g in the original object.

Where the perpendicular line from k intersects the visual ray/
E it gives the perspective position b of the point/ of the origin-

al; and the point of intersection with the visual ray h e gives a

point d correspopding with h in the original object. Thus we
have in the points abed the perspective positions of the four

corners of the square a. Consequently, the perpendicular drawn
from j, where it passes between the visual rays e. e and g e, re-

presents on the plane of delineation the line e g of the original

object A ; that drawn from k, where it passes between the visual

rays / e and h e, represents on the plane of delineation the line

/A of the original object. By ruling lines from the points a

to b and c to d, we have on the plane of delineation a form such

as the object would take on a sheet of glass similarly placed, if

the spectator were to trace on it the form he sees through it;

the relative positions of the three essentials for perspective

drawing being as described—viz. the positions of the original

object, the spectator, and the plane of delineation.

Fig. 58.

Trusting that the matter in the jn-eccding pages, which may
be said to contain the groundwork from which the various modes
of representing oljjccts in perspective are deduced, is tolerably

understood, we will first offer a few observations, and then j)ro-

ceed to i)ractice. The foregoing may be summed up in very

few words:—The rays of light, which are the cause of vision,

are understood to proceed from every object in straight lines to

the eye of the spectator, and in their transmission are supposed

to pass through an iinaginary ]ilane, situated somewhere be-

tween the sjjectator and his subject. In order to make a per-

spective drawing, the points where the rays of light (visual rays)
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pass through this imagiuary plane must be ascertained, these

points transferred to the canvas or paper, and by means of these

the form and size of the objects accurately delineated. The
diagrams requisite have been made with as much attention to

simijlicity as the subject admitted, and are intended solely to il-

lustrate the principle, that correct representations of form are

to be drawn by finding the above-mentioned points: various

modes are employed for finding them, which it will be our en-

deavor to make thoroughly understood.

The horizontal line on the plane of delineation selected for

fiudhig the perspective width of the square a (Figs. 55, 57, 58),

is the base line, though the same result might be obtained by

taking any other horizontal line. The base line is that usually

chosen for this purpose; and as it is unquestionably the most

convenient, from the circumstance of draftsmen being furnished

with a ground plan and elevations from which they are to exe-

cute the perspective drawing, it would only be perplexing the

student to furnish him with examples and rules for what he may
most probably never require. To avoid any errors, it may be

well to remark that the ground plane, which is but another name
for the surface on which the object to be drawn rests, is sup-

posed always to be a flat even surface of great extent, and that

the plane of delineation is always supposed to stand perpendicu-

larly on it. Any deviation from this might materially affect

the' representation,

CHAPTER III.

Where a number of objects combined are required to be re-

presented in perspective, to proceed by finding every point by
means of intersecting points on the plane of delineation, would
be an extremely tedious mode of procedure; and these points

are used as sparingly as possible, the main object being to pro-

duce accuracy with the smallest possible number of lines. In

order to make our illustrations clearly intelligible, and in the

comparison of one mode with another, to show that we may ar-

rive at the same result by various means, we are necessarily com-

pelled to employ more lines than would be requisite for an ordi-

nary drawing; but in doing so, we will endeavor to point out

the best and readiest modes of proceeding. Vanishing points

are what are commonly used for determining the perspective

heights of perpendicular lines, as well as for regulating the length

and direction of horizontal ones. It has already been explained

in Part I, p. 22, Figs. 17, 18, that those lines in an original ob-

ject that are parallel, in the perspective representation incline

towards each other and meet in a point, which is called a van-

ishing point: keeping this in mind, let us proceed to draw a

plane figure in perspective from the following plan.

perspective; the first step

Fig. 59, Plan.

Let A represent the top of a table, perpendicularly over the

edge of which, b, stands a sheet of glass; let c represent the

position of the spectator, and d a square figure lying flat on the

table. We should here call a the ground plane, the upright

sheet of glass over b the plane of delineation, and d the square

figure to be represented, the original object viewed from the

point c;* from these data it is required to draw the figure d in

* Nothing can be more readily imagined than that the whole of this

figure might be drawn from a description of the al).solute measurements
of tlie different objects; as, for instance, we might sa}' d to be twelve

inches square, situated one foot from b; b four feet long; and c four

feet perpendicularly distant from the point a on b; the eye of the spec-

tator two feet above the ground plane a. From such a description, a

perspective drawing may be made of any size, either large or small, by
working from a scale of so much to a foot—either the eighth of an inch,

or half a dozen yards.

L

towards which will be to draw a

parallelogram (Fig. 60, Rep. 1)

to represent the picture (e f g

h), and across the picture, paral-

lel to the ground line b f, at the

height above the ground line the

spectator's eye is above the

ground plane, draw the horizontal

line J (see Part I. p. 21, Fig. 9).

Before proceeding with this

Fig. 60, Representation 1.
drawing, it must be thorouBilly

F, theunderstood that the line e

ground line in the representation, is in all respects similar

to the line b of the plan, and that all points of inter-

section found on b are to be carried to e f ; and more-

over, that the parallelogram e f g h is the representation of

the plane of delineation standing upon the line b. As in this

case we propose to find the perspective positions of the points h

c h j hj means of a vanishing point, the jxisition of this vanish-

ing point must first be ascertained ; and the vanishing point in

this position of the square relative to the plane of delineation,

will be the point of sight, which is always perpendicularly oppo-

site the spectator's eye on the plane of delineation :* we must

therefore mark on the base line of the plane of delineation, the

point a perpendicularly opposite c ; carry this point to the

ground line e f, and perpendicularly over it on the horizontal

line, mark the point of sight at k. In order to find the length

the line b c will appear, it is necessary to draw the visual rays b

c and c c ; carry the points of intersection they make with the

base of the plane of delineation d and e to the ground line e f,

and from each draw a perpendicular line on the picture. From
f^ to e will be the length the line b c would appear ; the point b

.will be found somewhere on the perpendicular drawn from d, and

the point c on some part of that drawn from e.

The lines b k and c j of the plan are parallel lines
;
and though

if they were continued to any extent they would never meet, yet

in the representation they incline towards each other and meet

in a point ; and being at a right angle with the plane of delinea-

tion, this point would be the point of sight. Continue the lines

k b and j c up to the plane of delineation at / and g, and carry

these points to the ground line e f, and from each point draw a

line to the point k, the point to which the parallel lines f b h

and g c j of the plan must incline (or any others that might be

parallel with them) ; the intersection of the line / k with the

perpendicular from d, gives the perspective position of the point

b of the plan
; the intersection of the line g k with the perpen-

dicular from c, gives the perspective position of the point c of

the plan ; and a straight line drawn from one to the other, the

representaticn of the line b c.

The direction of the sides b h and c j are represented by the

lines b k and c k ; and to determine their length, it is necessary

to find the positions on them of the points h and j; which is ex-

tremely simple. From the points h and j, draw the visual rays

h c and j c ; carry the points of intersection k I o\\ b to the

gKOund line e f, and from each point draw a perpendicular line
;

where that drawn from k intersects the line / k is the perspec-

tive position of the point h ; and where that is drawn from the

point I intersects the line g k is the perspective position of the

point j. A line drawn from h to j completes the drawing
;
the

figure b c j h being the perspective representation of the square

D, viewed in the positions described.

* The point of sight is always used as the vanishing point for lines

that are situated at a right angle with the plane of delineation ; those

lines that lie in a direction parallel to it have no vanishing point, but

are represented by lines parallel to the ground line of the picture. This

will be understood when we come to the rule for finding the positions of

vanishing points in general ; it is necessary here to understand that all

lines at a right angle with the plane of delineation do have their vanish-

ing point in the point of sight, and that this point is on the plane of de-

lineation perpendicularly opposite the spectator's eye (Fart I. Plate I.

A. Fig 2).

To be Continued.

" Astonishing cure for consumption!" as the old woman said

when she sprinkled snuff on the victuals of her boarders.
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THE MUSICAL HOME.*

You are almost venturing a fatherly bit ofexpletive, wben you
hear your son—who is a clerk in your own counting-house, and

has to get up too—singing in the back bed-room snatches of mel-

ody, which he has to practice for some glee clnb in the evening.

Tlie dear daughter, who always superintends the preparation of

your breakfast, is taking off an ecstatic dash of non plu mesta,

over the toasting of your muffins—your youngest born is fifeing

away like mischief over the bone of the ham—the servants are

making all the kettles in the house sing as if the bellows were

burning—yonr wife keeps up a running conversation with music-

al accompaniments over every stage of your toilet—from your

stockings to your boots, from your boots to your trousers, from

your trousers to your waistcoat, with a small musical watch in its

pocket,—from your waistcoat to your stock, with a harp or a lyre

as its pin device—from your stock to your coat which is cut orch-

estra fashion—from your coat to your hat which is elegant upon

the same model—you are made musical in the process of costume,

by the perpetual memories of your better-half which do break

forth not in the ordinary rattle of a woijian's tongue, but in

sweet silvery sounds—which are so sweet that they might almost

tempt you to do without sugar in your tea! When you do get

down stairs, there is a musical snuff-box on your breakfast

table, playing the dew-drops off the water cresses; the early paper

arrives, and your daughter, who has now seen you quite comfort-

able, and who hears mamma coming down after you with a mel-

ody upon her lips, first airs the said paper, that it may not blind

you, and then, under the pretence that it is not quite dry enough,

reads aloud all the criticisms upon the operas, the Academies,

the Exeter Halls, the Hanover Square Rooms, and is only really

sorry in her heart, when your impatience for the commercial news

makes it impossible for her to glance over the advertisements of

the theatres, the concerts, and the new music that has just come,

or is just coming out. Just as you take up the paper with some

reality of purpose, and begin to read the Times as the veritable

guide to your day's judgment and operations, the young body-

guard of Italian boys, who play pence out of the pockets of

your family with their organs, relieve each other with an almost

supernatural velocity, and before your breakfast is nigh

concluded, you feel that you have been ground to death.

The omnibus pulls up at your door, for you and your sons are

regular travellers. This is an age in which we cannot afford to

lose time-—and just as you start, the conductor's bugle fyour

wife selected the omnibus because the conductor had a bugle)

sounds a stave of the post-horn Galop, which is very exhilerat-

ing—aud which your chubby little boy at the door, who al-

ways sees papa off— is puffing out his cheeks to imitate

upon his toy trumpet. Your son, who has got an accordion

in his hands, docs not aboslntely venture to play it before the

passengers— but knowing that he will have opportunities of

practising it in the counting-house during some chance relaxation

from business, he makes its limbs pliable and its joints supple for

that purpose, by pulling backwards and forwards, so as to elicit an

occasional accidental squeak, about as pleasant as the crying ofan

infant, or the whinning of a puppy, You desperately endeavour

to wrap yourself up in accounts, and to set accordions at defiance.

But, of course, you know, kind Father of your family! what a

home you have left behind you.

The moment you are gone, in comes the tuner, and out goes three

and sixpence from the maternal pocket. It is, however, worth a

crown to you to have escaped that infliction. Your wife goes down
to superintend the domestic arrangements of the kitchen—per-

haps she is making you a tart—lucky that you cannot have

that pudding, when as it dances its musical capers over the paste,

in that crust, before it goes to the baker's, there are at least two

polkas, three quardrilies, one gallopade, and one popular melody.

By-and-bye, the kitchen is left, and there is a little touch of

management over her inspection of the way in which the servants

are doing the bedrooms. Lord! how the sheets and blankets

—how the towels and counterpanes- -how the toilet-cloths and

side-carpets would sing and dance, if they could only catch the

merry spirit which is wasting the sweetness of your lady's voice

* Continued from page 224, Vol. 7, No. 7.

of cheerfulness over their woof and wool aud linen. The windows

are thrown open, and the neighbours can hear the scullery-girl in

the yard cleaning the knives with an air, and imitating her

mistress.

In the meanwhile, the tuner has departed, and your daughter

has begun to solfa. She is working away at the piano, and prac-

tising her voice through the scales. One meinent she stays—to

hark—to look—to listen—she is at the street door—she has

opened it before the postman's knock—she has got the letter

—

what is it? It is in reality an epistle d'amour—an indirect direc-

tion, from a musical gentleman in the vicinity, who has heard

her sing—and who, being a bit of a poet, delicately encloses his

thoughts about her sweet;ncss in a cream envelop, which contains

the lyric of the

FAIRY WABBLER.

If sunbeams could have voices

As they gleam upon the bough.
Among the groves of Eden
You'd think them singing now.

If rays could leave their lightness

When Love his nectar sips.

You'd deem that all their brightness

Were dwelling in those lipsl

Carolling—carolling

—

Dreamfully—gleamfully—
Flitting and glancing, and shining away!

Now, with a fair'y bound.
Now, with an airy sound,

Blessing the beautiful, gladdening the gay!

Ilcr music is a garden.

Where feeling must take root;

And the heart's trees of treasure

All bear their brightest fruit.

Grapes! of the juice abounding,
That now hek voice divine.

Is, by its very sounding,
Distilling into wine!

Carolling—carolling—

•

Glowingly—flowingly!

Luscious aud fjaming while exstacy quaffs!

Let the soul dwell a day
On the joy—melody

—

As, in mild wonder, it listens and laughs!

Now these words, though rather pretty, may be also rather

dangerous; but let that pass. The first double knock announces

the professor of singing, wdio presents her with a box of Crevelli

lozenges, and very properly pats the little boy on the head, who

remains in the room while his sister is taking her lesson, who

longs to get out of it all the while, and who plays his penny trum-

pet as often as he can all the time he remains in it

There can be no harm in the young lady's showing the young

professor the pretty verses, addressed to nobody, which she has

just received, nor any harm in the young professor, who has some

inspiration of his own, taking them away to compose them. The

song, which when finished, is not unlikely to settle your daugh-

ter's destiny, you may, perhaps, hear her play and sing co7i amove

in a few days at one of your evening parties, with an intimation

that it is respectfully dedicated to Lady Manners.

Now, if you had been in your drawing-room after musical

hours, and when morning visitors began to drop in, you would not

any the more have escaped the nmsical mania. All the conver-

sation was tinged—deeply dyed—irrevocably stained with it.

The ladies' talk is all about whom they have heard. Lind, Albo-

ni, Grisi, Listz, Thalberg, Benedict, Dulcken, Anderson, Cram-

er', Jullien, Eliason, Musard; then all the divisions of instrumental

eminence;' then all the popular melodies, sung by the i)opular

singers; then the composers; then the authors; every imaginable

turn of'which the theme could be susceptible—every conceivable

variation of social device.

When you come home to dinner, the morning visits will be

reflected in the conversation of the table. When the ladies re-

tire, you will remain over your wine as long as possible, to keep

out of the way of the music; but presently you will hear the con-

cert strike up over head. Your chnbby boy's trumpet is giving

its lasit blast in the nursery previous to his infantile repose—

your son has run away to dress for Jullien's, and his accordion is

going like a harricane before he equips himself—and in advance
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of the treat, your cup of coffee comes to wake you if you can

sleep, and rciuiud you you are wanted. An overture plays you

into your drawing-room; there you find yourself like a dreamy

guest at the reunon of the Muses; and when you all retire for

the night, a kind of family chorus sings you up to bed;—this

is your " Musical Home I"

Prom the London Art-Journal.

MODERN STAINED GLASS.

The more thorough appreciation of the principles and practice

of the older artists and artisans, which has been the result of

the investigations of the archceologists and students who

hare written within the last few years has abundantly im-

ijroved the character of our ecclesiastical decorations of

all kinds. We no longer see the abortive attempts which once

passed for Gothic, and which deserved that name solely on ac-

count of their barbarism, but we find something like a resusci-

tation of the almost forgotten arts of the middle ages in a style

that would do no discredit to that once neglected period of our

history. Pointed architecture has been fairly charaeterized as

" Christian," and that term may now be considered as affixed to

it, not liable to change ; for in no other do we find the require-

ments of the Church service as established among ourselves so

completely and properly located, as in

" the long drawn aisle and fretted vault.

Where pealing anthems swell the note of praise.''

There is scarcely any minor article connected with the deco-

ration and service of the Church which has not also met with a

due amount of attention and investigation. The principles and

practice therefore of the older church decorators have been re-

duced to laws upon which their modern successors may found a

style. To the law architect, Pugin, a great deal of this improve-

is due ; iuspite of all errors of temper and conduct, it must be

conceded that he worked most earnestly and vigorously in the

cause of proper reform in church decoration, and though his

knowledge sometimes led him into denunciations and exposures

of errors made by his brethren, and rendered him a sort of Ish-

raael among them, it forced a due and proper attention to grand

leading ideas of design^ and the result has been a better know-

ledge imparted to the general public and younger students
;

while the "pressure from without" has made itself felt where it

had been long resisted—we mean in the clique of the " classic"

schools, who abhorred the grace, beauty, and infinite variety of

Christian architecture. The day has for ever passed when a

traveler can describe the cathedrals of the middle ages as

" barbarisms," and excuse himself from noticing them, by ex-

pressing his pity that ingenuity and money was spent on " such

a style." Indeed we now wonder most at the barbarisms com-

mitted by ourselves almost within memory, in our struggles to

imitate it.

The broad masses of color, the brilliant play of light, the

dspth of shadow, and bold black outlines produced by the lead-

ing of old glass, all combine to give it a due character and effect

that make it a peculiar Art having its own inherent excellencies

which are to be studied and adapted to proper uses by its pro-

fessors, and not cast aside in imitating picture-painting, which

can at best only misdirect study and produce comparative

failure.

We have been led into these remarks in consequence of seeing

exceedingly creditable steps taken of late years in the right di-

rection by men whose profession is that of glass-painting, and the

publication of such a book as that produced with so much labor

and care by Mr. Winston, has reduced the practice of the old

artists to something like rule, which the moderns can well follow.

The peculiarities and inherent advantages possessed by the art

are now appreciated and sought to be carried out by its possess-

ors ; and although some of the glories of a past day have not

yet been resuscitated, enough has been done to restore an al-

most lost art to a very large share of its pristine beauty

We have lately examined some excellent glass, the production

of Mr. F. W. Oliphant, of Warrington Square, in which the fulli

peculiarities of antique Art have been very successfully combin-

ed with modern requircmaats. The window is a "memorial"-

one, erected by the three daughters of Earl Somers at Eastnor,

in Herefordshire, to i)erpetuate the foundation of the new church
by that nobleman in place of the old and decayed structure. The
subjects of the foundation and consecration of the church have
been chosen for small pictures in the side lights (the Crucifixion

occupying the centre)
; the treatment of these subjects, though

necessarily difficult, has been achieved by the artist with nmch
success, and the wiudow altogether exhibits much of the beauty
and richness of early glass.

In the studio of Messrs. Wilmhurst and Oliphant we had also

the opportunity of seeing the great central east window of St.

Andrew's Church, Plymouth. The subject here occupies the
entire window, the mullions only dividing without bounding it.

The figures are four feet in height, and are treated after the
German style of the fifteenth century; the subject being the As-
cension of the Saviour. There is much vigor of drawing and
grandeur of conception in this important work, which places

the talent of the designer, Mr. Oliphant, in a very favorable

light.

The geometric glass designed for the baptistery at Ely in the

style of the twelfth century, is remarkable for its prismatic bril-

liancy and great elaboration of design. In reviewing such works
from one studio alone, and then taking into consideration the

many other practisers of the art who have been called into ac-

tion by the increased taste for appropriate church decoration,

we cannot but feel much satisfaction at the great strides towards
excellence so abundantly evidenced in the works of the modern
glass painters, who worthily carry out the due adornment of
" the Church of our fathers."

ON A METHOD OF PRESERVING THE SEVSITIVENESS OF COLLODION
PLATES FOR A CONSIDERABLE TIME.

BY JOHN SPILLER AND WILLIAM CROOKES.

After referring to the attempts hitherto made by mechanical
means to maintain the moisture of the film, the authors state,

that their attention was directed to the possibility of retaining

the moisture through a chemical operation, by using a bath com
posed of a salt having a strong affinity for water. The choice

of such salts was limited, by the necessity of their being neutral

and incapable of forming insoluble compounds with silver. The
nitrates and acetates, especially the former, seemed most suit

able, and the nitrates of lime, magnesia and zinc were first se-

lected. Preference was given to the zinc salt, and the process

found successful with this is communicated now, although the in-

vestigations have not yet been completed.

This process is as all follows :

" The plate, coated with collodion (that which we employ
contains iodide, bromide, and chloride of ammonium in about
equal proportions), is made sensitive by immersion in the ordi-

nary solution of nitrate of silver (30 grains to the ounce), and
after remaining there for the usual time, is transferred to a se-

cond solution of the following composition ;

Nitrate of zinc (fhsed) ^ 2 ounces
Nitrate of silver . . . ^ ....,,.,... » .. . . 35 grains.

Water 6 ounces.

The plate must be left in this bath until the zinc solution has

thoraiighly penetrated the film (vf'e have found five minutes am-
ply sufficient for this purpose, although a much longer time is of

no consequence) ) it she-uld then be taken out, allowed to drain

upright on blotting paper until all the surface moisture has been
absorbed (about half an hour), and then put by until required.

The nitrate of zinc, which is still retained on the plate is suffici-

ent to keep it moist for any length of time, and we see no theo-

retical or practical reason why its sensitiveness should not be re-

tained as long : experiments on this point ar-e in progress ; at

present, however, we have only subjected them to the trial of

about a v/eek, although, at the end of that period they

were haixlly deteriorated in any appreciable degree. It is not

necessary that the exposure in the camera should be immediate-

ly followed by the development as this latter process can be de-

ferred to any convenient opportunity provided it be within the

week. Previous to development, the plate should be allowed to

remain for a few seconds in the original SO-grain silver bath.
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then removed and developed with either pvrogallic acid or a pro-

tosalt of iron, and afterwards fixed &c in the usual manner.

The addition of the zinc bath directly to the nitrate bath was
not practicable, because the quantity acquired rendered the ni-

trate bath too dense to work with. It is supposed that the ad-

dition of a small proportion of nitrate of zinc to the ordinary sil-

ver bath, might be useful in hot weather iu Photographic rooms.

^Personal oub i^ine ^rt Jntclligcncc.

— We record this month one more step in the progress of

photography—its application to printing textile fabrics. This

remarkable achievement has been effected by an English manu-
facturer, not only upon the most extensive scale, but to the en-

tire satisfaction of those who have witnessed the wonderful re-

sults, the most astonishing part of which is the variety of colors

obtained
;
giving further evidence as to the ultimate production

of photography in the natural colors. In this branch of photo-

graphy, we hope the facts stated in the article we now publish

from La Lumiere will lead our photographers more thoroughly

to investigate it and endeavour to produce decided and perma-

nent paper photographs iu colors ; for we hold that if any pro-

cess is capable of producing the colors enumerated in this arti-

cle and fixing them, it is equally capable, under proper modifica-

tions, of reproducing views, &c. in all the colors with which na-

ture has endowed them. We also think the attention of our

own manufacturers should be called to the fact that photography

can be so readily applied to printing textile fabrics, for we feel

confident, that on application, they will find the difference be-

tween the cost of this and the present methods very considerable.

— The folly of those daguerreans who still refuse to read

works devoted to their art, on the ground that nothing practical

or useful can be extracted from them, is most emphatically de-

monstrated by two photographs we have received, since our last

from Mr. Franklin White, now of Brattleboro, Vt., who is a

self-taught artist in this branch of the art. They are small, but

excellent, showing not only talent but taste. He has only to

persevere to become an accomplished manipulator.

— We have been requested by several members—or rather

former members—for none are members, de facto, unless their

annual dues are promptly paid—of the New York State Da-
GUERREAN ASSOCIATION to suggcst the propriety of holding a

special meeting this fall iu the city of New York. We have also

received a communication from Mr. Davie on the same subject,

which may be found in another column of the present issue, and

to which we cordially invite the attention of all our readers.

Our own views respecting associations for mutual improvement,

in all branches of art or labor, are too well known to requii'e re-

petition ; all we have to say, therefore, is that any movement of

the kind will receive our most hearty co-operation.

To the Editor of the Photographic and Firie Art Journal.

Dear Sir—^AUowme to give you an opportunity of correct-

ing a slight error published in the number for July of your high-

ly valuable paper,

Tiie photographs you spoke of as taken by me, of the eclipse

of the 26th of May last, were not for a Prof, of Columbia Col-

lege ; they were for Prof. W. H. Bartlett of West Point Mili-

tary Academy. It may not be uninteresting for the public at

large, and the amateur of the art in particular, to know that those

photographs were obtained tlirough the large Equatorial of the

0!)servatory at West Point, and not through the oitlinary

camera.

If you think this rectification worthy of your notice, I would

be very happy to see it appear in your next mimber.

Please receive my thanks for your kind notice of my humble
efforts in an art so ably advocated by yourself, and believe

me, my dear Sir,

Most Respectfully,

Your obedient Servant,

V. Prevost.

July nth, 1854.

— Our thanks are due Messrs. Masury & Silsbee for the fine

photograph which illustrates our present number. We should

have preferred, however, to have printed the title &c. ourselves.

The title of all our photograph.s have not been printed hereto-

fore in consequence of our not having received them in time, but
these last were furnished in ample time for that purpose.

— No matter what we may think in regard to Mr. Gurney's
daguerreotypes, we must do him, and Mr. Fredericks, the justice

to say, that, at this present writing, they are far in advance of all

other artists in the production of photographic portrait. Since our

last issue they have executed a large number of various sizes, most-

ly life size, that are unsurpassed for excellence by any we have
ever seen, not excepting the German which have heretofore been
considered as superior to all others. Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Brady
and Mr. Heslcr. however, promise us equally good results in a
short time, and from the specimens we have seen by Mr. Rich-
ards and Messrs. M'Clees and German, these artists will not
come out second best. Those we have seen of their portraits are

very fine. The great increase in this branch of Mr. Whipple's
business and also that of Messrs. Masury & Silsbee is sufficient

evidence of the appreciation of their skill. To show the import-

ant tendency of the photographic art, we may merely
mention that Mr. Whipple has received an order for 60,000
photographs from one New York publishing house.

— Mr. J. C. Gray, of Jamestown, N. Y., gave us the plea-

sure of a visit within a few days, and we found him the unassum-

ing gentleman we had anticipated from his letters. Such artists

honor the art.

— Messrs. Whitney & Denny of Rochester have dissolved

partnership and the business is now exclusively in the hands of

Mr. E. T. Whitney. Mr. Denny, we understand, repudiates

daguerreotyping altogether, which we regret, as in him the art

loses one of its most faithful and prominent supporters, and one
whose place it will be difficult to refill. Mr. Whitney, the artist

of the former concern, will continue the business as usual and we
doubt not be as successful as his fine artistic skill deserves and
should make him.

— Mr. Whitehurst of Baltimore has entered the list

of competitors for photographic patronage and will no doubt
succeed with his usual ability and energy.

Mr. H. E. Insley will please accept our thanks for Ws un-

biassed decision in regard to the merits of our Journal and Dic-

tionary ; but we would submit it to daguerreotypists generally,

whether a man is capable of justly appreciating works he has

never read or examined ?

Mr. Gaige has opened an elegant suite of photographic rooms

at 369 Broadway N. Y. This young artist is a regular gradu-

ate of the Daguerrean College, which has for years been under

the Presidency of M. B. Brady, Esq., who we all know has re-

tained constantly the most skillful and learned professors in the

art, aiid to say this, is to say sufficient to give confidence in his

skill and taste as an artist ; but we can say more ; we have

been personally acquainted with Mr Gaige for some years, and

we do him no more than justice in saying that as a gentleman

and a daguerrean artist we place him in the front rank, and we
are very much mistaken if, before the end of the year, he does

not become captain. He certainly is an artist of high promise,

and we sincerely trust that his present enterprise may be as suc-

cessful and permanent as his most sanguine expectations could

desire.

— R. n. A. You appear to be mistaken in regard to the

price of Crystalotypes. Such as we publish in the Journal are

sold, at present, by the single copy at $1. The quantity we
take enables us to procure them sufficiently cheap for the Jour-

nal, allowance beiug made by the photographer for the benefit

derived by his business through the publicity given to his work

by the circulation of the Journal.

— To Mr. a. W. Phipps of Lexington, Ky., we tender our

thanks for his efforts to increase the circulation of our Journal,

as well as for the flattering praises he is pleased to bestow upon

our labors. Our Journal would rise rapidly if all our subscrib-

ers would do half as well.

4 Ann;.. l^M,





Daguerreotyijcd by Heeueu.
Crystalotypod by WmPPiE.

DRIVING A BARGAIN.
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THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY.*

INSTRUCTIONS IN

THE ART OF PRODUCING PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTURES IN ANY COLOR,

AND ON ANY MATERIAL,

FOR TUE USE OF PUPILS;

And of Persons who are further advanced; and also, for Engravers

on Copper, Wood, Stone, Sfc.

BY DR. G. C. HERMANN HALLEUR,

Late Director of the Royal Technical School at Bochum.

WITH PRACTICAL HINTS

O.V TUB LOCALS BKT SUTTED FOR PHOTOGRAPKIC OPERATIONS, AND OP THE PROPER POSTURE

ATTrrUDE, AND DRESS FOR PORTRAITURE.

BY F. SCHUBERT, PAINTER.

WITH AN APPENDIX,

OO.VTAiyiXG BRIEF KXPLAXATIO.VS OF SOSTE OF THE CHEMICAL TERMS OCCURRING IN THE WOP.K

Translated from the German

BY J. G. HAASE.

BRIEF ABSTRACT OF THE PRINCIPAL EE-ACTIONS OP METALLIC SALTS

WITH THE MOST IMPORTANT EE-AGENTS.

I. METALLIC OXIDES.

14. S.ALT3 OF SeSQUIOXIDE OF IrON.

OTASSA, ammonia, carbonate of potassa, and

carbonate of ammonia, produce reddish-brown

bulky precipitates, whicli are partially soluble

iu an excess of the carbonate of potassa or

carbonate of ammonia.

Phosphate of soda produces a white precipitate, which

dissolves, in presence of ammonia, in an excess of the

precipitant, imparting a reddish-brown color to the

solution.

Oxalic acid produces a yellow coloration but no precipitate.

Forrocyanide of potassium, a dark-blue precipitate, insoluble in

hydrochloric acid.

Ferricyanide of potassium produces no precipitate.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium produces a black pre-

cipitate; but if the solution contains only a very trifling quan-

tity of iron, this reagent simply imparts a greenish color to

the fluid.

Sulphuretted hydrogen reduces the sesquioxide to protoxide,
* with separation of sulphur.

15. Salts of Oxide of Le.ad.

Potassa produces a white precipitate, which re-dissolves, upon
the application of heat, in a large excess of the precipitant.

Ammonia produces a white precipitate, insoluble in an excess of

the precipitant.

Carbonate of potassa a white precipitate, insoluble iu an excess

of the precipitant, but soluble iu potassa.

Carbonate of ammonia, the same.

Phosphate of soda, a white precipitate, soluble in potassa.

Oxalic acid, iu neutral solutions a white precipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium, a white precipitate.

Ferricyanide of potassium, produces no precipitate.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium produces a black pre-

cipitate, insoluble in an excess of the precipitant.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, iu neutral and acid solutions, a black

precipitate

Dilute sulphuric acid, a white precipitate, soluble in potassa.

Hydrochloric acid in concentrated solutions, a white precipitate,

soluble in a large quantity of water.

Chromate of potassa, a yellow precipitate, insoluble in dilute

nitric acid, soluble in potassa.

* Continued from page 230, Vol. 7, No. 8,

vol. VII. NO. IX.

16. Salts of Teroxide of Bismuth.

Potassa produces a white precipitate, insoluble in an excess of

the precipitant.

Ammonia, the same.

Carbonate of potassa and carbonate of ammonia, the same.
Phosphate of soda, a white precipitate.

Oxalic acid, after some time, a crystalline precipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium, a white precipitate, insoluble in hy-

drochloric acid.

Ferricyanide of potassium, a pale-yellow precipitate, insoluble in

hydrochloric acid.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, a black precipitate,

insoluble in an excess of the precipitant.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, even in acid solutions, a black precipitate.

Chromate of potassa, a yellow precipitate, soluble iu dilute nitric

acid,

1 1. Salts of Suboxide of Copper.

Potassa saturates first the free acid of the solution (subchloride

of copper dissolves only in an excess of hydrochloric acid),

and then produces a yellowish-brown precipitate,*insoluble in

an excess of the precipitant.

Ammonia in excess produces no precipitate, but after some time
it imparts a blue color to the fluid.

Carbonate of potassa produces a yellow precipitate.

Carbonate of ammonia acts iu the same way as ammonia.
Phosphate of soda produces a white precipitate.

Oxalic acid, a white precipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium, a white precipitate.

Ferricyanide of potassium a reddish-brown precipitate.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium a black precipitate,

insoluble in an excess of the precipitant.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, a black precipitate.

18. Salts of Oxide of Copper.

Potassa produces a blue precipitate, which acquires a black color

on being boiled with potassa.

Ammonia a greenish precipitate, which re-dissolves in an excess

of the precipitant, imparting a blue color to the solution.

Carbonate of potassa, a bright-greenish precipitate.

Carbonate of ammonia acts in the same way as ammonia.
Phosphate of soda produces a bluish-white precipitate, soluble iu

ammonia.
Oxalic acid a bluish-white precipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium, a reddish-brown precipitate, insoluble

in hydrochloric acid.

Ferricyanide of potassium, a yellowish-green precipitate, insoluble

in hydrochloric acid.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, a black precipitate,

insoluble in an excess of the precipitant, and iu ammonia.
Sulphuretted hydrogen, a black precipitate.

Chromate of potassa a reddish-brown precipitate, readily soluble

in nitric acid; this precipitate dissolves also in ammonia,
imparting an emerald-greeu color to the solution.

19. Salts of Oxide of Silver.

Potassa produces a light-brown precipitate, insoluble in an excess

of the precitant, but soluble in ammonia.
Ammonia produces, in neutral solutions, a brown precipitate,

readily soluble iu an excess of the precipitant; iu presence of

free acid, the re-agent produces no precipitate, by neutralisa-

tion.

Carbonate of potassa produces a white precipitate, soluble in

ammonia.
Carbonate of ammonia, a white precipitate, soluble in an excess

of the precipitant.

Phosphate of soda, a yellow precipitate, soluble in ammonia.
Oxalic acid, a white precipitate, soluble in ammonia.
Ferrocyanide of potassium, a white precipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium, a reddish-brown precipitate.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, a black precipitate,

insoluble in an excess of the precipitant, and in ammonia.
Sulphuretted hydrogen, a black precipitate.

33
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Hydrochloric acid, a white precipitate, soluble in ammonia.
Chromate of potassa, a dark reddish-brown precipitate, soluble

in dilute nitric aeid, in ammonia, and in a large quantity of

water.

Sulphate of protoxide of iron a grayish-white precipitate of

metallic silver.

Protochloride of tin, acidulated with hydrochloric acid and added
rather largely to the solution of a salt of silver, produces

a precipitate of metallic silver.

20. Salts of Suboxide of Mercury.

Potassa produces a black precipitate, insoluble in an excess of the

precipitant.

Ammonia, the same.

Carbonate of potassa produces a dirty-yellow precipitate, which
is slightly soluble in an excess of the precipitant, and upon
boiling acquires a black tint.

Carbonate of ammonia, a black precipitate.

Phosphate of soda, a white precipitate.

Oxalic acid a white precipitate.

FeiTOcyanide of potassium, a white gelatinous precipitate.

Ferricyanide of potassium, a reddish-brown precipitate.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, a black precipitate m-
soluble in an excess of the precipitant, and in ammonia; po-

tassa dissolves the pi'ecipitate, leaving a little metallic mercury

behind.

Sulphuretted hydrogen produces a black precipitate.

Hydrochloric acid, a white precipitate, insoluble in very dilute

simple acids.

Chromate of potassa, a red precipitate.

21. Salts of Oxide of Mercury.

Potassa produces a yellow precipitate, insoluble in an excess of

the precipitant; in presence of sal-ammoniac (chloride of

ammonium), the precipitate fromed is white; in highly acid

solutions, potassa produces no precipitate, or at all events on-

ly a slight one.

Ammonia produces a white precipitate, insoluble in an excess of

the precipitant.

Carbonate of potassa, a reddish-brown precipitate, insoluble in

an excess of the precipitant; in presence of sal-ammoniac, the

precipitate is white.

Carbonate of ammonia produces a white precipitate.

Phosphate of soda, a white precipitate ; in solutions of chloride

of mercury, however, only a slight turpidity.

Oxalic acid a white precipitate; in solutions of chloride of mer-

cury, no precipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium, a white precipitate.

Ferricyanide of potassium, a yellow precipitate; in solutions of

chloride of mercury, no precipitate.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, a black precipitate,

insoluble in an excess of the precipitant, and in ammonia, but

completely soluble in potassa.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, the same as hydrosulphate of sulphide of

ammonium.
Chromate of potassa, a yellowish-red precipitate.

22. Bichloride of Platinum.

Potassa produces a yellow precipitate, which rc-dissolves in an
exces of the precipitant upon heating; the precipitate is not

perceptibly soluble in free acids.

Ammonia produces a yellow precipitate, insoluble in free acids,

but soluble in a copious amount of water.

Carbonate of soda produces a brownish-yellow precipitate only

upon long-continued ebullition

Carbonate of ammonia and carbonate of potassa produce a yel-

low precipitate, insoluble in an excess of the precipitant.

Phosphate of soda produces no precipitate.

Oxalic acid produces no precipitate.

Perrocyanide of potassium precipitates potassio-bichloride of

platinum (bichloride of platinum and chloride of potassium).

Ferricyanide of i)Otassium, the same.

Nitate of suboxide of mercury produces a copious yellowish-red

precipitate.

Sulphate of protoxide of iron produces no precipitate.

Protochloride of tin produces no precipitate, but imparts a dark
brownish-red color to the fluid.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium produces a brownish-

black precipitate, soluble in a large excess of the precipitant.

Sulphuretted hydrogen produces after some time, a brownish-

black precipitate.

23. Terchloride of Gold.

Potassa produces no precipitate.

Ammonia, a yellow precipitate (fulminating gold).

Carbonate of potassa, no precipitate in the cold, but upon ebulli-

tion a reddish-yellow precipitate.

Carbonate of ammonia acts the same way as ammonia.
Phosphate of soda produces no precipitate.

Oxalic acid separates metallic gold in a state of extremely min-

ute division ; the minute metallic particles impart to the fluid

in which they remain suspended, a greenish-black color.

Ferrocyanide of potassium imparts an emerald-green color to

the solution.

Ferricyanide of potassium produces no precipitate.

Nitrate of suboxide of mercury, a black precipitate.

Sulphate of protoxide of iron, a dark brown precipitate of metallic

gold.

Protochloride of tin acidulated with hydrochloric acid produces
a deep-purple-colored precipitate (powder of Cassius), which
is insoluble in hydrochloric acid.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, a dark-brown precipi-

tate which re-dissolves completely in an excess of the precipi-

tant.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, a black precipitate.

24. Salts of Protoxide of Tin.

Potassa produces a white precipitate, soluble in an excess of the

precipitant.

Ammonia, a white precipitate, insoluble in an excess of the

precipitant.

Carbonate of potassa and carbonate of ammonia, the same as

ammonia.
Phosphate of soda, a white precipitate.

Oxalic acid, a white precipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium, a white gelatinous precipitate.

Ferricyanide of potassium, a white precipitate, soluble in free

hydrochloric acid.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, a brown precipitate,

soluble in a great excess of the precipitant.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, a brown precipitate.

25. Bichloride of Tin.

Potassa produces a white, bulky precipitate, which in the case

of the volatile bichloride, re-dissolves very readily in an excess

of the precipitant but with difficulty only in the case of the

aqueous solution of the modification of the bichloride, inso-

luble in hydrochloric acid.

Ammonia produces a white precipitate, which in the case of the

volatile bichloride, re-dissolves, though not completely, in an

excess of the precipitant, but re-dissolves only sparingly in the

case of the aqueous solution of the modification of the bichlo-

ride, insoluble in hydrochloric acid.

Carbonate of potassa prodnces a white precipitate, which in the

case of the volatile chloride, rc-dissolves in an excess of the

prctipitant; but is insoluble in it, in the case of the aqueous

solution of the modification of the bichloride, insoluble hi hy-

drochloric acid.

Corbonate of ammonia produces in both solutions precipitates,

which are not completely re-dissolved by an excess of the pre-

cipitant.

Phosphate of soda produces a white precipitate.

Oxalic acid jiroduccs no precipitate.

Ferrocyanide of potassium, after some time, a thick, yellowish

jelly, insoluble in hydrochloric acid.

Ferricyanide of potassium produces no precipitate in a solution

of the volatile bichloride; a yellow jjrecipitate in an aqueous
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solution of the modification of the bichloride, insoluble in hy-

drochloric acid.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium produces a yellow pre-

cipitate, soluble in an excess of the precipitant, in ammonia,

potassa, and carbonate of potassa.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, a yellow precipitate; in dilute solutions

only after long standing.

26. Salts of Oxide (Teroxide) of Antimony.

Potassa produces a white bulky precipitate, which re-dissolves

completely in an excess of the precipitant.

Ammonia, a copious bulky precipitate, insoluble in an excess of

the precipitant.

Carbonate of potassa, a white bulky precipitate, which re-dis-

solves completely in an excess of the precipitant, upon heat-

ing.

Carbonate of soda and carbonate of ammonia, the same as am-

monia.

Phosphate of soda, a copious precipitate ; however, the precipi-

tation is not complete.

Oxalic acid, a bulky white precipitate; after some standing, the

precipitation is complete.

Ferrocyanide of potassium, a white precipitate, insoluble in hy-

drochloric acid.

Ferricyanide of potassium, no precipitate.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, a red precipitate, solu-

ble in an excess of the precipitant.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, a red precipitate.

27. Salts of Sesquioxide of Chromium.

Potassa produces a bright-green precipitate, which readily re-

dissolves in an excess of the precipitant, but separates again

completely upon ebullition.

Ammonia produces a greyish-blue precipitate, which, however,

separates completely upon ebullition.

Carbonate of potassa produces a bright-green precipitate, which

completely redissolves in a very considerable excess of the pre-

cipitant, and is not thrown down again from this solution upon

boiling.

Carbonate of ammonia produces a bright-green precipitate, so-

luble in an excess of the precipitant.

Phosphate of soda, a bright-green precipitate.

Oxalic acid, no precipitate.

Ferrocyanide and ferricyanide of potassium, no precipitate.

Chromate of potassa, in neutral solutions, a dark brownish-yel-

low precipitate, in acid solutions simply a coloration of that

hue, the actual separation of the precipitate ensueiug only

upon addition of ammonia.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, a greenish precipitate

of hydrate of sesquioxide of chromium.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, no precipitate.

II. metallic acids.

1. Antimonic Acid.

Acids, more especially nitric acid, throw down the antimoniac

acid completely from alkaline solutions; hydrochloric acid in

excess dissolves the precipitate readily in the cold; nitric acid

and sulphuric acid dissolve it only upon heating.

Sulphuretted hydrogen produces no precipitate in alkaline solu-

tions; but in acid solutions, an orange-yellow precipitate,

which is soluble in hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium.

2. Chromic Acid.

Mineral acids impart a reddish-yellow color to the solution.

Hydrochloric acid decomposes the chromic acid upon continued

ebullition; chlorine escapes, and the dissolving sesquioxide of

chromium imparts a green color to the fluid.

Sulphuretted hydrogen imparts a green color to the solution

mixed with hydrochloric acid; this coloration is caused by
the reduction of the chromic acid.

Salts of baryta produce a pale-yellow precipitate.

Salts of oxide of lead and of teroxide of bismuth, a lemon-yel-
low precipitate.

Salts of silver, a purple-red precipitate.

Salts of suboxide of mercury, a brick-colored precipitate;

—

which precipitates are all of them soluble in nitric acid.

3. Manganic Acid.

Acids, and even water, produce a red coloration, and a brown
precipitate.

Hydrochloric acid, besides this, reduces the manganic acid, with
evolution of chlorine, and the dissolving sesquichloride of
manganese imparts a dark-brown color to the fluid, which
disappears again upon heating, owing to the formation of pro-
tochloride of manganese.

4. Permanganic Acid,

Potassa produces a green coloration, owing to the formation of
manganic acid.

Nitric acid and sulphuric acid effect, upon heating, a partial

decomposition into binoxide of manganese, which falls down
as a brown powder, and oxygen, which is liberated.

Hydrochloric acid acts upon permanganic acid the same as upon
manganic acid.

Sulphuretted hydrogen produces a precipitate of sulphide of
manganese, mixed with sulphur thrown down along with it,

and which makes the precipitate look almost white.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium in excess produces a
flesh-colored precipitate of sulphide of manganese.

5. Arsenic Acid.

Salts of baryta and of lime produce in solutions of arseniates
(but not in solutions of arsenic acid) a white precipitate,

which is very readily soluble in hydrochloric acid and nitric

acid, and also in sal-ammoniac (chloride of ammonium).
Nitrate of lead produces a white precipitate.

Nitrate of silver, a brownish-red precipitate.

Nitrate of oxide of copper, a pale-green precipitate, soluble in

nitric acid, and in fi'ee ammonia.
Sulphuretted hydrogen, in acid solutions, a yellow precipitate,

which is soluble in hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium,
and also in potassa and in ammonia.

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium produces no precipitate.

6. Arsenious Acid.

Chloride of barium and chloride of calcium produce no precipi-

tate in aqueous solutions of arsenious acid; in solutions of

arsenites, they produce a white precipitate, soluble in sal-am-

moniac (chloride of ammonium).;
Salts of lead produce a precipitate in moderately strong solu-

tions of arsenites ; in over-dilute solutions they fail to produce
a precipitate.

Nitrate of silver produces in solutions of arsenites a yolk-colored

precipitate, soluble in nitric acid and in ammonia ; in solutions

of arsenious acid, nitrate of silver can hardly be said to pro-

duce a precipitate.

Sulphate of oxide of copper produces in solutions of arsenites a

greenfinch-colored precipitate, soluble in potassa and in am-
monia.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, in the acid solution, a yellow precipitate,

soluble in hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, caustic and
carbonated alkalies, and in nitric acid

Hydrosulphate of sulphide of ammonium, no precipitate.

Appendix.

Brief explanations of some of the chemical terms which occasion-

ally occur in the fresent work; intended for the henefit of per-

sons unacquainted with chemistry.

Chemists divide bodies into simple and compound bodies

The simple bodies are also called elements, or elementary sub-

stances. These terms, however, by no means imply that the

bodies so called are really simple or elementary, but simply that

they appear to us so at the present time, having hitherto re-
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sisted all attempts to decompose them. The elementary sub-

stances at present known to us amount to sixty-two in number.
They are usually divided into two great classes, viz. metals and
non-metallic bodies, or metalloids. This division is however
entirely arbitrary, as the two classes completely merge into each
other. The class of metalloids comprises fifteen elementary
bodies; however, in the present work we have given only thir-

teen of them, viz. arsenic, boron, bromine, carbon, chlorine,

fluorine, hydrogen, iodine, nitrogen, o.xygen, phosphorus, sele-

nium, and sulphur. The class of metals comprises forty-seven

simple bodies, of which we have only given, however, twenty-

four, viz., aluminium, antimony, barium, bismuth, calcium, chro-

mium, cobalt, copper, gold, iron, lead, magnesium, manganese,
mercury, molybdenum, nickel, platinum, potassium, silver, sodium,

strontium, tin, uranium, and zinc.

Every elementary substance is designated in chemical nota-

tion by the initial of its latin name in capital; or, where the

names of several substances begin alike, by the first letter con-

joined with a second small one, the most characteristic in the

word. The simple or compound letter-mark is called the syvi-

hol of the substance; it designates not only the substance in the

abstract, but represents one equivalent of it. Thus, e. g., Hg
(from the Greek hydrargyrum) represents one equivalent of

mercury; Fe (from the Latin ferrum), one equivalent of iron;

O, one equivalent of o.xygen; H, one of hydrogen; Ca, one of

calcium, &c.

The compound bodies result from the union of two or several

elementary substances. The combinations of metals with each

other are called alloys; or, where mercury is one of the consti-

tuent elements, amalgams. The metalloids combine with each

other, and with the metals, forming bases, acids, and salts.

—

Thus, for instance, the metalloid chlorine combines with hydro-

gen, forming the well known muriatic acid, which is more com-
monly called by chemists hydrochloric acid; chlorine combines

also with the metal sodium, forming common salt (chloride of

sodium) ; oxygen combines with the metal potassium, forming

tlie well-known alkaline base, potassa, &c. The combination of

bases with acids gives also rise to the formation of salts; thus,

c g., sulphuric acid, a compound of sulphur and oxygen, forms

with the base potassa a salt, the sulphate of potassa. Two
salts frequently combine with each other, forming what chemists

call double salts; thus, for instance, the sulphate of alumina and
the sulphate of potassa form a double salt, known as the double

sulphate of alumina and potassa.

The chemical union of bodies is governed and regulated by
certain fundamental laws, called the laws of combination, and
which may be briefly stated as follows:

L All chemical compounds are definite in their nature, the

ratio of the elements being constant; in other terms, the same
chemical compound invariably contains the same elements com-
bined in unvarying proportions.

2. Where a body is capable of combining with another in

several proportions, these proportions bear a simple relation to

each other. Thus one equivalent of A will combine with 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, equivalents of B; or two of A, with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, of

B; or 3 of A with 5, 7 of B; and so on. This law, which was
first advanced by Dalton in 1807, is called the law of multiple

proportions. The most simple proportions occur most frequently:

we generally find between the component elements of compound
bodies, the proportions of 1 to 1, of 1 to 2, of 1 to 3, of 1 to 4,

of 1 to 5; or of 2 to 3, of 2 to 5, of 2 to 7.

3. The quantities in which two bodies unite with a third

body, express also the relative proportions in which they unite

M'ith each other, presuming always, of course, that they do unite

with each other. For instance, hydrogen combines with oxygen
in the proportion of 1 part by weight of the former to 8 parts

by weight of the latter; chlorine combines with oxj'gen in the

proportion of 35'5 parts by weight of the former to 8 parts by
weight of the latter. Chlorine combines accordingly with hy-

drogen in the proportion of 35'5 of the the former to 1 of the

latter. As oxygen has a most extensive range of affinity, and
very great powers of combination, uniting in fact with all the

elementary substances, with the single exception of fluorine, and
as its compounds are susceptible of the most rigid and exact
analysis, this body has been chosen by chemists as the starting

substance in the construction of the table of chemical equivalents.

The number assigned to the equivalent of the starting substance

is entirely arbitrary. Continental chemists nsually assign the

number 100 to the equivalent of o.xygen, 12'5 to that of hydro-

gen, 443'75, to that of chlorine; but it will be readily seen that

the relative ratio remains the same: 100 is to 12'5 as 8 is to 1,

to 443'75, as 8 is to 355. 8 has been chosen here as the

more convenient figure of the two, and because it is the propor-

tion in which o.xygen combines with one part by weight of hy-

drogen to form water, supplying us thus in the equivalent of the

hydrogen, with a unity of which the equivalents of all other

simple substances should be integer multiples, according to a

theory advanced by a most eminent English chemist (Prout)

;

a glance at the table ot equivalents of elementary bodies will,

however, suffice to show that in the present state of our know-
ledge, at all events, this hypothesis is not sufficiently supported
to justify its adnn"ssion.

4. The combining quantity or proportion of a compound is

the sum of the combining quantities of its components. Let us

take, for instance, chloride of sodium. The equivalent of chlo-

rine is 35'5, that of sodium 23; the combining proportion or
equivalent of the chloride of sodium is therefore 58'5.

Most of the compounds which the metalloids form with the
metals, are now generally designated in chemical nomenclature
as ides; but many of them were formerly, and are still by some
chemists designated as nrets. The termination ide (or uret) is

substituted for the termination of the name of the metalloid,

and the preposition of interposed between this and the unalter-

ed name of the metal. Thus, for instance, the compound formed
by the union of the metalloid chlorine with the metal sodium, is

called chloride of sodium ; the compound formed by o.xygen with
silver, is called oxide of silver, &c., &c.

As has already been stated, bodies may combine with each
other in sevei'al proportions bearing a definite simple relation to

each other.

Thus oxygen combines with manganese in six* different pro-

portions, viz., 1 to 1, 3 to 2, 2 to 1, 4 to 3, 3 to 1, and 7 to 2.

The first compound (1 of oxygen to 1 of manganese), is called

the protoxide of manganese; the second (3 of O to 2 of Mn),
the sesquioxide; the third (2 of to 1 of Mn), the deutoxide

or binoxide; the fourth being, in reality a compound of the pro-

toxide with the sesquioxide, is properly called proto-sesquioxide;

the fifth campound of oxygen with manganese (Mn O3), having
acid pi'operties, i. e., combining with bases to form salts, is

termed manganic acid. The composition of this acid would be
indicated by the terra teroxide of manganese; the term oxide,

however, is not applied to bodies having acid properties; thus

we do not say, for instance, teroxide of arsenic, or pentoxide of

arsenic, but arseniousf acid for the former, and arsenic acid for

the latter; and the sixth compound (Mn^ O,) is called hyper-

manganic or permanganic acid. Compounds containing less

than one equivalent of oxygen to one equivalent of metal, are

called suboxides; thus, Cuj O (two equivalents of copper to one

of oxygen) is called suboxide of copper. The same rules hold

generally good also in the nomenclature of compounds of oxy-

gen with the metalloids, and in those of sulphur and other metal-

loids with the metals and with each other. Most of the metal-

loids form acids with oxygen, as chlorine, iodine, bromine,

sulphur, phosphorus, nitrogen, carbon, selenium, boron, silicon,

arsenic, tellurium ; some form acids with hydrogen, as chlorine,

iodine, bromine, fluorine, sulphur; these latter acids are called

* There exists even a seventh o.xide of manganese (varvicite), which
contains seven equivalents of oxygen to four of manganese.

t The terminations ous and ic, applied to acids, signify different de-

grees of oxidation, the latter being the higher of the two: the salts

formed by acids in ous are called ites, as, e. g., sulphite of soda, a com-
pound of sulpliuro?/s acid and soda (oxide of sodium); those formed by
acids in ic, are called ates, as, e. g.. sulphate of soda, a compound of
sulphuric acid and soda. When oxygen forms more than two acids with
a metal or metalloid, the terras hypo and hyper (from two Greek pre-
positions, signifying respectively under and over) are prefixed to the

name of the acid; thus we have, for instance, hyposulphurous acid, a,

compound containing less o.xygcn than the sulphurous acid; and hyper-
chloric acid, a compound containing more oxygen than the cA/ortc acid.

Instead of Ay/)fr, chemists use mostly the simple j)er, saying, for in-

stance, ;>fr<;A/oric acid, instea,d of hyperchloric, permanganic instciid of
hypc2-7nanganic.
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respectively, hydrochloric, hydriodic, hydrobromic, hydrofluoric,

hydrosulphuric acids. Witli reo^ard to the neutral or basic com-
pouuds, wiiich the metalloids form among the i selves, the ter-

mination idc is always given to the oxygen, wherever that body
forms one of the constituents; chlorine follows next after oxy-

gen in this respect; thus we say, chloride of iodiue, of sulphur,

of nitrogen; bromine follows next after chlorine (bromide of

iodine): the next is fluorine (fluoride of silicon); after this

comes sulphur (sulphide of arsenic, sulphide of carbon). The
compounds which phosphorus, carbon, arsenic, selenium, form
with hydrogen, are called respectively phosphuretted, carburet-

ted, arseniuretted (or arsenietted), seleniuretted hydrogen.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

MR. STEWART ON THE PAPER PROCESS.

To the Ed. Phot. Jour., London:

Sir,—I have received so many applications—some through

the medium of your Journal—to which I fiud it impossible to

reply separately, for more practical operative details than those

published in the " Athenseum" of December 1852, of the pho-

tographic processes on paper there described, that I am induced

to request your insertion of the accompanying communication,

though embodying necessarily little that is new, should you think

it sufficiently interesting to lay before your readers.

I shall confine myself, for the sake of brevity, to the manipu-

latory details necessary for the production of negatives.

Paper.—I prefer to all others Whatman's make, as supplied

me by Mr. Sandford; it is rather thick, and does not readily ab-

sorb the wax necessary to render it sufficiently transparent; but

these objections can be overcome, as will be hereafter explained,

while it gives a minuteness as well as mellowness of detail which

I have not found in any other. Canson's French paper, and
the paper known as " Papier Saxe," are good .pai>ers, and the

most easily handled, being strong and tenacious in their texture.

Both stand the action of the air-pump perfectly ; the former re-

quires to be carefully selected, it is so irregular and full of de-

fects, but gives very intense blacks; the latter is regular and
good, as far as my experience of it goes; it requires longer ex-

posure than the others, being less sensitive when prepared.

To Iodise the Paper, prepare a solution in the following pro-

portions:

Dissolve 1 oz. (480 grains) of iodide of potassium, and 30
grains of bromide of potassium (I often omit the bromide,

)

in 20 oz. of distilled water, and filter.

For Whatman's paper it is advisable to reduce the iodide of

potassium one-fifth—to about 380 or 400 grains. Pour this

solution iuto a tray, and having cut sheets of paper a little

larger than the size finally required for the camera (this is de-

sirable, as the borders are more or less defective in iodizing, and
the paper may, after that operation, be cut to the exact size re-

quired), place one sheet floating on the solution, then slip the

next sheet edgeways underneath the first, as it floats—doing

this smartly, so that the sheet may not lose its rigidity before

it has been slid fairly under the first sheet,—as many, if neces-

sary, as the depth of the solution in the tray will permit. Any
other mode of placing the sheets in the tray will answer, but
the above is a rapid, simple, and effectual way of immersing
sheets in the bath, so as to avoid the presence of air-bubbles,

and may be employed on all similar occasions. When all the

sheets are immersed, cover the upper one with the liquid by
raising the whole bundle of sheets together, and reversing them
in the bath, the upper sheet being thus undermost. In four or

five minutes, while still in the bath, roll this bundle of sheets up
loosely, small enough to be dropped into the glass cylinder, in

connexion with an air-pump.

The pump I use is a simple direct-action one; the flexible

tube attached to it, and through which the air is exhausted,

finishes in a flat lid lined with Indian-rubber (having a valve in

the middle), which is placed on the top of, and hermetically

closes, an upright glass cylindrical vessel. When the I'oll of

paper is dropped into the glass cylinder, pour over it the solu-

tion in the tray in sufficient quantity to cover the paper, and
force a piece of gutta-percha or glass down to the top of the

roll, in order to prevent its rising in the cylinder, while the air

is being exhausted. Then placing the lid on the ground top of

the cylinder, a few strokes of the i)ump sufiice to exhaust the

air, and the action may be continued as long as the air-bubbles

are observed to escape from the paper to the surface. Gener-
ally speaking, four or five minutes suffice for this operation, and
the paper may be left a few minutes more in vacuo before being

removed from the pump. The roll is then picked out, or upset

into the tray, and the liquid poured over it, so that the sheets

floating again may be easily separated and taken out to be
hung up one by one to an extended cord to dry (without pre-

vious washing in water), and then set aside for use as required.

The operation may be conducted in ordinary daylight.

With Canson's paper and the " Papier Saxe" there is no fear

of continuing the action of the pump too long, their sizing is so

tenacious; but care must be taken with Whatman's paper in

submitting it to the action of the pump, as it loses its sizing

with great facility. I believe this is now being obviated in the

more recent manufacture, but hitherto it has been the only ob-

stacle I have found to the constant use of that paper. The un-

sizing is perceived while under the pump, by the presence of a

glutinous froth on the surface of the liquid, which does not dis-

appear like bubbles in water. When the quantity of size set

free is very small, the paper may be still used with safety ; but

the defect, if it exists, is with certainty discovered in the first

sheet used while developing in the bath of gallic acid. The
destruction of the body of the paper, imperceptible previously,

is then seen, while examining the sheet by transparence; and in

that case the whole batch iodized had better be set aside, as

probably most of the sheets are injured. This paper will keep

perfectly many months, or a year; and as it is paper thus pre-

pared which is employed in all the following processes, a quan-

tity can be iodized at once, and put to the test if necessary,

sufficient for a month's consumption. Should Whatman's paper

be now manufactured of sufficient tenacity to resist the action

of the pump, there will remain no uncertainty as to its being

perfectly iodized and uninjured, and the only unmanageable

cause of failure in these processes with that paper removed.

The solution of iodide of potassium can be preserved indefi-

nitely (replenished only with fresh to replace the quantity ab-

sorbed) if it is regularly filtered after use. Should it become

very yellow, putting into the bottle a small quantity of starch,

and allowing it to digest for some hours, the n filtering it, will

restore to it its primitive purity.

To RENDER THE PAPER SENSITIVE. —This Operation must be

performed by the yellow light of a candle or curtain.

In 5 oz. of distilled water—dissolve \ oz. (or 240 grains) of

nitrate of silver—and thereto add 5 drachms of glacial

acetic acid, and filter.

\st Method.—Pour the above solution into a perfectly clean

tray (which should never be employed for any but silver solu-

tions), and float a sheet of iodized paper on its surface, extend-

ing the sheet rapidly, beginning at one end, and lifting it once

or twice by the corners, to see that there are no air-bubbles;

then cover it up, and leave it thus floating on the silver solution

for ten to twelve minutes, or even a quarter of an hour, as it is

essential that the solution thoroughly penetrate the thickness of

the paper.

Should the quantity of the silver bath at hand be small, in

lieu of pouring it into a tray (which is rarely quite flat), suffi-

cient may be poured on a plate of glass (a glass, if need be,

of a slider), levelled so that none should flow over the sides, and

the sheet of paper floated thereon for the same length of time.

During this interval, prepare the glass or slate of the camera

slides, by placing it beside you carefully levelled. If a glass, it

had better be finally cleaned with a few drops of acetic acid, to

remove any grease, so that water may flow readily over it.

—

Tpon this glass or slate pour a layer of rain or distilled water,

just sufficient to cover it. Then taking a sheet of this bibulous

paper (printing) cut to the size of the glass, lay it thereon, so

that it at once imbibes the water on the glasi, to which it ad-

heres without air-bubbles, and becomes a wet lining to receive

presently the sensitive sheet of paper; the excess of water must

be removed by lifting up the glass by the corner. Pour over
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tliis lining another layer of pure water, and then, on the expira-

tion of the ten or twelve minutes, lift the sheet of sensitive paper
carefully up by the corners from its bath, allowing it to drain

for a moment, deposit it, floating on the paper lining, the sen-

sitive side (that which lay floating on the silver bath) upper-

most towards the operator. The intervening layer of water
permits of the sheet being easily adjusted in its proper position;

then seizing the glass, and corners of the sheets to prevent them
slipping, between the fingers and thumb, tilt up the glass slowly

and gently so as to allow the intervening water to escape by
one corner, when the two sheets will adhere firmly to each

other and to the glass, without the presence of air-bubbles.

After leaving the glass for a minute or two upright, with the

same corner downwards, to allow all the excess of moisture to

disappear, it may be placed in the slider, ready for exposure,

taking care not to reverse its position for some few minutes

more, lest any drop should re-traverse the sheet and leave a stain.

The chief use of the layer of water to receive the sensitive sheet

is to prevent the presence of air-bubbles; it also secures the

proper position of the sheet without handling it, which, with

Whatman's paper, as at present made, is to be avoided as much
as possible, it tears so easily. An experienced manipulator can,

however, dispense perfectly with the layer of water.

The paper thus prepared for exposure preserves its extreme

sensitiveness with its moisture, which, according to weather and

climate, may endure an hour or two, within which limit, there-

fore, the sheet ought both to be exposed and developed. In

winter and cold damp weather, it may remain moist 8 or 10 hours.

When the view to be taken can be reached within that interval

of time, this mode of preparing the paper, where the image falls

directly on the sheet of paper without intervention, is the most
rich and delicately beautiful in its results of any with which I

am acquainted.

The time of exposure, depends as usual upon the intensity of

the light, upon the nature of the view, whether abounding or not

in deep shadows, upon the length of the focus and diameter of

the diaphragm; with a 3-inch lens, focus of 14 to 15 inches, and
diaphragm of 6-lOths of an inch diameter, the exposure for or-

dinary landscape may vary from a quarter of an hour to half an
hour. Paper thus prepared bears very prolonged exposure
without injury; I am therefore guided chiefly by the nature and
composition of the view ; by its darker portions, without much
reference to the brighter lights; and it is always safer, no injury

resulting, to expose a few minutes longer than may be suffi-

cient.

2nd. Method.—In order to preserve the paper moist in all

weathers for one or two days, so as to permit of distant excur-

sions, the following modification of the preceding plan should be
adopted. (This requires double glasses to the sliders, the paper
being placed between the glasses.)

Plunging the iodized sheet into the silver bath, instead of

merely floating it on the surface, cover it entirely with the liquid,

avoiding air-bubbles. After remaining 10 minutes in the bath,

lift up the sheet, allowing it to drain for a moment, and convey
it into another bath of distilled, or clean rain-water, to wash off

some of the excess of the nitrate of silver. If the paper is to

be used within 10 or 12 hours, 5 minutes' washing will quite suf-

fice
;

if not till the next day, the washing should be prolonged to

10 or 15 minutes. Should the distilled water, after washing
several sheets, become milky, it had better be renewed.

Placing the smaller glass (that which is nearest the lens dur-

ing exposure), cleaned as before with a few drops of acetic acid,

on a level*, pour on it a layer of distilled or rain-water. Upon
this, float as before the sheet of sensitive paper removed from its

water-bath. In this instance it is of no consequence which side

of the sheet is downwards, as it is sensitive throughout on both
sides. Inclining the glass, the paper adheres to it by the escape
of the water. Then replacing the glass, with its adhering sheet,

on the level, let it be immediately covered with a sheet of wet

* I employ as a very light portable level, a triangle of brass, formed
of three pieces, attached together at the corners by screws, which at the
same time can be raised or depressed to produce a level. The withdrawal
of one of the screws permits of the pieces being shut up into the size of
a small ruler.

bibulous paper (or a layer of water can first be extended, and
the lining sheet be at once soaked by being floated thereon and
adjusted to cover the sensitive sheet, and the intervening water
drained off as before), and retaining the glass in the left hand,

with the edge of the second glass of the slider grasped in the

right hand, inclined at an angle of 45°, rub twice down the sur-

face of the bibulous paper from one end of the glass to the other,

sufficiently hard to force out all the moisture possible, without

tearing the paper itself. The second glass is then immediately

applied to the paper, to which it clings firmly, is evenly adjusted

to the other, and wiped dry ; the two adhering glasses, with

their imprisoned sheets, are then placed in the slider ready for

exposure. Sheets thus prepared remain moist a day or two,

and are but Httle less sensitive than those prepared as first de-

scribed.

A Third Method, which in certain circumstances may be con-

venient, is to prepare an iodized sheet, by leaving it immersed as

above in the silver bath for 10 or 12 minutes, washing it in dis-

tilled or rain-water for 20 minutes thereafter, and in a second

bath of distilled water, if desired to be preserved sensitive for

more than one or two days, and then, on removal from the water,

hanging it up to dry, or, if hurried, drying it between several

successive sheets of clean and new blotting-paper.

To those in the habit of using Mr. Le Gray's waxed-paper
process, or any of its modifications, I would recommend in pre*

ference to this last method, to iodize their waxed-paper with the

air-pump, and use a silver solution of the strength here noted.

I have found a decided superiority in the waxed-paper prepared
in vacuo; it possesses greater vigor, and is capable of much
longer exposure without injury.

In all these processes, the iodide of silver not being confined

to the sm-face of the paper, as in other paper processes, but
penetrating the body of the paper, a somewhat greater quantity

of silver is expended; and I would recommend to all beginners,

until they have had some experience, using in every instance

fresh solutions if possible. The aceto-nitrate of silver solution

should always be colorless ; it does not, however, remain so long

;

it discolors in a day or two. The most effectual way of purify-

ing it, preferable to the use of charcoal a noir animal, is, I find,

to treat it as follows: putting a small quantity—say a tea-spoon-

ful or less—of kaolin (decomposed felspar employed by the por-

celain manufacturers) into about 8 or 10 oz. of the solution, in

a transparent bottle, M'here it acts as a filter; shake up the solu-

tion and expose it to the ordinary daylight for a few minutes, in

order to complete the decomposition already commenced, by
which time the felspar has subsided, and then the liquid filtered

will pass clear; a few crystals of the nitrate of silver can be ad-

ded, to restore the strength of the solution.

To DEVELOPE THE PicTURE.—Operation also to be conducted

by yellow light. The sheet picked ofl" the slate, or removed
from between the glasses, is extended as rapidly and uniformly

as possible on the surface of, and then immediately covered with,

a saturated solution of gallic acid ; say a drachm of gallic acid

dissolved in a pint and a half of water. This is better prepared
only when required, heated a little, to hasten, if necessary, its

dissolution.

A sheet prepared by the first method should be placed in the

gallic acid for development, before it has become quite dry, lest

it should detach itself from the slate and become stained by
touching the slider. For the sheets between glasses, several

hours or more may intervene between the exposure and devel-

opment.

If the paper has been sufficiently acted upon by the light, as

is almost invariably the case, the development will take place

effectually in the simple gallic acid bath. The length of time

required varies with the circumstances and the paper employed.

Canson's paper developes rapidly, in one or two hours on the

average. The paper Saxe is longer in beginning to appear, and
then proceeds rapidly. "Whatman's paper, though the most sen-

sitive, is the slowest to develope, and supports best the action of

the gallic acid. Sometimes for it 2 or 3 hours suffice, but very

often 10 or 12 hours are not too much, and, if convenient, by
removal into a fresh bath of gallic acid, after the first has be-

come dissolved and turbid, it may be left with safety, and often

with advantage, double that time in the gallic acid bath. The
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completion of the development is best ascertained by examining

the sheet by transparence. When the whites begin to lose their

brilliancy, when the blacks become opaque and well penetrated,

it should then be transferred to a tray of clean water. A little

experience will serve to indicate when the development is com-

plete, without the necessity of lifting or handling the sheet fre-

quently; the view then appears to be almost lost under a misty

veil. The development should even be pushed beyond this point,

as the details in the whites (which represent the shadows of the

picture) only appear at the very last.

The stains similar to marbling that are complained of as fre-

quently occurring at this stage of the operations, proceed some-

times from insufficient saturation in the silver bath, but often also

from want of cleanliness. To assist in guarding against this

last cause, it is well to adopt the practice of never separating the

sensitized sheet from its paper lining, but removing the two sheets

together from the slider, immerse them so in the gallic acid bath,

and leave them thus, the lining undermost, until the development
is complete. The sheet is thus preserved by the bibulous paper
from the stains occasioned by the deposit on the bottom of the

tray. This practice has further the advantage of enabling the

manipulator to handle a large sheet of paper without fear of its

tearing, as it otherwise so frequently does by its own weight when
lifted.

In the case of papers sensitized by the second or third methods
described above, some eight or ten drops of the silver solution

may be added to the gallic acid bath, after the sheet has lain in

the bath some ten or fifteen minutes ; but this is not always
necessary.

Where, after an hours' immersion in the gallic acid bath, any
of these sheets, when examined by transparence, show blacks

still very feeble, owing to insufficient exposure, they can be placed

in a fresh gallic acid bath to which ten or twenty drops of the

silver solution have been previously added ; the opacity of the

blacks is then considerably increased by the deposit of silver on

them which is thus determined. But this resource should be em-
ployed with much circumspection, because it tends to diminish

the hai-mony of the view, in rendering the contrast between the

lights and the shadows harsher than they are in nature and pre-

venting the due transparency of the latter—hence the inartistic

effect of many photographic landscapes. The different accele-

rating processes so frequently recommended appear to me but
this: exposure in the camera being too rapid to permit of the

image appearing under the influence of feeble reagents, recourse

is had to more powerful reagents, which will always produce an
image provided the paper itself can, without staining, support
their action. Hence these processes only succeed well on glass,

which can resist them uninjured. But these chemical reagents
destroy the natural harmony of the image, substituting an arti-

ficial one; because their action, which bears in preference on the

blacks, proceeds faster than in the proportion of the action of

the light upon each point in the camera. Thus, very rapid but
less perfect proofs may be obtained.

To FIX THE Negative.—On the removal from the gallic acid

bath, the sheets (still by candlelight) should be washed in two
or three waters for a quarter of an hour, or they may be left in

the water indefinitely till it is convenient to proceed with them;
then plunged m a bath of either hyposulphite of soda, or bromide
of potassium (the latter preferable when abroad, as it does not
expose the operator to the risk of staining his work, which the
former is so apt to do), of the strength of 1 oz. of ether to 6 or 8

oz. of water, or stronger. When the negative has lain in the
hyposulphite bath for about fifteen minutes, it may be examined
by daylight to see whether the yellow color, visible on the back
of the negative or more easily by transparence, has disappeared.
If so, the dissolution of the yellow iodide of silver is effected

and the operation is terminated. The sheet is then thoroughly
washed in water, frequently changed, for several hours. A
quarter of an hour or half an hour in the bromide bath suffices

to fix the negative temporarily; but it must be fixed as above
by hyposulphite of soda on return home.
The final process, which is generally necessary (though with

some of these papers it may be dispensed withj, is to wax the
negative, when perfectly dry, in order to render it more trans-

parent when required for printing. The most simple mode of

accomplishing this is to place the negative face downwards on a

sheet of clean paper, rubbing a piece of white wax on a cleau

heated German iron till the wax melts; spread it all over the

proof, as much as it will imbibe. When the sheet is saturated,

place it successively on two or three sheets of thick blotting-

paper, ironing it all the time till it has parted with its excess of

wax. Care must be taken that the iron employed is not too hot;

the wax should melt freely when it touches, but without ebul-

lition.

Whatman's make of paper is sometimes inconveniently thick

for printing from, ana also receives the wax with difficulty. In
that case, after fixing, but before waxing, the negative should

be submitted for about half an hour to a bath of concentrated

sulphuric acid in the proportion of 1 oz.. to 6 oz of water, and
then thoroughly washed in several waters. This destroys the

sizing and renders the negative very transparent without injury.

These directions appear much more tedious in description than

they will be found in practice; by following them, paying special

attention to cleanliness, the results are so regular and constant,

accompanied with so little variation in their repetition under any

circumstances, that I think very little experience will suffice to

render any beginner expert and certain in his operation. Un-
less some accident, independent of the process, intervenes, it

rarely indeed happens that on going out for the day with three

or four sheets, I do not return with as many different and passi-

ble views (for with paper originally well selected and iodized, I

never expose three for the same view, from doubt of a good re-

sult) no matter almost what the weather may be.

Availing of the admirable ingenious discovery of Messrs.

Spiller and Crookes for the preservation of a humid surface, I

should think perhaps the best mode of turning their sugges-

tion to account in the above M'et ])rocesses would be, by
wetting the bibulous lining paper with a very feeble solution of

nitrate of zinc.

The second of the preceding methods I find the most conven-

ient for use when absent from home ; and where one can carry a

small hood, or any means of changing the papers in the sliders

protected from dayligh, it is necessary to have but one slider, as

a thin box will carry six, eight, or ten double glasses with their

prepared sheets, to be successively exposed in the same slider as

required. I have little doubt, with the aid of the nitrate of zinc,

these may, without any material diminution of sensibility be pre-

served moist for many days, since at present, with a little pre-

caution (particularly if thick English paper has been used),

they retain their moisture two or three days.

I regret having thus to trench on your valuable space with so

many details interesting but to beginners. I wished, however,

to have done so sooner, in reply to the applications made to me
for that purpose, but I was desirous of first fairly trying the pa-

per processes recommended by such authorities as Dr. Diamond,
Sir. Wm. Newton and others. In such scientific and artistic

hands even imperfect processes cannot fail to produce beautiful

results, but I confess I have not found them either so certain or

of such resource under many and unfavorable conditions, as the

preceding simple wet-paper processes ; these, after much expe-

rience, I find the most sensitive, unfailing, and generally avail-

able of any. The improvement and variety of photographic pro-

cesses is now such, that for almost each different branch of art

—each distinct class of reproduction—for special circumstances

and conditions—some one specific process is more particularly

suited than perhaps any other. It is thus that I think the pre-

paration of paper here described produces more true and artistic

representations of pure landscape scenes than any other; and I

have fomid it available in conditions of weather and light, or I

might almost say, absence of light, where every other process I

am aquainted with would have failed. I can but ofl'er the re-

sults of my own experience—strict comparison can only be in-

stituted by examination of negatives differently produced, with

the actual scene attempted to be represented. Many, I think,

would be surprised, in thus examining most beautiful productions

to find how imperfectly they often represent—by the actual

omission of some and the exaggeration of other parts—the scene

intended.

I remain, Sir, your obedient Servant,

John Stewart.
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A NEW MD COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUAL.*

FOR METAL PLATES AND PAPER. CONTAINING ALL THE LATEST

DISCOVERIES.

Translated from the French of E. de Valicourt, for the Pho-

tograjphic and Fine Art Journal, by W. Grigg, A. B.

Preparation of the constant Bromide of Iodine.

141. Into a flask of the capacity of about ^V of a quart pour

30 or 40 drops of water, the quantity is of no consequence,

then add grain by grain as much iodine as the bromine will dis-

solve till perfectly saturated.

It will be known when this state of saturation is reached, by
undissolved grains of iodine remaining in the bromine. They
may be left in the flask without in the least compromising the

operation.

The bromide of iodine thus prepared occupies very little

space, and may be transported with ease; it is too concentrated

to be employed in this state > . When therefore it is to be used,

paur a small quantity, say 18 grains into a flask and add about

3600 to 4500 grains of filtered rain water. It can easily be

conceived that the bromide of iodine might be diluted with a

greater or less quantity of water without changing the affinity

existing between the bromine and iodine. We give this propor-

tion, because it appears to us the best suited to the speedy pre-

paration of the plates, and to preserve the entire constancy of

the compound for an indefinite period.

Method of Using.

148. The bromide of iodine diluted with water as we have just

described, possesses all the properties of bromine water, and can,

as M. Buron truly remarks, produce proofs at every tint of

iodizing, provided that the duration of the exposition over the

bromide be proportional to the quantity of iodine previously ab-

sorbed by the plate. We will, however, mention the shades of

iodine the most favorable: the darkest shade of yellow (the

transition shade from yellow to rose), the lively rose, and the

red or violet rose.

The plate being evenly iodized to one of these colors, pour

into the bromine dish a quantity of bromide of iodine jusl suifi-

cient to cover the whole bottom of the dish. Let it rest about

a minute then expose the plate over the dish, until, by the watch

it be deemed to have absorbed enough of the bromine.

It is understood that the duration of this evaporation should

vary according to their temperature, the strength of the bro-

mine, the deptli or capacity of the dish, and lastly, the dimen-

sion of tlie plate. We will give, however, somewhat certain data

for their time of evaporation, for bromide prepared according to

the preceeding directions, and but slight departure therefrom

will be necessary to make the alteration above spoken of

:

For a plate iodized to a ilark yellow, 25 to 30 secoiuLs.

For a plate iodized to a lively lose, 40 to 50 secondi?.

The violet rose will require from (JO to TO sec. of evaporatiou.

It will always be easy to increase or diminisli this time of eva-

poration at pleasure by adding to the liquid, either water, or

some of the concentrated bromide.

Persons who are accustomed to consult the color of plates,

could employ their method without bromide of iodine; a plate

iodized to a dark yellow should be brominized to a lively rose,

the rose iodizing should attain the violet shade of the bromine,

and violet iodizing should be transformed to a very intense ^-rcm

blue.

It will vv^e well to regard the color in determining the time

of exposition of the plates over the bromide of iodine. Then,

while counting the seconds examine the plate from time to time;

and, when it has reached the required shade, recollect the num-

1 It may be used however in the form of vapor uccoKlini; to the

method of".M. M. Choiselat and Uatel. (See No. 155.)

Contiuucd from page 243, Vol. 7, No. 8.

ber of seconds it was exposed; it will then suffice to prolong the

exposition for the like space of time, without being obliged to

examine the color. For the rate of the bromide once found it

will remain the same for a long period. It is always more sure

to work according to the tint of the plate.

Although, as we have observed, as rapid proofs are obtained

with all the different tints of iodine, the very deep yellow and
rose shades have seemed to give us the best results, after having

been properly brominized. The violet rose shade gives magni-

ficent whites, proofs harmonious in tone, but rather tame; as

for the light yellow iodising, it gave us constantly blue tints and
solarised proofs.

The dose of bromide poured into the dish may be used for an

entire day, without removing; at the end of the operations pour
it back into the flask which should be tightly corked with emery
ground glass. When it is perceived that the liquid is becoming
weak, pour therein from time to time, say every fifteen days,

one or two drops of concentrated bromide.

Section viii.—Of the Iodinous Bromide and its use in the
preparation of Daguerrean Plates. By M. Ed Fortin.

149. Every photographic Amateur knows how troublesome

the compounds of bromine and the alcoholic solution which M.
Gaudin styles the bromide of iodine or ioduret of bromine, are

on account of their instability. This would only astonish per-

sons unacquainted Mith chemistry ; but it is possible that pho-

tographers, however little versed in this science, would soon

have procured a method of preparing a true bromide of iodine,

steady and constant in its results. The preparation of the bro-

mides of iodine is so simple, that I did not until now deem it

worth while to speak thereon, for I should have thought that

nothing new to any one could be said. However, it seems I was
mistaken, and that there are very few besides chemists who are

aware that iodine unites with bromine in two proportions, form-

ing two compounds or bromides of iodine. M. de Valicourt, in

the last pamphlet of M. Ch. Chevalier (Melanges Photogra-

phiqucs) has just published the employment of one of the com-
pounds, the iodic bromide (See Nos. 145 to 148); but he has

not seen lit to mention iodinous bi'omide. This latter is not

without interest. I will endeavor to fill up this blank. Iodinous

bromide is prepared, as also the iodic bromide, by throwing the

iodic in grains into the pure bromine, with this difference, that

instead of arresting the operation when it precipitates a body
resembling iodine, but which is nought else than iodinous bro-

mide, it is necessary, on the contrary, to continue the adition of

iodine, until the whole mass contained in the flask takes a solid

form, and there no longer remains any trace of iodic bromine,

which is easily known, the latter body being liquid and much re-

sembling pure bromine. There is no inconvenience arising fi-om

excess of iodine. This free iodine will always precipitate from

the solution, as it is not soluble in water saturated with the bro-

mide of iodine.

Iodinous bromide, dissolved in a suitable quantity of water

(about 1 part to 200 of water in weight) is employed in the

ordinary way to prepare daguerrean plates, but without previ-

ous iodizing ; the lively rose shade appears to me the best. The
same liquid may be used indefinitely, and give the same results;

add, when it begins to weaken, a few drops of a saturated solu-

tion to reinforce it.

Iodinous bromide is not as sensitive as the iodic bromide; but

its employment is so easy, that it may almost be employed with

the eyes closed. It gives, besides, proofs of perfect beauty, re-

markable for the vigor of the lights and shades, on which no
small black points which spoil the most beautiful proofs, ever

appear.

Article III.

—

Of the Acceler.\ting Substances employed in

the vapor state.

150. M. M. Choiselat and Ratel were thefirst who conceived

the idea of employing bromine in the state of vapor, that is to

collect the vajjor of the bromine scjiarated from the liquid which

gave it birth, and make it serve thus to increase the sen.'^itive-

ness of the photogra])hic plate. The compound at which they

urrived, is a mixture of bromine and bromoform or bromal, a sub-
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stance whose very difficult preparation can only be trusted to an

experienced chemist, for M. M. Choiselat and Ratcl have never

positively made known the process of attaining it, and the no-

tices they have pul)lisiied on this subject are conceived in terms

too scientific and too general, to lead to practical application. It

is unlikely too, that in consequence of a whim unfortunately

common to all photographers, M. M. Choiselat and Ratel deem-

ed themselves obliged to exaggerate the sensitiveness of the

bromoform ; without doubt its action is most energetic, more so

perhaps than bromine water. But in order that experamental-

ists may not be discouraged, that they may not be exposed to

the necessity of doubting the efficacy of the process, it might

have been more prudent to have stopped at terms of more rigid

exactness.

However this may be, the employment of bromoform has pro-

duced in the hands of the inventors most admirable results. Nu-

merous persons, following the example of M. M. Choiselat and

Ratel, have proposed the employment of different substances,

which may be made useful under the form of vapor. We will

make known their processes ard will then point out the course

to be followed for the employnKnt of the accelerating substances

in the state of vapor.

Section IX.

—

On the employment of Chlorous Acid as an

ACCELERATING SUBSTANCE. By M. BeLLFIELD LeFEVRE.

151. " When the ioduretted coating which receives the image

in the camera is exposed to the action of the pure chlorous acid

gas, the latter is absorbed, and the sensitiveness of the ioduret-

ted coating is increased in the projjortion of about 1 to 180.

" To obtain this extreme sensitiveness, which is a maximum,

it is sufficient that the ioduretted coating be submitted during

90 seconds to the action of an atmosphere containing two thou-

sandths of its volume of chlorous acid gas. A longer exposition

to an atmosphere more strongly charged with chlorous vapor

would not increase the sensitiveness of the coating, but it does

not involve any of those unlucky accidents which commonly re-

sult from feeble excesses in the doses of the accelerating sub-

stances.
" The sensitiveness of the ioduretted coating, saturated with

chlorous acid gas, has always appeared to us to be constant.

We dare, therefore, hope, that photometry has added another

new method for measuring the chemical action of the luminous

radiations.
" The employment of chlorous acid in photography has, be-

sides, this very remarkable advantage, that it does not allow

that complete reduction of the ioduret of silver, from which the

blue discoloration results. The proofs pass but do not burn. In

other words, the reduction is arrested, in strong light, as soon

as the latter has acquired its full force ; but, if the exposition in

the camera be prolonged beyond that period, the reduction will

continue to act upon the mezzo-tints and blacks until the picture

be entirely flattened.

" These modes of action of the chlorous acid, seem to us easy

of explanation.
" Absorbed in the dark by the sensitive coating which we

know is composed of carburet of hydrogen and ioduret of silver,

the pure chlorous acid gas can neither react directly on one nor

the other of these two elements. The ioduretted coating then

might be exposed to an excess of chlorous acid gas, without fear-

ing accidents, such as are caused by excess of free chlorine or

bromine, and which keep these substances employed pure from

reacting upon the carburet of hydrogen to form hydrous acid,

and on the silver to form the chlorides and bromides. The sub-

stitution of an oxygenated compound of chlorine with chlorine

itself would then always alow of attaining the maximum of sen-

sitiveness of the sensitive coating, and this maximum would be

a quantity subject to little change.

"Submitted to the action of light, the chlorous acid and the

carbonate of hydrogen reach one upon the other by way of

double decomposition. The chlorine of the acid burns all the

hydrogen off the carburet to form chlorohydric acid, and the ox-

ygen burns a portion of the carbon, while the residuum of the

carbon forms a carburet of iodine at the expense of the reduced
VOL. VII. NO. IX. 34

ioduret of silver. The starting point of the phenomenon is then
the tendency of the chlorous acid to decompose in presence of a
carburet of hydrogen and under the influence of solar light; the
definite result, is the reduction of the ioduret of silver by the
aid of the rising carbon. 'JMie extreme raj.idity with which the
image forms seems to us sufficiently explained.

" In order that the result may be obtained with certainty, it

is necessary, and it is sufficient, that the quantity of chlorine ab-
sorbed may burn out all the hydrogen of the carburet. An ex-
cess would react, under the influence of light, upon the iodun t

of silver, and this excess shows itself upon the proof by a pearly
film of white mixed with shot-color and bounded only by the
lines of the image.

152. " We have advanced that in the formation of the da-
guerrean image, oxydation of the superficial organic coating
and reduction of the deep coating, takes place at once. By
substituting for the chloride of bromine one of these oxygenated
compounds, we translorm, and this should be the case, the oxy-
dation of the organic matter into a complete combustion. This
change in the chemical action necessarily involves corresnondiiig
changes in the images produced. And in fact, in the ordinriry

processes, where the image is formed by the action of the light
in the camera, that remains on the surface partially reduced
ioduret and a pulverulent resin, which would complete tlie work
of reduction if the exposition be prolonged ; and, when the va-
por of the mercury is condensed upon the proof, this resin, inter-

posed between it and the ioduret of silver, would retard for a
time the reaction. By substituting chlorous acid for bromine,
and consequently, the combustion of the carburet of hydrogen
for its oxydation, it should result that the reduction of the iodu-
ret of silver, in the camera, would be arrested as soon as there
was no more free carbon to perform it, and that the image
would appear beneath the vapor of the mercury the instant the
latter is condensed on the surface of the proof. And it is just
this, in fact, that takes place.

" The following is a method which may be followed for the
employment of chlorous acid gas:

" Melt in a porcelain capsule, at a moderate heat, crystallized

chlorate of potash, when the vitrified mass has become cool,

throw a few large pieces, say from 7 to 9 grains into a flask of
the capacity of about rioth of a quart; pour upon these from
72 to 90 grains of pure concentrated sulphuric acid, and protect
the mixture carefully from the light. The flask becomes imme-
diately filled with chlorous acid, which may be drawn out with a
small glass pump to be then injected into the bromine capsule,

according to the ingenious process given by M. Choieslat for the
employment of bromoform. i of an inch cube of gas for an
ioduretted surface of 4 inches would be by approximation a suf-

ficiently exact dose.
" Chlorous acid gas does not seem to us to present results

compared to those furnished by bromoform. It disseminates,
besides, a very offensive odor, which cannot be breathed a long
time.

Section X.

—

Employment of the Vapour of Bromine;

By Dr. Fau.

153. Doctor Fau prepares a saturated solution of bromine,
by adding from 8 to 10 drops of bromine to 90 grains of dis-

tilled water, contained in a flask of the capacity of from 270 to

360 grains. A little undissolved bromine should always remain
in the bottom of the flask, and it is replaced as it becomes dis-

solved. The plate being iodized to a lively rose, without touch-
ing on the violet, collect, by means of a graduated pipe, | of

an inch cube of the vapor held in suspension over the surface of

the bromine, and inject this vapor into the bromine box, and
close the aperture thereof immediately. Let 30 seconds elapse

in order that the vapors may disseminate uniformly through the
body of the box, then open the glass lid, and expose the plate

from 8 to 10 seconds to the vapor ; after which, it is ready to

receive the luminous impression.

These proportions are calculated for a quarter size apparatus,
they should therefore be changed in operating with plates of

larger dimensions.
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Section XI.—Bromide of Iodine Yapou.

154. In describing, at ^ 147, the mode of preparation of the

concentrated bromine wiiich is used iu composing our constant

bromide of iodine, we said, in a note tliat in this state of satur-

ation tlie bromide coukl be employed in the form of vapor. To
do this it will suffice to conform to the uses we shall now give

for the employment of the accelerating vapors.

Mode of f.mploying the Accelerating Vapors.

155. Whatever may be the accelerating substance where
vapor is made use of to give sensitiveness to the plate, the

metliod of apjjlication is always the same. It will therefore be

sufficient to describe it once for all.

The only instruments necessary for this operation are, M.
Poncault's bromine box, described at ^ 141, and a small

glass syringe graduated to cubic grains. Uncork the flask

containing the accelerating substance; insert the narrow end of

the syringe into the orifice, and draw in the vapor by raising

the piston two or three divisions (culjic grains) according to

the capacity of the dish employed. After having carefully re-

corked the flask, and without too great haste, introduce the

syringe into a lateral aperature worked in the bromine box, and

inject it into it. Allow a minute to give the va,jor time to dis-

seminate uniformly throughout the dish. Then open the glass,

serving as a cover to the dish, and let the vapor act upon the

plate from 25 to 60 seconds, as experience may itidicate, always

taking tlie temperature into account, the greater or less height

of which influences the speediness of the disengagement of the

vapor. The precise point when the operation is to be arrested

may be easily determined, by studying those appearances of the

plate, which indicate the want or excess of the accelerating sub-

stance. (See ^. 144.)

Article IV.—On the combinations of Lime with the
Accelerating Substances.

156. All the accelerating substances which vve have thus far

enumerated, whether employed in the liquid state, or in the

vapor form, presents one great disadvantage; the vapors which

they send forth always reach the plate, impregnated with a kinrl of

dampness essentially detrimental to the photogenic action. Tiiis

difficulty seemed for some time to be insurmountable, but the

efforts of a skilful English chemist, Mr. Bingham, succeeded in

a comi)lete triun.ph. He reasonably imagined that the liygro-

metrical efforts of the accelerMting compounds would cease to

become m mifest, if they could be associated with some body
capable of retaining the humid vapors without tronsmitting them
to the plate. Powdered lime, slightly hydratcd, appenred to

him as eminently suitable to the purpose, and experience was
not slow in justifying the conjectures of the learned chemist. The
discovery of Mr. Bingham seemed to be out of the reach of all

contest for priority; since he had generously published it in a

widely disseminated scientific Journal,' we cannot understand

by what singular contrivance this invention was sometime after

seized upon to increase the borrowed bagage of a pseudo Amer-
ican process.* As to ourselves, true to the motto of our work,

cinque siium we point out the name and disinterestedness of Mr.
Bingham to the gratitude of i)liotogra])hers.

157. Tiie ))reparations described by Mr. Bingham offer still

another great advantage which will be appreciated especially by
photograjiiiic tourists. Tiiey are all in a solid state, and can be

easily transjorted without fearing the breakau'c of jilates or the

effusion of the accelcratiiig- liquid which cannot easily be replac-

ed in the course of the voyage.

We will here transcribe the note published l)y ]\[r. Bingham
himself. Reserving to ourselves the after (hsta-iption of the ac-

celerating preparations which combined with the lime, jjroduce

the best effects.

Of some new compounds of Bromine, Chlorine and Iodine

with Lime.

158. " Every person who has practised jjliotography has re-

1 Pliilosopliical Magazino, October, ISKi,
• Wu have never known lliis invmlion to be clahni'd as an ,\ni('riean

one; l)ul .Mr. IJingliain's original nceijjt lias been very iiineli improved
by several Ainericau photographer.s.

—

Kd. J'. ^- F. A. J.

marked that, in warm weather, there is a considerable humid
deposit upon the glass or slate which serves to arrest the

vapor in the bromine or accelerating box. This humidity must
necessarily condense also upon the cold metallic surface of the

plate during the time it is exposed to the bromine va],or, and in

fact I have heard from the mouth of a great number of profes-

sional photogra}ihers (and I have myself experienced this difli-

culty) that it was impossible for them to obtain perfect proofs

during the excessive heats of summer, and one of onr most

skillful and energetic operators, who in a voyage to France in

1S45, brought back the most beautiful proofs I have ever be-

held, Avas perfectly unaljle during this season to produce clear

and perfect pictures, on account of the constant presence of a

mist or film on the prepared surface.
" This mist seems to be owing to a deposit of dampness on

the plate arising from the water iu which the bromiue is de-

posited.

To obviate this difficulty, it has been advised to keep the

box at a low temperature iu a refrigerating compound, and M.
Daguerre had prescribed, in a coininunication made to the Aca-
demy of Sciences, the warming of the plate, but in practice

they have met with no success.

It occurred to me that if the use of water could be avoided

in the accelerating mixture, not only the difficulty in question

would be obviated, but a much more sensitive surface would also

be obtained. With this design in view I endeavored to coin-

bine the bromine with lime so as to form therefrom a combina-

tion analogous to the compound of chlorine used in whitening.

I succeeded, and found that bromine, chloride of iodine and
iodine would unite with lime, forming compounds po.ssessiiig pro-

perties analogous to those of the compound called chloride of

lime.
" Bromide of lime- may be produced by causing the vapors of

bromine to act u|)on hydrated lime in the bottom of a phial, de-

positing a little bromine into a glass cajisule susjiended a

little above the lime. As heat takes place during the combina-

tion, it would be well to plunge the lower part of the vial in

water, at a temperature of about 10" centig. The lime gradu-

ally assumes a fine scarlet color, an appearance exactly similar

to that of red ioduret of mercury.
" Chloro ioduret of lime is jjrepared in like manner, it has a

dark color
" These two compounds, when the vapors which arises there-

from is not too intense, give forth an odor analogous to that of

the chloride of lime and entirely distinct from those of chlorine,

bromine and iodine employed slightly.

" Piiotographers who employ chlorine combined with bromine,

as in the American compound of Walcott, or Gueriii's Hunga-

rian solution—wiiieh is a combination of bromine, chlorine and

iodine—may obtain these same substances in the solid state in

which they can be used with much greater advantage. In jias-

sing from "the chlorine over the bromine, and condensing the va-

pors into a liquid, then causing the vapors which iirise from the

latter to act ni on the lime, a solid substance results jiossessing

all the properties of the American accelerator; or else, by tom-

bining the ehloro-ioduret of lime with a little bromine, a mixlure

is obtained similar to Guerin's; but I real !y prefer, in fact, and

I recommend the pure bromide of lime, as being, in my opinion,

the most rapid accelerating substance actually known.
" By coloring the jilate lightly with the cliloro-ioduret and

exposing it a suitable time over the bromide, proofs may be ob-

tained in the fraction of a second, even rather late in the after-

noon. A yellow must be given with the first substance, and the

proper time over the bromiiu; is easily arrived at by one or two

exjieriments. (See ^160.)
W'ith about 1-77 grains of the substance in a level dish, I

leave the pLite ten seconds, during the whole of the first day in

which I ( ominence to use the preparation, and I afterwards add

2 I call this compound iromi(/c o/'/jwe, allhougU there exists some

uiicirtaiiitv iu regard to the composition oC the i^alt used in whiteniiii;,

and as this uneertaiiity exteiuls to the compound described. SOiUi- che-

mists coiisid r the ciiloridc ol' lime as a compound of l.iue, water aad

chlorine. M. lialard thinks that it is a mixture of hypochlorite of liino

and chloride of caleaiin. and M. .Milhras also Professor tiraleam. are of

the opinion that it is a i).<roxyde of luuu iu which an equivalent ol

chloriuc has been substituted "lor an equivalent of oxygeu.
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three seconds for each followhig day. Tlie compound should be
evenly spread over the bottom of the dish,,and lasts, with care,

about a fortnight.
" The givat advantage of this compound is that it may be

used continually for fifteen days without the necessity of renew-

ing it, and that co;itrary to bromine water, its action is not af-

fected by the ordinary changes of temperature.

Section XII.—Of the Bromide op Lime.

159. Among the different compounds spoken of by M. Bing-

ham, in tlie jireceding note, the bromide of lime, or brominized

lime, ajjpears to justify tlie preference of the author and that of

all photogr.iphers who have at the present time adopted it to

the almost total exclusion of every other accelerating mixture.

160. The preparation of this substance, as descrilted by Mr.
Bingham generally succeeds well; we will, however, insert another

which gives the same results, and which will appear somewhat
more easy to persons less accustomed to chemical manipula-

tions.

Procure some hydrated lime, which may easily be brought to

this state by leaving it exposed a few days in some damp place.

This must be carefully pulverized, then sifted and enclosed in a

flask of wide orifice, it should fill it about two-thirds. Pour a

few drops of bromine into the flask, then shake it briskly, so

that every particle of the lime may come in contact with the

bromine. Add small quantities of bromine in succcession,

the while shaking the flask, until the lime assumes a fine red

Vermillion tint.

If it be remarked, that notwithstanding the addition of bro-

mine, the compound preserves a pale tint, and that volumnious

vapors remain in the flask non-combined with the lime, the con-

clusion is that the latter has not been sufficiently hydrated, and
this should be remedied by adding to the lime small quantities

of water at a time, say one or two drops. The combination

may be deemed perfect when it presents that beautiful vermillion

tint just spoken of.

1 60. Tiie employment of the bromide of iodine presents no

serious difficulties, the plate is iodized to a lively rose, then ex-

posed to the vapors of the brominized lime a number of seconds.

It would be difficult for us to state precisely the time required

for this exposition. This time is necessarily modified by the

state of the temperature, the depth of the dish, the thickness of

co.iting of lime, and by the more or less freshness of its pre-

paration. It may, however, be fixed in between ten and forty

seconds.

Persons accustomed to consult the color of the plate will ar-

rest the operation somewhat before passing the shot color, and
obtain an even blue. As for those who have adopted the surer

method of counting the seconds, they will find it easy to attain

the point after a few previous experiments.

After the absorption of the vapors of the brominized lime,

the plate is taken back to the iodine box, to undergo the second
iodizing as described in T[I07 to 112.

Section XIII.—Of the Chloro-bromide of Lime.

161. M. le Baron Gros, whom we quote with pleasure as the

best authority that can be consulted on photography, has pro-

posed an accelerating compound to which he attributes very pe-

culiar properties, fully justified, however, by his admirable

proofs. We shall copy his own description of the preparation

and the advantages of this new substance.
" Long experience led me to believe that the chloride of iodine

was the substance which gave to the daguerrean proofs the warm-
est and most brilliant tones (T[129 and following), and I had con-

stantly employed it, notwithstanding the difficulties I experi-

enced in using very complicated apparatus. But I think I have
hit upon a method of bringing it into important play in the

preparation of the sensitive coating, without altering the method
now generally in use. I cause the brominized lime to absorb

chlorine which, by partly combining with the excess of^ iodine of

the preparation, forms upon every portion of the plate that very

chloride which gave me such excellent results. For a long

period I have been making experiments with this substance,

which appears to me decisive.

" I prepare in the ordinary manner what has been agreed
upon to be called bromide of lin\e; that is to say, I evaporate

bromine in a capsule placed on the bottom of a tightly corked
phial containing hydrated lime reduced to powder and well

sifted. When the lime, which should be used somewhat humid,
has assumed a fine red color, very similar to that of sealing-wax,

I remove the bromine which the capsule still contains, and sub-

stitute therefor, in the same capsule a certain quantity of chlo-

ride of bromine. Beneath the action of the vapors which it

disseminates, the surface of the broraenized lime becomes pale and
assumes a very dark sulphur yellow tint. Then stir the mixture

with a glass rod and it will at once be perceived that beneath this

discolored surface there is a stratum of a very lively blood red tone.

Stir it again and continue the absorption of the vapors of

the chloride until the whole mass assumes the same color, and
there remains in the vacuum of the phial yellowish red vapors

with which the saturated lime can no longer combine. Enclose

the chloro-brominized lime in a flask of large orifice, corked with

emery ground glass, and shake it briskly from time to time for a
day or two, to render the parts homogeneous. It is then em-

ployed in exactly the same manner as the brominized lime,

either in dishes or in porous diaphragm boxes (^[88 to 96);
an almost equal intensity must however be given to the second

iodizing as to the first; and it is perhaps owing to this effect,

its combining with a portion of the exposed chlorine, that the

warm and vigorous tones given by the chloro-brominized lime

are produced, and which are not in the least surpassed by those

I formerly obtained with the pure chloride of iodine. This how-

ever, is but conjecture, for I have no intention of putting forth

any theory.

162. However this may be, I have two boxes containing

lime thus prepared, one eight months old, the other fourteen. I

have made hundreds of proofs with them, and I have always

obtained not only remarkable tones, but a rapidity of lumin-

ous impression that I never knew previously. I always use large

size plates, my object-glasses are of short focus; I take views

and monuments in the natural position with the prism or parallel

glass; I employ the diaphragm, and with these accessories, which

require a prolonged action of the lights on the sensitive coating,

I obtain very fine proofs in from eight to five seconds, with a

clear sun, and from fifteen to twenty when oI)scured by clouds.

163. As to the proportions which exist between the lime, bro-

mine, and chloride of bromine, it is impossible for me to give

them, as I am far from being acquainted with them myself.

They depend, I think, on the greater or less quantity of water

contained in the lime. If this substance be too dry, it mixes

with difficulty with the vapors of bromine; if it is too moist, it

absorbs a larger quantity thereof, and ends even in combining

with them, which is a great evil. It is necessary therefore to

experiment, and to be guided especially by the color, sealing-wax

red for brominized lime, passing to the blood red for the vapors

of the chloride of bromine. The odor may also give a good in-

dication. The substance must give forth a strong odor of chlo-

ride of bromine, and which cannot be breathed long with impu-

nity.

If, notwithstanding the intensity of the color, it smells only

of bromoform or iodoform without offending the organs, it shows

there must have been a combination, and the substance would

be bad. To remedy this, mix gradually therewith a certain

quantity of very dry hydrated lime, then add afterwards, if ne-

cessary, chloride of bromine reduced to vapor. The accelerat-

ing compound of M. Gros may also be prepared by the method

described (Tf 159), that is by pouring the bromine and the chlo-

ride of bromine directly upon the lime. What we have said in

relation to the bromide of lime, must be conformed with.

Chapter III.

ON THE exposition IN THE CAMERA.

164.— Tabid for holding the Plate. 165.— Curved Blods.

166. Focus, l&l to 171.—Duration of Exposition. 172

to 173.

—

Reproduction of Views, Landscapes and Oil Paint-

ings.

164. It has been seen that the plate, after having been sub-
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raitted to the iufluenee of iodine and the accelerating substances,

should now be protected from the light and enclosed in a fr-jinie,

to be afterwards exposed in the caniura. Tiiis exposition should

take place shortly after the ai)plication of the sensitive coating.

M. Daguerre enclosed the phite in a tablet or frame with a

double lid, which opened by means of a half circle of cojiper.

Tills construction, subject to numerous inconveniences which

may be appreciated by all, has been generally abandoned for the

groove tablet invented by M. Seguier. This is a sort of flat

box, somewhat similar to those which come with jeut fie falienee,

the description of which is needless, as ail are acquainted there-

with Since then, .>!. Cluirles Ciievalier has constructed a much
more ingenious tablet, the one lid of which opens and closes by

means of a very simple arm fastened on the exterior of the ap-

paratus. We thinli the latter kind should be i)roferred to every

other. Wiiatever may be, however, the system adopted, the

plate must be so adjusted as to be completely protected from

the light, until the moment when it is exposed to receive the

Lnninous impression.*

1G5. So.nj writers have adiuired the employment of blocks

curved lengthways; by this means they were in hopes of partly

correcting the spherical abberation, at least on the longest di-

mension of the plate. But this expedient is far from carrying

out the design proposed ; for, besides the embarrassment wliich

results in practice, the curving of the plates would necessarily

lead to great derangement in the already difficult operations of

the application of the sensitive coating, since all the points of

the plate are not then at equal distances fi'om the surface, from

which the ioline or bromine proceeds. These dis;idvantages

might however have been overlooked, if the proposed method

did in fact correct the abberation of sphericity. But to obtain

a profitable result, it is not a cyUndrical, but rather a spherical

curve which must be given to the plate. The radius of the

sphere must also be varied according to the distance which is to

exist between the plate and the glass; that is to say, according

to the more or less remoteness of the object to be reproduced.

Now was it possible to procure plates constituted with these

difficult and varied requirements? We frankly say, then, that

the curved blocks could only have been proposed to lessen the

effect of certain defective optical combinations. The public have

a right to require object-glasses that can do without this expe-

dient, as inefficacious as it is inconvenient.

166. Getting the focus with precise exactness is an indispen-

sible condition to obtain proofs of perfect clearness in every well

constructed apparatus; the image obtained upon the plate should

be an exact reproduction of that seen on the ground glass. It

is necessary, above all, to be assured that the camera has been

constructed so that the plate occu|)ies precisely tlie same place

as the ground glass; the slightest difference, be it but the least

fraction of an inch, may compromise the success of the proof.

What then shall we say of those apparatus in which, to obtain

clearness, one must be guided, not by the visual, but rather by a

chemical or p/iotogenic focus,' which nothing can aid in adjusting?

What shall we say of those constructions in which the focus is

determined in advance by marks, often calculated at random for

such and such a distance? Is it not yeilding up to very danger-

ous chances an operation in which even the most vigorous preci-

sion does not always meet with success?

Whatever may be the objects to be reproduced, portraits,

landscai)es or engravings, the object glass of the apparatus should

point in a perfectly horizontal direction, and this is so essential

a condition, that to fulfil it, Mr. Middleton, a most distinguished

amateur, always uses a level, which he sets on the top of the

camera.

* The simple tablet, or shield, accompanying every camera box made
in America, is for better than cither oltliose described.—£</. P. Sf F..d.J.

fin(

1 The question of tlie ehcniieal focus is still very obscure and unde-
ed; wc shall hereafter attempt its solution.

(To he continued.)

A MAX ])0ssessed of intellectual talents would be more blame-

able in confining them to his own ])rivatc use, than the mean-
s})iritcd miser that did the same by his money. The latter is indeed

obliged to bid adieu to what he conmuniicates ! the former enjoys

his treasures, even while he renders others the better for them.

From the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

REV. J. B. REArE, OX MR. H. FOX TALEOT S CLAIM TO THE

PRIORITY OF DISCOVERY OF THE USE OF GALLIC ACID IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

Dear Sir,—On my return home after some days' absence, I

find my attention called to an extract from your Affidavit

referring to my use of infusion of galls as a photogenic agei.t. I

feel it due to you to state without delay, that there is abundant
proof of my use of infusion of galls for the purposes mentioned in

your sj)ecitication, and of my publication of itasfroming "a viry

sensitive argentine preparation" two years before your patent was
sealed. Ever since the publication of an extract from my letter

to Mr. Brayley in tlie ' North British Review' for August
1847, which, from the tenor of your Affidavit, I conclude that

you never saw, my claim has been fully recognized in several of

the pojiular manuals. The following is a quotation from one j ub-

lished by WiUats:—" The Calctype or Talhi.tyie is, as we have
already mentioned, the invention of Mr. Fox Talbot, oris claimed
by him." To tliis the editor adds the following note:—" So
early as A];ril 1830 the Rev. J. B. Reade made a sensitive paper
by using inl'usion of galls after nitrate of silver; by this proecss

Mr. Reade obtained several drawings of niicrosi opic objects by
means of the solar microscope; the drawings were taken lefcre

the paper ivas dry. In a commmiication to Mr. Brayley,

Mr. Reade proposed the use of gallate or tannate of silver; and
Mr. Brayley in his public lectures in April and May explained

the process and exiiibited the chemical combinations which
Mr. Reade proposed to use." Yon may p 'rliaps have forgotten

that at the Meeting of the British Association at Oxford, I

had a short conversation with you on your own c<31ored photo-

graphs. I introduced myself to you as a relative of your friend

and neighbor, Sir John Awdry, and I informed you that I had
used infusion of galls for microscopic photographs and fixed with

hyposulphite of soda, before you took out your patent.

The effect of gallic acid or the infusion of galls in developing

an invisible image was discovered accidentally by me, as I believe

it was also by yourself, and it is certain that no one could use

this photogenic agent as we have done without discovering one of

its chief properties. I may state that I have often been asked
to oppose your patent; but I had no wish to meddle with law, or

to interfere with the high reputation which your discovery of a

process, named after yourself, secured to you, by which "paper
could be made so sensitive that it was darkened in live or six

seconds when held close to a wax candle, and gave impressions

of leaves by the light of the moon." This however was both

subsequent to my own use of gallate of silver, of which you ap-

pear never to have heard, and also essentially dependent upon
it. My nitro-gallate paper which I used successfully with the

solar microscope, the camera, and an Argand lamp, was far

more sensitive than any which ]ireceded it; and I consider the

important question of fixation to be set at rest by the use of

hyposulphite of soda, which I have no doubt you employ your-

self in preference to your own fixer, the bromide of potassium.

In fact, by iny process, which, as I state in my letter to Mr.
Brayley, was the result of numberless experiments, the impor-

tant problem was solved, inasmuch as good ])ictures could be

v?i\M\y i&\i(tn &\\A permanently fixed. My jirincipal instrument

n^as the solar microscope; and while you failed, as you state in

your first paper at the Royal Society, to obtain even an impres-

sion after an hour's exposure, and were disposed to give up this

experiment in desjiair, though you afterwards obtained small

pictures in about a quarter of an hour, I had succeeded in pro-

ducing and developing at one operation of less, and sometimes

much less than five minutes' duration, the beautiful Sdar Mez-
zotints, as I termed them, varying in size from 50 to 150 diame-

ters, which were exhibited in ISoO at the Marquis of Northamp-
ton's, and at the London and Walthamstow Institutions; and

some in the spring of that year were even sold at a Bazaar in

Leeds in supjiort of a charitable fund. The process was ex-

plained to my friends in Yorkshire, and I find from a Leeds

maiiuscrii)t that I proposed the nitro-gallate jiapcr " for imme-

diate use and diffused daylight." The ammonio-nitrate process

also, which does not seem to have any definite ]iarentage, though

I believe included in your second jiateut of June 1843, was
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among the first which I employed, and probably I was the first

to suggest it. At all events I may give you as a matter of

history the following e.xtract from a letter to my brother in

Leeds, dated April 26, 1839: " Dissolve 6 grains of nitrate in

1 oz. of water and add liquor ammoniac, which will throw down
the brown o.xide of silver, but on the addition of a little more will

take it up and form a clear solution. Wash the paper and dry

it. Then put 1 scruple of common salt in half a pint of distilled

water. Wash the paper with this mi.xture," &c I also propose

to dissolve 2 grains of gelatine in 1 ounce of distilled water as

an accelerator for the nitrate, as well as to fi.v with hyposulphite

of soda. Had Mr. Brayley's lectures been printed, you would

probably have become acquainted with my processes, as well as

with those of other photographers, which were explained and

illustrated by him. At all events I have never ceased most em-

phatically to make the claims which in your Affidavit you deny

to me, and therefore, for the sake of furnishing a correct history

of ihe art, I must be allowed to print this letter, as the ordy

means left to me of meeting the case.

I am. sure that tlie art now so far advanced aud still advanc-
ing has our best wishes. Mr. Grove would present to you in

my name a copy of my letter to Mr. Hunt, which was written

before I had heard a syllable of your present actions.

Believe me to be. Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

J. B. Reade.
li. Fox Talbot, Esq.

From the JVew York Daily Times.

AMERICAN ARTISTS ABROAD.—OUR SCULPTORS.

One of my favorite recreations in Italy is to study the works
of our own artists here, and to watch the growth and develop-

ment of their genius, as they attain to a more perfect knowledge
of their own capabilities and to a higher appreciation of creative

aud imitative art.

I have thought that a few rough lines from my note-book
would not be without interest to your numerous and respectable

readers, and therefore I enclose to you this epistle from Rome.
In the first place, of the Sculptors. Crawford is now at work

on a bas relief of the pediment to one of the nQVi wings of the

Capitol at Washiagtoii, representing the progress of civilization

and the arts in this country. His Patrick Henry and Jeffer-
son^, for the Washington Monument at Richmond, Ya., are

both of a high order of excellence, as likenesses and works of

art. That of the great orator represents him with arms extend-
ed, in earnest gesticulation—his eye flashing with the patriotic

fire and enthusiasm of '76. Jefferson stands in a characteristic

attitude, with a pen in one hand, and his brow intently fixed, as

if his mind were laboring with the great ideas of the Declara-
tion of Indepencence.

The model in plaster of his gigantic equestrian statue of

Washington, for the top of the same monument, has been com-
pleted and sent to Norwich to be cast. It is the largest eques-
trian statue ever modelled. Some idea of.its magnitude may be
formed, when I state that an ordinary sized man can stand or
walk upright on the pedestal under the horse, which stands on
three legs, while the other is raised. The head of the latter can
be said with propriety to be equal to that of any of the Greek
horses, and as a whole, it is incomparably superior to any work
of the kind by any American, aud this is the opinion of artists

and gentlemen who are competent to judge of its points. The
statue of Washington is draped in the old Continental costume,
with the cocked hat. The position is easy and commanding, the
face and attitude very like its great original. Wlien in place,

it will show to still better advantage, with its colossal propor-
tions diminished by distance.

His last and greatest work is a model in plaster of a statue of
Beethoven, a little above life-size, which was ordered for Munich,
where some of Crawford's works had been exhibited. It is to

be cast, in the latter city, in bronze. The great musician is re-

presented in the act of composing, standing with a tablet in one
hand and the pen in the other, looking up to the true source of

inspiration. The delineation of feature and expression are faith-

ful to nature, being idealized as with the divine glow of Heaven-
born harmony, or as if his entranced soul were listening to the

harps of hovering angels.

As a man, Crawford is much esteemed for his sterling worth,

and as a friend to young artists, for his candid criticism and just

appreciation.

You have now on exhibition, at the Crystal Palace in your
city, his beautiful statue of " Flora," by which it will be seen

that, in the representation of female loveliness, as well as of the

nobler embodiments of manliness and Genius, he is unsurpassed.

He has work in hand to meet orders from this country to the

amount of $220,000, which must occujiy his attention for some
years, even at the fast rate at which he is doing them.

Bartholomew, a former pupil of the Academy of Design of

your city, is also a great favorite here, both for his social quali-

ties and his genius. His studios, of which he has four, evince a

greater versitality than is ])Ossessed by any other sculptor in

Rome, if not in the world. They include Statues, Bas Reliefs,

Busts and Monuments. Of the latter a beautiful specimen, in

memory of Charles Carrol, of Caioiton, ordered by his grand-

son. Col. Carrol, of Baltimore, has recently been shij)ped for

your city. It is a mural monument, with the representation of

the door of a sepulchre, the sides of which are guarded by

angelic figures, with their heads crowned with wreaths of pop-

pies, emblematical of sleep, one leaning his head upon both

hands, which are supjiorted by a reversed torch, and the other

upon the doorway, with the torch leaning upon the ground, but

with the flame still burning. It is allegorical of the guardian of

the dead, according to the old Grecian myth. On the entabla-

ture, above these figures, is a sci'oll and pen, symbolical of the

Declaration of Independence; above these are thirteen stars,

and over all, the cross, representing the religion of the illustrious

personage whom it is designed to commemorate.
A beautiful statue, " The Shepherd Boy," just finished by the

same artist, for Enoch Pratt, of Baltimore, is much admired.

It is of life size, in "Carrara marble." There is a reduced copy

of the same, wliich he intends taking to America before long.

It represents a shepherd boy, draped in sheep skin, in the fresh-

ness and innocence of perile anu rustic simplicity, holding his

pipe, with a downward look and thoughtful expression, appa-

rently giving play to some pleasant, bewitching fancy, which

seems to have interrupted his playing. He leans against the

trunk of a tree, entwined with ivy, and on which hangs the kind

of bottle used by the peasants of Campagna, which is made of

a gourd flattened by pressure while growing. The whole atti-

tude, expression and lineaments are perfectly life-like and delight-

fully pleasing, and bear the imagination of the beholder to the

mountain side, where the bleating of flocks mingles with the

songs of birds, pastoral music and the babbling of streams be-

neath that sky which is -without an equal on earth.

There are also many exquisite bas reliefs, displaying in the

minds of competent conoisseurs, capabilities for this department

unequalled l)y any of our countrymen. Of these the last is his

" Chef d'CEuvre " It represents Hagar and Ishraael in the de-

sert. The female figure is kneeling with one knee upon a rock,

her hands clasped and her countenance turned upward with an

expression of intense distress. The features are very beautiful.

The figure is semi-nude, whose lovely proportions and purity are

displayed in perfect taste. She is embraced by Ishmael, from

whose arms hangs the drapery which partially hides her figure.

He is sitting draped in a sheep skin, upon the same rock upon

which she is kneeling—he is clasi)ing his mother, his hands being

visible, and his head bowed down with despair. It has been

highly praised in a Roman periodical, and pronounced both in

composition and sentiment, " worthy of any artist, and any

time." A photographic representation of it happened to meet

the eye of the Editor of the London Art Journal, who at once

wrote to the sculptor of the original, asking a copy for the pur-

pose of publication in his periodical, saying that he had no lack

for subjects, as he had engaged to pu])lish copies of all the sta-

tues of tlic Queen; but, if he could have this, he would have it

engraved in the best style, on steel, and at bis own expense. It

will appear as soon as it can be done.

His great work is his " Paradise Lost." It is a figure of Eve,
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in a sitting posture, ber head much inclined, her arms extended
towards her knees on tlie k-ft side, and lier hands clasped to-

getiier; the whole expression is that of deep despair and con-

trition. The serpent coils about the rock upon which she is

seated, and the fatal apple is lying at her feet. She is draped
iu fig leaves. It is entirely unique, and is jironounced by Page,
of your city—who is regarded in Europe as the best jortrait

painter living—the best statue that has ever been produced by

an American. For one of his works, a countryman of yours

doubled the price upon seeing it.

Still further proof of versatility is displayed by the inspection

of B.vRTHOLOMEw's portfolio, containing crayon portraits and
sketches of scenery and architectural ruins in m.my countries,

including Italy, Greece, Turkey, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, the

Holy L lUvl, &c.

I have thus dwelt upon this branch of my subject, as an act

of simple justice to one of your ablest artists, who gives assur-

ance of still higher excellence, and to one of the most unassum-
ing and amiable of gentlemen.

I called, a few days since, on Randolah Rogeks, formerly of

your city, who, after remaining at Florence about two years

studying the best masters, came to this city. In Fiorence he

modelled a statue of " Ruth," which he brought to Rome and
nude in marble. She is represented as kneeling on one knee

;

gleaning wheat, of whiL.-h she has a sheaf on her left arm, and
the other extended with outstretched hand, as with sudden sur-

prise, and her head upturned as if listening to Boaz.

T:ie attitude is very good, the ])Osition graceful, the figure

pleasing and well draped, and it is altogether a fine statue. His
last work is a group of fud life size of au Indian, taking a thorn
from the foot of an Indian wo.nan. Tae Indian has a wolfskin
about him, with the accessories of aboriginal identity. The
feniile sits upon his left knee, with her foot upon his right knee,

from which he is pulling the thorn, with his gaze u],on her face.

It is well grouped, tells the story forcibly, the character is nat-

ural, and it is certaiuly a work of much merit.

His list figure represents "Nydia,"the blind girl, described

in Rulwer's Fom^peii. She is represented as standing leaning

upo.i a caue, listening to hear any sound of Glaucus, after the
destruction of the city. The support of the statue is the cap of

a fallen column, on which he is now at work. He has made
two other busts, one of which, " Night," is now in the Crystal
Palace of your city, which is a fair sample of his skill.

Ives, form -rly of New Ilivea, is eminently successful as a bust
scuiptor. His portraits are very faithful and very nicely model-
led. An ideal bust, which is a gem of art, is to be seen iu the
Crystal Palace It is called "Ariadne." He has modelled a
statue of Pandora, and finished it in marble, which he has lately

sold to Miijor Kearney. It is the first large statue he has ever
modelled, and foreshadows future excellence. He has also mo-
delled a small statue of " Rebecca," of which he has sold already
two copies. Another statue modelled by him is cal'ed "Spring,"
which represents a female figure tastefully draped, sitting upon
a bank, weaving a wreath of flowers.

Mr. Ives lived at Florence in the pursuit of his art, some four

years after first visiting Italy, and afterwards came to this city,

where he has met with comparatively great success.

I must not forget to mention, as an amateur sculptor, Mr.
Joseph Mosier, the former Consul at Ancona, a native, I be-

lieve of your city, where he was, for many years, successfully

engaged in business. Jle, for some considerable time, made
ideal busts, one of which is now in the Crystal Palace, called
" Aurora." Year before last he tried his hand at a statue of
" Pocahontas." She is represented as standing, draped M'ith a
skin about her loins; in her left hand she holds a cross, which
she is in the act of contemplating. The support of the statue is

a beautifully carved deer. The statue was commissioned by
Mr. Grafton of this city, and is altogether a work which be-

stows much credit upon the amateur artist. Mr. Mosier has
made two statues since, " Truth," and " Silence," and a group
called " Rejected Addresses." He has sold his Pocahontas and
duplicates of s<m]e of the others, and has been, upon the whole,
far more successful than many who have more talent.

In my uext I will treat of the American painters in the Eter-
nal City. 'Tdl then addlo. Occhiali.

For the Photographic and Fine Art Jtrurnal.

CAUSE AND EFFECT.

Marshau,, Mich., Aug. 4th, 1854.

In looking over a collection of pictures from differeiit galleries,

you will notice a pec uii irity of tone—so much so in some instan-

ces, that you could almost name the artist from whose hand the

picture came. Now, how is this? It is asserted by some that

the peculiar kind of fluid used in scouring will exercise an in-

fluence in determining the future tone of the ]>icture; by some
the kind of bufl' used and the maimer of using the same, by oth-

ers the peculiar substance used in giving the \ late its suscepti-

bility of imiiression; again the various proportions of such sub-

stance, or the quantity of mercury; and again by some the man-
ner of depositing the gold.

I have no doubt that they all have their peculiar influence in

bringing about a certain result. Therefore the question arises

why some of our artists who have made ol)servations on the sub-

ject, do not give the same to our Journal, so that we might
have some data from which to judge of the cause. We can see

the effect, and many times would give a weeks' work to be able

to know the cause. What is it? a chemist would exclaim, on
accidentally observing a certain phenomena for the first time;

why, that it was the effect of some cause that he had overlooked,

and then he would go to work, find the cause, and observe the

laws gov( rnhig the same, so that he might be able to produce
that peculiar ett'ect at any time or place he saw fit; j rovided he

kept within due bounds of the laws peculiar to it. And docs it

not occur to the daguerrean operator that there is a certain

cause for all the varied clianges he is tontiimally observing

when producing an image on the silver plate? One would think

he never did, to see him continuing in the same course to the

years' end, without any im|)rovement, and many times without

a desire to improve, as long as he can touch the dimes. Now,
how many times is it that what we are looking for is in some
other place. This is very often the case with an operator when
he is in what is called a fog, and for no other reason than not

knowing the cause. Now, let every operator make a note of

his experiments and observations, and communicate the same to

the Journol, who knows but in some exj)er;ments began and
never finished, might exist in embryo some future improvement,

which after being thrown aside by one, might be recognised and
developed by another. By making notes of little occurrences,

it would be the means of drawing attention to the same, and
perhaps an opinion from some oae of those who should have

written pages to the advancement of our art.

Now, in order to start the ball, I will in a few words state

what I think to be the best method of manipulation, reserving

to some future letter a description of some of the experiments

made in coming to this conclusion.

For scouring a new, or any plate not gilded, Hesler's Com-
pound, composed of alcohol, nuptha and sulph. ether, iu near

about the same proportions as recommended by him, is the best.

It is perhaps true that a person on using it at first may not like

it, but when properly used there is no better.*

For a gilded plate use muriate of iron or gold dissolvent^

—

finish with alcohol and ammonia, after first scouring off the gold,

and use great care in finishing, otherwise it is very apt to speck.

f

For buffing a plate in order to galvanize, use a cotton flannel

buff.

In galvanizing use a Smee's battery, and never take an im-

pression, no matter for what purpose, except on a plate pre-

pared in your best style, and galvanized.

A buckskiu buff is in all respects, the best finisher.

Use chlo-iodide of lime for first iodizing.

As a sensitive, the receii)t given on p. 94, vol. vii., P. & F.

A. J., excepting one ounce chloride of lime, which should read

(rne ounce chloride of iodine.\ AVhen preparing this receipt I

had in view a certain result in which I have been justified.

I believe that iodine gives a depth to the impression. Bromine
and chlorine sensitiveness; chlorine and fluorine tone. These

to be the principal effects produced.

* See page 11, vol. vii., P. & F. A. J. f See page 280, vol. vi., P. A. J-

X Mr. Bardwell called attention to this error in a formfr No.

—

Ed.
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In making gilding:, or chloride of gold, avoid the «se of salt,

but I think tliat .50 to 60 gr. of nmriate of ammonia to one

quart of gilding, m ly be us.d to adv.mtagc.

As I said before, I will give my reasons for coming to such

couL-lusions heieafler.

I am, respectfully yours,

J. J. Bardwell.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

BINOCULAR PHOTOGRAPHS.

To the Editor cf the Journil of the Photographic Society:

SiR_—As an artist and member of the society, I cannot let

this opportunity pass wit'.ioat bearing testiino;iy to the want

supplied to photography ia an artistic point of view, l)y Mr. Smee's

beautiful process of moving the camera, during tlie taking of the

picture, tlie widtli of the two eyes, or about 2,^ inches upon an

axis revolving fro:n the planj of right or focal adjustment; pro-

ducing upo.i the single surface a roundness, breadth, and reality

singulirly beautiful;" ordinary photographs, or those imprinted

by tlie rigid instrument appearing flat and meagre when contrast-

ed with such. I have made several experiments, and with much

success, finding in every instance the sharper the image upon

t'ae focusing glass, and the less violent the approach to the ob-

ject depicted, the better the result; a moderati.-ly sensitive collo-

dio.i allowing a gjntle movement of the camera easy to the ope-

rator,

I histen to record tribute to this boon to photography as a

means of art, hiving, in the first session of the society, expressed

in ray piper upon " Pnotography as a Means or an End," the

great want felt in representing objects as seen by the two eyes

upo I a single surface. I then found the nearest approach to nature,

so desirable of attainment, to owe its beauties (in an aesthetic

seiisej to a haziness of focus in parts—an imperfect approach to

what miy now be obtained by scientific means; not that I think

this means will supersede all others, for pictures containing an in-

finity of detail, much more than is ever seen in nature at once, are

of great value, as maps, plans, or elevations are, to argue from.

Pictures pro.luced by the traversing camera, although infinitely

rounder than rigid photographs, are uotsorouad as stereoscopic

pictures but far more refined thau the painfully exaggerated spe-

cimens, so repulsive to truth or good taste, ordinarily shown in

the beautiful invention of Wheatstoae.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

John Leighton.

N. Y. STATE DAGUERREAN ASSOCIATION.

Utica, August 7 th, 1854.

To the Secretary and Memlers of the N. Y. S. D. A.:

Dear Sirs,—Notwithstanding the many hopes that I have

cherished for the N. Y. S. D. A., the incalculable good which

has resulted from it, and my desire for its continuation and pros-

perity, for reasons which I will hereinafter explain, I deem it

my duty to resign t'le office of President of that Institution.

Neither jealousy, hatred, nor envy, prompts my resign.ition.

I love the cause, and respect my brethren, and hope by this step

the condition of the Association will not be rendered worse, but

materially better.

I would recommend you to call a meeting as early aspos.sible,

and elect a president and transact such other business as may
seem of importance to the Association. Of the financial con-

dition of the Association I have but little knowledge. That de-

partment has been wholly under your control during my term of

office. I will say, however, for the benefit of delinquent mem-
bers, that the liabilities of the Association are not far from

$40, which should have been discharged long ago, especially

that portion which is due to Mr. Smith of New York. I will

also state for the benefit of a few of the members ofthe Associa-

tion, who have been led into error respecting my account with

that institution, that I believe I am not in its debt. I have an

account against the Association as follows: For my own and

J. M. Clark's expenses to Westkill, $10 each; paid for adver-

tising $5; paid for printing bills $3, making in all $28. I have
received in all from the Association $13, which leaves a ballancc
of $15 in my favor. The amount of members dues which are
now in arears and should be paid at once is nearly $150 which
is sufficient to pay the liabilities of the Association, and leave
more than $100 in the treasury. These dues are at present
like the bankrupt, hard to collect, and I can tell my brethren
that the stock is growing no better; its tendency is downward,
and will remain so so long as the members totally neglect the
Institution. Rally to a meeting this fall, and renew the vitality

of the Association; alfect a life insurance upon it, and I can
assure you every member will cheerfully pay his dues. Nothing
could give me greater pleasure than the prosperity of the N. Y.
S. D. A. Differences of opinion respecting the finances, Hillo-

typiiig, (fee, indicates that ihe Association would flourish best

under natural colors, and as I have served a longer time than any
of my predecessors, })lease accept my resignation ofthe Presiden-

cy of the N. Y. S. D. A. from this date.

Sincerely and fraternally yours,

D. D. T. Davie,

PresH. N. Y. S. D. A.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

COLLODION POSITIVES.

Sir,—I have been for some time endeavoring to produce
good collodion negatives, capable of giving impressions on pa-

per in a distinct and satisfactory manner, without encountering

the risk attendant upon submitting the collodion to the repeated

action of liquids, which J find to be a source of endless disap-

pointment, inasmuch as their action is frequently very unequal

upon different parts of the picture, totally obliterating one por-

tion whilst giving depth of tone to another: at other times the

collodion either cracks by contracting, or buckles up into iunum-

erable little scales or blisters by expansion; and, when both

these evils have been avoided, in a majority of instances I have
the mortification, in the final washing, to see the wet get under

the film, break it, aud the whole or parts of it float away in the

water.

The remedy for these evils I hope shortly to lay before your
readers, and in the meantime would call their attention to a re-

sult that I have picked up by the way in prosecuting my main
object.

This is no other than an easy, expeditious and certain way of

pTOcuring brilliant positives without chance of failure, and is

briefly tlms:

—

After the picture has been taken, developed with the pyro-

gallie acid in the ordinary manner, cleaned with the hyposul-

phite, washed and dried, place it still dry in any sort of iodine

box, such as is used for daguerreotype plates, and warm the

whole to about 75° or 80^, and by the time it has reached this

point (if the heat be gradually applied), say in about 2|- minutes,

the desired positive is obtained: perhaps it may look a little

stained in various parts with violet or bright yellow, but half a

minute's exposure in the sunshine renders it perfectly uniform,

however much it may have been stained jrevionsly; thus finish-

ed, the tint is a rich cream-color, slightly inclining to yellow, and

if placed on bronze-colored glazed paper for a back, produces

the richest effect I have yet seen attained.

I will just mention one singular fact connected with the above,

that those who have more leisure may if so disposed investigate

it, as it appears to me to be the door to a most useful course of

inquiry.

The color of the deposit is, as I have said, a cream color; now
if this be held np betwixt the eye atid the light wdiich pas.ses

directly through an aperture in a ivhite blind (drawn down be-

fore a window), such aperture will aupear intensely blue, whilst

the diaphanous window-blind will not be jjcrceived any more

than if it was black, neither will a ray of red sunshine; this ob-

servation seemed to me to raise a doubt as to the success of yel-

low negatives, unless the iodide of mercury has a widely different

effect from that of silver, and on making the trial I find that

my positives give a regular muddle on attempting to print from

them. 1 am still, therefore, endeavoring to produce black ncga-
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tives by a dry process, and with every prospect of success; if any
of your correspondents should anticipate me, you will, I hope,

give their fellow-laborers the beuelit of their research, and, if so,

I shall not regret having throvvn out the hint; meantime I re-

niiiin. Your constant reader,

London, May 12, 1854. W. R.

PRE-VISIONS OF SPRING FLOWERS.

BY MRS. WHITE.

It was but the passing of a beggar—a peasant-beggar in

straw-hat and drabbet gabardine, with a fractured basket of

woodland merchandise, humble as his fortune, and as eloquent

of [)enury and pathos, lie had walked miljs to furnish it, and
gain from Natures' invthcr-hand the prxe of a dry crust; and

now, weary and foot-sore, bore through tiie city streets his fra-

grant burden, ta w ke in many a heart besides our own a vision

of the Spring She lay in a little ark or osier ^h illow, daintily

lajjped in wrink edp.'iuirose leaves, and over.scattered with their

half-blown flowurs, waile yellow palms, blessed in old times on

sacerdotal altars, the silken catkins of the early willow, breathed

hawthorn odors on her passing by. We never see the shadows

of her coming, whether thus infantile or more mature, in corbels

heaped with purple violets, scented and dewy, that leave their

trail in fragrance through the streets, without feeling our spirits

freshen, and our pulses beat, with an up-springing grateful sense

of joyousness—a sort of answering vcrnutity, making our small-

est tlioughts pleasant and hopeful as the " deep green earth;"

and out of the poor primrose gatherer's cry, waking up j aeons.

Even without the presence of such heralds, to cry aloud her

advent in the streets, and scatter her fair coinage up and down
in lanes, and courts, and alleys, we city dwellers have our indi-

cations as plainly, if not as fairly written as by the fingers of

Flora herself—signs and tokens perfectly independent of the

rural calendar, but which are sufficient for imagination to raise

a superstiucture on—as full of promise and delight. If we do

not see the hedgerows budding, and trace visibly the footprints

of Spring; we have shop windows for interpreters, and see Spring

prints taking the place of winter fabrics, and every day of sun-

shine bringing forth, as it were, by nice degrees, shade after

shade, and item after item, the robe and chemisette, and scarf of

Spring. Long 'ere the classic flowers that lo fed on have given

their scented petals to the sun, we have their mimic blosoms in

straw bonnets, and forced by human hands, under glass shades

in artificial flower shops—the May anticipates her earth-born

sister months before that of her nativity and nomenclature.

Then, we pray you, glance into the back streets, or listen at the

archway of the court to the striking of battledore and shuttle-

cock—is there no intelligence in that? The lark's note iu coun-

try places does not speak plainer of softened temperature and
lengthened days. In the suburbs, too, wherever a bit of waste

ground yet survive uusacrificed to the mania of building—a rem-

nant it may be of fair fields, or the desecrated fag-end of what
was once the local " Green," though " Brown" in these days

might " change that name" with it, groups of boys spring up be-

tween school hours after them, as thick as daisies and king-cups

on a warm, moist mead, and, jolly as young pagan Romans at a

saturnalia or the feasts of Mars, sport at their vernal games.

We may lack the primroses of rurality, save at a penny a root!

but have we not their types in primrose ribbons?—and as for

verdurousness, the dress of Flora's self is not a shade more ver-

dant than Spring fashion. Yet, oh ! for one fair day of real,

honafide exploration in woodland nooks, and between sheltered

hedge-rows, where the first elder trees have broken leaf—one

day of hand-in-hand enjoyment with Spring herself, only to touch

the skirts of her green garment, gold buttoned with the winter

aconite, and overlaid with stars of twinkling " Ranunculus
Ficario, ' now closed, now open, as sun and cloud predominates

-—one full, deep inspiration of those blue beds of orris-perfumed

violets that, like outlaying clouds, purpling the horizon of a sum-

mer's night, tinge all the margin of the flower-strewn wood,
where those low stars of earth-pale primrose make mimic con-

stellations. We should know the haunts that the hare-bell,

" Hyacinthus non scrij)tus," loves—the shady dingles and asier-

holts in which its light blue petal (happier than its classic name-
sake!) comes forth unwritten on with names of woe. We could

find our way to graves and thickets, where, as well as on high,

open, chalky pasture-s, "the flower that shuns the sun and dallies

with the wind," the nietaniorjihosed nymph, " Anemone," dis-

ports herself. In olden times, according to Pliny, it was known
as the " Wind Flower," and was supj o.sed only to open in a

breeze; but pious nuns gave it another cogncm n, and called it

" Pasque Flower," because it bloomed through the primavcral

season, and decked their shrines at Easter. Following those

courier's of Si)ring's fair footsteps, " Ground Ivy," with blue

flowers, and crennelled leaves, and soft green ihickweed, we
should see the " Monk's Cowl" hiding under every hedge its pink

or purple spadix—and then across the meads, wliere that small

paragon of poets praise, the " silver shield with golden boss,"

of Wordsworth, Burn's " Wee modest crimson-tii ped flower,"

the days' eye" of Chaucer—strikes uS' unnumbered medals of its

naissance; and like the herald of royal progress, strews right and
left its largess everywhere. Come upon sunny baidis, where
blooms the Orchis, the Satyr Plant of ancient herbalists—the

"purples" in the wreath of fair Ophelia. Not a spot " larded

all with sweet flowens," but with the instinct of a {gentle) Cali-

ban, we know by heart. Their haunts are native to us as our

own, for we grew up amongst them, and from the first insipieiit

blossom to the last leaf clinging to some bare-armed oak, have

made acquaintance with them all. Fair associates and happy
ones, they made " the clods of the valley sweet unto us, and the

hill-tops pleasant places." Their leaves were as an open book,

with here an antique fragment—there a song, or a page redo-

lent of old enchantment or classic story, or bygone superstition.

To some " those things seem small ami undistinguishable," and
yet how much of poetry and health, and beauty, and interest, is

folded in them! Rightly read, from the early Veronica, with

its stainted name and holy legend of its patroness, to the autum-
nal wormwood, and its mingled memories of Mausolus and Arte-

mesia, scarce one of these, that to "the dull incurious" weeds
appear, but are wedded to most sweet associations. It is some-

thing to walk in spirit with Achilles, and his master Chiron, to

learn the properties of each herb and flower, and whose green

veins " poison hath residence, and medicine power." To know
that this was used in such and such ceremonies by the ancients;

that this has active virtues hi the present; and that such a

name, or incident, or verse, is blended with our memories of an-

other. " Whoever converses much among the old books," says

Sir William Temple, "will be hard to please among the new;"

and so with the literature of flowers, if we may so express it.

Those who are conversant with the favorites of old Greece and

Rome, the earliest, and now the humblest upon our catalogue of

vernal plants, will find little to compensate them in the more
curious forms and livelier colors of recently naturalised exotics,

for the want of those reminiscences that cling around the way-

side of one's home, and make their names like diamond editions

of the poets, to be carried in our bosoms till they become fami-

liar and beloved as household words. The most gorgeous Gla-

diolus is, to us, less charming than the fair Narcissus Poeticus of

our fields; and the simple Snow-flake that, when Curtis wrote,

gladdened the Thames' side, between Woolwich and Blackwall,

and still chimes by many a river, marsh, and meadow, to listen-

ing Tellus the approach of Spring, more welcome than the love-

liest specimen of the rare and pure " Gloxinia Tubiflora." The
drowsy Daifodils, too, that in moist woods and thickets hang

their heads, as if o'ercome by the narcotic spells they threw

around the brow of Proserpine, carry us back to the Sicilian

plains, and awaken in our thoughts A^irgilian numbers. And
yet not all Yirgilian, since he of Avon, with the Mantuan bard,

has touched upon the theme. Can any cognomen be more ex-

pressive, whether it stands for " thought,"—as when she of

the weedy coronal made it a " document in madness," or literally

hearts' ease, i\\iiX\ the persuasive " Cull-me-to-you," which some

quaint flower-lover in the olden times bequeathed the Pansy?—
there is a sentence of flower-language for you, eloquent as old

John Bunyan's interpretation, when he made his shepherd's

boy wear it always in his bosom, and as full of wisdom as of

eloquence. But we are forgetting, in the poetry of our subject,
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its more palpable beauties—the hedges, with their fresh unfold-

ed leaves, and buds not yet full tinted. May, with its cymose

clusters still unbroken, and wild rose sealing up its scented blos-

soms, till "Lady June" comes by. Here and there " Traveler's

Joy" builds up its bowers with " briony between in trails of white

and ivy, and the suckle's streaky light." Then tiieir borders,

filled with the lanceolated leaves and delicate terminal flowers

of Stellaria Holsten, the greater Sticthworth, with blue-eyed

scions of the Speed-well tribe, and blushing panicles of " Lych-

nis Lilvestris." Upon the borders of fields, and under every

hedge-row, the Mallow opens its inverted tents for bees to camp
them in; aud every little space. Herb Robert with pink eyes,

offers a contrast to the glittering coronals of Pontentilla Yerna,

looping its slight procumbent stems at intervals, with little knots

of strawberry-shaped leaves and yellow flowers. The common
Avens, too, breathes forth its spicy fragrance, as odorous now
as in the days of old, when its roots were steeped in wine, to

give it a delicate savor; and being drunk, fasting of mornings

comforted the heart, and preserved from plague aud poisons.

Then, m the moist rich meadows, sparkling with the bright,

resplendent flowers of Crow's-foot, " Gold-cups,'' as some of the

old simplers called them, the Comfrey spreads its large harsh

hirsute leaves, and lifts its hollow stalk, crowned with a droop-

ing bunch of purplish or white campanulated blossoms. This is

the neighborhood where Paigle's grow—" Primula Veris," one

of the wreath Shaksperiau, for almost all his flowers are of the

Spring, and such as might have bloomed on Avon's banks in his

wild days of boyhood. Here too, the miser earth-nut hides its

fruit, juicy and sweet, (and perchance profitable, would man
essay the task of cultivating itj, but with an after-thought of

charity, sets up its zigzag slender stem, and waves its umbelli-

ferous white flowers to signalise its whereabout. Edging the

water-courses with its glorious bouquets, green tufts of shining

leaves and golden flowers. Marsh-marigold appears—the little

maids who still, in country places, keep up the legend of the

first of May, and with a dressed doll in a flowery hoop, and

chaplets on their heads, image in shadows, though unconsciously

old Rome's Floralia, make this a favorite in their display. In

its locality the early " Coltsfoot" has already blown—but " Car-

damine Pratensis," the " Cuckoo-flower all silver white," abounds,

and Yellow Pimpernel, beside the brooklets, decks with its soli-

tary flowers its trailing stems. The very streams themselves,

and ponds, aud ditches,—for in this flower-dressing of the earth.

Nature hath uo withholdings—are lavishly o'erlaid with orna-

ment. Here comes up the Mare's-tail (" Hippuris,") with green

heads like the young shoots of larch, gradually expanding its

linear leaves, till they fall abroad as light and gracefully as the

plume of a cavalry helmet. The AVater Plantain weaves green

islands in the pools, and on their margins the elegant " Ranun-
culus Aquatilis" floats its fair leaves; aud little dainty flower-

cups, with golden bottoms, holding them up with a tenacious

carefulness, as if afraid some sportive water-rat, or lurking elf,

would mar their beauty. But it is in the woods, the lone se-

questered woods, under the " emerald light of leaf-entangled

beams," that Yerua's loveliest blooms disclose themselves.

There Periwinkle, out of its flexile shoots, and shinmg leaves,

lifts up its azure orbs full of round wonder, like the awakening
eyes of startled wood-nymphs, to gaze upon our footsteps, and
in the sylvan haunts of Faun and Dryad, hollows feru-fringed

and moss-grown, the Yalley-Lilly lifts its soft green leaves, aud
hangs by thread-like stems upon its slender flower-stalks, its

little Parian bells full of ambrosial sweetness. But we must
leave their odor and their beauty, for every onward step but
wakes new themes for praise and admu'ation: and the crushing

of the wild strawberry-leaves, and the wavy vanished ones of

Heartstongue, with all the other children of the shade, might
make us linger with them fin imagination) longer than our given

space allows. One thing let us remember, when we gaze upon
Spring-flowers, that the same Omnipotent hand that hath jew-

elled night with stars, and hung the bow of promise in the

clouds, and with no other breakwater than the law of His will,

restrained the sea from overwhelming earth, and the canopy of

the horizon from crushing it, has created for our enjoyment those

frail sweet forms, and is as mindful of their sustenance and being

as of the continuance of the world itself.
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THE HERMITS OF LA MAISON PERLE.—A STORY OF PARIS.*

CHAPTEK I.

LA MAISON PERLE AND ITS INMATES,

During the period when Robespierre held his sway over the

French metropolis, and was ruthlessly destroying all the old ad-

herents of the monarchy, wherever they were to be found, many
families of the ancient nobility, though they escaped death, were
compelled to take refuge in concealment and flight. The Place
de la Revolution still flowed with blood, and daily fresh sacri-

fices were made to the real or supposed advancement of the

people's interests. Among those most obnoxious to the existing

so-called democratic form of government, was the family Blouay,

who belonged to the old nobility of France, and had obstinately

held out in the support of monarchy as long as there was a sin-

gle chance of success; and, even in defeat, was resolved to watch
an opportunity for revenge on those who had hunted them down.

Robespierre felt that in the anmiosity of Le Conde Andre de

Blouay there was something to be dreaded, and after having

failed in obtaining possession of his person, he contented himself

after confiscating his property, with offeiiug an extraordinarily

high reward for his apprehension.

By the courage and devotion of his wife and daughter, who
displayed an energy worthy of the cause in which they were en-

gaged, he had contrived to escape from his hotel. Being un-

able, however, to pass beyond the barriers, he was compelled to

take refuge under the assumed name of Dupres, in the topmost
room of the Maison Perle, an old house in one of the remotest

aud least respectable portions of Paris. His wife and children

soon after found their way to his retreat, bringhig with them
their ornaments and jewels, with all else beside they could save

from the general wreck. The fear of discovery kept them con-

stantly within their doors, and very little evidence of life was
ever seen, save when some tiny feet might be heard pattering in

the evening up the ill-lighted stairs, or the form of a fair girl,

tall, graceful, and dignified, w^ould glide down into the street to

purchase in darkness that which was to serve them for food for

the next day. Sophie on her countenance had stamped that

which is peculiarly attractive, the gentle serenity of one who
had suffered, but forbore from all repinings. She felt that in

this, woi'ld there was still something beautiful, something to call

her noblest energies into action, and preserve her from falling

into a hopeless condition, in which she would be useless alike

to her friends and relatives. Sophie had loved, but whom uoue
knew save herself. Along with others, he had been swept
away and guoillotiued, witliout a moment's notice to prepare

himself for the next world, or to bid adieu to her he had loved.

SufSce it he was passed away from earth, but not from her heart.

To abandon herself hopelessly to sorrow was not in the nature

of Sophie. She felt that even when the sweetness of a young-

love had passed for ever, and left the heart dry, there was other

ties to iDreserve, and other occupations for the soul. Her father's

danger, and her mother's anxiety, now became her sole care

;

the one she soothed with hopes of a return of better times, and
the other calmed by arguments which only a woman's nature

can suggest. Her little brothers and sisters, unused to the con-

finement of these little rooms, longed for the free and pure air

of the park of their chateau, and for those pure, joyous, and
sparkling fountains, the more pure and the more sparkling from
having been seen through the vistas of memory. To these she

therefore devoted her attention, and sought to amuse and enter-

tain them by every possible means. There were two girls and
two boys, the youngest of whom was a bright merry thing, some
eight years of age, whose very cheek sjDoke of health, and whose
eye told of that gladness which only childhood knows. His
voice seemed to ripple joy through the room, and even w^hen

despondency sat most deeply on his father's brow, a laugh from

Alphonse, or a jocund remark, would bring back a smile to his

careworn face. They called him the " Flower."

* "We cannot think that a periodical of the character of our Journal
is the fitting place for fiction; but we desire to please all our readers,

and therefore devote a portion of our columns to the taste of those who
need this kind of relaxation after perusing the more substantial con-

tents.

—

Ed.
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It was not to be imagined that the secluded habits of the

family would fail to attract every kind of attention, and excite

every possible surmise in the good people of the house. This

entire privacy, so unlike the habitual manner of the French, was

remarked upon by each lodger in every separate suite of apart-

ments, down to the very lodge of the concierge, until the little

knot of neighbors, assembled on the stairs to smoke or ciiat in

the evening, all agreed to designate them by the name of the

" Hermits." Every one watched their movements, and ran from

any employment to get a glimpse at them—the daughter was so

beautiful and the children were so lovely. Besides, there soon

was visible a pallid hue upou their once bright cheeks, and oc-

casionally the suspicion flaslied across the mind of the concierge

that they were not too well fed.

No letter ever arrived for them, none visited them, they ex-

changed words with no person, and if any one, in an accidental

recontre ujion the staircase, ventured a cheerful remark upon the

weather, or the state of public affairs, or the new executions

that had taken jjlace, all they received in reply was a civil bow
or a cold good morning. Not one was aware of the great prize

that lived in the house, or, considering the furious degree at

wliich party feeling was raging, it might fairly have been anti-

cipated that Robespierre would not long have been without his

victim. Immediately below the family of Blouay lodged one of

the fervent supporters of the existing order of things, by name
Pierre Gascon. He would have hunted down a royalist as he

would a tiger, for he regarded them as a set intent on ruining

their country for the sake of self aggrandisement, and he would

have regarded it as a duty he owed to the state to deliver any

concealed member of the party into their hands. He never sus-

pected that one of the most obnoxious of the obnoxious faction

lay so nearly within his reach. It was not the politics of the

family, however, that had attracted his attention. Sometimes,

on returning home in the evening, his eye had rested on a grace-

ful figure gliding up the stairs, and quickly disappearing in the

darkness above. Once he had spoken to her, but all he had re-

ceived in reply was a momentary flash from her soft eyes, and a

hurried bow as she passed on. Pierre was not very young, but

he was rich and handsome, and at thirty-five did not despair,

when his inclination so prompted him, of making some gentle

being alive to his merits. Of Alphouse, too, he tried to take

notice, but the child was shy, and, after peeping through the

bannisters, would rush away like a young sprite.

Witli the Comte de Blouay, concealment, and the daily fear

of being discovered, were not the only causes of grief and anx-

iety. The means of support began to fail, and no prospect of

being able to emerge from this obscurity into the broad light of

day presented itself. There were five children and a dear wife

to protect and furnish with the means of life, and he was there

tied hopelessly to oue spot, and his energies cramped and exer-

tion impossible. He shuddered to look forward and contemplate

what must occur when every available piece of property had
been disposed of. To see them eat of the bread of charity would
almost have broken the old soldier's heart.

" Let us live on our own while we can, then let us die to-

gether;" he said, and he gazed round the room, and his heart

swelled as he saw their eyes fixed on him one after the other.

CHAPTER II.

THE FLOWER BEGINS TO FADE.

Time went slowly on, and day after day the supply of food

became scarcer in the Hermit's abode; there was more of a

hushed silence in the room, more reflection, more thought. In-

stead of exchanging words they would steal glances at each

other, as if to discover what deep spring of thought were dwell-

ing up there. The father and tlie raotlier could not meet each

ollicr"s gaze; eacli felt the load of agony that weighed n])on the

breast of each, and tliey felt timt there was no comfort to be

given. The mother therefore bent over her work; the father

gazed from the little window upon the vast mass of houses
spread out Ix-fore him, whore all was activity, bustle, moviincnt
—but in that room, how sliU! it seemed like the stillness of

death.

The children were weary of breathing so long the oppressed
air of that chamlier; and what with the want of exercise and in-

sufficient food, an unhealthy pallor settled on their cheeks.

The countenance of Alphonse especially shewed that there

was some sinister influence at work within ; the eyes were less

bright, and the check was jiale, and when his little laugh was
lieard, there w^as that jiainful hollow ring which echoed in the
hearts of his parents, and awakened in them a kind of dread
presentiment they scarcely knew why. He felt no pain, he
said; he thought he was well, but he was hungry sometimes;
and the confession almost choked the father's utterance when he
sought to reply.

The ]u'osjiect of starvation sometimes tempted the father to

go and give himself up; but that he felt would be selfish, for he
would only thus abandon those he loved to struggle with the

world alone. No, he had chu|en his part, and there seemed
nothing left but to submit to all the decrees of fate. Yet it was
hard to see his little ones die, and to be bound fast so as not
to be able to extend the helping hand. It was over Alphonse
tliat he thought most frecpieutly and most deeply. He was his

last, his youngest, his brightest flower: and that plucked, it

seemed as if the others would fail to yield to him their fragrance.

Thus it is ever; the heart clings too fondly to something which
it should not, and God withdraws it from our sight, or deadens
its sympathies with us, that we may be taught to turn our hearts

from earth's affections, and lift them to objects eternal and un-

fading.

Pierre Gascon had watched the proceedings of the Hermit's
family with daily increasing interest, and the unmistakeable ex-

pression upon the faces of the children convinced him they were
suffering from hunger. To obtrude his charity upon them was
impossible, he could not by any possibility presume to offer them
aid; and, besides, it might not be the case at all, and should he

be mistaken, he would never forgive himself.

One day, as he was returning home a little earlier than usual,

he saw Alphonse, once the bright gay boy, sitting tame and pale

upon the stairs, his head leaning against the bannister.
" My boj''," be said, "my boy, what is the matter? holdup

your face, my child."

Alphouse languidly raised his head, and gazed piteously in

his face, but spoke not.

Pierre tried to entice him into his own room; and when he

pressed him, he told him his father did not like him to talk with

strangers, or to go into their rooms.
" What is your name?"
" My name is Alphonse de—Alphonse, I mean—that is the

only name I can tell you."
" Why do you sit here all alone, looking so sad?"

The child looked up in his face, and then glancing cautiously

around, whispered, " I am hnng-ry."

"Hungry! come iu with me; no one will know it, come!

—

I will give yon something to eat."

The child, obeying the first impulse of his mind, consented to

follow Pierre, who placed before him chocolate, and fine bread,

and honey, and cold meat, advising him to moderate his appe-

tite, since, if he gave way too fiercely to his inclinations, he

might injure himself. Alphonse, iu the exuberance of his animal

spirits, after having partaken of a good meal, suffered the fact

to escape him that all above were in the same condition. Pierre

proposed to send something up to them, but the child begged

that he would not betray that he had mentioned it to him.

He took, however, other and prompt measures—despatching

the boy up stairs, who expatiated upon the kindness of the

lodger who had fed him. He thus paved his own way. By-

and-bye he went up, and knocking at the door, begged that as

he was so completely solitary, that they would at least allow

the children to come down and entertain him. After much hesi-

tation, the father was at last induced to consent; and Pierre,

following up the advantage thus gained, observed that it would

be conferring an additional favor upon him if Monsieur and

Madame would consent to accompany them. This was not so

much opposed as he anticipated; l)ut the real reason was that

Andro feared the dangerous cunlidence of children might flow

too frceiy in his absence. With a hurried look at Sophie, Pierre

now retired to await them in his room, where he prepared to re-
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ccive tbera in the most hospitable manner. When they came,

the livelj-' conversation of Pierre was so entertaining, that they

found themselves delighted with tlieir new acquaintance. On
politics, as became men disposed for friendship in these danger-

ous times, they touched but lightly; but with extreme cunning

Pierre contrived to discover that the concealed Hermit was of

the most opposite principles to his own. For a moment this

reflection crushed his interest in the unhappy family; but his

feeling of honor, and the deep regard he had for Sophie, pre-

vented him from taking the least advantage of his discovery.

Everything now conspired to betray the secret of his seclusion;

Pierre recalled a hundred circumstances, and though he knew

not the name of his new friend, he felt he was a person of no

little consequence, and he saw that he was hiding for his life.

These evenings were repeated over and over again, until the De
Blouays actually looked forward to them with anxious hope and

interest, for they constituted at last their only chance of a hearty

meal. Something was at work in the thread of their fate, how-

ever, which was soon to burst forth.

CHAPTER III.

THE FLOWER FADES.

Long and patient suffering had caused some fatal malady to

creep into the frame of poor little Alphonse. All his brightness

deserted him; his smiles were painful shadows of what once they

were, and his voice was low and plaintive. Anxiously did the

father watch his boy ; and still more did the mother, who saw

that the close unhealthy air of the room, the long confinement,

the continued abstenance from food, was working ill to her child.

Sophie longed for the opportunity to bear him far from the

town; for all felt that he was dying. Soon he was unable to

leave his bed; and now, how was medical assistance to be pro-

cured? They bad no money— they no longer possessed anything

valuable enough on which to raise it; and the father and mother

sat by his bedside, and moistened his parched lips with a little

milk. Sophie was not able to endure this. She left the room,

and, tapping at the door of Pierre Gascon, stood before him
pale and almost speechless.

"It is impossible to conceal, sir, from you our condition. We
are at present under a cloud. I thought my heart would have

broken ere it stooped to this—but. Monsieur, Monsieur, my
brother is dying, and we have not a sou to procure him what
he requires."

All this she uttered in a broken voice, and with bloodless lips

and cheeks.
" I ask pardon, sir, for the liberty I take; but the prospect of

losing what we love so much has made me Isold."

" Ask pardon. Mademoiselle! no, no; let me fetch a doctor.

What does he want? Here, take these louis—go immediately
and procure what is necessary."

" I thank you, and will only take one. And if Monsieur
would only add to his kindness by procuring us a doctor, he
would merit my lasting gratitude."

Pierre inwardly reflected upon the kind of gratitude he would
most especially prefer, and, without another word, darted down
the stairs.

Sophie procured a httle present nourishment for the rest, and
some wine for the sick, and then returned to watch him.

She had scarcely arrived at home when Pierre entered, fol-

lowed by a doctor. Andre gazed in a speechless astonishment

at what he beheld. His pride was all subdued, for a favorite

child was dying ; and he welcomed, even from the hand of a
stranger and an enemy, that which might prolong his life for

even a little.

When Pierre, out of delicacy, was about to withdraw, Andre
took him by both hands and pressed them, with tears in his eyes.

Sophie expressed her gratitude in a glance; but the mother
alone continued bending over the child.

Next morning, Pierre called up to see how the child was, and
resolved to develope a plan he had formed in his mind. Affect-

ing to enter into confidential communication with Andre, he told

him that the cenfidence he was about to make would be strictly

private, and that he trusted entirely to his honor not to betray

him, and that he had thrown out a few republican principles in

order to discover the true bent of mind of his new friend. It

was his ardent desire to escape from the metropolis, he said, and
thought he had a plan by which the project could be carried into

execution. Would Andre consent to accompany him, as he felt

that nothing would secure the life of his child but fresh air?

This narrative, trumped up for tiie occasion by Pierre, produced
as he expected, a corresponding confidence from Le Comte
Blouay, who poured fourth, in his delight at discovering a fellow

sufferer, the whole of his story, and said he, as he ended,
" You see before you Le Comte de Blouay!"
Pierre's cheek turned a shade paler. Every prospect of the

future—the escape of the family, the life of the child, his love

for Sophie, seemed for a moment dashed down. Between his

own family and the De Blouay's the fiercest political antagonism
raged. He feared that, should he ever betray himself, the mor-
tification of having been indebted to a Gascon would efface all

recollection of whatever services it should be in his power to

render him.
" De Blouay!" he repeated, "But come, no mattei", we will

face the danger together, whatever it may be."

The child's fate still remained undecided. Every comfort was
procured for him, and still he seemed to sink, and became weak-
er, until all the family began to prepare themselves to depart
with the little treasure of their hearts; and they felt it would be
better to have to make pilgrimages to Pere la Chaise, to hang
wreathes upon his tomb, than to feel that all that he suffered

was brought on by starvation; although now, when it seemed
too late, the comforts of life came furnished by a stranger's hand

CHAPTER IV.

PRIDE'S CONFLICT

For some days Pierre appeared absorbed by some disturbing

thoughts, which gave his countenance a careworn expression.

But one night late he came rather hurriedly into the apartment,

and asked them if they were prepared that night to quit the city.

Could they be ready in one hour? for now the chance of escape

presented itself. To-morrow it might be too late.

"The sick child?" murmured the mother, while the prospect

of liberty awoke a murmur of joy through the room.
" Shall he then die here, or shall we make one more effort to

save him?" said Pierre, with one of those deep, earnest glances,

which were scarcely ever thrown away.
" My wife, we will be prepared," said Andre, taking her hand;

" another friend such as this will not again arise, if we neglect

this opportunity. Thanks, thanks. Monsieur; my gratitude will

never die."

Sophie already was on the alert, preparing the children, some
of whom were getting ready for their bed. She, with her father's

assistance, soon contrived that there should be nothing wanting

;

but what puzzled her inwardly was, how they should be able to

escape the observation of the concierge and the lodgers, in com-
mitting the suspicious act of leaving a home thus by night, espe-

cially in these troublous times. Something, the force of which

most prying persons are taught to understand, kept them dis-

cretely within their own doors. Pierre's purse might, perhaps,

have suffered, it is true, for this quietness; but this she knew
not, or at least not then.

"All ready?" inquired Pierre, in a low whisper, when the ap-

pointed time came.
" Aye," said Andre.
" Let me bear the child—a fiacre, is at the door which will

contain us all. Let us be careful; it is the hour for changing

the watch."

The child was gently raised from the bed, and borne down the

stairs. No one encountered them; and when they had entered

the fiacre the order was given to drive at a moderate rate, in

order not to attract attention—for even such trifles as these then

excited suspicion. Andre's heart beat quickly, and the rolling

of the wheels seemed tedious and slow, for he was now passing

through the midst of danger. Every face he saw belonged to

one wlio could bring him to a hasty death if they chose, and thus

involve the ruin of all those he loved. Once they were stopped

;
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each one lield back their breath, and their hearts beat quick.

Pierre put his head out of the window, and held a whispered

couversatioQ with some person, which ended by the man being

desired to drive on. At length the carriage stopped, and Pierre

alighted and lifted out Alphouse, and left the rest to provide

for themselves. Two men received them at a low, sinister-

looking door, and admitted them one by one into total darkness.

Not a word was spoken; the fiaci-e drove away; and then, after

half-an-hour passed in this gloom in utter silence, a person was
geen advancing with a torch in his hand from the end of a long-

passage with a vaulted roof.

" Now," whispered Pierre, " be careful; there are many steps

to descend soon. Take Madame and one child, and perliaps

Mademoiselle will protect the other two; your packages shall

be brougiit by one of the guides."

In breathless silence the little procession moved ou, and de-

scended into vaults and passages in which they frequently heard

the roll of carnages overhead. Above him swept the vast mass

of the French population. What events were being enacted

—

what scenes occurring—while he, through the bowels of the

earth, was working himself away to freedom and liberty I Those

who were thirsting for his blood were now, perhaps, treading

over his head—that head which he trusted some day to hold

proudly and erect amidst his very enemies.

They wound through subterranean passages for more than an

hour, and then began to ascend a long flight of stone stairs, and

when at the top found themselves in a little chapel. After they

had all come up, the guides disappeared. They were received

by an old priest, and motioned through the aisle. In a moment
the whole family paused before the image of the Tirgin, and

silently offered up a thanksgiving for their safety.

Wiien they emerged from the chapel-gate, Andre gazed with

a mute feahng of joy upon tlie scence before him. The broad

expanse of air—the placid sky—the waving trees—the gentle

moon—and the forecoming and going of the wind, blowing wher-

ever it listed—awoke in him the most boundless feeling of de-

light, and he continued silent, pressing his child close to his

bosom, for he had relieved Pierre of his burden. Paris was be-

hind him, and he was free.

Gascon led the way to a small cottage, shadowed with trees,

where beds were all ready for the children. It was not to be

supposed, however, that the parents could retire to rest: they

sat up along with Pierre, planning for the future.

" You must immediately pass over into England—the means

of doing which I will arrange ; meanwhile, you must remain here

quietly. You may not see me ere you go, so take this purse

;

you shall have an opportunity of repaying me at some future

time. Let your communications be addressed here."
" Do you not then accompany us?" exclaimed the three, al-

most in a breath.
" There is no reason for my flight. Monsieur le Comte de

Blouay, pardon the deception I have used. To obtain your

pardon, I have labored hard; all I can hope, however, is the

secret permission to place you beyond danger. For reasons of

my own, I ask you to remember that I have saved your life

—

perhaps your child's. This may seem a boast, but you will feel

the necessity, when I tell you that my name is Pierre Gascon."
" PiEKRE Gascon!—the son of my bitterest enemy—oh,

Heaven! and I owe my life to you!" And the old man buried

his face in his hands.
" Think of our child!" sobbed his wife.

" Monsieur Le Comte, will nothing wipe ont such an injury?"

" Your conduct has been most noble," said Blouay; "give

me your liand. Henceforth, I will believe that God has given

nobility of soul indiscriminately to all classes. May God bless

yon! It is through my little child's life that yon have tamed

me—not through my own. My gratitude I cannot show"

—

"Not now, perhaps," said Pierre, as he glanced at Sophie;
" but, when troublous times are over, there is a way"

—

*********
A few years more, and Sophie had consented to become the

wife of Pierre Gascon; and little Alphonse, having grown up,

ever retained a lively sense of the conduct of Pierre, who had

saved his own and his father's life.

From the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

COLLODION ON PAPER ,

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Museum, Halifax, July 10, 1854.

Sir,—The great disadvantage of glass photographs,especially

to parties traveling, is the liability of breakage and the extra

bulk; these and other complaints have induced me to try a few

experiments with a view of substituting some other material

which should possess all the virtues of the glass without its dis-

advantages, and I have now succeeded in getting all that is de-

sirable. The manner in which I conduct the process is the fol-

lowing :

—

For Positive Pictures.—Take black glazed paper similar to

the sample enclosed*, and cut it about Jth of an inch broader

than the glass plates you employ; lay it on the plate, the black

side upwards, and attach it to the corners with a little gum,
then coat it in the same manner' that you would a glass plate.

Remove the paper from the plate and float it on a bath of nitrate

of silver 30 grains to the ounce of distilled water; when the

greasiness has disappeared, turn it over on the reverse side and
let it absorb the nitrate for a short time; this is of great impor-

tance, as it prevents the collodion from drying soon.

When you wish to expose it in the camera, take a clean glass

plate, and lay the paper on it, the collodion side uppermost, the

moisture on the back causing the paper to adhere to the plate,

and in this manner it is placed in the camera frame ready for

exposure. After removal from the camera, I place it face

upwards on a levelling stand, and develope with pyrogallic acid,

which I find to answer better than any other developing agent

that I have yet employed ; when it becomes old it does not bring

out the half-tones with the proper force, so that it is almost use-

less as a developing agent, but if used in the following propor-

tions, it will keep for almost any length of time :

Pyrogallic acid 5 grains.

Distilled water 1 ounce.

Acetic acid (glacial) 1 drachm.

When this is washed to be used, take 20 minims to 2 drachms

of distilled water. When the picture is fully developed, fix,

either with cyanide of potassium or hyposulphite of soda. If

the cyanide is used, which I myself prefer, it should not be used

above 2 grains to the ounce of water. This will be found to

produce the finest positives that the operator could wish for.

For Negative Pictures.—li a negative is desired, instead of

using the black paper I use Turner's negative paper, which

answers as well as a glass plate and retains its sensitivenessmuch

longer.

The developing solution for negatives should be made rather

stronger than for positives. If very dull, the strong solution

should be used with twice its bulk of water; but no silver added,

as it will be found to bring ont the picture sufficiently of itself.

With regard to the collodion which I employ, I cannot say

that I find it to require a particular collodion. The sample I

have found to produce the best results is that prepared by Home,
Thornthwaite and Wood; and if this were made with a little

more body in it, I believe it would leave nothing to be wished for.

A collodion prepared by Mr. Rimmiugton, of Bradford,

answers very well for negatives, producing a good clear picture

in five seconds, with a 2^-inch double lens made by Home and

Co., which is a much shorter time than would be required for a

calotype.

When the picture is finished, by fixing and washing, lay it

face upwards on a clean cloth until it becomes nearly dry, then

place it between blotting-paper, and pass a hot iron over the

back till it becomes perfectly dry.

The positives on black paper are easily fitted to broaches,

lockets, &c., which has hitherto been attended with considerable

trouble in the ordinary collodion pictures. Should anything in

the description have been omitted, I shall be happy to commu-

nicate any information within my power.

I remain. Sir, Yours respectfully,

G. M. Campbell.

* Ordinary glazed black paper of the .stationers' shops.

—

Ed.
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From the London Art-Joiirtial.

T''E PHOTOGRAPHIC PATENTS.

The most beautiful art of photography, for which we are in-

debted to the researches of science, appears doomed to contend

with all the miserable annoyances and lamentable hindrances

which arise from the doubtful character of our patent laws. Two
men, whom the world agree to regard as discoverers of processes

to which their names have been attached, failing in that fine

spirit which prevents sucii men as Hershel or Arago from stoop-

ing to trade upon their discoveries involved in this country the

art of photography in the mystic net of the law, and its advan-

ces liave oidy been efforts to break its meshes.

Daguerre' was rewarded with a pension by France to make
his discovery " a gift to the whole world." He ingeniously de-

layed the execution of the official documents until a patent had

been secured in England by one Miles Berry, for "a communi-

cation from a certain foreigner resident abroad." Here was an

example of an act of dishonesty by Daguerre to his own country

and the world alike.

With the Daguerreotype we have not now to deal, since time,

the healer of all grievances, has relieved us from that obnoxious

patent.

William Henry Fox Talbot, Esq., of Lacock Abbey, in Wilt-

shire, has lately commenced a series of actions at law, against

several gentlemen in London and elsewhere, whom he represents

as infringing certain patents which he has obtained, and which

he appears to imagine secures to himself a complete monopoly of

the sunshine. At the same time that these actions are pending,

we find Mr. Talbot applying for an extension of his patent right,

the patent of February 1 84 1 having very nearly expired. It is

therefore of the utmost importance that Mr. Talbot's claims

should be fully and fairly examined.

Our process of obtaining patents is so exceedingly imperfect

that it enables any man to seize upon the discoveries of other

experimentalists and involve them in his specification of his

claims. It may be said, that his claim would not be supported

by a court of law, since previous publication would invalidate

the patentee's right. A wealthy man however can play with

law; that which is sport to him being death to his poor victim,

who dares to contest his claim. This is, as we are prepared to

prove, precisely the case with the photographic patents. Let
us examine what had been done previously to Mr. Henry Fox
Talbot's patent of 1841: we shall then discover the extent to

which he availed himself of the discoveries of earlier laborers

than himself.

1.

—

The Pboduction of the Photographic Image.

a. In 1802, Thomas Wedgwood, of Etruria in Stafford-

shire, took pictures on white paper and white leather* which
was covered with nitrate and chloride of silver.

b. At the same date Sir Humphrey Davy obtained pic-

tures of images viewed in the solar microscope.

c. Talbot himself in 1839, published a paper on the use

of the chloride of silver, in which however we discover no
fact which had not been published by Wedgwood in the

Journal of the Royal Institution in 1802, except the use of

a strong solution of salt for the purpose of giving perma-
nence to the picture produced. We find no mention of Mr.
Wedgwood's invention in Mr. Talbot's paper, although it

was published in the Journal of the Royal Institution, of

which Mr. Talbot was and is a member, and who was con-

stantly availing himself of the conveniences which the labo-

ratory afforded,

d. Sir John Herschel, and Dr. Ryan in 1839-40, pub-
lished the photographic uses of the iodide and the bromide

of silver, the advantages arising from the use of organic

acids in combination with the salts of silver, and in partic-

ular the use " somewhat problematical of gallic acid."

e. The Rev. J. B. Reade, M.A- F.R.S. on March 9,1 839,
communicated to Mr. Brayley of the London Institution, a

process which he had adopted for obtaining pictures, espe-

cially of microscopic objects. Mr. Brayley lectured on the

* The peculiar sensibility of white leather, noticed by Mr. Wedgwood,
was no doubt due to the tannin present, tannic and gallic acid acting
equally well as developing agents,

subject, and exhibited to a large audience, the pictures

which Mr. Reade had produced. In tliis process, infusion

of galls and tincture of galls was employed. In 1847, Sir

David Brewster registers his opinion that " the first ])ublic

use of the nut-galls, which is an essential clement in Mr. Tal-

bot's patented process, is due to Mr. Reade."
2.

—

Development of a Dormant Image.

a. Niepce, in 1814, speaks of "the gradual development
of the clouded imagery" by the use of his solvents. In

1820, both he and Daguerre employ the vapors of sulphur

and phosphorus, and in 1839, Daguerre publishes the use

of mercurial vapor to develope the invisible images of the

Daguerreotype.

b. Sir John Herschel, in 1840, especially speaks of the

development of dormant images on paper in the chapter of

his paper which is devoted to the fixing pi'ocesses ; and
again he shows that an invisible image obtained on paper

spread with a salt of gold, could be rendered visible by a

subsequent process.

3.

—

Fixing Agents.
a. Sir John Herschel discovered the hyposulphite acid,

and that the salts of this acid—hyposulphite—possessed

the property of dissolving the chloride of silver ; and he

particularly in 1840, recommends the use of hot hyposulphite

of soda for the removal of iodide of silver from the papers

on which it has been employed.

b. Mr. Reade also used in his processes hyposulphite of

soda. Daguerre employed it as his fixing agent, and it was
commonly used by Hunt and others in 1840.

Mr. Talbot in an affidavit filed by him in one of his actions,

denies that Mr. Reade ever used any preparation of galls: upon
this Mr. Reade addresses to him the following letter:

—

[See page 268 of the present number of P. & F. A. Journal for

Mr. Reade's letter to Mr. Talbot.]

We are now in a position to examine the claims of Mr. Tal-

bot, as set forth in his earlier specifications. These are:—
1. Iodised Paper.—This was used by several persons previ-

ous to the date of the first patent, and several times published

and sold.

2. Gallic Acid, and the development of a dormant image. We
have seen that neither one or the other originated with the pat-

entee.

3. Hyposulphite of Soda.—Used and described both cold

and hot, by Reade, Herschel, Daguerre, and Hunt.

We have carefully given the dates of publication in each case;

and it is quite evident that there is no one point of importance
in the calotype process, which has originated with the patentee.

Reviewing Mr. Fox Talbot's labors as an experimentalist, we
find him industriously working upon the ground which others

have opened up. He has never originated any branch of inqui-

17; and, in prosecuting any, his practice is purely empirical. It

is the system of putting this and that together to see what it

will make. It is progress by a system of accidents, without a

rule. Thus it is, that we find the calotype process was the re-

sult of an accident ; and, in no I'espect, has even the combination
of which it consists the slightest claims to a scientific deduction.

Herschel had eraplayed iodide of silver, and used organic acids,

—amongst others the gallic acid. Reade had used infusion of

galls
; consiequently, Mr. Talbot, in the quiet of his ancestral

home, repeats and re-repeats these experiments. That which
Herschel said was problematical, Talbot could not make anything

of, and his prepared papers were rejected as failures. Eventu-
ally, either his servant or himself, found that pictures were de-

veloped in the dark on the hitherto blank sheets; and hence the

invention of the calotype, which is now made the subject of such

unpleasant legal proceedings. If Mr. H. Fox Talbot, however,

insisted on claiming his calotype process only under his patents,

we should not have felt called upon to make these remarks. But
first let us learn what he has done in the cases of his later pat-

ents,

Niepce de St. Yictor, and Blanquart Everard, employed -with

much success, albumen, gelatine,, and serum, on glass jjlates.

We find Mr. Fox Talbot eagerly endeavors to secure a patent
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for something, on glass plates. In this he was, however, defeat-

ed; since a few spirited individuals proved the use of glass plates

by Sir John Herschel. Mr. Talbot was therefore compelled to

specify for using porcelain slabs, which have never been made
transparent enough to obtain a picture. If Mr. Talbot had been

obliged to produce a picture obtained by the processes described

in his specifications at the time of applying for each patent, some
of them would certainly not have been scaled. There is yet an-

other patent on which we have a remark. Dr. Woods, of Par-

sonstown, in Ireland, published an exceedingly sensitive process,

in which the syrup of iodide of iron was employed. Mr. Hunt
had introduced the use uf sulphate of iron as a developing agent;

and Dr. Frankland, in a series of most admirable researches, had
determined the peculiar influence of light in producing chemical

combination between the metals, and some of the alcoholic com-

pounds. Now, all these things are combined in a mysterious

patent, for the main purpose of involving the question of the use

of albumen, and the aviphitype, or doubtful image, which is a

peculiarity of many of the ])icturcs obtained on glass. By an

exceeding amount of ingenuity, the President of the Royal So-

ciety and the President of the Royal Academy, were persuaded

to write to Mr. Talbot a letter, begging him to resign his pat-

ent rights; and, accordingly, by a letter in the Times of August

13, 1852, he gives to the public the right of using any of his

l^ateuts for any purpose, not involving the production of portraits

from the life.

So stood the case. Collodion was discovered to form an ex-

cellent agent on glass for the production of a sensitive film, ca-

pable of securing with great rapidity portraits from the life.

Nothing equal to this had resulted from Lacock Abbey. Seve-

ral persons avail themselves of the advantages offered by the

collodion process, and aim at securing a livelihood by taking

portraits from the life. Upon this Mr. Henry Fox Talbot di-

rects his solicitor to proceed, and stating that his patents secure

to him every process, howsoever different they may be from his

own, which involves the development of a dormant image, vari-

ous photographic artists are proceeded against.

We wish our readers clearly to understand the broad distinc-

tion between the collodion and any of Mr. Talbot's processes.

Cotton and paper are known to be composed of the same

chemical elements, paper, indeed, being often only cotton reduced

to a pulp, and dried on frames.

If we treat cotton or paper with nitric acid, it increases in

weight, and all its characters are altered. This gun cotton, or

paper, becomes very explosive, and insoluble in ether. If we
examine its composition, we find the gun cotton or paper con-

tains nitrogen, an element derived from the nitric acid, which

does not exist in the original cotton or paper. We have indeed

a material as different from paper as is a rump-steak from a po-

tato.

Now in all the affidavits of Mr. Talbot it is stated that the

collodion is used as a substitute for paper, that it is merely to

form a skin upon the glass on which the materials used in his

paper processes can be applied. This is in every respect untrue;

it is not possible to produce on paper, even when iodised, the

effects obtained on collodion in the same time.

The collodion is not a film on wldch to spread a sensitive coat-

ing. It is itself the all important element in giving sensibility to

the resulting film. The chemistry of the process has not been

fully worked out, but enough has been rendered clear to prove,

that a peculiar combination is effected between the nitrogen,

carbon, and silver salt to produce an exceedingly unstable equi-

librium.

Collodion forms no part of Mr. Talbot's claims, and any one

may employ it. It is then said that pyrogallic acid which is

used in the collodion process, is of the same character as gallic

acid. It is true they are both obtainable from the gall-nuts,

but pyrogallic acid is a volatile constituent of the galls, and is

obtained by sublimation, while gallic acid is obtained by infu-

sion ; and is mainly due to the absorption of oxygen from the

tannin, which is dissolved out by the water.

Pyrogallic acid is not gallic acid; gallic acid will not develop

the collodion picture, and to pyrogallic acid the patentee lays no

specific claim.

Sulphate of iron is a still better developing agent, and our

readers will say surely this metallic salt and gallic acid are suf-

ficiently unlike. Mr. Talbot does not think so. We remember
being present at the meeting of the British Association at York,
when Mr. Robert Hunt first published the use of the proto-sul-

phate of iron as a developing agent. Mr. Fox Talipot being

present was invited to make some remarks on Mr. Hunt's com-
munication. The matter was, he said, so important that he re-

quired some days to consider of it. Three or four days after,

Mr. Talbot came forward with his argument, and attempted, but

in vain, to prove that since the effects produced by the iron salt

and the vegetable acid were the same, that he had, as patentee,

a right to consider them as identical.

If Mr. William Henry Fox Talbot had been, like Daguerre,

the discoverer of a process which he had patented, no one would

have disputed his right to trade upon that process. But we
think we have shown that,

1st. He has no claim to be considered as the discoverer of any
photographic process, but merely as the deviser of processes from
the results of other men's labors.

2d. In no respect does the collodion process resemble the ca-

lotype.

Injunctions are terrible things. A friend of Mr. Talbot per-

suades Mr. Colls to copy for him a jDainting of Etty's, and forth-

with, armed with this, the patentee goes to the Yice-Chancellor

and obtains an injunction, under the influence of which Colls re-

tires from the field.

Miss Wigley, of Fleet Street, first commenced taking collo-

dion portraits for sale. Down came Mr. Talbot with his threat

of an injunction. Miss Wigley, with all a woman's obstinacy,

boldly stated her determination to brave alike Mr. Talbot and
the Yice-Chancellor. This maiden hero was too much for the

hero of Lacock Abbey, and the bachelor succumbed.
Now, we have Mr. Fox Talbot proceeding against M. La-

roche of Oxford Street, and obtaining an injunction against Mr.
Henderson. The trial in the former case was to have come on

this mouth, but we find it is deferred, and cannot now be brought

to issue until January. We hope the patentee has become con-

scious of the illiberal part he has been acting—a part, to say

the least, very questionable in a gentleman, and certainly degra-

ding to the philosopher.

We have heard of dreamy walks around the lake of Como

—

of a poet's meditations on the beauties of that enchanting scene

awakening a desire to secure the charms of nature in perma-

nence. Of contemplations in the green or crimson drawing-

room of Lacock—we forget which—leading to the discovery of

photography ; and of the philosopher at home working and

thinking out one of those great truths which are as stars of light

to his brethren.

In some future history of the inductive sciences how charm-

ingly all this will tell. But we have to do with the reality. Mr.
Fox Talbot does over again what Mr. Thomas Wedgwood had

done, and claims it as his own. He modifies processes belong-

ing to Sir John Herschel, and the Rev. Mr. Reade, and makes

them his own by patents; and, lastly, he claims as his own, pho-

tographic processes which are not included in' any of his numer-

ous patents.

DRIVIIVG A BARGAIN.
Dagucrreotyped by Hesler.—Crystalotypcd by Whipple.

The principal subject in this group comes fairly under the

class of persons commonly known as a real live yankce—one fully

rijie and always ready for whatever might turn up. He was

born in Saunton, Mass., in June, 1813, at the age of 19 ap-

prenticed himself to the smithing business, which occupation he

followed for five or six years. But not finding himself hardly

smart enough for the times, he packed off for Marrion college,

Missouri, where he remained until the professors thought him

fit to pass, and accordingly started him off for Galena, 111
;

Here he resumed his old occupation, under the name and firm of

" Park, the blacksmith, maker and repairer of all things ever

thought of by any smith," aud fully maintaining his reputation

up to April, 1853, when he was disgraced by being elected jus-

tice of the peace. And judging from the muscular and mental
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developmeut apparent in tlie picture, we should think liim fully

equal to the task—whether his services were required in law or

physical force. Previous to his election, however, the artist see-

ing in him a Gt emblem of the powerful West, conceived the

hap]iy idea of emljodying it in a picture for the then approach-

lug- Worlds Fair- and thus so combined the parts as at once to

represent the youth, the strength and the enterprise and intel-

ligence of the mighty West. Which, but as yesterday was a

wild desolation and known only to the savage—and to-day is

with giant strides outstretching its Eastern mother, and ere it

arrives at manhood years will hold the power of the empire within

its sway. In the boy with the horse-shoe (which he is striving

to sell) we have the youth and enterprise ; and in muscular man
and hardy employment, we have the strength of a nation.

In contemplating the picture, we behold in the face of the

urchin that joyous hope which his innocence has led him to

think his found treasure can purchase; in his imagination he al-

ready possesses the iron-shod sled for coasting—which acquisi-

tion will be the consummation of his joys. In the smiling and
benevolent face of the powerful man who rests from his labor

and with a generous sympathy listens to the proposals, while his

mind darts back to boyhood years ; we plainly see that he has

not forgotten to sympathise even with the lad before him.

The circumstances attending the procuring of the minor sub-

ject for this picture fully illustrates the difficulty which the da-

guerreotypist labors under whenever he attempts the higher

walks of art, for he cannot (as the painter) place the objects of

his fancy on his canvas at will, but he is compelled to have real

stubborn life objects, and he must school or ])y stratagem so con-

trol their minds as to express his own ideas—we can imagine

that this is no easy task.

This affair came neai costing the blacksmith and artist a se-

vere castigation, for the ebony mother had no sooner heard what
had been done, than she immediately repaired to the shop and
thence to the gallery to find " the villains" who " would dare to

'draw' her son, as he was in dirt and rags." If he was wanted
to be drawed she should have been notified, so that she might
have dressed him up for the occasion. It required some skill

besides the promise of a picture all dressed up and with a clean

face, to appease her anger. This matter settled, the group was
sulTered to be finished and go on the mission for which it was
idtended.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

EXTRAORDINARY MEETING.

Thursday, July &tk, 1854.

Sir W. J. Newton, Y. P., in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The following lady and gentlemen were balloted for and elect-

ed members of the Society:—Mrs. Sotheby ; The Rev. W.J.
Whiting; Messrs. Forrester, Thompson, H. F. Ingram, and
Ralph.

Mr. Shadbolt explained and demonstrated a method of taking
pictures on collodion plates, rendered sensitive some time pre-

viously to exposure.

Messrs. Speller and Crookes read a paper ".On the Methods
of Preserving the Sensitiveness of Collodion Plates.

Mr. Sparling explained a method by which, when about to
take a photographic view, the operator could ascertain at once
how much of the landscape would be represented on the ground
glass plate.

The thanks of the meeting were voted to these gentlemen for
their communications.

The Secretary stated, that, in order that the Journal of the
Society might not be a burden upon its funds, it had been re-

solved by the Council to raise the price from threepence to five-

pence for the unstamped copies, and at the same time to make
a slight addition to its size.

This resolution was confirmed by the meeting.
In accordance with the notice given, the meeting was then

i
made special, to receive a notice from the Council oa the subject

; of Mr. H. F. Talbot's patents.

The Secretary read the following message from the Council
to the general body of the Society:—

" As must be generally known to the members of the Society,

that Mr. Talbot has made an application to the Privy Council
for the renewal of his first photographic patent, the Council of

the Society, appointed to watch over the interests and to pro-

mote the progress of the art, cannot leave unnoticed an event,

some of the circumstances connected with which render it of

such importance. They therefore invite the attention of the

members of the Society to the subject, in order that it may re-

ceive their full and deliberate consideration."

The Secretary then read a letter addressed by Mr. Laroche
to the Editor of the Journal, but which had been by him referred

to the Council.

PAotographic Rooms, 65 Oxford-st., June 21, 1854.

Sir,—I feel assured that you will give publicity to the fol-

lowing facts, as they have reference to that important science

the interests of which it is the peculiar province of your Journal

to advocate.

I am a ])hotographic artist, and practice the ' collodion pro-

cess.' In December last, Mr. Fox Talbot commenced an action

against me upon the ground that such process was an infringe-

ment of his alleged patent of February 1841, with the particu-

lars, as also the real value of which, I assume you are fully con-

versant. To this action my solicitors appeared, and Mr. Talbot
did not proceed further with it, but discontinued the same in

AprU last, having in the mean time disclaimed so much of his

specification as related to taking pictures on silvered copper.

On the 1st of May last, Mr. Talbot commenced a fresh action

against me for the same cause, and declared therein on the 13th;

and to this action my solicitors pleaded, and delivered with their

pleas particulars of the objections which would be urged upon
the trial against the patent, such particulars being required by
the Patent Law Amentment. Act of 1852.

These particulars of objections (which have already formed
the subject of several applications before a judge at chambers)
are of a very special character, and requii'ed considerable time

to prepare, as they could not be framed satisfactorily until the

whole of the evinence for the defence had been gone into; and
although further time ought in all fairness to have been allowed

for the proper preparation of the same, yet Mr. Talbot pressed

for their delivery, on the ground that it was his intention to pro-

ceed to trial at the sittings at G-uildhall, w"hich commence on

the 30th of June inst. ; and in consequence thereof, my solicitors

were compelled to furnish him with the same, prepared as fully

as the circumstances would admit of. It now, however, appears

that it is not Mr. Talbot's intention to proceed to trial at such

sittings.

Surely in a case like the present, involving as it does interests

of so very important a character to the photographic world, less

haste on the part of Mr. Talbot would have been more consist-

ent with the ends of justice.

In conclusion, I may add, that my solicitors have on my behalf

entered a caveat against Mr. Talbot's application for an exten-

tion of his patent term, and that it is my intention to resist such

application to the utmost of my power, and in so doing, I trust

that I may meet with the well, wishes and support of all who are

interested in the art of photography.

I am, Sir, yours most obediently,

M. Laboche.
To the Editor of Phot. Jour.

Mr. Mayall said, that in his opinion the credit of the inven-

tion of protography was not due to Mr. Talbot, but to Mr-
Reade, and he entered at some length into the proof of this state-

ment; finding fault with the attempt made at the commence-
ment of the Society's existence to compromise between Mr. Tal-

bot's claims and the independence of the art: he concluded by

proposing that the Society should enter a caveat against the

renewal of the patent.

Mr. Fry said, that it was not competent for the Society to

take any such step, as it was not a corporate body; nor was it

necessary, as the action now pending against Mr. Laroche would
bring under the consideration of the courts ail the claims of Mr.
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Talbot, protested against by members of the Society. How-
ever, he thought that the expense of defending this action ought
not to fall on Mr. Laroche alone, as his means were moderate,

and he was not defending his own interests only, l)ut those of

the art.

Mr. Mayall held to his opinion, that it would be better that

the Society should itself actively oppose Mr. Talbot's attempts

to place fetters upon the art, and if that was impossible, that

then some one of its members should, as its representative, enter

a caveat, as the Privy Council would not refuse to renew the

patent unless the opposition to it was strong and earnest.

Should the burden be thrown upon Mr. Laroche's shoulders, he

would set an example which he hoped others would follow, by
subscribing £10 to assist him in defraying the expences of his

defence.

Seveilil members of the Society having expressed their inten-

tion to follow Mr. Mayall's suggestion

—

Mr. YiGNOLEs proposed the following resolution:
" The members of the Photographic Society, having had their

attention drawnto the Petition, presented by Mr. Talbot to the

Privy Council, for a renewal of his Patent of 1841, and consid-

ering this petition in connexion with the actions now pending

("by which Mr. Talbot claims under that patent the right to the

exclusive use of the collodion process) ; and being of the opinion

that the collodion process was not discovered by Mr. Talbot, and

that it is a different process from that known by the name of

Calotype or Talbotype (for the use of which the patent of 1841

was granted to Mr. Talbot), hereby record their conviction that

it will be an injury to the progress of the Photographic Art and

an injustice to the members of this Society, should the said pa-

tent, thus interpreted, be renewed."

Mr. Mayall withdrew his motion in favor of the resolution,

which was seconded by
Mr. Marshall, who agreed with the opinion that the Society

could not as a body take any active steps in opposition to Mr.
Talbot. He wished to consider the question from a moral point

of view. Putting aside the legal rights that Mr. Talbot might

or might not possess, he would say that when a man was placed

in a position in which the acquisition of wealth was not of im-

portance to him, and endowed with abilities of a high order,

those talents were given to him as a trust which he was bound
to administer for the benefit of his fellow-men, and that it was
wrong and selfish for any one so placed to take out a patent at

all. He considered it the duty of the Photographic Society to

make Mr. Talbot aware of their opinion of the character of the

course which he was following.

Mr. Fry would not contest the right of Mr. Talbot to take

out a patent; the fault which he found with him was, that hav-

ing taken out a patent, he endeavored to embody in it the dis-

coveries which had been made by other persons, such as Mr.
Archer, and by all of them given to the world.

Mr. Buss contrasted the proceedings of Mr. Talbot with the

liberality generally shown by photographic discoverers.

Mr. Shadbolt stated, that if the attempt was made to take

a picture by the mode specified in Mr. Talbot's first patent, the

result could only be failure.

Mr. Malone addressed the Society, claiming their attention

as a shareholder in one of Mr. Talbot's photographic patents.

He instanced the way in which he became possessed of a share

in that patent as refuting the charge brought against Mr. Tal-

bot of illilierality. It had been contended that that gentle-

man's patents, even' if valid, would be of no commercial value

without the subsequent discoveries of Mr. Archer and others,

but he maintained that the paper process was now continually

made use of for the taking of portraits, and stated that in a

journey made hj him in Germany a few years since, he had
found that the paper process was universally employed in that

branch of the art.

Mr. Maskelyne said, he had yet to learn that when a gen-

tleman had spent much time and labor and gone to considera-

ble expense in any scientific investigation, it was not open to

him to secure for himself some return, by making his discoveries

the subject of a patent, and that having taken out a patent it

was not his right to defend it.

He proceded to inquire, first, what were the jjoints upon

which the Society was called upon to adopt a certain line of

action ? and secondly, what corporate action was it in the power
of the Society to take.

As to the points in dispute, they appeared to be—the validity

of the original patent, and, supposing it valid, the right of Mr.
Talbot to include under it the use of the collodion process.

These were questions, however, upon which the Society could

come to no decision— they were questions for the decision

of a court of law. It would be more than useless, it would
be imprudent for the Society as a body to express any
opinion at all upon them; for not only would such expression of

opinion do nothing towards a settlement of the dispute, but it

was quite possible, that in any judicial trial of the case, the

opinion of the whole society might be outweighed by the evi-

dence of a few persons, whose high scientific position, or the

peculiar character of whose studies, entitled them to be heard
with especial attention.

The subject would come before the courts in two forms: the

action now pending, and the application for the renewal of the

patent. As to the latter, it was open to individuals to take any
course they might choose, but it was desirable that tlie Society

should avoid acting as a commercial company; it was a scientific

body, and should do nothing to injure that position.

Mr. Fenton concurred in the opinion, that the Society, not
being a corporate body, could make no active opposition to the

renewal of Mr. Tall)ot's patent, but he thought it would be
failing in its duty if it expressed no opinion upon the subject;

and he could not share Mr. Maskelyne's apprehension that

the formally expressed opinion of the Photographic Society

would be without its weight in a court of law, or in the deliber-

ation of the Privy Council. There were, doubless, cases in which
the evidence of two or three, or even of one person, of profound
acquirements in a special direction, might overbalance the testi-

mony of a crowd of persons whose powers of deductions were
weaker, or whose studies were more superficial; but this was
not one of them. The Society was composed of men constantly

engaged, some of them professionally, some of them as a relief

from their labors, but all of them ardently, in the investigation

of the principles and in the practice of a delightful art. Since

its foi'mation, the greater part of the progress made had been
the contribution of its members. Among them were to be found
the men best qualified to speak with authority as to the correct-

ness of the theories of the science, and to illustrate by their pro-

ductions the highest points of excellence to which the practice of

the art had attained.

If the opinions of such a Society were not entitled to consi-

deration, to whom could a jury of a judicial body look for gui-

dance in the decision of questions so out of their competence ?

The Resolution proposed by Mr. Yignoles would serve the pur-

pose of expressing the opinion of the Society, both upon the

claim made by Mr. Talbot, to consider collodion as only paper
under another form, and upon the necessity of resisting the re-

newal of a patent, under which such a patent could be made.
He regretted that Mr. Talbot had rendered it necessary for the

Society to express any opinion reflecting blame upon the course

he was pursuing. In common with many members of the Soci-

ety, he felt much respect for Mr. Talbot's persevering researches,

and for the great services which he had rendered to the art,

and would have gladly assisted in any plan by which their sense

of those services could have been manifested. He thought,

that had it not been for this claim to the monopoly of the collo-

dion process, the Society was so far bound by the concession

made at the commencement of its existence (by which the pat-

ent was abandoned, with the exception of its use for taking por-

traits), that it would not have expressed an opinion as to the

validity of the patent, nor opposed its renewal, but the circum-

stances were now widely altered.

Mr. Shadbolt stated, that after all that had been said, he

was not convinced that the Society had done its duty when it

had merely expressed an opinion upon the points in dispute: he

should therefore propose a resolution, to be adopted by the So-

ciety, that the Council should di'aw up an address to the Privy

Council, deprecating the renewal of Mr. Talbot's patent, in the

following terms:

—

" That the Council of the Photographic Society be required
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to forward a memorial to the Privy Council, in deprecation of

any extension of existing, or alleged existing patents relative to

Photography, upon the ground that many processes are claimed

in the patents, which have been invented subsequently to the

sealing of such patents."

This resolution having been seconded, was carried by a small

majority, and the meeting was then adjourned till after the re-

cess.

On the Preservation of Collodionized GlassTlaies in an excited

state for a lengthened period. By Geo. Shadbolt, Esq.

[Report of verbal communication of 6th July, 1854.]

As I presume tliere are very few photographers who will differ

from me in the opinion, that positive proofs from well-executed

negatives upon glass are indisputably superior to those printed

from paper originals, I need say but little about the inducements

which incited me from my earliest acquaintance with the helio-

graphic art, to render collodion available in the field as well as

in the operating room ; for even if we set aside the superiority

of the result, the facility of manipulation with collodion is so in-

comparably greater than that of any of the paper processes, that

this consideration alone would with me have been sufficient to

cause its adoption, if possible. That such is the case with other

operators, the numerous schemes laid before the Photographic

Society, for operating with the material in question whilst away

from home, are abundance of evidence, whilst the fact that one

of our most skillful operators by the Talbotype process, Mr.

Llewellyn (whose beautiful production excited so much atten-

tion at the late Exhibition of this Society, in the early part of

the present year), has expressed his intention of superseding his

former mode of operating, and adopting the collodion process, in

consequence of the superiority of result of which it is susceptible,

witnesses in favor of there being something more than mere fa-

cility of operation that may be expected.

For many months past I have devoted much time and atten-

tion to devising the means of removing the only drawback to the

use of collodion for landscape operations, and I find that, un-

known to me, Messrs. Crookes and Spiller were simultaneously

engaged upon the same pursuit; and it will be remembered that

in May last these gentlemen were the first to publish any method

by which the difficulty had been partially overcome.

For myself, I had succeeded in now and then taking a picture,

but there was no certainty of success, and the length of expo-

sure required was very considerable, my efforts having been

chiefly directed to the addition of certain materials to the collo-

dion itself, or to the nitrate of silver bath ;
but after the publi-

cation of Messrs. Crookes and Spiller's process, not meeting with

the success I anticipated on using the nitrate of zinc as recom-

mended by them (most probably in consequence of the want of

some more minute information with regard to details), I took

one hint (and one hint only) from their process, viz. the render-

ing the plate sensitive first, and adding the preservative mate-

rial afterwards, and, continuing my experiments in the same di-

rection I had been previously pursusing, finally met with such

success, that I have determined to exhibit the mode of operating,

iu order that photographers may have an opportunity of making

use of the process during the current season, and not fail from

want of any particulars in the description of the details. I

therefore proceed at once to show how the plates are to be

treated. I make a preservative syrup as follows, viz. to three

volumes of pure honey I add five of distilled water, and stir with

a glass rod until the former is thoroughly dissolved, then filter

through blotting-paper (a process which occupies some hours),

and add one volume of alcohol.

Having coated the glass plate and rendered it sensitive in the

usual way, on removal from the nitrate bath, I drain off as much
of the silver solution as I can, and touch one of the angles with

blotting-paper to assist in the removal of the solution, then im-

mediatehj pour on to the wet plate enough of the preservative

syrup to cover it, in the same way as the collodion itself was
poured on, and return into the measure, taking care to prevent

any bubbles or frothing. Do this with the same portion of syr-

up two or three times, by which the excess of nitrate of silver

will be washed off, then set the plate on edge to drain, on blot-
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ting paper, with the collodion side towards she wall, to prevent

the contamination of any dust or other particles of matter fall-

ing on the plate. In about ten minutes the plates may be put

into the dark frames, or stored in a plate box until it is conven-

ient to expose them.

The sensibility is certainly less than when fresh plates are

used ; and I judge that the exposure required is about double

the time for the same collodion if used immediately after its re-

moval from the nitrate bath, but I cannot detect any further

diminution for the first twenty-foliar hours, and I have taken a

picture no less than three weeks after excitation, but with at

least four times the exposure required for a fresh plate. I do
not, however, recommend the plates to be kept longer than is

really necessary, as the chances of change from very little actinic

force for a long continuance are certainly great. I was led to

the use of sugars for this purpose principally from having ob-

served the effects of keeping adhesive compositions in a semi-

moist state for very long periods ; and I have now by me some
gummed labels that have been prepared at least three years, and

are still slightly moist.

Loaf sugar, moist sugar, grape sugar, sugar of milk, mannite

and honey, together with glycerine, have all been employed by
me, but the honey is that which succeeds best. I was conside-

rably troubled at first in the development of the picture by the

difficulty of causing the solutions to flow evenly, and some minor

inconveniences, but I overcame them in the following manner:

I first of all plunge the plate with its latent picture into a

bath of distilled water for from five to ten minutes, lifting it up
and down occasionally—the exact time is not important, the

object being to moisten the collodion evenly and at the same

time get rid of most of the preservative syrup ; I then remove it

and drain off closely the superfluous water, and plunge the plate

for a single instant into the nitrate bath, remove it immediately

and drain a few drops from the plate into a glass measure; then

add the pyrogallic acid solution to the liquid drained from the

plate and develop in the usual manner. The developing solu-

tion I make as follows:

—

Pyrogallic acid 8 grains.

Distilled water 5 fluid ounces.

Acetic acid (not glacial) 2 "

Alcohol 1 "

The acetic acid I use is the ordinary acid of the shops, and costs

from 8d. to 1^. per pound. The plate is then to be washed and
fixed in the usual manner. I am confident that if the method
now exhibited be followed, the production of good negatives,

with a reasonable amount of exposure (say from thirty seconds

to two minutes for lenses of long focus, and ten seconds to forty

seconds for double combhiations), may be reduced to almost a

certainty, and I cannot but look upon the use of paper for neg-

atives, as now nearly obsolete

I prefer to prepare the plates I am likely to require over night;

they can be exposed any time during the next day and devel-

oped in the evening ; but if kept for another day, they will do

quite as well, provided they have been carefully guarded from

the least amount of ordinary light. The plates I am now deve-

loping were prepared last night and exposed this morning, and
though some of the objects delineated are some five miles distant,

there is no loss of definition or minuteness of detail.

Further researches on the Methods of Preserving the Sensitiveness

of Collodion Plates.

BY JOHN SPILLER AND WILLIAM CROOKES.

The object of our former paper in the Philosophical Magazine

for May, was to draw attention to the principle of preserving

the collodion surface moist by taking advantage of the delique-

scent character of certain bodies ; and we preferred that method

of communicating our discovery, as, although theoretically cor-

rect, it was not sufficiently developed to warrant our laying it

before practical photographers, but required further experiments

by which the comparative merits of the different substances at

our disposal could be determined.

Having decided against the use of nitrate of zinc for reasons

mentioned in this journal, (vol. i. p. 223), we tried other sub-

stances, and among the rest the acetate of potash ; but although
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by its use we succeeded iu obtaining very good results, yet the

sparing solubility of acetate of silver necessitates so many pre-

cautions, that we determined if possible to find an equally effica-

cious salt among the nitrates.

On giving the nitrate of magnesia a further trial, under cir-

cumstances which later experience had shown to be necessary,

our former difficulties vanished, and we are now enabled to com-

municate to the Society the following process, which, in our opin-

ion, scarcely admits of an improvement.

The plate coated with collodion in the usual manner, is to be

rendered sensitive in a 30-grain nitrate of silver bath, in which

it should remain rather longer than is generally considered neces-

sary (about five minutes), it must then be slightly drained and im-

mersed in a second bath, consisting of

Nitrate of magnesia 4 ounces.

Nitrate of silver 12 grains.

Glacial acetic acid 1 drachm.
Water 12 ounces.

And there left for about 5 minutes, then removed and placed in

a vertical position on blotting-paper, until all the surface-mois-

ture has drained ofi" and been absorbed ;
this generally takes

about half an hour, and they may then be packed away in any

convenient box until required for use.

Not only is the sensitiveness unimpaired by this treatment,

but we think, on the contrary, that it is slightly increased; in-

stantaneous negatives have been taken on plates which had been

prepared some days previously. We are not yet in a position

to give the length of time that may elapse between the prepa-

ration of the plate and development of the picture; such experi-

ments necessarily require a more lentheued period than we have

at present been able to give, but as long as they have yet been

kept (upwards of three weeks), there has been no appearance of

deterioration

Before the development, we find it advisable to moisten the

collodion film by immersion in the silver bath for about half a

minute, as otherwise the pyrogallic acid or iron solution would

not flow evenly over the plate. The fixing, &c. is of course con-

ducted as usual.

It will be as well to draw attention to a few points which, al-

though not absolutely essential, may possibly be fouvid useful in

practice. The glass plates should be cleaned with more care

than is necessary when they are to be used immediately ; we have

found strong nitric acid applied with a tooth-brush most con-

venient. With regard to the collodion, we have tried very

many different samples, and with tolerably uniform success. The
greater number of our experiments have been made with tolera-

bly thick collodion, the alcohol and aether of which were in the

proportion of 1 : 2, made sensitive with four grains of iodide and

half a grain of bromide of ammonium to the fluid ounce. We
have also employed a collodion containing iodide and bromide of

cadmium with good success.

Of the thirty-grain silver solution for exciting the plate we
have only to recon)mend the use of acetic instead of nitric acid,

to give the bath that faintly acid reaction which is by some ope-

rators considered desirable.

There are one or two circumstances to be attended to in the

preparation of the magnesia bath. Commercial fused nitrate of

magnesia is very liable to contain chlorine, and also to have an

alkaline reaction on account of the fusion being carried too far.

Of course the quantities of acetic acid and nitrate of silver given

in the formula for the bath, are on the supposition that the ni-

trate of magnesia is pure; if this be not the case, it should be

rendered perfectly neutral with acetic acid, the chlorine exactly

precipitated with nitrate of silver, and then the proper amounts

of acid and silver added. However, if the impurities are very

considerable, it will be safer to reject the salt at once. This

bath will keep in good order for a long time ; the only point to

he attended to is to drain the plates slightly after coming from

the silver bath, and, if necessary, to remove tlie liquid From the

back with blotting-paper, so as to introduce as little silver as

possible into the nitrate of magnesia. A solution of one grain

of silver to the ounce is quite sufficient to keep the plates sensi-

tive; and when the strength rises, as it will in time, to above a

certain limit, the slight evajioration that always takes place will

render the silver solution sufficiently strong to dissolve off the

iodide in small holes. If this occur the bath can be restored by
nearly, but not quite, precipitating the silver with a solution of

chloride of magnesium, and then filtering.

One of the most important things to be attended to, is the

necessity of preserving the plates where they are perfectly free

from any light. It will be evident to all, that anything short of

absolute darkness, when the sensitive surface is exposed to its

action for day after day, and perhaps week after week, must be

fatal to its subsequent cleanliness. The necessity for protecting

the plates from any deleterious gases, ammonia, for instance, is

too obvious to require comment.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

A. B. C. OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

(TRANSLATED FROM " LA LUMIERE" BY AN AMATEUR.)

We borrow the following lines from a pamphlet by M. Emile

Godard, entitled : A, B, C, of Photography on collodion.

Every one will find good council in this book; the skillful photo-

graphers will read with pleasure its pages, written without bias,

as the author says, and will encounter some notes which are not

without interest; beginners for whom it is especially destined,

could have no better guide. Neatness in the style, clearness

and precision in the operating details are in a few words the dis-

tinguishing qualities of this work. "I have the satisfaction, says

M. Godard, of having made a conscientious work." We do not

doubt that the public will hasten to add conscientious, useful and

necessary.

POSITIVE PROOFS ON GLASS OBTAINED DIRECTLY.

The obtainnient of positive proofs on glass demands few oper-

ations, since there is no reproduction on paper to be made as

with the negatives; the manipulations are with slight variations

the same, but there is a difference in the composition of the

several baths.

PREPARATION OF THE COLLODION FOR POSmVE PROOFS.

No. 1, Positive.

Rectified sulphuric ether, 4500 grains.

Alcohol of 40 degrees 900 "

Gun cotton, 105 "

Hydriodate of ammonia 30 "

This collodion differs, as can be seen from No. 1, used for ne-

gatives; it is less sensitive and thicker, but although less sensi-

tive it is as prompt, since the pose is much shorter for positives

than negatives.

COMPOSITION OF THE SILVER BATH,

Rain or distilled water 3000 grains.

Nitrate of silver 225 '<

The duration of the exposure in the camera (the pose) varies

from instantaniety to two seconds, rarely more.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE IMAGE.

Rain or distilled water 6000 grains.

Pyrogallic acid 15 "

Acetic acid 300 "

Care must be taken not to add any solution of nitrate of sil-

ver to this bath as was indicated for the negatives. I give the

preference to the bath of pyrogallic acid for the positives; if,

however, you wish to use the protosalt bath, the few drops of

nitrate must be left out, which are added to it for negatives,

and must be replaced by some sulphuric acid.

The pyrogallic acid bath, is used, as has been said, by placing

the glass on a levelling stand, and^by pouring over the impres-

sioned side, the quantity necessary to cover the whole glass,

without any arrest, which would form spots. When the \)TOof

has been developed sufficiently, it must be carefully washed,

and then plunged completely, "collodion side up, in the following

bath:

Rain or distilled water 4500 grains.

Cyanide of potassium 120 •'
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When the proof appears deprived of the layer of iodide,

which is easily ascertained by looking through the glass, it is

again perfectly rinsed with ordinary water and finally allowed

to dry.

Seen by transparency, the proof should be very feeble, to

appear well some black cloth should be placed against it. If

the proof appeared rather vigorous by transparency, it would
have (in looking at it directly) the effect of a metallic plate

with the image badly brought out. When the layer of collo-

dion is completely dry, the proof is framed and backed with a

piece of black velvet. The only advantage of direct positives

over proofs on metallic plates, is that the images are correct

without the use of a parallel mirror ; in fact, by placing the im-

pressioned side down on the stuff, the image appears in its true

sense, but the whites of the proof are handsomer on the side of

the layer. All the methods direct the use of the bichloride of

mercury to give greater eclat to the white parts, but the solidity

of the proof feels the effect of this, for soon after these same
white parts turn yellow and become of a very disagreeable

color.

By applying to the collodion layer a very white transparent
varnish, it gains in vigor, especially in the shade. I have tried

several formulas, the best appears to me to be a mixture of

essence of terpentine with copal varnish. I think a happy re-

sult could be reached with a solution composed of gum arable

and fish glue.

If the promptitude with which the positive proof on glass is

finished is considered an advantage, it is a very great one, for ten

minutes suffice to take a portrait, if dried before a fire or by the

sun. Be this as it may, I think the collodion ought to be used,

especially for negatives, as such is its handsomest and most use-

ful application.

A RUDfflENTARY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON PERSPECTIVE.*

BY GEOKGE PTNE, ARTIST.

PART II.

CHAPTER III . CONCLUDED,

In the foregoing example more lines have been used than are

absolutely required for drawing this figure, but they have been
introduced for the more clearly exemplyfying the mode for find-

ing the positions of points, by means of a vanishing point and the

visual rays; but the visual rays j' c and c c (in the plan) might
have been omitted, and consequently the points and lines derived

from them on the picture; for, as is shown in the Second Repre-
sentation, Fig. 60, having the lines/ k and g k drawn, and the

points h and h found by means of

the intersections d and k of the vis-

ual rays b c and h c, the points c and

j are found from the points b and
h. The lines b c and h j in the

plan, being parallel to the base of

the plane of delineation, are repre-

sented in the drawing by lines pa-

rallel to the ground line; hence
E Fig. 60, Representatioa 2. ^ li^es drawn parallel to the ground

line from the points b and h to the

line j K, give an equally accurate representation of the figure in

a more simple manner, and at a considerable saving of labor

la geometry, a point is defined to be that which has position

but not magnitude, and a line to be length without breadth or

thickness; the extremities of lines are points, and the inter-

sections of one line with another are also called points. Any
straight line may be represented in perspective by finding the po-

sitions of its extremities, and any combination of straight lines by
finding the positions of the extremities of each separate line.

Curves may be drawn in perspective by finding intersecting

points in the original figure (Part I. pp. 35, 36), and finding

the positions of these points on the plane of delineation. If

then a draftsman has the knowledge how to find any single given

* Continued from page 253, Vol. 7, No. 8.

1

point, he will be able by the same means to find a second, third,

or any quantity; hence, straight lines may be drawn in perspec-
tive by finding the position of their extremities, and curve lines

by finding points of intersection, by understanding clearly how
any single point is to be found. We will therefore proceed to
show, first, how the perspective position of any single point is to
be ascertained; and afterwards, a combination of them: so that
any plane figure may be put in perspective, upon the same prin-
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Fig. 61, Plan.

ciple employed for drawing the square. Fig. 60 ; as in the above
given plan. Fig. 61, from which it is required to find on the pic-

ture the position of the point a, situated on b the ground plane,

the relative positions of the plane of delineation and the specta-

tor being as c and d, the eye of the spectator situated above
the ground plane, the height shown by the horizontal line e

(Fig. 61, Rep.). First, find the position of the point of sight

(as in Fig. 60), by drawing the line a d perpendicular to c;

draw the visual ray a d, intersect-

1

1

i I
2 ing the base of the plane of delinea-

tion at b ; bring the point a per-

pendicularly forward to the plane of

delineation at r,* and then carry

these three points abcXo the ground
line of the picture. From a draw a
line perpendicular to the ground
line, to the horizontal line at f ; this

4 will be the point of sight ; also a
* * ^ perpendicular line across the picture

Fig. 61, Representation. ^^^^ j^ ^n some part of which the

point A will be found. The line c a of the plan, being at a right

angle with the plane of delineation, will be represented by a line

drawn to the point of sight, the vanishing point for all lines

lying in that direction ; draw therefore the line c f, and where
this intersects the perpendicular drawn from h, will be the posi-

tion in the picture of the point a required, the line c a being the

correct perspective length and direction in the representation,

Fig. 61, of the line c a of the plan.

Simple as the above diagram appears, it is important that it

be most clearly understood. In making a perspective drawing
consisting of a great variety of objects, the intricacy of lines may
at the outset perplex the student, which will pass away with

practice; but with a thorough comprehension of the principle

on which the foregoing diagrams (Figs. 61) are drawn, he can
never be at a loss to find the position of any given point in a

picture, whether situated on the ground plane or above it,—as

we shall presently show. By this mode any plane figure, how-
ever complicated, may be represented in perspective by actual

measurement of the original objects: for instance, suppose a,

Fig. 61, to be the spot on which any object stands (a man, a

tree, or a post, is immaterial for our present purpose), distant

perpendicularly from the plane of delineation four feet, the spec-

tator being four feet in front of this plane, his eye situated three

feet above the ground plane; from these premises the position

of this point may be ascertained with the greatest ease on a

sheet of paper or other plane surface, and of any size required,

in the following manner:—First, draw a horizontal line, on

* The drawing a straight line from the point required to be found in

the picture up to the plane of delineation, is called bringing the point
up to the plane of delineation, and the position of it in the picture may-

be found by bringing it forward in any direction; but in this instance

it must be brought forward perpendicularly, otherwise we could not

find the position of the point a by means of the point of sight, that being

the vanishing point only for lines at a right angle with the plane of de-

lineation. This will be fully explained in the ensuing chapter.
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which mark a scries of equal divisions, to serve as a scale to

work from, similar to the diagram fFig. 62) here given,* which

^•^''^~**'~

Fig. 62.

represents a scale of ten feet in length : then draw a line c. equal

in length to that of your picture (Fig. 61, Rep. 1), to repre-

sent tlie base line of your plane of delineation; and behind it,

at the (perpendicular) distance of four feet,f mark the position

of the spot on which the object stands at a, to the right hand of

thp spectator, then on the pi(!turo, three feet of the scale above

the ground line, draw the horizontal line, and from these find the

position of the point as described, Fig. 61, Representation.

Referring back to the diagrams. Pigs. 61, at the risk of being

accused of prolixity, we will once again go over the several parts;

and we will first oljserve that the space between the ground line

3—4 and the horizontal line e represents a very great extent

of flat surface, the whole extent of space between the situation

of the plane of delineation to tlie greatest distance our vision ex-

tends; that the point f is the point of sight, that point perpen-

dicularly opposite the eye of the spectator, and the vanishing

point for all lines at aright angle with the plane of delineation;

the perpendicular line over b shows that on some part of that

line the point a will come, and the line c f determines at what
point.

We will now, by the same means employed for finding the

position of the point a, find the position of another point on the

same plane, b; and that we may not interfere with the simpli-

city of Figs. 61, we will take a fresh diagram (Fig. 63), pre-

mising that the references marked a, b, c, d, e, and f, and a, b,

c, are precisely similar to those in Fig. 61.
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Fig. 03, Represeatation.

Fig. 63, Plan.

Let us place another point on the plane b, as at g, the posi-

tion of which is to be found in the picture by the same process

as we found the position of the point a, viz. a visual ray g u,

must be drawn, and the point of intersection, d, carried to the

ground line of the picture at d (Fig.

63, Representation), and a perpen-

dicular line drawn from it ; then

bring the point g pejpeudicularly to

the plane of delineation at e, carry

this point to the ground line of the

picture at e, and from it draw a line

to the point f; the intersection, g, of

this line with the perpendicular drawn
from d, will be the perspective posi-

tion of the point g of the Plan. If

we suppose these two points a and g to be the extremities of a

straight line, as shown by the dotted line a g in the Plan, then

the dotted line a g in the Representation would be the perspec-

tive appearance of it. It must then be evident that as by this

means we can ascertain the perspective direction and length of

one straight line, the direction and length of any other may be

found in tiie same manner, and consequently, any plane figure of

straight lines may be drawn in perspective by means of the point

* All geometrical drawings furnished to artists are worked on a scale

of so much to a foot, yard, &c., according to the size required. Having
the dimensions of the various parts to be reiiresentcd, measurements are

taken from the scale and applied to the drawing, by which the relative

proportions of the parts are preserved,however minute tlie representation.

f The plan, Fig. Gl, is worked to the scale here given, for the advant-
age of the student; but in making his own drawing, it will be better to

construct a much larger scale to work from.

of sight only as a vanishing point ; thus, if we place another
point at H on the Plan, and draw the (dotted) lines h g, g a,

and A H, we have the plan of a triangle; and by finding the po-

sition of H in the picture in the same manner as the points a and
G were found (shown in the diagrams), by drawing the lines g
A, A H, and G H, as is done by dotted lines in the Representation,

it presents the appearance the triangle would assume viewed as

described. Although the mode described in Figs. 61 and 63 for

finding the perspective form of any plane figure would produce
a correct representation were it ever so complicated, it would be

found but a round-about method of proceeding whei'e the figure

contains a quantity of lines. The usual and most convenient

manner of finding the perspective directions of lines that are at

an angle with the plane of delineation ia by means of their re-

spective vanishing points; and we will therefore proceed in the

next chapter to point out the manner of finding the vanishing

points for straight lines at whatever angle they may lie with the

plane of delineation, and however numerous the variety of their

directions.

BINOCULAR PHOTOGRAPHY.

To the Ed. Jour. Phot. ISoc:

Sir,—In my letter upon the above subject, printed in the 17th
number of your Journal, there is a misprint which I hasten to cor-

rect,—at the same time adding a few more notes upon the sub-

ject. In line eight of my connnunication I am made to say
" plane of right," it should have been " plane of sight—gv focal

adjustment; " the |?Za'«e of sight is the plane of distinct single

vision, to which the two eyes are adjusted in viewing any object:

it can be far or near, and may be described as a huge plane of

glass or perpendicular film that cuts any objects where the two
eyes meet—all objects or parts of objects before or behind this

plane being more or less doubled or blurred. In Mr. Smee's
new work on ' Binocular Perspective, ' he calls this plane of dis-

tinct vision the " point of sight, " •—a term strictly true—but,

at the same time, likely(to lead to confusion : the term implying,

in linear perspective, that point on the horizon opposite the cen-

tre of the eyes, to which all lines parallel converge.

In binocular photographs we have a single view complete

—

as seen at one period by tlie two eyes—whilst in the stereoscope

we have any plane of vision for choice; the objects appearing as

if reflected in a mirror.

I was in error, in my last, in stating binocular photographs
to be less round than stereoscopic views. In binocular photo-

graphs you have the one view of an object—all background and
foreground objects being duplicated—somewhat in the ratio in-

dicated by Mr. James Ilall, in his letters to Wheatstone, in the
' Art Journal' for March and May 1852, upon " binocular per-

spective."

Photogra))hy will demonstrate the laws of two-eyed perspec-

tive—rendering what was considered by many an impossibility,

and all a difiBculty, easy—the delineation of a true binocular pic-

ture upon a flat surface. Tlie great masters of art worked im-

perceptibly and instinctively in accordance with its lavvs, whilst

it has been reserved to the science of our own day to confirm the

same. The Pre-Raphaelite respects linear perspective, but
works imperfectly with one eye; whilst the Chinese artist eschews
perspective altogether. If photographic portraits ever be done
the size of life (and I see no reason why they should not), then

will come the test for shifting the camera during the operation.

Yours, &c., John Leighton.

From the London Art-Journal.

PHOTOGRAPHY APPLIED TO ENGRAVING ON WOOD.

[To this very important subject the attention of artists lias

been mncli directed; hitherto, iiowever, with but partial success;

it has been found impossible so to obtain an object direct upon
the wood-block, as to render it fit for the liand of the engraver.

Several attempts have been, from time to time, submitted to us,

but in no one instance have we found an example capable of being

engraved. The advantages of such an improvement are obvious;

if the object can be placed immediately upon the wood, without
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the intervention of the draughtsman, considerable expense is

saved, and much greater accuracy secured. The difficulty has

arisen from the " imperfectness" of the object when placed on

the wood by the influence of light alone; the engraver, however

skilful, cannot engrave it so as to render the engraving effective.

Hitherto, therefore, as we have said, all attempts that have

come before us have been failures. For woodcuts, indeed, we
have frequently received aid from photography, but it has been

by merely m-.tking them (on paper) auxiliaries to the artist in

drawing on t!ic block, upon which his drawing is generally traced

from the paper.

The accompanying letter, with which we have been favored

by the Rev. St. Vincent Beechey (son of Sir Williau Beechey,

R. A.), not only encourages our hopes that this very desirable

object may be attained, but almost convinces us that it is ac-

complished: for our readers will perceive that the accompanying

wood-engraving is quite as clear and " emphatic," so to speak,

as it could have been from any pencil drawing. To this enlight-

ened gentleman our thanks are due, and not less so to the able

and persevering engraver to whom we are no doubt largely in-

debted for the issue.

It will be difficult to overrate the enormous advantages that

will accrue to Art, if this successful experiment shall lead the

way to ultimate success. To the wood-engravers it will be a

rich mine; while the public will in many ways profit—chiefly by
obtaining a purer, more accurate, and higher order of Art.]

To the Editor of tJie Art-Journal:

Sir,—Enclosed I send you what I believe to be the first fair

specimen of a woodcut engraving, executed by Mr. Robert
Langton, of Cross Street, Manchester, upon a block on to which

I have succeeded in transferring it in a condition exactly suited

for the graver. It is a photographic copy of the celebrated map
of the moon delineated by James Nasmyth, Esq., of Patricroft,

on a scale of four feet diameter, which is certainly by far the

most accurate in detail and execution that has yet been laid

down—the result of years of observation and most accurate

micrometric measurement. The scale to which this map is re-

duced on the block, of course rendered it impossible to engrave

all these minutiae; but, by this process, the exact position of all

the principal mountains and ridges has been preserved, and much
detail introduced, which it would have required days, and a very

clever draughtsman to have reduced and laid down to a scale.

The photograph was impressed u])on the plain surface of the

wood without any ground, black or white, duly reversed, and re-

quiring no other treatment than if it had been drawn, except
that here and there a crater, &c., had to be made a little more
distinct, depending merely upon the imperfection of the photo-

graph.

To some of your readers it will doubtless appear a very simple

thing to photograph on wood, " Why not on wood as well as on
paper, or on glass?" I will therefore take the liljerty of setting

before them the difficulties which have to be overcome in this

process, and which I am sure you, sir, will duly appreciate.

I am indebted to Mr. Langton both for the first instigation

and for the necessary instruction which enabled me to prosecute

this research. Without the former I never should have under-
taken it, and without the latter I should have burrowed in the
dark. We were both perfectly aware that certain rude attenipts

had been made and published, but it was evident from the spe-

cimens that they were of the roughest possible description, and
quite uuadapted to the purposes of Art-design. In order to im-

press a photographic image on wood for the purpose of engrav-
ing, the following difficulties have to be overcome.

1. The block must not be wetted, or it will cast and the grain

will open.

2. No material must be laid on the surface which will sink

into the block and stain even the hundredth part of an inch be-

low the surfiice, or else the engraver cannot see his cuts to any
delicacy of detail.

3. Neither albumen, nor pitch, nor any brittle material, can
be allowed upon the block, or else of course it will chip in the

cross-lines, or those close beside each other.

4. Whatever ground of any description is made use of must
be so impalpably thin as to be really tantamount to the surface

of the block itself, or else it cannot be equally cut through to

any degree of certainty.

5 The block should be so prepared for the purpose of the

photographer, that his collodion or other preparation may freely

flow over it without sinking in, and that it may be easily cleared

off in case of any failure in a first attempt, in order that another

photograph may be put upon the same block without fresh

dressing.

6, The photograph must be either a positive upon a white

ground (or, as in the present instance, the unaltered wood itself),

or a lugative upon a blackened surface.

I need scarcely say, that several attempts were made before

all these difficulties were surmounted; but I believe the present

process will be found as effective as it is simple. My very first

attempt succeeded in impressing my church on a black ground;
and we both thought that ground would have been of a nature

to allow of easy engraving; but Mr. Langton found, that though

not more than yi^ part of an inch thick, and not brittle, no de-

gree of excellence could be obtained in its execution. I shall

yet endeavor to perfect the latter process, as it may sometimes

be more convenient than the white ground. In the meanwhile,

should you think this communication worth inserting in your

valuable Journal, the block shall be immediately sent up to your

office. For any further information I must refer your readers

to Mr. Langton, Engraver, Cross Street, Manchester, with

whose skill and ingenuity I believe you are already acquainted.

I remain, dear Sir, faithfully yours,

St. Vincent Beechey.
Worsley Parsonage, June 19.

P. S. I should much like to be able to whiten the surface of

the wood before commencing. At present it is more difficult to

do so than to blacken it.

Mr, Langton, to whom it was our duty to apply, writes us:

—

" It is four years since I first tried to find some way of getting

photographs on wood; and is now nearly a year since (with the

very able assistance of Mr. Beechey) anything at all satisfacto-

ry was produced. From what little experience I have had in

engraving these photographs, I see no reason why the process

should not be extensively used; but especially for some subjects,

such as portraits, architectural detail, and even landscapes,

where the view is not too extensive for the lens, and for produc-

ing reduced copies of works of Art in general, it would be in-

valuable."

From the Journal of Photographic Society.

AMBER VARNISH,

To the Editor of Phot. Journal.

Sir,—I am sorry your correspondent, " A Manchester Mer-
chant" (\. 23:3), has not met with success in making this varnish.

It is so superior to anything else which I have ever met with,

that I trust he will try again ;
especially as I beUeve it is not
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to be purchased in a genuine state, at any rate that which has

been procured at different photographic establishments is very

unlike that which I have succeeded in making for my own use.

Its use is much less expensive than is supposed, because, from

its great fluidity, a very small portion only is requisite to flow

over and secure the picture ; when well applied it dries instant-

ly, so firmly that it appears like the glass itself.

Let 1 ounce of amber be finely powdered and put into a bot-

tle containing 8 ounces, by measure of chloroform ;
shake it

well, and occasionally repeat the shaking ; after it has macerat

ed 24 hours or more, the chloroform will have dissolved the

transparent resinous portion qt the amber, upon which its var-

nishing qualities entirely depeM ; the bituminous portion, con-

stituting a large part of the amber, is quite unacted upon, and

it becomes spongy; therefore it is requisite, after maceration, to

squeeze the amber through a piece of fine silk or muslin previous

to filtering through paper, otherwise the loss is considerable by

absori)tion of the fluid.

There are many varieties, and many substances so like true

amber, that I have known excellent judges deceived. The best

for the purpose I have found to be the broken mouth-pieces of

pipes, generally to be me't with at the tobacconists and impor-

ters of meerschaum pipes, sold at about 2s. per ounce. Many of

the finest beads used for necklaces, &c., are composed of an

Eastern product, which is less hard than amber, and if used,

leaves the plate susceptible to finger marks. This is the case

also with the amber-Uke substance found in the gravel-beds near

London.
True amber emits a most agreeable lemon-like odor when

powdered or rubl)ed together, whilst the other products have

more or less a resinous aroma. I have never met with a sample

of chloroform which has not been effective.

H. W. Diamond.

PHOTOGRAPHIC QUERY.

To the. Editor of the Photographic and Fine Art Jonrnal.

In my own individual experience, and in acting with others,

I have carefully used Le Gray's method of waxing, iodizing and
sentizing Canson's paper for negatives, but have never attained

any satisfactory result; the negatives are more or less spotted,

and deficient in sharpness of outline as well as in their detail.

Can you through your columns learn and inform me where a

good waxed paper negative may be seen? Could it be loaned

for examination in this city? If so, it shall be sent for in New
York by a trusty messenger, and returned promptly through

the same channel. A line addressed as below will meet atten-

tion. C. G.
145 Walnut street, Phila.

M. V. Prevost.-—Dear Sir.—I take the liberty of submitting

the above query to you for an answer, as you have more expe-

rience in the matter than any other photographer in this city.

A communication from you on the subject would oblige

Yours truly,

H. H. Snelling.

New York, August 15th, 1854.

To H. H. Snelling, Ed. Phot. Sf Fine Art Jour.—Dear Sir.

—In answer to vour communication of the 8th inst., containing

a query signed C. G. of Philadelphia, I send you the following

directions on Le Gray's method of using waxed paper for pho-

tographic negatives ; the result of my experience of three years

in the use of the waxing method for photography.

I hope they will remove the doubts of C G., as to the ex-

cellence and perfect practicability of the process, and enable him
to obtain satisfactory results.

1. When the paper is to be waxed, the wax must not be used

while boiling, as it would parch and injure the paper.

2. If the iron used to melt the wax on the paper be too hot,

it would perforate the paper in such a manner as to render it

useless.

3. To iodize the paper, the solution should be heated, and
not too many sheets iodized at once. The paper must be hung
up before the solution is cool, otherwise the iodine in drying

would not spread equally on account of its viscous nature, and
would make stains that cannot be removed.

4. When the paper is put in the nitrate of silver, the surface

of the paper must be well examined, so as to be sure that the

whole of it is saturated by the liquid, and does not remain float-

ing over it in places. Should this be neglected the result would
be whitish spots, arising from the absence of the solution on the

paper.

5. The same care should also be observed in washing the

sheet, which would otherwise present black spots on the nega-
tive.

6. When the sheet is placed between blotting paper for the

purpose of drying it, the paper used must be perfectly clean, not
having been previously used for drying positive paper. Great
attention should be observed in not leaving the slighest damp-
ness on the negative sheet.

7. The glasses of the frame destined to receive the negative
sheet should be well cleaned, and the blotting paper placed be-

hind the iodized sheet would be exempt from anything.

8. The focus must be taken as distinct as possible; the waxed
paper gives a distinctness or a sharpness which can be compared
with that obtained by the collodion. If the diaphragm placed
in front of the instrument for the views does not give precision

or clearness enough, that can be remedied either by an interior

diaphragm, or by diminishing the opening of the first one. This
means is infallible for obtaining great clearness, but the action

of sunlight is much slower.

9. The gallic acid and nitrate used to give vigor to this so-

lution must be filtered and a few drops of acetic acid added to
it; by this means drops are prevented from appearing on the ne-

gative.

10. Freely immerse the negative in the developing solution,

but with much care to avoid bubbles of air, which cause irrepa-

rable stains. The bubbles that float are the less to be feared,

but it is safer to avoid them.

11. Nitrate or gallic acid should never be added to the solu-

tion in which the negative is immersed, unless the sheet be re-

moved and the new solution mixed with the old one. Should
this be neglected the negative would be immediately spoiled, by
being covered completely or partially with black spots, which
weakens it in the positive. This effect is called aberration.

12. When the negative is taken up to be examined during
the developing process, before placing it in the gallic acid, the
liquid must be well examined on the surface to see whether me-
tallic zones do not present themselves. If they do shake the
basin to make them disappear before immersing again the nega-
tive, otherwise the zones would attach themselves on the surface

of the sheet, and would diminish the clearness or sharpness of
the lights.

13. The negative must remain in water an hour or two after

being taken out of the gallic acid
;
the lights improve vastly by

this means.

14. The porcelain basins should be cleaned occasionally with
cyanide, in order to destroy the nitrate, which, affecting the

pores of the porcelain, leaves a deposit of silver, which often

causes unforeseen accidents.

15. If gutta percha basins are used, they should never be used
indiscriminately ; that is to say, the one used for nitrate should
not be used for the gallic acid, and so on with the others.

16. When you have touched hyposulphite, never touch any-
thing before washing your hands with water, acidulated with
sulphuric acid or some other acid.

17. During warm weather the paper should only be prepared
(or excited) two or three days beforehand.

18. In fixing the negative, examine well whether the yellow-

ish portion which constitutes the iodide of silver is completely
destroyed.

19. Do not forget to melt the wax on the negative before the

fire, when it is completely washed and dried.

20. Always choose the negative paper, free from iron stains.

I must now, dear sir, thank you for the proof of esteem and
confidence that you have had the kindness to show me, and place

myself entirely at your disposal.

I remain, most dear Sir, Very truly yours,

V. Prevost.



p. S. These observations are taken from a short work that I

intend soon to publish, entitled " Causes and Efifects in Pliotog-'

raphy." If I have expatiated somewhat on circumstances that

may appear trivial, it is because I have experienced how much
in Photography the slightest accident may cause deplorable re-

sults.

Frum the Jour, of the Phot, Soc.

PNEUMATIC PLATEHOLDER.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

June 1, 1854.

SiR^—Having invented a very ample apparatus for holding

glass plates in the manipulation of the collodion process, I

beg to communicate it as above to photographers.

The apparatus consists of a piece of wood, about 6 inches

high, turned on a lathe to the form, externally, of an hour-glass

with flattened ends, or of a double egg-cup. As in the latter,

there is a cup hollowed in each end, and over one of these is

stretched a piece of India-rubber, secured by being bound on a

groove on the outside edge of the cup. From the centre of this

rubber a cord or wire, fixed so that the perforation is made air-

tight, passes through a hole drilled in the shank to the other

cup. In the apparatus I have at present in use this end of the

wire is fastened to a lever, one end of which is hinged to the

inside of the cup, and the other end passes through the opposite

side of the cup, and works in a slit about an inch and a half

long, running from the edge of the cup towards the shank. The
cord or wire is of such a length as will keep the free end of the

lever at the extremity of the slit nearest the shank.

To use the instrument, the rubber is applied to a glass plate,

and the lever pulled to the other end of the slit, and slid into a

notch on one side, which retains it at pleasure. The motion of

the lever draws the rubber down into the cup over which it is

stretched, and the glass plate being in close contact with the

rubber over the edges of the cup, a vacuum is formed below the

plate, which is thus held securely. The plate is released by
slipping the lever off its notch, when the vacuum is destroyed by
the rubber returning to its place.

A plate held by this simple contrivance will bear rubbing,

cleaning; and all the necessary manipulations without any risk

of becoming detached, and without the necessity for its being

once fingered.

The thing itself is so simple in its construction and use, that

I feel impatieat at the long story needful to describe it.

I may mention, that Mr. James White, an optician here, has

made the instrument from my model for brother photograpers,

and I believe is preparing others.

I am, Sir,

your obedient Servant,

W. Chctrch, Jun.

PRE
From the London Art Journal.

RAPHAELITEISM.

Dr. Waagen has recently addressed a letter to the Times on
this subject, which, from the pen of so eminent an Art-critic, is

worthy of all attention. In this communication he utterly and
entirely deprecates the introduction of such a style of painting

into modern Art, as altogether unadapted to the age in which
we live, and as, therefore, in some degree, a recurrence to the

comparitively unenlightened taste, and to the absence of techni-

cal knowledge, which existed in the mediaeval times. And yet

he can " sympathise entirely with the painters {modern) of this

class, both German and English, in the exceeding attractiveness

of that pure and earnest religious feeling which pervades the

works of Fiesole, and other masters of the fifteenth century.

I also comprehend the liability in their minds to identify the ex-

pression ot that feeling with the fornis peculiar to their expres-

sion. At the same time, it is no less true that this identifica-

tion, and the efforts, however well meant, to which it has led,

are totally mistaken, and can only frustrate that end for which
these painters are so zealously laboring." After some few fur-

ther observations to bear out this part of his argument. Dr.
Waagen thus proceeds to point out the unsuitableness of "Pre-
Raphaelitism" to our own times:

—

"It must also be borne in mind that the whole style of feeling
proper to the early masters, deeply rooted as it was in the relig-
ious enthusiasm of their times- -of which it may be considered
as the highest and most refined fruit—cannot possibly be volun-
tarily recalled in a period of such totally different tendencies as
the present. It stands to reason, therefore, that the pictures
even of the most gifted modern artists, produced by such a pro-
cess, can at most be considered but as able reminiscences of the
middle ages, but by no means as the healthy expositors of the
religious feeling, now, thank God, greatly revived, and proper
to our age, or of the resources of Art so plentifully within their
reach; while those of the less gifted, able only to counterfeit
the defects, but not to emulate the spirit of the olden time, pre-
sent a scene of misplaced labor, the most painful a true lover of
Art can well behold."

There are few, we believe, even among the ardent admirers of
the system, who will be disposed to question the truth of these
remarks, or who could successfully argue against them. They
are confimatory of what we have ourselves frequently written
and said. Dr. Waagen next proceeds to show how the great
modern painters of Germany—Cornelius, Schnoor, Overbeck and
others—who first started this new movement, were forced ulti-

mately to give up their extreme theories, and to bring their
practice within the scope of modern understanding and of natur-
alism; although, he adds, Overbeck " alone, of all the higher
artists, has never entirely thrown off the erroneous theories he
started with, and has thus deprived many of his finely-conceived
pictures of their full powers of expression as works of Art."
From generalities, the writer refers to a single particular, select-

ing Mr. Hunt's picture of the " Light of the World," as an ex-
ample of the errors of conception and treatment: Dr. Waagen
analyses this picture at considerable length; we need scarcely
say his opinions do not agree with those of Mr. Ruskin, recently
communicated through the same channel as the doctor's letter, in

the Times. We can scarcely expect Dr. Waagen's remonstrance
will much influence those to whom it is more especially address-
ed, though we trust it will be effectual in enabling them to per-
ceive some of the " errors of their ways."

Personal anb £'mt ^xl Jntclligencc.

— It seems that our remarks, in our July number, regarding
the Talbot calotype patent in this country, has awakened consid-

erable inquiry, and created more comment and interest than is

usual among our photographists when anything effects their in-

terests. As a general thing it is a difBcult matter to stir up the

ideas of our photographic artists, on subjects connected with

their art, unless you place it as a matter of dollars and cents be-

fore them, and this instance is further proof of the fact. The
Talbot patent, if it can be sustained, aims directly at the pockets

of every one who has laid out a dollar in learning the art or buy-

ing the necessary apparatus for its prosecution. It is therefore

absolutely necessary for all those—for it effects, accerding to re-

cent developments in England, every man or woman engaged in

the paper process, no matter what chemical is nsed—who hiive

engaged in photography on glass and paper, to look closely into

the matter that they may not be turned from their purpose. It

will be seen by the letter from the Rev. Mr. Reade, and by the

proceedings of the London Photographic Society^ that no cansj

can exist for alarm. The gentleman who is said to have pur-

chased the patent for this country, may attempt to enforce it,

but he never can succeed. It is abundantly evident that Mr.
Talbot did not discover one of the improvements he has pat-

ented, and that, thus far, he owes his exemption from infringe-

ment in England to his long purse and great influence. In this

country our artists have neither to contend against, for, we will

venture to say, that the present proprietor—=-who does not, as is

asserted, own the patent for the whole United States, as we are

informed by Mr. Langenheim, the original purchaser—will not

attempt to enforce it after inspecting our patent laws. In the
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first place, no man is entitled to a patent, on any specification,

whici) can be proved to have been discovered or invented by an-

other, at a prior date ; and, if by an oversight of the examiners,

or by tlie slightest chicanery on the part of tlie patentee, it is

obtained, no court could be found with the hardihood to declare

it valid. Secondly, discoveries or inventions patented must be

put in practical use within eighteen months after the date of the

patent, otherwise it is null and void. For this last reason alone

the Talbot patent cannot be enforced, for it was not put in prac-

tical use here until its purchase by Mr. Langenheim, nearly three

years after its issue. From what we learn, the present owner
of the Talbot patent lays great stress upon the use of gallic and

pyrogallic acids as a developer; but it will be seen by published

facts that, although the former is included in the patent, Mr.
Talbot was not the first to apply it; the latter is not even in-

cluded in his specifications. Therefore the patent cannot stand,

on these grounds, in any court of law. If we understood Mr.
Langenheim aright, he still owns the patent for the whole east-

ern part of the United States, having sold rights for that por-

tion lying in and west of Pittsburgh, and he is not disposed to

trammel the progress of the art by insisting upon his right to

the patent. We are sorry that our remarks in the July issue

should have injured the feelings of the gentlemen interested; we
intended no disrepect ; they were prompted wholly by the inte-

rest we take in the progress of the paper processes, that branch

of the photographic art which we think is destined to revolution-

ize taste in art matters among the masses and create a new
era. We should have said the same thing to our best friend or

brother, were we to witness in them so foolish a display of their

credulity, and he must excuse us if we again say, by way of ad-

vice, that he will only suffer a loss by attempting the course he

has indicated. For one we shall oppose him by all the honor-

able means in our power.

—We are again in receipt of many letters, complaining of the

non-receipt of numbers of our Journal. In reply, we can only

say that we have adopted a system of mailing that precludes all

doubt, in our mind, as to each issue being regularly deposited in

the New York Post Oifice, and the failure in their receipt can

only be due to some wretched management in the Post OfBce de-

partment. We shall endeavor to ferret out tlie matter and cor-

rect it.

— W. A. W., of Baltimore: the name is all right, and the

Journal forwarded accordingly. We tender you our thanks for

the interest you take in the Journal.

— C. G., of Philadelphia, will find his query answered in the

present number, by one of the oldest practitioners—we think

the only one—of Le Gray's wax-paper process in this country.

— We had the pleasure of a call from Mr. Langenheim, who
has just returned from Europe, and of seeing a few ot his beautiful

stereoscopic pictures. It is but doing justice to the patience and
long perseverence of this gentleman to say, that these pictures

surpass anything of the kind we have ever seen, and we do not

think they can be excelled. Ic will be remembered that Mr.
Langenheim was for a long time engaged in the daguerreau art

in Philadelphia; he was one of its pioneers in this country, and
one of the most successful, until he purchased the Talbot patent,

which at that time included a process totally unavailable. In
his endeavors to make it so, Mr. Langenheim suffered heavy
losses, which at length obliged him to relinquish his establish-

ment in Philadelphia. He then repaired to Europe, where he

has brought his labors to a successful termination, and has again

come among us for the purpose of re-establishing that fortune so

nobly dissipated for the improvement of the photographic art.

Wo most sincei'ely trust he will meet with the encouragement he
so richly deserves.

— J. H. FiTZGiBBON is astonishing the good people of West-
ern Missouri, among whom he is making a tour, by his success-

ful delineations of their countenances. Hear what the papers

say of him

:

" Daguerreotype Miniatures.—We would inform our citi-

zens that Mr. Fitzgibbons' stay cannot be prolonged beyond a

few days longer, and as his pictures are not to be surpassed any
where, we say go and secure one. We are pleased to see the

patronage this gentleman is receiving, for he richly deserves it.

Missouri may well be proud of such a artist. He surpasses the

whole United States in the richness of his display at the Crystal

Palace in New York, last year, also at the State Fair at Boon-
ville, and his gallery in St. Louis is unequalled. Every body
seem astonished that have had their pictures taken by him since

his arrival, to find such a difference between them and those

taken by others, and we know a gentleman who thinks it will

take one of his best mules before Fitz got out of town, for he
hardly knew when to stop" while he had such an opportunity to

get fine pictures.
" Mr. F. will operate at Mount Vernon next Monday and

Neosho on Thursday."

—
- Mr. Henry Meade, of the firm of Meade Bros., of this

city, sailed for Europe in the steamer Indiana. It is his inten-

tion to visit Constantinople, and present to the Sultan of Turkey
a few American stereoscopic daguerreotypes of Washington's
tomb, at Mount Vernon, Washington's oak, and all the princi-

pal public buildings in Washington and New York, with a beau-
tiful stereoscope, inlaid with pearl, with appropriate emblemati-
cal services. We have received promise of valuable correspond-
ence from him, on photographic subjects, during his tour, and, if

amid the excitements and pleasures of European life, he does not
forget, as formerly, we can promise our readers some interesting

comments upon the Art on that continent.

— We erroneously stated the number of Mr. Hutchings in a
former number. We should have said No. 395 Broadway, in-

stead of 402.

— Mr. M'Clees, of Philadelphia, has exhibited to us several

photographic copies of Gilbert Stuart's head of Washington, in

the Boston Athenaeum. The tone is exceedingly fine, the out-

line clear, and the gradations of light and shade beautifully de-

fined. These copies are about quarter the size of the original, and
certainly exhibit an advancement in the process that not only
agreeably disappointed us, but gave us great pleasure. An
artist could look upon these and expiate upon the genius of the
great artist with as much correctness as he could were he view-

ing the original work itself. Messrs. M'Clees & Germon have
copies of these pictures for sale, and find no difficulty in disposing

of them at three dollars each. This is a kind of enterprise we
wish to recommend to photographic artists generally. Good
photographic pictures, either copies of celebrated paintings,

statuary, portraits, or landscapes, would sell readily at fair prices.

A repository is shortly to be opened in this city (New York)
for the reception and sale of all such pictures. In our October
number the place will be advertised ; until that issue we shall be

pleased to answer any questions on the subject.

— It will be seen by a communication in the present number
of the Journal, that Mr. Davie has resigned the Presidency of

the N. Y. S. Daguerreau Association, and recommends that a

meeting be called in the city of New York immediately, to re-

organize and elect new officers. We heartily join in the advice,

and trust that some active measures will be taken to place the

Society upon a firmer basis, so as to render it more useful to the

daguerrean community at large. From conversations we have
lately had with some of our daguerreans we think the present is

a most suitable time to bring the Society more prominently be-

fore them, and we doubt not the cooperation of a large portion

of first class artists will be obtained. While on the subject, we
will ask, what has become of those reports long since promised

us for publication. We think tlieir publication at the present

time would be generally beneficial.

— We wish our subscribers in all parts of the United States

would take the trouble to give us some information of the pro-

grees of the Photographic Art in their immediate vicinity, oc-

casionally. It would tend to a better feeling among them, and
to the more rapid progress of the art. We should be well

pleased to receive also, reports on exhibitions of daguerreotypes

and paper photographs at all the State Fairs this fall. Come,
gentlemen, try and do something for your art.

— New Albany.—Daguerrean artists desirous of obtaining

a most excellent business, we advise to read Mr. Theodore
Harris' advertisement on our cover.

V^
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DAGUERREOTYPE ONPLATES.

RULES FOR 01'ER.^.TIXG WITH CERTAINTY. EMPLOYMENT OF THE

CHLORO-BROMIDE OF LIME AND THE lODO-BROMINE.

Process for Restoring old proofs which have become stained and iodized.

By E. VAILLAT.

Translated from the French by J. K. Sxelling, M. D.

INTRODUCTION.

HEN the admirable discovery of Daguerre and

Niepce was first published, astouishmeut was

general, and the interest of savans was not less

excited than the curiosity of the public.

This discovery, which was of such weighty im-

portance in science, was the subject of such surprise to

those even who saw the results without appreciating

the causes, that each one was more or less desirous of under-

standing a little of this mystery.

The public itself wished to have an explanation of the prodigy

and the causes which rendered possible the formation, in some

way spontaneous, of an image so fine, so exact, and so unap-

proachable through all the processes of design known at that

time. However, by repeatedly seeing images formed by the

daguerreotype, and proofs of portraits more or less satisfactory,

we accustom ourselves to consider the results of photographic

operations merely as those productions of ingenuity, which

science has certainly created from a fixed rule, but which, en-

tering into the list of daily occurrences, have taken rank iu the

common work of humanity.

Then, whether we seek in the daguerreotype an agreeable

diversion, as in an amusing experiment of natural philosophy, or

whether we regard it as a useful branch of industry, it is to be

hoped that the majority of us will show that we are impressed

with the importance of studying the causes and the scientific

reasons of the phenomena, as well as understanding the practice

of those manipulations, which enables us to obtain satisfactory

results.

It is accordingly in this latter point of view that we design

to present our observations; we do not pretend to make a

scientific work: we purpose only to give such instructions as

may render less laborious the operations, so troublesome, so un-

profitable, and sometimes so grevious, to which daguerreotyp-

ists are condemned.

For the ten years in which I have made daguerreotyping my
profession, I have executed a great quantity of portraits; and I

frankly acknowledge that, although the public have received

with sustaining favor the results of my efforts, I have often

made fraitless attempts; I have in fact committed, if I may be

allowed the expression, more than one indifferent proof, and

which would appear to me unacceptable at the present time.

Yet, inspired by a profound love for the photographic art, I am
prepared to say that I have neglected none of the processes

described by the most distinguished savans and amateurs: that

I have tried every experiment, that I have made many myself,

and not without success, although they may have remained un-

known beyond the limits of ray operating room.

These results are not due, I admit, to my researches aloue.

I owe much to my relations with other artists and distinguished

chemists, who have very willingly honored me with their advice

and even their friendship; the reserve imposed upon me prevents

my putting their name in a pamphlet, except iu speaking of

practical details, but it shall not prevent me from according here

the full expression of my gratitude.

I propose in publishing this pamphlet to enter as much as

possible into details, in order to instruct in the manipulations

relating to the daguerrean operation.

Above all means I would wish to be simple and clear. I have

also taken it upon myself to devote this small treatise exclusive-

ly to the elucidation of each operation. I ask the privilege of

proceeding so as to demonstrate, in a manner calculated to in-

terest, the experiments of natural philosophy and chemistry, or

in other words, cast a summary glance over the whole of the
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operation and point out the result. I will tlien describe the

processes and follow the successive manipulations in tiieir differ-

ent phases.

If you enter the work room of a dagucrreotypist, you sec

various instruments and utensils which the artist jjuts in use in

your presence, and with which he produces a result truly won-
derful. Thus, after having taken a plate of silvered copper, he

polishes it by means of a very fine powder of rottenstone, which he

wets with alcohol; when he has rubbed this liquid ])aste over

the plate for some minutes by means of a pellet of cotton, until

he brings the silver of the plate to quite a brilliant polish, he

renders this polish still brighter and refines the grain of tlie

plate with a kind of wooden plane covered with buckskin, upon
which he spreads a little English rouge, with which he briskly

rubs this plate to give it the final polish.

This done, he places the plate thus polished, over a box at

the bottom of which is iodine, contained iu a glass jar, covered

over with a ground glass, fitting jjerfectly, to prevent evapo-

ration in the intervals of the operations.

The ground glass is withdrawn, and the plate upon which the

iodine fumes are diffused, acquires under their influence an orauge

yellow or slightly rosy color; it is then carried to another box
containing chloro-bromide of lime, and the fumes of this sub-

stance change thS plate from a rosy to a violet or rather lilac

hue; it is then returned upon the first box, where it is left the

same length of time as that occupied in the first place for com-

municating to it the rosy tint.

The plate is then placed in a frauie which excludes it fi'om

light, and permits us to carry it to another apparatus named
camera-ohscura, where is accomplished the phenomenon of the

reproduction of the image of luminous bodies, iu which the radi-

ation acts upon the plate iodised and brominised.

This camera-obscura is simply a box in front of which is situ-

ated an optical apparatus which has quite a resemblance to an

opera glass, which slides backwards and forwards, so that the

image may he 'put in focus, according to the expression familiar

to all. The image, instead of being received directly upon the

eye of the observer, as in the glasses of spectacles, is received

upon a ground glass, where we can view it at leisure, by envel-

oping the head with black cloth, which frees the observer from

external light.

He judges thus the effect of his model, gives it the proper

position, and when he finds that the image is just what he wishes

to reproduce, he removes this ground glass, and replaces it, in a

groove of the camera designed for the purpose, by the frame

which contains the plate shielded from light.

Drawing then a trap door which masks the plate, he uncovers

it, and lets it remain exposed a few seconds to the luminous

rays, which emanating from the model and passing through the

object glass into the camera, strikes the plate, and mysteriously

engraves it, so to speak, as it had appeared on the ground glass

—without the colors however.

This work of light is indeed so mysterious, that if we should

view the plate at this moment, we could discover no kind of

design. It will require another operation to render this image

visible, which exists notwithstanding we are unable to distin-

guish it at this stage of the manipulation.*

At this moment, the operator puts down the trap door which

he has raised for uncovering the plate in the camera, and this

plate being thus screened from light, is carried in this condition

to a box, at the btttom of which is mercury heated and main-

tained at a temperature of from 50 to 60 degrees. It remains

submitted three or four minutes to the action of the mercurial

fumes, and the image then appears and is completely formed.

Henceforth it may be brought to the light, which has no further

action upon it, any more than to remove that coating of iodine

and bromine which had determined the action of the light upon

the silver plate, and for the more thorough removal of which

the operator pours upon the plate his solution of hyposulphite

of soda. He then washes it with pure filtered water, or what

is still better, with distilled water, and finally pours upon this

* "We have noticed however, (what we have never been able to under-

stand ourselves), that if we prolonged the exposition to light we could

finally perceive some traces, although imperfect, of this image.
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plate (placed horizontally on a stand where it is kept on a level)

a solution of the chloride of gold. He passes along the under

surface of the plate, covered thus completely by the liquid, the

flame of a strong spirit lamp; in proportion as the liquid be-

comes heated, the image acquires a much more lively tone, the

lights Ijccoming brighter and the darks deeper, and the whole

image more vigorous and transparent.

After this operation, he again washes the plate freely with

ordinary filtered water, then a little distilled water, and drys it

with the flame of a spirit lamp, holding it by one corner with

the plate pinchers, in order not to burn the fingers.

The operation is finished, and the result is the reproduction so

faithful and so beautiful, which we admire in good daguerrean

proofs.

We have now described, as succhitly as possible, the exterior

operation, as it were, of the daguerreotype, or that which strikes

the eyes of those who assist in the raanipnlations which produce

the result of which we come to speak. What, however, are the

conditions and particular difficulties of these successive manipu-

lations? This it is which we feel called upon to describe and

expl°in.

We shall not stop to describe the various instruments neces-

sary for the operation; we suppose them in the hands of the

operator, to whom their use has been at least summarily ex-

plained.

To all who wish that the present instructions may be elemen-

tary, we must, however, admit that those who desire to become
familiar with daguerreotype operations, are not such as are, so

to speak, indifferent to the more general details; we do not

write for the manufacturers of instruments and utensils of the

daguerreotype, but we address ourselves to those who seriously

wishing to devote themselves to the practice of this art, either

as a diversion, or as a useful profession, have commenced by ob-

taining the apparatus indispensable to the operation, and ex-

perience nothing more than the embarrassments attendant upon

its application. We have consequently refrained from placing

throughout these pages any woodcut to represent the camera,

mercury bath, boxes for iodine and bromine, gilding stands, and

other utensils of which we can obtain a much clearer idea by

having them in our own hands.

In one word, we do not propose to describe the forms, condi-

tions, and construction of apparatus, but simply demonstrate the

use thereof. We recommend to those who wish to devote them-

selves to the practice of the daguerreotype, not to hesitate from

the first to procure from responsible houses, the best utensils, and

the best chemicals possible. By following this advice, they will

avoid ulterior regrets, and the incurring of expense without the

satisfaction of a useful result. No pains should be spared in

choosing an object glass, which may justly be called the soul of

the apparatus. I have always regarded the German object

glasses of Yoigtlander & Sohn as the most perfect. I obtain

the majority of my best proofs, with these instruments.

I make use also with success of the excellent French object

glasses from the manufactories of MM. Buron & Plagul, and I

have also reason to praise those of MM. Charles Chevalier, Le-

rebours, and Secretan, in which there is no double focus; I had

myself a few years ago an excellent object glass, which had the

disadvantage of having an apparent and a real focus, and I must

say in justice to MM. Lerebours and Secretan, that although

at this period the existence of these two foci was disi)uted, and

was attributed to the imperfect finishingof the apparatus, which

prevented the exact conformity of the ground glass with the

plate, they took upon themselves the task of rectifying this ob-

ject glass by modifying the curves, and malcing it with a single

focus.

Having said this much, we now come to the practical expla-

nations into which we intend to enter, by taking the operation

at its commencement, and following it to its conclusion.

what we have said for all the apparatus and utensils for the

daguerreotype, that it must be of good quality and of a suitable

standard, free from lines, streaks, creases, and in one word, from
all accidents which would change the purity and equality of its

surface.

Tiie ]ilates ordinarily employed, have suitable dimensions,

with which it is well to Ijc acquainted, according to the difl'er-

ent apparatus into \\liicli they are destined to enter, and to

which it is important they should be perfectly adapted.

But first we bend or round ofi', by means of an instrument for

this purpose, the borders of the plate, in order that the polisher,

which is of buckskin, and which serves later for burnishing it,

may not catch and its surface be constantly scraped by the

edge of the plate: this would give rise moreover to a continual

dust, hurtful to the polish, and woidd prevent the polisher from
acting equally ; for the same reason we bend the four corners of

the plate with a small pair of plate nippers, in such a manner
that the angles are brought down and consequently offer no ob-

struction to the action of the polisher.*

Tills first precaution taken, we place the plate on the polish-

ing block, which is dispo,sed in such fashion that the four angles

of the plate may be held in clamps with screws, fixed to the

four corners of the block. The block itself which thus bears

the plate, must be firmly fixed to a table or stand, presenting

sufficient resistance for the polishing process.

CHAPTER II.

CLEANIXG THE PLATE.

The plate thus disposed and fixed upon the plate block, we
powder it with rottenstone, or very fine Venice tripoli, and pour

on alcohol (from 12 to 15 drops) at 86°, or better still, at 40
degrees, so as to form a thin paste; we rub it lightly with a

pledget of cotton, sufiBciently large and moderately compact,

which is brought in contact with the whole surface of the plate

by a circular motion, which must not, however, be effected with

too much rapidity; this latter observation is important, for other-

wise we would heat the plate by rubbing too briskly, and make
this kind of paste penetrate the pores ot the silver, so that the

brilliant polish, obtained afterwards by the polisher, would be,

in spite of such appearance, a rfccci^/wVpci/w/;. There would only

be the extreme superficies really cleaned, and the silver belcw

would be dirtied by the tripoli, with which it would be imper-

ceptibly incrusted.

After having rubbed nearly two minutes, until this paste is

spread very uniformly over the plate, we let it dry a little ; then

when it becomes partially dry, we re-apply the pellet of cotton

with sufficient care not to grease it by the sweat or grease of the

fingers, and we always rub it around until every trace of the

tripoli disappears. It is necessary at this time to bear down
quite strongly, (but without heating the plate), as equally as

possible; we will notice the cotton jicllet occasionally, and see

whether it is blackened; we will continue to rub, and upon this

blackened part we may see a little silver dust glistening, Avhich

this pellet of cotton has detached from the surface of the ])late.

At this moment it is evident tlust the polishing is efl'ected, not

with foreign bodies, but even liy the silver itself; it is tlan that

we obtain that surface of pure silver so essential to the success

of the operation. This slow and progressive polishing will seem

perhaps a little less expeditious tlian that which would consist

in rubbing the plate very bri.skly for 8 or 10 seconds, and after-

wards polishing with a few strokes of tlie ])olisher; but iu this

CHATTER I

.

PREPARATION OF THE PLATE.

Polishing.—The plate upon which the image is to be repro-

duced is as we have said, coated with silver; we will say for it

* We cannot too much coiideiun the new method which the luaimtac-

turcr.s have adopted, ol cUibpiuy; the lour corners of'the phite with hivjje

brass Ijuttous. The polisher, by rubbing- upon the.se buttons, always

carries along- with it the dust of copper, which comiufr iu contact with

the plate, cliar,a;cs its suriace with tiiis dust, and deprives it of that

purity so necessary for obtaining a f^ood in-oof. It is necessary at lea&t

that these enormous buttons should be of silver, and even hue silver,

without alloy, otherwise we would content ourselves with the old clasps

of the present time, linely linished. and not ])rescntinL;- a surface for the

polisher to act upon. l!y substiiiitinj;; the clasps for the buttons, we
have wished to avoid scraping' the buckskin with the edges of the plate,

but to escajjC a slight inconvenience, wh'ch awkwardness alone occa-

sioned, we might fall into even a more serious difficulty, that of spoil-

ing the plate and contaminating its polish.
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latter system we shorten tlie time at the risk of producing: the

incrustation aforesaid, for there are, so to speal<, all kinds of

impurities in the i)late, and with the method of cleaning which

I describe, we will always obtain a transparent proof.

It is not expected that the plate will be rendered brilliant by

this first operation, (this will be the duty of the polisher), but

it is necessary that after this silver dust of which we have spoken,

attaches itself to the pellet of cotton, and having rubbed the

plate nearly three minutes, that we perceive by breathing upon

the plate, that this surface, although unpolished, becomes of a

grain more and more fine, proportioned as we rub lightly. If

the vapor of the breath thrown upon the plate should disappear

too promptly, on account of the too great heat produced by the

rubbing, thus making it difficult to judge the extent of the pol-

ishing, we should wait for the plate to cool.

Care must be taken when breathing upon the plate, that no

saliva fall, for in such case the whole operation would have to

be recommenced, and however strong it may be rul)bed it would

perhaps be impossible to produce the disappearance of the mark
occasioned by the sahva spread upon the plate by means of the

pellet of cotton or polisher.

CHAPTEE III.

POLISHING THE PLATE.

To render the plate brilliant, it is necessary to make use of

a buckskin polisher designed for this purpose; we powder it with

English rouge, which we lay on with a thick pellet of cotton.

Sprinkling as little rouge as possible upon the polisher, (for

there always remains sufficient in the skin to occasion a fine

polish upon the plate), and we rub the plate briskly at this

time without any fear of heating the surface of the silver. It

becomes brilliant in thirty strokes of the polisher, and two
minutes are sufficient for giving it a beautiful dark polish. It

is requisite to rub from right to left, and from left to right, in

such a manner as to cross the lines which always form with the

best prepared polishers. The softest buckskin and the finest

rouge, do not prevent these almost imperceptible marks.

It is important in finishing to conduct the polisher perfectly

straight in the direction of the width of the plate, if we wish to

make a proof lengthwise, and in a contrary direction if we wish

to make the proof across (the width) the plate; the marks of

the polisher are imperceptible upon viewing the proof, if care

has been taken to give the last strokes of the polisher a hori-

zontal direction with respect to the proof.

CHAPTEE IV,

lODIZIXG THE PLATE.

The plate, being cleaned and polished in the manner we have
described, ought to present a beautiful dark surface: it is at this

moment that the absorption of the iodine vapor should be ac-

complished.

If we detach it from the plate-block in order to carry it

to the iodine box, there would be danger that some particles

of dust would fall upon it in the passage. Now, these particles

of dust interposed between the silver of the plate and the iodine

vapor would prevent the action of the latter upon the parts

where it should be attached, consequently there are procluced

upon the proof from this cause alone, small black spots, and
which are frequently attributed to impurity of the substances

employed, or some defect in the plate.

To avoid this difficulty we have been in the habit of trans-

porting the plate, still retained in the holder, to the iodine

bos; then by keeping the holder in one hand by the piece

which fixes into the vice which we have detached with the

other hand, we give the plate a final stroke with the polisher,

{'always rubbing it uniformly, and in a suitable direction), and
place it quickly with the holder, upon the frame of the iodine

box, over which it forms a covering; we take care that, in de-

taching the clasps of the polishing block, the plate does not

suddenly move on the frame, and streak the edges. This done,

we withdraw the glass which covers the iodine, for the action

of the vapor which difl'iises itself over the plate, and let it re-

main thus a sufficient length of time for it to become of a golden
yellow or slightly red color. We can ascertain the tint by pre-

senting the plate before a white paper fixed to the wall. From
25 to 40 seconds are necessary, at a temperature of 16 or

18 degrees, centigrade, in order to bring the plate to the golden
yellow, slightly reddish shade. A temperature much higher
yields a more prompt result, while a lower temperature delays

it ; expeiience will soon teach us in this respect.

CHAPTEEV.
EXPOSING THE IODIZED PLATE UPON THE CHLORO-BROMIDe'oF LIME.

The iodized plate will be put upon the box containing the
chloro-bromide of lime, which for the sake of abreviation we
shall simply denominate bromide. At the temperature hereto-

fore indicated, from 10 to 20 seconds generally suffice for the

plate to take a suitable quantity of this accumulative vapor. It

is then examined, always by making it reflect upon white paper;
from a faint red color it changes to a violet hue. It is not es-

sential to let it go beyond this point, and indeed there would
be danger that the excess of bromide might impair the sensitive-

ness of the plate. In general, if the iodised plate has changed
color ever so little, it will show that the bromide has acted, and
this is sufficient. Several successive experiments will show,

moreover, whether it is necessary to expose the plate a little

longer, or a little shorter period ; if it be left too long, it would
become gray and obscured; if a requisite length of time be not
allowed for the absorbtion, hardly any trace of a proof will ap-

pear. Practice and observation guide the operator as to the

proportion of bromine which must combine with the iodide of

silver formed upon the plate. With the first proof therefore,

we recommend that the plate should be examined after an ex-

position of 10 or 12 seconds upon the bromide; if the plate have
not altered in an appreciable manner, we might still put it back
for some seconds, until we discover that it is a little more
colored.

CHAPTEEVI,
SECOND IODIZING OF THE PLATE.

When the plate, as we have hiterto remarked, is iodized to a
golden yellow or slightly red color, becomes by the action of the
bromide of a somewhat violaceous, we carry it back to the io-

dine bos, and leave it exposed to the fumes nearly two-thirds
of the time which it required at first to yield the iodizing golden
yellow or faint red. Thus, if by reason of temperature it has
required 45 seconds for the first iodizing, it will rec^uire for the
second time 30 seconds. The coating of bromide still re-

mains shut between two coatings of iodine.

We must not trouble ourselves if the effect produced by the
evaporation of the bromide upon the first coating of iodine pro-

duces an unequal color, and appears marbelized; the second
iodizing equalizes this coating, the color of which then becomes
of a steel blue color, as we may readily ascertain ; but if we ex-

amine it, it is necessary to do so quickly, if we do not wish that
the sensibility of the plate should be diminished; it is only to

watch the effect produced by this second coating of iodine, and
as a motive of study, that it would be advantageous to examine
the plate after this second iodizing. The least ray of light

striking it would be injurious; we might make a proof with the

greatest care after having thus examined the plate ; but it would
be much better that this second iodizing should be made in al-

most total darkness, with only sufficient light to enable us con-

veniently to place the plate in the frame, which must be used for

carrying it to the camera obscura.

We recognize the iodizing of the plate by the golden rose color,

then the bromide by the lilac violet color; finally, upon return

to the iodine, the steel blue color, to which the plate naturally

arrives by leaving it upon the iodine two-thirds of the time

which it required the first time for iodizing to a suitable extent.

This tint of the iodizing and brominizing of the plate is that

which we shall consider as the best for obtaining vigorous and
transparent proofs. However, it is sometimes necessary to iodize
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beyond this, according to conditions little studied as yet, and

which we may call the freaks of light, which in passing through

the object glass, will act in some manner upon tlie iodine coat-

ing.

The tint which we have described, is that with which we have

always succeeded the best, and we must believe that it is the

most favorable for obtaining good results; Init with a very in-

tense light we may iodize to a rose violet—it is suitable in this

case, that the slcel blue tint should be imparted upon the bro-

mine, and upon the return to the iodine, we leave it half as long

as it took to iodize it the first time.

In general, and as an essential thing, we advise, instead of

seeking to modify the iodizing, to change more ot less the inten-

sity of lights, either by bringing it near or removing it from the

window, or by drawing the curtains arranged for this effect.

It is not where the arrangement of ligiit is impossible (for a

landscape or a monument, for example), that it is necessar}' to

modify the iodizing in the manner in which we have spoken.

We will communicate as much as possible what we have learn-

ed from our personal experience; but it is absolutely necessary

that the operator study himself what iodizing is best suited to

the locality in which he operates.

There are places which, by the reflection of bright bodies

around, or by some other cause, which it might be frequently diffi-

cult to explain, give entirely different results, although the plate

has been prepared in the same manner, and with the same de-

gree of iodizing.

In relation to luminous actions, facts have not yet been ex-

amined and explained by the science in such a manner as to en-

able us to describe them with precision, and it is indispensable

that each opei'ator should modify according to his own observa-

tions, the more general instructions, which are furnished him by

the experience of others.

He must select his time, and adapt the lighting and iodizing

according to the light which is at his disposal. It is in this

appreciation that the talent of the daguerreotypist consists, a

talent apparently of easy attainraeut, but which requires much
more observation than is generally supposed; for, with the best

chemicals, the most perfect instruments, and the fiuest light, we
will have indifferent results, if we know not how to conduct all

the minutia3 of the work with iutelligeuce and persevering atten-

tion. This remark applies in an equal degree iu regard to the

following operation.

The plate prepared as we have said, and placed in the frame

which serves for carrying it to the camera obscuro, must be kept

entirely excluded from light, and even every kind of atmospheric

influence fwhich will easily be effected by folding it in a woolen

cloth), while we attend to the position of the model.

We should always allow an interval of five or six minutes be-

tween the last preparation of the plate and its exposition in the

camera; I have, by a great number of experiments, noticed that

it would acquire more sensibility than if it were used imme-
diatelv.

CHAPTER VII.

EXPOSITtOX OF THE IODIZED AND BROMINIZED PLATE IN THE CAMERA
OBSCURA.

After having directed the object-glass upon the person whose
image we wish to reproduce, we will have a design of this image
upon the ground glass.

When the model shall have been suitably placed by slidiii'^-

backward and forward the drawer of the camera obscura, whicli

causes the object glass to advance or recede, the image can be
perfectly placed in focus, and delineated with clearness apon the

ground glass. We will then substitute the frame containing the

])late for the ground glass, and witJidraw the trap door in order
to uncover it. It is now tliat great attention is necessary to

judge the proper time for the sitting of the model; for while at

the same hour, in the same atelier, it may require a sitting in

one room of only ten seconds or less, in another room it may re-

quire thirty or forty seconds. If the result for the proof were
equally as good in one case as in the oHier, it is evident that the

choice of place would not be doubtful, and it would only be re-

quisite to determine where the operation proceeds with the most

rapidity; but unfortunately the })lace frequently where the ope-

ration is affected in the sliortest time, is not compatible with the

best results. Thus the portrait obtained very quick, with a very

energetic light, will present an image without any outline^ and

without demi-tints, as portraits generally are, which are executed

upon terraces where the light comes from all jjoints; in another

situation, on the contrary, where more time is required, the best

results will be obtained for the proof. It i i not essential, there-

fore, to sacrifice all to quickness of operation; moreover, iu the

second case, where it is admissable for the model to sit a longer

time, as with one of adult age, a soft light will be found less

fatiguing.

For children only is quickness particularly necessary; their

features being less sharp and forming less contrast than those of

grown ])ersons, it follows that they always become sufficiently

delineated, although possessing an almost uniform light tone.

Here we might enter into many details, as we have done in

several pamphlets, on the color of garments, the position of the

individual, &c., &c.; but this is a matter of taste, and will not

therefore be discussed at present.

To arrange his model and the accessaries thereof iu a manner
more or less happy and favorable to artistic effect, is the senti-

ment of the artist, and the accomplishment of which depends

upon him alone. Whatever may be the process which human
genius employs for reproducing nature, the ])ainter with his

brushes, or his pencils, the sculptor with his chisels, the daguer-

reotypist with the light which engraves for him, an artistic effect

will not be obtained except under the hands of a true artist.

Aside from the difBculty of photographic processes in them-

selves, we should understand how much a portrait depends upon

circumstances to answer well all our expectations. It is neces-

sary—and here is the point which will always distinguish da-

guerreotypists—that to the science of photographic effects we
joiu that artistic taste which so arranges the model as to pre-

sent it in the most favorable attitude. It is particulai'ly for

portraits of woman that the trath of our observation will be ap-

preciated.

All that we would say upon the position of the model is, that

by certain conditions in the instrument, it is essential that all

parts of the person sitting should be jilaced, as timch as possible,

upon the same plane.

We would also mention, what will naturally be understood by

all; it is, that garments very dark or very light are objection-

able, on account of affording a too striking contrast with the

conntenance, so that during the exi)Osition of the plate in the

camera, it may very frequently follow that the whites will be

overdone, while the figure does not have time to be marked out

by the luminous action, and vice versa, that the figure may be

overdone, when the very dark garments (black or green velvet

for instance,) are still indi.-^tiuct.

It will be proper therefore, to select iu preference the mate-

rials of a medium shade, or all at least possessing the property

of reflection, as silk; red and deep green colors are the least

favorable: they have less reflection than black even.

What we would particularly avoid, is the unequal distribution

of light, as it frequently happens in an apartment where the side

of the model ]ilaced next to the window is strongly lighted,

while the opposite side is almost in a state of darkness; in this

situation, it often happens that the lighted side is consumed by
light, while the other side remains dark.

It is necessary therefore in general to place the model in a

diffuse light, and consequently of a uniform energy; the dura-

tion of the exposition moreover will be relative to tlie whiteness

of tint and to the color of the dress, which are not without their

influence upon the general result of the proof.

We would take this occasion to ]nirticularly caution the ope-

rator against being influenced by the i)retended success of those

who exhibit iwoofs which they claim to have obtained in two or

three seconds; there is nothing in this for self congratulation; for

admitting that it were time enough, this quickness of exptisitiou in

the camera ol)scurn, would be a consequence of light, the time of

day, and the excessive lightness of the model, or of its very light

dress, and not the result of skill in the operator. Skill con.sists

in obtaining a transparent proof, well delineated, consequently
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well lig-lited, and iu a suitable position. He therefore who ar-

ranges his oiKn-iitino: room in the most convenient manner possi-

ble, is sometimes subjected to the necessity of sitting his model

ten, fifteen, or twenty seconds, and even a minute or more, if

there suddenly occurs iu the interval an appreciable change in

the liglit.

Tiie state of the atmosphere also, is not to be regarded with

indifference. By very intense cold, as well as by excessive heat,

the operation, whatever may be the light, is always slightly re-

tarded; near sun-set, even when the day is yet clear, the expo-

sition also requires to be more prolonged.

"We Ijelieve that from these dillereuces in the duration of sit-

ting, according to the model and the intensity of light, which

may vary in a manner hardly perceptible to the observer, but

very sensiljly to the daguerreotypist, exerting their influence at

the same hour of the day, by the passage of a gray cloud or

other cause, we believe, we say, that the inexperienced operator

might attribute an unsatisfactory result to his instruments; he

might take to his polishing, to his cotton, to iodine, and to mer-

cury; this would indeed be a labyrinth from which it would be

impossible for him to extricate himself, whilst, if he liad allowed

double or triple the time, success would be complete.

To sum up, if the image appear very brilliant upon the ground

glass, ten seconds, and even less, will answer, with a good quar-

ter or half sized plate object glass, for a portrait of a child or

young woman, unless these models should be of a very dark com-

plexion.

It would require, in the same conditions of light, a third more
time of exposition in the camera, for the portrait of a man.

If the image appear only a little less vivid upon the glass,

three or four seconds more will not be sufficient, but double or

even triple the time will sometimes be required for a sitting, in

order tiiat the light may decompose the bromo-iodide of silver

formed upon the plate, in such a manner that the mercurial

fumes may combine properly and form a good proof.

Experience will guide the operator as to the length of time

requisite for the exposition of the prepared plate in the camera-

obscura.

The observation upon which we would particularly claim your

attention, inasmuch as it has not appeared to us to have been

sufficiently dwelt upon by those who have written upon photo-

graphy, is, to attach great importance to the effect of the image
on the ground glass. If this image appears vigorous, it will be
vigoi-ous and well relieved upon the plate; if, by the reflection

of surrounding bodies, or a confusion in the light, it seems faint

and of an uncertain clearness, it will be the same upon the plate,

and an indifferent proof will be the result.

We should strive to remedy it, either by removing the model
from, or bring it towards direct light, either by drawing the cur-

tains, or finally by preventing the too brilliant liglit from strik-

ing upon the object-glass. We readily obtain this latter result

by holding at a distance a paste board or screen, in such a man-
ner as to produce a shadow upon the object-glass.

All the cones placed before the object-glass avail nothing;

from the moment that a very bright light, or the sun, strikes the

object-glass, this will be sufficient.

It is necessary also, to see that the front of the camera is not

slit, or that there remain no traces of a screw hole, which fre-

quently happens in changing the copper shields intended to sup-

port the object-glass. Light admitted through the smallest

chink or hole, however imperceptible it may be, would seriously

affect the image produced by tlie object-glass.

It is easy, moreover, to satisfy ourselves whether the light

penetrates, by withdrawing the ground glass and looking into

the camera, which we direct towards the sky, after putting the

lid over the object-glass and taking care to cover the head with

the piece of cloth which usually serves a good purpose for seeing

the image upon the ground glass. We will perceive at once

the luminous rays which might pass through the least fissure,

and could then glue it over with strips of black velvet.

(To he. continued.)

There never was a hypocrite so disguised, but he had yet

some mark or other to be known by.

From the London Art-Journal.

THE VALUE OF THE "COURTS" OF ARCHITECTURE AND SCULPTURE
AT THE CRVSfAL I'ALACE.

The following article is equally well adapted to this country

as to England.

Reader I gentle and courteous: "general," or art-loving;

guide thy footsteps to the shrine of Art at Sydenham, soberly
and discretely. Land—uuruHied on account of various deten-
tions of thee—" the human parcel"—at the skirts of a platform,

or under the archway of a bridge. Enter;—
" But soft—by regular approach—not yet

—

First through the length of yon long gall'ry sweat.
And when up ten steep slopes thou'st dragg'd," * *

&c.—enter, we entreat thee, despite of everything, prepared to

apju'eciate and enjoy—but, little, the baked meats and tooth-

some coudiments of the caravansary that will immediately in-

vite thy perhaps not unjaded frame—yet much, the fountains of

art which pour fourth for thy lasting sustenance.

These fountains, indeed, are iu full play; the intellectual

waters of Ages were hard by, and had only to be conducted and
turned on, under skilful hands and able direction. Therefore;

reader masculine and Benedict! saunter not amidst the blan-

dishments of the refreshment tables; reader, young and femi-

nine! there is a Frenchman at thy elbow who counts the cakes
and the ices that thou devourest, and makes a note of it in the

Impressions of England which with great care and research he
compiles in his six day's visit; reader, marital and parental!

thou with thy contingent will do well enough till dinner-time, as

thou did'st in 1851, with the biscuits in thy companion's reti-

cule, or more solid fare in thy portentous basket;—thou shalt

so perhaps save some of thy little time for sight-seeing, and thy
wife more surely, that which could provide for some three days'

household expenses. We, who know thee—friend last named
—to be a good father, but an indulgent—would have thee and
all that makes up thy domestic happiness, here many times and
often; for ice have the interests of education and Art to main-

tain, whilst the Crystal Palace Comj)any—like tavern keepers

in general—seem to calculate upon having thee but once. We
admit to thee, though in strict confidence, that it is very plea-

sant and very cosy to be elbowed about a little three-legged

table in a corner, with lobster salad and sherry for the party,

and all things very nice, and above all very "respectable;" but
people do not go to museums and galleries of art for a refection,

which we and you, dear reader aforesaid, moderate in our wants,

can get better at home, not for once and away.

Seriously, let us say that we looked forward to the 0])ening

of the Crystal Palace, as affording one of the best means availa-

ble for the widest possible extension of the true knowledge and
love of art. To this end, the scheme of providing the marvel-

lous collection of works of sculpture, and the representations of

works of architecture—for the most part ably brought together

and arranged—was a capital feature in the Company's plan.

As in literature, so in Art, a limited constituency has been ex-

perimented upon, and found wanting. Great works might be
produced; but no general condition of excellence can now be
maintained without the existence of a great circle of art-lovers

and students. To some it may be unnecessary to remark this:

but we are not sure that even the opposite view might not have
been advanced at one time. However, feeling that the illustra-

tions which had been attempted might afford the one thing

needful for the progress of knowledge and taste, we regj'et to

see that, unless considerable alteration be made in the princi])le

of management, the desired result will not be realized. The
tendency of the present arrangements is to prevent all persons

having many engagements or but moderate means, from visiting

the ]")lace as often as would be desirable, and as often as they

would wish to do; and during the short days of the winter

months, we fear few will encounter the unnecessary loss of time

and the cost in money, of which the mere charge for admission

is the most insi<>-nificant item.

Iu such case, the disappointment to all interested in the ad-

vancement of Art, will be a very serious one. Until the time

of the exhibitions at Westminster Hall, it had not been felt
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that sculpture was an art about which much mterest would be

felt by the general public. But, such interest as there was then,

as in 1851, is too important to be disregarded. Possibly the

works of architectare required only to be set forth in similar

manner, to produce the like effect. We are speaking not about

the character of the pleasure derived, any more than respecting

the capacity of a particular class to register judgments, but

merely of one order of emotion, which at any rate is worth con-

sidering and providing for. Such impression may be better un-

derstood if viewed as akin to that produced by music. And,
even with the drawbacks to which we refer, the appearance of

Fine Arts courts at present, with visitors—handbooks in hand

—

shows that a great work of education is indeed going on.

No art could have been intended for the delight solely of those

who might be professors of it. That the art of architecture has

not generally been so presented in this country, may, wc think,

be readily concluded on consideration. Books, large and costly,

there have been, v/ith engravings usually designed for professional

men, and therefore presenting chiefly geometrical elevations and

drawings of separate details. Even with that large provision of

public libraries which the country still needs, such books would

have little effect, because their language necessitates a process

of thought, requiring special education. The most accurate

view, or the best constructed model, might fail to give the very

character which existed in the work of art itself, and the monu-

ments of architecture even in our own country, are difficult of

access.

Here, however, if we have not the very Avorks in which each

race of artists have moulded their imperishable thoughts, we
have some of the chief features; and we have in addition, oppor-

tunities for comparison not otherwise afforded. For the practi-

cal architect, no less than for the general public, it is not too

much to say, that never before were similar advantages given;

and we pi'opose, in the little space which we can now make use

of, not to tra&e the history of architecture through those varying

phases in v.'hich is written a narration not less instructing than

that of political changes, nor to describe the minor characteris-

tics of styles, but to direct attention to some of the points in

which the collection may be made useful towards realizing

that, which all agree is the great want of our time. That want
is a distinctive style of art, national and characteristic,—one

neither disregarding any of the suggestive materials accumulated

from former art, nor recent discoveries in science and improve-

ments in practice, nor the lessons deduced from the works of

nature.

It is constantly said that the condition of modern architecture

is anomalous in relation to the art of former times. There have
been instances of co-existent styles; but the world had not seen

the contemporary reproduction of many. For some years past

during each of certain short periods, there has been a decided

preference for some particular system, but where the merit ap-

peared to be not in what alone v.'e might, without much impro-

priety of restriction, call art, but in accurate reproduction,—
that style passing out of general favor in a few years, to be suc-

ceeded by another-, but still one worked on the same principle.

Now, this condition of things has arisen not altogether from

want of perception in the world of Art generally, for the beau-

ties of distinct classes of forms. That condition has been sus-

tained by the researches, for which this epoch is remarkable,

into every variety of character and shade of precedent. Such
researches have been made on the principle of division of labor,

a principle good in many of its manifestations, yet productive of

uarrow-miudcdncss—the most serious impediment to original

thought. Each architect has, or his immediate patrons have,

a favorite style, to be used on all occasions, and beyond which

nothing is known or admitted. So far as antiquarian results are

concerned the age has benefitted. But the actual condition of

Art, all have not ceased to regret, and different measui-es of

remedy have been suggested. But whether we endeavor to

carry out the style of ordinary house fronts, enriched by new
forms, or those adapted from kindred versions of architecture,

or whether on the Pre-Raphaelite jirinciplc, we endeavor to

take up what is considered by some, the clue of national Art, at

the point at which it was dropped, it is clear that we sh.all not

attain the desired end without the infusion of different elements.

Some other style may indeed be quarried up, to obtain favor and
detain us a while longer, practising art on the principle o' fash-

ion in dress. But, superficial knowledge of styles, taken togeth-

er, might even be regarded as a better thing than the prejudice

which results from the exclusive though accurate knowledge of

the .one old one.

The value, then, of the collection at Sydenham is, that it af-

fords what, perhaps, no living architect is master of, or would
have possessed during a long life. It at once gives some of the

chief characteristics of certain styles, and the means of compar-

ing them with each other. Here, or in the course of study

which will be induced, the student may see how different was
the use made of precedent in former ages, to that which we
make now. Of modern works, St. George's Hall, at Liverpool,

is one of the very few of which our age has reason to be unre-

servedly proud. Our club-houses contribute to the effect of our

street architecture, but are obviously copies or adaptations of

Italian works; whilst in our churches, the merit might seem to

be in proportion to the probability of the structure being taken

for one built in the fourteenth century,—and it is not our archi-

tects chiefly who are to blame for this.

However, it should be said, that comparison of styles has not

the means completely aflbrded at Sydenham. Many styles are

omitted altogether—the most important being, perhaps, the

Louis XIV. The history of the growth and decline of this

school of Art would be well worthy of study. The disfavor,

comparatively; into which the whole of it has fallen lately, may
be attributed to the mistake which had been made in following

the characteristic features of its decline, rather than real merits

which it had.

In some cases, as in the positions of the Alhambra and Byzan-

tine courts, chronological order has been departed from. The
Roman style can hardly be said to be represented at all; and

the Egyptian style, remarkable for its depth of shade, has little

of that character as shown at Sydenham. In the Greek "court,"

Greek surface enrichment is the only thing that is very well re-

presented:—and the Ionic order is exhibited only by casts. In

other cases, ornament is profusely illustrated—to the exclusion

of the higher order of beauty arising out of structure,—that

which makes up the distinctive character of architecture as an

art. With all such deficiencies, many of which we are content

to think were unavoidable under the extraordinary difliculties

that there were, both classes of observers cannot fail to reap

great benefit from the collection. In many particulars, such as

the application of color to form in architecture, we may differ

from the course adopted,—we may even think it would have

been better not to risk perpetuating the mistake that great

cost is necessary for the production of beauty,—but we must

admit that the greatest help which has been afforded for many
years, has been given to the solution of questions, now in an un-

settled state, and on which it is essential some conclusion should

be approached to. The present condition of some of these

questions is unfavorable, both to the accomplishment of great

works, and to the power to appreciate them when they are

brought forth. In all the best periods of Art-production, as in

the Greek, and in the Itahan Renaissance, and Cinque-Cento,

we notice no voilent oppositions of opinion amongst architects,

but a general progression by the contributions of each to the

common stock. There is ample room for the true genius to

work, after a very strict definition of guiding principles; but to

leave many of these neither on the one side nor the other, is

simply to hamper the exercise of genius by the fear which would

be felt of going wrong. Some of these Art-questions we may

shortly endeavor to treat—Mith the aid of cxammation of par-

ticular illustrations of Art at the Crystal Palace.

Doubt is the vestibule through which all must pass, before

they can enter into the temple of wisdom: therefore, when we

are in doubt and puzzle out the truth by our own exertions, \yc

have gained a something that will stay by us, and which will

serve us again. But if, to avoid the trouble of the search, we

avail ourselves of the superior information of a friend, such

knowledge will not remain with us; we have not bought but

borron-ed it.
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From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

N I T R A T E F Z I N C

.

Glasgow, July 3, 1854.

Sir,— I have tried tbe nitrate of zinc for preserving coUodio-

types sensitive, but from some cause which I am not sufficiently

acquainted with chemistry to understand, I have been unable to

get a i)assable picture. I indeed had the impression on the plate,

which developed well enough, but iuimmerable spots of a trans-

parent nature, about an eighth of an inch in size, more or less,

covered the plate ; but for these spots the picture would have

done.

I prepared the plates with good working collodion and ni-

trate-bath on the Friday night, exposed them in the camera on

Saturday, and developed on Monday night, so that three days

elapsed from the preparing of the plates to the development. I

used pyrogallic and acetic acids for the latter.

That nitrate of zinc preserves a iilm of moisture there can be

no question, but I should like to know what can have been the

cause of the spots, and if you or any of your numerous readers

can help to solve this, they will confer a favor on

Your obedient Servant,
" Zinc."

P.S.—I observe in " Answers to Correspondents," that a

plan adopted by many journals is pursued of answering a ques-

tion for the individual who put it ; but another way of answer-

ing correspondents is pursued in the " Family Friend," which

you have no doubt seen, where a question is so answered as to

convey information to many as well as the querist.

From JVotes and Queries.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES AND QUERIES.

MR. LONG ON AN EASY CALOTYPE PROCESS.

In compliance with your request to be furnished with the par-

ticulars of my manipulation in the calotype process, I beg to

offer the following as possessing many advantages over the plans

as usually recommended. Before doing so, however, I would

premise what are the conditions necessary for obtaining an im-

pression on calotype paper by the agency of solar radiations.

The surface on which we receive the impression is iodide of sil-

ver, and to render this coating sensitive to light forms the basis

of the various manipulations. If we precipitate iodide of silver

from a solution of the nitrate with an excess of iodide of potas-

sium, and spread the resulting powder on paper, it will be found

that on exposure to light no effect will be produced; but if, on

the contrary, the iodide of silver be thrown down from a solution

containing an excess of nitrate of silver, a different colored paper

will be the result, and on repeating the experiment of exposure

to light, a very decided action will be observable on the preci-

pitated mass. It first becomes light'brown, and then gradually

deepening in color, it assumes a dark tinge, verging on black.

We have here evidently two distinct compounds, one sensitive

to light, and the other perfectly insensible to that influence.

Our object, therefore, in the preparation of the paper, is to coat

its surface with the sensitive compound, namely, a " sub-iodide

OF SILVER," and this I accomplish in the manner following:

—

Pin the paper by two of its corners to a soft wood board, and

by means of a glass rod spread evenly on its surface a solution

of iodide of potassium of the strength of 20 grs. of the salt to

1 oz. of water; allow this to remain for the space of two minutes,

and then blot off carefully in order to remove the superfluous

solution. When the paper is surface dry, repeat the oj)eration

with the aceto-nitrate of silver, composed as follows:—Nitrate

of silver, pure, 30 grs.; glacial acetic acid, 2 drachms; water,

1 oz. Let this rest for two minutes, and very carefully blot off

as before. It not required for immediate use, che paper thus

prepared may be suspended to dry, or it may be immediately

jjlaced in the dark slide to await the exposure in the camera.

The time of exposure will vary from two minutes to fifteen,

according to the amount of light, size andfocusof lens, diameter

of diaphragm, and the nature of the object operated upon.

On removal from the camera, the paper is to be transferred

again to the board, and its surface treated through the agency

of the glass rod with a saturated solution ot gallic acid, taking

care that no part is for a moment allowed to become dry. The
picture will now commence to unfold itself in all its details, and
will be of a light brown color. When the whole of the picture

is thus far developed, a few drops of the aceto-nitrate are to be

spread as quickly as possible over it, in order to change the color

from brown to Ijlack, and to give intensity to the dark parts of

the impression.

Care must be taken not to carry the development too far,

otherwise the lights of the picture will suffer, and will have a

tendency to become brown, greatly impairing the distinctness of

the resulting proof.

The fixing of the negative produced as above is performed by
immersion in a bath of hyposulphite of soda, of the strength of

4 oz. of the crystals to one pint of water, where it is allowed to

remain until the whole of the yellow color is dispelled from the

light parts. It is then to be removed to abundance of water,

and soaked for two hours at least, in order to remove the adher-

ing hyposulphite. After carefully drying, the negative may be

waxed in the ordinary way, and will be found in every way equal

to those obtained by a more circuitous mode of operation.

It will no doubt be noticed that the proportion of acetic acid

is very high in the aceto-nitrate, but the rationale of its action

will be best made clear by detailing the following simple experi-

ments:—Precipitate, as before directed, some sub-iodide of silver

in two test tabes; let one of the tubes be now exposed to the

action of light, and the other carefully excluded from its influ-

ence; add to each of them a saturated solution of gallic acid:

it will be found that both precipitates will be'?ome darkened,

that which has undergone exposure attaining the darkest hue,

the difference he'mg apparently only one of intensity; such, how-

ever, is not the case, as will be seen by adding to each a few

drops of glacial acetic acid; in the one that has been exposed,

no change will take place; while, in the other, the whole of the

darkness will disappear, and leave the precipitate of as pure a

color as before the treatment with gallic acid.

We therefore infer that the object of the large dose of acetic

acid in the sensitive solution, is beneficial in preserving the light

parts of the picture, that is to say, to take up the oxide of sil-

ver as soon as it is precipitated by the action of the gallic acid

on the light unexposed parts of the negative.

I must apologise for thus trespassing on your valuable space,

but it appears to me that more success is likely to attend the

labors of junior photographers, when in possession of the ration-

ale of any particular process, thau when blindly following details

of manipulation and using formulce of which they know not the

behavior and peculiarities.

153 Fleet Street. Ohas. A. Long.

MR. FOX Talbot's patents.

A Special General Meeting of the Photographic Society is

to be held on Thursday next to receive a report from the Coun-

cil respecting the intention of Mr. Fox Talbot, in reference to

the renewal of his patents. We understand that the Rev. J.

B. Reade, from whose letter in the Philosophical Magazine we
published an extract in our Number for June 3, p. 524, showing

that " the use of gallate of silver as a photogenic agent had

been made public in two lectures by Mr. Brayley, at least two

years before Mr. Talbot's patent was sealed," is about to pub-

lish a second letter on the subject. Any communication from a

gentleman of the position and scientific attainments of Mr.

Reade, will be looked for with great interest at the present mo-

ment.

photographic paper.

You sometime since held out to photographers the hopes of

their being supplied with that great desideratum, a paper on

which they could rely. From your continued silence. I begin to

fear that you have been disappointed in your expectations. Is

this so? Juv.

[We certainly have not yet received the specimens of paper

to which we referred, but we have no reason to doubt that tbcy

will shortly be ready.

—

Ed. " N. & Q.'j
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AFFIDAVITS MADE BY SIR D. BREWSTER AND SIR J. HERSCHEL RE-

SPECTING THE CALOTYPE PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS INVENTED BY
H. F. TALBOT, ESQ.

In Chancery.—Between William Henry Fox Talbot,

Plaintiff, aud James Henderson, Defendant.

I, David Brew.ster, Principal of the United Colleges of Saint

Salvador and Saint Leonards, in the University of Saint An-
drew's, in Scotland, now residing at No. 44 Saint James' Place,

Westminster, Knight, make oath, and say as follows:

—

1. I liavo for many years paid much attention to optical

science, and have written treatises on that science generally,

and on different Ijranclies of it.

2. I have paid much attention to the art of Photography, and

have written and published various writings concerning the his-

tory and progress of that art.

3. I have been acquainted witli the photographic process in-

vented by the plaintiif, and at first called by liim the calotype

process, and described in the specification marked X., shown

to me at the time of my making this affidavit, from the time, or

nearly so, of the first publication of it by him, videlicet, from tlie

year 1841, and I fully believe that he was the first and true in-

ventor of the said calotype process, and I say that such is the

general opinion of scientific men, according to the best of my
knowledge and belief

4. That I was the first, or one of the first, persons who pro-

posed that the name of Calotype ought to be changed to that

of Talbotype, after the name of the inventor.

5. That I am acquainted with the principle of what has been

termed the collodion process in photography, and that I con-

sider it to be a useful and convenient mode of operating.

6. That by employing the said collodion process a greater

rapidity of photograi)hic action is frequently obtained, together

with a greater precision aud clearness in the negative image or

picture.

7. That the said collodion process consists chiefly in a mode

of oljtaining the negative pictures upon a film or skin of iodized

collodion spread upon glass, instead of obtaining them upon a

sheet of iodized paper according to the plaintiff's invention, de-

scribed in the said specification.

8. That I consider the said collodion process to be only a

variation or modification of the plaintiff''s said invention, called

by him the calotype, for the following reasons, videlicet:

—

Pirst.—Because the skin of iodized collodion spread upon

glass serves as a substitute for the sheet of iodized paper

employed by the plaintiff.

Secondly.—Because, in both cases, the iodized surface

(whether collodion or paper) requires to be excited or

rendered sensitive to light by washing it over with a

solution of nitrate of silver, or by dipping it in a bath of

the same.

Thirdly.—Because, in both cases, after an invisible image

has been impressed upon the photographic surface

(whether of collodion or paper), it is requisite to de-

velop it or render it visible by washing it with a liquid

(which is the.chief and principal part of the plaintiff's

said invention): and the liquid generally em]iloyed for

that purpose is either gallic acid as described by the

plaintiff iu his said specification, or a modification of the

same, termed pyrogallic acid.

Fourthly.—Because (whether the first or negative image

is obtained upon collodion or upon paper), in either case,

the final result of the process is the same, videlicet, a po-

sitive picture is obtained upon paper by the action of

light.

9. That I have read a copy of the joint and several affidavits

purporting to be made by Robert Hunt and Charles Heisch,

sworn in this cause on the 22nd day of this present month of

May; also copies of two several affidavits purporting to be made

by Ali)honse Normandy and William Henry Tliornthwaite, both

sworn iu this cause on "the same 22nd day of May instant; and

that, notwithstanding such affidavits, I fully believe that the

plaintiff was the first and true inventor of the calotype process

described in his said specification, aud that the said calotype

process was very different from any photographic process pre-

viously known; and I say that the di.stinction attempted to be

drawn in the said affidavits between the collodion and calotype

processes is fallacious, inasmuch as the collodion jirocess borrows

from the calotype process its most essential ]ioint, videlicet, the

development of an invisible image, and therefore it ought to be

considered merely as an improvement upon the latter process.

David Brewster.

Sworn at my chambers, No. 6 New Square, Lincoln's

Inn, in the county of Middlesex, this 24th day of

May, 1 854, before me,

W. Strickland Cookson,

A London Commissioner to administer

oaths iu Chancei'y.

In Chancery.—Between William Henry Fox Talbot,

Plaintiff, and James Henderson, Defendant.

I, John Frederick William Herschel, Baronet, Master of

Her Majesty's Mint, make oath, and say as follows:

1. I have read a copy of an affidavit sworn in this cause by
Robert Hunt and Charles Heisch on the 22nd, and filed on the

23rd of May instant, in which my name is mentioned in the fol-

lowing terms, videlicet:

" Sir John Herschel also published the fact of his having used

gallic acid in a paper communicated by him to the Royal Society

on February 20th, 1840, and which paper is printed aud pub-

lished in the Philosofhical Transactions^

2. I say that the inference attempted to be drawn to the pre-

judice of the plaintiff from my memoir in the Philosojphical Trans-

actions, above referred to, is erroneous; inasmucli as in the ex-

pei'iments there referred to, I did not use gallic acid for the

purpose of developing a dormant picture, not being then aware

that any such dormant picture existed, but only with a view to

increase the sensitiveness of the paper.

3. I say that my memoir, above referred to, extended to nearly

sixty pages, and that gallic acid is only once named in it, to the

best of my recollection, videlicet, at page 8, in the following

words:

" My first attention was directed to the discovery of a liquid

or emulsion, which, by a single application, whether by dipping

or brushing over, should communicate the desired quality. The
presence of organic matter having been considered by some late

chemists an essential condition for the blackening of the nitrate

of silver, I was induced to try, in the first instance, a variety of

mixtures of such organic, soluble, compounds as would not pre-

cipitate that salt. Failing of any marked success in this line

(with the somewhat problematic exception of gallic acid and its

compounds), the next idea which occurred, was . . ."

4. I say, that in writing the passage of my memoir above

quoted, I did not contemplate the photographic process, since

called the calotype process; nor was I then acquainted with

that process.

5. I say that I have been acquainted with the plaintiff's in-

vention, called the calotype process, from the time, or nearly so,

of its first publication in 1841; and that I consider the leading-

feature in the plaintiff's said invention to have been the discovery

of the existence of invisible photographic images on paper, and

the mode of making them visible, described by the plaintiff. And
I say that such invention was a new one to the best of my judg-

ment and belief, and that it was of great importance in photo-

graphy, and that it has continued to be used by photographers

ever since the time of its publication.

J. F. W. Herschel.

Sworn at the house of the above-named Sir John Fred-

erick William Herschel, No. 32 Harley Street, iu

the county of Middlesex, this 25th day of May,

1854, before uie,

W. Stlickland Cookson,

A London Commissioner to administer

oaths in Chancery.
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SUBSTITUTE FOR PINS.

Having been induced by a correspondent of the Photographic

Journal to try, as a cheap and useful substitute for pius for the

purpose of suspending iodized and other papers to dry, a little

article known as Smit/i's Patent Spring Clothes Pins, and hav-

ing found them answer the purpose most admirably, I think I

am doing good service in calling the attention of my brother

photographers to their utility. They may be purchased of the

principal oil and color men at Is. per doz, or 10s. per gross. X.

TESTS FOR INTENSITY OF LIGHT AND FLUIDITY OF COLLODION.

On a recent visit to my friend Mr. S. T. Coathupe, of Bris-

tol, he communicated to me two suggestions, which he has per-

mitted me to make public, and which I am inclined to think may
prove valuable to my brother photographers. The first is with

respect to certain conditions of light; and to enable the j^hoto-

grapher, previous to his commencing his operations, to have

some idea of its intensity, he recommends the use of a tourmalin,

or Nichols's Prism, and a piece of unannealed glass or selenite,

either of the former to analyse the light passing through the lat-

ter substances; with the joint aid of which, on holding the for-

mer close to the eye, and the glass or selenite at a convenient

distance, say two feet, and directing them both to the sky,- the

usual phenomena of polarised light will occasionally be discovered

;

and according to the degree of intensity of polarisation then ob-

served, the operator may obtain some knowledge of the time

required for the exposure of the plate in the camera.

When the sky fully polarises he will of course allow double

the time, there l:)eing only half the light that he would have

when no such phenomenon occurs—a hint not to be disregarded,

and not obtainable with the same facility and accuracy by any

other means that I have yet heard of.

The second suggestion was with reference to keeping the io-

dized collodion constantly at the same degree of fluidity; and

this would appear to be readily accomplished by the use of the

ordinary specific gravity beads, choosing that condition of the

collodion which the operator deems best suited for his work, and

finding a bead which just floats in the centre of the bottle:

keep the collodion to the same degree of fluidity by the addition

of either ether or alcohol, as may be required, the thickening of

the collodion as the bottle containing it gets emptied being in-

dicated of course, by the rising of the bead, which, by the ad-

dition of alcohol or ether, or the mixture of the two, would be

restored to its normal state. Considering the above hints as

practically valuable, I have (with Mr. Coathupe's permission)

lost no time in giving them the greatest publicity in my power,

and I know not a better medium than " N. & Q."

J. W. G. GUTCH.
No. 6 Clifton Villas, Paddington.

PHOTOGRAPHIC HINTS.

Having found much difficulty in iodizing the paper, as advised

by Dr. Diamond, from the marner in which it curls on removal

from the bath, and finding that after the paper has been damp-
ed, in accordance with that gentleman's directions, it iodizes

unequally, thus spoiling the negative, I have tried a method
which entirely remedies the inconvenience; and as I am pretty

sure others, especially young photographers, have found, or will

experience like difficulties, I laeg to offer it for their use. I cut

the paper about half an inch larger than the size required, and

fold hack a quarter of an inch of each end, which, rendei'ing the

paper rigid, no warping ensues, and the after process with the

glass rod is perfectly easy, and there is not any fear, with a little

care, of having the back soiled.

I have found also that where the pins went through the paper
during drying, on developing, very generally, a double fleck from
the pin-hole spread right up the negative, and thus spoiled it.

I tried various means, until I tried the finer sort of hair pins

used by ladies, which, being lacquered, answer admirably. I

have not had one spoiled since. I bend the pin like a shepherd's

crook, and place the end through a tape hung across a room,
and pass the longer end through the paper, as by such means
the paper hangs on the uninjured part of the pin; otherwise,
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when bent by myself, probably the metal may be exposed, and
the paper be thus spoiled.

T. L. Merritt.
Maidstone.

QUERY ON MR. LYTE's PROCESS.

Will you allow me to put a Query with reference to Mr.
Lyte's instantaneous process, described in "N. & Q.," Yol. ix.,

p. 5T0? Is there not some mistake in the method of preparing
solution No. 1 .? Two hundi'ed grains of nitrate of silver are to

be dissolved in six ounces of distilled water, and as much iodide

of silver as will dissolve. Iodide of silver bemg insoluble in

water, of course none of it will dissolve. C. H. C.

MR. lyte's process.

In the event of Mr. Lyte's absence, I beg to suggest, in an-

swer to C. H. C, that although iodide of silver is insoluble in

water, it is soluble in solution of nitrate of silver, in which Mr.
Lyte directs that it shall be dissolved, according to C. H. C.'s

own showing. Geo. Shadbolt.

plant's camera.

In Mr. Dilke's Speeial Report of the New York Industrial

Exhibition, that gentleman states:

"M. H Plant, of Paris, exhibits a camera box (without lens)

for taking photographs on paper, together with a multiple frame
for holding a number of sheets of prepared (dry) paper, and
transferring them to the camera slide, and again from thence

to the opposite side of the frame (after having received the im-

pression), without exposure to light. The whole apparatus
appears to be ingeniously and judiciously contrived; and the

workmanship and fitting (on which so much of its usefulness

must depend) are admirable."

The object of my present communication is to ask whether
M. Plant's camera is known in England, and where it may be
seen; or, if not the camera itself, some fuller description of it?

P. C.

WAX-PAPER PROCESS.

The ceroleiue process does not appear to have many advo-
cates, because perhaps, in the first stage, the paper is not so

transparent as is expected. Has, however, the solution of the
iodide of silver, when made with spirits of wine, failed when
used to iodize waxed paper?

Thomas Falconer.

turpentino-wax paper process, by m. lespiault.

[The following process is translated from La Lumiere. The
original communication was accompanied by pictures produced
by this process, and of the beauty of which the editor of La
Lumiere speaks in the highest terms.]

I have the honor of communicating to you the details of a
dry paper process which joins, to the advantage of long preserva-

tion, that of easy manipulation and admirable tones, and at the

same time preserves the proofs of a proper strength. I send with
my letter two proofs, obtained by the aid of this new process: one
of them shows that green is not so rebellious a color as is generally

believed to the action of the actinic rays; and that by the help

of bromide properly proportioned, you can secure not only the

forms, but the very depths of the foliage.

I generally use well-selected Saxe or Canson paper. If the

paper is full of little holes, in consequence of too much glazing,

I improve it by means of ordinary collodion dissolved, in a small

quantity, in alcohol mixed with a little ether; but if the paper is

good, this precaution becomes useless.

I put 200 grammes of white wax in a litre bottle, which I

immediately fill completely with rectified spirits of turpentine.

I have a larger vessel filled with water, heated to thirty or forty

degrees centigrade,—a temperature which can be easily known
without a thermometer, and simply by the help of the hand. I

plunge the bottle almost entirely in the water, and leave it there

about a quarter of an hour, shaking it from time to time.
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I then take it out, and the spirit lias dissolved the proper

quantity of wax. It ought to be of tlie consistency of olive oil,

and not to set in cooling; if this happens, there has been too

much wax, and it will be necessary to add a certain quantity

more spirit, and to warm it again to render the mixture liquid.

The papers are to he immersed in this preparation, previously

filtered. They imbibe it immediately, and become transparent

like a glass finely polished; but by the desiccation, they soon

take a heavy white appearance, and scarcely appear waxed.

You can immerse twenty or thirty sheets together in the

liquid; and after having turned the whole mass, take them out

one by one and suspend them by a corner. The time of immer-

sion is of little consequence, and may vary from one minute to a

quarter of an hour, without any difference of any consequence

in the results.

The sheets thus prepared, being well dried, are then plunged

into a bath of iodide thus composed; and where they must be

left for two hours, in order that the wax may be well saturated:

Filtered rice water 1 litre.

White gelatine 6 grammes.

Sugar ot milk 20 "

Iodide of potassium 25 "

Iodide of ammonium 2 "

Bromide of potassium 4 "

Chloride of sodium 2 "

Fluoride and cyanide of potassium, about 50 centigrammes

of each.

The papers must then be dried by suspending them by a cor-

ner, and in this state they can be kept any length of time. On
the proportion of bromide and of the iodides depends the differ-

ence in the results obtained. Without bromide, the blacks are

too strong, the colors hard and without the middle tints,—an

effect too generally obtained with the waxed papers of M. Le
Gray. If the bromide predominates, on the contrary, the proofs

are, it is true, perfect in the shadows, but the lights want strength.

The proportions given above appear to me the most proper.

Nevertheless, if you want to take rural landscapes, woods, and

mountains, I think that it would be well to hicrease slightly the

quantity of bromide, but this salt must never exceed the third

of the iodides used.

With regard to the cyanides and the fluorides, I must acknow-

ledge I am not thoroughly convinced of their efficacy; neverthe-

less, never having found their use prejudicial, I have preserved

them in the proportions indicated by M. Le Gray, The sugar

of milk and of rice are indispensable, and by them you can ob-

tain good blacks, even when using bromides. The rest of the

manipulation does not differ from that which M. Le Gray gives

in his excellent work.

The sensitizing bath is the same, that is to say, 15 grammes

of nitrate of silver, and 24 grammes of acetic acid, to 300

grammes of water. I only take the precaution to saturate it

with bromide and iodide of silver, by pouring into it some

grammes of the iodized solution. I filter it, and I have no

more fear of its prolonged action on the paper, so that I leave

it there to soak from five to ten minutes. I generally plunge

three or four sheets in the same bath ; I take them all out at

the sanae time, and immerse them in rain water; I thus shorten

and simplify much the manipulation, without any accident re-

sulting from it.

If tlie time of the exposure has been right, and it is always

less than with the paper waxed previously, the picture is visi-

ble on its removal from the camera. It^may l^e developed very

rapidly in the gallic acid, takes beautiful* red tones, which quick-

ly pass to the black. When the proof has been fixed, washed,

and dried, I wax it in quire of blotting-paper. It then equals

the most perfect obtained by waxing the ))a]ier beforehand. If

you prefer to wax the paper first, the bath of which I have given

the proportions above may be used to iodize it. It harmonises

very well, Init the shades are not so deeply marked.

Tlie turi)entino-wax paper has, like the pa])er waxed before-

hand, the advantage of being as good the eightli day as the first,

only the time of exposure is a little longer the longer the paper

has been prepared. For about six months that I have used the

turpentino-wax pnper, I liavc been able to ascertain the cer-

taintv of its results.

The sheets prepared according to the form of ]Monsieur Ste-

phane Geofray, give, it is true, beautiful results on the day of

their preparation; but in the hot season, and in the South of

France, it is impossible to preserve them many days, which may,

perhaps, be explained by the low degree of temperature which

the ceroleine requires to liquefy it (29 centigrade). Besides,

the proportion of ceroleine which the alcohol can dissolve is

very little, when compared with the quantity of wax which the

spirit of tur]ienfine will dissolve without coagulating as it cools.

To conclude, experience will show which is the preferable

process on dry paper, and for my part I am ready to accept that

of M. Geofray as excellent, if it is demonstrated to me that

with papers well prepared there is no danger of any alteration

during some days. Maurice Lespiault.

Nerac, June 27, 1854.

Addition to the process on dry paper, turpentino-M'axed, by
M. Maurice Lespiault.

In the summer, by leaving the wax in the spirit of turpentine

for three or four hours, it becomes dissolved to a proper degree.

When the temperature is high, it is needless to warm it in the

sand-bath. The gazogene, employed as a dissolvent, gives also

good results; but the papers must be immersed without delay in

the solution, because the alcohol and spirit of turpentine, the

combination of which constitutes the gazogene, have a tendency

to separate, as soon as this last is saturated with wax.

The papers thus prepared assume a beautiful blue black in

the bath of iodide, and whiten perfectly in the nitrate.

If the different dissolvents of wax are studied, such as the

essence of spikenard and lavender, a complete waxing of the

paper may be accomplished. It is useless to insist upon the

importance, in an economical point of view, of such a wrocess,

for a litre of spirit will soak more than two hundred sheets of

full-sized paper. Maurice Lespiault.

Nerac, July, 5, 1854.

I'Vom the London Ait-Journal.

RESTORATION OF THE ROYAL MONUMENTS IN WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

After some centuries of natural decay and unnatural neglect,

the series of royal monuments at Westminister have been made
the subject of an especial report: their condition has received

parliamentary attention, and, mirahik diclu! a government grant

has been made for their especial behoof. So extraordinary an

event should be received with extraordinary gratefulness; it is

the first time that the wealth of England has been devoted to

such a purpose, and it is an augury of better days to come. We
cannot but attribute much of this to the wholesome influence

which Prince Albert has directed towards the Arts in general,

an influence which cannot fail to spread, and which will have the

good effect generally, of inducing a better conservative spirit in

those to whom we naturally look as the custodians and guardians

of our national monuments. It must, however, never be forgot-

ten that it is a pressure from without which alone has hitherto

kept these guardians from being destroyers; the decay and neg-

lect exhibited in the royal monuments is almost entirely charge-

able on deans and chapters, who have iguorantly injured what

they did not value, except as material to make an exhibition and

realise cash. These monuments have been so entirely under

their control, that iron gates and heavy fees have, until recently,

kept the public from familiar contact or acquaintance with the

tombs of their sovereigns, while every coronation or great public

event has been marked by fresh and wanton destruction, by their

own employees ,of the very monuments they trafficked with. Now
that a parliamentary grant has been made for the restoration of

the damage, it should seriously be considered whether the

damagers should be the sole custodians for the future, or whe-

ther we should not have, as our Gallic neighbors have, a com-

mittee who are responsible for the proper conservancy of nation-

al monuments—who will look after them, and report upon them,

that thus

'• they may be saved

From guardian hands, ere they be more depraved.''



There are many true thinkers among us still, whose minds

are attuned like that of Joseph Addison, as he records it in one

of his charming pajjcrs in the " Spectator." He says:
—

" When
I am in a serious humor, I very often walk by myself in West-

minster Abbey; where the gloominess of the place, and the use

to whicli it is applied—witli the solemnity of the building, and

the condition of the people who lie in it, are apt to fill the mind

with a kind of melancholy, or rather thoughtfuluess, that is not

disagreeable." Filled with such feelings, we cannot wonder at

the enthusiasm with which he speaks of the interest honest Sir

Roger de Coverley is described as exhibiting in this great "Lon-

don siglit," when lie declares, " for my own part, 1 could not

but be pleased to see the knight show such an honest passion

for the glory of his country, and such a respectful gratitude to

the memory of its princes." There is certainly no place in Eng-

land so crowded with great memories; no sacred walls holding

within them so much " venerated dust." Here kings, princes,

poets, orators, authors—men who have made England famous

by deed and word, who have actively served us in senate or

field, or did us mental service by the power of mind and pen,

sleep the final sleep together; and the mind almost feels unable

to grasp the wondrous combination of great names that crowd

upon it for remembrance and homage, from the days of Edward
the Confessor to those of Queen Victoria. Every nook is filled,

every wall covered, witli mementos of great Englishmen; and

we may here feel something of the same sensation that imbued
the mind of Xapoleon when he viewed the pyramids:—"cen-

turies look down upon us."

We are apt sometimes to speak rather uncharitably of the

national pride of surrounding countries, and when we do so we
completely forget that few are prouder in that particular point

than ourselves. We think it always, we speak it at all oppor-

tunities; and its display on some public occasions is over-suffi-

ciently inflated. We find no fault with this, provided we hear

no criticisms of those nations who " do likewise," for we have a

wholesome remembrance of Byron's remark, that since Cervantes

laughed away the chivalry of Spain, that country has done no

glorious thing; but we confess to a considerable amount of sur-

prise that all our pride of ancestry explodes in after-dinner

speeches, while their relics may moulder in ruined and neglected

graves, unnoticed and uncared for. The attention now about

to be paid to our royal monuments is a move in a right direc-

tion, and will do much to relieve us from the national reproach

of having more of lip-worship than heart-worship in the honor
we sometimes pay to the great departed.

The House of Commons having voted 4t00Z. as the estimated

cost of the repair of the royal monuments in the Abbey, the

money is to be granted in two equal sums at different times, and
the report of the architect of the Abbey, Mr. George Gilbert

Scott, has been printed in the estimates for the civil services of

the year. As that gentleman was especially appointed to in-

quire into the state of these monuments, and his report shows
the grounds upon which this estimate was submitted to Par-

liament, it becomes necessary to consider very seriously the na-

ture of that gentleman's views in the proposed restorations, for

even greater danger may accrue to the monuments l)y such re-

storation than by natural decay; and all really valuable points

of historic interest may be overlaid or obscured by a process of

renovation fatal to the genuine character and pure antiquity of

the works in question. While wanton neglect must be ever de-

precated, wanton renovation is often as fatal to a work of anti-

quity; destroying its interest and depreciating its truthfulness.

We should look with horror upon the proceedings of the great-

est genius of the day in sculpture, if he had free access to the

Elgin marbles, and forthwith began to " restore" tliem by ad-

ding the lost pieces "from his own head," and we could not but
feel that such meddling marred the whole. Such proceedings

are on a par with a Dutch housewife's cleanliness, and is bound-
ed by a desire to make all "sightly" rather than true or instruc-

tive; they would mend and cobble a museum until its contents

resembled a bazaar, and entirely overlook tlie value of anything
that was not "perfect;" rejecting the Portland vase because it

was broken, and testing a piece of Roman pottery by its " ring-

ing," they would repudiate it if its tone sounded of a flaw. And
when the museum was thus completed, like the Dutch parlor, it

might be closed against dust and (lies, and its curator inwardly
rejoice at its irreproachable condition.

The royal monuments consist of the shrine of Edward the

Confessor; the tombs of King Henry III.; King Edward I.

and his Queen Eleanor of Castile; King Edward III. and his

Queen Philippa of Hainault; King Richard II. and his Queen
Anne of Bohemia; King Henry V., and King Henry YII. and
his Queen. Of their immediate relatives there are several

monuments which are also in a state requiring attention; it will

now be our business to narrate then- condition and proposed
renovation.

The shrine of the Confessor was executed in 1269, by one
Peter, a citizen of Rome, who was brought to this country by
order of King Henry III., that sovereign being particularly de-

sirous of doing all honor to the memory of St. Edward. It is

distinct in its character from other works of its period ; it is

formed of Purbeck marble, inlaid with glass mosaic, and was
originally of great splendor; at each side are recessed arches,

and at the angles spiral columns, once thickly encrusted with

mosaics; at the head of this monument was the altar, with a

curious reredos inlaid with mosaic and antique porphyry. This

formed originally a casing for the shrine itself which contained

the body of the Confessor, and was constructed of plates of

gold, and decorated vvith jewelry of gorgeous splendor. So
tempting a display of wealth was irresistible in the days of Henry
YIII., consequently the shrine was destroyed, the gold melted,

and the jewels sold. Queen Mary restored it and tried to give

it something of its old character, but it was cheap patchwork at

best; a great deal of the mosaic work having been lost, its place

was filled with plaster, on which sham mosaic was represented;

the early inscription was covered over, and another bearing no
relation to it, substituted; while, in place of the shrine itself was
erected a poor wooden structure as a protection to the body.

At the great rebellion other injuries were done, which may be
said to have been continued by petty pilferings to a compara-
tively recent period. Its present state is well described in the

official survey which we now quote. " The present condition of

the monument is truly melancholy; decay and spoliation have
left it a mere wreck. The beautiful spiral columns which adorn-

ed its angles have in great part disappeared. The ancient

mosaics which decorated every part of it, have either fallen out,

or been picked out by visitors, till there is hardly any of them
left; and so inveterate is the disposition to remove them, that

the utmost vigilance of the attendants is insufficient to protect

the few existing remnants. Even the sham mosaics of Queen
Mary's and Charles II. 's restorations have nearly perished, and

disturbed by
that its original design is an enig-

ma which antiquaries have hitherto failed to solve." It must
be evident that this is the most difficult of all the monuments to

restore properly, if indeed the concluding words of this report

does not show its hopelessness. The mode in which Mr. Scott

propeses to "repair" the shrine we give in his own works:

—

" The Purbeck marble is in many places much decayed, and
might in some parts be restored. The pillars at the two eastern

angles, of which both the capitals, one base, and considerable

portions of a shaft remain in detached fragments, might be com-

pletely restored. The smaller pillars at the angles of the niches

in the sides are many of them gone, and might be replaced.

The larger pillars which at present support the slab, once form-

ing the reredos of the altar, do not belong to their present posi-

tion, and are burried some two feet in the ground. I think that

every means should be tried to ascertain their true position, and

that they should, if possible, be restored to them ; some other

means being found for the support of the reredos. The space

occupied by the alter and its steps is now paved with plain red

tiles; these should be replaced with Purbeck stone, but in the

first place the earth below should be carefully searched for frag-

ments of ancient work, which might throw a light upon the de-

sign of the lost parts. Other parts will probably be found to

require repairs, and various features connected with this most

remarkable monument would probably be found to require min-

ute antiquarian investigation, and some questions might arise,

such for instance, as whether the inscription put on in Queen

Mary's time should be retained, or the ancient one whicli it con-

the end against which stood the altar has been so

the changes it has undergone.
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ccals brouglit to light. These would be subjects for consulta-

tion with antiquaries. It may also be a question whether in

any parts any attempt sliould be made to restore the lost mosaic

work. It may also be proper to i)lace some better protection

over the coffin of the Confessor, which is exposed to view from
the galleries above, and hurried in dust and dirt. I would not

remove the quasi shrine erected by Queen Mary, being the

lineal though unwortliy successor of the original one."

We reserve ail comment upon these proposed repairs until

we have continued our examination of the other monuments.
The tomb of King Henry III. is so very similar to the shrine

of the Confessor in its style of decoration, that it is reasonal^ly

conjectured to be the work of the same artists. It is far better

preserved than the shrine, and retains a large portion of the

original mosaic, which has been above the reach of spoliation

from the ambukitory below. The king's effigy is in bronze; its

style is singularly grand, simple, and beautiful ; the folds of the

dress are excellently disposed, and the head is full of quiet dig-

nity and beauty. The hands originally held a sceptre in each,

which have been abstracted; the canopy over the head is also

gone, and the lions which supported the feet. It was originally

burnished and gilt like the other bronze effigies in the Abbey;
but its glory is now obscured by a thick coating of oxide, on

removing which, by acid or other means, the gold is found to

remain almost uninjured. It is proposed that such cleaning be

effected, that the sceptres and lion be restored, and the mosaics

filled in; the spiral columns also renovated at the angles of the

tomb, and " it is a question for consideration whether the bronze

canopy sliown over the head of the effigy in the older views of

the tomlj" should be constructed anew.

King Edward I. reposes in one of the simplest tombs in the

Abbey; it is " nothing but an altar formed of five flat stones,

without effigy, or sculpture, or any kind of ornament;" it there-

fore requires no inteference, and it is simply proposed to restore

the iron grilte. which once surrounded it.

The tomb of his beloved Queen Eleanor of Castile is one of

the finest extant monuments of the best period of mediaeval Art.

Nothing can exceed the simplicity and beauty of her effigy

;

there is a quiet dignity about it which could not be surpassed

by any sculptor of the present day, and vindicates ancient Art
from any imputation of inferiority. It is as wonderful a monu-
ment of the ability of the age as any possessed by Italy itself.

With the exception of the loss of the sceptre, and some few

jewels attached to the crown and dress, this exquisite effigy is

entire. It is thickly coated with oxide, which it is proposed to

remove; and restore the sceptre, though " there is a question as

to this," renovate the Purbeck marble in its decayed parts, and
the pinnacles of the canopy.

King Edward III. reposes in a monument of much beauty;

indeed, its present aspect is as striking as any royal tomb of

the series. It is a Purbeck marble altar enriched with niches

containing exquisite bronze statuettes of his sons and daughters,

with their arms enamelled on metal shields below. The effigy

of the king has much dignity; the sceptres are broken; the

cushion which supported the head, and the lion at the feet, are

gone; the canopy over the head is fractured. The small statu-

ettes and enamelled shields on the south side are all gone. Here
Mr. Scott proposes extensive "improvements;" he says in his

report, " The Purbeck marble work might be partially restored,

and the lost portions of the bronze tabernacle work replaced.

There would be a question as to the supporters of the head and
feet; but I should be rather in favor of their restoration, nor
should I feel much hesitation at replacing the six lost statuettes,

or the eight enamelled shields, as the list of them is extant."

His Queen, Pliilippa of Ilainavdt, reposes beside him. The
tomb consists of an altar of dark marble, overlaid by niches of

white alabaster. " The architectural patterns of the tomb," re-

marks Mr. Scott, " were the most elegant of any in the Abbey,
and the effect of the white alabaster, delicately touched with

gold and color, and overlaying a ground work of dark grey mar-
ble, must have been beautiful in the extreme. Till recently it

was supposed that not one of the Ijcautiful niches or statuettes

existed. It happened however that in the erection of the
sepulchral chapel of King Henry Y., a portion of this monu-
ment was immured in its basement, so as entirely to conceal it.

Thinking that the niches so immured might possibly remain per-

fect, I obtained a few years since the Dean's permission to cut

away portions of the enclosing stone-work, and happily found

several of the niches nearly complete, also two of the statuettes,

and several of the coats-of-arms. It was subsequently found

that two of the niches, in a nearly perfect state, were preserved

in the museum of the late Mr. Cottingham; these, M'ith some
other fragments, have happily been recovered and refixed in their

places, so that there is now ample evidence of the original de-

details of this splendid woi'k of Art. The effigy and its canopy

are a good deal mutilated, and of a vast number of figures of

angels, which decorated various parts of the monument, one

only remains." The restoration here is proposed to be of a very

wholesome kind. " I would, I think, in this instance, go beyond

the rule I have generally proposed, a.nd make a perfect restora-

tion of the altar-part of the tomb," including statuettes, of which
nothing remains but " a list," yet Mr. Scott declares he "should

not hesitate" in inventing them also!

Richard II. and his queen repose in one altar-tomb of Pur-
beck marble, very much decayed; the enrichments can with

difficulty be understood at all. The effigies are of bronze gilt,

and like the others are obscured by dirt and oxidation. In
1840, when the late Messrs. HoUis were employed in drawing
them for their beautiful book on " The Monumental Effigies of

Great Britain," they obtained permission to clean portions of

these figures, and the dresses were found to be covered with

pounced work, delineating the embroidery of the Royal robes,

consisting of the initials and badges of the sovereigns; the eote-

hardie of the Queen being covered with knots and ostriches;

the dalmatic and tunic of the King with the broom plant, the

sun emerging from a cloud, and the white hart couchant, collared

and chained. Until this period it had never been suspected

that these effigies were so enriched, nor did such decorations

appear in any engravings however old. This is a curious in-

stance of what simple cleaning may do. The effigies are both

without arms, the supporters to the head and feet are gone, and
the canopies much mutilated. Mr. Scott apjilies the same
panacea to this tomb as he already adopts for that of Edward
III., " excepting that there being no authority for the statuettes

or shields, I would omit them ;" a piece of squeamishness all the

more surprising when we consider that he feels "no hesitation"

in replacing " the six lost statuettes" of Edward's tomb from
" a list." There may still be a chance that the lovers of " re-

storation" may be gratified with the other lost statues, " spick

and span" new from the studio of some ingenious sculptor. Why
hesitate, or set any bounds to inventive genius?

The tomb of Henry V. is of Purbeck marble, much decayed;

and the sculpture which once probabjy adorned it is all gone.

The effigy is of wood, once plated v; itb silver and gilt, the head

being entirely of the precious met-aj : it was, consequently, too

great a temptation for cupidity to withstand; and it has long

since passed into the melting-pot: "This appears to be a case

for preservation rather than restoration," says the report: "it

seems desirable rather to stop decay than to attempt a rcs':ora-

tion," and, consequently, no other suggestion is made.

The noble monument of Henry YJI. and his Queen has only

suffered from dirt, and a few abstractions from the screen which

surrounds it; nearly all the statuettes are gone, and a portion

of the Gothic architecture. The latter " could be readily re-

stored," and, says the report, "unquestionably ought to be so,"

but to do the same by the statuettes is not so entirely decided

upon.

There are other monuments enumerated of the persons con-

nected with royalty, such as Edward, Earl of Lancaster; Aymer
de Talence; Margaret, Countess of Richmond, &c.; but as the

same tone of remark is ado])ted towards them, there is little

need of dwelling upon them also.

How far Mr. Scott's ideas may expand or contract in the

course of his labors it is impossible to say; of course, it must de-

pend on circumstances. There seems little reason to doubt an

entire " renovation," if the world will allow it. He honestly

owns that the proceeding " involves a question, on which the

best fitted to form an opinion, unfortunately differ so diametri-

cally among themselves, and each brings such weighty arguments
' for his i)articular views, that it is not a little perplexing to judge
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between tliem;" but we ajipreliciid that a luistake is licrc made,

by allowing too wide a field of inquiry; it is not bodies of men,

or many men at all, who are fitted to judge this question.

There are few real antiquaries among the hundreds who swell

the lists at Somerset House and the Arehajological Societies.

It wants the peculiar ability and knowledge of such men as

Stothard, Gough, or Waller, to speak to the point, or the ofB-

cers of the department of sculpture in the British Museum. If

such be consulted, we opine there would be little diversity of

opinion; as it is, the report states very honestly the fro and con

of the matter. Thus it is urged as a duty which devolves on

the nation to preserve these tombs; " because originally they

were munificently endowed for that purpose, and are sacred

heir-looms; and, though in the case of families such duty may
gradually become obsolete, such is not the case with nations;

though among jjrivate individuals it may be right to stake the

dm'ation of their monuments against the durability of the ma-
terial of which they are composed, such would be absurd in the

case of kings and royal personages, whose memorials should not

depend upon the endurance of a particular kind of stone, but

should be rendered permanent; whatever be the nature of their

material; that Art is more worthy than the matter in which it

is carried out ; and, if both cannot be preserved, the Art claims

precedence of the material, and that a good copy, much more a

W'ell-restored original, is vastly preferable to the loss of _
the de-

sign." Such are the arguments for the restoration; the plausi-

ble sophistry of the last will not be detected at one glance; it

argues the entire substitution of a modern copy in place of an
ancient work, if the necessary consequences of its age be visible

OD its surface. We wonder with what feelings the writer of

such a monstrous paragraph wanders in the museums of the

Vatican or the Louvre; must he not long for "good copies,"

that he might depose these unsightly, broken-limed statues, or,

at least, send them to be " well restored" in the hospital pro-

vided for such unfortunates, which we must think " vastly pre-

ferable" to their present condition? To an eye thus jaundiced

every ancient work must be offensive, and nothing short of a

modern drawing-room statuette could be satisfactory to look

upon. The torso that delighted and instructed Michael Angelo
would be cast aside, and replaced by one in newer materials, to

prevent the " loss of the design," if indeed that would not be
further guarded against by the invention of head, legs, and arms,

to "fit" the relic.

The arguments against the restorations are also stated in the

report to be their vitiation, as documentary authorities on par-

ticular styles; "if in any degree restored, it is urged they lose

their identity and truthfulness; if altogether renewed, they cease

to be the actual memorials erected to the persons commemorated."
Such simple and reasonable opinions we might suppose sufficient;

that they are not so, is evidenced by the production of this ela-

borate rejwrt, and the startling letter which is appended to it

and, in which, alluding to the lost mosaics on the sj^iriue of the

Confessor and the tomb of Henry III., Mr. Scott observes, " I

have recently seen at the Crystal Pa'ace some restorations, or

rather copies, of similar mosaics in the church of St. John La-
teran, so precisely like, indeed, so perfectly identical with the

ancient mosaic, as to show me that we need not fear the pei'fect

restoration of any part of those wanting in Westminster Abbey."
And is it then come to this, that the relics of the memorials of

the great and good St. Edward the Confessor are only to be
valued, inasmuch as they may be made to rival the gaudy glories

of the Crystal Palace? Are the tombs of our kings to be colored

and gilt to astonish the gaping vulgar, and public money ex-

pended to make the Abbey a sort of raree-show, like " Solomon
in all his glory" at a country fair. Proh pudor!

It will be worth inquiring here how all the dilapidation and
ruin wdiich has injured these and other monuments in our churches

and cathedrals have been effected. A ready answer is in general
supplied—a sort of stereotyjie reply—consisting either of "it

was done at the Reformation," or by " Cromwell's soldiers."

Now we are not in the slightest degree anxious to shield the

men of either period from their due amount of odium ; let every-

thing be said that can be said to denounce the actions which
stained both parties, and let such denunciations be held in tero-

rem over the heads of would-be spoliators for ever; and thus,

perhaps, something may be saved that might else be destroyed:

but these unfortunate iconoclasts have surely sins enough to an-

swer for; do not let deans, and chapters, and church-wardens
shelter their own misdeeds under this dark cloud. It cannot
be denied that much of the ihischief we sec before us has been
done by their neglect, or by their own positive acts of destruc-

tion, and this in comparatively recent times. They are the

Henrys and Cromwells who have done the deed, aided and abet-

ted by architects who have had little feeling for the edifice and
its associations. Where are the monuments which John Stow
records were in city churches, untouched by the great fire? nay,

where is Gerard's Hall crypt, which stood for six centuries, and
withstood that great calamity, untd last year, intact? Where
is the record of Selden's grave in the Temple church? Where
the Kings Lynn brasses, so beautifully engraved by Cotman in

1818? But we stray in asking these, and fifty other such ques-

that might be asked. Let us keep to Westminster Abbey, to

these very monuments now proposed to be restored, and to the

record incidentally given in the few brief pages of this very re-

port We are there told that " though the church was exposed

during the great rebellion to the insults of the soldiery, who
were at one time quartered within its walls, and though there

was actually an order of parliament, (happily never obeyed)

for melting down the bronze, these monuments actually suffered

infinitely less during that turbulent time than in the enlightened

period intervening between the middle of the last century and
our own day, and that their greatest spoliation has been suffered

at the hands of that intelligent public who, one would have im-

agined, would have been the guardians, rather than the pilferers

of our national monuments."
Here again the public are made responsible for all, and a

broad assertion shelters the really guilty ; the petty pilferings of

idlers which would have never occurred had the proper guard-

ians not slept on their posts, is made to cover the misdemean-
ors of the really guilty; who are not the public, but the constitu-

ted guardians. Could the public do any of the mischief noted

above as done in our churches? Could they remove canopies

and rails, and iron-work from tombs in the wholesale manner in

which they have been removed at Westminster? Look to this

very report:— " the tombs have suffered much from violence and
accident, probably, in great measure, at the times of coronations,

when they are very much exposed to injury." This word " pro-

bably" should be " certainly," for, in the case of the exquisite

mediaeval iron-\^"ork which screened the tomb of Queen Eleanor,

we are here told, on the previous page of the report, " it was
taken down at the time of the coronation of George lY., and
remained so till within the last four or five years," and we have

to thank the good taste and zeal of Mr. Scott for its restoration,

but most certainly it would never have re-appeared had not at-

tention been called to the disgraceful fact of this, the finest

piece of ancient ironwork in England, being in danger of loss

and destruction, and which was made known in the pages of

the Archaeological Journal. We have narrated the spoliation of

the monument of Queen Philippa to enrich the museum of the

,

abbey architect, Mr Cottingham. The tomb of John of El-

thain. Earl of Cornwall, son of King Edward II., " was sur-

mounted by a canopy of stone of exquisite workmanship, which

was removed about eighty years back, by Dean Pierce; the

fragments are said' to have gone to "Strawberry Hill." The
beautiful iron screen round the tomb of Henry V., " was taken

down at the coronation of George IV., but has lately been re-

stored to its place with much care." The iron grille round the

tomb of Edward I., " has unhappily been removed of late years."

Of many other monuments we read that they were "torn down
at the coronation of George IV." These are not the acts of

the " intelligent public," but of the still more intelligent deans

and chapters; men of university education, men versed in histo-

ry, men religiously placed in the position of trust, and who ab-

solutely still have the power of locking out the public from these

very monuments, though they are national property; who re-

pudiate their obligation to restore what they have damaged, and

absolutely get a government grant to rectify their misdeeds.

We repeat that these monuments should have some better con-

servancy; they should not be left to the chances of luture coro-

nations and oratorios, but there should be some proper officer
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or board of trust to look after their careful preservation, like the

Comitc Historique des Arts et Monuments, established for that

purpose iu France.

It must ever be borne in mind ihat it is not safe to entrust

architects too far; to their medling we owe the loss of many
important monuments; that tendency to substitute a new work
for an old one is inherent iu most of them; hence the wholesale

spoilation, under the plea of restoration, which has been ex-

tensively carried out in churches and cathedrals. Everywhere
are we becoming puzzled between the new and the old, unable

to detect the genuine from the imitative. No association is al-

lowed to remain intact, no monument to proclaim that it is not

a thing of yesterday. Nay, the substitution is boldly and un-

blushingly put forward as a better thing. Yet what true man
is there among us who would not rather see the simple stone

originally over Ben Jonson's grave to the modern copy now in

its place? The history of this act is a sample of the worse than

Cromwellian destruction, done without reason, not by the " in-

telligent public," but the still less intelligent official authorities.

Aubrey relates the interesting story of its origin. " It was
done," he says, " at the charge of Jack Young (afterwards

knighted), who walking here when the grave was covering,

gave the fellow eighteen-pence to cut on the stone the well-

known words ' Rare Ben Jonson!'" This kindly act of a

friend thus accidentally, but affectionately, rendered, hallowed

the old stone as much as the proudest memento in the entire

Abbey; its history altogether was suggestive of the neglected

state in which one of England's greatest poets died. That stone

was pregnant with solemn suggestions; with deep holy thought;

with reflections to make men wiser and better, far more than

many sermons preached within these walls, immeasurably more
so than the gorgeous erections and inflated inscriptions around
it. Where is it now— how has it gone? Alas, the ruth-

less hand of the paviour has for ever destroyed it; about
fifteen years ago the nave was relaid with new stones, and this,

though in no degree injured by time, was taken away, and lost for

ever

!

Such are the acts of guardians, improvers, restorers; need
we then fear owning a wholesome horror of the spoliations pro-

posed for the royal tombs? As they stand, they are genuine

records of the age in which they were erected. They carry

their truthfulness upon their surface, like the patina on an an-

cient bronze. The restorations at the Crystal Palace are all

well enough and in place, but do not let us transform our genuine

old monuments into rivals of such works. The one instructs in

one way, the other in another; there is no objection to restora-

tions, and painting and gilding, if exhibited as restorations of

ancient design, but old monuments are sacred bequests, and to

paint, and decorate, and revivify their lost splendor merely to

gratify vulgar gaze, is as bad as Pope's Narcissa giving her

dying direction to prevent the natural effect of decay:

—

" One would not sure be frightful when one's dead,
And—Betty—give this cheek a little red!"

What has this taste for substitution nnder the plea of restora-

tion done for us? Look at the Temple Church, with its gaudy
pavement, its painted roof and windows, while its antique effi-

gies are injured by renovation, and the spot where the relics of

Selden lie is obliterated for ever to give place to a few painted

tiles. One would think that educated men would pride them-
selves in pointing out the last resting-place of so great and good
a man among them, who gave glory to their place of study, and
hallowed by his last rest their place of worsiiip. But colored

tiles triumphed, and before tiieir attractions all others have
vanished. Let us cross the water and look at St. Saviom-'s,

Southwark, a church that a few years since was almost a histo-

ry of architecture in itself, so varied and curious were its differ-

ent parts; now it stands a grim cold "restoration" of an archi-

tect's idea, which has swept away every vestige of its interest

bit by bit, until nothing remains to carry the mind back to its

history, or to instruct the student who may gaze upo7i it. All

over the land is to be found this mad love of destruction under
the name of restoration, which is as effectually destroying the

monuments of our forcfatliers as the most wanton " Cromwellian"
could wish. It is a taste which would any day sul)stitutc a

new-made copy for a genuine bnt fragmentary antiquity, and
would thus

" gild but to flout the ruins grey "

Such taste should not be allowed free scope in its course

when it attacks historic relics. The bequests of a past age, the

monuments of our ancestry, are all too sacred for such attacks.
" Procul, procul este, profani" ought to be the phrase with

which deans and chapters, clergymen and churchwardens, should

meet those men who would enter our ecclesiastical edifices, and
thus attack what they cannot truly reverence.

And what then is the course, the reader may say, that should

be advised where such conflicting opinions concur? To this we
answer, treat these monuments as you would treat other historic

relics. Carefully preserve them, keep them clean, protect them
from injury. If time has written some defeatures upon them, it

is the necessary fate of all things. If some fragments are gone,

it is not ourselves who are to blame. Let us carefully, reli-

giously, and gratefully preserve what is left. By strengthening
what is weak, by protecting what is decaying, by cleaning what
is obscured, enough will l)e done; but do not let us vitiate our
historic mementos by patching and renovating them. Bestow
any amount of time, thought, labor, and cost in cleaning and
preserving what is left to us; and do not allow the royal monu-
ments at Westminster to remain what they are at present; the

most interesting—and the dirtiest, of English exhibitions.

A NEW AKD COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUAL*

FOR METAL PLATES AND PAPER. CONTAINING ALL THE LATEST

DISCOVERIES.

Translated from the French of B. de Valicourt, for the Pho-
tographic and Pine Art Journal, by W. Grigg, A. B.

This primary arrangement made, get the approximate focus

with the camera on the object to be reproduced, bringing the

wheel work which serves to bring the object glass forward or

backward into play. Study attentively the point where this ob-

ject is shown in its maximum clearness on the ground glass. A
magnifying glass may, if desired, be employed in this operation

;

but with a little practice one would be soon enabled to distin-

guish with the naked eye the point where the image attains its

perfect purity. The tablet is now substituted for the ground

glass; then open carefully the flap of the tablet and the cap

which covers the object glass, for if they be opened suddenly, be-

side the danger of producing an oscillating movement in the ap-

paratus, there would also be danger of dust and other small

particles floating in the interior of the camera, adhering to

the plate (see what has already been said ^15 and 16 on the

mode of getting the focus).

167. It now remains for us to speak of the duration of the

exposition of the plate to the luminous rays; and here perhaps is

one of the most delicate points of the whole process, since theory

can furnish nought but approximate data for its duration. Till

now science has been unable to furnish a pliotometre, ' and in the

absence of this instrument, the necessary precision can only be

obtained by the guide of experience.

168. A great number of circumstances concur in the more or

less rapid formation of the image received in the camera. We
place in the first the state of the atmosphere, the influence of

the season, the intensity and color of the solar light according

as this orb is nearer or more distant from the horizon, the greater

or less photogenic shade of the objects and the manner in which

they are illuminated. It is evident that these different causes

must naturally modify the duration of the exposition according

as they be more or less favorable to the production of the image.

169. Other causes are inherent to the construction of the

camera; therefore if the focus of the object glass be long, the

aperture of the diaphragm narrow, and the distance of the ob-

• Continued from page 2G8, Vol. 7, No. <).

1 See however. Book IV., the description of the Photographometre of

M. Claude t.
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ject short, there are substantial reasons for prolonghig the expo-

sition of the plate, while on the other hand, if the focus be short,

the diaghragni larger, and the object further off, less time will

be required to obtain the image. With the double object glasses,

which with like focus allow of larger aperture than simple glasses,

the exposition may be considerably reduced.

no. Lastly, account must be taken of the difference of sen-

sitiveness of the accelerating substances employed, and this dif-

ference may arise either from their nature or preparation. We
have some approximate data on the particular speed of action

of each of tliese substances, and in this respect they may be

classed in the following progressive order:

Chloride of Iodine,

j Chloro-bromide of Iodine,

I Bromides of Iodine,

Bromine water,

Bromoform,
Bromide of Lime,
Chloro-bromide of Lime, the most prompt agent;

but this order may be inverted, and the power of each photo-

genic agent modified either by the manner in which it is pre-

pared, by its degree of evaporation, or by its more or less pre-

cise mode of application on the previous coating of iodine.

171. According to what we have just said, it is seen that it

is really impossible to determine in a definite manner the time

necess.iry to complete the photogenic action, since the prompti-

tude of this action is subservient to a multitude of circumstances

necessarily variable, and which may undergo infinite alterations.

We aljstain also from indicating the probal^lc exposition neces-

sary for every size apparatus, and for all substances, under all

the conditions in which thej may present themselves. Such a

work, if it were possible, would only have the disadvantage of

confusing and discouraging the experimenter.

It is only, a,fter having experimented upon a substance, that

we may assure oui'selves of its greater or less photogenic energy
and after a result obtained upon a trial proof, it will then be
easy to get at the time of exposition necessary for the obtention

of a perfect image. It will be known that the proper point has

been exceeded if the lights instead of being white are darkened;
this is what is called solarization in photography. If, on the

contrary, the duration of the exposition to the light has not

been sufficiently prolonged, the proof will be vague, its contours

undecided, the details badly brought out, or else the clear por-

tions of the image will alone be apparent. It will then be easy

to avoid this accident in following proofs by diminishing or aug-

menting the duration of the exposition. With a little practice

one will acquire with more ease than he will perhaps think, the

habit of seizing upon the proper point; but it is necessary to

guard against a desire for rivalling those pretended instantaneous

proofs, fabulous results, which jjhotographers, who count the

seconds with precision, never attain.

112. We shall here give the iustruetions necessary to succeed
in the reproduction of views, landscapes, and objects of art.

This division of photography has perhaps beeu too much neg-

lected in late publications, which seem to be especially occupied
in the production of portraits, but it has not escaped the atten-

tion of M. Charles Chevalier; we cannot do better than quote
him ad litferatum.

" To reproduce a monument it is necessary to place oneself at

a certain distance from the object, and on a level with the cen-

ter of elevation. The space between the camera and the edifice

should be equal to about two or three times the height of the latter.

If a position upon the ground too near the object be taken,

only the lower half of the object could be taken, and if the

camera be so inclined as to comprehend the whole object on the

ground glass, the more elevated parts would not be clear, and
the whole mass would seem to be falling inwards. General rule,

the object glass should always be parallel with the plane of the ob-

ject (see ^166).
"When architectural details are to be copied, a position

nearer the monument may be taken.
" If the edifice to be reproduced be white or recently con-

structed, diffused light would be preferable to direct solar rays.

Under the influence of too strong a light, there is always danger
o{ solarizing the proofs.

" But when the color of the building is dark, and when the

details especially are of great richness, it is necessary to wait
until it be illuminated as much as possible by the horizontal

rays of the sun. A striking instance of this statement may be
found in the splendid cathedral of Paris, the fine open work of

which would be effaced by a flood of light, while on the contra-

ry towards two or three in the afternoon, they are brought out
with admirable clearness.

" New or repaired edifices should not be taken upon the same
plates with old constructions, especially when the latter form the

principal subject of the picture. The time necessary for the re-

production of the luminous objects would be much exceeded be-

fore the light had produced upon the plate all the details of the

old buildings, and on one portion only blue and confused masses
would result, while on the other naught would be distinguished

but a silhonette without detail. When a monument and assem-

blage of edifices present different grounds, they are not all de-

picted with the same clearness on the ground glass, on account

of the multiplicity of the focusses. A mean term must then be

chosen as the point; situated towards the center of the per-

spective.

" Landscapes should be taken in a clear calm day, if the least

wind agitate the water or the foliage of the trees, the first may
lose their transparency in the proof, whilst the latter may form
dark and downy clusters, which are singularly detrimental to

the general effect. Nothing is more admirable than a beautiful

perspective, reproduced with the daguerreotype, but one must
not entertain a desire of giving the same clearness to the front

and back grounds; this would but expose complete ignorance of

the most simple artistic conceptions.
" The background should in a manner melt away in the hori-

zon, and all the vigor should be reserved for the foreground; the

latter is to be taken as a guide for the focus.

" Choose an object as warm and vigorous in tone as possible,

for the foreground. It will serve according to the artistical ex-

pression as a repoussoir will give solidity to the picture, and
will augment the effect of the back and increase the light of the

foreground.

173. " Groups, d'' objects cV art, form very graceful pictures, and
are very easy of ri^production. Let no one imagine, however,
thai it is sufficient to place them promiscuously upon a table; they

must be disposed on an even line in frames, or hung against a
wall covered with tapestry muslin or silk, either spread tightly,

or elegantly draped. Look for ojjposites by placing objects

of an unreflecting white by the side of those which reflect the

light, or those whose color is dark, it is easy to vary the tints,

by coloring plates of plaster, in different ways. Avoid employ-"

ing a white background, which would not relieve statuettes and
brilliant objects; a dark blue or violet curtain would produce a

good effect. No better models of this kind could be chosen

than the beautiful proofs of M. Hubert and Baron Sequirer.

The latter kindly presented us with one of his groups, which
though executed long back by the old process, always excite the

admiration of artists. Should one choose for a model a cast or

a simple statuette, an admirable effect would be obtained by
placing the object before a tightly stretched black curtain. But
it is necessary that the stuff be of an uni-eflecting black, for the

least I'eflection would produce a whiteness upon the proof, and
the effect thereljy be destroyed. Velvet should be preferred to

all others,

" Groups should be taken in the open air, in a garden or on a

terrace; they may however be taken in a room, by causing the

light to reach the o))ject through a large window. It is with

our double object glass that the most beautiful proofs are ob-

tained.
" The reproduction of oil paintings is a I'ather difficult mat-

ter, for then different colors are not translated in the same

photogenic order of gradation of tint, which painting presents

to the eye ; a much more prolonged exposition is in general ne-

cessary to attain success, not always certain."
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Chapter IV.

OF EXPOSITION TO THE MERCtJKT.

1T4. Construction of the Mercury Boxes.—175, 116. Various
amalgamations, and care to be given to the mercury.—111.

Mode of bringing out the image with the mercury.—118. J^m-

ployment of ether by M. Laborde.—119, 180. Continuating
Glasses.

114. The alterations made in the construction of the mercury
box are few and of little importance. Those which are made
at the present day have the advantage of being portable, as

their feet fold into grooves made in the side of the box. One of

the forma adopted by M. Charles Chevalier, is furnished with
brakes and hinges, and it occupies but very httle space. M.
Chiertz, a skilful camera manufacturer, has invented another

box. This box presents more stability without, however, occupy-

ing greater space; it offers this advantage besides, that the dis-

tance of the spirit lamp from the capsule containing the mercury
may be regulated, whereby the heat may be controlled according

to tiic indications of the thermometer. The most important

improvement made in tlie mercury box consists in the insertion

of a piece of yellow glass in one of its sides; a light is held be-

fore this glass, while through another white glass, the formation

and progress of the image is watched.

Tlie base of this mercury box generally consists of a kind of a

drawer, containing a capsule of sheet iron, into which the liquid

mercury is poured ; it is easy to remove it and replace it in its

flask when the experiments are ended. The addition of this

drawer possesses great advantage over the old constructions,

which obliged one to invert the box, a large quantity being

thereby lost.

175. The employment of mercury in the liquid state is not

without numerous disadvantages, especially while traveling; its

extreme divisibility causes it sometimes to disseminate through

the various parts of the apparatus, and if it should touch the

plates or the polishing instruments, the result would be stains

almost ineffaceable on the plate. With a view of avoiding this

occurence, many persons, among others, M.M. Soleil and Char-
bonnier, proposed various amalgamations, which unfortunately

could not supercede the mercury. We are therefore obliged to

limit ourselves to the latter, but to "avoid the accident spoken of

the mercury should always be enclosed in a tightly corked flask,

the cork of which should be covered with skin in packing the

apparatus.

176. A coating of black oxide of tin forms upon the surface

of the mercury, which would render it unfit for photographic
purposes, if it were not carefully freed therefrom; it may for

this ])urpose be filtered through chamois skin, or simply in a

funnel, the opening of whicli is closed witli a pellet of cotton.

177. The operation which consists in submitting the plate to

the mercurial vapors, presents no serious difliculties, but it re-

quires, however, a certain attention on the part of the operator.

Success is certain if the following recommendations be scrupu-

lously conformed to. First, the mercury box should be put in a
perfectly dark place, for if any luminous rays, however little in-

tense, should reach the plate before it has absorbed the mercu-
rial vapors, there would be great risk of obtaining an image
more or less vieled, or at least the l^lacks of the impression would
be ashy, that is, covered with an infinitude of small white micro-

scopic points, which, after fixing the image, change to a dark
gray shade. The same effect would also be produced if by a
natural dictation of curiosity, the plate be too often regarded
during the operation.

Second, Avoid over heating the mercury under penalty of

giving an ashy tone to the blacks of the proof; the thermometer
wliich accompanies the mercury boxes should never range above
fiO°. If it should happen tliat this thermometer should be
broken, as is often the case, while traveling, the heat of the ex-
terior 1)ase of the mercury capsule, may be consulted with the
hand. The temperature should never be pushed beyond the
point when this capsule occasions a sliglit burning sensation to

the skin. As a general rule it is always better to be below than
above the required degree of heat; the exi)osition over the mer-
cury may therefore be i)rolonged and tlie plate looks just as well.

Tliird, It is always preferable to pour into the dish a large

quantity of mercury; the surface of evaporation is then larger,

the heat of the lamp acts upon a greater mass, which becoming
gradually heated, removes all fear of the disastrous consequences

of a too auddenjiash of heat.

At the expiration of from 6 to 8 minutes, the picture should

be perfectly brought out, it may then be examined, and if it

seems to have attained its whole perfection, which a little prac-

tice will easily determine, it should be withdrawn, for fear it

may be deteriorated by a too prolonged influence of the mercu-

I'ial evaporation.

178. M. Laborde, a skilful progesseur de physiques, whose
authority we have already invoked, has introduced an improve-

ment into the mercurializing operation, which is at present

adopted by the most distinguished photographers, and which
gives a truly remarkable richness of tint to the pictures.

" A new process," says M. Laborde, " which has given me
the finest results, consists in blending in the mercury vase the

vapors of this metal with that of sulphuric ether. Over this

compound the lights of the picture become brilliant, and the

blacks maintain their clearness and vigor, notwithstanding the

high temperature which may be given to the mercury. The
abuse however, of this auxilliary would destroy the proportions

which should exist between the different parts of the object, in

the mezzo-tints the whites would seem to encroach upon the

shades, and the jjicture, while increasing in brilliancy, loses that

harmony of whole, admired in beautiful imjjressions. To avoid

this danger, it is at first necessary rather to arrest the exposi-

tion in the camera before than after the proper period. Then a

very small quantity of sulphuric ether should be used; a glass

rod ground at one end will retain a sufficient quantity for a

proof. In one side of the mercury vase make a hole sufficiently

large for the rod to pass freely through, it may be held by a

cork fixed in the opposite end.

"The presence of sulphuric ether, enabling the plate to

sustain a high temperature for a longer period without mercu-

rializing, brings out details, which are only obtained by the ordi-

nary processes, in prolonging the exposition in the camera."

We have long ago adopted the process spoken of by M. La-

borde, and so advantageous have we found it, that we do not

hesitate strongly to recommend it to our readers.

179. It was long thought, that the exposition to the mercu-

rial vapors was indispensable to the formation of a photographic

image. The scientific researches of M. Edward Becquerel of

the continuating property of colored glasses, has overthrown

this opinion, but at the same time has cast still greater doubt

over the yet unexplained theory of the daguerreotype.

The results obtained by the aid of continuating glasses were

without doubt remarkable, especially previous to the adoption of

the accelerating suostances, this discovery, however, as every

other nouveante, has been lauded beyond bounds, and at present

it can scarce be considered more than an interesting document

in photographic history.

MM. Buron, Gandin, Lerebours and de Brebisson, devoted

themselves to a host of experiments on the continuating effects

of red and yellow glass, and, notwithstanding the interest at-

tached to this remarkable property of lights modified by the

color of glass, they unite in saying that the proofs thus obtained

are wanting in vigor and clearness, they have besides a tarnished

and glittering appearance. The idea must then be renounced of

substituting the action of colored glasses for the mercurial va-

pors, and the mercury box remains thus far a valuable auxilliary

of the dagueiTeotype. However, not to leave our readers in

any ignorance whatever, we give in a few words the methods

of contiiming the proofs by the influence of colored glasses.

180. Tiie proof, after a Ijrief exposition in the camera, is en-

closed in a box, one side of which is formed by red or yellow

glass. In this state it is exposed for from 8 to 10 minutes to

the direct rays of the sun. In this time the image becomes

visible. Yellow glass should be emiiloyed for plates simply io-

dized, but the red is indispensable when an accelerator has been

ap])lied.

We are not here to dive into the theory of the formation of

the daguerrean image, such a subject would lead us far from our

design, and conduct us into the vast field of conjecture. We
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shall only observe lliat tlie appearance of the image through the

iutorpositiou of colored glass, scarcely accords with the opinion

of those who attribute the production of this image, either to an

ainalgamatiou of the mercury with the silver of the plate, or to

iiifiniU'ly minute globules of "this metal which may accumulate on

tlie surface of the" plate, in the places where it has experienced

the luminous radiations, and in the ^same order as these radia-

tions.

Chapter V.

THE HYPOSaLPniTE WASH.

181. I\L dc Brebisson'sformula.—182, 183. The mnde,ofwash-

ing,—184. Preparation of the Hyposulphite of Soda.

181. The object, as is known, of washing the plate is to free

its surface from the soluble film of iodine. This wash formerly

consisted of marine salt, (hydrochlorate of soda) or hyposulphite

of soda; the first of which is at the present day almost entirely

abandoned.

M. de Brebisson has brought out a new formula for the hypo-

sulphite solution, which is far superior to the old.

Hvposulpliite of soda • . . . 24 graias.

DfstiUed water 240

Alcohol at 3G« 90

The hyposulphite is first dissolved in water, alcohol is then

added, shaking the flask to facilitate the union; it is then fil-

tered through paper. This solution is also doubly advantageous,

as it serves to clean the iodised plates which have become black-

ened by a long exposure to the light. It is also au economical

solution, it being unnecessary to dip the plate therein, but sim-

ply to pour it upon the plate until the surface is entirely covered.

The solution may be used a number of times, provided care be

taken to filter it after every operation.

182. A cold wash' will suffice for small portrait plates, with-

out distilled water, which may be substituted without any dis-

advantage by ordiuary filtered water, or better still, by cleanly

obtained and carefully filtered rain water.

For large plates distilled water must necessarily be used.

183. The following then is the mode of procedure: Immerse

the plate with a single dip into a dish containing pure water.

In the lapse of a minute or so, plunge it into a second dish, con-

taining the hyposulphite solution: lastly, shake the latter lightly

to facilitate the dissolution of the iodiue. Then wash the plate

anew with plenty of water, then proceed to dry, conforming

to the directions given lu the following.

When the cold wash is used there is special need of some

rapid method of drying the plate. We give the process of M.
de Brebisson: The plate is first fastened on a sort of double

prouged fork, formed of two strips of brass soldered togf ther

and fixed into a wooden handle, separating at the top in the

form of a Y, and terminating in a short hook, which serves to

keep the jjlate in an inclined position. The plate is thus moved
at an angle of from 30 to 45° over the frame of a spirit lamp

—

commencing at an upper angle, and descending gradually to the

bottom. One part of the water is evaporated, whilst the other

drains off at the lower angles.

If it should chance, by the effect of drying, that the plate

should present any blemishes, it may usually be remedied by
plunging it anew iu filtered water, or better distilled. Then
dry again.

When the plate is to be fixed with chloride of gold it is only

dried after the latter operation.

PREPARATION OF THE HYPOSULPHITE OF SODA.

184. For the benefit of those who cannot easily procure this

chemical, we shall give a simple method for its preparation.

A large stock of hyposulphite of soda, which at the present

day is rather largely employed iu photographic operations, may
be easily prepared by the following very simple process:

Let some pure carbonate of soda, in the highest state of crys-

tallization, be thoroughly dried; then, after having finely pnlver-

ized it, mix 500 grains of it with 150 grs. of flour of brimstone;

heat the compound in a glass or porcelain capsule until the sulphur

fuses. The solid mass thus obtained must be pounded, shaken
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and stirred, keeping up the heat at the same time, in order to

bring every particle into contact with the air. The sulphurct

of sodium thus formed, is, in this case, transformed into sidphite

of sodium, in seizing on the oxygen of the atmosphere, under a

gentle calcination. Dissolve the latter in water, remove by fil-

tering the iron which precipitates, and boil tlic licpiid anew with

flour of brimstone. After filtering, an almost colorless liquid

results, which is highly concentrated, and which gives a large

quantity of very pure hyposulphite of soda in beautiful crystals.

If the liquid be too rapidly heated, a small quantity of the

sulphur might easily become burnt, and consequently carbonate

of soda would remain, which, not having been decomposed,

would sully the hyposulphite at the first crystallization of the

salt, but the evil is not great, and a fresh crystallization is suffi-

cient to obtain it as pure as is necessary for the requirements of

photography.

ON FIXINO WITH THE CHLORIDE OF GOLD.

185. M. Fizeau's fixing process.—186. M. Gaudin^s.—181.

Care necessary to fix well.—188. Fordos' and Gilis' salt of
gold.— 189. Preparation of the chloride ofgold.—190. Fixing

by silver.—191. Mr. Pagers process.—192. M. Charles Che-

valier's gilding stand.

It now remains for us to speak of one of the most beautiful

of the discoveries which have been made in photography, the

fixing of the proofs with the chloride of gold, invented by M.
Fizeau, whom we have already had occasion to cite. Thanks
to this marvellous preparation, daguerrean proofs, free from

that fatiguing glitter which so greatly detracted from their

beauty, acquire a vigor, a clearness ancl a solidity till then un-

known. These advantages will be surprishigly apparent, if two

proofs be compared together, one taken by the old, and the

other by the new process; the first of a blueish-grey cast, will

seem as though executed under a cold foggy sky, while the other,

by the richness and warmth of its tint, will seem to be the off-

spring of the atmosphere and luxuriant skies of southern lands.

But another benefit arising from fixing with the chloride of

gold is, that it renders the plates which have undergone this

preparation much more able to withstand friction, so that they

may be preserved in a portfolio.

We give first the process of M. Fizeau as presented to the

Institute:
" Since the publication of the daguerrean process, it has been

acknowledged by all, and by M. Daguerre the first among the

number, that much was yet to be done to give these marvellous

reproductions their whole possible perfection; I mean the fixing

of the proofs and of giving greater intensity to the lights of the

picture.
" The process which I submit to the Academy appears to me

to resolve in a great measure this double problem ; it consists iu

coating the proofs warm with a salt of gold prepared in the fol-

lowing manner:
" Dissolve 18 grains of chloride of gold in a pint of pure

water, and 50 grains of hyposulphite of soda in another pint of

water.* Then pour gradually the gold solution into the soda,

stirring it the while with a glass rod; the compound liquid at

first slightly yellow, is not long in becoming perfectly clear. It

appears then to consist more of a double hyposulphite of soda

and gold than of the marine salt, which does not seem to play

any part in the operation. To coat a proof with this salt of

gold, it is necessary that its surface be perfectly free from foreign

matter, and especially from anything like grease. It must con-

sequently be washed" with precautions which are neglected in

the ordinary washes.
" The following method will meet with the most constant suc-

cess. The plate being yet iodized, but free from dust and

grease on both sides and edges, pour a few drops of alcohol upon

the iodized surface ; when the alcohol has moistened the whole

surface, plunge the plate into a basin of water, from thence into

* These preparations only succeed with very pure chemicals. M.

Fizeau has also given the following proportions, which succeed better

with commercial chemicals: 18 grains chloride of gold into 14- 100 grains

of water, and 72 grains hyposulphite of soda with 3U00 grains water.
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the solution of liyjiosulphite. This sohitioii should be renewed
for each proof, and should contain about one part of salt to fif-

teen of water; the rest of the wash is performed as ordinarily,

the water of the wash liowever must be, as far as possible, free

from dust.

"The employment of alcohol is designed simply to bring the

water into i)erfeet contact with tlie whole surface of the plate,

and to keep it from running off the sides during the different

immersions, which would infallibly produce blemishes.
" When a plate has been washed with these precautions,

though sometime previously, the treatment with the salt of gold

is of the utmost simplicity. Place the plate upon the wire frame

which is found in every apparatus, pour tiiereon a quantity of

the salt sufficient to cover the entire surface, and heat it with a

large flame lamp; the proof is soon seen to brighten up and as-

sume in a minute or so superior vigor. "When this effect takes

place, the liquid must be poured off, and the plate washed and

dried.

" In this operation, silver is dissolved and gold precipitated

upon the silver and mercury, but witli widely diffciT'ut results;

the silver, in fact, which by its reflectiveness forms the blacks of

the picture is, in a manner, darkened by the liglit film of gold

whicli covers it, thereby strenghtening tiie blacks; the mercury,

on tlie other hand, which, in the form of infinitely minute glob-

ides, forms the whites, augmenting in solidity and brilliancy by

its amalgamation with the gold; thence results the greater fixity

and the remarkalile increase in the lights of the picture."

186. M. Gaudin has made the following modification in the

method of M. Fizeau.

When the coating of ioduret of silver has been completely re-

moved by the hyposulphite of soda, which will be apparent when
the plate appears white by the reflection of a white body, wash
it plentifully with water on both sides holding it by one of the

corners. The plate, still covered with water, save the back and
edges, which are to be carefully wiped, is placed horizontally

upon a support of wire, the solution of chloride of gold is then

poured upon the surface. A moderate heat is then ajiplied with

a lamp, until the whole surface of the plate becomes obscured,

the heat is then either removed or moderated. But as soon as

the picture begins to show itself again, re-a|)ply the lamp, until

the proof is satisfactory, or until the fear of blemishes or the

appearance of air-bubbles forces the operator to suspend the heat.

The plate is then washed anew with plenty of water, taking-

care not to let the water tonch the fingers holding the plate.

Lastly, the proof is gradually dried with the lamp, commencing
at the top and blowing lightly to aid the evaporation of the

liquid. By this means, proofs may be fixed by washing them in

ordinary cold filtered water, without any stains resulting.

181. In order to ensure success in the fixing, it is important

to observe:

1st. That the plate be placed horizontally and covered with

the cldoride of gold on every ]iortion of its surface; for, if any

part be uncovered, a brown stain would be the inevitable result,

which may however be removed by pouriug on fresh chloride and
again heating. The want of cleanness of the back of the plate

would produce the like evil.

2\v]. That at the nioment of mixing the hyposulphite with

the chloride of gold, the liquid remains perfectly clear; if it ap-

pear disturbed, it should be rejected, or at least filtered, and if

then emi)loye(l, it should be with mistrust.

3rd, That the dose of chloride should be used but once.

188. i\IM. Fordos and Gilis have discovered a method of

compounding a salt having as a base the elements of M. Fi-

zeau's gold liciuid. The solution of this salt is nmeh easier of

preparation, and, as this preparation nniy be nuide on a small

scale, and at the time needed, it is highly advantageous for

tonri ;ts, as a large quantity of the gold will be of very small

volume. The following article was published in the I'echnoJo-

gisl.

01" THE GOLD L[Ql'U) E.MI'I.OYED IN PnOTOGUAl'HV RY MM. FORDOS
A\n GILIS,

To jirepare Fizcau's li(|uid dissolve first 18 grains of chloride

of gold in a pint of pure water, then 54 grains of hyposul[)hite

of soda in the same quantity of water. Pour the gold gradually

into the hyposul[)hite solution, the while shaking the flask, the

liquid which at first is of a slight yellowisli tone, soon becomes
colorless.

In examining the reaction which takes place in this mixture,

MM. Fordos and Gilis perceived that this liquid was composed
of chloride of sodium, bisulj)hurated hyposulphite of soda and of

salt of gold, which they divided and examined separately. The
bisulphurated hy}50sulphite of soda is useless as to the fixing of

the daguerrean proof. It may be said that it even constitutes

through the facility with which it abandons its sulphur under
the influence of heat, to the foi'mation of those black spots

which so often cause one to reject the most successful proofs; it

is probable to its presence also that the alteration that the

liquid of M. Fizeau experiences in tlie course of time is attri-

buted. All those who have made use of this chemical know
that it can scarcely be preserved above a month. This disad-

vantage occasions the necessity of every amateur preparing them
himself, which is a matter of some difficulty, for if the prepara-

tion of this liquid be simple and easy to persons accnstomtd to

chemical manipulations, it is not so for all; to succeed it is neces-

sary to conform exactly to the directions of M. Fizeau (^172)
and especially to employ pure chemicals; now, it is not easy to

find such compounds in the common connnercial way, especially

as consumers have taken it into their head, the wherefore of

which is not too well known, to require from the manufacturers

a chloride of a beautiful yellow tone, considering as a stamp of

purity a color which merely indicates that the salt contains too

great a quantity of acid, whose presence cannot accord with the

success of the operation.

MM. Fordos and Gilis therefore think tliat it would be well

to substitute for the Fizeau liquid, the salt which they have con-

sidered, and it would then be sufficient, to obtain a suitable

liquid, to dissolve at the required moment, 18 grains of the salt

in a quart of water. That this substitution will enable artists

to transport in a small bulk quantities of salt which represent

the enormous masses of licpiid, and this latter advantage will

especially be appreciated by those traveling.

To jH'epare this salt, take a gold liquor of high concentration,

add this to a known weight of hy])osulphite of soda, taking care

to shake the flask after every addition. Tlie tint of the liquid

produced by the addition of the perchloride of gold soon disap-

pears, but there is a period when it is arrested; here the opera-

tion terminates, and here it is perceived that in order to ren-

der the liquid colorless, eight equivalents of hyposulphite of soda

should have been employed for every ccpiivalent of gold in the

perchloride state.

These results, however, are far from being determined; the

colorations and discoloratious are slight and difficult to lay hold

on. Whatever be the case, the proportions given compound
almost precisely with the quantities proposed by M. Fizeau in

the first formuhe, 18 grains of chloride of gold* and 54 grains

of b.yposulphite of soda. By following the second, 18 grains

of chloride of gold and 72 of hyposulphite of soda, there re-

mains an excess of hyposulphite in the liquor, which does not

appear to be detrimental to the purpose for which it is destined.

The colorless liquid thus prepared undergoes evaporation,

and when it is concentrated, the alcohol separates a white crys-

taline precipitate, perfectly soluljle in water, the aqueous solu-

tion of which iiossesses all the projierties of the Fizeau liquid.

The pre]iaration given by INIM. Fordos and Gilis was in great

voa'ue at its origin; it has been discovered since that its effects

are less energetic than those of the solution previously indicated

by M. Fizeau, and many have returned to the latter.

rKErAK.\.TU~)N OF TIIE CHI.OnniE OF GOLD.

189. In localities distant from large cities some may some-

times be dejirived of the chloride of gold. The following is a

simple method of ]ire))aration.

Till now many difficult ies have been encountered in obtaining

the red and yellow salts of gold, which are i)erfectly soluble in

* Commercial clilorkle of gold conlain? IVoin 0.5 to 0,G of metallic

trold to the 18 ounces.
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water, aiul without rcdnctiou; rliloliydratc of biclilovide and

terclilorido, after miiiierous oxiicriiiicnts I have .succeeded in I'.re-

pariiig in a manner whieh I believe leaves nothin;>' to be

desired.

1st. To prepare the yellow salt of gold: take aqua regia;

formed of tliree parts of ehlohydric acid, one part azotic acid,

and one part distilled water. Tiien pnt some pure gold into a

porcelain ca])sule, pour therein the aqua regiaj prepared by the

above formula. Tiie quantity of acid should be double that of

the gold employed. Cover the capsule with a piece of glass and

place it in a vessel of water saturated with marine salt, then

heat this ves-sel, taking care to keep it always covered until the

nitrous va])ors have ceased; uncover the capsule; if the gold is

not entirely dissolved, add a few penny-weights of the aqua regite

;

cover the capsule and continue the heat until the vapor completely

disappears. The glass disc must then be removed, and a piece

of pnpier Joseph folded a few times, put over it, and continue

the operation with the salt bath until the moment when on dip-

ping a glass rod into the capsule the chloride of gold which ad-

heres to it seems soldified; then withdraw the capsule from the

bath, and the chloride soon crystallizes in small prismatic needles

of a beautiful yellow color, touching on the orange. The chlo-

ride obtained in this manner is perfectly soluble in water and
without reduction; it is employed with much success in fixing

daguerrean proofs, and in many other operations.

The red chloride of gold fterchloride) is prepared in the same
way, only the aqua regia3 employed is obtained with two parts

of clilorohydric acid and one of azotic. Commence by attacking

the gold by an excess of aqua regife in a sand bath, the hot

water bath is only used when the gold is entirely dissolved. For
the remainder of the operation the course is the same as for the

preparation of the chloride of gold.

190. M. Gaudin has recently proposed the fixing of the pho-

tographic proofs by depositing thereon a light film of silver by
the aid of the galvanic pile; we shall limit ourselves to the de-

scription of this process, because it appears to us to produce
results sufficieutly satisfactory to be put in practice. M. Choi-

selat, moreover, had for a long time anuouuced that he had
himself succeeded iu fixing daguerrean images by means of a

solution of a salt of silver, the chloride of this mettd: we had
even quoted this process in the first edition of this work in 1843.

191. Another method of fixing and coloring proofs is due to

Ml". P'ige, Professor of Chemistry at Washington; it consists in

depositing thereou an excessively minute coating of copper.

Although we have uot experimented upon this new method, we
cite it notwithstanding, because we consider it worthy of the

attention of experimentalists.

"The image, after having been obtained upon a plate as high-

ly polished as possible, is ready to receive by the galvanic pile a

very light coating of copper, using the double cyanuret of cop-

per and of potassium, (the deposit of copper should only be of a

thickness necessary to change in the slightest possible degree the

proper color of the plate). This done, the plate is carefully

washed with distilled water, then heated over a spirit lamp until

all the white or clear portions assume a pearly transparent as-

pect; this mode of bringing out and fixing the image is far pre-

ferable to that of the gold process. A small portrait fixed in

this manner more than a year ago has not experienced the

slightest alteration, and continues to excite the admiration of

all persons interested in the art. A very remarkable effect of

this method of fixing is the great resistance at the surface even
to make it very difficult to efface proofs thus treated. I have
preserved a portrait prepared in this manner, not beneath glass,

but without any protection for over a year; I frequently exposed
it in difl'ereut manners and different ways, and even rubbed it

gently with a pellet of cotton, without its experiencing the least

detriment therefrom. The oxydised surface iu fact is far less

subject to change than that of gold, and much more durable.
" As the copper takes several tones, according to the depth

to which the oxydation penetrates, it results that if a very thick

coating of this metal be applied to the plate without deteriorat-

ing the picture, different colors may be obtained during the fi.x-

ing. However this may be, it is impossible for me to give pre-

cise rules concerning this latter operation; but I will say in a
general way, that the best results have been obtained by giving

to the plate a coating of cojiper suflicicntly thick to change the

tone of the proof, that is to say, to give it a copperish color, and
then heating it over a spirit lamp, until it has taken the re-

quired tone. I possess at this very time a portrait which has

been for a long period exposed after having been treated iu this

manner, and which is in as fine a state of preservation as the

two others. It has taken a beautiful green color, and the pic-

ture has not in the least suffered from this oxydation."

192. M. Charles Chevalier has invented a very handy stand
for fixing proofs with the chloride of gold. This stand is com-
posed of a wire frame, upon which the plate to be gilded is fix-

ed; but in order to avoid the immediate contact of the wire and
the plate, thereby causing greater heat in certain portions, the

latter I'ests upon four small iron pins, which keeps it free from
the frame, the upright of the stand is in the form of a letter T,

upon which the frame is placed. This upi'ight and the trans-

versal pieces are composed of branches articulated with joints;

two s})rings serve to keep them apart; but by means of recall

screws, they may be brought together at will. A double for-

ward and backward movement, and from right to left, results

from this position, designed to establish a perfect horizontalism

of the frame, and consequently of the plate upon which the

chloride may be poured to a depth everywhere equal. The whole

apparatus is fixed upon a table by means of a screw vice.

The construction of this stand appears rather complicated,

and requires a precision so exact, that it may seem impossible

to get it up at a moderate price. As it has, liowever, been
adopted by most amateurs, the inventor has been enabled to de-

liver it at a price accessible to all. This stand, moreover, per-

fectly carries out the object for which it is designed, and it may
even be said that it is economical in that it prevents the loss of

the gold so frequent with other styles of stands.

( To he continued.)

FINE ART ITEMS.

New Pictures.—We learn that Leutze's picture of Washing'
ton ai, the Battle of Monviouth, painted for David Leavitt, Esq.,

of Brooklyn, has arrived in town and will be exhibited to the

public so soon as the necessary arrangements can be completed.

It was fii'st exhibited in Gemany, where the artist is now resid-

ing, and received very high commendations from the critics of

that country. The scene does not represent the actual conflict

and bloodshed of the battle, but the famous episode between
Washington and Gen. Lee, in which the Commander-m-Chief so

vehemently reprimanded the latter for his disobedience. We
hear that it exceeds the Crossing the Delaware in beauty of exe-

cution
; it is of about the same dimensions as that picture, and

though the fact can afford no indication of its quality, we may
perhaps properly state that the artist receives $10,000 for the

work.

Mr. Rembr.\nt Lockwood has on exhibition at the Racket
Club Building in Broadway, his picture of the Last Judgement,

which, iudeecl, was first opened for a private view to a numer-

ous party of cognoscenti and friends of the artist. We shall

take an early opportunity of giving to this large and ambi-

tious work such an examination as its degree of excellence shall

seem to require. Meanwhile we can say that those who admire

boldness cannot often find a more signal example of it than in

the work of this young American, who thus ventures to match
himself against such men as Michael Angelo and Cornelius.

Whether it be the noble courage of genius or the rashness of

presumptuous ignorance we cannot now undertake to decide.

New Engravings—Messrs. Goupil & Co., the eminent print

publishers have the portraits of two of the most distin-

guished ornaments of French literature, after charcoal drawings

by one of the first artists of the French .school. The heads are

of George Sand and Beranger, and the artist is Couture, the

painter of the Dccadance des Romains, the most remarkable pic-

ture, perhaps, that has been produced in France since Delaroche's

Jlcnncycle. On the superficial oliserver these two simple and

rapid drawings may make no very deep impression, but a little

examination reveals in them the hand of the master. So strik-

ing an effect with so small an outlay of means could only be pro-
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duced by a man of original genius whose eye and hand had been

disciplined by the closest study of nature and of the antique.

The heads themselves are highly interesting, not only from the

literary position of tiieir subjects, but from their essential char-

acter. That of Madame Sand we can testify to be an excellent

likeness, and tiiat of Beranger has all the characteristics we
should naturally attribute to that great lyric poet.

A New Art.—Mr. L. W. Whipple, of Boston, has just pat-

ented in almost every civilized country, a method of engraving
or "printing" on glass, whicii opens up a wide field for mechani-

cal industry and ornamental taste by reproducing rapidly and
cheaply upon the surface of glass vessels of any usual form, or

even upon ordinary window glass, any device, motto, landscape

or portrait, whicli may be desired. The patent for the United
States was issued in June last, and measures are now in pro-

gress to establish a manufactory for the production of glassware

thus ornamented in competition with the imperfect and feeble

eugraving heretofore only jirepared by a tedious process of

grinding dexteriously upon a revolving stone. Like the old pro-

cess, this method of engraving is purely mechanical, no acid or

other corroding agent being employed except in the preparation

of the patterns.

Unlike the old process, tlie articles ornamented are exactly

alike, the method being capable of transferring to glass fine lines

or points and even delicate shades, with a fidelity approaching

closely to wood engi'aving. We have lately been afforded an

opportunity of inspecting the machines, of which several full-

sized have already been constructed, and although the art is not

yet in a condition to warrant a full description of the process,

the results are unmistakably significant. Ordinary glass goblets,

whether cylindrical, conical or hemispherical, are " printed" with

equal facility, a goblet being hnished complete in from three to

• ten minutes. It is estimated that one girl will be able to at-

tend to four machines, thus engraving from two to seven dozen

per hour. The inaciiine itself is the perfection of simplicity and

durability, being small, cheap, and almost iucabable of derange-

ment. The articles to be engraved are not necessarily perfect

in form, but on the contrary may be indented or oval in a degree

fully equal to the ordinary imperfections of second quality ware,

and varying in forin or even in dimensions far beyond any of the

usual inequalities, the ornamentation being in every case con-

tinuous around the vessel without the slightest break or overlap.

When worked out in all the varied applications to which Yan-
kee ingenuity may subject it, this invention will perhajis prove

but the precursor of a long series of mammoth strides into an

arena heretofore untrodden.

The WAStiiNfiTox Monqmen't at Richmond.—-A letter to The
Richmond Enqiurer, dated Munich, informs that journal that

the writer has just seen the statues of Henry and Jefferson in a

complete state, and he pronounces them as works of the highest

order of excellence, The figures are of heroic size. Henry is

I'epresented in the attitude of a speaker in the excitement of

debate; Jefferson as a sage, in deep repose of thought, with the

Declaration of Independence in the one hand, tiie other engaged
in drawing around liiiu his cloak. "Nothing," says the writer,
" can exceed the grandeur of this statue. The likeness does not

seem to me good—at least the face bears little resemblance to

any other head of Jefferson I have seen. Asit is designed, how-
ever, to give t!ie features as they were in the earlier manhood of

the subject, Mr. Crawford may have molded an accurate coun-

terpart." He saw, also, a casting of the escutcheon of Virginia

in bas relief, designed for the monument, which is scarcely in-

ferior to the statues themselves, " The arrangement of the fig-

ures is original with the artist; the matron stands trampling upon
the tyrant, who is vainly attempting to rise, and both figures are

exceedingly effective. The Magna Mater Vinim, under Mr.
Crawford's plastic hands, starts up a beautiful wonuxn, as she

should hi. It was very interesting to see iiow curiously the vis-

itoi's who were going through the foundery at the same time

with myself regarded that impudent motto of Sic Semper Ty-

rnnnis, set up iierc; in the capital of a monarchy, and almost un-

der the shadow of the powerful absolutism of Hapsburg." The
material is a beautiful bronze, rcsemljling the color of gold.

He did not see the statue of Washington, though he is confident

that the model had been completed by Mr. Crawford.

From La Lumiere, Au'. 5, 1854.

ON THE IIVrUENCE OF EXCESSIVE HEAT

AND THE STATE OF THE SURFACE OF THE GLASS UPON COLLODION

PICTURES.

BY M. A. GAUDIN.

Part I.—It is a general belief that heat is favorable to the

liroduction of impressions on collodion: this is true in regard to

the fine days of spi'ing and autumn, when the heat is moderate,

while the light is at the same thne very active: it is quite an-

other thing during the intense heat of summer. Every photo-

grapher has observed this, hence it is important to investigate

the cause.

The success of impressions on collodion depends more upon
the state of the surface of the glasses than is commonly supposed.

Heat is a great obstacle to cleaning them perfectly. Complaints
are always made of humidity, as if it were injurious, while humid-
ity is the soul of i)hotography. It constitutes an intermediate

agent, very useful for the development of images upon silver

plates, as I proved long ago, by ascertained facts and direct ex-

periments; and it would be ridiculous to complain of humidity

of the glass plates in operations on collodion, where nothing is

done without the presence and intervention of liquids.

Nothing can better demonstrate the extraordinary influence

of noxious agents, than the difficulty of obtaining good impres-

sions upon plates of window-glass whicli are used for the first

time. Most glasses of this kind resist ordinary cleansing in a
singular manner; unless this difficulty is foreknown, almost all

attempts to obtain pictures will be vain, and all the substances

employed will be accused, one after another, as the cause of

failure.

During intense heat, humidity cannot be called in question,

and the want of this is precisely why it becomes difficult to clean

the plates.

I worked very unsuccessfully one day without observing that

I had used new plates of window-glass, and I attributed my
failures to tlie bad preparation of the materials em])loyed. Some
hours afterwards 1 had a conversation with ]M. Leborgne, whicli

convinced me that it might have arisen from imperfect cleansing

of new glass.

Since that I have always been careful to use glasses which had
already borne pictures, and my success has been constant. Dur-

ing the late intense heat I twice had occasion to operate out of

my laboratory, in excessively warm places, and each time I ob-

tained clouded pictures, of no value. I worked with glasses

which had been long in use, so that the heat was here the ob-

stacle. A tliird time, in a cooler place, working with a new
piece of window-glass, I again obtained clouded impressions,

and was about to accuse the heat, when I observed the singular

texture of the cloud which obscured the picture. It was a dis-

tinctly-marked damasking, composed of little closely-set circles^

not unlike those produced by bubbles of air when a half-dry

tough collodion is immersed in the silver bath; but as the whole

surface, from one end to the other, was regularly covered with

these little circles, this reason was inadmissible; fortunately I

observed at the same time a patch of the shape of a finger, cov-

ering half the ]>late, and completely resembling a streak in the

collodion seen by transparency; but the patch was certainly un-

der the picture, or rather under the collodion, for rubbing with

cotton did not diminish its intensity any more than that of the

damasking.

I called the attention of the person before whom I was ope-

rating to it, and said that the sjiots doubtless depended on the

glass, and would reappear and would resist polishing with tripoli,

unless this were carried on to an unusual degree.

I then rubl)hd the plate with a wooden jiolisher covered with

ra"-, and thick tripoli, fur about a minute After drying as

usual, and ascertaining, by breathing on the plate, that there

was no inequality, I took another impression; the damasking re-

ai)peared, as also the principal finger-shaped patch. Finally,

having rubbed it with tripoli a third time, for ten miuufes, I ob-

tained a tolerably good impression, on which the principal patch

and the unusual dama,skiug could still be observed, but very faint.
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This v.ell-uuirkcd and ascertained case shows clearly the ex-

treme delicacy of opcratious on collodion; any body deposited

on the Li'lass capable of redncing silver out of the influence of

light, will infallibly produce its eflect, which is manifested by

gray patches, more or less concealing the picture.

This accident is more common upon wiudow-glass than upon

plate glass, nevertheless the latter is not exempt from it. It

nmst arise from the allvaline silicate, which sometimes forms a

network of crystals upon mirrors in rooms, owing to decomposi-

tion by contact with air, which furnishes it with carbonic acid.

Mechanical polishing with tripoli is therefore insuflicient, or

at all events not sufficiently expeditious; the employment of

acid goes more directly towards this end; hence tripoli (free

from carbonate of lime) mixed with nitric or acetic acid, is best

suited for cleaning new glass, whether crown or plate.

Glass which has already given good impressions need not be

polished with tripoli; this powder hangs about everything, and

dirts the silver bath; but the cleaning must be so performed

that the plate shall not be greasy: this is a difficult operation.

For a plate to be sensitive and give good impressions,—for in-

stance, positives with line blacks,—water ponred upon its sur-

face must flow in a continuous film. If the plate is greasy, it

will separate into streams, and it will almost always give a posi-

tive cov-red by a general fog, or a very weak negative.

The liquid to be employed for glasses which have been used

before, should therefore be a mixture of alcohol anddistilled acid

(nitric or acetic).

After a little precaution, greasy plates may be recognized by
rubbing with a dry rag. If the rag slides and does not adhere

at all, the plate is greasy. This state is changed by blowing on

the surface so as to condense the moisture of the breath, and

rubbing immediately and briskly with a very clean cotton rag;

but if the temperature is too elevated, the breath will not con-

dense, and the result cannot be obtained by this means. The
aciduUTtcd mixture must then be used over again.

^Vhen the plate is greasy, tiie collodion wiiich covers it as-

sumes the same state; the silver bath cannot adhere to it, how-
ever long the plate be kept in the bath: at least I observed this

pheenomenon on the hottest day of this year, working in a locali-

ty where the temperature attained certainly 95° Fahr.; it was
of no use to breathe u2jon my plates, and I had no acid to clean

them witli, hence I could not obtain a single picture without a

well-marked general fog.

It remains to ascertain whether a temperature near tiie boiling

point of ffither is not of itself an obstacle to the employment of

collodion containing only a small proportion of alcohol. To set-

tle this question, I immersed a plate immediately after the col-

lodion was poured on ; the general veil was none the less, al-

though the picture indicated, by its opalescent tint after wash-
ing with hyposulphite, that there had been superabuudauce of

cether at the epoch of immersion.

During hot weather, then, it is necessary, after having re-

moved the greasy streaks in the usual manner, to examine the

plate a moment after removal from the silver bath. If the liquid

remains in a continuous film, it is certain that the collodion is

not greasy, and if it is feared that the layer is too thin for the

duration of the operation, the plate may be dipped again; but
if, at the end of a minute, the silver solution retires from cei'tain

places, indicating a greasy state, the immersion must be renew-
ed and maintained for some time longer; however, in all proba-

bility the plate will give a foggy and spotted impression on ac-

count of its greasy state, which could only have been avoided by
a thorough cleaning.

I have seen very skilful photographers incapable of doing any-

thing good during very hot weather; tliey did not know how to

account for it; but it is true that they prepare these plates in

ateliers where the heat is stifling, and where, consequently, the

breath cannot be employed. They also neglect several indis-

pensable conditions of the silver bath, which I shall indicate in

a future article, completing this.

Part II.—I have insisted sufficiently, I think, on the man-
ner of cleaning the glasses and preventing their being greasy.

Success in obtaining positive proofs of great transparency in the

lights, with details in the strongest shades, after a very short
exposure, always indicates a very clean plate, or, better still,

one suited to give the best imjiressions.

It is not sufficient that the surface of the plate should be
freed from all greasy matter; it is further useful, as regards
rapidity, that it should be covered with an organic substance in

an extreme state of subdivision; provided the liquid employed
for cleaning the glasses is acid, or exempt from greasy substan-
ces, it may retain a host of foreign bodies; this is why washing-
waters are excellent.

According to my usual method, I jmshed matters to excess:
immediately before pouring on the collodion / rubied the jdate
icith a concentrated solution of gallic acid, making quite sure that
the plate should remain coated with an infinitely thin layer of
this powerfully reducing substance. In this way I obtained ex-
traordinary rapidity, that is, powerful negatives by short ex-
posures. Besides the rapidity, the presence of gallic acid was
indicated by the color of the negatives, which had a reddish
violet tint, and by the existence of streaks of an intense black
wherever the glass had strias or imperceptible cavities, whence
the gallic acid could not be so indefinitely dimiuished by the
rubbmg. These streaks would form an obstacle to the employ-
ment of this liquid in a concentrated condition; but advantage
is taken now of the suitability of wash-water for the same object,

because this contains the reducing bodies in small proportion,
and acids which diminish their energy still more.
The protosulphate of iron is the substance most favorable to

the formation of streaks of reduced silver between the collodion

and the glass, however little greasy matter may occur there;
the most visible effect of this kind that I have observed, was
produced by the impress of the fingers. It is important, there-

fore, never to employ torn rags for drying the plates, or at least

they must be tied up into dabbers.

Not only the surface of the glass, but the surface of the col-

lodion also is subject to particular irregularities.

In the first moments of its contact with the silver bath, the

surface of the collodion is greasy, the bath does net adhere at

all, and separates into slender threads. If the plate were ex-

posed in this state, the subjacent modification of iodide of silver

would nevertheless be equal all over, Imt as the image can only

be developed by the aid of nitrate of silver, the parts covered l)y

the ramifications of the liquid would be far more marked. The
greasy streaks should always be carefully removed by a great
number of dippiugs.

This last precaution is indispensable, and no one should omit
it, but it does not suffice; the silver bath must combine several

other properties, to apply itself in a thin adherent film, having
no tendency to separate into streaks a few minutes after it is re-

moved from the bath.

It is inconceivable that none of the treatises on photography
speak of the necessity of saturating the nitrate of silver with

iodide of silver, to })revent the bath depriving the first plates of

it; the reason of this is, that the authors are generally operliters

who scarcely ever have occasion to prepare an entirely new bath;

in this way they have overlooked the inconvenience of a new
batli devoid of iodide. It is different with beginners; their bath

must be good from the first.

M. Bertsch alone has indicated a precaution which, up to a

certain point, gives to the bath immediately all the desirable

qualities; he adds to the silver Ijath a small proportion of col-

lodion; by this means he introduces into it iodide, aether, and
alcohol. There is still wanting acetic acid, w'hich is one of the

best agents for permanently tcetting the plates. Acetic acid

therefore should always be added to the bath; it is indispensable

v/ith the employment of proto-salts of iron. If it is feared that

the sensitiveness of the negatives to pyrogallic acid may be in-

jured, the proportion added to the pyrogallic acid itself may be

diminished.

The addition of acetic acid to the silver bath allows the intro-

duction of a small proportion of gallic acid, which increases the

sensitiveness to the pjoiut of giving an impression visible when
taken out of the camera, and which becomes more and more
strengthened Ijy itself with time, before the application of the

reducing (developing) liquid.

The silver bath acidulated with acetic acid is so essential, when
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tht! proto-salts of iron arc employed, that the acetate of silver

converted into nitrate 1)}' tlic addition of a siifificicnt (juuntity of

nitric acid, gives the most sensiticc bath that can be prepared. I

have made the direct experiment.

The iodizing of the silver hath is best effected by pouring an

alcoholic solution of an iodide into the concentrated batii; but

it is important that the alcohol should be of the purest quality;

rectified alcohol must be used, which offers every guarantee.

In the absence of rectified alcohol, I one day committed the fault

of using for this purpose connnon spirit, naturally containing

essential oil; the result was, a bath whieh rendered the collodion

almost insensible. It acquired a spleudid bluish-green color, but

an excessively long exposure was required to produce impressions

scarcely visible. The reduced silver of this bath, still preserv-

ing the peculiar odor of this alcohol, imparted a remarkable in-

sensibility to the nitrate.

Neither is the uature of the iodide to be introduced into the

collodion a matter of hidifference. Iodide of potassium has been

abandoned because it required the presence of water. Iodide

of ammonium gives collodions which work well when first pre-

pared; but it soon produces an excess of iodine, with formation

of creosote, and the sensitiveness disappears at the same time.

It is for this reason that the iodides of zinc and cadmium are

preferable for collodions of constant sensitiveness.

From the Genie Indnstriel, June 1854.

METHOD or COLORING rKGTCGRAPniC PICTURES.

BY M. Mixorro.

The want of color is chiefly felt in portraits; this deficiency

imparts a cold and almost cadaverous air; it renders the likeness

less perfect, and often gives an appearance of greater age.

Attempts are made to get rid of this inconvenience by sub-

sequently coloring the photographic image by hand; but it often

happens, under this operation, that in striving to correct the

work of light, the effect is spoilt and the resemblance destroyed;

on the other hand, bad photographic pictures are frequently

made to pass, by correction with colors, so that the resulting

product remains no longer a photograjiiiic portrait, but a por-

trait sketched by light and finished by the painter.

The object to be sought, therefore, was to preserve all the

delicacy of detail, shadows and half-shadows of photographic

pictures, while adding the colors which they require.

That \Yhich could not be accomplished by applying color upon

the photographic image, has been effected by M. Minotto by the

contrary process; that is to say, by applying the color behind

the image.

This system of coloring, 'practised in Germany since the jiear

1824-, and even patented in tliat country in 1826, was applied

to engravings and lithographs, under the names of oleocaleogra-

phy and lithochromy. It is this neglected method which the

author has just applied to photography, and this entirely new
application is what constitutes his invention.

This method is only applical)le to photographs upon glass,

paper, linen, or substances either already transparent or capable

of being made so. The following are the modes of operation for

paper; the modifications for application to other substances are

very .slight and readily comiirehensible.

First method.—Tlic paper bearing the image to be colored is

to be held up against the light, so that the operator may trace

upon the back, with a crayon or pencil, the outlines of the difier-

ent tints; that is, in the case of a portrait, the outlines of the

hair, the Ilesh, the dress, the whites of tlie eyes, &c. ; then the

]n-oiier colors are applied upon the different parts, upon the back
of the jiaper. It is scarcely necessary to say that these colors

may lie of any kind, either water-color, oil, or made up witli

varnish, &c.

The colors are allowed to dry and the paper covered with a

varnish which renders it very transparent; the image then ap-

pears colored, and if the operation is well performed, it acquires

the asjjcct of a niinialure, and even of an oil-painting.

Second method.—The operations may be commenced with var

nishing the paper, allowing to dry, and then coloring on the

back. The advantage of this mode of proceeding is, that the

sketching out with the craj'onmay be dispensed with; moreover,

as the effects of the colors are seen at once, they may be cor-

rected at will. It is evident that in this process colors must be

used that will take upon the varnish ; if the paper is thin, the

outlines may be seen and colored by transparency, and then im-

mediately varnished.

Third method.—The outlines of the portrait may be drawn or

traced upon a separate paper or board, and the colors be ap-

plied upon this sketch; this is applied to the back of the paper

bearing the image ; the outlines being made to coincide, and the

two papers pressed together, the colors will appear through.

This process possesses the following advantages over the other

two:

—

1. We perceive intact and uncolored (though varnished) the

image which was actually produced by light.

2. The colors may be easily corrected by painting over the

original tints. In the first two processes the original layer of

color always appears, and must Ije removed if requisite to

change it.

3. We may give the same image several different aspects by
executing several colored duplicates, thus changing the tint of

the dress, or even, if we wish, for a whim, the color of the hair,

eyes, flesh, &c. We may, moreover, use the same colored pa-

per for various photographic proofs taken from the same nega-

tive.

4. We may cut out the paper bearing the colors, and apply it

upon several backgrounds, so as to see which suits best. We
may even have grained backgrounds, by dusting the background
with gold, silver, or color powder before the varnish is dry.

Although the execution of the woi'k is in itself very simple,

we think it necessary to enter into some details on this head
here.

For positive proofs to be colored in this manner, it is requisite

to select paper of very equal texture, and to reject any which

presents a cottony or unequal aspect when held up to the light.

It is well to try some of the paper by varnishing pieces of it.

The paper should be thin, up to a certain point, so that the

outlines may not be concealed. Nevertheless too thin a paper

would lead to serious inconveniences. The shadows would not

be strong enough, the least irregularity in the colors would be

visible, the transition from one color to another would be to ob-

vious, and we should not obtain that softness of tint, resultin"-

from their fusion, produced by the veil of paper, one of the merits

of this invention ; an important merit, above all, in regard to

the flesh.

If, on the other hand, the pai)er were too thick, we should

run a greater risk of inequality of texture, and the colors would
not come out strongly enough. The author considers good
strong w'riting-paper the best.

The photographic image nmst be well marked, and of a tone

appropriate to the colors which are to be applied to it. It is

very important _that the whites should be clear, and the back of

the paper free from spots.

The colors must always be vivid, for their force is diminished

by the veil produced by the photographed paper, and they nmst

be more intense in proportion as the paper is thicker and less

transparent. On the contrary, they must be of less force in pro-

portion as the shadows arc lighter. Sometimes Aveakness of the

shadows may be overcome l)y })lacing two positive proofs in-

stead of one over the color

The tints nmst obviously be regulated by the nature of the

object. In portraits, it is of importance to preserve the exact

colors of the hair, of the cheeks, and sometimes even of the lips

and eyes.

It is well to lay on flat tints as regularly as posible however,

as the superposition ot the paper ])lends them very well; inex-

perience leads to no great inconvenience, provided the jiajier is

of sufficient thickness. It is n}ost important not to overrun the

outlines.

The varnish must be colorless, and such that the paper, once

dry, preserves its transparency, and does not become jellow.

It is well known that several kinds of varnish exist which fulfil

these conditions. ]V[astic varnish is very good. That which
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was iisod iu olcocakvgrapJii/ may also be employed; it consists of

Spirits of turpentine 7 parts.

Mastic, of the finest quality 1 part.

Venice turpentine 3 parts.

Powdered white glass 10 parts.

Wax may also be employed, or oil, in jiarticular oil of ben,

and otlier substances having the power of giving a duraljle trans-

parency to paper.

[Tile varnish sometimes used in malciug tracing paper would
probably succeed well. It consists of Canada balsam dissolved

iu spirits of turpeutiue.— Ed.]

COMMUNICATIONS.
COLORS FOR THE DAGUERREOTYPE.

Mr. H. H. Snellixg: Dear Sir:

When Mr. H. W. Meade returned from Europe, some twelve

months since, he brouglit out and introduced to the Daguerreo-
type pul^lic a new coloring process, the effect of which upon the

Daguerreotype Plate was really beautiful and permament; and
a Gold Medal was awarded us at the last Fair of the American
Institute for colored pictures. We soon after made the ac-

quaintance of Mr. J. Werge, who, as a coloring artist, was ex-

celled by none in this country, and employed his services for that

purpose, also of preparing tiie colors by a uew process, which he

made pretentions to, that they would adhere readily aud pro-

duce the same results. For this we allowed him a commission
on all which was sold, also of using his own name on the boxes.

When Werge's colors were fairly introduced, a series of objec-

tions were often laid before us, that the beautiful effect of his

uew preparation were of short durability. More recently these

objections have increased, and the proof came under our own
observation that this dissatisfaction was not without foundation,

and that these colors are not the same which were originally in-

troduced by us and intended for the market. The result of this

will ])rove unfortunate for us, and, without cherishing any but
kindly feelings towards Mr. Werge; but, injustice to ourselves

and merit to the colors prepared by us, which have ever given a

general satisfaction, are obliged to state that all persons who
are in possession of Werge's colors, sold by us previous to his

leaving our establishment, iu January, '54, can have them ex-

changed gratis for our own, by returning them with their ad-

dress. Meade, Brothers,

233 Broadway.

Note.—We publish the above without assuming the respon-

sibility of endorsing it, as we have not had sufficient opportunity

to test the matter thoroughly. We, however, have a daguer-

reotype in our possession which has been colored four months,

and no apparent change has yet taken place. Colors will fade

with a rapidity dependent upon the substances vfith which they

are mixed, aud the nature of the material upon which they are

laid. We are acquainted with .the liquid with which Mr.

Werge's colors are mixed, and, judging from the permanence of

colors so prepared for other purposes, we cannot attribute the

defects to it; but we have not so much faith in the preparation

put on the plate to receive the colors. However, we publish the

Messrs. Meade's letter as a matter of importance to our sub-

scribers, who should be well informed on all matters concerning

their art, and, we doubt not—as many, we know, have purchased

these colors—we shall receive other reports for or against them.

—Ed.

coatin'g boxes.

To the Editor of the Pholografhic and Fine Art Journal.

Sir: It may not be too late in the season to describe some
additions to our ordinary Coating Boxes, adapted more particu-
larly to warm weather, and which the experience of the past
summer has convinced me possess some practical advantages.
There may yet be time for others to test the arrangement, who
may perhaps be able to suggest some further improvement.

The object sought is to obtain an uniform coating with greater

facility during the hot summer months—an object frequently at-

tended with nuich trouljle.

With the improvements to be described I obtain very uniform

results (thermometer varying from 90° to 97° during the day),

even when the boxes are not used at regular intervals.

I have no claim to originality in the idea, it having been sug-

gested, while reading a description of Baron Le Gros' arrange-

ment, (illustrated in No. 2, vol. vi.), of which mine is but a modifi-

cation adapted to the boxes in common use, and iu a way that

any one with but little ingenuity, may easily I'epeat.

For want of the ]ieculiar porcelain tablets desci'ibed by Baron
Le Gros, (and which, I have no doubt, would be far preferable, j
I take ordinary plaster of paris and cast a slab of it about three-

sixteenths or quarter of an inch thick, as soon as it is sufficiently

set, cut it so accurately that it will fit inside the glass jar aljout

an inch from the top. The slab is easily made by pouring the

plaster upon a piece of glass, previously edging it with pieces the

desired thickness, and then pressing another piece down upon
the mass. The plaster must be fresh, and mixed to the consist-

ence of very thick cream, and used without delay. Charge the

boxes as usual (using dry quick) and cover the iodine with a

good thick layer of dry sand; fit in your slabs and cement them
round with sticking paper, unless you can discover something

better. Nothing can be more convenient than good sticking pa-

per, and, with the bromine, it answers exceedingly well, but

iodine soon destroys it, when it must be renewed or something

else used. I have tried lac varnish, which does pretty well:

shellac run in with a warm iron is better, but difficult to apply.

A little lac varnish on paper is serviceable.

Convinced of this improvement, I would suggest the making
of glass jars urith a ledge inside, formed so as to contain cement:

slabs of porous buiscuit ware, also, might easily be made, aud if

any of our manufacturers will produce such articles, I can suggest

some further improvements. Boxes fitted as I have described,

possess other advantages, than that of slow evaporation. The
chemicals are altogether excluded from a damp atmosphere.

Wlien from disuse it becomes necessary to raise the covers, but

a small quantity of vapor' can escape, giving no inconvenience.

The charge lasts much longer; my quick has worked the last

five months with scarcely any change in color or rajjidity. I

feel confident any operator trying the plan will be pleased

with it.

For winter use, I have two tin cases with double sides and
bottom about three quarters of an inch apart, (into which my
coating boxes exactly fit) ; into this space pour lukewarm water,

which will raise the temperature gradually and with regularity.

A lamp may be applied (though hardly necessary)—the bottom
of the cases being made concave, and ik^ false bottom convex, so

as to promote circulation.

Cold water might be applied in this way, as I have seen else-

where suggested, (though in a different manner,) but the plan

is highly injudicious. The boxes would be converted into re-

frigerators, and condense a large amount ot moisture—the at-

mosphere being always surcharged during summer.
Thomas I. Bailey,

Colurnlia, Tenn., Sept. 9, 1854.

Friexd Sxellixg: Dear Sir—Inclosed please find five dollars

for which vou will send the P. and F. A. Journal to
,

commencing: with the September number. Mr -, the junior

partner, has been spending some time in this place, and, by dint

of perseverance, I have succeeded in getting him to subscribe

for the Journal ; but do not think I should, had I not used a

little satire with argument for his not knowing some of our best

aud most popular artists, such as Hesler, G. Harrison, &c. He
is rather on the order of the unprogressive, who think no good

can he derived from reading works devoted to the art, and would

keep all books from beginners and ])Upils, lotting them trust en-

tirely to their own resources and ingenuitj', for, saj^s he, " if you

give them books, they will go to reading and e.rperi7nenting, and

be sure to get in the fog." Is this logic ? " Get into the fog''

Ijy reading works devoted to the Art ? That's just what has

got me out of " tlie fog" many a time. Hope the Journal will

do him the crol he needs, and it certainly will if he rcuh it
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faithfully. I would not be witbout the " Personal and Art In-

telligence" contained in each nnmber, for twice the snbscrijition

price. No good to be derived from reading works devoted to

the Art! The same might, with equal propriety, be said in re-

gard to all other subjects. As well might it be said that no
good can come of eating; but who would believe such an asser-

tion? As food nourishes the body, so does reading nourish the

mind. What would have been the present state of the Art of

Photography, had there been nothing written or published in

regard to it? if all the experiments, improvements and manipu-
lations of the host of experimenters had been kept locked in

their own bosoms (or, in that case, where w^ould have been this

host?) or handed down, like old traditions, from " father to son?"

I i)resnme all will admit that it would not have assumed the im-

portance it now has. It certainly could not.

I like the communications of "Justice" and Mr. Root, in the

June number of the Journal. They are to the point, only not
half severe enough. An Artist that will hold out such induce-

ments to every "greenhorn of a booby," as to induce any (not

to say numy) such to enter our ranks, only to disgrace them,

should be scovled by every true lover of the Art.

Now a word in regard to cheap pictures. How any one can

make i)ictures for fifty cents and live, is beyond my ken. They
must be like an old woman I read of, long time ago, who bought
apples for a cent a-piece, and sold them two for a cent. When
asked how she could afford to do so ? " Oh," said she, " it's only

by selling a great many that I can afford it!" Are their profits

like the old woman's? Mine would be in such a case. I recol-

lect of having heard my father, when I w'as a small boy, tell an
anecdote of two men, notorious for everything but houesty. It

so haiipened that they met upon a peddling expedition, (for

which Yankees are famous,) both having the same kind of ar-

ticles to sell. One sold considerably cheaper than the other,

when the one who asked the highest price for his articles, (and
he was selling at ruinous rates for an honest man,) wanted to

know how it was that the other could sell so cheap; "for," said

he, " I stole the material of which mine were made!" "Ah,
but," replied the other, " I stole mine already made!" So with

these Artists; they work at ruinous rates for any honest man,
and, if they do not steal their materials, mast use the worst of

the poorest kind of everything. Its all nonsense to talk about
the "popular uecessity " of cheap pictures—pictures for fifty cents,

or a dollar, even. Peojile ivill have their pictures, and, if they
cannot get them at such prices, will pay more, even to a fair
price. But suppose, if you please, that an Artist does not take
more than one-half as many pictures at, say tivo dollars, as he
would at fifty cents, does he lose by thus getting a good price?

Certainly not; for, with half the amount of work, his profits

would be more than double. But I contend that there would
be just as many pictures taken if all Artists asked a fair price,

as there are now, while some take them as low as twenty-five

ceuts.

I not only hope that all Artists who talk about the " popular
necessity" of cheap pictures may become 7r?q")opuIar humbugs,
(for hmnbugs they are,) but will do all in my power to make
them so.

For the benefit of Justice I will say, that where I now am, I
once took pictures for one dollar, but soon saw^ the error of my
doings, and am now getting two dollars and a half. True, I

use better materials, and make better pictures, and can well af-

ford to do so. I get mj present pricejust as easy as I did one
dollar, and I expect, ere long, to put the price up another "peg."
In fact, I believe my customers would think all the better of me
for it. They would appreciate their ])iclnros more highly.

Hoping that all the " cheap and nasty" operators will see the
error of their ways, and do better, I am respectfully, &c.,

W.

Civility.—When the rich quaker was asked the secret of his

success in life, he answered, " civility, friend, civility." Some
])eoi)le are uncivil, sour, sullen, morose, ci'abbed, crusty, haughty,
really clownish, and ini])ndent. Run from such, as for 3-our life.

" Seest thou a man wise in his own conceat? there is more hope
of a fool than of him."

From the Jour, of PJiot. Sac.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

At a recent meeting of the Council of the Society, a sub-com-

mittee was appointed, in accordance with the request of the

Board of Trade, for the purjiose of securing an cfBcient repre-

sentation of English Photographic Art at the Paris Exhibition

of 1855.

Its members are

—

Sir W. J. Newton, Y. P.; Mr. Rosling, Treasurer ; Mr. P.

Le Neve Foster; Mr. R. Fenton, lion. Sec.

The formation of the committee having been notified to the

Board of Trade, together with an estimate of the amount of wall-

space likely to be required, the following answer has been re-

ceived:

—

Paris Universal Exhibition or 1855.

Board of Trade, Department of Science and Art, )

Marlljorough House, London, August 15, 1854.
\

Sir,—I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of Privy

Council for Trade, to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

the 10th instant, in which you state that a Committee has been

formed by the Council of the Photographic Society for the pur-

pose of assisting in the representation of English Photographic
Art at the Paris Exhibition of 1855.

My lords felt much satisfaction on hearing that the Council

of your Society had appointed a Committee, and will be glad of

their cooperation.

I am further directed by My Lords to add, that although the

applications for space in the Paris Exhibition have been for-

warded to the Imperial Commission, in accordance with Article

9 of their Regulations, arrangements will be made to reserve

some space for the Photographic Society.

I have the honor to be. Sir,

Your obedient humble Servant,

Francis Fowke, Capt. Roy. En.,

For the Secretary.

JRoger Fenton, Esq.,

Hon. Sec. Photographic Society.

The Committee therefore requests that all members of the So-

ciety, or other persons wishing to send photographs to the Paris

Exhibition, will give early notice of the quantity of wall-space

they will need.

For this purpose forms of application will be issued, to be filled

up by intended exhibitors with a statement of the number of pic-

tures they wish to send, and of the area in square feet that the

pictures when framed will cover.

Due notice will be given of the latest date and of the place

appointed for the reception of pictures.

No pictures will be received, of which the carriage to the place

appointed for their reception in London, is not paid.

It is recommended

—

That on the back of each frame should be written the name
and address of the sender.

That the subject of each picture should be written underneath

it, with the name in full of the photographer.

That all pictures be framed in a simple deal bead (either var-

nished or gilt) one inch wide, and one inch deep, and with mar-

gins of uniform sizes, graduated according to the size of the pho-

tograph.

For example, pictures eight inches by six, should be" mounted

with a margin of two and a half inches between the picture and

its frame
;

pictures of the sizes nine by seven, up to fifteen by

eleven inches, with a margin of three inches, and pictures of a

larger size, with a margin of slightly increased measurement.

Where the ]iictures sent are small, they should be arranged

several in one frame.

For exanijde, a frame twenty-six inches by twenty-one, inside

measurement, will contain with sufficient margin, four works of

the size of nine inches by seven.

All communications should be addressed to the Hon. Secre-

tary of the Photographic Society, 21 Regent street.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—Having taken an active jjart in the discussion at the
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general meeting of the Photographic Society, held July 6th, re-

specting tiie claims of Mr. Fox Talbot, I own that I felt some
surprise at finding that no allusiou whatever had been made in

the last Journal to the observations which I considered it to be

my duty to offer at the above meeting; and upon inquiring the

cause of this omission, I discovered that it proceeded from an

entire raisappreheusiou on the part of the gentleman who fur-

nished you with the report of our proceedings from his own notes

as respects the usages of chairmen of such societies (there should

have been a regular reporter, in accordance with the expressed

wish of the Society at one of our former meetings). Now, 1

wish merely to remark, that although I regret that I do not oc-

cupy the position so efficiently as I could wish or as may be re-

quired, yet, so long as I have the honor to hold it, I shall con-

sider it "to be my duty to exert myself to the utmost of my power

to forward the interests of the Society and of Photography in

general.

I proceed now to give the substance of what I did state, as to

the views I entertain respecting Mr. Fox Talbot's patent rights,

and his intention to apply for a further extension of his patent

of 1841, which is now nearly expired; and while it is my desire

to convey to Mr. Talbot every due consideration and respect,

and to acknowledge that "we are much indebted to him for 7>ia-

turing a most agreeable and useful branch of photography (the

Calotype process), yet from the various statements which have

lately appeared by the Rev. J. B. Reade and otliers, my im-

pression is that the patents which have been obtained by Mr.
Talbot are by no means valid, inasmuch as it would seem that he

was not the originator of any one of the chemicals employed for

such purpose, either as a developing agent, or any other part of

the process; but that, by a careful and scientific research into

the labors and discoveries of other persons, Mr. Talbot was cer-

tainly the first to modify a most delightful branch of photogra-

phy; and if he had then given his discoveries to the public, he

would have occupied a very high position indeed. In fact, I con-

sider that this is a subject which ought not to have heen patented

by any person, and least of all hy Mr. Talbot; and this I ven-

tured to state to Mr. Talbot himself at one of the meetings held

at Mr. Hunt's before the Society was formed, Mr. Talbot being

present; I then submitted to him (seeing that the patents were

a barrier to the formation of the Society) whether it would not

be better to give up his patent, and to rest upon the honor which

every person was desirous of awarding to him; and I have rea-

son to believe that this had some effect in inducing Mr. Talbot

to forego a part of his patent; and I own that I wish that he

had relinquished it altogether, because, by the legal proceedings

which Mr. Talbot has instituted against certain individuals for

practising a branch of photography !!o<a//z/ different fro7n his spe-

cification (and which would not be accomplished by the Talbotype

process), he has certainly placed himself in a position which we
all regret to see, and particularly as regards a gentleman of sci-

ence and fortune, and to whom our thanks are due in other re-

spects.

Now, how different were the proceedings of Mr. Archer! Al-

though that he was not surrounded by the same advantages as

Mr. Talbot, yet he gave freely his most important discovery to

whomsoever chose to adopt it; therefore, I repeat, with all due re-

spect to Mr. Talbot, that Mr. Archer stands in a very high po-

sition indeed, and is justly entitled to the grateful thanks of every

photographer ; and I must add, that I do not think that Mr.
Archer's talents and generosity have been duly appreciated. I

do not know how far it may be required, or whether it would
be agreeable to Mr. Archer ; I cannot, however, but think that

something more than mere thanks are due to him.

I now venture to hope that Mr. Talbot may be induced to re-

vise his intention with respect to applying for a renewal of his

patent; and I will put it most respectfully to his serious consid-

eration, wjhether he can, with justice, claim for his exclusive use and
control the various important and extensive discoveries in photog-

raphy which have been made by other persons since the patent of
1841, and which are of a totally different character to those xohich

have been discovered by Mr. Talbot.

I trust therefore that all further proceedings at law will be
relinquished by Mr. Talbot, and that he will not apply for a re-

newal of a patent, in which I consider it to be quite impossible
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that he can succeed; (I mean so far as to include what we at

present know of photography), and if so, in what a position does
Mr. Talbot stand with the public and his own private feelings!

I repeat that this is a subject which ought not to be patented
at all, but that we should each and all labor in the same vine-

yard, with a view to give freely to each other the fruits of our
researches, especially non-professional persons.

Wm. J. Newtox.
6 Argyll Street, August 3, 1854.

Frum tlie Jour, of the Phot. Soe.

METHOD OF STRENGTHEWKG COLOLDION NEGATIVES.

[From the Chimie Photographique of MM. Barroswil and Davanne.]

In our experiments on collodion we have found, like all pho-
tographers, proofs which were at first accounted good as nega-
tives, so lose in intensity during fixation that it was impossible

to print good positives from them ; in other cases, wishing to

obtain a direct positive, the time of exposure having been too

much prolonged, the impression was too vigoi'ous for a positive

and too transparent for a negative, and although the details were
perfectly brought out, it was impossible to make any use of it.

We felt it necessary therefore to see whether there might not

be a simple and practical method of strengthening impressions

which had been exposed to daylight, and which had been^.re(i,

either by hyposulphite of soda or by cyanide of potassium.

When impressions are strengthened by the ordinary process

which w^e have indicated,* they still contain salts of silver at-

tackable by the re-agents (iodine, &c.) ; but in the case of which
we speak, the sensitive salts have been removed in the fixation : it

therefore becomes necessary to bring back the impressions into

the necessary conditions, that is, to reproduce upon the image
iodide of silver, which, sensitive to light, may then be blackened

and strengthened by the saturated solution of gallic acid con-

taining a few drops of solution of nitrate of silver.

Nothing is more simple, in theory or jM-actice, than this ope-

ration. What remains to form the collodion picture after it has

been fixed ? Silver in layers of thickness varying according to

the half-tints and blacks.

We know that silver combines directly with iodine (the Da-
guerreotyiDe is the best possible proof of this), and forms iodide

of silver.

Iodide of silver, which has been subjected to the action of

light, blackens under the influence of gallic acid (all photogra-

phy is based upon this principle).

Consequently, if we pass over the fixed and washed collodion

picture, a film of saturated solution of iodine in water, we form

iodide of silver upon the surface, and then if we expose it to the

light, or, better, if we perform this operation by day-light, the

iodide of silver becomes modified, and susceptible of blackening

by gallic acid.

It suffices then to wash the glass plate with abundance of

water, to remove excess of iodide, to place it upon a levelling

stand and pour over it a saturated solution of gallic acid mixed

with a few drops of a weak solution of nitrate of silver.

The reaction takes place in a regular and continuous manner;

it must be carefully watched; when the image has acquired the

desired strength, it is washed afresh with abundance of water,

and fixed with a weak solution of hyposulphite of soda or cyanide

of potassium, to prevent the image growing any blacker under

the influence of light.

If the first trial does not give the result desired, the operation

may be repeated until the image has acquired the tone wished.

The proof often assumes, when fixed, a gray color, disagree-

able to the eye and more transparent than the black color. We
have indicated elsewhere that by dipping it quickly into a very

dilute solution of hydrosulphate of ammonia, it will be restored

to a fine black color.

It must be carefully borne in mind that the bath of hydrosul-

phate of ammonia must never be used until after perfect fixation,

* This is as follows :—If the image developed hy protosulphate of iron

or pyrogallic acid is too weak, it must bo well washed, and then sub-

jected to a saturated solution of gallic acid containing a few drops of

solution of nitrate of silver.
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which removes all that remains of the sensitive layer; otherwise,

the salts of silver changing into sulphuret, the jjlate would be

blackened all over.

A RUDIMEIVTARY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON PERSPECTIVE.*

BT GEORGE PYNE, AUTIST.

PART II.

CHAPTER IV.

We have already more than once stated that all lines that in

the original object are parellel, in their perspective representa-

tions incline towards each o ;Iier and meet in the same point, some-

where on the horizontal line (see Part I. pp. 22, Figs. 17, 18;

page 23, Plate 1, Fig. 20). It must be further understood,

that in drawing a variety of objects, every change of angle a

line makes in its inclination towards the plane of delineation re-

quires a fresh vanishing point. Thus in the diagram (Fig. 64)

Fig. 64.

the rectangular figures a, b, c, and d represent the plans of four

objects standing on the ground plane f, the situation of the plane

of delineation being at e; so situated, each figure would require

two distinct vanishing points, the sides of each figure lying at

different angles with the plane of delineation. The same would

be the case in representing any polygon in perspective; the sides

of the polygon being at different angles with the plane of de-

lineation, would require distinct vanishing points.

In order to find the vanishing points requisite for putting any

object or combination of objects in perspective, it is indispensable

to have the plan of them, the position of the plane of delineation

("its base line drawn), and the position of the spectator. What-
ever may be the direction of any line on the plan for which a

vanishing point is required, it is found by ruling a line (parallel

to the line on the plan) from the point marking the position of

the spectator, and continuing the same till it intersects the plane

of delineation ; the point perpendicularly over this on the hori-

zontal line will be the vanishing point not only for the line se-

lected on the plan, but for every line parallel to it. Thus in Fig.

65, let A be the position of a square, b the plane of delineation,

parallel lines in the geometrical plan, in the perspective repre-

sentation must tend to the same point: to find this point, the

edge of a parallel rule must be placed against either a b or c d,

and brought down over c, from which point a line must be ruled

till it intersects the line b,* as at e. Tlie lines a c and h d are

also parallel, but at a different angle with the plane of delinea-

tion to a i and c d, and will require a fresh vanishing point,

which is found in the same manner; that is to say, from the

position of the spectator, c, a line parallel to a c, or (what is

the same thing) b d, must be drawn to the plane of delineation

at/, and the point perpendicularly over this on the horizontal

line will be the vanishing point for the lines a c and b d, and for

all lines in the plan parallel to them. Let us now carry these

points from the plane of delineation to the ground line of the pic-

ture, as in the previous examples, and proceed to put the square

figure in perspective, first drawing the horizontal line d in the

Representation (the height of which depends on the height of the

^ a

Fig. 65, Plan,

and c the position of the spectator. The lines a h and c d being

• Contiiuiod from pa^e 284, Vol. 7, No. 9.

Fig. 65, Representation.

spectator's eye above the ground plane), and placing the vanish-

ing points E and f on it respectively perpendicular over the

points e and /. On the plan, draw the visual rays a c and c c,

carry their points of intersection,^, h, on the plane of delineation

to the ground line of the picture, and draw perpendicular lines

from each. As in the preceding examples, the point a will come
somewhere on the perpendicular drawn from g and the point c

somewhere on that drawn from h. Now in order to find the po-

sition of a on the perpendicular drawn from g, let us refer back

to the square we put in perspective in a diiferent position (Figs.

60, Plan and Representation), and we shall there find that in

order to get the position of the point b, corresponding with a of

our present figure, we first drew the visual ray h c, carried the

point of intersection d to the ground line of the picture, and, as

in the present case, drew a perpendicular line from it; then in

order to find the point of intersection on it, the point b was
brought perpendicularly to the plane of delineation at/,/carried

to the ground line of the picture, and a line ruled from it to the

point of sight k, which gave the point of intersection b. In the

present figure (65), the points a, b, c, d are found in the same
way as the corresponding points b, k, c, j (Fig. 60) ; only as the

vanishing point for the line a c in this case is not the point of
sight, but the point f, instead of bringing a to the plane of de-

lineation by a perpendicular line, it must be brought forward in

the direction c a, as at^, and j' carried to the ground line of the

picture; if a line be ruled from this to the vanishing point f, we
have the perspective position of the point a on the perpendicu-

lar over g, and the perspective position of the point c on the per-

pendicular over h; the line j a of the Representation being the

perspective lengtli and direction of the line j a of the Plan, the

line a c the jierspective rejjresentation of the line a c of the Plan,

and the portion c f of the line j a c f, the continuation of the

line j a c\Q the direction of the dotted line in the Plan, as far as

it is possible for it to be seen. The positions of the points b and

d miglit be found in the same way as that employed for finding

the positions of the points a and c, i. e. by drawing visual rays

from b to c, and from d to c, carrying their points of intersec-

* Tbo plane of delineation being au imaginary plane, may be sup-

posed to extend to any distance. The visual rays must come witliiu

that portion of it wliei'e the picture is supposed to be, and, as we have
shown, the whole uiight be accomplislied by using the poiut of sight;

in such case, no more than that space would be required; but it rarely

liappeus when more than one vanishing poiut is re(|uired that tley fall

within the picture. Where objects stands in a direction nearly paralbd

with the plane of deliueatioii, the vanishing points are at a great dis-

tance. It is therefore necessary, in finding the positions of the vanishing

l)oints, to extend the line representing the plane of delineation some dis-

tance both to the right and to the left, aud the same will be required

with the horizontal liuc in order to mark the vanishing points on it.
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tion to the plane of delineation, and drawing perpendiculars

from them, then bringing the point b to the plane of delineation

in the direction of d b, and carrying the point of contact to the

ground line of the Representation. If from this point a line

were drawn to the vanishing point f, its intersections with the

perpendicular lines found by the visual rays b c and d c would

fix the perspective positions of the points b and d, as the inter-

sections of the line j f fixed the points a, c on the perpendiculars

over g and h. This manner of proceeding, however, though per-

fectly accurate, is not the readiest way to determine the positions

of these points; it is quite sufficient to draw the visual ray b c.

and carry the point of intersection, k, to the ground line of the

representation, and draw a perpendicular fi'om it, on some part

of which the point b will come. The position of the point a is

already ascertained, and the vanishing point for the line a b;

therefore, if a line is drawn from a, to the vanishing point e, the

point of intersection with it and the perpendicular drawn from

k, is the position of the point b. f being the vanishing point for

the line b d (this line being parallel to « c), from b draw the

line J f; E being the vanishing point for the line c d {c d being-

parallel to a b), from c draw the line c e; the point of inter-

section of the two lines b f and c e is the perspective position of

the point d of the Plan, and completes the perspective drawing

of the square a of the Plan by means of the vanishing points.

Having shown by the diagrams of Figs. 61 and 63 how a tri-

angle (or any other rectilinear figure) may be drawn in perspec-

tive by finding the positions of the points at the extremities of

the lines, using the visual rays and point of sight only as a van-

ishing point, we will now take a similar figure, and point out the

manner of drawing a perspective representation of it by means

of the respective vanishing points for each line of the triangle,

and comparing the former mode, that of Fig. 63, with the one

we are about to describe, show that the result is the same.

Fig. 66, Plan.

Let A in the plan. Fig. 66, represent the triangle, b the plane
of delineation, and c the position of the spectator. Find the
respective vanishing points on the Representation (after drawing
the horizontal line) for the lines a b, a c, and b c, the sides of

the triangle a at d, e, and f;* draw the visual rays a c and b

c, and carry the points of intersection g, h, to the ground line

of the picture, from each of which draw a perpendicular line;

bring the point b, in the direction c b, to the plane of delinea-

tion at j, carry j to the ground line of the picture, and to the
vanishing point for the line b c (f) draw the line^' f; the inter-

section of this with the perpendicular from k is the perspective
position of the point b. From the vanishing point d (the vanish-
ing point for the line a b), through the point b, draw a line till

* This being a different figure to the last, and knowing from expe-
rience as a teacher how trifling a variation will sometimes confuse be-
ginners in these matters, we repeat for their assistance the proceedings
of the last figure; from c, the position of the spectator, parallel to b c,

draw the line c/; the point on the horizontal line perpendicularly over
/will be the vanishing point for the line b c, or any lines that may be
parallel to it. From c, parallel to a b, draw the line c d: the poiat d on
the horizontal line perpendicularly over d, will be the vanishing point
for the line a b and all lines parallel to it. From c, parallel to a c, draw
the line c e; the point e on the horizontal line perpendicularly over the
point e will be the vanishing point for the line a c and all lines parallel
to it. If a figure consist of twenty or more sides, each side in a differ-

ent angle, their respective vanishing points may be found in the same
manner.

it meet the perpendicular drawn from g, this will give the posi-

tion of the point «;* from a draw the line a e, the intersection

of which with the line b f gives the perspective position of the

point c, which completes the figure of the triangle, a b c, m per-

spective, and by a mode much more simple than that described
in Fig. 63.

To prove, however, that the result will be the same whichever
mode of proceeding were adopted, we have drawn the visual ray
c c by a dotted line, and carried the point of intersection, /-, to

the ground line of the picture, from which we have also drawn
a perpendicular (dotted) line. We have also by a perpendicu-

lar from c to the plane of delineation (c I) determined the posi-

tion of the point of sight, which we have placed perpendicularly

over I on the horizontal line at g; the point c we have brought
perpendicularly to the plane of delineation at vi; we have placed
m on the ground line of the Representation, and from it drawn

\ 11 : / ^-^
'<

--^^"^
a

: ; \

\

\
Fig. 66, Representation.

a Hue to the point of sight, g. It will be seen that the intersec-

tion of this line with the perpendicular drawn from k is in the

same point (c) as that where the lines a, d and b f intersect each
other, proving that the same result may be arrived at by differ-

ent means.

After perusing the descriptions given, and examining the
diagrams illustrating them, for finding the positions of vanishing
points, a little attention ouglit to make the student comprehend
why it is that the lines of original objects that are situated at a

right angle with the plane of delineation have their vanishing

point in the point of sight, and that those lines which in an orig-

inal object are parallel to the plane of delineation have no van-

ishing point, but are drawn parallel to it, or rather to the ground
line of the picture. This will be fully understood by comparing
the plans of Figs. 65 and 66 with that of Fig. 60; for if we re-

quire to find the vanishing point for the sides b h, c j of the

square d. Fig. 60, both of which are at a right angle with the

plane of delineation, it is clear that a line drawn from c, the po-

sition of the spectator parallel to them, to the plane of dehnea-

tion at a, must be perpendicular to it, which is always the posi-

tion of the point of sight Again, according to this rule for

finding the vanishing points of lines from a plan, if we endeavor
to find one to which the sides b c and k j should be drawn, a

line through the point c parallel to them must also be parallel

to the plane of delineation, and consequently could never meet;

hence it is that all lines that in original objects are parallel to

the plane of delineation, are drawn parallel in the perspective

representations. This manner of representing objects is fre-

quently called Parallel Perspective, and that where all the sides

of an object are at an angle with the plane of delineation, Ob-
lique Perspective.

The object of this work not professing more than to make the

student thoroughly comprehend the system on which he is to

proceed in making perspective drawings, the examples already

given are sufficient, it is hoped, to enable him to draw any plane

rectilinear figure in perspective that may be put before him. No
example has been given for drawing curves, but as we have in

Part I. page 55, already stated that in order to draw curves

in perspective, rectilinear figures must first be made, to get in-

tersecting points through which the curves are to be drawn, the

examples already given are considered ample for the present.

* This is a much readier way of finding the position of a than if we
had brought, as was done, with the points, the point a of the Plan, in

the direction b a, to the plane of delineation, carrying that point to the

ground line of the picture, and from it ruling a line to the vanishing
point D. The result is obviously the same, as it can make no difference

whether the line a b v is commenced from one point or the other, the

direction must be the same.
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Nevertheless, before proceeding farther, the student, if so dis-

posed, will find it to his advantage to take the plan of the circle

(Part I. Prob. Y. Plate YI.) with the right lines about it, and

marking a point for the position of a spectator and a line for

that of the plane of delineation, draw it in perspective, as also

Figs 4 and 6, Part I. Plate XIII.
To be Continued.

OLD MILL ON THE BRANDY WINE.
PHOTOGRAPHED BY RICHARDS & BEITS.

The old Bailey Mill—which forms the subject of our pre-

sent illustration — is situated upon the Brandywiae, near

Wilmington, Delaware. It is fast falling to decay, yet it is one

of the links connecting the present with the past. What great

changes have taken place since the first sound of its hopper re-

sounded through the dense forest which then surrounded it, and

which have long since disappeared ! The date of its erection is

uncertain. It was first used as a mill for grinding barley, and,

in the trying days of '16, it was kept running night and day, to

fulfil part of the order given by Rob Manis, for flour for the ar-

my, which was then quartered in New Jersey, since which time

it has passed through many vicissitudes, and the last revolutions

of its now dilapidated water-wheel was employed in manufactu-

ring cotton spindles, and many a rambler upon the banks of the

beautiful Brandywine has paused to watch the world-renowned

Miss Schofield turn a spindle.

But all this has passed away, and, in a few short years, the

old mill will exist but in its pictured views, made lasting by that

wonderful Art, the Art Photographic! by whose aid posterity

shall know all things hereafter. The beautiful and grand shall

be rescued from olblivion and handed down to millions yet un-

born! T. D.B. R.

From the Journal of Photographic Society.

SPOTS ON COLLODION PLATES.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,—Perhaps your correspondents, " A Constant Reader,"
and " One in the Dark," may find the following remarks relating

to " spots" on the plate of some service to them.

1. They are often caused by using collodion immediately after

it is mixed, especially so when an alcoholic solution of double

alkaline iodide and iodide of silver is employed for iodizing; it

may happen that the aether will cause the separation of small

particles of the iodide, and if so, they must be allovfed to sub-

side; it is better, if possible, in all ceses to set the fluid to stand

for several hours, and then to pour off the upper portion, or to

draw it off with a siphon made from a piece of fine quill tubing.

2. By the nitrate solution not being perfectly clear and trans-

parent, the collodion perhaps is too highly iodized, and flakes of

the silver salt in consequence fall off ; if the nitrate of silver is

kept constantly in the gutta percha bath, a deposit forms in time

upon the sides, which should be scraped off; if, on the other

hand, it is always poured back into a bottle, the inside of the

bath is apt to get dusty, and if not cleansed, particles are seen

on the surface of the solution the next time it is used, some of

which are carried down by the film iu its descent.

3. The developing fluids to be filtered before use, and espe

cially the pyrogallic acid, if it is at all l>rown or discolored.

4. Sometimes " the slide" will be the cause of spots, either

from the door working so tightly that small particles of wood,
&c., are scraped off when it is raised and projected against the

plate, or from the operator shutting it down with a jerk, and so

causing a splash in the liquid, which drains down and accumu-
lates in the groove below. I have known a picture spoiled more
than once from this cause.

5. Each plate of glass, immediately before being coated with
collodion, to be dusted gently with a silk handkerchief ; if this

precaution is neglected, however carefully it may have been pre-

viously cleaned, the jjrobability is that spots will be produced by
a little dust which will have settled upon it.

6. Various spots and markings are often caused by raising the

plate out of the nitrate bath before it has been immersed sufB-

ciently long to have become thoroughly wetted. After doing

so, the imbibition is unequal and the film imperfect in parts.

These I have found to be the principal causes which produce

"spots;" but there are markings and irregularities of all kinds

when too long or too short a time has been allowed to elapse

before immersing the glass plate in the l)ath, also when the de-

veloping fluid contains too little acetic acid or alcohol, when the

glass has been imperfectly cleaned, &c.

I am. Sir, yours obediently,

Frederick Hardwick.

THE EMPTY HOUSE. A GERMAN TALE.
SECTION I.

The party agreed that the ])henomena which occur in actual

life, are often far more extraordinary than anything which the

most lively imagination can invent.
" I think," said Lelio, " that this is sufficiently proved by his-

tory; and that for this very reason the so-called historical ro-

mances, where the author dares to combine the childish fancies

hatched by a miserable heat in his own torpid brain, with the

acts of a Power that eternally sways the universe, are found so

absurd and repulsive."

" It is," said Franz, "the deep truth of the impenetrable se-

crets that surround us, which grasps us with a power by which
we recognize the spirit that rules over us, and conditions our
acts."

"Alas!" continued Lelio, " for the knowledge of which you
speak. It is the most frightful consequence of our degeneracy
after the fall of Adam, that this knowledge is lost to us."

" Doubtless it is granted but to few," interrupted Francis,
" but do you not think that a knowledge, or rather a still more
beautiful foreboding of the wonders of our life, is granted to

many as a si)ecial sense ? To show you how we leave this dark
region, iu which we might easily lose our way, and come at once

to a bright moment, I will give you an odd simile, viz.: that men
who are gifted, as seers, with the power of beholding the won-
derful, seem to me like bats, in which a learned anatomist, Spal-

anzani, discovered an excellent sixth sense, which, as an eccen-

tric representative, does all, and even more, than is performed
by all the other senses put together."

" Ho, ho!" cried Franz, smiling, "then the bats are, properly

speaking, the born, natural sounamljulist. However, iu the

bright moment of which you speak, I will take my stand, and
remark, that that admirable sixth sense is able to perceive at

once in any phenomena,—whether it be a person, deed, or event,

—that eccentricity to which we find nothing similar in our life,

and which we, therefore, call wonderful. But after all what is

an ordinary life ? A mere revolving in a narrow circle against

which we are constantly knocking our nose ; and yet we attempt

curvettes, amid the ambling pace of an every-day occupation. I

know a person to whom this second-sight, of which we speak,

seems peculiarly to belong. Hence, he will often run, for days,

after unknown people, who have anything odd in their walk,

clothing, dress, or look ; hence, he often becomes profound about

an event, which, simply narrated, v.'ould be deemed unworthy of

attention; hence, he brings together things as opposite as the

a ntipodes, and imagines relations between them of which no one

would think."

Here Lelio exclaimed aloud, " Stop, stop! that is our friend,

Theodore, who seems to have something strange in his mind, as

lie gazes upon vacancy with such strange looks."
" Yes, indeed," said Theodore, who had so long remained si-

lent, " my looks seemed strange because they reflected the really

strange images which I contemplated in my mind—the remem-
brance of an adventure a short time ago."

"Relate it," cried Lelio and Franz, in one voice.

" Willingly," said Theodore, as he drew out the pocket book,

in which, as his friends knew, he carried various notes relating

to his travels, and then commenced the following narrative, look-

ing at the notes from time to time:

—

You know that I passed the whole of last summer at .

The number of old friends and acquaintances whom I met there,

the free, jovial life, the various attractions of art and science,

—

all this held me fast. I never felt more cheerful, and I passion-
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ately pursued my old incliuatiou of walking alone through the

streets, and amusing myself with any engraving and placard, or

of observing the forms tiiat I met, and casting their horoseojies

in my mind, since not only the abundant works of art and luxury

whicii were exhibited, Ijut the sight of many majestic buildings

gave an impulse to tiiis inclination. The alley enclosed with

such buildings, which lead to the gace, is the place of meet-

ing for that higher public, to whom a luxurious enjoyment of life

is justilied by wealth or position. On the ground floor of the

tall, broad palaces, articles of luxury are generally sold, while

the upper stories are inhabited by the class just described. The
best inns are generally situated in the street; the foreign ambas-
sadors usually reside here; and hence you may imagine that

there is more life and action hero than in any other part of the

capital, which at this point appears more populous than it really

is. lu consequence of the eagerness with which this place is

sought, many persons put up with a lodging narrower than con-

venience requires: and several houses, being inhabited by seve-

ral families, may be compared to a bee-hive. I had often wan-
dered through the alley, when I was one day struck by a house,

which stood out in strange contrast to all the rest.

Imagine a low-pitched house, four windows broad, crowded in

between two lofty handsome buildings, its first floor hardly rising

above the ground-floor windows next door, while its dilapidated

roof, its windows, stuffed up with paper, and its colorless walls,

showed a thorough neglect on the part of the owner. Imagine
how such a house must look amid edifices fitted up with the most
tasteful luxury. I stood before it, and, on near inspection, per-

ceived that all the windows were completely closed—nay, that

a wall seemed to be raised against the ground-floor windows

—

that the gate-way was without the ordinary bell-pull—and that

there was no sign of a lock or a latch. I was convinced that

this house could not be inhabited, since, often as I passed it, I

could not observe the trace of a human being.

An uninhabited house in this quarter of the city! This was
a remarkable phenomenon, and yet, perhaps, it might be easily

explained, on the very natural and simple ground that the owner,

during a long journey or residence on distant estates, would not

let or sell this property, that when he returned to he might
have a place to reside in at a moment's notice.

This was my opinion, and yet—-I know not how it was—I al-

ways stood still as I was passing the empty house, and remained ab-

sorbed or rather entangled in the strangest thoughts. You well

know, companions of my youth, how I have always deported my-
self as a ghost-seer, and how, amid actual life, I was always

haunted by the phenomena of a wondrous world, which you en-

deavored to drive away with your dry common sense. Now,
make as many arch grimaces as you please. I am willing to

admit that I have often been my own dupe, and that this would
probably have been the case with the empty house, but—at the

end comes the moral, which will strike you to the ground—only

listen.

One day, at the hour when it is the custom to walk up and
down the alley, I stood as usaal staring at the empty house, and
absorbed in deep thought. Suddenly, without turning my head,

I became aware that some one had placed himself near me, and
had fixed his glance upon me. It was Count P—— , who had
already, in many respects, displayed a mind kindred to my own,

and therefore I at once felt certain that he also was attracted

by the mysterious aspect of the house. I was therefore the more
surprised that when I spoke of the strange impression which this

deserted house, placed in the liveliest part of the capital, had
made upon me, he smiled ironically.

This, however, was soon explained. Count P had gone
much further than I, and by sundry observations, combinations,

and so on, had found out how the case really stood with respect

to the house, and the facts as he constructed them were as strange

as the most active poetical imagination could devise. I ought

to tell you the Count's story, which I still have plainly in my
mind, but I now feel so impelled by what happened to myself,

that I am irresistibly forced to proceed. But, how must the

good Count have felt, when, after making up his story, he learned

that the empty house was, after all, nothing but the baking-

house of a confectioner, whose magnificently furnished shop stood

hard by! On this account, the windows of the ground-floor,

where the furnaces were placed, were walled up, while the upper

rooms, which were devoted to the leaked goods, were protecced

against the sun and the flies by thick curtains.

When the Count told me this, 1 felt, like him, the effect of a

shower-bath, or, at any rate, the demon, who is hostile to every-

thing poetical, interrupted my sweet dreams by smartly pinching

my nose. However, in spite of the prosaic explanation, 1 could

not help looking into the empty house as I i)assed by, and still

all sorts of strange images of what might be j)assing within pro-

duced a slight shiver, which went through all my limbs. I could
not at all reconcile myself to the thought of sugar-baking, march-
pane, bonbons, tarts, preserves, &c. A strange association of

ideas made all this appear to me like a mere soft jiersuasive de-

lusion. " Don't be frightened, my good fellow," said I to my-
self, "we are all very nice children, but the thunder will soon
make itself heard." Then, again, I thought, " Are you not a
thorough madman, to attempt to make wonders out of common
life ? Do not your friends rightly taunt you with being an ex-

travagant ghost-seer ?"

Meanwhile, the house remained unaltered,—in conformity with
the explanation which had been given,—and hence my eyes
grew accustomed to it, and the strange images which for-

merly seemed to peep from the walls, gradually faded from my
mind.

However, an accident revived all that was slumbering within

me. That, in spite of my endeavors to accommodate myself to

every-day life, I still kept the strange house in view, you will

readily believe, when you consider my disposition, which now
adheres to the marvellous with chivalric fidelity.

It happened then, that, one day, as I was taking my usual

lounge in the alley, at noon, I directed a glance to the curtained

windows of the empty house. I remarked that the curtain of

the last window, close to the confectioner's shop, began to move.

A hand—an arm appeared. I took my opera-glass, and plainly

perceived a lady's hand, beautifully formed, and of dazzhng white-

ness. A brilliant stone, of extraordinary lustre, was on the little

finger, while a rich bracelet shone on the beautifully turned arm.

The hand placed a strangely shaped crystal bottle upon the win-

dow-sill, and then disappeared behind the curtain. I remained

petrified; a strange feeling, at once uneasy and delightful, passed

through my soul with electric warmth; my eyes were rivetted to

the mysterious window, and an ardent sigh probably escaped my
heart. I gradually awoke from my reverie, and found myself

surrounded by persons of all ranks, who, like me, were looking

up with curious faces. This vexed me, but it soon occurred to

me that the inhabitants of every metropolis, like those who were
thronged before the house, can never have done with gaping

and wondering, even if a night-cap falls from a sixth-story with-

out breaking a thread. I slunk softly away, and the prosaic

demon whispered plainly in my ears, that the rich confectioner's

wife, dressed in her Sunday clothes, had put a bottle of rose-

water, or something of the kind, upon the window-sill.

Strange to say, a very clever thought came at once into my
head. I turned about, and went straight into the confectioner's

fine shop, next door to the empty house.

SECTION II.

I entered the confectioner's shop as I had determined, and

was served with some chocolate; blowing away the hot froth, I

began with feigned carelessness : ''Come, you have nicely en-

larged your premises, hard by."

The confectioner flung a few colored bonbons into a paper

cornet, and after giving this to a charming girl, who was asking

for it, leant across the counter, and looked at me with a glance

of friendly curiosity, as if he had not understood me. I repeatep

that, in my opinion, he had acted wisely in having his bake-house

next door, although the unoccupied building formed a somewhat

gloomy contrast to the rest.

" Sir," said the confectioner, " who told you that the house

next door belongs lo ns ? Every attempt to take it has been in

vain, and perhaps it is as well, after all; but there seems some-

thing queer about the place."
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You may imagine, my good friends, bow much my anxiety was
excited by the coufectiouer's reply, and how much I entreated

him to tell me more about the house.
" I do not know many particulars, but this much is certain,"

said the confectioner, " that the house belongs to the Countess

von S , who lives on her estate, and has not been at

for many years. When not one of the magnificent buildings

which now adorn our street was in existence, that house, I am
told, was standing in its present form, and afterwards it was only

saved from falling down altogether. Two living creatures alone

inhabit it, an old misanthropic steward and a sulky dog, which
seems weary of its life, and sometimes howls at the moon in the

back-yard. According to general report, the place is frightfully

haunted, and, indeed, my brother (who owns tliis shop) and my-
self have both of us, amid the stillness of night—especially at

Christmas-time, when we are kept up late by our business—heard

strange sounds of moaning, which evidently proceeded from the

next door. Then came such a terrible scraping noise, that it

made us feel quite uncomfortable. Indeed, it is not long since

we heard a strange song, which I cannot now describe to you.

It was manifestly the voice of an old. woman which we heard,

but the tones were so piercing, and went so high in florid caden-

ces, and long shakes, that although I have heard many singers

in Italy, France, and Germany, I never heard anything of the

kind. It seemed to me as if the words she sung were French,

but I could not accurately distinguish them ; and altogether I

could not listen long to such wild ghost-like singing, for my hair

stood on end. Sometimes, when the streets have become quiet,

we hear deep sighs in the back-room, and then a suppressed

laughter, which seems to come from the ground. However, if

we put our ears against the wall, we soon perceive that both the

sighs and the laughs come from next door. Observe" (here he

took me into the back-room, and pointed through the window)
'" that iron pipe which projects from the wall. Sometimes that

smokes so strongly in summer, when we do not light fires, that

my brother has often quarrelled with the old steward about the

danger of a conflagration. The old man excuses himself by say-

ing that he is cooking his dinner ; but what he eats no one

knows, for there is often a very strange and peculiar smell when
that funnel is smoking strongly."

The glass-door of the shop creaked, and the confectioner has-

tened back to it, giving me a significant glance with reference to

the figure who had just entered. I understood him perfectly.

Could this strange form belong to any one but the steward of

the mysterious house ? Fancy a little dry man, with a mummy's
face, a sharp nose, green sparkling cat's eyes, a perpetual insane

smile, hair excessively powdered, dressed in an obsolete fashion,

and tied in a bag, a coffee-colored coat, old and faded, but well

saved and brushed, grey stockings, and large square-toed shoes

with stone buckles. Imagine, too, that this little figure was,

however, strongly formed, especially in the hands, which were
overgrown, and had long, stout fingers, and that he strode firmly

towards the counter, constantly smiling, and staring with fixed

glances at the sweetmeats kept in the glasses, while he whined
out in a feeble voice,

—

" A few preserved oranges, a macaroon or two, some burnt
almonds," and so on.

Only imagine all this, I say, and judge for yourselves whether
I had reason to suspect something strange or not. The confec-

tioner put together all the articles which the old man had re-

quired.

"Weigh them, weigh them, respected neighbor," whined the

strange man, and panting and groaning, he drew out of his

pocket a little purse, hi which he with difficulty sought for some
money. When he laid the money on the counter, I observed it

consisted of various old coins, some of which had ceased to be
current. He kept up a pitiful murmur—"Sweet! sweet! all

must be sweet! Satan rubs his In-ide's lips with honey! pure
honey!"

The confectioner looked at me laughing, and then said to the

old nmn, " You do not seem to be very well. Aye, I see, old age,

a gradual decrease of strength." Without altering his counte-

nance, the old man raising his voice, cried " Old age! old age!
decrease of strength! weak! weak! ho! ho! ho!" And with
these words he clenched his fist so that the joints cracked, and

jumped up into the air, clapping his feet so strongly together

that the whole shop rung, and the glasses clattered together.

But at the same moment a frightful cry arose, the old man trod

upon the black dog, M'hich had slunk in after him and had lain

at his feet. "Accursed beast! infernal dog!" murmured the

old man in his former tone, and opening the paper cornet he

gave the dog a large macaroon. The dog, which had broke out

into an human sound of wailing, was quiet at once, and standing

on his hind legs, nibbled at the cake like a squirrel. Both had
finished at the same time; that is to say, the dog finished his

macaroon, and the old man finished ])utting up his parcel.
" Good night, respected neighbor," said he, and taking the con-

fectioner's hand, he squeezed it so hard that he made him roar

with pain. "The weak old man wishes you good night, good
neighbor confectioner," he repeated, and strode out of the shop,

followed by the black dog, who licked the remains of the maca-
roon from the corners of his mouth.

" Only look," began the confectioner, " the strange old man
carries on this game here at least twice or thrice a month, but
we can get nothing out of him excepting that he was formerly

valet-de-chambre to Count Yon S— ; that he is now taking care

of the house; and that for many years he has daily expected the

return of the S family, on which account the premises could
not be let. My brother once taxed him with the strange noises

heard at night, but he answered very calmly, " Y'es! yes! all

the folks say the house is haunted, but don't believe it; it isn't

true."

In the meanwhile the hour had arrived when it was the ele-

gant fashion to visit this shop; the door opened, a throng en-

tered, and I could ask no further questions.

( To be Continued )

From the Philosophical Magazine for July,

ON A NEW METHOD FOR BEKBERING COLLODION MORE SENSITIVE.

BY THOMAS WOODS, M. D.

This process differs from the usual collodion one in substitu-

ting a mixture of iodide and chloride of iron for iodide of potas-

sium, and using collodion having in solution some common salt.

In 1844 I first introduced the iodide of iron as a photographic
agent. I found it at that time the most sensitive I could pro-

cure, and since then, whether in process on paper, or in albumen
or collodion on glass plates, I have always succeeded with it

better than with any other, both as to rapidity and facility of

use. Mr. Fox Talbot has found it sufficiently sensitive when
employed with Mr. Hunt's discovery of sulphate of iron, to pro-

duce instantaneous results. The details of the process are as

follows :

—

Take of

Sulphate of iron 40 grains

Iodide of potassium 24 "

Common salt 6 "

Spirits of wine or alcohol 2 ounces
.(Either 2 drachms
Strong water of ammonia 3 drops

Powder the salts and mix them well together, add the alcohol

and aether, and finally the ammonia. Allow the precipitate to

subside. For preparing the plate, mix one part of the clear so-

lution with three parts of collodion, to which has been added a

saturated solution of common salt in the proportion of one fluid

drachm of the salt solution to four ounces of collodion. Spread

on the glass plate in the usual way and immerse it for one minute

to one minute and a half in a neutral solution of nitrate of silver,

thirty grains to the ounce. Develope the picture with a solu-

tion of sulphate of iron one scrujile to the ounce of water; and

finally fix with the hyposulphite of soda. A very beautiful pic-

ture may also be obtained by using the developing solution of

sulphate of iron, of the strength of twenty or thirty grains to

four ounces of water, and adding to the hyposulphite wash strong

water of ammonia, in the jiroportion of twenty drojis of the latter

to six or eight ounces of the former. The iron solution should

be well washed off previously to jiutting the jilate in the ammo-
nia and hyposulphite. By this jjroccss I have obtained most

exquisite j)ictares in a very short spaces of time. In many cases
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the light part of the pictures are pure silver, forming a good
mirror.

Alkaline reaction in the bath or the collodion causes cloudi-

ness, which may, however, be remedied by a corresponding

amount of nitric acid. If a bottle of strong ammonia be left

open in the room where the plate is prepared, cloudiness will be

produced. I brought for a few minutes a dish containing a so-

lution of hyposulphite of soda, to which had been added a small

portion of hydrosulphuret of ammonia, into the room in which I

prepared a plate, and for some hours after I could not get a pic-

ture without cloudiness. By thoroughly ventilating the room I

got rid of the annoyance. It would therefore be better, if the

ammonia be added to the hyposulphite solution, as recommended
above, to keep it at a safe distance from the other materials. I

have also found that filtering the caustic solution through the

red-colored blotting-paper is sufficient to produce alkaline reac-

tion and cloudiness.

Parsonstown, June., 1854.

OIV THE USE OF THE BICHLORIDE OF MERCURY IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

(traxslated from "la lumiere," by an amateur.)

M. Disdere, of Nimes, has published in a number of the Lu-
miere some interesting observations relating to the effect pro-

duced by the bichloride of mercury on positive proofs. I have

the pleasure of communicating to you the result of some experi-

ments on the same subject. The positive proof enclosed in my
letter had been obtained by the ordinary methods, without chlo-

ride of gold; the general tint of it was cold and purple, as you
can perceive by examining the left side of the proof, which has

undergone no change. The other side has taken a very warm
sephia tone, after having been simply immersed for twelve hours

in a bath saturated with the bichloride of mercury. I thought

it would be useful to be able to modify at will the color of the

proofs, and I have multiplied my experiments in that direction

;

but the same effect has not been invariably produced, and I am
unable thus far to discover the cause of the differences in the re-

sults.

This is what ordinarily takes place. The image whitens and
is effaced immediately on immersion in the bichloride. If the

proof is then washed and plunged in a solution of ammonia, of

hyposulphate or of cyanide of potassium, it catches immediately

a superb sepia tint. Unfortunately the whites of the proof be-

come grey, and change more and more, in time.

It would be very interesting to study the various chemical

modifications produced by the bichloride in positive proofs. This

subject might offer to the observer a fruitful field, and agreeable

results in the practice of photography.

Like the negative proofs on collodion, the negatives on paper
can take more vigor under the successive influence of the bich-

loride and of ammonia. In the latter case the effect is much
less decided; nevertheless, this process can be used to determine
different planes in a landscape, and to agreeably modify the

aerial perspective. For this, it suffices to pass a Inrush, soaked
with the bichloride of mercury, over the fore-planes, which are

almost immediately effaced; and, after having washed the proof,

it is plnnged immediately in the ammoniacal water, which revi-

vifies that which the mercurial salt has effaced, and gives it a

new vigor.

I will say a few words, in passing, of the influence of the same
salt on metallic plates. When they are immersed in a feeble so-

lution of the bichloride of mercury, the images are seen to black

immediately. If, after washing them, they are submitted to the

action of the ammoniac, they become immediately negative. The
images on plates, then, are modified in the same way as the ne-

gative proofs on collodion, on paper, and on albumin, which fact

goes to establish an additional conformity, and seems to demon-
strate, in an unexceptionable manner, that the image obtained

on metallic paper, although appearing positive by reflection, would
be, in reality, negative, if it could be seen by transparency.

In concluding these observations, I wonld insist anew on the

utility of substituting the process j)ublished in the Lumiere of

the 6th of August, 1853, for the usual method of development

of the image by the pyrogallic acid or simply by the sulphate of

iron. Much more intense shades and much greater vigor are

thus obtained, even with less time of exposure. Experience has
shown me, however, that there are some modifications to be made
in the composition of the collodion, to give perfect and infallible

results.

Tiiese are the best doses of photographic collodion to succeed
completely with the new manipulation:

Collodioa 15 cent, cubes.
Alcohol, at 40 degrees 30 " "

Ether 45 " "

Saturated solution of iodide of ammonium
in alcohol 5 " "

Saturated solution of iodide of potassium
and silver in alcohol 7 " "

The addition of the iodide of ammonium is necessary to obtain
images well modelled in the half tints and to atteiuper the high
lights. M. Lespault.

^Personal a,\^ £mt QV.rt Intelligence.

— We are at a loss to account for the general apathy which
still appears to exist among the greater number of artists, of

every description and grade, in the United States, in regard to

the intellectual interests of the several branches of art to which
they belong.

The progress and purposes of the present age are materially

different from any other through which the world has passed,

and, in order to accomplish any amount of good for any partic-

ular calling or profession, it is absolutely necessary now, as in

former times, to conform to the usages of the period in which we
live. It is difficult, we are aware, for high-toned genius to stoop
to the received principles and circumstances of those whose
tastes and opinions are at variance with its own, particularly

when they are considered more primitive and less elevated. But
it should be remembered that it is often required, that to conquor,

we must kneel; that, when by apparent submission we have ac-

complished the first step towards a great victory, that victory is

easily won.

The habits of the American people have so long been those of

a commercial and money-loving nature—the mind has been so

absorbed by the toils and troubles of bare necessity, absolutely

consequent upon the building up of a great nation, and the feed-

ing of those who were to constitute that nation, that little time
has been allowed for thought to wander and feast in the more
beautiful and harmonizing fields of Art. What little the Ame-
rican people know of art has been instilled by a cheap and irre-

sponsible school. The country has been flooded with badly con-

ceived, badly drawn, wretchedly colored lithographs, and invade
the mind with such erroneous ideas of style, and such a taste for

the gaudy, that time, persoverence and taste only can eradicate

the evil, and direct the understanding to a right appreciation of

true art.

And who are the men to give this direction to the masses ?

Who, but the artists themselves ? There are many who labor

day and night at the easel, or upon the block of marble, to give

I
to the world creations of their genius, and with the fallacious

hope that the exhibition of these works will accomplish that re-

I

volution which they all so ardently desire, but which for years

I

has jn-oved so ineffectual, simply because the mind has not been
schooled to appreciate the beauty, the grandeur, the greatness

of tliese works. The child, before he can read, must first learn

his A B C's, and then the words, and finally the construction of

sentences. Thus must we now deal with the otherwise matured
mind, in regard to art. The majority of our people do not un-

derstand even the first principles of art. How then can we ex-

pect them to appreciate and foster art productions ? Believe it,

under existing circumstances, the pen, wielded by the artist, can

exert more powerful influence in softening and directing the

mind in art, as well as in all other concerns of life, than all the

paintings, or statuary, or any art production ever produced. The
people do not understand what they see. The effect df the ex-

hibitions of art at the Crystal Palace, fully prove this. One has

only to visit that place, follow the crowds who perambulate its

aisles, and listen to their comments, to be satisfied that not one

in ten thousand understand what they gaze upon.

Our inference, therefore, is, that, in order to create a market
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foi' creations of their pencils and their chisels, they must first

teach those, on whom they have to rely for their market, how to

understand, appreciate, and criticise works of art. We have
very many who wield as powerful a pen as they do an inspired

pencil, and whose duty it is to do so. Why, then, their silence ?

For shame! put off this apathv, and rou.se for yourselves, in the

breasts of the people, that sentiment of esteem justly your due.

There is no branch of art, requiring more energetic measures
of this nature, than that of Photography. It is, of all others,

most in its infancy, and most requires fostering care. We most
sincerely trust that our artists, of every denomination, will think

more seriously on this subject, and let their influence be felt

through the channels devoted to their interests.

— A long series of photographic impressions, taken last win-

ter in Egypt, have just been presented to the Institute by a
young American, Mr. John Greene, who has traversed that

country from Alexandria to the second cataracts of the Nile.

These photographic plates are very interesting in a scientific

point of view, presenting as they do numerous inscriptions and
bas-reliefs taken from the sombre recesses and depths of the

temples of ancient Egypt, where photography has hitherto been
imalile to operate, and which Mr. G. has now been enabled to

lay ))efore the members of the Institute by an ingenious method
of his own invention. He took their impression by the applica-

tion of pasteboard, which had been softened by soaking in wa-
ter, to the sculptured surface of the stone, which, when dried in

the sun, presented its exact counterpart, and thus he was ena-

bled to reproduce by photography the inscriptions and bas-reliefs

faithfully incrusted in the flexible pulp. Triumphs, processions,

wars, sacrifices, are all reproduced with perfect fidelity and in

exact order. It is understood that Messrs. Goupil & Co. will

shortly publish about sixty of Mr. G.'s views, representing the

most remarkable sites, landscapes and monuments in upper
Egypt.

— Mr. F. Langenheim, of Philadelphia, has favored us with
a pi'esentation of ten of the most beautiful photographic stereo-

scopic views we have ever seen, and for which he will please ac-

cept our thanks. This gives us occasion to call the attention of

our subscribers to the importance these kind of pictures is assu-

ming in the Photographic Art. We do not think they receive

that attention they merit. We find that among those who best

appreciate art, that the stereoscope is creating, at present, more
inquiry, than any other branch of Photography, and that por-
traits adapted to the stereoscope are fast becoming popular. On
some future occasion we shall speak of them more fully. In the
mean time we take the liberty of inserting the letter of Mr. Lan-
genheim, received with his pictm-es:

Philadelphia, Sept. 19th, 1854.

H. II. Smiling, Esq.—Dear Sir: An article in the last num-
ber of your valuable Journal, containing, incidentally, a very flat-

tering notice of my stereoscopic views on glass, induces me to

hope that you will have the kindness to accept the few samples
I have taken the liberty to transmit, to-day, through the kind-
ness of Messrs. Meade, Brothers.

The great encouragement this especial kind of pictures has
found in Europe, has led me on to produce them here also, con-
fident that the American public wOl patronize this branch of the
Photographic Art, in a similar degree as the European public,

as soon as the results are brought before them in a presentable
shape and at reasonable prices. Until now all the stereoscopic
glass pictures have been imported from Europe, and principally
from France; whether my pictures will compare favorably with
them, I leave to those able to form a judgment for themselves,
and particularly to the " artists who use the Pencil of Light !"'

It is a singular fact that stereoscopic pictures, in general, have
been produced by our photographic artists, and have been de-
manded by the American public in, comparatively, very small
quantifies, to M'hat is done hi them in Europe, and far less than
tlic particular beauty of stereoscopic pictures seems to warrant.
As far as I am able to judge, the fault lies principally with our
operating artists. They have not paid that attention to the
subject it so richly deserves, and a better investigation, I think,
might yet procure, for stcrcosco])ic pictures, that appreciation
here which they liavc found elsewhere.

Your Journal, embracing and devoted to the whole range of

Photography, enlightening and directing all its devotees, ought

to take up the suliject again, and agitate it properly, if, from

your elevated editorial chair, (from which you certainly enjoy a

better general view, than each artist in his dark room,) the sub-

ject seems worthy of your attention.

With the best wishes for your further editorial success, I re-

main, dear sir, very respectfully, your &c. &c.,

F. Langenheim.
— T. J. B., of Columbia, Miss. We can appreciate your re-

gret that we are obliged to roll the Journal for mailing, in con-

sequence of the injury done to the photograph; but we see no

way of avoiding it at present. With the commencement of the

new volume we shall adopt another method, Avhich we trust will

obviate the difficulty.

— T. Harris, of Loui.sville, will please accept our thanks for

his flattering opinion of our Journal. It is not all that we wish

it, but we trust to time and the good ofBces of our friends for

its further improvement.

— We trust our former readers in England will not attribute

to us the fault of their not being permitted to purchase tlie Jour-

nal, recently. It has arisen from a misunderstanding unintention-

al on our part, and we trust we shall be exhonerated by the

parties interested. We entertain none but sentiments of the

liighest respect for the abihty of England's Photographers, and
a lively sense of obligation to all those with whom we have had
business transactions. Our views and propositions have been
met with a kindness and liberality for which w^e shall ever feel

grateful. For them and the Photagraphic Society we feel the

same interest that actuates us in our endeavors to promote the

improvement and welfare of the art in our own country, and we
only regret that we cannot repay them for the benefit we derive

from their asiduous researches in kind, but they will always find

us prepared to do all in our power to return the obligation.

— Our friend W. H. T., Tuscumbia, Ala., is assured that his

numbers have been mailed regularly, and if not to the right direc-

tion, it is because we have not before received intimation of a

change. We think he will find just what he wants by applying

to Mr. T. Harris of Louisville, Ky.
— Mr. Benedict, of Syracuse, one of our oldest and best Da-

guerreans has shown us a new plate block, which for simplicity,

neatness and perfect adaptation to the purpose intended, is un-

surpassed. They are deserving the attention of Dagnerreans.

Mr. B. has left them on sale at Mr. Anthony's establishment,

308 Broadway, N. Y,
— We have received from some friend, six very fine photo-

graphic portraits, which evince the most decided progress of im-

provement. The head of Bishop Eastburn of Mass., is exceed-

ingly fine. The tone is beautifully soft and agreeable, the gra-

dations of shade excellent, and the outline round and well-defined.

In the absence of any further evidence, we should say the style

indicates these productions as those of Messrs. Masury & Silsbee.

— Mr Sutton, of Detroit, Mich., has recently entered the

lists for competition in the crystalotype process. Mr. Sutton

since he adopted the drguerrean art as a profession, has been

deservingly successful, and he will be, undoubtedly, equally so in

this new department.
— We clip the following from a St. Paul paper, and can with

pleasure endorse it:

" Perfect Pictures.—It is something for the North-west to

be proud of, that at Galena and St. Paul reside the two ac-

knowledged superiors in the Dagucrrean art to be found in the

whole Union. We of course allude to Hesler, of Galena, and

his pupil, Whitney, of our city, who has advanced to such a de-

gree of perfection, that he is now not " a whit" behind his in-

structor. He has just been showing us some Indian pictures, in

groups, and some single figures, which have not been equalled

by anything previously attempted in this line. These pictures

are natural—to the very life. All know how difficult it is to

catch the natural expression of an Indian's face, even with the

Dagucrrean instrument, but Mr. Whitney has certainly succeed-

ed to a charm. An artist of Mr. Whitney's merits, and an old

and valued citizen, too, certainly deserves more encouragement

than he receives from the people of Minnesota. Come up, all of

you, and get taken.

[ 4 Oct.. 1854.
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DAGUERREOTYPE ON PLATES.*

RULES FOR OPER.A.TINrr WITH CERT.\INTY. EMPLOYMENT OP THE
CHLORO-BROMIDE OF LLME AND THE lODO-BROMINE.

Process for Restoring old proofs which have become stained and iodized.

By E. VAILLAT.

Translated from the French by J. R. Sxelling, M. D.

CHAPTER YIII,

EXPOSITION OF THE PLATE TO THE MERCURIAL FUMES.

HEN we have judged that the plate has re-

mained long enough exposed to the luminous

rays in the camera-obscura, it is necessary to

put it in the mercury box, in order to produce
the appearance of the image. For this pur-

pose, the sitting being terminated, we lower

the trap door of the frame which contains the

plate, so as to be able to carry this, excluded from the light, and
put it in the mercury box.

The box with mercury must be in a place rendered perpectly

dark with a curtain of thick black material.

The plate, always in its frame, will be taken into this closet

upon removing it from the camera. It is then placed in the box
of mercury for the purpose of submitting it to the action of the

fumes; this box is so arranged that the plate which ought na-

turally to be placed with the image side facing the mercury,

forming, with the bottom of the box from whence the mercurial

fumes escape, an angle of forty-five degrees—this arrangement

was pointed out by M. Daguerre, and we see no reason for

changing it. The said box must be in general of sufficient

depth so that, during evaporation, the part of the plate nearest

the mercury may be raised at least fifteen degrees from the sur-

face of mercury, the quantity of which should be nearly 500
grammes in a half plate box, a little less in that of a quarter

size, and a little more in that of a whole plate.

The mercury must be heated beforehand, and maintained at

the temperature of from fifty to sixty degrees. The flame of

the spirit lamp which serves for heating the case which forms

the bottom of the box in which the mei'cury is contained, ought

to be so regulated, that the temperatures of the mercury does

not rise above this degree. The thermometer which is placed

upon the mercury box will serve to guide us in this particular.

However, as most of these thermometers are not very accurate,

as they break frequently, and as we may not always be able to

replace them readily, we can make up for the deficiency by
touching with the ends of the fingers the capsule containing the

mercury: it is necessary that it should be heated so that the

fingers cannot rest upon it more than two or three minutes with-

out becoming slightly burned: this is the best method to con-

sult the temperature of the mercury.

At this temperature, the plate should be submitted two min-

utes to the mercurial vapor; if it is a half or whole plate box,

we will let it remain from three to five minutes.

Furthermore, the operator will vary the duration of the ex-

position, according as the proof shall appear to him too much or

too little mercurialized ; but there will be but little change with

the time which we speak of.

We believe it a duty to insist upon one point: it is the neces-

sity of measuring by a determined number of minutes the dura-

tion of the exposition to the mercurial fumes, instead of following

the progress of the operation by examining with the light of a

candle, as practised by certain amateurs. Numerous experi-

ments have demonstrated to us that it is very injurious to con-

sult the effect of mercury upon the proof, even by makmg use of

the glimmering of the most feeble taper, and through the small

square left for this purpose in the mercury boxes constructed

after the ordinary plan; in our opinion, this square ought to be
suppressed, in order to avoid the temptation which the novice

* Continued from page 293, Vol, 7, No. 10.

VOL. VII. NO. XI.

quite naturally acquires, in his anxiety to ascorlain the result of
his operation. Even when we might watcli witli impunity the
development of the proof, we could not judge well of its progress
through this square, with a feeble light. This square, moi'e-

over, is always dirtied by the mercurial vapor, and, in cleaning
it, we would )je liable to get the fingers in contact with parti-

cles of mercury, which might, afterwards badly stain tlie plates
which we would touch. We again repeat, that the plate of the
camera must be passed to the box of mercury in the most pro-
found darkness; a little practice will readily enable us to execute
this groping operation. The light even of the small lamp con-
stantly heating the mercury, would injure any part of the pooof
which might directly receive this feeble light.

It is a good plan, some minutes (three or four) before putting
the plate in the box of mercury, and frequently for the first proof
of the day, to stir it with a stick, or better still, with a small
glass rod, in order to remove the coating of oxide which forms
on the surface of the mercury, and prevents it fat the tempera-
ture which we have adopted) from evaporating sufficiently. This
process of thus agitating the mercury must be repeated two or
three times in the day, if we operate constantly. It is not ne-

cessary to filter the mercury often, every eight or ten days will

be sufficient.

If there are any who wish to convince themselves of the utili-

ty of our recommendations in regard to the precautions to be
taken for maintaining the most profound darkness during the
passage of the plate to the mercury box, they will be able to
make the experiment very easily. For this purpose, it will

merely be necessary to put the plate in the box of mercury, al-

lowing the most feeble ray of light to act upon it. Upon with-
drawing it the darks of the proof will almost invariably be cov-
ered with a very sensible coating of mercury.

If you wash the proof with the hyposulphite of soda alone,

and dry it without submitting it to the chloride of gold, these
spots will not show much; but if we chlorodize the proof, these
spots, quite large, will become greenish brown, and entirely con-
ceal the details in those parts where the mercury could not com-
bine.

If, on the contrary, complete darkness is observed, even if

you leave the proof in the box double the time that is required,
the result will be different from what it w^as at first; you will

have in the darks a little dotting produced by the excess of
mercury; but you may chlorodize the proof and finish it, and
this dotting will not be a complete obstacle, as you have just
now seen it.

We believe, moreover, that the precautions which we describe

will be less necessary, if the proof were made with a very bright
light, in the open air, because the darks of the proof are the
parts principally which reject the mercury, after the least light

has struck the plate.

As we judge imperfectly by watching the progress of the
proof through the small square of the mercury box, it is more
simple to refer to time for the duration of exposition to the mer-
cmial fumes: it is so easy to determine this time after two or

three successive trials, by maintainuig the thermometer at 50
or 60 degrees centigrade, as we have said, according to the
height of the mercury box.

CHAPTER IX,

"WASHING WITH HYPOSULPHITE OF SODA.

When the plate has remained long enough in the box of mer-

cury, we remove it, and, by examining it by the light, we per-

ceive the image entirely developed: the plate, covered with its

coating of iodide of mercury, has taken a deep violet, almost

blue tint. Nothing more is required than to cause a disap-

pearance of this coating, which would be acted upon by the

light in such a manner as to destroy the result of the opera-

tion.

To remove well the coating of iodide from the proof which

has been submitted to the mercury, it is necessary that the dis-

tilled water which is to serve for the washing, should be almost

saturated with hyposulphite of soda.

41
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We err more frequently iu the weakness of the solution, *

above all with the use of our chemicals, the iodo-bromine and
the chloro-bromide of lime, which gives excessive!)' thick coats.

It is necessary with this solution, if strong, to put the plate in

a basin and pour over the solution of hyposulphite by shaking

briskly so that this solution drops upon the plate, instead of

throwing the plate into the solution of hyposulphite, as we gen-

erally do. This latter process appears to us bad; for, wlieu

the solution is very concentrated, we incur the risk by plunging

in the plate, of determining to its surface a crystallization of hy-

posulphite, leaving marks upon the plate that would be changed

to a whitish film, when the plate is submitted to the cliloride

of gold.

To deiodize the plate perfectly, we put the hyposulphite so-

lution iu a bottle of the capacity of a litre-and-a-half nearly, at

the lower extremity of which bottle is a glass stop cock ; we
seize the plate by one of the corners with a pair of plate pinch-

ers, and keep it under the stop-cock, above a basin intended for

receiving the liquid ; and when this litre-and-a-half of solution has

been spread over the plate, it certainly ought to have properly

carried off tlie excess of iodide, and rendered the deiodiziug com-

plete.

We afterwards rinse, by placing the plate under the spout of

a fountain containing ordinary filtered water, which carries off

in its turn the hyposulphite of soda. We let nearly a quarter

of a litre flow out, and then place quickly, (and without suffer-

ing it to dry in places,) the plate upon the stand to chlorodize

it; we pour on a little distilled water, which completes the rins-

ing and serves moreover to show whether the plate is perfectly

level, and in a state to receive the chloride of gold.

We free the plate of this distilled water, and always without

letting it dry, as this would form indelible spots at the places

which have thus become dry. We pour on the solution of salt

of gold (chloride of gold) which must serve to fix the proof upon

the plate, as we shall hereafter describe.

With these precautions, the fixing with chloride of gold will

be carried on in a regular manner; we shall avoid those bluish

films which result when the plate has not been cleaned from the

excess of its iodide, owing to the solution of hyposulphite being

too weak.

Tills litre and a half of hyposulphite solution will be put back

into the bottle by means of a glass funnel, and may serve for at

least fifty proofs of quarter and even half-sized plates, without

being necessary to filter it, which, however, would be required,

if we should i)erceive that the solution contained any impurities

capable of streaking the plate; for the water falling with suffi-

cient force and depositing these foreign bodies, the proof would

be liable to become streaked by the contact. It will be neces-

sary to renew the hyposulphite solution when it becomes too

much saturated with tlic iodide, which we can readily recognize

by its deep color.

As the solution is very concentrated, it will form at the mouth
of the glass bottle crystals of hyposulphite; it is important, be-

fore presenting the plate, to let the first water run off—a half

a tumbler full nearly—and either with a feather or even the

fingers, assist, by stirring, the separation of these crystals which

the first water will carry off. Should we neglect this precaution,

the crystals falling upon the plate, would attack it and produce

spots, to say nothing of the danger also of its streaking the

proof.

CHAPTER X

.

FIXING THE IROOF WItH THE CHLORIDE OF GOLD, ( OR WITH THE
SALT OF GOLD OF FORDOS AXD GILLIs)f.

The plate, well rinsed, as we have described above, must be

* We put 100 grammes of hyposulphite of soda in 1,000 grammes
of distilled water.

t We generally make u^e of the salt of gold of Fordosand Gillis; wc
dissolve 1 gramme of the salt in 100 grammes of distilled water. The
preparation of 51. Fizeau consists in dissolving 1 gramme of chloride of

gold in 500 grammes of distilled waler. In another bottle large enough
to hold 1000 grammes (1 litre) of distilled water, we make a solution

of 4 grammes of hyposulphite of soda to ,')00 grannnes of distilled water;
we pour the first solution (the chloride of gold) into the solution of hy-

placed horizontally upon the gilding stand; by means of the

distilled water whicli we pour on, we satisfy ourselves that the

plate is perfectly level, and that its surface will be entirely cov-

ered witii liquid.

We will obtain the level by means of the screw of the gilding

stand, which lowers the side where it is necessary. We will

pour gently, so as not to lose the solution of chloride of gold,

and in such a manner as to cover the surface of the plate very

equally and as much as it is possible to hold without spilling.

We will then heat it with a strong spirit lamp, until the lights of

the proof, which are always a little blue after the washing with

the hyposulphite, becomes of a beautiful white.

It is difficult to designate where the necessary limit is for us

to stop ; this is the grand rule which must guide the operator

for continuing heat— with a lamp of three wicks, giving

a strong heat, it is necessary to heat nearly two minutes.

If we do not heat it enough, the proof is imperfectly fixed and

effaced by the least rubbing; if we heat it too much, it may ex-

foliate, that is to say, the slight coating of iodide of mercury and
of silver, detaches itself from the surface of the plate, and ex-

poses to view the unpolished silver underneath ; a part of the

image is therefore removed, and consequently the proof is de-

stroyed.

We can ascertain, without the proof being cracked, (if we
may be allowed to use this expression), that it has been heated

too much, when we perceive, under a certain angle, some parts

less transparent than others, and in which we already see a com-

mencement of exfoliation from the surface of the plate.

As too little heating leaves the proof imperfectly fixed, and
as the slightest friction would partially efface it, it is evident

that if we wished to color a proof badly fixed, the rubbing of

the softest brush would immediately spoil it.

It is therefore important that we do not, through fear of

cracking the proof by too nmch heating, neglect to heat it suffi-

ciently. Moreover, after having spoiled some proofs, whether

by making them crack, or by not fixing them enough, we will

be able to form a judgment as to the time necessary to effect a

suitable heating.

After we judge the plate to be sufficiently heated, we will

pour on it (holding it by one of the corners with one of the

small plate pinchers,) nearly a tumbler full of filtered water, in

order to entirely remove the solution of gold.

We will rinse with a little distilled water, and heat the plate,

commencing at one of the extremities, and move tlie spirit lamp
along nnder it to the other extremity, also breathing upon the

plate and inclining it, to facilitate the running off of the water.

The operation is then entirely finished, and the proof ready to

be framed.

CHAPTER XI.

REMARKS UPON OUR CHLORO-BROMIDE OF LIIIE, AXD UFOX THE
lODO-BROiMINE.

We do not pretend to admit that we have been unable to

make good pictures except with the employment of our two new
substances, but we can affirm that with them, success is more
constant, and the results more identical and certain. We can

certainly make good portraits with ordinary iodine, without the

addition of bromine and with bromide of lime without chlorine;

but we shall not so easily obtain that transparency which con-

stitutes the merit of fine proofs. INIoreover, although the price

would appear at the first onset almost exhorbitant, the difficul-

ties of these jjreparations, induces me to try to increase the sale;

those who will not believe it a duty to make experiments, can
with their usual substances, operate by following the rule and
series of operations which I have described in this small treatise.

We direct for those who would draw back from this expense

( very slight, however, since a bottle of our chloro-bromide of

lime is capable of lasting three or four years, by adding four or

five drops of bromine every month, supjiosing that we use it

every day from morning tmtil evening), the very simple method
of manufacturing for themselves the bromide of lime, which will

posulphite of soda, and obtain 1 litre of chloride of gold suitable for

fixing.
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admit of good results; but wliicli unfortnuatelj' isuot as durable

in other respects, and is like all the other bromides of lime.

Tiie method referred to at least will not give much trouble to

those who may wish to adopt it.

MAXXER OF EMPLOYING OUR TWO BOTTLES. CHLORO-BROJIIDE OF

LIME AND lODO-BROMINE.

For a capsule (iodine box), of whole plate, it will be necessa-

ry to mi.x the contents of the little bottle (the iodo-bromine)

with 150 grammes of iodine well pulverized; this quantity is

sufficient to cover entirely the bottom of the capsule. If the

capsule should be a little larger, we would add a little iodine

only.

We will cover the bottom of the capsule nniformly with our

chloro-bromide of lime; half the contents of the large bottle is

enough. It is not necessary that the coating of chloro-bromide

should be thick; it will be sufficient only for the bottom of the

capsule to be entirely covered.

CHAP TER XII.

PREPARATION OF ORDINARY BROMIDE OF LIME.

Pour quickly 50 grammes of pure bromine into a large mouth-

ed bottle with a ground glass stopper, containing 500 grammes
of slaked lime (hydrate of lime), put the stopper in quickly, stir

by shaking for ten minutes, and leave it to settle twenty-four

hours.

At the end of this time, unstop the bottle, and stir with a

stick, in order to crush the lumps, pour in a second time 50

grammes of bromine, shake the bottle as at first, still leave it to

settle twenty-four hours, and with the same stick again crush

the lumps formed where the bromine falls in the greatest quan-

tity. These two operations finished, the product will be an

orange red powder. We will cover the bottom of the basin,

which serves for bromidizing with this bromide of lime, and fol-

low the directions which I have given for my chloro-bromide of

lime. Crush in a marble mortar with a pestle of glass or por-

celain, the pure iodine, and operate as with the iodo-bromine.

CHAPTEE XIII.

OF THE COLORING OF PROOFS AND PREPARATION OF THE COLORS.

Although most artists and connoisseurs are not favorable to

coloring, we think that slight coloring npon the skin, if it is done

in a skillful manner, is far from injuring the proof; if it detracts

from its merit as a work of art, it frequently adds to the soft-

ness of its features. It is necessary for this operation to have

water colors in powder, such as ochre, rouge, yellow ochre, terra

de sienna, carmine, vermillion, and Prussian blue. We decant

these colors into spirit of wine: for this purpose we almost fill

with alcohol a Bordeaux wine glass; we throw in a few pinches

of color, which we stir with a glass tube ; we let it stand a

few hours, and collect with a piece of white paper all that

adheres to the wall of the glass; we have by this means a very

fine and very suitable powder, upon the piece of paper which has

served to detach this powder from the wall of the glass; we per-

form this operation for each color, and have a number of small

pallets for each separate color.

I describe this preparation for 'those who might not be able

to procure the colors already prepared, for it is easier to pur-

chase a box of colors arranged for coloring ; with a box for 8 or

10 francs, we can color indefinitely.

CHAPTER XIV.

APPLICATION OF COLORS.

For a proof to be colored, it is necessary that it should be
well gilded with the salt of gold, otherwise the softest brush

would be liable to efface the part where it might be applied.

To color a proof properly, we put it back in the shield which
contained it, and in the position which it occupied before removing
it from the exposition in the camera, consequently with the

head down: we will draw out the slide until we have uncovered

half of the figure, and this slide half drawn, will serve as a sup-

port to the hand; we draw out tlie slide more or less, according

as we wish to uncover the part which nmst be colored. This

very simple method is convenient for large portraits, which we
would be obliged to color with the hand raised, because the

possibility of spoiling the plate would not exist, unless some part

of it was occupied as a support to the hand or wrist

The plate thus arranged, we will take upon a small l)rush very

soft and slender, a little carmine or vermillion, which we apply

upon the lips and cheeks; with a little coarser brush we will mix
a little red ochre and yellow, or burnt terra de sienna, by a

slight rubbing and turning. The taste alone is capable of direct-

ing what is essential for this operation: we will proceed in the

same way for the hands, to which we will give slight touches of

rouge upon the prominent parts, and the joints.

The touches with gold or silver will be done with a small brush,

which we moisten with a little gum water, to dilute the gold and
silver. The other colors for the dress will be used dry, as for the

figure and hands.

C HAPTER XV.

PROCESS FOR RESTORING OLD PROOFS WHICH HAVE BECOME STAINED

AND OXIDIZED.

There is a kind of framing which is much suited to daguer-

reau proofs, for portraits particularly: these are the oval frames
with gilt circles and miniature glasses; the employment of the

passe-partout becomes nseless for this kind of framing.

Although the proofs framed in the passe-partout may be bet-

ter preserved than those placed in the frames of which I have
spoken above, they are nevertheless liable to oxidise and stain,

after a lapse of time, longer it is true; but this difliculty exists

in both kinds of framing, and it is only a question of time in re-

gard to arriving at this ingenious result.

All who are engaged in daguerreotyping have probably no-

ticed the milky circles which surround the proof enclosed in the

miniature frames, and which result in veiling the whole of the

proof. I shall describe a very simple method for removing this

veil, however old it may h%.

Dissolve a piece of cyanide of potassium as large as a hazel-

nut in a glass of distilled water, and filter the solution. Plunge
into ordinary water the proof which you wish to restore. With-
out letting it dry, place it upon the stand commonly used for

gilding, and pour over it as much of the solutiou of iodide of

potassium as the level of the plate will permit it to hold, and
heat it slightly with the spirit lamp; when you judge that the

solution is a little more than lukewarm, it is necessary to discon-

tinue the heating.

Then take a pledget of cotton and pass it lightly over the

parts stained or oxidized, and always horizontally with respect

to the proof, and we will perceive that the bluish coating that

veiled the proof is instantly dissolved.

Free the plate of this solutiou, and pour it on a second time,

but without heating: taking the plate by one of its corners

with a small pair of plate pinchers, shake it slightly, holding it

as horizontally as possible, in order not to upset the liquid ; then
rinse freely with water, and dry it as directed after fixing it with
chloride of gold.

I have by this method, cleaned and rendered useful proofs

which I had neglected to frame, and which I had left sevei'al

months exposed to the air and to the emanations of iodine and
bromine, which are always diffused in the work-shop of a daguer-

reotypist. It requires four or five minutes to go through the

whole of this operation.

CONCLUSION.
My object in publishing this small treatise, has been to de-

scribe a certain method in daguerrean operations, and inform

my readers how I easily obtain proofs which artists and amateurs

would like to consider as satisfactory.

The excellent pamphlets published by MM. Lerebours and

Secretan, as well as those of MM. Chas. Chevalier, Gaudin,

Claudet, and Thierry de Lyon fan operator of very great merit)
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it will always be well to consult. Tlie receipts wliich they con-

tain will most certainly guide the able operator who may wish

to make investigations; but there is reason to believe, that that

which takes the lead in daguerreotype manipulations, may be
kept back in making a choice of tlie best process dtscriiied in

these works of indisputable merit, since chemists and disMn-

guished operators as Fizeau and Foucault have contributed

their science and talent. I have therefore recapitulated all the

known processes, employed up to this time Ijy the best op?rators,

such as MM. Thompson, Derussy, Andreau.x. Plumier, Sabatier,

Blot, etc. I have long employed the chlorides and bromides of

iodine. I have at my exhibition, Palais National, 36, several

good portraits made at least six years ago, which have been ob-

tained by these substances; but since the importation of the

American process,* by the skillful operator Thomosou, I have
abandoned the use of the liquids for the two new substances de-

scribed in this small treatise.

It must be understood, and I declare il with a profound con-

viction, that the author of the daguerreotype has so well traced

the march of the operations, that we will be able without doubt,

as in all matters to perfect his art: but in the hands of a skillful

operator, the processes of M. Daguerre would still give in the

reproduction of monuments or landscapes brilliant results, and if

it is right to say that we art in the way of progress, it is also

just not to forget the eminent merit of the inventor, to whom I

am happy to testify publicly my gratitude. I must not omit

to mention here the name of M. Fizeau, who complete the

work of M. Daguerre in fixing by a mixture of chloride of gold

and hyposulphite of soda, these designs so fine, so delicate, and
which thus oecome not only unalterable, but still more vigorous

and trans2)arent.

(These salts of gold so well prepared by MM. Fordos and
Gillis, are the completion of the discovery of M. Fizeau.)

From the Journal of the Photographic Society,

BINOCULAR PHOTOGRAPHS.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

I have made the experiment of taking a portrait while the

camera was moving through an horizontal arc of two and a half

inches long, the axis of the instrument being directed to one
point the whole time. By this means I obtained perfect defini-

tion of parts at the same distance as the point, but of no others.

No binocular effect is produced ; but a distortion never perceived
in looking at a natnral object. In fact, nearly the same thing is

produced as was described by Sir David Brewster, as the result

of using a large diameter lens, namely, the re])resenting more of

a solid object on the retina than could be obtained by looking

at the object itself; in which opinion no doubt he is theoretically

correct, although in practice, within the limits usually employed,
it is not perceptible.

To obtain the binocular effect with one picture I hold to be
impossible, because the image in the two eyes would then be pre-

cisely similar, which by viewing solidly in nature can never be;

the right eye seeing more of the right side of the object than
the left eye cin, and the left eye seeing more of the left side of

the object than the right can; hence this difference between the

images of the two eyes, becomes, by experience, associated with
Solidity, and can never be produced by surface only; consequent-

ly single pictures can only appear solid as far as light and shade
and perspective can make them, the insufficiency of which is but

too ai)parent when an object is viewed in the stereoscope. The
optical part of this instrument merely alters the apparent place

of each picture, so that they appear to be situated on the same
spot, and consequently as one only, while each eye sees the one
belonging to it alone, and hence the perfect imitation of nature,

the eyes beholding, for the first time, a [licture indeed.

It is curious and instructive to observe how ))ersons viewing
stereoscopic portraits for the first time are struck with the still-

' This process consists: Lst. In i)()lisliiiifr tlio plato l)y menus of pol-
ishers I'mnisheil with buclvslciu. '/nd. In the double iodizin;^, whicli M.
Deliiborde directed a loii^ time before it was a question of being an
American process. 3rd. In the use of the bromine water, and not as is

generally thought in the employment of the bromide of lime.

ness and absence of the natural color, and how soon the eye,

after being accustomed to them, gets reconciled to the defect. I

account for it in this way. The eye never having witnessed the

solidity and absence of color and motion, except in death, be-

comes painfully affected, but after a time the ideas become inde-

pendent of each other, and we see the beauties without being

affected by the defects alluded to, as was before done in respect

to statuary. T. Reeves.

498 New Oxford Street.

DAGUERREOTYPING IN THE BACK-WOODS.
Transcribed from a Daguerreotjqjists' Journal.

" That's the chap—him with the white hat, fat and short like

our old sow. Stand back, boys, and let me talk to the image
man. Hello stranger, are you him?"

" Whom do you mean, my friend?"
" Well, 'iow, I didn't say I was your friend, but, howsever,

\ve wants to know if you are the Doggerytype man that sent

them big bills out here—hold on, I'll show you one on 'em," at

the same time diving his hand into bis coat-tail, he pulled out

one of my large posters.
" I profess to be the artist, gentlemen, and shall be at your

service shortly."
" Bill, you here them big words? send for Caleb's laruin book

till we know what he's comin over us."

Such was the reception I received at a small town called

Sovreignville, near the borders of Missouri, Arkansas, and the

Cherokee Nation. The crowd consisted of a motley group of

half-breeds and whites of both sexes, that came crowding round
as I alighted from my wooden elliptic spring wagon.

Shortly afterwards I took a stroll over the town. It was
what is generally denominated a "one horse town," and I would
think a tolerably small pony at that. Two stores, one grocery,

a stable, and four dwellings, made up tie sum of its buildings.

I was searching for a room for operations, and in passing I was
accosted ay au old chap with " what are you a hunting for,

stranger?"

"Nothing but light," I replied.

" Why, you're not blind, I dont think; I see plenty of light."

" You don't understand me, my friend. I am looking tor a

room suitable for taking daguerreotype pictures in,—a room
with a good light."

" Oh, I reckon you's the great little man what's a gwine to

take off our heads with a chimera. Maybe I can fix you off,-

my darter Polly's got a bed-room,

and sleep on a pallet. You won't

you, stranger?"
" No, not Daguerreoty]>es."
" Well, Polly axed me when you come to git her fizzj'ogermy

took, so you must close the bargain with her 'bout the room."

Polly and myself soon " struck a trade,'' and I began ar-

rangements for operations. In the course of a few hours I an-

nounced myself as ready to take likenesses of all that wished

them. In a short time my room was crowded. All the cases

for exhibition on the taljle were opened and re-ojiened a thou-

sand times; the contents of my trunk lumed over and over, tne

camera scrutinized before and behind. Thinks 1 this is all talk

and no cider; and I asked if there was any lady or gentleman

present that wanted a jncttn-e? A dead silence ensued; thfu a

titter. At length one of the chaps spoke up to his sweetheart,
" Betse, spose you have your ]iretty taken."

" No, Bill, you front the glass awilc, and see how it works

on you."
" I golly,'' says Bill, " I'll try it. Is thar any danger of the

machines' bustin, stranger? I've heard you've got an all-fired

lot of chemicals and acids in thar."

" No danger in the world, sir. All j^ou have to do is to keep

still for a few seconds." I then began to place him in posi-

tion

—

Hold on here, stranger, none of vour steel traps and trig-

head."
" Softly, my friend, I am only placing your head in the rest

for the purpose of keeping you steady."

I'olly can gin up her bed
take pictures by night, will

gcrs 'bout m_v
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"Hold on, I tell you, you're uot a gwiue to screw me up;

I'm not the sort to be screwed, I cau tell you, aud if you doa'i

quit, I'll slope."

I then explaiucd as distiuctly as I could the nature of the

operation, and Bill became easy. His position was taken again,

and I was just about to draw the slide from the plate when he

cried out, " Betse, whar'vS the meal bag?"
" Keep very still and quiet now, if you please," said I.

Whar's the meal bag, Betse.'"' cried Bill again. Stranger,

thar was a dogerytype man here from Maysville, that made
Reuben Frother's face right black on one side, and several of

their faces black the same way. Now, me and Betse fetched

the meal bao- alouo- to whiten one side of our faces, so when the

machine works on us we'll be the same thing on both sides."

So slap, slap, went the meal bag on the side of his face, and
Bill " agreed to be dratted if both sides would'ut be white now."

I said not a word—in fact I was amused beyond laughing,, aud
quietly carried on the processs. The whole crowd had great

faith in the meal bag arrangement. The artist who had visited

them had indeed only given them half pictures.

In a few mosnents the picture was produced. I did not show
it to my sitter, for the reason that I hold it for Barnum, who
when he beholds it will dance, shed tears of joy, and thenceforth

regard me as his Magnus Apollo, his greatest benefactor.

After a good deal of trouble, I explained to my patrons that

the hlick pictures were not the result of the camera but of the

operator, and that I would produce them pictures as white as

they wanted. ^
At another trial (without the meal bag) I succeeded in a fiue

likeness of Bill, who exclaimed, on seeing it, " Stranger, you're

the greatest doguiau that's bin in these parts. Jump in here,

Betse, and let's have you."

Betse sat down, and Bill wanted to look at her through the

instrument.—I permitted him, as soon as I got the focus ad-

justed.

"Look out, stranger," said Bill, when he peeped in, "your
noggin's in danger. Turn that hogany box over, Betse is bot-

tom upwards. I don't 'low sich jokes as this stranger. Betse

aint to be turned up that way. Over with her!"
" My friend, says I, Miss Betsey is in no danger. Her posi-

tion is caused by the instrument," and after a considerable ex-

planation, convinced him that I was not intending to make game
of his girl.

Betse's likeness was obtained, " right side up," and Bill was
overjoyed.—The crowd was highly pleased, aud went away as

the sun declined, with the promise to devote to-morrow to my
services; and 1 thought that night as I cast myself, wearied

with the daj^'s exertions, on my bed, " Jordan is a hard road to

travel."

THE "A1KANS.1T7 TRAVELER" DAGDERREOTYPED.

Wiio has not heard of the famous " Arkansaw Traveler?"

What would I not give, thought I, if I could only get his phy-

siognomy for my gallery? I had been traveling in south-west

Missouri, north-west Arkansas, aud the Indian Nation, on a

professional tour.
|

I had ofti.'.n asked the question, who is the 'Arkansaw Traveler?'

and had never heard it answered. His occupation, his residence,

his habits, were all mysterious. He was ubiquitous in his move-
ments, as hard to be found as the man that struck Billy Patterson,

yet cele))rated everywhere.

Whilst at Nesho, in Missouri, a small town about thirty miles

from the Arkansas line, I gathered from expressions that drop-

ped from divers persons, that he had been there, and that he

had le^t with a Cherokee named Alberty for a ffreat ball-play

that was to take place near the line of the Cherokee, Osage, and
Seneca Nations. I determined to follow on, thinking I miglit

be enabled to operate there successfully, and obtain perhaps the

picture I so much desired.

I arrived upon the ground. The sun was retiring to his bed
of grass behind a beautiful greeu knoll, far in the great ocean
prairie that stretched limitless to the west. The hum of voices

arose on all sides; herds of ponies were grazing on the plain; the

smoke of camp fires were rising like pillars of clouds to the

heaven; night came on, and I retired to my pallet on the ground
and an.xiously wished for the morrow.

It came, and all nature was astir. Horses were scampering
and neighing on all sides. The laugunge of four Nations was
heard, and that of the Osages rose high above the rest, as they
howled their morning prayers to the sun. A faint south breeze
and a cloudless sky, betokened a scorching day.
As yet the scene was indescribably beautiful. The shade of

the walnut grove where I had encamped, was thrown far out
upon the prairie; the waters of the rivulet that ran from the
spring in the grove, ran dancing, aud sparkling in the new sun-

beams.

I looked upon the savages that were encamped along the
stream. In a few short years they would all be gathered to

their fathers. Step by step they have receded from the advance
of the pale faces. Hunting ground after hunting ground has
been assigned them, and they now scarce dare look eastward
lest they should see the frontiermaa's cabin rise up before their

eyes.

One group encamped upon the ground particularly engrossed
my attention. A few naked, half-starved wretches, chiefs of one
tribe, were listening to the wily words of a sleek, fat half-breed,

who, caring nought for the blood in his veins except that it

served to keep life in him, sought to impress the great value of

the pittance offered by our Government for the land of their

fathers, aud this too in the face of the thousands and millions of

acres of wild unoccupied lands within the bounds of the United
States surveys.

But to my object. I had as yet seen nothing of the " Travel-
er," and I strolled throughout the encampment in search of him.
I was not successful. Tue play was about to commence. The
Osages and Senecas were matched against the Cherokees—one
hundred chosen warriors of the latter against a like number of

their adversaries. Yelling like fiends, stamping and shouting
at every bound, they rushed ujd, naked, to the dividing iiae of

the two parties. They gave a salutation of defiance. The l)all

was cast high in the air. Slap, bang, thump, whoop— tl.ere

flies the ball—out it goes, the Cherokees make the first count.

Aud so it continued throughout that sultry day till late in the

afternoon, when Senecas and Osages threw up their sticks, and
acknowledged the Cherokee's conquerors.

As I passed from the scene of the play back to my camp, I

paused to listen to the sound of a fiddle, upon whose strings

some hand was "jerking a mxsty bow." There was a dance
going on, at the place whence the music came. Six or ei-ht

youiig Cherokee half-breed girls were hoeing it down with lusty

might, faced by three sturdy partners of the same tribe.

As I drew nearer I saw the Arkansaw Traveler. I knew him
at a glance. There needed no hand to point him out. He was
standing elevated on the stump of a lone tree that some of the

campers had cut down. Just as I got up to the crowd he fin-

ished his tune and descended for a " horn." I immediately ap-

proached him, told him I was a daguerreotypist, and requested
his picture.

" Colonel," said he, " I've no time for pictering. I'm a goin'

to git up on that stump agin, and e.xpect to fiddle there for half

an hour. If you can get anything out of me when I'm up there

you can do so."

I was but a short distance from ray instrument and materials.

I immediately went to them, prepared a plate, aud returned to

the dance The fiddle was ringing with extra life. The Arkan-
saw Traveler was playing his own tune, the Arkansaw Traveler,

aud the girls were liopjiing higher than ever.

" You've got back, Colonel," said the Traveler.
" Y^es sir, and am ready now to begin operations," said I.

(Hands round, gals!)
" Colonel, I dod't vally pictures much. Howmsoever, if you

can git anytlung from me as I go along, you're welcome to it.

(Down the middle Sakee and Jack!) I would'nt stop this tune

now If General Jackson was to come along and want to take

my image. (Dance to head!) Picters can't show the innard

man, (turn partner!) that's the part I vally; (shave it down!)

Why don't you let loose. Colonel? (All hands take seats on the

log!)

The tune was over, and the Traveler descended. I advanced
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cautiously towards my object and explained to him why and how
much I would appreciate the likeness of so noted a character.

He finally consented to sit. I arranged his position on the

.stump, and succeeeded in getting a brilliant, precious likeness. I

now liave it in my gallery. It may be known by itspeculiarties,

at a glance. A splended buckskin hunting shirt, variegated

and ornamented witii many colored silks and several rows of

Ijroad fringe, a red calico shirt, Ijlack cloth pantaloons, a red
sash, a Kossuth slouched hat and beaded moccasins—these for-

med his dress when he sat for my camera. His countenance I

need not, cannot descrilje. But as it appears, hanging among
the specimens of my gallery, I regard it as one of the most re-

markable heads of the day.

From the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

IODIDE OF CADMIUM.

Clifton Down, Bristol, Aug. 3d, 1854.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal.

Sir,—I observe that an " Inquirer" wishes to know what pro-

portions of iodide of cadmium I would recommend. On looking

over my paper, I find that while I stated that the quantity of

iodine should not exceed four grains to the ounce with a thirty-

five grain bath, I omitted to mention that this referred to the

iodide of avimonium only. With the iodide of cadmium the quan-

tity should be limited to five grains (which is exactly equivalent to

four of the ammonia salt) for collodion containing six grains of

gun-cotton to the ounce. This amount of soluble cotton is, I

find, thought by many to give an unnecessarily thick film, espe-

cially when large plates are used ; the quantity of cotton can

therefore be reduced, the iodide being diminished iu the same
proportion; the following will, I think, be found to answer very

well :—

Soluble cotton, dried at ordinary temperatures. .4 grains
Iodide of cadmium Sj "

Pure alcohol 3 drams
Pure ffither 6 "

The time that has elapsed since the first trial of the iodide of

cadmium has served to confirm its character of giving a stable

collodion. All the samples prepared with this salt have re-

mained perfectly colorless, and have retained their photographic
qualities quite unaltered.

In the directions given for the preparation of soluble cotton,

I specified no exact proportion in which the acids were to be
mixed, on account of the variations in sp. gr. of the nitric acid

requiring variations iu tlie quantities
; but although no univer-

sally applicable formula can be given, it may be useful to name
the proportions suitaljle to acids of certain sp. grs. which are not

unfrequently to be met with.

Sulphuric acid sp. gr.=l-836 at 60°
Nitric acid sp. gr.=l-40 at 60'=

If acids can be met with accuraicl// of these sp. grs., the so-

luble cotton can be prepared with perfect certainty by a mixture
of equal measures. The temperature rises spontaneously to

130° ; and if some ounces have been used, it is retained sufficiently

long for the formation of the soluble cotton, w^ithout the exter-

na ' application of heat.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

Edward Hadow.

From tJie London Art-Journal.

CHEMISTRY AS APPLIED TO THE FIKEARTS.
BY DR. SCOFFERN.

Late Professor of Cliemistrj- in the Alilergatt School of Jledicine,

Iodine.—Niepce de St. Victor has discovered two properties

of the vapor of iodine, which promise an extension of photogra-

phy. The first property is, that it will deposit upon the lines

of an engraving, whether e.xcited with printer's ink, Indian ink,

ink without gum, or red-lead. Before iodizing, it is better to

pass thejiaper through ammonia, than through water acidulated

with suli)huric, chlorohydric, or nitric acid, and dry it. The
second property is, its depositing itself upon the projecting

parts of embossed plates.

Profanity is one of the worst vices into which a young man
can fall.

NO. II. ON THE PIGMENTARY AND TI^'cT0RIAL MATTERS OF THE
ANCIENTS.*

Having iu my last communication taken leave of i\\Q tincto-

rial arts, as prosecuted by the ancient Greeks and Romans, I

shall now furnish the reader with a slight sketch of the same
amongst certain Oriental nations by whom they were far more
elaborated; but, as a preliminary to this, it will be well to indi-

cate that the progress arrived at by any race of people in the

Tinctorial arts does not admit of being justly estimated without

simultaneous reference to the tissues employed. Now the only

tissues submitted by the ancient Greeks and Romans to the

operation of dyeing were wool; cotton was altogether unknown
to them; silk almost unknown before the era of Augustus. As
concerns linen, an ungracious recipient of dye-stuffs under the

best of circumstances, the Greeks and Romans do not seem at

any time to have attempted the problem of dyeing or printing

it. Not so in China, Persia, and Hindostan, amongst the races

of which the various operations of calico-printing seem to have
been prosecuted from times of very remote antiquity. On this

occasion, it would be out of place to lay before the reader an
accumulation of evidence confirmatory of this point. Suffice it

to say there can he no doubt that the manufacture of figured

chintzes was known to the Persians and Hindoos so early at least

as the conquests of Alexander. An interesting question now
arises; how, by what variety of the calico-printing operation,

were these ancient figured chintzes made? Were the figures

merely stamped on after the manner of printing types, or wood-
cut blocks, each having been previously charged Avith its own
specific color; or were the ingenious Persians and Hindoos of

antiquity acquainted with the use of mordants, by aid of which
a piece of calico dyed with one preliminary color, or mordanted
with various agents, is made to assume other local tints through

the operation of chemical baths? Concerning this interesting-

subject there would seem to be no direct testimony, but collateral

circumstances lead to the belief that the processes followed in

generating these patterns were analogous Avith those at present

followed under the denomination o^ printing and resisting. Such
was the condition of this art amongst the Persians and Hindoos.

The ancient Egyptians would seem to have made a still greater

advance, if we rightly understand a certain passage iu Pliny.

They seem to have been aware of the use of mordants.

Here, at this point, it will be necessary to diverge for a time

from the subject of ancient tinctorial art, in order to render the

important statement of Pliny just adverted to intelligible. I

will, then, with all due brevity, enumerate the various classes

of operations on W'hich the modern art of calico-printing depends,

which, being considered, the reader will be in the condition to

appreciate the remarks of Pliny. The term ralico-prinfiiig, then,

as the process is commonly denominated, conveys but a very in-

adequate idea of the means by which the ultimate result is gain-

ed, although sufficiently indicative of the nature of the art during

the earlier periods of its history. Printing is still one of the

methods by means of which the figured results are obtained, but

there are others quite as important, and infinitely more ingen-

ious. They may be summed up as discharging, rcsis/ing, and
mordanting. These three together, with the direct operation of

printing, include the resources which the modern calico-printer

has at his command. To begin with printing, it is the opera-

tion which would naturally have presented itself to the mind of

a workman. In its simplest form, namely, block printing, it pro-

bably differs very little, if at all, from the process adopted iu

Persia, Chiua, and Hindostan, from periods beyond all historical

record. Block-printing is as follows:—The figured patterns to

be impressed are carved on pear, cherry, or some other soft wood

;

they are then charged with pigmentary matter by contact with

a pad, just as printing types are charged with their ink, and

now, being firmly pressed against the blank tissue, a colored

* Continued from page 249, vol. vii.. No. viii.
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impress, correspoiidhig with the carved block, necessarily results.

By repetition of the process on consecutive portions of white

texture, a series of jiattcnis will result over any desired length

of surface, the opei'ator taking care that no white interstices

remain, and that no two consecutive patterns overlap each other,

either of which contingencies would mar the intended effect.

Whether the colored patterns tiius impressed shall be permanent,

or otherwise, will depend entirely on the question, whether the

coloring-matter employed be positive or adjective; if the form-

er, then the imprint is permanently fixed: if the latter, then the

concomitant agency of a mordant, a "fixafive" mordant, will be

necessary. In the preceding article I have described to such an

extent the nature of substantive and of adjective colors, that all

remaining to be stated here, in connection with that subject, is

to the effect, that printings being only topical dyeings, the cir-

cumstances relative to mordants possessing an agency on them,

also hold good as concerns the other. Although the final result

of calico-printing is usually a pattern indelibly fixed, nevertheless

this is not invariably the case. There are certain colors so in-

tractable in their nature, that not all the resources of chemistry

and mechanics have been able to achieve their permanent fixa-

tion. Ultramarine is of this kind. No sooner was the process

discovered of making ultramarine artificially than tissue paint-

ers longed to add this beautiful material to their repertoire. A
pigment so beautiful could not be allowed to exist without con-

tributing its aid to the ornamentation of ladies' dresses; but

how to use it was the question. Neither by agency of mordant
(using the term in its common acceptation), nor by its own in-

herent powers, could it be made to attach ; hence the experiment

was suggested, of stiddng it to the tissue by means of an adhe-

sive substance, in such manner as to constitute a pattern. Gum-
water was at first employed, but certain disadvantages attended

its use. Neither was the material found to be inexpensive, nor

very easily applied; consequently, a substitute had to be thought
of. This substitute the reader would scarcely guess, let him
think as lohg as he might please. It is no less than cheese

dissolved in hartshorn. Thus, for once, has this very useful, but
not very assthetic body, contributed to advance a section of the

Fine Arts. As concerns the mechanical appliances now and
formerly employed in the operation of calico-printing, this is

scarcely the fitting opjiortunity to specify them in detail. It

may be well to remark, however, that the operation just describ-

ed, in which wooden blocks are the medium of transfer, is techni-

cally denominated block-printing, as contra-distinguished to the

process of imparting patterns by the pressure of metallic cylin-

ders, worked l>y machineiy, and therefore denominated machine-

printing. Those persons who are familiar with the process of

typographical printing and its immediate accessories, will recog-

nize in the calico block-printing operation, the exact analogies

to woodcut impressions on paper; that is to say, the pattern is

developed by those portions of the block which stand out in re-

lief. The cylinders used in machine-printing may cither be con-

structed on this principle, or on the exact reverse; in which lat-

ter case they present an exact analogy to copper, or steelplate

impressions ou paper. It needs scarcely be indicated that one
block can only correspond to one color; hence, when several

tints a])pear on one pattern, these must severally have been pro-

duced by a corresj)onding number of blocks, or by some of the

indirect processes presently to be described. The chromatic
powers of that wonderful combination of cylinders and accesso-

ries, connnonly known as the calico-printing machine, are far

greater. By means of certain contrivances, this is frequently

complex in form; although simple in action, several colors admit
of being printed at the same time. I believe the greatest num-
ber of colors that any one machine has ever succeeded in impart-

ing simultaneously is eight; but though this feat has been ac-

complished, the result is altogether exceptional: when colors in

greater number than two or three are required, they are usually

developed not by means of impressions, but through the indirect

agency of resists, discharges, and alternate mordants. Of these.

I shall first describe what is meant by a resist. The theory of

resists is exceedingly simple, and admits of ready illustration as

follows. Let us assume the presence of some self-fixative (sub-

stantive) color, such for examiile as indigo, reduced to the ne-

cessary degree of solubility. If a cotton tissue be dijiped and

soaked in an indigo bath, and then removed, it becomes dyed
—dyed uniformly, that is to say in such manner that the api)el-

lation calico-print illg would be ill applied. But now suppose
that the same tissue before immersion had been partly covered
with gum or other body of equivalent character through which
the dyeing fluid could not penetrate; then under these altered

conditions it follows clearly enough that instead of complete ho-
mogenous coloring of the tissue, all thore portions of it wiiich

might have been smeared with wax would have remained white,

and thus under the circumstances mentioned, wax would have
justly merrited the apellation of a resist. This operation of
printing by resist was known to Asiatic nations at periods of

very remote antiquity, and the resisting material we are told was
wax. At the present time wax is no longer used, being some-
what expensive, and not easy in application. Gunnuy and amy-
laceous bodies have taken its place, but nevertheless the general
jiriuciples on which the application is founded remains the same.
The process of discharge has now to be cursorily described. As
block printing may be described as the operation of local dydng,
so the discharge process may be said to be an operation of local

bleaching; the desired localisation being effected by various

means. In order to illustrate the nature of printing (falsely so

called) by discharge, let the reader picture to himself a tissue

dyed of some uniform color, that color being removable by direct

contact with some bleaching agent. Now it follows from a con-

sideration of these premises that if by any contrivance the bleach-

ing agent can be made to come in contact with some portion of

the tissue, only leaving others untouched, a pattern will ensue.

This is the principle of the discharge operation, and it only re-

mains to find some means of accomplishing the desired localisa-

tion. One of the simplest is that employed in the manufacture
of bandanna handkerchiefs. The bandanna pattern consists of

a series of white spots, ornamentally arranged upon a colored

(usually red) ground. In Hindoostan handkerchiefs of this

kind had long been made, the pattern in this case being the re-

sult most probably of resist work. When British cotton-printers

turned their attention to this variety of goods, it became an ob-

ject with them to produce a similar effect by some more expe-
ditious and less expensive manipulation. Accordingly recourse
was had to the principle of discharge, every white spot beino-

the result of a localised bleaching operation. The contrivance

had recourse to for accomplishing this end is exceedingly ingen-

ious. Numerous layers of the tissue to be discharged are first

laid horizontally and subjected to pressure between two plates

or leaves of sheet lead. These plates are furnished with perfor-

ations corresponding in every respect with the patterns intended

to be developed. Now the wdiole series of layers having been
thus arranged as described is subjected to enormous pressure,

from which it follows that such portions of the tissue as corres-

pond with the apertures are less impacted than the rest. This
indeed was the intention. Solution of chlorine in water is now
poured on, and atmospheric pressure applied. The result is as

follows:—The solution enters the lids of the upper leaden plate,

and traverses the whole thickness of the layers, neither deviating

to the right nor to the left, because of the increased pressure in

all the portions of tissue not corresponding with the perforations

in the lenden plates. This is the most direct, though by no
means the most simple method of performing the discharge oper-

ation. It is well adapted to the manufacture of bandanna hand-

kerchiefs, but not to the generality of printed tissues. Local- 'i-

tion of bleaching operation is, in the majority of cases, far ; ore

simply effected by a combination of the operations of resist and
discharge. Thus, for example, supposing a tissue to be dyed of

some uniform color—say Tuikey red, or indigo blue, that color

being removable by cldorine—and supposing the dyed tissue in

question to be covered with resist in such a manner as to leave

spaces untouched, it follows that, upon the application of dye-

stuff to the whole tissue, only those portions will be affected upon
which the resist has not been super-imposed. Although solu-

tion of chlorine is employed in the manufacture of bandanna
handkerchiefs, yet the usual agent employed for the purpose of

effecting discharge is bleaching powder, ordinarily known as

chloride of lime; a substance possessing numerous advantages

in the majority of cases. Bleaching powder is by no means so

powerful an agent as chlorine itself, or its aqueous solution, but
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it is more manageable, and for this reason is more generally

employed. By means of it several beautiful discbarge effects

result, all of which could scarcely have been effected by any
other means. Chloride of lime, I have already remarked, exer-

cises a less powerful bleaching agency than chlorine. On this

property its vast superiority as a calico-printing agent depends.
Owing to its inferior degree of bleaching poAver, a solution of

chloride of lime may be diluted to such a point that the bleach-

ing effect ceases altogether, although tliat effect admits of ready
development by the contact of almost any acid. Hence, if cer-

tain portions of the tissue be first printed with some acid, say

the citric, and the whole fabric be now dipped into a properly
diluted lileachiug solution, discharge will only take jilace in those

parts to which the acid had been previously applied. This is a

very beautiful process, and much emjiloyed in the modern prac-

tice of calico-printing. Bleaching-powder is not the only dis-

charge agent besides chlorine employed by the calico-printer.

Certain chroniates, or combinations of chromic acidwitli a base,

are also employed occasionally for the purpose: the chromic acid

being set free locally by the decomposition resulting from con-

tact with a stronger acid.

It lastly remains for me to advert to the operation of mor-

dants as local modifiers of color. These are exceedingly numer-

ous, and their application involves an acquaintance with some
of the most refined chemical re-agencies. As an example, I

may refer the reader to the previous article, in which the exist-

ence of an iron-mould was cited as conveying an illustration of

this kind of mordant. Now the reader will be at no loss to im-

agine that the iron-moulding of cloth, to use a familiar phrase,

might be imparted in definite forms—in patterns, that is to say;

nothing more being requisite in order to effect this than to ren-

der the iron solution tenacious by admixture of gum-water, or

some equivalent material, under which conditions the patterns

might be impressed by means of a block. The mordant being

tlnis laid on, the resulting color will depend upon the bath or

dye-stuff employed. Prussiate of potash will develop a blue

color, as we have already seen in connection with the process of

dyeing; infusion of galls a black color, and by varying the na-

ture of the bath, numerous tints may be developed. This is a

simple instance of the operation of an alternative mordant in its

simplest form of application, but far more elaborate effects admit
of being produced. Several mordants, for example, may be im-

pressed upon the same piece of tissue, each mordant correspond-

ing with a certain tint produceable by one and the same bath.

This constitutes one of the refinements of our modern calico-

printing operation—a refinement that we are in the habit of

taking for granted as being exclusively the discovery of us mod-
erns. Nevertheless, there is a strong presumption that the

ancient Egyptians were conversant with the use of mordants,

although they might not, and most probably were not, conver-

sant with the chemical principles upon which the use of these

agents depended. However extraordinary this statement may
a])pear, and very extraordinary I must confess it to be, a certain

passage in the writings of Pliny is only comprehensible on its

assumption. I adverted to the existence of this passage some
time ago, and I have given a slight outline of the various pro-

cesses of generating patterns known to modern calico-printers, in

order to assist the reader in a comprehension of its tenor. That
passage I shall now quote-—it is as follows: "There exists in

Egypt a wonderful method of dyeing. The white cloth is stained

in various places, not with dye-stuffs, but with substances that

have the property of absorbing (fixing) colors. These applica-

tions arc not visible upon the cloth, but when they are dipjied

into a hot cauldron of the dye, they are drawn out, an instant

after, dyed. The remarkable circumstance is that, though there

be only one dye 'in the vat, yet different colors appear on the

cloth, nor can the color be afterwards removed."

Such is a literal translation of a passage which seems so clearly

to refer to the process of mordanting that we have no alterna-

tive but to credit the ancient Egyptians with a knowledge of this

beautiful art; ai^ empirical knowledge no doubt: the chemical

]n-incii)les on which this mordanting depended not being under-

stood. It may be as well here finally to mention that the chief

mordants known to ourselves are alumina and several oxides of

the calcigenous metals, especially the oxides of tin, iron, lead,

and manganese. Such then is a general summary of the condi-

tion of dyeing and calico-printing, as practised by the ancients.

From a consideration of statements made, it will be seen that

whatever of these arts was known had arrived at its maximum
development at periods of highest antiquity. Nothing like pro-

gressiveness is recognisable. That restless striving after new
combination of color and design, which is such a feature of this

epoch, was formerly unknown ; on the contrary, instead of devel-

oping themselves and approaching perfection, a considerable de-

cadence is recognisable. About the fourth or fifth century of

the Christian era the art of topical dyeing seems to have been

lost, and the art of general dyeing was for the most part re-

stricted to a few substantive colors. Throughout the mediasval

ages—understanding by which period the chronological interval

between the fifth and fifteenth centuries—it is in vain to seek

for any improvement in these arts; nor was it until the discovery

of America had furni.shed Europe with cochineal and numerous

lirilliant vegetable dye-stuffs, and the resources of mechanism
and chemistry began to be explored, that the application of dye-

stuffs to textile fabrics was placed upon a scientific basis, and
eno-rossed the attention of liberal minds.

From the Manual of Science and Arts.

ON THE APPLICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY

TO THE SELF-EF.GISTRATION OF MAGNETICAL AND METEOROLOGICAL

INSTRUMENTS.

BY CAPT. J. H. LEFROY, R. A., F. R. S.

The successful application of the principle of self-registration

by means of the action of light upon sensitive paper, to observa-

tions in magnetism and meteorology, may be instanced as one of

the most important indirect results of the great stimulus given

to such inquires by the encouragement and support extended to

them for the last few years by the Governments of Great Brit-

ain, and various other countries, by the augmented attention of

scientific bodies, and, in short, by the more general recognition

of their claim to an honorable place among the pursuits of

science. Nor is it easy to foresee the full extent to which this

principal may be destined in the end to supersede the tedious

processes of personal observation, or the imperfect ones of delin-

eation and description. In terrestrial magnetism more particu-

larly, eight to ten years of laborious observations, have accumu-

lated, probably, almost every thing that is essential for deter-

mining the numerical elements of its different periodical laws,

and for a comparison of their operation in distant parts of the

globe; but in spite of all the efforts which have been made to

obtain a full knoAvIedge of the fluctuations of these most incon-

stant objects, it cannot be doubted that by far the greater por-

tion of all their changes eluded the vigilance of the observers.

In this state of things, a method which secures a minute and

continuous graphical record of every change, and which can be

put in practice with comparatively little difficulty or expeuce, is

an acquisition to science. The following description of the pho-

tographical instrument of Mr. Brooke is based principally upon

that gentleman's communication to the Royal Society, and the

advice and instructions with which the writer has been favored

by him from time to time, in the establishment of one at Toronto,

in America. The various changes in detail have been suggested

by experience since the date of the paper referred to,

—

" In order to render any method of photographic registration

practically useful, it is essential that the three following indica-

tions should be fulfilled:

—

" First, to obtain an easily managed artificial light, [of suffici-

ent intensity to affect photographic paper.
" Secondly, to prepare by a ready process a photographic pa-

per sufficiently sensitive to receive the feeble impressions of arti-

ficial light, and at the same time sufficiently durable to retain

those impressions during a period of at least twelve hours, as a

more frequent attention to the apparatus would probably inter-

fere with ordinary arrangements.
" Thirdly, to magnify the movements of the magnet' by some

optical arrangement, so that the variations^ may be indicated

with sufficient distinctness and accuracy."
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The iinioa of tlie three conditions is represented by a suspen-

ded magnet carrying ji metallic reilector, by which a ray of light

from a fixed lamp is thrown on the surface of a slicet of prepar-

ed paper, rolled round a glass cylinder, and made to revolve by
a tiuie-])icce.

The first of them, nanielj^, that which relates to the light, was
first attained by the use of a cami>hine lamp, though latterly oil

lamps have l)eeu emj)loyed. The form of lamp adapted for cam-

pliine is seen mjig. 1, a and b; it is square, two and a half in-

^

chcs on the side, one and a half deep. The lamp contains a

quarter of a pint of fluid, and will burn twelve hours without

attention. A circular opening, about 1-one-fifth inch diameter,

is made at the top near the centre of the side which is presented

in front; this is stopped with a bone or ivory disc, and through the

latter passes, by a narrow slit, the burner for the wick, which is

flat, half-an-inch wide and I in thickness. Common ball cotton

may be used for the wick. A moveable ring with a set-screw

fixes the burner at any required height; while the stopper,

being movable, can also be turned to form any required angle

with the face of the lamp, to be placed behind a screen contain-

ing a narrow vertical slit through which the light passes, and to

slide in a groove so as to be always presented in precisely the

same position. Let us suppose also the screen in question to be
fixed to the stand which supports the lamp. To begin, then,

with the regulation of the light, the burner is first to be fixed at

such a height that the top of the wick shall be exactly level with

the top of the slit, it is then to be turned in azimuth so as to be

presented edgewise at an angle of about 80° with the screen, or

at such an angle as to give a cone of rays very slightly wider

than the mirror. The support of the chimney of the lamp is

then to be applied, and its height regulated so that the diaph-

ragm by which the combustion is promoted shall be about 0.10

inch below the top of the wick. Lastly, the chimney is added
to the support, and the adjustments of the lamp are completed
by applying the short cylindrical shade wdiich fits under the legs

of the chimney, and prevents all laterial diffusion of the light.

The employment of camphine, although desirable on grouuds
of economy, as well as for the brilliancy and whiteness of its

light, is attended with serious inconvenience. The fluid dete-

riorates very rapidly at summer temperatures by the absorption

of oxygen, which converts a portion of the camphine into resin,

which is held in solution in the remainder, and is deposited on
the wick,—in fact it becomes perfectly useless; unless, therefore,

the position of the observer enables him to procure constantly

fresh supplies of newly distilled fluid, he must expect trouble

from this source. A more common inconvenience is its smoking,
which occurs when the wick is too long, or the burner too high

or too low relatively to the fixed diaphragm; great nicety is

required in these points; but with bad campheue the utmost
care can scarcely give security from the annoyance. Upon these

grounds, Mr. Brooke, as already remarked, has recently turned

his attention to devising a substitute, and by heightening the

sensibility of the paper, has succeeded in producing good results

VOL. VII. .N'o. XI. 42

with oil lamps. Gas, it is believed, has not been tried; but it

will probably prove by far the most convenient and effectual

source of light.

Tlie paper at present used for the register is prefjarcd ex-

pressly for the purpose, the pulp being perfectly free from acid,

alkaline, or saline substances. It is to be prepared for use as

follows:

—

1st.—Dissolve five grains of fine isinglass in one fluid ounce of

distilled water; the water should be poui-ed boiling on the isin-

glass, and then set before the fire, and stirred occasionally until

the latter is dissolved; perhaps this will require ten or fifteen min-

utes. As a portion is lost by evaporation, and afterwards by
filtering, it is convenient to increase the quantity of both by one-

half, that is, to take an ounce and-a-half of water, and seven or

eight grains of isinglass; while this is dissolving, weigh out twelve

grains of the bromide and eight of the iodide of potassium, put

both salts into a deep glass, such as a large wine glass. Extreme
nicety in the quantities is not required, the effects having been

produced with proportions varying from ten to sixteen grains ofthe

bromide, and from two to eight grains of the iodide. The isin-

glass being sufficiently dissolved, filter one fluid ounce in quantity

on the salts, through white blotting paper. The salts may be

stirred with a glass, and the solution then set aside to cool.

The paper for a register of one element is cut lengthwise into

slips, each being about fifteen inches long, by four-and-three-

quarters wide; if two elements are resistered together, the un-

divided sheet is used. Having marked one side for distinction,

secure the paper, with the unmarked side upwards, by a pin at

each corner, to a clean pine board, rather larger than itself, and
with a soft wide camel's hair brush kept exclusively for this pur-

pose, apply the above solution uniformly and somewhat sparingly

to its surface, taking care not to leave on it enough to run when
the board is held to the fire, in which case yellow stains will be

produced in consequence of a determination of the sulphuret of

silver to parts which were too much wetted. Hold the paper
on the board promptly to the fire so as to dry the solution

uniformly and rapidly, and leave the salts very much on the sur-

face: care must be taken not to scorch the paper. In brushing

it take pains not to allow any of it to run over the edges to the

back, where it leaves unsightly stains. Paper thus prepared, is

not affected by light, and will keep a considerable length of time,

but as it performs best when fresh, the inventor recommends
the preparation of only a week's supply at once. An ounce of

solution is sufficient for twelve or fifteen slips.

To render the paper sensitive, prepare another slip of wood;
secure a slip of the prepared paper to this, as before ; exclude

daylight, and make use of a lantern glazed with yellow glass,

then pour into a capsule about a teaspoonful of the following

solution ;

—

2ud.—Dissolve fifty grains of nitrate of silver in one ounce

of distilled water; apply it to the paper lightly and carefully,

brushing first longitudinally, then across; it is scarcely necessary

to say that each solution must have its own brush and its own
cup. The paper being uniformly wetted, roll it immediately

rouud the glass cylinder, which must be previously wiped dry,

and secure it where the ends over-lap by a little gum dissolved

in acetic acid. If but one lamp is used, it is necessary to make
a couple of pencil marks across the junction of the folds, to furn-

ish a base line. The light being then allowed to fall on the

jiaper at any chosen moment of time the trace connnences.

These directions apply to the process when camphine is used.

To give the paper the additional sensibility required with an

oil lamp, Mr. Brooke directs to rinse the paper in water, after

applying the nitrate of silver, holding it by the two ends

and shaking it a little under the surface of the water in the dish.

It is then to be laid on a cloth, and the water pressed out of it

by passing a glass rod two or three times over it witii gentle

pressure. About half a tea-spoonful of the nitrate of silver solu-

tion is then poured on the paper, and the glass rod again passed

lightly over it, which diffuses the solution- after which it is ap-

plied to the cylinder as before. By this process the sensibility

of the paper is said to be much increased, and it keeps a cleaner

surface. We will suppose the cylinder to be now left to com-

plete one revolution, the paper has then to be removed, the im-

pression developed, and then fixed. For this purpose a large
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disli is required, wliieli should be placed before a fire unlil mode-

rately warm. Exchidiiij!: daylight, remove tliceyliiuler (.areruily

fromjts .supports, take off the paper, and lay it on tiie dish; no

indication of the trace will be perceived, unless the dish be more

than duly heated, in this case the lines sometimes appear faintly

without farther treatment, but the paper darkens too umeli

afterwards. It has now to be brushed with

3rd.—Twenty j^-rains of crystalliz-ed gallic acid, dissolved in

one ounce of distilled water, when it appears in a minute or two.

When the impres,sion is sufficiently distinct, which will be in

about five minutes, the gallic acid must be wa.shcd off by re-

peated washing with soft water, assisted by a soft brush. In a

cold place, or with a cold dish, a longer time is necessary; in

short, the whole process seems to succeed best at a high tem-

perature. When the uncombined nitrate of silver and gallic

acid are thoroughly washed off, the light may be admitted; it

then remains to fix the impression by brushing it with about one

table-spoonful of

4th.—Twelve grains of hyposulphite of soda to one ounce of

distilled water. A larger quantity of this solution is laid on the

paper than of the previous ones. If an insufficient quantity be

applied, the paper" is apt to have a dirty biown stain, in patches

passing into black; after allowing the hyposulphite a few min-

utes to act, it must be thoroughly washed off, assisted with a

soft brush; the paper may then be placed between the folds of

clean white blotting paper until dry, when the process is com-

pleted.

We may now return to the mechanical details. The magnet

employed is about two feet long, one inch and a quarter wide,

and a quarter of an inch in thickness; it is suspended with the

broad side vertical in a brass stirrup, carrying a divided circle

(Fig. 2, a,) by which the position of detorsion of the thread is

made to coincide with the meridian, and two keepers {h, b,) ca-

pable of sliding on the stem {d,) for the purpose of holding a

metallic reflector (m).. This important part of the apparatus is

a small speculum, weighing about a pound, four inches in dia-

meter, and about sixteen inches focus; it can be set to any re-

quired height on the stem {d,) and be made to form any required

angle with the axis of the magnet. The whole suspended weight

amounts to about four and a quarter pounds, requiring a strong

silk suspension; hence that the effect of torsion may be mode-
rate, it is desirable to have it of considerable length. At the

observatory with which I am connected, three wooden pillars,

firmly fixed in the ground, and passing through the floor (with-

out contact) carry a triangular frame, on which is erected a

light tripod stand, which passes through an u])per floor, and

supports the reel to wliieli the su.spension silk is attached, allow-

ing a length of "bout ten feet. Stone pillars would be ) refer-

able, and have indeed been prepared for another iiustniment.

It is probable that many interesting inquiries will arise out of

oscillations so minute, that nothing but extreme care, in cutting

oft' every source of external or njcchanical agitation, will give

security to them. It will also 1 e found necessary to adopt some
means of rapidly reducing the natural movement of the magnet,

of which l)y far the best is the application of a heavy copper

ring, as shown in the ] late (Fig. 2, /.) If the bar be very

strongly magnetized, a fine wire dijijiing into mercury may be

attached to it; but where the magnetism of the bar is feeble,

this method seems objectionable.

NITRATE OF MAGNESIA PROCESS.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,-—Following the directions of Messrs. Spiller and Crookef^»

in the last number of the Journal of the Photographic Society,

for " preserving the sensitiveness of Collodion Plates,"* " before

development we find it advisable to moisten the collodion film

by immersion in the nit. silv. bath for about i minute"; I find

that on pouring the developing mixture over the plate so moist-

ened, it becomes at once discolored, turning to a dark brown and
red, or a very faint image is discoverable.

1. How is this to be avoided? I have found the same effect,

when, having had to carry the plate some distance to the cam-

era, and on looking at it, finding it look dry, I have dipped it

into the nit. silv. bath before developing, and hence could get

out no image.

2. Does the dipping the magnesia-prepared plate into the

nit. silv. bath in any way injure the bath, as if so, there must be

either two baths, or some mode of correcting the injury, and

what is it?

3. Which is the best developing mixture for the magnesia-

prepared plate—should it be stronger? I use for ordinary

plates, and find it quite strong enough,—
Pyrog. acid i grain.

Glac. acetic acid 4 minims.
Dist. water 1 oz.

4. What is the cause of a plate becoming grained in devel-

oping? I enclose two pieces printed from the plate so marked.

An answer will greatly oblige,

Sir, Your obedient, J. T.

[4. The paper looks as if the glass had been streaky from

imperfect cleaning. We shall be glad of the experience of

Messrs. Spiller and Cro'okes, and others who may have tried

the process, on the other points.—Ed. Ph. J.]

IVojn the Manual of Science and Arts.

ON GALVANIC BATTERIES.

BY CHEMICUS.

There are many young people who would be glad to gain a

practical knowledge of science, who are blessed with persever-

ance enough to labor successfully in the pursuit of knowledge

and whose hearts beat with the ambitious hope, that one day,

when the difficulties besetting their path may be in some measure

overcome, they may be considered worthy a place in the scien-

tific world, and_ that at some future period perhaps their names

may be honored with the appendage, "F. R. S." Doubtless

there are many who, with a little assistance, might realize some

of these bright dreams, some of these their fondest hopes, but

who are debarred from studying more than the theoretical 'part

of that science they are more particularly fond of, from the prac-

tical part requiring the possession of apparatus, both costly and

troublesome to manage. It behoves all who have it in their

power to assist these youthful students; or, at least, that such

should, if possible, assist one another. The Society of Arts is

See page 281, vol. vii., No, ix., P. & F. A. J.
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laboring in this good causp, and tlioir success (whii'li I liopc

may be only a very small prouortion or ni ly only be the fore-

runner of what they are yet to gain) is now manifested in var,-

ous ways.

Perhaps a few hints on the eonstrnetioa, &n:., of philosopliieal

apparatus, and first of galvanic batteries, may not be out of

place iu the Mantal of Science.

The simplest form of battery consists of jjlates of copper and

zinc with cloth damped with tiihite acid between each pair, and

is tersned the Voltaic Pile. T.iis battery in its best laodilica-

tion is not ada])ted to general purposis, a-; it is not constant in

its action; indeed it has been found that Cruikshank's or Wol-
lasto.i's batteries sometimes lose nine-teni'.s of their power alVer

the first few minutes they have l)oen used Daniell's battei'i .'S

obviate this defect very admirably, indeed their action is tho-

roughly constant. The main jjrinciple in a galvanic battery is

the combination of two substances wiiich are, with few excep-

tions, botli metals; one of these is easily oxidized, the other with

greater difficulty. Now the power obtained is in proportion as

the difference of oxidability of the two metals; it is, therefore,

easy to couceive that platinum should be the most powerful ne-

gative metal, and it is platinum wliich is used iu Grove's bat-

tery, well known to be the most jjowerfnl coinbination. This,

however, is subject to the iucoiivenieuce of dangerous fumes from

the nitric acid in winch the j'iatinum is immersed. Tlie plati-

num is also very expensive, which renders this kind of battery

unfitted for the laboratory of a youthful student. The latter

defect is obviated by the use of the coke or carbon batteries on

Bunsen's principle, although these are, like Grove's, subject to

the inconvenience of the nitrous fuiues, as are also the various

modifications of Bunsen's batteries, by the use of plumbago. It

is said that the carbon soon loses in conductibility, but here I

am happy to state, I have iiot found this the case to any mate-

rial extent; I have been informed by a gentleman of great ex-

perience in these matters, that the conducting power may be re-

stored to the carbon by raising it to a bright heat, and excluding

the air by covering it with sand. 1 have not, as yet, had occa-

sion to try this. There is one other nitric acid battery deserv-

ing of notice, the invention of M. Kukla, of Vienna; instead of

platinum he uses antimony or some of its alloys with phosphorus,

boron, &c., (see PracL Alcchanics' Journal, Nov. 1853). I have

found this apparatus subject to inconvenience from the difficulty

of obtaining antimony iu plates, on account of its brittleness,

aud the alloy with phospliorus is difficult to abtain: so that,

first, the experimenter must prepare the substance that is to

form the negative plate, and must have it roiled or cast as oc-

casion may require. By his arrangement, however, the injurious

fumes from the nitric acid are obviated, which is a decided im-

provement, and the power is very great, so that if a greater sup-

ply of the alloy could be obtained, 1 think it would be a very

useful and economical, as well as portable apparatus. For the

present, where the noxious fumes can be put up with, or carried

away from the scene of experiment, I cannot butreccoramend the

use of the German coke cylinders, which expose a surface equal to

the two sides of a platinum plate, ten inches by five, and which are

fitted up by Jackson and Townsen of Bishopsgate-stro:'!, com-

plete, ready for use, and in jars so arranged as to require a very

small proportion of nitric acid to charge them, and at a cost

about oae-third of a battery of the same power of ])latinum.

These batteries are very eoastant, if th.ey be supplied with acid

at intervals, and ten such cells produce a splendid light between
charcoal points.

To those who, from various circumstances, prefer the use of

Smee's or Daniell's batteries to any in which the dangerous ni-

tric acid is used, notwithstanding that the same money will pur-

chase a battery of coke, far more powerful thrn one of cojjper

or silver, I have a few hints to give. First, then, Mr. C. V.
Walker, in his " Electrotype Manipulations," describes a very

useful method of making the copper cylinders for Daniell's bat-

teries, which method may be applied to making the more con-

venient form of rectangular cells, instead of round, by the fol-

lawing method:—A cell such as is used for Smee's batteries,

may be coated internally, by any of the means so admirably ex-

plained in the above works, with black-lead or a film of silver,

or both conjointly, as the case may be, and then maKiLg a dia-

])hragm of Plaster of Paris, to fit this (;ell. piaciu'x therein a

plate of zin,', and proceedhig in the same manner as for the man-
ufacture of a round cell, a number of rectangular cojipcr cells

may be made, wdiich can be fitted into a very useful and com-
pact liattery, wliich by exercising a little ingenuity, may be made
at a trifling expense.

Smee's batteries can be made of plates of lead, silvered and
platinized, by the electro-plating process, and fitted to a piece

of wood between two zinc plates. A stri)) of copper fastened

to the lead ni ;y be used to connect the cells, to form a combi-
nntion; the lead being tolerably thick, obviates the necessity of

having a wooden frame, as is the case with the silver plates, the

expense of silver makes it necessary to have the plates too thin

to keep their places without a frame all round, which is unne-

cessary when leaden plates are used. A piece of wood at the

top, where the plates are clamped togtlier, being all that is ne-

cessary, a clamp similar to those usually sold with Smee's batte-

ries, attached to the zinc is to be used here for the same purpose,

but no screw is necessary for the positive poles; the strip of

copper attached to the leaden plate may be bent over and
screwed up in the clamp connected with the zinc plates. These
cells, complete, may be fitted into a trougii well cemented in the

interior, in sets of six or eigiit in each trough; or they may be

fitted into the earthenware troughs of 'Wollastou's copper bat-

tery. By a reel fixed al)ove the whole, and a little ingenuity,

the power may be regulated at will.

Instead of leaden | htes, we may employ thin sheet iron,

brightened by means of emery paper or a file, and platinized by
rulabing over the surface with a small quantity of the uitro-mu-

riatc of platinum, as detailed in your first nundjer.

Graphite plates may be used instead of platinized metal, but

I have had a great difficulty in obtaining this substance in plates.

This led me to conceive that if the common blacklead powder
were made into a paste with water and sugar, and then forced

by pressure in a mould and baked, it might be found useful.

This I have since learned has been done by some of the Ger-

man chemists. There are various other useful and economical

batteries, as, for instance, the iron l)atteries of Schoubein, and
its various modifications; a full description of which will be

found in " Noad's Lectures on Electricity," as also some iron

batteries.

I have thus given a few hints by which any one possessed of a

trifling amount of ingenuity, and by the outlay of a few shillings,

may become the possessor of a piece of apparatus at once useful

to himself in the progress of his pursuits, and for gaining a know-

ledge of science of no meau pretensions, and an instrument iiy

which perhaps some new facts may be brought to light, so far,

at least, as relates to voltaic electricity, e'ven by our young phi-

losophers.

POINTS TO BE ATTENDED TO IN MANIPULATION.

In all the various forms in which we now find the galvanic

battery, there are certain jtoints wdiich require our attentxn

when working them, and in some more thau in others; indeed

the best form of battery is of very little utility unless these mat-

ters be attended to. It is frequently a source of great vexation

and annoyance to find that, after having charged the cells or

trough with the exciting fluid, the spark between the terminal

wires is not so brilliant as before, more particularly after hav-

ing worked the battery for three or four days; this occurs most

frequently in those cases where tiie cell is emptied at the end of

each experiment. I have myself often been at a loss as to what

I might attribute the cause, and have in such instances added

more acid to the exciting liquid, or have even sujiplied the liquid

anew, using pure acid and clean water, yet with no better re-

sult, while it has often happened that the zinc plates were dis-

solved much too quickly by the increased strength of the acidu-

lated fluid. By a scrupulous attention to cleanliness in the con-

nections, this may in a great measure be obviated. I have

repeatedly found that with all possible care, some little of the

liquid in the cells gets in the counecting pieces, and after the

trough is emptied crystallization ensues, greatly impeding, if not

altogether stopping, the passage of the current. No\^, it is ob

vious, that were the junctions examined before t'ue battery is

I
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again used, and, where necessary, thoroughly cleaned, no effect

of diiiiiiintion from this cause would ensue.

To insure constancy and to avoid local action, the zinc should

be ainalganiated; this operation saves the waste and unprofita-

ble destruction of the negative element, by arresting currents

within itself. Local action may be well explained if we assume

that the metallic impurities in the zinc, less oxidizable than that

metal, form, with the adjacent particles, small currents, cacli

tending to dissolve uselessly a portion of the surface in the sur-

rounding acid, and thereby causing considerable loss, and with-

out any beneficial effect. A question may here arise, whether

the expense of the mercury is not as great, and, in some batte-

ries, even greater than the value of the zinc it is intended to

save, or whether it does not amount to the same thing in the

end? on the one hand we have the expense of the mercury, and

on the other an unnecessary consumption of zinc. In batteries

where a small proportional surface of zinc is employed, it re-

quires repeated amalgamation; but where large surfaces are

made use of, and the exciting sulphuric acid is free from nitric

acid,* the operation need not be so frequently performed. In

Daniel's batteries for instance, if worked with tolerably strong

acid liquid, the amalgam requires to be renewed several

times before the zinc rods are worn away, but if the porous cells

be filled with sand, and the amalgamated metal bedded in, the

amalgam will be found to last considerably longer.

There are four different methods in use for coating the surface

with a film of mercury, and each method has its supporters, but

as I do not presume to offer any opinion as to the best, I give

the whole, leaving it to your readers to determine the most effi-

cacious.—
First.—By immersing the plates in a solution of nitrate of

mercury.

Second.—By rubbing a small quantity of mercury over the

surface of the zinc, previously cleaned and immersed in a

dilute sulphuric acid bath.

Third.—By immersion in a mixture of equal parts of bichlo-

ride of mercury and acetate of lead, as mentioned in " Walk-

er's Electrotype Manipulation" Part I. p. 33.

Fourth.—By Stoddard's method of heating the zinc to 450

or 500° moistened with a solution of double chloride of

zinc and ammonium, and dropping mercury over the surface

while moist.

The amalgamation of the zinc gives increased power to the

battery; the wor/iw o^cTO?(r/i of this has not been satisfactorily

explained, neither indeed has the increase of power produced by

the addition of the amalgam to the rubber of the frictional elec-

trical machine; it seems that the presence of mei'cury exercises

a strange influence over the quantity of electricity evolved in

both cases. Another subject which claims our notice in con-

nection with galvanic batteries, is the capability of measuring

the quantity or force of the currents; the brilliancy of the spark

between the amalgamated ends of the conducting wires,j" forms

a rough indication of the power of the battery, as does also the

length and thickness of iron or platinum wire that can be heated

by it. The surest and most accurate method, however, is that

where the current given off is made to decompose water; the ap-

paratus for this purpose consists of a vessel in which the con-

ducting wires terminate by two small platinum plates; over these

plates are two graduated glass tubes, or one tube over the two

plates for the reception of the mixed gases, which, being filled

with water slightly acidulated, are inverted with their mouths

beneath the same acidulated mixture in the vessel. The quantity

of water decomjiosed, and consequently of gas given off, is ex-

actly proportional to the quantity of electricity passing, so that

it is evident, we have here a very correct indication of the power

of the battery. With this apparatus we can adjust the battery

to any desired amount of power, before applying it to the work

in hand; we can also compare the relative powers of different

batteries.

* The presence of nitiic in sulpliuiic acid may be detected by several

tests; the most useful for this purpose being to heat a little of the sus-

pected liquid with a small quantity of sulphate of indigo: if nitric acid

be present, the lilue color disappears.

I To amalgamate the ends ol copper wires, dip them in a rather strong

solution of nitrate of mercury, or in nitric acid, and then quickly rub

mercury over the surface.

It should be borne in mind that it is preferable to employ a

large battery with weak exciting fluid, than a small one with

acid liquid of increased strength, for in the latter case the' zinc

plates require amalgamating much more frequently; and, should

any of the strong exciting fluid be s])ilt from the cells, it is much
more dangerous than the weaker. When such an untoward cir-

cumstance happens, its effects may be counteracted by applying

ammonia over the part where it falls; the red spot on black

cloth may be removed if touched with ammonia immediately it

shows itself, and by this means many a garment may be pre-

vented from being spoiled.

The closer the two metallic elements of the battery are brought
together, the greater is the power obtained, but only up to a

certain limit; if brought too close together, a decrease of power
is the result.

The exciting liquid should not be mnch stronger than 1 part

acid to 6 of water.

Conducting wires ought not to be too thin; in many cases

metallic ribbons will be found more convenient than wires.

Where binding screws are dispensed with, and the less con-

venient mercury cups used in their place, it is better, though not

always absolutely necessary, to have the ends of the wires dip-

ping into them, amalgamated as already explained: if this be

not done, sometimes the mercury will not touch the copper, and
the contact is not, therefore, complete.

When a long trough is used, it is best to empty each division

with a syphon having a syringe attached; and, if the battery be
not used very long at a time, the exciting liquid may be preserv-

ed, and will bear using two or three times over. It should

never be put into cemented troughs while hot.

Having now offered these few hints on the management of

the galvanic battery, and for adapting the power to the work
in hand, I propose in the next place to say a few words on the

use and application of voltaic electricity.

From La Lumiere, July 29, 1854.

CEROIEINATED COLLODION.

BY M. M. LESPIAULT.

Ceroleine dissolved in aether was proposed as a photographic

vehicle by M. Halphen, in La Lumiere of the 14th of January,

1854.

Having heard no more about this process, I supposed it re-

mained unapplied. I think I have modified it usefully in the

following manner:

—

If the alcohol and aether used to dissolve the gun-cotton have

been previously saturated with ceroleine, the layer of collodion

applied upon glass acquires an elasticity which always prevents

its splitting in drying, even when the alcohol and asther may not

be of very good quality.

Photographers know that cracks reticulated like muslin often

appear, and spoil or affect the delicacy of the finest proofs; cer-

oleine will give them a certain means of remedying this serious

inconvenience.

I have not remarked any difference of sensibility between sim-

ple collodion and that which has been ceroleinated; the unifor-

mity of the layer is the same, and the glasses are cleaned with

equal facility.

Might we not arrive at a process of employing collodion cer-

oleinated dry, like albumen, but without iodide, by spreading it

on glass or waxed-paper, and then rendering it sensitive by the

known processes?

Perhaps there are some interesting investigations to be made
in this direction.

PNEUMATIC PLATE-HOLDER.

Mr. Bolton, of Holborn, has informed us that Mr. Church can-

not claim the priority of invention in the apparatus described in

our last number (p. 281 P. k P. A. J.). It was contrived by Mr.

Pechlor more than a year ago, and Mr. Bolton has made it for sale

ever since. It is a very simple and efficient little instrument. Our
correspondent J. R. has sent ns a sketch of a somewhat similar
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bolder, which he prefers as simpler and cheaper. lu this the

cupped handle is replaced by a solid one with a flat end, upon
which is screwed a disk of the leather used for the soles of shoes,

one and a quarter inches in diameter. When the leather is pro-

perly moistened, a glass plate of even ten pounds weight may be

lifted by it. We are inclined to think that the caoutchouc

holder is better, as it will be more constantly and readily avail-

able, for the leather disk will dry when out of use, and moreover

will not be so cleanly as the dry caoutchouc.

A NEW AND C03IPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUAL.*

FOR MET.\L PLATES AND PAPER. CONTAINING ALL THE LATEST

DISCOVERIES.

Translated from the French of E. de Yalicourt, for the Pho-
tographic and Fine Art Journal, by W. Grigg, A. B.

Chapter VI.'

on the coloring of proofs.

198. The author's opinion on Coloring.—195 to 19t. Different

methods of Coloring.

193. Much time has been spent, and, perhaps, much more will

be spent, in searching for a spontaneous reproduction of objects

with their natural colors by the single effect of photogenic ac-

tion. The possibility, doubtless, of one day resolving this impor-

tant problem, is not unconformable to reason; such a discovery,

however, would perhaps be still more surprising than that of the

daguerreotype itself. Numerous falsely-inspired persons in the

meantime have conceived the unfortunate idea of anticipating,

in a manner, the realization of the problem, by applying, with

the hand, a coloring to the proofs. It would require all the

talent of experienced miniature painters to render this coloring

even supportable. But in the hands of the greater number it

produces the most detestable effect; imagine an engraving of

Callot or Rembrandt dishonored by a daubing, like to that of

the portraits of the Wandering Jew! This process has been
fearlessly hawked around, and large sums of money required for

the communication of the mysterious receipts!

We cannot comprehend the infatuation of certain persons for

this destructive process, and we strongly advise our readers

never to sacrifice themselves to so bad a taste.

For the benefit, however, of those artists, whom the require-

ments of the public sometimes oblige to color their pictures, we
will here give a few methods of coloring, the merit of which we
shall in no wise guarantee, in that we have never tried them.
Method of coloring Photographic pictures by M. Leotard de

Leuze.

194. First operation—of the preparation of the plate before

applying the color.

Every proof obtained by the daguerreotype and perfectly fin-

ished may be submitted to the application of my process. The
first work, which is not wholly indispensable, is to submit the

plate to great heat for about ten minutes, then to plunge it into

a solution of the purest alum ; on withdrawing it I allow the

water to drain off without at all rubljing the surface, and, while

it is yet wet, I spread according to the size of the plate, the re-

quired quantity of some glutinous liquid, either of amidon, pre-

pared with the hot water bath (bain marie), a solution of gum
arable, saturated with alcohol, or a coat of copal varnish, and
I immediately apply the tissue which I have dried in the shade.

It is only when there no longer remains any traces of humidity
that I proceed to the application of the coloring reagents here-

after described, taking care topass the tints as rapidly as pos-

sible so as not to overcharge.

THE TISSUE OR ENVELOPE.

The tissues which I have alternately employed, consists, 1st;

of a sheet of vegetable paper, imbued with olive oil, submitted
to the fumes of sulphur, then freed from grease by means of Ye-
netian essence of turpentine, and, lastly, gummed largely on one
side. 2d. Of fragments of ox-stomach, freed from grease, and

* Contmued from page 307, Vol, 7, No. 10,

reduced to their greatest transparency,

fish stomach with success.

I^have also employed

THE COLORING REAGENTS.

All the colors prepared, according to my process, arc ready

to be applied to the surface of the tissue. I have always per-

ceived that animal or vegetable substances, as I employ them,

are superior to others, from their delicacy and elasticity, to the

varnish, the oil, or the gum; their transparency is notorious in

comparison with mineral colors; the latter, however, finely

ground, have given me the finest results.

Second operation. The widely different nature of these colors

demands much care in the preparation applicable to my process;

their fluidity should be palpable and sufficiently charged with

the coloring substances, in order that each layer may leave its

characteristic trace upon the picture which has been recalled to

the light by the essence or the alcohol; the appreciation of this,

moreover, must be left to practice.

The first mode of preparation consists in dissolving the colors

in very feebly gummed water, mixed with a fourth part of alco-

hol and a fourth part of a solution of clarified alum—-the half

of the one or other of these latter substances might be sufficient

to mix with the first.

The second method consists in grinding these colors with the

purified oil of poppy, mixed with the fourth part of copal var-

nish.

The third mode, lastly, consists in grinding the colors with

white varnish, mixed with a third part of purified oil of poppy.

THE BRUSHES.

In order to apply the colors, according to the first method

above described, I use the ordinary water-color brushes, but

much shorter and thicker.

For applying them according to the second method, I employ

the brushes used in painting, but also shorter.

And, lastly, for the third, I specially employ little short flex-

ible brushes.

It is perceived, on one hand, that the plate once submitted to

the requirements above spoken of, and skillfully varnished, there

is every guaranty of its durability, even in exposing it to the air,

as is done with paintings; and that, on the other, the presence

of the tissue, sensibly neutralizing the brilliancy of the polish of

the naked plate, allows the eye to examine the picture without

being affected by the glitter which considerably heightens the

reflection of the glass, which has till now been employed.

By means of the chemical coloring of the entire tissue, I have

obtained, by its simple application, general tints of very fine ef-

fect, which offer the same advantages as those of which I have

just spoken.

''process of coloring PHOTOGRAPHIC PROOFS, BY M. AUGUSTE

barriner.

195. Take the colors in very fine powder, put them separate-

ly into a china dish, pour upon each color 3 grains of the es-

sence of citron in order to completely dilute it. When it is dis-

solved pour into each dish one hundred and seventy-two grains of

nitric acid mixed with 39 grains of water; soon all greasy sub-

stances are detached, and rise in the form of globules to the surface

of the liquid, then pour off all the liquid contained in the dish, and

a superfine color will be left at the bottom. Take this color

with a small spatula and spread it upon a piece of white silk,

and cover it with paper to preserve it from the dust; three hours

after it is ready for use.

MODUS operandi.

For coloring a proof use a very fine brush with which the

color is taken from the silk and applied upon the corresponding

color of the proof; there is no fear of laying on too much ; if it

be perceived that the colors are not evenly spread, take a thick-

er but very fine brush and spread them gently; the same brush

may be used in removing the color from the outlines of the

picture.

To lay on gilding use a very pointed brush, and employ the

gold which comes in cups. After the colors are applied, pour
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some common water, into a basin of tinned copper, and hold the

phite ])crpcndicnlariy therein, tiien withdraw it and wtish with

very warm distilled water. Blow upon it to hasten the evapo-

ration of the liquid.

PROCESS FOR PAINTING PHOTOGRAPIirC PROOFS, BY M. RAfilNEL, JR.

196. Description of the methods of applying the colors and
the varnish to daguerreau proofs.—

1. Take a proof perfectly brought out, a requirement essen-

tial to the beauty of the result.

2. Place the plate horizontally upon a table.

3. Have in small cups kept warm by a lamp the colors used

in the fabrication of palliou d' argent, desij^ind to increase the

transparency of fine stones, such as rubies, oueralds, sapphires,

&c,, &c.

4. Mix these colors according to the different tones and shades

required.

5. Mix some fish glue in warm distilled water; separate the

deposit whicii forms at the bottom, and with the purified solu-

tion spread the colors, and it is by this means that they acquire

their suppleness and solidity, at the same time preserving the

most beautiful transparency.

6. Then color while warm with exceedingly soft brushes.

1. Allow the plate to dry spontaneously, or apply a gentle

uniform heat; and.

Lastly, spread a coating of varnish upon the proof to augmeui

the transparency of the colors, and to preserve the proof with-

out being obliged to resort to the protection of glass.

Chapter YII.

on the framing of photographic pictures.

197. Photographic pictures, although unchangeable under

the infinitely minute layers of chloride of gold whicli cover them
in the course of the fixing operation, would not however resist

any violent shocks or powerful friction; they may besides be-

come tarnished by dust, contact with the fingers, or greasy

bodies or acid, which might accidentally fall upon their surface.

It is therefore indisj>ensible to cover them with glass, out of the

influence of these different causes, but it is necessary moreover,

that this framing should increase their brilliancy and augment
their effect. This latter requirement has not been always suffi-

ciently observed, and the custom which has so long prevailed of

enclosing the proof in a passe-partout of a brilliant white, was

not of a nature to render them valuable. It has at the present

day, at least, been perceived that the generally dark tones of

photographic pictures has need of some sort of a repoussoir to bring

them out. It is some time since tiiat MM. Claudct and licre-

bours adopted the use of dark velvet frames. Their example is

now followed by the manufacturers of passe-partouts, and almost

all their frames are at the present day made dark at the base.

We mention with pleasure the firm of Wulft' & Co., 38 Rue de

Rambuteau, who are distinguished for the good taste, richness

and variety of their models. Whatever may be the kind of

frame adopted, the proofs should be firmly adjusted in the passe-

partout by means of strips of gummed paper, or fastened with

paste. This precaution is designed to jircvent the displacement

of the proofs in traveling, and to "oppose the entrance of dust,

which would tarnish them.

Chapter A'III.

succinct review of the two preceding books, for the benefit

of those already familiarised with photographic mani1'ul.\-

TIONS.

198. In the preceding chapters we have described with great

minuti'ness of detail the dilk'rent operations wliich concur in the

foriiiutiou of the daguerrean image. We were forced, (\s])ecially

fur the interest of beginners, to explain with all possible clear-

ness, the use of the apparatus and the design and importance of

llio dliVcrent mani])nlatiniis; lastly, we have made know all those

;.etty lours d( miiii, which, however, exercise so great an influ-

i nee over the success of photographic experiments. The in-esent

chapter will be devoted principally to amateurs who have al-

rea'jy acquired a certain ju-actice in photography, and who will

comprehend us at once; for this jjurpose it will suffice to pass

over very rapidly the methods which at the present day are ac-

cepted as the most favorable to success. We will then retrace

in a rapid outline the principal points which are worthy of the

attention of photography.

199. Choke of an Object-Glass.—If one is not a very skilful

connoisseur, he should abstain from judging himself of the quali-

ties of an object-ghuss. It is infinitely more advantageous to

trust to a practiced and conscientious optician, and especially to

mistrust those glasses which concentrate the hght, and which

only produce rapid proofs at the expense of the general clearness

and purity of the picture (^ 1 to 16). On every occasion, and
even for p.ortraits, to correct the picture by means of a prism,

which is fai' preferable to a mirror, so difficult to get exactly

parallel ("Tjl9 to 22).
200. Cahinet-work.—Too much precision could not be used

in the construction of the different apparatus; wood of very dry,

sound, and well assembled fibre is indispensable to prevent the

deformation of the cameras and tablets, and to avoid the intro-

du. tion of light through the fissures, v^^hich might show them-
selves.

201 . Ckcmicals.—The extreme delicacy of the reactions which
cause the photographic phenomena is a more than sufficient

motive for adojting the very best materials. We especially

recommend that the purity of the mercury be not neglected.

202. Choke of Plates and Silverkg.—The truth of the pre-

cept originally proclaimed by M. Daguerre, has at the present

day been generally acknowledged, and in order to obtain this

pure coating of silver so necessary to the complete success of the

proofs, all experimentalists silver their plates themselves by the

electro-chemical process; we shall not here revert to the metlod
of silvering, whicli has been described in the course of the work,

(^ 33 and following,) but we pai'ticularly insist on the perfec-

tion of the polish given to the jilates before silvering.

203. Polishing of the Plates.—After a host of experiments,

a thousand times repeated, the following is the mode of polish-

ing at which we have definitely rested, because it appeared to

us the most prompt, the simplest, and the best.

1st. 'I'o pour upon the plates two or three drops of acidulated

oil of petroleum, or any other essential oil; to sprinkle some fine

rotten stone upon the plates, and rub circularly with a ];ellet of

cotton, until the last trace of the old proof or the planishing has

entirely disap'peared; if the plate has already been used, to com-

pletely remove the black compound which is formed, with a pel-

let of cotton.

2nd. To rub the plate lengthwise, crossways, and diagonally,

with a buff covered with cotton velvet, and with tri]oli in im-

palpal)!e powder, until the circular streaks which appear upon

the plates have disayipeared.

3rd. Then to polish the plate with a chamois skin buff, plenti-

fully imbued with English rouge.

4th. To give a final touch with another chamois skin bufl', but

without using any jtolishing powder, and directing the last pol-

ish in a transversal line to the image to be obtained.

201. Iodizing.—This oiieratiou only really succeeds well with

the diaphragm dishes of jjorous clay of ]\I. le Baron Gros ("^88

and following,). There need be no fear in pushing the tuit to

the livtly rose, nor in arresting the opeYation at the period of

the transition to the shot color violet, especially in the c;ise of

portraits; examine the plate as little as jiossible, and always in

a feeble light. Keep note of the time that it has taken to itach

the required tint.

205. Accelerati)ig svhslanccs,—Employ in jnTferenee the bro-

minised, or the chloro-bromide of lime, which give the finest tones

and the greatest sensitiveness; it is necessary to be guided

rather by the duration of the evaporation than the (olor of the

plate, and to keep it entirely from the light. One may by

taking a trial proof become assured of the time to be given the

plate to reach the violet tone, which is the most favorable,

'fhere will be no need of examining the following proofs, as it

will be sufficient to count the seconds.

20('). Second L.dizing.—vVfterthe application of the bromine,

carry the plate immediately to the iodine box, where it should



remain about the same time as was allowed for the first. If,

however, after fixing with the chloride of <iold, the pi oof !q)pears

tarnished, cloudy, and as thoiigii veiled, the time of the sc-

0(nia iodizing- imist be reduced to two-tiiirds and even to the half

of the first.

It is highly important to employ for the application of the

sensitive and accelerating substances, a special tabid, which

should never be put in the camera.

20T. Erpositioii to the Light.—Great practice is necessary

to appreciate justly and precisely the luminous intensity and its

greater or less photographic properties; long experience can

alone determine the proper duration of the exposition. It is

also tliis same experience which serves as a guide to the skilful ex-

perimenter in rendering useful the accidental circumstances which

are of a nature to influence the merit of his work, as an advan-

tageous direction of a ray of light, or the passage of a cloud pro-

jecting a light favorable to the effects he wishes to produce.

He will understand how to await these atmospheric circum-

stances, and to seize them in their passage and make them pro-

fitable; he will especially be guarded against that thoughtless

precipitation which is so often the most dangerous road to be-

ginners.

208. Exposition to the Mcrcibry.—The principal care required

to succeed well iu this operation consists in employing a mercury

box perfectly free from humidity, containing at least from 3600

to 5400 grains of the metal. Avoid heating too rapidly, except

on recommencing a fresh application of heat if the first is not

sufficient. It will be well to wait four or five minutes before

examining the proof. It should not be forgotten to introduce

into the mercury box a few drops of ether; ('^178, j the pic-

tures will then assume an extraordinary vigor and brilliancy.

209. Washing and Fixing.—These two operations present

no serious difficulty; if any blemishes appear upon the plate it

would be necessary at the moment of drying to wash the plate

anew with distilled water, and if the stains do not disappear the

plate might be plunged in a diluted bath of cyanuret of potas-

sium. It should then be washed in distilled water, and care-

fully dried; the latter method should always be skilfully em-

ployed.

Book III. —Portraits.

Chapter First.

the history of photographic portraiture.

210, 211. Doubts at first entertained of the possibility of taking

Portraits.—212. Portraits with the Normal Apparatus.—213.

Shortened Focus.—214. Interposition of Blue Glass.—
215. Continuating Glasses.— 216. Accelerating Substances.

211, 218. The adversaries of Photographic Portraits.—219 to

222. Exainination of a few more serious objections.

210 Before occupying ourselves with the practical details

attached to the production of daguerrean portraits, it will not

be without interest in the history of photography to cast a re-

trospective glance at the first experiments made in the science.

A comparison between the mal-forraed images obtained in times

past, and those inimitable portraits executed at the present day,

is of a nature to determine the immense progress which the da-

guerreotype has already made, notwithstanding its extremely

late origin.

211. When Daguerre's admirable discovery was made public,

the inventor was the first to proclaim his doubt of bringing forth

portraits by the photographic method. In fact the agreement

of circumstances required at this epoch to produce a daguerrean

image, seemed to render a solution of the problem impossible,

for, besides the imperfection of the apparatus then in use, as

portrait cameras, almost superhuman efforts were required in the

sitter to remain fifteen or twenty minutes exposed to the direct

light of a burning sun. Distinguished savans and the first ex-

perimentalists also occupied with photography, shared in the

doubts expressed by Daguerre himself, on the possibility of tak-

ing portraits, and this opinion it is necessary to say, was further

confirmed, by the first trials which were made for the first pro-

ductions of llie human face. Though at the present day the pro-

blem has been so hapi)ily and completely solved, it is curious

to recall the different phases through which photographic j.or-

trails have passed, to arise from the state of rough sketches to

those admirable realities, where both richness of tint and fine-

ness of detail, and thorough- resemblance are found united.

212. The primitive es.says were not successful, for as we have
already said, tliey were the production of the normal apparatus
of M. Daguerre, and as an object glass designed to reproduce
distant objects at short distance was used, thereby losing a great
intensity of light. Thence the obligation of exposing the models
to the direct radiation of the sun for fifteen or twenty minutes
in a perfectly immoveable stace. And this immobility, especially

in the case of the eyes, was beyond human power; it was abso-

lutely necessary to sit with the eyes closed. Then it was that

under the name of photographic portraits an army of Belisarius

was seen adorning the show windows of our opticians.

213. The defects in the construction of the primary appara-

tus for the reproduction of [lortraits once perceived, there was
little delay in its remedy by adopting object glasses of very short

focus. M. Lerebours and Buron appear to have been the first who
thought of alteration. Thanks to this first improvement, the

concentration of the luminous rays in the camera augmented in

intensity and the duration of the exposition to the sun was re-

duced to three or four minutes. The eyes of the sitter might
then remain open, but their inevitable winking, and the con-

straint imposed upon the whole physiognomy under the still too

prolonged influence of the solar light, made these portraits re-

semble veritable culprits, and to the Belisarius' succeeded the

Laacoons and Niobes.

214. Thus, till that period, the duration only of the exposition

to the full sun had been modified, and insupportable fatigue was
still left to the sitter, which changed the whole nature of the

countenance. By the plan of MM. Arago and Daguerre, this

mournful effect was attempted to be lessened by interposing a

piece of blue glass between the sun and the sitter; this disposi-

tion rendered the effect of the luminous rays striking directly

upon the face more supportable, and some passable portraits

were at length obtained, but devoid of that expression so im-

portant for characterizing the resemblance.

215. A great step was yet to be made. It was necessary to

be able to confront the principal difiSculty; in a word it was
necessary to considerably reduce the duration of the immobility

required from the sitter. M. Buron is the first who has given

a satisfactory solution to this problem. He conceived the idea

of applying to the production of the portraits the continuating

property of yellow and red glass indicated by M. Edward Bec-
querel (see ^[109, 180). From this moment the duration of the

exposition of the plate in the camera was reduced from five

minutes to a few seconds, and one could dream of producing not

only truthful portraits, but also all the variations of the phy-

siognomy. The portraits commenced in the camera were then

finished under the influence of red or yellow rays, and transmit-

ted to the image by the intervention of colored glass. We have
already spoken (^180) of the action of continuating glasses, and
we shall not revert to what has been said. In proving, how-
over, the actual insufficiency of this method, we like to signalize

it as the starting point of a new era iu photography; the possi-

bility of reducing the time of exposition primitively required for

the success of the pictures.

216. Lastly came the discovery of the accelerating substan-

ces and the invention of the compound object-glasses of M.
Chas. Chevalier, and the most excellent consequences of these

improvements was the so desired solution of the problem of por-

traits. The physiognomy now reproduced in a few seconds,

could at length be siezed with that change of different impres-

sions which alternately affect it. It is dating from this epoch

that we have beheld those inimitable pictures, chefs d' ouvres

of delicacy, in which the perfection of the ensemble is still more
heightened by the finish of the details. Who has not paused

with complacency before those beautiful whole-sized proofs of

MM. Foucault, Choiselat and Ratel? Who has not admired

on a smaller scale, the delicious portraits of MM. Bord, Thies-

son, Plumier, Belfied, Andrieux, Bisson? The execution of

portraits may therefore now be considered as a conquest acquired
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by photography; each day leads to fresh progress, but we doubt
0? working better or faster than at tlie present day.

211. Notwithstanding these admirable results which, had
they been obtained at the commencement, and if they had not

been the fruit of successive discoveries and persevering labor,

would have been scarcely credible; photographic portraits,

which count so large a number of partizans, have also their de-

tractors. Some strangers to painting and drawing, ignorant of

the theory of shades, that of lights and shadows, and the laws

of perspective, will never be able to comprehend that any effect

can be obtained without color. They take no note of that ad-

mirable gradation of tint, that perfection of model, that purity

of contour, which form the whole charm of photographic works,

lu a word, the most exact reproduction from nature is valueless

in their eyes if it is presented deprived of its color. This class

of adversaries is unfortunately more numerous than may be

thought, but we canuot give them their artistic education.

218. Some others only wish to see in the daguerrean image

a representation from nature, faithful to a point but cold mean-

ingless and devoid of that divine inspiration, which forms the

whole talent of the artist and the merit of works of art. Por-

traits which are executed every day and hi which the harmony
of the position is united to the expression of the countenance

stand forth ready to respond to them. It is true, that a large

number of photographic portraits, valueless in relation to the

art, are yet, in the market, but the chefs cV ouvres of the Rubens
and Raphaels, should they cease to be admired, since so many
sign painters are in existence?

219. The most terrible enemy that the daguerreotype has had
to combat is, without contradiction, human vanity. When one

sits for a picture l)y the ordinary method, the complacent hand
of an artist knows how to soften the rather rude lines of the

physiognomy, to render the countenance more suple, and to give

grace and dignity to the ensemble. It is in this especially that

the talent of the portrait paiuter consists; the resemblance is

demanded of him, but the demander desires above all to appear

handsome, two requirements often incompatible. Not so with

the photographic artist; unskilful in correcting the imperfections

of nature, his portraits have unfortunately the defect of giving

100 stroug a resemblance; they are a sort of pennnnent mirror,

where self love does not always find its expectation. It is for

this reason that women who possess in so high a degree the mar-

vellous instrict for all that is adapted to show forth their charms,

have openly Dronounced against photography. We willingly

pardon them for this prejudice, justified to a certain point, for if

it is truth to say that the daguerreotype reproduces_with admira-

ble fidelity the soft contours of their face, and the elegance of

their forms, it must be acknowledged however, that it deprives

them of that freshness and high color, which forms the greater

portion of their attractions. Let them not fear, nevertheless,

of placing themselves beyond the prejudice of wrongly under-

stood coquetry: let them abstain, especially when they are sit-

ting for a picture, from putting on a slight air of pouting at the

instrument which reproduces them, aud I can assure them that

they will not be very discontented either with the portrait or

artist.

220. A few more serious objections have been made against

daguerrean portraits; we will describe them in a few words.

Daguerrean proofs in general have been reproached for having

an insupportable reflection, whicli only allows them to be viewed

under a certain angle. This defect, which is still more sensible

in the case of portraits, has almost entirely disappeared since

the adoption of the fixing with the chloride of gold of M. Fizeau;

this reflection ceases to be apjjarent as soon as one has been ac-

customed to photographic pictures, aud the eyes become used to

it in a short time.

221. It is objected in the second place; the difficulty which
exists in representing tlie hands of a person on a nearer plane

than the body, and in general to represent in the same picture

objects disposed in different planes. This difficulty which is real,

arises from the aberration of sphericity jiroduced by oI)joet-

glasses of too short focus, which one is obliged to use is taking

portraits. We will point out presently the mode of lessening

this grievous result, but the most efficacious is to have recourse

to good object-glasses, and of sufficiently long focus. The ex-

treme sensitiveness of the accelerating substances now employed

enables one to free himself from the inevitable disadvantages at-

tached to these object-glasses, in which the purity of the forms

is sacrificed to the necessity of luminous intensity.

222. The third objection is drawn from the fact that in da-

guerrean proofs the objects are tran.sposed from right to left.

This disadvantage is not so casual as it might at first appear,

even for portraits, however regular in fact a face may be, it is

not without importance for a perfect resemblance that the two

sides be represented in their natural order. If on the contrisry

this order be inverted, there results an easily perceptible defect

of resemblance for persons who are accustomed to see the origi-

nal very often. The eyes in fact get accustomed without our

knowing why, to see objects in a certain way, and the slightest

irregularity, which is not even perceived when they are repre-

sented in their natural order, will become shocking by the effect

of their transposition. Portrait painters are well acquainted

with this eSect, and when they wish to verify the exactitude of

a resemblance, they never fail to present their picture before a

mirror.*

Chapter II.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RULES TO BE FOLLOWED IN TAKING PORTRAITS.

223. The Light.—22i. Suitable Locality.—22b. Drm.—226.

77ie Backgrounds.—227. Accessories.—228. Position.

223. Besides the general recommendations which we have

given in the course of this treatise, there are none which par-

ticularly relate to the success of portraits. We will now direct

our attention thereto, classing them according to their impor-

tance.

1st. The Light.—The first condition necessary to success in

an operation in which light plays so important a part, is that

the person whose features are to be reproduced, be illuminated

in a suitable manner. This illumination may be considered un-

der several different aspects; the intensity of the light, its greater

or less photogenic nature, and lastly, the direction which should

be given it in order to obtain the effects desired. In regard to

the intensity and nature of the light, it is well known that the

state of the atmosphere and the more or less advanced hour of

the day, exercise a remarkable influence on the rapidity and

perfection of the pictures obtained.

Avoid therefore cloudy or hazy weather, choose rather a clear

calm aud serene day; a sky covered with white clouds is with-

out contradiction the most favorable for portraits, because the

lig-ht then reaches the sitter laterally, and illuminates in a sub-

dued and equal manner, all the irregularities of the physiognomy.

The hour of the day should also be taken into serious considera-

tion. It is known from the experiments of M. Daguerre, that

the photogenic intensity of the sun diminishes in a very percep-

tible manner in proportion as this luminary approaches the west.

It must not then be imagined that the hours of the afternoon

are as favorable as the corresponding hours of the morning.

This observation has moreover now lost much of its importance

since the discovery of sensitives, one is free to prolong somewhat

more the exposiiiou in the camera. Proofs may even be ob-

tained a few minutes before the disappearace of the sun, pro-

vided that this exposition be prolonged from five to six times

as much as under ordinary circumstances. The most favorable

hours are from 9 to 11 in the morning, and from 2 to 4 in the

afternoon. The sun is then less elevated on the horizon, the

shadow is less perpendicular, and the model better illuminated.

But it is not sufficient to be able to know how to choose an in-

tense and photogenic lighting; it is also necessary to learn the

mode of well directing it, and to draw from it all its necessary

power, in order to be alilc to produce artistic effect. Thus,

* This l\ict, will become still move palpable by a comparison borrowed

from meclumics. If two screws bi^ i-xamiued, having the same diameter

and the same thread, but tapped, the one to the right and the other to

the left, the spiral to tlie left will appear to ascend more than that to

the right, although the inclination appears to be the same, but in an

inverse sense. The eye accustomed to see heli.xes to the right hand,

perceives their inclination, while the ascent of the left helix seems some-

how prodigious.
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zenith light, that which falls perpendicularly upon the sitter, al-

ways projects an ungraceful shade under the ai'ches of the eyes.

This disadvantage is remedied by disposing a white screen of

some light stuff over the head of the sitter. This screen is suffi-

cient to intercept the perpendicular rays and the face then be-

comes illuminated with a horizontal liglit.

It is well understood that portraits should not be taken under

a full sun, a^: the result would be pictures with oppositions of

light of shocking rudeness. Arrange in such a manner that

one side of the face may be somewhat more illuminated than

the other, which will give greater softness to the features; too

strong a contrast however, must be avoided. All these differ-

ent effects may be easily obtained by means of screens more or

less dark, skilfully and artistically disposed.

224. 2nd. Choice of Locality.—The place most favorable for

the execution of portraits is without contradiction a construction

of sashes disposed upon an elevated terrace, and receiving the

light from all sides. A system of curtains which may be drawn

at pleasure, allows of this eclairer being partially modified ac-

cording to the requirements of the atmospheric light, or the

artistic effects to be produced. As every one, however, has not

at his disposal a structure like that we describe, portraits

may equally well be taken in a large yard or garden, choosing

the most favorable exposition, which is usually that of the north.*

Tlie sensitiveness of the reagents employed at the present day

allows of very good portraits being taken in a well illuminated

apartment without rendering necessary the length of sitting

capable of fatiguing the model. For tliis purpose place the per-

son before a lariye open window that he may receive a large in-

flux of light. The instrument should be placed as near as pos-

sible to the window. If the hangings of the apartment be of a

dark color dispose a number of white draperies around to reflect

the light upon the sitter. It is especially when operating within

doors that the state of the atmosphere and the hour of the day

should be noted. Again care should be taken that one side of

the face does not receive a much stronger light than the other.

225. 3d. Of Dress.—The choice of dress at the present day

is much less important than at the origin of daguerrean portraits

Brilliant white and pale black should be proscribed all the

other colors may be reproduced ; dark shades however are the

most favorable.

A little practice will be sufficient in order to avoid the solar i-

zation of linen, bonnets, neck handkerchiefs and all the other

white portions of the proof.

For ladies, brilliant black silk dresses and les robes Ecosseuses

will produce the richest effects. Great effect may be given by

lace work, rufifies and trimming disposed with discernment. Col-

lars and neck handkerchiefs should not contrast too rudely with

the color of the face ; a little cravat fastened between the neck

handkerchief and the neck will prevent this disagreeable effect.

226. 4th. Of the Background.—Behind the person sitting

dispose a screen or drapery of some stuff whose color will con-

trast with that of the dress. But this screen should not give too

strong an opposition to the color of the model ;
without this

precaution a sort of silhoette would be produced of very bad

effect. The different shades of yellow and gray and the clear

green make very agreeable backgrounds. If the sitter has

white hair or a head dress of the same color, avoid too light

grounds which would inevitably become confounded with the

bonnet or with the hair. It is sufficient to say that we proscribe

those backgrounds of brilliant white which the vulgar have so

long preferred.

22T. 5th. Of the Acassories.—Busts, symbols or works of

art may be disposed with taste and on the same plane with the

person sitting.

If the sitter be a soldier, a functionary or dignitary, be care-

ful to transport from right to left and vice versa, the decorations

and insignia which represent his grade, his j^rofession or his

office. It will be still better to take a corrected proof; ^19
and 222.

228. 6th. Position of the Sitter.—The person sitting should

* The well arranged operating room, with its skylight, of the Ameri-
can photographer, is the perfection of locality for photographic por-

traiture.

—

Ed.

be placed before the apparatus, at a distance proportioned to

the focal length of the object-glass, and the size of the picture
to be taken. A little taste and practice instruct as to tiie pro-
per distance to obtain a picture which sluill not be cither too
large or too small.

The operation of getting the focus requires very particular
attention

; bring therefore the object-glass forward or back-
ward until the image be depicted in the clearest manner on the
ground glass ^[166.

The sitter should be seated on a solid and heavy seat, avoid
above all elastic arm chairs. The head should be supported by
a rest firmly fastened. This requirement is iudispeusible to ob-
tain a clear proof.

These arrangements made, place the sitter properly ; the
head should be held perfectly horizontal but without affectation

or stiffness
; the eyes should be constantly directed to a some-

what distant point and the sitter should lie advised to avoid an
instinctive movement which would lead him to regard the instru-

ment in operating, desire him to avoid winking the eyes as much
as possible, and to keep himself perfectly motionless.f The ex-
pression of the countenance should be graceful, natural and
should never betray constraint or stiffness, unfortunately too
natural to a person under the idea that he is sitting.

Strictly full-faced portraits or profiles are little graceful, adopt
therefore in preference that position denominated by artists

three quarters. The head should never be in the same direction
as the shoulders, give it therefore a slight inflection to the right
or left in order that it may be ijreseuted three quarters if the
shoulders are full and vice versa.

The hands should be placed as near as possible to the body,
and never much in advance of the latter; without this precau-
tion they would be represented out of proportion with the rest
of the portrait. ^[221 and 230.

Lastly, the nose must not project a disagreeable shadow upon
the face, and care must be taken that the eyes be not too strongly
illuminated, and that their brilliancy be not veiled by the pro-
jection of the eyebrows. It is to avoid this disagreeable effect

especially that care must be taken that the sitter be illuminated
by a light rather horizontal than vertical.

Chapter III.

ADVICE TO ARTISTS FOR THE GOOD EXECUTION OF PORTRAITS.

229. General Observations.—230. Details.

229. Tain would it be to conform scrupulously to all we
have said if one is destitute of that artistic sentiment and that
purity of taste which are indispensable to give to the model a
graceful air and an easy natural and harmonious position. In
a word if one be in no way familiarised with the rules of paint-
ing and perspective, he will never produce aught but cold stiff

and rigid proofs.

In general it is not sufficient to be able to give to the sitter

a graceful air; it is also necessary that he take the attitude the
most favorable to him. Thus, certain figures should never be
taken in a standing position; certain very graceful countenances
if seen in profile will lose all their charm if represented full. It
is the constant observation of all these details which constitutes
the talent of the photographic artist; it is little to him to be
able to reproduce nature in all its truths, he desires to seize it in

a manner most advantageous to the sitter. We were right
therefore in saying that photography requires some artistic

knowledge.

230. The preceding applies to the ensemble of the position of
the sitter. Let us now direct our attention to certain details

which should always l)e present to the mind if any success be
desired.

As we have already said the head should be held horizontal
so that the eyes may be strongly illuminated.

It is necessary, however, while conformning to this rule to

avoid giving the sitter a haughty and imperious attitude, often

contradictory to his habits and character. From the same mo-

t A skillful American operator will give no such directions
; the

winking of the eye is of no consequence to him.

—

Ed.
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neither

a strong

tive the eyes, although widely opened, should express

astonishment or auger. If one side of the face has

liglit while the other is completely in the shade, a disagreable

etfect will result. In general avoid too great or too contrasted

oppositions of light.

The arm should fall naturally and without stiffness, and avoid

every attitude in which it would be necessary to place them on

a nearer plane than the rest of the body. We have already

given the reasons thereof in Tf 221 and 228.

If the person be seated the legs sliould never be brought too

far forward, as the result will be a depression in the whole habit

of the body.

When a portrait is to be taken standing, the person should

lean upon some article of furniature whose elegance will form an

agreeable accessory to the picture.

A group of different persons is often to be taken : dispose them
then artistically in different attitudes, but always on the same

plane; and as it is nmch more difficult for several persons to

avoid moving than for one, every arrangement should be taken

to produce a proof almost instantaneously.

( To he. Contiimcd )

From the Manual of Science and Arts.

THE WAXED PAPER PROCESS.

Although in rapidity of action and in the simplicity of mani

pulation no pi'ocess is superior to the collodion, yet as it is a

great convenience for travelers to be able to take with them
a stock of paper prepared and ready for use in the camera, with-

out at the same time being under tiie necessity of carrying a

supply of chemicals to excite, develop, and fix their pictures on

the spot—we proceed now to the various details and operations

connected with the waxed paper process, which offers the above

advantages, and is in an eminent degree adapted for the use of

travelers in warmer climates and more southern latitudes.

First, then, as to the selection of the paper we intend to use.

Yery thin paper is much to be preferred, and it should be such

as is not very highly-sized, which some papers frequently are.

We consider thin Canson's paper, weighing from fourteen to

fifteen pounds to the ream, will be found as good as any for our

present purpose. It should be selected very clean, and free

from particles of metal, iron marks or black specks, and of a

creamy color. It is well to mark each sheet, as selected, on

one side with the operator's initials, in order that when the

paper has been prepared, and whilst it is submitted to the action

of tiie various baths, the proper side may be known. The sheets

should be cut of a size somewhat larger than the required dimen-

sions of the picture to be obtained.

First Operation.—Waxing the paper.—Procure a sheet of

plate glass, or what is better, of smooth zinc of a sufficient size

for the paper which it is intended to use. Fix it by means of a

suitable stand over a small spirit lamp, or place it on a hot

water bath. Having at liand some of the purest white wax
that can be obtained, rub tiic upper surface of the glass or metal

plate well over therewith, until the heat has dissolved as much
of the wax as the plate will hold without running over the sides;

on this carefully de])0sit the paper, jn-essing it down evenly and

keeping it there until the wax is thoroughly absorbed, and the

paper can take no more, being saturated. This part of the pro-

cess may be facilitated by rubbing another piece of wax over the

upper surface of the paper; the slieet is to be taken off the plate,

uid placed between a few folds of clean white blotting paper,

and ironed with a heated iron to remove all excess of wax. The
iron ought not to be too hot: it is sufficiently so when a drop of

water let fall on its face, quickly evaporates; should the drop

spin, however, or run off, we may be certain the iron is too hot,

and must Ije somewhat cooled.

It is very necessary that the wax siiould be removed from the

surface of the paper, and remain only in the body of it. If the

])aper appear ctiually transparent, and without any shining

patches or spots when viewed with a side light, it is properly

ironed Should these appearances present themselves, the pa-

per will require again ironing until they disappcai".

Second Operation. —Preparation of the Negative Paper.—In

a retort or earthenware vessel of suitable dimensions, put about

eight ounces of clean rice, with six and a half pints of water
{pure distilled) Set it on the fire to boil gently for a minute

or two, until the grains of rice become slightly broken: if suf-

fered to continue longer, the liquor obtained will be thick with

the excess of coarse starch, and paper steeped in it will be ren-

dered black or speckly in the after-operations.

Strain this liquor through a piece of clean linen or muslin,

and set it -aside for use.

Third Operation. — lodmng: the Paper.—Make a bath ac-

cording to the following formula:

—

Rice water 42 ounces Iby measure.
Sugar of milk COO grains.

loditle of potassium 520 "

Cyanide of potassium 15 "

Fluoride ol potassium 8 ''

When completely dissolved, filter through fine linen. In this

solution the waxed papers are to be immersed. If not required

for immediate use, it should be preserved in a bottle, and will

keep for a considerable time, without decomposition. When
papers are to be prepared, they may be immersed sheet upon
sheet, taking care to drive away all air-bubbles that may be
perceived under them ; from one to two dozen sheets can be pre-

pared at a time. Here they must remain for a period propor-

tionate to the thickness of the paper made use of—from half to

three-quarters of an hour will generally be found long enough;
after this time the whole mass of sheets should be turned over,

bottom upwards, and the papers removed one by one, holding

them to drain over the shallow bath, and then pinning them
from a line stretched across the room to dry in the air. A
small portion of white blotting paper stuck to. the bottom cor-

ner of the sheet facilitates the removal of superfluous moisture.

The following formula, on the authority of Mr. Fenton, is

used by M. Pulch of Paris, and appears to have been used by
him with much success. Papers prepared according to his direc-

tions, are much more sensitive than those by the above formula,

but unfortunately they will not keep more tlian three days in

summer, or a week in winter; neither will they bear long the

action of gallic acid. His formula is the following :-

Distilled water 35 ounces by measure.
Iodide of potassium 246 grains,

Bromide of potassium 15 "

Cyanide of potassium 15 "
Fluoride of potassium Tj "
White honey 154 "

Sugar of milk 231 "

The white of one egg.

The paper so far is nearly insensible to light and consequently

may be prepared in the daytime, if kept from the direct action

of the solar rays. Thus iodized the papers may be kept in a

portfolio or drawer ready for the

Fourth Operation.—Applying the sensitive solution.—This

must be made by candlelight, and kept in a stoppered glass

bottle, covered with black or yellow paper: it is prepared hi the

following proportions:

—

Distilled water 150 grains,

Crystallisable acetic acid 12 or 14 grains,

Crystallized nitrate of silver G "

The above is adapted for such papers as are intended to be

used some considerable length of time after sensitising—but if

required for immediate use, or within two or three days, it is as

well to diminish the quantity of acetic acid. Sufficient of this

sensitive solution is poured into a flat, .shallow bath or dish, so

as to cover the bottom to the depth of about a quarter of an

inch. The sheet of iodised paper is then to be carefully immers-

ed, the side on which tlie picture is intended to be, downwards,

and then quickly turned over: see that no air bubbles collect

under the paper. After remaining for four or five minutes, re-

move it into another dish containing a sufficiency of distilled

water, where it is to be left an equal S]iacc of time, and shaken

about, to redissolve any excess of the aceto-nitrate. Tiie sheet

is then dried between white blotting paper, if left to dry in the

air, it is liable to become quite black in the gallic acid afterwards
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to bo used. If preserved from the action of light it will, wlicu

prepared by the first fonniila, keep good and fit for use a fort-

night—if with a smaller qnantity of acetic acid, it will not keep
so long, but is considerably more sensitive.

Fifth Operation.—Exposure in the caniera.^—On the duration

of the exposure, very little can be said, so much depends upon
the quality, diameter, and aperture of the lenses, on the inten-

sity of tiie light and temperature of the air. "With a double

combination of three inches diamater, for a portrait in the shade

on a clear day, the time is from twenty seconds to one minute.

For views with a single achromatic and a stop of about three-

quarters of an inch in diameter, the exposure will vary from

half a minute to twenty minutes, according to the l^rightness of

the season and the surrounding temperature. After the expo-

sure in the camera, and until developed as follows, very little of

the picture will be visible. If by any circumstance it be ren-

dered necessary, the remaining operations may be defended, with-

out any material disadvantage, for a couple of days.

Sirth Operation. Developing the picture.—Provide another

shallow dish, into which pour to the depth of a quarter of an

inch, some of the following solution:

Distilled, water 42 ounces bymeasure.
Gallic acid 60 grains.

In this completely immerse the proof obtained, and yet almost

invisible, observing again all the before-mentioned precautions

against air-bubbles. Allow it to remain until the picture ap-

pears to be sufficiently developed, which may he in five minutes,

or it may require perhaps several hours to bring it out, this being-

dependent on causes connected with the temperature and dura-

tion of exposure in the camera. If the weather be cold, it is ad-

visable to warm the solution a few degree, and should we desire

still farther to hasten the development of the image, the addition

of from ten to twenty drops of the aceto-nitrate, or sensitizing

solution, will effect this in a surprising degree ; unless, however,

the development be closely watched, the darks of the picture

may be rendered too violent, as we can thus obtain very intense

blacks. As soon as it appears to have acquired the desired

toues, immediately remove the sheet into a dish containing clean

water, and wash it well, changing the water two or three times,

and gently brushing or rubbing the back of the picture to effect

the removal of any adhering crystals. After being well washed,

the proof is ready for the

Seventh Operation.—Fixing the Negative image.—For this

purpose have ready a bottle containing the following solution:

Water (filtered) 1 pint.

Hyposulphite of soda 2 ounces.

Pour sufficient of this solution into a dish, then carefully im-

merse the paper, and let it remain at least ten minutes, agitating

it from time to time. Only one proof should be immersed at a

time. Wheu removed from the bath, it is important to tho-

roughly wash away every trace of hyposulphite, for which pur-

pose a quantity of water is necessary.

Thus treated, the picture is completely fixed, and incapable

of the farther action of light; it only requires drying and finally

submitting to the

Eighth Operation.—Waxing the negative proof, which is done
by holding it before a gentle clear fire, carefully keeping it from
dust, until the wax regains the transparency which it has lost by
the various baths and solutions to which it has been submitted

;

and, until this be done, the pictures have a stained or soiled ap-

pearance, which will now vanish, leaving a splendid negative
picture from which an unlimited number of positives, having
their lights and shades in their proper places, may be obtained

by the process of superposition.

Gallic Acid.—This acid may be made by boiling tannin with

dilute sulphuric acid, until the liquid crystallizes on cooling.

Metherill gives 1 part sulphuric acid (r84) to 4 parts water, as

the proper strength of the acid; and 500 cubic centimetres of

this mixture to 50 grammes dry tannin, as the best proportions

The product will be upwards of 40 grammes gallic acid.

From the Manual of Science and Arts,

m THE PRODUCTION OF WAXED PAPER NEGATIVES.

BY MR. JAMES HOW.

The preceding article gives, with some little variation, the

details of M. Le Gray's plan for the production of negatives; a

mode which has hitherto been almost universally adopted, but
since the publication of Mr. How's process (which is the sub-

stance of a paper read before the Chemical Discussion Society,

May llth, 1854), the formula of M. Le Gray will doubtless

give way to those of Mr. How, as every one who has tried his

method expresses unbounded satisfaction therewith, and it bids

fair to make a complete revolution in waxed paper photography.
Although the process has already appeared in the pages of the

Chemist, we have the permission of the author, who is a practical

photographer, to make it known to the photographic world
through the medium of our pages.

After alluding to the general want of simple and practical

directions in most of the photographic works, the author ob-

serves:

—

It is in consequence of the above complaint having been so

frequently made to me, and some of my friends wishing me to

endeavor to remove its cause, that I have taken the opportunity

which this valuable Society affords, of laying before the lovers

of this facinating art, a few practical hints which, while of the

gi'eatest possible simplicity, will, I hope, add some important

facts to our present stock oif photographic knowledge.

In the present paper, I propose to confine myself to the wax-
ed paper process; which, although not at present in general use,

will, I feel confident, eventually, when brought to perfection and
properly appreciated, be universally used for views, while collo-

dion will be as universally employed for portraits. Of the lat-

ter, I shall not upon the present occasion speak, but hope at

some future time to lay before you the results of some very in-

teresting experiments, which I think promise great things upon
this head.

I hold this opinion of the value of the waxed paper process

for the two following reasons: first, it is obvious, that the thiner

the paper used for negatives, the sharper the picture will be in

the positive when printed from. In the talbotype process very

thin paper cannot be used, since it would be too weak to allow

the many and frequent washings necessary, but this process of

washing imparts a horny character to the paper, making the

thinest very strong, without increasing its thickness; it may
then be washed, soaked, and re-washed for even several days if

required, without the slightest fear of injury.

And secondly, the paper so prepared can be kept after it is

made sensitive and ready for the camera, without deterioration,

for from ten to fourteen days; while that prepared by the tal-

botype process can only be kept for about as many hours.

This property in a climate so varying as ours, must be of infin-

ite importance, when considered in point of convenience as well

as of economy. One great objection which has been urged

against the use of waxed paper up to the present time, has been

the fact of its requiring so long an exposure in the camera.

After repeated experiments, I have found that when treated

in the way I shall presently describe, this objection is entirely

removed. Twenty minutes and even half an hour have generally

been required for obtaining the impressions, but I have lately

succeeded with a 3-in. Voigtlander lens of 16-in focus, in ob-

taining first-rate negatives with perfectly black skies, which re-

quire no painting out, and the whites quite clear, the halftones

also quite perfect, with five minutes exposure in the camera. It

therefore appears to me quite certain that no process will be

able to obtain precedence of this, which holds out such claims to

superiority, from the beauty and sharpness of its pictures, the

very valuable non-deteriorating quality of the excited paper, con-

sidered in connection with the fact of so short a time compara-

tively of exposure in the camera, being required to complete the

impression.

I have already had the honor of reading a paper before this

Society on the preparation of the waxed paper, and must refer

for a report of it to Notes and Queries for January 22nd, 1853;
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but as I Lave since then made several important modiQcations

in my process, I must beg to recapitulate, some of my i)revious

details.

The wax generally sold as white wax in small round cakes,

should not be used, as it is found to contain a large proportion

of sterine and tallow, both of which are injurious in the prepara-

tion of the paper, but pure wax, to be had only in bloclis, whicli

is really pure and not white, but a brownish yellow, an article

well known in the drug trade. To wax the paper, I directed

to take an iron (I prefer a box iron) moderately hot, in the one

hand, and to i)ass it over the paper from side to side, following

closely after it with a piece of white wax, held in the other

hand, until the whole surface has been covered. By thus heat-

ing the paper, it readily imbibes the wax, and becomes rapidly

saturated with it. The first sheet being finished, I place two
more sheets of plain paper upon it, and repeat tlie operation

upon the upper one (the intermediate piece serving to absorb

any excess of wax that may remain), and so on, until the number
required is waxed.
The sheets, which now form a coin])act mass, are separated

by passing the iron, moderately heated, over them, then placed

between folds of bibulous paper, and submitted to a further ap-

plication of heat by the means just described, so as to remove

all the superfluous wax from the surface, and render them per-

fectly transparent—most essential points to be attended to in

order to obtain fine negative proofs.

I will now endeavor to describe the method of preparing the

iodising solution.

Instead of being at the trouble of boiling rice, preparing isin-

glass, adding sugar of milk, and the whites of eggs, &c., I sim-

ply take some milk quite fresh (say that milked the same day),

and add to it, drop by drop, glacial acetic acid, in about the

proportion of oue, or one and a half drachm, fluid measure to

the quart, which will separate the caseine, keeping the mixture

well stirred with a glass rod all the time; I then boil it in a

porcelain vessel, to throw down the remaining caseine not pre-

viously coagulated, and also to drive off as much as possible of

the superfluous acid it may contain. ' Of course any other acid

would precipitate the caseine; still I give the preference to the

acetic from the fact that it does not affect the after process of

rendering the paper sensitive, that acid entering into the com-
position of the sensitive solution.

After boihng for five or ten minutes, the liquid should be al-

lowed to cool, and then be strained through a hair sieve or a

piece of muslin, to collect the caseine: when quite cold, the

chemicals are to be added.

I would, however, make a remark before ])roceeding further,

that some difli-.ulty is sometimes found in nuiking this iodising

solution from the milk, in consequence of its not filtering per-

fectly clear, which I believe is owing to the difference of quality

found in London milk; however, this difficulty may be removed
by adding to the strained liquid, as soon as the caseine is sepa-

rated, the wliites of two or three eggs to the quart; again boil,

and on cooling the liquid will be perfectly clear. ^
The proportion of chemicals I now use are as follows:

385 grs. iodide potassium.

GO grs. bromide "

30 grs. cyanide "

20 grs. fluoride

10 grs. chloride of sodium in crystals.

1| grs. iodine.

2 oz. alcohol sp. gr. 836.

The above are dissolved in thirty-three fluid ounces of the

strained litpiid, and after filtration through white bil)nlous paper,

should be perfectly clear, and of a I)right lemon color.

The iodising solution is now ready for use, and must be pre-

served in well stoppered bottles, when it will keep for any length

of time.

The waxed paper is laid, sheet by sheet, in the solution, in a

flat porcelain or gutta ])ercha dish, and allowed to remain there

for the space of from half an hour to an hour, according to the

thickness of the paper. Several sheets may bcinnnerscd at once

—say a dozen or eighteen; the whole should then lie turned

over, so that the first sheet innnersed nniy be the first taken out

and hung up to dry; thus far the whole may be carried on by

daylight. A small piece of bibulous paper, about oue or two

inches square, should be attached to the lower corner to facili-

tate the drying. The paper in this state may be kept for any

length of time without injury, if preserved from the action of the

air in a portfolio.

To excite the paper, or render it sensitive, take:

—

Crystallised nitrate of silver, 35 grs.

Acetic acid* (glacial), 40 min.

Alcohol, sp. gr. 836, 1 dr.

Distilled water, 1 oz. Mix.

As soon as dissolved, put this solution of aceto-nitrate of sil-

ver into a glass or porcelain dish (glass should be preferred^,

then take up oue of the sheets of iodised paper by the two ends,

and bend it in'to the shape of a horse shoe, gently drop the cen-

tre on the surface of tlie solution, and gradually lower both

ends. By this means all air-bubbles will be excluded; if any

should, however, remain, they will be seen through the trans-

parent paper, and may be easily expelled by passing the finger-

nail, or any convenient instrument, over them, after having care-

fully raised up the corner of the paper nearest to the bubble.

The dish should now be gently tilted, to allow the greater

portion of the liquid to run to one side, and by means of a pair

of horn tongs, the edge of the paper nearest to the deep fluid

should be pushed und'er it: by treating each edge in this way as

quickly as possible, and having got all the edges under, then by

gently shaking the whole, the entire surface will become immers-

ed, and by constantly agitating the dish containing the solution

and the paper, a very nice even coating may be obtained. This

method is found far preferable to merely laying the sheet upon

the surface, since it is made sensitive in much less time. The
paper should be left in this dish for about five minutes, or, in

other words, for two minutes after the brown, iodised paper ap-

pears by the light of a candle to have been turned white, though

by daylight it would be found to be of a beautiful canary-yel-

low.

To economise the solution, the sheet may now be held up by

one or two of the corners to drain into the dish for a few se-

conds, and then plunged into a dish (of dimensions corresponding

to the size of the sheet) of distilled water; a second sheet may
now be taken, and the whole process of immersion in the excit-

ing liquid commenced with it; as soon as this is thoroughly

covered with the solution, and has been agitated as before de-

scribed, it may remain while the first sheet is being turned over

and over in the water, and then transferred to a second dish

containing distilled water, in which it is again well washed and

afterwards hung up to drain. It should then be placed on a

clean white shcft of bibulous paper of a corresponding size, to

absorb the moisture, and another sheet of the same bibulous

paper laid upon it: by this time the second sheet of excited pa-

per will be ready for treatment in the distilled water in the same

manner as the first. Thus any desired number of sheets may be

excited.

They should now be placed between fresh pieces of clean white

bibulous paper, and kept under pressure, to exclude light and

air until required for use.

Paper prepared in this manner will keep perfectly good and

equally sensitive for a very long time,t a decideratum, I think,

of no small value to the tourist, who knows not how often, nor

under what circumstances, an opportunity may occur to him for

a sketch; of course, the exciting part of the process must be per-

formed only by the light of a candle, or in a room with a yellow

blind drawn over the window, which, while traveling in the

country, he should always be provided with, and which will also

serve for a focusing cloth—connnon yellow calico doubled an-

swering perfectly well for the purpose.

Some may consider the use of so much bibulous paper super-

fluous or even extravagant, but absolute cleanliness is esseutial

* .It is ol' the greatest importance that the glacial acetic acid should

be iH'pfectly inn-e, otherwise tlie whites cannot l)e obtained perfect, and

the whole result will be unsatistaetory; tlia cheap acid IVequently sold

under this name is nothing of the kind, and is constantly the cause ol

disa])])ointinent.

t t liave kept this paper for as long as six weeks in this country, and

then obtained good results; of course, in India, or other warm climates,

it would not keep quite so long.
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to success, and it would be far better to waste even a dozen

pieces of bibulous paper thau run the risk of spoiling a single

negative picture, to obtain which perhajjs many times the cost

of the pajjcr has been expended in traveling, or otherwise.

To place the paper in the camera slide, the double paper-

frames should be laid open on a table, the glasses iu each having

been well cleaned; upon one side of one of the glasses a sheet of

the sensitive paper, placed with its marked side downwards, or

towards the glass, for the purpose of receiving the image; upon

the back of this lay a clean piece of dry bibulous paper, pre-

viously cut to the size of the frame, then a piece of yellow paper

or opaque millboard, sulEciently thick to prevent the light pass-

ing through. Again, lay a piece of bibulous paper upon this,

and, lastly, a piece of the sensitive paper with its marked sen-

sitive surface upwards. The whole of this will, of course, also

be performed in a dark room, or by the light of a candle. Af-

ter the frame is closed the whole is ready for exposure in the

camera. To regulate the time of exposure in the camera, de-

pending as it does on the focal length of the lens employed, and

the amount of light admitted through the diaphragm, must ne-

cessarily be left chiefly to the discretion of the operator—a hint

or two, however, may not be unacceptable. The size of the

diaphragm should vary with the size and distance of the object

to be taken. If the object be a single building, and at such a

distance as to fill the field of view of the camera, when a 3-inclt

or No. 2 Yoigtlander lens is employed, and its largest opening

of |-iuch diameter be used, which is sufficiently small, three to

five minutes exposure will be found sufiScient. For more distant

objects, it is advisable to use the smaller diaphragm or stop,

which is about |-iuch less in diameter, and to increase the length

of time of exposure by two or three minutes, as the same surface

has to be impressed and less light to do it with. A few experi-

ments will give a much better notion about the working time of

different lenses than could possibly be imparted by many pages

of written instructions, so much depending upon the color of the

glass employed in the manufacture of the lenses, which should be

perfectly white. This may be ascertained by laying the lenses

upon a sheet of white paper, and judging from the difference of

color between the paper through the glass and that part not

covered.

The picture may be developed with gallic acid immediately

after its removal from the camera
;

or, if more convenient, that

part of the process may be delayed for several days. Whilst

at this section of my paper, I may, perhaps, be allowed to

describe a method of preparing the solution of gallic acid,

whereby it may be kept iu a good state of preservation, for

several months. I have kept it myself for four moritbs, and

have found it, after the lapse of that period, infinitely superior

to the newly made solution. This process has, I am informed,

been alluded to in the photographic circles
;
but not having

seen it in print, and presuming the fact to be one of great \)vac-

tical importance, I trust I shall be excused for introducing it

here should it not possess that degree of novelty I attribute

to it.

What is generally termed a saturated solution of gallic acid

is, I am led to believe, nothing of the kind. In all the works

on photography, the directions given run generally as follow :

—

" Put an excess of gallic acid into distilled water, shake the

mixture for about five minutes, allow it to deijosit, and then

pour off the supernatant fluid, which is found to be a saturated

solution of the acid."

Now I have found by constant experiment, that by keeping

an excess of acid in water for several days, the strength of the

solution is greatly increased, and its action as a developing

agent materially improved. The method I have adopted is to

put half an ounce of crystallised gallic acid into a stoppered

quart bottle, and then to fill it up with water, so that, when the

stopper is inserted, a little of the water is displaced, and, conse-

quently, every particle of air excluded.

The solution thus prepared will keep for several months.

When a portion of it is required, the bottle should be refilled

with fresh distilled water, the same care being taken to exclude

every portion of atmospheric air,—to the presence of which, I

am led to believe, is due the decomposition of the ordinary solu-

tion of gaUic acid.

Of this saturated solution of gallic acid, put into a dish about
sufficient to cover the sheet, lay the face of the undeveloped
picture downwards in the solution, taking care that no air bub-
bles are allowed to be present, completely cover the sheet with
the liquid, by agitating the dish, &c., and tlien lay another sheet
requiring envelopment with its back on this, or surface upwards

;

again agitate, the dish with its contents, so as to entirely cover
the whole of the upper surface, and allow the sheets to remain
until the pictures partially show themselves. Now pour the

solution of gallic acid from the dish into a glass measure, or

other convenient ves.sel, taking care that it is quite clean, and
free from any hyposulphite of soda, and add of the asceto-

nitrate of silver (the solution left from exciting the paper) in

the proportion of from 5 to 10 drops to the ounce, add, also, one
or two drachms of alcohol ; stir these with a glass rod and
return them to the dish containing the negatives for their com-
plete development. They should now and then be turned over,

that is, the picture which is now at the bottom should be at the

top, and so changed two or three times. It is advisable to adopt
this means of adding the asceto-nltrate of silver, for if poured
directly into the dish iu which the negatives are, before being

mixed with the gallic acid solution, a black deposit would be
formed upon that part of the dish where it was poured,

the picture would also be probably spoiled by its havhig
a marbled appearance in some parts. The solution may some-

times have a tendency to turn cloudy or black, in such case it

should be changed for fresh, should the development not be com-
pleted

; the negative should be allowed to remain in this solu-

tion, till, by holding it by the corners to the light of a candle,

the sky appears perfectly black, when it should be taken out and
rinsed in a httle clean common water, to wash ofi the excess of

acid. The picture is now fixed by plunging it into a solution of

hyposulphite of soda in common water, in the proportion of 1

oz. of tlie former to 8 oz. of the latter. It should be allowed to

remain in this solution for from thirty minutes to one hour, or

until the yellow parts appear perfectly white and transparent,

but certainly not so long as to injure the blacks, which would be

the consequence of leaving it too long.

Should some parts of the negative appear of red color instead

of white, and this is sometimes the case from over exposure in

the camera, they may l)e recovered by immersing the whole in a

weak solution of cyanide of potassium of 5 or 6 grs to the ounce

of water ; by over immersion in this solution the blacks are liable

to injury, in which case it is necessary that they be replaced with

Indian ink or lamp-black, and prepared ox-gall sold for the

purpose (the ox-gall serves only as a vehicle for the ink or lamp-

black, and will cause either of the above substances readily to

adhere to the waxed paper).

After the fixing is satisfactorily performed, each negative

should be allowed to soak for several hours in common water,

which should be changed several times, in order thoroughly to

dissolve out the hyposulphite of soda ; unless this be done the

picture will eventually be entirely destroyed by the action of this

salt.

When sufficiently soaked, the negative should be attached by
means of a pin by one of its corners to a shelf or other convenient

place ; its drying being facilitated by attaching a small strip of

bibulous paper to its other extremity.

When perfectly dry, the negative should be held before the

fire to re-melt the wax it contains, or (which is preferable)

placed between two sheets of blotting-paper, and a hot iron

passed over it, to diffuse and equalize the wax.

The negative thus fiiushed is ready for printing from ; a

process to which I hope to draw your attention on a future

occasion.

TEST OF ACIOrrY IM SILVER BATHS.

Before using nitrate of silver the operator should assure him-

self of its chemical state by introducing into the bottle that con-

tains it a strip of litmus paper. If the paper reddens even after

a quarter or half an hour, it shows that the nitrate contains a

certain quantity of acid, and in that case he should neutralize it

iu the following manner: Dissolve the nitrate in double its
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weight of distilled water, and evaporate to complete dryness in

a porcelain capsule heated by a sand bath. Dissolve it a second

time in distilled water, filter and evaporate until the formation

of pellicles, that it may crystallize in cooling. If care has been

taken to heat slowly, crystals of nitrate of silver will be obtained

neutral and perfectly white; in the contrary case the crystals

will be slightly tinged with color.

0. DUCHOCHAIS.

ACCELERATIVE LIQUOR.

OF THE SILVER BATHS, FOR OBTAINING NEGATIVES WITH THE

SULPHATE OF IRON.

Translated for the P. Sf F. Jour, from La Lumier by an Amateur.

I have always thought that we could succeed in producing ne-

gatives with tiie sulphate of iron equal to those obtained by
pyrogallic acid.

When a trial by comparison is made of two collodions on the

same glass plate, on exposing the plate to the full light, after

having placed on its back a plate of yellow glass, without hav-

ing allowed the collodion to drip, fine shades are almost always

obtained with the sulphate of iron, but it forms marblings on

account of the unequal displacement of the argentiferous coat-

ing, in contact with the reducing liquid.

When the sensitive plate has oeen allowed to drip for some
minutes, and especially when sugar has been added to the silver

bath, the sulphate of iron no longer produces the marblings;

but the blacks are no more in proportion with the intensity of

the light. In taking views, the sky should become of an in-

tense black: but it always happens that it never passes a grey-

ish white by reflection and a very feeble bluish shade by tran-

sparency; on several thousand proofs that I have thus made, I

have never obtained a black sky comparable with the sky given

by the pyrogallic acid on a very feeble proof.

There should be then an improvement sought for in this res-

pect.

Already M. Schver has succeeded in composing a silver

bath which gives negatives with the gallic acid quite compara-

ble to those furnished by the pyrogallic acid, and I doubt not

that he can produce very handsome proofs with the sulphate of

iron; only it will be necessary to add some acetic acid to the

silver bath to preserve the lighter. By acidulating this bath,

I have succeeded as already stated, in obtaining positives with

the lights of an extraordinary intensity and purity; consequently

in prolonging the exposure, I would have had good negatives with

the sulphate of iron, for a brilliant white by reflection implies

an intense black transparency.

The preparation of special baths at a high cast is not favor-

able to the manipulator; it would be more preferable to have

at hand liquors which added in small doses would produce an

advantageous eifect; M. Schver could perhaps concentrate the

actual elements of his bath so that he could put them m small

flacons at moderate prices.

The collodion, like the silver bath demands also an accelera-

ting liquor; generally in growing old, it becomes red by an acid

which forms in it and the iodine which is set at liberty; a pinch

of lime, of oxyde of zinc and of zinc in powder perfectly reme-

dies these two accidents; but we might discover a liquor which
added drop by drop while producing an analogous result would
introduce accelerative elements; alcohol holding in solution ni-

trate of silver, ammonia, caustic potassa, tamiin, gallic acid sepa-

rately or simultaneously when that can be will fulfil this end.

In the mean while I am going to give an account of the ex-

periment thnt I have made of an accelerative liquor for the sil-

ver bath, which has been prepared by skilful manufacturers of

chemical ])roducts for photography. It is a green liquid which

mixes with the silver bath without forming in it any precipitate.

The most effective proportion has appeared to me to be one part

of the liquor to 20 parts of the silver bath to a tenth, saturated

iodide of silver and acidulated by acetic acid. To develop the

image, I have used sulphate of iron in solution, concentrated,

acidulated by sulphuric acid and nitric acid; but all the acid

sulphates now used succeed as well.

The mixture of this liquor to the bath gave it an extraordina-

ry sensibility for producing proofs as much very white positives

as very l)lack negatives; I imagine that by its aid we could

succeed in producing with the sulphate of iron negatives well

drawn with an exposure five times shorter than required for the

production of a proof on plates.

Yery often the negatives are of a violet red as by the pyro-

gallic acid. With the pyrogallic acid there is also a sensible

improvement in the red tones of an extreme fineness.

The gallic acid too produces negatives yet more fine, but it

requires forcing and consequently a longer exposure.

With the sulphate of iron, the proof shows itself very quickly

and yet continues to develop for eight or ten seconds, during

which time the plate should not be displaced. It is better to

apply the collodion to the bath of iron than to pour the latter

on the collodion.

With the pyrogallic acid, we can operate in the usual way;
the part on Mdiich the acid is poured is not spotted, because the

proof only comes slowly and in a very regular manner; the mix-

ture also colors very slowly. In ray experience the proofs can

be forced with the argentiferous pyrogallic acid much more than
is customary without veiliTig the ivhitt farts.

To give an idea of the accelerative power of this liquid, I will

relate an incident in point.

A bath which would have exacted a second's exposure in the

camera obscura, to give a positive, gave me a negative good to

copy from, in an inappreciable fraction of a second.

It happened in this way: I was about to raise my velvet

cloth, when the wind, which was very high, raised it for me, and
immediately I masked the objective with my hand. I thought

my operation spoiled thinking that the time had been much too

short; however, I was curious to see what the result would be;

after passing it to the sulphate of iron I had a negative of the

greatest beauty; the clouds, especially were of a black and ad-

mirable modulation.

I made a single experiment with albumin Avhich gave me a

result entirely null, but the plate was very old, although pre-

pared by a skilful operator.

This result much surprised me, because I could not discover

the cause: and since this liquor had already given the collodion

the property of furnishing negatives with the gaUic acid, it is

not credible that albumin should refuse.

The use of this liquor will soon permit us I hope to use collo-

dions with the iodide, the bromide or the chloride of silver,

which I shall call argentiferous collodions.

After having established that these collodions remain more
than six months without deposit, when they are prepared in the

right way, and that the iodide of silver suffices to create images

provided that an argentiferous bath is applied to them, I made
an experiment with a collodion with bromide, which passed to

the accelerative silver bath, then to the sulphate of iron gave

me some very intense proofs, leaving very little to be wish-

ed for in the lights. The confusion of the images was caused

by superficial parallel threads, which are very common with

thick collodions newly prepared; and this argentiferous collodion

was in fact new and thick.

M. A. Gaudin,

From the Manval of Seicuee and Arts.

ON A METHOD OF ELECTROTYPI.VG FISHES, FERNS, OR OTHER
OBJECTS OF NATURAL HISTORY.

BY MR. JAMES HOW.

In order to obtain perfect copies of fishes by the electrotype

process, the moulds should be taken while they are yet alive,

for as soon as they are dead, the scales drop, ])resenting a per-

fectly flat surface, so that, however beautifully developed its

scales may be during life, no accurate copy can be obtained. The
fish is therefore taken as soon after it is caught as possible, and

laid upon a slab of plate glass, a piece of slate, or any polished

or smooth surface; plaster of Paris mixed to about the consis-

tence of cream, is poured upon it, adding successive layers of

the plaster until the mould becomes from | to 1| inches in thick-
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ness, care being taken to allow the plaster to run a certain dis-

tance round the sides of the specimen so as to form a margin or

base of a width proportionate to the size of the fish to be copied;

the tliickness of the mould must also be regulated by its dimen-

sions; for instance, for a small trout or perch, the thickness of

i inch would be sufficient; whereas, for a large jack or small

salmon, even two or three inches would be required, otherwise

the mould when finished would be too liable to fracture. I have

generally found it advisable to keep the glass on which the spe-

cimen is laid in constant motion while the plaster is being poured

on, to prevent the formation of air-bubbles, which would inevi-

tably spoil the mould.

Should any finished moulds be found to contain air-bubbles, or

any imperfections in casting, it is advisable at once to reject

them, as it is scarcely possible to obtain good electrotypes from

them. As soon as that portion of the mould resting npon the

glass is quite dry, it may be readily removed without danger of

breaking by slight pressure of the hand The mould should now
be laid upon its back or convex surface, in order to remove the

fish; and as the back and belly of fishes are not level with the

inner edges of the mould, but what is generally termed by elec-

trotypists "undercut," it is found necessary, in order to get them
out without spoiling the matrix, to cut the body with a sharp

knife from head to tail, and remove the entrails, roe, &c., so

that, by gently pressing both the edges towards the centre, it

will give way, and the whole may be taken out without injury

to the mould. These precautions will be advisable in practice,

especially when very rare specimens are to be operated upon, as

it is sometimes requisite to make several moulds before a perfect

copy is obtained; although the second and third copies of the

same are neither so sharp, nor so deeply marked in detail as

the first, still with due care tolerable results may be arrived at.

To 'proceed icith the preparatiou of Moulds, c^-c.—After having

taken the fish from the mould of plaster, and having found it

free from air-bubbles and quite perfect, it should either be ex-

posed to the sun or put into an oven or hot-air chamber of mo-
derate temperature until perfectly dry.; it is then to be laid in a

vessel containing three parts white wax one part stearine, melted

together, which must be kept perfectly hot and fluid until the

mould is thoroughly saturated, when it should be taken out and
placed before a fire (resting its back on coarse blotting paper),

to remove the superflous wax, and so render sharp the fine lines,

scales, fins of the fish, &c. A conducting surface is now given

to the mould by brushing over it plumbago, or that which I

have generally found a better conductor for all electrotyping

purposes, precipitated silver (made by simple immersing a piece

of clean zinc in a solution of nitrate of silver, and the precipitate

thus formed well washed upon a filter and dried); either of

these substances, should be well brushed over the surface to be

coated, and the mould then attached to the conducting wires, or

copper-ribbon (which is, perhaps, better for these purposes, and

especially for very large fishes, as there is not sufficient conduct-

ing surface in wire for large objects), and attached to the batte-

ry in connection with the precipitating trough. In addition to

these ribbons or wires, it will be found necessary to use " guid-

ing-wires," as they are termed, leading from the battery to the

inuer parts of the mould, the fins, eyes, mouth, &c., or any

deeply-cut parts which the mould may contain.

Having now obtained a coating of sufficient thickness (which

should be proportionate to the size and length of the specimen,

as very large objects require a stout coating of copper to stand

cleaning), it may be removed by cutting the plaster mould
through the back in several places with a very fine saw, taking

great care not to cut more than about half through the mould,

and then breaking or chipping off the rest. By a careful opera-

tor, a dozen or more of these moulds may be removed from the

electrotypes in the course of an hour without injury to the copy.

After removing the mould the copy should be brushed with a

good hard brush with soft soap and powdered rotten-stone; and

sometimes it is advisable to use a little very dilute nitric acid, in

order to get the electrotype perfectly clean.

Very pretty groups of this kind may be made for the cabinet

by tastefully arranging several small specimens upon blades of

grass, leaves or ferns, and taking a perfect copy of the whole, as

before described. Should it be considered dangerous to pick out

any remaining portions of leaves, which often adhere to the
mould, Ihey may safely be disi)laced by pouring into the mould
a little boiling water, which will sufficiently shriidc them to ena-
ble the operator to remove them with ease; this, of course, should
precede the waxing process. It will be found that every sprig,

the veining of each leaf, and the fishes u})on them, will be accu-
rately copied, the beauty of which may be very much enhanced
by electro-plating or gilding, leaving the body of the fish in dead
silver or gold, as it comes from the decomposition trough, and
burnishing the plain surfaces, pickiiig out with the burnisher the
leaves and stalks, &c. Two or three burnishers of different

shapes will be sufficient for ordinary purposes, and these can be
obtained at any tool shop or ironmonger's.

Much doubt and uncertainty is generally prevailing respecting
the method of obtaining electrotype copies of fishes, ferns, &c.,

specimens of which are on the table, and having had much ex-

perience in this branch of electrical science, I am induced to en-

deavor to impart to this society all the knowledge I have accpiired

upon the subject—a knowledge much sought after, but not to be
found in any work hitherto published.

As a certain practical acquaintance with 'electrotyping gen-
erally is necessary on the part of the operator, to enable him
successfully to carry out the processes I am about to describe,

and as I am aware that the majority of my audience are suffi-

ciently acquainted, for my purpose, with the art, I trust I shall

be pardoned for grappling with the subject in a manner which
may at first sight seem rather abrupt.-

—

liead before the Chemical
Discussion Society.

From the London Art-Journal.

A WALK THROUGH THE STUDIOS OF ROME.

PART II.

In continuing my walks through the studios of Rome, I

shall have to mention many artists whose feeble works
evidence inferior talent, but few where there is not ample
to please, if not nmch to praise. An artist possessed of

moderate skill labors at Rome to an immense advantage,
and enjoys privileges that neither London nor Paris can
command. The facility of procuring splendid blocks of mar-
ble, the interminable supply ot excellent clay from the " yel-

low waves," of the muddy Tiber, or the alluvial soil of the
surrounding Campagna, are not to be forgotten among the minor
advantages, of which the greater consist in the ease with which
the finest models are to be obtained ; men, women, and children,

of such classical features and faultless forms, as to render it im-

possible, for sculptors especially, to run into the deplorable
exaggeration, or common-place trivialities, too often dignified as
" works of Art" in our northern " Babilonia." It is very rare

in classical Italy to find those inexpressive, unfinished faces,

(looking as if " nature's journeymen had made them, and not

made them well," they imitate humanity so abominably,) that

one stumbles on elsewhere perpetually, especially in England.
In the sunny South, on the contrary, great and noble features

wherein every part is in perfect harmony with the whole, joined

to robust and finely-developed forms, are so universal, that the

head of a pleljeian selling limonata in the street may well serve

as the model for an emperor in a grand historical })ainting
; nor

is it rare among the same class to find a contadina worthy to

sit as a model for a Juno, to our greatest modern sculp-^

tor, Gibson; their is an inborn dignity in the air, the mien, the

movements of the lower classes, in Rome particularly, (where
the descendants of the ancient masters of the world have cer-

tainly retained much of the proud and stately characteristics of

the antique type, both in dress, bearing and manners). The
voluminous " tabarro" or cloak, drapes all the tall and accurately

proportioned limbs of the men in rich and ample folds, reminding
one of the graceful mantle, or heavy toga, while the veil and head
draperies, universal among the lower class of women, whose
light, elastic, yet firm step is remarkable, recalls to one's

imagination an Agrippiua or a Diana. The days are past when
beauty was deified, and those possessed of the "gift divine,"

publicly honored and rewarded; the altars of Venus are fallen.
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but her votaries still live around the ruins of her ancient tem-

ples, amid the luxuriant plains and under tne azure sky of the

fair South. Therefore is it (returning to the proposition with

which I started) that the inferior artist at Rome commands
countless advantages denied to the highest class of genius (if

such there be) in the cold stinted North! The modern Italian

school of sculpture at Rome, with a single exception of that

mighty man of valor, the Goliatii of sculptors, Tenerani, is in-

finitely indebted to these favoring adjuncts. It has fallen into

a feeble, affected mannerism; without character, without power,

yet withal in many instances graceful and pleasing, and even

elegant. The cause of this decadence in a city boasting the

finest antique statues in the world is to be attributed to a too

blind imitation of Canova's style, which even in his hands (in-

spired as lie was by the undoubted gift of first-rate genius) often

degenerated into insipidity; errors which among his followers

have sunk in many instances to downright drawing-room Art,

unenlivened by any sym[)toui of originality; of this class are the

works of Ta'dolini. Tadoliiii's studio (in the Via Babuino)

affords even a more palpable exemplification of my remarks on

the feebleness of the modern Italian school of sculpture, than

that of Rinaldi; many of his works are reduced copies after his

master Cauova, pretty and pleasing appendages to a well-fur-

nished saloon, and nothing more. A statuette copy of Canova's

Venus at the Pitti, is as elegant a specimen of this biscuit style

as I have yet seen. There is a good equestrian statue now exe-

cuting by Tadolini, assisted by his two sons, of General Bolivar,

to be erected in Lima, South America. I also noticed a pair

of Nymphs, one in repose, contemplating "very lovingly" some

grapes which she holds in her hand, a pile of the same fruit

with leaves being placed at her feet, from which a goat is slily

helping himself ; tlie other Nymph dancing to the tamborine is

a pretty imitation of Canova's celebrated Dancers. Both these

works are pleasing, and quite worthy the admiration of super-

ficial observers. A Hunter restraining a Dog in a leash, is

perhaps the most spirited work in this very lady-like collection.

Venus Victrix crowned with flowers by Cupid, is again an ele-

gant study after Canova. One room in the studio was entirely

filled with small clay models of every conceivable subject, many

of considerable merit in this peculiar style. Here I saw the

model of the colossal statue of St. Paul, erected as a pendant

to Fabri's St. Peter, at the foot of the broad marble steps lead-

ing up to the glorious Basilica. In another room were two

large and more ambitious works, " a group, heroic size, of The-

seus and Ariadne" holding the skein by which she ensures his

safe return from the Labyrinth. Her figure is soft and graceful,

and I was surprised to hear so taking a subject, decidedly Tado-

lini's best work, had never been executed in marble. A pendant

to this group, of the same size, representing Jason holding the

Golden Fh ece, with Medea beside him, is inferior, though not

devoid of merit.

In this category, though deserving a higher place as possessing

greater power and fancy, I must place Rinaldi; an artist whose

works have made him well known in England, whose studio I

visited yesterday. At Rinaldi's one is particularly reminded of

Canova from the locality, once his studio, now divided into half,

the first and largest division belonging to Rinaldi, the second to

Mr. Shakspeare Wood, a rising young artist whom I must by

no means forget to mention. He has been but a short time at

Rome, but there has been consideralile talent visible in all that

he has executed. In general style and treatment he reminded

me of Macdonald, but Ids busts, of which there are many excel-

lent specimens, are entirely free from that wearisome family

likeness and want of individuality ai)parent in Macdonald's

works. A statue of " Evangeline," life-size, the idea taken

from Longfellow's poem, is a most graceful composition: Evan-

geline, with the air and step of a Hebe, passes, rapidly as it

were, along, her feature and drapery full of action. One may
almost hear the breeze rustling in the folds of her robe. She

l)ears in her hand a pitcher to refresh the workmen at noon,

laljoring in her father's broad lands of Arcadia: there are the

sweetest lines about the head and neck imaginable; a chaste,

girlish grace pervades tiie whole figure, hai)i)ily united to a due,

yet not overdone regard for classical harmony. It is one of

those ideal statues the spectator can thoroughly mrZirie^iia/jre,

—

an invariable evidence of superior talent in sculpture. Beside

"Evangeline," (of Avhich six repetitions have already been

ordered), as a pendant, is her rural lover, the "Village Black-

smith " There are a number of basso-rilievo medallion portraits,

life-size, capitally executed, besides a very clever bust of Miss
Cusinnan, whose plain and unmalleable countenance, under Mr.
Wood's skilful treatment, becomes almost statuesque. The outer

walls are covered with bits of sculpture, and bassi-rilievo cornices

and pillars, fancifully embedded in the mortar. I could not but

rememlier the hundreds of immortal works that had passed out

of that low door in the great master's time, fixing the standard

of classic Art, and spreading the light of genius over Europe, in

those halcyon days when he " lived and loved" at the Borghese
palace hard by, a slave to the pedis soins and fascinations of the

pretty Pauline Buonaparte, the Venus, beautiful as when dressed

by the rosy Hours in her divine attire: the graceful Nymphs, the

joyous, vine-crowned Bacchantes; heroic Hector and his deadly

foe Achilles, infuriated by the loss of Patroclus; Perseus with

Medusa's head: and the pugilists Crengas and Damoxenus,
whose fierce struggle one has so often contemplated with won-
dering admiration in the porticos of the Vatican. Now Rinaldi

lives there, a "change has passed o'er the spirit of the

dream:" 'tis the shadoio, not the substance. In the first

room, the "Wise and Foolish Virgins" were particularly point-

ed out to me, and struck me as a decided failure in point of

conception. It is no study of the Bible parable : there is neither

haste, nor dignity, nor indignation in the action of the wise vir-

gin, rising up in haste to meet the Bridegroom, and sternly dis-

regarding the earnest prayers of her imploring companion,—but

they are represented as two affectionate and sympatiiising sisters,

the virgin bearing the lighted taper stooping over her fellow, as

though in the act of rekindling her extinguished lamp. The ex-

ecution of this group, which I am surprised to find has made
some noise at Rome, is also very feeble. " Androchles and the

Lion," from whose foot, which rests on his knee, he is extrica-

ting a thorn, is a pleasing group, but wanting in expression,

although the lion is tolerably modelled. A single figure of
" Eve before the Fall,"—nude, with her falling hair gracefully

descending in front as a natural drapery—is more within the

scope of Rinaldi's powers, and therefore better executed. But
a work that pleased me infinitely the most, was a very

elegant composition representing. " Armida," a lovely, half-bar-

baric beauty, around whose neck were hung chains of coral in-

terwoven with shells and gems; seated before the shield of

Rinaldo, which she has placed as a mirror, supported at the back

by his helmet, at which she is adorning herself. There is a look

of coquetry and gratified vanity in thus having perfected the

conquest she had achieved over the brave Christian hero, in her

smiling face, exceedingly expressive ; a sort of " touch me not

"

look which invites admiration; and one fancies one sees lying

beside her the enamoured Rinaldo, deprived by her witcheries

of his arms, unconscious of shame, lapped in voluptuous enjoy-

ment, gazing at the arch Pagan enchantress with looks of rap-

turous love. Her figure and attitude are so admirably conceiv-

ed, they tell the whole story at a glance.

By the time I had ended my inspection of the first division of

his studies, Rinaldi himself advanced, and most courteously beg-

ged to be allowed to introduce me to his works. The extreme

politeness, and even kindness with which all, be they dilettanti,

strangers, ignoramuses, or artists, are invariably received and
welcomed in the Roman studios, is very agreeable for those

whose love for the Arts leads them to lounge away many an

idle hour in this important portion of the wondrous " sights" of

Rome. On no occasion, except on my visit to the studio of

Tenerani, do I remember that the artist himself ever failed,

whatever might l)e the hour, to leave his work and place him-

self at my disposition, spite of my remonstrances and earnest

requests that I might not disturb him. Rinaldi, who has pei"-

haps been more ])rolific in his works than any other modern
Italian scultor—having treated every class of subjects, mytholo-

gical, historical, ideal, and religious—isnow somewhat advanced

in life, of a quiet and homely address, and perfectly unassuming

manners. I regretted that he made his appearance just in time

to point out to me a monstrous colossal iigure of " Minerva,"

placed in the most contorted sitting position imaginable: a com-
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position bad as it is uupleasing. AVhere could good Rinaldi's

eyes hare been when he executed such a model to be " done
into marble?" It was, he informed mc, a commission from the

proprietor of the well-known Locanda of that name in Rome;
the " Minerva" to be placed in the central cortilc. This fact,

at least, evinces tlie classic taste of Italj', where innkeepers re-

gardless of the quattrini, order works of Art to decorate their

halls from first-rate national artists. Fanc_y any " Red Lion,"

or " Hare and Hounds," or " Elepliant Hotel " in England
giving Landseer a commission for a signboard! A large basso-

rilievo occupied one side of the room, representing the "Triumph
of Bachus and Ariadne," executed for Prince Torlonia, to deco-

rate the fagade of his vulgar suburban villa outside the Porta

Pia; but unfortunately })laced so high, just under the cornice,

one might visit that country palace of parvenu ill-taste twenty

times without even noticing its existence. Here one can ob-

serve it well, and properly appreciate a really masterly work,

certainly the highest class work executed by Rinaldi. The
jolly god is represented in his golden car drawn by tigers and
lions crowned with vines and ivy, holding in his hand the

thyrsus; beside him sits the Creteau Ariadne with her crown of

seven stars, while around them gather a motjy crowd of riotous

satyrs, demons, nympths, and Bacchantee wreathed with the

juicy grape, old Pan with his reedy jiipes, all celebrating in jolly

hymns the praises of the god of wiue. There is a certain clas-

sic rctemo and dignity in the style of the large l)asso-rilievo,

otherwise bold and expressive, creditable to Rinaldo's taste ; it

is characteristic without being coarse. Weak and mannered,

though graceful, is the stooping figure of Erminia carving the

name of Rinaldo on a tree, a figure originally executed for the

Duke of Sutherland, many times repeated. Beside the Erminia

is a pleasing statue of Joan of Arc clothed in complete armour,

but totally devoid of individuality. It might be called Brada-

mante, or Queen Elizabeth, or any other lady-heroine given to

masculine attire, the possessor chose. A recumbent statue of

the nymph Egeria has on the contrary a very marked expression

and character, and struck me as a fine work; there is a classical

type of countenance, a stone look of beautiful indifference in the

chimerical nymph, half-stream, half woman iu her nature, ex-

ceedingly appropriate in the mystical bride of Numa. Egeria

is crowned with reeds whose meeting leaves form a coronet on
her brow; the pose is easy and natural, reclining on an urn, and

the drapery well executed. Penelope iu one of those thousand

statues one might ticket by any name one chose. A group of

Adam and Eve driven out from Paradise, displeased me exceed-

ingly ; it is full of angles and badly composed, with no originality

to redeem the selection of a most hackneyed subject. The Four
Seasons are also executing by Rinaldi. There is a perfect /firore

for this subject at present epidemic among the Roman sculptors;

like the measles, every one has caught its infection and is trying

his hand on it with various success. Rinaldi's " Summer" is at

least worthy of honorable mention among the contending throng

of " The Seasons." Nor must I forget to mention a lion mo-
delled from life which has considerable power and expression.

Rinaldi is largely indebted to the patronage of the Emperor of

Russia, whose name constantly occurs as a purchaser of some of

the finest works iu Rome. I took leave of Rinaldi, much
pleased with his courtesy, under the impression that in a less

emasculate school, he might have become a great instead of a

graceful sculptor.

Among the numberless Roman sculptors none is more justly

celebrated than Benzoni, one of the most elegant and graceful

artists living. He is, par excellence, the delineator of nature in

her best-chosen and happiest moods. Soft and gentle emotions,

tender sentiments, the artlessness of childhood and the inno-

cency of youth, are breathed into the marble with a facility of

skill certain of successfully touching the sympathies; a most
legitimate success when the artist, as in the present instance,

possesses true appreciations of the good, the pure, and the beau-

tiful in nature. Such woi'ks may not be reckoned among the

highest flights of Art, but I am far from sure that the most
genuine pleasure is not derived from a masterly treatment of

this class of subjects. I will not convey the impression that

the works of Benzoni are perfect,—charming as his conceptions

may be, many of them are wanting both in force and power of
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execution. His studio is immense, occupying a considerable
portion on either side of a narrow street. He is jiimsclf a sim-

ple-minded, unassuming man, of unpretending exterior and nniu-

ners, evidently enthusiastically attached to his profession. The
pleasing memorial of his own humlile origin he particnhnly
pointed out to me in a group, representing a venerable old man,
taking by the hand a half-naked child, who stooping down ]ilays

with a small basso-rilievo. Benzoni was a native of Bergamo
in Lombardy, and having shown an early taste for Art, was sent

to Rome and educated at the expense of an aged nobleman of

that place, who, aware of the circumstance became interested

in the child, and positively, as he said himself, benevolently
picked him up from the street. I respected the man having the

courage to glory in his obscure birth, and the gratitude to

commemorate his obligations to a benefactor.

In the first division of his studio appear repititions of his two
well known gronjis so much admired at the London Great Exhi-
bition

—"A Child extracting a Thorn from a Dog's Foot," and
the same dog, awakening his little mistress from sleep; at the

moment a serpent is approaching her: unaffected and natural

expressions of domestic incidents, so gracefully rendered, as to

have drawn tears from many eyes. True as the needle to the

pole is the soul to the delineation of these household sympathies,

when expressed with an appropriate regard to the classic exigen-

cies of marble. I cannot say that I prefer his children to those

of the great American sculptor, Crawford, whose " Babes in the

Wood" is perhaps the most thrilling I'epresentation of childish

pathos ever conceived; but Benzoni comes hard upon him.

—

There is an Infant St. John—a small bust of an almost baby
face, but admirably expressing religious veneration

—

" raccolto"

as the Italians term it. " St. John and the Lamb" is also very
sweet; the delicate little fingers, quite sunk in the soft wool of

the little animal, afford a perfect specimen of the skilful working
of the marble. All these children are living and moving, really

appealing to the heart as would their living representatives.

One group of the " Child and Dog" (which together make a
perfect pair, and ought not to be separated), and the " St. John
and the Lamb" placed on superb pedestals of African marble (a

divided column dug up in some recent excavations), are destined

for the Emperor of Russia; a large statue of " Diana Preparing
for the Chase," also I did not like on account of the faulty mo-
delling of the legs. The vast sums spent by the Czar distinguish

him honorably among European sovereigns as a really liberal

and royal patron and appreciator of Art. When his sons the

grand dukes were at Rome, they themselves chose numerous
subjects from the studio of Benzoni, to be executed in marble
and sent into Russia. Somewhat hard and angular is the

group of " Cupid and Psyche," who tries to detain him. This

poetic fable, appreciated as it were by Gibson in these "latter

days," as his own peculiar and special myth, requires the classic

simplicity and pure harmonious grace that master-hand alone

can give. His touch inspiring the marble with every emotion

of the tender Psyche—the symbolized soul, who appears in his

works, melting gentleness, love and confidence. The pedestal

of Benzoni's group is ornamented with bassi-rilievi, representing

the many trials of this most human and " simpatica" of all the

mighty circle of Olympus. This work is also destined for the

Emperor of Russia.

But the capo d'opera, the gem of the studio, and a gem in-

deed of the first water, is a statue of " Eve, holding in her hand

the Forbidden Apple." The head, a fine study of classical

beauty, somewhat tempered to the subject, is thrown rather

back as she gazes intently on the fatal temptation raised in her

hand: but the spell of evil is on that once pure creation of the

Almighty; the noble brow contracts; the eyes half close in

voluptuous contemplation ; the parting lips seem to heave through

quick, hot breathings; the fixed, immovable attitude, eloquently

tells the tale of the struggle that is passing within her soul: she

knows, she feels she is about to sin
;
yet is that sin so sweet and

fascinating, she melts, she yields under its intoxicating influence.

The grandest forms of female beauty are presented in this beau-

tiful statue, full, and round, and yet delicately moulded, by no

means of that sensual and voluptuous contour more proper to a

Venus than the mother of our race. The serpent, coiled up a-

mong rich plants and herbage, and expanding flowers, marking
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the luxuriant fertility of Paradise, watches her from below, his

tail just toucliing the sole of her foot to remind her of his ])re-

seiice, and invite Eve to yield. It is a grand statue, only to be

conceived by a master-mind; and for this reason surprised nie

greatly, as forming so marked an exception to the otherwise ra-

ther sentimental works of Benzoni, speaking generally more to

our sympathies than commanding our admiration. The bassi-

rilievi on the pedestal are finely and appropriately conceived;

they represent the birth of Eve, her hajipiness with Adam in

the garden, where, like Una in the " Faerie Queene," a lion

waits beside her, as an emblem of tlie subjection of brute force

to the God-created pair of intellectual beings (the serpent how-
ever even there lurking among the plants), and the "Death of

Abel," placed immediately under the statue, to denote the re-

tributive nature of the sin of disobedience Eve is about to com-
mit. No work in Rome has given me more unaffected and sin-

cere pleasure, complete and noble, as was the creature created

for the companion of man, and to be the mother of the human
race.

Feeble is a group beside it, two young girls kissing each other,

while one places the other's hand on her heart, called " Friend-

ship." A fine characteristic statue is Pius V., executed for the

city of Milan, a venerable man—draped in a somewhat mediteval

costume—with outstretched arms, returning thanks to Heaven
after the victory of Mirandola. 1 also particularly noticed a

monument to the memory of the learned antiquarian. Cardinal

Mai, whose works on the manuscripts of the Vatican are justly

celebrated. He is represented in full cardinal's robes; the statue

as large as life, placed under a square arched niche, prostrate in

pi'ayer, in the act of offering up his works piled before him, as

also the palimpsests (particularly those of Cicero), discovered

by him. I admired the statue exceedingly. There is much
feeling and earnestness of expression about it, without the slight-

est effort or straining after effect. The disposition of the train,

which falls from the shoulders, forming the pi'incipal masses of

the drapery, is admirable. Benzoni has also shown great skill

in imitating the silky material of which it is composed. This

monument, when completed, will be about twenty-six and a half

English feet high. On the sides of the niche or arched recess in

M'hich the statue is placed, six small bassi-rilievi represent the

six primitive languages, by appropriate scenes in the various

countries of the Hebrews, Latins, Greeks, &., symbolising the

cardinal's immense and universal knowledge. In the arched

part of the niche above are to be placed four other bassi-rilievi

of the same size, representing four doctoi's of the Church; these

are all to occupy the sides of the niche. On the back of it, im-

mediately over the statue, is another basso-rilievo, the subject

being the Redeemer surrounded by angels; while the front and
sides of the monument are to be decorated in the rich ciuqne-

cento style, with handsome pilasters and other ornamental work;
and at the two lower corners two other bassi-rilievi are also to

be placed, representing Religion and Wisdom. The commission

for executing this very important monument, which is yet not

half completed, was given to Benzoni by a forestkri, who wishes

to remain unknown, but professes the most enthusiastic admira-

tion for the genius and learning of Cardinal Mai—who is not

yet dead, but enjoys his literary laurels in a green old age. When
he does die, however, this unknown admirer intends to have the

monument erected in the spacious and nearly empty church of

Saint Anastasia, under the Palatine Hill, in whose lofty and
well-proportioned aisles it will produce a noble effect. Benzoni

is also engaged in executing a monument, in basso-relievo, to the

memory of Daniel O'Connell, to be erected in the church of San
Agata, where his heart is preserved. The upper basso-relievo

represents " O'Connell s])eaking in behalf of Ireland in the

House of Commons;" the lower one "Ireland seated wee])ing

for his loss," with an angel poised above her, pointing upwards
—an idea not very original, yet still pretty and suggestive,

though scarcely loftly enough in expression for the present sub-

ject. But I am not inclined to expatiate on this monument,
more particularly as I consider it altogotlier inferior to Beuzoni's

other productions.

In the same room is a small statue of Love hiding under a

Lamb's skin,

—

fingendn—a pretty conceit. The head and the

ambrosial curls are only half covered, and the wings upon no

terms to be concealed: they will stick out most amusingly, form-

ing a very skilfully arranged drapery of the wooly fleece, ex-

quisitely executed in mar))le, with a quite pre-Raphapl-like ac-

curacy. The small group of St. Anna instructing the Yirgin, a

slight girlish figure leaning over the antiquated matron who is

seated, is artless and truthful in expression; but Benzoni must
beware, in his desire to exhiVut his skill, not to cut up his drape-

ries too much in the Bernini style, and end by producing, what
Dickens so truly describes, as " breezy maniacs."

Flokentia.

WEBSTER .

AFTER THE STATUE BY T. BALL.

Crystalotyped by Wliipple.

The statue of Webster, of which our illustration is a copy, was

executed by Thomas Ball, Esq. of Boston—a highly promising

young artist—from a daguerreotype. It is pronounced by com-

petent judges to be one of the best illustrations of the great

statesman extant.

The extreme modesty of Mr. Ball, together with the fact

that he has recently been married and gone on a wedding tour

through Europe, prevents us from giving our readers a sketch

of his progress as an artist; we must therefore conclude this

brief notice of his " Webster," by the remark, that among art-

ists and connoiseurs, he is considered a sculptor of great promise,

bidding fair to add fresh laurels to Americau Art.

COLORING DAGUERREOTYPES.
MR. WERGE's reply to THE MESSRS MEADE.

New York, Oct. 9th 1854.

Dear Sir: In the October number of the Photogr?.phic and

Fine Art Journal, I notice a letter from Messrs Meade Broth-

ers, relative to me and my colors. In reply to so unjust, untrue

and unmanly a letter, I would state the following simple facts,

and leave it to you and the " Daguerreotype public " to judge

whether they or I am most entitled to such a contemptible cha-

racter as making "pretentions to" any merit that may be due

to him who introduced those colors. When I was engaged as

colorist by Meade, Brothers, in July, '53, I found it necessary

to coat the plate with a solution of isinglass to enable me to

make the colors they had in use adhere. This was the process

Mr. H. W. Meade brought from Europe.

Being dissatisfied with so troublesome and dirty a pro-

cess, I set to work, unknown to the Messrs Meades, and got up

a set of colors that worked more easily and beautifully than any

thing I had ever used ; then I discontinued using the isinglass

and°fitted these colors for sale. The Meades and I having a

united interest in the sale thereof up to August, '54.

The Messrs Meades state thatw/^c;- obtaining the Gold Med-

al for colored pictures, at the last Fair of the American Insti-

tute, they made my acquaintance. Now that is untrue, for I

colored the picture's then exhibited with my colors, and the most

permanent and beautiful are those colored without the use of

isino-lass The pictures which obtained the Gold Medal are still

to be seen at their gallery, and the difference between those

colored with and without the isinglass is readily seen. The for-

mer are faded—the latter yet fresh and beautiful. With this,

Mr. Editor, I shall forward to you a specimen picture I colored

some ten months since, and which you saw in January last. If

you can see any diminution of its beauty, publish it with that

truthfulness which is so characteristic of your valuable Journal.

You have, also, one of my pictures constantly by you, so that

you will be enabled to report, from time to time, on the perma-

nent or transient nature of my colors.

Without adverting to the motives that would induce Messrs

Meades to write such a letter, or questioning the "kindly feel-

ings" they entertain towards me, I trust they will have the good

sense to refraiu from drawing me into pu))lic notice again. I
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shall be absent in Europe for some tunc, and shall not have an

opportunity of replyhiu; to them.

I am, sir, yonrs very trnly,

J. Werge.

STATE FAIRS.

Since our request, in a former number, that our friends through-

ont the Union would send us reports of Photographic Exhibitions

at the State Fairs, several have been held, but we have heard

nothing from them, except hi one instance.

Now we cannot believe, that there are so few among the Da-

guerrean artists of the different states capable of writing to us

and saying something about the pictures exhibited, that not one

can be found to do so. They may be too modest; but then they

need not avow themselves: they can give their opinions with-

out subjecting themselves to the charge of egotism, by writing

under an assumed name. They may doubt their talents for

writing—they should not,—but permit us to be the judge

in the matter. Many who thus doubted have still been pre-

vailed upon at last to make the attempt, and have come off with

flying colors. Then again, if both reasons combined operate in

preventing the attempt, there are always a number of kindly

disposed persons in every neighborhood who are not only capa-

ble but willing to write critical notices of the nature we require,

and who could be enlisted in the work.

Now kind reader, do endeavor to assist us in this respect, if in

no other way, to advance the progress of the art. We can as-

sure you there is not one of our subscribers who do not take

deep interest in what is going on in their art in every part of

the United States, and none who will read such reports with-

out pleasure.

We have had many, very many promises of contributions on

various matters connected with photography, but we are sorry

to say that very few of them have been fulfilled.

We begin this series of articles by the following report of

the

SEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR OF THE CHICAGO MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

The Fair, opened yesterday under favorable auspices, and al-

though exhibitors are somewhat dilatory in bringing in articles,

the promise is fine for an interesting exhibition. The number of

articles entered already exceeds that of last year at the close of

the Fair by more than two hundred. Another gratifying fea-

ture consists in the fact that a much greater proportion of arti-

cles entered are of home manufacture than ever before, thus

bringing to notice the productive power of our own establish-

ments and the ingenuity, skill and taste of our own artizans and
artists. The ladies have contributed quite liberally of the re-

sults of their lighter labors; and the little misses, as usual, are

represented in their loaves of bread, monochromatic drawings

and flowers in water colors, knitting and netting, worsted flow-

ers and fancy needlework, embroidered slippers for " Papa," &c.

In what we have to say of the articles on exhibition we shall

not pursue the usual course of giving a complete list of all the

entries, but notice such as from any cause attracted our attention,

and if any are passed by which deserve a better fate, it will be

because they appear deficient in merit, or occupy too obscure a

position to obtain notice.

To commence in the north end of the hall with those articles

which hang upon the wall, by entering at the left side we find

some pencil crayon and paint productions of children in the

various stages of progress of those who are " taking lessons" pro-

bably, and afl'ording by their juxtaposition the benefit of fine

contrast to the almost perfect flowers in water colors, executed

and exhibited by Miss E. L. Brown. We remember to have

seen some specimens of her drawing and painting some months

since, ami thinking them the most beautiful we had ever exam-
ined. The first glance at these upon the wall suggested tliat

here was a successful rival, when an inspection of the card re-

called the name of the one whose work had delighted us before.

Miss Brown is, if we mistake not, a teacher in the city of the art

in which she is certainly highly qualified to direct pnjjils.

Childs & Co. exhibit large frames filled with specimens of

their card and wood engraving. The former manifest a varied

and excellent taste, and unexceptionable execution, and the lat-

ter will not suffer in comparison with any wood cuts to be met
with in the illustrated publications of the day. We presume
that no one in this region who wants any work executed in this

line will think of sending an order farther east than Chicago; if

they do they put themselves to unnecessary trouble.

The only paintings in oil colors which yet decorate the walls,

bear the card of G. W. Clark, and consist of several portaits of

well known citizens; some (we presume) fancy paintings of

female figures, and a few landscapes. The portraits are recog-

nized without difficulty, as the originals have striking features,

but the coloring—we have never seen the human countenance in

such light, The tinting and shading of the faces repels, where
the strong likenesses would attract the observer. In portraits,

however, " to be very like," atones for a multitude of sins. In
the fancy sketching the eye is caught by a glare of color, but
when the mind looks for thought, and the soul seeks beauty,

they return to the beholder unrefreshed. There are mysteries

of mixing paints, and marvels of fore-shortening yet to be ac-

quired by this artist, which these pictures would lead one to

think he had never dreamed of.

In daguerreotypes a number of competitors for public favor

present themselves.—First in order as they are first in merit we
find the collection of Alex. Hesler. Last year when we noticed

this artist and his pictures, on exhibition at the previous Fair,

we were obliged to speak of them " as not of us," as he then re-

sided at Galena. But now we claim him as our own, as he has
removed to the city and is fitting up an extensive and beautiful

gallery in the Metropolitan buildings, which will be opened
to the public in three or four weeks.

Hesler's daguerreotypes possess a distinctness in outline, with
a richness in what is termed the tone of the picture which are

very rarely met with combined. We know not how it is, for

we have always supposed the art of taking daguerreotypes a-

mong the more simple rather than the more difficult; but we
are being changed in our belief, upon comparing such excellence

with the common accomplishments of professors in the art.

There is very much in the pose of the subjects of these pictures,

which adds to the hold they acquire upon the observer. Espe-
cially is it observable in the female figures, where a graceful

position, as if assumed under the influence of someinborn thought
or emotion, is such a relief to the stiff staring women aud girls

which usually meet one as a miniature case is opened, or a gal-

lery entered.

Mr. Hesler exhibits a new branch of his art— the Stereoscope.

Two pictures are taken, each the exact counterpart of the other,

which are placed in a case, and viewed through lenses which ac-

company it. By this method one picture is seen by one eye,

and the second by the other, yet the two blends in the vision and
form a more perfect image than can be formed in other known
methods. It seems to stand out from the plate and possess the

fullness of reality. All who visit the Fair should examine the

Stereoscope.

The other daguerrean artists of the city have contributed lib-

erally to the exhibition, and their collections embrace excellent

pictures. We find the cards of Yon Schneidau, Kelsey, Cham-
berlain and Stiles affixed to their respective groups of creditable

specimens The last mentioned artist exhibits specimens of

daguerreotypes on paper well taken, and which will attract con-

siderable attention from their comparative novelty.

Mrs. E. M. Brackett exhibits two pieces in crayon; one a

child's head, which is a good specimen of interesting babyhood,

the other is a female figure which possesses nothing pleasing in

design though the execution is not without merit.

—

Chicago

Paper.

At the New York State Fair held in this city, we could learn
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of very few contributors of Photographic pictures. Mr. S.

Root took the first prize for paper pictures, and the Messrs

Meade Brothers that for Daguerreotypes.

A RUBIMENTARY AKD PRACTICAL TREATISE ON rERSPECTIVE.*

BY GEORGE PYNE, AUTIST.

PART II.

CHAPTER V.

We have hitherto confined our examples entirely to the re-

presentations of plane figures, witliout taking into consideration

at all the height or tiiickoess of objects. We will now proceed

to show how solid figures are to be drawn in perspective upon

the principles we have already laid down. In order to be able

to give a correct representation of any solid figure in perspective,

it is not only requisite that we should have tlie form of the base

of the object on a plan witli its relative position with the plane

of delineation and position of the spectator, but we also require,

either by drawing or description, the form, and dimensions of its

different parts. If the solid to be represented be simply a cube,

it is unnecessary to have more than the plan furnished, as, one

face of a cube being given, the remaining five are known to be

similar. It must be understood, that in drawing plans from

which perspective drawings are to be executed, a mere ground
plan will not be found adequate for tJie pui'pose, for as the base

line only of the plane of delineation is used for finding the per-

spective positions of the different parts of a structure, projections,

recesses, &c., though they may occur twenty or thirty feet above

the base of a building, must be first drawn on the geometrical

plan, their perspective positions found, and then carried up to

the height required; in fact, the plan of a building required for

making a perspective drawing must consist not only of the

ground plan, but of a series of horizontal sections to the very

top, wherever any change of form occurs. This will be better

understood as we proceed, and when we have occasion for such

a plan, we will recur to the foregoing remarks.

The cube being the most simple form of solid to put into per-

spective, we will select that as our first example. In Fig. 60,

p. 283, we have drawn in perspective the plan of a cube as seen

in a certain position—in what is termed parallel perspective.

In referring to this figure (in which it will be remembered that

Fig. 67, Plan.

the sides h h and c j, from their being at a right angle with the

plane of delineation, have their vanishing point in the point of

sight), the points h and c are said to be brought to the i)lane of

delineation at/ and i,'-, which makes the distance between /and
£^ exactly the same as that between h c and h j. To make this

perfectly clear, let us suppose the dotted lines g c j and/ b h to

be grooves, on which the face of a cube perpendicularly over b

c could be slid backwards and forwards; if we were by means of

these grooves to slide the square forward, we should posUivelij

bring the points b and c up to the plane of delineation. The
pupil can tlierefore have no difficulty in understanding that in

Fig. 60,/^ on the ground line is the widtli of tlie square right

up to the plane of delineation, and that the lide b c in the Repre-

se dation is t'.e width the same line would appear at the dif-

• Continued from page 31U, Vol, 7, No. 10

tance of/ h of the Plan from the plane of delineation. Now let

us imagine the square d (Fig. 60) to be a base on which a cube

stands, and that this cube could be slid forward on the grooves,

up to tlie plane of delineation. We should then have the front

face of a square absolutely on the plane of delineation; we should

have a perpendicular line over /the length of Z» c, one of equal

length over ^, and the line parallel tofg passing from the top

of one to the top of the other; in fact, the form of the square

on the i)lane of delineation (see Fig. 67, Rep.). It is unneces-

sary in constructing this cube to go over the ground a second

time for finding the position of the square d on the picture, as in

Fig. 60, the plan of which we have given again in Fig. 66. The
square in this plan is placed distant from the plane of delinea-

tion exactly its own width, and for the advantage of showing
the lines more distinctly, the position of the spectator a little to

/

Fig. C7, Representation 1.

the left. Those points on the plane of delineation only are in-

troduced that are requisite for drawing the square in perspec-
tive, as described for Fig. 60, Representation 2 ; and in the dia-

gram of the Representation, Fig. 66, all lines are erased but
those necessary for our present purpose. In case the student
may have forgotten any portion of the directions for drawing
Fig. 60, Representation 2, he can refer back top. 283 to refresh

his memory.
We have above stated, that iu order to find the points for

constructing a cube in perspective standing over the square b c

j h, we must suppose the face of it ojiposite to the spectator, to

be brought forward to the plane of delineation, and according
to that description, we must construct a square on the line/^,
as/ 5- k 1, which is really the geometrical elevation of the cube
of its full size. It is very evident that the perspective position

of the point k must come somewhere on a perpendicular line over

the point b, and the perspective position of the point I some-
where on a perpendicular line drawn from c; draw then from
each of these points, b and c, an indefinite perpendicular line,

and from each of the points k and I draw a line to the vanishing

point (the point of sight) k; where the line k k intersects the

perpendicular drawn from b at m, it gives the perspective posi-

tion of the point k; where the line / k intersects the perpendi-

cular drawn from c at n, it gives the perspective position of the

point /; by joining the points m and n, we have in the figure b c

n m the appearance of the figure/ 5- I k at the distance of/ b

from the plane of delineation shown in the Plan, and the plane

b c m n* being parallel to the plane of delineation, does not

change its form, but only decreases in magnitude according to

its distance. The angles of the cube standing over the points h

and j of the Representation, that from h up to the line k k at 0,

and that from j up to the line / k at p; liy joining the points

and p, h j p will be the representation of the square plane at

the back of the cube; this also being in a plane parallel with

the two former, still preserves its geometrical form, though
smaller from its increased distance. Thus, b c v m being the po-

* The student must here understand, that as we speak of the lines in

the plane figure of the square in tlie rhui being paiallel to or at an angle
with another line, so do we speak of the i)lanes in a solid ligure; thus

the square surfaee perpendicularly over tlie line b c we call a plane par-

rallel to the plane of delineation, as we also call the perpendicular sur-

face over the line h J, the surfaces of the back and front of a cube neces-

sarily being parallel. In speaking of the sides of the cube perpendi-

larly over the lines b h and e j, we say tluit the planes of the sides are

at right angles with the plane of delineation. The top and bottom of
the cuIh' are also in planes at right angles with the plane of delineation,

but they are in horizontal jilanes, and the sides in perpendicular planes.

It is as "easy, after a little practice, to comprehend the term •' plane,'' as

the word '• surface."
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sitlou and form of the front of the cube, and h j po of the back,

m n
J) o must l)e the ai)j)earance of the top, aud b m o h of the

side that is visible, it being unnecessary to point out that the

sides of the top and the side of the bottom that is seen, must

have been drawn in determining the positions of the points h, o,

and p. If another cube stood over the square in the Plan/^
c J, the square f gl k would represent the front, b c n m the

back,* and consequently I n m k the top, and/A m b the side

visible to the spectator.

In this figure, as in Fig. 60, Representation 2, in order that

the principle on which the different planes of the cube are drawn
should be well understood, more lines are introduced than are

absolutely required to represent the figure it assumes; a more

simple manner of drawing the Representation would be as shown

in Fig. 67, Representation 2. Having drawn (as described,

Fig. 60) the square A c j/ A in perspective, draw from each of

the points, b, c, aud k, an indefinite perpendicular line; from the

point g, set up the perpendicular height of the cube at I, and
from / draw the line I k; where I k intersects the perpendicular

from c, it gives the point n of the preceding figure. The top of

the cube being parallel with the bottom, n m must be parallel to

draw a line to the vanishing point k. If a line be now ruled

from the points where the lines 13 k and 14 k intersect the per-

pendiculars drawn from 11 and 12, it will complete the per-

spective drawing of the cube standing over the square f of the

Plan, and show that having by means of the visual rays fixed

the positions of certain points in one object, the positions of the

points required for drawing another object may be found from

the first without the necessity of additional visual rays, and the

result will be the same with less labor. To illustrate this, we
have introduced the visual rays 8 c and 7 c, and placed the

Fig, 67, Representation 2,

c b; draw then from n a line parallel to c J, and where this in-

tersects the perpendicular from J, it gives the point m; from m
draw the line m k; the intersection of this with the perpendicu-

lar from h gives the point o; o f being parallel to m n, draw
from 0, parallel to m n, a line to meet the line I k, which gives

the point p: the intersection of these two lines obviates the ne-

cessity for drawing a perpendicular from j.

Suppose another cube to stand upon the square e, and it is re-

quired to put this cube also in perspective behind the cube d.

To do this, we must draw the visual rays 1 c and 3 c, and carry

the points of intersection 5 and 6 to the ground line of the Re-
presentation, and from each point draw a perpendicular line be-

tween/ K and m k; from the points of intersection on /" k draw
horizontal lines to meet the line^K; from the points of contact

on ^ K draw perpendicular lines to meet the line I k; from the

points of contact on I k draw horizontal lines to rn. k; the points

of contact with the line w k will be the same as with those from

the perpendiculars drawn from the points 5 aud 6, and will

complete the perspective drawing of a cube standing over the

square e of the Plan.

Let us place a third square (f) on the plan, over which we
will suppose another cube to stand, and we shall perceive with

how much facility this third cul)e may be drawn in perspective.

Bring the ]>oints 7 and 8 to the plane of delineation at 9 and 10

(in the same way as the points b c of the square d were brought

to/, g): bring these points to the ground line, and from each

of them draw a line to the vanishing point k. The square f

being (as is seen in the Planj at the same distance from the

plane of delineation as the square e, all the points for drawing

the square f and the cube standing on it may be found from the

cube E already drawn, as follows: continue the horizontal lines

2—1 and 4—3 till they intersect the lines 10 k and 9 k: from

the points of intersection 7 and 8, 11 and 12, draw up in-

definite perpendicular lines; continue the horizontal line of the

top of the front face of the cube e to intersect the perpendiculars

from 7 and 8 at the points 13 and 14, and from each of these

* In order to find the positions of certain points, it is frequently ne-

cessary to draw parts that cannot by possibility be seen; aud in order to

make this figure perfectly intelligible, several lines are drawn as if the

cube were transparent.

Fig. 68, Plan.

points of intersection q r on the ground line; it will be seen by
the perpendicular fdotted) lines drawn from these points, that

they pass directly through the points 7 and 8, found by a differ-

ent mode. The principle on which a solid is drawn in perspec-

tive, wdiere all the planes are at an angle with the plane of de-

lineation, is as simple as the one just given, Fig. 67, where some
of the planes are parallel to it. In the example given, p. 314,
Fig. 65, we have put in perspective a square having all its sides

at an angle with the plane of delineation. Let us refer to these

diagrams. Figs. 65, supposing a cube to stand over the square

A, and proceed to draw a perspective representation of it, ac-

cording to the Plan.* In this representation, the square a is

put in perspective in the manner described for the Representa-
tion, Fig, 65, and the point a is brought to the plane ofdelinea-

/ h g jk
Fig. 68, Representation.

tion at 7, as the point c of Fig. 67 was brought to the plane of

deUneation at g, only that as the side cj is at a right angle with

the plane of delineation, the point c is brought (following the

direction of j; c) perpendicularly to it; whereas the line a c of

Fig. 68, not being at a right angle with the plane of delineation,

the point a is brought to it in the direction of c a. From this

point/ set up the perpendicular height of the cube (the length

of any side of the sqT.iare a of the Plan) at I; this point will de-

termine the height of the four angles of the perspective square

over the points a, b, c, d; we have already got the peqaendicu-

lars from a, b, and c, in the lines drawn from g, k, and h, and

may therefore proceed at once to determine the height of them.

From I draw a line to the vanishing point f, which will deter-

mine the height of the perpendicular lines over a and c at ot aud

* The same plan we have given, Fig. 65, would fully answer the pur-

pose for constructing a cube on the square a, but a new one is consi-

dered requisite, in order to introduce some additional lines, which
would have caused considerable confusion if put into the former one;

I the principle for drawing it is the same, although the figure is reversed.
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n, as the line I k (Fig. 61, Representation 2) determined the

positions of the points n and j). The point m, in Fij;-. 01, Re-
presentation 2, was found by drawing a line paralh 1 to the

ground line from n to intersect the line drawn up from h, on
account of the plane c n m h Ijeing parallel to the plane of deli-

neation; but the plane standing over tlie line a b, Fig. 68, being
at an angle with the plane of delineation, all the horizontal lines

on that plane must be di'awn to the same vanishing-point; there-

fore from tlie point m, a line must be drawn to the vanishing-

point E, the intersection of wliich with the perpendicular from
b, determines the lieight of it at o: if a line be now drawn from

to the vanishing point f, and from n to the vanishing point e,

the point of intersection p of the two lines will be found perjien-

dicularly over d, and completes the perspective drawing of a

cube standing in the position described in the Plan, Fig. 68.

In order to determine the heights of the different angles of

the cube o m, c n, d p, and b o, it is immaterial whether the point

a is brought to the plane of delineation in the direction c «, to j,

or whether it is brought forward in the direction b a; in fact,

either of the three points a b ov c would answer equally well to

find tlie heights of these perpendicular lines; for if the point c

were brought forward to the plane of delineation in the direc-

tion of the line d c, as at q (in the Plan), and this point carried

to the ground line of the Representation, a perpendicular drawn
from it the geometrical height of the cube, will be found

to produce the same result as that produced by the point I, as is

shown in the Representation. The point q is placed on the

ground line, and the geometrical heiglit of the cube set over it

at r; from r a line is drawn to the vanishing point e, and it will

be seen that the point of intersection with the perpendicular from
c, is in the same point as that drawn from I to the vanishing

point f; the intersection giving the point p must necessarily be
the same. Again, if the point b was brought forward to the

plane of delineation in the direction d b, as at s (Plan), s car-

ried to the ground line, and the geometrical height of the cube
set over it at f, and this point chosen for determining the height

of the perpendicular angles, the same result would ensue as in

the two preceding cases; the line t f intersecting the perpendicu-

lar from b in the same point as the line m e.

If the perspective height of the cube is to be detennined from
the line q r on c n, it determines by the same line the same
height of dp; the point m would be found by ruling a line from
the vanishing point f through n to intersect the perpendicular
from a; the intersection will be found in the same point as found
by the line I f; the point «, in this case, would be found on the

perpendicular line from b, either by the intersection of a line

drawn from the point wt to the vanishing point e, or of a line

drawn from the vanishing point f, passing through the point p.
It has then been clearly shown that any point may be selected,

and that the perspective height of the cube being found at any
one angle, the height of the remaining three may be determined
from it.

(To be Continued

)

THE EMPTY HOUSE. A GERMAN TALE.*

Thus much, however, was certain, that the information of

Count P
,
respecting the property and the use it was put to,

was false; that the old steward, in spite of his asseverations, did
not live alone, and that something or other was kept secret from
the world. Could I help connecting what I had heard about
the strange awful song, with the appearance of the beautiful arm
at the window ? That arm did not—nay, could not belong to
the body of the shrivelled old woman, while the song, according
to the confectioner's description, could not have proceeded from
the throat of a young girl. However, as I was sure about the
arm, I could easily persuade myself that perhaps it was only an
accoustic illusion, wiiich made tlic voice sound old and shrill—
the mere effect of tlie confectioner's ear being attuned to the
horrible. I now thought of the smoke, the strange smell, the
oddly-thaped crystal bottle which I had seen, and soon the image
of a noble creature, entangled in destructive magical toils, stood
plainly before my mind's eye. The old man, I thought, was an

• Continued from page 318, vol. vii.. No. x.

accursed wizard, who having now perhaps become quite inde-

pendent of the S family, was carrying on his mischievous

work in the deserted house, on his own account. My fancy was
in full operation, and that very night I plainly saw, both in my
dreams and in the delirium which precedes sleep, the hand with

the sparkling diamond on its finger, and the arm with the glit-

tering bracelet. As if from a thin gray mist, a beautiful face,

with sadly sup])licating blue eyes, ])eered forward, and then came
the entire wondrous form of a girl in all the bloom of youth. I

now remarked, that what I took for mist was the fine smoke
which in spreading circles rose from the crystal bottle that the

figure held in its hand.
" Oh, thou lovely form!" I exclaimed, full of rapture, " tell

me where thou dwellest, and what retains thee? Thou art the

unhappy slave of that malicious fiend, who haunts confectioner's

shops in a coffee-colored coat and powdered hair, and treads upon
infernal dogs, whom he feeds with macaroons. I know all, thou
lovely, charming creature! The diamond is the reflex of inner

warmth. If thou hadst not watered it with thy heart's blood,

how could it sparkle so? how could it so beam forth in the

sweetest tones of love that ever mortal heard? But—I know
it all—the bracelet which enclasps thy arm is the link of a chain

which he in the coffee-house says is magnetic. Do not believe

him, fairest one. I see how it hangs down into the retort which
glows in the blue fire. If I upset this, thou art free. Do I not
know everything—do I not know everything, dearest one? But
now, maiden, open thy rosy lips and say "

At this moment a stout fist was extended over my shoulder
towards the crystal bottle, which burst into a thousand frag-

ments, and dispersed into the air. With a soft wailing sound,

the charming form had vanished into dark night.

Ah ! I observe by your smiles, that you again look upon me
as the dreaming ghost-seer; but I can assure you that the whole
dream—if you must adhere to this appellation—had the perfect

character of reality. Since, however, you go on smiling at ine

\vith such prosaic incredulity, I will say no more about the mat-
ter, but will proceed as fast as I can.

Well, then, scarcely had morning broke, when, full of anxiety

and ardent longing, I rushed to the alley, and posted myself be-

fore the empty house. In addition to the curtains inside, there

were now thick blinds before the windows. The street was
quite empty; I went close to the window of the ground-floor and
listened, and listened, but not a sound was heard—all was silent

as the grave. Day advanced, and the business of life began to

revive, and I was forced to quit the spot. Why should I weary
you with telling you how for many days I slunk about the empty
house, without discovering anything; how all my researches led

to nothing definite, and how, at last, the lovely image of my
vision began to fade.

At last, when once late in the evening I was returning from
a walk, and passed the empty house, I observed that the gate

was half open. I stepped in, and the coffee-house man peeped
out. My resolution was soon taken. " Does not Herr Binder
live here?" said I to the old man, as, half pushing him back, I

entered the entrance-hall, which was illuminated by a lamp.

The old man looked at me with his cutting smile, and said, in a

soft civil tone, " No, he does not live here; and, indeed, does not

reside in the alley at all. People say that this house is haunted,

but I can assure you it is not true. It is a quiet good sort of

a house, and to-morrow the Countess von S—— will return, and
—good night, dear sir."

With these words the old man managed to get me out of the

house, and locked the gate upon me. I heard him with his rat-

tling bunck of keys go coughing and panting along the hall, and
then, as it seemed to me, descend a flight of steps. I had in the

short time allowed me observed that the hall was hung with old

variegated tapestry, and was furnished with huge arm-chairs,

covered with red damask, which looked odd enough.

Now, through my entrance into the house wonders began to

rise, as if awakened. Only think that, on the following noon,

when I strayed through the alley, and my glances involuntarily

strayed towards the empty house, though it was still distant, I

saw something glitter in the last window of the upper story.

Approaching nearer, I observed that the outer blind was entirely

drawn, and the inner curtain partially so. The diamond spar-
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kled towards me. Oh, heavens! tlie face I had seen in my
dream was leaning on its arm, and loolving at me, as if in sup-

plication. Was it possible to remain standing- amid the moving

mass. At that moment my eye fell on the bench which was

placed for the loungers in the alley, in the direction of the empty

honse, although a person who sat upon it had the house behind

him. Rushing into the alley, and leaning on the back of the

bench, I could now look undisturbed on the mysterious window.

Yes, there she was; the lovely, charming girl! feature for fea-

ture. Only her glance appeared uncertain.

She was not looking at me, as it seemed before, but, on the

contrary, there was a sort of fixed deadly stare in the eyes, and

I might have taken her for a picture painted to the life, had she

not sometimes moved her hand and arm. Quite absorbed in the

contemplation of the strange being at the window, who had so

much e.xcited my inmost soul, I had not noticed the shrill voice

of an Italian pedlar, who offered me his wares. At last he pull-

ed me by the arm. Turning quickly round, I repelled him some-

what angrily; but he did not desist from his entreaties and com-

plaints, telling me that he had sold nothing all day, and request-

ing me to buy a few pencils, or a bundle of tooth-picks. Feeling

very impatient, and l)eing desirous to get rid of the annoyance

as soon as possible, I felt in my pocket for my purse. With the

words " I have fine things here also," he opened the lower

drawer of his bo.\, and held before me at a little distance on one

side a small round mirror, which lay among others in the drawer.

I saw the empty house, which was now behind me, the window,

and the angelic form of my vision—all as plainly as possible.

To he Continued.

|)crsonal onb irinc '3lrt Intelligence.

— It is but a few months since, that we were called upon, in

a number of instances, to combat the assertion that in depicting

nature nothing could meet the tastes of the age but the pencil,

nor nothing equal its skill. The studio and burin alone could

produce works of art true to nature and artistic taste, and it

was folly to talk of the infaut Photography as likely to super-

sede any of the older arts, even of lithography, the lowest in the

scale.

However, we have lived to see the day when some of the very

men who professed to scorn the birth of the new art, and boldly

declared the sentiments we have given above, considerably mo-
dified in their opinions. The exquisite views iniported into the

country, from France and England, by gentlemen of taste, and
the almost perfect portraits produced by some of our best art-

ists, cannot but convince, even the most skeptical, that each day
brings with it greater assurance that the Photographic art must
eventually excel, in point of beauty, truthfulness to nature, and
in artistic finish, anything that can possibly emanate from the

burin. We still live in hope, also, that it will compete for supe-

riority with the pencil of the painter in obtaining nature in all

its brilliancy of color.

The strides made by Photography within the last six months
is far more astonishing than anything that has taken place in

the world of science, and art, and manufactures—and in fact we
may say in nature—for years, and yet little or nothing is said in

regard to it out of the immediate circle of its votaries. Now,
this must be owing to mere jealousy, or unpardonable ignorance.

If, from the first, this silence carries a settled purpose to destroy

its influence and cripple its energy; but, as an engraver re-

marked recently, after looking at about forty of Mr. Turner's

portraits, which we were showing him: " Its no use talking, we
cannot represent nature like that, nor produce such pictures."

Stifle facts as they may, our engravers and painters must ere

long acknowledge the real merits of Photography, and seize

upon it as another steiDping-stoue to perfection in their art, and
the time is not far off.

We propose giving, in our concluding number of this year, a

synopsis of the progress of the Photographic art during the year,

which will exhibit to our readers facts proving how accurate

were our speculations and assertions given at its commencement,

and we think they will convince some of those who at the time

thought us wild in making them.

— Messrs. Richards & Betts, of Philadelphia, have shown
us some very fine daguerreotypes on glass. These pictures jjos-

sess qualities entirely foreign to those upon the silver plate.

They can be protected from the influences of the atmosphere
much better. No corrosive action can take place upon the upper
surface of the glass to the injury of the picture, and the under
surface, which contains the image, is permanently protected by
a coat of varnish and the case which encloses it. Another ad-

vantage is, that the picture is not marred by the double reflec-

tion, so annoying in the daguerreotype. Messrs. Richards &
Betts' skill in the paper process will be appreciated by looking
at our October illustration. Their abilities, as photographers,

will be also better understood when we say that they are self-

taught artists, acquiring from the columns of the Photographic
and Fine Art Journal, and other works, all they know upon the

subject, and we assure our readers they are not behind those

who have had weeks of practical instruction.

— We received, a few weeks ago, two very pretty little spe-

cimens of photographic drawing on paper, from Mr. Franklin
White, of New Hampshire, which evinces the apt scholar and
artist. This gentleman is self-taught, and, if he makes as rapid

progress during the next six months as he has done for the last,

he will become eminent in the art.

— In our preliminary remarks we mentioned the name of Mr.
Turner, but we desire to do more than give a passing notice of

his talents and productions. Mr. Turner has, by the most asid-

uous exertions, constant application and study, and elaborate

experiment for the last three years, attained the top-most round
of the ladder to eminence in the Photographic Art. As an art-

ist and manipulator, particularly in portraiture, he is unsurpassed

if equalled by any, either in this or the old world. His por-

traits are incomparably the finest ever produced, and have, in

our presence, received the highest mede of praise from painters,

engravers and daguerreotypers. Without re-touching by the

pencil they possess, in a marked manner, all the qualities of the

finest steel engravings, surpassing them eminently in tone, soft-

ness, and in gradation of light and shade. While the highest

lights are perfectly preserved, the darkest shadows lose none of

their intensity, but are brought out with a sharpness and round-

ness truly wonderful. Almost every hair of the head is ea.sily

distinguishable to the naked eye, and the very texture of the

cloth in the drapery, is observable, and a very poor judge would
be capable of telling the kind of material of which it was fash-

ioned. What pleased us and riveted our attention in many of

the specimens before us, was the remarkable appearance of the

shadows and middle tints upon the face. They were not disposed

in spots, as in most other photographs we have seen, but pre-

sented a regular, even and gradual softening, precisely similar

to the touches of the brush, but exquisitely more soft and vel-

vety. Mr. Turner is a true artist. His pictures show this.

Among the large number shown us not one of them was ungrace-

fully postd—even that of an old lady, bent by age, had poetry

in its calm, gentle inclination forward. The drapery was well

disposed, and all the accessories equally well chosen and placed.

We were equally pleased with the person, manners and modesty
of the artist, as we were with his pictures ; he has all the noble

sentiments of true geuius, and he is a bright ornament to the

photographic art, and we predict for him a reputation and ca-

reer in the line of art he has chosen equal to many of the great

masters.

— Among the many Daguerrean artists who lay claim to the

favor of the New York public, none are more quiet and unassum-

ing than Messrs. Beckers & Piard, and none, certainly, more
deserving of a word of praise from us. They have long been de-

voted and indu.striQns manipulators, well acquainted with eveiy

phase of their art, producing results of incomparaljle beauty and

artistic finish. They have not sprang up in a day, or a week,

and puffed themselves into notice by newspaper paragraphs.

Their works have spoken for them. Both these gentlemen com-

menced their career in photography with its earliest dawn, and

they have pursued it with steady improvement up to the present

day. None stand higher and none deserve to do so.
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— We have been shown some very fine and artistic daguer-

reoty])es taken by Mr. J. F. H.\rrison, of Oshko.sh, Wisconsin,

a young artist of great promise. Tlie pictures shown us were
fancy sketches (or rather productions) entitled "The Attack"
and " The Defeat." The first represents a youngster, perched

upon a tabic, with a knife in one liand and a liuge i)icce of water-

mellon in the other, his face illuminated with pleasurable emo-
tion at the delicious feast before him. On the table, by his side,

is the mellon from which the slice has been cut. The second re-

presents the same youth, with the fragments of tlie mellon strewn

around him, his hands pressed against his stomach, and his face

tortured with the agony of cholic. As daguerreotypes, the pic-

tures will compare favorably with those of our oldest and best

operators, while their artistic conception and execution give evi-

dence of true talent.

— Mr. FiTZGiBBON has returned from his tour among the

backwoodsmen of Western Missouri and Arkansas to his rooms
in St. Louis, invigorated in mind and l)ody. Two of his sketches

of life in tlie woods will be found in the present number. We
clip the following from a St. Louis paper:

Magnificent Picture Gallery.—The extensive and elegant

collection of pictures in Fitzgibbon's beautiful Gallery, corner of

Market and Fourth streets, comprising portraits of distinguished

pcr.sons of both sexes, landscapes, jjanoramas, &c., is, without

doubt, the finest in the Western country. The pictures are

neatly framed, and arranged in a tasty manner, and the whole

suit of rooms can be lighted in an instant, presenting a gas-light

scene of the utmost brilliancy. Strangers visiting the city should

.sec tliis gallery before leaving—the admission being free to all

well-behaved persons—and take with them specimens of the Da-
guerreau art from the master hand of Fitzgibbon. Mr. F. lias

just returned from a tour through South-east Missouri and Ar-
liansas, where he astonished the natives with the beauty and
iinished style of his pictures. We understand that he took a

daguerreotype of the veritable " Arkansaw Traveller," and other

celebrities of that State, and is oi)ening a new room in which to

exhibit the " animules.'' The people of Fayetteville apjiear to

have been "taken" in more ways than one; and the editor of

the Indei)endent describes the scenes and incidents of the da-

guerrean future furor with a graphic pen.

We also take the following, from the same source, of Septem-

ber 21st:

The ITillotype.—We have been informed by Mr. Fitzgibbon,

who has just I'cceived letters from Mr. Hill, stating that he in-

tends to lay his discovery of the Ilillotype before the artists of

this country the (coming fall. Ill health and reduced circum-

stances have caused him to abandon all hopes of perfecting the

discovery himself.

-— E. Long has also returned to his old post in St. Louis, hav-

ing passed the summer at his home in Vermont.

— Mr. Brinckerhoff, of this city, has at last discovered a

suitalile film for blocks for wood engraving, which is pronounced

by Mr. Rritt, one of our best engravers, as suitable for all the

r(>ciuirements of the art. We shall give in our next a portrait

of Mr. C. C. Harrison, engraved upon a block photographically

iini)ressed from life by Mr. Brinckerhoff.

— Mr. J. W. Black is in the White Mountains of New Hamp-
shire taking views, and promises something fine for future num-
bers of the Journal.

— Messrs. M'Clees & Germon, of Philadelphia, have become
very successful photograi)hic artists. We have seen three co-

pies of Stuart's Washington, half the size of the original, which
were very fine.

— Mr. M. M. Lawrence, of this city, has .secured the servi-

ces of Mr. Holt, who has long been engaged in the paper pro-

cess, and gives evidence of marked talent in the art.

— Mr. Johnson, of Utica, one of the best Daguerrean artists

west of New York, has been .sojourning, for the last week, in this

city.

— Our Cincinnati Photographers seem to keep themselves

very quiet, and it is only occasionally we bear of them through

our friends. As Daguerreotypists they are well known and ap-

]ireciated, Init, as most of them have adopted the pai)er processes,

we should be pleased to speak of their merits in this line. Is

there not some good-natured gentleman of that ilk who will

oblige us with a criticism ? We hear very little, also, from Wash-
ington City, New Orleans, Buffalo, and other places of note, in

all of which we wish to keep " posted up."

— We understand that a patent has recently been granted,

by the powers that be at Washington, for the application of bro-

mides to the paper processes. If the examiners of patents had

lieen as well acquainted with the sulijcct as they should have

been, it never would have been granted. The application of

))romides, as accelerators in the paper process, was made at

least one year prior to the time the patentee turned his atten-

tion to the paper processes, and we therefore venture to say that

this patent cannot be sustained. There are none who will go
further, legally, than we, to sustain any American in the rights

of invention, but we must censure those who attempt to cripple

the progress of art or manufacture by false issues.

new books.

Delamotte's Practice of PHOTOGRApnv. 12 mo. 1 Vol.

H. H. Snelling, Publisher, 48G Broadway. This is a val-

uable practical manual of collodion and other paper and glass

])rocesses, and will prove of great assistance to the young photo-

grapher.

The Photographic Primer; for the use of beginners in the

Collodion Process; by Josepli Cundall, 1 vol., 18mo., 32 pp.
This is a concise practical work recently published in London
and recommends itself to students for its brevity and elementary

character. We have purchased the right of re-printing it, and
shall do so in our December number.

A Dictionary of the Photographic Art, forming a comflcte

JEncyclopedia of all the Terms, Heceipts, Process, Apparatus and
B'laterial in the Art, S^-c , By H. H. Snelling—Illustrated, 1 vol.,

8vo., 300 pp. This work, as its title imports, is valuable to the

liliotographic artist as a work of reference, and to the student

as a complete guide to the purchase and use of all the appliances

of the art.

— Dodges Literary Museum.—This rich and racy weekly
reaches us occasionally, always well freighted with a rare as-

sortment of intellectual food, and we know of no weekly paper
which commends itself more highly to the good opinion of the

public. May its days be long in the land.

— We have to congratulate ourselves on having one of the

best lists of paying subscribers in the United States. We have
a few, however, who are still in arrears for this years' subscriji-

tion, and these we would respectfully ask to remit the amount to

us before the close of the year. Some three or four owe us for

two years' subscription; these we shall cut off from our list at

the end of the year if tlie money is not forthcoming. We shall

also take the liberty of writing them in January, if we do not

hear from them before, and if no notice is taken of our gentle

hint we shall be under the disagreeable necessity of publishing

their names as delinquents.

— We would call attention to Mr. Holmes' advertisement on
our cover.

— Our friends must prepare for a rise in the price of cheap
cases; glass having advanced in England nearly 20 per cent.

— On the second page of this months' cover, we present our
friends and the public with a new Prospectus for the coming
year. We trust our friends will read it and act upon its sug-

gestions with as much energy as jiossible. Our ojjening number
(January 1855) will we think be a rich treat to each su))scriber,

as we shall use our best endeavors to improve it materially. If

our subscription list increases as rapidly during the next year as

it has done the present, we shall be more than gratified. AVe
have doubled our circulation since the first of January last. We
especially call attention, particularly that of our lady subscribers,

to the list of j)remiunis ofl'ered. If we can enlist the kind of-

fices of the ladies, we are sure of at least double the number of

our present patrons.

D
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRIMER
FOR THE USE OF BEGINNERS IN THE COLLODION PROCESS.

BY JOSEPH CUNDALL.

N the hope that a few sim])le directions given

in ]ilain lanirna.u-e may help beginners in

Photo^^rapliy^ this Primer has been written.

J. 0.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

11.

18.

19.

20.

21.

APPARATUS.

{For Landsca'pes 10 in. hy 8 in., and Por-

traits GX5 in.)

A Folding Camera, with two slides, for glass plates.

A Tripod Stand.

A Single Lens, 2 inches in diameter.

Tiiree Diaphragms. (StippUed with the Lens.)

A Focussing Cloth.

A Box of Glass Plates, 10 in. by 8 in.

A Box of Glass Plates, 8^ in. by 6i in.

A Box of Glass Plates, 6 in. by 5 in.

A Leather Buff.

A Gntta Percha Bath, 12 in. by 9 in.

A Gutta Percha Bath, 1 in. by 6 in.

A Glass Dipper, 13 in. long, and ditto 8 in. long.

A Gutta Percha Bottle.

A Plate Holder.

A Developing Stand.

A Spirit Level.

A deep Gutta Percha Tray.

Three Gutta Percha Funnels.

Two Glass Stirring Rods.

A Box of Scales, with Glass Pans.

A Graduated half-pint Glass Measure.

Three Glass Measures, one 3-oz., one 1-oz., one 1-drachm.

Three Stoppered Bottles, one 2-oz., two 6-oz.

A Yellow Curtain.

25

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

34.

35.

FOR THE PRINTING PROCESS.

22. A Pressure Frame, 11 in. by 9 in.

23. Four Gutta Percha Trays.

24. Three quires Albumenized Paper, one quire of Salted Pa-

per, one quire of Filtering Paper, and two quires of

Prepared Bibulous Paper.

CHEMICALS.

( Sufficient for Fifty or more Pictures.)

>0 gr. to the oz.

16 oz. Collodion {Xylo-Iodide of Silver), uniodized, and
5 oz. Iodizing Solution.

26. 40 oz. Nitrate of Silver Solution

I oz. Pyrogallic Acid, and
5 oz. Glacial Acetic Acid.

1 lb. Hyposulphite of Soda.

3 oz. Crystal Varnish.

3 oz. Rectified Ether.

2 oz. Nitrate of Silver in Crystals.

32. 3 oz. Solution of Ammonia and Tripoli.

FOR THE PRINTING PROCESS.

16 OZ. Nitrate of Silver Solution, 60 gr. to the oz.

16 oz. Hyposulphite Bath, with Coloring Solution.

16 oz. Hyposulphite Bath for Fixing.

TO CLEAN THE HANDS OR LINEN.

36. A Pot of Cyanogen Soap.

A Piece of Pumice Stone.

CASES.

A Leather Case for the Camera.

VOL. VII. NO. XII.

A Leather Case for (he Lens.
A Leatlier Case for tlie (Jhemicals.

A Mahogany Case for tiie Glass Dipper.

A Mahogany Box for Stock of ('lieniicals.

A Packing-Case to contain all except the Tripod legs.

1.

3.

CHOICE OF APPARATUS.

The most desirable Camera for a beginner in Photography
is a folding and sliding camera (with an adjusting front),

which will give ])ictures 10 in. liy 8 in., and which (to suit a
lens 3 in. in diameter,) will pull out from 10 in. to 18 in.

The slide, or dark shutter at the back, should contain a frame
for pictures 6 in. by 5 in., for smnll sulijects and for practice.

The focussing glass should be adjusted to the exact distance

at which the prepared plate stands from the lens.

The most sim])le and inexpensive Tripod Stand is made of

ash, with a brass top, wiiich is fastened on without tiie aid

of screws. The three legs are usually carried in a canvas bag,

like a fishing-rod. The top must be packed with the camera.

A single Achromatic Lens, 3 in. in diameter, is best adap-

ted for landscapes 10 in. by 8 in., and for out-of-door prac-

tice is equally well suited for portrait-taking and for copying
pictures or still life.

4. The lens must l)e provided with three Diaphragms, or stops,

to shut out the excess of light. For a 3-in. lens the openings

should be—for the largest diaphragm, ^ of an inch in diame-

ter; for the intermediate, ^ in.; and for the least, ^ in. The
proper use of these diaphragms requires considerable study.

5. The best Focussing Cloth is a piece of opaque india-rub-

ber cloth ; about a yard square. For out-of-door practice it is

convenient to fasten two ends with a band of india-rubber

elastic, which can be fixed round the camera; otherwise the

wind will frequently blow the cloth away. Should the wind,

however, be high, it is not advisable to fasten the cloth on,

as it would help to shake or upset the camera.

6. The Glass Plates must be perfectly flat, straight at the

edges, and must fit easily into tlie frames in the slide. The
edges of the plates should be slightly ground to prevent their

cutting the hands. This may be effected by rubbing each
edge lightly on sandstone. The boxes should be of mahoga-
ny, with notches inside to hold the glasses firmly.

I. A Leather Buff is of much service in giving the final

polish to the glass plate.

8. A Gutta-percha Bath, 12 in. by 9 in., with projecting

feet (removeable), which will cause the bath to incline a lit-

tle, is the best adapted for ordinary wear and for travelling.

When in use it should be provided with a cardboard (or

other) cover, with a slit in it to allow the dipper to remain.

A smaller bath, t in. by 6 in. for practice, will always be

found useful.

9. The Glass Dipper, which is merely to assist in getting the

glass plates in and out of the l)ath, should be an inch longer

than the depth of the bath. The cross ledge of glass at the

bottom of the dipper is often broken off; it can be firmly re-

placed if the glass be well cleaned, then heated, and cemented
with marine glue.

10. A Gutta-percha Bottle is necessary to carry the bath so-

lution of nitrate of silver. Care should be taken that the

cork fits well. A glass bath, in which the solution can be

carried about, has recently been invedted.

II. A Plate holder is very convenient, and adds much to the

neatness of manipulation. By means of a screw, the glass

plate is held firmly while it receives the last polish, and while

the collodion is poured upon it.

12. The Developing Stand saves the hands from being soiled

by the nitrate of silver. The screws should be adjusted until

the glass-plate lies perfectly level upon them.

13. A little instrument called a Spirit Level is very useful in

determining this.

14. In the absence of any more perfect contrivance, a deep

Gutta-percha Tray is desirable, in which to place the stand

45
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during the operation of developing and fixing the picture.

When the same room is to be used for a length of time, a gut-

ta-percha tube can be added to carry off the waste water.

15. Three Gutta-percha Funnels are desirable: one to be

kept exclusively for the use of nitrate of silver; the second,

for filtering the developing solution {See 21); and the third

for hyposulphite of soda.

16. Two Glass Stirring-rods are requisite^one to assist in

dissolving nitrate of silver, and the second in making the de-

veloping solution.

17. A Box OF Scales, with glass pans and weights from 1 gr-

to loz., is necessary for weigiiing the quantities of the chemi-

cals.

18. A half-pint graduated Glass Vessel is wanted to measure
the various solutions; and

19. Three smaller Glass Measures are required for the same
purpose, and for holding the developing solution when in use.

One 3 oz , one 1 oz., and one I drachm.

20. Three Stoppered Bottles are required—one holding 2 oz.

for tlie iodized collodion; one of 6 oz. for the developing solu-

tion: and one of 6 oz. for the solution of hyposulphite of soda.

21. A Curtain of three thicknesses of yellow calico, or other

transparent yellow material, must be fastened against the win-

dow of the room used to develop in, in such a way that no

rays of white light can possibly penetrate.

apparatus for the printing process.

22. A Pressure Frame of mahogany, with thick plate-glass

front, is found to wear best. It ought to be at least an inch

each way larger than the glass-plates used. A thick sheet of

felt, or several thicknesses of bibulous paper, should be placed

between the glass-plate and the back-board.

23. Four Gutta-percha Trays are desirable—one for nitrate

of silver; two for the hyposulphite solutions; and one for clean

water.

24. Three quires of Albumenized Paper and one quire of Salt-

ed Paper will sufiBce for one hundred pictures; one quire of

Filtering Paper is necessary for filtering the nitrate of silver

bath ; and two quires of prepared Bibulous Paper are re-

quisite for blotting up and other purposes.

to prepare the chemicals.

*,* These should all be kept in a cool place,

25. The Collodion.—Measure into a 2-oz. stoppered bottle 1|
oz. of the collodion (xylo-iodide of silver) and add | oz, of the

iodizing solution. Shake them well together, and let the bottle

stand at least an hour before use. Collodion is made of gun-

cotton dissolved in ether; the stopper nmst always be kept in

the bottle, or the ether will evaporate. The iodized collodion

will remain good for about a fortnight or three weeks, if kept

well stoppered, and in an even low temperature.

The measures and bottles used for mixing the collodion should

previously be rinsed with ether.

26. The Nitrate of Silver Bath.—40 oz. of this solution will

allow of a little surplus to replenish the waste of the bath,

which should be kept full to within one inch of the top. The
solution is made thus,

—

Distilled Water 1 oz.

Nitrate of Silver 30 gr.

For 40 oz., therefore, 1200 gr., or 2| oz., of nitrate of silver

will be needed. Fill a 10-oz. glass measure with distilled

water, throw the crystals of nitrate of silver into it, and help

to break them by means of a glass rod; when all are dissolved,

pour the solution in the gutta-percha bath. Then add 30 oz.

of distilled water. Tiiis solution, if kept quite clean, will re-

main in good order for years. Whenever it is not perfectly

clear, it must be filtered through pi'epared filtering paper.

All glass or gutta-percha vessels used for making or holding

solutions of nitrate of silver should be rinsed with distilled water.

27. The Developing Solution.—This is made in the following

proportions:

—

v

Distilled Water 1 oz.

Pyrogallic Acid 3 gr.

Glacial Acetic Acid | dr.

To fill a 6-oz. bottle, therefore, weigh out 18 gr. of pyrogallic

acid, and pour upon it C oz. of distilled water—filter carefully

through prepared filtering paper, and add 3 dr. of glacial

acetic acid—shake it, and the solution is fit for use. This

solution will keep in good order for about a month in the

summer time, and longer in winter.

If dictitlcd water cannot be readily procured, boiled rain-water

viay be substituted.

28. The Fixing Solution.—For this solution take,

Clean Water (warm) 1 pint.

Hyposulphite of Soda 1 lb.

Shake it up M'ell two or three times, and in an hour it will be
ready for use.

Take great care that no hyposulphite of soda fall into any
of the other solutions, or come in contact with the glass plates.

It is necessary always to wash the fingers after touching it.

29. Crystal Varnish.—This is usually sold in bottles by the

photographic chemists. The best is made of amber dissolved

in chloroform.

30. Ether is used to wash out bottles and measures before
collodion or crystal varnish is put into them.

31. Nitrate of Silver in crystals is wanted to replenish the
bath, or for exciting the paper for printing: always use dis-

tilled water with it.

32. A weak solution of Ammonia and Tripoli is useful to clean

the glass plates with.

Clean Water 1 1 oz.

Ammoniffi Liquor i oz.

Tripoli 1 dr.

TO prepare the darkened room.

In order to Develope a Photographic Picture a darkened
chamber of some kind is indisiiensable. The most convenient is

a small room, with only one window, looking towards the north

(to avoid the sun's rays). Cover over a space of the window of

about two feet square,—nearly on a level with a table,—with a
curtain of three thicknesses of yellow calico (Sec 21), and then

by means of shutters and black calico, or some other contrivance,

exclude all other light from the room. The yellow light is suffi-

cient to work by, and any white light admitted from the sides

of the window, or from the door, might frequently spoil the pic-

ture. Place on the table, close to the window, a gutta-percha

tray {Set 14) to hold the waste water, and in this tray let the

developing stand be arranged perfectly level. This can most
readily be done by means of a spirit-level, but a marble, or any
round substance, will help to determine a true level. Provide

a good supply of clean water, a pint jug with a spout, a hand-

basin to rinse the fingers in, and a towel to wipe them, two or

three clean linen cloths to wipe the glass plates with, and one or

two fine white linen cloths with which to give them a final polish.

Dark tents for working at a distance from home can readily be

irmde.

TO prepare the camera.

When the camera is fastened to the tripod-stand, pull the

camera out to its full extent, place the slide in its proper place,

and before the lens is screwed on, look through the hole for the

lens, and ascertain if any light enters the camera: if there be

any, it must be carefully excluded. Then screw on the lens,

take out the slide, and put the focussing glass in its place.

When the subject of the picture is fixed upon, set the camera at
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the spot from which the desired view is to be taken, cover the

head and tlie focnssing ghiss with tlic cloth, and move the sliding

portion of the camera, or the rack-work of the lens, or both,

backwards or forwards until the image on the ground glass is at

its greatest distinctness. This is termed the focus. Place the

cap on the leus, and now prepare the glass plate.

TO TAKE A PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTURE.

First Operation.—To Clean the Glass Plate.

Dip a linen rag into the solution of ammonia and tripoli
(
See

32), and rub it well over both sides of the glass plate; then

plunge the plate into a basin of clean water, and rub it well all

over with a second rag. Then, to make quite sure that all the

ammonia is got rid of, immerse the plate in a second basin of

water. Let it stand aside to drain. When nearly dry, rub it

well with a clean linen cloth,* and polish it with a second cloth

or a leather buff,—taking care that not a particle of any kind re^

mains on the glass. It is advisable to clean a dozen or more
glass plates at a time, and to put them by in a plate-box ready

for use.

Second Operation.—To Cover the Plate with Collodion.

Fi.x the glass plate firmly in the plate-holder, with at least 2

in. of the glass projecting towards the right hand, and taking

the holder in the left hand, pour the iodized collodion ( See 25),
from the 2-oz. bottle, gently upon the centre of the plate, where
it should form a gradually-widening circle. When about half

the surface of the plate is covered, stop pouring—tilt the plate

towards the left hand, so that the collodion shall first cover that

corner, then let it run to the opposite left-hand corner; then tilt

the plate downwards a little, and let it run to the further right-

hand corner; and then hold the collodion bottle under the near-

est right-hand corner, and let all the superfluous collodion run

off into it. Before it is quite finished running, move the glass

plate quickly up and down,—keeping the corner in the neck of

the bottle,—to prevent the collodion from forming in waves.

Thus much may be done by daylight, but it is now necessary to

be shut up in the darkened chamber. After a few seconds take

the plate with the left hand at the further right-hand corner,

unscrew the plate holder, and place the glass plate upon the

dipper. Then follows the

Third Operation.—To Excite the Collodion Plate.

Immerse the plate thus prepared into the nitrate of silver

bath (See 25), gently but without any hesitation, for if a stop

is made a line will be formed across the picture. Let the plate

remain twof minutes—then raise it out, and immerse it again

six or eighl^times, until the surface of the collodion is perfectly

even and smooth and of a primrose color. Remove the plate

from the dipper by the same corner it was held before, drain it

for at least half a minute, and lay it face downwards in the slide:

place a small piece of bibulous paper on the back to suck up the

superfluous fluid; shut it carefully up so that no light can pos-

sibly get to it, and it is ready for the

Fourth Operation.—To Expose the Plate. /

The collodion plate should be exposed to the action of light

within five minutes after it has left the nitrate of silver bath.

Take, out the focussing-glass from the camera (having pre-

viously ascertained that the picture is in focus)—place the slide

(with its back outwards) in its place—see that the cap is on the

lens—raise the inner shutter of the slide, and now, if all is ready,

take off the cap from the lens.

The time of exposure varies so much according to the weather,

the time of day, the lens, and the size of the diaphragm used,

that no certain directions can be given. With a Ross's No. 3
landscape lens, and with the smallest diaphragm, a white build-

ing may be taken on a bright day in summer in forty seconds, or

* The glass-cloths must not be washed with soap.

t It may remain ten minutes or more without much detriment. '

a landscape in sixty or eighty seconds, and with the largest

diaphragm in half the time: a portrait may be taken in twelve

or twenty seconds;! ^^^ "^ ^''^^^ o"" ^^^^ weather, perhaps, dou-
ble these times would not suffice. The smallest diaphragm should
always be used for landscapes when there is a good liglit; it in-

creases the s/iarpness of the picture, enables the lens to produce
greater perfection at the edges of the picture, and although it

necessitates a longer exposure, this is amply repaid by the effect

it produces. When the time determined on is over, place the

cap on the lens, let down the shutter, and take the slide back to

the darkened chamber.

Fifth Operation.-—To Develops the Picture.

After having carefully excluded all white light from the room,
take the plate from the slide, and lay it face upwards on the
developing stand, which ought previously to have been rendered
quite level. If the pfete be 6 in. by 5 in. pour 4 dr. of the de-

veloping fluid {See 27) into a clean ounce measure, and add 4

dr. of clean water; throw this dexterously on to the collodion

plate so as to cover it all over at the same instant. § Blow the

liquid to any corner it has not reached, and gently agitate it by
blowing for about a minute—then raise the plate by one corner,

and let all the developing fluid run back into the glass measure
from one of the corners. Hold the plate up to the yellow light

and look through it; if the image be vigorous, and definition can
be seen in the half shadows—that is, if in a building the brick-

work in the shadow under the eaves is to be traced, and if the

deepest tones, such as the blackest shadows, are quite transpa-

rent, then the time of exposure was correct. If the picture ap-

pear slowly, and if it be transparent in the half shadows when
the glass is held up to the yellow light, then the time was not
sufficient; but if the picture come out quickly, and is dull or red
when held to the light, then the time given was too much.

Occasionally a picture may be improved when slightly over-

exposed, by using the full strength of the developing solution,

and by adding four or five drops of a solution of nitrate of sil-

ver (the same as used in the bath, a small quantity ot which may
be kept ready for this use in a stoppered bottle), and this is es-

pecially the case in cool weather. Indeed, when the tempera-
ture in the developing-room is under 60°, it is always advisable

to use the full strength of the developing solution and to add the

drops of silver.

If the glass plate used be 8| in. by 6J in. a 2-oz. glass mea-
sure will be required, and the quantity of developing must be 8
dr. with 8 dr. of water.

Practice is absolutely necessary in order to learn to develop
properly. When the picture appears well\\ brought out (which
should generally be within three minutes), throw the developing
solution away, wash the plate freely with clean water—let this

run off, and then follows the

Sixth Operation.—To Fix the Picture.

Replace the glass plate on the developing stand, and pour
the hyposulphite of soda solution (See 28) upon it until the

whole plate is covered. The yellow iodide of silver which was
formed in the collodion while immersed in the bath will gradually

be dissolved away.. In three minutes it is usually all gone

—

(this can easily be seen by looking at the back of the plate)

—

then return the hyposulphite into its bottle, or jug, which is

more convenient, and wash the plate thoroughly with clean

water, and at the same time wash the hands well. Pour at least

two or three pints of water on to a plate 6 in. by 5 in., and dou-

ble that quantity on to a larger plate. If this be neglected the

hyposulphite will certainly destroy the picture. Tilt the plate

until it is well drained, and then set it up to dry.

t For portraits of children or animals a double lens is indispensable.

With a Ross's No. 3 double lens a picture may be taken on a fine day in

a quarter of a second: but better photographs are obtained by using a
diaphragm, and giving from six to twelve seconds.

§ If the liquid is not evenly spread a stain will inevitably be formed.

II
A beginner should endeavor to see a good negative picture. When

held up to the light it should appear very vigorous—the whites of the
picture t^hould be as black as ink—the deepest shadows quite transpa-
rent, and the various colors in the picture should all give different de-

grees of lightness or depth.
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Seventh Operation.—To Varnish the Plate.

When the plate is jierfedly dry, liold it by one corner with

as little of the thumb on the collodion as possible, and pour the

crystal varnish upon the

surface exactly in the

same way as the collo-

dion— the varnish runs

more freely, and is more
easy to manage— drain

off the superfluous quan-

tity into tiie bottle, and
set the plate up to dry

where there is no chance
of dust getting to it.

—

The next operation is to

reverse the jjicture upon
paper: this is usually call-

ed the Printing Process.

Figs. 69 and 70 will

give some idea of the ap-

pearance of the negative

picture when finished.
Fig. 69.

printing process.

To Prepare the Paper.—Plain Paper.

Canson's Positive Paper is the best that is made for photo-

graphic purposes. It is sold ready salted, or albumenized; but

as many amateurs wish to prepare the paper themselves, the

usual formulae are given.

For the Salted Paper take,

Muriate of Ammonia 20 gr.

Distilled Water 1 oz.

Pour about 10 oz. of this solution into a clean dish or gutta-

percha tray, and place* in

it, one after the other, six

pieces of paper, taking care

to avoid air-bubbles. After

immersing the last, turn the

whole over, and remove them
one by one, beginning with

that first immersed, and pin

each up by a corner to dry.

The whole should be manag-
ed so that each sheet should

remain about two minutes

in the bath

Paper thus prepared is

termed plain paper to distin-

guish it from that more gen-

erally used called albumen-

ized paper. Plain paper is

better adapted for coloring

upon.

For Albumenized Paper, take

Whites of Eggs, 8 oz. ; dis-

tilled water, 10 oz. ; satura-

tedf solution of common
salt in distilled water, 6 dr.

;

acetic acid, 15 minims,

Beat this with a wooden
whisk up to a firm froth, let

it stand for twelve hours protected from dust, and then decant

oft' the clear liquid. Pour a sufficient quantity of this into a

flat dish, i\m\ float the paper very carefully for two minutesupon
the surface, taking great case to avoid air-bubbles—then pin

it up to dry, and afterwards smooth it by ironing each sheet se-

parately between bibulous paper. Paper thus prepared will

keep any length of time, and for use requires nothing more than

to be brought in contact with the exciting solution.

* Some i)1i()l();,'r:\plK'rs flout tlir paper on tlii.s solution, f yV saturated
soluf.ou is I'uriuud \vhua the water will dissolve uo more suit.

Fig. 70,

To Prepare the Chemicals.

The Exciting Solution.—This is usdally made in these pro-

portions:

—

Distilled water, 1 oz.

or 8 oz. ; nitrate of sil-

ver, 60 gr. or 1 oz.

This solution may be

used over and over again

until it is all wasted.| It

is best to pour it back

from the tray into the

bottle when sufficient pa-

per has been excited; it

may now and then re-

quire filtering. It an-

swers equally for the

plain or albumenized pa-

per.

The Hypos ulphite

Bath for coloring the

„ picture is made thus:

—

Fig. 71.
^

Clean Water 16 oz.

Hyposulphite of Soda 2| oz.

Chloride of Gold 10 gr.

Chloride of Silver 60 gr.

35. The Hyposulphite Bath for fixing the picture is made
thus :

—

Clean Water 1 6 oz.

Hyposulphite of Soda ^ lb.

To Excite the Paper.

Pour the solution of nitrate of silver (See 33) into a dish or

tray, used for this purpose only, to the depth of a quarter of an
inch; float the paper gently

on the surface§ (taking care

that the back be kept clean)

and let it lie there for five

minutes. Then pin it up to

dry, or dry it hastily before

the fire, and it is fit for im-

mediate use. All this must
be done in the darkened
chamber, and the paper, af-

ter being excited, must be

exposed as little as possible

to white light, to the action

of which it is now exceed-

ingly sensitive.

To Expose the Picture to

Light.

Lay the pressure frame

face downwards, and remove

the back-board. Place upon
the plate glass of the frame

the negative glass picture,

face upwards, and lay upon

that a sheet of the excited

paper, the prepared side

downwards, with a small

portion projecting over the

edge of the glass-plate.

—

Cover this with a piece of thick felt, or several thicknesses of

biliulous paper, replace the back-board, screw it gently down,

turn up the frame, and expose the picture to daylight or to the

direct rays of the sun; watch the projecting piece of paper, and

now and then unscrew one half of the back-board, to observe

what progress the picture is making. This should always be printed

some shades darker than it is required to be, as it loses color in the

X It will become discolored, but this is of no consequence,

§ The glosy side of the alliuracnized paper is that which should be

brousht iu contact with the solution.

Fig, 72.
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Fixing Process.

Wlien the picture is judged to be sufficiently printed, remove

it, and plunge it without delay—and taking care that no bubbles

form on the paper—in the

Coloring Bath {See 34).

In which it may be left from fifteen minutes to six- hours; until

in fact, the picture assumes a tone that is thought desirable.

It must theu be removed to the

Fising-Bath {Sec 35).

Let it remain in this bath for about fifteen minutes, and then

place it in a

Clean Water Bath.

In this bath the picture should remain for ten or twelve hours,

changing the water three or four times. Pin it up to dry, and

if the color is too light, iron it under a sheet or two of bibulous

paper. It is then permanently fixed, and will undergo no fur-

ther change.

Figs. V 1 and 12 exhibit the reverse of 69 and TO; or what is

termed the positive picture.

To Clean the Hands.

The most effectual way to clean the fingers, when they be-

come stained with nitrate of silver, is to moisten them with Cya-

nide of Potassium; but as this is deadly poison, a preparation

called Cyanogen Soap is recommended. This should be used as

soon as possible after the stains have been made.

A piece Of pumice-stone rubbed down to a flat surface is also

very effectual in removing fresh stains.

Hints.

Always keep the stoppers in the bottles, except when they are

in actual use.

Always cover up the nitrate of silver bath except when in use;

and remember that it should be as bright as distilled water, and

free from the least imjiurity.

Always rinse the fingers weli in clean water after developing

a picture, or the next will probably be spoiled.

The frames for holding the glass plates in the slide now and

then require re-varnishing, as the nitrate of silver often acts on

the wood, and produces stains on the picture.

Wash carefully the glass measure to contain the developing

solution after every operation.

Do not let the collodion, the varnish, or the ether, come near

any burning light—all are explosive.

Be careful that the cloths for cleaning the glass are used for

no other purpose, and are free from all contamination of soap,

soda, <fec.

Remove carefully any dried collodion which may form about

the neck of the bottle.

Particularly observe that in everything connected with pho-

tography the most scrupulous attention to cleanliness is indis-

pensable.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

CONSIDERATIONS ON PHOTOGRAPHY IN AN ABSTRACT POINT OF VIEW-

BY M. CHEVREUL.

light

according

is of inorganic or

There exist two general processes in photography,

as the matter sensitive to the action of

organic nature.

First process.—In the method earliest followed, a substance of

inorganic origin was employed, generally a compound of silver,

and in particular, the chloride of this metal.

Tills compound becoming of a black violet under the influence

of light, the images it gives are shadowed in reverse of the model,

since the most strongly illuminated parts of the model develope

the deepest tones in the chloride. The image has been wrongly

called negative: the qualification of inverse is more correct, pro-

vided the word shaded is understood; for, otherwise, the word
direct being the correlative of inverse, it might be imagined that

these expressions referred to the position of the image relative

to its model.

There is another expression, the sense of which I feel obliged

to discuss, viz. that affixing the image, often employed to express

that it is made to appear on the surface which has been exjjosed

to the light; the true expression is disengaging. For the ]ilio-

tographic processes consist, essentially, in spreading the sensitive

substance in a thin layer very equally over the plane surface of

metal or paper, then exposing it to the light reflected or trans-

mitted by the model; finally in removing immediately after the

production, and in the dark, the portion of the sensitive sub-

stance which has not been acted upon by the light. The mani-

festation of the image, therefore, is only a disengagement: if we
did not remove this portion of the sensitive substance, subsequent

exposure to light would cause it to undergo the same change as

the portion representing the image; in which case the latter

would be confounded with the former. The word fixing is only

applicalile to a process which renders the image more stable; in

this sense we may say that dextrine fixes the lights of the daguer-

rean image, which some consider to be amalgamated silver.

There is no difficulty in making a direct image from an inverse

one; this is what takes place when chloride of silver is applied

upon a transparent surface like glass, or a translucent surface

such as that of paper. In the first place we obtain an inverse

image; then, by applying the inverse image upon a surface cov-

ered with a layer of Chloride of silver, and exposing the whole

to the sun, the blacks of the inverse image absorb the light, and

the white parts, letting it pass, allow the subjacent surface to

be blackened, so as to produce there an image with the shadows

in the same places as in the model.

Second process.—The second process, in which the sensitive

substance is of organic nature, is due iucontestably to Joseph
Nicephore Niepce, uncle of M. Niepce de St. Victor; though

not invented until after chloride of silver had been employed:

we must remember that before M. Niepce's time the chloride had
not been made practically useful in the way it is now.

The process of Nicephore Niepce is as follows:

—

A varnish of bitumen of Judea and essential oil of lavender is

applied by means of a dabber upon a plate of tin or silver, then

exposed for eight hours in the focus of the camera obscura.

After that time the plate is submitted, in the dark, to a sol-

vent composed of nine parts of petroleum to one part of essen-

tial oil of lavender. The varnish unaffected by the light is dis-

solved, and that which has been acted upon by the latter is not;

this part represents the lights, and the image is therefore direct.

Eight hours were required to obtain a result on account of

the slight sensibility of the bitumen; and this slowness of action

would be a serious inconvenience, on account of the change of

illumination undergone by the model during this lapse of time.

However that may be, M. Niepce copied an engraved por-

trait of Pope Pius VII., and reproduced landscapes.

Moreover, he ascertained that by pouring a suitable acid liquid

upon the plate of tin or silver, the bared metal was corroded,

while the image represented by the bitumen modified by light

remaining untouched, the plate might be used like an engraved

plate etched by aqua-fortis.

During the life-time of N. Niepce, the agreement he made
with Daguerre in 1829 certified that Niepce was the inventor

of the process, and that Daguerre had improved it, by substi-

tuting for the doublv-convex object-glass of the camera an ach-

romatic WoUaston's periscopic lens.

From 1835 to 1831 Daguerre substituted for the bitumen of

Judaea a substance of inorganic origin, oxide of silver, and the

impression of the image became sixty or eighty times more rapid

than in N. Niepce's process.

Daguerre submitted the plate, when removed from the camera
obscura, to the vapor of mercury produced by a temperature of

at most 86° to 140.°

Lastly, he dipped it in a solution of common salt (chloride of

sodium) or of hyposulphite of soda, which dissolved the iodide

of silver unacted upon by light, and left the amalgamated silver

upon the parts corresponding to the lights of the model. The
surface of the metal which has given up its iodide to the hypo-

sulphite of soda, represents the shadows when the eye of the
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spectator is so placed as not to receive the light reflected spec-

ularly by the silver.

As I have said, the Daguerrean image corresponds to the pat-

terns of silk stuffs, having a satin figure on a silk ground (bro-

cade). When the eye is so placed that the light is not reflected

from the satin, the pattern of this appears dark upon the silk

ground, while if the eye is placed so that the satin reflects the

light specularly (appears bright and glossy), the silk ground
appears darkest.

The above, I think, gives briefly the history of the discoveries

made successively by N. Niepce and Daguerre.

Undoubtedly the first discovery belonged to N. Niepce. But
Daguerre had the merit of employing iodide of silver, far more
sensitive than bitumen of Judaea, and he thus returned to the

first process, in which a substance of inorganic origin is made
use of. Nevertheless, to render justice to all, N. Niepce had
pointed out to him the action of iodine upon silver, and the use

he made of it to strengthen the shadows of images produced in

bitumen.

Let us look to the present tendency of Photography. Besides

the want of sensibility in common bitumen of Judaea, the viscidity

of the varnish which it produced with essential oil of lavender,

obliged N. Niepce to apply it upon the metallic plate with a

dabber, and this practice had the inconvenience of rendering the

sensitive layer more or less irregular.

How is M. Niepce de St. Victor now proceeding? He is im-

proving, with that persevering skill which the Academy well

know, the process of his uncle, and in the following way:

He found that the purest bitumen of Judaea he could obtain,

dissolved in benzine to which had been added expressed essen-

tial oil of lemon-peel, or what was still better essential oil of bit-

ter almonds, formed a varnish possessed of the two qualities in

which the varnish of Nicephore Niepce was deficient: the new
varnish is perfectly liquid, and spreads equally over the plate

without the assistance of a dabber; while instead of eight hours'

exposure to light, to receive an image of the model, from twenty-

five minutes to at most an hour suffices in the camera: and for

an impression by simple contact, from four to eight minutes

only.

This is a real and considerable improvement. M. Niepce de

St. Victor employs a solvent comprised of three parts of naphtha

and one part of benzine to disengage the image; lastly, the bitu-

men altered or modified by the light, sufficiently resists the acids

which corrode the exposed metal, to allow of a metallic plate

subjected to the improved process being etched by aqua-fortis.

M. Niepce de St. Victor will soon present to the Academy a

work which I think will justify all the eulogies which I have

passed on him to-day; and the desire the Academy had to see

the honorable officer in a position where he would have leisure

to devote himself uninteruptedly to his inspirations, is now satis-

fied by his post of Commandant of the Louvre.

These preliminaries were requisite for the appreciation of the

observations I am about to have the honor of submitting to the

Academy.
On the 2nd of January, 1831, I read before the Academy a

memoir extending to no less than 16 pages of the printed ' Me-

moires'; the subject of which was the " examination of the action

of light upon dyed stuffs."

At that epoch I, like the public, was ignorant of the labors

which had occupied Nicephore Niepce, and which occupied Da-
guerre at the same time. My work developed a proposition

which I had expressed in my ' Considerations^ on innnediate or-

ganic analysis; it was this: that substances of organic originare

really more stable than is generally suf-posed; for, I said, such and

such a substance, which we term alterable, under the influence

of light or of a certain temperature, does not alter under these

circumstances unless air is present. Now, the object of the

Memoir of which I speak, was to show that substances which

are supposed to alter in the light, do not alter under its influence,

if they are placed in a vacuum, in hydrogen gas, &c.

I showed at the same time, the necessity of the simultaneity

of tlie contact of light and air, to alter indigo fixed upon a skein

of cotton-twill by the process of the cold vat.

A border with a white pattern on a blue ground applied upon

a piece of stuff of an even blue color, having been exposed for

several months to the light of the sun, the blue color was affect-

ed in the part where the border had been placed, without the

back being changed; but the remarkable point was, that the

light which passed through the white pattern attacked those

parts of the indigo of the piece of stuff beneath which correspond-

ed to the pattern, so that tbe latter was reproduced in white

upon the blue ground.

It must be understood that I had made certain that the blue

ground did not undergo any change in a vacuum exposed to

light, even by several years' exposure.

It is evident from this that atmospheric oxygen and light may
produce direct images upon colored surfaces, which become color-

less under this double influence.

What I have now to say to the Academy is, that the images
of Nicephore Niepce, which appear upon the bitumen of Judaea,

do not result simply from the action of light, but from the simul-

taneous influence of light and air; so that they are not produced
by light in vacuo.

The following double experiment, perfectly controlled, has been
made in my presence at the Gobelins, by M. Niepce de St. Vic-
tor.

Two plates of copper plated with silver were covered with M.
Niepce's varnish:

Benzine 90 parts.

Essential oil of lemon 10 "

Bitumen of Judaea 2 "

They were allowed to dry for five minutes in the dark. While
still in the dark, a photographic picture upon albumenized glass

was placed upon each.

One of them was put into the receiver of an air-bump, and a
vacuum was made almost down to half an inch of the mercury.

The other was put into a similar receiver placed beside the ma-
chine. Before making the vacuum, the two receivers were cov-

ered with a piece of black stuff. A window was opened and the

sun shone upon both receivers for ten minutes. After that time

the blinds were closed, the photographic pictures removed, and
each silvered copper plate was subjugated to a solvent made of

three parts of oil naphtha and one part of benzine. The image
appeared upon the plate which had remained in the receiver full

of air, and there was nothing of the kind upon the plate which
had been exposed to light in the exhausted receiver.

A second experiment was made, in which the receiver in which
the vacuum had been made was replaced by the other which
had stood beside it, and vice versa. The results of the second

experiment were identical with those of the first.

It remains to ascertain how the air acts;—Is the oxygen sim-

ply absorbed by the substance without the elements of the lat-

ter separating; or is there an action upon the elements accom-
panied by production of water and carbonic acid, &c.? Or,

finally, are there contact-actions? I shall examine these ques-

tions before long.

However that may be, it is now certain that the contact of

air and of light are necessary to produce the image of Nicephore

Niepce upon a plate of metal coated with bitumen of Judaea.

M. Niepce de St. Victor intends to repeat the photographic

experiments in various gases, particularly in oxygen.

Method of deepening collodion negatives for printing.—
The picture is to be developed in the usual manner with the pro-

tosulphate of iron: next, to one ounce of distilled water, add
three grains of chloride of ammonium, and a sufficient quantity

of chloride of gold, to give it a sherry color—about three grains

will be sufficient for the purpose. After the picture has been

thoroughly washed from hyposulphitCj pour a portion of the

above solution carefully over it. When dry, it will print in-

tense positives, as the result is a deposit of oxide of gold, of a

yellowish tint, excellently adapted to stop the actinic rays.

To COAT ivory with silver.—Immerse the ivory in a weak
solution of nitrate of silver, till its color appears to be a bright

yellow, take the ivory out of the solution, and expose it, under

water, to the rays of the sun. In two or three hours it becomes
black ; but the blackness changes to silver by taking it out of

the Water and rubbing it.
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THE TRIALS OF A DAY; OR, AN ARTISTS TROUBLES.

Scene, a Daguerreott/pists' Gallery.

Enter Proprietor: Good morniag, William.

Assistant. Good morniag, sir; we are likely to have a fine

day, by every appearance.

Fro. Yes, and a busy one, too, I hope; for, by-the-by I have

a note to pay to-morrow, and am short about one hundred dol-

lars.

Assist. Well, you know we have had such wretched bad

weather lately, that nobody could turn out, if they wanted pic-

tures ever so bad.

Fro. Yes, 'tis my luck ; misfortune never comes alone. I

thought after what happened last week, the tide would turn in

my favor; but it still seems to run stronger and stronger against

me. Well, there is no use, as they say, to cry over spilt milk.

Ha! go see what the boy wants.

Boy below, speaking through the trumpet. A gentleman wants

a half-size picture, sir.

Assist. Send him up, we will have the plate ready in a few

minutes.

Pro. Well, William, thut is a pretty good beginning. Make
haste—buff quick—I hear some one else entering the reception

rooms; they may crowd us to-day.

Assist. Plate ready, sir.

Scene changes to sky-light room. Enter gentleman with a good

countenance. Proprietor knows he is not hard to please,

Pro. Take a seat, sir: in this chair, if you please. Have you

ever sat for your likeness?

Gent. Yes, twice; but I cannot say that I was pleased with

them. It seems to me that the person who took them did not

understand his business.

Fro. Were they taken in the city, sir?

Gent. No; in our little country town; the man appeared to

have as much as he could do, but yet his pictures had not that

clearness I see in yours.

Fro. That is not an uncommon thing, sir, to see traveling

operators getting out bad specimens of our art^turn your bead

a little to the left, sir—that will do.

Gent. How long shall I have to sit?

Fro. Only twenty seconds.

Gent. Is that all? why, when I sat before, I was nearly two

minutes.

Fro. That is often the case; some operatives detain their

sitters that length of time. Now then, sir, you will be pleased

to keep your eye on that object—you must not imagine that you

are sitting for a picture, feel that you are only in a familiar con-

versation with me, and should you wish to wink during the ope-

ration, you can do so, as it will not be any detriment to the pic-

ture, but in fact serves it, because it gives relief to the eye, and

often prevents that unpleasant stare which is so common in da-

guerreotypes.

Gent. Why, I was told not to wink, or the picture would be

spoiled —that must be quite an improvement.

Fro. Yes, sir, to the eye—that will do.

Gent What! taken already? why, I was not aware that you

had commenced.
Fro. Tiiat was what I most desired, and I have no doubt but

we have an excellent picture of you.

Gent. How long before I can see it?

Pro. In three minutes, sir, I can tell whether it is good or

bad; if not good I will try again. I never show my pictures

with the chemicals on them, as it detracts from their beauty by

an exposure to a strong light before they are finished.

Gent. Well, you are the artist; I shall leave it to you. I

only want a good picture. If it is not good you suffer in repu-

tation, and not I.

Fro. All right, sir; leave it to me and you are sure to get a

good picture.

Boy, down stairs. Get three medium plates ready.

Fro. Send them up—ready in a few minutes.

Enter mother and daughter and a young gentleman.

Gent. Now, Mr. Artist, I want you to try your best; I wish

those two ladies taken on separate plates, and myself on another.
But, hark ye, I don't want those dark looking pictures that I

see specimens of in your gallery below stairs.

Pro. Well, sir, what kind do you wisii to have?
Gent. I want pictures without those confounded dark marks

under the eyes and nose, with a black streak across the mouth,
and deep shadow under the chin and on the neck.

Pro. I understand you, sir; like Queen Elizabeth, you wish
your portrait to have no shadows at all. You want something
that is fair, clear and smooth, without anything to mark the out-
lines of the features—you don't like shade about a picture.

Gent. Y'es, yes! exactly so—exactly so.

Pro. Well, sir, to get good pictures of the ladies and yourself,

I must have those very marks you are so much opposed to, as it

is impossible to produce good pictures without them. I might,
to be sure, get a something, ))ut then I would be ashamed of it,

and would never think of stamping my name upon it as emiuating
from this establishment.

. Gent. Well, any how, don't put them on strong.

Pro. Sir! I shall not put them on at all; nature does that,

not I. Will one of you be pleased to take a seat. I might
talk all day on the subject of lights and shadows without making
you a convert to its doctrine, as I perceive you are hard to con-

vince. I see that, sir.

Young Lady. I feel so stiff and awkward with this prong be-

hehind my head. Oh! for mercy's sake, take it away, it makes
me think I am at the dentist's again having my teeth operated
on.

Mother. Hush, my daughter, Mr. T. will, believe you have
false teeth if he should hear you, and then you know you might
produce a bad impression.

Pro. Please to keep still. Miss; you will greatly oblige me
if you will not move your hands any more.

Young Lady. La, me! you will give me such large hands if I
keep them there. I wish to put them in front, so that they will

show pretty.

Mother. Y^es, my child, you have a very pretty, small hand,

and it should be placed so as to show off to the best advantage.

Fro. to mother and gentleman. Will you please step a little on
this side, as I cannot well take the young lady while you are

' there-—that will do. Now, if you please, don't talk or move
about for a few seconds.

Mother. Recollect child, what I told you—look smiling, as

you can when you will.

Fro. Now then, ready; when I take the cover off the front

of the instrument. Keep still, I will only detain you fifteen

seconds. =*= * That will do.

Young Lady. I don't think it is good ; I know I shant like it.

Pro. Why not, miss?

Young Lady. Because I forgot to smile until ma told me,

and then you stop'd it off.

Fro. So much the better, miss; we shall be sure to get a

natural expression, instead of one put on for the occasion,-—will

you take a seat, madam?
Mother. In a few minutes, sir; as soon as I arrange my cap.

I want you to be particular and not show those grey hairs as

plain as they appear; they are not natural to me, they are only

a little—^a very little grey—I don't want to look older than I

am, or older than I feel, at any rate.

Fro. I will do my best. Madam, to oblige you, but I am
fearful that I shall have to show them, otherwise the picture

will not look like you.

(The old lady was on the near side of fifty, and as grey as a

badger).

Mother. Must I look one way all the time.

Fro. If you please, madam ; should you change the position

of the eyes, you might look cross-eyed in the picture.

Mother. Goodness, gracious! I won't be taken if you are going

to make me cross-eyed, for I am sure my eyes are very straight

and good.

Pro. Elevate your glasses a little, madam; that will do. Now
all is ready.

Mother. Wait a bit, Mr. Artist; have'nt you a book? I

wish to hold one in my hand, I always thought it gave character
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to a picture, and left an impression on the spectator's mind of

the type of the original.

Pro. Yes, madam, and I believe so too; but if you do not

keep still, I will not be able to get an impression of a daguer-

reotype, that's certain.

After a few more questions, I managed to catch the old lady.

Next came the nice young man, and of him I made short work,

telling him as he had heard the instructions I had given the

ladies, I hoped he had profited by them, and would keep quiet

for a few seconds, as there wei'e several others below waiting for

their pictures by this time. So, after smoothing down his locks,

straightening up his shirt collar, and arranging his toilet in the

most knowing manner, said he was ready. The only j)articular

instructions he gave me was, that I would be sure to make a

little—almost imperceptible sandy colored imperial show dis-

tinctly on his almost beardless cliin; also his watch chain and
finger rings, and be very careful about the black streak across

the mouth.

I soon found out that I had to sit the young lady again, as

she had four hands instead of two, caused by her great anxiety

to show them off to the best advantage. At last, by getting

them a shade ligliter, I managed to produce a picture tliat pleased

all parties, my own judgment to the contrary notwithstanding.

Next came a lady and child for a quarter-sized plate. These

are the pictures whicli give the artist the most trouble and tries

his patience sorely. But still we find many ladies who are ready

to make allowances for the difiiculties under which we labor in

taking the children's pictures, and are content to get a good

likeness without a position, or at least with such a one as would

become a grown person much better than a child, and one not

too fastiduous about exposing the little one's legs, or having the

dress disarranged, and this was one of those ladies. After ar-

ranging the couple as well as I could, for the little fellow was

very restless, I set him on a pillar by his nmmma, and couunenced

the old story about the little bird that was going to hop out

after he had eaten his breakfast; that he had blue wings and

such a pretty white tail; but all my blarney had no effect, the

arch young thing seemed to want to come forward and get him

before he should come out. Then I tried another way of coax-

ing him with a bell, and rung so hard that I almost electrified

him, for he leaned against his mother, raised one of his little

legs, and kept remarkably still until the conclusion, consequently

I got a good picture ; but his ma did not seem to oe pleased

with his independent attitude, but it tickled his grandfather, who
was present, mightily, and he declared he would not take one

hundred dollars for the picture, it was so natural; yet still, to

please the lady, 1 had to try it over again, but I could not ob-

tain another to satisfy myself as did the first.

Next I had a double-quarter picture of a boy and girl to take;

they stood remarkably still, the parents were well pleased, and

so was I, that I had gotten through so far without much bother.

But I was exulting too soon, for while I was finishing the above,

in came a lady and her sister, with two children. She informed

me she had tried no less tiian seven times to get one of them

taken at anotlier gallery, but the expression was wanting. I

told her that I feared I should not be more fortunate, (for really

the child lacked animation in its countenance and was cross-eyed

in the bargain.) I would try, however and do my best, in the

mean time I gave orders to William to coat me six medium
plates. In a few moments I told the lady I was ready; then

she wished for a comb and a little water to fix up the dear little

things hair.

Boy, down stairs, halloing up through the trumpet. A gentle-

man and lady wishes to see you, sir, about taking four pictures.

I immediately answered through the same instrument, to tell

the lady and gentleman that I would be down in a few minutes.

Then turning to the lady beside me said, will you be pleased,

madam, to let me sit the little girl now.

Lady. I don't want her taken in a sitting posture, I wish to

have her standing up.

Pro. I fear, madam, that that is impossible, as the child seems

not to understand what we require of her.

Lady. Oh! her pa would not like it sitting.

Pro. Well, madam, I will try to gratify you.

Lady. Now, my dear, don't look that way; look this way

and laugh. Now can't you, that's a dear, and I will buy you
that china doll I promised.

Pro. If you will please step to one side, madam, I think I

can talk to her for a few seconds.

Li/tle Girl. Ma, I don'f. want that doll with the cap on.

And away she goes from where I had for the last five minutes

been placing her.

Mother . My dear, go back and do as the gentleman tells you.

Child. I don't want to, I want that doll.

Mother. Well, my dear, you shall have it if you go stand there

a little while.

So by coaxing and mock smiling, I managed to get her back

to the starting point.

Boy, below stairs, halloing up. Lady and child on a medium
plate, right away.

Pro. Tell them I will be ready in a few minutes. Then turn-

ing to the child, I said, now then, when I count five you watch
for the doll to come out of the box all dressed, but without the

cap, and the child began to look cross-eyed, with her mouth wide
open, so I found that that would not do, and had to try some
other plan to beguile her. Ha! says I, look yonder, don't you
see that old grey goose a smiling at the gander. Unfortunately

at this time, an old couple had come in to sit for their pictures,

and the old man looked daggers at me, as much as to say, pray

sir, did you mean that I am a gander.

I found when the picture was removed from the mercury, that

the expression would certainly not do, and the little one had let

her head fall during the time she was before the camera, and
consequently blurred it; so I went at it again, but with no bet-

ter success. At last I told the lady if she wished me to get a

picture, that she must let the child sit down. No, she did not

want it sitting. She had seen one of Mrs. M.'s children that

was taken standing, and it looked beautiful.

Pro. The child or the picture, madam?
Lady. Why the child, to be sure.

Pro. Well, madam, you see it is impossible for me to take

your child in a standing posture, for it will let its head droop in

spite of all my coaxing and your persuasion.— I had tried a dozen

different ways, and promised it a dozen different things, but all

to no purpose; it would pout and hold down its head in spite of

all I could do. At last I told the lady I would try no more,

unless she would permit me to take it sitting, for by this time

there were five or six others in waiting. She at length reluct-

antly consented, and I was so fortunate as to get a good picture

after two trials.

Boy, downstairs. Lady says she can't wait any longer.

Pro. I am coming down immediately.

So, after giving directions to my assistant to keep on buffing

medium plates, down I goes, and there another scene presented

itself.

Lady with the child. Can't you sit me next.

Pro. Did you come first, madam?
Lady. No, but I have been waiting a long time, and my little

girl is getting restless.

Pro. I am very sorry, madam, to keep you waiting, but I

must wait on this lady and gentleman first, as they were here

before you. And then again, madam, I am afraid I should have

some trouble to get your little one, as I have a hard time of it

just now with two little children up stairs. If you can wait a

short time, I will sit you as it will be your turn after I get

through with those who are now with me.

Lady. Mr. I can't wait; I will go somewhere else and try if

I can find a gentleman who is more acconnnodating to ladies.

Pro Surely, madam, you cannot blame me. If I wait on

you first the others will be oflfcnded, and again I have another

little one up stairs. I hear them now enquiring for me.

Lady., It makes no difference, sir, I will never patronize

your establishment again. And away she flirted out of the room.

Gent. Well, that is a strange lady, to be sure. I should not

like to be a daguerreotypist if she is a sa'uple of your customers.

What say yon, my dear?—turning to the lady he was with.

Lady. Oh, you know that I told yon that there were few of

our sex who can keep their tempers in all things,

Gent Well, sir, let us see if you and I can't get along.

Pro. I will answer for that beforehand, sir.
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Gmt. Why so?

Pro. Because I am a pliysio,a;noinist as well as a daguerreo-

typist; my daily intercourse with the world, as well as my busi-

ness, which throws me iu contact with so many different charac-

ters, has taught me to scan the human character, and I sel-

dom fail to read the mind, especially as relates to my business

with it.

Gent. Well, sir, I want four pictures taken. What do you

charge for two of this size?

Pro. Those sir, are eight dollars.

Gent. What is this size?

Pro. Tiirec dollars, sir.

Gmt. I will take these two at eight dollars, and those two at

three dollars, and before I go any further let me settle for them.

luimediately he pulled out his port-monie and handed me
twenty-two dollars. I told him the plates would be ready im-

mediately and I would call him up stairs iu a few minutes. So

away I went to the sky-light room, and had hardly entered it

before the old lady and gentleman commenced on me by saying

that they wanted their dogerotijpes right away, as they lived

twenty-two miles from town and must start soon for home; that

their son Joseph was about to vStart for Californy to make his

fortune, and as how he wanted the old folks' pictures to take

along with him.

Pro. Patience, patience; I will wait on you very soon now.

Madam, will you please set that child here on this chair—there

that will do. Now then my pretty little dear, hold still a mo-

ment. Ha! look here; oh! look here; see this pretty, curly

little black and white dog, with his tail curled down—here he

comes—that will do. I know that this is good for the child

never moved.

While that was being brought out I jjave the old folks a sit-

ting. Now says the old man don't make the old lady look too

old, and as for mine, why spread yourself on it and make me
look like one of those hig pictures I see down stairs. I promised

to do my best for them if they would only keep still. So the old

man threw himself back in the chair, crossed his legs and told

me to go ahead. I remarked to him that he must not throw

himself quite so far back, and to turn a little to the lady. "Mr."

says the old man, " that won't do. I can't be fixed up that way;

you must take me natural like, just as I always be." I told him

I would endeavor to do so, but still I thought if he would not

spread himself quite so much, we would get a much more natural

picture of him. " Well, anyhow," says the old man, "go a-head

steamboat. Now I am ready, sir. Hold on, hold on; old

woman, give us your pocket handkercher. Now then, take us

off—how long shall we have to be fixed up here?" I told him
only a few seconds; that it would have been done before this if

he had only kept still. So, after sitting them about twenty

seconds, I said it was all over. I got a very good picture. The
old man thought he was rather too black in the face. No, no,

said I, it is your complexion that has caused it, (he was dark
skinned and very much sun-burnt). The old lady vowed she

had known him just forty-seven years and four months last

twenty-fifth of May, and she would not ha' known it was he.

All I could do I could not persuade them to take it. I told them
iu order to prove what I said, that I would sit them again, and
would ensure them to come out just the same as at first. The
old man swore if it did that there was some magic in it. He
liked the old woman's first-rate, he said, but his he could not

swallow, no way you could fix it. So for once in my life I tried

to get two pictures alike, and succeeded, for they looked like two
black eyed peas. The old man gave in, and began to think with

the old woman, that they were not quite so unlike each other

after all, and concluded to take them both.

Boy, down stairs. Lady and little boy on a medium plate.

Pro. Will be ready soon; send up lady and gentleman. Now,
sir, I will wait on you and the lady. I am sorry to have kept

you so long, but so it is. It is hard to make my calculation as

to the time occupied by persons who sit for their pictures, and
we find it still harder to please them; even after advancing in

the a?t, the less it seems to me, the community appreciate good
pictures.

Gent. So I should judge by the unnecessary trouble which
people give you. I take it for granted that when I come to
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your gallery, that you understand your business, and accordingly

leave every thing to you. As a matter of course it is to your
interest to endeavor to ]M'oduce the best possible picture for me.

Pro. Ah! how few like you, sir. We are hardly allowed to

say one word at times, whether the picture is good or bad, es-

pecially if we get a fine one the first thue. To some persons it

cannot be good, as Mr. So-and-so—some miserable jjre tender to

the art—set them five or six times, and then gave them a choice.

Will the lady take a seat first?

Lady. Yes, I am ready. As I intended to let you have your
own way in arranging the position, I will endeavor to have the

proper expression, so that you Avillnotbeso much troubled with
us as with others.

Pro. I don't think I will have much trouble, madam.
So I sat four impressions of her right off. She seemed very

anxious to know if the first was not right. I told her that they

were not yet brought out by the mercury, and as I had the plates

ready, I though 1 would make sure, and let her have her choice.

Fortunately three of them came out good. I then sat the gen-

tleman, and had no trouble with him. After I got through, lie

asked me when I would have them done. I replied that I would
endeavor to have them ready this evening or in the morning.

He told me to take my time, and finish them in my best style.

This I promised to do. He then wanted to know what he had
to pay. I told him nothing, as he had already paid me below
stairs. Ah! says he, that was only for the cases. No sir, I re-

plied, it was for pictures and all complete.

Gent. But I did not understand it so.

Pro. That makes no sort of difference, sir; it would not be
just in me to take advantage of your no; understanding me on
that head. I charged you my regular prices, sir; you paid me
willingly, and I have endeavored to give you good pictures.

Gent. But then, my dear sir, you took a good deal of trouble

and sat us four times each.

P'ro. You were not half as much trouble, sir, as some custom-

ers I have had to-day.

Gent. Well, well, here I insist upon your taking this ten dol-

lar bill for your kindness, and finish them up well.

I took it, but gave him better cases than he bargained for,

and thought in my own mind that here was one of Nature^s

Noblemen. How few such are to be found now-a-days. The
gentleman was a perfect stranger to me. T had never seen him
before, and was determined to find out who he was; so, shortly

afterwards a friend of mine came in, to whom I showed the pic-

ture. Why, says he, that is Mr. A. V. one of our best and most
valuable citizens; so I concluded that if ever I should be in a

tight place, Mr. A. Y. would be the very man whom I should

not be ashamed to ask to help me.

The next who came up was an uncooth specimen of a lady

from the Emerald Isle, with her son, John Hughes, as she called

him. So Mrs. Hughes and master Johny took a seat, and
Johny began te kick and bellow, and his lady mother says,

Arrah, Johny, be quiet, till the gintleman takes your pictur, me
darlint. I will buy you some candy and a gun, Johny, if you'll

be afther keepin' quiet only for a few minutes. But the more
she tried to keep Johny quiet, the more he kicked and bellowed.

At last I told her to hold him up close to her, and I would make
an effort. I found, however, that coaxing would not do; sol
began to scold, and that kept him quiet for a few seconds —lying

during this time in such a position as cannot well be described.

But the face was first-rate. After it was finished, I brought it

out, and showed it to the mother. Och! and sure, that was
not her Johny Hughes, at all, at all. Arrah, musher! and

where is his feet? and now don't you see he has only got one

hand, and the buttons on his clothes don't show at all; and she

did'nt want sich a pictur as that. I tried to explain to her the

difiiculty I had even to get that—that the face was good, which

was more than I expected, and taking everything into considera-

tion, it was more than I could hope for. But she would not

have it at all, no how. Take us again, said she. I would rather

be excused says I ; that is as good as I can possibly get, so it

would be useless for me to try again. Och, Johny Hughes, but

you're a bad boy. And up she takes her child, after giving me
half an hour of as severe a trial as I ever had in the whole course

of my practice, and that without even getting thanks for my
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trouble. I tliouglit of the remark of Hamlet, "Look upon this

picture and upon tiiat," in the great dilfercnce between these

and my last visitors.

Boy, helow stairs. Get half plate ready for a group.

And up come a whole family of Germans. It took me some

time before I could understand what kind of a picture they

wanted. At last I thought I did, and set to work accordingly.

I hardly ever sat a group that had such a diversity of colors in

their comple.xious, and I knew it would be a hard matter to

please the party. After several attempts, I got one that 1

thought would pass, but still, lo and behold! they would

not be satisfied till they saw it. The Dutchman put his finger

on his vrow's face and eyes, and says, dat isligoof. 1 almost got

out of patience, and told him that he had spoiled the picture.

Yell, says he, dry agin. Yes, sa_i s I, but I don't like all this

trouble for nothing. Oh! I'se pay you, says minheer, and after

one more sitting I got all right. So after finishing it up and

handing it to him, he fumbled in his pocket for some time and

pulled out a silver dollar, and gave it to me. I asked him what

that was for, when he said, " for de picture." I told him that

would not do, that the price was twelve dollars. " Nix," says

he, "ones dollar: de poy told me for de heads, one dollar.

"Yes," says I, "one dollar for every extra head on the same

plate." " Oh, nix, nix, I no go twelve dollar. 1 will give you

one dollar and half." " No, no, it makes no difference, you need

not take it there are others waiting for their pictures,

whom I hope will not give me so much trouble for nothing."

And out goes the Dutchman and his troupe, muttering to him-

self, " Nix, tonder and plixen, to fiel helt."

The next sitters were a little boy and young lady with their

mamma. She wanted them fixed her own way, and regretted

very much that she had not a cloak to put on the boy, for, says

she, " I admire drapery so much." " But, madam," said I, "the

child is too young for a cloak, and I don't think it would be-

come him." " Well, will you give my daughter a stool to rest

her foot on, it makes a person sit so much easier, I think." "Well
madam, just as you like, but I think not. It might become you,

but not a young lady. " Oh, I see, sir; you are determined to

have your own way, and I suppose I must say no more about

it." " No, madam, you are mistaken, I only tell you what /
think best according to my experience. Individually it is a mat-

ter of no consideration to me how a person sits, but as an artist,

I have my opinion as to what is most pro])er and becoming in

position and style." Thus was I allowed to have my own way,

and after two sittings got a very fine picture, which pleased the

old lady very much indeed And now I hoped there would be

no more calls on me for this day, as it had been already one of

trials, vexations, and troubles enough, without any additional

ones to break me down. So I went to work to finish up what
I had taken and were yet uncalled for. I thought that night

as I lay on my couch perfectly tired out, how few there were
who have their pictures taken who are aware of the unnecessary

trouble and trials they put a daguerreotypist to every day, in

the indulgence of their whims and caprices, and I hope and trust

should this ])aper ever be read by any one who desires his or

her daguerreotype taken, that they will at least allow the artist

to judge of such things as he has studied and is conversant with

without attempting to dictate to him, when they are totally ig-

norant of a single particle of cither art or science How often

do we find it the case that persons take the very worst picture,

and leave the best behind, when if they would have sense

enough to submit to the judgment of the artist, they would be

richer in the way of pictures. And now, reader, if you are not

an artist, take a hint, and remember the trials of

Justice.

Civility.—When the rich qnaker was asked the secret of h's

success in life, he answered, " civility, friend, civility." Some
people are uncivil, sour, sullen, morose, crabbed, crusty, haughty,

really clownish, and im])udent. Run from such, as for your life.

"Seest thou a man wise in his own conceat? there is more hope
of a fool than of him."

From the Jour, of ilie Phot. Soc.

NOTES FOR TRAVELLING PHOTOGRAPHERS.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal.

Sir,—Having lately made a most successful photograpliic ex-

cursion around the Isle of Wiglit, and being able to boast of

what few photographers I think can, namely, not having expe-

rienced a single failure, I venture to suppose that you may think

a description of my method not uninteresting to your readers.

In my plan of operating I have nothing new to ofler, except per-

haps that I have used weaker solutions for exciting my papers
than most people have done. I think however that by following

minutely my directions, photographers will find them the best

adai)ted of all others for travelling. This I take to be a great

object, for the quantity of bottles, dishes, and water required in

collodion and waxed-paper processes, to say nothing of the mess
one must make in his room at any hotel in which he may hap-

pen to be staying, must, I think, take away nine-tenths of the

j)leasure of a photographic trip, and indeed render it an impossi-

bility to many.
As for collodion on glass ever driving paper out of the field,

the idea seems to be absurd, as we must either carry about a
great weight of glass, or elseruu the risk of transferring the film

to paper,—a risk I think which few would like to incur, after

they have left the place where a valuable negative has been
taken, to say nothing of the fact that having done so, we have
lost the value of it as a glass negative, viz. the facility of print-

ing from it, for the picture is of course reversed when transterrtd

to the paper, and nmst be printed through the thickness of it.

I took with me on my trip the following materials: a blotting

book containing paper which 1 liatl ])repared by the common
double iodide process (which I am certain gives a paper much
more free from metallic spots than when the nitrate of silver and
iodide of potassium are applied separately), with the addition

of about a fourth part of bromide of silver. A quire of red blot-

ting-paper cut a little larger than the jjapers; a gutta-percha dish

which held the preceding; a glass rod in a case; a two-drachm
conical glass measure, (the conical shape being very convenient

for filtering without a funnel); a few dozen pieces of thin filttr-

ing paper cut to the size of a five-shilling piece: a board for ex-

citing and developing my negatives; a half-pint gutta percha
bottle full of distilled water; a three-ounce stoppered bottle con-

taining aeeto-nitrate of silver; nitrate of silver 30 grs. acetic

acid 1 dr. to 1 oz. of water, a two ounce bottle with 2 drs. gal-

lic acid in it, to be always kept tilled up with distilled water

—

these two bottles in wooden cases; and finally, a piece of yellow

calico 12 feet long by 5 feet wide, sufficient when doubled to

cover the window in my bed-room at an hotel. My camera, a

folding one, was contained in a leather case with a strap for a

handle at the top, through which, when I wanted to walk any
distance to take a view, I put the stand which folds up like a

fishing rod, and could thus carry it conveniently over my shoul-

der. Every morning, having fastened my yellow cloth by means
of drawing pins over my bed-room window, I ],roceeded to ex-

cite my papers for the day in the following manner.

My board is of such a size that the right-hand edge and top

and bottom edges of the pa])er just overlap the corresponding-

edges of the board. I place my paper thus, and pin the two
left hand corners to the board with silver pins. TLea taking one

of the cut pieces of filtering paper, I fold it and place it in the

mouth of the small conical measure glass; through this I filter

four minims of the aceto-nitrate, then removing the paper fill up

the two drs. with distilled water, and finally drop in from the

!)Ottle of gallic acid 4 drop.s (not minims) of the solution. This

docs not require filtering if the undissolved acid has not been

allowed to settle for ten minutes previously. This forms excit-

ing fluid sufficient for two papers 10X8. With this I excite my
paper by pouring a drachm of it in front of my glass rod, which

1 have laid ou the pa]ier against the two pins, taking care that

the paper is wetted quite up the edges. I let this soak in for a

minute, and then blot it off with a single piece of blotting pa-

per, then put it in a drawer for about five minutes till all visible

moisture has disappeared from its surface: it is then ready to be

placed in the slide. I put two such papers in my slide with a

piece of red lilotting paper between them. If the papers are
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cut of such a size as not quite to touch tlie ed<?e of the frame all

round, and if iu exciting the_y have been wetted quite up to the

edge, they will lie perfectly smooth wlieu the slide is shut up.

I seldom prepared more than two papers iu one day, as I never

took a duplicate view of an object, and, as I said before, never

had a failure; and I also found that two views were quite as

many as I could develop in the evening, after going up to bed,

without making a toil of a pleasure. The time of exposure was

from five minutes to a quarter of au hour. I developed my views

every night as foUovvs. Having placed on the board a piece of

blotting paper of exactly the same size as the board, I piu on

the negative as before; then I pour in front of the glass rod some

of the gallic acid from the bottle, without filtering; after I have

wetted the paper evenly with this, I pour on about half a drachm
of aceto-nitrate, filtered as before into the measure. When this

was spread over, I put the negative into a drawer or somewhere

out of the light, allowing it to develop by itself for about four

or five rahuites, and then pour a little water down the glass rod

and wipe it with a cloth before using it again. I then add a lit-

tle more gallic acid to the negative, and so continue till it is

fully developed, always taking care to keep the paper wet quite

np to the edges, which is easily done, as three of them overlap

the board, and tlie fourth may be wetted by passing the point

of the rod along it. I afterwards wash the negative in three or

four quantities of common water in the gutta-percha dish, for

about twenty minutes or half an hour, then partially dry it be-

tween blotting-paper, and lastly jnit it in a dark drawer or cup-

board till the morning, when I place it in the blotting-book till

my return home, and there fix with hyposulphite of soda.

This, Sir, is my method, aud if you can find room for it in

your columns, I think that, although there is nothing absolutely

novel in it, there are several hints with regard to the exact

manipulation, that will be serviceable to many of your readers,

and enable them to obtain that certainty in procuring good
views which I now enjoy. At any rate I am sure, that by fol-

lowing closely these directions, the photographer will find the

practice of his art while travelling, reduced to the greatest de-

gree of ease and simplicity, instead of having every minute of his

time taken up by it, till it becomes a labor rather than a plea-

sure. I am, Sir, yours obediently,

Tunbridge Wells, Sept. 11. X.

HELIOGRAPHIC EBIGRAVING.

Translated for the P. Sf F. A. Jour,from La Lumiere, by an Amateur.

In presenting to the Academy of Sciences, at its sitting of

last Monday, a new memoir on heliographic engraving that we
have reproduced further on, M. Niepce cle St. Victor placed be-

fore the eyes of the illustrious assembly, two plates obtained

through his processes by M. Riffaut: i\x% portrait of the Empe-
ror and a view of the library of the Louvre.

The latter engraving is without any retouch, and the fineness

of its drawing, the harmony of its tones, show what progress the

admirable discovery of the two Niepce's has already made. As
to the portrait of the Emperor, it has been executed on steel,

after the fine photographic proof of the brothers Mayer. Skil-

fully retouched by the engraver, it is about to be offered to the

public with these two advantages, that the heliographic engrav-

ing, can alone unite incontestible I'esemblance (since the proto-

type has been made from nature) and cheapness.

These plates are not the only ones that M. Riffaut has pro-

duced. Since the origin of this new art, he has devoted to it

his time and his talent; in addition we can now notice several

remarkable productions that we have seen in his atelier.

Allow us to say first that the skilful artist has found near him
a precious auxiliary. It is known that to reproduce on steel a
picture, a drawing, or a photographic proof, there must first be
made of it a positive on glass (or on paper, as it is done by M.
Baldus), by the aid of which the image is reyiriuted on the

plate of steel covered by a sensitive varnish. This operation,

altogether photographic, exacts great skill, since it is on the per-

fection of the positive proof that the beauty of the engraving de-

pends. Now this part of the process, so important, is entrusted

to Madame Pauline Riffaut, and we must say that she acquits
herself of her share with a skill that would do honor to our best
artists. She has then a large share in the success obtained by
M. Riffaut.

We saw in the atelier of the photographic engraver, plates
the number of which ap])eared to as considerable, when remem-
bering how little time has elapsed since the first communication
of M. Niepce to the Academy (May 1853), and especially the
difficulties which accumulate in the way of those who put in prac-
tice a recent discovery.

We first noticed the Gmdols, after a charcoal drawing by M.
Guignet. This composition, rapidly traced, represents one of
those rude warriors in all the ardor of savage combat. Bending
on a fiery horse, that he presses with his muscular knees, his

long hair iu the wind, he passes in a cloud of dust like one of the
infernal genii created by Tasso. There is a desperate energy of
thought and execution in this drawing, scarcely finished, that
the heliographic engraving has reproduced with rare perfection.

No other process would have been able to render the undecisive
lines, the shadows broadly stamped which the charcoal gives,

and which give so much force to the ensemble.

We also admired a lai'ge ]ilate after a drawing of Boucher,
the Saint Jean Baptiste. Little if any retouched, this engrav-
ing is very finely modulated and of a charming delicacy in the

drawing.

Two other reproductions of drawings, Jupiter and Thetis, af-

ter Ingres, and some Persia7i Costumes, after Guignet, ako in-

terested us greatly.

Sure now of success, M. Riffaut has undertaken several other

works which will honor him. The Notre Dame de Paris and
the Library of the Louvre, of MM. Bisson Brothers, are the

most important in size. These views which are not of less than-

—

by — have succeeded perfectly in the biting. Every part is

very well brought out, and the engraver has only to complete

by a few strokes of the burin certain effects skilfully produced,

the work of the light. M. Riffaut has also commenced other

views of Paris, which in spite of their more contracted propor-

tions, excite no less interest. We will cite among others the

bridge Saint Michael, which presents a very curious ensemble;

the Place de la Concorde, the gate Saint Denis, and a part of

the Boulevards, the Luxembourg, the Institute, etc.

It is especially while looking at these plates, which the burin

has not yet touched and which are just as the process of M.
Niepce gives them, that we can judge of the immense service

that heliographic engraving is going to render. I take for ex-

ample the views of Notre Dame, of which I have already spoken:

how much time and labor would it not have required from the

engraver to reach the result given from the first biting by the

varnish impressioned by the light? How many details he would

have been forced to neglect, whatever his talent, his patience,

or his desire to be exact, if the heliographic process did not

furnish him with a plate already completed, or at least to which

there remained little for him to do to finish; add to the proof

a few strokes of the burin or of the polisher, or submit to a new
biting certain parts too feebly attacked, and you would have a

drawing, the perfection of which no ordinary engraving could

equal.

Better than any other has M. Riffaut been able to avail him-

self of the advantages of the heliographic engraving; and you

should hear with what enthusiasm he speaks of it. Soon, thanks

to the indefatigable and fruitful perseverance of M. Niepce, the

heliographic varnish will be sufficiently sensitive to operate with

in the camera obscura.

The result of this will be that all of that part of the operation

which consists in making a positive proof after the prototype,

and reproducing that proof on the steel will be suppressed, the

labor will be considerably abridged, and the result will be much
improved, as the image cannot help losing iu fineness and vigor

by the various changes which it is made to undergo. We have
^

seen a reproduction of a bust obtained directly on steel in the

camera obscura. The model is much finer, the drawing more

mellow, the relief more prominent. This image resembles a fine

daguerrean proof, but it is too feeble, as M. Riffaut indeed told

us,' to be submitted to the action of the mordant. It now re-
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lUiiins for us to speak of the works of M. Chas. Negre. Tliis

we propose to do iu our next article.

lu conclusion we repeat that heliographic engraving has real-

ized, like pliotography, important progress, not to be denied

without profound injustice.

Ernest Lacan.

From the Journal of the Phot. Hoc.

ON THE CHEMISTRY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC I'RIIVTIKG.

BY MR. FREDERICK HARDWICII.

The object of the present investigation was to attempt to es-

tablish the exact nature of the chemical changes which take

place during the various stages of the production of positive pho-

tographs upon chloride of silver paper.

One of the points of most importance seemed to be to account

for the varieties of tint which result during the ]irocess of fixing

tlie proofs by means of hyposulphite of soda. Practical photo-

graphers are well aware that the mere removal of the unaltered

chloride and nitrate of silver, although the picture may be

thereby rend rod permanent, is nevertheless insufficient to pro-

duce au agreeable tone; a further change must take place, in

virtue of which the red tints pass into purple, and ultimately

into black.

Now, it has been generally allowed by all that this change

depends essentially upon the element " sulphur" being in some

way or other imparted to the reduced chloride, but there has

been much confusion in the attempt to show how this is done.

In most cases it is referred to the presence of salts of silver, in

considerable quantity in the hypo-solution, or to the gradual ad-

dition of the same salts previously blackened by light. Neither

of these statements, however, can be substantiated; audit is

easy to show that chloride of silver, whether it be previously

blackened by light or not, confers no coloring properties what-

ever, even when dissolved iu the hypo to saturation.

The immediate effect therefore jn'oduced by silver salts has

been overrated, and further experiments will show that it is not

to the mere presence of these salts, but to a chemical change

brought about by means of them, that the effect eventually pro-

duced is due.

A saturated solution of chloride of silver in hyposulphite of

soda, or in other words, a double hyposulphite of soda and sil-

ver, produces (with albumenized paper), as before said, proofs

of the dull brick-red color so familiar to all; but if it be laid

aside for a week or two, and then used again, the tint obtained

will be found to have iini)rovcd to a jjurple-brown. What we
now notice particularly is this—that if such is the case,—if there

is any imjirovement in color, a deposit will he seen to have formed

and settled to the lottom of the bottle. The ])roduction of this de-

posit is so constantly associated with the change of properties,

that we cannot but conclude that the decomposition, whatever

it might have been, which resulted in it, is the cause of all. The
object then is, if possible, to bring about this decomposition

more speedily. It is easy to do so by using the nitrate of silver

instead of the chloride.

Hyposulphite of soda and nitrate of silver re-act upon each

other differently, according to the strength of the two solutions.

When both are dilute, a white precii)itate of hyposulphite of

silver is first formed, which afterwards dissolves in excess of the

alkaline salt, and the solution remains clear; the ultimate effect

is therefore the same as with chloride of silver, nitrate of soda

being substituted for cliloride of sodium.

On the other hand, with concentrated solutions, although the

precipitate is at first white, it speedily begins to change, and

becomes yellow, orange-red, liver-color, and finally black; at

the same time the temperature rises, and a smell of sulphurous

acid becomes perceptible, and appears as if the hyposulphite of

silver, never a very stable substance, could not exist in contact

with excess of free nitrate.

A " coloring bath," then, of a certain amount of efficacy, may
at once be prepared by the simple addition of crystallized nitrate

of silver to strong hypo solution, and filtering away the dejiosit

when the action is complete; this plan, however, is uncertain.

and although useful for the sake of illustration, too rough to be
permanently adopted.

In order to investigate the subject still further, let us inquire

more closely into the nature of the ju'oducts likely to result from
the decomposition of hyposulphite of silver. The black dej.osit

is clearly snlphuret of silver, but what is the substances which
remains behind in the solution? Now, one equivalent of hyposul-

phite of silver includes the elements of one of snlphuret ot silver,

and one of suljihuric acid; therefore, in the decomposition of that

substance, an atom of sulphuric acid will be setfree, butsuljihur-

ic acid in contact with a soluble hyposulphite iiumediately re-

moves the base, and liberates hyposulphurous acid, which beiu"-

an unstable body, splits up into sulphurous acid and sui) hur- the
ultimate reaction, thereiore, is that of sulphurous acid upon the
hyposulphite of soda, which still exists in large excess.

M. Ple.=;sy showed, some time since, that the effect of treating
a hyposulphite with suli)hurous acid gas was to produce two of
those highly sulphuretted acids of comparatively recent dis-

covery, the trithionic acid of Langlois, and the letrathioitic of
Fordos and Gelis. It will be found upon calculation that two
atoms of hyposulphite of soda and three of sulphurous acid are
equivalent to one of trithionate and one of tetrathionate of
soda.

There appeared, then, every probability that the coloring
properties found iu the solution after the sepenition of the black
deposit, were due to one or both of these acids, containing- as
they do an excess of sulphur, and it was thought advisable to
estal)lish this point beyond a doubt, by preparing not only these,

but also the Other members of the " ];olythionic" series at preseut
known.

Trithionate of potash is a sparingly soluble salt, and crystal-

lizes without difficulty. Tetrathiouates are more difficult to ob-
tain in the solid form, but easily prepared in solution. Penta-
thionates result from the mutual reaction of sulphurous acid and
sulphuretted hydrogen.

The results obtained were of much interest in a photographic
point of view, and amply repaid the trouble necessarily expended
in preparing the salts. They will be better understood after a
few preliminary remarks upon the general nature and ]n-operties

of these bodies. First, the composition of the " polythionic"

series of acids. It is thus represented:

—

Sulphur. Oxygen,
Dithionic, or ] o +.. c ^
Tr 11 • •

1 r 2 atoms. 5 atoms.
Hyposulphunc acid, j

Trithionic, or \

Sulphuretted >- 3 atoms. 5 atoms.

Hyposulphuric acid,
)

Tetrathionic, or \

Risulphuretted >- 4 atoms. 5 atoms,

Hyposulphuric acid,
)

Pentathionic acid, ... 5 atoms. 5 atoms.

The amount of oxygen in all is the same, viz. five atoms, that

of the other element increases progressively; hence it is at once

seen that by losing sulphur the highest member may descend by
degrees untU it reaches the condition of the lowest; that ])enta-

thioaicacid, for instance, may become successively tetrathionic,

trithionic, and finally dithionic acid. Now, not only is this

transition theoretically possible, but there is an actual tcudency

to it; all the acids are unstable, with the exception of the hypo-
sulphuric.

The instability varies much, according to circumstances. The
rule is, that the acids themselves are more stable than their salts.

Of the salts, those in which the base is weak, as oxide of lead,

more so than when it is powerful, as iu the alkaline salts; least

stable of all are the alkaline salts, with an excess of caustic or

carbonated alkali.

Thus much is stated in the most correct accounts which liave

been given of the proj)crties of the Ihionic acids and their salts.

What follows, although of importance as far as their application

(o photograi)hic purposes is concerned, a])iiears to have escaped

notice. It is this, that their instability is greatly augmented
by the presence of alkaline hyposul|)hite in excess. Neutral tetra-

thionate of soda may be kept for many days without a]iparently

undergoing any change; but if crystals of hyposul])hite of soda
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arc added, it begins very shortly to deposit sulphur, and con-

tinues to do so for a long time. This fact, as above shown, is

important; because it was found by experiment that the neutral

alkaline salts gf pcutatiiionic and tetrathionic acids possessed

but little coloring power unless the hyposulphite was also pre-

sent, even when the two agents were employed conjointly; but

used immediately after mixing, the change was slow compared

to what it subsequently became when a deposit of sulphur had

taken place, and the clear liquid had been tillered off.

The salts of the polythiouic acid do not all " color" with equal

facility. Ditliionatesare useless. Trithionates less active than

the others. Probal)ly the tetrathiouates, from being easily pre-

pared, will be found the most available. As to the exact nature

of the tints obtaiued, they vary according to the manner in

which the paper was previously prepared, the intensity of the

negative, &c.; but in all cases the colors are such as arc familiar

to"])hotographers, shades of red and purple up to a blue-black,

and even to a pure black.

By studying the properties of these highly sulphuretted acids

and their salts, we are enabled to explain the acid reaction often

manifested by old hypo solutions; clearly it eainiot depend upon

any inorganic body such as nitric or hydrochloric acid; these

would quickly neutralize themselves by displacing hyposulphur-

ous acid, which would disappear iu its turn, being converted into

sulphurous acid aud sulphur; uo doubt the phaenomenon is ac-

counted for by the presence of trithionate and tetrathionate of

soda, both of which, although chemically speaking neutral, are

strongly acid to test paper. This acid condition of the hypo

bath is a subject of much importance in a practical point of view,

and it is intended to treat of it more fully on another occasion.

The present paper will be concluded by an enumeration of the

various modes which have been tried, successfully or otherwise,

for preparing tetrathiouates in a state fit for use.

1. 13y the addition of iodine to the hyjjo bath, the solution

becomes strongly acid but remains colorless; after a time sul-

phur begins to separate, from gradual decomposition of the salt.

This plan, although so simple in itself, is unfortunately not ])rac-

ticable, from the injurious effect produced by alkaline iodides

when present in anything like quantity ; they tend, as has been

shown, to bleach the chloride of silver darkened by light.

2. By the reaction of chloride of gold upon hyposulphite of

soda, oue atom of chloride plus five atoms of hyposulphite equals

two atoms of tetrathionate of soda, one of hyposulphite of gold,

aud three of chloride of sodium.—This formula has long been

employed by photographers, the effect having been attributed

entirely to the salt of gold in the solution; that such however is

not the case is proved by the fact, that perchloride of iron may
be substituted for the other without much difference being ob-

served. No doubt the hyposulphite of gold, as long as it re-

mains in the liquid, modifies the result more or less by reducing

the picture and substituting gold for silver; but as far as the

color is concerned, a pure black and white cail be obtained by

means of tetrathionate, however prepared.

3. By passing sulphurous acid into a strong solution of alka-

line hyposulphite and setting it aside until the odor of the gas

has disappeared.—This process gives excellent results, but it is

doubtful how ('ar iu practice it will be found the most economi-

cal.

4. By treating hyposulphite of lead with iodine, as proposed

by Kessner.—This plan succeeds well, aud the raanupulatory de-

tails involved in it are so simple that no difficulty at all will be

exf)erienced in putting it in practice.

Dissolve oue ounce of hyposulphite of soda in half a pint of

toleral)ly soft water, and an ounce aud three-quarters of acetate

of lead in the same quantity; then, without previous filtration,

which is scarcely required, mix the two liquids, when a bulky

precipitate of hyi)Osulpiiite of lead will immediately form; pour

the whole on a filter of calico twice doubled, and allow it to

drain for a time; afterwards wash with water until about two
pints have run through; by this means the whole or the greater

part of the acetate of soda and the excess of the acetate of lead

W'ill be got rid of, the hyposulphite from its insolubility })eing un-

affected; transfer whilst still wet to any convenient vessel, and
add half an ounce of iodine previously reduced to fine powder;

the action will take perhaps two or three days to complete, but

at the end of that time, if the mass has been stirred jiretty fre-

quently, it will be entirely converted into yellow crj'stals of iodide

of lead and a clear solution of the tetrathionate, which may be

poured oft'. In this state it is ready for use; but as a salt of

lead is objectionable for more reasons than one, il is recommended
to remove the oxide of lead by means of sulphuric acid. To do
this, dilute a fluid drachm of oil of vitriol with four or five

drachms of water, and pour it by degrees into the solution of

tetrathionate; a heavy white ] owder falls, which is sulphate of

lead, and pure tetrathionic acid remains, with excess of suljiliuric

acid, which is of service rather than otlierwise by imjiroving its

keeping qualities. It is better not to add the acid to the hypo
batli, but to neutralize as much as is required by shaking it up

in a test tube with a little carbonate of lime or magnesia until

effervescence ceases. The rationale of the chemical change in-

volved in the early part of the process is this, oue atom of iodide

plus two atoms of hyposulphite of lead equals oue of iodide- aud

oue of tetrathionate of lead.

A NEW AND COMPLETE PUOTOGRAPFIIC MANUAL.*

FOE METAL PLATES AND PAPER. CONTAINING ALL THE LATEST

DISCOVERIES.

Translated from the French of E. de Yalicourt, for the Phc.

tographic and Fine Art Jouriial, by W. Grigg, A. B.

BOOK IV.

Photographic Miscellanies.

object of this book.

Thus far we were forced to initiate the reader into all the de-

tails of the operations which constitute Daguerrean Photography,

after having called his whole attention to the importance aud

effects of good object-glasses; we dwelt on the choice of the

plates, their re-silvering aud their polish; the preparation and

employment of the sensitive and accelerating substances were the

subject of serious and deep examination; in a word, w^e marked

with precision every precaution to be taken by the artist to sur-

mount the difficulties which incessantly obstruct his path in the

description of the different operations of the daguerrean ];rocess

we brought to bear the greatest possible order, method, and

clearness, and we carefully avoided digressions, which might

have diverted the attention of our readers from the main sub-

ject. It is uow important casually to revert to a few particular

points which were perhaps not sufficiently studied, or which have

undergone recent improvements. We have yet to examine a

few questions more or less agitated among photographers.

Lastly,we shall make known a few iirocesses intimately con-

nected with Photographic operations.

COMPUTERS,

We have seen that many of the photographic operations, par-

ticularly the application of the sensitive substances, and the ex-

position to the light must be measured with exact precision.

Watches with independent second hands, or those denominated

a treiense, would doubtless be sufficiently perfect to carry out

this purpose, but beside their high price, added to the already

onerous expense of other apparatus, they possess the disadvantage

of being nearly useless when employed for preparations which re-

quire profound darkness. A leaden ball attached to a wire 39

inches in length, forms a pendulum, whose oscilations mark the

seconds with°precision; but the eye must follow atteutively these

oscillations, which is alike difficult in the case ofdarkness. Divers

instruments were therefore invented, designed to give the seconds

iby a noise produced by their balance when in motion.

One resembled a metrometre such as employed by musicians

to mark the measure. The mechanism, however, was less com-

plicated, since instead of marking two or three kinds of measure

* Continued from page 338, Vol. 7. No. 11.
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the seconds only need to be marked by the alternate movement
of its pendulum. This pendulum may be folded up so that the

instrument may be enclosed in a box of less size. A slide serves

to re.n'ulate the length of the pendulum and thus determine the

duration of its oscillations. A mark traced on the arm of the

pendulum designates the point where it is necessary to place the

slider in order to obtain the second. This moderate priced in-

strument is destined to be of vast service to photographers; it

may be found at M Chas. Chevalier's, Palais Nationale.

There is another style of computer in use enclosed in a square

box. This instrument is rather more complicated and costs

somewhat more than the former, but at the same time it pre-

sents great advantages. Besides the motion of the pendulum,

the click of which indicates each second to the ear, a needle,

which works upon a dial, marks the time M'hich elapses, and

lastly, a bell placed in the interior of the box strikes once every

minute. This instrument is also constructed by M. Clias. Che-

valier, and it works with sufficient regularity for some astronomi-

cal observations.

OF PHOTOMETRES, AND THE PHOTOGRAPHOMETRE OF CLAUDET.

At the commencement of the Photographic art, it was hoped

this ingenious discovery would one day furnish science with a

])hotometre, a most valuable instrument, which has been the

object of so many learned researches. Unfortunately this hope

has not thus far been realized, and there are on the contrary

photographers who have great need of some instrument to guide

them in the difficult appreciation of the luminous intensity, and

thus determine in some certain manner the duration of the ex-

position in the camera. Numerous systems of photometres have

however been proposed by MM. Brebisson, Weatstone, and some

others, but it does not appear to us that they present sufficient

precision to be adopted as sui'e instruments. The photographo-

metre invented by M. Claudet embodies a very ingenious idea,

but it is to be feared that the complication of this instrument

might be of a nature to daunt amateurs who would hesitate to

enlarge their photographic outfit. The system of M. Claudet

appears to us besides to be somewhat hypothetical, since to be

able to render this instrument completely useful, it would be

first necessary to be perfectly assured of always being able to

prepare a plate at the absolute maximum of sensitiveness. After

all there is much that one may judge of in the relative sensitive-

ness of his mode of preparation, and in this respect the photo-

graphometre might be the object of useful photographic appli-

cations. AVe therefore refer to the pamphlet by Claudet those

of our readers who might wish to obtain an idea of this ingenious

invention.*

GILDING STANDS.

The first stand employed for fixing proofs with the chloride

of gold was a very simjile construction; it consisted of a metal

foot surmounted by an upright of the same material soldered to

the upper part and terminated in a horizontal ring on which the

plate is placed. With this apparatus it was rather difficult to

obtain a perfect horizontalism, and it often happened that the

chloride ran off during the operation of fixing. M. Lerebours

soon remedied this inconvenience by adding to the foot of the

stand three leveling screws designed to establish a perfect hori-

zontalism. M. Chas. Chevalier invented another rather more
complicated but far more convenient stand.

It is a metal grate upon which is laid the plate to be gilded;

but to prevent the plate by contact with the cross wires of the

grate from becoming more heated in certain places than in others

it rests upon four small pins, which keep it separated from the

grate. The grate is fitted upon a sort of T constructed of wood
or metal. The perpendicular and the transverse arms of this T
are composed of two hinged pieces, two springs tend constantly

from their elasticity to keep the two flaps of each hinge apart,

but by means of two recall screws these two flaps maybe brought

together at pleasure; from this arrangement results a double

* Sec Photographic Art-Journal, Vol. II
,
page 38.

movement forward and backward and from riglit to left, which
assumes a perfect horizontalism of the grate, and consequently
of the plate upon which the chloride of gold is then poured to a
depth everywhere equal. The whole apparatus is then fixed to
the edge of a table by means of a small screw-vice.

The stand of M. Charles Chevalier appeared to us perfectly

to carry out the design the inventor proposed ; we noticed it

somewhat in preceding editions in the matter of its high price,

but this disadvantage has been removed, as the inventor has had
a large demand for them, which has enabled him to get them up
at a much less price. In justice too, we must add that the addi-
tional expense occasioned by the acquisition of this stand will be
compensated by the saving in the chloride of gold, of which
large quantities are uselessly wasted with the ordinary stands
which are so difficult to level.

THE IMPROVED FORK OF M. DE BREBISSON FOR DRYING PLATES.

It is well known that M. de Brebisson was one of the first who
labored for the simplification and improvement of the instru-
ments employed in Photography. Many important imirove-
ments are due to him, and the fork invented by him for drying
]ilate, is at the present day found in the hands of every amateur.
M. de Brebisson, however, whose intellectual activity never rests
so long as there is a progressive step to be taken, has still fur-

ther improved his fork. It is composed of a rule of hard wood
about 12 inches long for quarter plates, four-fifth of an inch
wide and divided in the centre by a hinge which allows the two
parts to fold over, upwards only. One of the parts forms the
handle, the other bears the plate, fastened diagonally by a metal
band bent in the form of a clasp; the other angle is held by a
flat groove which slides the length of the rule, fitting it exactlv.
To the lower extremity of this apparatus is attached a fork, the
diverging prongs of which formed of brass wire terminate in a
flat hook, which may be used to agitate the plates in the hypo-
sulphite bath,- or to aid in withdrawing them therefrom.
The plate being fixed upon the fork, wash it plentifully with

water, then invert it, then bending the handle so as to giVe this

instrument the form of a reversed V, let the proof drain off, and
let it dry of itself on a table or in a basin. In order that the
operation may be more prompt and perfect, it is important that
the lower angle of the plate may touch one of the brass prongs.
Is is evident that this fork may be used for all sizes of plates
whose diagonal dimensions are less than half the whole length of
the instrument.

A NEW MODE OF CURVING THE EDGES OF THE PLATE BEFORE
POLISHING.

We have already designated, ^ 63, 54 and 82, three different

methods of bending the edges of the plate to prevent them from
cutting the buffs. We give below a new mode, which we have
adopted for a long period, and which we recommend to our read-
ers by reason of its extreme simplicity and the excellence of the
results obtained.

Get a block of hard wood, which to serve for every size plate
should be of the following dimensions: thickness, half an inch,

width ten inches, length twelve inches. On one of the edges
of this block insert a small steel rnlcr, kept in its place by
counter sunk wooden screws, which should be exactly even with
the surface of the rule, and which by its flat side should be per-

fectly even with the line of the Ijlock and by its edge with the
surface The external line of this rule is champered, forming an
angle of about 125° with the surface of the block. The second
steel ruler is fixed by the same screws, into the block at a right

angle with the first, passing beyond it about one-fifth of an inch

so as to form a sort of cheek, the use of which we will presently

see. It is already seen that this arrangement with two steel

rules is for the purpose of forming between them a little angular
channel, designed to receive the curved edge of the plate. A
bevelled steel roll completes the apparatus. Let us now see

how it is used.

First place the plate upon the block, so that the edge to be
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bent may rest against the clieek formed by the surface rule, and

keep it iu this position with tlie left hand, talve the handle of

the rowel iu the right hand and pass it two or three times over

the edge of tlie plate, following exactly the line of the small

angular channel. In order to keep in this line, it is necessary

to bear heavily on the large flat side of the rowel against the

outer cheek of tlie rule. Then repeat the same operation on

the other edges, and perfectly regular curves are obtained, which

even retain their polish. Avoid too excessive pressure in the

action of the rowel—it is better rather to moderate it, except

when repeating it once or twice; there need then be no fear of

getting out of the right line and impressing ineffaceable marks

upon the surface of the plate. A little practice and skill will

soon instruct one in the use of this apparatus, which apjjears to

us preferable to all others, since with equal merit it joins simpli-

city and economy.

XEW MODE OF PREPARING THE BROMIDES AND CHLORO-BROMIDES OF

LIME.

The process before described, (T[ 158 to 163) for the combi

nation of bromine and chlorine with lime, is not without its at-

tending disadvantages. One of its worst effects is the almost

inevitable dissemination throughout the house of persistent va-

pors, as disagreeable as dangerous to respiration. It is well

known also that lime when not properly hydrated refuses to ab-

sorb bro.nine in sufficient quantity to form therewith a strong

and constant compound. We have been investigating for the

discovery of a method possessing the double advantage of pre-

venting the escape of the noxous odor during the preparation of

the bromide, and of giving with uniformity the degree of humid-

ity to the lime necessary to facilitate the absorption of the bro-

mine. We believe we have succeeded in fulfiling the requisites

by means of the following process:

Procure a large glass phial containing about 2| to 3 gills,

which fill about half full with hydrated lime, finely powdered and

sifted. Fii a cork to this, and let it close it as tightly as possi-

ble; if there be any doubt as to its fitting perfectly, let it be

sealed with wax. Then take a rat-tail file, and pierce a small

hole throuirh the cork, not in the centre, but towards the cii'cura-

ference, of sufficient diameter to receive the narrow part of a

small retort. The same kind of a retort was used with success

by M. Charles Chevalier, for the employment of the vapors of

the saturated bromine water as an accelerator. These arrange-

ments made, and the retort having been adjusted as closely as

l^ossibb into the aperture of the cork, lay the bottle upon a table

iu such a position that the lime may be below the retort, which

on the other hand should be elevated. It is needless to add,

that the bottle ."should be secured to the table by wedges, and
that the globe of the retort should pass beyond the edge of the

table. Remove then the cork, and pour from fifteen to twenty

drops of bromine into the retort, and re-cork immediately. Take
a spirit lamp of small flame and apply a gentle heat beneath

the retort between the globe and the tube, keep the lamp in

rapid motion, to hasten the evaporation of the bromine. This

operation demands much management and care, for if too sud-

den and great heat be applied, there would be great risk of

cracking the retort, and the surrounding atmosphere would soon

become impregnated with a strong odor of bromine. There is

no need of this accident occuring, as bromine is so volatile that

but slight heat is necessary to reduce it to the vapor state; there

would be no occasion in fact of heating the retort at all if the

operation be performed in the full sun.

In a few moments the bromine in the form of golden vapors

will abandon the retort for the phial, where they will soon com-
bine with the lime. Continue to pour in bromine, and to evapo-

rate in the same manner, until the whole mass has assumed a

beautiful, uniform vermil'ion red color.

It will be well after each new addition of bromine to with-

draw the retort, and to shake the phial, thereby favoring the

perfect combination of the two substances.

If it be perceived that vapors of bromine remain in the phial

now—combined with tl e lime before the latter has acquired the

above mentioned color, it shows that the lime has not been sufii-

ciently hydrated, and it then becomes necessary to make up for

this want of humidity. Tiiis may be easily and uniformly ac-

complished by means of the retort. It will sufiice to pour there-
in a tew drops of water, and evaporating them by working in

the same manner as for the broiuiuc. This water then enters
the phial in the state of vapor, and becomes equally disseminated
through the molecules of the lime, which effect i't is impossible
to obtain by pouring the water directly into the phial. It will

be perceived that by means of this process the difficulty of pro-
gressively hydrating lime to the precise point where it combines
most easily with bromine, is mastered.

If, notwithstanding the precautions we have mentioned, any
one should hesitate to apply direct heat to the retort for fear of
breaking it, there is yet a very simple method out of the pale of
all accident; let the retort be placed in sand in a clay saucer

—

which heat with a spirit lamp. The temperature may thereby,
without risk, be raised above the degree necessary to evaporate
the bromine. For those who are in the least accustomed to

chemical manipulations, the sand bath is a totally superfluous
precaution.

Lastly,, we must yet again warn our readers to be on their

guard against the speculations of certain tradesmen who may
publish certain marvellous bromides of lime, stating them to be
prepared by a new process. This is the formnlaj invariably adop-
ted to obtain dupes, and it may surely be considered as infalli-

ble, since, though it has been made use of thousands of times, it

has lost nothing of its power. We do not pretend to say that
those substances are any worse than others, but what we dislike

is, that by reason of a subterfuge, they are attempted to be sold

at ten times their value. Doubtless there are many ways of

preparing the bromide of iiine, and we have ourselves cited

numerous formula to attain this end; but, whatever may be the

process pursued, the same result must invariable ensue, that is

to say, to form a combination of bromine and lime, or loromide

of lime, or, if it be hked better, bromenized lime.- Let us have
nothing to do with pretended new processes and the mysterious
methods adopted by quackery in its desire for gain, and let us

follow with confidence the road marked by the footsteps of men
of science and by loyal and disinterested amateurs.

OF THE BROMINE VEIL AND THE MAXIMUM OF SENSITIVENESS.

When to the properly iodized plate the bromine or other com-
bination designed to stimulate the action of the iodine is applied,

there is a precise point, an exact limit at which the operation
must be arrested, under penalty of compromising the success of

the experiments.

If this point be not attained, though the time of exposition to

the light be prolonged, nothing will be obtained but an incom-

plete proof, little marked in its outlines, of a dark tone, the de-

tails badly brought out and wanting, lastly in that transparency

and clearness perceived in the pictures of skilful artists.

If on the contrary the proper point be exceeded, we meet with
another evil, which has been well characterized under the name
of veil of broviinc. The picture in fact seems to be shrouded by
a light cloud interposed between it and the eye of the spectator,

who, if he be unacquTiiied with photography, will feel almost

tempted to rub the plate to remove this nebulous obstacle.

Sometimes even when the bromine has been applied to a cer-

tain excess, thick clouds manifest themselves upon the plate suffi-

ciently opaque to obscure the whole or certain portions of the

picture; this is the bromine veil carried to its utmost limits.

Between the two extremes we have pointed out there is a mean
term which gives at once the maximum of sensitiveness, and
every other quality determining the formation of a beautiful

proof.

Every effort of the photographer should be made towards

keeping himself at this intermediate limit between the want and
excess of bromine, and this it must be said is the most essential

and delicate point in photography. It must not be considered,

in fact, that every difficulty has been vanquished, when either by
consulting the color of the plate or by strictly counting the time
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of evaporation, we have succeeded in determining the point

where a <2;iven accelerating substance produces tiie maximum of

sensibility. Results which may have beeu constant through the

whole course of one day will often become modified the next in

a perfectly unexpected manner, rendering necessary fresh experi-

ment to find again the proper point. Thus a bromide of lime,

which in thirty seconds of evaporatiou gave the preceding day
excellent proofs, will sometimes the next day require from five

to ten seconds more or less to produce the same effects.

Much practice and some skill are therefore necessary to dis-

tinguish at the first glance by the simple inspection of the plate

on removal from the mercury bath, whether it has absorbed too

much or too little bromine. It may be attained however if the

picture obtained be very attentively examined, and the different

characters it presents, which we have explained above, and
which prove the want or excess of bromine, be studied. When
these characters can be distinguished with ease a great step has

been made in the study of Photography.

OF THE CHEMICAL OR PHOTOGENIC FOCUS.

It was for a very long space of time imagined that the picture

obtained upon the plate was the exact, faithful and identical

rejjroduction of that delineated on the ground glass of the came-

ra. Even at the present day also, the greater number of ex-

perimentalists are couviuced that this M'ould be the case on con-

dition that the exact focus be obtained always, and that the

plates occupy in the apparatus the precise position filled by the

rough surface of the ground glass. Numerous photographers,

however, whose names alone are authority, have pretended that

independent of the visual focus, there exists another, which they

have denominated chemical, or photogenic focus, and that the lat-

ter rarely coincided with the former. According to them the

chemical focus is the only one fit to impress with clearness the

substances combined in the silvered plate, and that it has its

action sometimes inside and sometimes outside of the visual

focus. The difference also between the visual and chemical

focus varies with the object glasses, and even in the same, ac-

cording to the distance of the objects to be reproduced and the

intensity of the light; in certain cases this difficulty would com-

pletely disappear. A complete study would therefore have to

be made of every object glass, to become acquainted with the

difference between its visual and chemical focus, and as this dif-

ference varies according to the distance of the objects, the aper-

ture of the diaphragm and the photogenic state of the atmo-

sphere, a considerable portion of each day must be employed in

trial proofs.

It will easily be understood, that the unexpected revelation

of the existence of such a phenomenon was of a nature to excite

alarm at first among photographers. Everyone set himself to

work to discover whetlier his object glass was subject to the im-

perfection stated, and according to the results he obtained he

proclaimed and stoutly denied the existence of the photogenic

focus. Oi)inion at the present day is very much divided on this

weighty question ; we deemed it our duty therefore to study it

conscienciously and to strive to throw such light upon it, that

no doubt on the subject might longer exist.

Our opinion happily is of a nature to conciliate both sideSfand

we hope that it will be favorable received in the two camps; for

if the question be asked us, is there such a thing as a chemical

focus? we may, like the personage in the play, with certainty

answer, ?/c.v and no. Let ns explain ourselves.

Yes: There are object glasses (and unfortunately large num-
bers of them) possessing the great defect of producing sharp

pictures only at a certain distance before or behind the visual

focus. On the other hand, if it be wished, there are a host of

object glasses which arc not really achromatic; for as M. Lere-

bours has thoroughly demonstrated, the existence of a photo-

genic focus is never met with only where the chromatic aberra-

tion has not had a sufficient correction. These object glasses

are those in which every other quality has been ..sacrificed to

luminous intensity in view of accelerating tlie formation of the

picture; they are those which are employed without diaphragms.

they are those in a word, in which are collected every defect of

spherical and chromatic aberration.

After having marked the causes which inevitably determine

the formation of a chemical focus non-coincident with the visual

focus of the camera: we may Ijc permitted to say, no; there

should never exist a chemical foci, if opticians, more impressed

with the importance and the dignity of their profession would
make it their strict duty to put nothing into the market, but

object glasses of the most irreproachable achromatism.

The accomplishment of this requirement is doubtless a fresh

source of difficulty added to the already difficult construction of

a good oI)jcct glass, but it is not one that is insurmountable, and
we are acquainted with numerous skilful manufacturers who
have singularly vanquished it.

We might cite M. Charles Chevalier, whose glasses appear to

us completely free from chemical focus, and here we have already

a proof in support of our assertion. But we shall call in besides

the authority of M. Lerel)ours whose statement in a matter of

this kind will not be doubted, since, it was by another that

the note relative to chemical focus was transmitted to the Aca-
demy of Sciences. M. Lerebours announces ///a^/^c/w^ discover-

ed a very simple me/hod of giving a single focus to object glasses

having two focuses. If M. Lerebours has succeeded in correct-

ing the grand defect of double focus, (doubtless in the glasses

of otiier manufacturers which are thus affected), it is evident that

he with much greater reason can construct himself on his prin-

ciple, object glasses in which the photogenic focus coincides ex-

actly with the apparent focus.

We were right therefore in our preceding statement, that there

should be no such thing as object glasses having this radical

defect. Now that artists are informed that it rests with them
to require that irreproachable apparatus be furnished them.

The question of the photogenic focus is an unhappy comj-lica-

tion hitroduced iuto the already difficult art, and nothing ap-

pears to us more capable of confusing and unfixing the mind of

Ijeginners. Why should the experimentalist be led at pleasure

through an uncertain rout of groping experiment, when the

greatest precision is not always sufficient to insure success? Is

it not the more easy to inform the student at the outset that the

possession of a good object glass is the primary condition of

success?

If the rules we have before given for the choice of an object

glass, which rules we gave conscienciously and devoid of all party

spirit, the attention, free from all pre-occupation relative to the

opitical portion of the apparatus will be brought to bear with

all its energy on the most important operation of the daguerrean

process, and the student will walk with a firm, sure and rapid

step on the road of progress.

MEMOIR OF MM. CHOISELAT AxVD RATAL, ON THE DAGUERREAN

THEORY, AND A FEW PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS.

It is generally admitted that in a photographic picture, the

whites are produced by the metallic mercury simjily deposited

on, or else amalgamated, with the plate, and the blacks by the

polish of the silver itself; generally the details of the manner
in which the phenomena takes place are obtained from; but

we shall try to demonstrate here by purely chemical considera-

tions, that the whites are produced by minute particles of silver

amalgam formed and deposited upon the surface of the plate,

and the blacks even by the burnish of the metal and a powder
of silver and mercury.

"This theory is founded on the three following facts:

" 1st. The ioduret of silver under the influence of light is

transformed into a sub-ioduret.
" 2nd. Tills sub-ioduret on contact with the proto-iodide of

mercury gives birth to the red ioduret of, and metallic mcrcur}'.
" 3rd. Some of the metallic mercury in contact with the iodu-

ret of silver is converted into the proto-iodide and silver is freed.

" For the first point we do not swerve from the general opin-

ion, i. e. that the ioduret of silver is converted into tlie proto-

iodide, and a fact which among others seems to confirm this

opinion is that when a silver plate has been exposed to the
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vapors of iodlue, tbeu to the liglit, and afterwards washed with

the hyposulphite of soda, and insoinblepowder of thesub-ioduret

of silver is ))erceptible on the surface.
" The second fact is deduced from phenomena already known;

it is well known in fact that the base ioduiset determined, with

the proto-iodide of mercury, tlic formation of the bi-iodide of this

metal and a deposit of metallic mercury.
" The third fact may be verified by placing an excess of mer-

cury in contact with the iodurct of silver: the green ioduret of

mercury and a silver amalgam may be gathered.
" This being admitted, let us consider the consequences of

these pi'incipal photographic operations, the exposition to the

camera, mercury and wash.
" A plate having its face covered with ioduret of silver is sub-

mitted to the light of the camera, the action commences imme-
diately, but with an essential difference in its mode; in fact, in-

stead of light uniformly disseminated, it here receives an une-

qual distribution of the luminous rays. From this point the

ioduret of silver changes in direct proportion to the intensities.

Where the light is brighter, there is an abundant production

of sub-ioduret, and an ejection of iodine taken up again by the

plate; where a mezzotint should appear the formation of the

sub-ioduret is diminished in like proportion to the diminution of

the light itself; lastly in the darkest shades the iodine is but
feebly attacked, for the absence of radiations could in no wise

be such that there should be no change of the ioduret.
" Now, what takes place when a plate thus acted upon is ex-

posed to the mercurial vapor.
" This metal commences by reacting on all the ioduret of sil-

ver it encounters on the plate. We have just seen that this

ioduret has been perfectly preserved in the blacks, but the whites

also show a certain quantity of it, although in a much less de-

gree; it is in fact among the requirements of a good proof that

it has not been entirely decomposed. In the first there is found

abundantly, andiu the second feebly, proto-iodide of mercury and
metallic silver. The action is there arrested for the blacks, but
this is not the case with the whites, as the proto-iodide of mer-
cury on finding itself in contact with the sub-ioduret of silver

should give place to a double decomposition. The sub-ioduret

is reduced, and the proto-iodide of mercury separated; one part

passes to the bi-iodide state, whilst the other equally reduced
then becomes the real source of mercury, which, uniting doubly
with the silver which has been freed, without however amalga-
mating therewith. It is therefore in the clear parts that the

picture first reveals itself. They absorb so much the more mer-
cury, because having been exposed to a bright light they are

richer in iodurets. The most intense shades on the contrary

presenting ouly the ioduret of silver to the reaction of the mer-
cury, the latter can never produce aught than a more or less

heavy veil of the green ioduret mixed with metallic silver, to

which its extreme state of separation causes a black appearance

;

the latter will therefore remain in reverse for the after formation

of the blacks of the picture. But between these two extreme
points, between these strongest shades and the clearest light, a

perfectly correct mezzo-tint should appear, since it is the result

of the more or less complete work of the light; it is rendered or

translated dark, according to the richness or feebleness of the

coating of sub-ioduret of silver.

" Thus the plate on completion of this operation presents to

the eye a black or greenish appearance in the shades where the
proto-iodide of mercury has not ):)een decomposed, while it has
taken a rose tint and often even a lively red in the most intense

whites, which contain nothing but an amalgam of silver in im-
perceptible particles covered with a film of bi-iodide of mer-
cury.

" If this plate be afterwards washed in a solution of hypo-
sulphite of soda, the red ioduret of mercury is dissolved—as to

the free ioduret, it should undergo another decomposition ; it is

converted into a bi-iodide which disappears and a metallic mer-
cury which remains in the plate.

" Thus then to resume; the whites are produced by a pow-
der of silver amalgam of great tenuity, simply deposited upon
the plate; the tone of these whites is so much the more lively,

according as this powder is more abundant and richer in silver;

as to the blacks they are the result of the deposit of silver of ex-
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treme separation mixed mechanically with a very large quantity
of mercury arising from the wash.

" We hope that this brief exposition will satisfy numerous
questions which have not yet been well answered and often num-
berless resources for the production of fine jjroofs, for if it is set-

tled that on the proper distribution of the ioduret and sub-
ioduret depends the beauty of the result, we may by the simple
inspection of an unwashed proof modify accordingly our mode
of operation. When the plate on withdrawal from the mercury
has a tarnished or greenish aspect, it is a proof that there is

proto-iodide of mercury on the whites, and consequently that
the formation of the indispeusible bi-iodide has by some means
miscarried; in a word, that the proof is wanting in mercury,
and consequently has not succeeded.

" Now, of all the causes which oppose the formation of the

Photographic picture, the most general, and at the same time
the most fatal, is it seems to us, the presence of too large a

quantity of free iodine upon the plate. It may easily be con-

ceived, in fact, that exposed to the vapors of the iodine the

metallic surface does not absorb it entirely, but that the ioduret

formed retains a portion of it in a free state.

" But what is the action of this free iodine? Evidently it

makes a double opposition to the formation of the picture in the

camera, by converting into ioduret of silver all that the light

transforms into sub-ioduret (the latter not being able to exist in

contact with iondine) in the mercury bath, by combining with

this metal and forming a film ot green ioduret, thereby opposing

in the highest degree the reaction of the mercurial vapors on the

lower coatings. It may also be considered as an imminent ob-

stacle to the rapidity of the reproduction of the proof, since it

constantly tends to destroy the work of the light. To avoid

these evils, it will suffice to iodize in a place that is suitably

lighted; it is seen that in this case there is formed a sub-ioduret

of silver, which takes from the plate the excess of free iodine

in order to return to the ioduret state; the future reactions be-

ing no longer counteracted, success, so to speak, becomes cer-

tain.

" It will now be perceived why it is so necessary to cover the

edges of the shield with strips of metal in order to protect them
from the vapors of the iodine; the evaporation which would af-

terwards result, would be detrimental to the proof, for by a

very natural deduction it is seen that this iodine would destroy

the sub-iodurets as fast and as soon as formed, and would after-

wards oppose also the action of the mercurial vapors, producing

a useless proto-iodide.
" This explains also the utility of passing the plate to the

mercury immediately after its withdrawal from the camera; the

iodide which may yet remain in a free state would necessarily

change the impression produced by the light.

" The chloride and bromide of silver being more sensitive to

the light than the ioduret of this metal; it has been concluded

from the commencement, that it was to their formation that the

acceleration of the photographic images was due ; different con-

siderations however require us to look at this question in a to-

tally different light, which considerations we shall state as briefly

as possible.

" The singularly minute quantity of accelerating substances

condensed by the plate in comparison to the ioduret of silver

already formed, cannot explain the enormous difference in rapid-

ity resulting therefrom.
" Bromine or chlorine cannot be absorbed by the metallic sur-

face shielded beneath a relatively heavy coating of ioduret of

silver, neither can it be understood how they decompose

the ioduret; and the change of the ioduret of silver in every

case, not being in due proportion with that of the bromides, etc.,

must necessarily lead to great difficulty in the operation. It

will be impossible, moreover, to explain the reaction of the mer-

cury bath and the latter, while corroborating the ideas that we
have already stated, perfectly demonstrates why there has never

been any success in obtaining views without ioduret of silver,

that is to say, with chlorine or bromine alone. Considered in

this light, these substances are so injurious, even that if the

time of the exposition to their vapors be increased one or two

seconds only, there results a complete absence of impression; for,

giving them time to penetrate through to the silver, they form
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a bromide or a cliloride which cannot effect the deposit of minute

jiarticle of amalgam.
" We make these observations, besides, \Yith tlie greatest

reserve, that we may be able to support numerous statements,

and with the desire alone of fixing the attention of experameu-

talists.

" Owing to the excessive intensity of the sensitive coating,

stated by M. Dumas to be about the twenty-five hundred thou-

sandths of an incii, we liave considered it as transparent; the

solar rays penetrating it through its whole thickness; remarking,

besides, that it is important that the ioduret of silver in order to

obtain the best possible result, be not converted into sub'iodu-

ret, we arrive at the conclusion that the photogenic power of

the luminous rays acts, so to speak, in an imperceptible space of

time, perhaps even almost instantaneously. The proof is then

impressed upon the plate from the first moment of its exposition

in the camera, and if nothing is then produced by exposition to

the mercury, it can only be attributed to special causes. It re-

sults, in fact, from the theory put forth in a preceding note that

the different reactions may be represented by the following for-

mulae.

"For the re-action of light on the ioduret of silver (A G I)

being the hypothetical formulas of the sub-ioduret.

5 A G 12=2 AGI-t-3AGP +1.

" For that of the mercury on the ioduret of silver.

3ACI2+6HG:=HG'I« + 3AG
For that of the proto-iodide of mercury on the sub-ioduret of

silver.

2 A G I i- 6 H G 1= H G 4 I^ +2 H G +2 A G.

" Now according to these formulae, it is perceived that, as in

the lights, the sub-ioduret should be to the ioduret in the pro-

portion of 2'3, it is not unreasonable to suspect that this pro-

portion is rapidly established and that the true cause of dimin-

ution is found iu the iodine set free by the light; for the latter

becomes a double obstacle to the rapidity of impression by its

tending to reform ioduret either at the expense of the sub-iodu-

ret or the plate, and it is precisely here that'the principle of the

quickness of the operation is found, for if the time necessary for

production of a proof be considered as formed essentially of two
elements, the one regarding the decomposition of the ioduret,

the other the absorption of the iodine; if the first be nullified by
reason of its slight value, the second will evidently represent

the time required for the formation of the picture.*
" To accelerate the action of tiie light, the time necessary for

the absorption of the iodine must be reduced as short as possi-

ble; now, such it appears to us is the part that those accelera-

tiag substances play, the power of which is due to these causes,

their intrinsic union with the ioduret, their afhnity for iodine and
lastly the weak state in which the latter presents itself.

" But how does the bromine adhere to the plate, and in what
state is it there found ? We have seen that an ioduretted plate

may be regarded as always retaining free iodine, it may then be

easily known what should take place; this same free iodine, in

fact, is capable ofretaiuiag chlorine or bromine, it becomes sat-

urated with their vapors, which may thus remain upon the plate,

uniting thoroughly with the ioduret, and become the more pow-
erful according as they coustitute a compound richer in bromine
or chlorine.

" Now, a consequence to be drawn from the above is, that the

less iodine there is upon a plate, the less will be the bromine
absorbed; experience confirms this conjecture. A plate which
in its normal state may be exposed to the vapors of bromine for

eighteen seconds, becomes saturated therewith iu three seconds

when deprived as far as possil)le of its free iodine.

" Another conseciuence to be deduced from the preceding—iu

fact a most important consequence, since it has its practical re-

* If it were settled that the image is formed ahnost iustautarieously
in the camera, would not the action of continuating glasses in the case
at hand lie rather a protecting action by causing llie cxjiulsion of the
iodine, eitlier liy evajinration or by a totally dilt'erent mode of action
analogous to th.s explanation.

sults^is that it is not necessary that a substance may form

with silver a sensitive compound in order to contribute to the

acceleration of the photographic effect, far otherwise, this sub-

stance need not have, it is even best that it have no affinity for

this metal; it is therefore seen that the field of experiment is

considerably enlarged, and that we are no longer forced to re-

main within the narrow circle of bromine and chlorine to increase

the rapidity. Bromine, however, accomplishes this end excel-

lently well, but it may consequently be conceived that the com-

bination formed is not so solid but that the two bodies which
compose it would tend to unite with the silver, which would
necessarily occasion much delay in the appearance of the picture;

we consider therefore that the rapidity will be increased if greater

fixity could be given to this compound, and a stronger dose of

bromine or chlorine could be given iu an indirect manner to the

plate.

" The methods which we pursue consist in employing certain

substances, which we shall designate, to act upon the plate; by
themselves the most of them work but feebly, they only attain

their maximum power when united with bromine or chlorine,

and this nuiy be easily understood, since we have seen that it is

necessary that there should be a pre-existent body ujion the

plate to retain the accelerating substances; now the compounds
which we employ not having sufficient affinity for iodine, cannot

unite with it in a direct manner—we must therefore use chlorine

or bromine as vehicles; joined to these they are then formed and

rest upon the plate, upon which they afterwards act as we have

already said, by way, doubtless, of double decomposition.
" The substances which have appeared to us to offer the great-

est increase of rapidity are hydrogen, phosphorus, and, especially,

carbon.
" The action of the hydrogen may be proved by means of a

simple mixture of bromine and bromo-hydric acid: that of car-

bon, by adding little by little, about 54 grains of bi-carbonated

bromide of hydrogen to 180 grains of bromine: it is evident that

a numerous series of organic substances may be substituted for

these two bodies, all the carburets of hydrogen answer the same

purpose; resins, most of the essential oils, almost all the pro-

ducts of the discoloration of vegetable substances, may be united

to the bromide with the greatest advantage, but it seems that

there is in this case a formation of bromo-hydric acid, which is

not in fact detrimental, but the very abundant white vapors

which it sends forth, being very disccrnable. This may be

avoided by using pure bromide of carbon added to the bromine,

or simply by uniting 36 grains of iodoform with 90 grains of

bromine; bromide of carbon and per-bromide of iodine are form-

ed in the proper proportions. Another method consists in the

employment of bromine dissolved in bromal; fine bromal maybe
obtained 1)y pouring a few drops of anhydric alcohol into 90

grains of bromine; bromal ancl brom-alcoholic oil are formed

with a necessary excess of bromine. Numerous substances which

it is useless to enumerate may be substituted for the alcohol;

we will mention oidy the fat oils and siccatives, most kinds of

fat, spirits of wood, and doubtless the different combinations of

methylenus, pyro-acetic and pyro-1 igneous spirits, etc. Lastly,

cyanogen is something of an accelerator.

" Satisfactory results are also obtained by the mixture of

many of these substances, and the presence of oxygen in the com-

position of some of them, appears rather to favor the reaction

than to diminish it. Numerous persons seeiu to have sometimes

remarked irregular variations in the em]iloyment of bromine;

may not this be explained by the accidental production of brom-

liydric acid, or bromal.
" By these methods we are enabled to obtain a view in less

than two seconds; it must always be observed, that this rapidity

is calculated by one of M.Chas. Chevalier's whole-size long focus

instruments; it is unnecessary to say that it would be entirely

different with instruments of short focus or a too open diaph-

ragm.
" As to the mode of employing these compounds, it seems

probable that they may be worked by the ordinary methods,

that is to say, by taking them in a state of solution in water or

alcohol. We will give here, though we have not tried it for

anytliing else, the mode in which we have always em])loyed bro-

mine, which we have prepared by reason of its celerity and sim-
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plicity; it consists in tiikinp; the acceleiating- substances in the

vapor state; for tliis purpose, procure a small sryn^-e, g-raduated

in O' , O 1, ending in a capillary tube, and also a flask graduated

in 0', O 2, into which pour from 360 to 450 grains of the de-

sired substance. When a view is to be taken, introduce the

tube of the srynge into the flask, draw up about one-half a gill

of the vapor contained therein; inject this vapor into the bro-

mine box, by means of a small aperture which is afterwards

closed. The box invented by M. Poucault for the employment

of bromine water, serves this purpose admirably. The time

usually required to iodize the plate is sufficient to complete the

dissemination of the gas within the atmosphere of the box, after

which the plate may be exposed. This arrangement does away

with embarrassing apparatus, and the liquid contained in the

flask may be used for an indefinite period.

" The ioduret of silver being the sensitive coating upon which

all the reactions should successively be produced ; we should ap-

ply ourselves to its regular formation; on this depends all the

succeeding operations; the qualities of this coating may be sum-

med up in three essential requirements, richness, sensitiveness,

and clearness.
" Certain difficulties oppose themselves to the fulfilment of

these three requisites, and it is generally to their absence that

the uncertain and defective results of a great number of experi-

ments must be attributed results of which either the accelerating

substance or some other quite different cause is often falsely

accused. We have seen too, the employment of those ioduret

processes, those so called German liquids, gradually increasing,

the consequence of those uncertainties. These, from their com-

position, may have given a more certain result, but at the ex-

pense of sensitiveness, vigor and design.

"We have alreatly shown how richness is attained by iodizing

heavy, and sensitiveness, by the addition of bromo-form, etc.
;

we think no less attention should be paid to its clearness. Its

want of transparency allows the light, which cannot penetrate

at once the entire coating, to act only partially or gradually:

hence great confusion is the work of the camera, and the three

following unhappy consequences for the proof.

" The sub-ioduret of silver is not so thoroughly mixed with

the ioduret as is necessary, these two bodies being, so to speak,

superposed in two layers; consequently, there is no vigor in the

lights and blacks of the picture.

"The mercurial reactions only taking place in the upper lay-

ers, the deposit of mercury no longer finds itself in juxta-position

with the surface of the plate ; hence, no regularity in the creation

of the picture, little adherence of the mercury and plate, and

absence of tone to the design.
" Lastly, the lights, acting now only progressively, finishes

with the lights before completing the shades; therefore, there

is little harmony between the whites and blacks; no detail in

the shades.
" Forgetfulness of these three important results causes those

glaring shades in proofs where nature presents mezzo-tints; it is

also, in consequence of this forgetfulness that it is wrongly con-

sidered as next to impossible to bring out simultaneously an

object of pure white and another very black; in this case, it is

said, the one would only appear to the detriment of the other;

if, however, the limpidity of the sensitive coating had allovi^ed

each ray to penetrate equally the ioduret of silver, each object

would have appeared precisely according to the intensity of the

same rays, for we must require in the daguerreotype the exact

image described in the camera, every point of this image acting

together upon the ioduret, but with different energy.
" We have already shown the fatal influence which too great

an accumulation of free iodine exercises on the plate ; it is, also,

its excess that we are here to fear, for besides the fact, that it

destroys this indispensable limpidity, it also chokes the action

of the accelerating substances, and opposes the absorption of the

bromine.
" We have, in fact, striven to demonstrate that bromo-forra,

bromal, etc., cannot rest. upon the plate without the aid of bro-

mine; this latter body forming with the free iodine a per-bro-

mide of iodine, retains with it bromo-form, and both can after-

wards act in the camera. Now, what happens when the coating

of ioduret has been badly prepared? The free iodine being more

plentiful than it should be, instead of a per-bromidc, we have
only a proto-bromide; if the plate be exposed in this state in

the camera, it will be less sensitive than in the first case, for we
know that the absorption by the bromine, of free iodine, is in

inverse ratio to the quantity of iodine which it already holds in

combination; but, if instead of a simple enuination of bromine,
recourse be had to a mixed eva])oration of bromine and bromo-
form, the plate then only absorbs the bromine and leaves the
bromoform, the latter being alile to remain dissolved in the bro-
mine only when its tendency to unite therewith has been
destroyed, or at least considerably diminished by the combina-
tion of the latter with an excess of iodine; such is, doubtless,
the cause of the inequality of action of the accelerating sul)-

stances in the hands of different operators, this singular anomaly
being the consequence of the greater or less limpidity obtained,
owing to some negligence or imperfect valuation in tlie prepara-
tion of the sensitive coating.

"Now, the reason why it is difficult to obtain a suitable

preparation being greatly multiplied, and thus requiring ex-

treme care in the operation, we have tried to render this

labor more easy, and we believe that the triple design we have
in view, celerity, certainty in the operation, and singular beauty
of the picture, will be attained by the employment of an iodine

containing, besides bromine, the accelerating substances we have
mentioned. This may be directly or indirectly attained by
pouring alcohol upon the iodine; if, after this has acquired some
consistency, it be passed over an open and inclined flask con-

taining bromine, it will be seen that there is a formation of

bromal, brom-hydric acid, and also, of a little brom-alcoholic

oil, which act in the right way, that is to say, by mixing more
perfectly and more abundantly with the ioduret, by contributing

through themselves to the absorption of the bromine, and per-

haps, also, by partly taking the place of the free iodine.

" If bromo-form be afterwards used, the extreme sensitiveness

we have spoken of will be perceived ; the mixture to which we
give the preference is composed of from 144 to 180 grains of

bromine to 360 grains of bromo-form.
" A plate thus prepared should present the following charac-

ter; after ioduration, red, in the angle of reflection of white

paper, and trauslucid olive green when regarded horizontally,

without any sign of opaqueness or of different colors, after ex-

position to the mercurial vapors, should be of a light red in the

lights, is better still of a blueish color, drawing upon a very

clear violet. We will add that it is preferable to have the box

so disposed that the block holding the plate may not reach the

sides, in order that the vapor may circulate without any obsta-

cle, as, also, to iodize directly, filtering the vapor, however,

through porous clay, if possible ; the primitive methods of

Daguerre are thus in a manner preserved.

"If certain iodine boxes have at times appeared better than

others, and if any trace of dampness be perceived in them, it may

be attributed to the presence of hydriodic acid arising from the

decomposition of the organic bodies, condensing the humidity of

the atmosphere; this evil must be obviated by exposing the box

in the open air, or by shaking the iodine.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

INSTANTANEOUS COLLODION PROCESS.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,—As it appears from one of your notices, that a former

(communication of mine, on the subject of a new and instantane-

ous process invented by me, has been lost in the post, I take the

liberty of again addressing you a detailed account both of it, as

in the first communication which I made of it to ' Notes and

Queries,' and of certain improvements subsequently made, by

which the process is rendered more certain in its action. The

whole basis of the process consists of the great reducing power of

grape-sugar, when mixed with nitrate of silver and applied to

the sensitive plate; but, on account of the great difficulty of pro-

curing a perfectly pure grape-sugar, as that of commerce is al-

most always adulterated with foreign substances, I prefer using

honey, which seems to meet all ends. For this purpose it is to

be much preferred that the honey should be old and candied;
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not the ordinary Narbonne honey, which is more frequently

merely honey adulterated with water, and often with glucose,

but pure good honey, which has been ke|)t for a long time, and

which by exposure to the air has become completely solid, or

nearly so. The plate being first of all prepared in the ordinary

way with collodion and the ordinary nitrate bath, T withdraw it

and let it drain; I then take a syrup composed as follows:—

•

Nitrate of silvur 200 grs.

Distilled water 12 oz,

Houcy (old) 8 oz.

Alcohol 1 oz.

Mix and filter in diffused daylight, then carry the liquid into a

dark room, and filter through animal charcoal till colorless;

])lace a lump of camphor iu the bottle, and let it stand a short

time, and it is ready for use. This syrup I pour over the plate

aftei' it comes out of the nitrate bath, and, when the plate has

sufficiently drained, I place it in the dark frame for use. The
plate thus prepared is excessively sensitive, in so much that I

have taken, with a landscape lens and small diaphragm, ships

sailing, and waves moving aud breaking. I find that in this hot

climate this preparation does not keep its exquisitely sensitive

condition for more than an hour at most, but in England I have

kept the ))rcpared plate a very much longer time, having taken

instantaneous pictures after four or five hours' keeping. Should

some of the readers of this Journal wish to become assured of

the reality of this process, I have a few specimens exhibited at

Messrs. Henneman and Co,' s. Regent street. I have great

pleasure at this time in bearing testimony to the excellence of

the invention of Messrs. Crookes and Spiller, for the application

of nitrate of magnesia to preserve the siMisitiveness of the plate;

and though in my hands I find the plate experience a slight loss

of sensibility, yet in many cases this is made up by its great

keeping qualities. I remain,

Your most obedient servant,

P. M.ixwELL Lyte.

P. S.- -Perhaps I may as well add, that 1 always use pyrogallic

acid as a developer. For portraits I use the formic acid mix-

ture, as given iu one of your former Numbers; and, for land-

scapes, I use the ordinary acetic acid developer.

TREATMENT OF WASTE WATERS, &C., CONTAINING SILVER.

Translated from the " Chimie Photografhique'^ of BarreswU
and Davannc.—(Paris, 1854.)

The subject will be considered with regard to

1st. —Waters which are free from Hyposulphite of Soda and
Cyanui'et of Potassium, such for example as Baths of the Nitrate

and Asceto-Nitrate of Silver, waters used in washing paper
positives or glass plates which have been in the baths, &c.

2d.—Waters which have been used in fixing positives or

negatives, aud contain either Hyposulphite or Cyanide.

3d.—Clippings of Paper.

I. Waters free f-mn Hypo or Cyanide.—Throw these aside in

a suitable reservoir, and from time to time, add to them either

hvdro-chloric acid or a strong solution of ordinary salt, (chloride

of sodium): a white and heavy precipitate is at once formed and
falls to the bottom. Continue adding the waste argentiferous

waters as these occur in your operations, until, when your reser-

voir is nearly full, add the acid or salt until the precipitate

ceases to form: all the silver incorporated in the water has now
been converted into an insoluble chloride: allow the fluid to

settle—carefully decant off" the clear portion and throw it away,
as it contains no more silver: the residuum is to be set aside and
carefully preserved—and when the quantity of chloride has be-

come sufficiently large treat it as in section iv.

II. Waters containing Silver, nndalso, Ilypnsnlpliile of Soda or

Cyanide of Potassinm.—The silver is precipitated in the form of a

sniphurct, either by ])assing a jet or current of sul|)hnretted hydro-

gen through the argentiferous water, or by pouring into the latter

sulphydrate of ammonia or sulphuret of potassimn or of sodium.
The sul[)huret of silver thus formed nnist be washed thoroughly
and placed in a suitable vessel, with atpia regia (one part nitric

acid to four parts muriatic acid) and boiled until the black sub-

stance be completely converted into a white chloride of silver:

this must be washed freely in several waters, and may then be
added to the chloride procured by the first described process for

treatment as descriljed below\

III. Clippings of Pajier.—These are to be burned, and having

collected the ashes carefully in a Florence flask, pour over them a

sufficient quantity of the aqua regia to moisten them liberally:

boil this for a few minutes, and then freely wash the black sub-

stance thus produced, changing the water several times, to en-

sure freedom from acid and impurities: the result, which is the

cldoride of silver mixed with particles of carbon, is to be set

aside for the treatment by the dry method, for, after having

been subjected to the action of heat, it is not so advantageously

worked by the wet mode.
If preferable, this chloride may be thrown into the hypo-

sulphite or cyanide refuse waters, and then treated as above
described.

IV. Reduction of the Chloride into pure Silver.—The several

operations just described have no other aim than procuring this

chloride: after behig subjected to copious washing, it may be
reduced to metallic silver by one or the other of the following

processes :

WET METHODS.

1st. By the use of Zinc and Sulphuric Acid.—Pour upon the

wet chloride at least twice its bulk of water, containing about
one-tenth of its bulk of sulphuric acid: into this plunge a thick

plate of zinc and let it rest during twenty-four hours, at least.

The chloride of silver is decomposed, forming chloride aud sul-

phate of zinc, and depositing the metallic silver in a dark colored

powder. This is pure silver, and is to be carefully washed, col-

lected on the filter, and preserved either dry or in a damp state,

for the preparation of nitrate of silver.

2ud.

—

By the use of Potash and Sugar:—The chloride of

silver is put into a flask with about twice its bulk of a solution

of caustic potash, (say 1 part of potash and 9 parts of water),

containing, also, a small quantity of sugar: boil it gently. The
process is completed when the dark pow^der resulting from it

and washed liberally in several waters is entirely soluble in

nitric acid: this is ascertained by operating upon a small por-

tion at a time. Preserve this powder of silver for future use.

DRY METHOD.

In order to obtain metal silver in the form of a lump or button,

mix intimately 100 parts dry chloride of silver, 10 parts chalk

or carbonate of lime, (some operators prefer caustic potash), 4

parts charcoal. Put this mixture into an earthen crucible

and expose it to a strong red heat during at least a half hour:

allow it to become perfectly cold, and on breaking the crucible,

the button of pure silver will be found at the bottom.

The two first described processes will probably be found more
within the reach of persons practising photography; that last

described is obviously the best adapted to the treatment of paper
clippings.

G.

[The Translator adds by way of note, that according to

Woehler's Analytical Chemist's Assistant, the chloride of silver

contains 15 28-100 per cent of the .pure metal.]

From the Jour, of the Phot. Sac.

OBSERVATIONS ON COLLODION.

BY M. M. A. GAUDIN.

Part T.—Hitherto no practical means have been indicated

by which collodion can be employed a long time after it has

been made sensitive. I have proved that it preserves all the

sensibility for twenty-four hours or more, provided we prevent

the concentration of the film of nitrate of silver which covers it;

but it was difficult to prevent the evaporation of the water;

consequently the nitrate of silver, even though already saturated

with iodide of silver, acquired an extraordinary power of dissolv-

ing this iodide by becoming concentrated through a slow- eva-

jioration of the water; the ojjalescent tint of the plate vanished

from the complete absorption of the iodide; finally, the nitrate
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of silver, strongly iodized, formed a sheet of crystals, looking like

scales, and the collodion no longer gave an image.
Like most photographers, I believed the contact of the film

of nitrate of silver indispensable for the formation of the image,
aiid still more for sensibility; but the result of my experiments

1^, that the. presence of this film during the exposure altogclher

Superfluous; it is only useful during the reduction.

I prove it thus. If, after rendering a plate sensitive in the

ordinary manner, until the greasy streaks have disappeared, we

wash one half of the plate with distilled water; after the expo-

sure, only that half of the plate which was not washed will give

a picture, either with sulphate of iron or with pyrogallic acid;

but if, after the exposure, the entire plate is dipped again in the

silver bath, taking care to let it drain 4 or 5 minutes before

submitting it to the reducing bath, the picture will appear

equally all over the plate; consequently the silcer hath may be

replaced by a film of water without loss of sensibility.

I have also dried over a lamp a plate rinsed with distilled

water, until the superficial water was completely driven off, but

without drying the collodion; after the exposure, the plate,

dipped anew in the silver bath, and well drained, gave me a

negative ab.solutely as if I had submitted it to the pyrogallic acid

immediately on its removal from the camera.

I conclude, then, that whenever it is requisite that more than

10 minutes, and more particularly some hours, should elapse be-

tween sensitizing the plate and applying the reducing bath, it

will be well to rinse with distilled water, and then to replace it

in the silver bath a few minutes before developing; by this means

the pictures ivill be certain to succeed, without the collodion losing

any of its sensibility.

Collodion presents two different degrees of desiccation. The
first degree is that which it takes by prolonged contact with the

surrounding air; this first degree persists without alteration for

many hours, the collodion still preserves all its softness, and re-

tains the imperceptible portion of water which has been aban-

doned by the volatilization of the aether and alcohol; this is the

state which my plate had attained by a moderate drying over

the lamp.

To give the collodion the horny consistence, it must be exposed

a long time to a current of very dry air, or submitted to a heat

of nearly 212°.

It is interesting to ascertain whether collodion thus dried still

preserves its sensibiUty.

The facts above given very well explain why the picture is

always deficient at the place where the sulphate of iron in the

pyrogallic acid is poured on: the reducing liquid completely de-

prives the collodion of the film of nitrate of silver at the place

where it falls : a little further in, the image is light, but very

pure. In fact, this method, although generally employed for

pyrogallic acid, is very bad, and is the frequent cause of irregu-

larities in the development of the picture: it is far better to

apply the plate, gently and without pausing, upon the surface

of the reducing bath. To produce the best possible effect, there

is a circumstance which has attracted my attention, and which

I have already mentioned: the film of silver must, by its equality

and its thinness, oppose an obstacle to penetration by, and une-

qual mixture with the reducing bath ; it is especially useful

that its " greasy " nature in some degrees renders it diffi-

cult of mixture with the reducing bath. It is in this way that

alcohol, sether, and acetic acid act well: a film of silver solution,

which is strongly charged with these three bodies, gives no streaks,

above all with sulphate of iron; and, in this case, this latter

reducing bath may be employed concentrated. It then pro-

duces beautiful whites for direct positives, and excellent nega-

tives, which may be used as advantageously as those produced

by pyrogallic acid.

I even suspect that we might increase the resistance of the

silver film to penetration, by the introduction of some viscous

body, which would, besides, offer an obstacle to the crystalliza-

tion and the biting action of the nitrate of silver depending on

its concentration.

I am about to make the trial to-day, using white sugar.

In regard to aether, I tried it yesterday: I added a consider-

able quantity to my bath. It is requisite for success to shake

the mixture well in a stopped bottle; otherwise the aether would

float on the top for a long time. For the want of this precau-

tion, tiie collodion of my first plate was completely disintegrated;

but, after an intimate mixture, my second plate gave me an in-

tense and very pure negative with sulphate of iron, without its

having been necessary to drain the plate long, on account of its

great resistance to penetration by the sulphate of iron.

I have just tried a plate completely dried at the tire, the col-

lodion having acquired its horny condition, with a perfectly

polished surface
; this forced desiccation was certainly more

complete than dry air will ever produce in the space of a few
days; yet I obtained a picture after the passage through the

silver bath: not, it is true, so clear as if 1 had operated in the

ordinary manner.

The employment of white sugar in thick solution in the silver

bath, permits, in fact, the nitrate of silver to dry upon the

plate without crystallizing; it gives intense blacks for negatives,

and beautiful whites for positives, but the margins of the plate

dry rather more quickly than with water alone.

It must be understood, that when it is wished to remove a tilra

of the silver bath, the plate is to be applied upon a bath of dis-

tilled or river water, so as to disturb the molecular condition of

the collodion as little as possible.

Sugar will be preferable to acetic acid ; it does not injure the

sensibility, it only retards in a marked manner the reducing action

of the sulphate of iron, and, consequently, the pictures are ex-

ceedingly pure.

Part II.—Collodion was first employed in England. The
results, as always happens in the infancy of a process, were not

brilliant, especially as compared with the magnificent negatives

furnished by albumen, which, at that epoch, had arrived almost

at perfection. Very bad prognostications were made as to the

future of collodion; but the facility of its manipulation, and its

great sensibility, caused its general employment for portraits,

and on all occasions when a short exposure in the camera was a

condition of success.

Now-a-days albumen is employed specially for the negatives

or cZJcte of stereoscoiDic pictures ; negatives on waxed or albu-

menized paper are substituted for it with advantage for land-

scape, and collodion is used for the reproduction of engravings,

monuments, and in all cases where living nature is to be de-

picted.

But collodion had still the inconvenience of requiring to be

used immediately, under pain of failure; it was thought, at first,

that its sensibility was at its maximum when it was taken from

the silver bath, and that the least delay before its subsequent

exposure in the camera rendered it slow to receive impressions;

this was true as regards a considerable lapse of time, and on

account of the phaenomeua depending solely upon the dessication

of the argentiferous film.

In the earliest period of the employment of collodion in

England, Mr. Archer had remarked the power nitrate of silver

possessed in dissolving the iodide of silver, and he proved this by

perfectly conclusive experiments. He consequently advised the

employment of weak nitrate of silver only, having proved that

the absorption of the iodide of silver was in relation to the con-

centration of the nitrate of silver.

At present we destroy the ulterior solvent power of the nitrate

of silver upon the iodide of the collodion, by saturating it, before-

hand, with iodide recently precipitated.

I myself have proved that the sensibility of collodion is not

diminished after the lapse of twenty-four hours, provided the

plate is protected from all evaporation; this was an index toward

the employment of plates rendered sensitive a long time before-

hand, but it was deficient in practical qualifications.

Then the idea struck me, of altogether suppressing the argen-

tiferous film, in order to obtain an indefinite preservation of the

collodion, care being taken to renew it for the development of

the image; in fact, I detected the efficacy of this proceeding.

The sensitized collodion, washed like albumen, may be employed,

like the latter, with its characteristic sensibility, provided the

plate is re-established, before submitting it to the reducmg

baths, in the state of imbibition by the silver bath, which it had

before having removed this bath.

There was here a fundamental question, which led directly to
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the employment of collodion like albumen, and still more, with a

less radical departure from the ordinary state.

By the following process I have indicated, collodion washed
with distilled water and dried at a gentle heat, we can, in copy-

ing negatives on collodion, obtain positives for the stereoscope

or for any other use, which Messrs. S|)iller and Crookes's method
(P. S,- F. A. /.vol. vii. pp. 255, 281 ) would not allow ; but the very

I'emarkable results obtained by these authors, through numerous
experiments made with much care and patience, appear to me to

authorize a modification of the silver bath now in use, which will

permit operations on collodion, without anxiety as to a lapse of

time not exceeding a few hours.

The proportion of nitrate of silver necessary to transform into

iodide of silver all the soluble iodide of a collodionized plate, is

exceedingly small; a bath of silver containing 1-1 000th part

might do it with time; but with weak baths, the iodide comes to

the surface, and becomes partially detached. Nevertheless,

this question deserves an attentive examination ; for, if the

iodization was well effected,—if a sensitive substance was ob-

tained, with an excessively weak bath,—it is certain that the

argentiferous film could not, by drying, acquire a solvent power,

or a crystalline energy, capable of reacting on the sensitive iodide

and the physical condition of the layer. The detachment of the sen-

sitive iodid"e has always seemed to me favored by the abundance of

foreign salts in the silver bath; however, it may vary with the

nature of the salts; and if dequilescent salts appear to succeed

in arresting the crystallization of the salt of the silver, and in

preserving the moisture of the collodion, viscous bodies not

saline, sugar, honey, treacle, &c., might replace the nitrate of

zinc with advantage, and would not provoke the disaggregation

of the sensitive layer with a very weak silver bath.

This is pretty nearly the way in which I operate:—I employ

collodion made with iodide and bromide of zinc, which neces-

sarily form nitrate of zinc in the silver bath ; I always commence
with the nitrate of silver at 10 per cent.; but I have constantly

remarked that the bath is better as it grows older, and the

pictures are so much the purer and more marked, with the sul-

phate of iron, in proportion as the plate has had more time to

dry; it is true that I placed an obstacle, in these circumstances,

to complete desiccation, by the sugar added to the bath,

I have since tried, in place of sugar, as still less crystallizable,

caramel and treacle; these two substances diminished the sensi-

bility in a marked manner, but they might have contained acids:

before using them, they should be neutralized with chalk,

Consequently, for the present, it would be well to reduce the

proportion of silver to 5 per cent., to add 5 or 10 parts of nitrate

of zinc, and an equal quantity of white sugar; by this plan we
might make sure, for portraits and views, that no inequality need

be feared at the end of several hours, provided the plate was re-

dipped in the silver bath, in all cases where concentrated sul-

phate of iron is employed, which would produce greys upon the

dried-up parts; the plate must be allowed to drain for five min-

utes after the second di]iping in the silver bath.

The sensitized iodide becomes detatched with a weak bath of

nitrate of silver in employing collodions made with iodide of

potassium, which always contains a little water: this effect

arises from the separation of the collodion from the alkaline

iodide, which takes place by degrees, through the weakness of

the bath: with the collodions containing little alcohol, generally

employed, this separation will not take place, and will make the

bath I have just indicated succeed.

For collodion to be employed at a distance, the English process

is deserving of all confidence. I only wish, in this article, to

advise an intermediate process, sufficient in the majority of cases.

Rice Glue.—This is an elegant cement, very easy to manu-
facture, and is not only applicable to all the purposes for which

flour paste is used, but when reduced witli water to the consis-

tency of clay, it can be employed for models, busts, &c. It is

made by mixing rice flour intimately with cold water, and then

gently boiling the mixture; it is beautifully white, and when dry

is .senii-trans]iarent, having the api)earance of mother of pearl, it

will take a high polish, and is very durable. Papers pasted to-

gether with this cement will sooner separate in their own sub-

stance than at the joining.

A RUriMENTARY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON PERSPECTIVE.*

BY GEORGE PTNE, AETIST.

PART II.

CHAPTER V. CONTINUED.

The student, if he has paid attention to the directions given

for drawing all the preceding figures, ought now to be able to

draw in per.spective with tolerable facility a more complicated

one than any we have yet used for our illustrations, and that by
simple description. By a mere servile copying, in his progress

through the work, the diagrams we have introduced, he may be
lial)le to forget some of the earlier ones in his anxiety to get

forward, and he is strongly recommended, as he proceeds, not

only to draw with care and more than once each separate figure

as it occurs, but to vary the positions of the objects of the spec-

tator in his plans, and then put them in perspective. To draw
an octagonal tower from a plan in perspective, is not more dif-

ficult than to represent the cubes in Figs. 67 and 68, it only re-

quires a greater number of lines; but by a careful attention to

the rules we have already given, a tower of any number of sides

may be drawn without the necessity for any extra directions, as

it ought to be quite superfluous to inform the student, that if

the horizontal lines that in the perspective representation tend
to any vanishing point are situated above the spectator's eyes,

they incline downwards instead of upwards. In order, therefore,

that the student may satisfy himself that he has fully compre-
hended the foregoing rules, we will furnish him with the plan of

an octagon tower, with the relative situations of the sjjcc-

tator and the plane of delineation, of which he must draw
the perspective representation from description. We have,

therefore, in the diagram (Fig. 13) given the plan of the tower,

A, the position of the spectator at c, his eye situated five feet

above the ground plane, and the plane of delineation at b, mark-
ing each angle of the tower at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 8. Accord-
ing to the position in which the spectator is placed in looking

at an octagon tower, he may see either three or four of its sides ;f
in the position in which it is here placed, four of the sides are

visible, 8—1, 1—2, 2—3, and
3—4. The width these sides

would appear in the picture is

determined by the visual rays

drawn from the points 8, 1, 2,

3, 4, precisely similar to the

manner of finding the width of

the sides of the cube. Figs. 61,

68; the points of intersection,

a, b, c, d, e, on the plane of de-

lineation, must be carried to

the ground line of the picture,

from each of which a long per-

pendicular line must be drawn
(the top of the tower being

considerably above the eye of

the spectator). In the posi-

tion of this figure relative to

the plane of delineation, we see

that the lines 1—2 and 6—

5

are parallel to it, and conse-

quently have no vanishing

point; that the lines 3-—4 and
8— 1 are at right angles with

it, and Mill consequently have

their vanishing point in the

point of sight ; that the paral-

lel lines 1—8 and 4—5, being

at an angle, not a right angle,

* Continued from page 350, Vol, 7, No. 11

t It is possible to place the spectator opposite either angle of the

octagon, so that only two sides would be visible ; indeed, if he were
close to such a tower, perpendicularly opposite either of the sides, that

Side only would be seen. But we shall be able to point out in our re-

marks on the positions to be chosen for making perspective drawings,

that those positions where only one or two sides are seen are such as

are inadmissible for making perspective drawings.

Fig. 73.
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with the plane of delineation, require a distinct vanishing point,

as will also, for the same reason, the parallel lines 2—3 and

1—6. The position of the vanishing points then must be found

on the plane of delineation, as described in Figs. 65 and 66,

carried to the ground line, and perpendicularly over them set on

the horizontal line.

Having set these points on the horizontal line, that is, the

point of sight, which should be marked d,* the vanishing point

for lines parallel to the sides 1—8 and 4—5, which mark e, and

the vanishing point for the sides 2—3 and 7—5, which mark f,

proceed to draw the figure in perspective. It is immaterial, in

determining the positions in the picture of the points 1 and 2,

which of them is brought to the plane of delineation, as the po-

sition of one being ascertained, the other may be got from it

(see the points c, a, and b, Fig. 68); Let us choose the point

1, and we shall find that it is immaterial also whether this point

be brought perpendicularly to the plane of delineation at /, or

in the direction of the side 8— 1, at^. If the former, /would be

carried to the ground line, and a line ruled to the point of sight

D, the intersection of which with the pei'pendicular drawn from

b, would be the perspective position of the point 1; if the latter,

g would be carried to the ground line, and a line ruled from it

to the vanishing point e, which would intersect the perpendicu-

lar from b in the same point as the line/ d (Fig. 66). The po-

sition of the point 1 being ascertained, the remaining corners

may be found from it; as, from 1 draw a line parallel to the

ground line, where this intersects the perpendicular from c is the

point 2; from this point draw a line to the vanishing point f,

the point of intersection with the perpendicular from d is the

position of the point 3; from 3 draw a line to the vanishing point

D, the point of intersection with the perpendicular from e is the

position of the point 4. If^ be the point chosen from which

the position of the point 1 is determined by g e, the same line

will give the point 8 at its intersection with the perpendicular

from a; if the point 1 be determined by the line/o, then a line

must be drawn from the point 1 to the vanishing point e to de-

termine the point 8. These four lines, 8—1, 1—2, 2—3, and
3—4 of the base of the octagon tower, are all that can be seen

from the station c, and we have now to determine the heights

of the perpendicular angles over these points 8, 1, 2, 3, 4. The
perpendicular lines from these points are already drawn, and the

height of one being determined, the heights of the remainder

may be ascertained from it. Supposing the height of the tower

to be five times the length of from 1 to 2, this height must be

set up on a perpendicular line from the point g (oq,. the ground
line j, and marked h, from which point a line drawn to the van-

ishing point E will determine the height of the angles of the tow-

er over 1 at j and 8 at k; the height of the three remaining

angles standing over 2, 3, and 4, may be determined in the same
way that the points 2, 3, and 4 were found; that is, from j draw
a line, parallel to the ground line, to the perpendicular from c;

from the point of intersection draw a line to the vanishing point

F till it meets the perpendicular from d, and from this point of

intersection, a line to the point of sight d to meet the perpendi-

cular from c, which will complete the drawing of an octagon

tower, viewed from the position shown in the plan. Fig. 73.

f

An experiment practically proving the accuracy of a series

of diagrams, not only tends to fix certain principles in the mind

* The student must be careful to mark the references as they are de-
scribed, as he proceeds; he will by this means get on without difficulty;

by neglecting to do so, he will get sadly perplexed.

t In giving the description for putting this figure in perspective, we
stopped at flndiug the positions of the points 8 and 4, four sides of the
octagon only being seen from the position at c. It may be as well to

point out how the whole plan of the octagon might be completed from
the points already found, without drawing any additional visual rays.
It will be seen that tlie lines joining the points 2 and 3 with 7 and B,

are parallel with the lines 1—8 and 4—5, and consequently, to represent
them in per-'pective they must be drawn to the same vanishing point k:

therefore Irom 8 draw a line to the point of sight d, and from 2 draw a
line to the vanishing point e; the intersection of these lines gives tlie

point 7; from 7 draw a line to the vanishing point f, and from 3 to the
vanishing point e; the intersection of the lines gives the point 6; from
4 draw a line to the vanishing point e, and from 6 a line parallel to the
ground line to meet it; the point of intersection will give the point 5,

and complete the figure of the octagon in perspective. The same result
might be arrived at in various ways, but the the principle would be the
same.

of the student, but frequently, if the princi])les are but imper-
fectly comprehended, is an inducement to him to retread his

ground, in order to render himself capable to become the exhibi-

tor of the same in his turn; and moreover, the satisfaction dc-

ribed from witnessing the perfection of an experiment, gives
great encouragement for perseverance in the continuation of

his studies. To this end we propose describing a simj)le but
most satisfactory experiment, that will afford a convincing proof
of the correctness of the principles on which the preceding figures

have been drawn.
In the annexed diagram. Fig. 74 (the whole of which is drawn

to a scale from the objects described), the parallelogram a b c

D represents the top of a common
table, upon which over the square e b a
stands a cube; J on the line c d

(which represents the edge of the

table), take any point as the po-

sition of the spectator, which we
have here fixed at f, and across

the table parallel to the edge c d,

draw a line g h, to represent the

base of the plane of delineation,

over which the plane of delineation

is supposed to stand; then from

the corners of the object on the

table, draw the visual rays; find

the position of the point of sight

by a perpendicular from f, and

-E \

\\
. e«

V

bring one of the angles of the Fig. 74.
square on which the cube stands

perpendicularly to the plane of delineation, as described in Figs.

59 and 60. Construct a parallelogram 1, 2, 3, 4, to contain

the representation; carry all these points to the ground line,

Fig. 75, and then draw the cube in perspective as described in

Fig. 67. The representation, to answer the purpose of our ex-

periment, must be drawn on a piece of stiff paste-board; the

height of the horizontal line being placed above the ground line,

the same height the eye is situated above the edge of the table

c D, and should be sufficiently elevated to enable the top of the

object to be distinctly seen. A strip of card must now be cut

similar to k, Fig. 75, a straight line 5 6 drawn across it, and
from this a perpendicular line must be drawn the length of the

space from the ground line to the horizontal line, to g, at which
point drill a small hole with a pin. Place this strip of card up-

right on the edge of the table c d, the point 5 at the point 7,

and the point 6 at 8, which will bring the point g exactly op-

posite the point of sight.

Let the form of the cube (the whole of the tinted figure) in

Fig. 75, be carefuHy cut out, and
the piece of pasteboard on which

it was drawn set perpendicularly

on the table in the place where
the plane of delineation is sup-

posed to be situated; the point

3 standing on g, and the point 4

on H, the points/, a, b, c, d must
necessarily come over their cor-

responding-points on G H, and the

hole g in the card perpendicular-

ly opposite the point of sight j.

If in this position of the different

parts, the student place his eye

close to the hole g in the strip of card k, he will find the cube,

standing over the square e, to fit exactly to the hole cut out of

the pasteboard. In order to be quite successful in this experi-

ment, a perfect adjustment of all the parts is indispensable ; the

drawing must be made with great accuracy, and the greatest

care must be taken that the piece of pasteboard containing

the figure of the cube, and the slip of card through which the

hole is pierced, stand perfectly perpendicular to the plane of the

top of the table.

This experiment may be repeated with advantage in a variety

t We are obliged to specify some particular figure, but a work-box,
desk, book, or other object, no matter what, may be chosen.
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of ways, all of wliicli rariatioiis -will illustrate some portion of the

text in the preceding chapters. It will be found, that the

slightest change in the position of any of the parts will destroy

the effect; the position of the eye must neither be moved to the

right nor left, neither higher nor lower; if the line r h were
drawn closer to c n, the hole would be too large for the cube to

appear to fit it; if it were drawn farther back, the hole would
appear too small; any change in the position of the cube itself

would alike destroy the effect.

If only one face of the cube were to be drawn, the figure would
be similar to d, the representation of a, Pig. 55; in such a figure,

whether the square stood parallel to or at an angle witii the

plane of delineation, if pieces of twine were attached to the four

coDiers of the real square, the four strings first passed through
the hole cut in the pasteboard standing over g a, then through
the hole g in the strip of cardboard, and the strings pulled tight

so as to form straight lines from the original square to the point

g, they would be found to touch the four corners of the hole re-

presenting the form of the square in perspective; thus referring

to Pig. 55, and supposing a to be the front of the cube, n the

hole cut in the pasteboard, and the point e the hole in the strip

of cardl)oard, the strings from the corners of the original square

drawn tight to the point g, would touch the four corners of the

hole cut in the board, as the lines drawn from the corners of the

square a to e, touch the corners a, h, c, d, of the square d.

Por teachers of schools, or for those who receive pupils in

classes, a small apparatus for this exi)eriment would be attended
with a very trifling expense, and would prove as advantageous
to the teacher as to the pupil: to illustrate by experiment being
easier to the master than by description, and much less difScult

of comprehension to the scholar. Any figure may be selected

for this experiment, and the representations of circular figures,

to those not conversant with perspective drawings, cause con-

siderable astonishment.

After an attentive examination of the rules contained in the

preceding chapters, the student ought to experience no difficulty

in finding the situation on the horizontal line of all vanishing
points that are requisite for drawing in perspective any plane
figure, however complicated; nor do we think he ought to be at

fault in constructing a solid figure upon it; it is frequently,

however, necessary to have on the same plan a variety of figures,

drawn one within the other, representing projecting and reced-

ing parts situated over the plan. To represent these in per-

spective with accuracy, requires great attention and considerable
nicety; and as we have given no figure of this kind either in this

or the first part of our work, we will introduce a plan and per-

spective view of one of the buttresses of Magdalene Bridge, Ox-
ford, which affords an excellent example for illustration. Before,
however, proceeding to any more complicated representation, we
propose to make a few general observations, and compare the
processes described for drawing perspective in the Pirst and
Second Parts.

In the various diagrams we have already given, it must be
quite evident that the same result in finding the perspective
positions of points in a picture is to be attained in a variety of
ways; and though, in the first instance, in order to determine
the position of some leading point or points from which others
may subsequently be drawn, it is requisite that the relative posi-

tions of the plane of delineation, &c., must be fixed, so that the
general outline of the subject shall be arranged by the visual
rays and vanishing points, much of the detail may be accom-
plished by more simple means. This is clearly shown in the
manner of drawing the perspective cube f, in Pig. G7, Repre-
sentation 2, the wiiole of which may be drawn without the ne-

cessity for introducing any visual ray at all. The same may be
observed by referring to the Representation, Pig. 66, where the
point c of the triangle is formed by the intersections of the lines

a D and b f, without the necessity of a visual ray, as is also the
point d in the Representation, Pig. 65.

Those modes for making perspective drawings that are at-

tended with the fewest number of lines are always to be preferred;
and it would surprise many who are not accustomed to execute
drawings in perspective, to witness the rapid and very simple
manner in which intricate drawings are made by those who nuike
it their business. In our endeavors to explain with sufiicient

clearness the manner of finding the perspective positions of cer-

tain points by means of drawing the visual rays through the

plane of delineation, we have in every instance made the plan

quite distinct from the representation, which is really the fact,

as it must never be lost sight of that the picture you are luaking

is to represent the original objects as they would appear if traced

on a sheet of glass (the plane of delineation) placed between the

spectator and the objects to be drawn. The manner most com-
monly in use, however, is to make the ground line of the picture

and the ground line of the plane of delineation the same line;

to place the position of the spectator above this line according

to his distance from the plane of delineation and the plan of the

original objects below it, the points of intersection of the visual

rays on the ground line of the plane of delineation thus come at

once on the ground line of the picture;* those points required

to be brought forward to the plane of delineation are brought
at the same time to the ground line of the picture. This process
is a much readier mode tlian making the base of the plane of de-

lineation and the ground line of the picture two separate lines,

as we will show in our next figure.

The original object of the Pirst Part of this treatise on per-

spective was to furnish information just sufficient to enable the

amateur to make sketches from nature without violently outrag-

ing perspective. The forms chosen and the directions given for

drawing them were as simple as the subject would admit, and
the Author trusts that it is impossible for any intelligent person

to go steadily through the whole pages without comprehending
the matter. Although the present Part goes much farther into

the art of perspective than the Pirst, and the mode jiointed out

for representing the perspective forms of objects is different, yet

there is nothing in the Pirst Part of the work to vnkarn; an
attentive perusal of the two parts, with careful drawings made
on a larger scale from the illustrations contained in both, we may
venture to say, would enable the student to draw in perspective

any geometrical figure set before him. It may appear to some that

in giving rules for drawing a number of figures in perspective

in the Pirst Part, and leaving :he explanation of the principles

on which perspective drawing is founded for the Second, is, to

use a homely adage, putting the cart before the horse; but per-

spective is generally allowed to be an extremely difficult subject

to write on, as it is necessary before we can enter into the prin-

ciples on which perspective drawing is founded, first to understand
what perspective really is. To those -who are ignorant of draw-
ing, the geometrical elevation of a building appears more correct

than a perspective representation, yet to those who understand
the principles of drawing it must be quite evident that a geo-

metrical elevation, however useful it may be, cannot be a correct

representation of what we see, let the position of the spectator

be where it may; as a simple geometrical drawing does not

represent the thicknesses either of projections or recesses, though
they may be ascertained generally )iy the depth of the shadows.

The frontage of a rectangular building may be so situated with

reference to the position of the spectator, as to present a rectan-

gular figure, but all recesses or projections on the face of it must
be drawn according to the rules of perspective if the representa-

tion be really as it appears, which is not done in geometrical

elevation. Hence we have preferred the system of showing
practically by the most familiar examples, in the Pirst Part, in

the various figures from 9 to It, that objects vary considerably

in their form iiccording to their change of position with reference

to the spect-^* '.;• that parallel lines viewed in certain directions

appear to r .. .a a point called the vanishing point; how the

position of these vanishing points may be found on the horizon-

tal line with sufficient accuracy for ordinary sketches, with

directions for determining the height of this line; and then pro-

* The sturlent must understand, that in the diagrams given in this

Part of the work, as well as in the figures of the Problems in Part I. for

the purpose of instruction, lines ot all kinds, whether to vanishing
points, to distance points, or the visual rays that are requisite for finding

points of intersection,—in all cases the whole length of the line is drawn
from point to point; but in the e.xecution of a perspective drawing, where
all lines for finding the form required are erased, this is not required.

All that is necessary is to ])lace the rule from point to point, and mark
delicately, but distinctly, only the point of intersection required. By this

proceeding a vast confusion of lines is obviated, and the progress of the

drawing rendered more simple.
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ceeding- from these premises to put a variety of figures in per-

spective; showing in the First Part what is meant by persjiective

drawing, and leavhig it to the Second to point out the principles

on which it is grounded. Tiie First Part, in fact, being but an
introduction to tiie Second, the proper understanding of which is

greatly facilitated by an acquaintance with the First, some of the

diagrams of the Second being difficult to comprehend without
this knowledge.

Station.

©

In referring back to the first problem, Part I. p. 23, if we
were to proceed to draw a similar figure on the principles we
have described in the Second Part, which would be on the same
plan as the Representation, Fig. 68, we should find that after
determining the positions of the lines a, e, f, by means of visual
rays, and finding the positions of the vanishing points g and h, as
shown in the diagrams Figs 65 and 66, by which the inclinations
of the lines d, c, h, and j are drawn, all the rf^maining parts
may be as accurately delhieated by the syste. -.rlftscribed for
drawing this problem, pp. 23—24, Part I., a. , lone by the
rules given for drawing the diagrams Figs 67 and 68, as it is

immaterial as affects the accuracy of the drawing, whether the
positions of the points necessary for finding the width of the
windows, which were determined by means of a distance point,
or the point necessary for drawing the point of the gable, which
was determined by the use of diagonal lines, be found by the
means used in drawing Prob. I., or whether the positions of all

the points are found by means of the visual rays; whichever
mode is employed the result will be the same. The point of

distance is most valuable in perspective drawing, and a variety

of ways are shown by different writers on perspective by which
the position of this point may be determined. In the directions

given for making perspective representations of objects embraced
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in the diagrams from Fig. 59 to 73, it must be very evident
that the whole of a perspective drawing may be e.xeciilcd with-
out the necessity for employing a distance po'i lit at all, tiie visual
rays answering tiie same jiurpose; but it is frequently the case
that the introduction of a distance point saves considerable la-
bor, and tiie directions given for fixing the position in Prob. I.

and II. Part I., and elsewhere, are sufficient for any purpose,
as they will produce intersecting points on any line wiUi as much
accuracy as is to be obtained by visual rays.

If a drawing of the plan of the house, the original object of
the representation, Prob. I. Part I., were given to tlie student,
with the position of the spectator and situation of tlie plane of
delineation, it is barely possible he could have any difliculty in
putting in perspective the parallelograms of the two sides of^tlie

house, formed by the lines a, d, f, k and a, c, e, j; the heights
of all the different parts being the same as described for draw-
ing the first problem. Part I. In the cut (Fig. 76) we have
here introduced, we have placed the plan of the buildiu"- below
the ground line, so as to bring the intersections of the visual
rays direct to it; this will prove a great saving of labor; but it

is necessary to point out, that in all cases where this is done, the
plan must be drawn the reverse way to that where the base line

of the plane of delineation and the ground line of the pic-

ture are dirtinct lines, which has been the case in all our
previous examples. This will be understood, by turning the
figure 76, upside down; in looking at it in this position, taking
the ground line of the representation as the base of the plane of
delineation, if the points of intersection on it were carried to
another line as the ground line of the picture (similar to the
diagrams. Figs. 67, 68), the gable end would be to the right
hand instead of the left, the way we absolutely see it.

It is not our province to enter into any theories; all that is

required is to make the student understand as a practical fact,

that where the plane is placed underneath the picture, so that
the base line of it (the ground line) is used at the same time as
the base of the plane of delineation, the plan must be drawn re-

versed
;
by making the ground line serve both purposes, we gain

a saving of labor, which is always an object. The annexed
diagram shows that the result will be the same, whether we use
a distinct line for the base of the plane of delineation, carryino-

the intersecting points to the ground line of the picture, draw-
ing the plan as it stands before us, or whether we make one line

serve the purpose of both, by drawing the plan reversed. Let
A represent a plan similar to that in Fig. 76, only drawn as it

stands before us, b representing the plane of delineation, from
which the points are to be carried to the ground line of tlie pic-

ture, c the position of the spectator. The plan a is a reversed,
and the point c is in the same relative position to a as c to a; the

line B serving for the plan a and station point
c, both as ground line of the picture and base

of the plane of delineation ; the visual rays b

and d c, it will be seen, intersect the line b
in the same points as the visual rays b c and
d c. In comparing figure 76 with Plate II.

of the First Part, it will be seen that the lines

K and J in the plan, are the lines by which
the positions of the vanishing points h and j

are determined; the angle a of the house

touching the plane of delineation, is of course

drawn perpendicularly up from the point 2;

the perpendiculars e and f are determined by
the visual rays drawn from a and b to the

station point of the spectator © ; the lines

c, J, D, and K, are drawn as in Fig. 68, Re-
presentation.* The points by whi^li the

perspective width of the windows was de-

termined in drawing the house in Prob. I., was by means of a
distance point, full directions for the manner for determining the

position of which, were given in the directions for drawing that

problem; and we here propose to show that the result of finding

them by this means is precisely the same as if the visual rays

had been used. The distance from 1 to 9 in this diagram

* As regards the height of the line a and the height of the wind ws,
the manner of determining them was fully explained at p, ?A Part I.
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(Fig. T6), will be found to be really the geometrical lengtli of

the perspective line d, by comparing it with the line k of the

plan, and the divisions 10, 11, 12, 13, correspond on the two
lines R and k. From each of the points 10, 11, 12, 13, on k of

the plan, draw a visual ray to the station of the s])ectator, in-

tersecting the ground line (also the plane of delineation) at c,

d, e, f* From the point 9 tliruugh the corner of the house, 5,

draw a line to the horizontal line, to determine the point of dis-

tance, s;f then from each of the points 10, 11, 12, 13, on r,

draw a line to the distance point s, to determine the perspective

positions of these points. If we now from each of the jioints on

the ground line, c. d. t, f, draw a perpendicular line up to n,

they will be found to intersect that line in the same points, as

the lines drawn from the points 10, 11, 12, 13, on r, to the

point of distance s, proving that the positions of these points are

determined with as much accuracy by means of a point of dis-

tance, as by drawing the visual rays.

In Prob. I. Part I., the perpendicular line dividing tlie

parallelogram a, c, e, j into its perspective halves, was found by
means of the intersection of the diagonal lines l and m at the

point 7; we shall find this mode for drawing the perpendicular

line N at its perspective distance from a and e, equally cori'cct

as employing either a visual ray or a point of distance. The
point g on the plan is exactly midway between 2 and a on the

line j; if from this point a visual ray is drawn to the ground

line at h, a perpendicular line drawn from it will pass directly

through the point 7 found by the intersection of the diagonals

L and M. Again, from the point 1 on a, a horizontal line 1 j is

drawn to represent the geometrical length of the line c (equal

to .J of the plan) ; if from j through the point 3 a line is ruled

to the horizontal line, it will give a point of distance t, by which
the width of any details on the gable end of the house may be

determined on the line c; thus, if from the point h, the half of

the geometrical representation of c, a line is drawn to the point

of distance T, the intersection of it with the line c determines

the perspective centre, and is in the same point with the inter-

section produced by the perpendicular line from 7 and k. Hence
it must be clear, that to determine the perspective distance of

any. perpendicular line between a e or a f, it is immaterial, so

far as correctness is to be obtained, whether these distances are

determined by a distance point, by visual rays, or by means of

diagonal lines.

J

It is difficult to say of these three modes, which is the best
;

in some cases one is to be ] referred, in others another. The
distance point and the diagonals are the most used in sketching

from nature, as it is seldom found necessary to construct a plan,

the general outline and position of the vanishing points being

taken at discretion. In minute parts of a drawing, the use of

the point of distance is valuable, as correctness is more readily

attained, and it saves much trouble where a perspective line is

required to be divided into a number of equal parts, to use the

point of distance iustead of visual rays, as will be seen on the

line drawn from I (on a,) to the vanishmg point h. Suppose
that portion of the line from / to m, required to be divided (per-

spectively) iuto four equal paj-ts; draw an indefinite horizontal

line from I, and set off four equal parts at «, o, j>, q; from q draw
a line to the horizontal line at u; these lines drawn from n, o, p,
to u, will give the perspective positions of these points on /, m.

The reason why the distance point is more convenient for this jmr-

pose than the visual rays from a line on the plan, is, first, that

you may place your distances on the horizontal line at discretion,

and secondly, that by being able to gel them wider apart, cor-

rectness is more easily attained. Suppose the distance chosen
to have been a trifle more than from I to n, as from I to r, the

horizontal line would extend to u, and the point of distance

nmst be found by drawing a line from u through ??i to the hori-

* III this figure, to avoid confusion of lines, the visual rays are not
drawn to the station point through the ground line, but only up to it;

wen; it not a figure for instruction, even this would Ijo unnt'cossarv, as
simply marking the poiuta of contact at c, d, e, and /", would be sutli-

cieut.

t .-Ml the references in this figure that occur in Prob. I. Part I., are
lettered and figured the same.

X The diagonal lines may be used for finding the positions of otlu-r
perpcuclicular lines besides the middle line n, as showa in the First Pai't.

Prob. IV. Plate 5.

zontal line at v, and lines ruled from the intermediate points r,

s, t to the point of distance v,"*- will intersect the line Im in the
same points as those drawn from the points n, o, p, to the point
of distance u. It may be well here to notice, that from any
))oint on a from which a line is drawn to the vanishing point, the
point of distance may as readily be determined as from the point

(1) chosen; or that the point of distance being fixed from the
real geometrical length of the line r, measurements may be made
on any other line, and the same point of distance made use of;

as if we required to divide the perspective line/j in half, we have
only to measure off on the ground line to the right of the point 2,

the geometrical half of the line k of the plan, and a line ruled

from it to the ]ioiut of distance s, would intersect the line k in

the middle ; this is clearly shown in the geometrical width of

the first arch ou the line e and the ground line. Fig. 1, Prob.
VI. Part I. In the second problem. Part I., the student could
have no difficulty in finding thejiositions of the jioints 3and 4 from
a plan; and as the near edge of the chess-board is on the ground
line, and therefore up to the plane of delineation, the line 1 2 has
only to be divided into eight equal parts to get the divisions of

the squares. It must be evident in this figure that the point of

distance is the readiest way of determining the perspective po.si-

tions of the points tVom a to "; if these were to be found by
means of visual rays, it would be necessary to divide one of the
sides of the plan into eight equal parts, to draw a visual ray
from each to the ground line, and from each intersection draw a
perpendicular line to intersect either the line 1—3 or 2—4;
whereas in the manner adopted in Prob. II. (the point 3 having
been found by a visual ray,) the point of distance is determined
by a line from 2 through 3 to the horizontal line, and the inter-

mediate points between 1 and 3 are found by one operation.

In Prob. X. Part I. we pointed out the mode (pp. 86, 87)
for finding the perspective width of recesses, leaving the first

step, the distance of the line 2 fiom 1 to be determined by eye;

in this figure (76) we shall show with what readiness the depth
of the recess may be determined by rule. Let v on the plan re-

present the plau of the recess; we shall then require the per-

spective witlth of from w to 11; to ascertain which, draw a

visual ray from w intersecting the ground line at x, and from x
draw a perpendicular line across the front of the house; the per-

pendicular from d is the line 1 of Prob. X. Part 1., and the

perpendicular from x the line 2 of the same. In this figure (76)
we have not introduced the top and bottom lines of the windows,

as the manner of proceeding for drawing these is fully described

in the directions given for drawing Prob. X. Part I. We have

merely shown how the line 2 (Prob. X.) is to be found by a

visual ray from a plan; that being determined, proceed as des-

eribed, p. 86, Part I., from the corner of the window 4.

The same remarks we have made in comparing Fig. 76 with

the first problem in Part I., will apply to other plates in the

same part; thus, in Fig. 1, Prob. YI., if the plan were given so

as to fix the position of the vanishing point and determine the

distance of the line d from a, the width of the piers and nrches,

and the intermediate points required for drawing the cuivcs, lu-e

as readily found by means of a point of distance as by drawing

visual rays to the plane of delineation. The readiest way of

drawing this figure, would be to find the width of the arcltes

and the middle line between their sides, by the visual rays, and

find the points for the curves as described in Fig. 2, Plate 7.

If in addition to what is represented in Prob. YI., the thickness

of the arches was required to be drawn as in Prob. XI. Part I.,

the thickness shown from A to a- (Prob. XI.) would be deter-

mined from a plan, in a way similar to finding the jjerspcctive

depth of the recess 11 to w in Fig. 76.

In the diagrams introduced in Part II., none have been given

for the representation of curves in perspective; ample informa-

tion has beeu given to enable the student to construct any plane

rectilinear figure in perspective; and as rectilinear figures must

first be constructed in order to find intersecting points through

which the curves are to be drawn, it was considered that the

introductory observations and subsequent examples in Chap. III.

Part I., were quite sufficient to enable the student from a plan

Tills point is out of the iiieture as well as tlie vanishing points, but

found oa the horizontal line by continuing the line u m vit would be

up to it.
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to draw a circle in perspective; the geometrical figure required

for so doing, being only a few straight lines intersecting one an-

other at certain points, and all within a square. There are a

variety of geometric curves, such as the ellipse, parabola, &c.,

that, if the mode for geometrically constructing them according

to the rules laid down in works on practical geometry are known,

are as easily \n\t in perspective as the circle, although a greater

number of lines may be required. These curves are met with in

arches, roofs, mouldings, &c., and as we before said, if the man-

ner of constructing these figures geometrically is understood,

they are readily put in ]ierspective. We will introduce one ex-

ample by putting a semi-elliptic arch iu perspective.

Fig. 78.

The rule for drawing this geometric cnrve is to be found in

Nicholson's "Practical Geometry;" it is very simple, and pro-

duces a good line. It must be understood that to draw this

figure on a large scale, it would be necessary to take, in pro-

portion to the size it is to be drawn, an increased number of

points; four points are very few to get a perfect line, but are

quite sufficient to illustrate the principle on which this or any

other curve may be represented iu perspective. It is superfluous

to draw any plan tor this figure, the parallelogram containing it

being drawn iu perspective as any other parallelogram would

be; we therefore premise all that preparatory work to have been

gone through, and proceed at once to the representation of the

curve. The geometrical divisions on a must be carried to the

line B, and their perspective positions found on c by means of the

l)oint of distance d on the horizontal line, and from c, these

points must be brought to the line a,* the representation of a

in perspective. The divisions on the line e must be put on the

line c, by ruling to the vanishing point from e through e to it;

this will give all the points requisite for drawing the rectilinear

figure in perspective; and by drawing from/ to the points on

the perpendiculars on each side of the parallelogram, and from

g through the divisions on a, lines up to those from / to the

divisions on the sides, similar to the geometrical figure to the

left, all the points requisite for drawing the curve will be evi-

dent; the rectilinear figure to the right being the perspective

rejn'esentation of the rectilinear figure to the left.

Our limits do not admit of introducing any great variety of

figures; indeed the object is only to point out the principles on

which perspective drawings are to be made from details of indi-

vidual parts. In Prob. VIII. Part I. we have given a figure

by which the shaft of a column, and consequently a series of

shafts of columns, may be drawn ; frequently the shafts of

columns are at a less diameter at the top tban at the bottom;

to represent such a shaft iu perspective, it would require only to

construct a perspective square within the top square e (see

Figs. 6 and T, Plate 13, Part I.), the same width as the diam-

eter of the top of the shaft, draw the circle within it, and from
the extremities of the bottom draw lines to the extremities of

the top, similar to the lines s and t, Prob. VIII. In the forms

of the roofs of interiors, we constantly meet with arches crossing

each other in a variety of ways. It is as easy to draw an arch in

perspective in one direction or another: it is only necessary

therefore to fix the points from which the arches spring, ample
information for doing which has already been given, and the

* It would be a shorter process to continue the line a, and there place

the geometrical divisions (as on b); by whicli proceeding, the divisions

got at the point of distance would come at once on a, We have taken
the line b, because, being obliged to leave the lines required for finding

the positions of the points, the finding them from a continuation of the

line A would have created a confusion with the other lines,

arches, whatever may be their geometrical form, are as easily

drawn as in Prob. VI. and IX. The annexed Diagram ( Fig. 19)

is an example of the elfect produced by

the intersection of arches. It would be

supcrflous to show how these perspec-

tive arches were constructed, as it would

be only a repetition of ]u-cceding exam-

ples; the points from which the curves

spring are similar to 1, 3, 6, 9 of Prob.

VII. Part I., the arches S])ringing

from 1 to 9, and 3 to 6, instead ol' from

1 to 3 and 6 to 9. Domes vary con-

siderably in their apparent forms, ac-

cording to the change of position from

which they are seen, and to the experienced eye a want of per-

spective knowledge is easily detected iu their representation.

Thei'e is little difficulty iu drawing in perspective any form of

dome, provided the student understands thoroughly how to draw

the geometrical figure, as we will show by a reference to Prob.

V. Part I., and Fig. 78, just given. Let us suppose the form

of the dome to be that given iu Fig. 78, springing from eight

points, and we had drawn the plan of it similar to the nearest

perspective circle, Prob. V. First draw a perpendicular line

from the perspective centre of the circle (the intersection of the

diagonal lines), the height of a f, and on the line 4—2 construct

a geometrical figure similar to Fig. 78; then, as described in Fig.

78, draw the geometrical figure iu perspective over each of the

lines 1—3, 5—7, and 6—8, as bases representing the line a, and

the result will be an accurate representation of such a dome in

perspective, as was described. Irregular curves may be repre-

sented in perspective in the same manner as described for Fig. 78,

constructing your own rectilinear figure about the irregular curve

to get a number of intersecting points in it, and putting this

figure in perspective; this would be required in drawing the lead-

hig lines of leaves in a Corinthian capital. Any spiral from the

volute of an Ionic capital would prove an excellent example for

the studnet's exercising himself on the principles for representing

curves in perspective.

To be Continued.

From the Philosophical Magazine, Sept., 1854,

OK SENSITIVE COLLODION.

Parsontown, August, 1854.

Gentlemen,—To answer some inquiries which have been

addressed to me with respect to the photographic process pub-

lished in the July number of this Magazine, I beg to make the

following addenda.

The mixture of iodide and muriate of iron acts better when it

is a few days old; these salts of iron being formed by the double

decomposition which occurs between the iodide of potassium and

muriate of soda on the one hand, and the sulphate of iron on the

other, and the last-named salt being with difficulty dissolved in

the alcohol, the action requires some time before the full effect

is produced.

The picture developed by the sulphate of iron as an exciting

agent is a positive one, and if rapidly taken, not deep enough to

print from. The usual pyrogallic acid solution (three grains to

the ounce of water, with "half a drachm of glacial acetic acid)

brings out the picture much more deeply marked. With the

pyrogallic acid developing solution I have taken a likeness in

about 11 second which could be printed from very fairly.

I have found from late experiments that the intensity of the

picture may be considerably increased by using collodion with-

out the salt recommended in the paper published last July, but

substituting for it one drop of chloroform to the mixture when

about to be poured on the glass plate; that is, mixing together

1 part of the solution of iodide of iron, 3 parts of collodion, and

1 drop of chloroform to each drachm of this compound fluid,

when about to be poured on the plate. The first effect of the

chloroform on the collodion is to precipitate the gun-cotton which

comes iu contact with it, but it soon redissolves by giving a

shake or two to the vessel.—1 am, &c.,

Thomas Woods.
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THE ART IIV LONDON AND PARIS.

H. H. SPELLING,

Paris, Septcmher 25, 1854.

Dear Sir.—The last time I saw you, I promised to send you
anything- that might be entertaining to your readers. If I fail

in so doing they must take the will for the deed.

I left New York in the steamship Indiana, and after a de-

lightful passage of twelve days we landed in Southampton. I

remained here a few days, it is a fine town, containing about

60,000 inliabitants. There are two daguerreotypists here, but

both very poor ones. I am sure if a good operator was to es-

tablisli himself here he would do well. The two that are here

do very little, but that is not surprising after looking at their

work.

I went to London where I remained nearly a week, during

that time I visited the principal daguerreotypists. The business

was not very brisk, it was what they call their dull season. They
say you never see the suu in Loudon, I can assure you this is a

mistake, for the whole week I was there, I never felt warmer
weather, or saw finer.

Claudet, Kilburn, and Mayall make the best pictures, and a

few new establishments turn out very fair ones. Claudet has

the handsomest and best adapted place in the city (or perhaps

in the world.) The entrance is very wide, and the gallery on

the ground floor is fitted up in splendid style and lighted by a

skylight. A marble flight of stairs conducts you to the opera-

ting and retiring rooms, all on the same floor. As you pass up
the stairs you will see the names in panels, on the wall, of all the

persons who have made discoveries and improvements worthy of

note in the daguerreotype. I was pleased to see that America
had not been forgotten. I found M. Claudet very polite. He
conducted me through his establishment, and took great pains

to show me his process throughout. Take it all iu all, it

is exceedingly novel, and differs almost in toto from our way of

operating. In the first place he takes the metal in the rough;

he cuts the size he wants to use, he then planishes it, cleans with

rotten-stone and oil, passes it to a large roll of silk velvet, (drab),

places it face down and puts his fingers on the back of the plate;

a few passes across the velvet and it is then finished. He uses

no rouge, or anything else, for polishing. He then takes his

plate to the coating room, in which he has about twenty coating

boxes; they are made different from ours, being nothing more
than an earthen dish with a glass cover laid ou the top to take

on and off. His first coating is a piece of pasteboard, about
one-eighth of an inch thick, saturated with what I supposed to be

chloride, of iodine; this is laid 0}i the bottom of the coating box.

Tne plate is put over the box, and allowed to remain until it is

just turned a lemon color. It is then put over a liquid quick,

which he must use very weak, as I could not smell any chemical

vapor in the coating room. Over this he allows it to remain from
15 to 25 miuutes; the time is marked in front of the box when
it is i)ut over. You might fancy from this that he keeps his cus-

tomers waiting. On the contrary, they are detained a very

short time. He has always twenty or thirty plates, or more,

ready ahead, and he uses these after they have been coated

some three or four days. I told him that I should suppose that

his pictures would be spotted after his plates standing so long,

but he said, that with his process he never was troubled with any
thing of the kind. We next weut to the operating room; this

is fitted up very finely; he has shades of diftereut colors for

arranging the light as he wants it; also, a cooling apparatus

which, by pulling a cord inside, he floods the skylight with ice

water, which cools the glass and at the same time keeps it free

from dust. His mercury bath he heats by hot water, and
instead of putting the plate face down to mercury he puts them
in side ways, 15 or more at once, same as we would put plates

into a plate box. Ue has, also, an apparatus for gilding by
steam a dozen at once of different sizes, and after washing they

aro dried in the same manner. I have endeavored to give his

process as near as I can remember, and I think your readers

will find it original. Mr. Kilburn was not in town, but the

iitl^ndant showed me .some fine specimens.

I spent one day at the Crystal Palace, at Sydenham. There

were no pictures exhibited, except from London. Claudet
had some fine stereoscopic pictures that attracted a great deal

of attention. There were a great many views on paper, but
notkiiiff as ffood as I have seen in Paris since.

The next day I left for Havre. There are two daguerreotyp-

ists there; one of them seems to do a nice little business. They
had a Regatta the day I was there, and he was very busy
making instantaneous pictures of the boats that were to compete
for the prizes. I left the same afternoon for Paris, so I had no
opportunity of seeing how he succeeded.

Siuce I have been here, I have been delighted with the

specimens on paper, sans retouche, and with many of the colored

specimens. They have paid great attention to making portraits,

and they are daily making improvements, and they work with

more certainty. The paper business takes the lead. Most all

the galleries are up five long flights of stairs, some six, and I

have been up seven. Mayer freres are crowded from morning
till night; they make the best colored specimens in Paris. He
showed me some very fine pictures he had prepared for the
French Exhibition, some positive pictures on glass colored very
pretty. They employ about twelve persons about the establish-

ment, and each one has his own department, and in this way they
work with more certainty. I found them very friendly, and I

have a standing invitation to come whenever I like. They have
taken great pains to show me their method of working through-

out. I anj, also, taking lessons of another gentleman, who makes
pictures without any retouching or coloring. I shall no doubt
be able to bring home some clichets, (or send some). They
will be interesting to print from, for the Photographic and Fine
Art Journal.

There are several gentlemen learning with me; one from Cal-

cutta, one from Lisbon, one from Rio de Janeiro, one from
Constantinople, one from England, two or three Frenchmen,
and one gentleman from Havana; so, on the reception of lettei's,

we have news in the photographic line from all quarters.

Besson freres are making splendid large views on paper with

the collodion, that surpass all their former efforts; some very fiue

panoramic views on a large scale. The apparatus for working

out of doors, here, is much superior to anything we have in

America; it is made well, and very compact, and at a moderate

price. They use gutta percha iu almost every shape. I will

bring home samples, or send home anything that 1 think will be

useful. I have seen here some very large groups on paper. I

was astonished to find every one in the group in perfect focus.

I afterwards learned that each person was made at a different

sitting, and afterwards copied, one at a time, in a large copying

frame; it requires great care in the arrangement of light on each

person, so as to have them to match. But you can take any

uumber of persons. It is just what is wanted for making pic-

tures of schools, when they want them all in a group. Every
operator knows that in making pictures of a number of persons

on one plate, it is either spoilt by some one of the number mov-
ing, or by the instrument not being iu focus on all the sitters.

This is a g;reat improvement. In views they make the clouds

—

which is a great relief to the background—instead of the blank

ground usually seen in paper views, it is simple; and very little

trouble.

Friend Thompson is as busy as ever making daguerreotypes,

the most part of which are for the stcreo.scope. He has, also, a

gentleman with him making pictures on jiaper. He showed me
some specimens which were very fine. His location is the finest

iu the city, and the rooms are fitted up splendidly.

Should your readers be interested with this, yon may expect

another letter or two before I return.—Yours truly,

Charles R. Meade.

Never lose an opportunity of seeing anything beautiful.

—

Beauty is God's hand-writing—a way-side sacrament; welcome

it in every fair face, every fair sky, every fair flower, and thank

Ilim for it, the fountain of all loveliness, and driidc it in simply

and earnestly, with all your eyes; 'tis a charmed draught, a cup

of blessing
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From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

THE ALBUMEN PROCESS.

To the. Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Dear Sir,—Amongst the various pliotograpliic processes

which have been so disinterestedly and so fully discussed in the

Journal of the Photographic Society, that of Albumen has re-

ceived but little notice; none whatever from any English prac-

titioner. I believe the only descrijition given in the Journal of

the Albumen process is extracted from " La Lumiere."

On considering the various processes on glass and paper

available for depicting architectural or landscape subjects, the

length of time occupied by the process, and too often a want of

that exquisite sharpness, so characteristic of collodion pictures.

I am induced to think that very much more might be done with

albumen than has hitherto been accomplished in England. The
beautiful French stereoscopic pictures now commonly sold in

shops are evidences of the great capabilities of albumen to give

deep-toned and sharply-defined pictures. Many very fine speci-

mens are also to be seen by Mons. Ferriere, and when to these

instances we add the delicately-toned albumen pictures exhibited

by Messrs. Ross aud Thompson, of Edinburgh, in the photo-

graphic room at the Great Exhibition in Hyde Park, I do
think that the process deserves to be in greater favor with

English photographers. When good-sized pictures (say 12 or

14 inches by 10) can be taken instantaneously on collodion, so

that the motion of foliage, rising smoke, passing clouds, moving-

water, the wave rising, or the ripple sparkling, aud the motions

of figures or animals, are all overcome by the lightning-like

rajjidity of the process, then that one will he the only true process

by which landscape subjects can be satisfactorily obtained.

If we are to wait 4 or 5 minutes, or even 4 or 5 seconds,

while the picture is doing in the camera, it matters really very

little, except as a question of spending one's time, whether 10
minutes or 20 minutes are required for the exposure sufficient

for obtaiuing a picture. With such ideas on the subject of

photography, it appears that collodion as at present practised

with the single lens, the waxed paper, the Talbotype and albu-

men are nearly on a par with each other for convenience. For
the time required in the paper processes is very nearly sufficient

for that of albumen, while the detail, tone, and delicate grada-

tion obtained Ijy this latter method are very superior to that of

the paper, waxed or otherwise.

Mr. Talbot's wonderful experiment of taking a picture of

a printed paper whirled rapidly round on a wheel during the

lighting of it by the discharge of a Leyden jar, was accom-
plished on albumen. This fact proves its capability of being

rendered sensitive, and points to a possibility of this method
being made quite as available, perhaps more so, to the photo-

grapher, than even collodion. There are some little difficulties

attending the use of albumen, such as beating it up to a clear,

smooth liquid, applying the nitrate bath, and developing, but

these have been completely overcome by the French photo-

graphers and our Scottish brethren, while pyrogallic acid, as a

developing agent, makes the operation very little longer about
than that of iodized paper; not longer than when waxed paper
is used.

Supposing perfect success with Mr. Shadbolt's damping bath
of honey, thee ollodionized plates must be carried in a box,

whde the time of exi)Osure might, according to various conditions,

vary from one minute to three. The albumenized plates

would require to be also carried in a box, the only difference

being that the time of exposure might extend from ten to twenty
minutes.

Thus, practically applied to landscape, but little disadvantage

is on the side of albumen compared to collodion, while in cer-

tainty of result, fidelity of detail, beauty of gradation, it quite

equ-ils and surpasses many results on collodion.

Oiie of our most successful photographers, I am informed, can
obtain albumen pictures with an exposure of five minutes only,

aud, doubtless, this might be greatly reduced.

There is also another consideration, that with plates of large

dimensions, 15 inches by 12, collodion is a very costly material.

A plate that size would require one ounce to cover it, besides

the expense of the rapid deterioration of the collodion returned

to the bottle. Compared to the expense of collodion, the iodized
albumen is but a trifle.

There are various methods of using albumen, and in the hojie
that this medium will receive more attention than hitherto
amongst the correspondents of the Journal of the Photographic
Society, I have been induced to trouble you with this communi-
cation.

I remain, very truly yours,

Albumen.

DAGUERREOTYrE COLORS.

New York, Nov. 1, 1854.

Mr. H H. Snelling,

Dear Sir,—We omitted noticing in the October number of
the Photographic Art Journal the editorial remarks appended
to our letter, in reference to Mr. John Werge and his colors.

The reply of Mr. Werge in the November number we should
treat with the contempt it deserves, but that the aforesaid edi-

torial remarks appeared evidently to favor Mr. W's. colors in

preference to ours, aud we wish to set you and the public right
on the subject. Our practical experience of 13 years over that
of a mere adventurer, is entitled to the most credit. In the first

place, we can demonstrate to any person the truth of our asser-

tions in the October number. We can show that all the pictures

in our gallery, colored by the process brought troin Europe by
our H. W. Meade, to be in a perfect condition, while those
colored by Mr. Werge's process are faded, spotted and spoiled.

The process practised by us is also practised by Claudet, Mayall,
Beard, and Kilburn, of London, and Thompson of Paris, whose
colored pictures have never been excelled; some of whose speci-

mens, taken many years ago, we have in our possession, as beau-
tiful and bright as the day they were taken. We therefore, to

protect ourselves, and without any ill feeling towards Mr.
Werge, made the offer to exchange those colors for which we
were responsible for the legitimate article. All we have to say,

in conclusion is, if Mr. Werge's colors work differently now,
they must be prepared contrary to those he used when in our
employ, and this is the only notice we shall take of the matter.

Meade, Brothers.

P. S.—The reason of Mr. Werge adopting a different process

of coloring was, that he was assailed in Humphrey's Journal,

and the N. Y. Tribune, about colored pictures.

Note.—We had no intention in our remarks, appended to

Messrs. Meade's first communication, to prefer one set of colors

over any other ; we merely made a statement for the purpose of

calling out further evidence in regard to the matter from those

who have used both kinds of colors, in hopes of eliciting the

whole truth. Having given place to the Messrs. Meade's com-

munication, we were in duty bound to insert Mr. Werges reply

-V. D,

SOME FACTS COSJJECTED WITH THE EARLY HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY

IN AMERICA.

The history of Photography in the United States, is insepar-

ably connected with various experiments which have been pub-

lished from time to time by Professor Draper of the University

of New York. Of these we propose here to give an outline.

Professor Draper relates in his lectures, that his attention

was first drawn to the chemical effects of light, while a student

in the University of London. In the spring of the year 1830,

there was exhibited by the late Dr. Turner, in one of his lectures

in that institution, a large glass vessel in which a piece of cam-

phor had been placed. The sunrays happening to fall through

the window upon the glass, had caused very splendid crystals to

form on the enlightened surface, though it was apparently the

hottest, and hence it was inferred that some special agency was

exerted by them in causing this crystallization. The effect

was, however, far from being new, having been described by

early authors.

On going home Dr. Draper repeated the experiment with
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variatious, and soon found that any volatile substance would

shew the same result, none answering- better in this respect than

iodine. He also observed that the effect would take place with

camphor, almost instantaneously, if it was exposed in a vacuum,

as under an air pump, or in a barometer tube; whereas under

common circumstances of atmospheric pressure, it requires seve-

ral days.

He supposed that these experiments justified the conclusion,

that when light falls upon a surface of any kind, it gives rise to

a development of electricity, and that tlu'rel)y such vapors are

condensed. These results were published in the Journal of the

Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, in the winter of 1834-5. At
this time, and indeed for five years subsequently, he was the only

yjerson in America whose attention was occupied with tiiese sub-

jects, or who printed any thing in relation to them. xVmolig the

facts presented in these early papers, are proofs that when light

falls on various transparent bodies, such as ruby, sapphire,

emerald, topaz, they become electrical, and this independently

of any effect of heat. At that time it was asserted by many
chemists that when violet light falls upon a piece of steel, the

metal becomes magnetic; but, on repeating these experiments

under very advantageous circumstances, in the South of Vii'-

giuia, he found that no such effect ensues, nor does the passage

of a voltaic current, in wires or through liquids, exert any agency

on light.

After this time, he made a very extensive series of experi-

ments upon the chemical and physical relations of light. The
supposed electrization of surfaces on exposure to the sun; the

crystallization of camphor; the motions of vapors towards the

illuminated sides of vessels; the decomposition of chloride and

bromide of silver; and the decomposition of carbonic acid by

plants, were experimentally examined. He attempted to accom-

plish the blackening of chloride of silver by lamplight and moon-

light, but failed. These results, like the preceding, were

yjublished in successive numbers of the Journal of the Franklin

Institute, in 1887. At this early period, he had discovered the

influence of yellow media, such as stained glass and solution of

chromate of potash, in totally intercepting the chemical rays, as

may be seen in the April number of the Southern Literary Mes-

senger for 1837.

Among the facts thus discovered there are several which

deserve special mention, since some of them have been re-pro-

duced by late experimenters as novelties. Thus, he found that

chloride of silver assumes various colors; red, yellow, and blue,

when exposed to rays of those tints; and, even now, photography

ia colors has advanced no farther. He also discovered that two

chemical rays may be made to destroy each others effect, inter-

ference taking place, as with rays of light and waves of sound.

He examined the effect of the prismatic spectrum on bromide of

silver, and especially the action of plants on carbonic acid under

the influence of sunshine, proving that the gas set free by them

in that decomposition is not pure oxygen, as was then universally

asserted, but a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen, and that it is

the yellow rays which accomplish the decomposition. Action

not being confined to the violet light alone, but there are chemi-

cal rays of every color. He also caused plants to grow in red,

yellow, and blue light, and published the resulting difference in

each case.

In the experinient on the interference of the chemical rays,

true photographic representations were obtained on a thin layer

of bromide of silver, enclosed between plates of mica, and en-

gravings were given of them.

At this time, Talbot, in Englandj and Daguerre, in France,

were occupied in their experiments, and the process of the latter

was published in the fall of 1839. As soon as it was known in

America, Dr. Draper commenced attempting to obtain portraits

by it. He relates that in his first trials the face of the sitter

was dusted over with flour or other white substance, under the

impression that otherwise no proof could be obtained. But it

was soon found that this was unnecessary, an imperfect proof

being obtained without resorting to those means. This first

daguerreotype portrait consisted of white sjiots, corresponding

to the forehead, the cheeks, and the chin of the sitter. On in-

creasing the aperture of the lens employed, success was at once

attained, and several fine portraits which were made were sent

to various European chemists. Some of these would be regarded
as very fair, even now.

While these experiments were in progress. Dr. Draper became
associated with his colleague. Professor Morse, in the New York
XJnivcr.sity, and conjointly, they gave instructions to some of our
earliest daguerreotype artists, by whom the process was generally

diffused. Their operations were carried on in a building pur-

posely erected on the top of the University, in Washington
Square, and in which they had the advantage of sunshine all the

day.

At the time that Dr. Draper thus obtained the first photo-
graphic portraits, it was supposed in Europe that the operation

could not be made to succeed. In an article in the Edinburgh
Review for January, 1843, Sir David Brewster, the most emi-

nent European author on optics, writes as follows, speaking of

Dr. Draper:—"He was the first, we believe, who under the

brilliant summer sun of New York,' took portraits with the
daguerreotype. This branch of Photog]'a]ihy seems not to have
been regarded as a possible application of Daguerre's invention,

and no notice is taken of it in the reports made to the legislative

bodies of France. We have been told that Daguerre had not,

at that period, taken any portraits, and when we consider the
period of time, twenty or twenty-five minutes, which was then
deemed necessary to get a daguerreotype landscape, we do not
wonder at the observation of a French author, who describes tie
taking of portraits as, toujours un terrain un pcu fahuhuo: four
h Daguerreotype."

Since the time when daguerreotype portraits were thus first

made. Dr. Draper has published numerous memoirs in relation

to the chemical agencies of light. These, since they have been
for the most part published in London, are not so well known
in America, most of them have, however, been translated and
published in France, Germany, and Italy. The more important
ones are: On the Analogy of the Chemical Rays and Radiant
Heat: Ou Spectral Appearances and I^atent Light: On the

Tithonotype: On Invisible Fixed Lines on the Solar Spectrum:
On the Power of Electronegative Yapors to obliterate Da-
guerreotype Impressions. On the Daguerreotype impi'ession

of the Solar spectrum, a specimen of this having been fur-

nished by Dr. Draper to Sir John Herschel, the latter pub-
lished in the Philosophical Magazine a critical examination
of it, regarding the effect as belonging to the series of optical

phenomena known as those of thin plates, whereas Dr. Draper
supposed it to belong to dotted surfaces, and shewed that it

is possible to copy a daguerreotype by causing isinglass to set

on it, the isinglass on being split off exhibiting the picture. On
the tithonometer, an instrument for the measurement of the

chemical power of light: On the decomposition of Carbonic

Ac'.d in the Solar spectrum: On a new imponderable: On a

Method of Impressing a Permanent change on Chlorine, by expo-

sure to Indigo light: On a chemical examination of the Inter-

ference spectrum: On the negative rays of the Sun: On the

pro luctioUjOf Light by Heat: On the chemical nature of Flames:

On the phosphorescence of Bodies. These are a part of the sub-

jects of a series of papers, which, if collected together, would

form quite a large volume.

To his other contributions, Dr. Draper has recently added

the method of obtaining representations of microscopic objects of

exquisite beauty, and from their perfection leaving nothing to be

desired. These are intended as illustrations for a work ou Hu-
man Physiology, which he is publishing.

Affliction.—The sufferings laid upon us by God do all lead

to happy issues; the progress is from tribulation to patience,

from that to experience, and so to hope, and at last to glory.

But the sufferings we make for ourselves are circular and end-

less, from sin to suffering, and from suffering to sin, and so to

suffering again; and not only so, but they muUijily in their

course; every sin is greater than the former one, and so is every

suffering also.

Sorrow ought to be the domesticated guest of our souls, as

much as joy and pleasure; it also is sent down upon us from

above; and He who counts all tears, who tries our hearts, He
knows well what we weak mortals are fitted to endure.
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From the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

BLACK SPOTS ON COLLODION, &C.

2o the Editor of tlic Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,—The following- miscellaneous remarks may interest some

of the readers of the Photographic Journal. First, as to black

spots upon collodion pictures:

—

When I commenced to practice photography, a number of

my jjictures were spoiled with them; tliis I found was caused by

])utting too much of the proto-sulphate of iron solution (i ounce

to 1 ounce acetic acid) into the cfish, and that just sutticient to

cover the glass plate should be used; I also found if I left the

plate any time in the solution after the picture was developed,

that it was generally covered with black spots.

Now by attending to these rules, and taking care to develope

always in the dark, I have always found my pictures free from

spots. &c.

Like " A Constant Reader," I have also found a glass nega-

tive, after being fixed with cyanide of potassium, to have " en-

tirely vanished" in less than an hour; this I think was caused

by the cyanide of potassium not having been sufficiently washed

away.

I have not succeeded in taking good pictures with a white

background, nor when the sun shone on the object or on the

camera.

Yours truly,

P. S.

Jiicrsonal anb £'mt Qlrt Intelligence.

— We have again arrived at the close of a year—the fourth

of the publication of the Photographic and Fine Art Journal —
and we here propose to go over the pages of our monthly and
review the progress of the Photographic art during the twelve
mouths just passed. The art has made rapid strides during that

time. No year since its first discovery have so many improve-

ments been made, nor so much interest taken in its development
by all classes of our people. The collodion process, which was
only fairly introduced during 1854, has been reduced to a cer-

tainty in its operations, and made to work instantaneously,

rendering failures to obtain copies of animated nature ne.xt to

impossible. On this subject we have presented our readers with
several most excellent works, by English and French practical

photographers, besides various fugitive pieces; all of the most
intrinsic importance to the student or practitioner of the photo-
graphic art who sincerely desires improvement in his manipula-
tions. It was our intention to give a general review of Photo-
graphy at th s time, but our more pressing engagements have
not permitted us. We intended, in that review, to have not
only touched upon the various improvements made in England,
France, and this country, but also to point out the formulses

of greatest merit, and speak of the results we have seen pro-
duced by them. Now, however, we must confine ourselves
merely to a statement of them and their origin; and we are
inclined to this course from having been promised a more ela-

borate article on the subject from a distinguished amateur, who
has occasionally favored us with contributions from the French.
The works of Messrs. Delamotte and Cundall are undoubt-

edly the best and most practical treatise that have appeared
during the year on the paper and glass processes, giving much
that is new and interesting. Of the many improvements in the
collodion process, those of Messrs. Spiller and Crooke's, M.
Bertsch, and J. Maxwell Lyte appear to be the most important.
The application of bromides instead of the iodides as accelera-
tors, made by some of the French photograpliers—among them
MM. Niepcc de St Yictor, Evrard, and Brebisson—and"by the
English photographers at a later date, have not claimed that
attention they should have done in those countries, and it has
been left to American photographers—the principal of whom are
Mr. Turner and Mr. Cutting—to improve the formula to a de-
gree which has enabled them to obtain the most perfect results

in photograpio portraiture. In this branch of the collodion

process, the American photographer is unexcelled, in \ roof of

which we can point to the results of Mr. Whipple, Massury and
Silsbee, of Boston; Messrs. Gurney and Fredericks, S. Root, M.
M. Lawrence, Brinckerhott', and ]3rady, of New York; M'Clees
and Germon, and Richards and Betts, of Philadelphia, as well

as the two gentlemen before ; amed, in proof of our assertion.

The collodion process has also enabled our photographers to

multi|)ly positive photographs with such facility, and to such a

degree, tliat they are now beginning to take the place of en-

gravings in the illustration of periodical literature, as well as

in some standard works. Three years ago, the idea of obtaining
photographs at a price sufficiently low for this purpose, was
thought to be a chimera of the wildest nature, but we think we
have established the fact beyond all doubt. It is true, many of

the pictures with which we have illustrated our Journal during

the present year are inferior to that class of engravings usually

met with in periodicals of the style of our own, but if they be
coujpared with those presented to the public Ijy the poi)uhu'

magazines of the day, they will be found to be of a far more
intrinsic value, not only as works of art, but in trutlifulness and
exactness to the original; and of far more accuracy in detail.

Their defects we hope to remedy in future issues; and we trust

before the expiration of the coming year, to present our sub-

scril)ers with photographs in every particular superior to the

productions of the burin.

The waxed paper process has also made rapid strides towards
perfection. This result is mainly owing to Mr. Le Gray of Paris.

The views taken by it are of the most exquisite description.

Here we have a powerful competition to the burin. No engraver

can for a moment expect to produce the detail, and at the same
time the roundness and clearness, which we find in the photo-

graphs of ancient views and fine landscapes, taken by the French
photographers. We had the pleasure, a few days since, of

examining and comparing some of the most recent photographs
with engravings by some of the best masters, and we venture to

say that there is no artist who would hesitate to award the pre-

ference to the former.

The albumen process has not conuuanded that attention it

should since the discovery of collodion as a photographic agent.

Although the latter is no doubt much quicker in its operations,

the former is allowed to give the most pleasing and perfect re-

sults in negative pictures. But its principal value is in the pro-

duction of positive proofs. While all the details of a picture

are quite as clearly developed on the albumen paper as on the

waxed paper, we think we perceive a greater degree of solidity,

more of an aerial aspect in the skies, greater delineation of the

distance, and more uniformity in tone. Pictures produced on
this paper are, also, equally warm and soft with those on waxed
paper, and give a more natural appearance to the objects de-

lineated.

One of the greatest inventions in photography, of the present

year, is the process of Heliographic engraving, invented by M.
Niepce de St. Yictor. The indefatigable labors of this gentle-

man, in this branch of the art, is deserving of the highest praise.

Notwithstanding the doubts and fears expressed by even the

most learned in the art as to the final accomplishment of the end
in view, he has pursued his experiments with increased success

for the last three years, and he has now the satisfaction of

possessing the confidence of some of the first engravers of Paris.

In conjunction with two of them—whose names we cannot at

this moment call to mind—he has produced results as sui'prisiug

as they are pleasing. The two last numbers of La Lamiere we
have received contain Heliographic engravings on steel, which
give evidence of an undeniable character as to the future success

of all M. Niepce's aspirations in this new art. We predict that,

before many mouths, engravings that now occupy months and
years in their execution, will be produced in—comparatively—

a

few hours by this new process, in every respect equal in effect

and appearance, and by far superior in detail and truthfulness to

nature, of the original object.

In aid of photography, we have, as a recent invention, the

fanlogrufh, or box for the copying and enlargement of photo-

graphic pictures. The first published accounts of this simple

but useful instrument are due to the English photographer, Mr.
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Stuart, but so far as data is given us, we must lay claim to its

iaveiition. As early as the spring of 1852, we consulted two
celeln-ated opticians, Mr. Henry Fitz, and Mr. C. C. Harrison,

of tills city, upon the construction of an instrument similar to

that descril)ed by Mr. Stuart, and we entered into an arrange-

ment witii Mr. Fitz to furnish the lens for one on a mammoth
scale, at tliat time. It was our intention to endeavor to ]iroduce

with this instrument, full length photographs the size of life, and

our opinion as to the possibility of doing so was fully concurred

in by Mr. Fitz. Our own time, however, was so fully occupied

by other pressing duties that we could not find a moment of

leisure to ilevote to it then, consequently the experiment was
deferred from time to time, until the production of Mr. Stuart

appeared, when, not wishing to be considered a mere imitator,

we dropped our design altogether. The gentlemen named, how-

ever, can vouch as to the truth of this statement. Our plan was

to copy the negative upon canvass prepared with a substance

still entirely original with us, the lens lor its enlargement to be

placed in a partition containing a box so made as to admit of

elongating to the required length. The canvass was to be

stretched upon a frame* similar to that used by painters, and

set in another frame, movable upon the floor of the darkened

room. This room was to be large enough for us to move about

in it fi-eely in order to prepare the canvass, and into which the

only light to be admitted would pass through a very small

piece of yellow glass. We do not give the name of the sub-

stance with which we intended to prepare the canvass, simply,

because we know not how successful it might prove, although

from its nature we should judge that whatever might have been

the result of the first experiment, its ultimate success would

be certain. It would have given us much satisfaction to have

been able to present favornlile results by this method in advance

of any others, but as it would have interfered materially with

otlier duties, we must be "content—at this late day—to make this

statement of facts. ^

The apiilication of photography to meterological and mag-

netical registration, is one of considerable importance to the

scientific world. The researches of Mr. Brookes and Mr. Howe,
together with their method of application, which we have al-

ready published, furnished much that is highly interesting and

instructive.

One of the most wonderful and most unexpected—thus far

—

applications of photography which have been made during the

present year, is that of printing textile fabrics, discovered by Mr.

R. Smith, Blackford, England, an accovuit of wliich we gave in

our August number. A full realization of the practical appli-

cation of this invention will effect a great revolution in the print-

ing of cloths.

It is not until recently that ])hotography has been successfully

applied to wood engraving, and we think we are doing injustice

to none when we attribute the most successful results to Mr.

Brinckerhoif, of this city. We hoped to have given a practical

example in this number, of this process, but our engraver has

disappointed us, by not finishing the portrait of Mr. C. C.

Harrison in time. We shall, however, give it in our January

issue.

Now, the result of all these improvements has been to verify

our assertions made less than two years ago, that photography

upon paper would within two years, command as great, if not

greater attention in this country than the Daguerreotype. We
were laughed at then, but nearly all of our then quisical friends

are now the most eager in the search of instruction in the, to

them, new art. It is but a few weeks ago that one of our best

daguerreotypists, chose, through the cohmms of a " tuppenny"

affair, to satirize us for our advocacy of the paper processes; but

lie is so evidently ignorant of the whole matter—notwithstand-

ing he takes the two Journals devoted to his art—that he is

entirely incompetent to form a correct judgment. He takes the

false i)osition, at the start, that we are opposed to the daguer-

reotype, and upon this bases his argument. As we have not

laid ourselves open to an attack from that quarter, and being

perfectly conscious of never having given M. F. any cause for

the satirical expression he chooses to ap])ly to us, we shall take

no further notice of this paper bullet or any other article he mny
feel disposed to aim at us. We are wholly unacquainted with

this man, but we have had every disposition, from what
we have heard of him, to respect him, and we shall be sorry to

find in him that littleness of mind which is influenced by the

misrepresentations and slanders of others. Among all these im-

provements in photography the daguerreotype has not advanced
a single step during the year. Not an improvement of any im-

portance has been made; it admits of no enlargement of its field

of operation ; it may, in the hands of some artists improve in

detail; but we question whether^—unless the colors are truly dis-

covered—it can go beyond its present position. There is every

indication therefore that the paper process will be very soon the

promintut branch of the photographic art. The idea that paper

[)ictures could never be produced equal to the daguerreotype is

already exploded, and the public mind is gradually, but surely,

becoming biased in their favor. If M. F. will now visit this

city and take a look at the photographs for sale by Messrs.

AVilliams & Stevens, and Goupil & Co., and those taken by
Mr. Turner, and by Gurney and Fredericks, and will then con-

cientiously say we are wrong, we are very much mistaken in the

man.

— Mr. Stanley, of Houston, Texas, writes :

—

" Permit me to suggest to your correspondent on the subject

of coloring the accelerator, that he will find (provided that he

has made the slab of plaster of Paris to fit the jar with tolera-

ble accuracy) that it can be successfully and effectually united

with the glass by a cement made of slacked lime and whites of

eggs, or, if the jar is perfectly clean, with a little cream of plas-

ter of Paris run round the edge of the tablet."

— Mr. GiLLOu Phila., will please accept our thanks for his

favor. We hope he will favor us in like manner as often as he

can find it convenient.

— The Messrs Meade are preparing a block of marble for

the Washington Monument, to contain the following inscrip-

tion :

—

To Washington,

An humble tribute from two disciples of Daguerre.

— A very interesting letter will be found in the present num-

ber, from Mr. Henry D. Meade, now in Paris. We tender him

our warmest thanks for his remembrance of us.

— We clip the following from the California Christian Ad-

vocate:—
Something not to be Sukpassed.—We have just returned

from Mr. Vance's new Daguerrean Gallery, corner of Montgome-

ry and Sacramento streets, and we find his Gallery, in extent

and magnificence, to surpass anything we have eyer before seen,

and doubt whether his arrangements and conveniences are sur-

passed by any establishment of the kind in the United States.

Specimens of his work, with which he has his Gallery adorned,

are certainly worthy of attention, and will well repay a visit to

his rooms. We would refer our readers to his advertisement in

another column.

After seeing the splendid views exhibited in this city three

years ago by Mr. Vance, we can fully endorse the above. These

views are now in the possession of Mr. Fitzgibbon, of St. Louis,

Missouri.

— We have received two very fine daguerreotypes from Mr.

Fitzgibbon for crystalotyping for the Journal. Tliey will appear

shortly.

— We regret to learn that Mr. Keen has been quite ill for

some time. We wish him speedy recovery.

— Messrs. Cook and Osbokn have returned to Charleston, the

former fully posted up in the paper processes.

Mr. Cary has also returned to his old quarters at Savan-

nah.

— We have sent bills to all who owe us for subscriptions,

and we trust it^will be the last call we will have to make for

what is due us.

— Mr. Hesler has opened a fine suite of room in Chicago,

whither he has removed.

The Journal will appear in a " beautiful new dress" on

the first of January, 1855.
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